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Commissioners

The names and terms of office of the Commissioners:
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The three initial Commissioners took office March 1, 1903. From 1903 to 1919 the Commissioners were 
appointed by the Governor subject to confirmation by the General Assembly. Between 1919 and 1926 they were elected ly 
popular vote. Between 1926 and 1928 they were appointed by the Governor subject to confirmation by the Generd 
Assembly. Since 1928 they have been elected by the General Assembly.

October 28, 1918 to June 1,1919 
June 12,1919 to January 31,1928 
December 16,1923 to November 24, 1924 
November 25,1924 to January 31,1972 
November 16,1925 to November 16,1929 
February 1,1928 to December 19,1943 
November 29, 1929 to April 17, 1933 
April 17,1933 to July 14,1944 
January 31,1944 to October 5,1947 
August 30, 1944 to November 20,1944 
December 16, 1944 to April 18,1949 
October s, 1947 to June 24,1957 
April 28,1949 to January 31, 1973 
July 16,1957 to January 28, 1972 
March 10, 1972 to
March 10,1972 to January 31,1985 
February 20,1973 to February 20,1992 
April 1, 1985 to December 31,1988 
February 16,1989 to
February 1,1992 to

Fairfax 
Willard 
Wingfield 
Forward 
Williams 
Shewmake 
Hooker 
Bradshaw 
Lacy 
Moore

Stuart
Rhea 
Epes 
Peery 
Ozlin 
Norris 
Downs 
Catterall 
Harwood 
Morrison

Crump 
Prentis 
Garnett 
Lupton 
Adams 
Fletcher 
Apperson 
King 
Dillon
Sharmon

March 1,1903 to June 1, 1907
March 1,1903 to February 28,1908 
March 1,1903 to October 1,1905
October 1, 1905 to February 18,1910 
June 1,1907 to November 17,1916
February 28, 1908 to November 15, 1925 
February 18, 1910 to January 31,1918 
November 17,1916 to October 28,1918 
February 1,1918 to December 5, 1923 
November 12,1918 to July 1, 1919 

(Temporary Appointment during absence of Forward on military service)
S. L. Liqjton
Berkley D. Adams
Oscar L. Shewmake
H. Lester Hooker
Louis S. Epes
Wm. Meade Fletcher
George C. Peery
Thos. W. Ozlin
Harvey B. Apperson
Robert O. Norris
L. McCarthy Downs
W. Marshall King
Ralph T. Catterall
Jesse W. Dillon
Preston C. Sharmon
Junie L. Bradshaw
Thomas P. Harwood, Jr.
Elizabeth B. Lacy
Theodore V. Morrison, Jr.
Hullihen Williams Moore

Beverley T. Crump 
Henry C. Stuart 
Henry Fairfax 
Jos. E. WiUard 
Robert R. Prentis 
Wm. F. Rhea 
J. R. Wingfield 
C. B. Garnett 
Alexander Forward 
Robert E. Williams
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Preface

The primary reason for the Commission's existence is to administer the laws which promote fair and equitable 
treatment of the public by all businesses which are deemed by the State to provide a vital public service.

The Constitution of Virginia establishes the State Corporation Commission as a specific department of State 
government. The Commission is Virginia's principal regulatory body in the business and economic fields. It sets electric 
and intrastate telephone utility rates - as most citizens know - but its regulatory authority goes far beyond this.

Insurance, all State savings and lending institutions, rail and truck transportation, and investment securities are 
under Commission supervision. 'Die Commission also assesses public service corporations for State and local taxation as 
well as charters all domestic and foreign corporations doing business in Virginia.
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OF VIRGINIA

STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

Rules of Practice and Procedure
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RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

1:3. Principal Office. Jeffeisoh Building, Comer of Bank and Governor Streets, Richmond, Virginia; mailing address; Box 1197, Zip Code
23209.

2:4. Administrative Divisions. The public responsibilities of the Commission are divided among the following divisions:

(a) Accounting and Finance.

(b) Bureau of Financial Institutions.

(c) Bureau of Insurance.

(d) Clerk's OfSce.

(e) Commumcations.

PART I
THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

1:2. Seal of Commission. As described by the Code of Virginia, and when affixed to any paper, record or document, customarily by the Clerk of 
the Commission, the seal has the same force and effect for authentication as the seal ofa court ofrecord in the State (Code §§ 12.1-3,12.1-19).

1:4. Public Sessions: Writ or Process. Public sessions for the hearing of any complaint, proceeding, contest or controversy instituted or pending, 
whether of the Commission's own motion or otherwise, shall be at its principal office, or, in its discretion, when public necessity or the convenience of the patties 
requires, elsevidiere inthe State. All notices, writs and processes of the Commission shall be returnable to the place of any such session (Code §§ 12.1-5, 12.1-26, 
12.1-29). Sessions are held throughout the year except during August All cases will be set for a day certain and the parties notified.

1:1. Constitutionally Created. The Commission is a permanent body with powers and duties prescribed by Article IX of the Constitution and by 
statute (Code §§ 12.1-2,12.1-12, et seq.).

PART n
ORGANIZATION

Examination of and supervisory reqxmsibility for all state-chartered banks, trust cotrqianies, savings and loan associations, industrial loan 
associations, credit unions, small loan companies, money order sales and non-profit debt counseling agencies, as provided by law.

Licensing and examination of insurance companies and agents, including contracts and plans for future hospitalization, medical and surgical services, 
and premium finance companies; approval of policy forms; collection of premium taxes and fees; public filings of financial statements and premium 
rates; rate regulation.

2:2. Chairman. One of its members is elected chairman by the Commission for a one-year term beginning on the first day of February of each year 
(Code § 12.1-7).

Periodic audit of all public utilities, electric, gas, telephone, electric and telephone cooperatives, radio common carriers, water and sewer. Preparation 
of the analyses and studies incident to all utility applications to engage in affiliates' transactions, issue securities, acquire certificates of convenience 
and necessity and/or to increase rates.

2:1. The Commission. The Commission consists of three members elected by the joint vote of the two houses of the General Assembly for regular 
staggered terms of six years (Code § 12.1-6).

Responsible for regulation of rates and services of telephone and radio common carriers, including administrative interpretations and rulings related to 
rules, regulations, rates and charges; investigation of consumer complaints; provides testimony in rate and service proceedings; development of special

2:3. Quorum. A majority of the Commissioners shall constitute a quorum for the exercise of judicial, legislative, and discretionary fimctions of the 
Commission, whether there be a vacancy in the Commission at not, but a quorum shall not be necessary for the exercise of its administrative fimctions (Code 
§ 12.1-8).

Administration of the corporate statutes concerning the issuance of certificates of incorporation, amendment, merger, etc., the qualification of foreign 
corporations, and the assessment of annual registration fees; administration of the limited partnership statutes concerning the filing of certificates of 
linfited partnership, amendment and cancellation, the registration of foreign limited partnerships, and the assessment of armual registration fees; public 
depository of corporate and limited partnership documents required to be filed with the Commission; provides certified and uncertified copies of 
documents and information filed with the Commission; statutory agent for service of process pursuant to Code §§ 8.01-285 et seq., 13.1-637,13.1- 
766,13.1-836,13.1-928, and 40.1-68; powers and fimctions of a clerk of a court of record in all matters within the Commission's jurisdictiotL
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Corporate Operations.

(g) Economic Research and Development

Perfbnns basic economic and financial research on matters involving the regulation of public utilities; conducts research on policy matters confionting

(h) Energy Regulatioa

(i) General Counsel.

(i) Motor Carrier.

(k) Public Service Taxation.

(1) Railroad Regulation.

Securities and Retail Frandiising.(m)

(n) Unifcnm Commercial Code.

Registration of publicly offered securities, broker-dealers, securities salesmen, investment advisors and investment advisor representatives; conqrlaint 
investigation - "Blue Sky Laws"; registration of fiencUses and complaint investigation - Retail Franchising Act; registration of intrastate trademarks 
and service marks; administration of Take-Over-Bid Disclosure Act

Analysis of facts and legal issues ioi the Commission, and for purposes of appeal, relative to all matters coming before the Commission, including 
certificates of convenience and necessity, facilities and rates affecting public utilities, insurance, banking, securities, transportation, etc.

studies, including depreciation prescriptions; monitoring construction programs and service quality, administration of the Utility Facilities Act and 
maintenance of territorial maps as pertains to cortununications.

Administration of Code §§ 8.9-401, et seq., U.C.C. central filing office for financing statements, amendments, termination statements and 
assignments by secured patties nationwide, being primary secured interests in equipment and inventories; discharge the duties of the filing officer 
underthe Uniform Federal Tax Lien Registration Act, Code §§ 55-142.1, et seq.

Investigates, at its own volition or upon complaint, rail service and the compliance with rules, regulations, and rates by tail common carriers when 
intrastate aspects are involved. Analyzes and handles applications for irrtrastate rate increases or alteration of service, together with all or other tail 
tdnfiTsiflttcrSa

Administralion of Code §§ 58.1-2600 to 58.1-2690, evaluation and assessment for local taxation to all real and tangible personal property of public 
service corporations: electric, gas, water, telephone and telegraph companies. Assessment of state taxes of public service corporations: gross receipts 
tax, pole line tax, and special revenue tax. The assessment, collection and distribution of taxes to localities for the rolling stock of certificated common 
mners.

Records and maintains on computer systems or microfilm the information and documents filed with the Clerk's Office by corporations and limited 
partnerships; takes telephonic requests for copies of such documents and information; provides fiicilities for "walk-in" viewing of such information and 
documents; responds to telephonic requests for specific information concerning corporations and limited partnerships of record in the Clerk's Office; 
processes requests for corporate and limited partnership forms prepared or prescribed by the Commission; processes various types of documents 
delivered to the Commission for filing, including annual reports, registered office/agent changes and annual registration fee payments.

the Commission; provides financial and economic testimony in rate heatings, and engages in developing administrative processes to facilitate the 
conduct of tire Commission's regulatory responsibilities.

Reviews and evaluates motor carrier rules and regulations; develops legislative and internal procedural changes or modifications pertaining to motor 
carriets; work with other state and federal regulatory agencies and with motor carrier associations. Responsible for the registration of vehicles and 
commodity authorization pertinent to all tractors, three-axle trades (private and for-hire) and all for-hire buses qualified to move interstate throu^ 
Virginia, and all intrastate for-hire carriers, including taxicabs: certification or evidence of liability and cargo insurance: emergency authority to 
qualified carriers, a registry of agents for process on interstate carriers. The Motor Carrier Division is also responsible for the collection of the Virginia 
Motor Fuel Road Tax on a quarterly basis and also audits and examines the records of motor carriers for road tax liability. Enforcement of motor 
carrier laws. Code §§ 56-273 et seq., and related rules and regulations of the Commissions, by investigation and the power to arrest Analysis of facts 
and issues of the Commission relative to transportation companies, such as certificates of convenience and necessity sought by common carriers of 
persons or property, charter party carriers, household goods carriers, petroleum tank truck carriers, sight-seeing carriers, and restricted parcel carriers, 
together with applications for rate increases or alterations of service by motor and other surface carriers. Analysis of information for use in prosecution 
before the Commission pertaining to transportation sovices.

Responsible for regulation and rates and services of electric, gas, water and sewer utilities, including administrative interpretations and rulings relating 
to rules, regulations, rates and charges; investigation of consumer complaints; maintenance of territorial maps; preparation of testimony for rate and 
service proceedings; development of special studies, including depreciation prescriptions; monitoring construction programs and service quality, 
administration of the Utility Facilities Act and enforcement of safety regulations affecting gas pipelines and other facilities of gas utilities.
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3:4. Hearing Before the Commission. Upon written petition of any person in interest dissatisfied with any action taken by a division of the 
Commission, or by its failure to act, resulting from disputed facts or fi’om disputed statutory interpretation or application, the Commission will set the matter for 
hearing. If the dilute be one of law only, in lieu of a hearing, the Commission may Order a stipulation of facts and submission of the issues and argument by 
written briefs. Oral argument in any such case shall be with the consent of the Commission.

4:1. Parties. Parties to a proceeding before the Commission are designated as applicants, petitioners, complainants, defendants, protestants, or 
interveners, according to the nature of the proceeding and the relationship of the respective parties.

3:3. Review of Acts of Officers and Employees. Anyone dissatisfied with any administrative action of an employee should make informal 
complaint to the division head, and if not thereby resolv^ may present a complaint, as provided in Rule 5:4, for review by the Commissioner under whose 
supervision the division head acted. Subject to the equitable doctrine of laches, and unless contrary to statute, administrative acts may be reviewed and corrected 
for error of fact or law at any time. If necessary to complete relief an order may be entered effective retroactively.

PART IV
PARTIES TO PROCEEDINGS

PART m
ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS

4:9. Commission's Staff. Members of the Commission's staff appear neither in support of nor in opposition to, any party in any cause, but solely 
on behalf of the general public interest to see that all the facts appertaining thereto are clearly presorted to the Commissioa They may conduct investigations and 
otherwise evaluate the issue or issues raised, may testify and offer exhibits with reference thereto, and shall be subject to cross-examination as any other witness. 
In all proceedings the Commission's staff is represented by the General Counsel division of the Commission.

4:8. Counsel. No person not duly admitted to practice law before the court of last resort of any state or territory of the United States or of the District 
of Columbia shall appear as attorney or counsel in any proceeding except in his own behalf when a party thereto, or in behalf of a partnership, party to the 
proceeding, of which such person is adequately identified as a member, provided, however, no foreign attorney may appear unless in association with a member of 
the Virginia State Bar.

4:3. Petitioners. Persons filing formal written requests for redress of some alleged wrong arising from acts or things done or omitted to be done in 
violation of some law administered by the Commission, or in violation of some rule, regulation or order issued thereby, are designated as petitioners.

4:4. Complainants. Persons making informal written requests for redress of some alleged wrong arising from acts or things done or omitted to be 
done in violation of some law administered by the Commission, or in violation of some rule, regulation or order issued thereby are designated as complainants.

4:2. Applicants. Persons filing formal written requests with the Commission for some right, privilege, authority or determination subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Commission are designated as applicants.

4:6. Protestants. Persons filing a notice of protest and/or protest in opposition to the granting of an plication, in whole or in part, are designated 
as protestants. All protestants must submit evidence in support of their protest, and comply with the requirements of Rules 5:10, 5:16, and 6:2. A protestant may 
not act in the capacity of both witness and counsel except in his own behalf. All cross-examination permitted by a protestant shall be material and relevant to 
protestant's case as contemplated by Rules 5:10,5:16 and 6:2.

4:7. Interveners. Any interested person may intervene in a proceeding commenced by an application, or by a Rule to Show Cause under Rule 4:11, 
or by the Commission pursuant to Rule 4:12, by attending the hearing and executing and filing with the bailiff a notice of appearance on forms provided for that 
purpose. An intervener, subject to challenge for lack of interest and sulqect to the general rules of relevancy and redundancy, may testify in support of or in 
opposition to the object of the proceeding, may file a brief and may make oral argument with leave of the Commission, but may not otherwise participate in the 
proceeding before the Commission.

3:1. Conduct of Business. Persons who have business with the Commission wiU deal directly with the sqjpropriate division, and all correspondence 
should be addressed thereto.

4:10. Consumer Counsel. Code §2.1-133.1 provides for a Division of Consumer Counsel within the office of the Attorney General, the duties of 
whidi, in part, shall be to appear before the Commission to represent and be heard on behalf of consumers' interests, and investigate such matters relating to such 
appearance, with the objective of insuring that any matters adversely affecting the interests of the consumer are properly controlled and regulated. In all such 
proceedings before the Commission, the Division of Consumer Counsel shall have as full a ri^ of discovery as is provided by these Rules for any other party, and 
otherwise may participate to the extent reasonably necessary to discharge its statutory duties.

4:5. Defendants. In all oonqrlaints, proceedings, contests, or controversies by or before the Commission instituted by the Commonwealth or by the 
Commission on its own motion, or upon petition, the patty against whom the complaint is preferred, or the proceeding instituted, shall be the defendant

3:2. Acts of Officers and Employees. Administrative acts of officers and employees are the acts of the Commission, subject to review by the 
Commissioner under whose assigned supervision within the Commission's internal division the function was performed.
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5:7. Rules to Show Cause - Style of Proceeding.

{a} Cases instituted by the Commission on its own motion against a defendant will be styled;

(b) Cases instituted by others against a defendant will be styled:

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. (Cmrqilainant's name)

4:13. Consultation by Parties with Commissioners. No party, or person acting on behalf of any party, shall confer with, or otherwise 
communicate with, any Commissioner with respect to the merits of any pending proce«ling without first giving adequate notice to all other parties, other than 
interveners under Rule 4:7, and affording such other patties full opportunity to be present and to participate, or otherwise to make appropriate response to the 
substance of the communication.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
(Defendant*r name)

4:14. Consultation between Commissioners and their Staff. As provided by Rule 4:9, no member of the Commission's Staff is a "party" to 
any proceeding before the Commission, regardless of his participation in Staff investigations with respect thereto or of his participation therein as a witness. Since 
the purpose of the Staff is to aid the Commission in the proper discharge of Commission duties, the Commissioners shall be free at all times to confer with their 
Staff or any of them, with respect to any proceeding. Provided, however, no facts not of record which reasonably could be etqpected to influence the decision in 
any matter pending before the Commission shall be furnished to any Commissioner unless all patties to the proceeding, other than interveners under Rule 4:7, be 
likewise informed and afforded a reasonable opportunity to respond.

4:12. Promulgation of General Orders, Rules or Regulations. Before promulgating any general order, rule or regulation, the Commission 
shall give reasonable notice of its contents and shall afford interested persons having objections thereof an opportunity to present evidence and be heard. Oral 
argument in all such cases shall be by leave of the Commission, but bri^ in support or opposition will be received within a time period fixed by the Commission.

PART V
PLEADINGS

5:2. Filing Fees. There are no fees, unless otherwise provided by law, for filing and/or prosecuting formal or informal proceedings before the 
Commission.

4:11. Rules To Show Cause. Investigative, disciplinary, and penal proceedings will be instituted by rule to show cause at the instigation of the 
Commonwealth, by the Commission's own motion as a consequence of any unresolved valid complaint upon petition, or for other good cause. In all such 
proceedings the public interest shall be represented and prosecuted by the General Counsel division. The issuance of such a rule does not place on the defendant 
the burden of proof.

5:5. Camplmnt - An Informal Pleading. All complaints under Rule 5:4 are regarded initially as instituting an informal proceeding and need 
comply only with the requisites of that Rule.

5:3. Declaratory Judgments. A person having no other adequate remedy may petition the Commission for a declaratory judgment under Code 
§ 8.01-184. In such a proceeding, the Commission shall provide by order for any necessary notice to third persons and intervention thereof which intervention 
shall be by motion

5:6. Subsequent Formal Proceeding. The instigation of an informal proceeding is without prejudice to the right thereafter to institute a formal 
proceeding covering the same subject matter. Upon petition of any aggrieved party, or upon its own motion if necessary for fiill relief the Commission will 
convert airy unresolved valid complaint to a formal proceeding by the issuance of a rule to show cause, or by an appropriate order setting a formal hearing, upon at 
least ten (10) days notice to the parties, or as shall be required by statute.

V. 
(Defendant's name)

5:4. Informal Proceedings (Complaints). Informal proceedings may be commenced by letter, telegram, or other instrument in writing, directed 
to the appropriate Administrative Division, setting forth the name and post office address of the person or persons, or naming the Administrative Division of the 
Commission, against whom the proceeding is instituted, together with a concise statement of all the facts necessary to an understanding of the grievance and a 
statement of the relief desired. Matters so presented will be reviewed by the appropriate ^virion or Commissioner arid othowise handled with the patties affected, 
by correspondence or otherwise, with the object of resolving the matter without formal order or bearing; but nothing herein shall preclude the issuance of a formal 
order when necessary or appropriate for full relief.

5:1. Nature of Proceeding. The Commission recognizes both formal and informal proceedings. Matters requiring the taking of evidence and all 
instances of rules to show cause are considered to be formal proceedings and must be instituted and progressed in conformity with applicable rules. Whenever 
practicable, informal proceedings are recommended for e:qjeditious adjustment of complaints of violations of statute, rule or regulation, or of corrtroversies arising 
from administrative action within the Commission.
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5:10. Contents.

(b) Applications for tax refunds or the correction of tax assessments must conqjly with the applicable statutes.

5:12. Copies and Paper Size Required.

(c) Petitions, other than those of utilities, shall be filed in original and five (5) copies.

5:15. Initial Pleadings. The initial pleading in any formal proceeding sbaU be an appUcation or a petition.

(a) Applications: An application is the appropriate initial pleading in a formal proceeding ^therein the applicant seeks authority to engage in some

(e) Protests, notices of protest, answers, and comments on Hearing Examiners* Reports shall be filed in original with fifteen (15) copies, together with 
service of one (1) copy upon counsel of record for each applicant or petitioner and upon any such patty not so represented.

(f) All documents of whatever nature filed with the Clerk of the Commission (Document Control Center) shall be produced on pages 81/2x11 indies 
in size. This rule shall not qiply to tables, charts, plats, photographs, and other material that cannot be reasonably reproduced on paper of that size.

(a) In addition to the requirements of Rules 5:15 and 5:16, all formal pleading shall be appropriately designated ("Notice of Protest", "Answer", etc.) 
and shall contain the name and post ofiBce address of each patty by or for whom the pleading is filed, and the name and post ofiBce address of counsel, if any. No 
such pleading need be under oath unless so required by statute, but shall be signed by counsel, or by each party in the absence of counsel.

5:8 Promulgation of General Orders. Rules or Regulations - Style of Proceeding. Proceedings Instituted by the Commission for the 
captioned purposes will be styled:

5:9. Formal Pleadings. Pleadings in formal proceedings include applications, petitions, notices of protest, protests, answers, motions, and 
comments on Hearing Examiners' Reports. Printed form applications supplied by Administrative Divisions are not subject to Rules 5:10, 5:12 and 5:13.

regulated industry or business subject to the Commission's regulatory control, or to make any changes in the presently authorized service, rate, facilities, or other 
aspects of the public service purpose or operation of any such regulated industry or business for which Commissian author^ is required by law. In addition to the 
requirements of Rule 5:10, each application shall contain (i) a full and clear statement of facts which the party or parties are prepared to prove by competent 
evidence, the proof of whidi will warrant the objective soug^ and (ii) details of the objective sought and the legal basis therefor.

5:13. Filing and Service by Mail. Any formal pleading or other related document or paper shall be considered filed with the Commission upon 
receipt of the original and requited copies by the Clerk of the Commission at the following address: Stale Corporation Commission, Document Control Center, 
P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216. Said original and copies shall immediately be stamped by the Clerk showing date and time of receipt Informal 
conqrlaints shall conform to Rule 5:4. Any formal pleading or other document or paper required to be served on the patties to any proceeding, absent special order 
of the Commission to the contrary, shall be effected by delivery of a true copy thereof; or by depositing same in the United States mail properly addressed and 
stamped, on or befcne the day of filing Notices, findings of fact, opinions, demons, orders or any other papers to be served by the Commission may be served by 
Unit^Statesmail;providedhowever,all writs, processes, and orders of the Commission acting in conformity with Code § 12.1-27 shall be attested and served in 
conqrliance with Code § 12.1-29. Al the foot of any formal pleading or other document or paper required to be served, die party making service shall append 
either acceptance of service or a certificate of counsel of record that copies were mailed or delivered as required. Counsel herein shall be as defined in Rule 1:5, 
Rules of file Supreme Court of Virginia.

(a) The provisions of this rule as to the number of copies requited to be filed shall control in all cases unless other rules applicable to specific types of 
proceedings provide for a different number of copies or unless otherwise specified by the Commission. The Commission may requite additional copies of any 
formal pleading to be filed at any time.

5:14. Docket or Case Number. When a formal proceeding is filed with the Commission, it shall immediately be assigned an individual number. 
Thereafter, all pleadings, papers, briefe, correspondence, etc., relating to said proceeding shall refer to such number.

5:11. Amendments. No amendments shall be made to any formal pleading after it is filed except by leave of the Commission, which leave shall be 
liberally granted in the fiirtherance of justice. The Commission shall make such provision for notice and for opportunity to respond to the amended pleadings as it 
may deem necessary and proper.

(d) Pre-trial motions whether responsive or special, shall be filed in original with four (4) copies, together with service of one (1) copy upon all 
counsel of record and upon all parties not so represented.

In addition all documents filed with the Cleric shall be fully collated and assembled into complete and proper sets ready for distribution and use, 
without the need for further assembly, sotting or teairangemenL

(b) Applications, together with petitions filed by utilities, shall be filed in original with fifteen (15) copies unless otherwise spotted by the 
Commission. Applications, petitions, and supporting exhibits which are filed by a utility shall be bound securely on the left hand margin. An application shall not 
be bound in volumes exceeding two indies in thickness. An application containing exhibits shall have tab dividers between each exbibit and shall include an index 
identifying its contents.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 

Ex Parte, inre
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ansviec, or

(d) Motions: A motion is the proper responsive pleading for testing the legal sufficiency of any application, protest, or rule to show cause. Recognized
for this purpose are motions to dismiss and motions for more definite statement.

PART VI
PREHEARING PROCEDURES

(e) Comments on a Hearing Examiner's Report: Comments are the proper responsive pleading to a report of a Hearing Examiner. Such comments 
may note a party’s objections to any of the rulings, findings of fact or recommendations made by an Examiner in his Report, or may offer remarks in support of or 
clarifications regarding the Examiner's Report No party may file a reply to comments on the Examiner’s Report

5:18. Extension of Time. The Commission may, al its discretion, grant an extension of time for the filing of airy responsive pleading required or 
permitted by these Rules. Applications for such extensions shall be made by special motion and served on all parties of record and filed with the Commission at 
least three (3) days prior to the date on which the pleading was required to have been filed.

5:17. Improper Joinder of Causes. Substantive rules or standards, or the procedures intended to inplement same, previously adopted by the 
Commission, governing the review and diqxrsition of applications, may not be challenged by any patty to a proceeding intended by these Rules to be commenced 
by application. Any sudi challenge must be by independent petition.

5:16. Responsive Pleadings. The usual responsive pleadings in any formal proceeding shall be a notice of protest, protest, motion, 
comments on a Hearing Examiner's Report, as shall be appropriate, supplemented with such other pleadings, including stipulations of facts and memoranda^ as 
may be appropriate.

6:1. Docketing and Notice of Cases. All formal proceedings before the Commission are set for hearing by order, which, in the case of an 
application shall also provide for notice to all necessary and potentially interested parties - either by personal service or publication, or both. This original order 
stall also fix dates for filing prepared testimony and responsive pleadings, together with such other directives as the Commission deem necessary and proper. The 
filing of a petition resulting in the issuance of a show cause order (except for a declaratory judgment) shall be served as required by law upon the defendant or 
defendants. This order shall prescribe the time of hearing and provide for such other matters as shall be necessary or proper.

(ii) Motion for More Definite Statement: Whenever an application, protest, or rule to show cause is so vague, ambiguous, or indefinite as to make it 
unreasonably difficult to determine a fair and adequate response thereto, the Commission, at its discretion, on proper request, or of its own motion, 
may require the filling of a more definite statement or an amended qjplicalion, protest, or rule and make such provision for the filing of responsive 
pleadings and posqxmement of hearing as it may consider necessary and proper. Any such motion and the response thereto must be filed within the 
time prescribed by the Commissitm.

(b) Protests: A protest is a proper responsive pleading to an application in a formal proceeding by which the protestant seeks to protect existing rights 
against invasion by the applicata It shall be the initial responsive pleading by a protestant in all cases in which the parties are not required to pre-file testimony 
and exhibits. When such a pre-trial filing is required, a protest must be filed in support of and subsequent to, a notice of protest A protest must be filed within 
foe time prescribed by foe Commission Order which, in cases involving pre-filed testimony and exhibit^ will always be sutaequent to such filing by the applicant 
In addition to the requirements of Rule 5:10, a protest shall contain (i) a precise statement of foe interest of the protestant in the proceeding; (ii) a full arid clear 
statement of foe facts which foe protestant is prepared to prove by competent evidence, the proof of which will warrant foe relief sought; and (iii) a statement of foe 
specific relief sought and foe le^ basis therefor.

(a) Notice of Protest: A notice of protest is the proper initial tespatae to an application in a formal proceeding by which a protestant advises foe 
Commission of his interest in protecting existing rights against invasion by an rqiplicanL Such notice is appropriate only in those cases in which the Commission 
requires the pre-filing of prepared testimony and exhibits as provided by Rules 6:1 and 6:2. In all other cases, the jqjpropriate initial responsive pleading of a 
protestant will be by protest as hereafter provided. In addition to the requirements of Rule 5:10, a notice of protest shall contain a precise statement of foe interest 
of foe patty or parties filing same, and it shall be filed within the time prescribed by foe Commissim as provided by Rule 6:1.

(c) Answers: An answer is the proper responsive pleading to a petition or rule to show cause. An answer, in addition to foe requirements of Rule 5:10, 
foall contain (i) a precise statement of foe interest of foe patty filing same; (ii) a full and clear statement of facts which the patty is prepared to prove by competent 
evidence, the proof of which will warrant the relief sou^; and (iii) a statement of foe specific relief sou^ and the legal basis therefor. An answer must be filed 
within the time prescribed by the Ccnnmissioa

(i) Motion to Dismiss: Lack of Commission jurisdiction, failure to state a cause of action, or other legal insufficiency apparent on the face of the 
application, protest, or rule to show cause may be raised by motion to dismiss. Such a motion, directed to assy one or more legal defects, may be filed 
sqjarately or incorporated in a protest or any other responsive pleading which foe Commission may direct be filed. Responsive motions must be filed 
within the time prescribed by the Commission

(b) Petitions: A petition is the appropriate initial pleading in a formal proceeding wherein a party complainant seeks the redress of some alleged 
wrong arising fiom prior action or inaction of foe Commission, or from the violation of some statute or rule, regulation or order of foe Commission which it has 
the legal duty to administer or enforce. In addition to foe requirements of Rule 5:10, each petition shall contain (i) a full and clear statement offsets which foe 
party or parties are prepared to prove by competent evidence, foe proof of which will warrant foe relief sought; and (ii) a statement of foe specific relief sought and 
the legal basis therefor.

6:2. Prepared Testimony and Exhibits. Following the filing of all spplications dependent upon complicated or technical proof the Commission 
may direct the applicant to prepare and file with the Commission, well in advance of foe hearing date, all testimony in question and answer or narrative form, 
including all preposed exhibits, by which applicant expects to establish his case. Protestants, in all proceedings in which an applicant shall be required to pre-file
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6:3. Process, Witnesses and Production of Documents and Things.

Interrogatories may relate to any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter involved, including the existence, description, nature, 
custody, condition and location of any books, documents or other tangible things and the identity and location of persons having knowledge of evidentiary value. 
It is not necessarily grounds for objection that the information sought will be inadmissible at the hearing if such information appears reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence.

This rule shall qjply, insofar as practicable, to requests for the production of documents and things and to the production of same in the same manner 
as it qjplies to written interrogatories and the answers filed thereto.

All interrogatories which request answers requiring the assembling or preparation of information or data which mi^ reasonably be considered as 
origii^ work product are subject to objection Where the answer to an interrogate^ may be derived or ascertained fiom the business records of the patty 
questioned or from an examination, audit or inspection of such business records, or fi-om a compilation, abstract or summary based thereon, and the burden of 
deriving or ascertaining the answer is substantially the same for one party as for the other, an answer is sufficient which specifies the records from which the 
answer may be derived and tenders to the questioning patty reasonable opportunity to examine, audit or inspect such records and to make copies, compilations, 
abstracts, or summaries.

6:6. Postponements. Tot cause shown, postponements, continuances and extensions of time will be granted or denied at the discretion of the 
Commission, except as otherwise provided by law. Except in cases of extreme emergency, requests hereunder must be made at least fourteen (14) days prior to the 
date set for hearing. In every case in which a postponement or continuance is granted it shall be the obligation of the requesting patty to arrange with all other 
patties for a satisfactory available substitute hearing schedule. Absent the ability of the patties to agree, the Commission will be so advised and a hearing dale will 
be set by the Commission. In either case, the requesting patty shall prepare an ^ipropriate draft of order for entry by the Commission, which order shall recite the 
agreement of the patties, ot the absence thereof and file the same with an additional copy for each counsel of record as prescribed in Rule 5:13. Following entry, 
an attested copy of the <wder shall be served by the Cletk on each counsel of record.

(d) In all proceedings intended by these Rules to be commenced by application, the subpoena of witnesses and for the production of books, papers and 
documents shall be by order of the Commission upon special motion timely filed with the Clerk. Such a motion will be granted only for good cause shown, 
subject to such conditions and restrictions as the Commission shall deem proper.

Answers are to be signed by the person making them. Objections, if any, to specified questions shall be noted within the list of answers. Answers and 
objections shall be served within 21 days after the service of interrogatories, or as the Commission may otherwise prescribe. Upon special motion of either party, 
pronqrtly made, the Commission will rule upon the validity of any objections raised by answers, otherwise such objections shall be considered sustained.

(a) In all matters within its jurisdiction, the Commission has the powers of a court of record to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production 
of documents, and any party complainant (petitioner) or defendant in a show cause proceeding under Rule 4:11 shall be entitled to process, to convene parties, and 
to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, papers or documents as hereinafter provided.

(c) In a Rule 4:11 proceeding, whenever it appears to the Commission, by affidavit filed with the Clerk by a party presenting evidence that any book, 
writing or document, sufficiently described in said affidavit, is in the possession, or under the control, of any identified persons not a party to the proceeding, and is 
material and proper to be produced in said proceeding, either before the Commission or before any person acting under its process or authority, the Commission 
will order the Cletk to issue a subpoena and to have same duly served, together with an attested copy of the aforesaid order, compelling production at a reasonable 
time and place.

6:4. Interrogatories to Parties or Requests for Production of Documents and Things. Any party to any formal proceeding before the 
Commission, except an intervener and other than a proceeding under Rule 4:12 or a declaratory judgment proceeding, may serve written interrogatories upon any 
other party, other than the Commission's Staff provided a copy is filed simultaneously with the Clerk of the Commission, to be answered by the party served, or if 
the party served is a corporation, partnership or association, by an officer or agent thereof who shall furnish such information as is known to the party. No 
interrogatories may be served which cannot be timely answered before the sdieduled hearing date without leave of the Commission for cause drown and upon 
such conditions as the Commission may prescribe.

6:5. Hearing Preparation - Experts. In a formal proceeding irrtended by these Rules to be commenced by application, the applicant, any party 
protestarrt, and the Commission staff ntay serve on atty other such party a request to examine the work papers of any expert employed by sudi party and whose 
prepared testimony has been pre-filed in accordance with the Rule 6:2. The examining party may make copies, abstracts or summaries of such work papers, but in 
every case, except for the use of the Commission staff copies of all or any portion or part of such papers will be furnished the requesting party only upon the 
payment of the reasonable cost of duplication or reproduction. A copy of any request served as herein provided shall be filed with the Commission.

(b) In all show cause proceedings commenced pursuant to Rule 4:11, notice to the parties of the nature of the proceeding, hearing date and other 
necessary matters shall be effected by the Commission in accordance with Code § 12.1-29. Upon written request to the Clerk of the Commission by any party to 
such a proceeding, with instructions as to mode of service, a summons will likewise be issued directing any person to attend on the day and place of hearing to 
give evidence before the Commission.

testimony, shall be directed to profile in like manner and by a date certain all testimony an proposed exhibits necessary to establish their case. Failure to comply 
with the directions of the Commission, without good cause shown, will result in rejection of the testimony and exhibits by the Commission For good cause 
shown, and with leave of the Commisston, any party may correct or supplement, before or during hearing, all pre-filed testimony and esdiibits. In all proceedings 
all such evidence must be verified by the witness before the introduction into the record. An original and fifteen (15) copies of prepared testimony and exhibits 
shall be filed unless otherwise specified in the Commission's order and public notice. Documents of unusual bulk or weight, and physical exkiibits other than 
documents, need not be prefiled, but shall be described and made available for pretrial examination. Interveners are not subject to this Rule.
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(a) The simplification or limitation of issues;

(b) The nature and preparation of prepared testimony and esdiibits;

(,c) The possibility of obtaining admissions of fact and of documents which will avoid unnecessary proof,

(d) The limitation of witnesses;

(e) Such other matters as may aid in the disposition of the proceeding.

(a) 0pm the Hearing. The presiding Commissioiier shall call the hearing to order and thereafter shall give or cause to be given

The title of the proceeding to be heard and its docket number.(i)

(ii)

(iii)

A brief statement of the issues involved, or the nature and purpose of the hearing;(hr)

(V)

The introduction into the record of a copy of the notice stating the time, place and nature of the heating, the date or dates such notice was 
given, and the method whereby it was served, together with any supporting affidavits which may be required;

PART vnPROCEEDINGS BEFORE A HEARING EXAMINER

PART vin
FORMAL HEARING

Any motions, or other matters deemed qjpropriate by the presiding Commission, that should be disposed of prior to the taking of 
testimony; and

8:1. Official Transcript of Hearing. The official transcript of a formal hearing before the Cammission shall be die transcript of the stenographic 
notes taken at the bearing by the Commission's regularly-employed court rqxater and certified by him as a true and correct transcript of said proceeding. In the 
absence of the Commission's regular court reporter, the Commission will arrange for a suitable substitute whose certified transcript will be recognized as the 
official record. Parties desiring to purchase copies of the transcript of record shall make arrangement therefor directly with the Commission's reporter or substitute 
reporter. Stenographic notes are not transcribed unless specifically requested by the Commission or by some party in interest who wishes to purchase same. When 
the testimony is transcribed, a copy thereof is always lodged with the Clerk where it is available for public inspection. (In the event of appeal fiom the 
Commission action the lull record must be certified by the Clerk.)

The appearances ofthe parties, or their representatives, desiring to participate in the hearing which appearances shall be stated orally for 
the record and shall give the person's name, post office address, and the nature of his interest in the proceeding. Parties will not be 
permitted to appear "as one's interest may ^pear". Appearances will not be allowed for anyone who is not personally present and 
participating in the hearing Interveners shall conqrlywith Rule 4:7;

6:7. Prehearing Conference. The Commission has the discretion in any formal proceeding to direct counsel of record to appear before it for 
conference to consider:

The Cammission shall enter an order reciting the action taken at the conference, including any agreements made by the patties which limit the issues 
for. hearing to those not disposed of by admissions or agreements of counsel. Such other shall control the subsequent course ofthe proceeding unless subsequently 
modified to prevent injustice.

7:1. Proceedings Before a Hearing Examiner. The Commission may, by order, assign any matter pending before it to a Hearing Examiner. In 
such event, and unless otherwise ordered, the Examiner shall conduct all further proceedings in the matter on behalf of the Commission, concluding with the filing 
of the Examiner's final Report to the Commission. In the discharge of such duties, the Hearing Examiner shall exercise all the inquisitorial powers possessed by 
the Commission, including but not limited to, the power to administer oaths, require the appearance of witnesses and patties and the production of documents, 
schedule and conduct pre-hearing conferences, admit or exclude evidence, grant or deny continuances, and rule on motions, matters of law, and procedural 
questims. Any party objecting to any ruling or action of said Examiner shall make known its objection with reasonable certainty at the time of the ruling and 
may argue such objections to the Commission as a part of its comments to the final report of said Examiner, provided, however, if any ruling by the Examiner 
denies further participation by any party in interest in a proceeding not thereby concluded, such party shall have the rigjit to file a written motion with the 
Examiner for his immediate certification of such ruling to the Commission for its consideration. Pending resolution by the Commission of any ruling so certified, 
the Examiner shall retain procedural control of the proceeding Unless otherwise ordered, these Rules of Practice and Procedure shall apply to all proceedings 
conducted by Hearing Examiners in like manner as proceedings conducted by the Commission.

8:2. Procedure at Hearing. Except as otherwise provided in a particular case, heatings shall be conducted by and before the Commission 
substantially as follows:

Substantive rules or regulations, and any procedures intended to inclement same, previously adopted by order of the Commission, applicable to 
regulated businesses or industries, or classes thereof will be applied by the Commission in reviewing and disposing of any application thereafter filed by any such 
business or industry, whether incorporated in an appropriate prehearing order or not Testimony or argument intended to cancel or modify any such rule or 
regulation, or implementing procedures, will not be entertained except in a separate proceeding instituted by the filing of an appropriate petition as provided in 
Rule 5:17.
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(vi) The presentation of evidence.

(i) Upon Applications: (1) interveners, (2) qjplicant, (3) Commission's sta£^ (4) Division of Consumer Counsel, (S) protestants.

(ii) Upon Rules to Show Cause under Rule 4:11: (1) complainant, (2) Commission's stag; (3) Division of Consumer Counsel, (4) defendant

(iv) Upon Petition under Rule 3:4: (1) petitioner, (2) Commission's staff.

8:6. Objections. Rule 5:21 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia declares that error will not be sustained to any ruling below unless the 
objection was stated with reasonable certainty at the time of the ruling, except for good cause shown or to enable the Court to attain the ends ofjustice.

8:4. Judicial Notice. The Commission will take judicial notice of such matters as may be judicially noticed by the court of this State, and the 
practice with reference thereto shall be the same before the Commission as before a court In addition the Commission will take judicial notice of its own 
decisions, but not of the facts on which the decision was based.

8:9. Petition for Rehearing or Reconsideration. All final judgments, orders and decrees of the Commission, except judgments as prescribed by 
Code § 12.1-36, and except as provided in Code §§ 13.1-614 and 13.1-813, shall remain under the control of the Commission and subject to be modified or 
vacated for twenty-one (21) days after the date of entry, and no longer. A petition for a rehearing or reconsideration must be filed within said twenty-one (21) 
days, but the filing thereof will not suspend the execution of the judgment, order or decree, nor extend the time for taking an ^tpeal, unless the Commission, solely 
at its discretion, within said twenty-one (21) days, shall provide for such suspension in an order or decree granting the petition. A petition for reheating or

8:3. Cumulative Evidence. Evidence offered by a patty may be excluded whenever in the opinion of the Commission such evidence is so 
repetitious and cumulative as to unnecessarily burden the record without materially adding to its probative qualthies. When a number of interveners present 
themselves at any hearing to testify to the same effect so that the testimony of the several witnesses would be substantially the same, the Commission may, at its 
discretion, cause one of such witnesses to testify under oath and all other witnesses to adopt under oath such testimony of the first witness. However, the premier 
patties shall have the right to cross-examine any witnesses who adopts the testimony of another and does not personally testify in detail.

(iii) Upon Hearing as provided under Rule 4:12: (1) Commission's stafif (2) Division of Consumer Counsel, (3) supporting interveners, 
(4) opposing interveners.

8:7. Oral Arguments. The Commission at any formal hearing may require or allow oral argument on any issue presented for decision. In 
adversary proceedings thirty (30) minutes ordinarily will be allowed each side for oral argument; provided, however, the Commission may allow more or less time 
for such argument The Commission may require, or grant requests for, oral argument on questions arising prior or subsequent to a formal hearing and fix the 
time and place for such argument In all cases the Commission may limit the questions on which oral argument will be beard.

(b) Order of Receiving Evidence. Unless otherwise directed by the Commission, or unless provided for in special rules governing the particular
case, direct evidence ordinarily will be received in the following order, followed by such rebuttal evidence as shall be necessary and proper:

8:5. Prepared Statements. A witness may read into die record as his testimony statements of fact prepared by him, or written answers to questions 
of counsel; provided, such statements or answers shall not include argument At the discretion of the Commission, such statements or answers may be received in 
evidence as an exhibit to the same extent and in the same manner as other etdiibits concerning factual matters. In all cases, before any such testimony is read or 
offered in evidence, one (1) copy each thereof shall be furnished for the record, the court reporter, each Commissioner, Commission staff member and patty or 
counsel actively participating in the hearing. The admissibility of all such written statements or answers shall be subject to the same rules as if such testimony 
were offered in the usual manner.

8:8. Briefs. Written briefe may be required or allowed at the discretion of the Commission. The time for filing briefe shall be fixed at the time they 
are required or authorized. For the purpose of expediting any proceeding wherein briefe are to be filed, the patties may be reejuired to file their respective briefs on 
the same date, and, unless otherwise ordered by the Commission, reply briefe will not then be permitted or received. The time for filing reply brie^ if any, will be 
fixed by the Commission. Briefe should conform to the standards prescribed by Rule 5:33, Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia. Five (5) copies shall be filed 
with the Clerk, unless otherwise ordered, and three (3) copies eadi shall be mailed or delivered to all other parties on or before the day on which the brief is filed. 
One or mote counsel representing one party, or more than one patty, shall be considered as one party.

(c) Exhibits. Whenever exhibits are offered in evidence during a hearing, they will be received for identification and given an identifying number. 
All exhibits will be numbered consecutively beginning with the numeral" 1", but will bear an identifying prefix such as "Applicant's", "Defendant's", "protestant's", 
the name or initials of the witness, etc. Exhibits will not be received in evidence until after cross-examination. Patties offering exhibits at the hearing (other than 
those whose size or physical character make it inqtractical) must be prepared to supply sufficient copies to provide one (1) each for the record, the court rqxnter, 
eadi Commissioner, and each Commission staff member and party or counsel actively participating in the bearing.

(d) Cross-Examination and Rules of Evidence. In all proceedings in which the Commission shall be called upon to decide or render judgment 
only in its capacity as a court of record, the common law and statutory rules of evidence shall be as observed and administered by the courts of record of this State. 
In all other proceedings, due regard shall be given to the technical and highly complicated subject matter the Commission must consider, and exclusionary rules of 
evidence shall not be used to prevent the receipt of evidence having substantial probative effect Otherwise, effect shall be given to the rules of evidence 
recogniz^ by the courts or record of this Stale. In all cases, cross- examination of witnesses shall first be by the Commission's counsel and then by the adverse 
parties, in such order as the Commission shall determine, limited as provided in PART IV hereof. Ordinarily, cross-examination of a witness shall follow 
immediately after the direct examination. However, the Commission, as its discretion, may allow the cross-examination to be deferred until later in the hearing or 
postponed to a subsequent date. Repetitious cross- examination will not be allowed.
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reconsideration must be served on all other patties as provided by Rule S: 12, but no response to the petition, or oral argument thereon, will be entertained by the 
Commission. An order granting a rehearing or reconsideration will be served on all parties by the Clerk.

8:10. Appeals Generally. Any final finding, decision settling the substantive law, order, or judgment of the Commission may be appealed only to 
the Supreme Court of Virginia, subject to Code §§ 12.1-39, et seq., and to Rule 5:21 of that Court Suspension of Commission judgment order or decree 
pending decision of appeal is govern^ by Code § 8.01-676.

Adopted; September 1,1974
Revised: May 1,1985 by Case No. CLK8S0262 
Revised: August 1,1986 by Case No. CLK860572
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LEADING MATTERS DISPOSED OF BY FORMAL ORDERS

BUREAU OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

SUSPENSION ORDER

1. That an attested copy of the Rule To Show Cause was served upon the Defendant as required by law;

2. That the Defendant is licensed to engage in business as a mortgage broker under Charter 16 of Title 6.1 ofthe Virginia Code;

5. That the Defendant requested a hearing, but has not filed a new bond with surety with the Bureau; and

6. That the Defendants mortgage broker license should be subtended. Therefore,

To merge into itself Virginia Federal Savings Bank

ORDER APPROVING THE MERGER

APPUCATION OF 
CRESTAR BANK

4. That the Bureau duly notified the Defendant of its intention to recommend revocation of his license for failure to maintain a bond in effect, as 
required by Virginia Code § 6.1-413, unless Defendant filed a new bond with surety.

CASE NO. BFI930651 
JANUARY 25, 1994

CASE NO. BFI930543 
MARCH 11, 1994

3. That in June, 1993 the Bureau of Financial Institutions (the Bureau) received notice that the surety on the bond Defendant filed with the Bureau 
was canceling its obligation thereunder.

Crestar Bank, a Stale bank, applied pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-194.40 to merge into itself Virginia Federal Savings Bank, a federal savings 
bank. The application was referred to the Bureau ofFinancial Institutions for investigation.

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED that the application of Crestar Bank to merge into itself Virginia Federal Savings Bank is approved. The 
resulting bank, which will continue to have its main office at 919 East Main Street, City of Richmond, Virginia, will operate as branches the following offices of 
Virginia Federal Savings Bank: (1) 1201 Emmet Street, City of Charlottesville, Virginia; (2) 1643 Seminole Trail, City of Charlottesville, Virginia; 
(3)1011 East Main Street, Orange, Orange County, Virginia; (4) 230 South Wayne Avenue, City of Waynesboro, Vir^nia; (5) 11601 Midlothian Turnpike, 
Midlothian, Chesterfield County, Virginia; (6) 14th & Lee Street, West Point, King William County, Virginia; (7) 1222 Richmond Road, City of Williamsburg,

By Rule To Show Cause dated December 22, 1993, the Commission, among other things, assigned this case to a Hearing Examiner to conduct a 
hearing on behalf of the Commission. The case came on for hearing on February 14, 1994 at which time the Defendant appeared ge se, and was afforded an 
opportunity to cross-examine witnesses, present evidence on his own behalf and make such statement as he desired. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Hearing 
Examiner issued from the bench her Report setting forth her recommended findings of fact and conclusions of law, and informed the Defendant of his right to file 
written comments to that Report within IS days, which right the Defendant did not exercise. Accordingly, the Commission finds:

Upon consideration of the application and the report of investigation of the Bureau, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the merger of 
Virginia Federal Savings Bank into Crestar Bank should be approved. In connection with the merger application, the Commission finds that the resulting entity 
will do business as a bank, and that the applicant, Crestar Bank meets and, as the resulting batik will meet the standards established by Virginia Code § 6.1 -13.

IT IS ORDERED that the license issued to the Defendant, John E. May, t/a Central Mortgage and Investment Conqiany, to engage in business as a 
mortgage broker is suspended for a period not exceeding six months from the date of this order. If the Defendant files a proper bond with surety, together with a 
written request for reinstatement, before September 12, 1994, and no other ground for license revocation exists at that time, the Bureau shall reinstate the 
Defendant's mortgage broker license. If the Defendant does not file a proper bond with the Bureau before September 12,1994, his mortgage broker license shall 
be forthwith revoked without further hearing.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
JOHN E. MAY, Va CENTRAL MORTGAGE AND INVESTMENT COMPANY, 

Defendant
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Pursuant to § 6.1-416.1 of the Code of Virginia

The merger approved by this order shall be effective upon the issuance to Crestar Bank of a certificate of merger of Virginia Federal Savings Bank into 
CrestarBanL

APPUCATION OF
C&F BANK

CASE NO. BFI930743
MARCH 17, 1994

CASE NO. BFI930797 
FEBRUARY 2, 1994

APPLICATION BY
FIRST CHESAPEAKE FINANCIAL CORPORATION

First Chesapeake Financial Corporation, a Virginia Corporation, applied, as required by Virginia Code § 6.1-416.1, for permission to acquire 100% of 
the voting shares of Waterford Mortgage Corporation, a mortgage lender and broker licensed under Chapter 16 of Title 6.1 of the Code of Virginia. The 
application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for investigation, and the investigation period was extended by the Commissioner of Financial 
Institutions.

Having considered the application, the report of investigation, and the findings and recommendations of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the 
Commission is of the opinion and finds that the applicant, its directors, senior officers and principals have the financial responsibility, character, reputation, 
experience and general fitness to warrant belief that the business will be operated efficiently and fiirly, in the public interest, and in accordance with law. 
Therefore, the application herein is granted, and First Chesapeake Financial Corporation hereby is permitted to acquire 100% of the voting shares of Waterford 
Mortgage Corporation. This matter shall be placed among the ended cases.

ON A FORMER DAY came C&F Bank and applied to the Commission for: (1) a certificate of authority to begin business as a bank and trust 
company at Eighth and Main Streets, West Point, King William County, Virginia, and (2) authority to operate five branch offices and an EFT terminal of the now 
Citizens and Farmers Bank at the following locations: (1) 14th and Main Streets, West Point, King William County, Virginia; (2) U.S. Route 60 and State Route 
155, Providence Forge, New Kent County, Virginia; (3) State Route 249, Quinton, New Kent County, Virginia; (4) U.S. Route 60 and State Route 607, Norge, 
Janies City County, Virginia; (5) 4780 Limghill Road, James City County, Virginia; and (6) 19th Street and King William Avenue, West Point, King William 
County, Virginia (EFT terminal), upon the merger of Citizens and Farmers Bank into C&F Bank, under the charter of C&F Bank and the title of Citizens and 
Farmers Bank. Thereupon the plication was referred to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions for investigation and report

For a certificate of authority to begin business as a bank and trust company at Eighth and Main Streets, West Point, King William County, Virginia 
and to operate five branch offices and an EFT terminal upon the merger of Citizens and Farmers Bank into C&F Bank, under the charter of C&F Bank 
and title of Citizens and Farmers Bank

AND THE COMMISSION, having considered the application herein and the recommendation of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions with 
respect thereto, is of the opinion that a certificate of authority to be^ business as a bank and trust conqiany should be issued to C&F Bank, effective upon the 
issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger of Citizens and Farmers Bank into C&F Bank, and of amendment and restatement dunging the name of 
C&F Bank to Citizens and Farmers Bank, and with reflect thereto the Commission finds: (1) that all the provisions of law have been coitqilied with; (2) that upon 
the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger of Citizens and Farmers Bank and C&F Bank, and of amendment and restatement changing the name 
of C&F Bank to Citizens and Farmers Bank, capital stock will be $2,783,000 and surplus and a reserve for operations will amount to not less than $23389,000; 
(3) Out the oaths of all directors have been taken and filed in accordance with the provisions of Section 6.1 -48 of the Code of Virginia; (4) that in its opinion, the 
public interest will be served by additional banking facilities in the community ivbere the applicant is proposed to be; (5) that the applicant was formed for no 
other reason than a legitimate banking business; (6) that the moral fitness, financial responsibility and business qualifications of those named as officers and 
directors of the ^licant ate such as to command the confidence of the community in which it is proposed that the applicant be located; and (7) that its deposits 
are to be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Virginia; (8) 550 East Marshall Street, City of Richmond, Virginia (9) 14 North Laburnum Avenue, Henrico County, Virginia; (10) 1624 Hull Street, City of 
Richmond, Virginia; (11) 5601 Patterson Avenue, City of Richmond, Virginia; (12) 5419 Lakeside Avenue, Henrico County, Virginia; and (13) 2613 Parham 
Road, Henrico County, Virginia. Within one year of the merger, as provided by law, the resulting bank shall conform its assets and operations to the provisions of 
law regulating the operation of banks.

THE COMMISSION is further of the opinion that upon the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger of Citizens and Farmers Bank into 
CfcF Bank, and nf amendment and restatement changing the name of C&F Bank to Citizens and Farmers Bank, the resulting Bank should be authorized to 
operate said five branch offices and the EFT terminal of the now Citizens and Farmers Bank, and with respect thereto, the Commission finds that the public 
interest will be served by permitting Citizens and Farmers Bank (formerly C&F Bank) to operate said five branch offices and the EFT terminal upon the issuance 
by the Commission of a certificate of merger of Citizens and Farmers Bank into C&F Bank, and of amendment and restatement changing the name of C&F Bank 
to Citizens and Farmers Bank.
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IT IS, THEREFORE, ACCORDINGLY ORDERED:

For a certificate of authority to do a banking business upon the conversion of The First National Bank of Emporia

ORDER ISSUING A CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY

For a certificate of authority to do a banking business upon the conversion of Fanners and Merchants National Bank of Stanley

ORDER ISSUING A

According to the report of the Commissioner, Farmers & Merchants Bank of Stanley has been incorporated as a Virginia corporation enqxrwered by

APPLICATION OF
F & M BANK-EMPORIA (in organization)

APPLICATION OF
FARMERS & MERCHANTS BANK OF STANLEY (in organization)

CASE NO. BFI940012 
FEBRUARY 17, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940011 
FEBRUARY 17, 1994

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that a certificate of authority to do a banking business as a state bank be issued to F & M Bank-Emporia, and 
such a certificate is issued contingent upon the following conditions being met: (1) the applicant shall obtain insurance of its deposit accounts by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation, (2) the capital stock of the applicant shall be $2,000,000 and its surplus and reserve for operations will amount to not less than 
$4,536,732, and (3) the applicant shall notify the Bureau of the date on whidi it will commence business as a state bank. In the event the applicant does not fulfill 
the foregoing conditions, the authority granted herein will erqrite sixty days fiom this date, unless the sixty-day period is extended by Order of the Commission.

F & M Bank-Emporia has applied, pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 6.1-33 and 6.1-38, for a certificate of authority to do banking business as a 
state bank at 401 Halifax Str^ City of Emporia, Virginia Those Sections provide for the issuance of such a certificate upon the conversion of a national banking 
association into a state-chartered batik. The application was referred to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions for investigatiotL

Now having considered the triplication and the report of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that 
the procedure required by federal law for conversion has been followed, that the conversion has been approved by the stockholders of the national banking 
association in the manner and by the percentage vote so required, that the applicable requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-13 have been met in this case, and 
that the certificate of authority should be granted.

According to the report of the Commissioner, F & M Bank-Emporia has been incorporated as a Virginia corporation empowered by its certificate of 
incorporation to do a banking business. The corporation was formed to be the successor of The First National Bank of Enporia, a national banking association 
having its main office at 401 Halifax Street, City of Emporia, Virginia The bank has assets of approximately $67.8 million, and it operates two branches, at 301 
West Atlantic Street, City of Emporia, Virginia; and 431 South Main Street, City of Emporia, Virginia The Commissioner rep^ that the requirements of 
Virginia Code Section 6.1-33 and the applicable requirements of Section 6.1-13 have been fulfilled, and he recommends approval of this application

(1) That effective upon the issuance by the Commission to C&F Bank, the surviving bank in a proposed merger of Citizens and Farmers Bank and 
C&F Bank, of a certificate of merger, and of amendment and restatement changing the name of C&F Bank to Citizens and Farmers Bank, a certificate be, and it is 
hereby granted to Citizens and Farmers Bank (formerly C&F Bank) authorizing it to begin business as a bank and trust company at Ei^ith and Main Streets, 
West Point, King William County, Virginia; and (2) That upon the merger of C&F Bank and Citizens and Fanners Bank, and the change of name of C&F Bank 
to Citizens and Fanners Bank, Citizens and Farmers Bank, as the surviving bank in such merger be authorized to operate said five branch offices and the EFT 
tetminaL

Farmers & Merchants Bank of Stanley has applied, pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 6.1-33 and 6.1-38, for a certificate of authority to do banking 
business as a state bank at 302 West Main Street, Stagey, Page County, Virginia. Those Sections provide for the issuance of such a certificate upon the 
conversion of a national banking association into a state-chartered bank. The qjplication was referred to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions for 
investigation.

million, and it operates two branches, at 800 East Main Street, Luray, Page County, Virginia; and 418 South Third Street, Shenandoah, Page County, Virginia. 
The Commissioner reports that the requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-33 and the applicable requirements of Section 6.1-13 have been fulfilled, and he 
recommends approval of this application.

Now having considered the application and the report of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that 
fire procedure required by federal law for conversion has been followed, that the conversion has been approved by the stockholders of the national banking 
association in the manner and by the percentage vote so required, that the applicable requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-13 have been met in this case, and 
that the certificate of authority should be granted.

its certificate of incorporation to do a banking business. The corporation was formed to be the successor of Farmers and Merchants National Bank of Stanley, a 
national banking association having its main office at 302 West Main Street, Stanley, Page County, Virginia. The bank has assets of approximately $71.9
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For a certificate of authority to do a banking business upon the conversion of Fanners and Merchants National Bank of Stanley

AMENDING ORDER

Pursuant to Section 6.1-416.1 of the Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE i

Pursuant to Section 6.1-406 of the Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE

APPUCATION OF 
FIRST VIRGINIA BANKS, INC.

APPUCATION OF
FARMERS & MERCHANTS BANK OF STANLEY (in organization)

CASE NO. BFI9400059 
FEBRUARY 17, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940035 
MARCH 2, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940012
MARCH 17, 1994

APPUCATION OF 
CITYSCAPE CORP.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that a certificate of authority to do a banking business as a stale bank be issued to Farmers & Merchants Bank of 
Stanley, and such a certificate is issued cantingent upon the following conditions being met (1) the applicant shall obtain insurance of its deposit accounts by the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, (2) the cental stock of the applicant shall be $2,107,500 and its surplus and reserve for operations will amount to not less 
than $6,286,210, and (3) the applicant shall notify the Bureau of the date on which it will commence business as a state bank. In the event the applicant does not 
fillfill the foregoing conditions, the authority granted herein will expire sixty days fiom this date, unless the sixty-day period is extended by Order of the 
CommissiorL

ON A FORMER DAY came First Virginia Banks, Inc. and filed its notice, as required by the Virginia Code Section 6.1-406, to acquire FNB 
Financial Corporation, and its bank subsidiary. First National Bank of Knoxville. The application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.

ON A FORMER DAY came Cityscape Corp., a New York corporalion, and filed its application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1, to 
acquire 100 percent ofthe shares of Astrum Funding Corp. Thereupon the application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutians, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1. Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of 100 percent of the 
shares of Astrum Fuiiding Corp, by Cityscape Corp, and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

By order herein dated February 17, 1994, the Commission granted a certificate of authority to do a banking business as a state bank to Farmers & 
Merchants Batik of Stanley contingent upon, among other things, the bank's establishing a surplus and reserve for iterations in an amount not less than 
$6,286,210. The applicant has requested, and the Bureau of Financial Institutions has jpproved, a reduction in the foregoing amount to $6,000,000.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that the certificate of authority issued herein be contingent upon Farmers & Merchants Bank of Stanley having a 
surplus and reserve for operations in an amount not less than $6,000,000.

Having considered the aforesaid notice and the report herein of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that fire 
preposed acquisition will not affect detrimentally the safety or soundness of arty Virginia bank. Therefore the Commission hereby ^proves the acquisition of 
FNB Financial Corporation, and its bank subsidiary. First National Bank of Knoxville, by First Virginia Banks, Inc. This matter shall be placed among the 
ended cases.
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For a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business upon the conversion of The First National Bank of Strasburg

ORDER I;

Pursuant to Section 6.1-416.1 of the Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

Pursuant to Section 6.1-416.1 of the Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

APPUCATION OF
FIRST BANK (in organization)

APPUCATION OF
GROSJEAN GRAVES CRUMP, m

Now having considered the application and the report of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that 
the procedure required by federal law for conversion has been followed, that the conversion has been approved by the stockholders of the national banking 
association in the manner and by the percentage vote so required, that the qrpUcable requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-13 have been met in this case, and 
that the certificate of authority should be granted.

APPUCATION OF 
LEO THOMAS, JR.

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1. Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of more than 
25 percent of the shares of United Mortgagee Incorporated by Leo Thomas, Jr., and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

CASE NO. BFI940154 
APRIL 11, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940167 
APRIL 13, 1994

ON A FORMER DAY came Groqean Graves Crunq), IH and filed his application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1, to acquire
25 percent or more of the shares of Capitol Financial Services, Inc. Thereupon the application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.

CASE NO. BFI940196 
APRIL 25, 1994

ON A FORMER DAY came Leo Thomas, Jr. and filed his application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1, to acquire more than
25 percent of the shares of United Mortgagee Incorporated. Thereupon the application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that a certificate ofauthority to do a banking and trust business as a state bank be issued to First Bank, and such a 
certificate is issued contingent upon the following conditions being met: (1) the applicant shall obtain insurance of its deposit accounts by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation, (2) the capital stock of the applicant shall be $2,236,175 and its surplus and reserve for operations will amount to not less than 
$9,723,605, aind (3) the applicant shall notify the Bureau of file date on vAich it will commence business as a state bank. In the event the applicant does not fulfill 
the foregoing conditions, the authority granted herein will expire sixty days from this date, unless the sixty-day period is extended by Order of the Commissioa

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
conpliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1. Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of 25 percent or more 
of the shares of Capitol Financial Services, Inc. by Grosjean Graves Crump, m and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

First Bank has applied, pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 6.1-33 and 6.1 -38, for a certificate of authority to do a banking business as a state bank al 
100 West King Street, Strasburg, Shenandoah County, Virginia. Those Sections provide for the issuance of such a certificate upon the conversion of a national 
banking association into a state-chartered bank. The application was referred to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions for investigation.

According to the report of the Commissioner, First Bank has been incorporated as a Virginia corporation empowered by its certificate of incorporation 
to do a banking and trust business. The corporation was formed to be the successor of The First Nation^ Bank of Strasburg, a national banking association 
having its main office at 100 West King Stre^ Strasburg, Shenandoah County, Virginia. The bank has assets of approximately $109.5 million, and it operates 
two branches, at 508 North Commerce Avenue, Front Royal, Warren County, Virginia; and 2210 Valley Avenue, City of Winchester, Virginia, and one off- 
premise EFT terminal at Strasburg Square Shopping Center, U.S. Route 11 North, Strasburg, Shenandoah County, Virginia. The Commissioner reports that the 
requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-33 and the applicable requirements of Section 6.1-13 have been fulfilled, and he recommends approval of this 
application.
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For a oeitificate of authority to do a banking and trust business upon the conversion of The Fauquier National Bank

ORDER ISSUING A CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY

To acquire 100 percent of the voting stodc of Pioneer Financial Corporation

and

SIGNET BANKZVIRGINIA

To merge into itself Pioneer Federal Savings Bank

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION AND MERCER

APPLICATIONS OF
SIGNET BANKING CORPORATION

APPLICATION OF
THE FAUQUIER BANK (in organization)

CASE NOS. BFI9402S7 and BFI940258 
JUNE 9, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940240 
MAY 23, 1994

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED that the applications of Signet Banking Corporation to acquire 100 percent of the voting stodc of Pioneer 
Financial Corporation and of Signet Bank/Virginia to merge into itself Pioneer Federal Savings Bank are approved. The resulting bank, which will continue to 
have its main ofiSces at 7 North Eighth Street, City of Ridimond, \Trginia, will operate as brandies the following ofiBces of Pioneer Federal Savings Bank: 
(1) 4820 Hundred Road, Chester, Chesterfield County, Virginia; (2) 112 Main Street of Hopewell, Virginia (3) 425 South 15th Avenue, City of Hopewell, 
Virginia; (4)651 Boulevard, City of Colonial Heights, Virginia (5) 9027 Forest Hill Avenue, Chesterfield County, Virginia; (6) 5734 Hoftois Road, 
Chesterfield County, Virginia; (7) 9605 Gayton Road, Henrico County, Virginia; (8) 2250 East Parham Road, Henrico County. Virginia; (9) 321 North Arch

Signet Banking Corporation, a Virginia bank holding company, applied pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-194.40 to acquire 100 percent of the voting 
stock of Pioneer Financial Corporation, and Signet Bank/Yuginia, estate bank, applied to merge into itself Pioneer Federal Savings Bank, a federal savings bank. 
The applications were referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for investigatioa

Now having considered the plication and the report of the Commissianer of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that 
the procedure required by federal law for conversion has been followed, that the conversion has been approved by the stockholders of the national banking 
association in the manner and by the percoitage vote so requited, that the applicable requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-13 have been met in this case, and 
that the certificate of authority should be granted.

Upon consideration ofthe sqjplications and the report of investigation of the Bureau, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the acquisition of 
100 percent of the voting stock of Pioneer Financial Corporation by Signet Banking Coiporation and the merger of Pioneer Federal Savings Bank into Signet 
Bank/Virginia should be approved. In connection with the merger application, the Commission finds that the resulting entity will do business as a bank, and that 
the applicant. Signet Bank/Virginia, meets and, as the resulting bank will meet the standards established by Virginia Code § 6.1-13.

According to the report of the Commissioner, The Fauquier Bank has been incorporated as a Virginia corporation empowered by its certificate of 
incorporation to do a banking and trust business. The corporation was formed to be the successor of The Fauquier National Bank, a national banking association 
having its main office at 10 Courthouse Square, Warrenton, Fauquier County, Virginia. The bank has assets of ^iproximately S166.1 million, and it operates the 
following four branches: (1) northeast comer of the intersection of Routes 28 and 806, Catlett, Fauquier County, Virginia; (2) southeast comer of the intersection 
of U.S. Route 29 and Route 600, Fauquier County, Virginia; (3) 216 Broadview Avenue, Warrenton, Fauquier County, Virginia; (4) northeast comer of the 
intersection of Main Street mid Loudoun Avenue, The Plains, Fauquier County, Virginia. The Commissioner reports that the requirements of Virginia Code 
Section 6.1-33 and the applicable requirements of Section 6.1-13 have been fulfilled, and he recommends approval of this applicatioa

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business as a state bank be issued to The Fauquier Bank, 
and such a certificate is issued contingent upon the following conditions beirig met: (1) the applicant shall obtain insurance of its deposit accounts by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation, (2) the capital stodc of the qiplicant shall be $2,000,000 and its surplus and reserve for operations will amount to not less than 
$14,000,000, and (3) the applicant shall notify the Bureau of the date on which it will commence business as a state bank. In the event the applicant does not 
fillfill the foregoing conditions, the authority granted herein will expire sixty days fem this date, unless the sixty-day period is extended by Order of the 
Commission.

The Fauquier Bank has applied, pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 6.1-33 and 6.1 -38, for a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business 
as a state bank at 10 Courthouse Square, Warrenton, Fauquier County, Virginia. Those Sections provide for the issuance of such a certificate upon the conversion 
of a national banking association into a state-chartered bank. The apphcation was referred to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions for investigation.
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the i: to Signet Bank/Virginia of a certificate of merger of Pioneer Federal Savings

Pursuant to Title 6.1, Chapter 13, Code of Virginia

ORDER GIVING NOTICE OF

Pursuant to Section 6.1-416.1 of the Code of'Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

To merge under the charter and title of the former

ORDER APPROVING THE MERGER

APPLICATION OF
LOUDOUN CREDIT UNION

and
LOUDOUN HEALTHCARE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

CASE NO. BFI940274 
MAY 4, 1994

APPLICATION OF 
CNB HOLDINGS, INC.

THEREFORE, the Commission hereby issues this notice of its intent not to disapprove the acquisition of 100 percent of the shares of Community 
National Bank by CNB Holdings, Inc. and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

Having considered the application and the rqxnt of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1. Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of 25 percent or more 
of the shares of Mortage Atlantic, Inc. by Peggy J. Moore and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

ON A FORMER DAY came CNB Holdings, Inc. and filed its application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1, to acquire 100 percent 
of the shares of Community National Bank, Pulaski, Pulaski County, Virginia. Thereupon the application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.

ON A FORMER DAY came Peggy J. Moore, and filed her application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1, to acquire 25 percent or 
more of the shares of Mortgage Atlantic, Inc. Thereupon the application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.

APPLICATION OF 
PEGGY J. MOORE

On this day, the Commission having considered the qjplication herein and the recommendation of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, is of the 
opinion and finds: (1) That the common bond of interest specified in the bylaws of the credit union which is to survive the merger will include the common bonds 
of both credit unions; (2) that the plan of merger will promote the best interests of the members of the credit unions; and (3) that the members of the merging credit 
union and the board of directors of the surviving credit union have approved the plan of merger in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.

ON A FORMER DAY came Loudoun Credit Union and Loudoun Healthcare Federal Credit Union, and filed their proposal to merge, pursuant to 
the provisions of Section 6.1-225.27 of the Code of Virginia. It is proposed the Loudoun Credit Union be the surviving credit union.

Road, Chesterfield County, Virginia; (10) 3360 South Crater Road, City of Petersburg, Virginia; and (11) 845 East 2nd Street, Chase City, Mecklenburg County, 
Virginia. Within one year of the merger, as provided by law, the resulting bank shall conform its assets and operations to the provisions of law regulating the 
operation of banks.

The merger approved by this order shall be efiective up 
Bank into Signet Bank/Virginia

CASE NO. BFI940263 
MAY 23, 1994

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1, and it finds fiirther that no reasonable basis exists for taking any of the other 
actions permitted the Commission by the provisions of § 6.1-383.2 of the Code.

CASE NO. BFI940266 
MAY 23, 1994

NOT TO DISAPPROVE AN ACQUISITION
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be accomplished not later than one year from this date.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

Accordingly, the Commission finds that the Defendant failed to file the annual report required by Virginia Code § 6.1 -418, and it is

ORDERED that the license granted to the Defendant to engage in business as a mortgage broker is hereby revoked.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

Accordingly, the Commission finds that the Defendant failed to pay the annual fee required by Virginia Code § 6.1-420, and

IT IS ORDERED that the license granted to the Defendant to engage in business as a mortgage broker is hereby revoked.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

After the Clerk of the Commission receives and approves the plan of merger and articles of merger, and receives payment of the required fees, the 
merger will be effective when the Clerk issues a certificate of merger.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the merger of Loudoun Healthcare Federal Credit Union into Loudoun Credit Union is approved, subject to 
the following conditions; (1) That the shares of the surviving credit union be insured by the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund, and (2) that the merger

CASE NO. BFI940291 
NOVEMBER 4, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940290 
MAY 26, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex ret 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
ROBERT L. MARTIN,

Defendant

ON A FORMER DAY, the Commissioner of Financial Institutitms reported to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business 
as a mortgage brcdcer under Chapter 16 of Title 6.1 of the Virginia Code; that the Defendant felled to pay his annual fee due May 27, 1994, as required by 
Vnginia Code § 6.1-420; that the Commissioner, pursuant to delegated authority, gave written notice to the Defendant by certified mail on July 28,1994, that he 
would propose that his license be revoked on August 29,1994, and that a written request for hearing was required to be filed in the office of the Clerk on or before 
August 11,1994; and that no annual fee or written request for hearing was timely received.

ON A FORMER DAY the Commissioner of Financial Institutions repotted to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business 
as a mortgage broker under Chatter 16 of Title 6.1 of the Virginia Code; that the Defendant felled to file its annual report due March 25, 1994, as required by 
Virginia Code § 6.1-418; that the Commissioner, pursuant to delegated authority, gave written notice to the Defendant by certified mail on April 19,1994 that its 
license would be revdced unless the annual report was filed by May 17, 1994; and that no annual report, or written request for hearing, was timely filed by fee 
Defendant

V.
UNISOURCE FINANCIAL CORPORATION,

OftfenAint
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ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

Accordingly, the Commission finds that the Defendant failed to pay the annual fee required by Virginia Code § 6.1-420, and

IT IS ORDERED that the license granted to the Defendant to engage in business as a mortgage broker is hereby revoked.

For a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business upon the conversion of Chesapeake National Bank

ORDER ISSUING A CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. BFI940319 
NOVEMBER 4, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940337 
JUNE 14, 1994

APPUCATION OF
CHESAPEAKE BANK (in organization)

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business as a state bank, with the main office and the 
brandies set forth above, be issued to Chesapeake Bank, and such a certificate is issued contingent upon the following conditions being met (1) the applicant 
shall obtain insurance of its deposit accounts by the Federal Deposit Insurance Craporation, (2) the capital stock of the applicant shall be $2,000,000 and its 
surplus and reserve for operations will amount to not less than $7,300,000 and (3) the applicant shall notify the Bureau of the date on which it will commence 
business as a state bank. In the event the applicant does not fulfill the foregoing conditions, the authority granted herein will expire sixty days from this date, 
unless the sixty-day period is extended by Order of the Commission.

According to the report of the Commissioner, Chesapeake Bank has been incorporated as a Virginia Corporation empowered by its certificate of 
incorporation to do a banking and trust business. The corporation was framed to be the successor of Chessqteake National Bank, a national banking association 
having its main office at 97 North Main Street, Kilmarnock, Lancaster County, Virginia. Chesapeake National Bank is a subsidiary of Chesapeake Financial 
Shares, Inc. The bank has assets of approximately S122.S million, and it operates the following six brandies: (1) northwest comer of the intersection of King 
Carter Drive and Tavern Road, Irvin^on, Lancaster County, Virginia; (2) north comer of the intersection of Routes 3 and 201, Lively, Lancaster County, 
Virginia; (3) northwest comer of the intersection of Routes 198 and 14, Mathews, Mathews County, Virginia; (4) 10 Lancaster Drive, Irvington, Lancaster 
County, Virginia; (S) Hayes Store Shopping Center, U.S. Route 17, Hayes, Gloucester County, Virginia; and (6) east side of U.S. Route 17,0.3 mile south of its 
intersection with Route 3, Gloucester, Gloucester County, Virginia. The Commissioner reports that the requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-33 and the 
rqiplicable requirements of Section 6.1-13 have been fulfilled, and he recommends approval of this applicatiotL

Now having considered the application and the report of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that 
the procedure required by federal law for conversion has been followed, that the conversion has been approved by the stockholders of the national banking 
association in the marmer and by the percentage vote so required, that the applicable requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-13 have been met in this case, and 
that the certificate of authority should be granted.

ON A FORMER DAY, the Commissioner of Financial Institutions repotted to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business 
as a mortgage broker under Chapter 16 of Title 6.1 of the Virginia Code; that the Defendant failed to pay its annual fee due May 27, 1994, as required by 
Virginia Code § 6.1-420; that the Commissioner, pursuant to delegated authority, gave written notice to the Defendant by certified mail on July 28,1994, that he 
would propose that its license be revoked on August 29,1994, and that a written request for hearing was required to be filed in the office of the Clerk on or before 
August 11,1994; and that no annual fee or written request for hearing was timely received.

Chesapeake Bank has rqiplied, pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 6.1-33 and 6.1-38, for a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business 
as a state bank with its main office at 97 North Main Street, Kilmamock, Lancaster County, Virginia. Those Sections provide for the issuance of such a certificate 
upon the conversion of a national banking association into a state-chartered bank. The application was referred to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions for 
investigatioa

V.
STATEWIDE MORTGAGE CORPORATION,

Defendant
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For a certificate of authority to do a banking business upon the conversion of The Page Valley National Bank of Luray

ORDER ISSUING A CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY

Pursuant to Title 6.1, Chapter 13, Code of Virginia

ORDER GIVING NOTICE OF INTENT NOT TO DISAPPROVE AN ACQUISITION

APPUCATION OF
THE PAGE VALLEY BANK (in organization)

APPLICATION OF
F & M NATIONAL CORPORATION

Now having considered the application and the report of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that 
the procedure required by federal law for conversion has been followed, that the conversion has been rqjproved by the stockholders of fte national banking 
association in the manner and by tie percentage vote so required, that the qjplicable requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-13 have been met in this case, and 
that the certificate of authority Aould be granted.

CASE NO. BFI940348 
JUNE 14, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940346 
JUNE 20, 1994

ON A FORMER DAY came F & M National Caporation, Winchester, Virginia, and filed its application, as requited by Virginia Code 
Section 6.1-383.1, to acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Hallmark Bank& Trust Company. Springfield, Virginia. Thereupon the plication was 
referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1, and it finds further that no reasonable basis exists fa taking any of the other 
actions permitted the Cottnrission by the provisions of Section 6.1-383.2 of fire Code.

The Page Valley Bank has applied, pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 6.1-33 and 6.1-38, fa a certificate of authority to do a banking business as a 
state bank with its main office at 17 West Main Street, Luray, Page County, Virginia. Those Sections provide fa the issuance of such a certificate upon the 
conversion of a national banking association into a state-diartered bank. The application was referred to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions fa 
investigatioa

According to the report of the Commissioner, The Page Valley Bank has been incorporaled as a Virginia corporation empowered by its certificate of 
incorporation to do a banking business. The caporation was formed to be the successa of The Page Valley National Bank of Luray, a national banking 
association having its main office at 17 West Main Street, Luray, Page County, Virginia. The Page Valley National Bank of Luray is a subsidiary of Blue Ridge 
Bankshares, Inc. The bank has assets of ^rproximately $51.2 million, and it operates one branch, at 612 East Main Street, Luray, Page County, Virginia. The 
Commissioner reports that the requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-33 and the applicable requirements of Section 6.1-13 have been fulfilled, and he 
recommends approval of this application

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that a certificate of authority to do a banking business as a state bank, with the main office and the brandi set 
forth above, be issued to The Page Valley Bank, and such a certificate is issued contingent upon the following conditions being met: (1) the applicant shall obtain 
insurance of its deposit accounts by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, (2) the coital stock of the qjplicant shall be $2,000,000 and its surplus and 
reserve fa operations will amount to not less than $4,100,873, and (3) the ^licant shall notify the Bureau of the date on which it will commence business as a 
state bank. In the even the applicant does not fulfill the foregoing conditions, the authority grant^ herein will expire sixty days from this date, unless the sixty-day 
period is extended by Order of the Commissiott

THEREFORE, the Commission hereby issues this notice of its intent not to disapprove the acquisition of 100 percent of the voting shares of Hallmark 
Bank & Trust Company by F & M National Corporation and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.
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Pursuant to Title 6.1, Chapter 13, Code of Virginia

ORDER GIVING NOTICE OF INTENT NOT TO DISAPPROVE AW ACQUISITION

Pursuant to Section 6.1-416.1 of the Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

For a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business upon the conversion of Second National Bank

ORDER ISSUING A CERTIHCATE OF AUTHORITY

THEREFORE, the Commission hereby issues this notice of its intent not to disapprove the acquisition of 100 percent of the voting shares of PNB 
Financial Corporation by F & M National Corporation and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

APPUCATION OF
F & M NATIONAL CORPORATION

Having considered the application and the report of investigation of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds 
that there has been compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1. Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of 
100 percent of the voting shares of Alliance Mortgage Conqtany by AMC Acquisition, Inc. and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

CASE NO. BFI940365 
JUNE 2, 1994

APPUCATION OF 
AMC ACQUISITION, INC.

APPUCATION OF
SECOND BANK & TRUST (in organization)

ON A FORMER DAY came F & M National Corporation, Winchester, Virginia, and filed its application, as required by Virginia Code 
Section 6.1-383.1, to acquire 100 percent ofthe voting shares of PNB Financial Corporation, Warrenton, Virginia. Thereupon the application was referred to the 
Bureau of Financial Institutions.

CASE NO. BFI940349 
JUNE 14, 1994

Now having considered the application and the report of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that 
the procedure required by federal law for conversion has been followed, that the conversion has been approved by the stockholders of the national banking

CASE NO. BFI940378 
JUNE 20, 1994

Second Bank & Trust has applied, pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 6.1-33 and 6.1-38, for a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust 
business as a state bank with its main office at 102 South Main Street, Culpeper, Culpeper County, Virginia. Those Sections provide for the issuance of such a 
certificate upon the conversion of a national banking association into a state-chartered bank. The application was referred to the Commissioner of Financial 
Institutions for investigation

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1, and it finds further that no reasonable basis exists for taking any ofthe other 
actions permitted the Commission by the provisions of Section 6.1-383.2 ofthe Code.

According to the report of the Commissioner, Second Bank & Trust Company has been incorporated as a Virginia corporation errqxrwered by its 
certificate of incorporation to do a banking and trust business. The corporation was farmed to be the successor of Second National Bank, a national banking 
association having its main office at 102 South Main Street, Culpeper, Culpeper County, Virginia. Second National Bank is a subsidiary of Second National 
Financial Corporation The bank has assets of approximately $192.8 million, and it qterates the following three branches: (1) southwest comer of the 
intersection of U.S. Route 29 Business and Route 673, Madison, Madison County, Virginia (2) Dominion Square Shopping Center, 717 James Madison 
Hi^iway, Culpeper, Culpeper County, Virginia; and (3) 231 Southgate Shopping Center, Culpeper, Culpeper County, Virginia. The Commissioner reports that 
die requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-33 and the applicable requirements of Section 6.1-13 have been fulfilled, and he recommends approval of this 
application.

ON A FORMER DAY came AMC Acquisition, Inc., a Florida corporation, and filed its application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1- 
416.1, to acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Alliance Mortgage Company. Thereupon the application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions 
for investigatiort
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PuisuanttoSectjon6.l-194.105 ofthe Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

For a certificate of authority to begin business as a bank at 11011 West Broad Street Road, Henrico County, Virginia

(1) That all provisions of the law have been complied with;

(3) That the oaths of all directors have been taken and filed in accordance with the provisions of § 6.1-48 of the Code of Virginia;

(4) That the applicant was formed for no other reason than a legitimate banking business;

(6) That the applicant's deposits are to be insured by the Federal Dqwsh Insurance Corporation.

APPUCATION OF
CRESTAR FINANCIAL CORPORATION

(5) That the moral fitness, financial responsibility, and business qualifications of those named as officers and directors of the proposed bank are sudi 
as to command the confidence of the community in whidi the bank is proposed to be located and

CASE NO. BFI940383 
JUNE 9, 1994

APPUCATION OF
SIGNET CREDIT CARD BANK

association in the manner and by the percentage vote so required, that the applicable requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-13 have been met in this case, and 
that the certificate of authority should be granted.

1. That cental funds totaling at least $233,000,000 be paid into the bank with minimum allocatian as follows: $70,000,000 to capital stock, 
$143,000,000 to surplus and $20,000,000 to a reserve for operation;

CASE NO. BFI940399 
JUNE 23, 1994

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that a certificate of authority authorizing Signet Credit Card Bank to do a banking business at 11011 West Broad 
Street Road, Henrico County, Virginia, be granted, and said certificate hereby is granted, subject to and contingent upon the following conditions being met befine 
die bank opens for business:

ON A FORMER DAY came Crestar Financial Corporation, and filed its application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1-194.105, to acquire 
Annapolis Bancorp, Inc. and its savings institution subsidiary, Annapolis Federal Savings Bank. The rqrplicalion was referred to the Bureau of Financial 
Institutions.

(2) That financially reqxmsible individuals have subscribed for capital stock, surplus, and a reserve for operation in an amount deemed by the 
Commissian to be sufficient to warrant successful operation;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business as a state bank, with the main office and the 
brandies set forth above, be issued to Second Bank & Trust, and such a certificate is issued contingent upon the following conditions being met; (1) the qrplicant 
shall obtain insurance of its deposit accounts by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, (2) the capital stock of the applicant shall be $3,755,880 and its 
surplus and reserve for operations will amount to not less than $19,310,435, and (3) the applicant shall notify the Bureau of the date on which it will ccmanence 
business as a state bank. In the even the applicant does not fillfill the foregoing conditions, the authority granted herein will expire sixty days firnn this date, unless 
the sixty-day period is extended by Order of the Commission.

ON A FORMER DAY came the applicant and filed its application fix a certificate of authority, under Chapter 2, Title 6.1 of the Code of Virginia, 
to begin business as a bank at 11011 West Broad Street Road, Henrico County, Virginia. Thereupon the application was referred to the Commissioner of 
Financial Institutions for investigation and report

NOW, ON THIS DAY, having considered the application herein and the investigation made by the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the 
Commission is of the opinion and finds that the public interest will be served by additional banking facilities in Henrico County, Virginia, where the ^licant 
bank is proposed. Furthennore, the Commission ascertains with respect to the application herein;

Having considered the aforesaid notice and the report herein of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the 
proposed acquisition will not affect detrimentally the safety or soundness of any Virginia financial institution. Therefore the Commission hereby approves the 
acquisition of Annapolis Bancorp, Inc. and its savings institution subsidiary, Annapolis Federal Savings Bank, by Crestar Financial Corporation. This matter 
shall be placed among tire ended cases.
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2. That the bank shall obtain insurance of its accounts by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation;

Pursuant to Title 6.1, Chapter 13, Code of Virginia

ORDER GIVING NOTICE OF INTENT NOT TO DISAPPROVE AN ACQUISITION

APPLICATION OF
SIGNET BANKING CORPORATION

APPUCATION OF
FIRST VIRGINIA B ANK-SHENANDO AH VALLE Y

CASE NO. BFI940401 
JUNE 20, 1994

THEREFORE, the Cammission hereby issues this notice of its intent not to disapprove the acquisition of 100 percent of the voting shares of Signet 
Credit Card Bank by Signet Banking Corporation and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

For a certificate of authority to: (1) do a banking and trust business upon the merger of First Virginia Bank of Augusta and First Virginia Bank- 
Planters into First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah Valley under the charter and title of First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah Valley, and (2) operate the former 
main offices and brandies of the now First Virginia Bank of Augusta and First Virginia Bank-Planters

3. That the applicant receive approval of appointment of its chief executive officer fiom the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, and that it notify 
him of the date the applicant is to open for business; and

CASE NO. BFI940400 
JUNE 23, 1994

ON A FORMER DAY came Signet Banking Corporation, Richmond, Virginia, and filed its application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1- 
383.1, to acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Signet Credit Card Bank, Henrico County, Virginia. Thereupon the application was referred to the Bureau 
of Financial Institutions.

4. That if for any reason, the bank fails to open for business within one year fiom this date, the authority granted herein shall eiqjire. Provided, 
however, that the Commission may renew such authority by order errtered prior to the expiration date.

THE COMMISSION is further of the opinion and finds that, subject to the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger the public interest 
will be served by authorizing the applicant. First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah Valley, the surviving bank in such merger, to operate the main offices and branches 
of the now First Virginia Bank of Augusto and First Virginia Bank-Planters.

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1, and it finds further that no reasonable basis exists for taking arty of the other 
actions permitted the Commission by the provisions of Section 6.1-383.2 of the Code.

AND THE COMMISSION having considered the application herein and the recommendation of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions with 
respect thereto, is of the opinion that a certificate of authority to bei^ business as a bank and trust company should be issued to the applicant, effective upon the 
issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger of First Virginia Bank of Augusto and First Virginia Bank-Plarrters into First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah 
Valley, and with respect thereto the Commission finds: (1) that all of the provisions of law with respect to said bank and its application for a certificate of authority 
to be^ business have been complied with; (2) that the surviving bank's capital stock will be $6,730,000 and its surplus and reserve for operations will amount to 
not less than $23,968,000; (3) that, in its opinion, the public interest will be served by additional banking facilities in the community where the applicant is 
proposed to be; (4) that the oaths of all directors have been taken and filed in accordance with the provisions of Section 6.1 -48 of the Code of Virginia; (5) that the 
bank was formed for no other reason than a legitimate banking and trust business; (6) that the moral fitness, financial responsibility and business qualifications of 
those named as officers and directors are such as to command the confidence of the community in which the bank is proposed to be located; and (7) that its 
deposits are to be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

ON A FORMER DAY came First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah Valley, the surviving bank in a proposed merger with First Virginia Bank of Augusto 
and First Virginia Bank-Planters, and subject to the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger of said banks, applied to the Commission fin- 
fl) Certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business at 200 North Main Street, Woodstock, Shenandoah County, Virginia, and elsewhere in this State as 
it may now or hereafter be authorized by law, and (2) Authority to operate the main offices and branches of the now First Virginia Bank of Augusto and First 
Virginia Bank-Plarrters at the following locations: (I) 125 North Central Avenue, City of Staunton, Virginia; (2) 105 Hopeman Parkway, City of Waynesboro, 
Virginia; (3) Churchville Shopping Center, State Route 42 and U.S. Route 250, Churchville, Augusto County, Virginia; (4) Main & Craig Streets, Craigsville, 
Augusto County, Virginia; (5) U.S. Route 340 and Broadmoore Street, Stuarts Draft, Augusto County, Virginia; (6) 1 Frontier Drive, Augusto County, Virginia; 
(7) 111 North Main Street, Bridgewater, Rockin^iam County, 'Virginia; (8) 2360 South Main Str^ City of Harrisonburg, Virginia; (9) 1915 &ist Market 
Street, City of Harrisonburg, Virginia; (10) 335 East Market Street, City of Harrisonburg, Virginia; (11) 230 South Main Street, Dayton, Rockingham County, 
Virginia; and (12) 250 South Stuart Avenue, Elkton, Rockingham Courtly, Virginia as branch offices. Thereupon the application was referred to the 
Commissioner of Financial Institutions for investigation and report
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IT IS THEREFORE. ORDERED:

Pursuant to Title 6.1, Chapter 13, Code of Virginia

ORDER GIVING NOTICE OF NOT TO DISAPPROVE AN ACQUISITION

ORDER APPROVING THE CONVERSION AND GRANTING A CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY

ON A FORMER DAY came Commonwealth Community Bancorp, Inc. and filed its triplication, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1, 
to acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Miners and Merchants Bank and Trust Company, Grundy, Virginia. Thereupon the application was referred to the 
Bureau of Financial Institutions.

APPUCATION OF
COMMONWEALTH COMMUNITY BANCORP, INC.

Now having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of die qiinion and finds that the 
conversion has been approved by the sto^olders of the state association, that the proposed savings bank meets the requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1- 
194.114, and that the conversion should be approved and a certificate of authcnity to do business as a savings bank be granted.

To cmrvert to a state savings bank, and for a certificate of authority to do business as such at 268 North Main Street, Bowling Green, Caroline County, 
\^rginia, and at a branch office

CASE NO. BFI940433 
JULY 21, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940417 
JUNE 20, 1994

THEREFORE, the Commission hereby issues this notice of its intent not to disapprove the acquisiticm of 100 percent of the voting shares of Miners 
and Merdiants Bank and Trust Canqiany by Ccnmnonwealth Community Bancorp, Inc., and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

That effective upon the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger to First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah Valley, the surviving bank in a 
proposed merger of First Virginia Bank of Augusta and First Virginia Bank-Planters, a certificate be, and it is hereby granted to First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah 
Valley authorizing it to do a banking and trust business at 200 North Main Street, Woodstock, Shenandoah County, Virginia and elsewhere in this State as 
authorized by law and to operate the aforesaid branch offices.

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1, and it finds further that no reasonable basis exists for taking any of the other 
actions permitted the Commission by the provisions of Section 6.1-383.2 of the Code.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the conversion is herdiy qiproved, and that a certificate of author^ to begin business as a state savings bank 
at the main office and branch office described above be issued to Caroline Savings Bank. Such a certificate hereby is issued, effective upon the issuance by the 
Clerk of a certificate of amendment amending the articles of incorporation of Caroline Savings Bank, contingent upon the following conditions: (1) the cqiital 
stock of the savings bank shall be $1,054,488 and its surplus and reserve for operations shall be not less than $2,015,183, and (2) the applicant shall notify the 
Bureau of the date on which it wall commence business as a state savings bank. If the applicant should fail to fillfill the foregoing conditions, the authority granted 
herein will expire sixty (60) days from the date of this order, unless the authority is extended.

APPUCATION BY
CAROLINE SAVINGS BANK, a state association

Caroline Savings Bank currently has assets of approximately $36.3 million. The Bureau reports that (1) Caroline Savings Bank will amend its 
articles of incorporation to provide that it will conduct busing as a state savings bank, (2)the savings bank will conduct business as a state savings bank, 
pursuant to Article 12 of Chapter 3.01 of the Banking Act, at the currently authorized locations of the association: main office - 268 North Main Street, Bowling 
Green, Caroline County, Virginia and branch office - 11019 Leavells Road, Spotsylvania County, Virginia, and (3) the deposit accounts of the savings bank will 
continue to be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. The Bureau concludes that the requirements of Section 6.1-194.129(B) and the applicable 
requirements of Section 6.1-194.114 have been fulfilled, and recommends approval of the application.

Caroline Savings Bank, a state association as defined in Virginia Code Section 6.1-194.2, has qiplied, pursuant to Virgmia Code Sections 6.1- 
194.129(B) and 6.1-194.114, to convert to a state savings bank and for a certificate of authority to begin business as a savings bank at 268 North Main Street, 
Bowling Green, Caroline County, Virginia and at 11019 Leavells Road, Spotsylvania County, Virginia following its conversion. The latter two Sections 
authorize sudi a conversion, wiffi the approval of the Commission, and provide for the issuance of a certificate of authority to effect the conversioa The 
application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for an investigation.
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SETTLEMENT ORDER

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED:

(I) TbM Defendant's offer of settlement oftliis case be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(2) That this case be, and is hereby dismissed; and

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

Accordingly, the Commission finds that the Defendant has failed to maintain a bond in force as required by Virginia Code § 6.1-413, and it is

ORDERED that the license granted to Basel M. Hijjawi to engage in business as a mortgage broker is hereby revoked.

LICENSE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

ON A FORMER DAY the Staff reported to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business under Chapter 16 of Title 6.1 of 
the Virginia Code; that during the course of examinations of the Defendarrt's business records, it was discovered that the Company violated certain laws applicable 
to the conduct of its business; that upon being informed that the Commissioner of Financial Institutions intended to recorrtmend the imposition of a penalty 
therefor, the Defendant, by its counsel, without admitting or denying liability, offered to settle this case by payment of a penalty in the sum of forty-five thousand 
dollars ($45,000), tendered said sum to the Commonwealth of Virginia, and waived its right to a hearing in the case; and the Commissioner recommended that the 
Commission accept Defendant's offer of settlement pursuant to authority granted under Virginia Code § 12.1-15.

CASE NO. BFI940555 
NOVEMBER 4, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940477 
AUGUST 1, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940439 
AUGUST 10, 1994

HOUSEHOLD REALTY CORPORATION, d4>/a HOUSEHOLD REALTY CORPORATION OF VIRGINIA 
Defendant

ON A FORMER DAY, the Commissioner of Financial Institutions reported to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business 
as a mortgage broker under Chapter 16 of Title 6.1 of the Virginia Code; that the Defendant failed to pay its annual fee due May 27, 1994, as required by 
Virginia Code § 6.1-420; that the Commissioner, pursuarrt to delegated authority, gave written notice to the Defendant by certified mail on July 28,1994, that he 
would propose that its license be revoked on August 29,1994, and that a written request for hearing was required to be filed in the office of the Clerk on or before 
August 11,1994; and that no annual fee or written request for hearing was timely received.

ON A FORMER DAY the Commissioner of Financial Institutions reported to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business 
as a mortgage broker under Chapter 16 of Title 6.1 of the Virginia Code; that a bond dated November 1, 1990, filed by the Defendant pursuant to Virginia Code 
§ 6.1-413 was canceled in April, 1994 by the surety thereon; that a bond subsequently filed by the Defendant dated March 23, 1994, was declared void by the 
surety thereon on June IS, 1994, for want of authority of its attomey-in-fact to execute such a bond on its behalf, that the Commissioner, pursuarrt to delegated 
authority, gave written notice to the Defendant by certified mail on June 27,1994, that his license would be revoked unless a new bond was filed prior to July 22, 
1994, and that a written request for hearing must be filed in the Office of the Clerk of the Commission on or before July 12, 1994; and that no new bond, or 
written request for hearing, was filed by the DefendartL

v.
BASEL M. HUJAWI, 

Defendant

ORDER REVOKING

V.
CRISMONT CORPORATION, 

Defendant
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Accordingly, the Commission finds that the Defendant failed to pay the annual fee required by Virginia Code § 6.1-420, and

IT IS ORDERED that the license granted to the Defendant to engage in business as a mortgage broker is hereby revoked.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

Accordingly, die Commission finds that the Defendant failed to pay the annual fee required by Virginia Code § 6.1-420, and

IT IS ORDERED that the license granted to the Defendant to engage in business as a mortgage lender is hereby revoked.

ORDER REINSTATING A LICENSE

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

Accordingly, the Commission finds that the Defendant failed to pay the annual fee required by Virginia Code § 6.1-420, and

IT IS ORDERED that the license granted to the Defendant to engage in business as a mottgage lender and broker is hereby revoked.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant's license to engage in business as a mortgage lender is reinstated nunc pro tunc to November 4,1994, and that 
the Order entered on that date revoking the Defendant's license shall be deemed a nullity for all purposes.

CASE NO. BFI940562 
NOVEMBER 4, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940566 
NOVEMBER 4, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940562 
DECEMBER 1, 1994

ON THIS DAY the Commissioner of Financial Institutions repotted to the Commission that the notice of proposed license revocation in this case 
was mailed to the Defendant at an address which was not its "principal place of business" within the meaning of Virginia Co^ § 6.1-427 and that, as a result, the 
Defendant did not have an opportunity to appear and defend itself herein. Accordingly,

ON A FORMER DAY, the Commissioner of Financial Institutions reported to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business 
as a mottgage lender and broker under Chapter 16 of Title 6.1 of the Virginia Code; that the Defendant failed to pay its annual fee due May 27,1994, as required 
by Virginia Code § 6.1-420; that the Commissioner, pursuant to delegated authority, gave written notice to the Defendant by certified mail on July 28,1994, that 
he would propose that its license be revoked on August 29, 1994, and that a written request for hearing was required to be filed in the office of the Clerk on or 
before August 11,1994; and foat no annual fee or written request for hearing was timely received.

ON A FORMER DAY, the Commissioner of Financial Institutions reported to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business 
as a mottgage lender under Chapter 16 of Title 6.1 of the Virginia Code; that the Defendant foiled to pay its annual fee due May 27,1994, as required by Virginia 
Code § 6.1-420; that the Commissioner, pursuant to delegated authority, gave written notice to the Defendant by certified mail on July 28,1994, that he would 
propose that its license be revoked on August 29, 1994, and that a written request for hearing was required to be filed in the office of the Clerk on or before 
August 11,1994; and that no atmual fee or written request for hearing was timely received.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
MONOGRAM HOME EQUITY CORPORATION,

Defendant

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, m tel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
MONOGRAM HOME EQUITY CORPORATION,

Defendant

V.
TRANSCOASTAL MORTGAGE CORPORATION,

Defendant
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V.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

Accordingly, the Commission finds that the Defendant failed to pay the annual fee required by Virginia Code §6.1-420, and

IT IS ORDERED that the license granted to the Defendant to engage in business as a mortgage lender and broker is hereby revoked.

Pursuant to Section 6.1-416.1 ofthe Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

Pursuant to Section 6.1-416.1 ofthe Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

Having considered the application and the report of investigation ofthe Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of die (pinion and finds

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. BFI940567 
NOVEMBER 4, 1994

APPUCATION OF
MICHAEL A. POSTAL

ON A FORMER DAY came Midiael A. Postal, Bethesda, Maryland, and filed his application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1, to 
acquire SO percent ownership of Elite Funding Corporation. Thereupon the application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for investigatiort

CASE NO. BFI940607 
SEPTEMBER 20, 1994

ON A FORMER DAY, the Commissioner of Financial Institutions reported to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business 
as a mortgage lender and broker under Chapter 16 of Title 6.1 of the Virginia Code; that the Defendant failed to pay its annual fee due May 27,1994, as required 
by Virginia Code § 6.1-420; that the Commissioner, pursuant to delegated authority, gave written notice to the Defendant by certified mail on July 28,1994, that 
he would propose that its license be revoked on August 29, 1994, and that a written request for hearing was required to be filed in the office of the Clerk on or 
before August 11,1994; and that no armual fee or written request for hearing was timely received.

CASE NO. BFI940642 
OCTOBER 3, 1994

APPUCATION OF 
MARK C. GREGORY

LIBERTY MORTGAGE CORPORATION, (Vb/a LIBERTY NATIONAL MORTGAGE CORPORATION, 
Defendant

that there has been conqrliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1. Therefore, the Commission hereby approves fire acquisition of 
100 percent ownership of Patriot Mortgage Services, Inc. by Mark C. Gregory and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

ON A FORMER DAY came Mark C. Gregory, Centreville, Virginia, and filed his application, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1, to 
acquire 100 percent ownership of Patriot Mortgage Services, Inc. Thereupon the qrplication was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for investigatioa

Having considered the application and the report of investigation of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds 
that there has been compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1. Therefore, the Commission hereby qjproves the acquisition of 
SO percent ownership of Elite Funding Corporation by Michael A. Postal and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.
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Pursuant to Title 6.1, Chapter 13, Code of Virginia

ORDER GIVING NOTICE OF INTENT NOT TO DISAPPROVE AN ACQUISITION

Pursuant to Section 6.1-416.1 of the Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

Pursuant to Section 6.1-406 of the Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

APPLICATION OF
FIRST MOUNT VERNON FINANCIAL CORPORATION

APPLICATION OF 
NATIONSBANK CORPORATION

ON A FORMER DAY came First Mount Vernon Financial Corporation, Alexandria, Virginia, and filed its application, as required by Virginia 
Code § 6.1-383.1, to acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Norfolk Industrial Loan Association, Virginia Beach, Virginia. Thereupon the application was 
referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.

APPLICATION OF 
CHARLES W. WHITTAKER

CASE NO. BFI940666 
OCTOBER 14, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940674 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940661 
DECEMBER 1, 1994

Having considered the application and the report of investigation of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds 
that there has been conqtliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1 -416.1. Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of 
23 percent ownership of First Manassas Mortgage, L.L.C by Charles W. Whittaker and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

Having considered the application and the Bureau's report, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the Applicant has complied with Virginia 
Code § 6.1-383.1, and finds further that no reasonable basis exists for disapprcval of the application. The Commission notes fiom the Bureau's report, however, 
that the Applicant intends to seek permission in the future to move the Association's office to Alexandria, Virginia. The Applicant should be mindful that, in order 
to meet the requirements of Virginia Code § 6.1-233, an application to relocate the Association's office must demonstrate that the move will promote the 
convenience of the Association's customers.

ON A FORMER DAY cameCharles W. Whittaker, Manassas, Virginia, andfiledhis application, asrequiredby Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1, 
to acquire 23 percent ownership of First Manassas Mortgage, L.L.C. Thraeupon the application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for 
investigation.

ON A FORMER DAY came NationsBank Carpotation and filed its notice, as required by the Virginia Code Section 6.1-406, to acquire Rock Hill 
National Bank, Rock Hill, South Carolina. The Eqjplicalion was referred to the Bureau ofFinancial Institutions.

THEREFORE, the Commission hereby issues this notice of its intent not to disapprove the acquisition of 100 percent of the voting shares of Norfolk 
Industrial Loan Association by First Mount Vernon Financial Corporation, and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

Having considered the aforesaid notice and the report herein of the Bureau ofFinancial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the 
proposed acquisition will not affect detrimentally the safety or soundness of any Virginia bank. Therefore the Commission hereby approves die acquisition of 
Rock Hill National Bank by NationsBank Corporation. This matter shall be placed among the ended cases.
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To acquire Fredericksburg National Bancorp, Inc. Fredericksburg, Virginia

Based upon the application and the Bureau's report of investigation, the Commission further determines, pursuant to Code § 6.1-400, that:

(2) The applicant and its ofiBcers and directors are qualified by character, experience and financial responsibility to control and operate a Virginia
bank;

(4) The acquisition is in the public interest

To acquire The George Washington Banking Corporation Alexandria, Virginia

Based upon the application and the Bureau's report of investigation, the Commission further determines, pursuant to Code § 6.1-400, that:

CASE NO. BFI940701 
NOVEMBER 3, 1994

Mercantile Bankshares Corporation filed an application pursuant to Chapter IS of Title 6.1 of the Code of Virginia to acquire Fredericksburg National 
Bancorp, Inc., a Virginia bank holding company, and its bank subsidiary. The National Bank of Fredericksburg, a Virginia bank. The application was referred to 
the Bureau of Financial Institutions for investigation, and notice of the application was published in the Bureau's Weekly Information Bulletin dated September 2, 
1994. No objection to the proposed acquisition was received.

(3) The proposed acquisition would not be prejudicial to the interests of depositors, creditors, beneficiaries of fiduciary accounts or shareholders of the 
applicant or of Fred^cksburg National Bancorp, Inc. or The National Bank of Fredericksburg; and

APPUCATION OF
MERCANTILE BANKSHARES CORPORATION
Baltimore, Maryland

Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of Fredericksburg National Bancorp, Inc. by Mercantile Bankshares Corporation. There 
being nothing further to be done in this matter, it shall be placed among the ended cases.

CASE NO. BFI940702 
NOVEMBER 3, 1994

(1) The proposed acquisition would not be detrimental to the safety or soundness of the applicant or of Fredericksburg National Bancorp, Inc. or its 
Virginia bank subsidiaty;

(1) The proposed acquisition would not be detrimental to the safety or soundness of the applicant or of The George Washington Banking Corporation 
or its Virginia bank subsidiary.

APPUCATION OF
FRANKLIN BANCORPORATION, INC.
Washington, D.C.

(2) The applicant, its ofBcers and directors, and the proposed new directors of The George Washington National Bank are qualified by character, 
experience and financial responsibility to control and operate a Virginia bank;

Having considered the relevant statutes of Virginia and Maryland and the Bureau's report of investigalion herein, the Commission finds that tire 
statutory prerequisites to approval of the application are met in this case: (1) the laws of Maryland permit Virginia bank holding companies meeting the criteria of 
Chapter IS to acquire banks and bank holding companies in that jurisdiction; (2) the laws of Maryland would permit this particular transaction to be done in 
reverse, i.e., Fred^cksburg National Bancorp, Inc. could acquire Mercantile Bankshares Corporation; (3) The National Bank of Fredericksburg, the only bank 
subsidiary of Fredericksburg National Bancorp, Inc., was established in 1864 and has operated continuously since, a period of more than two years.

(3) The proposed acquisition would not be prejudicial to the interest of depositors, creditors, beneficiaries of fiduciary accounts or shareholders of the 
applicant or of The George Washington Banking Corporation or The George Washington National Bank; and

Franklin Bancorporation, Inc. filed an application pursuant to Chapter IS of Title 6.1 of the Code of Virginia to acquire The George Washington 
Banking Corporation, a Virginia bank holding company, and its bank subsidiary. The George Washington National Bank, a Virginia bank. The qjplication was 
referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for investigation, and notice of the application was published in the Bureau's Weekly Information ^lletin dated 
September 9,1994. No objection to the jxoposed acquisition was received.

Having considered the relevant statutes of Virginia and the District of Columbia and the Bureau's report of investigation herein, the Commission finds 
that the statutory prerequisites to approval of the application are met in this case: (1) the laws of the District of Columbia permit Virginia bank holding companies 
meeting the criteria of Chapter 15 to acquire banks and bank holding conqnnies in that jurisdiction; (2) the laws of the District of Columbia would permit this 
particular transaction to be deme in reverse, i.e.. The George Washington Banking Corporation could acquire Franklin Bancorporation, Inc.; (3) The George 
Washingtan National Bank, fire only bank suteidiary of The George Washington Banking Corporation, was established in 1989 and has operated continuously 
since, a period of more fiian two years.
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(4) The acquisition is in the public interest

For a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business upon the conversion of The Peoples National Bank of Warrenton

ORDER 1 A CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY

Pursuant to Section 6.1-406.1 of the Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

'(aaoiiP;

APPUCATION OF
F & M BANK - PEOPLES (in organization)

APPUCATION OF 
FIRST VIRGINIA BANKS, INC.

Having considered file aforesaid notice and the report herein of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the 
pnposed acquisition will not affect detrimentally the safety or soundness of any Virginia bank. Therefore the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of 
Farmers National Bancorp by First Virginia Banks, Inc. This matter shall be placed among the ended cases.

Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of The George Washington Banking Corporation by Franklin Bancorporation, Inc. There 
bang nothing further to be done in this matter, it shall be placed among the ended cases.

CASE NO. BFI940727 
OCTOBER 31, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940740 
OCTOBER 6, 1994

According to the report of the Commissioner, F & M Bank - Peoples has been incorporated as a Virginia corporation empowered by its certificate of 
don to do a banking and trust business. The corporation was formed to be the successor ofThe Peoples National Bank of Warrenton, a national banking

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business as a state bank, wifii the main office, branches and 
off-premise EFT terminals set forth above, be issued to F & M Bank - Peoples, and such a certificate is issued contingent upon the following conditions being met: 
(l)the applicant shall obtain insurance of its deposit accounts by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, (2) the cental stodc of the applicant shall be 
$2,100,000 and its surplus and reserve for operations will amount to not less than $7,400,000 and (3) the applicant shall notify the Bureau of the date on whidi it 
will commence business as a state bank. In the event the applicant does not fulfill the foregoing conditions, the authority granted herein will expire sixty days 
fitnnthis date, unless the sixty-day period is extended by Order of the Commissian

F & M Bank - Peoples has qjplied, pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 6.1-33 and 6.1-38, for a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust 
business as a state bank with its main office at 21 Main Street, Warrenton, Fauquier County, Virginia. Those Sections provide for the issuance of such a 
certificate upon the conversion of a national banking association into a stale-chartered bank. The application was referred to the Commissioner of Financial 
Institutions for investigatioa

mcotp
association having its main office at 21 Main Street, Warrenton, Fauquier County, Virginia. The Peoples National Bank of Warrenton is a subsidiary of F & M 
National Corporation. The bank has assets of approximately $96.4 million, and it operates two brandies at; (1) Warrenton Shopping Center, 251 West Lee 
Highway, Suite 730, Warrenton, Fauquier County, Virginia; and (2) 8318 East Main Street, MarshaU, Fauquier County, Virginia; and two off-premise EFT 
terminals at (A) Huntsman Towne Center, north side of Frost Avenue at its intersection with U.S. Route 29, Warrenton, Fauquier County, Virginia; and 
(B) 18179 Lee Highway, Amissville, Culpeper County, Virginia. The Commissioner reports that the requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-33 and the 
applicable requirements of Section 6.1-13 ^ve been fulfilled, and he recommends qiproval of this sqplication.

Now having considered the application and the report of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds fiiat 
the procedure required by federal law for conversion has been followed, that the conversion has been approved by the stockholders of the national banking 
association in the manner and by the percentage vote so required, that the qtplicable requirements of Virginia Code Section 6.1-13 have been met in this case, and 
that the certificate of authority should be granted.

ON A FORMER DAY came First Virginia Banks, Inc. and filed its notice, as required by the Virginia Code Section 6.1-406, to acquire Farmers 
National Bancorp, Annqtolis, Maryland, and its batik subsidiaries as follows: Farmers National Batik of Maryland, Armapolis, Maryland; The Caroline County 
Bank, Greensboro, Maryland; and Atlantic National Bank, Ocean City, Maryland. The application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.
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YT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Toacquire Commerce Bank pursuant to Ch^iter 15 ofTitle6.1 ofthe Virginia Code

ORDER OF APPROVAL

lerceBank. This matter shall be placed

APPUCATION OF
BB&T FINANCIAL CORPORATION 
Wilson, North Carolina

THE COMMISSION is further of the opinion and finds that, subject to the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger the public interest 
will be served by authorizing the applicant, Crestar Bank, the surviving bank in such merger, to operate the main office and brandies of the now Independent 
Bank as branch offices.

CASE NO. BFI940769 
NOVEMBER 30, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940772 
NOVEMBER 30, 1994

AND THE COMMISSION having considered the application herein and the recommendation of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions with 
respect thereto, is of the opinion that a certificate of authority to begin business as a bank and trust company should be issued to the applicant, effective upon the 
issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger of Independent Bank into Crestar Bank, and with respect thereto the Commission finds: (1) that all of the 
provisions of law with respect to said bank and its application for a certificate of authority to begin business have been complied with; (2) that the surviving bank's 
capital stock will be $210,000,000 and its surplus and reserve for operations will amount to not less than $641,846,000, (3) that, in its opinion, the public interest 
will be served by additional banking facilities in the community where the applicant is proposed to be; (4) that the oaths of all directors have been taken and filed 
in accordance with the provisions of Section 6.1-48 of the Code of Virginia; (5) that the bank was formed for no other reason than a legitimate banking and trust 
business; (6) that the moral fitness, financial responsibility and business qualifications of those named as officers and directors are such as to command the 
confidence of the community in which the bank is proposed to be located; and (7) that its deposits are to be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

For a certificate of authority to (1) do a banking and trust business upon the merger of Independent Bank into Crestar Bank under the chatter and title 
of Crestar Bank; and (2) operate the main office and branches ofthe now Independent Bank

ON A FORMER DAY came Crestar Bank, the surviving bank in a proposed merger with Independent Bank, and subject to the issuance by the 
Commission of a certificate of merger of said banks, applied to the Commission for (1) certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business at 919 East Main 
Street, City of Richmond, Virginia, and elsewhere in this State as it may now or hereafter be authorized by law, and (2) authority to operate the main office and 
brandies of the now Independent Bank at the following locations: 8751 Sudley Road, City of Manassas, Virginia; 1708 Old Bridge Road, Woodbridge, Prince 
William County, Virginia; 8950 Mathis Avenue, City of Manassas, Virginia; and 8112 Sudley Road, Prince William County, Virginia as branch offices. 
Thereupon the application was referred to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions for investigation and report

Therefore, the Commission hereby tqrproves the application of BB&T Financial Corporation to acquire C< 
among the ended cases.

That effective upon the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger to Crestar Bank, the surviving bank in a proposed merger with 
Independent Bank, a certificate be, and is hereby granted to Crestar Bank authorizing it to do a banking and trust business at 919 East Main Street, City of 
Richmond, Virginia and elsewhere in this State as authorized by law and to operate the main office and branches of the now Independent Bank as branch offices.

APPUCATION OF 
CRESTAR BANK

Having considered the application and the report of the investigation of the Bureau, the Commission finds that (1) the proposed acquisition will not be 
detrimental to the safety and soundness of BB&T Financial Corporation or Commerce Bank; (2) the applicant, and its officers and directors, are qualified by 
character, experience and financial responsibility to control and operate a Virginia bank; (3) the proposed acquisition will not be prejudicial to the interests of 
depositors, creditors, beneficiaries of fiduciary accourrts or shareholders of BB&T Financial Corporation or Commerce Bank; and (4) the acquisition is in the 
public interest And the Commission further finds that the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-399, Subsection A, are met in the case of this 
plication, and that no condition, restriction, requirement or other limitation of the kind referred to in Subsection A.4 of Section 6.1-399 is present in this case.

BB&T Financial Corporation, a bank holding company headquartered in Wilson, North Carolina, filed an application pursuant to Chapter 15 of 
Title 6.1 ofthe Code of Virginia to acquire Commerce Bank, a Virginia bank headquartered in Virginia Beach, Virginia, and the resutting bank in a merger with 
Branch Banking and Trust Conqjany of Virginia, an Interim Bank. The application was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for investigaliort Notice 
of the application was published in the Bureau's Weekly Information Bulletin dated September 23,1994. No objection to the proposed acquisition was received.
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AMENDING ORDER

To merge into itself Jefferson Savings and Loan Association, F.A.

ORDER APPROVING THE MERGER

To acquire Pace American Bank pursuant to Chapter IS of Title 6.1 of the Virginia Code

ORDER OF APPROVAL

APPLICATION OF
FIRST CITIZENS BANCSHARES, INC. 
Raleigh, North Carolina

CASE NO. BFI940773 
NOVEMBER 30, 1994

By order herein dated November 30, 1994, the Commission approved the application of BB&T Financial Corporation to acquire Commerce Bank 
(Virginia Beach). The Bureau of Financial Institutions now states that BB&T Financial Corporation proposes to own tire stock of Commerce Bank indirectly, i.e.. 
through a wholly-owned Virginia subsidiary, BB&T Financial Corporation of Virginia.

APPLICATION OF 
CRESTAR BANK

CASE NO. BFI940779 
DECEMBER 7, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940772 
DECEMBER 19, 1994

The merger approved by this order shall be effective upon the issuance to Crestar Bank of a certificate of merger of Jefferson Savings and Loan 
Association, F.A. into Crestar Bank.

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED that the order herein dated November 30, 1994, be amended, and it hereby is amended, to bear the style 
shown above, and the Commission hereby approves the application of BB&T Financial Corporation and BB&T Financial Coiixnation of Virginia to acquire 
Commerce Bank.

Upon consideration of the application and the report of investigation of the Bureau, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the merger of 
Jefferson Savings and Loan Association, F.A. into Crestar Bank should be approved. In connection with die application, the Commission finds that the resulting 
entity will do business as a bank, and that the applicant, Crestar Bank meets, and as the resulting bank, will meet the standards established by Virginia Code 
§6.1-13.

APPLICATION OF
BB&T FINANCIAL CORPORATION
Wilson, North Carolina

and
BB&T FINANCIAL CORPORATION OF VIRGINIA

Having considered the apphcalion and the report of the investigation of the Bureau, the Commission finds that (1) the proposed acquisition will not be 
detrimental to the safety and soundness of First Citizens BancShares, Inc. or Pace American Bank; (2) the applicant, and its officers and directors, are qualified by

First Citizens BancShares, Inc., a bank holding company headquartered in Raleigh, North Carolina, filed an qiplication pursuant to Chapter IS of 
Title 6.1 of the Code of Virginia to acquire file successor by merger of New Pace American Bank (an interim bank) and Pace American Bank, a Virginia bank 
headquartered in Lawrenceville, Brunswick County, Virgin^ The a^lication was referred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for irwestigalioa Notice ofthe

Crestar Bank, a State bank, applied pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-194.40 to merge into itself Jefferson Savings and Loan Association, F.A., a 
federal association. The triplication was rrferred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions for investigation.

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED that the application of Crestar Bank to merge into itself Jefferson Savings and Loan Association, F.A. is 
approved. The resulting bank, which will continue to have its main office at 919 East Main Street, City of Richmond, Virginia, will operate as branches the 
following offices of Jefferson Savings and Loan Associatitm, F.A.: (1) 1705 Seminole Trail, Albermarle County, Virginia; (2) 633 Meadowbrook Center, 
Culpeper, Culpeper County, Virginia; (3) 701 S. Main Street, Culpqier, Culpeper County, Virginia; (4) Warrenton Center, Warrenton, Fauquier County, 
Virginia; (5) 9-J Catoctin Circle, S.W., Leesburg, Loudoun County, Virginia; (6) 20 E. Luray Shopping Cener, Luray, Page County, Virginia; (7) 200 Remount 
Road, Front Royal, Warren County, Virginia. Within one year of the merger, as provided by law, the resulting bank shall conform its assets and operations to the 
provisions of law regulating the operation of banks.
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ACCORDINGLY IT IS ORDERED:

APPLICATION OF
NEW PACE AMERICAN BANK

That a cotificate of authority be granted to New Pace American Bank, and a certificate is hereby granted. And it is fiuther ordered that, upcm the 
merger of Pace American Bank into New Pace American Bank, the resulting bank, re-named "Pace American Bank", be authorized to operate at 112 East Hicks 
Street, Lawrenceville, Brunswick County, Virginia, with the branch offices listed above, and such authority hereby is granted.

CASE NO. BFI940780 
DECEMBER 7, 1994

character, etqierience and financial responsibility to control and operate a Virginia bank; (3) the proposed acquisition will not be prejudicial to the interests of 
depositors, creditors, beneficiaries of fiduciary accounts or shareholders of First Citizens BancShares, Inc. or Pace American Batik; and (4) the acquisition is in the 
public interest The Commission fiuther finds that the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-399, Subsection A, are met in the case of this 
application, and that no condition, restriction, requirement, or other limitation of the kind referred to in Subsection A4 of Section 6.1-399 is present in this case.

The Conmiissioiier has submitted his report of investigation in the maheTs indicating that the authorizations sou^it herein are steps to fecilitate the 
proposed acquisition of Pace American Bank by First Citizens Ban^hares, Inc. pursuant to Chapter IS of Title 6.1 oflhe Code of Virginia.

For a certificate of authority to begin business as a bank at 112 East Hicks Street, Lawrenceville, Brunswick County, Virginia and for authority to 
operate upon the merger of Pace American Bank into New Pace American Bank, under the chatter of New Pace American Bank and the title of Pace 
American Bank

THE COMMISSION is fiuther of the opinion that the public interest will be served by permitting the resulting Pace American Bank to operate the 
main office and three branch offices heretofore authorized, filllowing the merger. The merger, and the authority to operate the resulting bank and brandies granted 
herein, will be effective upon the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger effecting the merger of Pace American Bank into New Pace American 
Bank, and a certificate of amendment and restatement changing the name of New Pace American Bank to "Pace American Bank".

ON A FORMER DAY New Pace American Bank, an interim bank, applied to the Commission for a certificate of authority to begin business as a 
bank at 112 East Hides Street, Lawrenceville, Brunswick County, Virginia, and for authority for the bank, renamed "Pace American Bank" upon the merger of 
the existing Pace American Bank into New Pace American Bank, to operate the above main office and three branch offices of the existing bank at the following 
locations: Brunswick Square Shopping Center, U.S. Route 58, Lawrenceville, Brunswick County, Virginia; 214 West Atlantic Street, City of Emporia, Virginia; 
and 622 East Atlantic Street, South Hill, Mecklenburg County, Virginia as branch offices. The application, with supporting documents and information, was 
refened to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions for an investigation and report

Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the application of First Citizens BancShares, Inc. to acquire Face American Bank. This matter shall be 
placed among the ended cases.

AND THE COMMISSION, having considered the application herein and the recommendation of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions with 
respect thereto, is of the opinion that a certificate of authority to begin business as a bank should be issued to New Pace American Bank, and with respect thereto 
the Commission finds (1) that all the provisions of law have been complied with; (2) that the stock of the interim bank has been subscribed and that the capital of 
the resulting bank will be an amount deemed sufficient for successful operation, i.e., capital stock of $2,000,000 and surplus and a reserve for operations of not 
less than $9,871,000; (3) that the oaths of all directors have been taken and filed in accordance with the provisions of Section 6.1-48 of the Code of'Vuginia; 
(4) that in its opinion the public interest will be served by banking facilities in the community where the applicant is proposed to be; (5) that the applicant was 
formed for no other reason than a legitimate banking business; (6) that the moral fitness, financial responsibility and business qualifications of those named as 
officers and directors of the applicant are such as to command the confidence of the community in which it is proposed that the applicant be located; and (7) that 
its deposits are to be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporatioa
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For a certificate of authority to do a banking business in the City of Virginia Beach

and

COMMERCE BANK

Pursuant to Section 6.1-406.1 ofthe Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE ACQUISITION

For a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business following its merger with Brandi Banking and Trost Company of Virginia, An Interim 
Bank

APPLICATION OF 
NATIONSBANK CORPORATION

CASE NOS. BFI940797 and BFI940798 
NOVEMBER 30, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940799 
OCTOBER 28, 1994

Having considered the aforesaid notice and the report herein of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the 
pn^Msed acquisition will not afiect detrimentally the safety or soundness of any Vilginia bank. Therefore the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of 
Consolidated Bank, National Association by NationsBank Corporalimt This matter shall be placed among the ended cases.

APPLICATIONS OF
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY OF VIRGINIA, AN INTERIM BANK

ORDER GRANTING CERTIFICATES OF AUTHORITY 
AND AUTHORIZING THE MERGED BANK TO DO BUSINESS

ON A FORMER DAY came NationsBank Corporation and filed its notice, as requited by the Virginia Code Section 6.1-406, to acquire 
Consolidated Bank, National Association, Hialeah, Florida. The application was refetred to the Bureau of Financial Institutions.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a certificate of authority to do a banking business be granted to Branch Banking and Trost Company of 
Virginia, an Interim Bank, and a certificate hereby is granted.

Now having considered the applications and the report and recommendation of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the 
opinion that the certificates of authority applied fin* should be granted. The Commission ascertains, with respect to the provisions of Section 6.1-13: (1) that all 
provisitms of law have been complied with; (2) that the stock of the interim bank has been subscribed and the resulting bank's cqrital will be an amount deemed 
sufBcient for successful operation, i.,e., capital stock $6,813,000, surplus and reserve for operations not less than $39,780,000; (3) that the oaths of all directors 
have been taken and filed in accordance with the provisions of Virginia Code Section 6.1-48; (4) that the applicants were formed for no other reason than a 
legitimate banking business; (5) that the moral fitness, financial re^ronsibility, and business qualifications of those named as ofiBcers and directors of the proposed 
banks are such as to command the confidence of the community in which the applicant is proposed to be located; and (6) that the deposits of the resulting bank 
will be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. And, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that granting the certificates sought herein will be 
in the public interest

The Commissioner has submitted his report of investigation in the matter, indicating that the certificates sought herein are steps to facilitate the 
proposed acquisition of Commerce Bank by BB&T Financial Corporation, Wilson, North Carolina, pursuant to Charter IS of Title 6.1 of fire Code of Virginia.

On a former day Brandi Ranking and Trost Company of Virginia, an Interim Bank applied, pursuant to Virginia Code Section 6.1-13, for a certificate 
of authority to do a banking business at 34S0 Pacific Avenue, City of Virginia Beach, Virginia. On the same day Commerce Bank, Virginia Beach, Virginia 
^lied, pursuant to Virginia Code Section 6.1-44, for a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business at its existing locations following its merger 
1^ Bnitch Banking and Trost Cortqiany of Virginia, an Interim Bank, in which merger Commerce Bank is to be the resulting bank. The sqiplications, with 
supporting documents and information, were refetred to the Commissioiier of Financial Institutions for an investigation and report

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, effective upon the issuance by the Cleric of the Commission of a certificate of merger merging Brandi 
Banking and Trost Conqiany of Virginia, an Inteiim Bank into Commerce Bank, fiiat the resulting bank be authorized to do a banking and trust business at 
3450 Pacific Avenue, City of Virginia Beach, Virginia and elsewhere in this state as authorized by law.
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Pursuant to Title 6.1, Chapter 13, Code of Virginia

ORDER GIVING NOTICE OF INTENT NOT TO DISAPPROVE AN ACQUISITION

rr IS THEREFORE, ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF
F & M BANK - MASSANUTTEN

APPUCATION OF
CAPITAL ONE FINANCIAL CORPORATION

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1 and finds further that no reasonable basis exists for taking any of the other actions 
permitted the Commission by the provisions of Section 6.1-383.2 of the Code.

CASE NO. BFI940800 
NOVEMBER IS, 1994

ON A FORMER DAY came Capital One Financial Corporation, Wilmington, Delaware, and filed its application, as required by Virginia Code 
Section 6.1-383.1, to acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Capital One Bank, Richmond, Virginia. Thereupon the application was referred to the Bureau of 
Financial Institutions.

CASE NO. BFI940804 
NOVEMBER 18, 1994

THEREFORE, the Commission hereby issues this notice of its intent not to disajprove the acquisition of 100 percent of the voting shares of Capital 
One Bank by Coital One Financial Corporation. Provided however, all new directors and officers of Capital One Bank appointed in connection with the 
transactions described in this application shall be subject to approval by the Commissioner of Financial Institutions.

For a certificate of authority to: (1) do a banking and trust business upon the merger of F & M Bank - Broadway into F & M Bank - Massanutten 
under the charter and title of F & M Bank - Massanutten; and (2) operate the main office of the now F & M Bank - Broadway

THE COMMISSION is further of the qrinion and finds that, subject to the issuance by the Commission ofa certificate of merger, the public interest 
will be served by authorizing the applicant, F & M Bank - Massanutten, the surviving bank in such merger, to operate the main office of the now F & M Bank - 
Broadway as a branch office.

AND THE COMMISSION having considered the application herein and the recommendation of the Commissioner of Financial Institutions with 
reflect thereto, is of the opinion that a certificate of authority to b^n business as a bank and trust company should be issued to the applicant, effective upon the 
issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger of F & M Bank - Broadway into F & M Bank - Massanutten, and with respect thereto the Commission 
fouls: (1) that all of the provisions of law with respect to said bank and its application for a certificate of authority to begin business have been complied with; 
(2) that the surviving bank's cspital stock will be ^,028,408 and its surplus and reserve for operations will amount to not less than $12,931,869; (3) that, in its 
opinion, the public interest will be served by additional banking facilities in the community whm the applicant is proposed to be; (4) that the oaths of all directors 
have been taken and filed in accordance with the provisions of Section 6.1-48 of the Code of Virginia; (5) that the bank was formed for no other reason than a 
legitimate banking and trust business; (6) that the moral fitness, financial responsibility and business quaUfications of those named as officers and directors are 
sudi as to command the confidence of the community in whidi the bank is proixtsed to be located; and (7) that its deposits are to be insured by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation.

ON A FORMER DAY came F & M Bank - Massanutten, the surviving bank in a proposed merger with F & M Bank - Broadway, and subject to 
the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger of said banks, applied to the Commission fiw (1) a certificate of authority to do a banking and trust 
business at 1835 East Market Street, City of Harrisonburg, Virginia, and elsewiiere in this State as it may now or hereafter be authorized by law, and (2) authority 
to operate the main office of the now F&M Bank- Broadway at 153 North Main Street, Broadly, Rockingham County, Virginia as a branch office. 
Thereupon the application was referred to the Commissioner of Financial Institutions for investigation and report

That effective upon the issuance by the Commission of a certificate of merger to F & M Bank - Massanutten, the surviving bank in a proposed merger 
with F&M Bank - Broadway, a certificate be, and is hereby, granted to F & M Bank - Massanutten authorizing it to do a banking and trust business at 1855 East 
Market Street, City of Harrisonburg, Virginia and elsewhere in this State as authorized by law and to operate the main office of the now F&M Bank - Broadway 
as a branch office.
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Pursuant to Title 6. l,Chiqrter 13, Code of Virginia

ORDER GIVING NOTICE OF INTENT NOT TO DISAPPROVE AN ACQUISITION

Pursuant to Section 6.1-416.1 of the Code of Virginia

ORDER APPROVING THE

Pursuant to Title 6.1, Chsqiter 13, Code of Virginia

ORDER GIVING NOTICE OF INTENT NOT TO DISAPPROVE AN ACQUISITION

APPUCATION OF
PREMIER BANKSHARES CORPORATION

APPUCATION OF
HEALTH SERVICES CORPORATION OF AMERICA

APPUCATION OF
VALLEY FINANCIAL CORPORATION

Having considered die application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there has been 
conqtliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1, and it finds further that no reasonable basis exists for taking any of the other 
actions permitted the Cominission by the provisions of Section 6.1-383.2 of the Code.

THEREFORE, the Commission hereby issues this notice of its intent not to disapprove the acquisition of 100 percent of the voting shares of Valley 
Bank, National Association by Valley Financial Corporation and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

CASE NO. BFI940857 
DECEMBER 19, 1994

ON A FORMER DAY came Premier Bankshares Corporation, Tazewell, Virginia, and filed its application, as required by Virginia Code 
Section 6.1-383.1, to acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Dickenson - Buchanan Bank, Haysi, Virginia. Thereupon the application was referred to the 
Bureau of Financial Institutions.

CASE NO. BFI940849 
DECEMBER 19, 1994

CASE NO. BFI940805 
DECEMBER 7, 1994

Having considered the application and the report of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the (pinion and finds that there has been 
compliance with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-383.1, and it finds further that no reasonable basis exists for taking any of the other 
actions permitted the Commission by the provisions of Section 6.1-383.2 of the Code.

ON A FORMER DAY came Health Services Corporation of America, a Missouri corporation, and filed its application, as recjuired by Virginia 
Code Section 6.1-416.1, to acquire 51 percent ownership of Virginia Healthcare Finance Center, Inc. Thereupon the application was referred to die Bureau of 
Financial Instituticms for investigatioa

ON A FORMER DAY came Valley Financial Corporation, Roanoke, Virginia, and filed its jpplication, as required by Virginia Code Section 6.1- 
383.1, to acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Valley Bank, National Association, Roanoke, Virginia. Thereupon the application was referred to the 
Bureau of Financial Institutions.

THEREFORE, the Commission hereby issues this notice of its intent not to disapprove the acquisition of 100 percent of the voting shares of 
Dickenson - Buchanan Bank by Premier Banksbates Crnporation and orders that this matter be placed among the ended cases.

Having considered the application and the report of investigation of the Bureau of Financial Institutions, the Commission is of the opinion and finds 
that there has been compliairce with the prerequisites set forth in Virginia Code Section 6.1-416.1. Therefore, the Commission hereby approves the acquisition of 
51 percent ownership of Virginia Heahhcare Finance Center, Inc. by Health Services Corporation of America and orders that this matter be placed among the 
ended cases.
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V.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That Defendant's offer of settlement of this case be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(2) That this case be, and is hereby dismissed; and

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. BFI940875 
DECEMBER 13, 1994

UNITED COMPANIES LENDING CORPORATION, d/b/a UNICOR MORTGAGE, 
Defendant

ON A FORMER DAY the Staff reported to the Commission that the Defendant is licensed to engage in business under Charter 16 of Title 6.1 of 
the Virginia Code; that during the course of examinations of the Defendant's business records, the Company was cited for violating various laws applicable to the 
conduct of its business; that upon being informed that the Commissioner of Financial Institutions intended to recommend the imposition of a penalty therefor, the 
Defendant, by its counsel, without admitting or denying the reported violations, offered to settle this case by payment of a penalty in the sum of ten thousand 
dollars ($10,000), tendered said sum to the Commonwealth, and waived its ri^ to a hearing in the case; and the Commissioner recommended that the 
Commission accept Defendant's offer of settlement pursuant to authority granted under Virginia Code § 12.1-1S.
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CLERK’S OFFICE

V.

ORDERED that this matter be, and it hereby is, dismissed and that the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

CASE NO. CLK930730 
JANUARY 31, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, exrel.
ALEX M. AKBAR,

Petitioner

THE WESTON COMPANY, 
Defendant

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the pleadings, evidence and arguments, is of the opinion and finds that while Defendant's dealings in 
connection with Mr. Akbar's purchase of its shares may have been less than forthright and candid, the evidence is insufBcient to show that such actions amount to 
the unlawfill activity proscribed by Va. Code § 13.1-302. Consequently, Mr. Akbar's petition should be dismissed. It is, therefore.

At die hearing conducted on December 7, 1993, the Commission received the testimony and exhibits of Mr. Akbar and Mr. Thomas R. Weston, 
President of Defendant At the conclusion of the evidentiary presentations, the parties made closing arguments, and the Commission took the matter under 
advisement

THIS MATTER was instituted by Rule to Show Cause entered on August 13, 1993, upon the petition of Alex M. Akbar, E2 SS- Counsel for The 
Weston Company timely filed in one document an Answer, Grounds of Defense and Motion to Dismiss on behalf of Defendant The motion to dismiss the 
proceeding was granted, in part, and denied, in part, by order dated October 29, 1993. This order also continued the hearing date to December 7, 1993, and 
limited the issues that would be beard to the allegations concerning securities fiaud.

FINAL ORDER AND JUPGMEN1
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BUREAU OF INSURANCE

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER DENYING

ON A FORMER DAY came Defendant, by counsel, and filed with the Cleric of the Commission a Petition for Reconsideration and Rehearing; and

THE COMMISSION, having considered the Petition and the law ^licable hereto, is of the opinion that the Petition should be denied;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Petition for Reconsideration and Rehearing filed herein by Defendant be, and it is herdiy, DENIED.

WHEREAS, on July 19, 1994, the Commission conducted the aforesaid Rule to Show Cause hearing where the Bureau of Insurance ^rpeared 
represented by counsel and the Defendant ^tpeared pro se; and

CASE NO. INS900174 
JULY 21, 1994

THE COMMISSION, having considered the evidence and the testimony adduced at the hearing, is of the opinion that Defendant willfully violated 
the terms and conditions, vriiich were incorporated by reference, in the Final Order entered in this proceeding by the Commission;

CASE NO. INS900174 
AUGUST 11, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
CAROLYN V. PENCE,

Defendant

WHEREAS, by Rule to Show Cause entered herein May 12, 1994, Defendant was ordered to appear before the Commission and show cause why 
Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia should not be revoked and why the Commission should not impose a 
monetary penalty for Defendant's violation of an order of the Commission;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
CAROLYN V. PENCE,

Defendant

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831, the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as 
an insurance agent be, and they are hereby, REVOKED; and
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iber31,1992, and sell or transfer1.

Ms. Pence agreed to pay all claims against the Snyder-Pence Insurance Agency, Inc. presented or ui^d after the agency ceased operatitms.2.

All new contracts for insurance procured by Ms. Pence would be written throu^ the insurance agency of Gary Smith & Co., Inc.3.

4.

■her 31.1992, Defendants would pay $3,500.00 to the Commonwealth in lieu of the previously ordered penalty of $5,000.00.5. ByD

On September IS, 1992, the Commission entered an order whidt postponed the hearing previously sdteduled for September 9, 1992, and set a new 
hearing date for October 28,1992.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

Hie Snyder-Pence Insurance Agency, Inc. agreed to voluntarily surrender its insurance agent's license by D 
the agency's insurance book of business.

CASE NO. INS900174 
NOVEMBER 21, 1994

On May 28, 1992, Defendants filed a Petition to Vacate Order Lifting Suspension, requesting that the Commission vacate its May 20, 1992 Order. 
On June 1,1992, the Bureau ffled a reqxmse to that Petition, to whidi Defendants repli^ on June 5,1992.

By December 31, 1992, Defendants would satisfy the outstanding indebtedness to Prime Rate Premium Finance Company in the amount of 
$3,239.50.

On March 4, 1991, Defendants filed a Petition for Reconsideration and Rehearing. The Petition stated that the penalties and fines levied in the 
February 25, 1991 Order were an inappropriately harsh punishment for the alleged offenses. The Commission granted Defendants' Petition for Reconsideration 
and Rdieating and suspended its February 25,1991 Order to permit the taking of evidence on the subject ofmitigation of the penalties imposed.

In early October 1992, the Commission was advised by the Bureau's counsel that the Bureau and Defendants were engaged in settlement negotiations. 
By letter dated October 30,1992, Defendants made an offer of settlement wherein they agreed:

By Order dated June 9, 1992, the Commission issued a Vacating Order, granting Defendants' Petition to Vacate Order Lifting Suspension and 
vacating fire Order Confirming Revocation of Defendants' Licenses (entered May 20,1992), until a further heating could be held.

On March 13, 1992, the Bureau filed the Report of its examination of the Defendants' books and records for the period fiom January 31 throu^ 
December 31,1991. According to the Report, the Bureau found that Defendants continued to violate provisions of Title 38.2 of the Virginia Code during the 
audited period. By Order dated March 25,1992, the Commission directed Defendants to file a response to the Bureau's Report within 21 days of the Order date. 
Defendants requested an extension of time to respond to the Bureau's Report, and by Order dated April 22, 1992, the Commission granted Defendants an 
extension until May IS, 1992. On May 20,1992, fire Commission issued an Order Ctmfirming Revocation of Defendants' Licenses, noting that Defendants had 
not paid the $5,000 penalty, and bad filled to file a response to the Bureau's Report The Commission lifted the suspension of the Defendants' license revocation, 
thus confirming the revncation On May 21,1992, the Bureau received a letter frran Carolyn V. Pence in response to the Bureau's Report

On March 20,1991, Defendants and the Bureau presented evidence and oral argument pertaining to mitigation of the previously imposed penalties. 
On May 31,1991, the Commission issued a Preliminary Order reducing the total monetary penalties fixrm $8,200 to $5,000, and allowing Defmdants to retain 
their licenses under certain conditions - that is suspending for a period of one year the revocation of Defendants' licenses, pending a re-examination by the Bureau 
and a report to the Commission by the Bureau upon which a final Commission decision and judgment order would be based. The Bureau was ordered to conduct 
an unarmounced examination of Defendants beginning within eight months of May 31,1991, and to file its report no later than 12 months after the same date.

On May 21, 1990, the Commission issued a Rule to Show Cause against Carolyn V. Pence and the Snyder-Pence Insurance Agency, Inc. 
("Defendants") alleging the following violations of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia: (1) filling to hold premiums and return premiums in a fiduciary capacity 
and failing to pay premiums to insurer or insurer's assignee when due (Virginia Code § 38.2-1813); (2) signing or allowing applicants to sign incomplete or blank 
forms pertaining to insurance (Virginia Code § 38.2-1804); (3) charging interest on credit extended for the policy premium in excess of 1 1/2% per month of the 
urqiaid balance (Virginia Code § 38.2-1806); and, (4) making false or fiaudulent statements or representations on, or relative to, an application for an insurance 
policy for the purpose of obtaining a commission from an insurer (Virginia Code § 38.2-512). On July 17 and September 13, 1990, a hearing was held before 
Heating Examiner Howard F. Anderson, Jr. The Bureau of Insurance of the State Corporation Commission ("Bureau") and Defendants both presented evidence.

On December 21,1990, the Heating Examiner issued a Report containing findings that the evidence was sufficient to show two violations of Virginia 
Code § 38.2-1813, six violations of Virginia Code § 38.2-1804, and two violations of Virginia Code § 38.2-1806, but that it was insufficient to show any 
violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-512. The Hearing Examiner recommended revocation of Defendants' licenses and the imposition of a $1,000 fine for each of 
the two violations of Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 and for each of the six violations of Virginia Code § 38.2-1804, and a $100 fine for each of the two violations of 
Virginia Code § 38.2-1806, totaling $8,200. Defendants filed a response to the Hearing Examiner's Report In its Judgment Order dated February 25,1991, the 
Commission adopted the Hearing Examiner's findings of fact and conclusions of law and revoked Defendants' insurance agent licenses, and fined Defendants the 
amount of $8,200.

V.
CAROLYN V. PENCE, 

Defendant
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6. The Order dated May 20,1992, that revoked Ms. Pence's license, would be vacated by the Commission.

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

On June 20,1994, Ms. Pence, appearing pro se, requested a postponement of the hearing to a date in July 1994. Ms. Pence's request was granted by 
the Commission and a hearing was scheduled for July 19,1994.

On July 19, 1994, the Commission conducted a Rule to Show Cause hearing where the Bureau appeared by counsel and Ms. Pence appeared pro se. 
The Commission received testimony and evidence from die Bureau and from Ms. Pence. During the hearing, Ms. Pence was afforded an opportunity to cross- 
examine the Bureau's two witnesses.

CASE NO. INS910051 
NOVEMBER 16, 1994

On June 7, 1994, counsel for the Bureau advised Ms. Pence by letter that the Bureau's investigation revealed that she was writing new business 
through Affiliated Agencies, Inc. in violation of the Commission's settlement agreement The Bureau advised Ms. Pence that it had evidence that she wrote new 
business on behalf of Affiliated Agencies, Inc. and submitted plications to the following insurance companies:

WHEREAS, by order entered herein June 19,1991, Defendant's license to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia was 
suspended;

After considering the testiniony and evidence adduced at the July 19, 1994 hearing, the Commission found that Ms. Pence willfully violated the terms 
and conditions, which were incorporated by reference, in the Commission's Final Order entered on April 7, 1993. The Commission subsequently revoked Ms. 
Pence's insurance agent licenses.

Throughout this proceeding, the Commission has gone to extraordinary lengths to assure that Ms. Pence was afforded due process before the clear 
evidence of Ms. Pence's continued miscanduct compelled the Commission to revoke Ms. Pence's insurance agent licenses. The evidence shows that barely one 
week after the Commission's Order of April 7, 1993 the defendant willfully violated its conditions. Ms. Pence has shown a complete inability or unwillingness to 
conform her professianal conduct to the laws of this Cmnmonwealth and the orders of this Commission, despite being given repeated opportunities by the 
Commission to do so. The public in this Commonwealth deserves the right to have their insurance affiirs handled by insurance agents who are trustworthy and 
conqjetenL The Commission would be ignoring its responsibilities to the public if it continued to permit an insurance agent such as Ms. Pence to remain in the 
iosursiicc busiofiss.

The violations of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia committed by Ms. Pence were more than just technical noncompliance with a statute. Her actions 
have resulted in harm to the public. A case in-point involved the loss, by fire, of Mr. Russell Brown's firmhouse. Ms. Pence failed to forward Mr. Brown's 
application and premium downpayment to the insurance conqiany until after Mr. Brown repotted the loss of the farmhouse, and some three months after the 
plication was taken and the premium paid. Mr. Brown was forced into litigation to determine whether coverage was in effect at file time of the loss. In addition, 
Ms. Pence has repeatedly demonstrated her inability to properly handle her client's monies. Ms. Pence's long tenure in the insurance business prompted the 
Commission to place the condition on Ms. Pence that she write all business through another insurance agency in order to have the revocation of her license 
vacated, which condition she promptly violated. Consideting the foregoing, the Commission had no other option but to revoke Ms. Pence's insurance agent 
licenses.

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that Defendant's license to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia be revoked;

On May 12,1994, the Commission issued a Rule to Show Cause against Ms. Pence alleging Ms. Pence violated the settlement agreement by acting as 
an insurance agent for Affiliated Agencies, Inc. A hearing was scheduled for June 27,1994.

By order entered on April 7,1993, the Commission accepted Defendants' offer to settle the case pending against them and vacated the order revoking 
Ms. Pence's insurance agent licenses.

Dairyland Insurance Company -10 applications 
Atlanta Casualty Company - 1 application 
Globe American Casualty Company -13 plications 
Graward General Companies - 2 plications 
Integon Insurance Conqjany - 12 plications 
Agents Insurance Markets - 4 plications
Virginia Automobile Insurance Plan - 75 plications

WHEREAS, by order entered in the District Court of Travis County, Texas, Defendant was found to be insolvent and the Texas State Board of 
Insurance was ordered to liquidate the property and business affiurs of Defendant;

V.
INTERNATIONAL SERVICE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

pgfenAiTif
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ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the Defendant dial! issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(3) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, REVOKED;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the revocation of Defendants license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code §38.2-
1043.

THIRD ORDER IN AID OF RECEIVERSHIP

a.

b.

adopts supplemental roles of practice and procedure applicable to the Receiver^up Proceedings.c.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, as of die date of this order. Defendant has not filed a request to be hard before the Commission with respect to the proposed revocation of 
Defendant's license;

CASE NO. INS910051 
DECEMBER 6, 1994

CASE NO. INS910068 
MARCH 9, 1994

(4) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to each of Defendant's agods tqipointed to act on behalf of 
Defoidant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the revocation of such agent's appointment; and

approves the "MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT" governing file management of First Dominion after inqilementation of the mutualization 
contenqilated by the Rehabilitation Plan, and

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, REVOKED;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
INTERNATIONAL SERVICE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendant

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to November 30, 1994, 
revoking the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, unless on or 
before November 30,1994, Defendant files with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request 
for a hearing before the Commission with respect to the proposed revocation of Defendant's license.

authorizes the Deputy Receiver to liquidate certain assets, claims, obligations, and liabilities throng the Fidelity Bankers Life Insurance 
Company Trust (the "Trust"),

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein November 16,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to November 30,1994, revoking the license of the Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
unless on or before November 30,1994, Defendant filed with the Clerk of the Commission a request for a heating before the Commission to contest the proposed 
revocation of Defendant's license; and

ON A FORMER DAY CAME the Deputy Receiver and filed with the Clerk of the Commission an Application for Third Order In Aid of 
Receivership (the "Application"), seeking various matters associated with the continuing efforts involved in the tecervnship proceedings of First Dominion 
Mutual Life Insurance Company ("First Dominion" or the "CompanjO, successor to Fidelity Bankers Life Insurance Company, in Receivership for Conservation 
and Rehabilitation <"Fidelity Bankers"). Specifically, the Deputy Receiver seeks an Order from the Commission that;

V.
FIDELITY BANKERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, upon good cause shown, that

Rules of Practice Procedure
in Aid of Receivership Proceedings

Table of Contents

Scope1.

Pretrial Procedures, Depositions and Production2.

Investigative Subpoena Power, Examination of Witnesses Under Oath in Receivership Proceedings3.

AND THE COMMISSION, having considered the Application, and the argument and evidence submitted in support thereof finds that the Deputy Receiver's 
Application is, in all things, well taken and that it should be, and it is hereby, granted. Accordingly, the Commission now finds and decrees as follows:

3:1 
3:2
3:3
3:4
3:5

1:1
1:2

A. The remaining assets, claims, obligations, and liabilities of Fidelity Bankers, which were not transferred to Hartford, not required to fund or 
administer the Opt Out benefits or to properly capitalize First Dominion, and not otherwise deemed necessary by the Deputy Receiver, shall be transferred to and 
liquidated tbrou^ the Trust, in order to facilitate an orderly disposition of such assets, claims, obligations, and liabilities.

2. The "MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT" attached to the Deputy Receiver's Application as Exhibit "A" should be approved as being in 
conformance with the Rehabilitation Plan, the Commission's Final Order of September 29, 1992 and qjplicable law and the transaction thereby inqtlemented 
should further be ratified and approved for the same reason The Agreement attached as Exhibit "A" to the Deputy Receiver's Application is intended by the 
Deputy Receiver to govern the relationship between First Dominion Mutual Life Insurance Company and its managing company. First Dominion Corporation in 
the immediate future. It is contemplated the Deputy Receiver that, if possible. First Dominion Corporation will itself be sold to private interests as part of the 
final stages of the Rehabilitation Plait Ad the time of such sale, it may be necessary to renegotiate the terms of the Management Agreement between First 
Dominion Mutual life Insurance Company and First Dominion Corporation For that reason, the Management Agreement attached as Erdiibit "A" to the 
Application should be approved as an interim step. The Deputy Receiver should also be authorized by the Commission, however, to negotiate the terms of such 
agreement with any potential buyer of First Dominion Corporation as he, in his discretion, deems necessary and appropriate in order to maximize the potential 
proceeds of such sale, w4iidi will in turn inure to the benefit of Fidelity Bankers' policyholders and creditots by being added to the Trust assets.

Application of Supplemental Rules
Application of Certain Rules of Supreme Court of Virginia

Investigative Depositions and Productions of Documents
Place of Investigative Depositions
Protection From Investigative Depositions and Production of Documents 
Sancficms for Disobedience
Application To Witnesses Outside of Virginia

B. The "MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT" attached to the Deputy Receiver's Application as Exhibit "A" is hereby approved and the Deputy 
Receiver is hereby authorized to renegotiate the terms of such agreement as he deans necessary in his discretion in order to sell it or its holder. First Dominion 
Corporation, forthe benefit of the Trust and the Receivership Estate.

3. In order to carry out the responsibilities inqiosed upon him by the Order Appointing Deputy Receiver for Conservation and Rehabilitation (the 
"Receivership Order"), the Deputy Receiver should be given the ability to conduct investigations and discovery with respect to matters related to the receivership, 
to marshal the assets of the receivership estate, to identify and redress the causes which made the receivership at Fidelity Bankers necessary, and to investigate and 
approve or defend claims made against the receivership estate. Accordingly, supplementation ofthe Commission Rules is required in the receivership proceedings 
to allow the Deputy Receiver to carry out his responsibilities. The Deputy Receiver, however, does not seek to modify in any way the Commission's Order of 
April 29,1993, adopting supplemental rules of procedure in connection with the claims of Edward D. Simon and Charles P. Williams in case no. INS910068 or 
in connection with case nos. INS920085, INS920086, and INS930048. Thus, such matters should be deemed exempt from the adoption in this Order of 
supplemental rules of practice and procedure, such matters contimiing to be controlled by the Commission's Order of April 29,1993.

1. In furtherance of the Rehabilitation Plan approved in our Final Order dated September 29, 1992, the remaining assets, chums, obligations, and 
liabilities of Fidelity Bankets should be liquidated through the Trust established by the Deputy Receiver to facilitate the orderly disposition of such matters. 
Pursuant to the Final Order, Fidelity Bankers has been mutualized, such that its successor. First Dominion, should segregate and retain the remaining assets, 
claims, obligations, and liabilities not transferred to Hartford Life Insurance Company ("Hartford"), not required to fund or administer the Opt-Out annuities or to 
properly capitalize First Dominion, and not otherwise deemed necessary by the Deputy Receiver. All remaining assets, claims, obligations, and liabilities should 
be transferred to the Trust for their management and orderly dispositioa

C. The Rules of Practice and Procedure of die State Corporation Commission ("SCC Rules") shall be supplemented, as cqjpropriate, by Parts One, 
Two, Three and Four ofthe Rules of Supreme Court of Virginia ("Supplemental Rules"), attached as Exhibit "B" to the Deputy Receiver's Application, and as 
more fully set forth below, in the receivership proceedings. Case No. INS910068, other than with respect to the claims of Edward D. Simon and Charles P. 
Williams in case no. INS910068 or in connection with case nos. INS920085,1NS920086, and INS930048, such matters continuing to be controlled by the 
Commission's Order of April 29,1993. Accordingly, the Deputy Receiver shall have the ability to investigate, discova, make, redress, and defend claims and 
causes of action pursuant to the responsibilities imposed upon him by the Receivership Orda. The Deputy Receiva is fiirtha directed to continue his efforts to 
marshal and collect the assets or property fa the benefit of the Rehabilitation Plan, Fidelity Bankets, First Dominion, and the Trust All questions as to the 
appropriateness of the Supplemental Rules and all conflicts between the SCC Rules and the Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia shall be resolved by the 
Corninisgion. With greater particularity, the SCC Rules are hereby supplemented herein as follows:
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4. Discovery Materials Not Filed with Clerk

1. Scope

1:1

2.

3.

Discovery Materials Not Filed With Clerk4.

3:3 Sanctions for Disobedience. 
In any case of disobedience of a subpoa

Unless otherwise directed by the Commission, discovery materials shall not be filed with the Cleric of the 
Commission.

3:2 Protection From Investigative Depositions and Production of Documents.
Any person served with a subpoena under this section may file a motion with the Commission for a 
protective cader pursuant to Virginia Rule 4:1(c). The filing of such a motion does not relieve the 
person subject to the subpoena fiom compliance until such time as a protective order is entered by the 
CoosmissioiL

or of the contumacy of a witness afipearing before the Deputy 
Receiver or his designated representative, the Deputy Receiver may invoke die aid of the Commission 
pursuant to 'S^rginia Rule 4:12, and die Commissicm may issue an order requiting the person 
subpoenaed to obey the subpoena to give evidence or produce bodes, accounts, records, papers, and 
correqxmdence or other reccads respecting the matter in question. Any feihire to obey sudi an order of 
the Commission may be punished as contengA by the Commission.

Supplemental Rules of Practice and Procedure 
in Aid of Receivership Proceedings

D. All authority granted to die Deputy Receiver in this Order is in addidem to diat accorded to the Deputy Receiver pursuant to prior and other Orders 
whidi the Commission has entered or may enter in diis cause, the insurance laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, and other applicable law. The grant to the 
Deputy Receiver of certain authority and power by the terms tS this Order may be duplicative of authority and power previously averred on him by lawful order 
at by operation of law, and any suti grant of express power shall not be construed to ingily that the Deputy Receiver did not previously possess such power and 
authority nor shall it be construed to imply a limitation or revocation of authority previously granted to the Deputy Receiver.

Pretrial Procedures. Depositions and Production.
Subject to interpretatians and deemed dianges in accordance with Supplemental rule 1:2, Virginia 
roles 4:0,4:1,4:2,4:3,4:4,4:5,4:6,4:7,4:7A, 4:8,4:9,4:10,4:11,4:12,4:13, and 4:14 shaU apply to 
the Reoeivetship Proceedings.

3:4 Anoliearions To Witnesses Outside of Virginia
If the Deputy Receiver desires to take the deposition of a witness who resides outside the 
Commanwealth of Virginia, it may be taken in accordance with Virginia Rule 4:3, as adopted in the 
Supplemental Rules.

Application of Supplemental Rules.
These Supplemental Rules of Practice and Procedure in Aid of Receivership Proceedings 

(the "Supplemental Rules") shall be applicable to matters relating to the receivership (the "Receivership 
Proceeding(s)") of Fidelity Bankets Life Insurance Conyany ("Fidelity Bankets") and its successor. 
First Dominion Mutual Life Insurance ("First Dominion") as a supplement to the Commission's standing 
Rules of Practice and Procedure ("Commission Rule(s)").

3:1 Investigative Depositions and Production of Documents.
The Commission may, upon good cause shown by the Deputy Receiver, issue, ex parte, a subpoena to 
conqiel the attendance and testimony of witnesses before a person engxjwered to administer oaths and 
the production of any bodes, accounts, records, papers, and correspondence or other records relating to 
any matter that pertains to the receivership of Fidelity Bankers or First Dominion and may, upon good 
cause shown, compel such attendance and production of records at the Deputy Receiver's ofBces in 
Richmond, Virginia, at such other place as the Deputy Receiver may designate in Richmond, t^rginia, 
or in any adjacent city or county.

1:2 Application of Certain Rules of Supreme Court of Virginia
The Commission shall, as set forth herein, apply certain Rules of Supreme Court of Virginia ("Virginia 
Rules") as may be necessary to facilitate the orderly investigation, discovery and disposition of certain 
matters in these Receivers!]^ Proceedings. To this end, certain terms in the Virginia Rules must be 
subject to certain interpretatians and deemed dianges for use in this Receivership Proceeding. These 
Siqiplemental Rules, imd die adopted Virginia Rules, shall be liberally construed to facilitate a viable 
procedural mechanism for aiding the orderly investigation, discovery and di^xisition of matters 
involving the Receivership Proceedings.
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For Review of Deputy Receiver’s Detennination of ^jpeal

For Review of Deputy Receiver's Determination of Appeal

ORDER APPROVING SETTLEMENT AND DISMISSING LAWSUITS

It is ordered:

(1) That the Settlement, a copy of vdiich is attached to this order be, and the same hereby is, approved;

(2) That Case Numbers INS93004S, INS930380, INS920085 and INS920086 are hereby dismissed with prejudice;

Whereupon, on consideration of the Settlement and representations made on behalf of the Parties, the Commission finds that the Patties have entered 
into the Settlement in good faith, and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
FIDELITY BANKERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

PETITION OF 
EDWARD D. SIMON

(3) That Case No. INS930505 is hereby dismissed with prejudice as to Aetna, Simon, Williams, Kurtz, Briegel, Joyner and Martin, and said case is 
dismissed without prejudice as to Robert R. Weingarten and Gerry R Ginsberg;

STEVEN T. FOSTER, COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE,
BUREAU OF INSURANCE, STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
AS DEPUTY RECEIVER OF FIDELITY BANKERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

Petitioner,

PETITION OF
EDWARD D. SIMON, CHARLES P. WILLIAMS, EDWARD L KURTZ, HEINZ A. BRIEGEL, 
FLOYD T. JOYNER, JR., and T. CHANDLER MARTIN, JR.

This day came Steven T. Foster, Commissianer of Insurance, as Deputy Receiver of Fidelity Bankers Life Insurance Corrqrany, and as Trustee of fire 
Fidelity Bankers Life Insurance Company Trust; First Dominion Mutual Life Insurance Company; Edward D. Simon fSimon"); Charles P. Williams 
("Williams"); Edward L. Kurtz ("Kurtz"); Heinz A. Briegel ("Briegel"); Floyd T. Joyner, Jr., ("Joyner"); T. Chandler Martin, Jr., ("Martin"); and the Aetna 
Casualty and Surety Ccm^Hmy ("Aetna") (collectively, the "Parties"), all by counseL and represented to the Commission that they had entered into an agreement 
for settlement of certain claims among them, and tendering their Settlement Agreement and Mutual Release (the "Settlement"), the Parties requested the 
Commission's approval thereof.

STEVEN T. FOSTER, COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE,
BUREAU OF INSURANCE, STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
AS DEPUTY RECEIVER OF FIDELITY BANKERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Petitioner,
v.

HEINZ A. BRIEGEL, and FLOYD T. JOYNER, JR.,
DefendanU.

CASE NOS. INS910068, INS920085, INS920086, 
INS930048, INS930380, and INS930505 

JUNE 27, 1994

V.
THE AETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY
EDWARD D. SIMON, CHARLES P. WILLIAMS, HEINZ A. BRIEGEL,
FLOYD T. JOYNER, JR., EDWARD L KURTZ, T. CHANDLER MARTIN, JR., 
ROBERT 1. WEINGARTEN, JR., and GERRY R. GINSBERG,

Defendants.

STEVEN T. FOSTER, COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE,
BUREAU OF INSURANCE, STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
AS DEPUTY RECEIVER OF FIDELITY BANKERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Petitioner,
V.

EDWARD D. SIMON and CHARLES P. WILLIAMS
Defendants.
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FINAL ORDER

WHEREAS, Defendant has increased its security deposit with the Treasurer of Wginia to $200,000, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1045; and

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the order suspending Defendants license be vacated;

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, by order entered in the Superior Court of the State of California for the County of Los Angeles, Defendant was found insolvent and was 
ordered to be liquidated by the California Department of Insurance; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al foe relation of foe
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS9102S0 
OCTOBER 3, 1994

CASE NO. INS910254 
NOVEMBER 10, 1994

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Settlement Agreement and Mutual Release" is on file and may be examined at foe State Corporation 
Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Str^ Richmond, Virginia.

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has reoonnnended th*! Defendant's license to transact th^ of insurance in the fynwmftnwaattfi of
Virginia be revoked;

WHEREAS, by order entered herein September 17,1991, the license of Defendant to transact ths business of insurance in foe Commonwealth of 
Wginia was suqrended;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to November 22, 1994, 
revoking the license of Defendant to transact foe business of insurance in foe Commonwealth of Virginia, pursuant to Virginia Co^ § 38.2-1040, unless on or 
before November 22,1994, Defendant files with file Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request 
for a hearing before foe Commission with respect to foe proposed revocation of Defendant's license.

WHEREAS, Defendant has been released from supervision by the insurance department of its state of domidle and its operation is no longer 
hazardous to its policyholders or the public.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
EXECUTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

(5) That foe cases enumerated above with foe exception of Case Number INS910068 shall be removed fiom foe Commission's docket and placed 
amcmg its ended causes.

(4) That all claims asserted by Aetna, Simon, Williams, Kurtz, Briegel, Joyner, and Martin in Case Number INS910068 (including, without 
limitation, proofe of claim filed therein), are hereby dismissed with prejudice; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the order suspending Defendant's license to transact the business of insurance in fiie Commonwealth of 
Virginia be, and it is hereby, VACATED.

WHEREAS, by order entered herein September 12,1991, foe license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in foe Commonwealth of 
Virginia was suqrendefo

V.
LINCOLN LIBERTY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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OtWER RE^

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order, no request for a hearing has been filed with the Clerk of the Commission;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED;

(2) That the Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, REVOKED,(3) Thatthe

OPINION

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the revocation of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code 
§ 38.2-1043.

CASE NO. INS910254 
NOVEMBER 30, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
GEORGE H. COSBY, IH, 

Defendant

CASE NO. INS9202S8 
APRIL 13, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF 'VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
EXECUTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendant

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein November 10, 1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that die Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to November 22, 1994, revoking the license of the Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
unless on or before Noveniber 22,1994, Defendant filed with the Clerk of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest the proposed 
revocation of Defendant's license; and

The Commission considered the entire record herein, the findings of fact, conclusions of law, recommendations of its Hearing Examiner, and the 
crnmnents and objections to the Hearing Examiner's Report filed by the Defendant, before adopting the Hearing Examiner's findings of fact and conclusions of law 
as its own.

(4) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the revocation of sudi agent's appointment; and

Having found by clear and convincing evidence that the Defendant violated Virginia Code §§38.2-1804, 38.2-1813, and 38.2-1822.A, the 
Commission revoked Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent and penalized Defendant a 
sum of two hundred and fifty dollars ($250) for each violation of the Code of Virginia.

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, REVOKED,
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer ofDefendant in settlement ofthematto-set ftnfo herein be, and it is hereby, accepted; .

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct whidi ctmstitutes a violation of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1802 or 38.2-4809; and

P) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1} That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be hear^ 
ftiat Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleg^ violation;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept foe offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

CASE NO. INS920261 
APRIL 4, 1994

CASE NO. INS9202S9 
APRIL 4, 1994

IT APPEARING from an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by foe Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, may have violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1802 as set forth in foe Rule to 
Show Cause entered herein;

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commissionis authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-1831 to inqrose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commissicm, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
ftiat Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleg^ violation;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its rigJit to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant, without admitting any 
violation of law, has made an offer of settlement to foe Commission wherein Defendant has voluntarily surrendered all of its licenses to transact the business 
of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, has waived its right to a heating and has agreed to foe entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that foe Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority grarrted foe Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of his right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant, without admitting any 
violation of a^ law, has made an offer of settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has voluntarily surrendered all of his licenses to transact foe business 
of insurance in foe Commoitwealth of Virginia, has waived his right to a hearing and has agreed to the entry by foe Commission of a cease and desist order, and

IT APPEARING from an investigation and subsequent allegations by foe Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by foe Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in foe Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, may have violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1802 and 38.2-4809 as set 
forth in foe Rule to Show Cause entered herein;

V.
KEVIN M. URBINE, 

Defexulant

V.
ATLANTIC AVIATION & MARINE. INC., 

Defendant
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(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1802; and

(3) That the pqiers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER DISSOLVING TEMPORARY INJUNCTION

For approval of advisory loss costs and revision of assigned risk workers' compensation insurance rates

OPINION

IT IS ORDERED (i)thattheteniporary injunction enteredherein July 2,1993, against defendantNHIC,fromandaflerMarch31,1994 be, and it is 
hereby, DISSOLVED and (ii) that the hearing scheduled for April 19,1994 be, and it is hereby, DISMISSED and stricken fixrm the Commission's docket

APPLICATION OF
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON COMPENSATION INSURANCE

ON MOTION of the Bureau of Insurance, by counsel, and because the Commissioner of Insurance of the State of Colorado has advised the Bureau 
of Insurance that Colorado has determined that, now and as of March 31, 1994, defendant National Home Insurance Company, A Risk Retention Group 
("NHIC"), meets the $2,000,000.00 minimum qualifications required of a casualty insurance company in the State of Colorado,

CASE NO. INS930072 
APRIL 1, 1994

CASE NO. INS930385
MARCH 21, 1994

We have considered this question and note that Chapter 19 of Title 38.2, as amended effective January 1,1994, makes no reference, direct or indirect, 
to "excess assigned rid; market losses" or the functional equivalent thereof. In fact, Virginia Code § 38.2-1902.B.1. provides that Chapter 19 has no plication 
to insurance written through the Virginia Workers' Compensation Plan, i.e. the assigned risk or involuntary market Thus, when construing the definition of the 
phrase "prospective loss costs" contained in Virginia Code § 38.2-1901, as amended effective January 1, 1994, it is our opinion that such phrase refers to 
prospective loss costs of the volurrtary market Accordingly, we hold that advisory loss costs for the voluntary market profxjsed by rate service organization 
pursuant to Chapter 19 of Title 38.2, as amended effective January 1, 1994, may not contain and shall not reflect any loss costs relative to the involuntary or

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
NATIONAL HOME INSURANCE COMPANY, A Risk Retention Group, 

Defendant

During the proceeding, a question arose with respect to whether Chapter 19 of Title 38.2, as amended effective January 1,1994, requites or permits 
the inclusion of "excess assigned risk market losses," a term used by counsel for NCCI in its Post-Hearing Brief to be combined with the loss costs of the 
voluntary market for the purpose of NCCFs determining advisory loss costs for the voluntary market pursuant to Chapter 19.

On August 12,1993, the National Council on Condensation Insurance ("NCCI") filed with the Clerk of the Commission an application that proposed 
for the first time advisory loss costs for the voluntary workers' condensation insurance market and an application that proposed to revise rates for the assigned risk 
workers' condensation insurance matkeL NCCI proposed an overall loss costs increase of 17.5 percent for the volurrtary market and an overall assigned risk 
premium level increase of 35.8 percent

On August 12, 1993, the Commission entered an Order Sdieduling Hearing, wherein the Commission ordered that a proceeding be instituted to 
investigate and determine (a) whether the rates and advisory loss costs as set forth in the filings are excessive, inadequate, or unfiurly discriminatory and (b) any 
other matter which may be the proper subject of investigatioa The order further provided that all persons who intended to participate in the case as Protestants 
were required to file their direct testimony and exhibits of each of their witnesses on or before September 20,1993. NCCI was provided until October 6, 1993, to 
file any rebuttal testimony and erdiibits.

In its prefiled direct testimony, the Bureau of Insurance recommended to the Commission that overall loss costs should be decreased by 2.3 percent and 
that the overall assigned risk premium level should be increased by 1.7 percent The Division of Consumer Counsel of the OfiBce of the Altoniey General 
recommended a 6.7 percent increase in overall loss costs and a 13.0 perc^ increase in the assigned risk premium level. The Attorney General subsequently 
reduced its recommended increase in overall loss costs to 5.9 percent and its recommended increase in assigned risk premium level to 12.2 percent The Virginia 
Workers' Compensation Coalition and the Washington Construction Employers Association and the Iron Workers Enqrloyers Association recommended a 
9.8 percent increase in overall loss costs and an 18.3 percent increase in die assigned risk premium level.

Beginning on October 12, 1993, and for the next three days, the Commission conducted a hearing on the two applications filed by NCCf where it 
received into evidence the direct and rebuttal testimony and erdiibits of the witnesses for NCCI, the Bureau of Insurance, the Division of Consumer Counsel of the 
OfiBce of the Attorney General, the Virginia Workers' Compensation Coalition, and the Washington Construction Employers Association and Iron Workers 
Enqiloyers Association.
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NCCI also calculated a 47 percent differential between voluntary and assigned risk loss costs and we accqjt that calculation. Accordingly, because of 
our holding above that loss costs for the voluntary market shall not contain any loss costs attributable to the assign^ risk market, a factor of 0.917 should be 
employed in the removal of the assigned risk subsidy inherent in NCCfs filing for voluntary loss costs.

We also elected to set at 27 percent of current rates the expected assigned risk plan share of the market for the year for which rates ate being calculated 
based on consideration of both the testimony of NCCI witness Miller and Bureau of Insurance witness Grippa. Moreover, we elected to accept as reasonably 
supported the pnqiosed increase from 10 percent to IS percent in the assigned risk premium surcharge and we permitted the discontimiatianofthe assigned risk 
{nemium discount program. None of the patties to the proceeding contested these proposals.

Several components make up the change of 1.1 percent due to trend. In this regard we selected an annual trend of 2.0 percent for indemnity and 
5.5 percent fin-medical based on Attorney General witness Sdiwartfs methodologies. The annual trend is sensitive to the number of years used in the calculation. 
By viewing all of the annual trend amounts resulting from a number of different years of oqtetience entering the formula, we were able to discern an appropriate 
average amounL Moreover, we determined to assign 100 percent credibility to Virginia medical and indemnity loss etqierience contrary to the procedure profxjsed 
by NCCI. We did so because we believe that it is more reasonable to rely solely on the experiaice of Virginia engtloyets, which is dose to being 100 percent 
credible according to proposed actuarial standards, than mixing Virginia experience with that of other states. Further, there was not sufficient evidence to support 
the assunqrticm that elements to whidi the congilement of credibility was qtplied would be applicable to Vitginia experience.

We also elected to accept NCCFs loss development triangles on a paid phis case basis in wduch the prior years' data are "cleansed" to reflect data 
corrections. While there was no specific evidence offered that one data set was more accurate than the others, we note that the "cleansed" data used by NCCI 
reflects more current editing.

With respect to the indemnity tail factor, we elected to enqjloy a factor based on averaging the 1991 and 1992 factors as proposed by NCCI because 
the indemnity tail futors by year were sufficiently consistent with one another and with data in prior filings. With respect to the medical tail factor, because the 
1991 factor was significantly higgler than the 1990 and 1992 factors and because no convincing supptnt was offered thM such a factor could be expected to recur, 
we determined to take the average of the 1990 and 1992 factors as advocated by Bureau of Insurance witness Grippa.

As in years past, we accepted an internal rate of return model proposed by NCCI as an appropriate means by wfaidi to determine a profit and 
contingency &ctor. The jnofit and contingency factor is comprised of several conqxments. First, we determined that an appropriate cost of capital is 
11.88 percent based on the evidence in this record. This reflects tte 80/20 equity-to-ddit ratio we first adopted in the 1991 NCCI rate proceedings. No evidence 
was presented in this proceeding which we believe would warrant a change in the equity-to-debt ratio.

We also determined to use a five year "growth factor" in the calculation of the tail development factors as advocated by NCCI witness Miller and as 
concurred in by witnesses Grippa and Stergiou. We did so because identification of the specific policy years from which loss development arises in the 
development b^ond the twelfth report is not possible from the data source. It is reasonable to assume that some of the tail development comes from policy years 
more than fifteen years old and, therefore, a five-year factor to account for the increase in the volume to current times is reasonable.

assized risk market Nevertheless, and notwithstanding our holding, any insurer may include in its final rates for the voluntary market, through its expense 
multiplier, a subsidy to account for any "shortfall" the insurer may perceive in the involuntary or assigned risk rates approved by the Commissioa Because 
insurers who write in the voluntary market are required by Virginia law to participate in the involuntary or assigned risk market, the inclusion of such a subsidy in 
the final rates filed with the Commission for the voluntary market constitutes an appropriate means of recovering a mandatory cost of doing business in the 
voluntary market Moreover, it would appear that such a procedure will result in a greater rate variation in the voluntary market and, ultimately, greater 
conqietition in that market, one of the stated purposes set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-1900.

We also elected to accept the factctfs proposed by NCCI with reqtect to (i) change in expenses, (ii) benefits, (iii) loss adjustment expense and (iv) taxes. 
With the exception of Schwartz's ahemate proposal with rrapect to NCCFs proposed change in etqienses, all of the patties concurred in these proposals. We also 
accepted and approved as reasonable the proposed expense constant of $160.

Several components make up the approved overall change of 10.2 percent due to eiqjerience. We have elected the paid plus case losses methodology 
as recommended by Bureau of Insurance witness Grippa because it provides the most conqjrehensive basis for estimating the uttimate loss etqrerience in Virginia. 
Moreover, we have determined that the use of two policy years of experience, as advocated by NCCI and other parties, provides a more reliable basis for making 
rates than one policy year and one accident year as proposed by Bureau of Insurance witness Grippa. We also determined to use a five-year dollar-wei^ited 
average to con^nite loss development as advocated by Bureau of Insurance witness Grippa because it provides for greater responsiveness and stability in making 
rates than file three year unwei^ited or strain average proposed by NCCI and other patties.

Finally, we would observe that there is evidence in the record that an increasing number of insurers have opted to take direct assignments of assigned 
risk business in lieu of participating in the Workers Conqtensation Plan reinsurance pool Were Commission-^iproved loss costs for the voluntary market or 
assigned risk to contain a "subsidy" for the involuntary market as advocated by NOCI, such loss costs may be excessive for sudi direct assignmem insurers 
because their cost of accepting assigned risk business may be lower than their cost of participating in the reinsurance pool. Otherwise, it would appear that there 
would be no incentive to take direct assignments. Moreover, were Commission-approved loss costs to contain a subsidy for the involuntary market, there is 
nothing under the insurer rate-filing provisions of Chapter 19 which would proscribe an insurer's increasing its final rates for the voluntary market in an even 
greater amoum by including an additional subsidy throu^ its expense multiplier for perceived shortfalls in the involuntary market rate. Accordingly, 
notwithstanding our opinion with respect to the impermissibility of including a subsidy for the assigned risk market in loss costs for the voluntary market, we 
believe that any such subsidy is best left to the discretion of eadj insurer based upon its own individual experience in the assigned risk market

Moreover, we elected a cost of common equity of 12.75 percent NCCI proposed a cost of common equity of 13.48 percent and the Bureau of 
Insurance proposed a cost of 12.55 percent In the 1991 NCCI rate proceeding, we approved a cost of common equity of 13.0 percent The record in this 
proceeding clearly indicates that capital costs have declined since 1991. Accordingly, we find that a 12.75 percem cost of common equity is appropriate based on 
the recommendation of Bureau of Insurance witness Patcell after an adjustmem to remove those companies not presently writing property and casualty insurance 
from Parcell's group of property and casualty insurers.
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ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

The adjustments we have made to the NCCI-proposed change of 17.5 percent in loss costs fw the voluntary market result in a total approved change of 
2.6 percent The adjustments we have made to the NCCI proposed change of 35.8 percent in assigned risk market premiums result in a total approved change of 
17.0 percent Similiar adjustments have been made with reqxict to NCCI-proposed changes for voluntary market loss costs for "F" classification and assigned risk 
market rates for "F" classifications whidi result, respectively, in approved changes of 2.5 percent and 16.9 percent

CASE NO. INS930417 
MAY 11, 1994

WHEREAS, by order entered herein October 7,1993, Defendant consented to the entry of an order whereby Defendant agreed not to enroll any new 
\^rginia domiciled participants except for newborn duldren or newly acquired dependents of existing participants until further order of the Commission; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to May 25, 1994, 
ordering Defendant to cease and desist fiom any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024, unless on or before May 25, 1994, 
Defendant files with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a responsive pleading and a request for 
a hearing.

NCCI proposed for the first time to include in the proposed internal rate of return model a provision for uncollectible premium of 2.8 percent While 
none of the patties to this proceeding objected to the principle that provision should be made for uncollectible premium, the Bureau of Insurance did question the 
adequacy of support in the record for NCCFs proposed provision of 2.8 percent Nevertheless, we believe that the record supports the approval of a limited 
provision of 2.0 percent for uncollectible premiums. However, future filing should contain at a minimum a history of uncollectible premiums as a percentage of 
written premium for each servicing carrier and the uncollectible premium as it relates to the number of risks insured by each servicing carrier.

We also elected to accept the claims and expense payment schedule recommended by Bureau of Insurance witness Grippa because this schedule 
recortciled to the payment stream derivable fiom the paid loss development factors in the NCCI’s proposal, whereas the claims payment stream proposed by the 
NCCI for use in the calculation of investment income was internally inconsistent with its own selected paid loss development factors. We also accepted the 
Bureau witness Ileo's recommendation of a reserve-to-surplus ratio of 2.75 percent which considers only loss and loss adjustment expense reserves as opposed to 
NCCFs proposed reserve^o-surplus ratio of 3.42 percent which inappropriately takes into account unearned premium reserves in addition to loss and loss 
adjustment expense reserves.

NCCI witness Borba proposed use of the current, or marginal, cost of longterm debt for the property and casualty industry. Bureau of Insurance 
witness Parcell proposed use of the actual, or embedded, cost of long-term debt The Commission has, in prior NCCI cases, used the actual cost of debt We find 
no evidence in this record which warrants a change in this practice. Accordingly, we accept the 8.4 percent cost of debt proposed by witness Parcell.

With respect to the investment income component of the internal rate of return model, we find that 6.9 percent on a pretax basis and 5.34 percent on a 
post-tax basis (before investment income expenses) investment income rate constitute reasonable returns. These returns reflect the Bureau of Insurance witness 
Parcell's recommendations for the mix of invested assets. Specifically, we rgected the inclusion of any provision for asset-liability matching because such a 
provision is not consistent with the actual investment policies of the property and casualty industry. We also accepted Bureau of Insurance witness Parcell's 
recommendations on expected returns, with one exception. NCCI proposed a 12.70 percent rate of return on the common stock portion of the investment portfolio 
of the property and casualty industry, while the Bureau's witness proposed 15 percent We find that 13.5 percent represents a reasonable return on common stocks 
after a weigjuing of large conqjany stocks and small company stocks that more closely reflects the investment policies of the overall property and casualty 
industry.

WHEREAS, Defendant failed to obtain an amendment in the law fiom the General Assembly to permit Defendant to operate in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia;

V.
CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST HOSPITAL FUND, 

Defendant
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ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

WHEREAS, Defendant filed a timely request to be heard before the Commission with respect to the proposed revocation of Defendant's license; and

WHEREAS, Defendant has withdrawn its request for a hearing;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(3) ■nialtheappointmentsofDefendant'sagaitstoactonbehaIfofDefendantmtheCommonwealthofVirgjniabe,andtheyarehereby, REVOKED;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the revocation of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-
1043.

V.

LEMENT ORDER

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to impose certain mimetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revdce Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has oommttted the aforesaid alleged violaticms;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS930453 
JANUARY 6, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept file offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuarrttotheauthoritygrantedtheCatmnissianin Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

CASE NO. INS930484 
APRIL 22, 1994

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, REVOKED,

IT APPEARING from a market conduct examination conducted by the Bureau of Insurance dial Defendant, duly licensed by fire Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316.B, 38.2-511,38.2-606.8,38.2-608, 
38.2-609, 38.2-610, 38.2-1812.A, 38.2-1822.A, 38.2-1834.C, 38.2-3115.B and 38.2-3710, as well as , Section 17.A of the Commission's Rules Govern^ 
Advertisement of Accident and Sideness Insurance, Section Vn(2) of the Commission's Rules Governing Life Insurance and Anmiity Marketing Practices, Section 
4 of the Commission's Rules Governing Unfair Claim Settlement Practices, and Section 10(2) of the Commission's Rules Governing Credit Life Insurance and 
Credit Accident and Sickness Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, wdiereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wdierein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) and has waived its 
right to a hearing; and

(4) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to eadi of Defendant's agents ^(pointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commorrwealth of Virginia as notice of the revocation of such agent's appointment; and

V.
SPRINGFIELD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, INC., 

Defendant

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein November 4,1993, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to November IS, 1993, revoking the license of the Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
unless on or before November 15,1993, Defendant filed with file Clerk of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest the proposed 
revocation of Defendant's license;

COMMONWEALTH DEALERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Defendant
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement ofthe matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted; and

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the pqjers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relatitm of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS930490 
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums in a 
fiduciary capacity, and by failing to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurer.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact file business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
from the date of this order.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated November 23,1993 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of his right to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and hearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance conqiany for which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commonwealfii of Virginia; and

IT APPEARING from an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums 
in a fiduciary capacity, and by fitiling to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurer.

V.
ROBERT N. GEORGIEV, 

Defendant
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ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

V.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS930491 
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of his right to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a heating and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

CASE NO. INS930492 
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING feat fee Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that fee Commission 
entCT an ordCTFevokillg all of Defendants licenses to transact the business of insurance Cmwmfmweahh of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

IT APPEARING feom an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance feat Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact fee business of 
insurance in fee Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated 'Virginia Code § 38.2-180S.A and fee Cease and Desist Order 
entered in Case No.INS840022 by accepting payment of premiums in arrears on policies of life insurance or accident and sickness insurance which had l^ised;

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
from the date of this order.

(5) That fee Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an qjpointment to act as 
an insurance agent in fee Commonwealth of Virginia; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated November 23,1993 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records offee Bureau of Insurance;

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds feat Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1816 by felling to conqrlete a forty-five (45) 
classroom hour study course approved by the Commission prior to sitting for fee life and health insurance agarfs examination;

LOURIES AVERY, 
Defendant

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation offee
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
JOEY L. TILLER,

Defendant

IT FURTHER APPEARING feat fee Commission is authmrized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by fee Commission, after notice and hearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by fee Commission to transact fee business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1816 by felling to complete a forty-five 
(45) classroom hour study course ^jproved by fee Commission prior to taking the life and health insurance agent's examination;

IT FURTHER APPEARING tbatfee Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Ccnnnussion, after notice and bearings that D^endant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;
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THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the pqieis herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointotents issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated November 23,1993 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
from the date of this order.

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1 SOS. A and the Cease and Desist Order ottered in 
Case No. INS840022 by accepting payment of premiums in arrears on policies of life insurance or accident and sickness insurance which had lapsed;

(S) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

CASE NO. INS930493 
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated November 24,1993 and mailed to the Defendants address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of his right to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a heating and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of his right to a hearing in this matter, has friled to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to impose certain monetaTy 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to subtend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and hearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

IT APPEARING from an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-I80S.A and the Cease and Desist Order 
entered by the Commission in Case No.INS840009 by accepting payment of premiums in arrears on policies of life insurance or accident and sickness insurance 

had lapsed;

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1805. A and the Cease and Desist Order ottered 
by the Commission in Case No. INS840009 by accepting payment of premiums in arrears on policies of life insurance or accident and sickness insurance which 
had lapsed;

v.
HENRY A TINSLEY, 

Defendant
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(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the pqjers herein be placed in die file for ended causes.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonweahfa of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's fiiilure to request a heating, has recommended that die Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fiom the date of this order.

CASE NO. INS930495 
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in diis matter by certified 
letter dated November 30,1993 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau ofinsurance;

IT APPEARING fem an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums 
in a fiduciary capacity, and by failing to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurer.

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fitan the date of this order.

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant bolds an appoirrtment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia; arid

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of his right to a heating in this matter, has failed to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau ofinsurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and heating, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds dial Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums in a 
fiduciary capacity, and by filing to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurer.

(5) That the Bureau ofinsurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

V.
CUFFORD L VANTERPOOL, 

Defendant
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SETfUENtENI ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendants in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(2) That Defendants cease and desist fiom any conduct whidi constitutes a violation of Virginia Code §§38.2-512 or 38.2-1813; and

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS930520 
MARCH 9,1994

CASE NO. INS930498 
MARCH 8,1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's ri^ to a bearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated December 13,1993, and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

IT APPEARING from an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendants, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-512 and 38.2-1813 by making false or 
fraudulent statements or representations on or relative to an application for an insurance policy for the purpose of obtaining a fee or commission, and by foiling to 
hold collected premiums in a fiduciary capacity, and by foiling to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of certain insurers;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlemerrt of Defendants 
pursuant to the airthority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact die business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1805. A by accepting payment of premiums 
in arrears on policies of life insurance or accident and sideness insurance which bad lapsed;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that die Commission isauthorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendants' licenses upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendants have oonnnitted the aforesaid alleged violations;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendants have been advised of their right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendants have made an offer 
of setdement to the Commission wherein Defendants have tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of thirteen thousand dollars ($13,000), have waived 
their rigJit to a hearing and have agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
GARY L STRUDER

and
SEAPORT ASSOCIATES, INC., 

Defendants

IT FURTHER APPEARING thattheCommissionisauthorizedby Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-1831 to impose certainmonetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and heating, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of his ri  ̂to a hearing in this matter, has foiled to request 
a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

V.
JAMES P. SPENCER, 

Defendant
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THEREFORE, FT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no fiirther business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the p:^)ers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order. Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with respect to the proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license;

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia be suqrended;

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entoed herein January 6,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that fire Commission would enter 
an order subsequent to January 20,1994, subtending fire license of Defendant to transaction the business of insurance in the Commortwealtfa of Virginia unless on 
or before January 20,1994, Defendant filed with the Clerk of the Commission a request for a heating before the Commission to contest the proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to January 20, 1994, 
suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before January 20,1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a bearing before the Commission with 
respect to the prqwsed suspension of Defendant's license.

CASE NO. INS930531 
FEBRUARY 2, 1994

CASE NO. INS930531 
JANUARY 6, 1994

WHEREAS, by order entered September 29,1993, the Third Judicial District Court in and for Salt Lake County, State of Utah found that Defendant 
is in a hazardous financial condition and is insolvent or about to become insolvent and directed file Insurance Commissioner of the State of Utah to seize 
Defendant; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNITED REPUBUC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the conqiany is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
further transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNITED REPUBUC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fiom the date of this order.

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-180S.A by accepting payment of premiums in 
arrears on policies of life insurance or accident and sickness insurance which had lapsed;
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THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED;

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-
1043.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1408; and

(3) That the peters herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940001 
JANUARY 31, 1994

(3) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

(1) That pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its ri^ to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of'Virginia the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000), has waived its right to 
a hearing and has agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code § 38.2-218, 38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to in^jose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has comniitted the aforesaid alleged violations;

(2) That the qipointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby 
SUSPENDED;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Viigittia Code § 12.1-15,

IT APPEARING from an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in a certain instance, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1408 by felling to authorize or approve 
certain investments made by the Company,

V.
SETTLERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on bdialf of Defendant in die Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby
SUSPENDED;

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-
1043.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order. Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with respect to the proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license;

CASE NO. INS940003 
JANUARY 31,1994

CASE NO. INS940003 
JANUARY 18,1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
fiirther transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia be suspended;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
THE MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shaU enter an order subsequent to January 26, 1994, 
suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before January 26,1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a heating before the Commission with 
reflect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein January 18, 1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to January 26, 1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transaction the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
unless on or before January 26, 1994, Defendant filed with the Clerk of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest the proposed 
suspension of Defendant's license; and

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on bdialf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's qipointment; and

(1) That pursuant to \^rginia Code §38.2-1040 the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED,

WHEREAS, by order entered November 10,1993, in the Superior Court of New Jersey, Chancery Division - Mercer County, the court confirmed a 
First Amended Plan of Rdiabilitation which provides for the company to be liquidated by its Rehabilitator, the Commissioner of Insurance for the State of New 
Jersey, and

V.
THE MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all qjpointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the papeishaein be placed in the file for ended causes.

FINAL ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940005 
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

CASE NO. INS940006 
MAY 25, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of his right to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated January 12,1994 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

PETITION OF
ERIE INSURANCE EXCHANGE 

and 
ERIE INSURANCE COMPANY

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and hearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

(4) That Defendant shall not tqtply to the Cammission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fiom the date of this order.

THE COMMISSION, having considered the Petitions filed herein by Erie and the Response filed by the Bureau of Insurance is of the opinion that the 
Bureau of Insurance's (the "Bureau") former practice of requiring insurers to show a certificate of contribution to the Virginia Property and Casualty Guaranty

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1822 by acting as an insurance agent in the 
Commonweatth of Virginia without first obtaining a resident agent license from the Commission;

Fot review ofa decision by die Bureau ofinsutance which disallowed the companies fiom taking 1990 and 1991 guaranty fund credits against 1992 
premium tax liability

(5) That the Bureau ofinsutance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an ^rpointment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commanweatth of Virginia; and

ON A FORMER DAY came Erie Insurance Exchange and Erie Insurance Conqjany (collectively "Erie"), by counsel, and filed with the Clerk of the 
Commission a Petition and a Supplemental Petition for review of a decision by the Bureau of Insurance which disallowed Erie fiom taking 1990 and 1991 
guaranty fund credits against 1992 premium tax liability; and

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1822 by acting as an insurance agent in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia without first obtaining a resident agent license fiom the Commission;

v.
JAMES C. LAPRADD, 

Defendant
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CONSENT ORDER

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, Defendant failed to obtain an amendment in the law from die General Assembly to pennit Defendant to operate in the Commonwealth of
Vngtnia;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940007 
JANUARY 28, 1994

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE tiiat the Commissian shall enter an order subsequent to May 2S, 1994, 
ordering Defendant to cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024, unless on or before May 25, 1994, 
Defendant files with the Cleric of die Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a responsive pleading and a request for 
hearing.

CASE NO. INS940007 
MAY 11, 1994

WHEREAS, by Order entered herein January 28,1994, Defendant consented to the entry ofan order whereby Defendant agreed not to enroll any new 
Virginia domiciled participants except for newborn children or newly acquired dependents of existing participants until further order of the Commission; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Comptroller of the Commonwealth issue warrants on the Treasurer of Virginia for Erie Insurance 
Exchange in the amount of $105,773.99 for refund of premium tax, $5358.80 for a refund of penalties, and $739.94 for a refund of interest, and for Erie 
Insurance Company in the amount of $10,616.00 for a refund of premium tax, and send the same to Meg L. Rosthal, Assistant General Counsel, Erie Insurance 
Group, 100 Erie Insurance Place, P.O. Box 1699, Erie, Pennsylvania 16530.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
GOSPEL ASSEMBLY MINISTERS FUND, 

Defendant

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that, as of the date of this order and until further order of the Commission, the Fund shall not enroll any new 
Virginia domiciled participants except for newborn children or newly acquired dependents of existing participants.

Association as an asset before permitting insurers to amortize the amount of such contribution estopped Erie from complying with the provisions of Va. Code 
§ 38.2-1611.1.B, which require the amortized amount of the guaranty fund contribution fin- a certain year to be offeet from the premium tax liability incurred on 
business transacted in this Commonwealth for that year. This resulted in Erie Insurance Exchange and Erie Insurance Conqiany overpaying their 1990 and 1991 
premium taxes in the amount of $111,872.73 and $10,616.00 respectively-.

By letter filed with the Clerk of the Commission, the Gospel Assembly Ministers Fund (the "Fund"), a hospital indemnity plan which is operating in 
the Commonwealth of Virginia, and which is sponsored by the Gospel Assembly Churches of America, a religious organization, consented to the entry of an order 
wherein the Fund agreed not to enroll any new members in Virginia and further agreed to permit the Bureau of Insurance to examine its books and records.

V.
GOSPEL ASSEMBLY MINISTERS FUND, 

Defendant
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CONSENT ORDER

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED;

(2) That, until further order of the Commission, the Plan shall not add any new participating employers to the Plan;

(3) That the Plan shall provide a copy of the Consent Order to all participating employers;

(S) That if such resolution is not obtainable, the Plan shall discontinue operating on a self-funded basis on June 30,1994.

For ^jproval of reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C.

APPROVAL OF PETITION

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has reviewed the petition herein and lecammended that the Commission grant approval thereof

PETITION OF
PACmC STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

CASE NO. INS940010 
JANUARY 21,1994

CASE NO. INS940008 
FEBRUARY 28, 1994

(4) That the Plan shall use its best efforts to find a resolution so that the Plan, as currently operating, may comply with any applicable laws and 
regulations; and

By letter filed with the Clerk of the Commission, The United Way of the Virginia Peninsula Health and Dental Plan (the "Plan"), a self-funded, 
multiple employer welfare arrangement domiciled in the Commonwealth of Virginia, consented to the entry of an order wherein the Plan agreed: (i) to continue to 
pay all coveted claims submitted by subscribers until such time as the Plan is no longer permitted to operate, including any run-off claims made in the event that 
the Plan is terminated; (ii) until further order of the Commission, not to add any new participating employers to the Plan; (iii) to provide a copy of the Consent 
Order to all participating enqrloyets; (iv) to use their best efforts to find a resolution so that the Plan, as currently operating, may comply with any applicable laws 
and regulations; arid (v) if such resolution is not obtainable, the Plan shall discontinue operating on a self-funded basis on June 30,1994.

THE COMMISSION, after having considered the petition herein, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance and the law applicable in this 
matter, is of the opinion and ORDERS that the petition of Pacific by its Conservator for approval of the aforesaid assumption reinsurance agreement by and 
among the Conservator of Pacific, Pacific and Hartford should be, and it is hereby, GRANTED.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
THE UNITED WAY OF THE VIRGINIA PENINSULA HEALTH AND DENTAL PLAN, 

Defendant

WHEREAS, by letter dated November 29, 1993 and pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C., the Manager for the Conservator of Pacific Standard 
Life Insurance Conqrany ("Pacific"), whidi is domiciled in the State of California, licensed to transact the business of life insurance and annuities in this 
Commonwealtb, and under an «der of conservation entered by the Superior Court of the State of California for the county of Yolo on December 11, 1989, 
petitioned the Commission to grant sqjproval of the assun^rtion reinsurance agreement by and among the Conservator of Pacific, Pacific and Hartford Life 
Insurance Cottqrany ("Hartford"), which is domiciled in the Stale of Connecticut and licensed to transact the business of life insurance and annuities in this 
Commonwealth, whereby Hartford has agreed to reinsure and assume certain term life contracts and immediate annuity contracts issued by Pacific, without 
reduction in account values or statutory reserves, as applicable, notwithstanding the requirements of Virginia Code § 38.2-136.B.; and

(1) That fire Plan shall continue to pay all covered claims submitted by subscribers until such time as the Plan is no longer permitted to operate, 
including any lun-off claims in the event that the Plan is tepninatpH-

ORDER GRANTING
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SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(3) That the palters herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

Ex Penne in re: AAap&oa of sun>lemental rqmrt fimn pursuant to \%ginia Code § 38.2-1903.2

SIIPPI.EMENTAL REPORT FORM

PURSUANT to Virginia Code § 38.2-1905.2.A and B.,

IT IS ORDERED that the supplemental report fimn, which is attached hereto and made a part hereof be, and it is hereby, ADOPTED, and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuairt to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

CASE NO. INS9400014 
FEBRUARY 9, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of twelve thousand dollars ($12,000), has waived its 
ri  ̂to a hearing and has agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

CASE NO. INS940011 
MAY 24, 1994

NOTE; A copy of Attachment A entitled "Supplemental Report Required by Virginia Code Section 38.24905.2 for Certain Lines or 
Subclassificaticms of Commercial Liability Insurance” is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document 
Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that licensed insurers file with fire Commission their supplemental reports in the form adopted herein on or before 
May 1,1994 as established in the Commission's December, 1993 Report to the Legislature pursuant to Virginia Code §38.2-1905. LA.

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-305, 38.2-610, 38.2-2202 or 38.2- 
2220;and

IT APPEARING fi-om a market conduct examination conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-305, 38.2-510.A6, 38.2-610, 38.2- 
1905, 38.2-1906.B, 38.2-2201, 38.2-2202, 38.2-2208, 38.2-2212 and 38.2-2220, as well as Section 9(d) of the Commission's Rules Governing Unfair Claim 
Settlement Practices;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

ORDER ADOPTING

V.
DAIRYLAND INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendant
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Pot exenqrtion from the provisions of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1323 through 1327

ORDER GRANTING EXEMPTION

ORDER TO TAKE i £

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPLICATION OF
SETTLERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

THEREFORE, FT IS ORDERED that the proposed transaction, as set forth in Eidiibit A which is attached hereto and made a part hereof be, and it 
is hereby, EXEMPTED from the provision of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1323 through 38.2-1327.

CASE NO. INS940015 
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-219 provides that the Commission shall have the authority to issue cease and desist orders for violations or 
attengrted violations of the insurance title or any rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission under the insurance title;

ON A FORMER DAY came Settlers Life Insurance Company ("SLIC"), a domestic insurance con^any, and, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2- 
1328, filed an application seeking an exemption from the provisions of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1323 through 1327 in connection with a proposed transaction 
wherein Settlers ConqMUiies, Inc. ("SCI"), a Virginia-domiciled stock corporation, would exchange all of the voting shares of its capital stock for all of the voting 
shares of the capital stock of SLIC. Upon consummation of the transaction, all voting shares of the insurer would be owned by SCI and all voting shares of SCI 
would be owned by the same persons who currently own all the voting shares of SLIC. The proportion of ownership of voting securities among SLICs current 
shareholders would remain the same among those shareholders as owners of the voting securities of SCI. Thus, control of SLIC would not effectively change;

CASE NO. INS940018 
FEBRUARY 18, 1994

WHEREAS, based on an investigation conducted by the Bureau of Insurance, it appears that Defendants, a Virginia domiciled corporation and a trust 
with a situs in the Commonwealth of Virginia, have operated or are currently operating in the Commonwealth of Virginia without first complying with Section 5 
of the Commission's Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements;

WHEREAS, Section S of the Commission's Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements adopted in Case No. 1NS910244 requires not 
fully insured multiple employer welfare arrangements that operate in Virginia to become licensed as an insurance company, health maintenance organization, 
health services plan, or dental or optometric services plan, and it requires fully insured multiple employer welfare arrangements that operate in Virginia to make 
certain inforxnational filings with the Comnussioii; and

AND THE COMMISSION, having considered the application of SLIC, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance that the ^application be 
approved and the law qrplicable in this matter, is of the opinion that the proposed acquisition of control of Settlers Life Insurance Company by Settlers 
Con^anies, Inc. is not made or entered into for fire purpose of and does not have the effect of changing or influencing control of Settlers Life Insurance 
Company.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter a cease and desist order subsequent to 
March 7,1994, ordering Defendarrts to cease and desist from operating in file Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before March 7,1994, Defendant files with 
the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a responsive pleading to object to the entry of the aforesaid 
order and a request for a hearing.

v.
EMPLOYERS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COMPANY

and
AMERICAN EMPLOYERS BENEFIT TRUST, 

Defendants
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ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all tqipointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of 5^rginia as an insurance agen^

(6) That the pqiers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

v.

VACATING ORDER

GOOD CAUSE having been drawn, the order entered herein April 5,1994, is hereby vacated.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated February 16,1994 and mailed to the Defendant's address drown in the records oftfae Bureau of Insurance;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218, 38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by fire Commission, after notice and heating, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At ftie relation oftfae
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

THE COMMISSION is of tire opinion and finds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by felling to hold collected premiums in a 
fiduciary capacity, and by felling to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurer.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner (ft* his rigfat to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commonweattfa of Virginis^ and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

CASE NO. INS940020 
APRIL 22, 1994

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by felling to hold collected premiums 
in a fiduciary capacity, and by failing to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurer.

CASE NO. INS940020
APRIL 5, 1994

(4) That Defendant shall not qiply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealtfa of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fitsm the date of this order.

RANDOLPH J. GRIGGS,
Defendarrt

V.
RANDOLPH J. GRIGGS, 

Defendant
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ORDER RE^ LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the pqieis herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940023 
MARCH 3, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonweahb of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

CASE NO. INS940024 
APRIL 22, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's ri^ to a hearing before the Cammission in this mattar by certified 
letter dated February 3,1994 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and hearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

rr APPEARING from a market conduct examinaton conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact die business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-510.A.6, 38.2-510.C, 38.2-1822, 38.2- 
1906.B, 38.2-2202,38.2-2208,38.2-2212, and 38.2-2220, as well as Section 4.5 of the Commission's Rules Governing Insurance Premium Finance Companies, 
and Sections S(a) and 9(d) of the Commission's Rules Governing Unfair Claim Settlement Practices;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of his ri^ to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has committed acts for wttch Defendant's license to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia could be revoked pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831;

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to inqxise certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid allegnl violations;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
JOSEPH A. SILVESTRI, 

Defendant

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fimn the date of this order.

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, committed acts for which Defendant’s license to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia could be revoked pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an qipointment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia; arid

V.
SUPERIOR INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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IT IS ORDERED;

(I) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein he, and it is hereby, accepted; and

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That Defendarrt shall issue no new evidences of coverage in the Commonwealth of Virginia until further order of the Commission;

(3) That the r^rpoirrtmerrts of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia he, and they are hereby.
SUSPENDED;

V.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of fins Order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the su^rension of sudi agent's appointment; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940034
MARCH 11, 1994

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in a letter filed herein. Defendant has requested that its license to transact the husiness of a health maintenance 
organization in the Commonwealth of Virginia be suspended;

CASE NO. INS940035 
APRIL 5, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of eleven thousand dollars ($11,000) and has waived its 
ri^ to a hearing; and

IT APPEARING fam an investigatian and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in a certain instance, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1331 by failing to acquire prior written 
rqrproval fam the Commission for a material transaction made between the company and one of its affiliates;

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-4316, the license of Defendant to transact the business of a health maintenance organization in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia be, and it is hereby, SUSPENDED,

HAA OF VIRGINIA, INC., 
Defendant

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendants license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code 
§38.2-1043.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
GROUP HEALTH ASSOCIATION, INC., 

Defendant

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia until further order of the 
Commission;
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1331; and

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

SETTI J.MENT ORDER

rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-502.1 and 38.2-503; and

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

rr FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance and Defendant agree that this Settlement Order shall have no effect as to the rights or 
claims of any individuals excqjt the Bureau of Insurance and the Defendant; and

rr FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is aufitorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to in^xjse certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

rr FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the atrthority granted die Commission in "intginia Code § 12.1-15,

CASE NO. INS940039 
MAY 9, 1994

rr FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

rr FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violation;

rr FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000), has waived its right to 
a hearing and has agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Restitution Proposal" is on file and may be examined al the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, 
Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant, without admitting any 
violation of any law, has made an offer of settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has: (i) tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of five 
hundred ninety-eight thousand and eighty-three dollars ($598,083); (ii) waived its right to a hearing; (iii) agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and 
desist order as specified herein; (iv) agreed to inqjlement and cany out its "Restitution Proposal" which is attached hereto as Attachment A and is made a part 
hereof, (v) agre^ to offer restitution on the same terms as set forth in the "Restitution Proposal" to any current or former Virginia policyholder not included 
among the 1,429 policyholders previously identified by the Defendant who comes forward during the pendency of the restitution program and claims that he or 
she purchased a vAole life policy based on misrepresentation of the policy as a retirement or savings plan, and that the Defend^ shall, upon receipt of such 
request, promptly notify appropriate staff at the Bureau of Insurance of the name of the individual and the name of the agent who sold such policy to the 
individual; and (vi) agreed to inqilement and cany out its "Enhanced Compliance Program" which is attached hereto as Attachment B and is made a part hereof.

IT APPEARING from an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Ccnmnonweahh of Virginia, in certain instances, may have violated Virginia Ccxie §§ 38.2-502.1 ancl 38.2-503 by selling 
whole life policies as retirement plans or savings plans from the Southeast Head Office Sales Office and other Metlife sales offices. A significant element of this 
practice was targeting nurses and other professionals;
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SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted; and

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

CASE NO. 1NS940043 
MAY 3, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of twenty-four thousand dollars ($24,000) and has 
waived its right to a hearing;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commissicm is airthorized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
ftiat Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

CASE NO. INS940044 
APRIL 25, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that file Bureau of Insurance has recommended that file Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the CommissiQn in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

IT APPEARING Som a market conduct examination conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of a health maintenance organization in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316. A, 38.2- 
316.B, 38.2-316.C, 38.2-502.1, 38.2-510.A.5, 38.2-510.A.14, 38.2-511, 38.2-610.A.2, 38.2-1812.A, 38.2-1822.A, 38.2-1833.A.1, 38.2-1834.C, 38.2- 
3407.1.B, 38.2-4301.C, 38.2-4306.B.1, 38.2-4312, 38.2-4313, as weU as Sections 8.A2 and 12.B of the Commission's Rules Governing Health Maintenance 
Organizations, Sections 6.B(1), 9.C and 13.A of the Commission's Rules Governing Advertisement of Accident and Sickness Insurance, and Section 8.0.21 of the 
Commission's Rules Governing Underwriting Practices and Coverage Limitations and Exclusions for Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS);

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) and has waived its 
ri  ̂to a hearing and

IT APPEARING from an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316.A, 38.2-316.B, 38.2-316.C, 38.2- 
502.5,38.2-510,38.2-511,38.2-610.A2,38.2-1812.A, 38.2-1822.A, 38.2-1834.C, 38.2-3405 and 38.2-3407.1, as weU as Sections 5.A, 6.A(1), 6.A(2), 6.B(1), 
9.A, 11, 17.A and 17.B oi the Commission's Rules Governing Advertising of Accident and Sickness Insurance, Sections V(lXa), V(lXd), V(3)(b), V(4)^X 
V(5Xa), V(6Xa) and VII(2) of the Commission's Rules Governing Life Insurance and Annuity Marketing Practices, and Section 7(a) of the Commissian's Rules 
Gowoning Unfitir Claim Settlement Practices;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At fire relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY HEALTH PLAN, 

Defendant

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Ccanmission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-4316 to impose certainmonetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

V.
PIONEER LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF ILLINOIS,

Defendant
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n IS ORDERED;

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted; and

(2) That the pliers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted; and

(2) Thatth herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

CONSENT ORDER

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That Dent-Rite shall wind-down orderly its business in Virginia by June 30,1994;

(2) That Dent-Rite shall not enroll any new Virginia employer groups;

(3) That Dent-Rite shall pay all covered claims of Virginia subscribers by July 31,1994;

(4) That Dent-Rite shall provide notice to employer groups of the effective date of termination of coverage; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940049 
APRIL 18, 1994

CASE NO. INS940045 
MAY 3, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its rigJit to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to fire Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of thirteen thousand dollars ($13,000) and has waived 
its right to a hearing; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commissionisauthorizedby Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-4517to impose certainmonetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuanttotheauthority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

V.
DENT-RITE ENTERPRISES, INC., 

Defoidant

By letter filed with the Clerk of the Commission, Dent-Rite Enterprises, Inc. ("Dent-Rite"), a Maryland domiciled dental services plan operating in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia without first obtaining a license fiom the Commission, has agreed: (i) to wind-down orderly its business in Virginia by June 30,1994; 
(ii) not to enroll any new Virginia employer groups; (iii) to pay all covered claims of Virginia subscribers by July 31, 1994; (iv) to provide notice to enqrloyer 
groups of the effective date of termination of coverage; and (v) to file an affidavit with the Bureau of Insurance within 90 days after termination of coverage 
confirming that all outstanding Virginia claims have been paid;

IT APPEARING fiom a market conduct examination conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of a dental services plan in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316.A, 38.2-316.B, 38.2- 
316.C, 38.2-502,38.2-503,38.2-510.A5,38.2-511,38.2-1812.A, 38.2-1833.A1, and 38.2-1834.C;

V.
DENTTCARE OF VIRGINIA, INC., 

TWgTtrfant
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SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement ofthe matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted; and

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

ded that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commissionisauthorizedby A^rginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-1831 to inclose certainmonetaiy 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleg^ violations;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority grairted the Commission in Virginia Code §12.1-15,

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
ROGER HILL,

Defendant

CASE NO. INS940052 
JUNE 1, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recon 
inirsuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

CASE NO. INS940054 
MAY 18, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
GULF ATLANTIC INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendairt

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in fois matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of seven thousand five hundred dollars ($7,500) and has 
waived its right to a bearing; and

(5) That Dent-Rite shall file an affidavit with the Bureau of Insurance within 90 days after termination of coverage confirming that all outstanding 
^^rginia claims have been paid.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of his right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendarrt has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000), has waived his right to 
a hearing and has agreed to the entry by the Crnnmissicm of a cease and desist order, and

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Cammanwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-512 and 38.2-1813 by making false 
statements ot representations on or relative to an plication for an insurance policy for the purpose of obtaining a fee or commission, and by foiling to remit 
timely refunds due certain policyholders;

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, not licensed by the Commission to 
transact foe business of insurance in foe Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316,38.2-1024 and 38.2-1027 by using 
certain accident and sickness insurance forms without first filing a copy of foe form with foe Commission, by transacting the business of insurance in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia without first obtaining a license fiom the Commission, and by foiling to obtain a certificate of authority prior to transacting foe 
business of insurance in Virginia;

FT FURTHER APPEARING that foe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to inqrose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by foe Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-512 or 38.2-1813; and

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepter^

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1024 or 38.2-1802; and

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

For approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code Section 38.2-136.C

REINSURANCE AGREEMENTORDER APPROVING ASSI I JuCelCi

PETITION OF
RECEIVER OF AMERICAN INTEGRITY INSURANCE COMPANY

CASE NO. INS940060 
MAY 17, 1994

CASE NO. INS940058 
MAY 24, 1994

rr FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218 and 38.2-219 to impose certain monetary penalties 
and issue cease and desist orders upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, that Defendant has committed the alleged violations;

WHEREAS, the court-appointed receiver of AHC, through an authorized representative, has requested that the Commission approve a proposed 
assumption reinsurance agreement wherein National Foundation Life Insurance Company ("NFL"), an insurer domicUed in the State of Delaware and not licensed

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant, without admitting any 
violation of law and solely for the purpose of settlement, has made an offer of settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the 
Commmiwealth of Virginia the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000), has waived its right to a hearing and has agreed to the entry by the Commission of this 
Settlement Order, and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant as to 
all the alleged violations, including those on the part of agents, cited by the Bureau in oonnectian with its examination referred to above, pursuant to the authority 
granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

WHEREAS, delinquency proceedings have been instituted in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania against American Integrity Insurance Conqtany 
("AHC"), a Pennsylvania-domiciled insurer licensed in this Commonwealth to transact the business of insurance;

by this Commission to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, would, upon cession by AHC to NFL, reinsure and assume certain 
medicare supplement policies issued by AHC to residents of the Commonwealth of Virginia;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
AGWAY, INC. as Trustee of AGWAY, INC. GROUP TRUST, 

Defendant

IT APPEARING from an examination conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant may have violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1024 and that 
certain insurance agents may have violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1802;

WHEREAS, by resolution, the Board of Directors of the Virginia Life, Accident and Sickness Insurance Guaranty Association has agreed to 
indemnify said Virginia medicare supplement policyholders up to, and including, the limits required by Virginia law in the event that NFL does not satisfy the 
obligations of AHC to the said Virginia medicare supplement policyholders; and
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ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Connnonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant tranaagt no fbrthff business tn fee Cftrmwftnwaalth ftf Virginia as an ittgMyat*cg agent;

(6) That the pqiers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

rr FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's rigjfl to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated April 20,1994 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid maimer of his right to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a heating and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

CASE NO. INS940062 
MAY 24, 1994

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
from the date of this order.

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance conqrany for which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance in fee Commonwealth ofVirgmia; and

THE COMMISSION, having considered the petition on behalf of the receiver of ARC, the agreement of the Virginia Life, Accident and Sickness 
Insurance Guaranty Association, and the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance, is of the opinion, finds and ORDERS that the assumption reinsurance 
agreement between American Integrity Insurance Company and National Foundation Life Insurance Company be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-1831 to inqxrse certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and hearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
DANIEL SILVERMAN,

Defendant

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has violated committed acts for which Defendant's license to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia should be revoked pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831 when Defendant was convicted of felony bank fiaud on 
February 14,1992, in the United States District Court of Maryland;

IT APPEARING fem an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, committed acts for which Defendant's license to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia could be revdeed pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831 when Defendant was convicted of felony bank fiaud on 
February 14,1992, in the United States District Court of Maryland;

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission approve the proposed assumption reinsurance agreement between ADC 
and NFL,
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SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED.

(1) That the offer ofDefendant in settlement of the matter set f<»th herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1822,38.2-4806 or 38.2-4809; and

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, by older entered February 17, 1994, the Superior Court of the State of California in and for the County of San Francisco found that
Defendant is in hazardous financial condition and placed Defendant into conservation;

ded that the license ofDefendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of

CASE NO. INS940078 
JUNE 9, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940064 
JUNE 1, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a heating in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of seven thousand five hundred dollars ($7,500), has 
waived its right to a hearing and has agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
PREMIER ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
francart the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission firids that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
further transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

IT APPEARING from an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duty licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1822, 38.2-4806 and 38.2-4809 by 
knowingly permitting unlicensed persons to act as insurance agents without first obtaining non-resident insurance agent licenses from the Commission, by failing 
to execute certain surplus lines insurance affidavits in a form and content as prescribed by the Commission, and by failing to make a diligent effort to procure 
insurance from licensed insurers prior to placing coverage with unlicensed insurers;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to June 22, 1994, 
suspending the licerse of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealtfa of Virginia unless on or before June 22, 1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a hearing before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that ngfgndiflyit hay committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has r 
Virginia be suqrended;

V.
TAPCO UNDERWRITERS, INC., 

Defendant
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ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of X^rginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

FINAL ORDER. MOTION FOR TEMPORARY INJUNCTION

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code 
§38.2-1043.

WHEREAS, as of the date of this Order, Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with respect to the proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this Order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents ^(pointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

CASE NO. INS940079 
AUGUST 12, 1994

(2) That the ^tpointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED;

The Bureau asserts fiiat no adequate remedy short of an injunction exists to prevent Professional from continuing to operate in Virginia in sudi 
condition. It therefore asks that Professional be enjoined in the manner described above until it restores its surplus to the minimum amount required by Missouri 
and until Missouri's insurance department certifies that fact

CASE NO. INS940078 
JUNE 24, 1994

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, die license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
PREMIER ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

On August 1, 1994, the Bureau of Insurance filed a motion with the Commission seeking the entry of a tenqxrrary injunction against Professional 
Mutual Insurance Conqrany (A Risk Retention Group) (Trofessional"), a Missouri-domiciled company iterating in Virginia. The injunction would forbid 
Professional from issuing any new or renewal policies, new certificates or other evidence of coverage under existing policies in Virginia.

The Bureau further states that a Missouri court a^rpointed that state's insurance commissianer as Refaabilitator of Professional in Fdnuary of this year, 
and that, although the state of Missouri requires such a conqratty to maintain a minimum surplus of $1,600,000, Professional had a negative "surphis" of ($7,443) 
as of the end of 1993.

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein June 9,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would enter an 
order subsequent to June 22,1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before 
June 22,1994, Defendant files with the Cleric of the Commission a request for a heating before the Commission to contest the proposed suspension of Defendant's 
license; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relatian of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
PROFESSIONAL MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY (A Risk Retention Group), 

Defendant

As grounds for this action, the Bureau alleges that Professional is presently in a 'Trazardous financial condition'' as defined in Virginia Code § 38.2- 
5101, in that it is unlikely to be able (i) to meet obligations to policjholders with respect to known and reasonably anticipated claims, or (ii) to pay other 
obligations in the normal course of busing and that it is financially ittqnired. Virginia Code § 38.2-5103.8.b. prohibits the solicitation or sale of insurance by, 
or operation of a company in such a condition.
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On June 10, 1994, however, the Virginia Supreme Court held, in disposing of NHIC's appeal, that this Commission is not a "court of competent 
>•* fko Ab/IamI AM Umma Xlrt 0*11 eimra TUa Citfwpmo PaiiW fivinrl that CAnarACC mtMirlAd hv lictno that nhrasfi. tA

On July 11,1994, we petitioned the Supreme Court to rehear this matter, but that petition was denied on August 1,1994.

would be forced to conclude that the Commission's powers under Titles 12.1 and 38.2 have been "specifically preerrpted" by the federal Act

Individual policyholders are often ill-equipped, however, to monitor the financial condition of the conqjanies to which they entrust their future security. 
It therefore falls to regulatory agencies, such as this Commission, to perform such oversight and to act to prevent loss to the public when necessary.

These allegations, if true, present a serious situation Policyholders pay premiums in the expectation and trust that the companies they deal with will 
satisfy any claims made against them in the future. If there is substantial doubt that a given company will be able to fillfill that compact, then that conqiany 
literally b^ no product to sell, or which should be sold, to the public.

with leave to the Bureau of Insurance to request the issuance of an injunction in a court of competent jurisdiction if 
it be so advised.

retentian group.^ Finding no such separation between the Ccmmission and the Bureau, the Supreme Court reversed our order, vacated the injunction, and 
dismissed the proceeding

In December, 1993, the U.S. District Court ruled that the Commission, when sitting in its judicial capacity, may act as a "court of conqietent 
jurisdiction" under the federal Act, but that the Commission would not meet that standard when it sits in its legislative capacity. It deferred to the Virginia 
Supreme Court the question of which role the Commission was filling when it acted against NHIC. National Home Ins. Co. v. State Corn. Comm.. 838 F. Supp. 
1104(E.D. Va. 1993).

Risk retention groups are subject to both federal and state regulation Federal legislation on this subject is found in the Liability Risk Retention Act of 
1986, IS U.S.C. §§3901-3906 (the "federal Act"). In Virginia, regulation is accomplished pursuant to the provisions of Charter 51 of Title 38.2. Virginia Code 
§38.2-5110 provides:

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the Motion for Temporary Injunction filed by the Bureau of Insurance on August 1, 1994, is hereby DENIED, 
without prejudice, and that this matter is removed frm the Commission's docket of active cases.

Currently, however, we have no choice but to deny the Bureau's motion in this case, since the relief requested here is identical in all pertinent respects 
to that which the Virginia Supreme Court has found we are powerless to grant

The granting of such exclusive jurisdiction is not surprising, however, since the powers given the Commission in Titles 12.1 and 38.2 of the Code of 
Virginia are quite broad, and, ordinarily, the above provision would give us ample authority to deal appropriately with a risk retention group found to be in 
hazardous financial condition, or financially impaired.

We believe this situation to be a grave one, and we have therefore initiated steps to seek review of this decision by the U.S. Supreme Court We have 
requested the Virginia Supreme Court to defer issuance of its mandate pending such review.

jurisdiction" under the federal Act National Home. Record No. 931052, supra.The Supreme Court found that Congress intended, by usir^ that phrase, to 
require an "independent judicial officer" with an "institutional separation" between such a tribunal and the insurance regulator seeking an injunction against a risk 
nstpntirm omim^ FmHino nn cAnnmtirtT, k>tw(*n tliA fnmmiwiftn anH the Riirenii the Sunreme Court reversed our order, vaeated the iniunCtioiL and

The Commission is authorized to make use of any of the powers established under Titles 12.1 and 38.2 to enforce 
the laws of this Commonwealth so long as those powers are not specifically preempted by the [federal Act]. This 
includes, but is not limited to, the Commission's power to investigate, issue subpoenas, conduct depositions and 
hearings, issue orders, and impose penalties.

Unfortunately, the Commission must at this point deny the Bureau's motion, due to lack of jurisdiction. Such action is necessary due to the recent 
decision ofthe Virginia Supreme Court in the case of National Home Ins. Co. v. Comm, of Va. ex rel. Slate Corp. Comm.. Record No. 931052 (June 10, 1994, 
reh'g denied, Aug. 1,1994). In the circumstances under which that case arose, we held an evidentiary hearing, on motion of the Bureau, to determine if National 
Home Insurance Company ("NHIC"), another risk retention group, was in hazardous financial condition and was financially impaired. Upon finding that it was, 
we entered an injunction forbidding NHIC from conducting further business in Virginia, with certain exceptions, until its financial problems were resolved.

NHIC attacked this decision, not only by rppealing it to the Virginia Supreme Court, but also by filing suit against the Commission (and its members) 
in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia. NHIC's principal argiunent was that the Commission was not a "court of competent jurisdiction" as 
that term is used in the federal Act, and thus had no authority to issue such injunction

* Va. Code § 38.2-5115 does allow state courts to enforce orders issued originally by any U.S. District Court

^The Supreme Court made clear that its decision was solely one interpreting federal law, and that its holding was "[i]n contrast to the constitutional and statutory 
firamewoik in which proceedings under state law are conducted and decided."

^The Court's majority opinion does not analyze, or mention, the U.S. District Court's decision, nor does it mention Va. Code § 38.2-5110, cited above, the statute 
by which the General Assembly assigned authority in this field to the Commission. Presumably, to reconcile the Supreme Court's decision with that statute, one

It is significant that the General Assembly, in enacting this chapter, provided for no original regulatory authority in any state agency or tribunal other than the 
Commission.'
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ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, by order entered May 6,1994, the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania found that Defendant is in hazardous financial condition and
placed Defendant into rehabilitation;

V.

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in die Commonwealth of Virginia;

WHEREAS, as of the date of this Order. Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with reflect to the proposed suqrension 
of Defendant's license;

CASE NO. INS940081 
JUNE 24, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein June 9,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would enter an 
order subsequent to June 22,1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before 
June 22,1994, Defendant files with the Cleric of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest die proposed suspension of Defendant's 
license; and

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealtb of 
Virginia be suqiended;

CASE NO. INS940081 
JUNE 9, 1994

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to June 22, 1994, 
subtending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before June 22, 1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of die Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a heating before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suqiensimi of Defendant's license.

(2) That the iqipointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they ate hereby, 
SUSPENDED;

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code 
§38.2-1043.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
SUMMIT NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

(5) That die Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this Order to be sent to each of Defendants agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in die Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

SUMMIT NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Defendant

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance conqiany to 
transact the business of insurance in the Cormnonwealth of Virginia udienever the Commission finds that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
further transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policjdtoldets, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of'Virginia be, 
and it is hereby. SUSPENDED;
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SETTLEMENT ORDER

ded that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted; and

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

V.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct whidi constitutes a violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1805.A; and

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the atrthority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940082 
JULY 28, 1994

CASE NO. INS940083 
JULY 6, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has n 
puTsuanttotheauthority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) and has waived its 
right to a hearing;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) and has 
waived its right to a hearing and

IT APPEARING from an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-508.2 and 38.2-610.A.1 by permitting 
unfair discrimination between individuals of the same class and of essentially the same hazard, and by failing to provide the required notice of an adverse 
underwriting decision;

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1805.A by accepting payment of 
premiums in arrears on policies of life insurance or accident and sickness insurance which had lapsed;

NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Defendant

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to inqxKe certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleg^ violations;

v.
SETTLERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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AMENOED SETTUEMEm ORDER

ipting payment of

rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted; and

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

V.

VACATING ORDER

GOOD CAUSE having been shown, the Settlement Order entered herein on July 6,1994, is hereby VACATED.

For approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code Section 38.2-I36.C

ORDER APPROVING ASSUMPTION REINSURANCE AGREEMENT

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPLICATION OF
RECEIVER OF AMERICAN INTEGRITY INSURANCE COMPANY

WHEREAS, file court-qrpointed receiver of AIIC, through an authorized rqiresentative, has requested that the Commission approve a prrqxrsed 
assumption reinsurance agreement wherein UNUM Life Insurance Company of American ("UNUM"), an insurer domiciled in the State of Maine and licensed by

CASE NO. INS940083 
JULY 11, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT APPEARING from an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by fire Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1805.A by 
premiums in arrears on policies of life insurance or accident and sickness insurance which had l^ised;

CASE NO. INS940083 
JULY 11, 1994

CASE NO. INS940084 
JUNE 16, 1994

rr FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its ri^ to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) and has 
waived its right to a hearing; and

rr FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

WHEREAS, delinquency proceedings have been instituted in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania against American Integrity Insurance Conqnny 
("AnC"), a Pennsylvania-domiciled insurer licensed in this Commonwealth to transact the business of insurance;

rr FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to inqwse certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Defendairt

V.
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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Tat ^iproval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code Section 38.2-136.C

ORDER APPROVING ASSUMPTION RKINSURANCE AGREEMENT

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

this Commission to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, would, upon cession by AIIC to UNUM reinsure and assume certain long 
term care policies issued by AIIC to residents of the Commonwealth of Virginia;

CASE NO. INS940086 
JUNE 20, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-219 provides that the Commission shall have the authority to issue cease and desist orders for violations or 
attempted violations of the insurance title or any rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission under the insurance title;

WHEREAS, delinquency proceedings have been instituted in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania against American Integrity Insurance Company 
("AIIC"), a Permsylvania-domidled insurer licensed in this Commonwealtb to transact the business of insurance;

APPUCATION OF
RECEIVER OF AMERICAN INTEGRITY INSURANCE COMPANY

THE COMMISSION, having considered the application on behalf of the receiver of ADC, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance that the 
application be approved, and the law applicable hereto, is of the opinion, finds and ORDERS that the assumption reinsurance agreement between American 
Integrity Insurance Company and UNUM Life Insurance Company of America be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

WHEREAS, Defendant is a multiple employer welfare arrangement domiciled in the state of Terras whidi is providing health care coverage, or has 
provided health care coverage, in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

CASE NO. INS940085 
JUNE 16, 1994

THE COMMISSION, having considered the application on behalf of the receiver of AHC, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance that the 
application be approved, and the law applicable hereto, is of the opinion, finds and ORDERS that the assumption reinsurance agreement between American 
Integrity Insurance Company and MEGA Life and Health Insurance Company be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance reviewed the assunqjtion reinsurance agreement to ensure that policyholders will not lose any rig^its or claims 
afforded under their original policies pursuant to Chapter 17 of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia; and

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance reviewed the assumption reinsurance agreement to ensure that policyholders will not lose any ri^its or claims 
afforded undertheir original policies pursuant to Chapter 17 of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia; and

WHEREAS, the court-appointed receiver of AHC, through an authorized representative, has requested that the Commission approve a proposed 
assumption reinsurance agreement wherein MEGA Life and Health Insurance Company ("MEGA"), an insurer domiciled in the State of Oklahoma and licensed 
by this Commission to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, would, upon cession by AHC to MEGA reinsure and assume certain 
accident and health policies issued by AHC to residents of the Commonwealth of Virginia;

WHEREAS, Defendant is not licensed by the Commission as an insurer pursuant to Title 38.2 ofthe Code ofVirginia or a multiple enqrloyer welfare 
arrangement pursuant to the Commission's Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Atrangements adopted in Case No. INS910244, nor is Defendant exempt 
from Commission regulation by the Commission's own rules or any law or regulation of the federal government;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNITED SERVICE ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTHCARE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY BENEFH TRUST, 

Defendazit

THEREFORE, H IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter a cease and desist order subsequent to July 8, 
1994, ordering Defendant to cease and desist from transacting the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before July 8, 1994, 
Defendant files with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216 a responsive pleading to object to the 
entry of the aforesaid order and a request for a hearing
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V.

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

domiciled in the state of Texas whidi is providing health care coverage, or has

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, Defendant is a multiple employer welfare ai 
provided health care coverage, in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE tiiat the Commission shall enter a cease and desist order subsequent to July 8, 
1994, ordaing Defendant to cease and desist from transacting the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before July 8, 1994, 
Defendant files with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Ricfamcmd, Virginia 23216 a responsive pleading to object to the 
entry of the aforesaid order and a request for a hearing

CASE NO. INS940087 
JUNE 20, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-219 provides that the Commission shall have the authority to issue cease and desist orders for violations or 
attempted violations of the insurance title or any rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission under the insurance title;

CASE NO. INS940088 
JUNE 20, 1994

WHEREAS, Defendant is a multiple employer welfare arrangement domiciled in the state of Texas which is providing health care coverage, or has 
provided health care coverage, in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

WHEREAS, Defendant is not licensed by the Commission as an insurer pursuant to Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia or a multiple employer welfare 
arrangement pursuant to the Commission's Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements adopted in Case No. INS910244, nor is Defendant exempt 
fiom Commission regulation by the Commission's own rules or any law or regulation of the federal government;

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-219 provides that the Commission shall have the authority to issue cease and desist orders for violations or 
attenqrted violations of the insurance title tn- any rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission under the insurance title;

WHEREAS, Defendant is not licensed by the Commission as an insurer pursuant to Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia or a multiple enqrloyer welfiue 
arrangement pursuant to the Commission's Rules Governing Mult^Ie Enqjloyer Welfare Arrangements adopted in Case No. INS910244, nor is Defendant exoiqrt 
fiom Commission regulation by the Commission's own rules oi atty law or regulation of the federal govermnent;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter a cease and desist order subsequent to July 8, 
1994, ordering Defendant to cease and desist fiom transacting the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before July 8, 1994, 
Defendant files with die Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216 a responsive pleading to object to the 
entry of the aforesaid order and a request for a hearing

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNITED SERVICE ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTHCARE RETAIL INDUSTRY BENEFIT TRUST, 

Defendant

UNITED SERVICE ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTHCARE AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY BENEFIT TRUST, 
Defendant
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ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

CASE NO. INS940090 
JUNE 20, 1994

CASE NO. INS940089 
JUNE 20, 1994

WHEREAS, Defendant is not licensed by the Commission as an insurer pursuant to Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia or a multiple employer welfare 
arrangement pursuant to the Commission's Rules Governing Multiple En^loyer Welfare Arrangements adopted in Case No. INS910244, nor is Defendant exenqrt 
from Commission regulation by the Commission's own rules or any law or regulation of the federal government;

WHEREAS, Defendant is a multiple employer welfare arrangement domiciled in the state of Texas which is providing health care coverage, or has 
provided health care coverage, in the Commonwealtb of Virginia; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter a cease and desist order subsequent to July 8, 
1994, ordering Defendant to cease and desist from transacting the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before July 8, 1994, 
Defendant files with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216 a responsive pleading to object to the 
entry of the aforesaid order and a request for a hearing.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter a cease and desist order subsequent to July 8, 
1994, ordering Defendant to cease and desist from transacting the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before July 8, 1994, 
Defendant files with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216 a responsive pleading to object to the 
entry of the aforesaid order and a request for a hearing.

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-219 provides that the Commission shall have the authority to issue cease and desist orders for violations or 
atten^ited violations of the insurance title or any rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission under the insurance title;

WHEREAS, Defendant is a multiple onployer welfare arrangement domiciled in the state of Texas wdrich is providing health care coverage, or has 
provided health care coverage, in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-219 provides that the Commission shall have the authority to issue cease and desist orders fix' 'violations or 
attenqjted violations of the insurance title or any rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission under the insurance title;

WHEREAS, Defendant is not licensed by the Commission as an insurer pursuant to Title 3 8.2 of the Code of Virginia or a multiple employer 'welfare 
arrangement pursuant to the Commission's Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements adopted in Case No. INS910244, nor is Defendant exempt 
fimn Commission regulation by the Commission's own rules or any law or regulation of the federal government;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNITED SERVICE ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTHCARE SERVICE INDUSTRY BENEFIT TRUST, 

Defendant

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNITED SERVICE ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTHCARE WHOLESALE INDUSTRY BENEFIT TRUST, 

Defendant
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V.

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

CASE NO. INS940092 
JUNE 20, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, Defendant is not licensed by the Commission as an insurer pursuant to Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia or a multiple employer welfare 
arrangement pursuant to the Commission's Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfere Arrangements adopted in Case No. INS910244, nor is Defendant exempt 
from Commission regulation by the Commission's own rules or any law or regulation of the federal government;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter a cease and desist order subsequent to July 8, 
1994, ordering Defendant to cease and desist from transacting the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before July 8, 1994, 
Defendant files with file Clerk of the Commission, Document Cmdrol Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216 a responsive pleading to object to file 
erdry of the aforesaid wder and a request fm a hearing.

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-219 provides that the Commission shall have the authority to issue cease and desist orders for violations or 
attempted violations of the insurance title or any rule, regulation, or order issued by the Commission under the insurance title;

WHEREAS, Defendant is a multiple employer welfare arrangement domiciled in the state of Texas which is providing health care coverage, or has 
provided health care coverage, in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

CASE NO. INS940091 
JUNE 20, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-219 provides that file Canmission shall have the authority to issue cease and desist orders fa violations a 
attenqited violations of the insurance title a any rule, regulation, a order issued by the Commission under the insurance title;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter a cease and desist order subsequent to July 8, 
1994, ordering Defendant to cease and desist from transacting the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on a before July 8, 1994, 
Defendant files with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216 a re^xmsive pleading to object to the 
entry of the aforesaid order and a request fa a hearing.

WHEREAS, Defendant is not licensed by the Commission as an insurer pursuant to Title 3 8.2 of the Code of Virginia a a multiple employer welfere 
arrangement pursuant to the Commission's Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements adopted in Case No. INS910244, na is Defendant exempt 
from Commission regulation by the Commission's own rules a any law a regulation of file federal government;

WHEREAS, Defendant is a multiple employer welfare arrangement domiciled in the state of Texas which is providing health care coverage, or has 
provided health care coverage, in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNITED SERVICE ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTHCARE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY BENEFIT TRUST, 

Defendant

UNITED SERVICE ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTHCARE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY BENEFIT TRUST, 
Defendant
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TAKE NOTICE ORDER

CASE NO. INS940096 
AUGUST 5, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

ORDER ADOPTING CREDIT LIFE AND CREDIT ACCIDENT AND 
SICKNESS INSURANCE RATES FOR THE TRIENNIUM199S-1997

WHEREAS, pursuant to a TAKE NOTICE ORDER entered herein June 28, 1994, the Commission conducted a hearing in its courtroom at 
10:00 aja on July 28,1994, for the purpose of receiving comments from interested patties with respect to adjusted ptima facie rates for credit life insurance and 
credit accident and sidcness insurance proposed by the Bureau of Insurance; and

CASE NO. INS940096 
JUNE 28, 1994

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Prima Facie Credit Life and Credit Accident and Sickness Insurance Rates Effective January 1, 1995" is on 
file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East 
Main Street, Ridimond, Virginia.

NOW, THEREFORE, THE COMMISSION, having considered the proposed adjusted prima rates for credit life insurance and credit accident and 
sickness insurance, the testimony of the witnesses sponsored by the Bureau of Insurance, the comments of the public witnesses appearing at the hearing and the 
law applicable in this matter, is of the opinion, finds and ORDERS that the proposed adjusted prima facie rates for credit life insurance and credit accident and 
sickness insurance, which are attached hereto and made a part hereof should be, and they are hereby, ADOPTED effective January 1, 1995 for the triennium 
commencing on said date and ending on January 1,1998 as provided in Virginia Code Section 38.2-3730.B.

Ex Parte, in re: adoption of adjusted prima facie rates for credit life and credit accident and sickness insurance pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 
38.2-3725,38.2-3726 and 38.2-3730

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Proposed Adjusted Prima Facie Credit Life and Sickness Insurance Rates to be Effective January 1, 1995” 
is on file and may be examined at the State Corjxjration Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East 
Main Street, Ridimond, Virginia.

Ex Parte, in re: adoption of adjusted prima facie rates for credit life and credit accident and sickness insurance pursuant to Virginia Code Sections 
38.2-3725,38.2-3726,38.2-3727 and 38.2-3730

TAKE NOTICE that, pursuant to Virginia Code Section 38.2-3730.B., that the Commission shall conduct a hearing on July 28, 1994 at 10:00 a.m. 
in its courtroom, Tyler Building, 2nd Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219 for the purpose of receiving comments from interested parties with 
respect to proposed adjusted prima facie rates for credit life insurance and credit accident and sickness insurance. The adjusted prima facie rates have been 
proposed to the Commission fay the Bureau of Insurance and are attached hereto and made a part hereof.

AT THE HEARING, the Bureau of Insurance sponsored through its witnesses expert and fact testimony and was represented by its counsel; and, 
while the Division of Consumer Counsel of the Office of the Attorney General did not make an appearance or otherwise participate in this proceeding, several 
intervenors did appear and make statements under oath both in support of and against, the proposed adjusted rates.
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ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant tratMart no fiirther business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

(4) That Defendant shall not ^ly to the Commisann to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fiom the date of this order.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of file
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940099 
AUGUST 10, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds fiiat Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums in a 
fiduciary capacity and by failing to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurance conqumy.

CASE NO. INS940098 
AUGUST 5, 1994

(S) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company tor which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance a^nt in the Comnumweahh

IT APPEARING fiom a market conduct examination conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the nf mgiranog in the rntmnmiweahh of Virginia, bl Certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316.A, 38.2-316.B, 38.2-316.C, 38.2-
502.1,38.2-508.1,38.2-509.2,38.2-511, and 38.2-1834.C;

rr FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virgmia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-4414 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleg^ violation;

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
bsurance in the Commonweatth of Virginia as an msurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virgmia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums 
in a fiduciary capacity and by failing to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurance company,

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission m this matter by certified 
letter dated June 29,1994 and mailed to the Defendarrt's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised m the aforesaid manner of his right to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and hearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V,
LEGAL RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA, 

Defendant

V.
DAMIAN G. MATARAZA, 

Defendant
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a hearing and has agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

VACATING ORDER

GOOD CAUSE having been shown, the order entered herein August 10,1994, is hereby vacated.

V.

AMENDED SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1} That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted; and

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940099 
AUGUST 18, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

(2) That Defendant cease and desist fiom any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code §§38.2-316. A 38.2-316.B, 38.2-316.C, 38.2- 
502.1,38.2-508.1,38.2-509.2,38.2-511, or 38.2-1834.C; and

CASE NO. INS940099 
AUGUST 18, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has marts an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000), has waived its right to

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) and has waived its 
ri  ̂to a hearing; and

LEGAL RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA, 
Defendant

IT APPEARING fiom a market conduct examination conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316. A, 38.2-316.B, 38.2-316.C, 38.2- 
502.1,38.2-508.1,38.2-509.2,38.2-511, and 38.2-1834.C;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-4414 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violation;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

V.
LEGAL RESOURCES OF VIRGINIA, 

Defendant
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ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all qipointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That npfetMtanf trangaff no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agen^

(6) That the papas herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

Fot approval of advisory loss costs and revision of assigned risk workers' compensation insurance rates

FINAL ORDER

NOW, ON THIS DAY, having considered the record herein, and the law applicable hereto, THE COMMISSION is of the opinion, finds, and
orders:

APPUCATION OF
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON COMPENSATION INSURANCE

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter date July 5,1994, and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

CASE NO. INS940100 
AUGUST 10, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an orda revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

CASE NO. INS940101 
NOVEMBER 30, 1994

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by felling to hold collected premiums in a 
fiduciary capacity, and by failing to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurance oonqrany.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manna of his right to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise corniminicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

(5) That file Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this orda to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance agent in file Commonwealth of Virginia; and

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fiom the date of this order;

The application herein was heard by the State Corporation Commissicm (the "Cranmission'^ beginning on Novemba 1, 1994, and ending on 
Novemba 3, 1994. The National Council on Compensation Insurance (the "Applicant"), the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, intervenors Washington 
Construction Employers Association, and the Iron Workers Employers Association, and the Division of Consuma Counsel of the Office of the Attorney General 
were represented by their counsel

(1) That, based on file calculation of two policy years of loss and premium experience for the voluntary market, the factor of 1.053 proposed by the 
Af^licant to adjust for experience, trend, and benefits produces excessive premiums and, in lieu thereof a factor of 0.950 shall be utilized, resulting firom the use

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
MAURICIO S. GINIEIS, 

Dcfeodsot

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to inqiose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and hearing, that pefandant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation by file Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by fiie Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by felling to hold collected premiums 
in a fiduciary capacity, and by feiling to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurance conqiany.
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(8) That the ftctor of0.992 for the change in taxes for the assigned risk market proposed by the Applicant is accepted and shall be utilized;

(14) That, based upon the issue brought to th

(4) That the factor of 1.007 for the change in indemnity benefits proposed by the Applicant and the factor of 1.000 for the change in medical benefits 
proposed by the ^>piicant are accepted and shall be utilized;

(11) That the proposed increase of 17.9 percent for voluntary market loss costs for "F" classifications be, and it is hereby, disapproved, and in lieu 
thereof an increase of 12.3 percent is hereby approved;

(12) That the proposed 45.0 percent premium increase for assigned risk market rates for "F* classifications be, and it is hereby, disqrproved, and in 
lieu thereof an increase of 27.2 percent is hereby approved;

(3) That the annual indemnity trend of+1.3 percent and the annual medical trend of +5.7 percent proposed by the Applicant are excessive and, in 
lieu thereof an annual indemnity trend of -1.1 percent and an annual medical trend of +4.4 percent shall be utilized, based on the combined experience for both 
the voluntary market and assigned risk market, resulting fiom the use of the credibility weirding methodology proposed by the Bureau's witness to calculate the 
indemnity and medical trend, using the goodness of fit credibility criterion;

(5) That the change in loss adjustment expenses fiom 10.3 percent of expected loss to 12.1 percent of expected loss proposed by the Applicant is 
excessive, and in lieu thereof loss adjustment expense shall remain unchanged at 10.3 percent of expected loss, resulting in a factor of 1.000 for the change in loss 
adjustment expense;

(10) That the calculation of the assigned risk market rate changes for industrial classes etqtressed as a percentage shall be: experience, trend, and 
benefits (+7.0 percent), loss adjustment expense (0.0 percent), production and general expense (+0.6 percent), tax (-0.8 percent), proft and contingency 
(-1.4 percent), resulting in a total change in assigned risk market premiums of +5.3 percent, rather than the +22.0 percent proposed by the Applicant;

(9) That the change in profit and contingencies provision for the assigned risk market fiom -5.57 percent to 0.0 percent representing an increase of 
+7.0 percent proposed by the Applicant produces excessive premiums and, in lieu thereof the profit and contingencies provision shall be changed to -6.82 percent 
representing a decrease of 1.4 percent in premiums resulting fiom a rate of return of 11.60 percent (which is based on an 80/20 equity-to-debt ratio, a 
12.75 percent cost of common equity, and a 7.10 percent cost of long term debt), a 7.05 percent pre-tax return on invested assets before consideration of 
investment expenses, a 5.30 percc^ post-tax return on invested assets before consideration of investment eiqrenses, a 5.06 percent post-tax return on invested 
assets after consideration of investment expenses, the claims and expense payment schedule proposed by the Bureau witnesses, a provision of 1.31 percent fix- 
uncollectible premium, and a reserve-to-surplus ratio of 2.74 considering only loss and loss adjustment expense reserves;

(7) That the factor of 1.006 for the change in expenses (general and production) for the assigned risk market proposed by the Applicant is accepted 
and ftall be utilized;

(13) That the proposed diange in the minimum and maximum remunerations used in computing the workers compensation premium for executive 
officers from fixed amounts of $100 and $300 per week, respectively, to indexed amounts which would diange annually and would be $228 and $1,800, 
respectively, effective January 1, 1995, would produce unreasonable increases in premiums, and are hereby disapproved; provided, however, that increases to the 
minimum and maximum weekly payrolls, resp^vely, to $150 and $500, are reasonable, and are hereby approved; provided, however, that any future increases 
in such amounts shall require the prior approval of the Commissioa That the proposed diange in the minimum and maximum remunerations used in computing 
the workers compensation premium for partners and sole proprietors from fixed amounts of $5,200 and $15,600 per year, respectively, with use of $15,600 when 
records are not available, to a single amount of $15,700 effective January 1, 1995, is herdiy approved; provided, however, that any future increases in sudi 
amount shall require the prior iqjproval of the Commission. That the Applicant, with the assistance of the Bureau of Insurance, shall undertake a review and 
analysis of unit statistical plan data and/or other appropriate data so that fte experience for executive officers can be repotted to the Commissioa The results of 
such review and analysis shall be provided to the Commission by no later than May 1,1995;

(6) That the calculation of the change to -voluntary market loss costs for industrial classes etqnessed as a percentage shall be: experience, trend, and 
benefits (-5.0 percent), loss adjustment expense (0.0 percent), resulting in a total change in voluntary market loss costs of -5.0 percent rather than the 17.0 percent 
proposed by the Applicant;

don of the Commission at the hearing herein by counsel for irrtervenors Wadiington Construction 
Employers Association and Iron Workers Employers Association, the Applicant, with the assistance of the Bureau of Insurance and any assistance a representative 
of the aforesaid intervenors cares to offer, shail undertake a review and analysis of the benefits to Virginia employers of introducing a premium credit program to 
reflect differences in wage rates among enqiloyers within a single classificatioa Such review and analysis shall include consideration of the premium credit 
programs currently utilized in each of the states other than Virginia. The results of such review and analysis shall be provided by the Applicant to file Commission 
no later than May 1,1995;

of the "paid plus case" loss eiqierience methodology, loss development to a 4th report based on voluntary market experience using dollar wei^Ued averages, loss 
development fiom a 4th report to a 13th report based on the combined experience for both the voluntary market and assigned risk market using five year dollar 
weight averages, an indarmity tail fector and a medical tail factor based on the Applicants procedures but using conversion factors based on the use of paid plus 
case losses, and the "growth" factor procedure proposed by the Applicant;

(2) That, based on the calculation of five policy years of loss and premium experience for the assigned risk market, the factor of 1.124 proposed by 
the Applicant to adjust for experience, trend, and benefits produces excessive premiums and, in lieu thereof a factor of 1.070 shall be utilized, resulting fiom the 
use of the "paid plus case" loss experience methodology, loss development to a 4th report based on assigned risk market experience using dollar wei^ited 
averages, loss developmeitt fiom a 4th report to a 13th report based on the combined experience for both the voluntary market and assigned risk market using five 
year dollar weighted averages, an indemnity tail factor and a medical tail factor based on the Applicant's procedures but using conversion factors based on the use 
of paid plus case losses, and the "growth" factor procedure proposed by the Applicant;
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For approval of advisory loss costs and revision of assigned tide workers' compensation insurance rates

AMENDATORY ORDER

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPLICATION OF
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON COMPENSATION INSURANCE

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in die aforesaid manner of his ri^ to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a heating and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated July 29,1994 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

CASE NO. INS940102 
AUGUST 18, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING ftiat the Commission is authoized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1831 to inqiose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revtdee Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and hearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violatians;

CASE NO. INS940101 
DECEMBER 19, 1994

(IS) That the Applicant and any other person participating in future voluntary market loss costs and assigned risk rate applications, when proposing 
methodologies or data sources that are different fiom the methodologies or data sources upon whidi current loss costs and/or rates are based, shall be required to 
disclose the loss cost or rate effect of the diange using both the methodology it is proposing to replace as well as using the newly proposed tne&odology;

WHEREAS, by order entered herein November 30,1994, the Commission ordered, inter alia, that applicant NCCL with the assistance of the Bureau 
of Insurance, undertake a review and analysis of unit statistical plan data and/or other appropriate data so that experience for executive officers, partners, and sole 
proprietors can be reported to the Commission in order for the Commission to assess the reasonableness of any subsequent NCCI request for an amendment to the 
minimum and maximum ratumetations used in computing workers conqrensation insurance premiums for executive officers, partners and sole proprietors;

WHEREAS, on December 12, 1994, NCCL by its counsel filed with the Clerk of the Commission a Petition for Reconsideration to which was 
attadied the affidavit of William J. Miller, Vice President and Actuary of NCCL in which Miller stated, inter alia, that NCCI cannot determine payroll or losses 
associated with executive officers.

(17) That the Applicant shaU, as soon as practicable or no later than thirty days from the date hereof promulgate its revised individual manual code 
voluntary loss costs, assigned risk rates, minimum premiums, and rating values, rates and multiples.

NOW, THEREFORE, THE COMMISSION, having considered the Petition for Reconsideration ofNCCI and noting that Miller did not aver in his 
affidavit that NCCI is unable to obtain payroll and losses associated with executive officers by amending its Statistical Plan or otherwise, is of the opinion and 
ORDERS that the last two sentences of paragraph (13) of the order entered herein November 30, 1994, should be, and they are her^, deleted; provided, 
however, that NCCI shall be on notice thaf should NCCI subsequently request that this Commission increase the minimunHnaximum payrolls used in congruting 
workers conapensation insurance premiums for executive officers, partners and sole proprietors, NCCI will be required to support its request with, at the mminnun. 
actual premium and loss experience related to those classes of persons.

IT APPEARING from an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that DefendanL duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agenf in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums 
in a fiduciary csqracity, and by failing to account for and remit when due premhuns collected on behalf of a certain insurer.

(16) ThaL except as ordered herein, the proposed revision to loss costs, rates, minimum premiums, rules, regulations, and procedures for writing 
workers compensation insurance in this Commonwealth that have been filed by the Applicant herein on behalf of its members and subscribers shall be, and they 
are hereby, ^jproved for use in this Commonwealth effective January 1,1995; and

V.
HOWARD HAMBY, 

Defendant
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THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

V.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:
(1) That the offer of Defendants in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

ly, cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(2) That Defendant, American Manufacturers Mutual Insurance C< 
Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1822,38.2-1906,38.2-2208,38.2-2212 or 38.2-2220;

CASE NO. INS940103 
AUGUST 5, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendants 
pursuant to tire authority grarrted the Cotmnission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums in a 
fiduciary capacity, and by failing to account for and remit trtren due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurer.

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia; arid

(3) That Defendant, American Motorists Insurance Cortgtany, cease and desist fiom any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code 
§§ 38.2-610,38.2-1906,38.2-2113,38.2-2114,38.2-2208,38.2-2212 or 38.2-2220;

(4) That Defendant, American Protection Insurance Company, cease and desist fiom any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code 
§§38.2-2208 or 38.2-2220;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendants have been advised of their ti^ to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendants have made an offer 
of settlement to the Commission wherein Defendants have tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of thirty-thrM thousand nine hundred and fifty 
dollars ($33,950), have waived their right to a heating and have agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendants' licenses upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendants have committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN MOTORISTS INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN PROTECTION INSURANCE COMPANY

and
LUMBERMENS MUTUAL CASUALTY COMPANY, 

Defendants

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fiom the date of this order,

IT APPEARING from market conduct examination conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendants, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, may have violated Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia, to wit: American 
Manufecturers Mutual Insurance Company violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1822, 38.2-1906, 38.2-2208, 38.2-2212 and 38.2-2220; American Motorists 
Insurance Company violated Virginia Code §§38.2-610, 38.2-1906, 38.2-2113, 38.2-2114, 38.2-2208, 38.2-2212 and 38.2-2220; American Protection 
Insurance Company violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-2208 and 38.2-2220; and Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Conqrany violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-228, 
38.2-610,38.2-1822,38.2-1906,38.2-2113,38.2-2114,38.2-2208,38.2-2210,38.2-2212,38.2-2215 and 38.2-2220;
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(6) That the papers herein shall be place in the file for ended causes.

Ex Parte, In re: Determination of competition as an effective regulator of rates pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1905. l.E

FINAL ORDER

On September 13, 1994, pursuant to an order entered herein July 20, 1994, the Commission conducted a beating on whether competition is an 
gulator of rates charged for certain lines and subclassifications of commercial liability insurance, which lines and subclassificatians were designated

(5) That the Bureau shall modify the information requested in the Supplemental Report to permit revisions to its Rate Service Organization ("RSO") 
Reliance Into in order to reflect the new role of RSO's and the reduced extent to whidi RSO filings may influence insurer pricing decisions.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation ofthe
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940104 
NOVEMBER 7, 1994

(5) That Defendant, Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company, cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code 
§§ 38.2-228,38.2-610,38.2-1822,38.2-1906,38.2-2113,38.2-2114,38.2-2208,38.2-2210,38.2-2212,38.2-2215 or 38.2-2220; and

NOW, THEREFORE, THE COMMISSION, having considered the record in this proceeding and the law applicable herein, is ofthe opinion, finds 
and ORDERS;

At the heating, other than the two witnesses who testified on behalf of die Bureau of Insurance, the only person to appear and make comment before 
the Commission in this proceeding was a public witness, Gordon McLean, President of The Virginia Insurance Reciprocal ("TVIR"). Among other things, Mr. 
McLean expressed the belief that the Bureau of Insurance, in its biennial study and recommendations, should take into account the experience of providers ofthe 
lines and subclassifications of insurance studied by the Bureau of Insurance other than licensed insurers, particularly risk retention groups.

(4) That the Bureau shall conduct a study to determine the desirability and practicability of including in the Bureau's biennial study and 
recommendations the experience of providers of the lines and subclassifications of insurance other than licensed insurers as provided in Virginia Code § 38.2- 
1905.2; and

(3) That the Bureau of Insurance shall conduct a study with any assistance offered by the American Insurance Association or its members to 
determine the desirability and practicability of separately assessing the various subclassifications of the Medical Professional Liability line of insurance and shall 
make any recommendation it has concerning its study at the time it seeks the Commission's approval of the repotting form to be used by insurers in preparation for 
the next biennial hearing in 1996;

effective regulatin' of rates charged for certain lines and
and set forth in the Commission's 1993 Report to the General Assembly pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1905.1(C); and

(1) That conqjetition is not an effective regulator of the rates charged for foe following lines and subclassifications of insurance; insurance agents 
professional liability, lawyers professional liability, medical professional liability; real estate agents professional liability, volunteer fire departments and rescue 
squad liability, and that, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1912, for twenty-seven (27) months from the dale of this order or until further order of the 
Commission, whidiever is sooner, all insurance conqsanies licensed to write the aforesaid lines and subclassifications of insurance and, to foe extent permitted by 
law, all rate service organizations licensed pursuant to the provisions of Charter 19 of Title 38.2 of foe Code of Virginia shall file with foe Commissioner of 
Insurance any and all dianges in the rates, jnospective loss costs and supplementary rate information for these lines and subdassificatims of insurance, and, 
pursuarrt to Virginia Code § 38.2-1912(B) arid (D), sudi supporting data and information as is deemed necessary by the Commissianer of Insurance for the proper 
functioning of the rate monitoring process at least sixty (60) days before they become effective;

(2) That, while evidence was presented at the heai^ concerning competition with respect to architects and engineers liability insurance, landfill 
liability insurance and environmental liability insurance (including underground tanks), pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1903, and for good cause shown, these 
lines and subclassifications of insurance be, and they are hereby, exempted from the rate-filing requirements of Chapter 19 of Title 38.2 of foe Code of'Wrginia;

We note that Virginia Code § 38.2-1905.2.A. requires only that licensed insurers report their experience to the Commission for the purposes of this 
proceeding. Risk retention groups, risk purchasing groups and surplus lines insurers, among others, are not required to file with foe Commission supplemental 
reports containing the information required in Virginia Code § 38.2-1905.2.B. Accordingly, we find that, without an ajqjropriate legislative amendment to the 
code section in question, the Bureau of Insurance need not consider, and the Commission may not require the filing of the experience of providers of the lines and 
subclassifications of insurance concerned in this proceeding other than those providers who are licensed insurers as set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-1905.2.A. 
Moreover, it appears to us that any consideration of an amendment to foe aforesaid code sections to subject the providers in question to the requirements of such 
code sections foould take into account foe possible inqiedimeots which may be presented by federal constitutional and statutory law, particularly the federal law 
known as foe Risk Retention Act of 1986.
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SETTLEMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(3) That the pqiers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

Ex Parte: In the matter of adopting revised Rules Governing Insurance Holding Con^ranies

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

5VHEREAS, the Commission is of the opinion that the proposed revised regulation should be adopted;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(2) That Defendant cease and desist fem any conduct which constitutes a violation of Section 6.1 of the Commission's Rules Governing Insurance 
Premium Finance Companies; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia die sum of five hundred fifty dollars ($550), has waived its right 
to a hearing and has agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

CASE NO. INS940113 
SEPTEMBER 15, 1994

CASE NO. INS940114 
AUGUST 5, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING thattheCommission isauthorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-4704 to impose certainmonetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violation;

IT APPEARING fem an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of a premium finance conqjany in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in a certain instance, violated Section 6.1 of the Commission's Rules 
Governing Insurance Premium Finance Companies by filling to file timely with the Commission an annual statement showing its financial condition;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuanttotheauthority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 12.1-13 providesthaltheCommissionshallhavethepowertopromulgalerulesandregulationsintheenforcemenland 
administration of all laws within its jurisdiction, and Virginia Code § 38.2-223 provides that the Commission may issue any rules and regulations necessary or 
^Jpropriate for the administration and enforcement of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia;

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has submitted to the Commission a proposed revised regulation entitled "Rules Governing Insurance Holding 
Companiftg"; and

(2) That an attested copy hereof together with a copy of the proposed regulation, be sent by the Clerk of the Commission to the Bureau of Insurance 
in care of Deputy Commissioner Alfied W. Gross who shall forthwith give further notice of the proposed addition of the regulation by mailing a copy of this 
order, together with a copy of the proposed regulation, to all insurance companies licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
PRIME RATE PREMIUM FINANCE CORPORATION, INC., 

Defendant

(1) That all interested persons TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an Oder subsequent to September 15, 1994, adopting the revised 
regulation proposed by the Bureau of Insurance unless on or before September 15, 1994, any person objecting to the adoption of such a regulation files a request 
for a hearing, and in such request specifies in detail their objection to the adoption of the proposed revised regulation, with the Clerk of the Commission, 
Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216;
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(3) That the Bureau of Insurance shall jSle with the Cleik of the Commission an affidavit of compliance with the notice requirements of paragraph (2)
above.

Ex Parte: In the matter of adopting revised Rules Governing Insurance Holding Conqtanies

ORDER ADOPTING REGULATION

s;and

of th

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of die
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Revised Rules Governing Insurance Holding Companies" is on file and may be examined at the State 
Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order, no request for a hearing has been filed with the Clerk of the Commission; however, several interested persons 
did file comments to the proposed regulation and the Bureau of Insurance filed a response to those

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated August 3,1994 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records of the Bureau of Insurance;

THE COMMISSION, having considered the prqxised regulation, the comments of interested persons, and the response of the Bureau of Insurance, is 
ipinion that the regulation, as amended by the Bureau's response to the comments of interested persons, should be adopt^;

CASE NO. INS940114 
DECEMBER 1, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's failure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in fire Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of his ri^ to a beating in this matter, has foiled to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

CASE NO. INS940115 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1994

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Revised Rules Governing Insurance Holding Companies" is on file and may be examined at the State 
Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Ridanond, Virginia.

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1833.4 by continuing to solicit insurance after 
forty-five days from the date of the first insurance application submitted to an insurer without receiving an acknowledgment of his appointment fixm the 
Commission;

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 5, 1994, all interested persons were ordered to take notice that the Commission would enter an order 
subsequent to September IS, 1994, adopting a revised regulation proposed by the Bureau of Insurance unless on or before September IS, 1994, any person 
objecting to the adoption of the regulation filed a request for a hearing with the Clerk of the Commission;

IT APPEARING from an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1833.4 by continuing to solicit insurance 
after forty-five days from the date of the first insurance application submitted to an insurer without receiving an acknowledgment of his appointment from the 
Commission;

IT FURTHER APPEARING thattheCommissionis authorized by Wnginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-1831 to inqjoMcertainmonetaty 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by foe Commission, after notice and hearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the regulation entitled "Revised Rules Governing Insurance Holding Companies" which is attached hereto 
andmadeapartheteofshouldbe,anditisheteby, ADOPTED to be effective January 1,1995.

V.
MARK A HARTLESS, 

Defendant
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THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

to act as

(6) That the papers herein be placed in the file £»- ended causes.

V.

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business oa behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) ThattheBureauoflnsurancecausenoticeofthesuqiensianofDefendanfslicensetobepublishedintbemannersetforthin Virginia Code §38.2-
1043.

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At tire relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to eadi of Defendant's agents qipointedto act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of sudi agent's appointment; and

(S) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for vtiiich Defendant holds an qrpoii 
an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virgirua; arid

CASE NO. INS940116 
AUGUST 15, 1994

CASE NO. INS940117 
AUGUST 11, 1994

(2) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED;

WHEREAS, Capital Investors Life Insurance Company, a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of Florida and licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is rwpiireH tn maintain mmimum capital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus of $3,000,000;

LINCOLN MEMORIAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Defendant

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
fixim the date of this order.

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact die business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

WHEREAS, by affidavit filed with the Bureau of Insurance, Defendant has voluntarily consented to the suspension of its license to transact the 
business of insurance in the Commonweatth of Virginia;

V.
CAPITAL INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order. Defendant has failed to eliminate the inqtairment in its surplus;

V.

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

of $3,000,000;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $1,500,000 and surplus of 
1,507,968, as of Mardi 31,1994;

CASE NO. INS940117 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $1,500,000 arid surplus of 
$2,455,555, as of Mardi 31,1994;

CASE NO. INS940118 
AUGUST 11, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise file Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

WHEREAS, U.S. Health and Life Insurance Conqiany, Inc., a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of Delaware and licensed by the 
Commissicm to transact the business of insurance in file Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum cental of $1,000,000 and minimiim surplus

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 11,1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000 and advise the Commission of the acccanplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer on or before 
October 14,1994; and

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendants president or other authorized officer.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
inqsairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

WHEREAS, Viiginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suqiend or revdte the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition fiiat any 
further transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
CAPITAL INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

Defendant

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order file insurer to eliminate the inqiairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
pnhibit the insurer from issuing aiqr new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

U.S. HEALTH AND LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, INC., 
Defendant

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to December 2, 1994, 
suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before December 2,1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P. O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a heating before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.
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V,

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

tplish

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order, Defendant lias failed to eliminate the impflirmant in its surplus;

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, as of the date of this Order, Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with reflect to die proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license;

CASE NO. INS940118 
DECEMBER 7, 1994

CASE NO. INS940118 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission,

(2) That the sqjpointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED;

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this Order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
further transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

THEREFORE, FT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to December 2, 1994, 
suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before December 2, 1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of die Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a hearing before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein November 22,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to December 2,1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commcmwealth of Virginia unless 
on or before December 2, 1994, Defendant filed with the Clerk of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest the proposed 
suspension of Defendant's license; and

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 11, 1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000 and advise the Commission of the acconqilishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer on or before 
October 14,1994; and

U. S. HEALTH AND LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, INC. 
D^endant

V.
U.S. HEALTH AND LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, INC., 

Defendant
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(6) That the Bureau oflnsiiraiice cause notice oftfaesuspasiimofDefaidant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virgmia Code §38.2-
1043.

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

ihh of Virginia uiiile die

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

iwealtfa is hazardous to ite policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order. Defendant has failed to eliminate the impairment in its surplus;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the O 
tmpairmgftf of D^^iidazit's surplus oxists Mid further order of the C(Moinissi<nL

CASE NO. INS940119 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

WHEREAS, Sterling Investors Life Insurance Company, a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of Florida and licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum capital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus of $3,000,000;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Cmnmission shall enter an order subsequent to December 2, 1994, 
subtending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before December 2,1994, Defendarrt files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a heating before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of atty insurance cotrqtany to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
fiitfiier transaction of business in fiiisO

CASE NO. INS940119 
AUGUST 11, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
STERLING INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the inqxiitment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount requited by law and may 
prohibit the insurer fiom issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while die impairment of ite surplus exists; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
STERLING INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendant

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in ite surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise die Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defaidant's president or other authorized officer.

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $1,500,000 and surplus of 
$2,722,672, as of Manh 31.1994;

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 11, 1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000 and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer on or before 
October 14,1994; and
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TMIPASSNIXm ORDER

prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order, Defendant has failed to eliminate the impairment in its surplus;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940120 
AUGUST 11, 1994

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $2,000,000 and surplus of 
$1,274,574, as of March 31,1994;

CASE NO. INS940120 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia vfiiile the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

WHEREAS, Union Benefit Life Insurance Company, a foreign corporation domiciled in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and licensed by the 
Commission to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum capital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus 
of $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 11, 1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the inqjairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000 and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by afiBdavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer on or before 
October 14,1994; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to December 2, 1994, 
suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before December 2,1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Conlrol Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a hearing before the Commission with 
respect to file proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, imer alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance conqiany to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
further transaction of business in this Commonwealtb is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Cornmonwealth;

v.
UNION BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

V.
UNION BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby.

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on bdialf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) ThattheBureauoflnsurancecausenoticeofthesuspensionofDefendanfslicensetobepublishedinlhemannersetforthin Virginia Code §38.2-
1043.

VACATING ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that the order entered herein December 21,1994, be, and it is hereby, VACATED.

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, as ofthe date of this Order, Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with respect to the proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this Order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

CASE NO. INS940120 
DECEMBER 21, 1994

CASE NO. INS940120 
DECEMBER 29, 1994

(2) That the appoi:
SUSPENDED;

CASE NO. INS940121 
AUGUST 11, 1994

WHEREAS, Atlanta Intematianal Insurance Company, a foreign corporation domiciled in file State of New York and licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum coital of S1,000,000 and minimum surplus of $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, fin* the reasons stated in an order entered herein November 22, 1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to December 2,1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless 
on ot before December 2, 1994, Defendant filed with the Cleik of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest the proposed 
suspension of Defendant's license; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNION BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Dcfeixd&nt

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Cmnmonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

V.
UNION BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

V.
ATLANTA INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendant
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ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order. Defendant has failed to eliminate the inq>aitinent in its suiplus;

V.

FINAL ORDER

THE COMMISSION, having considered the request and the law ^licable hereto, is of the opinion that the request should be approved;

CASE NO. INS940121 
DECEMBER 21, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $2,560,932 and surplus of 
$2,120,128, as of March 31,1994;

CASE NO. INS940121 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

WHEREAS, by affidavit dated December 1, 1994, Atlanta International's Senior Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer formally requested the 
withdrawal ofAllanla International's license to transact the business ofinsuranoe in the CanmonweahhofVirginia effective December 1,1994; and

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact fire business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the conqjany is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
fiirfiier transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 11,1994, Atlanta International Insurance Company ("Atlanta International") was ordered to eliminate 
the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the inqtairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

ATLANTA INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Defendant

WHEREAS, by order eirtered herein August 11, 1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000 and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer on or before 
October 14,1994; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to December 2, 1994, 
suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before Decemto 2,1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Ridimond, Virginia 23216, a request for a heating before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

V.
ATLANTA INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE,

Defendant
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THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the pqiets herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

V.

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

V.

FINAL ORDER

THE COMMISSION, having considered the request and die law t^Iicable hereto, is of the opinion that the request should be approved;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(1) That Atlanta International Insurance Company's license to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and it is hereby, 
withdrawn effective as of the date of this order, and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, by letter dated September 12,1994, Mutual's president formally requested the withdrawal of Mutual's license to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia effective September 12,1994; and

CASE NO. INS940122 
OCTOBER 6, 1994

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 12,1994, Mutual Life Insurance Company of Washington, DC. ("Mutual") was ordered to eliminate the 
inq>airment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $4,000,000;

CASE NO. INS940122 
AUGUST 12, 1994

(1) That Mutual life Insurance Company of Washington, D.C.'s license to transact the business of Insurance in the Commonwealth of 'Virginia be, 
and it is hereto, withdrawn effective as of the date of this order, and

WHEREAS, Mutual Life Insurance Company of Washington, DC., a mutual insurer domiciled in the District of Columbia and licensed by the 
Commission to transact file business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum surplus of $4,000,000;

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendant eliminate the inqiairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $4,000,000 
and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
inqjairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of file Commission.

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impainnent and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer fiom issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates surplus of $1,511,758, as of 
Matth31,1994;

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF WASHINGTON, DC., 
Defendant

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF WASHINGTON, DC., 
Defendant
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IMPAIRMENT ORDER

FINAL ORDER

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission vacate the impairment order entered herein; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the in^jainnent order entered herein be, and it is hereby, VACATED, and

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $1,500,000 and surplus of 
$1,865,822, as of Man* 31,1994;

CASE NO. INS940123 
NOVEMBER 10, 1994

WHEREAS, International Financial Services Life Insurance Company, a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of Missouri and licensed by the 
Cotmnission to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum cqjital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus 
of $3,000,000;

CASE NO. INS940123 
AUGUST 12, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the inqtairment of its surplus exists; and

WHEREAS, by affidavit of Defendant's Chief Financial Officer, the Commission was advised that Defendant restored its surplus to the minimum 
amount required by Virginia Law,

THE COMMISSION, having considered the affidavit filed by Defendant, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance, and the law applicable 
hereto, is of the opinion that the impairment order entered herein should be vacated;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of die CommisRinn

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 12, 1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At file relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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IMPAIRMENT ORDER

V.

FINAL ORDER

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that die Impairment Order by the Commission be vacated; and

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940125 
AUGUST 12, 1994

CASE NO. INS940124 
NOVEMBER 16, 1994

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealtb of Virginia while the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

CASE NO. INS940124 
AUGUST 12, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
ATLAS INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

KOLN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defeodasl

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $1,500,000 and surplus of 
$2301,443, as of March 31,1994;

THE COMMISSION, having considered the affidavit filed herein and the recorrtmendation of the Bureau of Insurance, is of the opinion that fire 
Impainnent Order entered by the Commission should be, and it is hereby, VACATED.

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendarrt eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

WHEREAS, by affidavit filed with the Canmission by Defendant's chief financial officer, the Commission was advised that the Defendarrt has 
restored its surplus to the minimum amount required by Virginia law.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
KOLN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

WHEREAS, Kota Life Insurance Compatty, a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of Arizona and licensed by the Commission to transact the 
business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is requited to maintain minimum capital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus of $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, Atlas Insurance Company, a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of Missouri and licensed by the Commission to transact the 
business of insurance in the Commorrwealth of Virginia, is required to mairrtain minimum capital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus of $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 12,1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore fire same to at 
least $3,000,000 and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president at ti&ta authorized officer.
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ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order. Defendant has failed to eliminate the inqiairment in its surplus;

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At die relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, as of the date of this Order, Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with respect to the proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license;

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before November 14, 1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its suiplus and restore the same to at least 
$3,000,000 and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by afSdavit of Defendant's president or other authorized ofBcer.

CASE NO. INS940125 
DECEMBER 6, 1994

CASE NO. INS940125 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
further transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission’s Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $1,200,000 and surplus of 
$1,581,615, as of March 31,1994;

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to December 2, 1994, 
subtending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before December 2, 1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a bearing before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 12,1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000 and advise the Commission of the accorrqriishment thereof by afSdavit of Defendant's president or other authorized ofBcer on or before 
November 14,1994; and

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein November 22,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to December 2,1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless 
on or before December 2, 1994, Defendant filed with the Clerk of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest file proposed 
suspension of Defendant's license; and

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, into that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

V.
ATLAS INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

V.
ATLAS INSURANCE COMPANY, 

TWenHant
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(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) ThattheBureauoflnsurancecausenoticeofthesuspensionofDefendarrt'slicensetobepublishedinfeemarmersetforthin^^rginiaCode §38.2-
1043.

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order, Defendant has failed to eliminate the impainnent in its surplus;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to December 2, 1994, 
suspending the license nf Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before December 2,1994, Defendant files

CASE NO. INS940126 
AUGUST 12, 1994

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before November 14, 1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least 
$3,000,000 and advise the Commigginn of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

CASE NO. INS940126 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia wdiile the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $1,500,000 and surplus of 
$1,566,751, as of March 31,1994;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this Order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents rqrpointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's qjpointment; and

WHEREAS, AmeriFirst Insurance Company, a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of Indiana and licensed by the Commission to transact the 
business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to mairrtain minimum capital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus of $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may subtend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the conqiany is insolvent, or is in a condition feat any 
further transaction of business in feis Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer fiom issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

(2) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in fee Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of fee
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
AMERIFIRST INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
AMERIFIRST INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defoidant

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 12,1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000 and advise the Commission of fee acconqilishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other aufeorized officer on or before 
November 14,1994; and
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V.

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

FINAL ORDER

THE COMMISSION, having considered the request and the law applicable hereto, is ofthe opinion that the request should be approved;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940127 
AUGUST 12, 1994

CASE NO. INS940127 
NOVEMBER 9, 1994

(1) That Universal Insurance Company's license to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and it is hereby, 
withdrawn, effective as ofthe date of this order, and

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $1,800,000 and surplus of 
$1,641,751, as of Mart* 31,1994;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

■WHEREAS, Universal Insurance Company, a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of North Carolina and licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum capital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus of $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 12, 1994, Univetsal Insurance Company fUniversal") was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its 
surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000;

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendarrt eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise the Commission ofthe accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation ofthe
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
UNIVERSAL INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendarrt

WHEREAS, by affidavit dated September 23, 1994, Universal's president requested the voluirtary withdrawal of Universal's authority to transact the 
business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

UNIVERSAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
Defendant

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

with the Cleric ofthe Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a hearing before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.
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IMPAIRMENT ORDER

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

t in its surplus and restore the same to at

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant indie Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of die suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-
1043.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed widi the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates surplus of $2,794,030, as of 
March 31.1994;

WHEREAS, by letter dated October 19, 1994, Defendant's president requested a voluntary suspension of the conqsmy's license to transact the 
business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy ofdiis Order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on bdialf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Vitginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before November 14, 1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least 
$4,000,000 and advise the Commissicai of the acconqilishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

CASE NO. INS940128 
NOVEMBER 16, 1994

CASE NO. INS940128 
AUGUST 12, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impaumenl of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit file insurer firan issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

(2) That the appnintrngnte of Defendant's agents to act on bdialf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED,

WHEREAS, Inland Mutual Insurance Company, a mutual insurer domiciled in the State of West Virginia and licensed by the Commission to transact 
the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum surplus of $4,000,000;

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 12,1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the imp 
least $4,000,000;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
irrqiaitment of Defendant's surplus exists and until fiirther order of the Commission.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of die
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
INLAND MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

THE COMMISSION, having considered the request for a voluntary suqiension and the law applicable hereto, is of the opinion that Inland Mutual 
Insurance Company's license to transact the business of insurance should be suspended;

(1) That, pursuantto Vitginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license ofDefendant to transact the business rf insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED,

V.
INLAND MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendant
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IMPAIRMENT ORDER

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order. Defendant has failed to eliminate the impairment in its surplus;

WHEREAS, the Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $215,137 and surplus of 
$1,426,291, as of March 31,1994;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission

CASE NO. INS940129 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940129 
AUGUST 12, 1994

WHEREAS, by order entered herein August 12,1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000 and advise the Conunissirai of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer on or before 
October 14,1994; and

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to December 2, 1994, 
suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before December 2, 1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a hearing before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
AMERICAN CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defoldant

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
further transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter ali^ that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before October 14,1994, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its capital and surplus and restore the same to at least 
$1,000,000 and $3,000,000 respectively, and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized 
officer.

WHEREAS, American Capital Life Insurance Company, a foreign corporation domiciled in the District of Columbia and licensed by the Commission 
to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum capital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus of 
$3,000,000;

V.
AMERICAN CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance busittess on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) That die Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginis Code § 38.2-
1043.

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That die appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby.
SUSPENDED;

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business onbdialfofDefendantintheCommonwealthofVirginia;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suqiension of such agent's appointment; and

CASE NO. INS940129 
DECEMBER 7, 1994

CASE NO. INS940130 
AUGUST 15, 1994

(2) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED,

WHEREAS, as of the date of this Order, Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with respect to the proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this Order to be sort to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on bdialf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of sudi agenf s appointment; and

WHEREAS, by letter filed with the Bureau of Insurance, Defendant has voluntarily consented to the suspension of its license to transact the business 
of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein November 22,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to December 2,1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless 
on or before December 2, 1994, Defendant filed with the Cleric of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest the proposed 
suspension of Defendant's license; and

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact die business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of die
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
FIRST CONTINENTAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

V.
AMERICAN CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-
1043.

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

WHEREAS, by order entered July 7, 1994, in the Supreme Court of the Stale of New Yoric, County of Schenectady, Defendant was found to be 
insolvent and the Superintendent of Insurance of the State of New York was appointed the Rehabiiitator of Defendant; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940131 
AUGUST 17, 1994

CASE NO. INS940131 
SEPTEMBER 6, 1994

(S) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this Order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

(2) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNITED COMMUNITY INSURANCE COMPANY, 

nefianAwt

WHEREAS, tile Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia be suspended;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to August 30, 1994, 
suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before August 30, 1994, Defendant files 
with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a hearing before the Commission with 
respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the company is insolvent, or is in a condition fiiat any 
further transaction of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policjholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein August 17,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would enter 
an order subsequent to August 30, 1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or 
before August 30, 1994, Defendant filed with the Clerk of the Commission a request for a heating before the Commission to contest the proposed suspension of 
Defendant's license; and

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

WHEREAS, as of the date of this Order, Defendant has not filed a request to be beard before the Commission with respect to the proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license;

v.
UNITED COMMUNITY INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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Tot approval of an assunqidon reinsurance agreement pursuant to X^rginia Code § 38.2-136.C

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice ofthe suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-
1043.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPUCATION OF
LIFE OF AMERICA INSURANCE COMPANY

CASE NO. INS940133 
AUGUST 19, 1994

(S) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to eadt of Defendant's agents appointed to act on bdialf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of die suspension ofsudi agent's qipointment; and

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance reviewed the application to ensure that policyholders will not lose any rights or claims afforded under their 
original policies pursuant to Chapter 17 of Tide 38.2 of the Code of Virginia; and

ON A FORMER DAY came Life of America Insurance Conqiany and filed with the Commission an application requesting approval of an 
assunqition reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C, whereby Central United Life Insurance Ctmqiany, a Texas-dc^ciled insurer licensed 
to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of ^^rginia, would assume all of the business of Life of America Insurance Company,

CASE NO. INS940132 
AUGUST 19, 1994

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the busittess of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED,

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code 
§38.2-1043.

(2) That the appointments of Defendants agents to act on bdialf of Defendant in die Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED;

THE COMMISSION, having considered the applicaticm, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance diat the application be approved, and the 
law applicable hereto, is of the opinion that the plication should be approved;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the plication of Life of America Insurance Company for approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement 
pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

WHEREAS, by letter filed with the Bureau of Insurance, Defendant has voluntarily consented to the suspension of its license to transact the business 
of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

V.
TOYOTA MOTOR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defendant
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ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth nf Virginia;

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-
1043.

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the su^jension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code § 38.2-
1043.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(2) That the qjpointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED,

CASE NO. INS940134 
AUGUST 19, 1994

CASE NO. INS940135 
AUGUST 19, 1994

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED,

(2) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED,

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

(1} That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V,
THE EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, INC., 

Defendant

WHEREAS, by letter filed with the Bureau of Insurance, Defendant has voluntarily consented to the suspension of its license to transact the business 
of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

WHEREAS, by letter filed with the Bureau of Insurance, Defendant has voluntarily consented to the suspension of its license to transact the business 
of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

V.
INVESTORS EQUITY INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendant
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Tor approval of an assungrtion reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Joe D. Massey, die attomey-in-fimt for American Capital, issued the surety bond on bdialf of American Cryrital;

WHEREAS, the ]&ireau of Insurance reviewed the application to ensure that policyholders will not lose any rights or claims afforded under their 
original policies pursuant to Chapter 17 of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia; and

THE COMMISSION, having considered the application, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance that the application be ^jproved, and the 
law applicable hereto, is of the opinion that the qiplication s^uld be approved;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940145 
OCTOBER 6, 1994

CASE NO. INS940139 
AUGUST 31, 1994

IT APPEARING fiom an investigation and subsequent allegations by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendants transacted the business of insurance in 
the Commonwealth of Virginia without first obtaining a license fiom the Commission;

APPUCATION OF
INVESTMENT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA IN UQUIDATION

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the CommissiQn enter a cease and desist order against American 
Cqiital and its principals for their violation of 'Virginia Code § 38.2-1024;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Joe D. Massey, Jr., Julius B. Guiterrez, Beverley T. Fortarberry, and Gene J. Lambert are officers or directors of 
American Cental;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the application of Investment life Insurance Company of America, In liquidation for approval of an 
assungition reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendants TAKE NOTICE that the CommissiQn shall enter a cease and desist order subsequent to 
October 20, 1994, ordering Defendants to cease and desist fiom any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024 unless on or before 
October 20, 1994, Defendants file with the Clerk of the Commission, Document control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request fin- a 
hearing before the Commission with respect to entry of the cease and desist order.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that American Capital Assurance Congjany ("American Cental"), not licensed as an insurance company in Virginia or 
^tproyed as a surplus lines insurer, issued a surety bond in favor of Virginia Power Company in the amount of $21,500.00 as security for a utility contract with 
American International Services, Inc., 3822 Mechanicsville Pike, Richmond, Virginia;

ON A FORMER DAY came Investment Life Insurance Company of America, In Liquidation ("ILA"), by its Receiver the Cormnissioner of 
Insurance for the State of North Carolina, and filed with the Commission an application requesting approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to 
Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C, whereby Mid-West National Life Insurance Company, a Tennessee-domiciled insurer licensed to transact the business of insurance 
in the Commonwealth of Virginia, would assume the policy obligations of HA;

v.
AMERICAN CAPITAL ASSURANCE COMPANY,
JOE D. MASSEY, JOE D. MASSEY, JR., JULIUS B. GUTTERREZ, 
BEVERLEY T. FORTENBERRY, and GENE J. LAMBERT, 

Defendants
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ORDER ACCEPTING OFFER OF SETTLEMENT

IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the Defendant fully comply with its undertakings set forth herein; and

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, the Commission is of the opinion that the proposed revised regulation should be adopted;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of the Defendant as 
set forth in the documents attached hereto pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in \firginia Code Section 12.1-15,

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940146 
SEPTEMBER 22, 1994

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has submitted to the Commission a proposed revised regulation entitled "Rules Governing the Repotting of Cost 
and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated Benefits and Mandated Providers;" and

Ex Parte: In the matter of adopting revised Rules Governing the Repotting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated Benefits and Mandated 
Providers

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Proposed Copayment Refimd Program" is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation 
Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia,

CASE NO. INS940147 
OCTOBER 3, 1994

(1) That all interested persons TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall eitter an order subsequent to November IS, 1994, adopting the revised 
regulation proposed by the Bureau of Insurance unless on or before November IS, 1994, any person objecting to the adoption of such a regulation files a request

(1) That the offer of the Defendant, as set forth in the documents attached hereto, in settlement of the aforesaid allegations of the Bureau of Insurance, 
be, and it is hereby, ACCEPTED,

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218 and 38.2-219 to impose certain monetary penalties 
and to issue cease and desist orders under appropriate circumstances upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, that the 
Defendant has committed such violations;

(3) That the Commission shall retain jurisdiction in this matter pending receipt of the compliance reports of the Bureau of Insurance and of the 
independent public accounting firm engaged in this matter by the Bureau, which reports shall be filed with the Commission within sixty days of the Defendant's 
conqjletion of the Coinsurance Refund PrograitL

IT APPEARING from the report on a special market conduct review conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that the Defendant is alleged, in certain 
instances to have violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316.B., 38.2-503, 38.2-510.A1, 38.2-510.A.4, 38.2-510.A.6, and 38.2-510.A.8, as well as § 5(a) of 
Regulation No. 12 with respect to the handling of its coinsurance payment program; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, but that without admitting the allegations of 
the Bureau of Insurance in its aforesaid report, the Defendant has made an offer of compromise settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to 
the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) and has agreed to institute and conduct a Coinsurance Refund Program as set forth 
in the documeitts which are attached hereto and made a part hereof and has waived its right to a heating upon the acceptance of such offer by the Commission; 
and

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 12.1-13 provides that the Commission shall have the power to promulgate rules and regulations in the enforcement and 
administration of all laws within its jurisdiction, and Virginia Code § 38.2-223 provides that the Commission may issue any rules and regulations necessary or 
appropriate for the administration and enforcement of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF VIRGINIA, d/b/a TRICON BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD, 

Defendant
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(3) That the Bureau of Insurance shall file with the Clerk of the Commission an affidavit of compliance with the notice requirements of paragraph (2)
above.

ORDER ADOPTING REGULATION

WHEREAS, as of the date of this order, no request for hearing has been filed with the Clerk the Commission;

AMENDING ORDER

WHEREAS, the Commission has determined that its regulations should conform to the Virginia Register Fonn, Style and Procedure Manual;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of fire
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, by order entered herein November 22,1994, the Commission adopted a regulation entitled "Rules Governing the Repotting of Cost and 
Utilizatioa Data Relating to Mandated Benefits and Mandated Providers"; and

Ex Parte: In fire matter of adopting revised Rules Governing the Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated Benefits and Mandated 
Providers

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940147 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Revised Insurance Regulation No. 38 Rules Governing the Repotting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating 
to Mandated Benefits and Mandated Providers" is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document 
Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

Ex Parte: In the matter of adopting revised Rules Governing the Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated Benefits and Mandated 
Providers

for a hearing, and in such request specifies in detail their objection to the adoption of the proposed revised regulation, with die Clerk of the Commission, 
Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216;

CASE NO. INS940147 
DECEMBER IS, 1994

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the regulation entitled "Rules Governing the Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated 
Benefits and Mandated Providers," which is attached hereto and made a part hereof be, and it is hereby, amended to conform to the requirements of the Virginia 
Register Form, Style and Procedure Manual.

WHEREAS, by order entered herein October 3, 1994, all interested persons were ordered to take notice that the Commission would enter an order 
subse^ent to November IS, 1994, adopting a revised regulation proposed by the Bureau of Insurance unless on or before November IS, 1994, any person 
oly ecting to the adoption of the regulation filed a request for a hearing the Clerk of the Commission.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the regulatian entitled "Rules Governing fire Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated 
Benefits and Mandated Providers" which is attached hereto and made a part hereof should be, and it is hereby, ADOPTED to be effective December 1,1994.

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Revised Insurance Regulation No. 38 Rules Governing the Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating 
to Mandated Benefits and Mandated Providers" is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document 
Control Cento-, Tylo Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Revised Insurance Regulation No. 38 Rules Governing the Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating 
to Mandated Benefits and Mandated Providers" is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document 
Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

(2) That an attested copy hereof together with a copy of the proposed regulation, be sent by the Clerk of the Commission to the Bureau of Insurance 
in care of Deputy Commissioner Gerald A. Milsky who shall forthwith give further notice of the proposed adoption of the regulation by mailing a copy of this 
order, together with a copy of the proposed regulation, to all insurers, health services plans, and health maintenance organizations licensed to issue accident and 
sickness insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and
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V.

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

V.

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby.
SUSPENDED,

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Commission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the conpany is insolvent or is in a condition that any 
further transaction of business in the Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al die relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, as of the date of this Order, Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with respect to the proposed suspensiim 
of Defendant's license;

WHEREAS, by order entered August 12, 1994, in the Superior Court of Fulton County, Georgia, the Commissioner of Insurance of die State of 
Georgia seized all the assets and property of Defendant after it was found that Defendant's capital and surplus was deficient by $54,300,577;

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this Order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

CASE NO. INS940148 
SEPTEMBER 21, 1994

CASE NO. INS940148 
OCTOBER 3, 1994

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein September 21,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to September 30, 1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
unless on or before September 30,1994, Defendant fil^ with die Cleric of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest die proposed 
su^^ension of Defendants license; and

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code 
§38.2-1043.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to September 30, 1994, 
suqiending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before September 30, 1994, Defendant 
files with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a hearing before the Commission 
with respect to the proposed suspension of Defendant's license.

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia be suspended;

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact die business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED,

CONFEDERATION LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITY COMPANY 
Defoidant

CONFEDERATION LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITY COMPANY, 
Defendant
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ORDER REVOKING AUTHORITY

ihh of Virginia, IS

WHEREAS, National'sQuaitertyStatementfiledwiththeBureauofInsuraiicemdicatessuipIiisofS3308,028asofJune30,1994;and

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

ded that the license (d' Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of

CASE NO. INS940150 
SEPTEMBER 21, 1994

CASE NO. INS940149 
OCTOBER 6, 1994

WHEREAS, National Insurance Underwriters fNational"), a Missouri-domiciled reciprocal insurer licensed in the Com 
required to maintain surplus of $4,000,000;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that National Insurance Underwriters' authority to issue or renew any insurance policies without contingent 
liability in the Commonwealtb of Virginia be, and it is hereby, REVOKED.

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 provides, inter alia, that the Onmnission may suspend or revoke the license of any insurance company to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of 'Virginia whenever the Commission finds that the Conqjany is insolvent, or is in a condition that any 
further transantion of business in this Commonwealth is hazardous to its policyholders, creditors, and public in this Commonwealth;

WHEREAS, by order entered on August 25,1994, the Director of Insurance for the State of Arizona found that American Bonding Company was in 
such condition as to render its further transaction of insurance hazardous to its policyholders and die people of Arizona and the Director placed the Company 
under supervision; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
AMERICAN BONDING COMPANY, 

Defendant

THEREFORE, fl IS ORDERED that Defendant TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsetpient to September 30,1994, 
suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia unless on or before September 30, 1994, Defendant 
files with the Clerk of the Commission, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, a request for a hearing before the Commission 
with respect to the {Hoposed suspension of Defendant's license.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
NA'nONAL INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS,

Pftfenrfant

THE COMMISSION, having considered the law applicable hereto and the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance, is of the opinion that 
National's authority to issue or renew arty insurance policies without contingent liability in the Commonwealth of Virginia should be revoked;

'WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has rec 
Virginia be subtended;

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission revoke the authority of National to issue or renew any insurance 
policies without contingent liability; and

'WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1213 provides that upon the impairment of the surplus to policyholders of any reciprocal insurer, the Commission 
shall revoke the certificate authorizing the insurer to issue insurance policies without contingent liability;
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ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

For an exenqition pursuant to Va. Code § 38.2-1328

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

CASE NO. INS940150 
OCTOBER 3, 1994

WHEREAS, as of the date of this Order, Defendant has not filed a request to be heard before the Commission with respect to the proposed suspension 
of Defendant's license;

WHEREAS, upon completion of the transaction, all voting shares of VFC would be owned by FBH, a new holding company, and all voting shares of 
FBH would be owned by VFBM;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the application of Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company for an exenqjtion from Va. Code 
§ 38.2-1323 through 38.2-1327 be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

CASE NO. INS940162 
OCTOBER 3, 1994

WHEREAS, the Bureau has reviewed the proposed exdiange of voting securities and on the basis of that review recommends to the Commission that 
the exemption be approved; and

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

(2) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED,

WHEREAS, for the reasons stated in an order entered herein September 21,1994, Defendant was ordered to take notice that the Commission would 
enter an order subsequent to September 30, 1994, suspending the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
unless on or before September 30,1994, Defendant filed with the Clerk of the Commission a request for a hearing before the Commission to contest the proposed 
suqrension of Defendrat's license; and

ON A FORMER DAY came Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company ("VFBM") and filed with the Bureau of Insurance ("Bureau") an 
ai^lication for an exemption pursuant to Va. Code §38.2-1328, with respect to a proposed rec^iitalization transaction;

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code 
§38.2-1043.

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this Order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia as notice of the suspension of such agent's appointment; and

THE COMMISSION, having considered the sqjplication for the exemption and the recommendation of the Bureau, is of the opinion and finds that the 
proposed rec^italization transaction has not been made or entered into for the purpose of and does not have the effect of changing or irifluencing the control of 
Virginia Farm Bureau Fire & Casualty Company, a domestic insurer.

WHEREAS, VFBM, the sole shareholder of Virginia Farm Bureau Fire & Casualty Conqrany ("VFC"); a Virginia-domiciled property and casualty 
insurer, has proposed to exdiange its voting capital stock in VFC for voting capital stock in Farm Bureau Holdings, Inc. ("FBH"), a Virginia-domiciled 
corporation;

V.
AMERICAN BONDING COMPANY 

Defendant
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For an exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1328

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has reviewed the proposed reorganization and recommends to the Commission that the exemption be approved;
and

[■ ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that die Commission is audiorized by Virginia Code §§38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to in^xjse certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be beard, 
that Defendant has ccmmitteddie aforesaid alleged violations^

IT FURTHER APPEARING that file Bureau of Insurance has recommended that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant 
pursuant to the authority granted the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15,

CASE NO. INS940173 
OCTOBER 21, 1994

CASE NO. INS940163 
OCTOBER 6, 1994

APPLICATION OF
GE CAPITAL MORTGAGE CORPORATION

WHEREAS, GECMC proposes to transfer all of the stock of Home Guaranty Insurance Corporation ("Home Guaranty") fiom HGIC Corporation, 
Home Guaranty's immediate parent, to Vetex Assurance, Inc., HGIC Corporation’s immediate parent, and then GECMC proposes to dissolve HGIC 
Corporation;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the application of GE Capital Mortgage Corporation for an exenqjtion firm Virginia Code § 38.2-1323 
through 38.2-1327 be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

THE COMMISSION, having considered the qiplication for the exemption and the recommendation of the Bureau, is ofthe opinion and finds that the 
proposed rcOTganizalion has not been made or entered into for the purpose of and does not have the effect of changing or influencing the control of Home 
Guaranty Insurance Corporation, a domestic insurer.

WHEREAS, upon con^Ietion of the reorganization, GECMC will own all of the stock of Vetex Assurance, Inc., which in turn will own all of the 
stock of Home Guaranty,

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commanwealth of Virginia the sum of five thousand dollars ($5000), has waived its ri  ̂to 
a heating and has agreed to file entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

ON A FORMER DAY came GE C^iital Mortgage Corporation ("GECMC"), a holding company for the GE group of mortgage insurers, and 
filed with the Bureau of Insurance ("Bureau") an application for an exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1328, with respect to a proposed corporate 
reoi^anization;

IT APPEARING from a market conduct examination conducted by die Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-305. A, 38.2-30S.B, 38.2-510.A.3, 38.2- 
511, 38.2-2608. A, 38.2-2608.B.2.d, and 38.2-2608.D.2, as well as Sections 4, 8(a) and 8(b) of the Commission's Rules Governing Unfiur Claim Settlement 
Practices;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation ofthe
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UNITED ONE HOME PROTECTION CORPORATION OF VIRGINIA, 

Defendant
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(3) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER REVOKING LICENSE

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the licenses of Defendant to transact the business of insurance as an agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, revoked;

(2) That all appointments issued under said licenses be, and they are hereby, void;

(3) That Defendant transact no further business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent;

(6) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been notified of Defendant's right to a hearing before the Commission in this matter by certified 
letter dated August 17,1994 and mailed to the Defendant's address shown in the records ofthe Bureau of Insurance;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation ofthe
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940202 
OCTOBER 20, 1994

THE COMMISSION is ofthe opinion andfinds that Defendant has violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums in a 
fiduciary capacity, and by failing to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurance conqxmy;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance, upon Defendant's feilure to request a hearing, has recommended that the Commission 
enter an order revoking all of Defendant's licenses to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent; and

IT APPEARING from an investigation by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to transact the business of 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia as an insurance agent, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code § 38.2-1813 by failing to hold collected premiums 
in a fiduciary c^iacity, and by failing to account for and remit when due premiums collected on behalf of a certain insurance conqiany;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant, having been advised in the aforesaid manner of her right to a hearing in this matter, has failed to 
request a hearing and has not otherwise communicated with the Bureau of Insurance;

IT FURTHER APPEARING thattheCommission is authorized by Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and38.2-1831 to impose certainmonetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and bearing, that Defendant 
has committed the aforesaid alleged violations;

(4) That Defendant shall not apply to the Commission to be licensed as an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to two (2) years 
from the date of this order.

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-305.A, 38.2-305.B, 38.2-510.A.3, 
38.2-511,38.2-2608.A, 38.2-2608.B.2.d, and 38.2-2608.D.2, as well as Sections 4,8(a) and 8(b) ofthe Commission's Rules Governing Unfair Claim Settlement 
Practices; and

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance cause a copy of this order to be sent to every insurance company for which Defendant holds an appointment to act as 
an insurance agent in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

V.
ROUTHINE H. HERBERT 

Defendant
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Ex Parte: In the matter of adopting revised Rules Establishing Standards for Life, Annuity, and Accident and Sickness Reinsurance Agreements

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, die Commission is of the opinion that the proposed revised regulation should be adopted;

THEREFORE, FT IS ORDERED:

(3) That the Bureau of Insurance shall file with die Clerk of the Commission an affidavit of ccnnpliance with the notice requirements of paragr^h (2)
above.

Ex Parte: In die matter of adopting revised Rules Establishing Standards for Life, Annuity, and Accident and Sickness Reinsurance Agreements

BORDER

IT APPEARING thatfiieQrdertoTakeNoticeenteredheceincQntainedatypogtaphicetrorinarderingpatagrq>hnuniber(lXline2;

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the date be, and it is hereby, amended to read November 25,1994.

(3) That die Bureau of Insurance shall file with the Clerk of the Commission an affidavit of compliance widi the notice requirements of paragraph (2)
above.

E13I35II1ZG

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has submitted to the Commission a proposed revised regulation entitled "Revised Rules Establishing Standards 
for Life, Annuity, and Accident and Sickness Reinsurance Agreements;" and

CASE NO. INS940204 
OCTOBER 20, 1994

CASE NO. INS940204 
OCTOBER 21, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code §12.1-13 provides that the Commission shall have the power to promulgate rules and regulations in the enforcement and 
administraticm of all laws within its jurisdiction, and Virginia Code § 38.2-223 provides that the Commission may issue any rules and regulations necessary or 
appropriate for the administration and enforcement of Tide 38.2 of the Code of Virginia;

(1) That all interested persons TAKE NOTICE that the Commission shall enter an order subsequent to November 25,1995, adopting the revised 
regulation pn^iosed by the Bureau of Insurance unless on or befcxe November 25,1994, any person objecting to the adoption of such a regulation files a request 
for a heating, and in such request specifies in detail their objection to the adoption of the proposed revised regulation, with the Clerk of the Commission, 
Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Vir^nia 23216;

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Insurance Regulation No. 41 (Revised) Rules Establishing Standards for Life, Annuity, and Accident and 
Sickness ReitKurance Agreements" is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Cleric's Office, Document Control Center, 
Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

(2) That an attested copy hereof be sent by the Clerk of the Commission to the Bureau of Insurance in care of Deputy Commissioner Alfred W. Gross 
vriio shall fordiwith give further notice of the proposed adoption of the regulation by mailing a copy of this order to all insurers, health services plans, and health 
maintenance organizations licensed to write life, annuity or accident and sickness insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

(2) That an attested copy hereof together with a copy of the proposed revised regulation, be sent by the Clerk of the Commission to the Bureau of 
Insurance in cate of Deputy Commissioner Alfred W. Gross who shall forthwith give further notice of the proposed adoption of tire regulation by mailing a ccq»y 
of this order, together with a copy of the proposed regulation, to all insurers, health services plans, and health maintenance organizations licensed to write life, 
annuity or accident and sickness insurance in the Commonwealth of'Virginia; and
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Ex Parte: In the matter of adopting Rules Governing Essential and Standard Health Benefit Plan Contracts

ORDER TO TAKE NOTICE

WHEREAS, the Commission is of the opinion that a hearing should be held to consider the adoption of the proposed regulation;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall file with the Clerk of the Commission an affidavit of compliance with the notice requirements of paragraph (2)
above.

For qjproval of amended plan of qreratiQn pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-S0I7

ORDER APPROVING AMENDED PLAN OF OPERATION

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA BIRTH-RELATED NEUROLOGICAL INJURY COMPENSATION PROGRAM

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

ON A FORMER DAY came the Virginia Birth-Related Neurological Injury Corrqjensation Program, by its counsel, and, pursuant to Virginia Code 
§ 38.2-5017, filed with the Cleric of the Commission an amended plan of operation. The original plan of operation was approved by the Commission by Order 
dated November 20,1987, in Case No. INS870294.

(2) That a hearing be held in the Commission's Courtroom, Second Floor, Tyler Building, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia at 10:00 a.tn. 
on November 29,1994, for the purpose of considering the adoption of the proposed regulation;

CASE NO. INS940207 
DECEMBER 1, 1994

CASE NO. INS940205 
OCTOBER 27, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 12.1-13 providesthatthe Commissionshall havethepowertopromulgate nilesandregulations inthe enforcement and 
administration of all laws within its jurisdiction, and Virginia Code § 38.2-223 provides that the Commission may issue any rules and regulations necessary or 
appropriate for the administration and enforcement of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia;

(1) That the proposed regulation entitled "Rules Governing Essential and Standard Health Benefit Plan Contracts" be appended hereto and made a 
part of the record herein;

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance has submitted to the Commission a proposed revised regulation entitled "Rules Governing Essential and 
Standard Health Benefit Plan Contracts;" and

(4) That an attested copy hereof together with a copy of the proposed regulation, be sent by the Clerk of the Commission to the Bureau of Insurance 
in care of Deputy Commissioner Gerald A. Milsky who shall forthwith give further notice of the proposed regulation and hearing by mailing a copy of this order, 
together with a copy of the proposed regulation, to all insurers, health services plans, and health maintenance organizations licensed to write accident and sickness 
insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia; and

(3) That, on or before November 22, 1994, any person desiting to comment on the proposed regulation shall file such comments in writing with the 
Clerk of the CommissiQn, Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216;

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Insurance Regulation No. 46 Rules Governing Essential and Standard Health Benefit Plan Contracts" is on 
file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East 
Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Virginia Birth-Related Neurological Injury Conqiensation Program Plan of Operation" is on file and may 
be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, 
Richmond, Virginia.

THE COMMISSION, having considered the amended plan of operation, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance that said plan be approved, 
and the law applicable in this matter, is of die opinion and orders that the amended plan of operation, which is attached hereto and made a part hereof should be, 
and it is hereby, APPROVED.
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SETTLEMENT ORDER

Jed that the Commission accept the offer of settlement of Defendant

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Defendant in settlement of the matter set forth herein be, and it is hereby, accepted;

(3) That the psqters herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

For approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION

APPUCATION OF
MICHIGAN LIFE AND HEALTH INSURANCE GUARANTY ASSOCIATION

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance reviewed the application to ensure that policyholders will not lose any rights or claims afforded under their 
original policies pursuant to Chapter 17 ofTitle 38.2 of the Code of Virginia; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of fire
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS94021S 
NOVEMBER 29, 1994

CASE NO. INS940216 
NOVEMBER 16, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Bureau of Insurance has r 
pursuant to file authority granted the Commission in \^rginia Code § 12.1-15,

ON A FORMER DAY came file Michigan Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Association, as special deputy liquidator and successor to certain 
United States obligations of Sovereign Life Insurance Company, a Canadian insurer in liquidation, and filed with the Commission an application requesting 
approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C, whereby Franklin Life Insurance Conqjany, an Illinois-domiciled 
insurer licensed to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, would assume file business of Sovereign Life Insurance Cranpany,

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the application of the Michigan Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Association for approval of an 
assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

(2) That Defendant cease and desist from any conduct wUdi constitutes a violation of Virgirua Code §g 38.2-S02.1,38.2-502.4,38.2-503,38.2-511, 
38.2-606.3, 38.2-606.6, 38.2-606.7, 38.2-606.8, 38.2-610.A2, 38.2-316.A, 38.2-316.B, 38.2-316.C, 38.2-1812.A, 38.2-1833.A1, 38.2-3432.A2, 38.2- 
3432.C, or Sections 5. A 6.B(1), 9.C, 10. A, 13. A 16 and 17.A of the Commission’s Rules Governing Advertisement of Accident and Sideness Insurance; 
and

THE COMMISSION, having considered the applicatiMi, file recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance that the application be approved, and the 
law iqiplicable hereto, is of the opinion that the application should be qiproved;

IT FURTHER APPEARING that Defendant has been advised of its right to a hearing in this matter, whereupon Defendant has made an offer of 
settlement to the Commission wherein Defendant has tendered to the Commonwealth of Virginia the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000), has waived its ri^ 
to a hearing and has agreed to the entry by the Commission of a cease and desist order, and

IT FURTHER APPEARING thatthe Commission is authorizedby Virginia Code §§ 38.2-218,38.2-219 and 38.2-1040 to impose certain monetary 
penalties, issue cease and desist orders and to suspend or revoke Defendant's license upon a finding by the Commission, after notice and opportunity to be heard, 
that Defendant has committed the aforesaid alleged violation;

IT APPEARING fiom a market conduct examination conducted by the Bureau of Insurance that Defendant, duly licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, in certain instances, violated Virginia Code §§ 38.2-502.1,38.2-502.4,38.2-503,38.2-511, 
38.2-606.3, 38.2-606.6, 38.2-606.7, 38.2-606.8, 38.2-610.A2, 38.2-316.A 38.2-316.B, 38.2-316.C, 38.2-1812.A 38.2-1833.A1, 38.2-3432.A2, and 38.2- 
3432.C, as well as Sections 5.A 6.A(2), 6.B(1), 9.C, lO.A 13.A 16 and 17.A of the Commission's Rules Governing Advertisement of Accident and Sideness 
Insurance;

v.
THE CENTENNIAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., 

Defendant
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V.

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

FINAL ORDER

order

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the inqiainiieiit order entered herein be, and it is hereby, VACATED, and

(2) That the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

THE COMMISSION, having considered the afBdavit filed by Defendant and the law applicable hereto, is of the opinion th 
entered herein should be vacated;

WHEREAS, the June 30,1994, Quarterly Statement ofDefendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates capital of $1,501,854, 
and surplus of $2,740392;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. INS940217 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

CASE NO. INS940217 
DECEMBER 13, 1994

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
inqtairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

WHEREAS, The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company of America, a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of Michigan and licensed by the 
Commission to transact the business of insurance in the Commonweal  ̂of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum cqjital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus 
of $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the requited minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount requited by law and may 
prohibit the insurer fiom issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the inqiairment of its surplus exists; and

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before January 20,1995, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise the Commission of the accomplishment thereof by afBdavit of Defendant's president or other authorized ofiBcer.

WHEREAS, by afBdavit of Defendant's Vice President of Finance, the Commission was advised that Defendant restored its surplus to the tninimum 
amount required by Virginia law, and

THE MANUFACTURERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA, 
Defendant

WHEREAS, by order entered herein November 22,1994, Defendant was ordered to eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at 
least $3,000,000;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
MANUFACTURERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA, 

Defoidant
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TMPATSMEm ORDER

WHEREAS, the Quarteriy Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates cqtital of S1,000,OOS and surplus of
ST.JIQ.’nS-,

For qtproval of an assunqttitm reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION

law af^licable hereto, is of the opinion that the appli<

ORDER! ; LICENSE

APPUCATION OF
MUTUAL SECURITY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY IN UQUIDATION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

WHEREAS, Republic Mortgage Company of Florida, a foreign corporation domiciled in the State of Florida and licensed by the Commission to 
transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum capital of $1,000,000 and minimum surplus of $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, by letter filed herein. The Louisa Farmers Fire Insurance Conqxmy, by its president, has volurrtarily consented to the suspension of its 
license to transact the business of insurance in the Commonweatth of Virginia;

CASE NO. INS940226 
DECEMBER 6, 1994

CASE NO. INS940225 
DECEMBER 6, 1994

CASE NO. INS940224 
DECEMBER 6, 1994

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 3S.2-1036 provides, inter alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may mder the insurer to eliminate the inqtairment and restore the minirttum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

ON A FORMER DAY came Mutual Security Life Insurance Company in Liquidation ("Mutual Security"), by its receiver, and filed with the 
Commission an application requesting approval of an assurrqrtion reinsurance agreement pursuarrt to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C., whereby Hartford Life 
Insurance Conqjany, a Connecticut-^lomicUed insurer licensed to transact the business of insurance in the Commraiwealth of Virginia, would assume Mutual 
Security's supplementary contracts and immediate annuities;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new corrtracts or policies of insurance in the Commonweatth of Virginia while the 
ingrairmerrt of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

IT IS ORDERED that, on or before February 3,1995, Defendant eliminate the inqninnent in its surplus and restore the same to at least $3,000,000 
and advise the Commission of the accorrqjlisbment thereof by affidavit of Defendartfs president or other authorized officer.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the application of Mutual Security Life Insurance Conqiany in Liquidation for qjproval of an assumption 
reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C. be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance reviewed the application to aisure that policyholders will not lose any rights or claims afforded under their 
original policies pursuant to Chapter 17 ofTitle 38.2 of the Code of Virginia; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
REPUBUC MORTGAGE INSURANCE COMPANY OF FLORIDA, 

Defendant

V.
THE LOUISA FARMERS FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, 

Defend*^

THE COMMISSION, having cimsidered the application, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance that the application be approved, and the 
.1.1-1—-i’-i.—.1— .1----- 'icatiou should be tqrproved;
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THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(4) That Defendant's agents shall transact no new insurance business on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia;

(6) That the Bureau of Insurance cause notice of the suspension of Defendant's license to be published in the manner set forth in Virginia Code §38.2-
1043.

IMPAIRMENT ORDER

For approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION

assume Summit National's guaranty association covered obligations;

APPUCATION OF 
SUMMIT NATIONAL UFE INSURANCE COMPANY IN LIQUIDATION

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance reviewed the application to ensure that policyholders will not lose any rights or claims afforded under their 
original policies pursuant to Chapter 7 of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia; and

WHEREAS, the SqitemberSl, 1994, Quarterly Statement of Defendant, filed with the Commission's Bureau of Insurance, indicates, capital of 
$2,941,176, and surplus of $2,107,489;

IT IS ORDERED THAT, on or before February 10, 1995, Defendant eliminate the impairment in its surplus and restore the same to at least 
$3,000,000 and advise the Commission of the acconqdishment thereof by affidavit of Defendant's president or other authorized officer.

CASE NO. INS940241 
DECEMBER 13, 1994

(2) That the appointments of Defendant's agents to act on behalf of Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, and they are hereby, 
SUSPENDED;

CASE NO. INS940242 
DECEMBER 13, 1994

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall issue no new contracts or policies of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the 
impairment of Defendant's surplus exists and until further order of the Commission.

(5) That the Bureau of Insurance shall cause an attested copy of this order to be sent to each of Defendant's agents appointed to act on behalf of 
Defendant in the Commonwealth of Virginia notice of suspension of such agent's qjpointment; and

WHEREAS, National American Life Insurance Conquer of Peimsylvania, a foreign corporatian domiciled in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
and licensed by the Commission to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, is required to maintain minimum capital of $1,000,000 
and minimum surplus of $3,000,000;

WHEREAS, Virginia Code § 38.2-1036 provides, irtw alia, that if the Commission finds an impairment of the required minimum surplus of any 
foreign insurer, the Commission may order the insurer to eliminate the impairment and restore the minimum surplus to the amount required by law and may 
prohibit the insurer from issuing any new policies in the Commonwealth of Virginia while the impairment of its surplus exists; and

ON A FORMER DAY came Summit National Life Insurance Compatty in liquidation ("Summit National"), by its court-appoirrted receiver, and 
filed with the Commission an application requesting approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C, whereby Midland 
National life Insurance Conqtany, a South Dakota-domiciled insurer licensed to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, would

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040, the license of Defendant to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia be, 
and it is hereby, SUSPENDED;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Al the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
NATIONAL AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

Defendant
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For approval of an assunqrtion reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION

THE COMMISSION, having considered the application, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance that the application be approved, and the 
law applicable hereto, is of the opinion that the application should be approved;

APPLICATION OF
OLD COLONY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY IN LIQUIDATION

CASE NO. INS940253 
DECEMBER 29, 1994

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the application of Old Colony Life Insurance Company in Liquidation for approval of an assunqition 
reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Insurance reviewed the application to ensure that policyholders will not lose any rigjns or claims afforded under their 
original policies pursuant to Chapter 7 of Title 38.2 of the Code of Virginia; and

THE COMMISSION, having considered the application, the recommendation of the Bureau of Insurance that the application be rqjproved, and the 
law applicable hereto, is of the opinion that the application should be approved;

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the application of Summit National Life Insurance Company in Liquidation for approval of an assumption 
reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C be, and it is hereby, APPROVED.

ON A FORMER DAY came Old Colcmy Life Insurance Conqrany in Liquidation ("Old Colony"), by its court-appointed receiver, and filed with the 
Commission an application requesting approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C, whereby Mid-West National 
Life Insurance Company of Tennessee, a Tennessee-domiciled insurer licensed to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia, would 
assume certain Old Colony life insurance policies as direct obligations;
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MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION - AUDITS

(CORRECTING ORDER

lb

OPINION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Defendant paid $5,098.41, $4,098.41 of which was paid in settlement of a judgment in the amount of 
$19,371.05 entered against the Defendant by a Final Judgment Order dated December 24,1994 and $1000 for the penalty imposed by said Order, accordingly.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA a rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 

V.
CENTRAL TRANSPORT, INC.

CASE NO. MCA920050 
MARCH 18, 1994

CASE NO. MCA930036 
APRIL 1, 1994

rr APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission that a Judgment of Compromise and Settlement was entered on March 15, 1993, in the 
iptioned matter, indicating that the Defendant settled this matter by the payment of $4,098.41 in lieu of the penalty and judgment amount in the amount of 

$20,371.05; and

IT IS ORDERED that the Commission's Order of March 15, 1993 be, and the same is hereby amended to reflect $5,098.41 as the amount of 
settlement of this case.

The Defendant stipulated that it was not in conqiliance with the March, 1990 Order leaving only the question of what sanctions, if any, should be 
imposed. The Staff recommended that the Commission not enter a judgment requiting a monetary penalty, but rather, that the system of reporting Virginia miles 
imjxtsed in the March, 1990 Order be modified to require that the Defendant maintain its records with beginning and ending odometer or hubometer readings. 
The Defendant's main contention was that since the Commonwealth of Virginia was obligated to join the International Fuel Tax Agreement ("IFTA") conqnct by 
September, 1996, and that Defendant's required system of reporting will be changed at that time, it should be relieved of all responsibility not inqxtsed by its IFTA 
base state.

It is neither the desire, nor the policy of this Commission to prohibit or unduly hinder any motor carrier in transacting business in or throu^ Virginia. 
The Commission, rather, seeks to enforce those duties inqxised upon it by the laws of the Commonwealth in the most efficient and least obtrusive manner possible. 
To that end, the Commission is of the opinion that, ahhou^ the Defendant is clearly in violation of the March 15, 1990 Order, no monetary penalty should be 
imposed. Rather, some remedy should be crafted to allow the Defendant to continue to operate in and through the Commonwealth, and at the same time, to ensure 
that road fuel tax rectnds are kept in such a manner to allow adequate reporting and audit

Section 58.1-2701 of the Code of Virginia requires eadi motor carrier of property operating within the Commonwealth of Virginia to pay a road tax of 
nineteen cents for each gallon of fuel used in Virginia. Section 58.1-2704 sets forth that the amount of fuel is to be ascertained by dividing the number of miles 
traveled by a carrier in Virginia by a consumption factor. The consumption factor is the number of the total miles tun in the entire operation of the carrier divided 
by the total mimber of gallons of fuel used by the carrier.

Pursuant to §§ 58.1-2705 and 56-331 of the Code of Virginia, the Commission requited the Defendant to maintain its records in specific form as set 
forth in the March, 1990 Order. There is no question that the Defendant violated that Order. Section 12.1-13 of the Code of Virginia grants to the Commission 
the power of a court of record to enforce all matters within its jurisdiction, including the power to punish for contempt The power of the Commission in this area 
was not omtested by the Defendant

This proceeding came before the Commission on a Rule To Show Cause issued against Central Transport, Inc. ("Defendant") on the 31st day of 
August, 1993, alleging the Defendant was in violation of a previous order of this Commission dated the 15th day of Mandi, 1990, requiring certain record
keeping procedures. The case was heard on November 22,1993 and the Final Judgment Order was entered on December 7,1993.

V.
MIDLANTTC EXPRESS, INC.
How Lane
P.O. Box 2622
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
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As such, thete ate three pieces of infonnalion that must adequately be recorded by a motor carrier.

(1) The total miles traveled by the carrier in his op

(2) The total miles traveled in the Commonwealth of Virgmia;

(3) The total amount offiiel used by the carrier.

opinion

(1) The total miles traveled by the carrier in its operation;

(2) The total miles traveled by die carrier in the Commraweahb; and

(3) The total amount offiiel used by the carrier.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

In Older to disdiarge the duty inqxised by statute, the Commission must require the motor carrier to keep records vdndi can be audited. Both §§ 56-
331 and 58.1-2705 ofthe Code of Virginia enable the Commissian to require sudirqxnts as it may deem necessary.

The Defendant contends that this problem has been remedied by the introduction of a new computer programming system, Rand-McNally's Practical 
Route System. Although the Defendant did not specifically articulate its grounds for this line of reasoning, we can only presume that the Defendant believes this 
sytem will more accurately mirror the routes taken by the drivers. The Staff however, maintains that in order to audit adequately the Defendant some 
documentation needs to be kept to allow conqiarison of the computer-generated routes and miles to the actual routes and miles. Staff stated that it would acc^ 
the documentation such as was proposed by Centra, Inc., described below in Universal Am-Can Ltd.. Case No. MCA920082.

This Defendant, U.S. Trude Company, Inc., is a motor carrier operating for hire on an interstate basis, under authority granted by the Interstate 
Cammerce Commission The Defendant operates in and throu^ the Commonwealth of Virginia and in so doing is subject to the payment of Motor Fuel tax 
pursuant to Title 58.1, Charter 27 of the Code of Virginia. Between November 2 and 5, 1992, an audit of Defendant's records was conducted by Commission 
Staff and certain irregularities were noted.

CASE NO. MCA930037 
APRIL 1, 1994

Section 58.1-2701 of the Code of Virginia requires each motor carrier of property operating within the Commonwealth of Virginia to pay a road tax 
equivalent to nineteen cents per gallon of fuel used within the state. It is the statutory duty of this Commission to collect those monies and to ensure that the 
correct amount is paid by thetaiqiayer.

The evidence submitted in this case shows that the Defendant is capturing adequately the amount of fuel used in its operations, but fails to capture 
reliable figures for the total miles traveled in its entire operation, and those miles traveled in Virginia. The Defendant instead estimates its mileage by a computer 
methodology based solely upon points of departure and destination, and not the actual routes of travel.

At the time offiie audit the D^endantoonpiled its mileage figures by using a computer system known as "milemaker, shortest route". This system is 
manufiwiured by Rand-McNally and is designed to estimate a route of travel, and thus its length in miles, by determining the shortest possible route firom the 
designated point of departure to the designated point of destination. The routes of travel rqxxted by Defendant and the corresponding mileage were estimated 
from the initial computer calculation, and no verification was made as to the actual routes traveled. -

It is therefore the opinion of this Commission that to satisfy Virginia Code § 58.1-2704, the Defendant is required to maintain records of beginning and 
ending odometer or hubometer readings, as well as routes of travel, for each movement made by individual vehicles used in the operation- These documents ate to 
be maintained for a four (4) year period in such a manner as to be readily available for audit

The evidence presented revealed that the Defendant was one of several corporations owned by Centra, Inc. Two other companies owned by Centra, 
Central Transport, Inc. (MCA930036) and Universal Am-Can, Ltd. (MCA920082), also ^tpeared as defendants on that day's docket By agreement, the cases 
maintained separate case numbers, but all three cases were beard together.

Section 58.1-2704 sets out how the amount of fuel used in the Cmnmonwealth is ascertained. This is done by dividing the total number of miles 
traveled by the carrier in Virginia within a given quarter by a consunptiem factor. The consunption fector is in turn comprised of the total number of miles 
traveled in that quarter by the carrier divided by the total amount of fuel used in it's operation for the quarter. Thus, it is paramount that any reporting system 
capture accurately three pieces of information:

This proceeding came before the Commission on a Rule To Show Cause issued against U.S. Trude Company, Inc. ("Defendant") on the 2nd day of 
June, 1993, alleging that the Defendant had failed to provide adequate records and books needed to audit its operations and further requesting that the Defendant 
be ordered to keep records in accordance with the instructions of the Commission's Staff.

V.
U. S. TRUCK COMPANY, INC., 

Defendant
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FINAL SETTLEMENT JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant pays the sum ofS6,810.13, uiiich amount having been paid, the case is ordered removed from the docket

FINAL SETTLEMENT JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant pays the sum of $28,008.39, which amount having been paid, the case is ordered removed from the docket

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. MCA930081 
FEBRUARY 4, 1994

Even using the Rand-McNally Practical Route Program that the Defendant is suggesting, there remains the problem of ensuring that the routes 
generated by the computer are in fact the routes that were actually nut This was not done at the time of the audit nor did the Defendant produce any evidence to 
show that it is now being done.

CASE NO. MCA940046 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1994

There must be some means to ensure that the miles reported, and the miles actually traveled are one in the same, and we find that, in this case, there 
should be some independent verification of the miles generated by the computer program.

The evidence submitted at the hearing shows that the record-keeping procedures used to capture the amount of fuel used by the Defendant is adequate. 
However, the same is not true as to the method used to account for total miles traveled in the entire operation, or the miles traveled in Virginia.

This form has the double advantage of not only giving a record of the actual routes traveled, but also of supplying a check for any deviations of the 
recorded routes of travel by allowing a comparison of the computer generated miles to miles recorded by a mechanical means.

When the compelling need for an adequate set of records to conqiile the tax liability of the Defendant is balanced against the relatively unobtrusive 
requirement of keeping the information contained in the "Fuel Trip Report", we are of the opinion that the Defendant should be compelled to maintain records of 
beginning and ending odometer or hubometer readings, as well as routes of travel for each movement made by individual vehicles used in the operations of the 
Defendant These documents are to be maintained for a four (4) year period in such a manner as to be readily available for audit

The simplest and least obtrusive remedy is the same as proposed by Defendant's parent company Centra, Inc. in the conqranion case of Universal Am- 
CanLtd. MCA920082, that being the use of the "Fuel Trip Sheet" That document shows die routes of travel as well as the beginning and ending hubometer or 
odometer reading for each trip.

Old Highway 421
P.O. Box 698
Yadkinville, North Carolina 27055, 

Defendant

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
TRISM SPECIALIZED CARRIERS, INC. 
East 7th Street Road
P.O. Box 113
Jqjlin, Missouri 64802,

Defendant

Both witnesses testifying for the Defendant were enqtloyed by the parent company. Centra, Inc., which does all the reporting and permitting for the 
Defendant, as well as for those other cotrqranies it owns. When asked why the Defendant could not maintain records as those proposed to be kept by its sister 
corporation, there was no satisfrctory answer forthcoming.

The Defendant herein having indicated a desire not to contest the Rule to Show Cause heretofore directed against it, but rather to settle this case by 
payment of the additional taxes, penalty, and interest as set forth in the Rule to Show Cause, and the Commission's Staff offering no objection thereto; accordingly.

The Defendant herein having indicated a desire not to contest the Rule to Show Cause heretofore directed against it, but rather to settle this case by 
payment of the additional taxes, penalty, and interest as set forth in the Rule to Show Cause, and the Commission's Staff offering no objection thereto; accordingly.

V.
UNIFI, INC.,
Attention: Chris Groce
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MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION - ENFORCEMENT

OPINION AND FINAL ORDER

The Staffs evidence consisted of the testimony of 3 witnesses, J. R. Thomas, Judy McPherson-Petersen, and Paul Hartle.

Mr. Hartle testified that he did employ the defendant corporation to make the movement of his household goods fiom his old residence in Culpeper, 
Virginia to his new residence in Dumfiies, Virginia a distance of over SO miles. The movement was made by the Defendant on the 29th and 30th of June 1993.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

In the case now before us it is clear firm the evidence that the Defendant holds itself out as a household goods mover and when faced with a situation 
where it is requested to make a household goods move of more then 30 miles it sinqjly rents a truck in the name of the owner of the household goods and proceeds 
to make the move as if it were under 30 miles, the only difference being the truck u^ It is also clear that Mr. Hattie exercised no control over driver, movers, or 
the trade

CASE NO. MCE930786 
FEBRUARY 2, 1994

The distinction becomes less dear when the business entity involved purports to provide labor to the owner of file property to be moved. The 
determinative factor must be the control exercised by the owner or shipper of the goods. If for example, the owner of the household goods were to tent or buy a 
vdiicle to make the move and then contract with some enqiloyment agency to hire laborers to perform the required tasks ofmaking the physical movement under 
his direct control and supervision, there would be no need for authority. If on the other hand, a business entity were to supply a vdiicle and driver, as well as all 
labor to perform the movement of household goods for mote than 30 miles without the supervision of the owner, then this is an operation needing a of
convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier.

Mrs. MePherson-Peterson testified that the Defendant, A & B Professionals Inc., was not a certificated household goods carrier but rather held a permit 
as a contract carrier.

Mr. Anderson also testified that he was under the belief that by renting a track in the name of the owner of the household goods there was no need for 
his Conqiany to possess a certificate of convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier.

Mr. Thomas testified that, in performance of his duties as a Special Agent of the Commission, he had occasion to inspect a trade owned by Ryder 
Trude Rentals Inc. and operated by employees of the Defendant The truck was loaded with household goods owned by Mr. Paul Hartle. The movement was 
firom the Hartle residence in Culpeper, Virgmia to file new residence in Dumfiies Virginia.

The Defendant's evidence consisted of the testimony of Mr. David Anderson, the principal owner of the Defendant Mr. Anderson testified as follows: 
(1) that he met with Mr. Hartle and informed him that the Defendant corporation, A & B Professionals, Inc., had no authority to make household goods move of 
over 30 miles and that in order to make the move a trade would have to be rented in Mr. Hattie's name; (2) that the defendant would supply all the labor and 
expotise for the actual movement; (3) that he in feet did rent the trade from Ryder Track Rentals in the name of Mr. Hartle; (4) that the employees of his 
Conqjany did make the movement on the 29th and 30th of June 1993; and (5) that one of the employees was in diarge of file labor performed and the trade was 
driven by an employee of the Defendant The witness further stated that the form signed by Mr. Hattie made it clear fiiat the vehicle was to be roited in the name 
of Mr. Hattie.

Mr. Hartle further testified fiiat tdien he first approached the Defendant in connection with file move he was informed by Mr. David Anderson, the 
principal owner of the defendant corporation, that the Defendant did not possess the proper authority to make a movement of housdiold goods fer a distance 
greater than 30 miles, but he could tnake the movement in a rental track without having the required authority. The witness also testified that he at no time gave 
representatives ofthe Defendant permi^on to rent a trade in bis name, nor did he in feet rent a trade to make the move. Onthedayoffiiemove,enq)loyeesofthe 
Defendant came with the truck, loaded it, drove it and then unloaded file household goods without any control being exercised by Mr. Hattie.

The only conflict in the evidence is whether actual permissian was given to the Defendant by Mr. Hattie to rent the vdiicle which made the move. We 
will assume arguendo that permission was given. The permission to tent a vehicle to make the movement in question alone is not determinative.

There is no question fiiat if an owner of housdiold goods wishes to move that property intrastate, there is no requirement for that person to hold any 
authnity from this Commission. It is as equally true that when a business entity wishes to engage in the business of moving housdiold goods intrastate, for 
compensation, some authority fiom this Commissian must be obtained, whether it be a certificate as a housdiold goods carrier, or in the case of movements of less 
than 30 miles, a crmtract carrier permit

This proceeding came before the Commission on a Rule To Show Cause issued against the Defendant on October 5,1993, and was beard on the 11th 
of January 1994. The Rule alleged that the Defendant transported household goods intrastate in violation of § 56-338.8 ofthe axle of Virginia.

v.
A & B PROFESSIONALS, INC. 
11828 Taft Drive 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22407, 

Defendant
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THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the entire record in this case is of the opinion and finds:

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Defendant pay to the Commonwealth a penalty in the sum of $100;

(3) That no authority be, hereafter, issued by the Commission for the operation by the Defendant of any motor vehicle until said penalty is paid.

FINAL ORDER

Staffs Memorandum was filed on June 1,1994, and Defendant's letter response was received on June IS, 1994.

certain criteria for the determination of which state is to be considered the "base" state for licensing and registration purposes.

Section m, subsection B, of the MRA contains the following definition of Tjase:"

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

That the defendant operated as a household goods carrier on June 29th and 30th, 1993, without first obtaining a certificate of public convenience and 
necessity as a household goods carrier in violation of § S6-338.8 of the Code of Virginia; accordin^y

Ahhou^ we do not doubt the truth of Mr. Anderson's statements that he thou^ what he was doing was legal, the fact remains it was not, and as such 
the movement was in violation of § 56-338.8.

(2) That unless said penalty is paid prior to March 3,1994, all registration cards, identification markers, stamps, warrants, exemption cards and decals 
issued by the Commission to the Defendant for motor vehicles owned or operated by the Defendant shall be null and void and shall be surrendered for 
cancellation; and

Defendant, has in^jroperly base licensed nine (9) tractors in the State of New Jersey, in violation of 
§§ 46.2-711,46.2-600, and 56-304 of the Code of Virginia.

The matter was brou^ on for hearing before the Commission on May 24,1994. Special Agent D. R. Copley testified on behalf of the Motor Carrier 
Division and the Defendant testified in his own behalf. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Commission directed its Staff counsel to file a brief of file issues 
presented and advised Defendant that he could file a response to Staffs brief if he desired.

CASE NO. MCE940462 
JULY 25, 1994

As noted, the issue presented was whether the Defendant had improperly registered trucks owned by him in New Jersey, rather than in Virgi^ The 
evidence disclosed that Defendant has residences in both states, but that he spends the majority of the year in Virginia; that all but one of his drivers reside in file 
Tidewater area of Virginia and that the trucks are most commonly dispadched fiom there; however, the carrier wiiich leases Defendant's trades, American 
Intermodal, Inc., also has facilities in New Jersey and the trades are occasionally dispatded fiom that state; that Defendant has an "800" telephone at his 
residence in New Jersey throu^ whidi he obtains business, but maintains no permanent business recrads in that state. The Staff points out in its Memorandum 
that Defendant has no warehouse facility or terminal in New Jersey, Defendant responds that be has no such facilities in Virginia either.

On May 5,1994, the Commission issued its Rule to Show Cause against the Defendant, Danny Angelillo t/a Shar-Day Tracking, based on the report 
of its Motor Cartier Division, which alleged:

Various provisions of the Code of Virginia, referenced in Staffs Memorandum, require all persons who reside in Virginia and who own or operate a 
motor vehicle, to obtain a registration and certificate of title fiom the Department of Motor Vehicles. However, owners or operators of certain commercial 
vehicles may be exenqited fiom these provisions if the Governor of the Commonwealth has entered into a reciprocal agreement with the state in which registration 
is maintained. Both New Jersey and Virginia are members of such an agreement, the Muhistate Reciprocal Agreement ("MRA"). Sections of that pact establish

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the testimony and evidence presented at the hearing the Staff Memorandum and the response of 
Defendant, as well as the applicable statutes and rules, is of the opinion and finds that no penalty should be imposed against the Defendant and, accordingly, the 
Rule to Show Cause is disrnissed.

B. Base. 1. The term base shall mean the place where the vehicle is most fiequenfiy dispatched, guaged, serviced, 
maintained, operated or otherwise controll^ or, in the case of a vehicle, the jurisdiction to whidi it is allocated for 
registration under statutory requirements. The owner of the vehicle or the carrier operating the vehicle shall 
designate the jurisdiction in which he considers the vehicle based, but, such carrier must have a place of business at 
such location and must use the vdiicle in connection with such place of business.

V.
DANNY ANGELILLO, Va SHAR-DAY TRUCKING
5647 Carisbrooke Lane
Portsmouth, Virginia 23703, 

OefenHawt
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IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the Rule to Show Cause be, and hereby is, dianissed; and

(2) There being nothing further to come before the Commission, the pliers be transferred to the file for ended causes.

The evidence has been set forth at some length, and the definition of "base" set forth in its entirety, to illustrate the question before the Commission. 
Staff argues that Defendant's vehicles are most fiequently "dispatched, garaged, serviced, maintained, operated or othnwise controlled" in Virginia, and the 
evidence surkmIs sudi a conclusion. However, the evidence also supports Defendant's assertion that he has "designate[d] the jurisdiction in which he considets 
the vehicle based" to be New Jersey, that he has an "SOO" telephone number for his business there, and that the carrier v^ch leases his vehicles has a place of 
business there. In short, it is a close question. The Commission finds that the Staff has not shown by a preponderance of toe evidence that Defendant is inconect 
in designating New Jersey to be the base jurisdiction. Accordingly,
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MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION - RATES AND TARIFFS

For a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle

CORRECTING ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

The Hearing Examiner made the following findings;

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The application is warranted by the public convenience and necessity;

The Protestant filed no comments to fire Heating Examiner’s Report

(1) That the Heating Examiner's findings be, and the same are hereby, adopted in their entirety;

(1) That the Commission's Order of May 18,1993, be, and the same is hereby, amended to reflect that the authority granted was to broker the 
transportation of passengers by motor vehicle fixan the points of origin listed above to all points in Virginia.

UPON CONSIDERATION of the application, file Hearing Examiner’s Report, and the transcript, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the 
application is justified by the public convenience and necessity and should be granted; accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

At the conclusion of the hearing, the Hearing Examiner announced his findings fixrm the bench and advised counsel rt^ar he would recommend that the 
Commission enter an order granting the application. The transcript ofthe hearing and the Hearing Examiner’s Report were filed on November 22,1993.

APPUCATION OF
JULIAN TRAVEL ASSOCIATES, INC.

CASE NO. MCS930015 
MARCH 30, 1994

APPUCATION OF
BETTER BUSINESS CONNECTION, INC., Va BBC EXPRESS

CASE NO. MCS930067
JANUARY 7, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Glenn P. Richardson. M. Brooks Savage, hr., Esquire appeared as 
counsel fat the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the Commission. John R. Sims, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the 
Protestant, and no intervenorfs) participated in the proceeding.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on October 2,1993, to receive evidence on 
this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle. Applicant seeks authority to provide 
service, restricted to transportation in vehicles having a capacity of twenty-five (23) or fewer passengers, from points of origin located in the cities of Alexandria, 
Fairfax, and Falls Church as well as the counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun and Prince William, Virginia to all points within the Commonwealtb of Virginia.

(2) That Better Business Connection, Inc., t/a BBC Express is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty 
carrier by motor vehicle authorizing it to transport passengers as a special or diarter party carrier by motor vehicle from points of origin located in the cities of 
Alexand^ Fairfex, and Falls Church as well as the counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun and Prince William, Virginia to all points within the Commonwealth 
of Virginia, sutject to the two following restrictions: (1) the authority should be restricted to the transportation in vehicles having a seating capacity of twenty-five

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission that the Order entered herein on May 18, 1993, was in error as to the description ofthe 
authority grant^ by that the Order stated "to all points in Virginia" when in fact the authority applied for was from points of origin located within the Cities of 
Alexandria, Fairfax, Falls Church, Manassas, Manassas Park, and Fredericksburg, as well as the Counties of Fairfax, Prince William, Stafford, Fauquier, 
Loudoun, and Arlington to all poirrts in Virginia; accordingly.
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For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or diarter party carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

On October 21,1993, the Heating Examiner issued a written ruling overruling Protestants* objections on the above issue.

APPUCATION OF
BOSTON COACH-WASHINGTON CORP.

On the last day for filing responses, counsel for Franklin Bus moved the Commission for additional time to make such response. By order of 
November 12,1993, we allowed Franklin Bus to respond by November 22, and Boston to file a reply by November 29.

Franklin Bus urges us, however, to conclude that file application should be denied because file Applicant did not have proper representation before file 
Commissioa Although it did not respond to the Examiner’s Repent, Virginia Coach had argued the same po^on during file hearing and on brief to the Examiner.

The heating in this matter took almost a fiiU day, nine witnesses testified and a transcript of 177 pages was produced. The Examiner was convinced, 
as are we, that the evidence strongly favors granting the af^Ucation.

At file beginning of the heating, counsel for Boston, Jeremy Kahn, Esq., advised the Heating Examiner that he was currently only an inactive member 
of the Vitginia State Bar. He stated, however, that he was associated with Virginia counsel, Elliott Bunce, Esq., of Arlington, Virginia. Mr. Kahn said that 
Mr. Bunce was not present at the hearing because Mr. Kahn believed, on the basis of his previous practice before the Commission, that personal ^tpearance of 
associated local counsel was not required.

CASE NO. MCS930088 
FEBRUARY 17,1994

Does the law, nevertheless, require us to sustain the objections? We do not believe so. Our Rule 4:8 provides that no foreign attorney may appear 
here "unless in association wifii a tnend>erafthe'\%ginia State Bar." Virginia Supreme Court Rule 1A:4 similarly states that:

On October 22,1993, the Examiner issued bis Final Report in the case. In that Report, he addressed the substantive issues, finding that the Applicant 
is fit, witling and able to provide the service, and that there is a public need for the service. He also found no evidence of any potential ruinous corrqietition which 
would affect negatively the Protestants. He therefore recommoided that the Commission enter an order granting the qiplicaticm. The parties were advised to file 
any reqxmses to the Report within IS days.

In this case, Boston Coach-Washington Corporation ("Boston" or "Applicant") seeks a certificate of public convenience and necessity pursuant to 
Title 56, Chapter 12.4, of the Code of Virginia as a special or diarter party carrier by motor vehicle, requesting authority to provide service as was shown on 
Exhibit A attached to our order of July 28,1993, in fins case.

This matter was heard September 2, 1993, by Senior Hearing Examiner Russell W. Cunnin^iam Protestants appearing were Virginia Coach 
Company, Tri-State Casino Tours, National Coach Work^ Inc. of 'Virginia (collectively "Virginia Coach") and Franklin Chatter Bus, Inc. ("Franklin Bus"). 
Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esq., appeared as counsel to the Ctnmnission.

At file conclusion of the hearing, both Protestants renewed their objections to Mr. Kahn's sppearance, and the Hearing Examiner ditected all parties to 
brief the issue.

An attorney fiom another jurisdiction may be permitted to appear in and conduct a particular case in associatiem 
with a member of the Virginia State Bar....

We deem the issue concerning Applicant's counsel to be the only one which merits significant discussion in this case. Aside firm that issue, the matter 
is clear. The Applicant's evidence firmly established the necessary substantive elements of its case.

Rule 4:8 provides: "Counsel. No person not duly admitted to practice law before the court of last resort of any state or territory of the United States or of the 
District of Columbia shall qipear as attorney or counsel in any proceeding except in his own behalf when a patty thereto, or in bdi^ of a partnership, party to the 
proceeding, of which such person is adequately identified as a member, provide^ however, no foreign attorney may appear unless in association with a member of 
the Virginia State Bar.**

(25) or fewer passengers; and (2) transportation limited to special or charter party trips arranged through Loudoun Travel and special or charter party trips 
originating at the Dulles International Airport.

Thus, were we to sustain file Protestants' objections here, the likely result would be fiiat Bosttm would refile fiie application; Mr. Kahn would bring 
local counsel to the hearing with him; the case would be retried (with possibly little or no participation by such local counsel); a^ the outcome would be the same. 
Such ascenario does not promote judicial economy or the fiirtherance of justice in fiiis case.

Counsel for Virginia Coach objected to Mr. Kahn's participation in the case, citing Commission Rule of Practice and Procedure 4:8 ("Rule").^ 
However, the Heating Examiner ruled from the bench that he would permit Mr. Kahn to continue with the case, since he had appeared before the CommissiQn in 
the past and would presumably conqiort himself property in this case.
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There are several problems in using these rules as a basis to deny the application in this case.

First, Mr. Kahn did represent to the Examiner that he was associated with a member of the Virginia State Bar, Elliott Bunce, Esq.^ There has been no
contention that this statement w^ incorrect Rather, the argument seems to be that such local counsel must be present in the hearing room, and that nothing less 
can constitute an "association."^ Our attention has not been called to any Virginia case which has so construed this term, however, and we are aware of none.
Further, there has been no allegation of any prejudice as a result of the fact that local counsel was not present

The Virginia Supreme Court has said the purpose of such a rule:

Ortiz V. Barrett. 222 Va. 118,127(1981).

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Heating Examiner's findings ate adopted; and

Biczo V. Roziak. 10 Va. Cir. 69 (1986), held that the filing of amotion for judgment by a foreign attorney, without association of local counsel, was 
not effective to toll the sqrplicabie statute of limitations. (The statutory period expired a few days after the action was filed.)

In addition, even the Biczo court would have allowed the original pleading to be signed later by a Virginia attorney, had the statute not tun in the 
meantime. Biczo. sutrra. at 70. This willingness to sanction such simple curative remedies, when available, is instructive as to how that court would have viewed 
sudi a matter in any ordinary case.

This circuit court decision is distinguishable from the instant case. As noted earlier, there is no showing that the parties have suffered any harm, nor 
lost any right, because of the challenged ruling. True, the application has not been rejected, but that is a consequence of the proof adduced, and not of the 
resolution of this collateral issue. By contrast, in the Biczo case, defendant sought, by his plea of the statute of limitations, to bar forever the plaintiffs case. An 
adverse ruling would have deprived him of a real legal benefit Here, if we sustain the objections, Boston will be flee to refile its application immediately, and fire 
entire proceeding will have to be repeated.

In addition to Ortiz, supra, a number of other cases have been presented for our consideration, but we do not find them persuasive. Some are from 
other states, and apply rules on "foreign" practice which have substantially different formulations than Virginia's. Paul v. Alabama. 265 So.2d 180 (1972) and 
Maine y. Woodward. 383 A.2d 661 (1978), for example, discuss rules whidi seem to require that local counsel initiate, either in person or by motion, the request 
for admission of foreign counsel. In Smith v. North Carolina. 272 S.E.2d 834 (1981), a statute requited that a very detailed written motion, with a number of 
averments, be filed by the foreign attorney as a condition to admission.

UPON CONSIDERATION of the ^plication, the Hearing Examiner's Report, the responses thereto, and the remainder of the record, the 
Commission is of the opinion and finds that the Application is jusitified by the public convenience and necessity and should be granted.

Thus, we sustain the Examiner's challenged ruling in this case. We find it was not error to allow Boston's counsel to represent his clierrt under the 
circumstances here. Nor do we find any harm accruing to the Protestants fiom this ruling, even had it been incorrecL

Finally, as noted earlier, Boston's counsel was, fiom all that appears, associated with Virginia counsel; the only complaint was that Virginia counsel 
was not present at the hearing.

If as seems clear fiom the above statement, die courts are the intended beneficiaries of such a rule, we cannot see what right or standing there is to 
oonqtlain about an alleged breach of these rules, where, as here, there is nothing to indicate that counsel was unfamiliar with our procedures, or with Virginia law 
applicable to the case, or that counsel's conduct caused any unnecessary delay or prejudice to the Commission or the other parties.

That is not to say that we unequivocally approve of the course followed here. For the fiiture guidance of patties appearing before us, we believe it is 
preferable that local counsel attend the hearing in person to introduce any foreign counsel with whom they are associated. Nevertheless, the Examiner's handling 
of the issue here was appropriate under the circumstances with which he was then confionted.

Of the Virginia cases cited, Ortiz, supra, as noted, states the reason for rules of this type, but it has no other triplication to the facts of this case. In 
Horne v. Bridwell. 193 Va. 381 (1952), the issue was whether the foreign attorney was licensed in any state, not whether be was prqrerly associated with local 
counsel. In Northern Virginia Law School v. City of Alexandria. 680 F. Supp. 222 (1988), the federal court, as a matter of discretion, waived enforcement of its 
local rule on this subject and permitted a foreign attorney to argue a motion without the presence of local counsel. This case is hardly helpful to Franklin Bus 
since it contends that the Hearing Examiner lacked similar discretiort

is to facilitate the efficient administration of court business by permitting a court to deal exclusively with local 
counsel, upon whom all notices and processes may be served It is necessary that our courts have access to 
attorneys of record who are personally subject to their supervisory control rather than risk delays in communicating 
with foreign attorneys who may be inaccessible, uncooperative, or unfamiliar with the rules and statutes governing 
the trial of cases in Virginia.

^Boston's brief to the Heating Examiner, dated September 15,1993, was signed jointly by Mr. Kahn and a member of Mr. Bunce's firm.

^Whether it would also be contended that local counsel must be present throughout the proceeding is not clear. We have quite often permitted local counsel to 
rqipear at the begirming of a heating, introduce foreign counsel who will conduct the case, and then leave. We do not recall that such a practice has ever been 
r^ectedto.
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For a certificate as a limousme carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideratioii of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report oftheStafi; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the {Hoposed service; and

{2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

ion of the Application, the erdtibits thereto, and the report of the Staff is of the opinion and finds:NOW THE COMMISSION, up rid.

(1) That tire Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the imposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accradingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF
SUPREME LIMOUSINE SERVICE, INC.

APPLICATION OF
SUPREME LIMOUSINE SERVICE, INC.

CASE NO. MCS930118 
JANUARY 18, 1994

CASE NO. MCS930119 
FEBRUARY 18, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points m Virgiiiia; and

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in ^^Tginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules RegulsHuus of this Commission.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Supreme Limousine Service, Inc. f Applicant") filed an Application 
with the Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); drat the Cotnmission 
entered an Amending Order on December 14, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing 
any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating tm the Application to ffle such comment, objection, or request for heating 
on Of before February 2, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of December 14, 
1994; that no request for hearing was made or comment file^

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Supreme Limousine Service, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application 
with the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine cairier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered 
an Amending Order on November 19, 1993, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any 
person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to such comment, objection, or request for heatup on or 
before lanuaty 10, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of November 19, 1993; 
that no request for hearing was made or comment filed;

(2) That Boston Coach-Washington Corporation is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or chatter party carrier by 
motor vehicle from points of origin located in the cities of Alexandria, Fairfax, Falls Church, Manassas, and Manassas Farit as well as the counties of Arlington, 
Fairfax, Loudoun and Prince William to all points within the Commonwealth of Virginia. Said certificate is to be limited to the transportation of passengers in 
vehicles with a passenger seating capacity of 29 or less.
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For a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicles

FINAL ORDER

The Hearing Examiner rendered his report on December 3,1993, and made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested;

(3) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(4) The qjplication is proper and in the public interesL

By a letter dated Deconber 10,1993, the ^rplicant indicated he did not object to the restriction recommended by the Hearing Examiner.

IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

L^xm consideration of the application, the transcript, the Heating Examiner^ Report, and the comments of the Applicant, the Commission is of the 
opinion and so finds, that the afqilication is proper and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

APPUCATION OF 
USA TRANSPORTATION, INC.

(2) That since the Applicant and his wife are the principal owners of Luv Bus, Inc., the authority granted should be restricted so as not to allow the 
Applicant to use this bracer's license to solicit individual customers for the purpose of utilizing the special or chatter party services of LUV Bus, Inc.,

APPUCATION OF 
THOMAS C. JORGENSEN

ON THE APPOINTED DAY, the heating was held before Senior Hearing Examiner Glenn P. Richardson. Tommy A. Bear, Esquire appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr. appeared as counsel for the ComtnissiotL Those objecting to the application appeared as intervenors and no 
formal Protestants participated in the proceeding

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Hearing Examiner on October 4, 1993, to receive evidence on 
this application of Thomas C. Jorgensen for a licetjse to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle to all points in Virgiiiia from all points in 
Virginia;

CASE NO. MCS930122 
JANUARY 18, 1994

CASE NO. MCS930126 
MAY 16, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the beating was held before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Anderson, Jr. The Applicant appeared pro se. Graham G. 
Ludwig Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the Commission. No Protestants or Intervenors appeared or participated at the hearing

(2) That a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle as requested by fire application's granted subject to the restriction 
recommended by the Hearing Examiner.

At the conclusion of the hearing the Examiner announced his findings from the bench and advised counsel that he would recommend that the 
Commission enter an order granting the application The transcript of the hearing and the Hearing Examiner's Report have been filed, and the comment period has 
expired with the filing of one cormnenL

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission that USA Transportation ("Applicant") filed an application with the Commission requesting a 
certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 of Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an Initial Order on August 17, 
1993, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its application to interested person and further directing any person desiring to file a written comment on 
the application to file said comments and requests iot heating that objections and requests for heating were filed and, pursuant thereto, a public hearing was held.
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The heating examiner made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a limousine carrier.

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The y^licant should be granted a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to § 56-338.114 of the Code of'Virginia.

rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Heating Examiner's findings be, and the same are hereby, approved by the Commission;

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

The Hearing Examiner made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle;

(2) The T^licant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The sqrplication is warranted by the public convouence and necessity;

No comments were filed to the Heating Examiner's Report

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Hearing Examiner’s findings be, and the same are hereby, adopted in their entirety, and

At the conclusion ofthe heating, the Hearing Examiner announced his findings from the bench and advised counsel that he would recommend that the 
Commission enter an order granting the qqtlicatioa The transcript ofthe hearing and the Hearing Examiner's Report were filed on December 8,1993.

APPLICATION OF
YELLOW CAB COMPANY OF CHARLOTTESVILLE

UPON CONSIDERATION ofthe qjplication, the Hearing Examiner's Report and the transcript the Commission is ofthe opinion and finds that the 
application is justified by file public convenience and necessity and should be granted; accordingly.

CASE NO. MCS930136
JANUARY 7, 1994

(2) That USA Transportation, Inc. is granted a certificate as a limousine carrier authorizing it to transport passengers by limousine to and from all 
points in Virginia; and

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Glenn P. Ridiardson. Calvin F. Major, Esquire appeared as counsel 
for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire qipeared as counsel to the Commission. No Protestants participated in the proceeding. Intervenors, William 
Wade Wild and John Stephen Napier, participaied in file proceeding, and spoke in opposition to the application.

UPON CONSIDERATION of the tqiplicalion, the Hearing Examiner's Report, the transcript, and the comments, the Commission is of the opinion 
and finds that the iqjplication should be granted. Accordingly,

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on November 17,1993, to receive evidence 
on this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or diarter party carrier by motor vehicle. Applicant sedcs authority to provide 
service from points of migin located in the city of Charlottesville as well as the counties of Albermarle and Nelson to all points within the Commonwealth of 
l^rginia.

(3) That the certificate granted above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and regulations of this 
Commission.

(2) That Yellow Cab Conqiany of Charlottesville is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by 
motor vehicle authorizing it to transport passengers as a special or diarter party carrier by motor vehicle from points of origin located in the city of Charlottesville 
as well as the counties of Albermarle and Nelson to all points within the Commonwealth of Virginia.
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Pat a certificate as a limousine carrier

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Staff; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to fffovide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that:

(1) There is existing public need for the proposed service ofthe .^rplicant;

(2) The Aj^licant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) Theqjplicationisjustifiedbythepublicconvenienceandnecessity.

At the conclusion ofthe heating on this application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that he

APPUCATION OF 
NORMAN WARREN

APPUCATION OF
YEILOW CAB COMPANY OF CHARLOTTESVILLE

CASE NO. MCS930142
JANUARY 7, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner, Howard P. Andersoa Calvin F. Major, Esquire, appeared as counsel 
for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire, qjpeared as counsel to the Commissioa Although objections were filed prior to the hearing, no Prtrtestant or 
Intervenor appeared or participated at the hearhig.

CASE NO. MCS930137 
JANUARY 4, 1994

would recommend that the Commission enter an ordCT granting the applicatioa Counsel then waived his right to filo any comments to the Hearing Examiner's 
Report, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Norman Warren ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on September 20, 1993, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
November 8, 1993; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of September 20, 1993; that no 
request for hearing was made or comment filed;

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

On November 17,1993, the Hearing Examiner convened the heating and was informed by counsel for the ?3pplicant that the Notice of Publication had 
not been made due to an error on the part ofthe local newspaper. The Hearing Examiner, in open court, then contmued the case urrtil December 13,1993.

(2) That fire certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Cormnission.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Heating Examiner on November 17, 1993, to receive evidence 
on this application for a certificate of public conveniertce and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vdiicle over irregular routes within the 
geogra^c area of the city of Charlottesville as well as the courrties of Albemarle and Nelson.

Upon consideration of the application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion, and so finds, that the application is proper 
and in the public interest and should be grarrted; accordingly.
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rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

To transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or Charter party carrier No. B-395

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found:

(1) That the Transferee is fit, willing, and able to provide the services required under the transfer of Certificate No. B-395;

(2) That the Transferee can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations ofthe Commission; and

(3) That the Application is proper and in the public interest

IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That lhe finctmgB of thg Hearing Rvamirwy ho, and the wne are hOTOby, adc^jted; and

(2) That the transfer of certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or chatter party carrier. No. B-395, be, and the same is hereby.
grarrted.

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

APPUCATION OF
SARDAR A. TOKHL Va EXPRESS LIMOUSINE & SEDAN SERVICE

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public heating be held before a hearing examiner on December IS, 1993, to receive evidence 
on this ^iplication for the transfer of certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or diarter patty carrier, which would authorize the holder thereof 
to transport passengers by qiecial or charter pattys by motor vdiicle.

CASE NO. MCS930146
JANUARY 4, 1994

CASE NO. MCS930145
JANUARY 7, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Heating Examiner Glenn P. Richardson. Calvin F. Major, Esquire, appeared as counsel 
for the Applicants. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel for the Commission. No Protestants or interveners appeaed or participated at the 
hearing.

Upon consideration ofthe Application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is ofthe opinion, and so finds, that the Application is 
proper and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

APPLICATION OF
TAR HEEL STAGE LINES, INC., 

Transferor 
and

NORFOLK MOTOR COACH, LTD., 
Transferee

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Sardar A. Tohki t/a Express Limousine & Sedan Service ("Applicant") 
filed an Application with the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (19S0); that the 
Commission entered an Initial Order on October 28, 1993, directing the Applicant to provide public notioe of its ^qrlication to interested persons and further 
directing any person desiting to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for

At the conclusion ofthe hearing on this Application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicants that 
he would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the A^ilication. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Heating Examiner's 
Report, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes in the geographic 
area of the city of Charlottesville, as well as the counties of Albemarle and Nelson be, and the same is heret^, granted.
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NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Staff is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report ofthe Staff is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

hearing on or before December 16, 1993; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of 
October 28,1993; that no request for hearing was made or comment filed;

CASE NO. MCS930150
JANUARY 7, 1994

CASE NO. MCS930157 
FEBRUARY 25, 1994

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

APPLICATION OF 
BRUCE E. HOWELL

APPUCATION OF
DORENE SHAFFER, t/a SHAFFER SEDAN SERVICE

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission'^ that Bruce E. Howell ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Amending Order on January 5, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment cm, object to, or request a forma] hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
February 24, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of January 5, 1994; that no 
request for hearing was made or comment filed;

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Dorene Shaffer, t/a Shaffer Sedan Service ("Applicant") filed an 
Application with the Commission requesting a cotificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chatter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Commissiott entered an Initial Order on October 28, 1993, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further 
directing any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to foe such comment, objection, or request for 
hearing on or before December 16, 1993; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of 
October 28,1993; that no request forbear  ̂was made or comment filed;

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragr^h (1) above be issued to foe Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
tile Rules azul Regulations of this CommissicnL
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NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the ejdiibits thereto, and the report of the Stafi; is of the opinion and finds;

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Heating Examiner found that:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The application is proper and in the public interest

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings ofthe Heating Examiner be, and ftie same are hereby, adopted; and

(2) That a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle to all points in Virginia from all poirrts in Virginia be, and the same is
hereby, granted.

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. Ellenberg. Harvey Latney, Esquire ^ipeared as counsel 
for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the Commission. No Protestants or interveners qrpeared or participated at the heating

APPUCATION OF
CHARLES HENRY NELSON, SR., t/a NELSON'S LIMOUSINE SERVICE

APPLICATION OF
TESS TRAVEL AND CONFERENCE SERVICES, INC.

CASE NO. MCS930159
JANUARY 6, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

CASE NO. MCS9301S8 
MAY 20, 1994

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Charles Henry Nelson, Sr. ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Cottunission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Charter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Comndssion entered an 
Initial Order on November 5, 1993, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person

At the conclusion of the hearing on this qjplication, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that he 
would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the application. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Heating Examinet's 
Report and the customary fifteen (15) day comment period was determined not to be necessary.

Upon consideration of the application and the Heating Examinet's Report, the Commission is of the opinion and so finds, that the application is proper 
and in the public interest and should be granted; acoordingty.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public heating be held before a Hearing Examiner on May 11,1994, to receive evidence on 
this application of Tess Travel and Conference Services, Inc. for a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle to all points in Virginia from 
all points in Virginia;
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NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Stafi; is of the opinion and finds;

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That all registration cards, identification markets, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Defendant's Certificate as a limousine carrier. No. LM-252, be, and the same is hereby revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(1) That the Defendant's Certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes. No. P-2588, be, and the same is hereby 
revoked; and

CASE NO. MCS930160 
JANUARY 18,1994

CASE NO. MCS930161 
JANUARY 18,1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for hearing on January 11, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for heating on or before 
December 27, 1993; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of November 5, 1993; that no 
request for heating was made or comment filed;

The Rule to Show Cause issued against die Defendant, having come on for hearing on January 11, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

V.
PROMENADE LIMOUSINE SERVICES, LTD.
3648 Kim Terrace
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452, 

Defendant

V.
WAU A HASSAN, Va ATW LIMOUSINE SERVICE
4196 Windflower Court
Woodbridge, Virginia 22193, 

Defendant
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FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Defendant's Certificate as a limousine carrier. No. LM-147, be, and the same is hereby revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

To transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank tnidc carrier No. K-113

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the hearing examiner found:

(1) That the Transferee is fit, willing, and able to provide the services required under the transfer of certificate No. K-113 as described above;

(2) That the Transferee can and will conqily with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) That the rqjplication is proper and in the public irrterest

would n

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings ofthe Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

Upon consideration ofthe application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is ofthe opinion and finds that the application is proper and 
in the public irrterest and should be graited; accordingly.

CASE NO. MCS930165 
APRIL 4,1994

CASE NO. MCS930163 
FEBRUARY 18, 1994

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for heating on February 15, 1994, and the ComtnissiQn having found the 
Defendant to be in violation ofthe law as alleged; accordingly.

(2) That the transfer of certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier. No. K-113, as described above be, and the 
same is herc^, granted.

APPLICATION OF
TURNER TRANSPORT COMPANY,

Transferor 
and

J&P TRANSPORT, INC., 
Transferee

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
THE POLO BAY CORPORATION
2910 Fox Chase Drive
Midlothian, Virginia 23113,

Defendant

Al file conclusion of the beating on this application, the hearing examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicants that he 
mmend that the Commission enter an order granting the application. Counsel then waived his rigfit to file any comments to the Heating Examiner's 

Report and the customary fifteen (15) day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Glenn P. Ridiardson. Calvin F. Major, Esquire, tqrpeared as counsel 
for the Applicants. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire qrpeared as counsel for the Commission No Protestants or interveners qrpeared or participated at the 
hearing.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public heating be held before a hearing examiner on March 29,1994, to receive evidence on 
this application fvt the transfer of certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier. No. K-113, which authorizes the holder thereof 
to transport petroleum products as described in said certificate.
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V.

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier

FINALJORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that

(1) There is existing public need for the proposed service of the Applicant;

(2) The Applicant is fit, willing and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The Application is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner's Report be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

APPUCATION OF
MERRITT TRUCKING COMPANY OF VIRGINIA, INC.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. MCS930169
MARCH 3, 1994

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for hearing on February 15, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

CASE NO. MCS930168 
FEBRUARY 23, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY, the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner, Deborah V. EUenbetg. Robert Alfred Gouldtn, Esquire, appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Esquire, appeared as counsel for the Commission. No Protestants or Interveners appeared or participated at the 
hearing.

Upon consideration of the Application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion and so finds, that the Application is 
proper and justified by the public convenience and necessity; accordingly.

(1) That the Defendant's authority as a limousine carrier, granted by an order of this Commission, dated June 4, 1992, and entered in Case 
No. MCS920044 be and the same is revoked and no certificate is to be issued.

ON ANOTHER DAY, the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Hearing Examiner on February 9,1994, to receive evidence 
on this Application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier, which would authorize the transportation of petroleum 
products from points of origin in the Counties of Canqrbell, Amherst, and Albermarle, as well as, the town of West Point, Virginia The request for authority was 
limited to providing transportation of liquefied petroleum gas in bulk.

At the conclusion of the heating on this Application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that 
she would reconmend that the Commission enter an order granting the Application. Counsel then waived the right to file any comments to the Hearing 
Examiner's Report and the customary fifteen (15) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

NATIONAL TOUR SERVICES, LTD, Va RED CARPET LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
44 National Avenue
Staunton, Virginia 24401,

Defendant

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as petroleum tank truck carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing the 
transportation of petroleum products fiom points of origin in the Courrties of CampbeU, Amherst, and Albermarle, as well as, the Town of West Point, Virginia. 
The authority is limited to providing transportation of liquefied petroleum gas in bulk.
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For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in this case, the Hearing Examiner found that

(1) There is existing public need for the proposed service of the Applicant;

(2) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The application is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Heating Examiner’s Report be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Heating Examiner found that

(1) There is existing public need for the proposed service of the Applicant

(2) The Applicant is fit willing and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The Application is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

APPLICATION OF
WENDELL TRANSPORT CORPORATION OF VIRGINIA

CASE NO. MCS930170 
MARCH 3, 1994

CASE NO. MCS930171 
APRIL 11, 1994

APPUCATION OF
KENAN TRANSPORT COMPANY

Upon consideration of the Application and the Hearing Examiner’s Report the Commission is of the opinion and so finds, that the Application is 
proper and justified by the public convenience and necessity; accordingly.

ON ANOTHER DAY, the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Heating Examiner on February 9, 1994, to receive evidence 
on this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier which would authorize the transportation of petroleum 
products from points of origin in Cattqrbell County, Virginia. The request for authority was limited to providing transportation of liquefied petroleum gas.

ON ANOTHER DAY, the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Hearing Examiner on February 9,1994, to receive evidence 
on this Application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier, which would authorize the transportation of petroleum 
products from points of origin in the City of Roanoke, as well as, the Counties of York, King William and Canqrbell, Virginia.

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as petroleum tank truck carrier authorizing the transportation of petroleum products from 
points of origin in Campbell County, Virginia, be, and the same is hereby, granted. The authority is limited to providing transportation of liquefied petroleum gas.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY, the heating was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. Ellenberg. Charles W. Hundly, Esquire, appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Calvin F. Major, Esquire appeared as counsel for the Protestant, Transport South of Virginia, Inc. Graham G. Ludwig, Esquire, 
appeared as counsel for the Commission. No Interveners qrpeared or participated at the hearing At the commaicanentofthehejuing counsel for the Protestant 
formally withdrew the protest

At the conclusion of the heating on this application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that 
she would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the application. Counsel then waived the right to file any comments to the Hearing Examitter's 
Report and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY, the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. Ellenberg. Calvin F. Major, Esquire appeared as counsel 
for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig Esquire rqipeared as counsel for the Commission. No Protestants or interveners appeared or participated at the hearing
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the earing Examiner's Report be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report oftheStafii is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the .^rplicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That file Defendant's Certificate as a limousine carrier. No. LM-232, be, and file same is hereby revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPLICATION OF
SIGNATURE TRAVEL & LIMOUSINE SERVICE

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier be, and the same is hereby granted, authorizing the 
transportation of petroleum products from points of origin in the City of Roanoke, as well as the Counties of York, King William and Campbell, Virginia.

CASE NO. MCS930173 
FEBRUARY 18, 1994

Upon consideration of the Application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion and so finds, that the Application is 
proper and justified by the public convenience and necessity; accordingly.

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

CASE NO. MCS930172 
APRIL 1, 1994

At the conclusion of the hearing on this Application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that 
she would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the Application. Counsel then waived the right to file any comments to the Hearing 
Examiner's Report and the customary fifteen (15) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Signature Travel & Limousine Service ("Applicant") filed an 
Application with the Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Commission entered an Amending Order on February 2,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further 
directing any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for 
heating on or before March 22,1994; that the Applicam has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of February 2, 
1994; that no request for heating was made or comment filed;

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for hearing on February 15, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

V.
ADVENTURE LIMOUSINE SERVICE, LTD.
7655 Fullerton Road
Springfield, Virginia 22153, 

Defendant
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Tot a. certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the etdubite thereto, and the report of the Stafi; is ofthe opinion and finds;

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the ^tplicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED;

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that:

(1) There is existing public need for the proposed service ofthe Aj^licant;

(2) The Af^licant is fit, willing and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The ^iplication is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

APPLICATION OF FOSTER FUELS, INC.

At the conclusion of the hearing cm this Application, the Heating Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that 
die would recommend that the Commission enter an rader granting the Application. Counsel then waived the rigfit to file any comments to the hearing Exatninei's 
Report and the customary fifteen (15) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

APPLICATION OF
GULFSTREAM LIMOUSINE COMPANY, INC.

CASE NO. MCS930175 
MARCH 3, 1994

CASE NO. MCS930174 
APRIL 8,1994

ON ANOTHER DAY, the Commission ordered that a public heating be held before a Hearing Examiner on February 9, 1994, to receive evidence 
on this Application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier wdiich would authorize the transportation of petroleum 
products from points of origin in Canqibell County, Virginia. The request for authmity was limited to providing transportation of liquefied petroleum gas.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY, the hearing was held before Heating Examiner Deborah V. EUenbetg. Calvin F. Major, Esquire, appeared as counsel 
for the Applicant GrabamG. Ludwig, Esquire, appeared as counsel for the Commission. No Protestants «■ Interveners appeared or participated at the hearing.

I^xm consideration of the Application and the Heating Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion and so finds, that the Application is 
prqier and justified by foe public convenience and necessity; accordingly,

(2) That the certificate described in paragrqfo (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is herriry, granted authorizing Applicarrt to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia* and

IT APPEARING to foe State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Gulfstream Limousine Company, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application 
with the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered 
an Amending Order on February 4,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for heating on or before 
March 28, 1994; that the Applicant has conqrlied with all requitements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of February 4, 1994; that no 
request for hearing was made or comment filed;
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner's Report be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier

FINAL ORDER

After considering die evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that;

(1) There is existing public need for the proposed service of the Applicant;

(2) The Applicant is fit, willing and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The ^tplicaticm is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner’s Report be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPLICATION OF
PROPANE TRANSPORT OF VIRGINIA, INC.

CASE NO. MCS930176 
MARCH 3, 1994

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier be, and the same is hereby granted, authorizing the 
transportation of petroleum products from points of origin in Campbell County Virginia. The authority is limited to die transportation of liquefied petroleum gas.

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier be, and the same is hereby granted, authorizing the 
transportation of petroleum products from points of origin in Campbell County Virginia. The authority is limited to the transportation of liquefied petroleum gas.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY, the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. EUenberg. Calvin F. Major, Esquire, appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Esquire, appeared as counsel for the Commission. No Protestants or Interveners appeared or participated at the 
hearing

CASE NO. MCS930177 
JANUARY 18, 1994

ON ANOTHER DAY, the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Hearing Examiner on February 9, 1994, to receive evidence 
on this Application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier which would authorize the transportation of petroleum 
products from points of origin in Canqibell County, Virginia. The request for authority was limited to providing transportation of liquefied petroleum gas.

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for hearing on January 11, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation ofthe law as alleged; accordingly.

Upon consideration of fire Application and the Hearing Examiner’s Report, the Commission is of the opinion and so finds, that the Application is 
prqier and justified by the public convenience and necessity; accordingly.

At the conclusion of the hearing on this Application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that 
she would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the Applicatioa Counsel then waived the right to file any comments to the Heating 
Examiner's Report and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

V.
MS. LTD., Va IMPERIAL TRAVEL
4618 Emmett Road
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060, 

Defendant
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IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the Defendant's Certificate as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle. No. B-33, be, and the same is hereby revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellatirm.

To transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier. No. HG-418

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found:

(1) That the Transferee is fit, willing, and able to provide the services required under the transfer of Certificate No. HG-418;

(2) That the Transferee can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) That the qrplication is proper and in the public interest

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings nf tin* Htaring F.yaminer ha, and the camp an- tn-r»4iy adopt ad- and

(2) That file transfer of certificate of public convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier. No. HG-418, be, and the same is hereby, granted.

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a qrecial or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

CASE NO. MCS930178 
MARCH 10, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the heating was held before Senior Heating Examiner (Henn P. Richardson. Calvin F. Major, Esquire appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire qrpeated as counsel to the Comnrission. No Protestants or Intervenors participated in the proceeding.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the heating was held before Senior Heating Examiner Glenn P. Richardsoa Edward J. Kiley, Esquire, appeared as 
counsel for the ^iplicants. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel for the Commission. No protests were filed and no intetvener(s) participated in 
the proceeding.

At the conclusion of the heating on this application, the Heating Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicants that 
he would recommend that the Commission enter an Order granting the application Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Heating Examiner’s 
Report, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.

CASE NO. MCS930179
MARCH 14, 1994

APPLICATION OF
D.A.Y. ENTERPRISES, INC.

APPLICATION OF
HALLMARK MOVING AND STORAGE COMPANY, INC., 

Transferor
and

REGENCY MOVING AND STORAGE COMPANY, INC., 
Transferee

Upon consideration of the application and the Heating Examiner’s Report, the Commission is of the opinion, and so finds, that the supplication is proper 
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a heating examiner on February 16, 1994, to receive evidence 
on this sqjplication for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle. Applicant series authority to provide 
service fiom points of origin located in the counties of Arlington, Faitfiuc, Prince William and Loudon as well as the cities of Fairfax, Alexandria, Manassas, Falls 
Churrii and Manassas Park to all points within the ComnKniwealth of t^rginia.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held befne a heating examiner on Match 2, 1994, to consider this 
application to transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier. No. HG- 418, which authorizes the holder thereof to transport 
household goods between all points in Virginia,
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After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Heating Examiner found:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a special or charter party earner by motor vehicle;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The application is wananted by the public convenience and necessity.

ms ORDERED:

(1) That the Hearing Examiner's findings be, and the same are hereby, adopted in their entirety; and

For a license to broker the transportation ofpassengers by motor vehicles

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested;

(2) The Applicant can and will cottqjly with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The plication is proper and in the public interest

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

(2) That a license to broker the transportation ofpassengers by motor vehicle to all points in Virginia from all points in Virginia be, and the same is
hereby, granted.

UPON CONSIDERATION of the Application, the Hearing Examiner's Report the transcript and the comments, the Commission is of the opinion 
and finds that the application is justified by the public convenience and necessity and should be granted; accordingly.

CASE NO. MCS930180 
MARCH 23,1994

APPLICATION OF
ROBERT WESLEY DERVISHIAN, JR.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. EUenberg. Robert Wesley Dervishian, Jr., qjpeared 
pro se. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the Commission. No Protestants or interveners qipeared or participated at the hearing

l^xm consideration of the application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion and so finds, that the application is proper 
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Hearing Examiner on March 3,1994, to receive evidence on 
this application of Robert Wesley Dervishian, Jr. for a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vdiicle to all points in Virginia from points of 
origin located within the Commonwealth of Virginia;

At the conclusion of the hearing cm this Application, the Hearing Examiner armounced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicants that 
be would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the Application. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner's 
Report and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.

(2) That D.A.Y. Enterprise, Inc. is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle 
authorizing it to transport passengers as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle from points of origin located in the counties of Arlington, Fairfax, 
Prince William and Loudon as well as the cities of Fairfax, Alexandria, Manassas, Falls Church and Manassas Park to all points within the Commonwealth of 
Virginia.

At the conclusion of the hearing on this application, the Heating Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the A^licant that he 
would recommend that the Commission enter an orte granting the application. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Heating Examiner's 
Report and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined not to be necessary.
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To transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier. No. HG-373

FINAL ORDF.lt

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found;

(1) That the Transferee is fit, willing, and able to provide the services required under the transfer of Certificate No. HG-373;

(2) That the Transferee can and will conqjly with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) That the application is proper and in the public interest

rr IS ORDERED;

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

(2) That the transfer of certificate of public convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier. No. HG-373, be, and the same is hereby, granted.

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the StafiE is of the opinion and finds;

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

Upon consideration of the application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion, and so finds, that the application is proper 
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

APPLICATION OF 
SIGNATURE LIMOUSINES, INC.

At the conclusion of the hearing on this application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for tire Applicants that 
he would recommend that the Commission enter an Order granting the plication. Counsel then waived his ri  ̂to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner's 
Report, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Senior Heating Examiner Glenn P. Richardson. Hamill D. Jones, Esquire, appeared as 
counsel for the Applicants. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel for the Commission. No protests were filed and no intervener(s) participated in 
the proceeding

CASE NO. MCS930181 
MARCH 10, 1994

CASE NO. MCS930182
MARCH 10, 1994

APPLICATION OF
AMERICAN AIR TRANSPORT, INC., 

Transferor
and

OmCE MOVERS, INC., 
Transferee

IT APPEARING to the State Coiporation Commission ("Commission") that Signature Limousines, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Ccanmission ottered 
an Initial Order on January 4, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to ffle such comment, objection, or request for heating on or before 
February 23, 1994; that the Applicant has conqjlied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of January 4, 1994; that no 
request for heating was made or comment filed;

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a heating examiner on March 1, 1994, to consider this 
application to transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier. No. HG- 373, which authorizes the bolder thereof to transport 
household goods between all points in Virginia.
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IT IS ORDERED:

For a catificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

The Hearing Examiner made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle;

(2) The Applicant can and will conqrly with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The application is warranted by the public convenience and necessity.

The Protestant filed comments to the Hearing Examiner's Report

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Hearing Examiner's findings be, and the same ate hereby, adopted in their entirety; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

CASE NO. MCS930184 
OCTOBER 28, 1994

APPUCATION OF
RESTON LIMOUSINE AND TRAVEL SERVICE, INC.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. Ellenberg Edward J. Kiley appeared as counsel for the 
Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the Commission. There were no protestants or intervenorfs).

(2) That Reston Limousine and Travel Service, Inc. is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier by 
motor vehicle authorizing it to transport passengers as a special or darter party carrier by motor vehicle from points of origin located in the Cities of Alexandria 
and Falls Church, as well as the Counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Loudon, and Prince William to all points within the Commonwealth of Virginia.

UPON CONSIDERATION of the Application, the Hearing Examiner's Report, the transcript, and the comments, the Commission is of the opinion 
and finds that the application is justified by the public convenience and necessity and should be granted; accordingly.

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on October 20, 1994, to receive evidence on 
this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle. Applicant seeks authority to provide 
service from points of origin located in the Cities of Alexandria and Falls Church, as well as the Counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Loudon, and Prince William to all 
points within the Commonwealth of Virginia.

At the conclusion of the hearing, the Hearing Examiner announced her findings from the bench and advised counsel that she would recommend that the 
Commission enter an order granting the application. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Hearing Examinet's Report, and the customary 15- 
day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.
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To transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier No. HG-282

FINAL ORDER

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a heating examiner on March 24, 1994, to consider this

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found:

(1) That the Transferee is fit, willing, and able to provide the services required under the transfer of Certificate No. HG-282;

(2) That the Transferee can and will conqtly with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) That the application is proper and in the public interest

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

(2) That the transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier. No. HG-282, be, and the same is hereby, granted.

To transfer a portion of a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier of passengers. No. B-386

FINAL ORDER

CASE NO. MCS930188
MARCH 23, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY file hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Anderson. Hamill D. Jones, Jr., Esquire, appeared as 
counsel forthe Applicants. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel for the Commission No Protestants or interveners appeared or participated at 
the hearing.

CASE NO. MCS930185 
APRIL 1, 1994

APPUCATION OF
MERCHANTS DELIVERY & STORAGE, INC., 

Transferor 
and

KLOKE MOVERS, INC., 
Transferee

APPUCATION OF
MID-ATLANTIC CHARTER SERVICE, INC.,

Transferor 
and

SUN LINE OF VIRGINIA. INC., 
Transferee

At the conclusion of the hearing on this qjplication, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicants that 
he would recommend that the Comtiiigginn enter an Orrlffr granting the application. Counsel then waived his ri^it to file any eAmmentg tn the Hearing Examiner's 
Report, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.

Upon consideration of the plication and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion, and so finds, that the application is prqter 
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

application to transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a household goods carrier. No. HG-282, which authorizes the holder thereof to transport 
household goods between all points in Virginia.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. Ellenberg Hamill D. Jones, Esquire, appeared as counsel 
for the .^rplicants. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel for the Commission. No protests were filed and no intervenerfs) participated in the 
proceeding

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on March 10, 1994, to receive evidence on 
this Application for the transfer of a portira of a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier of passengers, which would 
aullio^ the holder thereof to transport passengers by special m charter patty between points within the Counties of Amelia, Charles City, Chesterfield, 
Dinwiddle, Goochland, Hanover, Henrico, New Kent, Powhatan and Prince George as well as the Cities of Colonial Heights, Hopewell, Petersburg and Richmond 
to all points in Virginia
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After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found:

(1) That the Transferee is fit, willing, and able to provide the services required under the partial transfer of Certificate No. B-386;

(2) That the Transferee can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) That the Application is proper and in the public interest

IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that

(1) There is existing public need fiv fire proposed service of the Applicant;

(2) The Applicant is fit willing, and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The application is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

CASE NO. MCS940001 
APRIL 4, 1994

APPUCATION OF 
O'HALLORAN, INC.

At the conclusion of the hearing on this triplication, file Heating Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that he 
would recommend that the Commission enter an or^ granting the application. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Heating Examiner's 
Report, and the customary fifteen (15) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the heating was held before Senior Hearing Examiner Glenn P. Richardson Kenworth E. Lion, Jr., Esquire, 
appeared as counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire, appeared as counsel to the Commission Hamill D. Jones, Jr., Esquire appeared as 
counsel for the Protestant Thae were no Interveners. At the commencement oftbe hearing the protest was withdrawn

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers, sixteen years or younger, by motor vehicle over irregular 
routes in the geographic area of the Counties of Western Henrico, Northern Chesterfield & Eastern Goochland as well as the western portion of the City of 
Richmond be, and the same is hereby, granted.

(2) That the partial transfer of certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier of passengers. No. B-386, be, and the 
same is hereby, granted.

Upon consideration of the Application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion, and so finds, that the Application is 
proper and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

Upon consideration of the aqjplication and the Heating Examiner's Report, the Commissicm is of the opinion, and so finds, that the application is proper 
and in fire public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

At the conclusion of the hearing on this Application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicants that 
he would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the Application. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner’s 
Report, and the customary fifteen (15) day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public heating be held before a hearing examiner on March 30,1994, to receive evidence on 
this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers, sixteen years or younger, by motor vehicle over irregular 
routes within the geogttqihic area of the Counties of Western Henrico, Northern Chesterfield & Eastern Goochland as well as the western portion of the City of 
Ridimond.
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For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

The Hearing Examiner made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The application is warranted by the public convenience and necessity.

The Heating Examiner recommends that the Commission enter an order granting the applicatioa

No comments to the Heating Examiner's Report were filed.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Hearing Examiner’s findings be, and the same ate hereby, adopted in their entirety, and

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, iqxm consideration ofthe Application, file erdtibits thereto, and the report of the Staff is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide file proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

APPLICATION OF 
ARLINGTON LIMOUSINE SERVICE

APPLICATION OF
SUPREME LIMOUSINE SERVICE OF VA., INC.

CASE NO. MCS940002 
JUNE 8, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Heating Examiner Howard P. Anderson, Jr. John M. Ballenger, Esquire appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the Commission. John R. Sims, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the 
Protestants, and no intervenor(s) participated in the proceeding

CASE NO. MCS940004
MAY 5, 1994

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public heating be held before a hearing examiner on April 19,1994, to receive evidence on 
this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle. Applicant seeks authority to provide 
service fiom points of origin located in the Counties of Fairfax, Loudoun, Fauquier, Prince William, and Arlington, as well as the Cities of Alexandria, Falls 
Church, Fairfix, Manassas, and Manassas Park to all points within the Commonwealth of Virginia.

At Ihg coiwtusion of the Kvaminer announced the findings on the explication would be taken > wider advisement and subnutted
in the Heating Examiner's Report The transcript ofthe heating and the Hearing Examiner's Report were filed on April 19,1994.

(2) That Supreme Limousine of Virginia, Inc. is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a qiecial or diarter party carrier by motor 
vehicle authorizing it to transport passengers as a special or chatter party carrier by motor vehicle from points of origin located in the Counties of Faitfix, 
Loudoun, Fauquier, Prince William, and Arlington, as well as the Cities of Alexandria, Falls Church, Fairfax, Manassas, and Manassas Park to all points within 
the Commonwealth of 'Virginia.

UPON CONSIDERATION ofthe Applicatitm, the Hearing Examiner's Report and the transcript, the Commission is ofthe opinion and finds that the 
application is justified by the public convenience and necessity and should be granted; accordingly,

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Arlington Limousine Service ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
CommissiQn requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier piusuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered 
an Initial Order on February 4, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a ftrnnal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for bearing on or before 
March 28, 1994; that the Applicant has conqilied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of February 4, 1994; that no 
request for heating was made or comment filed;
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rr IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the erdiibits thereto, and the report of the StaE^ is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the ^rplicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

To transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier No. B-376

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Heating Examiner found:

(1) That the Transferee is fit, willing, and able to provide the services required under the transfer of Certificate No. B-376;

(2) That the Transferee can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

APPUCATION OF
DAVID ERIC MOODY

CASE NO. MCS940007 
APRIL 22, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940010 
APRIL 22, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Heating Examiner Glenn P. Richardson. Robert A. Hirsch, Esquire, appeared as counsel 
for the Applicants. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel for the Commission. No Protestants or interveners ^ipeared or participated at the 
hearing

(2) That the certificate described in paragrrqth (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

APPUCATION OF
WILLIAMS BUS LINES, INC,

Transferor
and

LAIDLAW TRANSIT (VIRGINIA) INC, 
Transferee

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Heating Examiner on April 20, 1994, to receive evidence on 
this Application for the transfer of certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier No. B-376.

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, grarrted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that David Eric Moody ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on February 25, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for heating on or before 
April 18, 1994; that the Applicant has compUed with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of February 25, 1994; that no 
request for heating was made or comment filed;
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(3) That the Application is proper and in the public interest

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

(2) That the transfer of certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier. No. B-376, be, and the same is hereby.
granted.

jWL. ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

For a certificate as a limousine earner

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the ^(plication, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Stafi^ is ofthe opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

APPUCATION OF
HOLLYWOOD LIMOUSINE, INC.

CASE NO. MCS940015 
APRIL 22, 1994

At the conclusion of the hearing on this Application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicants that 
he would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the Application. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Hearing Examinet's 
Report, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.

CASE NO. MCS940012 
MAY 4, 1994

(I) That the Defendant's authority as a limousine carrier granted by order of this Commission dated October 16, 1991, be, and the same is hereby, 
revoked; and

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on tor beating on Aj»il 26, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex tel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
CHIDIADI E. JONAH
2519 South Adams Street, No. 1
Arlington, Virginia 22206,

TWATiHant

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commissitm ("Commission") that Hollywood Limousine, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on February 25, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public rtotice of its Application to interested persons and further directing aay person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for heating on or before 
April 18, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of February 25, 1994; that no 
request for heating was made or comment filed;

Upon consideration of the Application and the Heating Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion, and so finds, that the Application is 
proper and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.
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IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Stafi; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Defendant's Certificate as a sight-seeing carrier by boat. No. LM-SS-W-34, be, and the same is hereby revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markets, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

CASE NO. MCS940017 
MAY 3, 1994

APPLICATION OF 
DONNA M. BILLUPS

CASE NO, MCS940016 
APRIL 28, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicarrt upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
SMITH MOUNTAIN LAKE CRUISES, INC. 
t/a BLUEWATER CRUISE COMPANY 
P.O. Box 443
Covington, Virginia 24426,

Defendant

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on fin- hearing on April 26, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendarrt to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission'') that Donna M. Billups ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on February 25, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its ^(plication to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request &sr hearing on or before 
April 18, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of February 25, 1994; that no 
request for hearing was made or comment filed;

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragr^h (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.
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For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, up ad< lion of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Staff, is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the .^iplicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the eriubits thereto, and the report ofthe Staff is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the .^rplicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

APPLICATION OF
THE MCLEAN LIMOUSINE COMPANY

CASE NO. MCS940021 
JUNE 1, 1994

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authnizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

APPLICATION OF
CAPITOL DRIVERS RENTAL SERVICE, INC.

CASE NO. MCS940023 
MAY 20, 1994

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authnizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragrq^ (1) above be issued to die Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

IT APPEARING to the State Caporation Commission ("Commission") that Capitol Drivers Rental Service, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application 
with the Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Conmissian 
entered an Initial Order on Mardi 23, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any 
person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, a request a formal heating on the Application to ffle such comment, otjection, a request fa heating on or 
before May 11, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of March 23, 1994; that no 
request fa hearing was made a comment filed;

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that The McLean Limousine Company ("Applicant") filed an Application 
with the Coimnission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Canmission 
entered an Initial Order on April 1,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, a request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, a request fa heating on a before 
May 19,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of April 1,1994; that no request fa 
hearing was marie, a Comment filed;

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements fa operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulatiais of this Commission.
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FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

VACATING AND DISMISSAL ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Final Judgment Order issued in this case on May 4,1994, be, andthe same is hereby, vacated; and

(2) That the Rule to Show Cause entered against the Defendant cm March 23,1994, be, and the same is hereby, dismissed.

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPLICATION OF
QUALITY TOUR TRANSPORT

CASE NO. MCS940025 
MAY 4, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. MCS940032 
JUNE 13, 1994

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on May 18,1994, to receive evidence cm this 
application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or chatter party carrier by motor vehicle. Applicant seeks authority to provide service

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of said report, is of the opinion that the Final Judgment Order was issued erroneously and should be 
vacated; accordingly.

CASE NO. MCS940025 
MAY 11, 1994

(1) That the Defendant's authority as an executive sedan carrier granted by order of this Commissicm dated August 16, 1993, be, and the same is 
hereby revoked; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission that by Final Judgment Order dated May 4,1994, the Defendant was ordered to surrender for 
cancellation all registration cards, identification markers, stamps, warrants, exenption cards, and decals issued by the Commission; and

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for hearing on April 26, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission's Motor Carrier Division has filed a report requesting the Final Judgment Order be vacated as 
OTOOdous and Uie case established against die Deftodant be dtsmissed; and

fem points of origin located in the Cities of Alexandria, Fairfex, Falls Church, Manassas and Manassas Park as well as the Counties of Arlington, Fairfax, 
Loudoun and Prince William, Virginia to all points within the Commonwealth of Virginia.

V.
C.M.C., INC.
4509 Pouncey Tract Road 
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060, 

Defendant

V.
CMC, INC.
4509 Pouncey Tract Road 
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060, 

Defendant
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The Hearing Examiner made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The qiplication is warranted by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Hearing Examiner's findings be, and the same are hereby, adopted in their entirety; and

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Ajqilicaticai, the exhibits thereto, and the report ofthe Staff is of file opinion and finds:

(1) That the .^iplicant is fit, willing, and able to provide file proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to file Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF
K AND J UMOUSINE SERVICE, INC.

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules aud Regulations this Commissinn-

CASE NO. MCS940034 
JUNE 7, 1994

(2) That Quality Tour Transport is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or chatter party carrier by motor vehicle 
authorizing it to transport passengers as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle from points of origin located in the Cities of Alexandria, Fairfax, Falls 
Omrch, Manassas and Manassas Park as well as the Counties of Arlington, Faitfiix, Loudoun and Prince William, Virginia to all points within the 
Commonweattb of ^^tginia.

UPON CONSIDERATION of the Application, the Heating Examiner’s Report, and the transcript, the Ccanmission is of the opinion and finds that the 
application is justified by the public convenience and necessity and should be granted; accordingly;

At the conclusion of the bearing, the Hearing Examiner announced her findings fiom the bench and advised counsel that she would recommend that the 
Commission enter an order granting the applicatioa Counsel then waived the right to file any cormnents to the Hearing Examiner's Report and the customary 
fifteen (15) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. Ellenberg. M. Brooks Savage, Jr., Esquire, ^jpeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to file Commission. No Protestants, or intervenor(s) participsd^ in the 
proceeding

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that K and J Limousine Service, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with 
the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 ofthe Code of Vnginia (1950); that file Commission entered an 
Initial Order on Ap^ 13,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring to 
file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to ffle such oomment, objection, or request for hearing on or before Jone 1, 
1994; that the Applicant has complied wifii all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of April 13,1994; that no request for hearing 
was made or comment filetk

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in \^rginia; and
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For a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The application is proper and in the public interest

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Staff is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to jaovide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF
PERSONAL LIMOUSINE EXCURSION

APPUCATION OFBARBARA P. PYLE, Va BP TOUR & TRAVEL

CASE NO. MCS940037 
AUGUST 10, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Glenn P. Richardson. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as 
counsel to the Commission. No Protestants or interveners appeared or participated at the bearing.

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Hearing Examiner on May 16, 1994, to receive evidence on 
this qjplication of Barbara P. Pyle, t/a BP Tour & Travel for a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle to all points in Virginia fiom all 
points in Virginia;

CASE NO. MCS940035 
MAY 20, 1994

At the conclusion of the hearing on this application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised the Applicant that be would 
recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the application. Applicant then waived his right to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner's Report 
and file customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined not to be necessary.

Upon consideration of the application and file Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion and so finds, that the application is proper 
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Personal Limousine Excursion ("Applicant") filed an Application with 
the Commission requesting a certificate as an limousine carrier pursu^ to Title 56 Charter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Amending Order on July 22, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
August 8,1994; that the Applicant has conqilied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of July 22, 1994; that no request for 
hearing was made or comment filed;

(2) That a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle to all points in Virginia fiom all points in Virginia be, and the same is 
hereby, granted.
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Tor a certificate as a limousine earner

CORRECTING ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and fire report oftheStafi; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Aj^licant is fit, willing, and able to provide die proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier diould be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

n IS ORDERED:

APFUCATION OF
PERSONAL LIMOUSINE EXCURSION

APPUCATION OF 
SILCO, INCORPORATED

(2) That the certificate described in paragnqih (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

CASE NO. MCS940038 
JUNE 7, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940037 
AUGUST 18, 1994

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Siloo, Incorporated ("Applicarrt") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission errtered 
an Initial Order on April 14, 1994, directing the Ajqjlicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
June 2, 1994; that the Applicant has conqjlied with all requiremerrts of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of April 14, 1994; that no request for 
hearing was made or commerrt filed;

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, airthorizing Applicarrt to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission that the Final Order entered in tire above-captioned matter on August 10,1994, was in error 
as to the type of motor carrier certificate applied for by the applicant The certification set forth in the said order was for an executive sedan carrier when the order 
should have reflected that of a limousine carrier. Accordingly,

(1) That the Commission's Order of August 10,1994, be andthe same is hereby, amended to reflect that the motor carrier certificate ^lied for by the 
applicant is that of a limousine carrier.
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For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report oftheStaf^ is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Defendants license as a broker of transportation of passengers by motor vehicle No. B-68, be, and file same is hereby revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

APPUCATION OF
ACCESS LIMOUSINE SERVICE, INC.

CASE NO. MCS940041 
NOVEMBER 7, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940042 
MAY 26, 1994

rr APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Access Limousine Service, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with 
the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Charter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Amending Order on August 16, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
Octobers, 1994; that the Applicant has cottqtlied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of August 16,1994; that no request 
for hearing was made or comment filed;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
GOLD STAR TOURS, INC.
5604 C^Ue Road
Portsmouth, Virginia 23703,

Defendant

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for heating on May 24, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation ofthe law as alleged; accordingly.

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (I) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules arid Regulations of this Commission.
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For a cotificate as an executive sedan earner

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application and the report of the Staff, is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck cairiw

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that:

1. There is existing public need for the proposed service of the Applicant;

2. The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested; and

3. The application is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings ofthe Hearing Examiner's Report be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

APPUCATION OF
PIEDMONT TRANSPORTATION, INC.

APPUCATION OF 
GROUND TRANSPORTATION SPECIALIST

ON THE APPOINTED DAY, the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. Ellenberg. Calvin F. Major, Esquire appeared as counsel 
for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Esquire appeared as counsel for the Commissiem. No Protestants or interveners appeared or participated at the bearing.

CASE NO. MCS940043 
JULY 18, 1994

Upon consideration of the Application and the Heating Examiner's Report, the Canmission is of the opinion and so finds that the application is proper 
and justified by the public coivenience a^ necessity; accordingly.

CASE NO. MCS940044 
JUNE 21, 1994

ON ANOTHER DAY, the Commission odered that a public hearing be held before a Heating Examiner on June 1,1994, to receive evidence on 
tins application fa a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier which would authorize the transportation of liquefied 
petroleum gas (LPG) in bulk, in tank truck vehicles, fa Chatham Oil Compiiy fiom points of origin in Catrqrbell County, Virginia to all points in Virginia.

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragr^b (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements fa operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

At the conclusion of the heating on this application, the Hearing Examiner announced tire above findings and advised counsel fa the Applicant that 
rite would recommend that the Canmission enta an order granting the applicatian. Counsel then waived the right to file any comments to the Hearing Examinet’s 
Report and the custonaty fifteen (IS) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Ground Transportation Specialist ("Applicant") filed an Application 
with the Canmission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Oapler 12.8 ofthe Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commissiai 
entered an Initial Order on May 2, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, a request a formal hearing on the ^plication to ffle such comment, objection, a request fa hearing on a before 
June 9,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of May 2,1994; that no request fa 
hearing was made a comment filed;
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For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report oftbeStaf^ is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Defendant's Certificate as a limousine carrier. No. LM-241, be, and the same is hereby revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

APPLICATION OF 
CAPITAL LIMOUSINE, INC.

CASE NO. MCS940046 
SEPTEMBER 21, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940047 
SEPTEMBER 15, 1994

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a petroleum tank truck carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing the 
transportation of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) in bulk, in tank truck vehicles for Chatham Oil Cottqrany from points of origin in Campbell County, Virginia to 
all points in Virginia for Chatham Oil Company.

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for hearing on September 13, 1994, and the Commission having found fire 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex tel.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
MARVIN HOWELL, t/a HOWELL LIMOUSINE SERVICE
401 South 12th Street
Arlington, Virginia 22202, 

Defendant

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
pointe in Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Cental Limousine, Inc. ("Applicarrt") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Charter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); t^t the Corrunission entered an 
Initial Order on May 4, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing atty person desiting to 
file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before June 23, 
1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of May 4, 1994; that no request for heating 
was made or cottttttenl filed;
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■JUDGMENT OF COMPROMISE AND SF.TTI.F.MENT

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That tile Final Judgment Order issued in this case on September IS, 1994, be, and the same is hereby, satisfied; and

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration oftiie .plication, the eidiibits thereto, and the report oftheStafi^ is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

rr IS ORDERED:

APPUCATTON OF 
RONALD W, HALE

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of said request, is of the opinion that the Final Judgment Order was issued erroneously and should be 
satisfied as authorized by § 12,1-15 of the Code of Virginia; accordingly.

CASE NO. MCS940047 
DECEMBER 13, 1994

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission that by Final Judgment Order dated September IS, 1994, the Defendant's Certificate as a 
limousine carrier. No. LM-24I was revoked, and all registration cards, identification markers, warrants and decals issued to the Defendant are null and void and 
dial] be surrendered for cancellation; and

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Commission's Motor Carrier Division has requested the Final Judgment Order be rescinded without the 
revocation of limousine carrier Certificate No. LM-241; and

CASE NO. MCS940048 
JULY 18, 1994

(2) That tire certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of tins Commission.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
MARVIN HOWELL, Va HOWELL LIMOUSINE SERVICE
401 South 12th Street
Arlington, Virginia 22202, 

Defendant

IT APPEARING to the State Corporatian Commission ("Commission") that Ronald W. Hale f Applicant") filed an Application witii the 
Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chrqrter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered 
an Initial Order cm April 28, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the .plication to file such comment, objection, or request for heating on or before 
June 15,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in tiie Commission's Order of April 28,1994; that no request for 
heating was made or comment filed;

(2) That the Commission's Motor Carrier Division forthwith allow Marvin HoweU, t/a Howell Limousine Service, to register its vehicle in Virginia so 
as to allow it to recommence operating in and through tbe Commonwealth.
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For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application and the report of the Staf^ is of the opinion and finds;

(1) That the ^jplicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Stag; is ofthe opinion and finds;

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

APPLICATION OF
ELEGANT TRANSPORT, INC.

APPUCATION OF
AARDVARK TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, INC.

CASE NO. MCS9400S0 
JULY 5, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted airthorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

CASE NO. MCS940051 
AUGUST 31, 1994

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Elegant Transport, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 ofthe Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Amending Order on June 22, 1994, directing the Applicarrt to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment cm, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file sudi comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
August 8,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Cmnmission's Order of June 22,1994; that no request for 
hearing was made or commerrt filed;

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all’ 
points io Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Aardvark Transportation Services, Inc. ("Applicant”) filed an 
Application with the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Commission entered an Initial Order on April 28, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further 
directing arty person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for 
heating on or before June 15, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of April 28, 
1994; that no request for hearing was made or comment filed;

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requiremerrts for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Cormnissioa
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Tat A certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the ejdubits thereto, and fire report oftheStafi; is of the opituon and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex tel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPUCATION OF
WASHINGTON-DULLES TRANSPORTATION, LTD.

APPUCATION OF
AARDVARK TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, INC.

CASE NO. MCS9400S2 
AUGUST 24, 1994

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfitction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules ac^ Regulations of tills Coimnissicm.

CASE NO. MCS9400S7 
AUGUST 11, 1994

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for heating on May 24, 1993, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

(1) That the authority issued by wder of this Commission on February 23, 1993, in Case No. MCS920174 as an executive sedan carrier, to file 
Defendant be, and the same is hereby revcficed.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on June 14,1994, to receive evidence on this 
application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special ar diarter patty carrier by motor vehicle. Applicant seeks authority to provide service 
fimn points of origin located in the Cities of Alexandria, Fairfax, Falls Qiurch, Manassas and Mananas Park as well as within the Counties of Arlington, Faitfix, 
Loudoun and Prince William, Virginia to all points within the Commonwealth of Virginia, and return in vehicles having a seating cqiacity of twelve (12) or less.

CASE NO. MCS940053 
MAY 27, 1994

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Aardvark Tranqxirtation Services, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an 
Afplication with the Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); fiiat the 
Commission entered an Initial Order on April 28, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further 
directing any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a fwmal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for 
hearing on or before June 15, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of April 28, 
1994; that no request for heating was made or comment filed;

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

V.
HARVEY M. AYTES, Va EXECUTIVE SEDAN SERVICE
6056 Flatfoot Road 
Dinwiddle, Virginia 23841,
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The Hearing Examiner made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The application is warranted by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Heating Examiner’s findings be, and the same ate hereby, adopted in their entirety, and

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon crmsiderationofthe Aj^lication, the exhibits thereto, and fire report oftheStaf^ is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide fire proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED;

UPON CONSIDERATION of the Application, the Hearing Examiner’s Report, the transcript, and the exhibits, the Commission is of the opinion and 
finds that the application is justified by the public convenience and necessity and should be granted; acctndingly.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the heating was held before Hearing Examiner Glenn P. Richardson. M. Brooks Savage appeared as counsel for the 
Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the Commission. No Protestant, and no intervenorfs) participated in the proceeding.

At the conclusion of the hearing, the Heating Examiner announced his findings from the bench and advised counsel that he would recommend that the 
Commission enter an order granting the Applicatioa Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner’s Report, and the customary 
fifteen (IS) day comment period was detennined to be unnecessary. The transcript of the heating and the Hearing Examiner’s Report were filed on July 26,1994.

APPUCATION OF 
SABRI M. GHANNAM

CASE NO. MCS940059 
JULY 5, 1994

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in \^rginia; and

(2) That Washington-Dulles Tranqrortation, Ltd. is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or chatter party carrier by 
motor vdiicle authorizing it to transport passengers as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle from points of origin located in the Cities of Alexandria, 
Fairfax, Falls Church, Manassas and Manassas Park as well as within the Counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun and Prince William, Virginia to all points 
within the Commonwealth of Virginia, and return in vehicles having a seating capacity of twelve (12) or less.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Sabri M Gharmam ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requeuing a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered 
an Initial Order on May 10,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiting 
to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hiring on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for heating on or before June 28, 
1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of May 10,1994; that no request for heating 
was made or comment filed;

(2) That file certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commissioit
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For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the .plication and the report ofthe Stafit is ofthe opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the prqxjsed service; and

{2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

rr IS ORDERED:

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, and the report ofthe Stafi^ is ofthe opinion and finds:

(1) That die Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the ^jplicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF 
TAE GOOM KIM

APPUCATION OF
RAYMOND H. HARMON, Va FREDERICKSBURG LIMOUSINE

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

CASE NO. MCS940060 
JULY 7, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940061 
JULY 18, 1994

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Tae Goom Kim ("Applicant") filed an Application with the Commission 
requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Charter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commissian entered an Initial Order on 
May 11, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring to file a written 
comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to ffle such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before June 30,1994; that the 
Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of May 11,1994; that no request for hearing was made or 
ccHZUDCnt

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hetdry, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission”) that Raymond H. Harmon, t/a Fredericksburg Limousine ("Applicant") filed 
an Application with the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Charter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Commission entered an Initial Order on May 11, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further 
directing any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for 
hearing on or before June 28, 1994; that fire Applicant has conqjlied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of May 11, 
1994; that no request for heating was made or comment filed;
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For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, uponconsiderationofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report ofthe Staff, is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

To transfer certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or diarter patty carrier by motor vehicle. No. B-386

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Heating Examiner found:

(1) That the Transferee is fit, willing, and able to provide the services required under the transfer of Certificate No. B-386;

(2) That the Transferee can and will comply with all provisians of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) That the Application is proper and in the public interesL

CASE NO. MCS940062 
AUGUST 19, 1994

APPLICATION OF
ELEGANT LIMOUSINE SERVICE, INC.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Andeisoa Hamill D. Jones, Jr., Esquire, ^rpeared as 
counsel for the Apphcants. Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel for the Comtnissioa No Protestants or interveners appeared or participated at 
the hearing.

CASE NO. MCS94006S 
JULY 5, 1994

APPLICATION OF
G&G TRANSPORTATION, INC., (Formerly Mid-Atlantic Chatter Service, Inc.),

Transferor
and

LINKOUS CHRISTIAN TOURS, INC.,
Transferee

ON ANOTHER DAY theCommissionorderedthatapublichearingbeheldbeforeahearingexamineron June 23,1994, to receive evidence on this 
Application for the transfer of a portion of a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle, which would 
au&orize the holder thereof to transport passengers in special or charter patties by motor vdiicles from points of origin located within the cities of Lyndiburg, 
Roanoke, Radford, Bedford, Martinsville, and Salem, as well as the counties of Campbell, Bedford, Franklin, Henry, Roanoke, Botetourt, Craig, Montgomery, 
Floyd, Pulaski, and Wythe, Virginia, to all points in Virginia.

At the conclusion of the heating on this Application, the Heating Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the ^tplicants that 
he would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the Application. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Heating Examiner's 
Report, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined to be utmecessaty.

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules Regulations of tiiis Ccnzunissim.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Elegant Limousine Service, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with 
the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on May 11,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring to 
file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before June 30, 
1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of May 11, 1994; that no request for bearing 
was made or comment filed;
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That die findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

Fw a certificate as a limousine canier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon ooDsidaationofthe.^^lication and the report oftheSta^ is ofthe opinion and finds:

(1) That the ^4>licant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine canier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine canier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application and the rqxirt of file Stafi; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Af^licant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine canier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

APPLICATION OF
THE DREAM DATE COMPANY

APPUCATION OF
METROPOLITAN LIMOUSINE SERVICE, INC.

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

Upon consideration of the Application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion, and so finds, that the Application is 
proper and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

CASE NO. MCS940067 
JULY 27, 1994

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the y^licant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

CASE NO. MCS940068 
JULY 27, 1994

(2) That the transfer of a portion of a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a qiecial or charter party carrier by motor vehicle. No. B-386, 
be, and the same is hereby, granted.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission”) that The Dream Date Company ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chsqrter 12.8 of file Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Oder on May 19,1994, directing the A^^Iicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring to 
file a written cmnment on, olgect to, or request a formal hearing on the Applicatitm to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before July 7, 
1994]; that file A]qriicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order (£ Hiscj 19,1994; that no request for hearing 
was made or cQnmmt filed;

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Metropolitan Limousine Service, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an plication 
with the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered 
an Initial Order on May 19,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring 
to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before July 7, 
1994; that the Applicant has conqilied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of May 19,1994; that no request for heating 
was made or connnent filed;
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IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, and the report of the Stag; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to die Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

rr IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Staff; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

APPLICATION OF
APPLE VALLEY LIMO, L.C.

APPLICATION OF
ABSOLUTE LIMO AND TICKET SERVICE, INC.

CASE NO. MCS940069 
DECEMBER 8, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

CASE NO. MCS940070
AUGUST 10, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to die Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

(2) That the certificate desorbed in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicanttotransport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Absolute Limo and Ticket Service, Inc. C Applicant") filed an 
Application with the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Tide 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Commission entered an Amending Order on September 27, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and 
further directing any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or 
request for hearing on or before November 14,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order 
of September 27,1994; that no request for hearing was made or commeitt filed;

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Apple Valley Limo, LC. ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Tide 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on May 19,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring to
file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file sudi comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before July 7, 
1994; that the Applicant has congtlied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of May 19,1994; that no request for hearing 
was made or comment filed;
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Tot a certificate as an executive sedan earner

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application and the report of the Staff is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the ^jplicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

The Heating Examiner made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a special ordtatter party carrier by motor vehicle;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of die Commission; and

(3) The application is warranted by the public convenience and necessity.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Anderson. The Armlicant appeared uro se. Graham G. 
Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the Commission. No Protestants, or intervenors participated in the proceeding

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

APPUCATION OF
BOB HUME (INDIVIDUAL)

CASE NO. MCS940072 
AUGUST 3, 1994

APPLICATION OF
WELCH SERVICES, INC., Va WHITE’S LIMOUSINE

(2) That die certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

CASE NO. MCS940071 
JULY 27, 1994

UPON CONSIDERATION ofthe Application, the Hearing Examiner’s Report and the transcript, the Commission is of the opinion and finds diat the 
application is justified by the public convenience and necessity and should be granted; accordingly.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission'') that Welch Services, Inc., t/a White's Limousine ("Applicant") filed an 
Applicadon with the Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Tide 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Commission entered an Initial Order on June 1,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing 
any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to ffle such comment, objection, or request for heating 
on or before July 18,1994; thatthe Applicant has conqilied withall requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of June 1,1994; that no 
request for heating was made or comment filed;

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

At the conclusioii of the hearings the Hearh^ Rnminer anoouBced his findings from the and advised counsel that he would tlui
Commission enter an order granting the application.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public heating be held before a heating examiner on Jidy 11,1994, to receive evidence on this 
application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by motes' 'vehicle. Applicant seeks authority to provide service 
firsn points of origin located within the City of Harrisonburg Virginia to all points within the Commonwealth of Virginia, and return; the certificate is limited to 
the transportation of James Madison University students, faculty, and staff.
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XT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Hearing Examiner's findings be, and the same are hereby, adopted in their entirety, and

For a license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The plication is proper and in the public interest

Upon consideration of the application and die Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion and so finds, that the application is proper
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

APPUCATION OF
LLOYD R. MEACHAM, Va JES TRANSPORTATION

APPUCATION OF
PRISON VISITATION PROJECT, INC., t/a PRISON VISITATION PROJECT

CASE NO. MCS940075 
AUGUST 4, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the heating was held before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. EUenberg. George A. Waithen, Esquire appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire appeared as counsel to the Commission. No Protestants or interveners appeared or participated at the 
heating.

CASE NO. MCS940076 
JULY 27, 1994

(2) That a license to broker the transportation of passengers (prisoners' families and fiiends) by motor vehicle to all prison location points in Virginia 
fiom all points within the City of Richmond, Virginia be, and the same is hereby, granted.

At the conclusion of the hearing on this application, the Heating Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that 
she would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the application. Counsel then waived his rifjit to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner's 
Rqiort and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined not to be necessary.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission'^ that Uoyd R. Meacham, t/a Jes Transportation ("A^qilicant") filed an 
Application with the Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Commission entered an Initial Order on June 1,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing 
any person desiting to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing 
on or before July 20,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of June 1, 1994; that no 
request for heating was made or comment filed;

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a Hearing Examiner on July 12,1994, to receive evidence on 
this application of Prison Visitation Project, Inc., t/a Prison Visitation Project for a license to broker the transportation of passengers (prison inmates' families and 
friends) by motor vehicle to all prison location points in Virginia &om all points within the City of Richmond, Virginia;

(2) That Bob Hume is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle authorizing it to 
transport passengers as a special or chatter party carrier by motor vehicle fiom points of origin located within the City of Hanisoriburg, Virginia to all points 
within the Commonwealth of Virginia, and return; the certificate is limited to the transportatiori of James Madison University students, faculty, and staff.
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NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application and the report ofthe StafiC is of the opinion and finds;

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the AnrIication, the exhibits thereto, and tire report of the Stafi; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Appbcant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED;

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report oftbeStafi^ is of the opirrii dfindi

(1) That the Appbcant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

APPUCATION OF
WASHINGTON COACH COMPANY

APPLICATION OF
BLACK TY LIMOUSINE SERVICES, INC.

CASE NO. MCS940077 
AUGUST 16, 1994

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and file same is hereby, granted, authorizing Appbcant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

CASE NO. MCS940080 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1994

(2) That file certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Appbcant upon satisfaction of aU requirements fin- operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

(2) That file certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Appbcant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Appbcant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between aU points in Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Canmission ("Commission") that Black Ty Limousine Services, Inc. ("Appbcant") filed an Appbcation 
with the Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission 
entered an Initial Order on June 1, 1994, directing the Appbcant to provide public notice of its Appbcation to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written comment on, object to, a request a formal bearing on the Appbcation to file such comment, objection, a request fa heating on a before 
July 20,1994; that the Appbcant has complied with all requirements of pubbc notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of June 1,1994; that no request fa 
hetuing was made a comment filed;

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Washington Coadi Company ("Appbcant") filed an Appbcation with 
the Commission requesting a certificate as a bmousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Charter 12.8 ofthe Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on June 8, 1994, directing the Appbcant to provide pubbc notice of its Appbcation to interested persons and further directing any person desiring to 
file a written comment on, object to, a request a formal heating on the Appbcation to file such comment, objection, a request fa hearing on a befae July 29, 
1994; that the Appbcant has complied with aU requirements of pubbc notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of June 8,1994; that no request fa hiring 
was made a comment filed;
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(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over regular routes

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that:

(1) There is existing public need for the prqxsed service of the Applicant;

(2) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The qiplication is justified by file public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Heating Examiner be, and the same ate hereby, adopted; and

Upon consideration of the application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is ofthe opinion, and so finds, that the plication is proper 
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

APPLICATION OF
TRI STATE CASINO TOURS, INC. OF VIRGINIA

At the conclusion of the heating on this application, the Heating Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that he 
would recmnmend that the Cammission enter an ordv granting the application. The Hearing Examiner's Report was filed on December 6,1994 and no comments 
were filed. The customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

CASE NO. MCS940086 
DECEMBER 22, 1994

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on November 4,1994, to receive evidence 
on this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over the following routes: between the 
Pentagon and National Airport via State Route 110 and U.S. Highway 1 between Gainesville and Delaplane via Interstate 66 serving exit 23 (Delaplane), exit 40 
(Haymarket), exit 43 (Gainesville), exit 47 (Manassas), exit 52 (Centreville), exit 55 (Fair Lakes) and exit 62 (Vienna Metro Station) as off route points within 
three (3) miles of said exits.

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragr^h (I) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this CommiMinn

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Anderson, Jr. Calvin F. Major, Esquire, appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire, appeared as counsel to the Commission. David G. Brickley, Esquire, appeared as counsel for the 
Protestant No interveners qrpeared or participated at the heari^

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over regular routes between the 
Pentagon and National Airport via State Route 110 and U.S. Highway 1 between Gainesville and Delaplane via Interstate 66 serving exits 23 (Delaplane), exit 40 
(Haymarket), exit 43 (Gainesville), exit 47 (Manassas), exit 52 (Centreville), exit 55 (Fair Lakes) and exit 62 (Vienna Metro Station) as off route points within 
three (3) miles of said exits be, and the same is hereby, granted.
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Tor a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over regular routes

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that:

(1) There is existing public need for the proposed service of the Applicant;

(2) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The qjplication is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or diarter party carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

CASE NO. MCS940087 
DECEMBER 22, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY, the hearing was held before Senior Hearing Examiner Glen P. Richardson. Van C. Ernest rqrpeared as counsel for 
the applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr. appeared as counsel for the Commission. Calvin F. Major rqipeated as counsel for the Protestants Cavalier Transportation, 
Inc. and Touttime America, Ltd. Hamill D. Jones, Jr. appeared as counsel for the Protestant Groome Transportatioa No intervenors appeared or participated in 
the proceeding

APPUCATION OF
FRANKLIN CHARTER BUS, INC.

APPLICATION OF
GULFSTREAM LIMOUSINE COMPANY

CASE NO. MCS940092 
DECEMBER S, 1994

ON ANOTHER DAY, the Ctmnnissitni ordered that a public heating be held before a hearing examiner to receive evidence on this plication ftir a 
certificate of public COTvenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle. Applicant seeks authority to provide service fiom points of 
origin located in the Cities of Alexandria, Charlottesville, Colonial Heights, Fairfax, Falls Church, Fredericksburg Hopewell, Petersburg Richmond, and 
Williamsburg as well as the Counties of Albemarle, Arlington, Caroline, Charles City, Chesterfield, Fair&x, Goodiland, Hanover, Henrico, James City, Louisa, 
New Kent, Orange, Powhatan, Prince George, Prince William, Spottsylvania, and Stafford, Virginia, to all points within the Commonwealth of Virginia.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on November 4,1994, to receive evidence 
on this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over the following routes: between 
Delaplane, Virginia and Dulles International Airport via Interstate 66 and State Route 28 serving exits 47 (Manassas), exit 43 (Gainesville), exit 40 (Haymarket), 
and exit 23 (Delaplane) as off route points within three (3) miles of said exits.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Anderson, Jr. Calvin F. Major, Esquire, appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig Jr., Esquire, appeared as counsel to the Commission David G. Brickley, Esquire ^jpeared as counsel for the 
Protestant No interveners qipeated or participated at the heating

Upon consideration of the application and the Hearing Examiner's Rqjort the Commission is of the (pinion, and so finds, that the application is proper 
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

At the conclusion of the hearing the Examiner armounced his findings fiom the bench and advised counsel that he would recommend that the 
Commission enter an order granting the qplication. Hie transcript of the hearing and the Hearing Examiner’s Report were filed on October 14,1994.

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over regular routes between Delaplane, 
Virginia and Dulles International Airport via Interstate 66 and State Route 28 serving exit 47 (Manassas), exit 43 (Gainesville), exit 40 (Haymarket), and exit 23 
(Delaplane) as off route points within three (3) miles of said exits, with the restriction that Franklin Charter Bus, Inc. is not to board or ^scbatgi passengers 
having a prior or subsequent journey by air along State Route 28 brtween Centreville and Dulles International Airport be, and the same is hereby, grant^

At the conclusion of the hearing on this application, the Heating Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that he 
wcHildreccnnmenddiat the Commission enter an order granting the application The Heating Examiner's Report was filed on December 6,1994 and no comments 
were filed.
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The Hearing Examiner made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to render adequate and reliable service as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the rules and regulations of the Commission;

(3) That application is warranted by the public convenience and necessity.

The Protestants did not file comments to the Hearing Examiner's Report

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Hearing Examiner’s findings be, and the same are hereby, adopted in their entirety; and

(2) That the Applicant is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle as set forth
above.

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Defendant's certificate as a limousine carrier. No. LM-103, be, and the same is hereby, revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

V.

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

rr IS ORDERED:

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant ate void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

CASE NO. MCS940095 
SEPTEMBER IS, 1994

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, Mt rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. MCS940094 
OCTOBER 28, 1994

(1) That the Defendant's Certificate as an executive sedan carrier. No. XS-76, and as a limousine carrier. No. LM-137, be, and the same are hereby 
revoked; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
TRUE BRIT, INC.
12118Beaver Creek Road
Clifton, Virginia 22024,

Defendant

ELITE LIMOUSINE SERVICE, INC. 
P.O. Box 7057
Reston, 'S%ginia 22091

Defendant

The Rule to Show Carrse issued against the Defendant, having come on for hearing on September 13, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for hearing on October 18, 1994, and fee Commission having found fee 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

UPON CONSIDERATION of the application and fee Heating Examiner's Report, the Commission is of fee opinion and finds that the application is 
justified by fee public convenience and necessity and should be granted; accordingly.
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For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Executive Limousines, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with the

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Staff; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to (ffovide the proposed service, and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, and the report of the Staff is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

rr IS ORDERED:

APPLICATION OF
GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL LIMOUSINE SERVICE, INC.

APPLICATION OF
EXECUTIVE LIMOUSINES, INC.

CASE NO. MCS940098 
DECEMBER 8, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing ^iplicant to tranqxirt passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

CASE NO. MCS940097 
AUGUST 24, 1994

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Ccnmnission.

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Global International Limousine Service, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an 
Application with the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Charter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Commission entered an Amending Order on August 24,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further 
directing any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for 
hearing on m before October 12, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of 
August 24,1994; that no request for hearing was made or comment filed;

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Charter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); thal the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on June 21,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring to 
file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or ^fore August 11, 
1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of June 21,1994; that no request for heating 
was made or comment filed;
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For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Stafit is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

rr IS ORDERED:

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Defendant's Certificate as a limousine carrier. No. LM-228, be, and the same is hereby revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markets, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

APPLICATION OF
RANDY EUGENE WOODWARD

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. MCS940099 
SEPTEMBER 21, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
pointe in Virginia' and

CASE NO. MCS940101 
SEPTEMBER IS, 1994

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set 
by law and the Rules and Regulations of this Ccnmnission.

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for hearing on September 13, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission”) that Randy Eugene Woodward ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Cotmnission entered an 
Initial Order on June 21,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring to 
file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before August 11, 
1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of June 21,1994; that no request for hearing 
was made or comment filed;

v.
UNIVERSITY LIMOUSINE, INC.
204 Ridge Street 
CbarlottesviUe, Virginia 22902, 

Defimdant
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For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report oftheStafi  ̂is of the opinion and finds;

(1) That the j^licant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and file report of the Staff is ofthe opinion and finds;

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to file Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

isfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and

APPUCATION OF 
GOURCHAL, FOUAD EL

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant up 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

APPUCATION OF
PROFESSIONAL LIMO SERVICE INC.

CASE NO. MCS940102 
OCTOBER 12, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940103 
OCTOBER 12, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Afphcant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in \^rginia; and

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Fouad El Gourchal, filed an Application with the Cmnmission 
requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an Initial 
Order on August 18,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring to file 
a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before October 4, 
1994; that the Apphcant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of August 18, 1994; that no request for 
hearing was made or comment filed;

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this CotrrmissioiL

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Professional Limo Service, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with 
the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 ofthe Code of Virginia (1950); that fire Commission entered an 
Initial Order on August 18,1994, directing file Apphcant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring 
to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file sudi comment, objection, or request for heating rm or before 
October 4,1994; that the Apphcant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set fiitfii in the Commission's Order of August 18,1994; that no request 
for hearing was made or comment filed;
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Pot a certificate as a limousine earner

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the eidiibits thereto, and the report of the Stag; is of tl d finds;

(1) That file Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the Defendant's certificates as a common carrier of passengers, Nos. P-2439 and B-346, be, and the same are herdjy revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markers, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellation.

APPLICATION OF 
PAUL A BUUFANT

CASE NO. MCS940107 
OCTOBER 28, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all. 
points in Virginia; and

CASE NO. MCS940105 
OCTOBER 26, 1994

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
BRISTOL-JENKINS BUS LINES, INC.
P.O. Box 847
Bristol, Virginia 24203, 

Defendant

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant, having come on for heating on October 18, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of the law as alleged; accordingly.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Paul A Bulifant ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on August 18,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of hs Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring 
to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
October 4,1994; that the Applicant has conqrlied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of August 18,1994; that no request 
for hearing was made or comment filed;
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For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, tqxm consideration offite Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report oftheStaS; is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Af^licant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, iqxm consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of tire Stafit is ofthe opinion and finds:

(1) That the ^rplicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine carrier riunild be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

rr IS ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF
HOAR-HAKENSON LEASING COMPANY, Va DIAMOND EXECUTIVE TRANSPORTATION

APPUCATION OF
AMERICAN EAGLE LIMOUSINE, INC.

CASE NO. MCS94011S 
OCTOBER 26, 1994

(2) That the certificate described in paragrqdi (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of fills Commission.

CASE NO. MCS940113 
OCTOBER 26, 1994

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and fiie same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in A^tginia; and

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the Stale Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Hoar-Hakenson Leasing Conqiany, t/a Diamond Executive 
Transportation ("Applicant") filed an Application with the Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Charter 12.8 of the 
Code of Virginia (1950); that the CommissiQn entered an Initial Order on August 18, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to 
interested persons and further directing any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such 
comment, objection, or request for heating on or before October 7,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the 
Commission's Order of August 18,1994; that no request for heating was made or comment filed;

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that American Eagle Limousine, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with 
the Commission requesting a certificate as a toousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on August 18,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiting 
to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating m the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for heating on or before 
October?, 1994; that the Applicant has conqtlied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of August 18,1994; that no request 
fin- heating was made or comment filed;

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Cornmissinn
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Por a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the erdiibits thereto, and the report oftheStaS; is of the opinion and finds;

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED;

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report oftheStafE^ is of the opinion and finds;

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED;

APPUCATION OF 
SAUL JUDAH

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicarrt to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

CASE NO. MCS940116 
OCTOBER 26, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940117 
OCTOBER 26, 1994

APPUCATION OF
FLORENCIO A REATE

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Saul Judah ("Applicarrt") filed an Application with the Commission 
requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an Initial 
Order on August 18,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and firrther directing any person desiring to file 
a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before October 7, 
1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of August 18, 1994; that no request for 
hearing was made or comment filed;

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine 
between all points in Virginia; and

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Florencio A Reate ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Cmnmission entered 
an Initial Order txt August 18, 1994, directing the Applicarrt to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written conunent on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for heating on or before 
October 7,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of August 18,1994; that no request 
for hearing was made or comment filed;

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
file Rules and Regulations of this Commission.
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For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report ofthe Stafi^ is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report ofdie Staff is ofthe opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

CASE NO. MCS940119 
OCTOBER 26, 1994

CASE NO, MCS940118 
OCTOBER 27, 1994

APPLICATION OF 
JAMES H. GILES, JR.

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

APPLICATION OF 
ROBERT T. CARTER

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicarrt to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Robert T. Carter ("Applicant") filed an /qiplication with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered 
an Initial Order on August 18, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person 
desiring to file a written commertt on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
October?, 1994; that the Applicant has conqtlied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of August 18,1994; that no request 
for hearing was made or comment filed;

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commissiort

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that James H. Giles, Jr. ("Applicarrt") filed an Application with die 
Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Tide 56 Chapter 12.8 ofthe Code of Virginia (1950); diat the Commission entered 
an Initial Order on August 16, 1994, directing die Applicant to provide public notice of its AppUcadcm to interested persons and further directing airy person 
desiring to file a written crmnnent on, object to, or requ^ a formal heating on the Application to file sudi comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
October 4,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set farth in the Commission's Order of August 16,1994; that no request 
for heating was made or comment filed;
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For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, uponconsiderationofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report of the Staff, is of the opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Heating Examiner found that:

(1) There is existing public need for the proposed service of the Applicant;

(2) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The qjplicalion is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same ate hereby, adopted; and

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

APPUCATION OF
EXECUTIVE SEDAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC.

CASE NO. MCS940121 
NOVEMBER 7, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940120 
OCTOBER 26, 1994

Upon consideration of the application and the Heating Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion, and so finds, that the triplication is proper 
and in die public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Anderson, Jr. Marie B. Michelsen, Esquire, Esquire, 
qqieared as counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire, appeared as counsel to the Commissioa No Protestants or interveners appeared or 
participated at the hearing.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public heating be held before a hearing examiner on October 3, 1994, to receive evidence on 
this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes within the 
geogtsqihic area of Eidiibit A attadied hereto.

APPUCATION OF
LAROCHE ENTERPRISES, INC.

At the conclusion of the hearing on this application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that he 
would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the applicatiort Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner's 
Rqxnt, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

IT APPEARING to the Stale Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Executive Sedan Management Services, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an 
Application with the Commission requesting a certificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Conunission entered an Initial Order on August 18, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further 
directing any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for 
hearing on or before October 4,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of August 18, 
1994; that no request for hearing was made or comment filed;
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For a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

The Hearing Examiner made the following findings:

(1) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to tender adequate and reliable service as a special or charter party earner by motor vehicle;

(2) The Applicant can and will comply with all provisions of law and the Rules and Regulations of the Commission; and

(3) The iqtplication is warranted by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Hearing Examiner’s findings be, and the same are herdty, adopted in their entirely; and

FINAL JUDGMENT ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

APPLICATION OF
FAIRFAX COACH LINES, INC.

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes in the geographic 
area of Exhibit A attached hereto be, and the same is hereby, granted.

CASE NO. MCS940128 
OCTOBER 31, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940123 
NOVEMBER 28, 1994

(2) That Fairfax Coach Lines, Inc. is granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or diarter party carrier by motor vehicle 
authorizing it to tran^xjit passengers as a special or charter party carrier by motor vducle from points of origin located in the Cities of Alexandria, Falls Church, 
and Fairfax, Virginia, as well as the Counties of Arlington, Fair^ Prince William, and Loudoun, Virginia to all points within the Commonwealth of Virginia.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on November 1,1994, to receive evidence 
on this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a special or charter patty carrier by motes- vehicle. Applicant seeks authority to provide 
service from points of origin located in the Cities of Alexandria, Falls Church, and Fairfax, Virginia, as well as the Counties of Arlington, Fah&x, Prince 
William, and Loudoun, Virginia to all points within the Commonwealth of Ynginia.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Howard Anderson. Calvin F. Major qrpeared as counsel for the 
Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire ^ipeared as counsel to the Commission. No protestant and no intervenor participated in the proceeding.

NOTE: A copy of Exhibit A is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler 
Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street Richmond, Virginia.

The Rule to Show Cause issued against the Defendant having come on for hearing on October 18, 1994, and the Commission having found the 
Defendant to be in violation of fire law as alleged; accordingly.

UPON CONSIDERATION of the Application, the Hearing Examiner’s Report and the comments, the Commission is of the opinion and finds dial 
the iqjplication is justified by the public convenience and necessity and should be granted; accordingly.

At the conclusion of the hearing, the Hearing Examiner announoed his findings from the bench and advised counsel that he would recommend that die 
Commission enter an order granting die applicatioiL Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner's Report and the customary 
fifteen (IS) day comment period was determined to be unnecessary.

V. 
CHENDA SOK 
13304 Hollinger Avenue 
Fair&x, Virginia 22033, 

Defendant
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Defendant's certificate as an executive sedan earner, No. XS-11, be, and the same is hereby revoked; and

(2) That all registration cards, identification markets, warrants, and decals issued to the Defendant are void and shall be surrendered for cancellatioa

To expand its service territory as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes under Certificate No. P-2601

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that

(1) There is existing public need for the proposed service of the Applicant;

(2) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The application is justified by the public convenience and necessity.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings of the Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

(2) That Certificate No. P-2601 be ejqpanded to include the geographic area shown on Exhibit A attached hereto.

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FINAL ORDER

APPUCATION OF 
MORRIS MOSES. JR.

APPLICATION OF 
O'HALLORAN, INC.

Upon consideration of the application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is of the opinion, and so finds, that the application is prqier 
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

CASE NO. MCS940131 
DECEMBER 1, 1994

NOTE: A copy of Exhibit A is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's OfiSce, Document Control Center, Tyler 
Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

CASE NO. MCS940130 
DECEMBER 1, 1994

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Andersoa Kenworth E. Lion, Jr., Esquire, appeared as 
counsel for the Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire, appeared as counsel to the Commission. No Protestants or interveners appeared or participated at the 
hearing.

At the conclusion of the beating on this application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the A^licant that he 
would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the applicatioa Counsel then waived his rigfit to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner's 
Report, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public bearing be held before a hearing examiner on November 7,1994, to receive evidence 
on this application to expand its service territory as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes under Certificate No. P-2601 within the 
geographic area of the counties indicated on Applicant's Exhibit A attached hereto.

to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for hearing on or before 
October 19, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of August31, 1994; that no 
request for hearing was made but a comment was made objecting to the fitness of the Applicant;

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Morris Moses, Jr. ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Coinmission entered an 
Initial Older on August 31,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiring
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(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as a limousine cairier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as an executive sedan carrier

FINAL ORDER

NOW THE COMMISSION, up<m consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thereto, and the report oftheStaf  ̂is ofthe opinion and finds:

(1) That the Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

(2) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

For a certificate as a limousine carrier

FWALO^ER

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Application, the exhibits thento, and the report ofthe Staff is ofthe opinion and finds:

(1) That the A]q>licant is fit, willing, and able to provide the proposed service; and

APPLICATION OF 
CAPITAL CITY LIMOUSINE, INC.

APPLICATION OF
CLASSIC COACHES LIMOUSINE SERVICES, INC.

(1) That a certificate as an executive sedan carrier be, and the same is hereby, granted, authorizing ^jplicant to transport passengers by executive 
sedan between all points in Virginia; and

CASE NO. MCS940152 
DECEMBER 30, 1994

CASE NO. MCS940134 
DECEMBER 21, 1994

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Application, the exhibits thereto, the report of the Staff and the comment filed, is of the 
opinion and finds:

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Capital City Limousine, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an Application with the 
Commission requesting a certificate as a limousine cairier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the Commission entered an 
Initial Order on October 21,1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further directing any person desiting 
to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal hearing on the Application to file such commenf objection, or request for hearing on or before 
December 12,1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of October 21, 1994; that no 
request for hearing was made or comment filed;

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

(2) That the certificate described in paragnqrh (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satis&ctitm of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.

IT APPEARING to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") that Classic Coaches Limousine Services, Inc. ("Applicant") filed an 
Application with the Commission requesting a cotificate as an executive sedan carrier pursuant to Title 56 Chapter 12.8 of the Code of Virginia (1950); that the 
Commission entered an Initial Order on October 21, 1994, directing the Applicant to provide public notice of its Application to interested persons and further 
directing any person desiring to file a written comment on, object to, or request a formal heating on the Application to file such comment, objection, or request for 
heating on or before December 12, 1994; that the Applicant has complied with all requirements of public notice as set forth in the Commission's Order of 
October21,1994; that no request forbear  ̂was made or comment filed;

(2) That the certificale described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules arid Regulations of this Commission.
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(2) Thai a certificate as a limousine carrier should be granted to the Applicant pursuant to § 56-338.114; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

Fot a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle

FINAL ORDER

After considering the evidence presented in the case, the Hearing Examiner found that:

(1) There is existing public need fw the proposed service of the Applicant;

(2) The Applicant is fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested; and

(3) The application is justified by the public convenience and rsecessily.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings ofthe Hearing Examiner be, and the same are hereby, adopted; and

(2) That a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over the routes shown on Exhibit A 
attadied hereto be, and the same is hereby, granted.

CASE NO. MCS940183 
DECEMBER 27, 1994

APPUCATION OF
V.I.P. & CELEBRITY LIMOUSINES, INC.

ON THE APPOINTED DAY the hearing was held before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Anderson, Jr. Hamill D. Jones, Esquire, qjpeared as 
counsel forthe Applicant Graham G. Ludwig, Jr., Esquire, appeared as counsel to the Commission. No Protestants or interveners appeared or participated at the 
hgaring

(1) That a certificate as a limousine carrier be and the same is hereby, granted authorizing Applicant to transport passengers by limousine between all 
points in Virginia; and

NOTE: A copy of Exhibit A is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's OfBce, Document Control Center, Tyler 
Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

ON ANOTHER DAY the Commission ordered that a public hearing be held before a hearing examiner on December 22, 1994, to receive evidence 
on this application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over the routes shown on Exhibit A 
attached hereto.

At the conclusion of the hearing on this application, the Hearing Examiner announced the above findings and advised counsel for the Applicant that he 
would recommend that the Commission enter an order granting the application. Counsel then waived his right to file any comments to the Hearing Examiner's 
Report, and the customary fifteen (IS) day comment period was deemed not to be necessary.

Upon consideration ofthe application and the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission is ofthe opinion, and so finds, that the application is proper 
and in the public interest and should be granted; accordingly.

(2) That the certificate described in paragraph (1) above be issued to the Applicant upon satisfaction of all requirements for operation set by law and 
the Rules and Regulations of this Commission.
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DIVISION OF PUBLIC SERVICE TAXATION

FINAL ORDER

Pursuant to order of January 27,1994, the Commission heard oral argument in this case on March 8,1994.

(Emphasis siqiplied)

1 Louisa's ratio was 89.5%.

§ 2. ... All assessments of real estate and tangible personal property shall be at their fair market value, 
to be ascertained as trrescribed by law.

APPUCATION OF
THE COUNTY OF LOUISA

The Commissirm has considered the motions and briefa filed in this matter, the Stipulation of Facts entered into by the parties, and the oral argument, 
and finds that the matter is now mature for decision.

§ 1. ... All taxes shall be levied and collected under general laws and shall be uniform upon the same 
class of subjects within the territotial limits of the authority levying the tax....

Prior to 1966, the assessed values of public service property were usually determined by applying a uniform 
40 percent assessment ratio. This was in recognition of the bet that the mandate of the Constitution of Virginia, 
now Article X, § 2, requiring real property to be assessed at fair market value, had been "so honored in the breach

CASE NO. PST910005 
JULY 5, 1994

Taxation, as required by Virginia Code § 58.1-2604(A), is incorrect,^ and that the Commission's use of that ratio in making its assessments of the value of such 
property was accordingly improper. It asks that we direct the Tax Department to publish a revised, corrected ratio. In the alternative, Louisa seeks a declaration 
that the above Code section is uncimstitutional to fire extent that use of a ratio other than 1:1 is allowed under that section.

It is true, as Louisa contends, that the Commission has an (drligation under Virginia Code § 58.1-2670 to review our assessments, upon petition. 
Louisa argues that fins statute provides us with authority to review every element which went into the assessment, including the accuracy of the Tax 
Commissioner's ratios. Virginia Code § 58.1-2604(A) directs us to use such ratios, however. We have no discretion in bat matter, Virginia Code § 58.1-2670 
notwithstanding

The method of assessment of public service corrqrany property in Virginia is described in detail by the record in this case, but can be quickly 
summarized. Pursuant to the Constitution of Virginia, Article X, § 2, and Virginia Code § 58.1-2600, this Commission assesses, with certain exceptions not 
relevant here, all real and tangible personal property of public service companies throughout the Commonwealth. In this case, the Commission assessed tangible 
personal property (the only category challenged by Louisa) by multiplying the values determined under the "cost-less-depreciation" method by the above ratio 
(89.5%) supplied to the Commission by the Tax Commissioner. The resulting values were lower than Louisa believes proper.

^One of the patties hereto, Virginia Power, contends that the county has no standing to raise such an issue. While there may be doubt as to Louisa's standing 
under the reasoning of Commonwealth v. Hines. 221 Va, 626 (1980) and R.F.&P. R.R. v. City of Richmond. 145 Va. 225 (1926), we will not base our decision 
in this case on that theory.

On November 21, 1991, the County of Louisa ("Louisa") filed an application for review and correction of assessments fen- taxation of the value of 
public service cottqtany prope^ in that county for tax year 1991. Louisa contends that the local assessment ratio determined for that year by the Department of 
Tainrtirm M rwnitffwl hv Virennia Cyvki S anH that IHa iico nf that ratio in maVino ite aeeaeemante vatn^ z\F ciiok

Next, Louisa questiems the constitutionality of \^tginia Code § 58.1-2604(A).^ Ihe operative provisiems of the Virginia Constitution ate Sections 1 
and 2 of Article X, which provide, as pertinent:

For review and correction of assessments of heat, water, light and power corporations; gas and pipeline distribution corporations; and 
telecommunications companies - tax year 1991; and for declaratory judgment

The first issue fin- determination is whether we can examine the ratio published by the Tax Commissioner and, upon a proper showing declare it 
incorrect and direct that ofScial to modify it Our answer to these questions is no. Our clear responsibility under Virginia Code § 58.1-2604(A) is to "aqsply” the 
ratio we receive from the Tax Commissioner. By contrast, it is the duty of the Tax Comrnissioner to establish that ratio. These functions are exocised 
independently, and, under the statute, neither agency is answerable to the other in respect thereto.

The Virginia Suprone Court's efibrts to reconcile these provisions with the manner hr which the assessment and taxation of property in Virginia has 
actually been accomplished over the decades has produced an extensive body of case law. A brief summary of this situation is found in R.F.& P. R.R. v. State 
Coro. Comm.. 219 Va. 301,306-307 (1978):
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Washington Bank v. Washington Co., supra, 218.

The court upheld the Commission's assessment practice:

Richmond v. Commonwealth, supra, 628.

that the assessment is out of line generally with other...properties, which in character and use bear some relation to 
that of a petitioner.

In conclusion, we therefore find that the Commission has no jurisdiction to examine the accuracy of the local assessment ratio applicable to this case 
developed by the Tax Commissioner, nor any authority to require any changes to be made in that ratio. We also find that the assessment procedure required by 
Virginia Code § 58.1-2504(A) is not unconstitutional as applied to the facts of this case.

We do not construe the law in such a fashion, however. First, if the strict discrimination standard of Ldiidi was once the rule, it did not remain so 
long. More typical are later pronouncements such as that found in Washington Bank v. Washington Co.. 176 Va. 216 (1940), where the court stated that relief 
was available to any taxpayer who could show:

Second, a long line of cases that pre-date the 1971 Constitution had sustained the practice of this Commission of applying a fiaction, generally 40%, to 
its FMV assessments of public service company property. See, for exanqrle. Southern Railway Co. v. Commonwealth. 211 Va. 210 (1970).

Thus, Louisa argues there is no constitutional support for the requirement of Virginia Code § 58.1-2604(A) that the Commission's assessments of 
public service properly be reduced by a percentage factor fiom the Tax DepartmenL

From this ruling, Louisa argues that it is only where such degree of discrimination is shown to exist, not the case here, according to Louisa, that the 
application of a percentage factor to FMV assessments can be constitutionally justified. Further, Louisa contends that any such disregard of the Constitution's 
FMV requirement has been forbidden since 1975, when Virginia Code § 58.1-3201 was amended to require that all assessments "shall be made at 100 percent fair 
market A^ue...."

We cannot say that the action of the Commission, in making the assessment complained of at forty per cent of the 
fitir market value of ^rpellee's properties, constitutes an abuse of the authority and discretion confided to it by the 
Constitution and statutes of the State.

^The statute, of course, refined the process when it required that a separate ratio be calculated for each taxing jurisdiction, in lieu of the Contmission's use of a 
state-wide average, but this fact do« not irrvalidate the fundamental principle involved; rather, it should result in more fairness to both the locality and the 
taxpayer.

The 1971 Constitution retained the same lartguage from the previous Constitution; the adoption of the new Constitution did not effect atty change in 
the principles which had been formulated in earlier decisiatts of the court Louisa does not disagree with this point (Transcript, pp. 11-12). Louisa does argue, 
thou^ that the 1975 amendment to Virginia Code § 58.1-3201, mandating assessments at *100 percerrt fair market value," later altered this situation. However, 
the enactment of this statute could not change the interpretation to be given to a Constitution which became effective four years earlier. The 1975 statute also 
contains a specific exception to the FMV standard for the practice mandated by Virginia Code § 58.1-2604, the very provision challenged here. The statute itself 
thus recognizes the interpretation previously given to the Constitution, that is, that 100% FMV is not the invariable rule.

In City of Ridunond v. Commonwealth. 188 Va. 600 (1948), Ridmtond claimed that the Commission's assessment of electric utility property at 40% 
of FMV was improper, since the city's own asseganents were made at full FMV.

that no assessors [felt] called upon to apply it in practice." [Citations omitted.] But the Constitution, now 
Article X, § 1, also provides that all taxes shall be uniform upon the same class of subjects within the territorial 
limits of the authority levying the tax. So the courts, "recognizing the general custom of undervaluing property and 
the difficulty of enforcing the standard of true value,... sought to enforce equality in the burden of taxation by 
insisting upon uniformity in the mode of assessment and in the rate of taxation." [Citation omitted.] Thus, this 
court had said that the Commission's practice of assessing public service company property at 40 percent of its fair 
market value was not an abuse of disoetion. [Citation omitted.]

After 1966, the Commission's Division of Public Service Taxation was required under the Bemiss Bill to apply to 
iqjpraised values, not the uniform 40 percent rate, but "the local assessment ratio prevailing in such taxing district 
for other real estate as determined by the most recently published findings of the [State] Department of 
Taxation;...."

The Richmond case is closely analogous to this one. Indeed, the only real difference is that the ratioing factor there was developed by the Commission, 
as an exercise of its adminirtrattve discretion, while the factor here was developed by the Tax Commissioner, pursuant to legislative mandate, Virginia Code 
§ 58.1-2604. If the Commissitm had the discretion in Richmond to apply such a factor because it would be "inequitable and unjust to assess the propoties of 
... public service corporations" at full value, tMiile local assessors uskl only a fiaction of such value, Richmond, supra, at 627, is the legislature forbidden to 
fiuhion a similar procedure? We do not beUeve so.^ The constitutional principles applied by the Virginia Supreme Court in 1948 at the time of the Richmond 
case remain qjplicable today, and we are bound by these precedents to find no constitutional defect in the statutory procedure challenged here.

Even Louisa admits there was once good reason for the use of such ratios. Louisa points to Lehigh v. Commonwealth. 146 Va. 146 (1926), where the 
court ordered a taxpayer's assessment reduced on evidence that "material, systematic and intentional discrimination" bad been practiced against that company, 
with the result that only its property was assessed at full fitir market value CFMV"), while others of like kind were assessed at half such value.
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Since we have resolved these issues adversely to Louisa, there is no basis on which this case may proceed further.

Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above, the application of the County of Louisa for review and correction of tax assessments for the tax year 1991 
is hereby DISMISSED.
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DIVISION OF PUBLIC UTILITY ACCOUNTING

FOURTH ORDER AMENDING CERTIFICATE

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the certificate of authority granted in this case shall tenninate on April 2,2036 unless extended by the Commission;

Chairman Moore took no part in this matter.

CASE NO. PUA900013 
DECEMBER 14, 1994

APPLICATION OF
TOLL ROAD CORPORATION OF VIRGINIA

For a certificate of authority and qjproval of rates of return, toll rates and ratemaking methodology pursuant to the Virginia Highway Corporation Act 
of1988

The proposed financing plan does not raise issues different from those already resolved in this case. It is substantially the same in concept as the plans 
we have previously approved. Our further approval is imnecessary.

(3) That the provisions of the Opinion and Final Order of July 6, 1990, as amended by the Commission's order of January 28, 1991, the Order 
Amending Cotificate of June 28,1991, the Second Order Amending Certificate of July 21,1992, the Third Order Amending Certificate of August 19,1993, and 
the Commissitm’s Order of November 29,1993, except as modified herein, shall remain in full force and effect;

Finally, § 56-542 of the Code permits the Commission to inqxtse an annual fee on the certificate holder "to cover the costs of supervision and 
controlli  ̂the operato in the performance of its duties...." Staff will be required to review the reports and monitor the activities of TRIP H. The Staff costs for 
such activities are estimated to be approxifflately $6,000 per year, and we will set the fee at that level. Upon the filing of any future applications, an application 
fee as permitted by § 56-540 may be imposed in addition to the annual fee.

(4) That the Opinion and Final Order of July 6,1990, the Order of January 28, 1991, the Order Amending Certificate of June 28, 1991, the Second 
Order Amending Certificate of July 21,1992, the Third Order Amending Certificate of August 19,1993, the Commission's Order of November 29,1993 and this 
Fourth Order Amending Certificate shall hereafter constitute the certificate required by the Virginia Hig^iway Corporation Act, authorizing construction and 
qjeration of the Dulles Greenway Project;

(6) That, there being nothing further to come before the Commission, Case No. PUA900013 shall be closed and the pqiers therein shall be place in 
thg Coimnisdcni's files for ended causes

Likewise, after some revision, the insurance policies and proof of coverage are acceptable as revised. TRIP H has thus comphed with paragraph (10) 
of the July 1990 Opinion and Final Order.

Section 56-551 requires us to enter an order terminating the certificate of authority "ten years fiom the end of the term of the original permanent 
financing." It appears from the application that the original permanent financing of the Dulles Greenway extends until y^nil 2,2026. Accordingly, by this order, 
we amend the certificate of authority to terminate on April 2,2036, unless extended by the Commission.

(5) That all reports and other information required to be filed under any provision of the certificate shall be submitted to the Commission's Divisions 
of Economics and Finance and Public Utility Accounting and need not be filed with the Clerk of the Commission unless otherwise required by the Commission; 
and

The Dulles Greenway (formerly the Dulles Toll Road Extension) is under construction pursuant to a certificate of authority granted by the 
Commissioa On December 27, 1993 Toll Road Investors Partnership n, L.P. (TRIP 11) filed an application seeking an order approving its financing plan and 
setting the term of its certificate of authority in accordance with § 56-551 of the Code of Virginia. We accept the application as fire report required by § 56-551 
and paragr^h (6) of the Commission's Oj^on and Final Order of July 6, 1990. In addition, TRIP n filed insurance policies, proofe of coverage and related 
materials on November 29,1993, December 21,1993 and November 9, 1994, as required by § 56-545 of the Code and paragraph (10) of the Opinion and Final 
Order.

(2) That for each calendar year beginning with 1995, TRIP n shall pay an annual fee of $6,000, such fee to be due and payable on or before 
February 1, of each year.
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Tat asAbs^ to enter into a new directory agreement with an aSBliate

QRPER. AUTHORITY

to extend the duration of the Agreement through Di

rr IS ORDERED:

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to amend Article EL Duration of Agreement of the Master Directory Publishing Agreement as described
herein;

3) That the authority granted herein shall extend through December 31,2001;

5) That should any of the terms and conditions of the Agreement change from those described herein. Commission approval shall be required for such

6) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

8) That the approval granted herein shall have no ratemaking implications;

and total expenses incurred by Company and AfSliate, expenses to be broken down by major eiqpense categories; and

10) That there qrpeaiing nothing fiirther to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is dismissed.

APPLICATION OF 
GTE SOUTH INCORPORATED

2) That Article XVI. Revemie Sharing of the Master Directory Publishing Agreement shall remain in effect as stated in the original agreement made 
effective January 1,1991;

CASE NO. PUA910025
APRIL 19, 1994

4) That should Applicant desire to continue the above-described arrangement beyond December 31, 2001, Commissian approval shall be requited to 
continue the arrangement;

By Commission Order dated December 31, 1991, in the above-referenced case, GTE South Incorporated ("GTE South," "Company," "Applicant") 
was granted authority to enter into a new Master Directory Publishing Agreement (the "Agreement") with its affiliate, GTE Directories Service Corporation 
("GTE Directories," "Affiliate"). Such authority was effective as of January 1,1991, through December 31,1995.

7) That the Commission reserves the ti^ to examine tiie bodes and records of any a£51iate in connection with the authority granted herein, whether 
or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission;

In the Cotmnission's December 31, 1991 Order it was stated that should GTE South desire to continue the authorized arrangement beyond 
December 31, 1995, subsequent Commission approval would be required. The Order also required that a report providing certain revenue and expense 
information regarding the arrangement for the preceding calendar year be filed by February 26, 1993, and annually thereafter. By Order dated February 19, 
1993, Company was granted an extension of time for filing such reports until May 15 of eadi year; Company has filed its Report for 1993 providing the required 
inftrrmatitm.

On April 2,1993, GTE South filed an application to extend the term of the Agreement In its application. Company requested an amendment to 
diange the Duration of Agreement from "December 31, 1995" to "December 31,2001." Company also requested to change Revenue Sharing to allow Company 
and GTE Directories to diange the percentage after the initial term or renewal term based on changed economic or market factors upon mutual agreement of GTE 
South and Affiliate.

9) That Company shall file a report with the Director of Public Utility Accounting of the Commission beginning May 15, 1994, for 1993 data, and 
annually thereafter, show^ total directoiy revenues generated, broken down into franchise and non-fianebise revenues; total directory revenues received by GTE 
South and GTE Directories; GTE Directories' revenues broken down into frandiise revenues, non-franchise revenues, and incentive paid; total expenses incurred;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application. Applicant's request for an amendment to the Commission's December 31,1991 Order, 
representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion that modification of Article Hl of the Master Directory Publishing Agreement 
-   J .u. J.—x; r.v. A  ------- . .1—December 31,2001, would not be detrimental to the public interest and should be approved. The Commission is 
of the fiirther opinion, however, that qjproval of the modification of Article XVI to allow renegotiation of the percentage of revenue sharing without first obtaining 
Commissian approval would not be in the public interest and should be denied. Accordingly,
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For authority to receive cash advances from an affiliate

ORDER AMENDING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

4) That approval of the application does not preclude the Commission from applying the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia;

6) That this matter dull be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and qipropriate directive of toe Commission.

For approval of lease agreement and operating agreement

ORDER APPROVAL

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of Applicant's request and having been advised by its Staff, is of the opinion and finds that amending toe 
order granting authority to receive cash contributions from A£P will not be detrimental to toe public interest Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUA9300n 
JANUARY 25, 1994

APPUCATION OF
UNITED CmES GAS COMPANY

APPUCATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

5) That toe Commission reserves the rig^ to examine toe books and records of any affiliate, whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this 
Ctmnnission, in connection with toe authority granted herein, pursuant to § 56-79 of toe Code of Virginia;

CASE NO. PUA930018 
JUNE 6, 1994

3) That Applicant shall file a final report of action on or before March 1, 1996, to include the date(s) and amount(s) of coital contributions made 
pursuant to this order, the use of the proceeds and a balance sheet reflecting the actions taken;

By order dated June 23, 1993, Appalachian Power Company ("Apco" or "Applicant") was authorized to receive cash capital contributions from its 
parent, American Electric Power Company ("AEP"), for up to $25,000,000 subsequent to March 31,1993 and prior to January 1,1995. On December 10, 1993, 
Apco received $15,000,000 as cash contribution from AEP. On December 14, 1993, Apco filed a letter with toe Commission requesting that the amount be 
increased by $50,000,00 to $75,000,000 and that the authority be extended throu^ December 31,1995.

Simultaneously with the commencement of toe Aircraft Lease Agreement, Affiliate entered into the Operating Agreement with United Cities in which 
Company agreed to take possession of toe 1978 King Air 200 and operate and maintain the aircraft during toe seven-year term of toe Operating Agreement 
United Cities agreed to pay Affiliate the exact amount that Energy was obligated to pay First American National Bank under toe Aircraft Lease Agreement In 
essence. United Cities assumed the rights and obligations of toe Aircraft Lease Agreeinent

United Cities Gas Conqiany ("United Cities," "Company", "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under the Public Utilities Affiliates 
Act requesting approval to enter into an Aircraft Equipment Lease (the "Lease") and for approval, retroactively to May 11, 1993, of an interim Aircraft 
Equipnient Operating Agreement (toe "Operating Agraanent") with its affiliate, UCG Energy Corporation ("Energy," "Affiliate"). The Operating Agreement was 
entered into pending Commissian appro^ of the Lease. Energy is a wholly-owned subsidiary of United Cities and engages in activities complementing toe 
natural gas business through its rental and utility services division.

United Cities' corporate headquarters and central management of Company's natural gas operations are located in Brentwood, Tennessee, just outside 
of Nashville. In order to attend corporate and regulatory meetings in the eight (8) states which it serves, as well as to maintain effective oversi^ and control of its 
operations, the officers and employees from toe corporate headquarters often travel to the service areas within winch Conqany serves. To accommodate these 
travel requirements, which are often to locations not easily readied by commercial airlines, and to assure that these atrangements are effective and efficient. United 
Cities has acquired a 1978 King Air 200 aircraft and associated equipment The acquisition will replace Company's existing aircraft that was acquired in its 
merger with Union Gas Conqiany in Kansas in 1989. Omqiany states that, in order to acquire toe 1978 King Air 200 in the most economically efficient maimer 
and to avoid a direct encumbrance on the capital structure of United Cities, Energy, as lessee, entered into an Aircraft Lease Agreement wfth First American 
National Bank as lessor. The Aircraft Lease Agreement provides for aterm of seven (^ years with a monthly rental rate of $10,289.14 (phis applicable sales/use 
tax). At toe end of toe term of the Aircraft Lease Agreement, Energy will purchase the aircraft for an additional payment of $116,058.

2) That Applicant shall submit a preliminary report of action within ten days of receipt of each cash capital contribution, to include toe date and 
amount of the contribution;

Conqiany states that toe Operating Agreement was executed prior to Commission approval in order to respond quickly to toe availability and financing 
of the 1978 King Air 200. Energy and United Cities were required to negotiate and finalize toe transaction in a minimum of time, and Company states that it was

1) That Applicant is authorized to receive cash capital contributions from AEP up to $75,000,000, from time to time, through December 31, 1995, to 
finance its construction program, to repay short-term debt, and for other corporate purposes;
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IT IS ORDERED:

3) That should any terms and conditions of the Lease change from those described herein, Commissicm qq>roval shall be required for such changes;

4) That Commission approval shall be required for Applicant to continue operating under the Lease beyond the two-year period approved herein;

5) That the approval granted herein shall in no way be deemed to include approval of recovery of any charges or costs for ratemaking purposes;

9) That this matter shall be continued generally, subject to die continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of this Commission.

2) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, Applicant is herdjy granted qiproval, for a period of two (2) years from the date of this Order, 
of the Lease with Energy that will replace the Operating Agreement;

traveling the total cost, by individual, allocated or charged to Virginia; the comparable commercial coach due, or chatter fere, if commercial flights were not 
available, fen- each trip, airlines surveyed, and date of survey; and the amounts and accounts charged, by month; and

not possible to obtain Commission approval of the Operating Agreement in advance. Energy and Company entered into the Operating Agreement to effect an 
arrangement between them while Commission qjproval was pending for a more comprehensive agreement

1) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, Applicant is hereby granted qrproval of the Operating Agreement with Energy, such approval 
effective from the date of this Order, not retroactively to May 11,1993, as requested Applicant

7) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the bocdcs and records of any afSliate in cormectian with the qiproval granted herein, 
whether or not sudi affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 ofthe Code of Virginia;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe plication and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Stag; is of the opinion 
that the Lease and the Operating Agreement would be in fee public interest and should be approved The Commission is of the further opinion that in order to 
effectively monitor the Lease as it pertains to the public interest, the approval should be for a two-year period only and that detailed reporting be recpiired to be 
filed by Conpany concerning Company use of the aircraft and costs assigned and allocated for such use. Due to the difBculty in obtaining historical data to 
compare the cost of traveling via oommercial/diarter aircraft with the cost of using Company plane, the Commission is also of the opinion that it would be in the 
public interest to qjprove the Operating Agreement on a prospective basis only. Accordingly,

The more conqnehensrve agreement, the Lease, will replace the Operating Agreement and provides for a more detailed arrangement between Affiliate 
and Company for a term of seven (7) years. United Cities states that it intends to continue to trade carefully the use and purpose for wfaidi Company employees 
and officers utilize the aircraft. Corrqt  ̂will directly assign and allocate to Virginia only its appropriate share of the cost of fee aircraft.

United Cities states that several of its service areas are located in areas that can be reached only with substantial time delays and routing problems if 
using commercial airlines. Small rural towns sudi as Kedoik, lA or Salem, IL present travel problems due to fee lade of proximity of large airports to these 
towns. Company based its decision to invest in an airplane on several factors: travel time involved, number of company people traveling, availability of 
commercial air travel, and flexibility associated with arranging Company's own schedule. Commercial air travel will be us^ in addition to the company plane.

United Cities states that the financing altemative of a lease/purchase was designed specifically for the acquisition of this airplane. The King Air 200 
was leased/purchased from First American National Bank by Energy wife the third patty lease payment being directly passed along to Company. The purchase 
price of the airplane was $773,720. The lease is based on eigjrty four monthly payments with a purchase option and an interest rate of 6.4%. Al the time of 
purchase, the ^jpraised value of the King Air 200 was estimated to be $875,000.

Conqiany represents that travel to Virginia towns will be charged at 100% of expenses, and corporate travel will be diarged to Virginia based on the 
average number of customers. Arty flights flown for Energy purposes will be charged to Energy. The lease payments and operating expenses diarged to United 
Cities will be debited to an Administrative and General expense account, 921302-Vehicle Expense. Company states that for ratemaking purposes, the appropriate 
cost level will be determined fiom time to time in rqiplicable rate proceedings.

6) That the approval granted herein shall not predude the Commission fiom exercising the provisians of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of fee Code of Virginia 
hereafter.

8) That Applicant shall file a Report of Action on or before May 1, 1995, and May 1,1996, for the preceding calendar year, and shall file a report 
with each rate case filing, containing the following information for all costs allocated or charged to Virginia in accordance with the Lease, such information 
provided on a per trip or charge basis: a description of the purpose of eadi trip; names and titles of individuals traveling; specific reasons for each individual
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For authority to acquire Holland Road Water Company and Delaney Drive Water Company

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

2) That the authority granted herein shall have no ratemaking implicatii

S) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of this Commissioa

APPLICATION OF
C&P SUFFOLK WATER COMPANY

C&P Suffolk Water Conqiany ("C&P Suffolk," "Company," "Applicant") has filed an application with the Commission under the Utility Transfers Act 
for authority to acquire Holland Road Water Company ("Holland Road") and Delaney Drive Water Conqiany ("Delaney Drive") (collectively referred to as the 
"Water Systems").

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the sqipiication and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
that the above-described acquisitions by C&P Suffolk Water Company would not impair or jeopanhze adequate service to the public at just and reasonable rates 
and should be approved. Accordingly.

In its application, C&P Suffolk requests authority to acquire the entire working water systems of Holland Road and Delaney Drive. The purchase 
price for Holland Road is $30,000, and the price for Delaney Drive is $70,000, for a total purchase price of $100,000. Company states that Holland Road will be 
purchased with a $6,000 down payment, and the remaining $24,000 will be financed by the current owners by a deferred purchase money deed of trust The 
$24,000 will be amortized over five (5) years at ten per cent (10%) interest payable in monthly installments. Delaney Drive will be purchased with a $14,000 
down payment and the $56,000 remainder financed by the seller by a deferred purchase money deed of trust The deferred purchase price will be amortized over 
five (5) years at ten per cent (10%) interest payable in monthly installments.

According to information provided by Company at Staffs request, Christian and Pugh, Inc. was incorporated in 1986 as a water well drilling and 
pump service business. Over the years, Christian and Pugh, Inc. was contracted by local water purveyors to repair and maintain their water systems. As the 
business evolved, the Principals posonally developed an interest in owning and operating water companies. In 1993, the Principals incmporated C&P Suffolk 
and personally bought the Lake Forest, and Lake Meade, and Truckstop (S. L. Hines) water systems.

CASE NO. PUA930019 
MAY 12, 1994

C&P Suffolk is owned by Ted W. Christian and David D. Pu^ (collectively referred to as the "Principals"), prindpals of Christian and Pugh, Inc., a 
Virginia corporation, the primary business of which is the installation and repair of wells. Compare states that the Principals have the necessary etqrertise to 
operate and manage the Water Systems.

4) That, on or before July 29, 1994, Company shall file a Report of Action pursuant to the authority granted herein, such Report to include the 
purdiase price, date of acquisition, and the accounting entries reflecting the transfer, and

1) That C&P Suffolk Water Company is hereby authorized, pursuant to § 56-89 of the Code of Virginia, to acquire Holland Road and Delaney Drive 
under the terms and conditions and for the purposes as described herein;

3) That, within firirty (30) days of the date of this Order, Company shall file an application with the Commission for approval of the acquisition of the 
Lake Forest, Lake Meade, and Truckstop (S. L. Hines) water systems;

As is true with many small water systems, C&P Suffolk does not have the resources to repair and maintain the Water Systems. Therefore, Christian 
and Pugh, Inc. will be on call for C&P Suffolk. Work orders will be completed and billed to Company as any other work order. It is expected that C&P Suffolk 
will generate sufficient cash flow to operate, to make upgrades, and to maintain properly the Water Systems.

In its application. Company states that the Water Systems are in need of upgrading to bring them into compliance with current water quality standards. 
The current owners are not in a position to maintain the Water Systems and upgrade them as needed. C&P Suffolk, however, with the expertise of the Principals, 
has both the knowledge and fire erqrerience to accomplish such upgrades. Coiiqjany states that, since it is in a position to upgrade and maintain the Water Systems, 
it will be able to provide adequate service to the public at just and reasonable rates. The three Water Systems will be operated as C&P Suffolk. Conqjany also 
states that it is not expected that customer rates will be affected by the acquisition and that rates should remain as they are for the foreseeable future.

Conqrany represents that the purdiase price was a negotiated price based on a determination of the cost involved in bringing the Water Systems into 
conqiliance with current water quality standards and upgrading the systems. C&P Suffolk states that the costs of such upgrades are approximately $119,000. 
Coiqiany further states that the current owners are not in a position to upgrade the Water Systems and are willing to sell the Water Systems for the above
referenced prices.
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For approval of an affiliate agreement

ORDER

For authority to acquire water systems

ORDER GRANTINC AUTHORITY

APPUCATION OF
C&P SUFFOLK WATER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUA930021 
DECEMBER 29, 1994

CASE NO. PUA930024 
MAY 12, 1994

APPUCATION OF
UNITED TELEPHONE-SOUTHEAST, INC.

C&P Suffolk is owned by Ted W. Christian and David D. Pugh (collectively referred to as "Principals"), principals of Christian and Pugh, Inc., a 
Virginia corporation, the primary business of which is the installation and repair of wells. Company states that the Principals have the necessary expertise to 
operate and manage the Water Systems.

According to information provided by Company at Staffs request, Christian and Pugh. Inc. was incorporated in 1986 as a water well drilling and 
pump service business Over the years, Christian and Pug^ Inc. was contracted by local water purveyors to repair and maintain their water systems. As the 
business evolved, the Principals personally developed an interest in owning and operating water companies. In 1993, the Principals incorporated C&P Suffolk 
and personally bought the Lake Forest, Lake Meade and Truckstop (S. L. Hines) water systems. Company has been advised that Commission approval of the 
Lake Forest, Lake Meade, and Truckstop (S. L. Hines) is required.

C&P Suffolk requests authority to acquire the entire working water systems to include the property upon which die wells ate located, all necessary 
equqiment and hardware associated with the wells and the distributian of water, the customer list, certificates, and fianchises. The three Water Systems have been 
operated by the current owner since approximately July 1, 1991. All three Water Systems have been in operation for a substantial length of time prior to the 
currerd owner taking ownersh^.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the motion, is of the opinion that it should be granted. Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that 
United is granted continuing authcaity to provide telemarketing services to its affiliate, Centel, under the same terms and conditions as previously approved by 
Order dated December 10,1993, for a period ofrme year, or until modified by order ofthe Commission in Case No. PUA940023.

The prcqiosed purchase price for die Water Systems is $36,577.58. The current net book value ofthe Water Systems is $66,201.00. At the time the 
current owner acquired the three Water Systems in 1991, $42,000.00 of the purchase price was financed for a period of ten (10) years at ten per cent (10%) 
interest, payable in monthly installments of $555.03. The purchase price is the current balance due from Colonial under die note. The holder of the note has 
agreed to allow Conqiany to assume the note.

In support of its motion. United noted that its separate application, docketed as Case No. PUA940023, in whidi it seeks to expand the authority 
granted bythe 1993 Order in order to provide additional telemarketing services, is pending before the Commission. United seeks a continuation of the authority 
granted it by the 1993 Order until the Commission issues a final order in Case No. PUA940023.

As is true with many small water systems, C&P Suffolk does not have the resources to repair and maintain the Water Systems. Therefore, Christian 
and Pugh, Inc. will be on call for C&P Suffolk. Workorders will be completed and billed to Company as any other work order. It is eiqiected that C&P Suffolk 
will genoate sufficient cash flow to operate, make upgrades to, and properly maintain the Water Systems. Such upgrades and repairs are estimated at $126,400.

In its application. Company states that the Water Systems are in need of upgrading to bring the Water Systems into compliance with current water 
quality standards. The current owner is not in a position to maintain the Water Systems and upgrade them as needed. C&P Suffolk, however, with the expertise 
of file Principals, has both the knowledge and the experience to accomplish such upgrades. CcntqMny states that since it is in a position to upgrade and maintain 
the Water Systems, it will be able to provide adequate service to file public at just and reasonable rates. The three Water Systems will be operated as C&P 
Suffolk. Company also states that it is not expected fiiat customer rates will be affected by the acquisition and fiiat rates should remain as they are for the 
foreseeable future.

On December 21,1994, United Telephone-Southeast, Inc. ("United" or "Company") moved the Commission to enter an order permitting the Company 
to contimie to provide telemarketing services to its affiliate. Central Telephone Company of Virginia ("Centel"), as previously authorized by order dated 
December 10,1993 ("1993 Order"). The 1993 Order authorized United to provide service for a one year period.

C&P Suffolk Water Conqrany ("C&P Suffolk," "Conqiany," "Applicant") has filed an qrplication with the Commission under the Utiltty Transfers Act 
to acquire certain water systems. C&P Suffolk in Smithfield, Virginia, requests Commission approval to purdiase certain water supply facilities from Colonial 
Waterworks, Inc. ("Colonial"). The water facilities which Company requests approval to piudiase are those serving the subdivisions known as Maple Hill, 
Bennett's Harbor, and Beck's (collectively referred to as the "Water Systems"). All three Water Systems are currently owned by Colonial. The Maple Hill system 
has approximately seventy five (75) customers, the Bennetfs Harbor system has approximately one hundred twenty five (125) customers, and the Beck's system 
has around sixty two (62) customers.
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IT IS ORDERED:

2) Thai the authority granted herein shall have no ratemaking implications;

4) That this matter shall be continued generally, sulqect to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of this Commission.

For authority to enter into interconqxmy agreements with CNG Transmission Corporalion

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA NATURAL GAS, INC.

By Commission Order dated July IS, 1993, in Case No. PUA920022, VNG was panted approval for certain contracts with Transmission for the sale, 
storage, and transportation of natural gas Transmission to the VNG Joint-Use Pipeline whidi was convicted in December 1991. The sales, storage, and 
tran^Kutalion contracts approved by the Commission provided for service of up to 30,000 Decatheims per day (Dthd) of natural gas beginning November 1, 
1992.

CASE NO. PUA930025 
JANUARY 19, 1994

In a subsequent case. Case No. PUA930017, by Order dated September 17, 1993, the Commission aRtroved a natural gas transpotation agreement 
between VNG and Transmissitm winch provided for additional service of 5,000 Dthd cm Transmission's pipeline system for delivery into the VNG Joint-Use 
Pipeline.

With this series of contracts, VNG has acquired natural gas sales, transportation, and storage service by Transmission to VNG of 35,000 Dthd 
delivered to the VNG Joint-Use Pipeline at Quantico, Virginia. By Federal Energy Regulatory Commissian fTERC") Order dated September 17, 1993, FERC 
approved the restructuring of the services to be performed by Transmission on behalf of its customers, all pursuant to FERC Order No. 636. The effective date of 
the restructuring of Transmission's services was established by FERC as October 1,1993, and Tranamissian was ordered to file revised tariff sheets detailing the 
terms and conditions under whidi its restructured services would be offered to its customers from and after that date. Transmission filed its revised tariff sheets 
with FERC on September 30,1993, and subsequently delivered to VNG proposed service agreements by whidi the 35,000 Dthd of service provided to VNG prior 
to October 1, 1993, would be restructured and provided to VNG after October 1,1993, without change in the total quantity of gas service for whidi VNG has 
previously contracted and for whidi the Commission previously panted qprovaL

VNG states in its application that under the FERC Order No. 636 restructured service agreements, VNG will obtain no sales service fiom 
Transmission. All gas to be trar^xnted by Transmission on VNG's behalf will be obtained by VNG from producers, marketers, and other sources of gas, 
including, pursuant to authority obtained from this Commission, affiliated companies other than Transmission.

VNG now requests authority to enter into certain agreements with Transmission (1) for the transportation and storage of natural by Transmission 
to VNG under restructured, replacement contracts totaling 35,000 Dthd, pursuant to FERC Order No. 636, and (2) for the acquisitioo by VNG from 
Transmission of additional storage and transportation services on a restructured basis pursuant to FERC Order No. 636 over and above the quantities earlier 
contzaded for and ajproved.

VNG further requests authority to acquire frran Transmission, acting as agent on behalf of Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation CUG&E"), 
additional transportation services on Affiliate's interstate pipeline system in the amount of up to 40,000 Dthd. Under the incremental capacity agreement (the

1) That C&P Suffolk is hereby authorized, pursuant to § 56-89 of the Code of Virginia, to acquire the Water Systems under the terms and conditions 
and as described herein;

3) That Applicant shall file a report of the action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein on or before July 29,1994, such report to include the 
date ofpurduue, price, and die accounting entries reflecting the transaction; and

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described transfer of utility assets would not impair the renditimi of adequate service to the public at just and reasonable rates and should 
be approved. Accordingly,

On October 15, 1993, Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. ("VNG," "Company," "Applicant") filed an spplicatian with the Commission under the Public 
Utilities Affiliates Act for authority to enter into certain intercompany agreements with CNG Transmission Corporation ("Transmission," "Affiliate").

Regarding the FERC Order No. 636 replacement contracts, VNG requests authority to enter into three (3) restructured service agreements. The first 
agreement is a service agreement under Transmission's FERC approved Rate Schedule FINN (Firm Transportation, No Notice) far the transportation of a 
fnavimum daily quantity of 19,852 Dthd of natural gas from various receipt points on the Trangmiggion interstate pipeline system to the existing interconnection 
between Transmission's pipel^ fimilities and the VNG Joint-Use Pipeline at Quantico, Virginia. The seomd agreement is a service agreement under 
Transmission's FERC approved Rate Sdiedule GSS (Gas Storage Service) which provides for storage services on the TransmissiQn interstate pipeline system of 
789,000 Dth of storage cqtacity and 15,148 Dthd of storage withdrawal rights. The third agreement is a service agreement under Transmission's FERC qiproved 
Rate Schedule FTNN, Section 8 (FTNN-GSS Service), by whidi tranqiortation of the storage gas contracted for under the second agreement referred to above 
will be provided for at the rate of 15,148 Dthd for a period of one hundred fifty one (151) days during the winter beating season. The total transportation service 
to be provided to VNG by Transmission under Rate Schedule FTNN will be 35,000 Dthd.
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Tl IS ORDERED;

3) That any changes in the tenns and conditions of the agreements described herein shall require Commissian qiproval;

6) That there qipeaiing nothing finther to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For qiproval of a Floor Space Agreement with affiliate

ORDER GRANTING

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Stag; is of the opinion 
that the above-desaibed agreements would not be detrimental to the public interest and should be ajqjroved. Accordingly,

APPUCATION OF
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

1) That Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. is hereby granted authority to enter into the FERC Order No. 636 restructured service agreements as described 
herein vriudi will replace those agreements heretofore approved by the Commission in Case Nos. PUA920022 md PUA930017 with service agreements approved 
by FERC in compliance with its Order No. 636;

3) That the Commission reserves die authority to examine the bodes and records of any affiliate in connection widi the authority granted herein, 
whether or not such affiliate is regulated by flus Commission, pursuant to \^rginia Code § 56-79; and

Central Telepbone r^nmpany of Vtrgniia ("Central Telcj^ione," "Company^* hag an widi tfte Cf>mtn«ggj<yn nntier the
Public Utilities Affiliat^g Act, Virginia Code § for approval of a Root Space Agrecmem (the "Agreement") and a Standard Power Agreement with its 
affiliate, Centel Cellular Company of Charlottesville CCellular, "Affiliate"). By amendment filed <».^iril 14,1994, the Agreement was amended to include the 
Standard Power Agreement, and dw Standard Power Agreeniem as filed was terminated

The Agreement between Central Telefdione and Cellular was dated April IS, 1988. The Agreement is a lease for floor space under wiridi Cellular is 
leasing approximately six hundred (600) square feet of central office pace, associated tower attadiment righ*^ and equipment power at East Rio Road, State 
Route 631, Charlottesville, Virginia.

CASE NO. PUA930026 
APRIL 29, 1994

2) That Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. is hereby authorized to enter into the additional storage and tranqwrtation agreements with Transmission as 
described herein fisradditiMialstnage and tranqxxtatiMi services tn the Transmission pipeline system beginning November 1,1994;

The incremental capacity for which VNG requests approval has been identified by Company as being necessary to meet its public service obligations 
to its custamers in the 1994-95 winter heating season and beyo^ based on continued load growth throughout VNG's service territoiy. Company states that the 
location of its three (3) direct pipeline suppliers in relationship to its service territory, the current and anticipated future status of capacity available on those 
pipeline suppliers other than Transmission, the pattans of load growth and peak day requirements of its custamers all lead to the conchision that the acquisition of 
additional pipeline storage and tran^xjrtalion services from Transmission are in the best interests of VNG's customers. Company further states that approval of 
the FERC Order No. 636 restructured agreements would simply replace those agreements heretofore approved by the Commission in Case Nos. PUA920022 and 
PUA930017 with service agreements approved by FERC in cmnpliance with its FERC Order No. 636. In addition, approval of the additional storage and 
transportation services on fire Transmission pipeline system beginning November 1, 1994, will permit VNG to store and transport additional volumes of gas 
necessary to serve its customers'needs.

The Agreement is for a ten (10) year period with the right to renew for an additional ten (10) years. The original monthly rental rates were S703.00 
for the floor pace and $55.00 for the towa space, subject to armual adjustment for consumer price inctex dianges. Current rates are $857.93 ($795.79 Tot the 
original floor space lease rate + $62.14 for power usage) and $92.00 for tower space. In determining the appropriate amount to add to the lease rate for powa 
usage. Company conpnted the average monthly charge during 1993 based cm $.098 pa kilowatt hour. The rate for floor space was determined based on annual 
carrying charge rates. The Towa attadiment tste was based on what Central Telejdicm felt the maricet would bev.

"Agreement"), VNG would, become a permanent replacement shippa for RG&E with repect to the incremental opacity for which approval is requested. 
Pursuant to the Agreement, VNG would enta into service agreements with Transmission by winch Transmission would provide 20,000 Dthd of firm 
transportation unda Rate Schedule FTNN for delivery to VNG's Joint-Use Pipeline at Quantico, Virginia; 1,040,000 Dth of storage cqiacity unda Rate 
Schedule GSS with maximum storage withdrawal rigbte of 20,000 Dthd dining the one hundred fifty one (151) day winta heating season; and 20,000 Dthd of 
transportation service unda Rate Schedule FTNN, Section 8, for transportatian of gas to be withdrawn from storage. The tranportation services contenplated by 
the Agreement would become generally effective Novemba 1,1994, or the date that all fimilities necessary to provide certain elements of the services have been 
conpleted, whicheva is lata. The storage capacity cemtenpiated tty the Agreement would be made available to VNG on April 1,1994, in orda to provide an 
opportunity for VNG to fill that storage capacity prior to the Novemba 1,1994 effective date of flie incremental services.

4) That the authority granted herein dull not preclude the Commission from exercising the povisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia 
hereafter;

THE COMMISSION, upon oonsidetation of the rqplication and rpresentations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff; is of the (pinion 
and finds that the above described Agreement as amended would be in the public interest and should be approved. The Commission is of the firrtha opinion.
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however, that approval shall be limited to the initial ten (10)-year period after which subsequent Commission qjproval shall be required for any renewal of the
Agreement Accordingly,

IT IS ORDERED:

1) That, pursuant to §56-77 of the Code of Virginia, Applicant is hereby granted ^iproval of the Agreement as amended through April 15,1998;

2) That should any terms and conditions of the Agreement change from those described herein. Commission approval shall be required for such
dianges;

3) That Commission approval shall be required for any renewal of the Agreement beyond April 15,1998;

4) That the approval granted herein shall not be deemed to include the recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

5) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

7) That there qipearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed

For approval of a revised service agreement with affiliate

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

IT IS ORDERED:

3) That the approval granted herein shall not be deemed to include approval of recovery of atty costs and charges for ratemaking purposes;

6) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the qtplication and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staffi is of the opinion 
and finds that approval of file above-described Agreement would be in the public interest Accordingly,

5) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the books and records of any affiliate in connection with the approval granted herein, 
whether or not sudi affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia; and

APPLICATION OF
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

1) That Central Telephone is hereby granted approval, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, of the Agreement under the terms and conditions 
and for the purposes as described herein;

CASE NO. PUA930027 
MAY 6, 1994

In Case No. PUA820026, by Order dated May 13,1982, the Commission approved a Service Agreement (the "Prior Agreement") dated November 1, 
1981, between Central Telephone and Central. The services to be obtained by Company ate substanially identical and represent a continuation of the services 
obtained from Central pursuant to the Prior Agreement The Agreement contains two additional services not included in the Prior Agreement, those of data 
processing and quality consulting The fees to Applicant of services provided by Affiliate will be equal to the actual costs and expenses of providing the services 
asinthePrior Agreernerrt The Agreement is dated January 1,1989. However, Applicant states that it inadvertently fiuled to file for approval of the Agreement

Company represents that data processing services were added to the Agreement to reflect accurately the corpmate reporting structure in which the 
Eastern Region data processing and revenue accounting centers located in Charlottesville reported to Lincoln, Nebraska, rather than to local Cratral Telephone 
management These centers were later consolidated with the Lincoln operations, and the Charlottesville centers were closed. Quality consulting was added to 
reflect the corporate coordination of Central Telephone Company's system-wide quality inprovement process. Company states that it has not historically sought 
competitive bids for these services. Applicant states that the start-up costs alone for the establishment of services sudi as end-user hilling, wdien borne by a single 
state would preclude this from a cost perspective.

Central Telephone Company of Virginia ("Central Telephone," "Company," "Applicant") has filed an application with the Commission under the 
Public Utilities Affiliates Act, § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, for approval of a revised Service Agreement (the "Agreement") with Central Telephone Company 
("Central", "Affiliate") pursuant to which Central will perform certain accounting data processing executive, and staff functions for Central Telephone.

6) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the books and records of any affiliate in connection with the authority granted herein, 
whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia; and

4) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia 
hereafter.

2) That should any of the terms and conditions of the Agreement change from those described herein. Commission approval shall be required for such 
dianges;
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Pot authority to enter into Intercompany Transportation Agreement with Dominion Resources, Inc.

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

iplished with substantial eCBciencies and potential cost savings to Company by using the DRl aircraft in liar of commercial air

rr IS ORDERED:

2) That atty changes in the terms and conditions from those contained in this qjplication shall require Commission approval;

3) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commissimi from exercising the provisions of Virginia Code §§ and 56-80 hereafter.

6) That there ^tpearing nothing fiirther to be done m this maaer, the same he, amt it hgrehy igj riismigad.

1) That Virginia Power is hereby authorized to enter into the Irrterconqtany Transportation Agreemeitt with DRl under the terms and conditions and 
for the purposes as described herein;

4) That the Commission reserves tiie authority to examine the bocdrs and records of any affiliate in connection with the authority granted herein, 
whether or not sudr afBliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-79;

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUA930029 
JANUARY 14, 1994

On November 1,1993, Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power," "Company," "Applicant") filed an qtplication with the Commission 
under the Public Utilities Affiliates Act for authority to enter into an Intercompany Transportation Agreement (the "Agreement") under which Dominion 
Resources, Inc. ("DRL" "Affiliate") would make its aireraft available to Virginia Power management under certain circumstances. DRl recently purchased the 
aircraft for its use in conducting bolding conqiany business and the business of its affiliated conqianies. Virginia Power and DRl have determined that 'Virginia 
Power air travel canbe —
travel.

The Intercmnpany Transportation Agreement with DRl jnovides the terms and conditions of Virginia Power's use of the aircraft. Corrqrany will be 
diarged for passenger flight costs based on DRTs cost of providing such service, excluding the depreciation and carrying costs related to DRTs purchase of the 
aircraft.

Cottqtany states in its application that the judicious use of Affiliate's aircraft can result in a substantial reduction in travel time, a reduction in the need 
for overnight accommodations, and a corresponding increase in productive management time, as conqiared to commercial air altematives. Company fiirther states 
that Virginia Power’s ratepayers will also benefit from the fact that Company'^ cost of service will occasionally reflect less than the ACCF, and in no event more 
than the ACCF, as a result of Virginia Power reliance on the DRl aircraft. Company further points out in its application that DRTs general use of its aircraft for 
services contenqtlated in the Cost Allocation and Services Agreement qqtroved the Commission in Case No. PUE830060 will continue to be billed in 
accordance with that agreement (i.e. direct or allocated cost) according to the nature of file service. However, the determination of expenses to be assigned or 
allocated to Virginia Power will be determined in a manner ctmsistent with flie terms of the agreement proposed hereiiL The misoellaneous tranqxntation 
expoises subsequently included in Virginia Power's cost of service will also be limited to the lesser of the actual charges from DRl or the corresponding ACCF 
applicable to DRTs use of its aircraft on bdialf of Virginia Power.

In cormection with the proposed agreement, Virginia Power and DRl will inq)lement a tracking method to substantiate the comparable commercial 
coach fine that is reasonably available in lieu of the use of the DRl aircraft by or for the benefit of VirgiDia Power, which shall be deemed the Avoided 
Commercial Coach Fare (ACCF). The expenses recorded by Virginia Power in its operating accounts and subsequently included in cost of service will be limited 
to the lesser of the actual charge from DRl or the corresponding ACCF. Aity amounts diarged to Virginia Power in excess of the foregoing will be recorded in 
nonoperating expense accounts.

5) That ^qilicantffiall file a report with the Director ofPublic Utility Accounting on or before April 1 ofeadi year beginning April 1,1995, and with 
each rate case filing, containing the following information for all costs allocated or diarged to Virginia Power in accordance with the Agreernent, such information 
provided on a per trip or charge basis: a description of the purpose of eadi trip; names and titles of individuals traveling; specific reasons for each individual 
traveling; the total cost, by individuaL allocated or diarged to Virginia Power, the conqiarable coach fire for eadi trip, airlines surveyed, and date of survey, and 
the amounts and accounts charged, by month; and

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and rqiresentations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staffi is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described Intercompany Tranqxxtation Agreement would not be detrimental to the public interest and should be approved. The 
Commissian is of the fiirther tqrinion, however, tbst in order to properly monitor the Agreemoit in effect and to assure that t^rginia Power's use of DRTs aircraft 
and file associated costs continue to be in the public interest, that certain reporting requirements diould be in effect for the duration of the AgreemenL 
According,
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Tat authority to contract for winter peaking service with CNG Gas Services Corporation, an affiliate

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

2) That should any terms and conditions of the Agreement change from those described herein. Commission approval shall be required for such

3) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

5) That there qrpearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For iqrproval to merge

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

iber 10,1993, GWC Corporation ("GWC") and United Water Resources Inc. ("UWR"), (collectively referred to as "Joint >^Ucarrts") filed

Company states in its qrplication that VNG has continually evaluated since 1992 the availability and cost of a number of firm supply altematives for 
use during the 1993-94 winter period and that it will be in the public interest for VNG and GSC to enter into the above-described agreement VNG states that the 
Agreement will benefit VNG's customers through improved reliability of supply on both a design day and seasonal basis.

4) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the books and records of any affiliate in connection with the authority granted herein, 
whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 ofthe Code of Virginia; and

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staffi is of the opinion 
that the above-described Letter Agreement with Affiliate will not be detrimental to the public interest and should be approved. Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUA930030 
FEBRUARY 28, 1994

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA NATURAL GAS, INC.

GWC is a Delaware corporation -wdiich owns 100% of the stock of General Waterworks Corporation ("GWW"), wdiich owns 100% of the stock of 
Virginia Suburban Water Company ("VSWC"), a Virginia corporation engaged in the business of supplying water to the public in and around Essex, Lancaster,

CASE NO. PUA930031 
APRIL 12, 1994

The Agreement further provides that, in the event the incremental firm capacity VNG proposes to acquire from CNG Transmission Corporation, 
authorized in Case No. PUA930025, will not be available to VNG for the 1994-95 winter period as planned, the daily and seasonal quantities under this 
proposed peaking service will be increased to 20,000 DthD and 300,000 Dth, respectively. The proposed contract term will be extended to the period 
November 1994 through March 1995.

JOINT APPUCATION OF
GWC CORPORATION

and
UNITED WATER RESOURCES INC.

VNG represents that Company has determined that, at minimum, it will need firm gas supplies of approximately 280,000 DthD in order to meet its 
projected design peak day firm service customer gas requirements during the 1993-94 winter period. Company further represents that firm gas supplies currently 
available to VNG for the 1993-94 winter period total 274,883 DthD, resulting in a deficit of approximately 5,117 DthD when compared to VNG's projected 
design peak day gas requirement.

"Affiliate") pursuant to which Gas Services would provide winter peaking services to VNG. The Agreement provides for winter peaking service of up to
10,000 Decathenns per day (DthD), with a seasonal quantity of 150,000 Dth, delivered to VNG at the interconnection of the VNG Joint-Use Pipeline and the 
VNG Lateral Pipeline near Mechanicsville. Virginia, during the months of November 1993 through March 1994. The sale and delivery of the gas will be on a 
firm basis, and VNG will be required to purchase the full seasonal quantity.

OnDecemL,_ ...  ... ...
an application with the Commission under the Utility Transfers Act for approval to merge. By Order dated February 7, 1994, the Commission extended its 
jurisdiction through June 8,1994.

1) That Virgiiiia Natural Gas, Inc. is hereby authorized to enter into the Letter Agreement with CNG Gas Services Corporation as described herein for 
winter peaking service;

On November 3, 1993, Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. ("VNG," "Conpany," "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under the Public 
Utilities Affiliates Act for authority to enter into a Letter Agreement (the "Agreement") with its affiliate, CNG Gas Services Corporation ("Gas Services," "GSC,"
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rr IS ORDERED:

2) That Joint Afqtlicants shall file a report ofthe action taken pursuant to the aufltority granted herein on or before June 30,1994; and

3) That this matter shall be continued garerally, sutqect to the ccmtinuiiig review, audit, and a^rpropriate directive of this Commission.

1) That owe and UWR are herdry granted a]^val to merge GWC into UWR pursuant to the Agreoneat under the terms and conditions as 
described henein;

Northumberland, King William, and Westmoreland Counties, 'Virginia. GWW also owns the stock of twenty four (24) other operating utility companies in 
fourteen (14) states. VSWC is a public utility subject to Commission jurisdiction.

UWR is a publicly-owned New Jersey corporation with subsidiaries in New Jersey and New York. UWR's principal subsidiaries ate Hackensack 
Water Couqtany, a water utility which provides service to approximately 175,000 customers in Bergen and Hudson Counties in New Jersey and Spring Valley 
Water Conqxmy, a water utility which serves approximately 59,000 customers in Rockland County, New York. UWR is also the parent of nonregulated 
companies which are engaged in the installation of automatic meter reading equipment, laboratory testing, the ownership and operation of water and sewerage 
utilities, and teal estate acquisition and development

The principal shareholder of GWC is Lyonnaise American Holding, Inc. ("Lyonnaise"), a Delaware corporation and subsidiary of Lyonnaise des 
Eaux-Dumez, a French multi-national corporation and one of Europe's largest water suppliers. Lyonnaise currently owns 81.9% of the issued and outstanding 
common stodc of GWC. The remaining 18.1% is publicly held.

Joint Applicants request rqrproval to consummate the transactions contemplated in the Agreement and Plan of Mager (collectively referred to as the 
"Agreement") between UWR and GWC dated as of September 15, 1993, including authorization pursuant to §§ 56-88.1 and 56-90 of the Code of Virginia. 
According to the Agreement, as of the effective date of the merger, GWW will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of UWR, which will acquire the outstanding 
common stock of GWC, including the common stock held by Lyonnaise, in exchange for a combination of UWR Common Stock, UWR Convertible Preference 
Stock, and cash. The Agreement provides that each sharriiolder of issued and outstanding GWC Common Stodc. will have seventy per cent (70%) of his total 
number of shares of GWC Common Stodc converted into UWR Common Stock at a ratio of 1.2 shares of UWR Common Stock to one share of GWC Common 
Stock. Shareholders of GWC Common Stock will have the optiem of receiving consideration for the remaining thirty per cent (30%) in either: (1) cash equal to 
1.2 times the Average Trading Price of UWR Common Stodc, or (2) an equivalent value of UWR Cumulative Convertible Preference Stodc.

By separate Letter Agreement (foe "Letter Agreement") dated September 15,1993, Lyonnaise has agreed to elect to receive the entire remaining thirty 
per cent (30%) of foe consideration to be paid for its GWC Common Stock in foe form of UWR Cumulative Convertible Preference Stodc rather foan cadi. Upon 
consummation of the merger and based upon the currently outstanding number of shares of UWR and GWC common stock. Lyonnaise will own approximately 
twenty six per cent (26%) of foe surviving company. In foe Letter Agreement, Lyonnaise has agreed that, in connection with foe consummation of the merger. 
Lyonnaise will enter into a twelve (12) year Governance Agreement with UWR, effective as of foe date of foe merger, which will govern the relationship of UWR 
andLyonnmse.

According to information provided by Joint Applicants, foe proposed merger will not result in the consolidation of any utility company subsidiary of 
UWR or GWC. There should be no change in foe capital structure of tte utility subsidiaries of UWR and GWW. All costs assodated with foe merger are being 
allocated to UWR or GWC and will not be charged to any subsidiaries. There will also be no liquidation of assets of airy non-regulated subsidiary. Furthermore, 
the proposed merger will not require any new or amended afiBliated agreements since VSWC will continue to be a subsidiary of GWW and engineering, 
accounting, treasury, legal, rate, and tax services will continue to be provided by General Waterworks Management and Service Company in accordance with an 
agreement dated October 1,1987.

Joint Applicants further represent that the jnoposed merger will benefit the customers, employees, and shareholders of UWR and GWC and will 
promote foe public interest by establishing a pool of resources and expertise which will, among other things, increase access to capital markets, increase 
opportunities for growth, fecilitate opportunities for joint ventures, enhance research and development, and promote compliance with ever-increasing federal and 
state regulatory requirements regard^ water supply quality. The larger customer base will stnoigfoen the financial curabilities of the surviving company and its 
various utility subsidiaries.

Joint Applicants state that the proposed merger does not contemplate any change in direct ownership, direct control, or operation of VSWC. VSWC 
will continue as a wholly-owned subsidiary of GWW, which will become a wholly-owned subsidiary ofUWRratherthan GWC. GWC will no longer exist Joint 
/^licants represent foat foe merger does not seek any changes in VSWC's rates charged to its customers, or in any of its policies with respect to service, 
employees, operations, financing, capitalization, accounting, depreciation, or other matters affecting foe public interest or utility operations. VSWC will continue 
to maintain its books in accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts. It is also stated that there are no present plans to liquidate VSWC, to sell its assets or 
any part foereof to merge or consolidate it, or to make other material change in its qjerations or management

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the tqqilicatitm and representations of Joint Applicants and having been advised by its Staff is of the 
opinion that, pursuant to §§ 56-88.1 and 56-90 of the Code of Virginia, the proposed merger of GWC into UWR would not inqnir or jeopardize foe rendition of 
adequate service to foe public at just and reasonable rates, and thoefore, should be approved. Accodingly,
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For authority to loan or advance hinds to parent. Sprint Corporation

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED;

3) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from applying the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

6) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission.

For authority to loan or advance funds to parent. Sprint Corporation

IT IS ORDERED:

3) That the authority granted herein shall not be deemed to include approval of recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staffi is of the opinion that approval of the above 
described arrangement would not be detrimental to the public interest and should be approved; accordingly,

APPLICATION OF
UNITED TELEPHONE-SOUTHEAST, INC.

APPLICATION OF
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staff is of die opinion that approval of the above 
described arrangement would not be inconsistent with the public interest and should be approved; accordingly.

1) That United Telephone-Southeast, Inc. is hereby authorized to loan or advance funds fiom time to time to Sprint Corporation, the total outstanding 
amount not to exceed $15,000,000 at any one time, under the terms and conditions as described in the application;

1) That Central Telephone Company of Virginia is hereby authorized, pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-82, to loan or advance funds from time to time 
to Sprint Corporation, the total outstanding amount not to exceed $30,000,000 at any one time, under the terms and conditions as described in the application;

CASE NO. PUA930032 
JANUARY 27, 1994

CASE NO. PUA930033
APRIL 28, 1994

5} That Company shall file, on or before February 28, 1995, a report of the action taken in accordance with the authority granted herein; such report 
to include a sdiedule of funds loaned to Sprint detailing the date of advance, amount, interest rate, date of repayment, and use of loan proceeds; a schedule of 
short-term borrowings by Company showing the date of borrowing, amount, maturity, interest rate, and use of proceeds; and a balance sheet reflecting the action 
taken; and

Central Telephone Company of Virginia ("Central", "Company") has filed an application, pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-82 ("the Public Utilities 
Affiliates Act”), for authority to loan or advance funds to its parent. Sprint Corporation ("Sprint"), fiom time to time, the total outstanding amount not to exceed 
$30,000,000 at any one time. Sudi advances would be on demand and would bear interest payile monthly, such interest to be determined by the Thirty-Day 
Commercial Paper Index as published by the Federal Reserve, plus forty-five (45) basis points. Company states that it is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sprint and 
requests that the agreement be approved for a one year period ending on December 31,1994.

2) That, should Company desire to continue such an arrangement beyond December 31,1994, an application shall be filed with the Commission for 
subsequent ^iproval;

4) That the Commission shall maintain the authority to inspect the accounting records and books of any Company affiliate as necessary as pertains to 
this approval;

2) That, should Company desire to continue such an arrangement beyond December 31,1994, an ^plication shall be filed with the Commission for 
subsequent iqproval;

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

United Telephone-Southeast, Inc., ("United", "Company") has filed an application under the Public Utilities Affiliates Act for authority to continue to 
loan or advance funds to its parent. Sprint Corporation ("Sprint"), fiom time to time, the total outstanding amount not to exceed $15,000,000 at any one time. 
Such advances would be on demand and would bear interest payable monthly, such interest to be determined by the Thirty-Day Commercial Paper Index as 
published by the Federal Reserve, plus forty-five (45) basis points. Company states that it is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sprint and requests that the agreement 
be tqproved for a one year period ending on December 31,1994.
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7) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission.

For approval of a proposed service agreement with an affiliate

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

IT IS ORDERED:

1) That Applicant is hereby granted qtproval for the Agreement under the terms and conditions as described herein;

3) That the approval granted herein shall in no way be deemed to include recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

4) That the qproval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 cf the Code of’Virginia
hereafter.

The proposed Agreement is to be effective year to yw beginning from its effective date and may be terminated on ninety (90) days notice. ConqMny 
states that the Agreement will result in continued reduct operating costs, efficiencies, and economies of scale.

CASE NO. PUA940001 
JULY 5, 1994

5) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the books and records of any affiliate in connection with the approval granted herein, 
whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this Cammission, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia;

APPUCATION OF
UNITED TELEPHONE-SOUTHEAST, INC.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of tiie application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described Agreement would be in the public interest and should be approved. Accmdingly,

Company represents that the Agreement is a result of the merger of Sprint Corporatian and Centel Corporation effective in March 1993. Company 
further states thtf in an effort to generate maximum cost efficiencies, the administrative support functions for Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Tennessee were consolidated into a regional operation to be located in Wake Forest, North Carolina. Company represents that the proximity and contiguous 
territory of the Sprint Corporation and Centel Corporation telephone operatians in these four (4) states made this organization a natural and logistical decision

United Telephone-Southeast, Inc. ("United," "Conpany," "Applicant") has filed an application with the Commission under the Public Utilities 
Affiliates Act for approval of a proposed Service Agreement (the "Agreement") with Sprint Mid-Atlantic Telecom, Inc. f Management Company," "Affiliate") 
pursuant to which Management Cotnpany will perform certain management, information, and business operation and support functions for Unit^

In Case No. PUA910027, by Order dated May 12, 1982, the Commission approved a similar agreement (the "S/UMC" Service Agreement") with 
Sprint/United Management Conpany CS/UMC"). The S/UMC Service Apeemerrt provides for the furnishing by S/UMC of management, professional, financial, 
tohnical, and advisory services to Cotnpany. United proposes that the services provided to Company under the S/UMC Service Agreement now be performed by 
Management Conpaity pursuant to the prciwsed Agreement The services to be obtained by Coapimy under the Agreement are similar to the services obtained 
under the S/UMC Settee Agreement, but at the regional level. The fee for Management Company services will be the same as under the S/UMC Service 
Agreement, which is that of the actual costs of providing the services, including a return on assets.

United states that Management Conpany is the conpany planned to poform certain management, information, and busmess operation and sipport 
functions for the previously organized United telqdmne conpanies. Prior to the organization of Management Conpany, many of fee functions addressed in the 
Agreement were performed in Bristol, Tennessee by S/UMC. After the merger of Centel Corporation and Sprint Corpiwalion, these functions will be managed 
from Wake Forest, which is more accessible to the tegional service territory. An altemalive to the proposed Agreement would be to leave all existing 
organizations and functions in place. This, however, would result in maintaining redundant operations. Company advised that Sprint Corporatian does not 
contract its management of operations outside the conpany and that it has successfully tun low cost conpanies in Virginia and Tennessee (United Tele^one- 
Soulheast, Inc.), North Carolina (Carolina Telephone) and South Carolina (United Telephone of the Carolinas).

6) That Conpany shall file, on ot before February 28, 1995, a report of the action taken in accordance with the authority granted herein; such report 
to include a schedule of funds loaned to Sprint detailing the date of advance, amount, interest rate, date of repayment, and use of loan proceeds; a schedule of 
short-term borrowings by Conpany showing the date of borrowing, amount, maturity, interest rate, and use of proceeds; and a balance sh^ reflecting the actiem 
taken; and

5) That the Commission shall mairtlain the aufoority to inspect the accounting records and books of any Company affiliate as necessary as pertains to 
this approval;

4) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from applying the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of 
Virginia hereafter.

2) That should any of the terms and condhitms of the Agreement change from those described herein. Commission approval shall be required for such 
dianges;
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7) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For approval of a proposed service agreement with an a£51iate

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

IT IS ORDERED:

2) That should any of the terms and conditions of the Agreement change from those described herein. Commission qiproval shall be required for such

3) That the approval granted herein shall in no way be deemed to include recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

4) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

APPUCATION OF
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its StaflE; is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described Agreement would be in the public interest and should be approved. Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUA940002 
JUNE 24, 1994

The proposed Agreement is to be effective year to year beginning from its effective date and may be terminated on ninety (90) days notice. Cortqjany 
states that the Agreement will result in continued reduced operating costs, efficiencies, and economies of scale.

1) That, pursuant to § 56-11 of the Code of Virginia, Applicant is hereby granted qjproval for the Agreement under the terms and conditions as 
described herein;

5) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the books and records of any affiliate in cormection with the approval granted herein, 
vdiether or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 ofthe Code of Virginia;

In Case No. PUA820026, by Order dated May 12,1982, and Case No. PUA930027, by Order dated May 6,1994, the Commission approved similar 
agreements with Central Telephone Cotrqiany ("CTC"), (jointly referred to as the "CTC Service Agreements"). The CTC Service Agreements provide for the 
furnishing by CTC of management, profession financial, technical, and advisory services to Company. Central Telephone proposes that the services provided to 
Company under the CTC Service Agreements now be performed by Management Conqrany pursuant to the proposed Agreement The services to be obtained by 
Company under the Agreement are similar to the services obtained under the CTC Service Agreements. The fee for Management Company services will be the 
same as under the CTC Service Agreements, wdiidi is that of the actual costs of providing the services, including a return on assets.

Company represents that the Agreement is a result of the merger of Sprint Corporation and Centel Corporation effective in March 1993. Company 
further states that in an effort to generate maximum cost efficiencies, the admiriistrative support functions for Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Tennessee were consolidated into a regional operation to be located in Wake Forest, North Carolina. The proximity and contiguous territory of the Sprint 
Corporation and Centel Corporation telephone operations in these four (4) states made this organization a natural and logistical decision.

Central Telephone Conqrany of Virginia ("Central Telephone," "Conqjany," "Applicant") has filed an application with the Commission under the 
Public Utilities Affiliates Act for approval of a proposed Service Agreement (the "Agreement") with Sprint Mid-Atlantic Telecom, Inc. ("Management Company," 
"Affiliate") pursuant to which Management Company will perform certain management, information, and business operation and support functions for Central 
Telephone.

Central Telephone states that Management Cottqnny is the company planned to perform certain management, information, and business operation and 
support functions for the previously organized Central telejAone conqianies. Prior to the organization of Management Company, many of the functions addressed 
in the Agreement were p^ormed in Lincoln and Chicago by Central Telephone Company. After the merger of Centel Corjxjration and Sprint Corporation, these 
functions will be mana^ fiom Wake Forest, which is more accessible to the regional service territory. An alternative to the proposed Agreement would be to 
leave all existing organizations and functions in place. This, however, would result in maintaining redundant operations. Conqjany advised that Sprint 
Corporation does not contract its management of operations outside the company and that it has successfully tun low cost cottqtanies in Virginia and Tetmessee 
(United Telephone-Southeast, Inc.), North Carolina (Carolina Telephone) and South Carolina (United Telephone of the Carolinas).

6) That Applicant shall file a report with the Director of Public Utility Accounting of the Commission on or before April 1 of each year beginning 
April 1, 1995, for the preceding calendar year, such report to include a description of services provided to Applicant under the Agreement, charges incurred for 
such services, an explanation of how such charges were determined, and the calculation of any return conqxment of charges incurred; and
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7) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this nutter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For authority to reimburse affiliate

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

2) That the authority granted herein shall not be deemed to indude recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

5) That there qjpearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

1) That, pursuant to § 56-T1 of the Code of Virginia, C&P is herdry airthorized to reimburse NSI for Applicanfs share of repayments due Tricon 
under Amendment 3 and Amendment 4 of the BMC Cartract between NSI and BMC as described herein;

APPUCATION OF
THE CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the qrplication and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its StafiC is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described arrangement is in the public interest and should be qiproved. Accordingly,

C&P states in its qrplication that since the prepayment to BMC of rruintenance and upgrade charges is a reasonable business decision, and since the 
choice of Tricon as a firunce company is justified by business necessity in file case of Amendment 3 and by conqsatison with rates available from other conqianies 
in the case of Amendment 4, the authorization fir Conquny to reimburse NSI for C&Ps share of repayments is in the public interesL

CASE NO. PUA940003 
JUNE 1, 1994

C&P states in its application that in order to take advantage of the prepaid maintenance discount within the commitment deadline, NSI agreed to 
prepay for four (4) years of maintenance through financing provided by Tricon. NSL therefore, entered into Amendment 3 to the BMC Contract Under 
Amendment 3, NSPs prepayment amount was $4,064,918 through four (4) yearly payments of $1,258,490. C&Ps share of the yearly payment was $189,277. 
NSFs savings over four (4) years is $923,000, and Conqjany's share of the four-year savings is $139,000.

In December 1992, BMC offered NSI the option to prepay the maintenance of BMC software through Tricort The advantages of prepaying were as 
follows: BMC offered discounted maintenance rates and future maintenance increases would be avoided. The jsepayment option was for three (3) or four (4) 
years, 1994-1996 or 1997. NSI had to commit before the ad of 1992 in order to receive the discounts.

Conqiany represents that in 1985, NSI initially entered into a cartract with BMC (the "BMC Contract") for the provision of software. BMC software 
is used in managing such C&P systems as Trunk Integrated Records Keeping ("TIRKS'5. Loop Maintenance Operating Systems ("LMOS"), Wide Area 
Telephoe Service ("WATS"), and Computer Assisted Purchasing Receival and Invoicing System ("CAPRI"). In 1990 and 1992, there were two amendments to 
the BMC Contract, Amendment 1 and Amadment 2. These two amendments covered such matters as changes in the term period of the BMC Contract and 
prices.

The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia ("C&P," "Company," "Ajplicant") has filed an application with the Commission under 
the Public Utilities Afffiiates AO. fa authority to reimburse Bell Atlantic Netwok Services, Inc. ("NSI") fa C&Ps allocated share of repayments to Bell Atlantic 
Tricon Leasing Corporation ("Tricon") pursuant to contractual agreements betwea NSI and BMC Software, Inc. ("BMC") under which Tricon financed the 
prepayment of four (4) years of software upgrades and maintenance.

4) That the Commission resaves the authority to examine the books and records of atty affiliate in connection with the authority granted herein 
whetha a not sudt affiliate is regulated by this Commission pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia; and

6) That Applicant shall file a report with the Directa of Public Utility Accounting of the Commission on a before April 1 of each year beginning 
April 1,1995, fa the preceding calenda year, such report to include a description of services provided to Applicant unda the Agreement, charges incurred fa 
such services, an explanation of how such charges were determined, and the calculation of any return component of charges incurred; and

Company stales in its application that the Information Systems organization within NSI operates the hardware and software necessary to provide 
computer systems which use database software. BMC sells utility software winch allows its customers to efficiently operate and manage large datahams

3) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission ftom exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of fire Code of Virginia 
hereafter.

In June 1993, BMC offered a prepayment option through Tricot covering payments fa software upgrades arid fa the maintenanee for those software 
units added since, and rxtt covered by. Amendment 3. The interest rate for prgtayment financing thma^ Trienn mas quoted hy RMC tn he « 00% NSI obtained 
quotes fa similar financing fam otha canparhes. Sudt rates proved to be tegha than that quoted by BMC. NSI tha entond into Amendment 4 to the BMC 
Contract NSFs prepayment amount unda Amendment 4 was $5,704,867 to be repaid in four yearly installments of $1,668,273 beginning January 1, 1994. 
Conqiany's share of the yearly payment was $250,908. Savings ova four (4) years fa NSI is $2^00,000, and C&Ps share of file savings ova four (4) years is 
$330,000.
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Pot approval of an tied Affiliates Agreement

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

ded Affiliates Agreement (the "Agreement”).

rr IS ORDERED:

3) That the jqjproval granted herein shall not be deemed to include recovery of any costs and charges for ratemaking purposes;

4) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

ion with the authority granted herein.5) That the Commission reserves the authority to

6) That there qtpearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

APPLICATION OF
CLIFTON FORGE-WAYNESBORO TELEPHONE COMPANY

On January 6, 1994, Clifton Fotge-Waynesboro Telephone Company ("Telephone Company," “Applicant") filed an applicatian under the Public 
Utilities Affiliates Act, Virginia Code § 56-77, for qjproval of an

Telephone Company provides telephone service to the public in the Commonwealth of Virginia. CFW Network, Inc. ("Network") provides interex
change telecommunications facilities to both interexchange and local exchange carriers predominately in the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia, and is a public service 
company. CFW Communications Company ("CFWcom") owns all the common stock of Telephone Company and Network and is the bolding compatty for them.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the implication and representation of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
and finds that approval of the amended Agreement as described herein would be in the public interest and should be qrproved. Accordingly,

line the books attd records of any affiliate in 
whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia; and

CASE NO. PUA940006 
MAY 2, 1994

2) That should arry terms and conditiotts of the amended Agreertrent change from those described herein. Commission approval shall be required for 
sudi changes;

Ajmlicarrt and its affiliates, CFWcom and Network, received Commission qrproval on April 18,1988, in Case No. PUA880015 for authority to allow 
Telephone Company to provide executive, administrative, accounting and data processing services to CFWcom and Network and to further provide construction, 
maintenance, arid repair services to Network. All expenses, including a return on assets, were to be allocated among affiliates. In Case No. PUA900016, by 
Commission Order dated April 11, 1990, Telephone Company received approval to include its new affiliate, CFW Cellular, Inc. ("Cellular^, as part of the 
allocation procedure. Cellular owns interest in errtities thM provide cellular service in Virginia and may, from time to time, be responsible for the general 
managemerrt of such cellular service providers.

Company requests approval to amend the Agreement to add Services and Cable and to reflect CFWcom's corporate reorganization that became 
effective January 1,1994. Previously, Telephone Conqjany was the employer for alt employees. Some of these Telephone Cornpany employees provided services 
such as executive, accounting, revenue billing, administrative, marketing, and information processing services to CFWcom and its other subsidiaries at full cost 
These services flowed fimn Telephone Company to the affiliates. Under the reorganization, several Telephone Compaq employees have been transferred to 
CFWcom and Services. CFWcom and Services are now employers, and their employees provide the same services previously mentioned as provided by Tele
phone Compare at full cost Company believes that this transfer of employees and services from Telephone Company allows a clearer distinction of the regulated 
services offered by Telephone Company. This reorganization is intend  ̂to allow each subsidiary company to focus a more concentrated effort on its own special
ized business segment Applicant requ^ that the approval be made retroactive effective January 1,1994.

In this case. Telephone Company requests approval to amend the Agreement to allow CFW Communications Services, Inc. ("Services^ and CFW 
Quality Cable, Inc. ("Cable") to be included in the Agreement Services provides deregulated products and services within Virginia, and Cable provides wireless 
telecommunication services within Virginia.

Lhider fire terms of the amended Agreement, Telephone Company will provide building, construction, maintenance, and repair services to Services and 
Cable at full cost Telephcme Company will provide local telephone services to CFWcom, Network and Cellular at tariffed rates. Telephone Company will 
provide building space to CFWcom, Network, and Cellular at full cost CFWcom will provide executive, administrative, accounting, revenue billing, mark^g, 
and infemnation processing services to Telephone Compatty at fill! cost Previously, Telephone Company provided these services.

1) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, Applicant is hereby granted approval of the amended Agreement as described herein effective 
January 1,1994;
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For authority to contract with an affiliate for intermediate term gas supply service

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

ms ORDERED;

2) That the authority granted herein shall be effective heghming November 1,1993, through October 31,1998;

5) That the authority granted herein shall not be deemed to include rqiprova] of recovery of any costs ot ratermilf ing purpoMs;

6) That the authority granted herein shall not prelude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ S6-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

8} That there sq^iearing nothing finther to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

7) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the books and records of any afiSliate in connection with the authority granted herein, 
whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia; and

4) That should any of the terms and conditions of foe December 23, 1993 Letter Agreement diange from those described herein. Commission 
qrproval shall be required for sudi changes;

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA NATURAL GAS, INC.

Company states that as a result of foe restructuring of interstate pipeline services and the elimination of foe pipeline supply function mandated by 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") Order No. 636, it was necessary fin* VNG to acquire gas supplies delivered into certain direct-connect and 
upstream interstate pipeliiKS, including CNG Transmission Corporation.

Company represents that the Agreement is the result of a conqietitive bidding process in uhidi VN G evaluated potential suppliers to identify those that 
met VNG's criteria. fAa foe process was conqileted. Gas Services submitted foe lowest bid. VNG, therefore, selected Gas Services to provide foe required 
suH»ly.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the triplication and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staffi is of foe opinion 
that foe above-described anangement for intennediale term firm gas supply service would not be detrimental to the public interest and should be approved. 
Accordingly,

3) That should A{^licaitt desire to continue with foe above-described anangement beycmd October 31, 1998, subsequent Commission ^iproval shall 
be required;

As a result of foe restructuring proposal approved by FERC effective October 1, 1993, CNG Transmission Corporation restructured its services to foe 
effect that certain transportation capacity obtained by VNG on that system must originate at Appalachian delivery points. Therefore, Company engaged in a 
process by whidi it sou^ to obtain gas supplies to fill that transportation cqjacity which it bad secured on CNG Transmission Corporation under Order No. 636, 
as well as all other pipelines on which it has obtained capacity.

CASE NO. PUA940007 
MAY 2, 1994

1) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. is hereby authorized to enter into foe Letter Agreement with CNG 
Gas Services Corporation for intermediate term firm gas supply service under the terms and conditions and for the purposes as described herein;

The Agreement provides for firm gas supply service of up to 4,480 DtliD of Appalachian gas supply delivered to CNG Transmission Corporation at 
various delivery points cm its interstate pipeline facilities in Appaladiia for a period of five (5) years beginning November 1, 1993. The sale and delivery of the 
gas is on a firm basis, with foe commodity price to be determined with reference to a published price index. The price index used for purchases during November- 
March is foe Natural Gas Intelligence Gas Price Index, and the index for April-October purchases is foe Inside FERC's Gas Market Report

On January 11, 1994, Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. ("VNG," "Company," "Applicant") filed an application with foe Commission under the Public 
Utilities Affiliates Act, § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, for authority to enter into a Letter Agreement (the "Agreement") dated December 23, 1993, with CNG 
Gas Services Corporation ("Gas Services," "Affiliate"). Pursuant to foe Agreement VNG will secure firm gas supply from Gas Services for a contract term of five 
(5) years.
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For authority to renew its contract with Bell Atlantic Directory Graphics, Inc.

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

4) That the authority granted herein shall in no way be deemed to be approval of the the recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

5) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter,

7) That there sqipearing nothing forther to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

APPLICATION OF
THE CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

On January 19,1994, The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia ("C&P"," "Company," "Applicant") filed an application with 
the Commission pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia for authority to renew its contract with Bell Atlantic Directory G^hics, Inc. ("BADG," "Affiliate"). 
Company requests authority to renew the contract fiom March 1,1994, through February 28,1999.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Stafi) is of the opinion 
that, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, renewal of the above-described contract would be in the public interest and should be approved. Accordingly,

6) That the Commission reserves the right to examine the books and records of any affiliate in connection with the authority granted herein, whether 
or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia; and

CASE NO. PDA940008 
APRIL 15, 1994

In its application. Company states that the market for firms which could provide Bell Atlantic photocomposition services has not changed for the 
following reasons: consolidation in the industry has taken place, most major directory publishers have integrated the photoconqrosition function into their 
directory operations by acquiring photocomposition companies, and some photocomposition vendors are involved in competing niche directory ventures.

2) That should any of the terms and conditions of the renewal contract change from those described herein. Commission qjproval shall be required for 
such changes;

On August 19, 1988, in Case No. PUA880037, C&P was granted authority to participate in a contract with BADG pursuant to which Affiliate 
currently provides photocomposition services for the directories published by C&P. In Case No. PUA920005, by Order dated July 17, 1992, the Commission 
approved an amendment to the original contract to further mechanize the yellow pages production process through a process referred to as Integrated Ad Makeup 
("lAMUP"). lAMUP allows C&Fs yellow pages sales representatives to create and edit new and existing yellow pages ads at their sales offices using personal 
computers, and to electronically transmit their finalized ads to BADG for inclusion in the production ad database. Under the current agreement, the contract 
periods for the provision of services by BADG to the individual Bell Atlantic operating telephone companies all expire at various dates in 1994.

1) That The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Conqiany is hereby authorized to renew its current contract with Bell Atlantic Directory Graphics, 
Inc. for photocomposition services, such renewal term to run from March 1,1994, throu^ February 28,1999;

In order to determine whether BADG was providing the companies of Bell Atlantic with good photocomposition services at competitive prices. 
Company hired Coopers & Lybrand to study the services and prices of BADG. Coopers & Lybrand conipared BADG to four similar photocomposition 
companies within the industry. The results of the study showed that BADG's performance exceeded the other companies conipared in proactivity, quality, 
resource management, and price perfotmance.

3) That should Company desire to contimie the above-described arrangement beyond February 28, 1999, subsequent Commission approval shall be 
required;
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Poe authority to transfer utility assets

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

of authority.

(1) that the approval will have no impact for ratemaking purposes in the event Sydnor series an acquisition adjustment in a future rate case;

(3) that the Commission require an audit to determine if oonnectian fees paid by Lake Wilderness residents were used for plant additions and that, 
pending the outcome of such an audit, the net sales proceeds of the transfer be held in escrow. If the results of the audit show that connection fees were used for 
purposes other than plant irrprovements, the Association asks that reimbursement be sought from Wilderness or its owners.

In addition, at closing, Wilderness will withdraw its current rate application. Sydnor will then file an rqiplication for a certificate of public cottvenience 
and necessity and approval of its tarifis. Pending such approvals. Wilderness will lease back the water utility systen from Sydnor, and Sydnor's patent cottqrany, 
Sydnor Hydrodynamics, Inc., will operate tire water utility system.

(2) that Sydnor be required to assume fire operative provisions of the Commission's June 25, 1993 Order of Settlement in Case No. PUE860079 
relative to sriieduled irrqnovements and reporting requirements forthose irrqirovemettts; and

CASE NO. PUA940009 
FEBRUARY 17, 1994

NOW THE COMMISSION, uponoonsideratianofthe JoirrtAiqrlication, the Response and Reply of the Associatim, and having been advised by its 
Staff is of the opinion that the above^described transfer of utility assets will not impair or jeopardize adequate service to the public at just and reasonable rates. 
We find that the transfer should be approved and that approval of the transfer should have no implications for ratemaking purposes. Any recovery of Sydnor's 
investmeirt should be addressed in subsequent proceedings involving applications by Sydnor for a certificate of public convenience and necessity and for approval 
of its tariff.

JOINT APPUCATION OF
SYDNOR WATER CORPORATION

and
WILDERNESS UTILITY ASSOCIATES, INC., t/a WILDERNESS WATER AND UTILITY COMPANY

Since Wilderness will withdraw its rate application currently pending before the Cormnission, the transfer will have no irmnediate rate impact on 
custianers. When Sydnor files for rqrproval of its rates and tariff, however, it will serie new, possibly higher, rates nhidi will reflect its investment in the system.

Applicants request expedited approval of the transfer since the closing is contingent upon Commissiem spproval of the Joint ApplicatioiL Applicants 
state that such qiproval result in improvement in the quality of water service and will allow Sydnor to make certain improvements to the system to correct 
problems of discolored water and low jnessure.

hl a clarification statement filed on February 9,1994, Sydnor states that it will record the assets purchased on its books in an amount equal to its initial 
purchase price of those assets, $243,220, with no associated defneciation oc contributions in aid of construction Sydnor states that it will seek only recovery of 
investment, or depreciation expense, based upon its initial investmenL Sydnor states that to the extent it is required to make subsequent payments to Wilderness in 
relation to future connections, such amounts will not be added to Sydnor's basis in the assets. If Sydnor is required to carry the asset values, depreciation reserve 
balance and contributions of Wilderness on its books, it will then seek an acquisition adjustment that will produce a rate base equal to its investment in these 
assets. In the event that such an acquisition adjustment is granted, Sydnor would agree to limit its depreciation expense to the recovery of its investment in the 
assets.

Applicants state that subsequent to the transfer, Sydnor will provide water utility service to fee Lake Wilderness subdivision by and through the assets 
acquired from Wilderness. These assets include all real estate; easements and rights-of-way, wells; purrqjs; buildings; treatment and storage facilities; lagoons; 
distribution mains, valves, and meters; materials and supplies inventories; water revenue accounts receivable; and all transferable licenses, permits, and certificates

On Frirruary 14,1994, the Association filed a Rqrly to Clarification of Sydnor Water Corporation CTleply”). In its Reply fee Association reiterated 
its concern regarding the above referenced matters.

On January 14, 1994, Sydnor Water Corporation fSydnor") and Wilderness Utility Associates, Inc. t/a Wilderness Water and Utility Conqjany 
("Wilderness"), (collectively referred to as "Applicants") filed a Joint A^lication requesting authority pursuant to the Utility Transfers Act for Wilderness to 
transfer the assets by whidi it provides water service to customers located in the County of Spotsylvania, Virginia, to Sydnor. Applicants state that the proposed 
transfer would enable Sydnor to provide water utility service to approximalely 1,100 residetiial lots in the Lake Wilderness subdivision, of which the owners of 
qrproximately 660 lots ate current users.

On January 31,1994, tire Lake Wilderness Property Owners Association (the "Association"), by counsel, filed a Response to the Joint Application. 
The Association noted long-standing problems wife water service and the need for plant improvements. Die Association requested the Commission, if it qrproves 
the Joint Application, to grant such approval subject to the following conditimis-.

The terms and conditions of the transfo are set forfe in an Asset Purchase Agreement (the "Agreement") which Applicants represent to be fee product 
of anns-length bargaining Under the Agreement, Sydnor will pay Wilderness $243,220 for the assets purcha^ In addition, if Spotsylvania County or 
Utilities, Inc. acquires the water system within three years from the date of closing then Wilderness will receive fifteen per cent (15%) of the net sales price. If the 
system is acquit^ in the fourth ot fifth year. Wilderness will receive five per cent (5%) of the net sales price. Sydnor also agrees to pay Wilderness an additional 
amount equal to $400 of the 101st to the 225fe full connection fees paid and received by Sydnor prior to December 31,1998.
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IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That any recovery of Sydnor's investment in the assets described herein shall be addressed in subsequent proceedings;

(4) That Sydnor shall file a plan detailing its proposed improvements to the water system, as described above, on or before March 1,1994;

(6) That this matter shall be continued generally, subject to the continuing review and appropriate directive of the Commission.

For authority to transfer utility assets

ORDER DENYING RECONSIDERATION

(2) That approval of the Joint Application shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes and that the transfer shall be carried on Sydnor's books 
and records at the value of$243,220 with no acquisition adjustment;

We are also of the opinion that, given the need for improvements to the water system, Sydnor should provide the Commission with a written plan 
detailing its proposed improvements and a schedule for their implementation That plan should be filed promptly.

CASE NO. PDA940009
MARCH 10, 1994

We therefore find it would not be appropriate to condition the transfer sought in this case on the audit and related measures requested by the 
Association Accordingly,

On February 17, 1994, the Commission entered an order granting authority for Wilderness Utility Associates, Inc., t/a Wilderness Water and Utility 
Company ("Wilderness") to transfer the utility assets by which it provides water service to customers located in Spotsylvania County, Virginia, to Sydnor Water 
Corporation ("Sydnor"). By Petition filed March 7, 1994, the Lake Wilderness Property Owners Association ("the Association"), by counsel, requests that the 
Commission issue an order granting reconsideration and suspending the effect of its Februiuy 17,1994 Order.

(5) That, on or before, April 29, 1994, Sydnor shall file with file Commission, a report of the action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein, 
such report to include the accounting entries reflecting the transfer and the date of transfer, and

JOINT APPLICATION OF
SYDNOR WATER CORPORATION

and
WILDERNESS UTILITY ASSOCIATES, INC., Va WILDERNESS WATER AND UTILITY COMPANY

Improper expenses are generally dealt with in setting rates. Normally we deny operating expense status of improper or imprudent expenses in setting 
rates on a prospective basis. This treatment has the effect of forcing the shareholders, rather than rate payers, to bear any improper expenses through lower future 
rates, but we do not also seek to conqiel actual reimbursement to the company from the recipients of those funds. It would not be reasonable to apply even our 
usual ratemaking methods to such a problem here. Any expenses disallowed for ratemaking purposes as a result of the requested audit would necessarily relate to 
expenditures made by Wilderness in the past Such disallowances would affect only future rates, however, when the owner of the system will be Sydnor, which 
bears no responsibility for any such activities.

We believe these measures constitute an adequate and afiBrmative response to the first two requests made by the Association, described above. As for 
the third, the Association cites no authority to support its call for such an audit, escrowing of purchase funds, and possible attempted collection of previously 
expended monies from Wilderness or its owners. Although we have undoubted ability to audit a public service company, we are not so certain of our authority to 
escrow funds of this nature pending audit completion, or of our jurisdiction to seek recovery of money we may determine to have been improperly expended.

(1) That Wilderness Water and Utility Company be, and hereby is, authorized to transfer its utility assets, by which it provides water service to 
customers located in the County of Spotsylvania, Virginia, to Sydnor Water Corporation at a price of $243,220 and under the terms and conditions as described 
herein;

The Association also states that an audit needs to be performed to determine if connection fees have been used properly. The Association states that, if 
it is determined that such fees have not been applied for a proper purpose, the loss should be borne by Wilderness and not by those who have paid connection fees. 
The Association asserts, citing Application of Lake Monticello. Case No. PUE820054 (1983 S.C.C. Arm. Rept 371, 376-378), that the only proper use of such 
fees is for system improvements and that, pending the outcome of an audit, the sales proceeds from the transfer should be placed in escrow.

In support of its Petition, the Association argues that the Commission has authority to require an audit of connection fees paid by customers of 
Wilderness. The Association maintains that such an accounting is necessary in determining the utility's rate base and in establishing future rales. The Association 
notes Sydnor has filed an application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity on February 24, 1994, which includes a proposed increase in rates with 
a rate base equal to the purchase price paid by Sydnor. The Association states that customers should not be asked to pay increased rates on a positive rate base 
until the issue of the ^tpropriate amount of connection fees has been resolved.

The Association specifically requests that, as a part of the reconsideration, the Commission require an audit to determine the proper accounting for 
connection fees paid to Wilderness and the purpose for which those fees have been used. In addition, the Association requests that, while the audit is being 
performed, the sales proceeds from the transfer be held in escrow.
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NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the matter, is of the opinion that the Association's request for reconsideration should be denied.

IT IS ORDERED that the Association's request for reconsideration be, and hereby is, denied.

For authority to loan funds to parent

ORDER I

IT IS ORDERED:

3) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from applying the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter;

6) That this matter shall be continued generally, subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commissioa

APPUCATION OF
SHENANDOAH TELEPHONE COMPANY

In addition, those customers who have paid connection fees and axe not presently hooked up to the water system need not suffer loss. We note that 
there is a fnotecdve clause in the Asset Purchase Agreement entered into by Wilderness iid Sydnor in wdiich Sydnor agrees to assume the responsibility for 
making such connections if certain conditions ate met (See page 5 of Asset Purchase Agreement ffled on January 18,1994.) Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUA940010
APRIL 13, 1994

4) That the Cottnnission reserves the right to examine the books and records of atiy afSliate, whether or not such afiBliate is regulated by this 
Commission, in connection with the authority granted herein, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia;

Shenandoah Telephone rqaesents that from time to time it has excess funds, and Telecommunications may have a need for funds. Therefore, 
Company requests authority to lend to Telecommunications from time to time, between now and December 31, 1994, up to a maximum outstanding amount of 
$2,000,000 at any one time. Such loans will be evidenced by notes of Telecommunications maturing less than twelve months after the date of issue and will bear 
interest payable monthly at the New York prime rate.

Shenandoah Telephone Company ("Shenandoah Telephcme" or "Company") has filed an application under the Public Utilities Affiliates Act 
Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Shenandoah Telecommunications Company (telecommunications").

On March 9, 1994, Sydnor, by counsel, filed a Response to the Petition for Reconsideration. We gave that Response no consideration, however, 
inasmuch as Rule 8:9 states that"... no response to the petition... will be oitettained by the Commission."

THE COMMISSION, upon considetation of the application and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion that the proposed loan 
arrangement would not be detrimental to the public interest and should be approved. Acctudingly,

We are of the opinion that many of the concerns of the Association can be mote appropriately addressed in a subsequent proceeding involving Sydnor's 
application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity and for approval of its tariffi. In such a proceeding. Staff will be directed to analj^ and 
investigate Sydnor's application and to make recommendations as to the reasonableness of Sydnor's proposed rates.

1) That Company is authorized, pursuant to § 56-82 of the Code of Virginia, to lend excess funds from time to time to Telecommunications up to a 
jutstanding amount of $2,000,000 at any one time under the terms and conditions as described in the application;

2) That should Conqjany wish to continue the described arrangement after December 31,1994, an application shall be filed with the Commission for 
subsequent approval;

5) That, on or before January 31,1995, Company shall file with the Commission a report of action taken in accordance with the authority granted 
herein, such report to include a schedule of funds loaned to Telecommunications dutwing date of the note(s), amount, maturity, interest rate, and use of loan 
proceeds; a schedule of short-term harrowings by Conpany showing date, amount, maturity, interest rate, and use of proceed^ and a balance sheet reflecting the 
action taken; and
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For authority to ifi^xwe of utility assets

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

rr IS ORDERED;

2) That the authority granted herein shall have no ratemaking inqjlications;

4) That this matter shall be continued generally, subject to the continuing review, audit, and qjproprialc directive of this Commission.

For authority to enter into aerial patrol agreement

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

necessary, and to intervene immediately in the event that ground operations are observed which represent imminent danger to the pipeline facilities.

APPUCATION OF
THE POTOMAC EDISON COMPANY

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA NATURAL GAS, INC.

CASE NO. PUA940011 
JUNE 24, 1994

Company states that in 1983, PE placed into operation its new Greenwood 138-12.47 KV substation to serve the Winchester, Virginia area. The 
completion of this new substation allowed Company to retire its existing East Winchester substation, which was dismantled and taken out of service in 1989.

In Case No. PUA92Q022, by Order dated April 12, 1993, VNG was granted authority to enter into a Letter Helicopter Service Agreement with 
Transmission for aerial patrol service throu^ December 31,1993. VNG has filed a new application for authority to enter into an agreement with Transmission 
for Affiliate to provide aerial patrol services to Conqtany. VNG requests authority effective January 1,1994.

PE represents that it received five (5) bids for the property in response to its ad. The highest bid was made by Jasbo, Inc. Jasbo, Inc. offered to 
purchase the former East Winchester substation property subject to the reserved easements for a price of $5,151.00. The book cost of the Property is $5,226.30, 
and the ^rpraised value on February 4,1993, was $31,500.00.

CASE NO. PUA940012 
JULY 22, 1994

VNG submitted to three (3) separate vendins an identical request for quotation to provide aerial patrol of VNG's natural gas pipeline system. A 
response and proposal was received fiom each of the selected vendors for services consistent with VNG's request Company states that atthou^ the Transmission

3) That Applicant shall file a report ofthe action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein on or before August 31, 1994, such report to include 
the date of sale, price, and the accounting entries reflecting the transaction; and

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
that the above-described sale of utility assets at the price of $5,151.00 will not impair a jeopard the provision of adequate service to the public at just and 
reasonable rates and should be approved. Accordingly,

The Potomac Edison Company ("PE," "Company," "Applicant") has filed an application with the Commission requesting authority to dispose of utility 
assets consisting of the East Winchester substation property (the "Property") conprised of 2.254 acres along Virginia Route 656 in Frederick County, Virginia. 
Company states that this Property is no longer needed to provide electric service to its Virginia customers.

Because it is no longer needed to provide electric service to customers. Company management authorized the sale ofthe former East Windrester 
substatiim site, subject to certain reserved rights of way for existing and planned electric facilities, to the highest bidder. The property was advertised for sale in a 
local newspaper.

In justifying acceptance of a bid significantly lower than the ^ipraised value of $31,500.00, Applicant referred to the fact that the $31,500.00 
appraisal failed to consider the diminution in market value caused by the reserved easements for the electric facilities. A number of electric transmission and 
di^bution lines essentially bisect the Property.

I) That, pursuant to § 56-89 of the Code of Wginia, Applicant is hereby authorized to sell the Property under the terms and conditions and for the 
purposes as described herein;

proposal is approximately $177 more pa month than the lowest bid, the services will be rendered utilizing a helicopter patrol, in contrast to the fixed wing aircraft 
patrol offered by the lowest bidder. Company states that the use of a helicopter allows the aerial patrol patty to land on the right-of-way for further inspections, if

Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. ("VNG," "Conqjany," "Applicant") has filed an application with the Commission under the Public Utilities Affiliates Act 
for authority to enter into an aerial patrol agreement with an affiliate, CNG Transmission Corporation ("Transmission," "Affiliate") effective January 1,1994.
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IT IS ORDERED;

3) That the authority granted herein shall in no way be deemed to include the recovery of any costs or diarges for ratemaking purposes;

4) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 36-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

7) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it herriry is, dismissed.

For aiqjroval to enter into tax allocation agreement

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

The Potomac Edison Conqiany fPE," "Company," "Applicant") has filed an qrplicatian widi the Commission under the Public Utilities Affiliates Act

APPUCATION OF
THE POTOMAC EDISON COMPANY

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staffi is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described Tax Allocation Agreement would be in the public interest and should be approved. Accordingly,

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staffi is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described aerial patrol agreement would be in the public interest and should be approved. However, to continue to ensure that the public 
interest is protected, the Commission is of the further opinion that such approval should be for a limited period. Accordingly,

1) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, Applicant is hereby granted authority to enter into the aerial patrol agreement with Affiliate as 
described herein effective January 1,1994, through December 31,1994;

CASE NO. PUA940013 
JULY 29, 1994

In its application, PE requests approval for the Agreement dated November 3, 1993. The Agreement updates a tax allocation agreement dated 
June 13, 1963, to reflect changes requested by the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") pursi^ to a 1993 audit of Allegheny Power Service 
Corporatioa The changes reflected in the Agreement ate based on amendments made to the Public Utility Holding Company Act and conform with the 
requirements of SEC Rule 45(c). Company states that the Agreement does not alter the methods used to allocate federal income tax liabilities among Conqiany 
andthe AfiSliates. A ccqryofthe Agreement was filed with SEC on December 8,1993.

5) That the Conunission reserves the authority to examine the bodes and records of any affiliate in connectian with the authority granted herein, 
whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this Coimnission, pursuant to § 56-79 ofthe Code of Virginia;

As jxovided by a bid comparison sheet, two (2) bids were reasonably close to each other, that of Transmission and that of a non-affiliate. Conqsany 
represents that given the inherent advantages of having Conqjany's patrols conducted by helicopter, and given the relatively small additional dollars necessary to 
adiieve that level of service, VNG chose Transmission to provide the aerial patrol service.

6) That Applicant shall continue to include in its report filed with the Director of Public Utility Accounting of the Commission, pursuant to the 
Commission's Order Granting Authority and Amending Order in Case No. PUA920022, actual charges incurred for aerial patrol service; and

requesting approval to enter into a Tax Allocation Agreonent (the "Agreement") with its affiliates. In its application. Company requests approval to enter into the 
Agreement to allocate federal irtcome tax liabilities among Omqiany and its affiliates, Allegheny Genenaing Company, AUegb^ Pittsburgh Coal Company, 
Allegheny Power Service Corporation, Monongahela Power Company, West Penn Power Company, West Penn West Virginia Water Power Company, and West 
Virginia Power and Transmission Company, (collectively referred to as the "Affiliates").

As stated in the application. West Perm Power Company, Monongahela Power Company, and Allegheny Power Service Corporation are wholly-owned 
subsidiaries of Alle^ieny Power System, Inc. Allegheny Generating Company and Allegheny Pittsburgh Coal Conqiany ate jointly owned by Conpany, West 
Penn Power Ctmqtany, and Mtmongahela Power Company. West Vmginia Power and Transmission Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of West Penn Power 
Company, and West Penn West 'Virginia Water Power Conqiany is a wholly-owned subsidiary of West Virginia Power and Transmission Conpany. As 
evidenced by the above^fesetibed relationships, Conqjany and Affiliates ate affiliated interests as defined under § 36-76 ofthe Code of Virginia.

2) That should Applicant desire to continue the above- described arrangement beyond Deoeniber31, 1994, a new application for approval shall be 
filed with the Commission;

Company represents that the inherent flexibility of the helicopter as opposed to fixed wing aircraft; the familiarity of Transmission personnel with the 
nature, location, and operation of the VNG natural gas pipeline system; and the qualifications and eiqjerience of the personnel who will be involved in performing 
the services are appropriate justification for choosing Affiliate to provide the necessary aerial patrol services. In response to Staff inquiries, VNG represents that 
because aerial patrol services are typically performed by both helicopters and fixed wing aircraft, VNG chose to solicit bids without indicating the type of aircraft 
as a requirement in order to obtain the broadest response possible.
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IT IS ORDERED:

3) That the approval granted herein shall in no way be deemed to include the recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

4) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

6) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For approval of agreement with affiliates

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

Accordingly,

rr IS ORDERED:

1) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, Applicant is hereby granted approval to extend the Virginia Power Employee Financing for

2) That the approval granted herein shall be subject to the same restriction as to maximum number of participants as set forth in the Commission's

3) That the approval granted herein shall in no way be deemed to include recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUA940016 
JUNE 21, 1994

5) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the books and records of any affiliate in connection with the approval granted herein, 
whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia; and

Order HatMt August 17, 1983 in Case No. PUE930031 in t^ the maximum number of total participants in the Program shall not exceed the limit set forth in 
CaseNo. FUE93003r,

2) That should there be any changes in the terms and conditions of the Agreement from those described herein. Commission approval shall be required 
for such changes;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staffi is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described arrangement between Virginia Power and DRI and Subsidiaries would be in the public interest and should be approved.

On June 1,1993, Virginia Power initiated an Employee Financing for Energy Efficiency Measures Program which provides interest-free financing to 
employees of Virginia Power for energy efficiency inprovements to the enqtloyee's home, sudi as the installation of hi^ efficiency heat pumps, weatherization 
inqrrovements and/or purchases of major hi^ efficiency electric chances. Loans range from $600 to a maximum of $10,000 for terms of up to sixty (60) 
months. Only one (1) loan per family per primary residence is allowable.

Company is proposing to extend the Program currently provided to employees and retirees of Virginia Power to employees and retirees of DRI and 
Subsidiaries. The Program is currently administered by Virginia Power. Conpany states that no additional resources will be nee^ to extend the Program to 
DRI and Subsidiaries. The loan balarice carrying costs will be borne by the shareholders of DRI. The costs of administering the Program will be tracked and 
billed to DRI in a maimer approved by the Cmnmission under the June 1986 cost allocation and service agreement between Virginia Power and DRI. Company 
states that amounts billed under the Program will be retained by DRI and will not be reallocated back to Virginia Power. Thus, Company's ratepayers will be 
uxufifected.

Virginia Power represents that the extension of Company's Program to employees and retirees of DRI and Subsidiaries encourages them to better 
weatherize their homes and facilitates their installation and use of higji efficiency heat pumps and major electric appliances. Company further states that the 
Program further promotes the conservation goals of Virginia Power's energy efficiency programs.

On j^nil 26,1994, Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power," "Company," "Applicant") filed an application under the Public Utilities 
Affiliates Act requesting the Commission to authorize the extension of Virginia Power's Enployee Financing for Energy Mciency Measures Program (the 
"Program") to employees and retirees of Dominion Resources, Inc. ("DRI”), Dominion Energy, Inc. ("Energy"), Dominion Capital, Inc. ("Capital") and Dominion 
Lands, Inc. ("Lan^"), (collectively referred to as "DRI and Subsidiaries").

4) That any changes in the terms and conditions of the Program from those described herein, as such changes affect Applicant and DRI and 
Subsidiaries, shall require Commission qtproval;

Energy Efficiency Measures Program to employees and retirees of Dominion Resources, Inc., Dominion Energy, Inc., Dominion Capital, Inc., and Dominion 
Lands, Inc., as described herein;

1) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, The Potomac Edison Company is hereby granted approval to enter into the Tax Allocation 
Agreement as described herein;
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8) That there sqrpeaiing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

Forqjproval of real property lease agreement

DISMISSAL ORDER

OncmsideratiQnnhereby, IT IS ORDERED that there q>peaiing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For authority to transfer utility ass^

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

6) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the books and records of any afSliate in connection with the qiproval granted herein 
wheflier or not sudi affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § S6-79 of the Code of Virginia;

CASE NO. PUA940017 
JUNE 23, 1994

APPUCATTON OF
UNITED CITIES GAS COMPANY

APPUCATTON OF 
ALPHA WATER CORPORATION

CASE NO. PUA940018 
JUNE 24, 1994

1) That, pursuant to §§ 56-89 and 56-90 of the Code of Virginia, Applicant is hereby authorized to transfer to King George the utility assets described 
herein at the price of $930,600.00;

Al^ba is organized as a Virginia public service company and owns and operates five (5) water distribution systems within King George County. King 
George has determined to acquire or condemn all of the privately-owned water and sewer systems located within King George County in order to have a unified 
system. Cottpany has agreed to sell to King George the assets used to provide water service to customers of the following systems: King George Courthouse 
System, Ninde's Store System, Circle System, St Paul's Church System, and Oakland Park System. Alpha requests expedited approval to allow King George to 
obtain adequate and reasonably priced funds. Subsequent to the transfer. King George will provide water service to the customers in the above^eferenced 
systems.

Company states that the assets to be transferred include all teal estate; easements and rights-of-way, wells; buildings; puttps; lagoons; treatment and 
storage facilities; distribution mains, valves, and meters; materials and supplies inventories; water revenue accounts receivable; licenses; permits; and certificates 
of authority. The sales price of the assets to be transferred is $930,600.00.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of fire application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staffi is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described transfer of utility assets would not impair or jeopardize the provision of adequate service to the public at just and reasonable 
rates and should be approved. Acccadingly,

Byletterdated June 13, 1994, United Cities advised that due to the fiictfiiat costs for the project were underestimated, the floods in the area resulted 
in an abundance of work for contractors, and the feeling that a reconsideration of the needs of local service towns would be in wder. Applicant has decided not to 
proceed with the fiicility and reevaluate the need and cost for the 1995 budget year. >^licant requests withdrawal ofits application fil^ rat April 28,1994.

On April 29, 1994, Alpha Water Corpwation ("Alpha," "Company") filed an application under the Utility Transfers Act requesting etqredi^ 
approval of a projxjsed transfer of certain of its assets to King George County Service Authwity ("King George'^. These assets are used to provide water service 
to approximately 686 customers located in the County of King George, Virginia CKing George County").

On April 28, 1994, United Cities Gas Company CTJnited Cities”, "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under the Public Utilities 
Affiliates Act requesting ^jproval for a real property lease agreement effective September 1, 1994, under which Applicant would lease certain premises from 
UCG Energy located in Hatinibal, Missouri United Cities planned to use the premises as the local town center. Applicant stated in its application that it did not 
plan to allocate any of the etqrenses related to the lease agreement to its Virginia ratepayers.

5) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of tflrginia 
hereafter.

7) That Applicant shall file a report with the Director of Public Utility Accounting by April 1 of each year for the preceding calendar year, the first of 
which shall be filed on or before April 1, 1995, such report to include total carrying costs of the loan balances and costs of administering the Program billed to 
DRLand
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3) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commissioa

For approval of a lease of certain facilities from an affiliate

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

rr IS ORDERED;

1) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, Delmarva is hereby granted approval to enter into the lease transaction with PCSS as described
herein;

2) That the approval granted herein shall not be deemed to include approval of recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

4) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

APPLICATION OF
DELMARVA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

CASE NO. PUA940019 
JULY 25, 1994

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by it Staffi is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described lease transaction would be in the public interest and should be approved. Accordingly,

Company states ftiat the Addendum will not diange the existing rental rates for the remaining term of the Initial Lease. The Addendum will commit 
Conqiany to lease the office space for an additional two (2> year and five (5)-month term. The rental rates for this extension period will be subject to increase 
annu^y based upon a survey of market rents for similar properties with each annual increase, if any, capped at two per cent (2%).

Conqrany states ftiat Delmarva ratepayers are currently paying approximately $24,160 of the $805390 annual lease eiqjense and would pay a 
proportionate amount of the annual lease expense through July 1999. Company also states that compared with rate base treatment, the proposed transaction will 
not increase Delmarva's cost of serving its Virginia customers. Delmarva has provided an analysis showing the revenue requirements of leasing compared to 
owning. The analysis shows a leasing advantage of approximately $227,776.

PCSS proposes to purchase the Christiana Building from the current owner, take an assignment of the Leases, and have Delmarva enter into an 
addendinn to amend and extend the Initial Lease (the "Addendum"). The current owner of the Christiana Building is involved in bankruptcy proceedings, and 
PCSS wishes to complete the acquisiton expeditiously to resolve the uncertainty created by the existence of those proceedings.

Company states that the Initial Lease ejqiires in Fetauary 1997 but allows for five (5) one-year renewals al Delmarva's option. The Initial Lease 
grants Delmarva an optian to purchase the Christiana Building at market value. For the remaining term, the Initial Lease provides for the following rental rates: 
$13.86 per square foot from March 1994 to February 1995; $15.38 per square foot from March 1995 to February 1996; and $16.80 per square foot from 
March 1996 to February 1997.

In its application, Delmarva states that it currently leases approximately 59,000 square feet of office space in the Christiana Building of the 
University Plaza Office Park in New Castle County, Delaware, from an unaffiliated third patty, pursuant to two (2) leases, one dated November 4, 1991, for 
57,928 square feet (the "Initial Lease") and the other dated September 30, 1992, for 836 square feet (the "Subsequent Lease"), (collectively referred to as the 
"Leases").

On May 2, 1994, Delmarva Power and Light Company ("Delmarva," "Company," "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under the 
Public Utilities Affiliates Act for approval of a lease of certain facilities from an affiliate. Prices Cotner Self-Storage Co^any ("PCSS," "Affiliate").

2) That, on or before August 31,1994, Applicant shall file a report of the action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein, such report to include 
the sales price of the assets transferred, date of transfer, and the accounting entries reflecting the traiisfer, and

3) That should there be any changes in the terms and conditions of the Leases and the Addendum from those described herein. Commission approval 
shall be required for such changes;

The Initial Lease also gives Conqrany a tight of first offer to rent the balance of the space in the Christiana Building (approximately 20,000 square 
feet) at market rates. The Subsequent Lease is currently on a month-to-month basis at a ratal of $209 per month.

As stated in the application, PCSS is a corporation organized under the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware on June 26, 1987, to 
engage in non-utility real estate-related development projects. PCSS is an affiliate of Comparry in that certain officers of Company are also officers or members of 
the Board of Directors of PCSS.

Delmarva represents that the existing purchase and renewal options contained in the Initial Lease will not change. The right of first offer for the 
additional 20,000 feet of office ^>ace will be amended to provide that rental of any of that space by Company will be at the same rental rate per square foot as that 
inftie Initial Lease, as amended, for the office space.
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6) That there appearing nothing further ta be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For authority to transfer facilities to Twin Coves Water Works, Inc.

ORDER GRAPTTING AUTHORITY

proposed transfisr.

IT IS ORDERED:

3) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to die continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission

S) That the Commission reserves the authority to examine the books and records of any affiliate in connection with the approval granted herein, 
whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia; and

APPLICATION OF
SHAWNEE WATER COMPANY

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff) is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described transfer of utility assets would not in^jair or jeopardize the provision of adequate service to the public at just and reasonable 
rates and should be approved. Accordingly,

1) That, pursuant to §§ 56-89 and 56-90 of the Virginia Code, Applicant is hereby authorized to transfer the utility assets described herein to Twin 
Coves for the cost of acquiring Well Lot No. 3, or $3,500.00;

The Agreement requires Twin Coves, as purdiaser, to provide water service to the existing customers of Shawnee in the Subdivisions and to provide 
water service to existing or future residences located in sudi Subdivisions in accordance with all qtplicable water quality standards at reasonable rates. Twin 
Coves also is required to remedy all current deficiencies noted by fire Health Department in accndance with all ajplicable directives, orders, regulations, 
ordinances, and laws. The Health Department supports the proposed transfer.

CASE NO. PUA940020 
JULY 22, 1994

2) That, on or before September 30, 1994, Applicant shall file a report of the action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein, such report to 
include the price paid for Well Lot No. 3, file date of transfer of assets, and the accounting entries reflecting the transfer, and

The proposed transaction in large part reqwnds to concerns raised by the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Water Programs (file "Health 
Department"). Cornpany states that a number of water quality problems have been eiqierienced in recent months. Conqiany further states that de^ite diligent 
efforts, it has become apparent that expensive modifications and improvements will be necessary.

On May 16, 1994, Shawnee Water Company ("Shawnee," "Company." "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under the Utility 
Transfers Act for authority to transfer utility fitcilities to Twin Coves Water Works, Inc. ("Twin Coves", "Purchaser"). Shawnee Water Company is a Virginia 
public service corporation, which was incorporated on February 20, 1981. Shawnee provides water to several small subdivisions adjacent to Smith Mountain 
Lake in Franklin County, Virginia. Conqiany proposes to sell a portion of its land, facilities, and equipment to Twin Coves, a Virginia corporation organized to 
provide water service in accordance with a Purchase Agreement elated as of January 1,1994 (the "Agreement").

Twin Coves proposes to acquire that portion of Shawnee's land and equipment used in connection with water service provided to residents of two 
subdivisions presently served by Shawnee, at Smith Mountain Lake, in Franklin County, Virginia, namely Twin Coves Subdivision and Hales Ford Estates 
(collectively referred to as the "Subdivisions"). In accordance with file terms of the Agreanent, each of the residents of the Subdivisions to be served by Twin 
Coves will be given an c^tportunity to purchase an equal interest in Twin Coves.

Shawnee Water Company serves less than fifty (50) customers and, therefore, is not a "public utility" for purposes of the Utility Facilities Act 
Shawnee also is not subject to rate regulation since Company does not foil under the statutory definition of a "public utility" under § 56-265. l(bXl) of the Code of 
Virginia.

Conqiany anticipates that a new well, as well as other improvements, may be necessary in order to respond to water quality deficiencies noted by the 
Health Department Because the Shawnee water system requires substantial improvements, no money is being paid by Purdiaser to Shawnee, except for the cost 
of acquiring a new well lot firom Shawnee. As the primary consideration to Shawnee is Twin Coves' contractual understandings described above, the only 
acqui^on cost to Purdiaser will be the cost of acquiring land known as Well Lot No. 3 (TJo. 3"). Under the Agreement, one of the conditions of the proposed 
transaction is Twin Coves' ability to acquire No. 3 at a purdiase price not to exceed $3,500.00, whidi Cmrqiany and Twin Coves deemed to be a foir value. 
Shawnee has acquired Well Lot No. 3 arid, up<m consummation of the Agreement, will transfer No. 3 to Twin Coves at the cost of $3,500.00. It is contenqilated 
that Purdiaser will install a new well on No. 3.

As staled in file qiplication, Shawnee also maintains a separate well and fitcilities used in connection with water service provided to residents of the 
Key Lakewood Subdivision, a subdivision adjacent to Smith Mountain Lake but located in a different area of Franklin County. Conqiany will continue to own 
and operate teal estate, easements, transmission focilities, and other property associated with water service provided to residents of the Key Lakewood 
Subdivision. Conqiany represents that the Key Lakewood Subdivision is not experiencing the same problems as the Subdivisions and will not be affected by the
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Tat authority to dispose of utility assets

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED;

4) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission.

For approval of the acquistion of water systems

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

CASE NO. PUA940021 
NOVEMBER 7, 1994

APPLICATION OF
THE POTOMAC EDISON COMPANY

APPUCATION OF
C&P SUFFOLK WATER COMPANY

Conqjany states that the book cost of the Pw^ierty is $2,517. The Property was appraised on October 22,1992, at a value of $1,000. The Property is 
valued by the Ccnmnission for electric utility purposes al $29,000.

CASE NO. PUA940022 
NOVEMBER 30, 1994

On May 31, 1994, The Potomac Edison Company ("PE," "Company," "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under the Utility 
Transfers Act requesting authority to donate certain property (the "Property") to the Winchester Medical Center for future use, subject to easements to be reserved. 
Company states that in 1991, PE placed into operation its new West Winchester No. 1, 138 kv substation providing service to the west side of the City of 
Winchester, Virginia and surrounding areas. The conviction of this new substation allowed Company to retire its existing West Winchester substation which was 
dismantled and taken out of service in 1992.

The property and facilities of the Winchester Medical Center are located adjacent to the Property. The Winchester Medical Center has requested that 
the Property be donated to them for future use. PE has agreed to transfer the Property subject to reserved easements for the electric facilities on the Property to the 
Winchester Medical Center for no consideratioa

2) That the authority granted herein shall not in any way be deemed to include recovery of any costs or charges in connection with the authorized 
transaction;

3) That, on or before January 31,1995, Applicant shall file a repent of the action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein, such report to include 
the dafft of trangfar and the accounting entries reflecting the transfer; and

Conqxmy has further represented that PE will not incur any costs for the removal or relocation of the power lines on the Property. The Property will be 
given to the Windiester Medical Center reserving to Company easements for the location and (fetation of the electric lines. Any removal or relocation of these 
facilities would be at the expense of the Winchester Medical Center.

PE states that it presently owns the West Winchester substation lot which is comprised of .581 acres located on the west side of Linden Drive in the 
City of Winchester, Virginia. A number of electric lines are located on the Property which r^ces its market value. Company represents that the Property is no 
longer needed to provide electric service to its Virginia customers.

1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code §§ 56-89 and 56-90, The Potomac Edison Company is hereby authorized to donate the .581 acre parcel of land 
situated on the west side of Linden Drive in the City of Winchester, Virginia, formerly the site of its Wert Winchester substation to the Winchester Medical Center 
for no consideration;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the implication and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described transfer of utility assets would not impair or jeopardize adequate service to the public at just and reasonable rates and should be 
approved. Accordingly,

C&P Suffolk Water Company ("C&P Suffolk," "Company," "Applicant") has filed an implication with the Commission under the Utility Transfers Act 
requesting approval of the acquisiton of three (3) water systems; Lake Mea^, Lake Forest, and S. L Hines, known as Truckstop (cxjllectively referred to as the 
"Water Systems"). Company represents that Lake Meade and Lake Forest were purchased by Company on May 5, 1993. Truckstop was purchased on April 1, 
1993. All three (3) water systems are located within the City of Suffolk, Virginia. Lake Meade has approximately twenty-two (22) users, Lake Forert has 
ajmttncimately fifty (50) users, and Truckstop has approximately eighty-&ve (85) users. In the accpiistion, C&P Suffolk acejuired the entire working systems (i.e., 
property upon which the wells are located, all necessary eejuipment and hardware associated with the wells and the distribution of water, the customer list, 
certificates, and firandiises).
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ms ORDERED;

2) Tbflt the approval granted herein «hall fave no ratemaking faplio^tions; and

3) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For authority to loan or advance funds to parent. Central Telephone Company

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED;

3) That the authority granted herein shall not be deemed to include approval of recovery of any costs <u diarges fer ratemaking purposes;

4) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from applying die provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

APPUCATION OF
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

6) TbatC(ntq>anydiaUfile,onorbefi]reFdnuaty28,1995, a report ofifae action taken in accmdancewidifrieauftiority granted heron; sudi report 
to include a schedule of funds loaned to Cartel detailing the date of ativance, anrount, interest rate, date of rqiayment, and use of loan proceeds; a schedule of

2) That, should Conqrany desire to continue such an arrangement beyond December 31,1994, an application diall be filed with the Commission firr 
subsequent ^iproval;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staff is the opinion that tqrproval of the above
described anangement would not be inconsistent with the public interest and should be approved; accordingly,

CASE NO. PUA940024
AUGUST 26, 1994

CAP Suffolk states that due to the erqjertise of its principals, Ted W. Oiristian and David D. Pu^ Company will be in a position to qrerate and 
matrage the ^ster Systems. Conqrany states that it has been able to continue to provide adequate service to the piJjlic at just and reasonable rates since its 
acquisition of the Water Systems. Coiqrany further states that the service the public currently receives will not be impaired or jeopardized by the transfer.

In its application, C&P Suffolk states that even though the purchase of Lake Meade and Lake Forest by Conqrany took place on May 5, 1993, 
Conqrany has opeiitted Lake Forest and Lake Meade since April 1, 1993. Truckstop has been operated by Company since January 1, 1993, even though the 
puH±ase took place on ^^rril 1,1993. The Water Systems have been in operation for a substantial amount oftime prior to Company taking ownership.

5) That the Corrtmission shall maintain the authority to inspect the accounting records and books of airy Conqrany affiliate as necessary as pertains to 
this authority;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the rqrinion 
and finds that the above-described transfer of utility assets will not impair or jeqrardize the provision of adequate service to the public at just and reasonable rates 
and such transfo'should be qriuoved. Accordingly,

Central Telephone Company of Virginia ("Central", "Company") has filed an application, pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-82 ("the Public Utilities 
Affiliates Act"), for authority to loan or advance funds to its parent. Central Telephone Company CCentel"), from time to time during 1994, the total outstanding 
amount not to exceed $30,000,000 at aiiy one time. Sudi advances would be on demand and would bear interest payable monthly, such interest to be determined 
by the Thiity-Day Commercial Paper Index as published by die Federal Reserve, phis forty-five (45) basis points. Conqjany states that it is a wholly-owned 
siibadiaty of Centel and requests that fire agreement be approved for a <me-year period emfing on Decemba 31,1994.

1) That Central Telephone Conqrany of Virginia is hetdry authorized, pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-82, to Ioan or advance funds from time to time 
to Central Telqrhone Conqrany through December 31, 1994, the total outstanding amount not to exceed $30,000,000 at any one time, under the terms and 
conditions as described in the application;

1) That C&P Suffolk is hereby granted approval, pursuant to § 56-89 of the Code of Virginia, of the acquisition of the Water Systems under the terms 
and corufrtions as described herein;

Conqrany provides, in its application, the purchase price of Lake Meade and Lake Forest as $21,600. The terms of the sale were cash. Company 
states that the purchase price was a result of the negotiations between C&P Suffolk and G. P. Jackson, owner of Lake Meade and Lake Forest The purchase price 
for Truckstop was $34,914. The entire balance was financed by Sidney L Hines, Jr., owna of Truckstop. The loan will be amortized over four (4) years at 
6.25% interest payable in semi-annual installments of $5,000. Conqrany states that the purchase price was the result of negotiations between Company and 
Sydney L Hines, Jr. Conqrany represents that there were no affiliations between Conqrany and S. L Hines, Jr. which would have influenced the negotiated 
purchase price.
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T) Hut this matter shall be continued generally sul^ect to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commigsion.

For a^troval of the transfer of certain utility facilities to its afSliate

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

IT IS ORDERED:

2) That the authority granted herein shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes;

3) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter;

6) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to the continuing review, audit, and appnqjriate directive of the Commission.

For consent to and approval of a modification to an existing inter-conquny agreement with an affiliate

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

. On July 25,1994, Appalachian Power Cortqnny ("Company," "y^jpalachian," "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under the Public

Company represents that OVEC is an (%io c«»poration which was organized in 1952 primarily for the purpose of supplying electric energy to the

APPLICATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

APPUCATION OF
COMMONWEALTH GAS SERVICES, INC.

4) That the Commission resaves the authority to examine the books and records of any affiliate in connection with the authority granted herein, 
whetha or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 ofthe Code of Virginia;

CASE NO. PUA940028 
DECEMBER 22, 1994

CASE NO. PUA940029 
NOVEMBER 2, 1994

According to the Agreement, the 90,000 gallon propane tank will be transferred with qrproximately 80,100 gallons of propane left in it Propane will 
deliva to Commcmwealth an equivalent quantity of propane at no cost to Company.

Utilities Affiliates Act for con- sent to and approval of a modification of an existing Inta- Company Powa Agreement (the "Agreement") with Ohio Valley 
Electric Corporation ("OVEC") and otha affiliated conqunies.

shortterm borrowings by Company showing the date of borrowing, amount maturity, interest rate, and use of proceeds; and a balance sheet reflecting the action 
taken; and

On July 1,1994, Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc. ("Commonwealth," "Company," "Applicant") filed an triplication with the Commission unda the 
Public Utilities AfBliales Act and the Utility Transfers Act requesting qrproval eSective July 1, 1994, for the transfer of certain utility facilities to its affiliate. 
Commonwealth Propane, Inc. In its application. Commonwealth requests approval of the transfer of the following utility facilities (the "Facilities") located in 
Portsmouth, Virginia: one (1) 90,000 gdlon propane tank, three (3) 30,000 gilon propane tanks, and six (6) propane transfer pimps for the net book value as of 
May 31,1994, of $17,266.87. Canmanwealth states that the Facilities have been used in connection with Conpany's provision of metered propane service to 
residential customers unda certain limited circumstances. Cortpany represents that the Facilities are no longa usefill to Conqiany and could be used by Propane 
in connection with its business.

1) That, pursuant to §§ 56-77 and 56-89 ofthe Code of Virginia, Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc. is hereby granted approval of the transfer of the 
Facilities to Propane as described herein, effective July 1,1994;

5) That, on or before February 28, 1995, Applicant shall file a Report of Action pursuant to the approval granted herein, such Report to include the 
selling price, date of sale, and the accounting entries reflecting the transfer, and

United States Atomic Energy Commission (the "AEC") at its Portsmouth, Ohio, gaseous diffusion plant (the "Facility"). The AEC was abolished on January 19, 
1975, and certain of its functions, including the procurement of electric powa fer the Facility, were transferred to, and vested in, the Administrator of the United

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described transactian would be in the public interest, would not inpair a jeopardize adequate service to the public at just and reasonable 
rates, and, therefore, should be approved. Accordingly,
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IT IS ORDERED:

2) That any further modifications to the Agreemart shall require Commission approval;

3) That the qiproval granted herein shall have no ratemaking implications;

hl response to Staff inquiries, ^ipaladiian represents that the surplus energy marfa available to the Sponsoring Companies, including j^ppalachian, is 
quite economical and, therefore, beneficial to the Sponsoring Cottqranies and to their customers.

The patties to the Agreement have entered into Modification No. 8, dated January 19,1994, and the patties are seeking tqjpropriale approval from the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (the "FERC") and from all state regulatory agencies having jurisdiction in the matter. Therefore, A^licant requests 
Commission approval of Modification No. 8 and authority to continue the contractual arrangements.

States Energy Research and Development Administration ("ERDA"). On October 1,1977, all of the functions of ERDA were transferred to the Secretary of the 
United States Department of Energy.

5) That the Commission reserves the ri^ to examine the bodes and records of atqr affiliate in connection with the authority grarrted herein, whether 
or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuarrt to § S6-79 of the Code of Virginia;

j^tpaladiian further states that OVEC subsequently entered into an Inter-Company Power Agreement,(the "Agreement"), dated July 10,1953, with 
certain public utilities (die "Sponsoring Companies"), including, among others, Appalachian, Indiana Michigan Power Company ("Indiana Michigan"), Columbus 
Southern Power Conqrany ("Columbus Southern"), and Ohio Power Company ("Ohio"), aOated conqianies. The Agreernent governed, among other things, the 
dbligafions of the Sponsoring Companies to sell supplemerrtal power to OVEC and the rights of the Sponsoring Companies to purchase surplus power from 
OVEC.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
that approval of Modification No. 8 to the above-described Inter-Conqjany Power Agreemertt and Company’s continued participation in the contractual 
arrangements would be in the public irrterest and should be tqqtroved. Accordingly,

As of the date of filing, two (2) of the corporate ditectars of Appaladiian are also directors of OVEC, four (4) are directors of Columbus Southern, five 
(5) are directors of Indiana Michigan, and five (5) ate directors of (Rtio. Accmdingly, OVEC, Indiana Michigan, Columbiis Southern, and Ohio ate affiliated 
interests of y^qralacbian within the meaning of § 56-76 of the Code of Virginia.

In its plication, Appaladtian requests approval of Modification No. 8 retroactively as of Jattuaty 19, 1994. On that date, with OVEC's consent, 
DOE released capacity in order to alleviate a power supply emergency that several Sponstoing Conqranies were experiencing. The emergency was due to 
extremely cold weather throu^out the midwestem and eastern portions of the United States. DOE contizaied to release capacity until the emergency subsided by 
the end of the day on January 21,1994.

As stated in the application. Modification No. 8 effects changes in tire Agreement to enable OVEC to assist a Sponsoring Company experiencing an 
emergency shortage of electricity. The Agreement as it currently exists does not contain any provisions regarding emergency power sales. Modification No. 8 
gives OVEC and the Sponsoring Companies the flexibility to adjust quickly the Sponsoring Companies' reservations of surplus power in response to a power 
supply emergency.

Under the current Agreemertt, surplus power reservations must be established on no less than a weekly basis. Modification No. 8 would amend the 
Agreement to allow surplus power reservations to remain in effect for lesser periods during any Emergency Power Supply Period as defined in Modification No. 8. 
Modification No. 8 would also amend tire Agreement to allow OVEC to recover an emergency power surcharge from one (1) or mote Sponsoring Companies. 
ComfMaiy represents that because a reduction in load at the Fadhty causes DOE to incur additional costs, DOE conditions any emergency release of additional 
capacity on OVEC's agreement to reimburse DOE for those additional costs. The Agreemertt, however, does not currently provide for the Sponsoring Conqtanies 
to reimburse OVEC for load reduction costs paid to DOE. Modification No. 8's emergency power surAarge would allow OVEC to recover that etqtaisefiCT the 
Sponsoring Companies which receive the emergency power. Appalachian's share of the emergency power surcharge would be based on the amount of its reserved 
capacity attributable to such load reduction.

As a condition of releasing capacity, DOE required OVEC to agree to pay DOE's estimated load reduction expenses. In addition, during the 
emergency, OVEC adjusted the surplus power reservations of the Sponsoring Conqianies in accordance with their directions. After January's events, however, 
OVEC and the Sponsoring Conqanies realized that an amendment to tire Agreemertt was requited to bill for the surplus power released during the emergency, and 
Modification No. 8 was the result

1) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, Appaladtian Power Ctmqntty is hereby grarrted qqnoval of Modification No. 8 of the Inter- 
Company Power Agreement as described herein attd to cotttinue the cortbactual arrangements as described herein;

The Agreement has since been modified in 1966, 1967, 1975, 1979, 1981, and 1992. By Order dated June 30, 1976, in Case No. A-497, the 
Contntission approved the Agreemertt and Modification Nos. 1,2,3, attd 4 and authorized Compatty to cotttinue such contractual airangements. By Order dated 
March 13, 1980, in that same case, the Commission approved Modification No. 5 and authorized Company to continue such arrangemertts. By Order dated 
September 29, 1981, in Case No. PUA810O79, the Commission approved Modification No. 6 and again authorized Company to continue the corttractual 
arrangements. By Order dated October 14,1992, in Case No. PUA920026, the Commission approved Modification No. 7 and authorized Conqtany to continue 
such contractual atrangements.

4) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of'Virginia 
hereafter.
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8) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For consent to and approval of a modification to an existing inter-company agreement with an affiliate

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

APPUCATION OF
THE POTOMAC EDISON COMPANY

CASE NO. PUA940030 
NOVEMBER 2, 1994

On July 23, 1994, The Potomac Edison Company ("Company," "Potomac," "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under the Public 
Utilities Affiliates Act for con sent to and approval of a modification of an existing Inter-Cornpany Power Agreement (the "Agreement") with Ohio Valley Electric 
Corporation ("OVEC") and other affiliated conpanies.

Potomac further states that OVEC subsequently entered into an Inter-Company Power Agreement,(the "Agreement"), dated July 10, 1953, with 
certain public utilities (the "Sponsoring Companies"), including, among others, Potomac, West Penn Power Company ("West Perm") and Monongahela Power 
Conpany ("Monongahela"), affiliated companies. The Agreement governed, among other things, the obligations of the Sponsoring Companies to sell 
supplemental power to OVEC and the rigjils of the Sponsoring Conpanies to purchase surplus power from OVEC.

In its application, Potomac requests approval of Modification No. 8 retroactively as of January 19, 1994. On that date, with OVEC's consent, DOE 
released capacity in order to alleviate a power supply emergency that several Sponsoring Conpanies were experifmcing The emergency was due to extremely 
cold weather throu^out the midwestem and eastern portions of the United States. DOE continued to release capacity until the emergency subsided by the end of 
the day on Jaituaiy 21,1994.

Conpany represents that OVEC is an Ohio corporation which was organized in 1952 primarily for the purpose of supplying electric energy to the 
United States Atomic Energy Commission (the "AEC") at its Portsmouth, Ohio, gaseous difiiision plant (the "Facility"). The AEC was abolished on January 19, 
1975, and certain of its functions, including the procurement of electric power for the Facility, were transferred to, and vested in, the Administrator of the United 
States Energy Researdi and Development Administration ("ERDA"). On Ochfoer 1,1977, all of the functions of ERDA were transferred to foe Secretary of foe 
United States Department of Energy.

The patties to the Agreonent have entered into Modification No. 8, dated January 19,1994, and foe patties are seeking appropriate approval fiom foe 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (the "FERC") and fiom all state regulatory agencies having jurisdiction in foe matter. Therrfore, Applicant requests 
Commission approval of Modification No. 8 and authority to continue the contractual arrangements.

The Agreement has since been modified in 1966, 1967, 1975, 1979, 1981, and 1992. By Order dated June 30, 1976, in Case No. A-498, foe 
Commission approved foe Agreement and Modification Nos. 1,2,3, and 4 and authorized Cottpany to continue such contractual arrangements. By Order dated 
Match 13, 1980, in that same case, foe Commission approved Modification No. 5 and authorized Cottpany to continue such arrangements. By Order dated 
September 29, 1981, in Case No. PUA810078, the Commission approved Modification No. 6 and again authorized Conpany to continue foe contractual 
arrangements. By Order dated October 14,1992, in Case No. PUA920028, foe Commission approved Modification No. 7 and auforaized Conpany to continue 
sudi contractual arrangements.

As a condition of releasing capacity, DOE required OVEC to agree to pay DOE's estimated load reduction expenses. In addition, during the 
emergency, OVEC adjusted foe surplus power reservations of the Sponsoring Conpanies in accordance with their directions. After January's events, however, 
OVEC arid the Sponsoring Companies realized that an amendment to foe Agreement was required to bill for the surplus power released during foe emergency, and 
Modification No. 8 was foe result

6) That Applicant shall continue to file a report with the Director of Public Utility Accounting by March 1 of each year, showing power billings for 
the preceding calendar year pursuant to foe approval granted herein;

Under the current Agreement, surplus power reservations must be established on no less than a weekly basis. Modification No. 8 would amend foe 
Agreement to allow surplus power reservations to remain in effect for lesser periods during any Emergency Power Supply Period as defined in Modification No. 8. 
ModificaticHi No. 8 would also amend the Agreement to allow OVEC to recover an emergency power surcharge 6oti one (1) or more Sponsoring Conpanies. 
Conpany represents that because a reduction in load at the Facility causes DOE to incur additional costs, DOE conditions any emergency release of additional 
capacity on OVEC's agreement to reimburse DOE for those additional costs. The Agreement, however, does not currently provide for the SpOTsoring Conpanies 
to reimburse OVEC for load reduction costs paid to DOE. Modification No. 8's emergency power surcharge would allow OVEC to recover that expense fiwn foe 
Sponsoring Conpanies which receive the emergency power. Potomac's share of the emergency power surcharge would be based on the amount of its reserved 
capacity attributfole to sudi load reduction.

As stated in the application. Modification No. 8 effects changes in the Agreement to enable OVEC to assist a Sponsoring Conpany experiencing an 
emergency shortage of electricity. The Agreement as it currently exists does not contain any provisions regarding emergency power sales. Modification No. 8 
gives OVEC and the Sponsoring Cottpanies the flexibility to adjust quickly the Sponsoring Conpanies' reservations of surplus power in response to a power 
supply emergency.

7) That sudi power billings shall include foe supplemental power sold to OVEC by Conpany and surplus power sold to Conpany, as well as charges 
to Conpany for emergency power separated as to emergency power surcharge and demand ch^ge; and
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IT IS ORDERED:

2) That any further modifications to the Agreement shall require Commission approval;

3) That the approval granted herein shall have no ratemaking implications;

4) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission fiom exercising the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter,

8) That there aqipearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

For authority to transfer utility assets

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

as "Joint Applicants") for authority to transfer utility assets.

In the application. Joint Applicants have expressed an urgency in qqnoving the transfer (hje to the following:

2) Stripers Landing has been operating the water system under a tenqxnary receivership appointment fiom the Circuit Court of Franklin County,
Virgjma.

3) Immediate and extensive capital aq)endituies are needed to maintain adequate service to ftie customers.

JOINT APPUCATION OF
SMITH MOUNTAIN WATER COMPANY

and
STRIPERS LANDING COMPREHENSIVE PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

5) That the Commission reserves the rigJit to examine die books and records of any affiliate in connection with the authority granted herein, whether 
or not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia;

6) That Applicant shall continue to file a report with the Director of Public Utility Accounting by March 1 of each year, showing power billings for 
the preceding calendar year pursuant to the approval granted herein;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the qpinion 
that approval of Modification No. 8 to the above-described Inter-Company Power Agreement and Company’s continued participation in the contractual 
arrangements would be in the public interest and should be approved. Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUA940031 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1994

1) Smith Mountain is in a precarious financial position in that Conqjany is currently in bankruptcy. Smith Mountain has submitted the jnoposed sale 
for review and approval by the U. S. Bankruptcy Court for die Western District of Virginia, wfaidi sale has been approved and confirmed as a part of its 
bankruptcy reorganizatiai plan

As of the date of filing, three (3) of the corporate directors of Potomac are also directors of OVEC, West Penn, and Monongahela. Accordingly, 
OVEC, West Penn, and Monongahela are affiliated interests of Potomac within the meaning of § 56-76 ofthe Code of Virginia

In the application, it is stated that Smith Mountain has agreed to sell to Stripers I uniting all of the assets used to serve the Stripers I ..an ding connnunity. 
The assets to be trars&rred include all water sources, pumps, storage facilides, water lines, and other components of the water distribution system located within 
the Stripers Landing community in the County of Franklin, Virginia, and wfaidi is conqtrised of the condominiums, the common areas, and all sections of die 
subdivision known as Stripers Landing. A sales price has been established at $9,500 for equipment and $2,500 for well lots for a total price of $12,000.

1) That, pursuant to § 56-77 of the Code of Virginia, The Potomac Edison Company is hereby granted approval of Modification No. 8 ofthe Inter- 
Company Power Agreement as described herein and to continue the contractual arrangements as described herein;

In the application. Stripers Landing indicates that it is acting to form a public service company to be known as Stripers Landing Water Congiany (the 
"Water Conqjany"). Stripers Landing intends to be the sole stockholder of the Water Conqiany and anticipates that the Water Company will become the owner

In response to Staff inquiries, Potomac represents dial the surplus energy made available to the Sponsoring Companies, including Potomac, is quite 
economical and, therefore, beneficial to the Sponsoring Companies and to their customers.

7) That such power billings shall include the supplemental power sold to OVEC by Conqjany and surplus power sold to Conqjany, as well as charges 
to Company for emergency power separated as to emogency power surcharge and demand charge; and

On July 28, 1994, a joint application was filed with the Commission under the Utility Transfers Act by Smith Mountain Water Conqjany ("Smith 
Mountain," "Conqjany,") and Stripers Landing Comprehensive Pnqjerty Owners Association, Inc. ("Stripers Landing," the "Association") (collectively referred to
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As stated in the application, the Associ^ot cunently has possessicm of the water system and is cuirently managing its operation pursuant to order
entered by the Circuit Court of Franklin County, Virginia, in response to a receivership petition filed by the Virginia State Health Commission. Stripers Landing

IT IS ORDERED:

3) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commissioa

For authority to transfer utility assets

ORDER AMENDING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

1) That ordering paragraph (l)ofthe September 29,1994 Order Granting Authority be and hereby is ded to read as follows:

2) That all other provisions of the Commission's September 29,1994 Order Granting Authority shall remain in full force and effect

$12,000 was based upon valuation of existing assets, problems associated with lack of sufficient water supply, and the amount of the lien-release payments 
required by Company's lender. Central Fidelity Bank.

CASE NO. PUA940031 
NOVEMBER 3, 1994

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Joint Applicants and having been advised by its Staff is of the 
opinion and finds that the above-described transfer of utility assets would not impair or jeopardize adequ^ service to the public at just and reasonable rates and 
should be approved. Accordingly,

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Petition and representations of Joint Applicants and having been advised by its Staff is of the 
opinion and finds that the above-described amendment to the Commission's September 29, 1994 Order Granting Authority to change the transferee to "Stripers 
Landing Water Company" would not iirpair or jeopardize adequate service to the public at just and reasonable rates and should be approved. Accordingly,

By letter dated October 18,1994, Joint Applicants advised that the authorized sale of assets has not been completed. Documents have been executed 
but no money has been delivered and no deed recorded.

By Commission Order dated September 29,1994, pursuant to §§ 56-89 and 56-90 of the Code of Virginia, Smith Mountain Water Company ("Smith 
Mountain, "Company^) was granted authority to transfer certain utility assets to Stripers Landing Conqirehensive Properly Owners Association, Inc. ("Stripers 
Landing,” the "Association") at a price of $12,000. Smith Mountain and Stripers Landing are collectively referred to here as Joint Applicants. On October 17, 
1994, Joint Applicants filed a Petition to Amend Authority to Transfer Assets (the "Petition").

In the Petition, Joint Applicants request that the Commission's September 29,1994 Order Granting Authority be amended to change the name of the 
transferee. Joint Applicants request that the name of the transferee be dianged to read, "Stripers Landing Water Company" (the Water Company"). Joint 
^yplicants state that fire Water Conqjany was formed by die Association as required under the Virginia Stock Corporation Act for the sole purpose of owning and 
operating the utility assets to be acquired by the Association upon approval of the Commissioa The Association is the sole stockholder in the Water Ccmqiany 
and desires that the assets be held in the name of the Water Company formed for that purpose.

That, pursuant to §§ 56-89 and 56-90 of the Code of Virginia, Smitb Mountain Water Company is hereby authorized to transfer the utility assets as 
described herein to Stripers Landing Water Company at a price of $12,000; and

1) That, pursuant to §§ 56-89 and 56-90 of the Code of Virginia, Smith Mountain Waler Company is hereby authorized to transfer the utility assets 
as described herein to Stripers Landing Comprehensive Property Owners Association, Inc. at a price of $12,000;

JOINT APPUCATION OF
SMITH MOUNTAIN WATER COMPANY

AND
STRIPERS LANDING COMPREHENSIVE PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

2) That, on or before November 30, 1994, Joint Applicants shall file a report of the action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein, such report 
to include the date of transfer, the sales price, and the accounting entries reflecting the transfer, and

states that it intends to contimie its management of the Water Conqiany in order to provide adequate service to the community at just and reasonable rates. 
Stripers Landing plans to make die necessary capital expenditures to upgrade the water system and increase water source capacity. The proposed sales price of

Joint Applicants represent that in addition to the bankruptcy situation and the Company receivership petition filed by the Virginia State Health 
Commission, referred to earlier, there have been significant water supply problems with the water system as it currently exists. Stripers Landing represents that it 
is willing to take over the water system and make the necessary improvements and repairs to provide adequate service to the customers, which according to 
representations made in the application, is currently not being provided.

and operator of the water system. The water system consists of eighty-one (81) residential units, of vriiich eighty (80) are condominium units and one (1) is a 
single-family dwelling on an individual lot
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Tar qjproval of a lease agreement with affiliate

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

ms ORDERED:

2) That sudi<q)|nioval shall be effective for &ree (3) years begiiming on ^>ril 18,1994;

3) That any renewals or extensions ofthe Agreement beymid April 18,1997, shall require Commission approval;

4) That We approval granted herein dull in no way be deemed to include the recovery of any costs or charges for ratemaking purposes;

1) That, pursuant to §§ 36-77 and 36-89 ofthe Code of Virginia, Virginia-American Water Company is hereby granted approval of the GAC Lease 
Agreement with American Commonwealth Management Services Conqjany, Inc. under the terms and conditions as described herein;

3) That should any terms and conditions ofthe Agreement change from those described in the application during the initial three (3)-year period. 
Commission approval dull be required for sudi changes;

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUA940032 
DECEMBER 30, 1994

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described GAC Lease Agreement would be in the public interest and should be approved. The Commission is of the further opmirai, 
however, that, to ensure that the Agreement continues to be in the public interest, any extensions or renewals of the Agreement beyond the initial three (3)-year 
period diould require Commission approval. Accordingiy,

Virginia-American proposes to enter into a GAC Lease Agreement with ACMS to be effective as of the date of initial installation of the carbon, under 
which Company will lease reactivated carbon fixnnACMS. ACMS has been providing reactivated carbon to ^Wginia since April 18,1994.

Commcntwealth Management Services Company, Inc. ("ACMS," "Affiliate"). Company states in its application that ACMS is a Delaware corporation vdiidi 
owns a customized Water Carbon Reactivation Facility in Columbus, Ctoio. Both Virginia-American and ACMS are wholly-owned subsidiaries of American 
Water Works Conquny, Inc., and as such are "affiliated interests" as defined in § 36-76 ofthe Code of Virginia.

Virginia-American states that in its Hopewell District, Granular Activated Carbon ("GAC") provides taste and odor removal in the water treatment 
process. Taste and odor removal occurs as water passes through contactors filled with carbon, which absorbs odor-bearing compounds &om the water. 
Eventually, the carbon becomes "spent" for odor removal and must be replaced. In the past, spent carbon was discarded and replaced with virgin carbon. 
Conqjany further explains that more recently, a technology known as carton reactivation has been developed, which permits the reuse of spent carbon by 
subjecting the material to high tenqreratures in a rotary kiln furnace. The high temperature destroys absorbed compounds and reactivates the carbon's absorption 
properties. Recycling the carbon reduces not only waste, but also cost Company farther states that reactivation also elhninateg trapicing, manifesting^ and liahilhy 
associated with span carbon diqxisaL

The proposed lease provides for the collection of spent carbon from contact filters #2A and #2B, reactivation of carbon and additional virgin carbon to 
provide 1,380 cu. ft. of material for each contact filter, installation of reactivated carbon, and testing of carbon every six (6) months. The term of the Agreement is 
fix- thirty six (36) months from the date of initial installation ofthe carbon, April 18,1994. At the end of the initial term, the Agreement will be automatically 
extended on a month-to^nonth basis unless and until eittier patty provides not less than thirty (30) days prior written notice to the other of termination. The 
annual basic rental will be $17340. Upon expiration of the initial tom, the Agreement grants renewal or extension upon such terms and conditions as mutually 
agreed upon by the parties.

Company represents that in early 1994, it solicited bids for purchasing virgin GAC from several firms. (Quotes obtained ranged from $18.14/cuA to 
$20.70/cuA Conqiany further represents that AffUiate will provide reactivated carbon to Company for $17.40/cuA

Company represents that reactivated carbon is leased by several firms including ACMS. However, only ACMS operates a focility which is dedicated 
to potable water grade carbon and minor amounts of food grade carbons. Company states that its GAC is handled in a segregated manner and not mixed with 
other carbons. After eadi customer's carbon is reactivated, ACMS cleans the storage vessels, and foe furnace is heated to destroy any remaining impurities.

Cottqxmy also states that it analyzed the cost of purchasing versus leasing GAC fimn ACMS, die results of winch show that foe revenue requirement 
related to leasing foe carbon over foe life of foe Agreement is $88363 versus $128,773 if the carbon were purdiased. The analysis is based upon Conqiariy 
replacing one-third of foe carbon every year in order that carbon would be in service no longer than three (3) years.

6) That the approval granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from sqjplying the provisions of the Code of Virginia, §§ 36-76 and 36-80 
hereafter.

Virginia-American Water Conqjany ("Virginia-American," "Company," "Applicant") has filed an application with foe Commission under foe Public 
Utility Affiliates Act requesting Commission approval of a GAC Lease Agreement (the "Agreement") between Virginia-American and its affiliate, American
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8) That there rqrpearing nothing further to be done in this matter, the same be, and it hereby is, dismissed.

To acquire control of WilTel, Inc., WilTel of Virginia, Inc., and for approval of related transactions

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

rr IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(I) That the disposition and acquisition of WilTel VA, as described herein is approved;

PETITION OF
LDDS COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

7) That the Commission reserves the right to examine the books and records of any affiliate in connection with the approval granted herein, whether or 
not such affiliate is regulated by this Commission, pursuant to § 56-79 of the Code of Virginia; and

CASE NO. PUA940034 
OCTOBER 21, 1994

(2) That LDDS, Williams, WTG Holdings, Inc., WTG, WilTel, and WilTel VA are authorized to enter into their proposed agreement for the transfer 
of control of WilTel VA to LDDS pursuant to Charter 5, Title 56 of the Code of Virginia and to do all acts necessary or incidental thereto in accordance with the 
petition filed herein;

(3) That LDDS and WilTel VA shall respond promptly to any Staff request for information in connection with this matter and to the quarterly 
monitoring repeats required by the Commission's Rules Governing the Certification of InterLATA, Interexchange Canters;

On August 25,1994, LDDS Communications, Inc. ("LDDS"), the Williams Companies, Inc. ("Williams"). WTG Holdings, Inc. ("WTG Holdings"), 
Williams Telecommunications Group, Inc. ("WTG"), WilTel, Inc. ("WilTel"), WilTel of Virginia, Inc. ("WilTel VA") filed a petition pursuant to the Utility 
Transfers Act, Chapter 5 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia seeking authority for LDDS to acquire control over WilTel of Virginia, Inc. by means of purchasing 
all the Glares of WilTel VA's parent companies. The resulting merged corporation will be the fourth largest interexchange carrier in die United States.

LDDS is a publicly owned Georgia corporation whose principal office is located at 515 East Amite Street, Jackson, Mississippi 39201. LDDS 
currently has a sufasidi^, Metromedia Communications Corporation of Virginia ("MCC of VA") which offers Inter-LATA, interexchange services within 
Virginia pursuant to Certificate No. TT-4D issued pursuant to the provisions of § 56-265.4:4.8 of the Utility Facilities Act The current petition seeks to add, as 
another subsidiary, WilTel VA, which offers Inter-LATA interexefaange services within Virginia pursuant to Certificate No. TT-19A, which was also issued 
pursuant to the provisions of § 56-265.4:4.8. The acquisition or disposal of this certificated carrier as a result of the proposed purchase evokes the jurisdiction of 
the Commission pursuant to § 56-88.1 of the Utility Transfers Act

Under the criteria of § 56-90 of the Utility Transfers Act, the Commission finds that the request for authority should be granted. Section 56-90 
requires that the Commission be satisfied "... that adequate service to the public at just and reasonable rates will not be impaired or jeopardized ...." The 
acquisition of control of an interexchange, Inter-LATA carrier the size of WilTel VA will not impair or jeopardize adequate service at just and reasonable rates. 
The market for Inter-LATA, long distance service within Virginia is quite competitive. Even in the unlikely event that WilTel VA, under the control of LDDS, 
suffered a lapse of quality or increased rates to levels deemed unjust and unreasonable, affected customers could readily switch to a conqretitive carrier. The 
jax^Msed merger is intended to strengthen WilTel of VA and should not jeopardize or impair service or rate levels in the overall long distance market

The Petition states that the transaction will be implemented pursuant to the terms of a Stock Purchase Agreement entered into August 22, 1994 
between Williams and LDDS. Pursuant to the agreement, LDDS will purchase all rights, title and interest in the shares of WTG from WTG Holdings, Inc. After 
the purchase is consummated, WTG will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of LDDS and WilTel VA, while remaining a wholly-owned subsidiary WilTel, will 
ultimately be owned and controlled by LDDS rather than by Williams. As consideration for its surrender of WTG's stock, Williams will receive $2.5 billion 
dollars in cash. A large portion of that payment is to be financed through a Credit Facility Agreement discussed in the petition. If the interexchange carriers 
involved here were regulated as to rates and services pursuant to Chapter 10 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia, the Commission would have to approve the 
issuance of debt or securities pursuant to Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia, §§ 56-55 et seg. However, the rates and services of interexdiange carriers 
are determined pursuant to § 56-481.1 of the Code of Virginia, so their issuing debt and securities does not fidl within the definition of public service companies 
contained in § 56-55 of the Code of Virginia.

The Petition states that initially, WilTel VA will be operated separately from LDDS's other subsidiaries. Customers will continue to be able to 
purchase the same high quality products aid services from WilTel VA that th^ currently receive under the same rates, terms and conditions. In the event that in 
the future LDDS wishes to alter the corporate status of either of its Virginia subsidiaries, LDDS must abide by Article DC, Section 5 of the Virginia Constitution 
which prohibits foreign corporations from conducting a public service enterprise within Virginia. Hence, Vir^a intrastate operations must continue to be 
performed by a Virginia chartered public service corporation in order to retain a certificate of public convenience and necessity and in order to avoid the 
prohibition of Article DC, Section 5 of the Virginia Constitution. Accordingly,

The petitirai states that by combining their operatians, both WilTel and LDDS will be able to operate more efficiently, that by combining their traffic 
on the WilTel network, they will achieve significant economies of scale; and that by cambining their product lines and capabilities, boffi conqjanies can realize 
significant economies. The proposed transfer will enable both companies to significantly reduce their costs of operation and introduce services that are attractive 
to all portions of the inlerexchange market The petition states that this will directly benefit existing and future customers of LDDS, WilTel and WilTel VA and 
will botefit all telecozmiiiiiiicaticMis consuoMrs indirectly by strengdiening con^)etition in the intovxchange market
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(4) That a report of action, pursuant to the authority granted haein shall be filed no later than February 28,1995; and

For authority to convey assets

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

rr IS ORDERED:

3) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to fire continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of this Commission.

To acquire \^rginia MetroTel, Inc.

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

2) That, on or before February 28, 1995, Applicant shall file a report of the action taken pursuant to the authority grarrted herein, such Report to 
include the sales {nice of die Assets transferred, date of transfer, and the accounting entries reflecting the transfer, and

PETITION OF
MFS COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

APPLICATION OF
TIDEWATER WATER COMPANY-ISLE OF WIGHT

1) That, pursuant to §§ 56-89 and 56-90 of the Code of Virginia, Applicant is hereby authorized to transfer to Isle of Wight the Assets as described 
herein at the price of $805,000.00;

Company states that the assets proposed to be conveyed to Isle of Wight have been used by Tidewater to provide residential water service to numerous 
locations in Isle of Wight, County, all of whidi locations are coveted by Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity. Cotqrany anticipates that Isle of 
Wight will continue to provide water service to the customers now being served by Conqrany under the terms and conditions that it will fi  ̂time to time inqrose.

CASE NO. PUA940043 
DECEMBER 22, 1994

CASE NO. PUA940042 
DECEMBER 20, 1994

Cottqrany represents that it believes that Isle of Wight is a fit and proper entity to provide the customets of Tidewater continued water service at just 
and reasonable rates, as they have a history of doing so tor other customers arid because the expansion of such services is in its short and long range plans. 
Company further represents that the owner of Tidewater, Robert L. Magette, desires to divest himself of the Assets as an ongoing strategy to reduce his 
respoisibilities in this business.

The petition states that the transaction would be inqrlemented pursuant to the terms of a Stock Purchase Agreement which is attached to the petition as 
Exbibit C. Pursuant to the agreement, MFSCC will acquire all of the issued and outstanding shares of common stock of MetroTel fem the stodcholders of 
MetroTel in exchange for common stock of MFSCC and cash. After the purdtase is consummated, MetroTel will be owned and wholly controlled by MFSCC.

THE COMMISSION, upon considetatian of the qrplication and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Stafi^ is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described trmisfer of utility assets would not impair or jeopardize the provision of adequate service to the public at just and reasonable 
rates and should be approved. Accordingly,

On November 2, 1994, MFS Communications Company, Inc. ("MFSCC") and Virginia MetroTel, Inc. f MetroTel") filed a petition pursuant to the 
Utility Transfers Act, Chapter 5 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia, seeking authority for MFSCC to acquire control over MetroTel by means of purchasing all of 
the outstanding common stodc of MetroTel.

(5) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the file for 
ended causes.

On November 4,1994, Tidewater Water Company-Isle of Wight, which includes Aqua Systems, Inc. ("Company," "Tidewater," "Applicant") filed an 
application with the Commission under the Utility Transfers Act for authority to convey certain assets in Isle of Wight County, Virginia, to the Public Service 
Authority of Isle of Wight County, Virginia ("Isle of Wight"). Company stales in its application that it desires to convey all of its assets in Isle of Wight County 
including water well lots, easements, and distibution facilities for the sum of $805,000.00. Company further proposes to sell the Assets in return for municipal 
notes of Isle of Wi^ County, Virginia, paying the purchase price over seven (7) years at 5.25% interest per annum.

Tidewater states that the original cost of the Assets is unknown. The value of the Assets was determined by Hassel and Folks, Engineers to be 
$1,000,016 by appraisal dated January 19,1991, and an appraisal of Robert A Peters determined tiie Assets to have a value of$l,000,040 as ofMarch 19,1994.
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(1) That the disposition and acquisition of Virginia MetroTel, Inc., as described herein, is approved;

(4) That a report of action pursuant to the authority granted herein diall be filed no later than March 1,1995; and

(5) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and papers filed herein shall be placed in the file for ended
causes.

For authority to dispose of and to acquire utility assets

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

(2) That MFSCC and MetroTel are authorized to enter into the proposed agreement for the transfer of control of MetroTel to MFSCC pursuant to 
Chapter 5, Title 56 of the Code of Virginia and to do all acts necessary or incidental thereto in accordance with the petition filed herein;

APPUCATION OF
OLD DOMINION ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

CASE NO. PUA940050 
DECEMBER 21, 1994

By transferring title to its interest in die Assets to a Dutch corporation with Dutch income tax liability (the "Dutch Lessor"), and leasing that interest 
back over a period of years with an option to repurchase the interest at the end of the lease term or prior to the end of the lease term under an Early Buy-Out 
Option, ODEC believes that it will be able to capture a percentage of the tax savings realized by the Dutch Lessor. Company states that although the prqiosed 
transaction will be structured as a sale and leaseback of ODBC's interest in the Assets, operational control of the Assets will be unaffected by the transaction. 
ODEC represents that in practical terms, the proposed transaction can be viewed as merely a sale of Dutdi tax credits, or a financing.

Under the criteria of § 56-90 of the Utility Transfers Act, the Commission finds that the request for authority should be granted. Section 56-90 
requires that the Commission be satisfied "... that adequate service to the public at just and reasonable rates will not be inqjaired or jeopardized ...” The 
acquisition of control of an interexchange, Inter-LATA carrier the size of MetroTel will not impair or jeopardize adequate service at just and reasonable rates. 
The market for Inter-LATA long distance service within Virginia is quite competitive. Even in the unlikely event that MetroTel, under the control of MFSCC, 
suffered a lapse of quality or increased rates to levels deemed unjust and unreasonable, affected customers could readily switch to a competitive carrier. The 
proposed merger is intended to strengthen MetroTel and should not jeopardize or impair service or rate levels in the overall long distance market

On November 23,1994, Old Dominion Electric Cooperative ("ODEC," "Company," "Applicant") filed an application under the Utility Transfers Act 
for authority to enter into a sale/leaseback arrangement of pollution control equipmerrt at its Clover Facility with an entity in The Netherlands. Company states 
tiiat among the equipment being constructed at die Clover Facility are certain pollution control systems (the "Assets") which appear to be eligible for certain tax 
credits under a statute of The Netherlands, Vervroegde Afechrijving Milieu Investering ("VAMIL").

MFSCC is a Delaware corporation, with the Kiewit Diversified Group, Inc. holding qiproximately 69% of the stodt and the public holding the 
remainder. The corporate offices of MFSCC are located at 3555 Farnam, Suite 200, Omaha, Nebra^ 68131. MFSCC currently has a subsidiary. Institutional 
Communications Conqiany-Virginia, which offers InterLATA Interexchange services in Virginia pursuant to Certificate No. TT-13A issued pursuant to the 
provisions of § 56-265.4:4.8 of the Utility Facilities Act The current petition seeks to add, as another subsidiary, MetroTel, wdiich offers InterLATA 
Interexdiange services in Virginia pursuant to Certificate No. TT-20A which was also issued pursuant to the provisions of § 56-265.4:4.8. The acquisition of 
this certificated carrier as a result of the proposed purdiase evokes the jurisdiction of the Commission pursuant to § 56-88.1 of the Utility Transfers Act

As stated in the replication, pursuant to VAMIL, Dutch taiqpayers are allowed to take lull depreciation in year one (1) on qualifying pollution control 
assets. The acceleration of such depreciation expense can provide economic benefits to Dutch taxpayers. According to ODEC, this program can be applied to at 
least some of the pollution control equipment currently under construction at the Clover Generating Station in Halifax Courrty, Virginia. In order to realize the 
financial benefits under VAMIL, Company proposes to enter into a cross-border lease of its fifty per cent (50%) undivided interest in qualifying pollution control 
equipmerrt being constructed at the Clover Generating Station. It is anticipated that a total of approximately $80 to $155 million of fire Assets will qualify.

The petition states that after the acquisition, MetroTel will continue to offer hig^ quality service to Virginia customers and that MetroTel plans to 
maintain its presence in Virginia. In the event that MFSCC wishes to alter the corporate status of either of its Virginia subsidiaries, MFSCC must abide by 
Article DC, Section 5 of the Virginia Constitution, which prohibits foreign corpotations from conducting a public enterprise within Virginia. Hence, Virginia 
intra,state operations must continue to be performed by a Virginia chartered public service corporation in order to avoid that prohibition and to retain a certificate 
ofpublic convenience and necessity. Accordingly,

(3) That MFSCC and MetroTel shall respond promptly to any Staff request for information in connection with this matter and to the quarterly 
monitoting reports required by the Commission's Rules Governing tlw Certification of InterLATA Interexdiange Carriers;

The petition states that the proposed acquisition would serve the public interest in promoting competition among telecommunications carriers by 
providing MetroTel the opportunity to strerigthen its competitive position with greater financial resources. The p^on also states that the acquisition will allow 
MetroTel to draw upon the substantial combined financial, marketing and technical expertise of MFSCC and its subsidiaries and that the acquisition would allow 
MetroTel to pursue its marketing and business plans more effectively.
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IT IS ORDERED:

3) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to the continuing review and ^ipropriate directive of this Commission.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe triplication and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Stafi; is of the opinion 
and finds that the above-described transfer of utility assets would not impair or jeopardize the provision of adequate service to the public at just and reasraiable 
rates and ^uld be qrttoved. Accordingly,

In the application. Company fiuther eiqilains that to acconqilish the desired U. S. tax and/or accounting treatments, ODEC will deposit with an 
institution acceptable to ODEC and the Dutch Lessor funds (the "Deposit”) sufiScient to fully defease its financial obligation under the lease. The Deposit is final, 
absolute, and irrevocable and will not be refundable or returnable to ODEC for any reason whatsoever including bankruptcy or insolvency. The Deposit will 
equal 94.5% of the initial purchase price of the Assets, representing all rental payments for the term of the lease plus funds to be invested in securities designed to 
provide sufiScient funds to allow Company to exercise its purchase option. In exchange fat the Deposit, the Defeasance Entity will assume Conqiany's obligation 
to pay basic rent under the lease, and ODEC will be released by the Dutch Lessor fern the same. Conqiany states that at the close ofthe transaction, ODEC 
should realize a gain equal to five per cent (5%) to six per cent (6%) of the initial Asset purchase price (minus transaction costs).

According to ODEC, the transaction will be structured as a sale of the Assets to the Dutch Lessor. The Assets are secured under Conqiany's indenture 
covering substantialty all of ODBC's physical assets (the "Indenture"). The Assets will be sold to the Dutch Lessor subject to the lien ofthe Indenture. During the 
lease term, title to the Assets will not become subject to the rights of creditors of the Dutch Lessor, and the lien of the Indenture and rights of ODEC under the 
lease will be respected in the event of bankruptcy of the Lessor.

As indicated in Company's application, ODEC will lease the Assets back fixnn the Dutch Lessor for an eighteen (lg>year period, with several 
purchase options including an Early Buy-Out Option. To obtain the desired tax treatment in The Netherlands, the lease must be structured so that the Dutch 
Lessor has at least five per cent (5%) of its initial investment in the Assets at risk at the end ofthe lease term.

Conqiany states that the lease will be a triple net lease, whereby ODEC will be responsible for the payment of taxes, rents, licenses, insurance, and 
other expenses associated with the use, possession, control, maintenance, and qieration of the Assets. To protect the Dutch Les^s after-tax yield, ODEC has 
agreed to be responsible for an Early Termination Penalty in the event the lease is terminated prior to the end of the lease terra The Early Termination Penalty 
will be equal to fifteen per cent (15%) to thirty per cent (30%) of the Assets' purchase price in the first year of the lease and will be reduced proportionately over 
the term ofthe lease.

1) That, pursuant to §§ 56-77 and 56-89 of the Code of Virginia, Old Dominion Electric Cooperative is hereby granted authority to transfer the utility 
assets as described hoein;

2) That, on or before February 28,1995, Applicant shall file a Report of the Action taken pursuant to the authority granted hereia such Report to 
include the accounting entries reflecting tte transaction and other significant details relating to the actual transaction; and
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DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS

Annual IitfonnatioQ Filing

OPINION

Paragraph 20 of the Plan provides, as pertinent:

APPLICATION OF
THE CHESAPEAKE & POTOMAC TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

Among other issues, tire revenue infract of Actually Competitive services such as Yellow Pages Advertising was excluded pursuant to the provisions 
of Paragraph 20 of the Plan. Paragraph 18 of the Plan established the participating companies' authorized range for return on equity at 12%-14%. Accounting 
adjustments to be considered in this annual informational filing ("AIF") were prescribed by Paragraph 16 of the Plan.

On October 22,1993, the Commission entered its Final Order in this matter, determining that for the test year 1989 the rates of The Chesapeake & 
Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia ("C&P") were not subject to refund pursuant to provisions of Paragraphs 19 and 20 of the Commission's Expaimental 
Plan for Alternative Regulation of Virginia Telephone Conpanies ("Plan"). See Commonwealth of Virginia at the relation of the State Corporation Commission 
Ex Parte: In the matter of promulgating an expCTimental plan for the optional regulation of telephone companies. 1988 S.C.C. Atm. Rept 249, 99 FUR 4th 270 
(Dec. IS, 1988). (A copy of the Commission's December 15,1988, order in that case, with the Plan attached, is appended hereto.)

CASE NO. PUC900045 
FEBRUARY 22, 1994

The first was the Commission's Order Scheduling Hearing in this docket It explained that the Plan's "... terms govern this case, and a number of 
issues raised by the patties opposing C&Fs motion are outside the terms of the Plan." For example, file order stated that one such issue, access pricing, was to be 
considered in a separate docket Case No. PUC880042. That constraint is found in Paragraph 25 of the Plan.

Also on July 2,1993, the Commission entered its Order for Notice and Hearing in Case No. PUC920029. That order stated that the changes proposed 
by parties in the current case would be considered during the evaluation of the Plan, during which prospective changes would be permissible. That order invited 
testimany from all participants on the appropriate return on equity range and any other issues idertified for hearing Such directives were consistent with 
Paragr^h 5 of the Plan, which made it clear that changes to policies and procedures under the Plan would be given prospective effect only.

Clearly, the meaning and spirit of Rule 5:17 is to prevent challenges to previously adopted generic rules and standards by patties to later cases in 
which those standards are being aiqilied to actual situations. Such was the case in this proceed^ Some ofthe patties hereto did not believe that those standards 
were appropriate, and may not have believed them appropriate when first adopted. However, once adopted by a final order to which no successful appeal was 
taken, they become the rules of arty cases affected by them, and may not be modified during the course of such cases.

Frovisicms of this type thus prevented ratemaking adjustments, like those proposed by the Virginia Citizens Consumer Council ("VCCC"), from being 
used to evaluate CAP'S financial results under the terms of the Plan. It would not have been appropriate for us to allow challenges to such provisions themselves 
in this case due to the restrictions of Rule 5:17 of our Rules of Practice and Procedure. That Rule provides:

The October 22, 1993, order was entered after consideration of the evidence and exhibits received into the record during the Commission's 
September 23, 1993 hearing That heating was conducted in strict conformance with provisions of the Plan, primarily Paragraphs 16, 18, 19, 20, and 22. The 
need to conduct such hearing in accordance with the Plan is clearly spelled out by two orders entered July 2,1993.

Only C&P and the Commission Staff submitted testimony at the September 23,1993 hearing The rate-of-retum statement submiOed by C&P showed 
a return on equity for the 1989 test year of 12.35%, while the Commission Staff calculated a return on equity of 12.52%. That minor difference in the return on 
equity resulted only from a disagreement about the proper accounting treatment for state-interstate separations according to Part 36 of the Rules of the Federal 
Communications Commission. This difference was of no importance to the case, however, since both equity numbers were significantly beneath the 14% limit 
established by Paragrqih 18 of the Plan.

If such a condition [excessive earnings] is not found to exist, the Commission, upon motion by the 
conqiany, will tnder that the interim rates fi>r the previous year be made petmanenL All actions in this paragraph 
will be taken only afier notice and opportunity for bearing

C&P filed such a motion on May 14,1992. For the purpose of Rule 5:17, such a motion was equivalent to an application, in the sense that it was the 
company's burden to come forward and seek the relief granted hoe, and to proceed to establish its case at file hearing contenqilated by Paragraph 20.

Improper Joinder of Causes. Substantive rules or standards, or the procedures intended to implement 
same, previously adopted by the Commission, governing the review and disposition of qiplications, may not be 
challenged by any patty to a proceeding intended by these Rules to be commenced by application. Any such 
challenge must be 1^ independent petition.
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Conmasaoaa Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

Annual Infonnational Filing

FINAL ORDER

rr IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Commissioner Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

Annual InfonnatiQnal Filing

FINAL ORDER

(1) That GTE South's rates fe the year 1989 are hereby made permanent for that year only. Such rates ate no Imiger subject to refund as provided by 
paragnqths 19 and 20 of the Experimental Plan; and

APPUCATION OF
GTE SOUTH, INCORPORATED

APPUCATION OF
UNITED TELEPHONE-SOUTHEAST, INC. (formerly United Inter-Mountain Telephone Conqjany)

CASE NO. PUC900047 
APRIL 18, 1994

CASE NO. PUC900046 
APRIL 18, 1994

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter is dismissed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.

This proceeding was conducted pursuant to the terms of paragraph 20 of the Commissinn's Experimental Plan for Ahemative Regulation of Virginia 
Telephone Companies. The sole issue was to determine if GTE had earned in excess of its authorized range of return on Potentially Corrqretitive, Discretionary 
and Basic services fortbeyear 1989. The airthorized range ofretum on equity for all participarrts in the Experimerrtal Plan is 12to 14perc^ The rate of return 
statemerrt irrtroduced by Mr. Flanagan on behalf of GTE and by Ms. Trimble on behalf of the Commission Staff showed a return on equity for 1989 of 8.37%, 
which no one contested. Since that amourrt is well beneath the 14% limit established by paragraph 18 of the Experimental Plan, the Commission finds that during 
the year 1989, GTE South's tariffed services earned less than the authorized maximum return on equity. Accordirrgly,

On May 29,1992, United Telephone-Southeast, Inc. (formerly United Inter-Mourrtain Telephone Company, ’Thuted") filed its motion to make rates 
permanerrt for fire 1989 test year. That motim was filed in response to an AIF report filed by the Commission Staff May 18,1993.

By Order of February 10, 1994, the Commission sdieduled a heating for March 24, 1994 and established deadlines for GTE South to file its 
testimony supporting its motion, for MCI and AT&T to file their prepared direct testimorry, for fire Commission Staff to file atty additional direct testimony, and 
for GTE South to file any rebuttal testimony. The heating was conducted as scheduled Mardi 24, 1993. Joe W. Foster, Esquire and Charles H. Carrathers, 
Esquire, appeared on bdtalf of GTE South; Edward L. Flippen, Esquire appeared on behalf of AT&T; Alexandra F. Skitpan, Esquire appeared on behalf of MCL 
and Robert M. GiUeqrie, Esquire tqrpeared on bdialf of the Commission Stafif

Inasmuch as the evidence indicated that no excessive eamirtgs had been experienced by C&P during the test year 1989, as judged by the standards 
mandated by the Plan, the Commission declared the rates in effect during 1989 to be permanent, and did not order a refund. Such action was consisterrt with the 
evidence, and was fully appropriate under the above provisions of Paragirqih 20 of the Plan.

By Order of September 16,1993, the Commission prescribed notice and irrvited comments or requests for hearing concerning GTE South's motion 
Comments were filed by MCI Telecomrrrunicatimis Corporation of Virginia ("MCI") and AT&T Communications of Virginia, Inc. ("AT&T^.

NOTE: A copy of fire Commission's December 15, 1988, order in that case, with the Plan attached, is on file and may be examined at the State 
Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Cmrtrol Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Vtrginia.

Pursuarrt to a stipulation first cross-examination was not necessary, the Commission received into evidence GTE South's proof of publication marked 
as Etdiibit A, GTE South's Cost Allocation Manual, Staff audits of GTE South's Cost Allocation Manual dated December 18,1991 and December 21,1992, and 
the Stafifs AIF report dated August 16,1993. GTE Soirth presented the prefiled direct testimoriy of Mr. J. Frank Flanagan and the Commission Staff presented the 
prefiled direct testimony of Kimberly D. Trimble of the Commissian's Division of Public Utility Accounting, Larry J. Cody of the Division of Communications, 
and Donna T. Pippert of the Division of Economics and Finance.

On September 1, 1993, GTE South, Incorporated ("GTE South") filed its motion to make rates permanent for fire 1989 test year. That motion was 
filed in response to an AIF rqjort filed by the Commission Staff August 16,1993.
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Commissioner Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

Annual Infinmational Filing

APPUCATION OF
CONTEL OF VIRGINIA, INC., d4)/a GTE VIRGINIA

(1) That United's rates for the year 1989 are hereby made permanent for that year only. Such rates are no longer subject to refund as provided in 
paragraphs 19 and 20 of the Etqierimental Plan; and

CASE NO. PUC900048
APRIL 18, 1994

Pursuant to a stipulation that cross-examination was not necessary, the Commission received into evidence United's proof of publication marked as 
Erdiibit A United's Cost Allocation Manual, the Commission Staffs audits of United's Cost Allocation Manual dated September 12, 1991 and September21, 
1992, and the Staffs AIF report dated May 28, 1993. United presented the direct testimony of Thomas J. Geller, and J. Randall Miller, and the Commission Staff 
presented the direct testimony of Paula S. Brown of the Commission's Division of Public Utility Accounting, Larry J. Cody of the Division of Communications, 
and Donna T. Pippert of the Division of Economics and Finance.

On September 7,1993, Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/bZa GTE Virginia ("GTE Virginia") filed its motion to make its rates permanent for the 1989 test 
year. That motion was filed in response to an AIF report filed by the Commission Staff August 16,1993.

By Order of February 10, 1994, the Commission scheduled a heating for March 24, 1994 and established deadlines for GTE Virginia to file its 
testimony in support of its motion, for MCI and AT&T to file their prepared direct testimony, for the Commission Staff to file any additional direct testimony, and 
for GTE Virginia to file any rebuttal testimony. The hearing was conducted as scheduled March 24, 1993. Joe W. Foster, Esquire and Charles H. Carrafiiers, 
Esquire appeared on behalf of GTE Virginia; Edward L Flippen, Esquire appeared on behalf of AT&T; Alexandra F. Skirpan, Esquire appeared on behalf of 
MCL and Robert M. Gillespie, Esquire appeared on behalf of the Commission Staff

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter is dismissed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.

By Order of July 23,1993, the Commission prescribed notice and invited comments or requests for hearing concerning United's motion. Comments 
vrere filed by MCI Telecommunications Corporation of Virginia ("MCI") and AT&T Communications of Virginia, Inc. ("AT&T").

By Order of September 16,1993, the Commission prescribed notice and invited comments or requests for hearing concerning GTE Virginia's motion. 
Comments were filed by MCI Telecommunications Corporatimi of Virginia ("MCI") and by AT&T Communications of Virginia, Inc. ("AT&T").

By Order of February 2,1994, the Commission scheduled a hearing that established deadlines for United to file its testimony in support of its motion, 
for MCI and AT&T to file their prepared direct testimony, for the Commission Staff to file any additional direct testimony, and for United to file any rebuttal 
testimony. By Order of February IS, 1994 the Commission granted additional time for the filing of all such testimony and rescheduled the hearing for March 29, 
1994. The hearing was conducted as scheduled on that date. James B. Wri^ Esquire and Richard D. Gary, Esquire rqjpeared on behalf of United; Edward L 
Flippen, Esquire appeared on behalf of AT&T; Alexander F. Skirpan, Esquire appeared on behalf of MCL and Robert M. Gillespie, Esquire appeared on behalf of 
the Commission Staff.

This proceeding was conducted pursuant to the terms of paragraph 20 of the Commission's Experimental Plan for Alternative Regulation of Virginia 
Telephone Conqjanies. The sole issue was to determine if United had earned in excess of its authorized range of return on Potentially Competitive, Discretionary 
and Basic services for the year 1989. The authorized range of return on equity for all participants in the Experimental Plan is 12 to 14 percent The rate of return 
statements introduced by Mr. Geller and Ms. Brown showed a return on equity for 1989 of 5.88%. That return on equity was not contested. Since the return on 
equity of 5.88% is well beneath the 14% limit established by paragraph 18 of the Experimental Plan, the Commission finds that during the year 1989, United’s 
tariffed services earned less than the authorized maximum return on equity. Accordingly,

This proceeding was conducted pursuant to the terms of paragnqih 20 of the Commission's Experimental Plan for Alternative Regulation of Virginia 
Telephone Companies. The sole issue was to determine if GTE Virginia had earned in excess of its authorized range of return on Potentially Conqietitive, 
Discretionary and Basic services fix'the year 1989. The authorized range ofretum cm equity for all participants in the Experimental Plan is 12 to 14 percent The 
rate of return statements introduced by Mr. Flanagan on behalf of GTE Virginia and by Ms. Brown on behalf of the Commission Staff showed a return on equity 
for 1989 of 13.92%, which was not craitested. Since that return is beneath the 14% limit established by paragraph 18 of the Experimental Plan, the Commission 
finds that during the year 1989, GTE Virginia's tariffed services earned less than the authorized maximum return on equity. Accordingly,

Pursuant to a stipulation that cross-examination was not necessary, fire Commission received into evidence GTE Virginia's proof of pubUcation 
marked as Exhibit A GTE Virginia's Cost Allocation ManuaL the Commission Staffs audits of GTE Virginia's Cost Allocation Manual dated March 13, 1992, 
November 3, 1992 and June 23, 1993, and the Staff AIF report dated August 16, 1993. GTE Virginia presented the direct testimony of Mr. J. Frank Flanagan 
and the Cornmission Staff presented the direct testimony of Paula S. Brown of the Division of Public Utility Accounting, Larry J. Cody of the Division of 
Communications, and Donna T. Pippert of the Division of Economics and Finance.
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TV IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Gommissioner Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

Annual Informational Filing

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Commissicmer Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

APPLICATION OF
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

(2) That there being nothing further to come befioe the Commission, this matter is dismissed, and the record developed herein shall be placed in the 
file for ended causes.

(1) ThatGTE Virginia's rates for the year 1989 are hereby made permanent for that year only. Such rates are no longer subject to refimd as provided 
. by paragrtqihs 19 and 20 of the Experimental Plan; and

CASE NO. PUC900049 
NOVEMBER 10, 1994

(1) That Centel's rates for the year 1989 ate hereby made permanent for that year only. Sudi rates ate no longer sutgect to refund as provided in 
paragraphs 19 and 20 of the Etqterimental Plan; and

The Commission is of the opinion that the Staff motion should be denied. We will not disallow all unapproved afiSliate costs and revenues. 
Nonetheless, Centel did fail to sedc prior ^jproval of its 1988 and 1989 affiliate agreements as required by § 56-77 of the Co^ of Virginia. The Commission will 
address that fiulure by issuing a rule to show cause in a separate docket For the purposes of detomining whether rates should be made permanent in this dodcet, 
the Commission has determined that it would be reasonable to recognize the level of affiliate costs and revenues that would have been experienced by Centel under 
the previously approved affiliate agreements.

On February 14,1994, the Central Telephone Company of Virginia ("Centel") filed its motion to make rates permanent for the 1989 test year. That 
motion was filed in response to an Annual Informational Filing ("AIF") report filed by the Commission Staff January 19,1994. By Order of February 25,1994, 
the Commission {^escribed notice and invited comments or requests for heating concerning Centel's motion. Supplemental notice was prescribed by Order of 
June 24, 1994, whidi established a deadline of August 15,1994, for the filing of any oommerrts or requests for heatittg concerning the motion. No comments or 
requests for bluing were received.

On August 1,1994, Centel filed its Response to the Staff motion stating, among other things, that not all disputed affiliate costs and revenues should 
be disallowed.

There is, however, the Commission Staffs Motion for Refunds filed July 11,1994. The basis forthis motion was the disallowance of certain intrastate 
tariffed services' affiliate expenses and revenues that were incurred by Centel during 1989, but whidi had not received Commission approval pursuant to 
Chapter 4 of Tide 56 of the Code of Virginia until April and May of 1994. (See Case No. FUA930026, Final Order April 29,1994, and Case No. FUA930027, 
Final Order May 6,1994.)

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter is dismissed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.

The Commission Staff has calculated that disallowing the costs and revenues attributable to the changes introduced by the unapproved 1988 and 1989 
affiliate agreements would increase the return on equity to approximately 13 percent, from the 11.28 percent reflected in column five of Schedule 8 of the Staff 
AIFReportof January 19,1994. Because Centel's return on equity in eifoer case is beneath the 14 pereent limit established by paragraph 18 of the Experimental 
Plan, the Commission finds that during the year 1989, Centel's tariffed services earned less than the authorized maximum return cm equity. Accordingly,
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Annual Informational Filing

ORDER DENYING RECONSIDERATION

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Centel's November 28,1994 Petition for Reconsideration is hereby denied.

Commissioner Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

Atmual Informational Filing

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Commissioner Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

APPUCATION OF
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

On November 28,1994, the Central Telephone Company of Virginia ("Centel") filed a Petition for Reconsideration of our November 10,1994 Final 
Order in this case. After considering Centel's arguments, we have concluded that our Final Order should not be altered and that the Petition for Reconsideration 
should be denied. Accordingly,

APPUCATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC. (formerly The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Conqtany of Virginia)

CASE NO. PUC900049 
NOVEMBER 30, 1994

On March 31,1994, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. (formerly The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, hereafter "BA-VA") filed its 
motion to make rates permanent forthe 1990 test year being considered in this Atmual Infotmational Filing ("AIF'). That motion was filed in response to an ADF 
Report filed by the Commission Staff March 17,1994, which indicated that BA-VAhad earned a return on equity during 1990 of 12.98%.

CASE NO. PUC910010 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

By Order of August 31,1994 and an Amending Order of September 13,1994, the Commission prescribed notice and invited comments or requests for 
hearing concerning BA-VA's motion. Comments or requests for heating were to be filed on or before October 26, 1994. That deadline has passed and there have 
bear no commerrts opposing the motion or requesting a hearing upon it

(1) That BA-VA's tariffed rates for die year 1990 are hereby made permanent for that year only. Such rates are no longer subject to refund as 
provided in paragraphs 19 and 20 of the Experimental Plan; and

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter is dismissed and die record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.

In the absence of any requests for hearing or any opposition to the Staff Report of March 17, 1994, the Commission has determined diat said Report 
may be received into the record as evidence without the necessity of a hearing. The only issue before the Commission is to determine if BA-VA earned in excess 
of its authorized range of return on equity for Potentially Competitive, Discretionary, jmd Basic services for the year 1990. The authorized range of return on 
equity prescribed by paragraph 18 of the Eiqierimental Plan was 12-14%. The Rate of Return Statement (Sdiedule 8) of die Staffs Mardi 17, 1994 Report, 
shows an earned return on equity for 1990 of 12.98%. Since that return is beneath the 14% limit of the Experimental Plan and has not been contested, the 
Commission finds that during the 1990 test year, BA-VA earned less than the authorized maximum return on equity. Accordingly,
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Annual Informational Filing

FINAL OWDFR

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Conunissiano' Moore did not paiticipate in this proceeding.

Annual Infannational Filing

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF
UNITED TELEPHONE-SOUTHEAST, INC. (formerly United Inter-Mountain Telephone Conpany)

By Order of August 31,1994, the Commission prescribed notice and invited comments or requests for hearing concerning Centel's rrKrtion. Comments 
or requests for hearing were due on or before October 17,1994. That deadline has passed, and the Commission has not received any comments in opposition to 
the motion or any requests for a hearing.

APPUCATION OF
THE CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

CASE NO. PUC910011 
NOVEMBER 28, 1994

CASE NO. PUC910013 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

On February 10,1994, United Telephone-Southeast, Inc., (formerly United Inter-Mountain Telephone Cort^rany, hereafter United") filed its motion 
to make rates permanent for the 1990 test year being ccmsideted in this Annual Informational Filing fAIF*). That motion was filed in response to an AIF Report 
filed by the Commission Staffon January 28,1994, vriiicli indicated that United had earned a return on equity during 1990 of 6.81%.

(1) That United's tariffed rates for the year 1990 are hereby made permanent for that year only. Sudi rates are no longer subject to refimd as provided 
in paragraphs 19 and 20 of the Experimental Flan; and

Orders dated Feteuary 25,1994 and June 24,1994, die Commission prescribed notice and invited comments or requests for hearing concerning 
United's motion. Comments or requests for hearing were to be filed on or before August 15, 1994. That deadline has passed and there have been no cmnments 
opposing the motion or requesting a heating upon ft.

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Cranmission, this matter is dismissed and the record develqied herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.

In the absence of any requests for heating or any oppositian to the Staff Report of January 28,1994, the Commission has determined that said Report 
may be received iifto die record as evidence without the necessity of a hearing. The only issue before the Commission is to determine if Lhiited earned in excess of 
its authmized range of return on equity for Potentially Competitive, Discretionary, and Basic services for the year 1990. The authorized range of return cm equity 
prescribed by paragraph 18 ofdie Experimental Plan was 12-14%. The Rate of Return Statement (Schedule 8) of the Staffs AIF Report shows an earned return 
cm equity for 1990 of 6.81%. Since that return is beneath the 14% limit of the Erqierimaital Plan and has not been contested, the Cominission finds that during 
the 1990 test year. United earned less than die authorized maximum return cm equity. Accordingly,

(I) That Cartel's rates for the year 1990 are hereby made permanent for that year only. Such rates are no longer subject to refund as provided in 
paragrqihs 19 and 20 of the Experimental Plan; and

On May 23, 1994, The Central Telephone Conqrany of Virginia ("Centel") filed its motion to make rates permanent for the 1990 test year being 
considered in this Annual Informational Filing CAIF”). That motion was filed in response to an AIF Report filed by the Commission Staff May 13, 1994. This 
Report indicated Centel earned a return cm equity during 1990 of 9.03% with certain afSliate arrangements included in the calculation, and 14.38% with those 
arrangements excluded.

In the absence of any requests for hearing or any opposition to the Staff Report of May 13,1994, the Commission has determined that said Report may 
be received into the record as evidence without the necessity of a hearing The only issue before the Commission is to determine if Cerrtel earned in excess of its 
authorized range of return on equity for Poterrtially Competitive, Discretionary and Basic services for the year 1990. The Commission Staff has recalculated 
Centel's afSliate revenues and costs. Because 1990 revenues and expenses attributable to the unapproved afSliate agreements Centel entered irfto in 1988 and 
1989 were not available, the Staff used a 1988 level that did exclude sudi revenues and costs. That calculation showed Centel's earned return for 1990 to be 
approximately 11.6%. Since that return is well beneath the 14% limit established by paragraph 18 of the Experimental Plan, the Commission finds that during the 
year 1990, Centel's tariffed services earned less than the authorized maximum return on equity. Accordingly,
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Commissimier Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

Aimual Informational Filing

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Commissioner Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

Aimual Informational Filing

FINAL ORDER

APPUCATION OF
GTE SOUTH, INC. (fonneriy Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a GTE '\%ginia)

APPUCATION OF 
GTE SOUTH, INC.

CASE NO. PDC910015 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

By Order of August 31, 1994, the Cmnmission prescribed notice and invited comments or requests for hearing concerning GTE Virginia's motion. 
Cranments or requests for heating were to be filed cm or before October 17, 1994. That deadline has passed and there have been no comments opposing the 
motion or requesting a hearing iqton it

CASE NO. PUC910014 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

(1) That GTE South's tariffed rates for the year 1990 are hereby made permanent for that year only. Such rates are no longer subject to refund as 
provided in patagrqths 19 and 20 of the Experimental Plan; and

On June 16,1994, GTE South, Inc. ("GTE South" or "the Company") filed its motion to make rates permanent for the 1990 test year being considered 
in this Annual Informational Filing ("AIF"). That motion was filed in response to an AIF Report filed by the Commission Staff on February 7, 1994, winch 
indicated that GTE South had earned a return (nt equity during 1990 of 6.39%.

By Order of August 31, 1994, the Commission prescribed notice and invited comments or requests for hearing concerning GTE South's motion. 
Comments or requests for hearing were to be filed on or before October 17, 1994. That deadline has passed and there have been no comments opposing the 
motion or requesting a heating upon it

In the absence of atty requests for hearing or any opposition to the Staff Report of February 7,1994, the Commission has determined that said Report 
may be received into the record as evidence without the necessity of a heating The only issue before the Commission is to determine if GTE South earned in 
excess of its authorized range of return on equity for Potentially Competitive, Discretionary, and Basic services for the year 1990. The authorized range of return 
on equity prescribed by paragrqth 18 of the Experimental Plan was 12-14%. The Rate of Return Statement (Schedules) of the Staff's February 7,1994 Report 
shows an earned return on equity for 1990 of 6.39%. Since that return is beneath the 14% limit of the Experimental Plan and has not been contested, the 
Commission finds that during the 1990 test year, GTE South earned less than the authorized maximum return on equity. Accordingly,

On June 16, 1994, GTE South, Inc. (formerly Contel of Virginia, Inc. d/b/a GTE Virginia, hereafter "GTE Virginia" or "the Company") filed its 
motion to make rates permanent for the 1990 test year being considered in this Annual Infarmational Filirig ("AIF^. That motion was filed in response to an AIF 
Report filed by Commission Staff on February 10,1994, which indicated that GTE Virginia bad earned a return on equity during 1990 of 10.93%.

In the absence of any requests for hearing or any opposition to the Staff Report of February 10,1994, the Commission has determined that said Report 
may be received into the record as evidence without the necessity of a hearing The only issue before the Commission is to determine if GTE Virginia earned in 
excess of its authorized range of return on equity for Potentially Competitive, Discretionary, and Basic services for the year 1990. The authorized range of return 
on equity prescribed by paragraph 18 of the Experimental Plan was 12-14%. The Rate ofRetum Statement (Schedule 8) ofthe Staff's February 10, 1994 Report 
shows an earned return on equity for 1990 of 10.93% Since that return is beneath the 14% limit of the Experimental Plan and has not been contested, the 
Connnission finds that during the 1990 test year, GTE l^ginia earned less than the authorized maximum return on equity. Accordingly,

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter is dismigsed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.

(2) That there being nothing further to come before die Connnission, this matter is dismissed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Commissioner Moore did not participate in this proceeding.

Ex Parte: In the matter of evaluating the Eiqierimental Plan for Alternative Regulation of Virginia Telephone Companies

ORDER GRANTING PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(1) That C&Fs petition for reconsideration is hereby granted;

(3) That in all other reqiects, the Final Order of December 17,1993, remains unaltered.

Commissioner Moore did not participate in this matter.

Ex Parte: In the matter of evaluating the Experimental Plan for Alternative Regulation of Virginia Telephone Companies

ORDER UPON RECONSIDERATION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(2) That the effect of the final sentence of the next to the last subparagnqth of paragraph 17 of Attachment A of our Final Order of December 17, 
1993, is hereby suspended pending our recmisideration; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. PUC920029
JANUARY 7,1994

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commissian, this matter is dismissed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.

By order of January 7, 1994, die Commission granted C&Ps Petition and suspended the effect of that portion of paragraph 17 mentioned above, 
pending reconsideration.

CASE NO. PUC920029 
JANUARY 14, 1994

^The Staff brief filed after the hearing did suggest a provision of the type at issue here.

On January 7, 1994, The Chesqieake and Potomac Telephone Con^iany of Virginia ("C&P") filed its Petition fin- Reconsideration of the 
Commissicni's Final Order of December 17,1993 fFinal Order"), asking that one provision of paragraph 17 of Attadnnenl A thereof be modified.

(1) That GTE Virginia's tariffed rates for the year 1990 are hereby made permanent fortbat year only. Such rates are no longer subject to refund as 
provided in paragraphs 19 and 20 of the Ejqjerimental Plan; and

Pursuant to the terms of CommissiQn Rule of Practice and Procedure 8:9, the Commission is of the opinion that C&P's Petition for Reconsideration 
should be granted and that, pending our consideration of this one issue, the effect of the rae sentence of paragr^h 17 mentioned above should be suspended. 
Aocordin^y,

C&P argues in its Petition that, although the Final Order states that it is adopting the Staffs proposal for revenue neutral price restructuring, the final 
sentence of the next to the last subparagraph of paragraph 17 differs fiom such proposal That is, while to Staffs position at to hearing would have allowed 
participating companies to "restructure Basic or Discretionary rates absent a gen^ rate case as long as overall operating revenues will not increase, and 
Commission approval and customer notification provisions of Code Sections 56-237.1 and 56-237.2 are met," (Staff Report at A-4) the above provision of 
paragrqih 17 would require any hearing regarding such changes to confonn to to rules governing general rate case applications.

On January 7, 1994, The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia ("C&P") filed its Petition for Reconsideration of to 
Commission's Final Order of December 17, 1993, asking that one provision of paragraph 17 of Attachment A be modified. C&P asked that to last sentence of 
the next to the last subparagr^h of paragrsph 17 be altered so as not to require a full general rate case in any hearing resulting fiom Virginia Code § 56-237.2 for 
revenue neutral rate changes.
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(2) In all other respects, the Final Order remains unaltered.

Commissioner Moore took no part in this matter.

FINAL ORDER

By Order of December 22,1993, the Commission assigned this matter to a hearing examiner and scheduled a public bearing for February 8,1994.

The examiner issued bis report March 11,1994, with findings and recommendations as follows:

3. AherNet should file an acceptable tariff

The Commissimi agrees with and adopts the Examiner’s Report Accordingly,

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(3) That such conforming tariff filed by AlterNet may become effective upon the date of this Order or any subsequent date chosen by the Company,

APPLICATION OF 
ALTERNET OF VIRGINIA

1. AlterNet has the technical and managerial ability to bring die benefits of advanced telecommunications services to consumers in Virginia. 
Therefore, the public interest will be served by the technology offered and competition created by this service proposed by AlterNet;

CASE NO. PUC930016
APRIL 22, 1994

The hearing was conducted as scheduled with Steven F. Morris, Esquire, J. G. Harrington, Esquire, and George B. Wickham, Esquire appearing for 
AlterNet; Charles H. Carrathers, Esquire appearing for Metrotel; Alexander F. Skitpan, Esquire appearing for MCI Telecommunications Corporation of Virginia 
("MCI"); Warner F. Brundage, Jr., Esquire appearing for Bell Atlantic - Virginia; and Robert M. GiUe^ie, Escpiire appearing for the Commission's Staff.

2. A certificate of public convenience and necessity should be granted to AlterNet for inter-LATA, interexchange service in the Richmond 
Metropolitan area as shown by the map attached as Eidiibit C to the application; and

(1) The final sentence of the next to the last subparagraph of paragraph 17 of the Modified Plan (Attachment A to the Final Order) reading: "Any 
hearing resulting from § 56-237.2 must conform to the rules governing general rate case applications for telephone companies, including subparagraphs a, b, and c 
above" is hereby stricken.

Upon reconsideration of this matter, the Commission finds that the above provision of paragraph 17 should be stricken Filing requirements for any 
hearing resulting from Virginia Code §§ 56-237.1 and 56-237.2 will be detetmined on a case-by-case basis, dependent on the issues in question Of course, at a 
mitumum, a company will be required to furnish supporting documentation that the proposed rate changes do not result in an increase in overall regulated 
operating revenues. Accordingly,

Our goal here was to permit revenue neutral rate restructurings without the necessity of a general rate case, as the Code of Virginia allows, but which 
was prohibited by prior provisions of the Experimental Plan's paragraph 17. Virginia Code § 56-237.2 requires the Commission to conduct a public hearing if 20 
or more customers object to a rate change; however, it does not mandate that such hearing be conducted pursuant to rules governing a general rate case.

On May 27,1993, AlterNet of Virginia ("AlterNet" or "Applicant") filed its application with the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") for a 
certificate of public convenience and necessity to provide inter-LATA, interexdiange telecommunications service to the public within the Ridnnond metropolitan 
area, including the counties of Chesterfield and Henrico, and to have its rates determined competitively. By Order of August 2, 1993, the Commission directed 
AlterNet to provide notice to the public of its application and invited interested persons to file objections on or before September 15,1993. Objections were filed 
by The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia ("C&P", now named Bell Atlantic - Virginia) and by Virginia Metrotel, Inc. ("Metrotel").

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity to provide inter-LATA, interexchange telecommunications service in Virginia and to have its rates 
determined competitively

(1) That AlterNet of Virginia is hereby granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity. No. TT-21A to provide the inter-LATA, 
interexdiange access services proposed in its application, subject to the restrictions and conditions set out in the Commission's Rules Governing the Certification of 
Inter-LATA, Interexchange Carriers and in § 56-265.4:4 ofthe Code of Virginia;

(2) That AlterNet file with the Commission's Division of Communications three (3) copies of tariffi for its services that conform with the 
Commission's Rules and Regulations;
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To investigate telephone service quality

DISMISSAL ORDER

Accraxiingly, IT IS ORDERED fliat the captioned matter shall be closed and the papers filed herein made a part of the Commission's file for ended
causes.

For a certificate to provide radio common carrier services throughout fire Commmwealth

FINAL ORDER

APPUCATION OF
PAGEMART OPERATIONS. INC. OF VIRGINIA

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. PUC930025 
JANUARY 10, 1994

CASE NO. PUC930023 
APRIL 13, 1994

On March 30, 1994, file Stas' filed its Report noting that GTE 'Virginia had made a concerted eSort to return its service to its former level of 
excellence. It repotted that the Company's monthly service results have been satis&ctory since the October 5, 1993 bearing. The Staff noted that it would 
continue to monitor GTE 'Virginia's service quality, utilizing the same processes which it enqjloys for all local exchange telephone companies, and recommended 
that the instant investigation be closed.

On January 4, 1994, the Company, by counsel, filed its proof of compliance with the notice prescribed in Ordering Paragraphs (4) and (5) of the 
November 22 Order. No objections to the Company's application or requests for heating were filed. The Commission Staff has advised that it does not object to 
the Commission granting the requested authority.

(4) That changes in the Company's tariff shall be accomplished as set forth in Rule 11 of the Commission's Rules Governing the Certification of 
Inter-LATA, Interexchange Carriers; and

NOW, upon consideration of the record herein and the Staffs Report, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the captioned matter should be 
closed. GTE Virginia will remain subject to our Rules Governing Service Standards for Local Exchange Telephone Companies adopted in Case 
No. PUC930009. As such, the Conqumy must continue to submit monthly repents to our Division of Corrmiunications, using the performance indicators 
identified in these rules. In closing fiiis proceeding, we admonish GTE Virginia to maintain a significant presence in Virginia and to provide the best and most 
reliable service possible.

On August 25, 1993, PageMart Operations, Inc. of 'Vnginia ("PageMart" or "file Conqtany") delivered an application to the State Corporation 
Comnussion ("Commission") for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to provide radio common carrier service fiffoughout the Commonwealth. On 
October 26,1993, PageMart conqileted its plication in accordance with the requirements of Va. Code § 56-508.6 and the Commission's Rules Governing Radio 
Common Carrier Services adopted on February 26, 1990, in Case No. PUC890042, 1990 S.C.C. Ann. Rept 245. The Company's application proposes fiiat, 
initially, radio common carrier service would be offered in the Cities ofNorfoIk and Richmond, Virginia.

In its November 22, 1993 Order, the Commission directed PageMart to provide notice to 'Virginia's existing radio common carriers and to local 
ofBcials of file cities, towns and counties in whi<h it would initially offer service. That Order also invited radio common carriers certificated to provide service 
within the Commonwealtfa and local ofiBcials in the area where file Company initially plans to offer service to file their objections to or requests for hearing on the 
Conipaiq''s application with the Clerk of the Commission by January 6, 1994. The Order advised that a public heating would be teld rally if substantive 
objections or if requests for bearing were filed with the Commission.

On August 13,1993, the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") issued an order initiating a service investigation of the quality of telephone 
service of Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a GTE Virginia ("GTE Virginia" or "the Coiiqiany"). Among other things, the Order directed that a heating be convened 
on October 5, 1993, to hear evidence from the Commission's Division of Communications ("the Staff") and GTE Vuginia concerning file quality of the 
Defendants service. At the conclusion of the hearing, file Commission directed the Staff to continue to monitor GTE Virginia's service quality and file a written 
report within six months of the date of the October 5 hearing recommending any further action it deemed appropriate.

(5) That there being nothing furfiier to come before the Commission, this case is removed from the docket and the record developed herein shall be 
placed in the file for ended causes.

V.
CONTEL OF VIRGINIA, INC., d/h/a GTE VIRGINIA, 

Defendant
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

nd to eliminate local exchange mileage diargesTo implement local calling plans in various C&P excfa

FINAL ORDER

(1) That PageMait is granted Certificate No. RCC-172 authorizing it to provide service throughout the Commonwealth. Initially, service will be 
offered in the Cities of Norfolk, and Richmond, Virginia; and

APPLICATION OF
THE CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

CASE NO. PUC930031 
JANUARY 19, 1994

Customers would gain several benefits in return for these increases. First, since the local areas would be expanded, the inconvenience of "in-" dialing 
would be eliminated for many of the calls made by these customers.

Proposed increases in the West Point exchange are more significant. Flat rate service there would increase by S2.38 per month for residential 
customers and $7.69 per month for business customers, 28% in eadi case. There, a residential customer would need to make at least nine three minute short 
distance (14 to 18 miles) weekend-rated calls per month to receive a net economic benefit from this proposal

NOW, UPON consideration of the record herein and the sqjplicable statutes, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the Company's 
application should be granted; that the Company has the financial, managerial, and operational experience to provide adequate service to the public; and that 
pursuant to file terms of Va. Code § 56-508.6 and the Commission's Rules governing radio common carrier service, PageMait should be granted a certificate of 
public convenience and necessity to provide radio common carrier service throughout the Commonwealth.

Third, the savings in toll rates previously paid by these customers will easily, in most cases, override the proposed increase in local rates, hr fact. C&P 
projects in its filing that the implementation of its entire proposal in its October 12 filing will cause a net reduction in overall revenues of approximately 
$25 tnilliotL

Second, the inqriementation of contiguous calling between exchanges will mean that all affected customers will be able to call any intraLATA C&P 
exchange contiguous to thrir own on a local, toll-fiee, basis, providing for a more logical and understandable local calling arrangement In addition, all such 
customers will be listed together in the same telephone directory, another convenience.

On December 30,1993, MCI Telecommunications Corporation of Virginia fMCr) filed a request for heating in this case. In addition, out of 54,801 
custonrers affected by these proposals, 112 objections and 17 expressions of support have been received by the Commission. The vast majority of the objections, 
94, were received fiom the qrproximately 1,900 customers in the West Point exchange.

By order dated October 29, 1993, fNotice Order”) the Commission directed that C&P notify customers whose rates would be changed by the 
implementation of contiguous calling in the Richmond and Lynchburg LATAs and Richmond Plus Service in the metropolitan Richmond area. Affected 
customers were advised to file any comments with the Commission by December 31,1993. That order also stated that, if an insufficient number of objections or 
requests for hearing were received, the proposal mi^ be iqrproved without hearing.

The Commission is impressed by the fact that, with the exception of the West Point exchange, the proposed increases in monthly local flat rale service 
are rather small. Increases for residential service, for example, range from a low of $0.34 per month (2.9%) in the Danville-Chatham area to $0.95 per month 
(7.5%) in several other exchanges. Most of the increases are in the $0.68 to $0.77 per monfii range.

(2) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this case shall be dismissed, and the record developed herein shall be placed in the 
Commission's file for ended causes.

Whether specific customers will eiqterience an overall increase or decrease in monthly bills will depend, of course, on individual calling habits. The 
comparison between existing toll rates and proposed local rate increases is so favorable, however, that, fiom this perspective, the plan is clearly in the public 
interest.

The size of these proposed increases, and the level of opposition received to them, lead us to conclude that a different approach is necessary in the West 
Point exchange. Thus, we will separate the proposal for that exdiange fiom the remainder of this case and institute a new case today. Case No. FUC940004, to 
allow more thorou^ consideration of that matter.

On October 12,1993, the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia ("C&P”) filed an plication to expand certain of its local calling 
areas, among other matters.

Thou^ that entire proposal is not before us in this case, the magnitude of possible savings becomes clear upon an examination of existing toll rates in 
these areas. In the least erqiensive mileage band, 0 to 8 miles, C&Fs present toll rates for daytime calls are $0.21 for the first minute and $0.12 for additional 
minutes. These rales are discounted 40% in the evening and 60% on nights and weekends. Thus, the first minute of a weekend call in this band currently costs 
$0,084 and a three-minute call costs $0.18. Within the 9 to 13 mileage band, the cost of a three minute call would range from $0.53 based on day rates to $0.21 
with weekend rates. A customer whose local monthly rate increases $0.95 per month (the hipest proposed increase, other than in West Point) will more than 
recoup this amount after making a very few calls to nearby areas previously subject to toll charges.
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For the reascms set forth herein, MCI's request for a hearing is denied, and the proposed changes in this case not affecting West Point will be approved.
Accordtn^y,

rr IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

For the approval of a merger of GTE Virginia into GTE South, Incorporated and related authorizations

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

3. That there remaining nothing further to come before the Commission, this proceeding is closed and the record developed herein slxall be placed in 
the file for ended causes.

Since no hearing is required in this case, in determining whether to hold a hearing as a matter of our discretion, we must weigh file advantages of such 
action against the advantages of allowing the proposal to become effective promptly.

CASE NO. PUC930032
APRIL 13, 1994

Similarly. GTE Virgmia is a Virginia corporation and a "public utility" as defined under Virginia Code § 56-265.1(b). GTE Virginia is also 
certificated by the Commission to provide local exchange and intraLATAtoll telecommunications services to the public within the State of Virginia. It also holds

MCI cites no authority that requires this Commission to grant MCI a heating in this case, and we are aware of none. Rather, MCI says this is a 
"logical opportunity for the Commission to examine local calling and determine how calling needs of Virginia subscribers can best be met"

1. That, with the exception ofthe proposed changes associated with the West Point area, C&Fs proposals herein dealing with the expansion of local 
calling areas in the Richmond and Lynchburg LATAs are hereby approved, and shall be implemented on or about March 1,1994.

2. That all matters inherent in this case regarding the West Point exchange are hereby separated from this case and shall be considered further in Case 
No. PUC940004 instituted by the Commission today.

JOINT APPLICATION OF
GTE SOUTH, INC.

axtd
CONTEL OF VIRGINIA, INC., dA>/a GTE VIRGINIA

On October 15, 1993, GTE South, Incorporated CGTE South") and Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a GTE Virginia ("GTE Vngjnia") ("Joint 
Applicants") collectively, filed a Joint ^iplication pursuant to Virginia Code §§ 56-60 & seq.. 56-77 a sea.. 56-90, and 56-265.2 for (1) approval of a merger of 
GTE Virginia into GTE South, effective on or after July 1, 1994; (2) authority to issue, transfer, or exchange securities or otherwise incur indebtedness in 
connection with such merger, (3) issuance of certificates of public convenience and necessity to GTE South to provide local exchange telecommunications service 
within the area currently served by GTE Virginia; (4) the transfer to GTE South of a certificate previously issued to GTE Virginia in Case No. PUC850028;
(5) approval of certain affiliate transactions involving GTE South and its affiliate companies in the states of Kentucky, North Carolina, and South Carolina; and
(6) authority to take any other actions reasonably necessary to effectuate the merger. GTE Soutii paid the requisite fee of S250 in connectian with its application 
for approval of issuance of securities.

For example, we find it in the public interest to enable each local exchange to be able to call all intraLATA contiguous C&P exchanges, and to have all 
such customers listed in the same directory. Also, the elimination of "1+" dialing is an advantage.

Given the above considerations, we do not find it in the public interest in this case to delay the clear benefits to customers, both in terms of cost and 
convenience, in order "to examine local calling and determine how calling needs of Virginia subscribers can best be met" as requested by MCI. This question is 
also essentially what we are considering in Case No. PUC930036, given the breadth of issues included in that dodcet

The final issue before us is MCPs request for a hearing. While our Notice Order invited customers to comment on these proposals, MCPs filing does 
not allege that it is a customer of C&P in any of the exchanges affected by this case. Even if it is, MCI clearly does not seek a hearing because it fears its local 
rates, as such a customer, may increase. Instead, MCI is concemed about tire broader anti-conqxtitive inqrlications which it believes underlie C&Ps application. 
It characterizes C&Fs efforts here as a "preemptive strategy to lode up intraLATA traffic fnior to authorization of conqretition [within the LATAs]."

C&P currently has the exclusive rigfit to provide local exchange service and intraLATA calling within the affected areas. Under a separate docket. 
Case No. PUC850035, MCI and others seek the right to provide intraLATA service on a competitive basis. As noted above, MCI suggests that C&Fs efforts here 
are designed to eliminate certain potential intraLATA conqretition by raising local rates and making a wider range of calls toll-fiee. This claim does not warrant a 
hearing in this dodcet; the C&P plan is clearly in the public interest even if intraLATA competition were authorized immediately. In that event, the maximum 
savings conqtetition could bring to customers included under the plan in this case would be less than $0.34 to $0.95 per month. In addition, rates are not the only 
issue*

GTE South is a Virginia corporation and is a "public utility" as defined under Virginia Code § 56-265.1(b). GTE South is certificated by the 
Commission to provide local exchange and intraLATA toll telecmnmunications services to the public within the State of Virginia. The common stock of GTE 
South is wholly owned by GTE Corporation.
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In Case No. PUA910016, four Area Operations were approved; the Neath Area, the Central Area, the West Area, and the South Area. IneadiArea, 
the executive and certain of the general and administrative fimetiems of the Area companies were consolidated into common Area staffi, and certain network and 
operation functions were centralized and shared among the Area companies. GTE Telephone has recently announced a new organizational structure for its 
telephone operations. Under the new organizational structure, GTE South and GTE Virginia will be in the East Area rather than the South Area, and the State of 
\^rginia will be a separate and distinct regioa

GTE Corporation is a New York corporation and has its principal ofiBces in Stamford, Connecticut Contel Corporation is a Delaware corporation 
which has its principal executive ofiBces in Stamford, ConnecticuL The common stock of Contel is wholly owned by GTE Corporatioa

GTE South is an afiBliated interest of GTE Corporation and Contel Corporation as contemplated under Virginia Code § 56-76 et seo. by reason of 
ownership of the outstanding common stock of GTE South and Contel Corporation by GTE Corporation. Similarly, GTE Virginia, as well as Contel of 
Kentucky, Inc., Contel ofNorth Carolina, Inc., and Contel of South Carolina, hie., are also afiBliated interests of GTE South in that Contel Corporation also owns 
all the common stock of those entities.

Joint Applicants seek approval of the several financial transactions. GTE South seeks authority to assume all of the existing assets, liabilities, and debt 
of GTE Virginia, Contel of Kentu^, Inc., Contel of North Carolina, Inc., and Contel of South Carolina, Inc. GTE South also requests authority to issue 
2,064,000 additional shares of its common stock to GTE Capmation in exchange for GTE Corporation's holdings in GTE Virginia, Contel of Kentucky, Inc., 
Contel ofNorth Carolina, Inc., and Contel of South Carolina, Inc. The value of these holdings is estimated at $387 million.

Under the terms of the Operating Agreement approved by the Commission in Case No. PUA880073, certain of the general and administrative 
fimetions of GTE South and the eight GTE Companies were consolidated into a common "Staff a "General Office." The Operating Agreement contained terms 
and conditions, including provisions for General Office Services, Centralized Operations, Allocation and Reimbursements of Etqpenses, and Transfers of Property. 
The purpose of the Operating Agreement was to establish more efficient and effective operations and more efficient utilization of technology and network 
resources for GTE South and the eight GTE Conqranies.

The Commission, by Order dated July 6, 1989, in Case No. PUA880073, authorized GTE South to enter into an Operating Agreement with eight 
GTE Telephone Operating Companies, including GTE Southwest Incorporated, GTE California Incorporated, GTE Hawaiian 'Telecommunications Company 
Incorporated, GTE Northwest Incorporated, GTE West Coast Incorporated, GTE Alaska Incorporated, GTE North Incorporated, and GTE Florida Incorporated 
("the eight GTE Conpanies"). These companies are telecommunications utilities providing telecommunications services to the public outside the State of 
Virginia pursuant to authority granted by appropriate state regulatory agencies. The common stock of each is owned by GTE Corporatioa

As the surviving corporation, GTE South remains a Virginia public service corporation and will continue to operate a public utility system in the 
additional states of Alabama, Kentucky, North Carolina, and South Carolina and either has made or will make similar filings in those juri^ctions where 
authority is sought to merge those entities into GTE South. Joint Applicants seek approval, pursuairt to Virginia Code § 56-76 et seq.. of each of these 
transactions.

GTE South requests that the Commission grairt it, as the surviving corporation, certificates of public convenience and necessity to provide local 
exdtange telecommunications service within all areas of the State of Virginia for which GTE Wginia is currently authorized to operate. Joint Applicants state 
that GTE South, as the surviving corporation, is fit, willing, and able and possesses the technical, financial, and managerial resources and abilities to provide local 
exchange and intraLATA toll telecommunications services within the present GTE Virginia service areas.

Joint Applicants propose to enter into an Agreement of Merger, which includes a Plan of Merger. On the effective date of the merger, the assets and 
liabilities of GTE Virginia will be carried on the books of GTE South, the surviving corporation, at the amounts carried immediately before such date on the 
bodes of GTE Virginia. After the merger, GTE South will adopt the tariffi of GTE Virginia and will continue to provide services in the former GTE Virginia 
exdianges in accordance with the rates, terms, and cemditions of GTE Virginia tariff.

By Order dated August 21, 1991, in Case No. PUA910016, the Commission approved an Operating Agreement which expanded the Operating 
Agreement approved by the Commission in Case No. PUA880073 to include not only the GTE Corporation operating telephone company subsidiaries but also 
GTE Virginia and the 25 Contel Corporation operating telephone companies' subsidiaries as well. Joint Applicants state that, in accordance with this Operating 
Agreement, GTE South and GTE Virginia have proceeded to consolidate and integrate their operations.

A corporate reorganization of GTE Corporation and Contel Corporation was completed on March 14, 1991. After the reorganization, Contel 
Corporation continued to own the outstanding stock of GTE Virginia and 25 other Contel subsidiaries, including Contel of Kentucky, Inc., Contel of North 
Carolina, Inc., and Cartel of South Carolina, Inc. Joint Applicants represent that, prior to the effective date of the merger proposed herein. Cartel Corporation 
will distribute all of its GTE Virgittia common stock to GTE Corporation to facilitate the proposed ttrerger of GTE Virgittia into GTE South. At or rrear the same 
tirrte. Cartel Corporation will also distribute to GTE Corporation all of the common stock of the Corrtel companies in Kerrtucky, North Carolina, attd South 
Carolina.

Joint Applicants state that the proposed merger will be beneficial in that it will allow the surviving corporation to achieve greater administrative 
efficiency. The surviving corporation will conduct its utility business in the states of Kerrtucky, North Carolina, arrd Virginia as one corporate entity as opposed to 
the current situation where five separate entities oversee these operations.

Joirrt Applicants state that GTE South has the rrecessaty personnel, central office buildings aird equipment, outside plant facilities, and other property 
rrecessary to operate its telephone syston in Virgirria. The cerrtral office buildings arrd equipment, outside plant fficilities and other properties, as well as the 
employees of GTE Virgitria, will be available to GTE South as the surviving corporation to contirrue to provide quality telecommurrications service to Virgirtia 
customers. GTE South will corrtinue to make all rrecessary filings arrd reports to the Corremission, and the proposed merger will not adversely affect the ability of 
the survivirtg corporation to fulfill its duties as a telecommunications canter within the State of Virginia-

a certificate. No. TT-llA, to offer irrterLATA toll telecommunications service in Virgittia. The cotttmon stock of GTE Virginia is wholly owned by Contel 
Corporatioa
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IT IS ORDERED:

Joint A^licants state that the proposed merger will be approved by the Board of Directors and shareholders of voting stock of the Joint Applicants in 
accordance with Joint Applicants' Bylaws and Articles of Incorporation and in accordance with law.

(9) That the certificates of convenience and necessity by whidi GTE Virginia is authorized to furnish local exchange and intralATA 
teleccnnmunications service shall be canceled and reissued to GTE ScaitL An order recording fiiisteissuanoe shall also be entered in Case No. 18921;

(3) That GTE South Incorporated is authorized to assume fire debt and to issue up to 2,064,000 shares of common stock for the purposes and under 
the terms and conditions as described in the Joint Application;

(4) That effective on the date of the merger, the authoity granted in Case No. PUF9300S5 for Contel of Virginia, Inc. to issue short-term debt in 
excess of five percent of capital through December 31,1994, shall be terminated;

The Commission notes that GTE Virginia currently has authority (Case No. FUF9300S5) to borrow short-term debt in excess of five percent of its 
crqntal through December 31,1994. That authority diould be terminated as it will not be needed after the merger. Accordingly,

(5) That Contel of Virginia, Inc. and GTE South Incorporated are hereby granted authority to take any other actions reasonably necessary to 
effectuate the authority granted herein;

(2) That Cartel of Virginia, Inc. and GTE South Incorporated are hoeby granted approval of the affiliated transactions involving GTE South and ite 
affiliated conpanies in the states of Kerrtudcy, North Carolina, and South Carolina;

(7) That the Commission reserves the ri^ to examine fire books and records and to require information of any affiliate to be filed with the 
Commission's Staff as deemed necessary in connection with the authority granted herein, whether or not such affiliate is regulated by the Commission, pursuant to 
§ S6-79 of the Code of Virginia hereafter.

(1) That Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/bZa/ GTE Virginia and GTE South hrcorpotated are hereby granted qrproval of the Agreement and Plan of Merger 
of GTE Virginia into GTE South Incorpoated effective on a after July 1,1994;

The Commission is of the further opinion that approval of affiliate arrangements and the proposed financing to effect the merger, including the 
assumption of debt by GTE South, will not be detrimental to the public interest

In addition. Joint Applicants state that the proposed merger of GTE South and GTE Virginia, as well as the other transactions fa whidi approval is 
soug^ is oonqratible with the public interest; is fa a lawful objective within the corporate purposes of the Joint Applicants; is necessary, appropriate, and 
consistent with the propa pofotmance of GTE South of its service to the public, will not inpair GTE South's ability to perform its public service obligation; is 
reasonable, necessary, and appropriate and will permit the necessary financial transactions requited to effect the merger and other matters contenplated; and is not 
detrimental to the customers of GTE South a GTE Virginia.

The Commission will address reissuing GTE Virginia's interLATA, interexchange toil certificate. No. TT-llA, by subsequent order. However, the 
Commission is of the opinion and finds it in the public interest to cancel the local exchange certificates held by GTE Virginia and to reissue them to GTE South. 
An order to that effect also be entered in Case No. 18921 to preserve a record that GTE Virginia has been merged into GTE South and that GTE South, as the 
surviving corporation, is reissued each GTE Virginia certificate of convenience and necessity with the same certificate number and the next alphabetical suffix 
Fa instance. Certificate No. T303d in Amherst County will be canceled and reissued to GTE South as No. T303e.

NOW THE COMMISSION, havingconsideredthe Joint Application, and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion that the merga of GTE 
Virginia into GTE South should be rpproved. The Commission, pursuant to Virginia Code § 36-90, finds that adequate service to the public at just and 
reasonable rates will not be inpaired a jeopardized by such a merger. As a Virginia public service corporation, GTE South shall maintain a presence in Virginia. 
The Commission reserves the right to correct any diminution in service to the public and fully expects GTE South's full cooperation in maintaining facilities and 
staff within the Commonwealth.

The regulatory status of the rates fa the GTE conpanies is currently being reevaluated in Case No. PUC930036, Commonwealth of Virginia, ex rel. 
State Corporation Comrnission Ex Parte: In the matter of investigating telephone regulatory methods pursuant to Virginia Code S 56-235.5. etc. The 
Commission will allow GTE South to adopt and use the tariff of GTE Virginia in those exchanges where such tariff are currently in use and to continue using 
the existing tariff of GTE South in those exchanges where they are currently in use pending finther order of the Commission. However, GTE South must 
maintain separate books for the separately tariffed service territories.

(8) That GTE Virginia and GTE South Incorpoated shall file a report of the action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein on a before 
Septemba30,1994;

(6) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission fiom applying file provision of §§ 57-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia 
hereafter.

Joint Applicants further state that the proposed merger will eliminate the need fa numerous board meetings and attendant corporate secretary duties 
required by such; will eliminate the need fa multiple federal and state income tax returns; will reduce the number of reports to the various state commissions and 
other regulatory bodies; and should reduce customer confusion since customers will now deal only with GTE South. In addition, the merged operations will 
provide a stronger base fa financing the continued growth of telephone service in the areas previously served by the five separate entities, and the value of the 
securities of the surviving corporations will be enhanced and more attractive to prospective purchasers because such will be supported by the earnings and assets 
of the merged company.
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(11) That reissuance of GTE Virginia's interLATA, interexchange toll certificate. No. TT-1 lA, shall be addressed by subsequent order in this docket;
and

(12) That this matter shall be continued generally subject to further order of the Connnissioa

For the approval of a merger of GTE Virginia and to GTE South, Inc. and related authorizations

AMENDING ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That our May 13,1993 Order in this proceeding shall be amended to provide the proper reference for our affiliate authority.

(2) That the reference to § 57-78 in ordering paragraph (6) shall be amended to § 56-78; and

(3) That our jurisdiction over this matter shall be continued generally subject to further order of the Commissian.

Fot the approval of a merger of GTE Virginia into GTE South, Inc. and related authorizations

ORDER REISSUING INTERLATA. 1 CHANGE CERTIFICATE

CASE NO. PUC930032 
APRIL 19, 1994

CASE NO. PUC930032 
JUNE 23, 1994

The Commission's Order Granting Authority entered April 13, 1994, deferred the reissuance of Contel of Virginia, Inc.'s ("Contel's") interLATA, 
interexchange toll certificate. No. TT-11A The need for the facilities and for the services furnished by means of those facilities has not been questioned. Nor was 
there any concern that GTE South, Inc., as the successor corporation of the proposed merger, posset the financial, managerial, and technical ability to render 
service. The Commission was oonremed that the issuance of a certificate to funiish interLATA, interexchange service to GTE South might place the Con^jany in 
violatitm of its consent decree, U.S, v. GTE Coro.. Trade Cas. (CCH) ^66355 (D.D.C. January 11,1985) ("Consent Decree").

On April 13, 1994, the State Corporation Commission entered an order granting authority for Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a GTE Virginia ("GTE 
Virginia") to merge into GTE South, Inc. ("GTE South") (collectively "Joint Applicants"). In that Order, the Commission also granted Joint Applicants certain 
related authorizations one of which was the authority to engage in certain affiliated transactions pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-76 et seq.

Having reviewed the Consent Decree, the Commission is of the opinion that the services furnished by GTE Virginia pursuant to its interLATA, 
interexchange certificate are "exchange access" services within the meaning of paragraph ILG. of the Consent Decree. That paragrqih permits General Telephone 
Operating Companies ("GTOCs") to furnish such services for the purpose of originating or terminating interexchange telecommunications. Virginia Code § 56-1 
does not recognize "exchange access" as a type of telephone service. It characterizes telephone service as either local exchange telephone service or interexchange 
telephone service. Section 56-265.4:4A peimits only one provider of local exchange telejdume service for a given service territory, while § 56-265.4:48 
authorizes multiple providers of interexchange service. Such interexchange service has been further limited to interLATA, interexchange service by the 
Commission's Rules Governing the Certification of InterLATA, Interexchange Carriers ("KC Rules"), Rule 2,1984 SCC Ana Rent 329,60 PUR4th 327.

JOINT APPLICATION OF
GTE SOUTH, INC.

and
CONTEL OF VIRGINIA, INC., d/b/a GTE VIRGINIA

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the matter, is of the opinion that our May 13, 1993 Order should be amended to provide the 
prqxr reference for our authority pursuant to Chapter 4 of Title 56 of the Co^. Accordingly,

JOINT APPUCATION OF
GTE SOUTH, INC.

and
CONTEL OF VIRGINIA, INC., dh/a GTE VIRGINIA

In referencing the authority of the Commission pursuant to affiliated transactions, there was an incorrect reference to a section of the Virginia Code 
("Code"). Ordering paragraph (6) of that Order incorrectly referenced Commission affiliate authority as § 57-78. The proper reference for that authority is § 56- 
78.

(10) Pending further order of the Commission, GTE South may adopt and use the tariffi currently in use by GTE Virginia for the exchanges where 
they had been used and may continue using existing GTE South tariffi in the Big Prater, Big Rode, Bluefield, Dwight, Grundy, Hurley, Jewell Ridge, Maxie, 
Oakwood, Pocahontas, Richlands, Rodey Gap, and Tazewell exchanges as long as separate books are maintained for the separately tariffed service territoties;
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rr IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Ex Parte: In the matter of investigating telephone regulatory methods pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-235.5, etc.

FINAL ORDER

I.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

The hearing commenced April 27,1994, and concluded on May 5,1994. Post-hearing briefe were submitted by ail participants on June 10,1994.

n.
BACKGROUND

(1) That interLATA, interexchange toll Certificate No. TT-11A held by Contel of Virginia, Inc. shall be canceled and reissued to GTE South, Inc. as 
No. TT-1 IB; and

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At fire relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

In 1993, the Virginia General Assembly enacted Virginia Code § 56-235.5, "Telephone regulatory alternatives." This statute is significant because it 
provides the Commission with broad authority to tailor regulation as needed to respond to competition and change in the Virginia telecommunications industry.

CASE NO. PUC930036 
OCTOBER 18, 1994

This investigation was initiated pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-235.5 by the Commission's Order for Notice and Hearing dated December 22, 1993, 
wdiich immediately followed the conclusion of the Commission's evaluation of the Experimental Plan for Alternative Regulation of'Virginia Telephone Companies 
in Case No. PUC920029 (Final Order dated December 17, 1993). That case resulted in the irtq>Iementation of a modified version of the Experimental Plan, 
referred to therein as the Modified Plan.

The enactment of § 56-235.5 came near the end of our Experimental Plan for ahemalive telephone regulation, which began January 1, 1989, pursuant 
to our December 15, 1988, Final Order in Case No. PUC880035, 1988 SCC Ana Rept 249. As mentioned above, we convicted our evaluation of that 
ahemative regulation etqreriment in late 1993 in Case No. PUC920029 and implemented the Modified Plaa In that December 17, 1993, Final Order, we 
discussed at length the rrqnd changes occurring in the telecommunications industry and how important it is for regulatory medianisms to keep pace with and

Council; and the Virginia Cable Television Association, Cox Cable Hampton Roads, Inc., Continental Cablevision of Virginia, Inc., Adelphia Cable 
Communications, and Media General Cable of Fairfax County.

GTE South, Inc. can hold an interLATA, interexchange certificate in Virginia and not violate its Consent Decree as long as it does not transport trafSc 
across LATA boundaries. The trafiBc must be delivered to or received from interexchange carriers authorized to carry such traffic. That has always been the 
purpose of fire Contel facilities and it will not change with the merger of Contel into GTE South. Accordingly,

On March 15,1994, the participanls filed rebuttal testimony to the initial testimony. The Commission's Staff f Staff") filed its testimony and exhibits 
on ^iril 5,1994, and on April 20,1994, the other participants filed testimony and exhibits replying to the Staff testimony and/or to the rebuttal testimony. Those 
persons not formally participating in the heating were allowed to file cnnments by April 20,1994.

Contel of Virginia, Inc. was granted certificate No. TT-11A pursuant to § 56-265.4:48 and the DCC Rules. This meant that the traffic on the facilities 
had to be strictly interLATA, interexchange traffic rather than intraLATA or local exchange traffic. The nature of the traffic satisfied the statutory definitions of 
§§ 56-1 and 56-265.4:48 even though tbe physical facilities were entirely within a single LATA. Competitive access providers have been certificated as 
interLATA, interexchange carriers due to the nature of their traffic rather than the location of their facilities. See AtJPlication of Virginia Metrotel. Inc, for a 
certificate of public convenience and necessity to provide inter-LATA. interexchange telecommunications service in Virginia and have rates detanp’"”! 
competitively. Case No. PUC920043 (Final Order July 12,1993) and Application of AherNet of Virginia for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to 

' Te inter-LATA, interexchange telecomtnunications service in Virginia and to have its rates determined cottmetitivelv. Case No. PUC930016 (Final Order 
/M>ril22,1994).

(2) That there being nothing further to come befine the Commission, this matter is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file fir 
ended caiiwc

The rxitice in the current case requited persons to advise tbe Commission no later titan January 20,1994, if they wished to participate in the hearing 
and required such participants to file testimony and supporting exhibits on or before February 1,1994. The filing date was subsequently cfaariged to February 8, 
1994. By that d^, testimony and supporting exhibits were received from tiie Division of Consumer Counsel, Office of the Attorney General ("Attorney 
General"); Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc., ("Bell Atlantic - VA"); GTE South, Inc. and Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a GTE Virginia ("GTE"); United Telephcme- 
Southeast and Central Telephone Conqumy of Virginia ("Uruted/Centel"); AT&T Communications of Virginia, Inc.; MCI Telecommunications Corporation of 
Virginia; the Department of Defense and all other federal executive agencies; the American Association of Retired Persons; the Virginia Citizens Consumer
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in.

PLANS ADOPTED

1.

2.

3.

In this proceeding, each of the LECs has proposed a regulatory plan of its own. Both Bell Atlantic - VA and United/Centel proposed price indexing 
plans, wiiile GTE proposed an earnings regulation plan based upon the Modified Plan. We believe that it is permissible, and appropriate, for LECs to be 
regulated under individually-tailored regulatory plans. Indeed, Virginia Code § S6-23S.SB envisions such an approach, stating in part:

For Bell Atlantic - VA and United/Centel, the existing affordability of BLETS can be protected in the future by the Staffs monitoring of LEC 
financial, economic, and accounting information; by a teitporary moratorium on rate increases as specified by the plans; by limiting future increases for those 
LECs dioosing a price indexing plan to no more than one half the rate of inflation; and by expanding the Vitpnia Universal Service Plan ("VUSP").

"Convetitive Services" are, pursuant to § 56-235.5F of the Code of Virginia, telecommunications services for 
which conqjetition or the potential for competition in the marketplace is or can be an effective regulator of the 
price of those services as determined by the Cmmnission.

"Basic Local Exchange Telephone Services" ("BLETS") are telecommunications services which are not 
Competitive or Discretionaty and, due to their nature or legal/regulatory restraints, only [fire LEC] can 
provide, and other services the Commission determines to be BLETS.

Altematives may differ among telephone companies and may include, but are not limited to, the use of price 
regulation, ranges of authorized returns, categories of services, price indexing or other alternative forms of 
regulation.

We have reviewed each of the proposed plans in detail. Modifications were required for each to ensure that the public interest will continue to be 
protected. We should note here that Bell Aflantic - VA made changes, as a means of compromise, to its proposed plan during the course of these proceedings, and 
we have adopted many of those modifications herein, as well as others of our own. Each of the plans (Attachments 2-5), with Commission modifications, are 
described below, and we adopt them hereirt If the conqjanies should decide to adopt these plans, they will become effective on January 1, 1995. The current 
Modified Plan will be changed sligfitly and renamed the Earnings Incentive Plan. Upon Commission approval, the Earnings Incentive Plan will be available as an 
altemativeforany LEC atanytitne,aswill, of course, traditionalrate-of-retumre^ationunder§56-235.2oftheCodeofVsrginia.

We have decided that the service category definitions must be the same for all plans. The telecomrmmications services of each LEC will be classified 
into three categories called Basic Local Exchange Telephone Services ("BLETS"), Discretionary Services, and Coirpetitive Services. We adopt for all plans the 
following definitions for these service categories:

As we stated in our Final Order in Case No. PUC920029, however, "[w]hile the [Experimental] Plan has met the needs of telecommunications 
regulation to the present, the new day dawning in this industry warrants consideration of other possible responses in the future." Though the Modified Plan we 
implemented in that Order as an interim regulatory solution appears to be working well, we believe that we must fashion a more long-term solution which will, 
among other things, recognize the differences among Virginia LECs, which the Modified Flan does not, and adapt to growing competition and change in the 
telecommunications industry.

"Discretionary Services" are telecommunications services which are optional, nonessential enhancements to 
BLETS, which may or may not be provided by suppliers other than [the LEC], but which do not conform to 
the definition of Conpetitive services.

We have a history and comfort level with eamings-based regulation, but we believe that regulation based on pricing constraints, while new, has 
features that will fikcilitate LEC adaptation to emer^g conqretitive markets. LECs faced with competitive pressures must be able to respond quickly and be 
innovative. Removal of traditional cost-based regulation eliminates the need for justifying prices based on costs. A price indexing plan recognizes the effects of 
inflation on both consumers and businesses and oiables the LEC to regain sonMofthe loss of purchasing power.

The Commissian's authority to define BLETS is established by Virginia Code § 56-235.5B. The first criterion for an alternative regulatory plan 
found in that section requires that we protect the affordability of such service, Va. Code § 56-235.5B(i). In the Cammission's opinion, the evidence establishes 
that at current rate levels, those services that are classified as BLETS on the attached Market Classifications of LEC Services (Appendix A to the attadied 
plans) ate affordable. For instance, rates for the LECs participating in the Experimental Plan and the Modified Plan were last increased pursuant to rate cases in 
1983,1984, and 1985. Since then, BLETS rates have only decreased. Ifadjusted for inflation, the decreases since 1983 are even more significant Meattwhile, 
the penetration rate of Virginia households with telephone service has risen. It stands today near 94%. Given these indicators, we do not believe that rate cases 
are necessary to determine affordability.

encourage those changes that have positive inpacts on consumers and telecommunications companies. As discussed in that Final Order, the Experimental Flan 
resulted in reduced rates, promoted rate stability, helped the local exchange companies ("LECs") adapt to emerging competition, and encouraged the LECs to 
invest in the Virginia telecommunications infias^cture.

For example, prior to the heating in this case. Bell Atlantic - VA erqranded some of its local calling areas, and some additional expansions are currently 
under way. Lost revenues resulting fiom these expansions, along with the elimination of local exchange mileage charges, could, by the company's estimate, 
exceed $23 million per year. Additionally, Bell Atlantic - VA plans to deploy a state-of-the-art, interactive video distance learning network to link public sdiools 
and state-supported colleges throughout its Virginia service territory. Bell Atlantic - VA has created a special fund to help schools pay for the classroom 
equipmerrt needed for the network and plans to contribute $7 million to the fund. Other Virginia LECs are alw forging ahead with forward-looking infiastructure 
irrvestments to position the Commonwealth for the emerging "Information Age."
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The Staffs monitoring of LEC financial, economic, and accounting infonnation and the expansion of the VUSP will also apply to GTE's Plan and
the Earnings Incentive Plan. These eamings-faased plans also ]votect affordability by in^rating Conqietitive services "above the line" if a rate increase is sought

Revenue-neutral rate restructuring will be permitted for BEETS and Discretionary services only with prior Commission approval. In any such filing, 
the LEC must demonstrate that the public interest is protected and that BEETS prices will remain affordable.

GTE seeks to continue under the Modified Plan, with certain alterations. We agree with some of the recommended changes proposed by GTE and 
others, will alter the Modified Plan accordingly, and, as mentioned above, will henceforth refer to the altered Modified Plan as the Earnings Incentive Plan.

We agree with GTE that the authorized return on equity should be calculated annually by fmnula rather than by the table currently incorporated in 
the Modified Plan. A formula to accomplish this proposal was provided by the Staff in its brief and we have incorporated similar language in the GTE and 
Earnings Incentive plans. However, we have added language to prevent the formula from producing a negative risk premium, because such a result is not

The final requirement of § 56-235.5B that the plans be in the public interest is satisfied by reason of meeting the first three criteria and because they 
offer the LECs incentives for new investments, for offering new services, for efficiencies, and for cost cutting. Moreover, the plans benefit the public interest 
providing the LECs the flexibility they need to respond to the increasingly competitive telecommunications market in a manner similar to that of their 
unencumbered conqietitots.

As further assurance of rate affordability, before entering their price indexing plans, we find that both Bell Atlantic - VA and United/Centel must make 
price reductiotts to benefit customers. Bell Atlantic - VA and United/Centel must eliminate their charges for Touch Tone service, and all subscriber lines shall be 
equipped to accrmunodate both Toudi Tone and rotary dialing, thereby treating Touch Tone and rotary dialing the same in every respect, which includes 
eliminating the charge, if any, incurred by customers to switch fiom rotary dialing to Touch Tone.

We ate confident that the four criteria discussed herein will continue to be met If any problems do arise, the Commission will issue notice and 
convene a hearing pursuant to subsection D of § 56-235.5 to determine if any alternative plan is failing to meet legal requirements or eiqrectations. The LECs will 
be under a strict obligation to continue to satisfy all of the criteria required by both the statute and by their altemative plans or risk being required to operate under 
a more restrictive regulatory structure. The Staff is directed to monitar closely the LECs and may move to amend or revoke a EEC's plan ifthe Staff determines 
that such action is necessary. Similar precautions were taken in the 1980's, and still exist, regirding the treatment of certificated interLATA, interexchange 
carriers, hr 1984, when we changed our regulatory approach regarding interexchange carriers, conqjetition among them was in its infancy. We monitored the 
evolving marketplace and retained the ability to reregulate if AT&Ts market power had begun suppressing conqietition. We ate facing a similar situation today 
with the LECs, and as was true regarding the interexchange carriers, we believe that, over time, it will become evident that adopting altemative forms of 
regulatimforthe LECs is the qrpropriate decision fiir us to make at this time.

Bell Atlantic - VA and United/Centel will each have a separate BEETS tale increase moratorium (though revenue-neutral changes will be allowed 
upon Commission approval), as discussed below. Bell Atlantic - VA's moratorium will extend until the year 2001 and Uruted/Centel's will extend until the year 
1998. This ability to begin indexing at different times is the most significant difference between the two price indexing plans. Each oftheconpanies has different 
operating characteristics, demogrqihics, and customer makeup, which leads us to conclude that it is acceptable for United/Cerrtel to begin its indexing of BEETS 
rates three years before Bell Atlantic - VA

For those services the Commission has classified as Discretionary, rate increases will be permitted for both Bell Atlantic - VA and United/Centel 
effective January 1, 1995, but such increases may not exceed certain limitations as described in each plan.

The second criterion of § 56-235.SB, "reasonably assur[ing] the continuation of quality local exchange telephone service," must also be satisfied by all 
plans. We believe that such assurance will not be a problem, since all of the plans require the LECs to conform to the Commission's Rules Governing Service 
Standards adopted in Case No. PUC930009 on June 10,1993,1993 S.C.C. Arm. Rpt 221. Although nothing in the record indicates that service quality should 
be expected to diminish under any of the proposed plans, the Commission will continue to monitor this important area to ensure that no altemative regulatory plan 
results in diminished service quality. While recognizing that regulatory flexibility is a fundamental objective of incentive regulation, we cannot allow it to 
supersede the importance of gotxl service.

Recommoidations were made in this case to extend the reach of the Virginia Universal Service Plan ("VUSP"), winch allows certain low-income 
consumers (currently only Medicaid recipients) to obtain telephone service at reduced installation charges and at lower monthly rates than other ccmsumers. We 
agree with these recommendations and hereby direct the LECs to expand the VUSP to include food stamp recipients, and we direct the LECs and the Staff to 
explore the feasibility of expanding VUSP eligibility to other low-income Virginians. This measure will fiuther ensure that the affordability requiremerrt found 
in Virginia Code § 56-235.5B is being met In addition, to ensure that customers are aware of all available monthly local service option plmis, including lower- 
priced options to premium flat rate service, we direct the LECs to work with the Staff to develop and implemerrt the best rnethod of disseminating this 
information. We ate ooncetited that many custamers may not be aware that lower-priced options ate available.

The third statutory criterion can be met and assured by the various safeguards we are adopting in this case. That criterion requites that a plan "not 
unreasonably prejudice or disadvantage any class of telephone company customers or other providers of competitive services." Based upon the record, we find 
that the safeguards contained in Paragraph 12 ofboth the Bell Atlantic - VA Plan and the United/Centel Plan will satisfy this critetion. As discussed below, these 
safeguards include unbundling, inqnrtation, and attribution. Also, corrqirehensive incremental cost studies will assure that Competitive services receive no cost 
subsidy from noncompetitive services. We do not believe that arty unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage to custraners or competitms has occurred under fire 
Experimental Plan or Modified Plan. Thus, the Modified Plan's safeguards, as alteted herein, including unbundling and attribution (Paragraph 6), finaiwial 
reiMtting (Paragr^h 10), and cost allocations (Paragrrqdi IS), are being carried forward to the GTE Plan and the Earnings Incentive PIm, and we fitid that they 
satisfy this criterioiL As a final safeguard, Virginia Code § 56-235.5(D) will allow us to alter, amend, or revoke any plan in instances in which unreasonable 
prejudice or disadvantage is demonstrated.

For any revenue-neutral restructuring, as well as for any BEETS price increase described above, the notification provisions of Virginia Code §§ 56- 
237.1 shall ^ly, and if a protest or objection to a restructuring or BEETS price increase is filed by twenty or more customers, the Commission shaU, upon 
reasonable notice, conduct a public hear^g concerning the lawfulness of the restructuring or price increase, under the criteria of Virginia Code § 56-235.5.
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Naturally, all companies will continue to be subject to Chatters 3,4, and 5 of Virginia Code Title 56 as well

IV.

SAFEGUARDS

The Staff proposed an adjustment to the allowed equity return range for conqxinies with equity ratios outside a range of 50-60 percent This 
adjustment would lower the allowed return for companies with equity ratios above this range, and vice versa, in recognition of the link between financial risk and 
the required return on equity. We will not adopt the Staffs adjustment at this time. However, if GTE's financial risk (or that of any LEC participating in the 
Eaming!! Incentive Plan) changes significantly, we will revisit an appropriate range for its allowed equity return.

As altered above, the GTE Plan and the Modified Plan (now the Earnings Incerrtive Plan) are currently identical. GTE may operate under its Plan 
commencing January 1,1995, and fire Earnings Incentive Plan will be available for the remaining LECs if they choose it prior to January 1, 1995, or pursuarrt to 
§ 56-235.5C, or, upon Cmnmissitni ^rproval, if their own plan is revoked under Virginia Code § 56-235.5D. However, fire two plans rased not remain iderrticaL 
The GTE Plan and the Earnirigs Incentive Plan are flee to evolve in different directions, in accordance with § 56-235.5B.

In order to satisfy Virginia Code § 56-235.5H, to protect consumers and conqretitive markets, and to ensure that monopoly services do not subsidize 
competitive ones, we adopt the safeguards set out below.

Furthermore, all plans will include a requirement that fire LEC will file, at the Staffs request, other information with respect to any services or 
practices of the company that may be required of public service companies under current Virginia law, or any amendmerrts thereto. Any LEC that fails to provide, 
timely and accurately, required information will be subject to a Rule to Show Cause hearing.

GTE's remaining proposals are not adopted. We have erqranded its authorized return-on-equity range and see no reason to inclement a sharing 
mechanism for eatnings below or above that range. Also, GTE has requested the authority to seek rate increases to noncompetitive services without imputing 
competitive revenues, costs, and rate base "above the line." For the GTE Plan and the Earnings Incentive Plan, we will retain the existing irrqrutation and other 
rate increase requiremerrts of the Modified Plan. Nor will we alter the requirement to inqrute to noncompetitive services an amount equal to 25% of Yellow Pages' 
advertising income available for common equity.

One key safeguard for both customers and competitors that must be included in all plans adopted is the unbundling and tariffing of nonconqietitive 
componerrts of Competitive services. This concept is already incorporated in the Modified Plan, but it will be strengthened as suggested in the Staff post-hearing 
brief.

consistent with sound financial principles. We also agree that the range for return on equity should be expanded, but only to 300 basis points, not 400 basis points 
as proposed by GTE.

For the GTE and Framings Incentive plans, we also must resolve the issue of whether to change to a hypothetical capital structure, or to otherwise 
ar^ust the capitalization ratios, to reflect a lower level of common equity. We choose to continue using the LECs It-mnnth avt-raga ratgmalfing capital stmehim 
Althou^ we recognize that the LECs are not completely independent of their parent conqranies with respect to capital structure decisions, we believe the return on 
equity we are adopting for the Eatnings Incentive and GTE plans is consistent with the risk displayed by LECs'actual cqritalization ratios. As we noted in our 
decision in Case No. PUC920029, the telecommunications industry has deviated far fiom what was once a traditional monopoly, and our decision on the cost of 
capital apprtqjriately reflects that change. However, as in our decision to reject Staffs proposed adjustment for financial risk, changes in the capital structure of 
any company participating in the GTE or Earnings Incentive plans may be revisited if the balance between the capital structure and the allowed return on equity 
becomes skewiM in flie future.

Regardless of the specific conqjany involved, or the particular alternative regulatory plan in effect, we will require ongoing financial, economic, and 
accounting monitoring. Forthe GTE and Eatnings Incentive plans, the requirements will remain the same as Arose in the Modified Plan, except for the addition 
to Paragr^h 10 requiring the filing of the FCCZSCC Form M, the FCC Automated Reporting Management Information System Report 43-02, the SEC 
Pom 10-K, and the annual reports. For the price indexing plans (the Bell Atlarrtic - VA and United/Centel plans), the following must be filed with the 
Commission: (1) SEC Form 10-K for both the parent holding company and the LEC; (2) FCC/SCC Form M and the FCC Automated Reporting Management 
Information System Report 43-02 (to be filed osiy with the Commission's Division of Public Utility Accounting); (3) the annual reports to stockholders for both 
the parent holding company and, if available, the LEC; (4) a Virginia company, per books, rate-of-retum statement that provides financial data on a total- 
Virginia, total-service basis, and on a Virginia-intrastate, total-service basis; (5) a 13-month average rale base statement; (6) a 13-month average capital structure 
statement; (7) on a proprietary basis, a quarterly schedule reporting units and revenue for Competitive services (to be filed only with the Division of Economics 
and Finance); and (8) an annual price list for Conqjetitive services, excluding Yellow Pages (to be filed otily with the Divisions of Communications and 
Economics and Finance). The rate-of-returo, capital structure, and rale base statements must be ffled quarterly for the first two years of the plans, and annually 
thereafter. Rale-of-return statements that include a cash working capital allowance as part of rate base must include a comprehensive lead-lag study to support it, 
including a balance sheet analysis.

Prices of LECs' individual Competitive services must recover at least their incremental costs and, if noncompetitive services are a component of the 
Competitive service, the tariffed rates of the ntmcompetitive conqxments must be imputed as part of the calculation of those incremental costs. LECs must

In establishing the return on equity index in the Modified Plan, we used as a starting point a 2.5-4.5 percent risk premium range applicable to a yield 
on 30-year Treasuries of approximately 10 percenL To accomplish a 300 basis point range, we will widen the risk premium range to 2-5 percent and will adjust it 
atnuially to reflect current market conditions. We will continue to rqiply the concept of an inverse relationship between the Treasury yield and the risk premium. 
We will apply a 50 basis point change in the rid; premium for each one percentage point change in the Treasury yield in the opposite directioa We will also 
continue to base the Treasury yield calculation on an average of the 30-year Treasury constant maturity bond yields for the months of September, October, and 
November. As in the Modified Plan, the allowed retum-on-equity range will also be used to evaluate earnings if a company requests a rale increase while 
remaining in the GTE or Earnings Incentive plans.
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The Vhginia Constitutioi), Article EX, § 5, provides:

In adthtioo, Vii^nia Code § 13.1-620 declares that no cmporation has the power to cmiduct a public service business or to exercise any of the 
privileges of a public service company unless its Articles of Incnporation q>ecify sudi a purpose.

We will not adopt reoonnnendations to require resale of UEC Competitive services because we do not believe that sudt a requirement is necessary to 
protect competition. However, as is true for the interexchange carriers, the LECs may offer their Competitive services for resale ifthey so choose.

No foreign ocnporadtm shall be authorized to carry on in this Commonwealth the business oC or to 
exercise any of the powers or functions of a public service enterprise...

SuggesdMis have been made in the Virginia Power case that certain activities of Virginia Power's parent may have brought it within the ambit of 
Virginia Code § 56-232, which defines a "pubUc utility" as:

We are amending in this case, effective for test years beginning January 1, 1995, die cost allocation principles and guidelines adopted in Case 
No. PUC890014 and have attadsed them hereto (see Attachment 1). These principles and guidelines will qtply to the GTE Plan and the Kamingg Incentive 
Plan. We do not believe that cost allocations are required for price indexing plans, such as die Bell Atlantic • VA and the United/Centel plans, because earnings 
measurements fin- specific groups of services are not required for sudi plans.

Competitive services need not be tariffed except when the service is competing with that of another provider required to file tariff with this 
Commission for such service. Competitive services may be priced by the marketplace as long as the price charged for each service equals or exceeds an 
incremental cost floor, as discussed above.

High “ the level of concern is with regard to that electric utility, the telephtae companies in this proceeding all share another signifieant attribute not 
present regarding Virginia Power. That is, while Virginia Powers parent is a domestic corporation, all of die utilities before us here are owned by holding 
cfimpameg tnCQTpOratCd arid domiciled outside Virginia,

...every corpcaation...lhat now or hereafter may own, manage or control any plant or equipment or any 
part of a plant or equipment within the Commonwealth for die conveyance of telephone messages or for die 
production, transmission, delivery, or furnishing of heaf-light, [or] power,...either directly or indirectly, to or for 
the public.

Before closing our discussion of regulatory safeguards q^licable to ahemative methods of telephone oonpany regulation, we wish to address a matter 
that was brought to die forefront by events which began to unfold shortly after the hearings in this case ended. Those events were specifically related to Virginia's 
largest electric utility, Virginia Power, and its holding company. Dominion Resources, Inc., but the issues there have obvious implications fin the telephone 
companies before us in this proceeding as well.

maintain studies demonstrating that any Conpetitive service's pricing meets or exceeds imputed costs plus incremental costs. LECs must respond within 30 days 
to any complaints alleging that a LEC has violated the inqiutation requirement

The incremental costs to be included in this test of Competitive services' prices must incorporate certain principles proposed in the testimony of the 
AT&T, MCL and Staff witnesses. These principles specify that incremental costs must be the long-run additional costs incurred to provide an entire service(s). 
While these costs do not include allocated joint and common overheads, they do include the costs of research and development, introductory activities, shared 
capacity, and other facilities and fimctions. Prior to January 1, 1995, Bell Atlantic - VA, United/Centel, and GTE must submit studies to the Staff that 
demonstrate that their Competitive services in the aggregate are priced at or above the incremental costs defined herein.

The Virginia Power matter is the subject of two currently pending proceedings, Case-No. PEJE940040 and Case No. PUE940051. The subjects of 
concern in those cases are clearly set forth in our orders and other dooimeiits in those files, and we will not discuss them at length here. As a result of that inquiry, 
the situation regarding Virginia utilities which are owned by non-utility holding conqianies is curmtly receiving considerable attention fiom file Commission and 
its Staff.

Regarding the timing for unbundling nonconqietitive components, there will be two requirements: one relating to Competitive services offered by the 
LEC, and the other for unbundling requests that are not related to the EEC's Competitive service offerings. A EEC will be required to offer an unbundled, 
nonconqietitive conq>onent(s) before it begins to offer the related Competitive setvice(s). For reasonable requests to unbundle noncompetitive components that are 
not related to any EEC Competitive service offering(s), the EEC will be required to unbundle within a reasonable time. Also, we will not adopt Bell Atlantic - 
VA's proposal that ctmpetitois be required to show that a component(s) for which unbundling is being sought is necessary, that it is available only fiom Bell 
Atlantic - VA, and that no economically viable ahemative exists. We believe that Bell Atlantic - VA is adequately protected by the ability to recover its costs 
through the separate tarifiBng of any identified nonconqxtitive components. The determination of whether a conqxment is nonconqietitive will be made using the 
same service category definitions discussed previously.

The Commission's determination that a given service is Competitive will be applied on a statewide basis. Bell Atlantic - VA had requested authority to 
treat a service as Competitive in one area of the Commonwealth and noncompetitive in the remainder. This treatment would require a geognphic distinction in 
our determination of Conpetitive services, and would have allowed, fix- example, pricing fieedom to meet competition in metropolitan areas where conpetitors 
tend to emerge first A better method for the companies to meet isolated conpetition for individual customers is already present in the Modified Plan: the use of 
individual-case-basis CICB") pricing. When a LEC feces an instance of a customer with a con^ietitive ahemative for a BEETS or Discretionary service, the 
EEC will continue to be allowed to offer an ICB contract in resprmse to such competition. ICB pricing will be allowed subject to the following safeguards: (1) 
the LEC must demonstrate that a competitive ahemative exists for the customer offered the ICB contract; (2) the LEC must demonstrate that the rate is above 
or equal to long-run incremental costs, as discussed below, including any inputed prices of noncompetitive conqxments; and (3) the EEC must file a copy of the 
ICB contract, under proprietary protection, with the Commission's Division of Communications.
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V.

CLASSIFICATION OF SERVICES

Other services that will be reclassified as BLETS herein include; Touch Tone, which is universally available and used; Messaging Service Interface, 
which is required by messaging service providers and is not optional for than; and Operator Verification, which is a monopoly service.

Certainly, the present proceeding implicated few, if any, issues and legal provisions of the type mentioned above, and we consequently take no 
substantive action or position in this case related thereto. We do, however, highly commend such matters to the attention of the telephone companies here, and 
their parents. We will be monitoring carefully all information relevant to this subject, and we will make formal inquiry of such issues if appropriate. These 
concerns will clearly form part of the backcfrop as we carry out our on-going responsibilities under Virginia Code § 56-235.5, especially subsections D 
(amendment or revocation of altemative regulatoiy methods previously approved), G (declassification of competitive services), and H (safeguards).

Bell Atlantic - VA argues that the redial button found on many telephones is competitive with Repeat Call; however, this button merely allows the 
customer to touch one button instead of seven or more. Thus, the redial button is not a substitute for a network service that determines whether the called number 
is available before conqrleting the call.

The Commission is reclassifying ISDN as BLETS because there currently are no substitutes available for any customer for which ISDN voice and 
data capabilities are a necessity. Until other local networks are available, this will remain a BLETS service.

For GTE, telecormnunications services will remain categorized as they were in the Modified Plan, except we find that Billing and Collection 
Recording and Originating Toll Restriction shall be classified as Competitive, because competition is or can be an effective regulator of the price of those services, 
and we find it in the public interest to detariff those services.

The following services will either be reclassified to or will remain classified as Discretionary: (1) Bulk Private lane, as mentioned above; (2) Bulk 
Special Access, as mentioned above; (3) FDDI/FNS, Frame Relay Service, and SMDS - these services are communications between points within a LATA, 
and there currently is an intraLATA competition ban; (4) Repeat C^ as mentioned above; and (5) White Pages Bold Type, as mentioned above.

We will also not accept the Bell Atlantic - VA recommendations to reclassify the following services as Competitive: Bulk Private Line, Repeat Call, 
White Pages Bold Type, and Public Pay Telephone service. Competition in the Bulk Private Line market can come only from private carriers and customers 
themselves because certificated interexchange carriers are currently not allowed to provide intraLATA private line services in Virginia. This specialized, sporadic 
conqietition carmot be expected to control the prices of Bulk Private Line services.

UnitedZCentel requested several reclassifications. We will reclassify Call Within, Billing and Collection Recording, and Emergency 911 service 
(automatic location identification and selective routing) as Competitive, because we find that competition is or can be an effective regulator of the price of those 
services, and we find it in the pubUc interest to detariff those services. All other Uniled/Centfil services classifications from the Modified Plan will remain in effect 
intheUnited/CentelPlan.

There are no substitutes for White Pages Bold Type listings, so there are no competitors to regulate pricing. Thus, this service must remain 
Discretionary.

The following services are classified as Competitive for all LECs pursuant to § 56-235.5F. They were initially so classified at fire beginning of the 
Experimental Plan, remained so classified on July 1, 1993, and we have received no evidence that would conqjel us to make any changes thereto: Yellow Pages 
advertising. Customer Premises Equipment, Inside Wiring services, CENTREX intercom and features. Billing and Collection-(processing, rendering, and 
inquiry). Mobile services. Paging services. Speed Calling (also known as Speed Dialing), Apartment Door Answering, and Central OfiSce LANs. We also find, 
pursuarrt to \5tginia Code § 56-235.5E and F, that competition for these services is or can be an effective regulator of the price of those services and that it is in 
the public interest to detariff these services.

The classification of specific telecommunications services was also an issue in this case. For Bell Atlantic - VA, the Commission has determined that 
Bulk Special Access in Virginia will remain classified as a Discretion^ service because competition is in its early stages for these services. Single Special 
Access will remain classified as Basic (now "BLETS") because conqjetition is also just beginning. We find that when an appropriate market definition is us^ the 
results show that Bell Atlantic - VA currently controls at least 94% of the Special Access market in its Virginia territory. Thus, it is too soon to reclassify these 
services because competition is not yet effectively regulating their prices. We will reconsider reclassification in the future as competition increases.

The Bell Atlantic - VA services that will be reclassified herein as Conqietitive include: (1) Billing and Collection Recording, because an 
interexchange carrier may choose to record its own calls, which should place sufiScient pressure on the LEC to control prices; (2) Call Restriction and Long- 
Distance Message Restriction, because marry customer premises devices are substitutes; (3) Yellow Pages additional listings and bold type, because they are a part 
of Yellow Pages advertising and should be classified in the same manner, and (4) Public Telephone Location, because there are numerous public pay telqjhone 
providers in Virginia. We are making such reclassifications because we find, pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-235.5E and F, that competition for aich services is 
or can be an effective regulator of the price of these services, and we find it in file public interest to detariff those services.

Public Pay Telephone communications are services provided from pay telqihones and should not be confused with the establishment of pay telqihone 
locations. The latter is a competitive activity, but the local and intraLATA calling from public pay telephones has no competition because of statutory and 
regulatory bans. Therefore, these services must remain in the BLETS category.
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VI.

OTHER ISSUES

vn.
CONCLUSION

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED;

(3) That ToudiTone service and rates for those LECs opting for a price indexing plan will be altered as indicated herein;

MOORE, Chairman, dissents;

I

lirtrodnction and Smnniarv

service from a shigle monthly provider. Sudi regulation is designed to serve as a substitute fw omqjetition.

' Janies C. Btmlai  ̂PrincipJes of Public Utility Rates IT (Uei. 1988).

An issue of concern to the interexchange carriers, access pricing, was raised in this case. However, a pending case already addresses this topic. Upon 
the implementation of the plans adopted in this case, we will proceed to consider access pricing in Case No. PUC880042.

(5) That foe LECs shall work with the Staff to develop and implement a method to disseminate information to consumers regarding lower-priced 
options for local service;

(6) That prior to January 1, 1995, foe LECs must submit studies to foe Staff foat demcmstrate that their Conqietitive services in the aggregate are 
priced at or above foe incremental costs defined hereiii; and

The plans we have adopted herein meet the statutory requirements of Virginia Code § 56-235.5 because we find that they; will protect foe 
affordability of BLETS, will reasonably assure foe contiiiuation of quality telephone service, will not unreasonabiy prejudice or disadvantage customers or 
cmrqietitots, and will be in the public interest Furthermore, we find foat the safeguards included in the plans will protect against cross-subsidization of 
competitive services by monopoly services and will protect consumers and competitive markets. Finally, we find that cwnpetition or the potential for competition 
in foe marketplace is, or can be, an effective regulator of the price of those services listed in the Competitive column of foe attached lists of Market Classifications 
of Services, and that it is in the public interest to detariff these services. Accordingly,

An ever expanding communicatioos network is making possible a global community united by almost instantaneous access to information and 
analysis. Now, and even mm so in foe future, fire success of individuals, businesses, states and nations will rest, in substantial part, on telecommunications. 
Those with superior knowledge and infrastructure will be able to concrete; those without adequate access will fall behind. This is true for Virginia citizens, 
Virginia businesses and the Commonwealth itself. How the Commission responds to foe issues presented in fois docket will have a profound effect on the future.

(2) That the Modified Plan is hereby amended and adopted as the Earnings Incentive Plan (Attachment 5), and shall be available to any LEC that 
would prefer this alternative or, upon Cmnmissionapinoval, to any LEC whose plan is altered or tevdted pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-235.5D,

The Attorney General has suggested foat depreciation foould continue to be regulated fully even for LECs operating under price indexing plans. We 
disagree. The Attorney General's concerns are that LECs will be able to circumvent earnings standards by manipulating depreciation rates. However, under price 
indexing plans, there are no earnings standards, because earnings are not regulated under these plans. Thus, there is no compelling reason to continue the rigorous 
depreciation review and approval process for Bell Atlantic - VA and United/CenteL We will, however, monitor depreciation expenses and rate changes under 
those plans, and regulatory approvi of depreciation will continue to be required under the GTE and foe Earnings Incentive plans because earnings are regulated 
under thega piling

(1) That foe Bell Atlantic-VAfAttarfoment 2), United/Centel (Attachment 3), and GTE (Attachment 4) plans as modified herein are hereby adopted 
and shall become effective January 1, 1995, should those companies elect to adopt such plans, and companies shall notify the Commission, in writing, of such 
election no laterfoan December 1,1994;

2 Va. Code § S6-26S.4:4.B. empowers foe Commission to grant certificates of public convenience and necessity to competing telephone companies for 
interexdiange service. See, Applications of SouthemTel of Virginia, Inc., et oL, For certificates of public convenience and necessity to provide inter-LATA,

(4) That we hereby direct foe LECs to expand the t^rginia Univetsal Service Plan to include food stang) recipients, and the LECs and the Staff are 
hereby directed to explore the feasibility of expanding VUSP eligibility to other low-income Virginians;

(7) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission in fois case, fois proceeding is closed and the record developed herein shall be 
placed in foe file for ended causes.

Fw decades rates and services of local exchange telephone companies ("LECs'^ were regulated by the Commissian under rate base, rate of return 
regulation The purpose of this regulation was to ensure that ratepayers not be subjected to monopoly pricing - inflated rates resulting firm the availability of 

ftrww a etvMviA nvwwwvtlv tsmtnzbr n^oiilatirm ie Hpcionml trt ae a eilhetftlit* fivr conmffrittrm *

Conqietition in the telecommunication industry began developing in the interstate long distance market before foe break up of foe Bell Syaem in 1984. 
Since that time, competition in certain areas has expanded. As in most states, in Virginia there is competition in the interLATA long distance markrt^ and there is
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detection." The matter is exacerbated by provisions which allow these rates for monopoly local exchange services to be increased without regard to increases in 
costs.' This refusal to examine the initial price esq) rsttes and the price increase meAanisms violates the statute's requirements to protect customers and
consumers.

Second, the failure to

Third, the plans also fail to provide for the infrastructure necessary to assure "the continuation of quality local exchange telephone service" as required 
iitA Tk<s nlanc errant to T .FjPs at tkMr rMniMft <ir»at m Mmmoc mw4 mrionto ufkicK tkmr cav uiitl MtaKle to maVa thA naoAeearv

lination of primary issues related to increases under the price cap plans see "Price Increases for Discretionary Services," "Revenue Neutral Price

by the statute.^ The plans grant to the LECs, at their request, great freedom in earnings and pricing, which they say will enable them to make the necessary 
investments in new technology. Unlike tire plans of other states, however, there is no obligation on the part of the LECs to invest one dollar in Virginia. Thus,tf

inter-exchange telecommunications service and to have rates established on competitive factors; Case Nos. PUC840020, PUC840022, PUC840024, 
PUC84002S and PUC840027,84 S.C.C. Ann. Rpt 333,62 PUR 4th 245 (August 22, 1984). Although competition was authorized in 1984 and equal access is 
now available to almost all customers, after a decade of intense effort by the new entrants, AT&T carries well over 50% of the intrastate interLATA interexchangB 
calls. "The InterLAT A Market in Virginia," Quarterly Release, Division of Economics and Finance, State Corporation Commission (10/7/94).

Given the critical ittqMttance of telecommunications to the Commonwealth and her citizens and the enactment of § 56-235.5. of the Code of Virginia, 
the public interest requires that the Commission's actions in the field of telecommunications be designed to do three things. First, we must protect the consumer 
utrtil competition can provide that protection. Second, we must prevent the use of monopoly power to destroy, limit or inhibit the competition that can legally exist 
at the local level and we must prevent the use of such power to position an entrenched company unfairly for the time when conqretition does emerge. Finally, we 
must ensure to the extent possible that our telecormnunications infrastructure is improv^ and that Virginians have available, at reasonable rates, the 
telecommunications technology and innovations that will enable us to compete in a modem world.

These may include such services as speed calling, CENTREX Intercom & Features, and call restriction. While the LECs tried to suggest in this case that these 
is actual competition for local exchange service in the form of Competitive Access Providers ("CAPs") and wireless service including cellular and Personal 
Communications Services, this singly is not correct For example, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. ("BA-Va") argued that because of CAPs, Special Access should be 
termed competitive. The majority correctly found, at page 22 of their Order, that BA-Va "controls at least 94% of the Special Access market in its Virginia 
territory" and that the service could not be reclassified as competitive. Clearly there is not yet competition in the access matkeL As for wireless facilities, there 
was no showing that wireless usage is competing with the local exchange provider. Customers are not replacing the phones in their homes with bag phones or 
making all of their calls from their cars. Indeed, the LECs benefit from the increased usage of wireless facilities. In addition, of course, affiliates of die LECs are 
often in the wireless business.

The majority Order approves two price cap plans and what is termed the Earnings Incentive Plait As explained in some detail in Sections n through 
rv, I must conclude that the majority Order violates the spirit and letter of § 56-235.5. of the Code of Virginia, fails to protect consumers and will allow the use of 
a state granted and protected monopoly to extract excessive profits fiom customers, will inqiede and limit the development of competition, innovations and 
infrastructure in Virginia, and does not require the LECs to deploy any new technology or facilities in Virginia.

Va. Code § 56-265.4:4. A. provides that the holder of a certificate of public convenience and necessity for local exchange telephone service in a specific territoty 
shall be tire only provider of aidi service, unless the Commission finds the service of the certificate holder to be inadequate. Even if the Commission makes such a 
finding, tire certificate holder must be given a reasonable time and opportunity to remedy the inadequacy before a certificate of corrvenience and necessity may be 
granted to a second party proposing to operate in that territoty. Although tire LECs discussed the threat of competition from cable television companies and 
interexefaange companies they had to adax>wledge that there were legal barriers to this competition See, e.g. Post Heating Brief on Behalf of Bell Atlantic- 
Virgmia, Inc., June 10,1994, at 10 et seq. and Trial Brief on Behalf of GTE South Incorporated and Contel of Virginia, Inc., June 10,1994 at 3.

In 1993 the General Assembly enacted § 56-235.5. of the Code of Virginia winch allows the Commission to adopt aheroative forms of regulation for 
local exchange telephone iximpanies if we find the ahemative regulatory plans meet certain specific standards or criteria To be qiproved, a plan must protect the 
affordability of basic service, assure the continuation of quality local service and be in the public interest In addition, the Commission must find that the plan will 
not unreasonably prejudice or disadvantage any class of telephone customers or other providers of competitive sendees. We must also adopt safeguards to protect 
consumers and competitive markets.

First, these plans fail to protect consumers. The majority ^tproves as the starting point for the price crq) plans current LEC rates^ which have not been 
thoroughly examined for a decade. Given the fact that telecommunications is a declining cost industry, current rates could be well above the cost of providing 
service. Approving these rates now, without examination, will allow any excessive monopoly profits in current rates to be perpetuated without any chance of 

TliA matter is AVaftArtiatAH htv nmvisinns whirh allrrnz fttACA ratAS fiw mrawmniv Avz*ltanOA cmviam Ka wafttMi* mmwI f a mioMacAe m

areas involving local telecommunications.^ Local exchange telephone service is, however, still a monopoly granted and

line and set initial price cap rates based on cost will allow the LECs to use any excessive monopoly profits to cross 
subsidize competitive services, thus impeding conqsetition and failing to provide the specific safeguard requited by law to "assure that there is no cross 
subsidization of competitive services by monopoly services."^

some competition in certain other 
protected by the Ccunmonwealtb.^

5 Charges for Touch Tone service will be eliminated.

For a more complete discussion of issues related to the establishment of initial rates, including the requirement of a complete examination of current rates, see 
"Establishment of Initial Rates," Section ff B., infra.

Foran
Restructuring," "Moratorium Periods," and "The Price Change Mechanism" in Section H, C., D., E., and F., infra.

* For a discussion of certain issues related to prevention of cross subsidies, see "Prevention of Cross-Subsidies" at Section H, G, in^o.

5 For a discussion of issues related to the continuation of quality local exchange telephone service, see "Infrastructure Investment not Assured," and 
"Cemtinuation of Quality Service" in Section H, subsections I. and J.2., infra. See also. Code § 56-235.5.B.(iii).
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The Price Cap Hans

the mayority Order gives little reason for their approval and almost no rationale for many decisions that were made.'

A. The ftioe Cao Plans Are Premised on Competition for Local Exchange Service Which Does Not Exist

The "unencumbered competitors'' cannot and are not providi^ 1<^ exdiange service because the law prohibits it The LECs are allowed the "Tlexibility” to 
continue to evtract mononolv nmfite ftvwn tocal evdinnffe eervice^ ftn/1 vet loml cratmetifion Xnee nnt a«i/( at tweoent evictcontinue to extract monthly profits fem local exchange service^ and yet local exdiange competition does not and, at present cannot exist

monopoly services^^ because erther only the LEC can provi^ the service or there is not sufficient competition or potential competition for these 
regulate their nrice Fnr RA-Va the mainritv atmificallv fhiitut that 1 it cenneec nr orrums nf*aervieea were "Pemnetitive'^ t4 "tUam cervieec inehifte

fimds for infiastructure become scarce, the LECs may be forced to invest in states where they have an obligation rather than Virginia where the greater need may 
be.

The price cap plans should not have been allowed in the f«m approved by the majority, particularly given the lack of competition for the provision of 
local services. I find the approved plans not only contrary to the law and detrimental to the public interest, but also not well crafted or well structured. Further,

There is one fimdamental flaw underlying the price cap plans approved by the nuyority iriiidi may eiplain, in part, the excessive earnings and pricing 
freedoms allowed by the plans. The plans, in theory and practice, must be premised on active competition for local exdumge service. Indeed, according to the 
majority, the plans are aimed at allowing the LECs to respond to conpetition. For exanple, at page II ofthe Order, the majority states:

See "Establishment of Initial Rates," Section n.B., irrfra.

See-Date 4, supra.

Such moncpoly services on Attachment A are referred to as "Discretionary" or "Basic Local Exchange Telephone Services" ("BLETS").

See BA-Va. Plan, Appendix A. The "conpetitive" list includes BA-Va.'s Inside Wire Maintenance plans and "Yellow Pages Advertising" which are clearly 
not competitive. SeeSec&aalV.irtfra.

BA-Va. Plan, ^ipendix A

The failings of the plans approved by the majority are not of mere academic or theoretical concern. The harm will be real and could be substantial. 
First, the plans will require Virginia citizens and businesses to pay what may well be excessive rates. This is contrary to the law and poor policy.

Given the actions of the majority in ^rprovingthe alternative plans and the essential role that competition must play in protecting the public interest, it 
is important that the General Assembly act as soon as possible to authorize and encourage competition at the local exdiange level Under the majority rqiproved 
plans, the LECs will be treated as if conqretition exists, and yet the competitive pressures to reduce or hold down rates while inqiroving infrastructure and service 
are not, and will not be, present Indeed, the plans approved by the majority further entrench monopoly providers which will inhibit, rather than promote, 
competition. This places the public at risk. The General Assembly should authorize local exdiange competition so that competition can protect the public, spur 
investment and innovation, and hold down rates. Further, care should be taken not only to allow conqietition, but to encourage and foster it as well

[Tpie plans benefit the public interest by providing the LECs the flexibility they need to respond to the increasingiy conqiditive 
telecommunications market in a maimer similar to that of their unencumbered conqxtitors.

In addition, these plans will not only hurt individual Virginia citizens, they are detrimental to Virginia business, economic development, and the 
Commonwealth itself. Excessive telecommunications costs will, of course, be a hindrance to Virginia businesses as they conqiete in the global market Of at least 
equal importance is the assured availability of tedmology and infrastructure. As stated above, the plans do not require the LECs to invest in infrastnirtiire or 
technology in Virginia, nor do the plans provide appropriate incentives otherwise to ensure that Virginia will be on the cutting edge in telecommunications. If 
Virginia falls behind, catching up could be expensive in terms of lost opportunities and lost jobs.

The major deficiencies in the price cap plans are identified below, as well as a summary of why, in my view, the plans are contrary to the provisions of 
§ 56-235.5. of tile Code of Virginia.

Conqietition fir local exchange service is not legally permissible,^^ and Appendix A of the plans approved by the majority shows, beyond cpiestion, 
tiiat local excha^e service is still, in fact, a monopoly. In Appaidix A, the majority lists the services that they deem to be competitive and those that are still 

~ ' LJ   ! services to
regulate their price. For BA-Va., the majority specifically found that 16 services or groups of services were "Competitive". These services include such items 
as "Speed.Calling" and "Apartment Door Answer!^" The majority found, however, that 88 of BA-Va.'s services or groups of services were monq»ly 
services. These included those services that are critical to each ofus in our daily lives, including, fundamentally, basic local telephone service. The majority's

It qipears that certain provisions in one plan ate difierent from another witii tire only probable explanation being singly that tire companies requested different 
regulatioa Sometimes this was beneficial to one conqrany as opposed to another and, other times, it was not The differences were not supported by the record or 
any rationale by the majority and will lead to unanswered qu^ons in the future. For exanple, under the BA-Va. Plan for Alternative Regulation ("BA-Va. 
Plan"), rates for Basic services are to be frozen until the year 2001 while under tire Ahemative Regulation Plan for Central Telephone Company of Virginia 
("Cetdel") and United Telephone-Southeast, Inc. fUnited") fUnited/Centel Plan") the moratorium extends until 1998. BA-Va. Plan at U 6; Uut^Centel Plan at

6. As shown in Secticm II. E., ir^a, there is no rationale for this difference. One must wonder if BA-Va.'s moratorium would have been permitted by the 
majority to end in 1998 if only the company had asked. When Basic rates begin to increase three years earlier for United/Centel than for BA-Va., there will be no 
answer to the question: "Why?"
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hi^ distorted signals will be
wiMM 'TTiiic tn nrdfv to nmmnfft theThus, in order to fsomote the

Not only sound economic policy, but fundamental &imess and the statute require that initial monopoly rates in a price cjqj plan be set based on cost of 
11 that thd* rntM ttfRvrrf tfw» T PT'. tliA AmwirttmfH/tn Mm a rM«umaM» XIa zma Mn nr Ht/I /1ieaar»» uffth thie tiaetA fT/w avamtila T)A.

The price cq> plans ^iproved by the majority continue existing rates^ for BA-Va. and United/Centel without examination. This action violates the 
law, will hinder competition, is contrary to sound economic policy and, in my opinion, abrogates our responsibility.

service sudi that the rates afford the LEC the qqxntunity to earn a reascmable return.^ No one can, or did, disagree with this basic premise. For exanqtle, BA- 
Va.'s principal e^omic witness. Dr. Robert G. Harris, qrecifically agreed that the Commission should satisfy itself "as to rates, the profitability, and a reasonable 
rate of return.""

A brief review of the history of the little we do know of the LECs' costs and rates and the Commission's denial of various requests for examination of 
these matters reveals why there can be no other answer to this question. First, for example, incredible as it may seem, BA-Va., one of file largest utilities in the

The sole question which then remains is whether the Commission has determined that the current rates ate proper or can do so without a full 
examination. The answer to that question is no. The Commission has not had a proceeding that would allow it to know whether the rates are too high or too low 
and it cannot make determination without a fiiU AvammaftAn

At page 12 of the Order, the majority again refers to competition, this time comparing the present situation to the circumstances of interLATA 
conqjetition in 1984:

The facts could not be more different today than they were in 1984. In 1984 the General Assembly authorized competitive interexchange carriers, effective 
July 1,1984, so that there could be conqjetition in the intrastate interexchange market, where all competitors could reach the customer through the LEC. Today, 
local exchange conqtetition is still illegal and, because of the fiicilities required to reach the customer, competition could be slow to develop even after it is 
aUowed.

The plans adopted by the majority are based on a false premise, the existence of conqjetition to provide basic local exchange service. The plans 
qtproved by the majority, with significant modifications, could be an qipropriate regulatory response to a legal change which would allow and foster competition 
at the local exchange level At present, however, the plans simply, unnecessarily, lock in what may be excessive profits and fiee up the LECs to increase these 
profits to the detriment of customers, competitors, potential conqietitors, and the public.

In 1984, when we changed our regulatory approach regarding interexchange carriers, competition among them was 
in its infancy. We monitored the evolving market place and retained the ability to reregulate if AT&Ts market 
power had begun suppressing conqietition. We are facing a similar situation today with the LECs, and as was true 
regarding the interexchange carriers, we believe that, over time, it will become evident that adopting alternative 
forms ofregulation for the LECs is the appropriate decision for us to make at this time.

findingswere, of course, similar for United/Centel^^ Thus, for exanqrle, when the majority analyzed the more than 100 services or groups of services offered by 
BA-Va., it could find only 16 which they wewed as competitive. Further, the record revealed that no competitive services or products have been introduced by the 
LECparticipantsintliiscasesince 1991.^' Local exchange service sinqrly is not competitive. The LECs are still monopolies, providing monopoly services.

United/Centel Plan, .^ipendix A

Ex.MHK-30,at21.

Charges for Touch Tone service will be eliminated.

1’ Ex. DLK-52R, at 4-5; Ex. MHK-31R, at 11-12; and Ex. DJW-56R, at 21-28.

20 If the monc^ly price is above costs, new firms will be encouraged to enter the market even though their costs ate above those of the monopoly. This, of 
course, can raise overall industry costs and entice competitors who cannot survive in the long tun. On the other hand, if prices are set below cost, potential 
entrants will be discouraged from entering the market even though their costs are below those of the incumbent monopoly. Again, society loses because the new, 
lower cost, firm caimot enter the market

21 For example, § 56-235.5.B. (iii) requires that we find that the plans will not unreasonably prejudice or disadvantage any class of telejhone customers or other 
providers of conqietitive services and § 56-235.5.H. requites us to adopt safeguards to prot^ consumers and conqietitive markets which "at i minimum . . . 
assure that there is no cross subsidization of competitive services by monopoly services." The only way consumers and competitors can be protected firm the 
extraction of monopoly profits and thus unreasonable prejudice or disadvarUage is for the Commission to determine that the initial rates are just and reasonable. 
The only way that competitive markets can be protected is for prices for monopoly services to be based on costs. If prices for monopoly services ate above cost of 
service levels there must be excessive monopoly profits. If there are such monopoly profits, there can be "cross subsidization of competitive services by monopoly 
services" in violation of § 56-235.5.H.

22 Tr. 390.

Code § 56-235.5.H. requites the Commission to "adopt safeguards to protect consumers and competitive markets. At a minimum these safeguards 
must assure that there is no cross subsidization of competitive services by monopoly services." The rationale for requiting safeguards against cross subsidies was 
succinctly stated by several witnesses. 1’ Promoting competition requires efficient, cost-based, pricing policies for non-competitive services. The decision to enter 
a market will be driven not only by the barriers to entry, but also by existing prices. If the existing prices ate set either too r '
sent to potential entrants. These signals can lead to an inefficient industry structure with society paying for the inefficiencies.' 
development of competition, it is necessary to set prices for non-competitive services based on their costs of production.
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This fiulure to examine the rates is not because requests were not made; such requests were made but were turned down, 
•fit rmnAW wniflrl lafM* fill! Mraminata/m mmmr mmv itn<4Ar *l«a mIams *t«A wi4a« ««m11 mmm* Ka

have been reduced^^ as they would have been in a conqtetitive market For exanqile, no one is paying today, in nominal or real dollars, what a purdiaser did for 
conqiuter in 1984. As the costs to produce conqaiters declined, the competitive marketplace ensured that conqtuter prices did too. Such should have also been the

Other ratemaking issues have been raised by the comments.... The limited filing requirements under 
the Plan reveal the limited nature of this case. It is not a rate case, but a proceeding to evaluate C&Fs financial 
results under the terms of the PlaiL ... Accordingly, die provisions of Paragraph 16 should be interpreted to limit 
our inquiry here to exclude ratemaking issues like those raised by VCCC.

sometimes with an indication that the review would come later." The foil examination never came and now, under the majority's plans, the rates will never be 
reviewed.

Not only has there been no foil rate examination for more than a decade, much has changed that requires that examination. First, since the last foil rate 
examination, the telecommunications industry has been a declining cost industry. Simply to say that rates did not rise or actually declined somewhat during this 
period is no assurance that ratepayers are not paying excessive rates. Local exchange service has been and remains a monopoly. If costs declined, rates should 
■ ■ ■  ... - 

Application ofthe Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, Case No. PUC900045 (July 2,1993) at 2-3. (Emphasis siqiplied.)

27 According to information compiled by the Federal Communications Commission, between 1989, when basic local exchange rates became subject to regulation 
under foe Experimental Plan, and 1992, other state regulatory commission orders in telephone rate cases resulted in net revenue decreases in excess of SI.8 billion. 

.(MHK-12). Such evidence strongly suggests that costs have declined during this period when our basic local exchange rates

Paragitqfo 18 of foe Plan states: "During the trial period, foe Conqtany's approved return on equity will 
be set at a range of 12%to 14%on equity." This language leaves no rocan for an interpretation that the range can 
be in this case.

Ex MHK-30, attached Exhibit 
have not been decreased.

Commonwealth of Virginia, ex ret The Division of Consumer Counsel, Office of the Attorney General v. The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company 
of Virginia, Central Telephone Compare of Virginia, Contel of Virginia, Inc., GTE South, and United Inter-Mountain Telephone Company, Case No. 
PUC890011,1989 S.C.C. Amt. Rpt 215, at 216.

When rates were reviewed under the Experimental Flan, booked figures were used, ratemaking type inquiry fiom Protestants was prohibited and it was made 
clear that the proceeding was not a rate case where there would be a foil examination of the rates. In its Order Scheduling Heating in Case No. PUC90004S, in 
whidi C&P (now, BA-Va) moved to have its 1989 rates made permanent, the C(»imission wrote:

In the circumstances, we are constrained by the terms of the Plan. Its terms govern this case, and a 
number of issues raised by the patties opposing C&Ps motion are outside the terms of the Flan. Accordingly, we 
will exclude, as jqjpropriate, some issues from this case, fen- the reasons discussed 
below. ...

The Ccanmission will evaluate the telephone companies' 1989 earnings when foe conqsanies submit annual 
informational filings in 1990 under Paragraph 16 of the Plan. By that time, foe Commission also expects to have 
conqtleted its cost allocations process pursuant to Case No.. PUC890014. After costs have been properly allocated 
between actually competitive services and the remaining regulated services and foe filing of AIFs for foe test year 
1989 it may be proper to revisit whether the 12 to 14% return on equity is ^qiropriate for the companies' earnings 
from regulated services. In foe meantime, ratepayers will be protected from the possibility of excessive earnings by 
foe interim nature ofthe rates and the dbligation to refund any excessive earnings....

23 Application of Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, Case No. PUC830029,1983 S.C.C. Atm. RpL 307 (December 22,1983). BA- 
Va. was fonneriy known as "C&P Telephone."

2^ For example, costs of another of the Commonwealth's largest utilities, Virginia Electric and Power Company, have been under almost constant review since 
1984. Virginia Power's costs and rates have been subject to examination in rale cases in 1984 (a case that did not conclude until 1986), 1987-88,1988,1989-90, 
1990-91,1991-92, and 1992-94.

23 That foe LECs did not request rate relief does not decrease the need for an examination of rates and costs. This feet may well have indicated that foe LECs' 
costs were felling rapidly and their earned rates of return were spiraling upward. Commission Staff review of financial statements does not satisfy foe need for a 
full examinatioa The routine reviews by Staffare based on "bo^ed" figures without fiill exanunation. It is these booked figures which contain, for example, the 
affiliate expCTSCS.

2® Dr. Harris of BA-Va did not aiqiear to be aware ofthe requests for a foil examination ofthe LECs costs and rates. As such, he suggested that those who were 
requesting the examination now might be mere obstructionists. He wondered aloud why these complaints and requests had not been made earlier. (Tr. 390-91). 
In fact, the requests were made earlier. For exanqrle, in 1986 the Department of Defense and all other executive agencies of foe United States sou^ to have an 
investigatiem of C&Ps (now BA-Va.'s) rates. The request was denied with the statement that rates would be reviewed as part of a review of the company's Annual 
Informational Filing. Commonwealth of Virginia, ex reL Department ofDefense, General Services Administration, and all other Federal Executive Agencies 
ofthe United States v. Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, Case No. PUC860018,1986 S.C.C. Ann. RpL 239. No full examination 
was made and no heating held.

In March 1989, the Attorney General of Virginia also petitioned foe Commission. The Attorney General alleged that the rates ofthe LECs were unjust and 
unreasonable. The Commissiem dismissed the petition, saying in part

Commonwealth, bad its last rate case examination in 1983,23 decade ago. BA-Va.'s rates have not been scrutinized by this Commission in foe
context of a full rate proceeding smee that time. By contrasL other lar^ utilities in the Commonwealth have been subject to regular, continuing examination,2^ 
as the LECs should have been.23 This failure to examine foe rates is not because requests were not made; such requests were made but were turned down.
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These affiliate pajments are made by BA-Va. to its parent Bell Atlantic and related affiliates. Notwithstanding the dramatic 
nmicctnn eharoei) tn «crutini7« mnet nincniv tfiMA rvivniMitc tiavn nnt ItAm fltnmiiolilv etnrtfa HivActifitn*inoease in expenses which the Commission is diaiged to scrutinize most closely/^ these payments have not been thoroughly audited since divestiture.'

The failure to examine ffie affiliate expenses is particularly alarming in view of the dramatic increase in such expenses since 1984 and our statutory 
wertM^ tn eimh pvamcm TTia SiifwvwnA ^ytlirt nF Vtmnnta evnlainM* tkat tYiA avamtnatinn nF etmh AwtanCM «e lim/lamMifal tn ratamaVtnCT an/1 nitr

under Paragraph 8 of the price cap plans the LECs may seek to increase Basic rates to make up any deficiency. Witness Robert Woltz made it abundantly clear 
that BA-Va. would consider doing just that^^ Mr. Woltz also said that if intraLATA calling is made competitive and BA-Va. lowers rates to meet the 
conqretition, it could request an increase in Basic rates to offiet the revenue loss.^^

C. Price Increases for Discretionarv Services

Tr. 1992-94.

Commonwealth Gas Services v. Reynolds Metals, 236 Va. 362 at 367, 374 S.E.2d 35 (1988). Affiliate expenses have not been scrutinized as required by law. 
Such scrutiny should be part of an overall rate examination of all LECs to establish the initial rates for any ahemative regulatory plan.

In addition, the majority Order at pages 26-27 states that upon implementation of the plans, "we will proceed to consider access pricing in Case 
No. PUC880042." In that proceeding, presumably, access charges will be set based on factors which at least include cost If access charges decline as expected,

case for local exchange service, but it has been a monopoly, if costs actually declined, the rates should have been reduced by the Commission appropriately. 
However, under the majority’s decision, we will never know whether Virginians were and are being overcharged, or, if so, by how much.

See, Va. Code § 56-76, et seq.

Tr. 879-80. Paragraph 16 of the Plans may be intended to prevent this, but it is less than clear. If changes in access charges are to be exempt from the 
Revenue Neutral provision, the plans should say so.

/d.,at880.

Staff witness Larry J. Cody appended a list of these discretionary services to his testimony. During the hearing, he testified that 33 of the 58 listed services 
could only be provided by the local exchange carrier. (Tr. 497-501)

While we may not be able to correct what might have been overcharges of the past, we can at least try to avoid overcharges in the future. The 
information we have in this proceeding shows clearly that the examination wdiich has not previously been made is now required. A review of BA-Va. data 
demonstrates this. Evidence received during the hearing showed that costs have changed dramatically for BA-Va since its last rate case. For exanqtle, affiliate 
expenses as a percentage of to^ operations and maintenance expense has doubled since 1984. Further, the gross amount of these affiliate expenses runs to 
hundreds of millions of dollars." These affiliate payments are made by BA-Va to its parent Bell Atlantic and related affiliates Notwithstanding the dramatic

The simple, fair answer to these issues is to have a full examination of rates before the initial price cap rates ate set This examination would not only 
be fair for the customers and competitors, but to the LECs as well. The Commission should consider not only cost decreases, but any revenue losses due to 
reductions in access charges, the elimination of Touch Tone charges mandated by the majority, and the inqract of broadening access to the Virginia Universal 
Service Plaa

A fundamental public policy underlies the stringent standard of proof enunciated in these statutes. The legislation 
makes clear that the General Assembly expects the Commission to scrutinize transactions between a utility and one 
of its affiliates. Such scrutiny is mandated because the contracting parties have a unity of interests and do not deal 
at arm's length. Thus, there exists the opportunity for double profit at the ratepayers' expense - a situation that does 
not exist when the patties to a transaction are independent of each other. The need for regulatory scrutiny of 
affiliate transactions has long been recognized. (Citations omitted; emphases supplied.)

duty with respect to such expenses.-’’* The Supreme Court of Virginia explained that the examination of such expenses is fundamental to ratemaking and our 
duty:

A comprehensive examination is required to determine appropriate initial prices for non-competitive services to comply with the statute, to foster 
competition and to jHotect ratepayers from monopoly pricing.

’2 Tr. 2000-2001.

Exs. KDT-3F and G show the precise figures. BA-Va. claimed that these odiibits were "proprietary" and should not be released. Althou^ it would appear 
that the simple aggregate of all affiliate ejqjenses would not be "proprietary," I will refrain from stating them based on the proprietary claim.

2’ See, Va. Code § 56-76, et seq.

Tr. 1992-94; 2000-01.
31

The price cap plans approved by the majority classify services as Basic, Discretionary, and Competitiye. "Discretionary” services are said to be 
optional, nonessential enhancements to basic service. There may or may not be ahemative suppliers of these services^' other than BA-Va. and UhitedZCentel, but

Tr. 1992-94.

Specifically and explicitly. Staff accounting witness Kim Trimble confirmed t^ for more than a decade, there has been no comprehensive audit or 
review to determine whether the payments made by BA-Va. to its affiliates are reasonable;^ the Staff has not been directed to audit the figures in this manner.^^ 
Sudi affiliate expenses have not been examined as they are for other utilities, such as gas and electric companies.^^
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price c^ regulation.'

("GDPPI”), up to a maxinium of twice the previous year's rate of inflation.'
and BA-Va. plans, and the record contains no evidoce to suggest why these provisions should not be the same. This is particularly perplexing because the 
majority-approved Uuted/Centel price diange medianism for discretionary services is significantly different fiom what the cott^anies request^

price or discontinue a service on winch he or rite had become dependent'
§ S6-23S.S. To allow monopoly pricing of discretionary services unreasonably prejudices and disadvantages the class of customers who rely on these services. 
This violates § 56-235.5.B.(iii). Until sufficient conqjetition develops to control effectively the prices charged for any monopoly service, even those which are 
only ’Discretionary," consumers should be protected fiom monopoly pricing.

Under the price cap plans qjproved today, cansumers foce two choices. They can do without useful and innovative Discretionary services, or they can 
risk being gouged. Staff witness William Irby recounted having "seen BA-VA studies showing fiiat the profit maximizing price for some ofthese services is well 
above the current price. That is, the additional revalues fiom a price increase for existing customers would more than offiet the lost revenue fiom customers who

Id., at 24.

United/Centel Plan, H 7.B. 1.

James C. Bonbri  ̂Principles of Public Utility Rates 17 (2d ed. 1988).

BA-Va.'s plan permits Discretionary service prices to increase at the rate of inflation during 1995 and 1996, up to a maximum increase of 10%. 
January 1,1997, BA-Va. may increase prices by up to 10% eachy^. If a price irtcrease is deferred for a period, the increase may be up to .83% per month since 
the last increase, for a maximum increase of 25% at any one time.^^

Code § 56-235.5.H. requires the Commission to "adopt safeguards to protect consumers and conqretitive markets. At a minimum these safeguards 
must assure feat there is no cross subsidization of competitive services by monopoly services." Adopting a plan which allows for "profit maximizing" price 
increases to monopoly discretionary services makes it fiir less likely that the intended goal of the General Assembly, i.e., the prohibition against anti-oanq>etitive 
cross subsidization, can be realized. A firm that may price its presets that fece little or no emrpetition well above cost can afford to price its products feat do 
face competition at or below cost, still make profits, and drive out potential competitors. A potential competitor with no monopoly "Discretionaty" services must 
take its profits from its conqretitive offerings.

The price cq> plan approved for United/Centel inexplicably imposes different pricing requirements for those companies, as compared to the BA-Va. 
plan Under fiie United/Centel plan, prices for any discretionaty service may be increased at the rate of inflation for the previous year. However, if no rate 
increase is obtained "durmg the prior 12 month period" the comp^es may raise rates by the cumulative increase in the Gross Domestic Product Price Index 

a mavkmtm AFftuioA fiiA yAw'e ratA rtf Tjie majOTity oAfefy DO Avpianatifwi fOT the diffoCTCG betweezi T Tnit«VCgntel

Historically, the LECs have charged prices well above cost for Discretionaty services, using the excess profits to reduce rates for basic services. 
Accordingly, LECs were given the opportunity to enhance earnings from "optional, nonessential" services in exchange for keeping Basic rates down. Permitting 
such pricing for Disr^onary services in the price cap plans appears to be a leftover fiom earnings regulation that is not theoretically or practically consistent with 
nriAA AAA rAonllatiAn

drop the service because of fee inctease."^^ Mr. Irby concluded that, wben wm increases were implemented, "the custmner would either have to pay the inflated 
moo nr /Ue/vmtmiia a aannxa «n whiz-h tu> «»■ aha haH kaanma Haawwutatrt.'m^ J beliCVe the Getietal ASSCmbly intended tUs teSUlt in anarring Codc

Under price cap regulation, the Commission is less concerned with the level of overall earnings than with the prices charged for various services. 
Earnings fiom Discretionaty services will no longer be used to bold down Basic rates, but to provide additional profit centers for the carriers. LECs should not be 
permitted to earn excessive monopoly profits fiom noncompetitive services. Since a majority of Discretionary services are monopoly services which do not fece 
any competition, and the remaining services do not fece sufficient competition or potential conpetition to regulate prices, it is incunibent on the Commission to 
protect the public interest by regulating the prices for Discretitmary services until competition is sufficient to do so. The customers who rely on Discretionary 
services deserve protection fiom monopoly pricing. No patty to this proceeding even vaguely suggested that the public interest should permit excessive monopoly 
profits. For example, BA-Va.'s Dr. Hanis agreed that "a good regulation plan should limit the price of noncompetitive services directly."^ The plans ^iproved 
by the majority nonetheless allow monopoly pricing for these services which, in my view, is clearly contrary to the public interest and to the standards of 
§56-235.5. of the Code.

by definition the prices diarged by the LECs for their Discretionary services are not regulated by competition or potential competition. They are monopoly 
services. Under the qjproved jnice cap plans, prices for these monopoly services may be increased significantly fester than prices for Basic services. For exanple, 
BA-Va.'s plan permits Discretionaty service prices to increase at the rate of inflation during 1995 and 1996, up to a maximum increase of 10%.^^ After

Under "traditional" rate base, rate of return regulation, the goal of regulation was to act as the surrogate of the competitive market, that is, regulators 
should fix rates which, but for its absence, corrpetition would establish.'*^ Under Code § 56-235.5.F. and G. the Commission may deregulate certain service 
offerings if the Commission firtds that "cconpetition or the potential for conpetition in the market place is or can be an effective regulator of (nice" of such services 
and may re-regulate any service for which it finds "that competition no longer effectively regulates the price of that service," Under the majority-approved price 
cap plans. Discretionary services fell into neither category. Prices for these services will neither be well-regulated by the Commission nor "effective  ̂regulated" 
by the conpetitive markeplace.

BA-Va. Plan, 517.B.1. The 10% limit applies only to the second increase between 1995 and 1997.

BA-Va. Plan, 1I7.B.2.

The price cap plans are replete with such items, sudt as "revenue neutral" price restructurings. See, Section HD, infra. 

** Ex,RGH-8SR,at7.

'*2 Ex.Wl-l,at21.
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D. "Revenue Neutral" Price Restructurings

The price ci^ plans pennit BA-Va. and United/Centel U> propose changes in the price of any Basic or Discretionary service, so long as the net effect of

to bear the risks of die market placer^ The LECs, not their cushnners, should bear the revenue risk ofpricedianges permissible underlie plans.

48

feet, render a price dia^ "non^ieuttal." the Commission's reqionse is limited to "a prospective adjustment" which the Commission "may" inclose. Finally, no

While paragraph 8. B. of eadi plan requires the LEC "to show within the first two years following the implementation of the price changes that the changes ate, 
in fact, revenue neuttal[,]" nothing in this paragraph limits price changes otherwise permissible under paragraph 7.B.I. of the plans. Even if such changes do, in

The alternative regulatory plans adopted for BA-Va. and United/Centel both purport to be price cap plans, under which prices for basic telephone 
service may increase only insofar as permitted by the operation of the price change formula (the "cap") adopted with the plan. However, permitting "revenue 
neutral" price changes both vitiates the "moratorium" for basic rate changes described at page 8 of the majority Order and permits price changes apart from the 
operation of the formula, or cap. The potential for mischief abounds.

In my view, at a minimum, protection of the public interest requites that Discretionary services be afforded no greater pricing fieedom than Basic 
services. The LECs should not be permitted to extract excessive monopoly profits fiom noncompetitive services.

Ex.WI-l,at22.

interpretation of the plans would prohibit Discretionary rates fron increasing at the end of the two year period referred to in paragraph 8.B. Thus, after two years, 
fire LEC would be fiee to raise the Discretionary rates it lowered to obtain the "revenue neutral" rate increase in Basic rates. These Discretionary rates could, in 
BA-Va.'s case, be increased up to 10% without a hearing. (Perhaps as much as 19.92% [0.83% X 24 months.])

There is, however, nothing to suggest that such a proposed change would be "unlawful."

Nor is, by file same token, permitting rate changes due to "rate regrouping due to growth in access lines," permitted by H 6. C. of each of the price cap plans.

Ex.RGH-6,at26.

BA-Va. Plan, 8; United/Centel Plan, H 8.

However, the revenue-neutral provision of paragrtqh 8 of the plans allows for a shift of this risk hade to the ratepayers by circumventing the "price guarantees" of 
which Mr. Woltz spoke.

The investments needed to build the network required to meet the public's Information Age expectations are la^e 
and risky. The Bell Atlantic-Virginia plan places that risk on the investors and not on the ratepayer through price 
guarantees.

Finally, it also seems likely that the ability to raise prices more or less fieely for Discretionary services may also inhibit innovation. As Mr. Irby 
observed, when a firm has the choice "between spending millions to develop and introduce new presets that may or may not pay off several years in the future, 
versus immediately generating additional cost free revenue by merely filing an administrative tariff it is clear which course of action it would follow."^

52 For example, Mr. Woltz of BA-Va. said at page 864 of the transcript

Permitting "revenue neutral" price changes is not consistent with the concept of price re^lation.5® Under price regulation, earnings and revenues ate 
supposed to be as irrelevant as the cost of providing service. The LECs claim that they need the ability to price flexibly to meet the threat of conq)etition.5' The 
majority has found, however, that there is no effective competiticjn for Basic and Discretionary services. Under price regulation, there is likewise no public interest 
need for the Commission to maintain a floor beneath LEC earnings or revenues through "revenue neutral" price changes. The LECs argue that they ate willing 
♦ft hwr tliA nck-c nlar* TTip T FPe mnt flwMr ftiietftmM« ckftnl/l ftio nwiwiio rieV ftfnncA ftkanoM npemieeiM* tttwiAr tli#* nianc

such proposed changes is "revenue neutral"^' Such proposed price changes would be subject to the "notification provisions of Code § 56-237.1." If 20 or more 
complaints about the prcqxrsed restructuring are raised, the Commission will hold a hearing "concerning the lawfulness of the restructuring, pursuant to 
§ 56-235.5." The Commission may refuse to approve any proposed change which is not in the public interest or, presumably, which it finds not to be lawful. The 
Order does not indicate what issues will be considered "concerning the lawfulness of the restructuring" In my view, this mechanism for price changes is 
inconsistent with the concept of price (as opposed to earnings) regulation and is therefore unnecessary, and, as it invites the carriers to "game" the system, is not in 
the public interest "Revenue neutral" price changes singly should not be permitted. A price cap should be a price cap.

The "revenue neutral" price change described above might be comparatively easy for the Commission to "refuse to approve,"^® but other possible 
price change recpiests might be harder to turn down. For example, there is a vast disparity in the rates for basic residential service and basic business service. A 
LEC can reduce or even eliminate this disparity by proposing a "revenue neutral" price change under Paragnqth 8 and arguing that a reduction to business rates 
offret by an increase to residential rates is good for business and will allow the LEC to "respond" to con^tetition in the future and therefore is "in the public 
irtterest" It might also argue that such a shift brings prices for both business and residential service closer to the actual costs to provide such service.

For example, suppose that on February 1,1995, a LEC increases its prices for all Discretionary services by the rate of inflation during 1994, say 4%, 
and its revenues from its Discretionary services increase by 8% during 1995, due in part to the price increase and in part from growth in subscribership. Under 
Paragraph 8 of its plan, the LEC could, toward the end of 1995, propose a "revenue neutral" price change, reducing its Discretionary rates and increasing Basic 
rates by a like amount Should the Commission agree with the propo^ all the revenue growth attributable to the unstoppable formula increase to Discretionary- 
rates would then be shifted to Basic rates, despite the existence ofthe rate moratemum for Basic services. In early 1996, the LEC may be able to raise rates again 
for those Discretionary services by the rate of inflation experienced in 1995,^® an increase which, under the majority-approved plan, would occur without a 
hearing. While it may be true that a LEC would never attenqit a ploy like this, the plans permit it to try. Further, the LEC can seek to change prices for any 
service virtually at any time under Paragraph 8 of the plans.
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The ability to make "revenue neutral" price changes between Basic and Discretionary services may also inhibit the deployment of Conqsetitive

E. Moratorium periods

In my opinion, it is not in the public interest to provide less protection to the customers of United/Centel than to those of Bell Atlantic.

F. The Price Change Mechanism

The (nice cap plans adopted by the majority each contain a price diange mechanism that permits tnces for Basic services to be increased, following 
Via ttv mo ttalFnf tho nrovimie tiomonfaoo rtitmcto «n ftio «*afo aFPnMe oa** /laoMaeo/l rmlv SFfko T **unekoc

When the LECs develop and introduce new services, the structure of the majority plans provide the LECs with more incentives to develop services 
which can be classified as Discretionary, rather than to seek out ways to compete with existing services provided by other ncm-LEC carriers. By definition. 
Discretionary services are those which cnly the LEC can provide or for which competition provides ineffective price regulation and for which it may charge 
monopoly prices. What is the incentive for the LEC to seek out markets where effective cmnpetitors exist?

One final note about Paragraph 8 of each price cqj plan: it neither limits the timing nor the fiequency of LEC requests for "revenue neutral" price 
cfaanges. The majority has not supported the concept of a conqrrehensive rate examination, in which prices for all services could be examined and set in relation to 
their costs. The majority has, however, said that the Commission would address the access charge issue which, according to BA-Va., may lead to a request for a 
revenue neutral rate restructuring request Other Paragraph 8 recpiests may also follow. It is not hard to imagine our Staff simultaneously reviewing multiple 
requests fiom eadi LEC for "revenue neutral" price changes, in wttch some review of cost of service data is inevitable. Tf for nn other reason than adminigtrative 
efficiency, the Commission should conduct a comprehensive rate review and deal, proactively, with many of the potential "revenue neutral" issues.

H 6.B.2. of each of the price cap plans. Paragraph 6.B.2. of each plan provides for notice and, if there are sufficient complaints, a heating as to the "lawfulness 
of the increase." The majority Order provides no indication of what may be considered in the hearing as to the "lawfulness of the increase." Further, given the 
majority's view of "affordability" (see Section ILJ.l., and the fact that it has determined that the index itself protects affordability, these heatings may 
amount to little more than mathematical exercises.

After January 1,1997, according to the BA-Va. Plan, 7.B.I.

Order, at 8. In my view, the differing treatment of Discretionary services is also a major difference.

55 /d.,at7.

56 Just as there may be differences in "operating characteristics, demographics, and customer makeup" between United and Centel.

55 Ti6.A.ofeachofthe price cap plans.

5^ Iffoere are sufficient protests or objections to the proposed increase, as noted above, there must be a hearing.

services, or at least the classification of new services as "Competitive." Since the price cq) plans do not permit "revenue neutral" price changes between 
Competitive and either Basic or Discretionary services, there is no possibility for drifting revenues from Competitive to Basic services. The LEC therefore has an 
incentive to classify services as Discretionary rather than Competitive. It can raise the prices of Discretionary services by up to 10% per year,55 then shift 
resulting revenue increases into Basic rates (with Commission approval) even during the moratorium period if it later decides to reduce the rates for the new 
Discretionary services. If a new service is classified as Competitive, the LECs ability to raise the service's price is constrained by the presence of conqretitive 
ahematives and it has no opportunity to shift revenues "lost" through price decreases to its Basic services.

According to the majority, the most simficant difference between the BA-Va. price cap plan and the United/Centel plan is the ability to begin 
indexing prices for Basic services at different times.^^ The Order alre recites that "the existing affordability of BLETS can be protkxed in the future by... a 
temporary moratorium on rate increases as specified by the plans[.]"55 What the majority does not explain is why the existing affordability of United/Centel's 
rates should be protected for three fewer years than the rates of BA-Va. Under the United/Centel plan, those oonqranies can begin raising Basic rates in 1998, but 
BA-Va. cannot begin raising Basic rates under its plan until 2001. There is nothing in the United/Centel plan which might offiet the three year difference in 
protection of affordability of rates for basic telephone service. There is no explanation in the majority Order as to how it is in the public interest to approve two 
otherwise similar plans, one of which provides significantly inferior protection to consumers.

the end of the mon^um periods, by tnte half of the previous year's percen^e change in the rate of inflation.^' Prices can be decreased only if the LEC "wishes 
to reduce" prices.55 The majorit^ plans thus allow rate increases for Basic services, regardless of whether the LECs costs go im or down and regardless of the 
level of return the LEC is earning. Each year the LEC, unless it "wishes to reduce prices," may raise prices for Basic services. 5^ Because all Basic and many 
Discretionary services now and for the immediate future face no effective competition, the price diarige mechanism should reflect both cost and productivity 
dianges and provide incentives to the LECs to increase efficiency. The majority plans do not do this.

The majority cites differences in the "operating characteristics, demographics, and customer makeup" of the companies to justify the different indexing 
dates. This indicates some belief or suspicion on the part of the msyority that United/Centel and BA-Va. have different costs of providing service or expect 
different rates ofincrease in such costs. The record does not support such a finding There well may be such differences between United/Centel and BA-Va.;56 
however, the record contains no evidence of the cost of providitig service in the past or projections for the future. Further, the majority has rejected the call for a 
cottqjrehensive rate review in which any differences in the costs ofproviding service could be fully erqilored. Finally, both Ihiited/Centel and BA-Va. proposed to 
increase rates for Basic service by the same factor - one half of the change in the GDPPl - indicating the belief of those conqianies that there would be no 
substantial difference in the rate of future cost increases. The majority can point to no reason for "fieezing" BA-Va.'s Basic rates for twice the period of 
United/Centel's rates other than that is what the conqianies requested.
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deagaed to encourage.” When the pnxhictivity factor exceeds the percentage change in the price index, for example, ratepayers see a decline in rates, in both
teal and nominal tetms.®^

As indicated earlier, I would require as a condition of adopting alternative price cap regulation that the LEC undergo a comprehensive rate 
n Dlinno thic nrncMvlmff Aanh T PP fttinlllH ehiHiac nf «te avnaMmt Tntal ttarfm* PmHiirtivhv Tha nnra rtianoa marhamfitn nr fhnnllla

Ex.RGH-8SR,at5.

examination. During this proceeding, each LEC should produce studies of its expected Total Factor Productivity.'* The price change medianism, or formula, 
could then be determined upon a better record than is before us presently. During these proposed proceedings, the LECs desiring alternative regulation could 
present the Commission with their plans for infiastructure investment and development in order for the Commission to be fully informed in its determination of the 
appropriate productivity factor to incorporate into the price cap fonnula.

Ex. RGH-8SR, at 2. BA-Va. cited this study primarily to demonstrate that under its proposal, customer rates would decline in real terms over time, preserving 
the affordability of basic service. It is indisputable that rates could increase in nominal terms.

®*Ex.DWV50R,alll.

witness Harris studied for 10 years"” and cited to demonsm
productivity factor (the "X" factor) of 3.0%, but increased the factor over the years to 7.5%.'

Ex. DWL-50R,at9-10.

Re; Bell Atlantic of Pennsylvania, Inc.'s Petition and Plan for Alternative Form of Regulation under Chapter 30, Docket No. P-00930715, Opinion and 
Order (June 23,1994).

Tr. 368.

settlement in which it agreed to productivity ofifeets of 5.0% in 1994,4.8% in 1995 and 4.6% in 1996."'* In Pennsytvania, the Bell Atlantic subsidiary proposed a 
price cjqj plan having a Productivity Ofi&et of 2.25% and has agreed to the Pennsylvania Commission's increaM^of that factor to 2.93%. Linder the Pennsylvania

Ex.MHK-31R,at30-45.

I deem it very significant that Bell Atlantic has the capability of conducting such studies, and in fact did conduct such a study for its Pennsylvania subsidiary 
(Tr. 848), but did not do so here.

In my view there is insufficient basis in the record to implement a price change mechanism that would permit perpetual price increases. The 
productivity factor approved by the majority, one half of the inflation rate, is not supported by the record, does not provide sujfficient incentive to the LEC to 
innovate and improve its efficiency of operation, and corrqtletely fails to capture for customers the effects of any improvement that does occur. In short, the price 
change medianism approved by the majority does not serve the public interest

The BA-Va. and Unhed/Centel price cap plans provide no explicit productivity factor, but use half the rate of inflation as a proxy for productivity. As 
can readily be seen, under these plans the productivity factor can never wholly ofiset the price index. Therefore, regardless of whether the LECs are aggressive or 
indifferent toward improving their productivity, ratepayers face the prospect of perpetual rate increases.

Most price cap plans permit prices to be increased periodically by the rate of change in some independent price index - often, as here, the GDPPI - but 
require that part of the change in the index be ofifeet by what is known as the productivity factor, sometimes known as the "TC factor.®® Reducing the permissible 
price change application of a productivity factor creates an incentive for the LEC to innovate, cut its costs and raise its productivity in order to increase its 
earnings. Failure to so act means that the LECs costs increase faster than its prices are permitted to increase under the "cap", thereby reducing the LECs 
earnings. The product!  ̂factor also helps to assure that the LECs ratepayers share in the benefits of the additional efficiencies price cap regulation should be

plan, ^^lenever the jnxxfaictfvity exceeds the annual rate of inflation the LEC is required to reduce rates. Even the British price cap plan, which BA-Va. 
witnes.« TfArris studied ftw 10 years®® and cited to demcmstrate “the supericxity of price caps ovcT trj>diti<ynal rate of return regulation,"”' incoiporated an original

■ ■ • - --------------- ■ • --------- --- ■ hefaf«™.n™.tl.»v<.»ro»z.7SOA68

witness Lundberg suggest^ that a more accurate and effective price change mechanism would permit price increases at inflation minus 4.5%.' 
review of extensive data, including Bell Atlantic irrtemal studies. Attorney General witness Dr. Marvin Kahn recommended a productivity factor of at least

®® Tr. 360-361, BA-Va. witness Harris, specifically referring to the British price cap plaxt 

Ex. DWI^SOR, at 10.

Tr. 369.

Productivity studies conducted by various witnesses further suggested the deficiency of the proposed (now approved) price change mechanism. AT&T 
ndlwD CTIOOACtpyl ttinf fl mnrfl fl»flirfltfl flnH flFFMTtiVfl nrirv r4ifln<rfl mfldiflniem ii/railH nflrmit nricA incrflflCAC flt inflflttnn mimic A qq Jjjs

The evidence advanced in support of using one half the inflation rate as a proxy for productivity does not support its use here. BA-Va. witness Harris 
cited a study suggesting that, over a period (1935-92), the rate of change in telephone prices was about one half the rate of change in inflation, as
measured by the Consumer Price Index."^ Other patties asserted that the BA-Va. proposal was deficient by pointing to productivity factors approved in other 
jurisdictions. For example, in New Jersey the prorfaictivity factor is 2.0%, and the Bell Atlantic subsidiary there is required to share earnings above 13.7% return 
on equity. The California commission itnposed a 4.5% productivity ofiset in its initial price cap plan. One company operating there, GTE, negotiated a recent 

in whif4i it aorAA/t tn nmrflirtivitv nffcAte nf* S fVMk in 10Qd. A fiOA in 1 QOS anH A. in 10OX ®^ Tn Pannevlvania t)iA DaII Atlanta/* eiikeizlaaa^ nmnneMi a

Tr. 379.
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G. Prevention of Cross-subsidies

75 Grier, at 17-18.
76 Ex.DWL-49,at8-9.

Finally, because we do not know the relationship between current prices and current costs, the unbundling and imputation safeguards adopted by the 
majority will not meet the test set for us by the General Assembly in Code § 56-235.5.H. to assure against cross-subsidization. Only a comprehensive rate review 
canhqieto accomplish this goal.

ampoaeai). These safeguards may ensure that the LECs will not be able to purchase non-competitive con^xments from themselves at rates below what they 
diar^ their competitors for these corqxnients. These safeguards do not, however, prevent subsidizaticm of competitive services by monopoly services.

H 12 of each ofthe price cap plans; 6 of the GTE South Alternative Regulatory Plan ("GTE Plan") and Earnings Incentive Plart

H 12.B. of each ofthe price cq> plans; 16 ofthe GTE and Famings Incentive Plart

The plans are silent as to how a new IMsoehonary service is to be priced. AKhouj^ dieie are no rules as to how Discretionary services are priced, as 
explained in Section ILC., supra, the LECs have been allowed to charge rates well above cost for these services in the past Presumably under the majority 
rationale, this practice may continue. Accordingly, the SI rate may be low whether the Discretionary service which is a conqxment of the competitive service is 
new tn-not

The price of a noncompetitive component of a Competitive service may be sufficiently above the actual cost of producing the component that the 
tariffed price generates an excessive monopoly profit Since the majority does not agree to undertake a comprehensive rate examination in which the price of each 
component could be set in relation to its cost, requiring both the LEC and its competitors to pay the same price for noncompetitive components merely lodes in any 
ftviettne ciiheiHv The remitrement that "mvenues shall he attrihiiteH tn nnnennmetitive niwatinne haceH nn the tariff* rates anH miantitiee nee^***^ aeenmnliehee

One last competitive safeguard that the majority rejects^ but which I would impose, is requiting LEC Competitive services to be fieely resold. 
Permitting resale helps to prevent price discrimination in the provision of Conqretitive services. The LEC will not be able consistently to sell a Competitive 
service to Customer "A" at a high pn^ while selling the same service to Custexner "B" at a low price, if Customer "B" is five to resell some of the low-price 
service he receives to Customer "A."

The conpetitive safeguards adopted by the majority indude the unbundling and tariffing of noncompetitive components of Corrpetitive services and 
requiring that rates for LECs Conqietitive services cover their incremental costs (induding the imputation of the tariffed rate of any noncompetitive 

cafhoitatvle mav anciitvs that th#* T .TPje will nAt h#* ah1#> tA mnvhae# ffwMi_r>A«vm«t«thu» AAmvwwiMite ff/Mn thMMeAlwM* at «*atAe kAimu mUat thaer

existing subsidy. The requirement that "revenues shall be attributed to noncompetitive operations based on the tariff rates and quantities used" accomplishes 
nothing under price oqi regulation, since prices are set without regard to the level of earnings they produce. This is not only unfair to all who must pay the rates, 
but is contrary to the theoretical and practical premises of this "safeguard." The safeguard only works if the unbundled tariffed rate for the non-competitive 
conqxment is related to cost

The safeguards are also defident in that they do not require the LEC to prove that the price it will diarge for a Competitive service actually covers 
costs unless a conpetitor files a complaint Suppose in the example set out above the LEC sells its Competitive service not for $2/unit, but for $1.95/unit This 
rate covos the inqiu^ tariff price of Sl/unit (and inddentally makes a profit of 35.9%X even though it does not cover the incremental cost of the competitive 
conqxment The majority Order states, at page 17, that the "LECs must maintain studies demonstrating that any Competitive service's pricing meets or exceeds 
inqnited costs phis incremental costs. LECs must respond within 30 days to any complaints alleging fiiat a LEC has violated the imputation requiremenL" 
(Enqdiasis supplied.) The LEC is not required to file its cost studies uinil there is a complaint Accordingly, the studies will not be examined unless and until 
thae is a complaint. Will a conqietitor file a complaint over a price difference of 5^Amit in such an instance? If ixit, then the LEC can price Conqietitive services 
in violation of the "incremental cost floor," as discussed at pages 17-18 of the majority Order, and the CommissicHi will never know. Further, if the LEC can sell a 
service for $1.95 and a canqietitnr cannot sell below $2.00, how long will there be a conqietitor? Cost studies demonstrating that the irrqiuted and incremental 
costs will be covered should be filed at the time the service is offered.

Code § 56-235.5.H. requires the implementation of consumer safeguards al the time of adoption of any attemative regulatory plan sufficient to ensure 
against fee subsidization of conqietitive services by mtmopoly services. Further, the Commission may not adopt any attemative regulatory mefeodology, under 
Code § 56-235.5.B. or C., unless it finds that the plan "will not unreasonably prejudice or disadvantage any class of telephone company customers or other 
providers of conqietitive services." In my view, the price cap plans adopted fay the majority do not provide sufficient corrqietttive protections to meet these 
requirements of the Code.

Suppose a LEC and a conqjetitor both offer a particular competitive service which contains one Discretionary service as a conqxment (supplied to 
bothfayfee LEC), theQioeofwhidtis$lAmit,andonecompelitivecomponentwfaicheadic(niq>etitorsuppliesfor itself which ^teboththe competitor and the 
LEC Sl/unit to produce. The cost of the service to the LECs competitor is $2/unit If the Discretionary conqxment actually costs the LEC only 250/unit to 
producedespiteitstariffedpticeofSl/unit,"'*tfaenthecostoftheservicetothe LEC is only $1.25/uniL The LEC can sell its service at $2/unit, cover its costs, 
and still earn a 37.5% profit If the LECs competitor can sell its service at S2/unit, it will earn nothing.

Further, I am not convinced that the cost studies that the majority would require fee LECs to maintain (and to file in the case of a conqilaint) are 
sufficient to show all the costs incurred in the development and provision of the competitive service. The majority characterizes the incremental costs to be 
included in the^studies as "fee long-run additional costs incurred to provide an entire service(s)." Yet, "these costs do not irwlude allocated joint and common 
overheads[.]"'5 I do not know how competitors would be able administratively to shift recovery of their "joint and camman overheads" onto another service, as 
apparentlythe LECs will be able to do. In the exanqile given above, the LEC has its 37.5% profit margin to cover these costs; fee competitor has nothing. This 
will neither promote nor jnotect conqietition.
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H. Open-ended Terniinalion - The One Wav Street

Commission may be able to prevent BA-Va. and United/Centel from freely reaping the rewards of mice cap regulation so long as it is in the EEC's interest to do 
so, but returning to rate of return reflation, in either its "fraditional" or its "enhanced" form'' whenever returns begin to decline below just and reasonable 
levels.Granting to the LECs the ability to move from price cap to earnings regulation according to the impact on the bottom line would be an abuse of
alternative regulation and contrary to the public interest

BA-Va. witness Harris contended that:

corporate parent

I. Infrastructure Investment Not Assured

The majority Order, at page 6, finds that "Upon Commission approval, the Earnings Incentive Plan will be available as an ahemative for any LEC at 
any time, as will, of course, traditional rate of return regulation[.]" Although the majority gives no guidance as to what will be required to obtain the approval, the

There is yet another, perhaps even more glaring, deficiency tn the price cap plans ^tproved by the rmyority. The LECs stated that the freedom and 
flexibility permitted by the ahemative plans were necessary for than to invest in Virginia and ensure a modem infrastructure. However, while the plans grant 
nearly complete freedom to the LECs to increase their earnings, they do not assure that the LECs will invest even a single dollar of those earnings in the 
development of the advanced infrastructure in Virginia.

Following the initial review®^ of the LECs experience under the alternative plan, if the Commission found the alternative plan continued to be in the 
public interest, the LEC could apply for either continuation of the original plan, or any of the alternatives previously approved by the Commission, including rate 
of return regulation, for a similar or different duration. If the Commission concluded that the original ahemative regulatory plan was no longer in the public 
interest, the Commission would determine the appropriate regulation for the LEC. I would not grant the ri^ to change regulatory plans easily nor create the 
situation that might require the Commission to terminate an ahemative plan to the benefit of the LEC and the detriment of the ratepayers. To do so provides the 
LECs shareholders with a ready escape from the consequences of the LECs investment decisions, and shifts this risk back to ratepayers. The public interest 
requires that if the LEC is to be permitted to reap the rewards of successful decision-making, h must likewise bear the risk of unsuccessful decision-making.

In order to provide the "symmetric risk-reward incentive structure" that is acknowledged to be an essential feature of a good regulatory plan, I would 
require each LEC that chooses to implement one of the ahemative regulatory plans to agree to stay with h for a fixed period of years (perhaps five), whetha 
times are good m bad. Then, the Commission would review the LECs performance under the plan in order to re-affirm whether the plan continued to meet the 
standards of Code § 56-235.5. and remained in the public interest

As set forth in some detail above, the price cap plans approved by the majority do not serve the public interest because they do not protect captive 
ratepayers from the threat, if not the certainty, of monopoly pricing and because they do not provide sufficient protection to potential competitors of the LECs. I 
believe that these plans will not hasten, but rather will impede, the development of such competition. The plans give the LECs too much pricing flexibility and 
remove what few regulatory restraints the Commission has inqxtsed since hvesdture. As such, these plans are contrary to the public interesL

an essential feature of a good regulatory plan is that it recognize the increasing riskiness of investment decisions; 
protect customers from the risk of investments that turn out to be uneconomic or unsuccessful; and provide 
shareholders new incentives to attract sufficient investment in the public switched telephone network. To meet 
those objectives, the plan must offer a symmetric risk-reward incentive structure, i.e., one that shifts losses of poor 
investment decisions and the rewards of good investment decisions to shareholders.

I would also consider requiring the corporate parent of each LEC that chooses an alternative regulatory plan to itself agree to provide adequate 
funding, as necessary, to its LEC subsidiary to ensure that the Ccxle's standards can continue to be met during the duration of the plaiL°° While operating under 
an ahemative regulatory plan, a participating LEC would be permitted to implement price changes only by operation of the price change mechanism contained in 
the plart Any ahlitional funding necessary to maintain the affordability of rates or continue the cpialhy of service would have to be supplied by the LEC or its 
cvMiutiufA mront ®

The "Earnings Incentive Plan" approved by the majority.

To move to another plan, notice, a separate hearing, and specific findings enumerated in § 56-235.5.B. should be required and this should have been ^Ued 
out in the plans.

Ex.RGH-6,at29.

As written, if the LECs discover that, in order to make investments necessary to keep service adequate, their rates of return will drop below just and reasonable 
levels, the LECs might refuse to make those investments. The majority at page 11 of the Order makes clear that if one of the criteria is not met, the first line of 
defense will be a more restrictive regulatory plan such as rate of return regulation. In fret, without a guarantee or the commitment of the parent, this may be the 
only practical solution. See also. Code §§ 56-265.4:4 and 56-265.6. When termination of a plan occurs, however, the LEC may be entitled seek and receive rate 
relief under rate of return regulation to give it an opportunity to earn a fair rate of return.

The majority Order contains, at pages 20-22, a lengthy and inscrutable exhortation to the corporate parents of the LECs not to behave in certain unspecified 
ways or to take certain unspecified actions, because the Commission "will be monitoring carefblly all information relevant to this subject, and we will make 
formal inquiry of such issues if appropriate." Order, at 22. Now is the time to act to ensure that "such issues" do not arise. Ensuring that funding will be 
adequate (through, perhaps, the guarantees of the parent) and a comprehensive, going-in rate review are requited now to ensure that corporate parents are not 
permitted to extract monopoly profits and that competition is properly promoted and not impeded. Until words become action, all the "careful monitoting" in the 
world is empty gesture.

Which I anticipate could be adversariaL rather than just "careful monitoring"
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}. The Price Cao Plans do not Cowmlv with Code S 56-235.5

1. Affordabilitv

83

Id, at 16.

;ie.- BeUAtlanticofPennsylvama,Inc.’s Petition and Plan for Alternative Form of Regulation under Chapter 30, DodcetNo. P-00930715, Opinion and 
Order (June 23,1994).

Beginning at page 6 of its Order the majority sets out its "opinion" that "the evidence establishes that at current rate levels, those services vdiich are 
classified as BLETS... are affordable." In support ofthisqnnion, the Order recites fiiat rates were last set for the LECs in rate cases in 1983,1984 and 1985 
and "have only decreased" since that time. In fiirther support, the majority points to the 94% level of service penetration. Because tariffed rates have not

Sections H. A. through I, supra, Yiave demonstrated nor belief that the price cap plans qtproved by the majority do not meet the standards set out in 
§ 56-235.S.B. (iii) and (iv) or the requirements of § S6-235.S.H. Because the plans fiul to protect a^ promote conqretition and because the plans permit, and in 
fiict invite, the extraction (ff excess monopoly profits fiom ratqrayers, fire plans cannot be said to be in the public interest This section will focus on file remaining 
two standards whose application has been made mandated by the General Assembly. I have not found evidmoe in this record that supports the majority's finding 
that the plans will preserve the affordability of basic service, and I do not believe the majority has correctly interpreted what is required to assure the "continuation 
of quality local exchange telephone service." See Va. Code § 56-235.5.B.(i) and (ii).

BA-Pa did not have to seek altemative regulation in Pennsylvania. It chose to do so even though its choice required it to commit to this massive 
infrastructure deployrnenL It was willing to agree to do this in exchange for the kind of pricing freedom that the majority Order has given BA-Va. and 
United/Centel here, without the concomitant investment responsibility.

There should be no "payment" for the right to participate in an altemative regulatory plan. A plan should, however, be beneficial to the LEC, its 
customers and the Commonwealth. In this case, according to the LECs, the plans were needed so that new technology and infrastructure could be deployed 
throughout Virginia. The majority has removed all rate of return limits on BA-Va. and United/Centel. The majority has done more than its part However, the 
LECs are not required to invest in new technology or infrastructure in Virginia If investments are made, will they be enough? <k> not know. Will new 
infrastructure be deployed equitably in rural, urban and suburban areas? Will the new facilities be close enough to our public schools and health facilities? We 
do not know. The Pennsylvania plan addressed these issues. The majority plans do not If Virginia is fortunate enough to have the necessary infrastructure

Code § 56-235.5.B. sets forth four standards that must be met by any altemative regulatory plan considered by the Commission before that plan may 
be approved. Reduced to the essentials, the four standards any plan must meet include: (i) protection of the affordability of BLETS; (ii) assurance of fiw 
continuation of quality local exchange telephone service; (iii) absence of unreasonable prqudice or disadvantage to any class of customers or conqietitors; and, 
(iv) being in die public interest

deployed, it will be because the parent corporations of Virginia's LECs dioose to do so, not because fiiey are obligated to. Moreover, fiiose decisions will be made 
fer fiom Virginia and with many non-Virginia pressures at weak. If the plans of the telecommunications giants do not work as well as the planners hope, funds for 
investment may be short In that case, I am concerned that file investments will be made first where they must be rather than where they should be. Intbatcase, 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey may receive the investment and Virginia will be left with good intentions.

In their failure to assure additional investment toward the deployment of advanced telecommunications infrastructure, the majority plans do not serve 
the public interest We must remember fiiat Bell Atlantic is obligated to make such investments in nearby states with which Virginia competes for economic 
opportunities, jobs and other investments.

66 Pa. C.S. § 3003 (b) (2) and (3).

See, "The State of Telecommunications in New Jersey - Reqxmse to the Telecommunications Act of 1992" published by file New Jersey Board of Regulatory 
Commissioners (January 1994). This report to the Governor arid Legislature of New Jersey was the Board's official response to the requirements of New Jersey's 
Telecommunications Act of 1992 (N.J.S.A 48:2-21.16 et seq.). NJ Bell calls its investment program "Opportunity New Jersey." NJ Bell agreed to increase its 
infrastructure investment fiom $4.2 to $5.7 billion between 1W2 and 1999. See report at 12.
88

share all earnings above 13.7% return on equity on a 50-50 basis with its customers.' 
retumfrate crq> regulation.^®

84 66 Pa. C.S.§ 3003(b).

85 "Broadband" is a comrmmicatiotts diasmel whidi has a bandwidth of at least 1.544 megabytes per second It is capable of supporting voice, data and video 
cmnmunication A megabyte is one million bits of informatioa
86

Compare the majority's plan to the one qiproved by the Permsylvania Public Utilities Commission for Bell Atlantic - Permsylvania ("BA-Pa"), BA- 
Va.'s sister conqtany. The Penns^vania PUC devotes nearly one-third of its 198 page order^^ to a discussion of BA-Pa's Network Modernization Platt 
Pursuant to legislation passed in Pennsylvania, any local exchange carrier which sought to be regulated by an altemative form of regulation was required to 
"commit to unwersal broadband availabil^ and shall commit to converting 100% of its irrteroffice and distribution telecommunications network to broadband 
c^»ability[.]"®4 This broadband network®^ must be deployed equitably in rural, urban and suburban areas, and "shall be in or adjacent to public rights-of-way 
abutting public schools, including the administrative offices supporting public schools, industrial parks, and health care &cilities[.]'"^ The BA-Pa plan requires 
fins investment

Another Beil Atlantic subsidiary. New Jersey Bell fTIJ Bell"), agreed to speed up the deployment of advanced infiastructure in that state by $1.5 
billion during this decade in exchange for a more limited form of pricing fieedom. NJ Bell’s prices will be regulated with a price cap mechanism but it must still 
share all eaminos above 11 7% return on eouhv on a 50-^0 basis with its customers,®' This altemative form of regulation is known in that state as rate of
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'j

c of Quality Service

-97

98

Order. at7. As shown above, however, customers'bills for local service do not qipear to have declined smce 1984.

As stated at length above, 1 believe a comprehensive rate examination is needed. A thorough examination of the affordability of service should 
also be undeitaken.

In Section n. I., supra, I criticize the price cap plans for their failure to assure that adequate investment in telecommunications infiastructure and 
ices would be made in the Commonwealth. In the future, "quality local exchange telephone service" will mean something different and better than wdiat is 

av-ilatit- t tv,1iaua -tha Oanaral Aecamtilv ivanraH ttia Crmmiceinn tn atmmva nniv tlirKA flltemAtive reoutfllorv nianfi that assured that the evolvino

Simply to say that rates have not increased since the last time rate cases were held is an insufficient answer. First, when rates were set during those 
cases, the issue of affordability of service played little or no part in our consideration of just and reasonable rate levels. Second, the statute requires the 
Commission to consider the "affordability of basic local exchange service," which is made up of more than just the tariffed rate charged by the local exchange 
conqjany. Since 1984, for example, the federal Subscriber Line Charge ("SLC") has been added to bills for local service. The SLC was initially set at SI per 
month in 1985, but has now grown to $3.50 per month. The LECs retain these revenues. BA-Va.'s rates for local service run from roughly S7 to $13.50 per 
month depending on the size of the exchange. Therefore, the addition of the SLC has raised what customers must pay to receive local exchange service by 
approximately 25 to 50%. Custwners cannot receive local service without paying the SLC in addition to the tariffed rates of the LECs. Atborou^stu^ofthe 
affordability of local exchange service involves more than just a review of the tariffi. No such study has been made.

This 94.3% penetration figure is said to indicate that telephone service is affordable; I tend to think it indicates rather that telephone service is, like 
other utility service, indispensable. 1 would venture to guess that the "penetration" of electric service surpasses that for telephone service, but this fact has not been 
taken as any indication that electric rates are therefore affordable and should never be examined in a rate proceeding.

1993 S.C.C. Arm. RpL 221.' 
quality local exchange telephone service."

Order, at 3. Those nine years have not seen a rate case for BA-Va., of course.

EX.WI-1B.

Code § 56.235.5.B.(ii).

’2 Tr. 266.245. 

’3 Ex. WI-IB.

services would be made m the Commonwealth. In the future, "quality local exchange telephone service" will mean something dinerent and better than wnai is 
presently available.’^ I believe the General Assembly wanted the Commission to approve only those alternative regulatory plans that assured that the evolving 
telecommunications requirements of jnesent and future generations of Virginia citizens and business would be met As detailed in Section n. L. these plans do not 
accomplish this goal. Instead, the majority Order only requires the LECs to file reports on such service standards as the number of trouble reports received.

What is needed is a study of affordability. While I applaud the majority's requirement to expand the Virginia Universal Service Plan to include food 
stanqi recipients, affordability does not stop there. An examination of installation and deposit requirements and an elasticity study to determine the impact of 
diaiges and fees (including deposit and installation requirements) on the penetration rate should be made.

Order, at 10.

®® In Pennsylvania and New Jersey, at least, it will include universally deployed broadband capability.

The evidence regarding penetration levels should also be subjected to further scrutiny. While a 94% penetration rate sounds excellent, there is more to 
this story. Closer examination of the evidence reveals that in 30 Virginia counties and 8 Virginia cities, the penetration rate is below 90%. There is a wide 
variance in penetration levels. In prosperous Fairfax County, 99.3% of occupied bousing units have a phone, while in less-developed Sussex County only 81.2% 
do.®^ Also telling, perhaps, is that penetration levels have not risen appre^ly statewide since 1984, despite the fact that "rates have only decreased" since 
then.’^ In 1984, the penAration rate stood at 93%; nine years later, following an Experimental Plan which, according to the majority, "reduct rates, promoted 
rate stability, helped the local exchange companies (LECs) adapt to emerging comp^on and encouraged the LECs to invest in Virginia telecommunications 
infiastructure,"®’ fire penetration level has increased only to 94.3%.’°

As indicated above, I believe the majority has rmsirrterpreted the intent of the General Assembly when it required that any alternative regulatory plan 
must "reasonably [assure] the continuation of quality local exchange telephone service."®" According to die majority, meeting this criterion will not be a problem 
"since all of the plans require the LECs to conform to the Commission's Rules Governing Service Standards adopted in Case No. PUC930009 on June 10, 1993, 
1993 S.C.C. Arm. RpL 221."®* I do not believe these Rules were what the General Assembly had in mind when it charged us to assure the "continuation of

®1 Tr. 244-245.

In his prefiled testimony. Staff witness Irby referred to a survey that had been conducted by Virginia Tedi, which revealed that (me reason'^ch 
prevented even higher telephone service penetration levels was the amount of "up-fiont" charges assessed by the LECs for installation and service (leposits.®® Mr. 
Irby also acknowledged that rates for lo^ service vary from company to company and from location to location ^a factor of double or more.®' However, no 
study of the effect of either the "up-fiont" requirements or the variance in local rates on affordability was presented.®^

increased sines the mid-80s and because so many people have access to service, the majority concludes that "rate cases are not necessary to determine 
sfiordsbility."^^ A® at Imoth T a CAmrnwheneive rate Mniminatinn ic haaHmI A thnmiioh Avaminatirm nFtfiA affrmlahilTtv aF wruirp chrviilH

*® Order, at 7. 

®° Ex.Wl-l,atll.
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m
Earnings Incentive Plan

of what sqppears to be a true rate case.

There will be no audit of afiSliates ejqpense, for example. In siuxt, the GTE Plan gives the false

as do the price cap plans; therefore, the GTE Plan provides no more

GTE Plan, Uli.

105 See, the discussion of Case No. PUC900045 set out in footnote 26, supra.
106 GTE Plan, 116.

GTE Plan, 1I11.A.1.

ratemaking-type adjustments to the booked cost of service, 
appearance of being rate base, rate of return regulation.

It is rally when it seeks to increase rates for basic or discretionary services that GTE must account for all competitive earnings.
Therefore, the "incentive" to hold down basic rates and avoid a rate case in the Earnings Incentive and GTE Plans is the competitive earnings. Implicit in this 
arrangement must be that these "conqxtitive earnings" are particularly desirable or lucrative. If the services providing these earnings ate, however, truly 
competitive, then their prices should be driven to cost and the "corqietitive earnings" would provide little, if any, incentive. The incentive, however, is agi^cant 
beca^ the "earnings" ate from such services as Yellow Pages and Inside Wire Maintenance, which are classified as conqretitive, but which provide unregulated

Under the GTE Plan Yellow Pages advertising and the Inside Wire Maintenance program continue to be treated as competitive and GTE retains 75% of its 
Yellow Pages earnings. See also. Section IV, ir^a.

108

The GTE Plan appears to impose the same "Competitive Safeguards"*®^
protection for competitors than the price cap plans and is, accordingly, no more compliant with the requirements of Code § 56-235.5.B.(iii) than those price cap 
plans. Because it will not conduct a rate examination of GTE, the Commission can not determine whether, as described above in Section n. G., GTE's monopoly 
services provide a cross subsidy to its competitive services in violation of Code § 56-235.5.H.

*®2 Curiously, however, in contrast to the pice cap plans, the Commission here "retains" the specific authority to terminate the GTE and Earnings Incentive 
Plans "on its own motion, or upon crarqtlainL, if it finds good cause to do so[.]" GTE Plan and Earnings Incentive Plans, 2. A No similar provision qtpears in the 
price cap plans. Uider § 56-235.5.D., the Commission has the authority to "alter, amend or revoke any altemative form of regulation..."
103

Finally, I must observe that there is something perplexing in the theory underpinning the GTE and Earnings Incentive Plans. Under these plans, in 
exchange for keeping rates for basic and discretionary services unchanged, a company is allowed to retain nearly all earnings it generates from its so-called 
competitive services.^®' It is rally when it seeks to increase rates for basic or discretionary services that GTE must account for all competitive earnings.*®^

*®^ The Experimental Plan provided that the rates ofretum for the LECs regulated thereunder would be set within the fixed range of 12to 14%. The GTE Plan 
provides a fixed formula by which the rate of return will vary according to changes in the 30-year Treasury Bond rate. In its Final Order adopting the 
Experimental Plan, the Commission said, "Any person aggrieved by the regulated rates of the conpanies may petition for relief as contemplated by § 56-235 of 
the Code." Commonwealth of Virginia, At the relation ofthe State Corporation Commission, Ex Parte: In the matter ofpromulgating an experimental plan 
for the optional regulation of telephone companies. Case No. PUC880035, 1988 S.C.C. Ann. RpL 249, 250 (December 15, 1988). The Attorney General 
petitioned for relief in Case No. PUC890011, asserting that the rate of return set by the Experimental Plan for the LECs was too high The Commission dismissed 
tins petition, stating that after costs had been properly allocated "it may be proper to revisit whether the 12 to 14% return on equity is appropriate[.]" (Cited in 
Footnote 26, supra.} When the costs had subsequently been allocated and the issue of the proper return on equity was again before it, the Cranmission abruptly 
reversed field, stating that the language of the Experhnental Plan "leaves no room for an interpretation that the range can be changed in tins case." (Cited in 
Footnote 26, supra.} 1 hope the GTE Plan cannot be read similarly to prevent a review of the fairness of rates of return produced by the fixed formula in the GTE 
Plan.

*®* Accordingtothemajority,itisidenticaltotheEamingsIncentivePlan.

number of complaints to the Commission and "the percent of all calls to the business ofiSce which are answered live within 20 seconds."*®® The majority has 
limited the LECs responsibility under this requirement to maintenance of the status quo with regard to service quality, rather than assuring the "continuation of 
quality local exchange telephone service." Even the best maintained 1994 telephone system may not be providing "quality local exchange telephone service" as 
that term will be understood in 2004 or 2014. Any altemative regulatory plan properly permissible under § 56-235.5 must provide for the investment reasonably 
necessary to meet evolving definitions of quality local exchange telephone service.

*®® Rules Governing Service Standards fin- Local Exchange Telephraie Conpanies, promulgated in Commonwealth of Virginia, ex reL State Corporation 
Commission, Ex Parte: In the matter of adopting rules governing service standards for local exchange telephone companies. Case No. PUC930009, 1993, 
S.C.C. Ann. RpL 221 (June 10,1993).

It appears that such rate reviews as will be conduct^ under the GTE Plan, other than those in which GTE proposes to raise rates, will be no more 
rigorous than the ones conducted under the Experimental Phm *®That is, only booked figures will be reviewed and other parties will be prohibited from offering 
nfnmaVmA.hmn fn nF IV^ 'TltAro wall Iw nn oitzivf nF aFRIaafne raarwaong-ia Avevmaln Tn oUm* 41*^ ^’T’C Dian Mama 41aa

I^ not dwell long on the majority's other altemative regulatory plan, the GTE Plan*®* It suffas from many of the same deficiencies as the price 
cap plans. *®2 First and foremost, there is no requirement that companies operating under this plan submit to full rate examination. The Commission will have 
not much greater knowledge of the current costs of service, revenues and earnings of GTE than it does of BA-Va, and United/Centel, although still purporting to 
regulate GTE's earnings. The Commission is in no position to adjudge either the reasonableness or the affordability of GTE's current rates, as required by Code 
§ 56-235.5.B.(i). To the good, howevw price changes under the GTE Plan that result in increases to its operating revenues will be permitted only in the context 
nF wk at antvaarc tn Ka a tniA ratA z*a6A
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Thus, the GTE and Earnings Incentive Plans rely on the improper classification of several services. If the "competitive” services ever

IV

Competitive Services

in which it considered the Experimental Plan, the Commission wrote;

* * «

Yellow Page issue extensively as well.

This finding by the

109 See, Section IV, ir^a.

no

I*** Order,at25-26.

Services classified as Actually Conqretitive as of July 1, 1993, will remain classified as Con^jetitive 
under the modified Plan pursuant to Va. Code § 56-235.5(F) while Case No. PUC930036, which will afford an 
opportunity for considering potential reclassification of those services, is underway....

* See, for exanqrle. Ex. MNC-47 pp. 12-29. Dr. Cooper estimated that BA-Va.'s market share of usage, as he defined it, to be in the 90-95% range.

We do not now determine whether Yellow Pages is a competitive service. Thus, it presently remains 
classified as it was on the effective date ofthe new statute, as the LECs contend it should be....

As our Staffs report relates (pp. C-7 to C-8), at the inception of the Plan, there was a major competitor 
attenqrting to enter the market in Yellow Pages. It sou^ to produce a volume of Yellow Pages type advertising as 
an alternative to the telephone company book, in two of the three major metropolitan areas of the state. The Plan 
assumed that this form of Yellow Pages competition would develop. It has not, on any effective basis, leaving only 
smaller, less than coiiq)lete substitutes [Cite omitted.]

(I]t is apparent that the unique form of the Yellow Pages publication produced by the telephone 
con^anies is made possible by a ready availability of information from the regulated side of the business. This 
relationship insulates a part of the revenues fiom Yellow Pages advertising fiom effective inroads by other media. 
Because this protection is closely related to the regulated activities of the conqjany, we have concluded fiiat 
regulated customers should receive some of the benefits derived by the telephone companies fiom Yellow Pages 
optt^ons.

Commonwealth of Virginia, At the relation cf the State Corporation Commission, Ex Parte: In the matter of evaluating the Experimental Plan for 
Alternative Regulation in Virginia Telephone Companies, Case No. PUC920029,1993 S.C.C. Ann. Rpt 212, at 214 (Dec. 17,1993).

* * * See, for example. Brief of AT&T Communicatians of Virginia, Inc., at 50-51 (hereinafter "AT&T Brief).

112 Ex. RDW-1IR and Ex. WGS-44, -45R, and ^SR.

In that case, the Commission required, for regulatory purposes, that 25% of the income available for common equity fiom Yellow Pages be imputed to the 
noncompetitive side of LEC operations, a ralemaking treatment the Commission deemed proper under Code § 56-235.5.E.

Nonetheless, the majority concludes, at page 25 of the Order, that it "received no evidence that would compel us to make any changes" in its treatment 
of Yellow Pages and another service whose "competitiveness" is subject to question - Inside Wire Maintenance. The Commission also stated that "conqjetition for 
thrtcA cervices is nr can he an effective reoiilatnr nf the firice nfthnse services an/l that it is in the vniMic interest tc Hetariffthnee cervices "114 qru:. finHino hvthe

115 U.S. V. American Telephone & Telegraph Co., 552 F.Supp. 131,193-94. (D.D.C. 1982). AT&T contended, on brieC that the presence ofthis subsidy from 
Yellow Pages to local service was the only reason the Bell Oper^g Companies were given the right, in the divestiture, to publish the Y ellow Pr^es and that the 
Commission's treatment of Yellow Pages in the Experimental and Modified Plan transferred this benefit, intended for LEC ratepayers, to LEC shareholders. 
AT&T Brief at 50.

those services is or can be an effective regulator of the price of those services and that it is in the public interest to detariff those services.' 
majority is wrong.

In short, the GTE and Earnings Incentive Plans are not truly based on rate of return regulation, will not protect consumers, and do not provide 
adequate competitive safeguards. As such, I find the plaits fail to comply with the law and are contrary to the public interest

By any test neither Yellow P^k nor Inside Wire Maintenance is conqtetitive. Several parties referred to the U.S. District Court's opinion in the 
divestiture case, in which the Court found; '

monopoly profits. — -
really do become competitive, this incentive will be gone.

In its Final Order in Case No. PUC920029,

Nearly every party to the present proceeding suggested some change in the treatment of Yellow Pages that was mandated by the Final Order in Case 
No. PUC920029. Generally speaking, the LECs ureed that none of the revenues fiom Yellow Pages be attributed to non-competitive services, while the 
remaining parties wanted all revenues so attributed.**^ Both BA-Va. and the American Association of Retired Persons sponsored witnesses, Ik. Robert Willig 
and Dr. William Shepherd, respectivelv, solely for the purpose of addressing whether Yellow Pages is competitive.* ^2 other parties' witnesses addressed the 
VaIIaw PaoA leeiiA AvfAnriv»lv ae waII
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Maintenance is less than those for Yellow Pages, it is still extraordinarily high.

The monthly costs of billing for such service alone would constitute a substantial barrier to competitive entry.

V

Cmiclnsion

125

123 Tr. 555.

See, Commonwealth of Virginia at the relation of the State Corporation Commission, Ex Parte: In the matter of evaluating the Experimental Plan for 
Alternative Regulation of Virginia Telephone Conipanies, CaseNo. PUE920029,1993 S.C.C. Ann. RpL 212 (Dec. 17,1993).

124 Order, at 23.

The majority appears to have invoked the "grandfathering" provision of Code § 56-235.5.F. 
Maintenance to be conq>etitive, despite the quantity of evidence that was produced during the hearing. 1'

The LECs have argued that they need the freedoms granted by the plans qjproved by the majority to meet the challenges of competition and to 
provide die necessary infrastructure for Virginia.. Undoubtedly, increasing cranpetition will provide substantial challenges to the LECs in the future. But in fact 
and in law, the LECs do not now face conqietition for local exchange service. And the approved plans do not assure the necessary infrastructure for the 
Commonwealth.

121 Brief of the Division of Consumer Counsel, Office of the Attorney GeneraL at 45. (Enphases in original)

122 Tr. 545.

11^ Ex. KDT-3B (revised) and Ex ia3T-3C. Without deciding their validity, 1 will reflect the cmnpanies' claim that the returns are proprietary and thus not 
release them

All parties concede that the Yellow Pages currently earn supra-conpedtive profits . . . Yellow Pages provide a 
sigi^cant subsidy to local telephone rates. This subsidy would most likely continue if the Operating Conpanies 
were permitted to publish the Yellow Pages. The loss of this subsidy would have inportant consequences for the 
rates of local telephone service. For exanple, the State of California claims that a two dollar increase in the rates 
for monthly service would be necessary to ofifret the loss of revenues from directory advertising Other states assert 
that increases of a similar magnitude would be required.... This result is clearly contrary to the goal of providing 
affordable telephone service to all Americans.

. It is clear from this record that conpetition does not effectively regulate the price of either service. Therefore, it is inproper to declare either the 
savice conpetitive in order to allow the LECs to retain most all of the enormous profits generated by Yellow Pages and Inside Wire Maintenance for the benefit 
of their shareholders. 1 would require that 100% of the revenues and expenses of Yellow Pages and Inside Wire Maintenance be included in the noncompetitive 
services in the conptehensive rate review that I have advocated earlier. Having once set all rates based on cost, after properly accounting for all revenues and 
expenses, including those from Yellow Pages and Inside Wire Maintenance, I would allow inplementation of price cap plans, modified as suggested below.

in deeming Yellow Pages and Inside Wire 
120 is no convincing evidence before the 

Commissian, that "conpetition effectively regulates the price" of Yellow Page advertising As the Attorney General pointed out, on brief even BA-Va.*s witness.

The majority finds that certain otiier services should not be classified as conpetitive because "specialized, sporadic corrpetition carmot be expected to 
control file prices" (Bilk Private Line) or thPt. "it is too soon to reclassify these services because cnrpetition is not yet effectively regulating their prices" (Bulk 
Special Access and Single Special Access).124 for ojher services, the majority finds that "fiiere are no substitutes" (White Page Bold Type listitigs, ISDN) or 

(Rpeat Call) or a service should be classified as Basic because it "is universally available and used" (Touch Tone). These descriptions 
tn Vnltmv anft TnciH#* Mflifitnnanm Thn PnmmiccinT, hac alraaHv Inimfll25 fkg* thara ic nn afTaativa mmnatitiva Hiaartnrv

120 Order, at 25.

The LECs continue to earn "supra-conpetitive profits" from Yellow Pages, as they also do from their Inside Wire Maintenance programs. During the period 
1990-92, BA-Va. and United earned returns on equity from Yellow Page operations that can only be described as astounding. 11® »>’<■ nraJaa- nmfita ae a

Af omfifi rrnnmiiM Miifitlv dkVtranrHtnfirv ' Ae tfiA PAmmieciAn fivind in PtteA Ka PTTCOOnn^O fhnm ie n —

112 It can be argued that return cm equity might not be an appropriate measure of earnings for Yellow Pages, but the pretax profits as a percentage of gross 
revenues confirms fiiat the profit is extraordinary.

11^ Ex LJC-2C1(P). Without deciding its validity, I will respect the claim that the return is proprietary and thus not disclose the return

115 "Notwithstanding any other provisions ofthis subsection, all services classified as actually competitive services under the provisions of the Experimental Plan 
adopted by the Commission in Case No. PUC880035 in its final order of December 15,1988, and remaining so classified as of the effective date of this section, 
shall be considered to be conpetitive services. "

DA- va. ana unneo eameo remtns on equity irom i euow rage cperauons mat can only oe oescnoea as astounomg. — Further, the pretax profits as a 
percentage of gross revenues were equally extramdiiiaiy.l 1' As the Connnission found in Case No. PUC920029, there is no effective competing directory, but 
only "smaller, less than conplete substitutes," drapite the presence of sudi extavagant fnofit possibilities. While the indicated return on equity for Inside Wire 
XXatnfmflmcA ic Imc than ttiAe» fXr VaIIaw PaoM if ie efill MfraArdinavilv hioli

"there is no substitute" r   .  . .   .  . 
ajply with equal force to Yellow Pages and Inside Wire Maintenance. The Commission has already foundi^^ that there is no effective conpetitive directory, 
only smaller, less complete substitutes. Sudi "specialized, sporadic" directory competition "cannot be expected to control the price" of Yellow Page advertising. 
In fact, fiiere is no evidence even vaguely suggesting that "conpetition effectively regulates the prices" of Yellow Page advertising. The phone conpanies' own 
advertising proclaims that "there is no substitute" for the "Official Yellow Pages," iMiicfa are, undoubtedly, "universally available and used." As it is structured, 
"there is no substitute" for Inside Wire Maintenance either.

Dr. Willig, "offered no empirical evidence that Yellow Page prices are responsive to any alleged conpetition." ^21 Nor does it iqpear that there is, or even can be, 
effective conpetitors to the LECs* Inside Wire Maintenance programs because the programs are not repair services as suck but essentially repair insurance 
programs. ^22’ The monthly costs of billing for such service alone would constitute a substantial barrier to competitive entry. ^23
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Ex Parte: In the matter of investigating telephone regulatory methods pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-235.5, etc.

ORDER DENYING RECONSIDERATION

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Bell Atlantic-VA's November 3,1994, Petition for Reconsideration is hereby denied.

Commission review and approval required for continuation; a mechanism to set initial prices for new Discretionary services; and, irrqilementation of additional 
conqietitive safeguards.

Talcing away regulatory restraints in the absence of effective competition will harm the public. In my opinion, the Virginia General Assembly should 
act now to protect the public interest Full local exchange competition should be allowed, fostered and hastened.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
At the relation of the
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

Until competition at the local level is allowed and becomes a reality, I cannot agree with my colleagues that the ahemative regulatory plans allowed in 
this proceeding should be approved. Accordingly, 1 must dissent

CASE NO. PUC930036 
NOVEMBER 8, 1994

Given the present lack of competition for local exchange services and the fact that competition is needed and coming in the future, the Commission was 
presorted with the question of what to do between the present and the time when competition becomes the effective regulator. We are required to decide what the 
qjpropriale regulatory vehicle is to take the LECs through the transition from the monopoly state that they now enjoy to the competitive state the future will 
bihig. In my view, the evidence produced in this proceeding does not compel a finding that price cap regulation, thou^ stron^y advocated by the LECs 
according to their interests, is in any way appreciably superior to effective rate of return regulation as that transition vehicle. Certainly, as set forth in detail 
earlier, the plans proposed by the LECs and approved by the majority do not suffice. They will neither protect consumers nor promote competition and 
innovation and are not in the public interest They do not comply with the requirements of Code § 56-235.5. and should not be approved.

NOTE: A copy of Attachment 1 entitled "Cost Allocations Principles and Guidelines"; Attachment 2 entitled "Bell Atlantic - Virginia Plan for 
Ahemative Reflation"; Attachment 3 entitled "Ahemative Regulatory Plan for Central Telephone Company of Va. and United Telephone - 
Southeast, Inc."; Attachment 4 entitled "GTE South Ahemative Regulate^ Plan"; and Attachment 5 entitled "Earnings Incentive Plan" is on file and 
may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, 
Ridnnond, Virginia.

On November 3,1994, Bell Atlantic - Virginia, Inc. ("Bell Atlantic - VA") filed a Petition for Reconsideration of our October 18, 1994, Final Order 
in this case. After considering Bell Atlantic - VA's arguments and reconsidering the evidence, we have concluded that our Final Order should not be altered at this 
time. We realize that rapid dianges in technology and dianges in federal and/or state legislation may necessitate future alterations to the Bell Atlantic - VA Plan, 
as well as to the other local exchange telephone company plans adopted in this case. When such changes occur, the Commission will address possible alterations, 
pursuant to either Virginia Code § 56-235.5C or § 56-235.SD. Accordingly,

Conqre^on at the local exchange level is what will uhimately hold down rates, provide choices, and ensure the advanced technology and 
infrastructure Virginia needs. What is so troubling and disturbing about the majority Order is that it is so anticompetitive. The Order does nothing to promote 
competition and much to entrench the existing monopolies. At a time when we should be encouraging, fostering and hastening competition, the majority Order 
does the opposite.

That is not to say that a price cap ahemative regulatory plan could not be so designed to meet the essential tests of Code § 56-235.5. and lawfully 
assist the LECs, their potential competitors and the public in the transition to the competitive market As stated earlier, a properly structured plan must include, 
inter alia, a comprehensive initial rate examination to align prices and costs, necessary both to protect against the extraction of monopoly profe and to promote 
and foster competition; a meanmgful productivity ofi&et that would offer proper incentives to the LEC to innovate and improve efficiency, a price index that 
provides a realistic limit on prices for all noncompetitive services, including Discretionary services, rather than inviting monopoly pricing of those services; 
elimination of "revenue neutral" price restructurings; reasonable assurance of necessary infrastructure investment; a specific duration for the plan with a
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For cancellation of an existing certificate of public convenience and necessity and issuance of a new certificate

ORDER AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF A NEW CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC AND NECESSITY

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter is hereby dodceted and assigned Case No. PUC940001;

(3) That this matter is hereby continued generally.

For cancellation of an existing certificate of public convenience and necessity and issuance of a new certificate

DISMISSAL ORDER

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

APPUCATION OFLYNCHBURG CELLULAR JOINT VENTURE andCENTURY LYNCHBURG CELLULAR CORP.

CASE NO. PUC940001 
MAY 13, 1994

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe captioned application and the applicable statutes, is of the opinion and finds that this matter 
should be dodceted; that the application should be granted; that Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36 granted to Lyndiburg Cellular on 
March 6, 1991, should be canceled and new Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36a should be issued in the name of Century Lynchburg 
Cellular Corp, upon the provision by Century of proof that it has purchased all of Lyndiburg Metronet's right, title, and interest in Lynchburg Cellular, and that 
this proceeding should be continued until Century provides the requisite proof

NOW, upon consideration ofthe foregoing, the Commission is offiie opinion and finds that Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36 
should be cancel^ that Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36a should be issued in the name of Century Lynchburg Cellular Corp.; and that 
this matter should be HigmiMad

CASE NO. PUC940001
MARCH 22, 1994

On January 6, 1994, Lynchburg Cellular Joint Venture ("Lyndiburg Cellular") and Century Lynchburg Cellular Corp., a Virginia public service 
corporation ("Century"), delivered certain documents to the State Corporation Commission ("Commission"), requesting authority, pursuant to Va. Code Atm. 
§§ 56-508.10 and -508.11 (1986 Repl. Vol.), to transfer to Century the certificate of public convenience and necessity of Lyndiburg Cellular. Lyndiburg 
Cellular is authorized by Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36 to operate as a cellular carrier in the Lyndiburg, Virginia cellular geogr^hic 
service area. On March 8,1994, Lynchburg Cellular and Century filed additiraial documents with the Commission, conqileting its applicatioiL

APPUCATION OF
LYNCHBURG CELLULAR JOINT VENTURE 

and
CENTURY LYNCHBURG CELLULAR CORP.

(2) That Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36 shall be canceled and new Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C- 
36a shall be issued in file name of Century Lyndiburg Cellular Corp, upon Century filing with the Cleric ofthe Commissian in this proceeding proof that Century 
has purchased all of Lyndiburg Metronefs ri  ̂title, and interest in Lynchburg Cellular, and

On March 22,1994, the State Corporation Commissian ("Commission") issued an Order conditionally authorizing the issuance to Century Lyndiburg 
Cellular Corp. ("Century" or "the Company") of new Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36a. The same Order authorized the cancellation of 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36 and the issuance of the new Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to Century, conditioned 
iqxm Century filing proof that it had purdiased all of Lyndiburg Metronet, Inc.'s ("Lyndiburg Metronet") interest in file Lyndiburg Cellular Joint Venture 
("Lyndiburg Cellular"). Lyndiburg Cellular is a New York joint venture partnership comprised of two Virginia public service corporations, Century and 
Lyndiburg Metronet Lynchburg Cellular is authorized to operate as a cellular carrier in the Lynchburg, Virginia cellular geographic service area.

Lyndiburg Cellular is a New York joint venture partnership conqirised of two Virginia public service corporations. Century and Lyndiburg Metronet, 
Inc. ("Lynchburg Metronet"). Century is the managing joint venture partner in Lyndiburg Cellular. Century and Lyndiburg Metronet have agreed that Century 
shall purchase all of Lynchfcurg Metronefs interest in Lyndiburg Cellular and that at the time of purchase, Lyndiburg Cellular will cease to exist by operation of 
law. The application represents that Century will provide wholesale and resale cellular service pursuant to the same rates and terms and conditions of service as 
provided in Lyndiburg Cellular's tariffe on file with the Commission. The captioned plication contains a copy of the Federal Communications Commission's 
("FCC's") November 30,1993 authorization to assign Lyndiburg Cellular's license to Century.

On May 6,1994, Century filed a document with the Cmnmission demonstrating that it had purdiased Lyndiburg Metronefs interest in Lyndiburg 
Cellular.
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(1) That Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36 issued in the name of Lynchburg Cellular Joint Venture shall be canceled;

(2) That new Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-36a shall be issued in the name of Century Lynchburg Cellular Corp.; and

To amend its certificate for the addition of a cell site in Hillsville

FINAL ORDER

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter is hereby docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940002;

To inclement local calling plans in C&P exchanges in the Roanoke and Culpeper LATAs

APPLICATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, formerly THE CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

ORDER IMPLEMENTING EXPANDED LOCAL CALLING 
AND ESTABLISHING PROCEDURE FOR PUBLIC HEARINGS

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA RSA 3 LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

CASE NO. PUC940002 
JANUARY 28,1994

CASE NO.PUC940003 
APRIL 19, 1994

On January 11,1994, the Virginia RSA 3 Limited Partnership ("the Partnership" or "Applicant") filed a letter with the State Corporation Commission 
("Commission"), together with a modified service territory map depicting the service contours resulting from the addition of a cell site in Hillsville, Virginia. The 
addition of this cell site has the effect of expanding the Cellular Geographic Service Area ("CGSA") in the Virginia 3 - Giles RSA CGS A In its filing, the 
Applicant represented that the Federal Communications Commission bad approved its application to add this cell site.

(3) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter shall be dismissed, and the record developed herein shall be placed in 
the Conmission's file for ended causes,

(2) That Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-28a issued to the Virginia RSA 3 Limited Partnership is hereby canceled and new 
Certificate No. C-28b shall be issued. The new Certificate shall refer to the new service territory map filed with this application; and

The deadline for customers in the eastern portion of the Roanoke LATA to submit comments or requests for public hearing has passed. Responses 
received by the Commission indicate no support for the proposal to erqrand the calling of the Buchanan exchange to include the Bedford and Montvale exchanges 
and opposition from twenty (20) or more customers for the proposals to expand Blacksburg calling to include the exchanges of Salem and Shawsville; to expand 
Dublin calling to include the exchange of Pearisburg, to expand Pearisburg calling to include the exchanges of the Dublin, Pulaski and Radford, and to expand 
Pulaski calling to include the exchanges of Pearisburg and Radford. Lack of adverse comment indicates that expanded calling for the remaining exchanges should 
be granted as being in the public interest Accordingly,

WHEREFORE, in consideration of the Applicant's request and the applicable statutes, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that this matter 
should be docketed; that Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-28a granting the Partnership the right to provide service in the Virginia 3 - Giles 
RSA CGSA should be canceled; and that a new Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity should be issued and Aould refer to the new service territory 
map.

(3) That there being nothing further to be done herein, the captioned matter shall be dismissed from the Commission's docket of active proceedings, 
and the papers filed herein lodged in the Commission's file for ended causes.

On October 12, 1993, the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia (now named Bell Atlantic-Virginia "BA-VA") filed an 
plication to implement changes to its local c^ling arrangements in various exchanges and to eliminate local mileage charges. On December 17,1993, BA-VA 
filed a request for public notice prescription for phases two and three of its proposal, which would expand the local service areas in the Roarrake and Culpeper 
LATAs. By order of January 14,1994, tire Commission established this case and prescribed the notice to be mailed to each affected subscriber in tire Roanoke 
and Culpeper LATAs. The notice to customers in the eastern portion of the Roanoke LATA explained how rates would change if tiieir local service area were 
expanded and provided a deadline for comments or requests for hearing. A separate notice with a later deadline was mailed to customers in the western portion of 
the Roanoke IATA and to customers in the Culpeper LATA
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(1) That the BA-VA proposal to expand calling from its Budianan exchange to include the exchanges of Bedford and Montvale is hereby denied;

(5) That the examiner may call upon the Commission's Division of Communications and BA-VA for assistance in arranging locations for the public
hearings.

To implement a local calling plan in Bell Atlantic exchanges in the Roanoke and Culpeper LATAs

ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(3) That this matter is continued generally.

APPUCATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC. (formerly the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone of Virginia)

(4) That the Hearing Examiner shall provide two opportunities per hearing site for affected telephone customers to comment, one to be scheduled in 
the afternoon and the other to be scheduled in the evening, no later than 7 pm.; and

CASE NO. PDC940003 
OCTOBER 11, 1994

(3) That this matter is assigned to a Hearing Examiner who shall schedule public heatings in the affected area to receive comments from affected 
customers in the Blacksburg, Dublin, Pearisburg and Pulaski exchanges. Notice of the time and the place of the hearing shall be furnished by BA-VA by 
publishing twice in newspapers of general circulation in the affected areas;

After considering the Examiner's Report and the opposition, the Commission is of the opinion that the findings ofthe report should be adopted, with the 
exception of the Pulaski, Dublin, Radford, and Pearisburg exchanges. The disposition of extended local calling for those exchanges will be addressed in a future 
Commission order. Hence, the Commission finds that BA-VA’s application to expand the local calling areas of its Warrenbm, Culpeper, MarshaU, Louisa, 
Gordonsville, Remington, Calverton, Brokenburg, Orange, Hartwood, Unionville, Mineral, Blacksburg, Shawsville and Salem exchanges is in the public interest 
and should be adopted. Accordingly,

(2) That BA-VA’s proposal to expand the local calling area of its Pulaski, Dublin, Radford, and Pearisburg exchanges will be addressed in a future 
order, and

(2) That the BA-VA proposal to expand local calling from the Bedford to the Montvale exchange, from the Bent Mountain to the Salem and 
Shawsville exchanges, from the Mont^e to the Bedford and Stone Mountain exchanges, firm the Roanoke to the Stone Mountain exchange, from the Salem to 
the Bent Mountain exchange, from the Shawsville to the Bent Mountain exchange, and from the Stone Mountain to the Montvale and Roanoke exchanges are 
hereby approved and may be implemented by BA-VA as presently scheduled;

(1) That BA-VA’s proposal to expand the local calling areas of its Warrenton, Culpeper, MarshaU, Louisa, Gordonsville, Remington, Calverton, 
Brokenburg, Orange, Hartwood, UnionviUe, Mineral, Blacksburg, ShawsviUe and Salem exchanges is hereby aiqrroved and shall be implemented as quickly as 
BA-VA may do so;

On October 12, 1993, BeU Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. ("BA-VA") (formerly the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephcme Company of Virginia) filed an 
application to expand the local caUing area of various exchanges throughout the Commonwealth. By Order dated January 14,1994, the Commission established 
this case and prescribed the notice to be mailed to each affected subscriber in the Roanoke and Culpeper LATAs. By Order of May 17, 1994, the Commission 
assigned this case to a Hearing Examiner and directed that local hearings be scheduled to receive public comments about whether the proposed expansion of local 
service was in the public interest Pursuant to Ruling dated June 3,1994, the Examiner conducted heatings at 3:00 p.tn. and 7:00 pm, on July 26,1994 in the 
Board Room of the Pulaski County Administration Building located in Pulaski, Virginia; On July 27,1994, in the Montgmnery County Courthouse located in 
Orristiansbutg, Virginia; and on July 28,1994, in the Giles County Circuit Courtroom located in Pearisburg, Virginia. Pursuant to Rulhigs dated June 8, 1994, 
file Examiner conducted hearings at 3:00 pjn. smd 7:00 p.m., on July 18,1994, in the Culpeper County Board of Supervisors Meeting Room located in Culpeper, 
l^rginia and on July 19,1994, in the Orange County Board of Supervisors Basement Meeting Room located in Orange, Virginia. The Examiner filed a Report 
September 7,1994, recommending approval of BA-VA’s application except for the expansion to the Pulaski, Dublin, Radford and Pearisburg exchanges. Copies 
ofthe Examiner's Report were mailed to participants and tl^ were given until September 22,1994 to file any comments. That date has passed and one reqxmse, 
together with a petition signed by 640 persons, was received disagreeing with the Examiner's recommendation to deny extended local calling for the Pulaski, 
Dublin, Radford and Pearisburg exchanges.
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To implement a local calling plan in the West Point Exchange

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

To implement extended local service from its Christiansburg exchange to the Alum Ridge exchange of Citizens Telephone Cooperative

FINAL ORDER

Accordingly,

rr IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

APPLICATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC., (Fonnerly the Chestqreake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia)

APPLICATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC - VIRGINIA, INC.

Having considered the Examiner's Report and the lack of opposition, the Commission is of the opinion that the findings of the Report should be 
adopted. Hence, the Commission finds that BA-VA's plication to expand its West Point local calling area to include the Providence Forge/Quinton exchanges 
is in fire public interest and should be adopted. Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUC940005 
MAY 16, 1994

CASE NO. PUC940004 
JUNE 14, 1994

(1) That BA-VA's prqwsal to expand its West Point local calling area to include the exchanges of Providence Forge/Quinton is hereby approved and 
shall be inqrlemented as quickly as BA-VA may do so; and

On October 12, 1993, the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia (now known as Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. "BA-VA") filed an 
application to expand certain of its local calling areas. By Order dated October 29, 1993, the Commission directed BA-VA to notify customers whose rates 
would be changed by the implementation of contiguous calling in the Richmond and Lynchburg LATAs. Affected customers were advi  ̂to file any comments 
with the Commission by December 31,1993.

The Examiner conducted hearings at 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. May 17,1994, in the New Kent County Administration Building located in New Kent, 
Virginia. The Examiner filed his report May 24,1994. Copies of the Examiner's Report were mailed to participants, and they were given until June 8, 1994, to 
file any comments. That date has passed and no comments have been received.

On January 20, 1994, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. (formerly Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, hereafter "BAVA") filed an 
application pursuant to the provisions of § 56-484.2 ofthe Code of Virginia proposing to notify its Christiansburg subscribers about the increases in morihly rates 
that would be necessary for extending their local service to include the Alum Ridge exchange of Citizens Telephone Cooperative. By Order of January 31, 1994, 
the Commission directed BA-VA to publish notice about the proposed increase. Comments or requests for hearing were due on or before March 14,1994.

On Mandi 23,1994, the Commission Staff submitted its Report referring to the notice that was published by BA-VA and stating that no comments or 
requests for heating had been received. The Commission has determined that, pursuant to the provisions of § 56-484.2 A of the Code of Virginia, no poll was 
required of the Christiansburg exchange because its proposed rate increase would not exceed 5% of the existing monthly one parfy residential flat rate service. In 
the absence of requests for a heating, the Commission may determine that the proposed extension of local service should be implemented without a heating.

By Order of January 19,1994, consideration of contiguous calling for the West Point Exchange was split off from the other BA-VA exchanges in the 
Ridunond and Lynchburg LATAs. By Order of March 3,1994, the Commission entered an order assigning this matter to a Hearing Examiner and directing that 
two local hearings be sdieduled to consider comments from customers in the West Point area.

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the pliers filed herein shall be placed in the file for 
ended causes.

(1) That the proposed extension of local service frwn BA-VA's Christiansburg exchange to the Alum Ridge exchange of Citizens Telephone 
Cooperative may be inqrlemented in a manner suitable to the two companies; and

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this proceeding is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the 
file for ended causes.
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ORDER , OFFER OF SETTLEMENT

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the recommendations of the May 13,1994 Hearing Examiner's Report are adopted;

(2) That the May 12, 1994 Offer of Settlement is hereby accepted as in the public interest and is incorporated by reference herein as Attachment A;
and

(3) That this matter is hereby continued.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex tel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

On May 13,1994, Staffand Eastern, both by counsel, filed a Motionto Accept Offer ofSettlement and an Offer of Settlement In that Motion. Staff 
and Eastern requested that the Examiner enter a ruling recommending that Uie c’Vwnmig^iop accqit the Offer of Settlement as reasonable and tn the public
interest

The Commission issued a Rule to Show Cause on March 4,1994, directing Eastern to qipear before a Hearing Examiner on May 3, 1994, to show 
cause vUsy it should not be found to have violated the Commission Rules, and vdiy, if it has violated these Rules, it should not be fined and why the Commission 
should not direct sudi other relief it deems appropriate to protect the public interest The Commission's Order also established a procedural schedule for 
responsive pleadings and testimony.

CASE NO. PUC940006 
MAY 17, 1994

The Examiner recommended that the Commission enter an Order Accepting the Offer of Settlonent and continuing the matter to receive the Staffs 
Initial and Final Reports at the conclusion of the Staffs audit of Eastern's pay telephones described in the Report and for resolution of any further instances of 
nmconqtliance with the Rules discovered as a result of that audit in accordance with the Offer of Settlement The Hearing Examiner noted that since she was 
recommending that the Commission accept the Offer of Settlement, there was no need to establish a period to receive comments to her report

The Staff has advised the Commission that die preliminary results of die examination of die 70 randomly selected telephone instruments owned by 
Eastern demonstrate that these instruments appear to comply generally with our Rules. However, Staff has not received die billing data associated with the local, 
intraLATA toll, and interLATA toll test calls made from the pay telqihone instruments they reviewed. In view of the improvement in Eastern's pay telephones' 
level of compliance with our Rules, we will approve the Offer of Settlement (Attachment A hereto) and ccmtinue this matter to receive the Staffs Initial and Final 
Reports and to resolve any further instances noncon^liance with the Rules discovered as a rrault of the Staffs audit We note that the Offer of Srtdement 
resolves all issues as of the date of its execution. May 12, 1994. Any subsequent issues arising after that date may, of course, be the subject of a subsequent 
proceeding against this Company or its successors. Accordingly,

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Offer of Setdement” is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, 
Document Corrtrol Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

On April 11, 1994, the Company and Staff each by counsel, advised the Heating Examiner that they were engaged in setdement negotiations and 
requested that the procedural schedule, including the heating, be ootttinued generally to allow time for negotiations to be concluded. The Examiner granted this 
request and errtered a ruling generally corrtinuirrg the matter.

The Examiner stated that as an offer to settle all matters arising from the allegations made against it. Eastern agreed (i)to pay $5,000 
contemporaneously with the entry of an Order accepting the Offer of Settlement; (ii) to be bound by an audit by the Commission's Division of Communications of 
70 randomly selected pay telephone instruments, using an audit worksheet attached to the Offer of Setdement; (iii) to pay the Divisicm's costs of conducting die 
foregoing audit; (rv) to pay a sum of $225 per telqihone instrument for eadi instrument found to be in nonconqiliance by the Staff as a result of its audit, with the 
Initial Audit Report to be filed by May 20,1994; (v) to pay $225 per telephone instrument forthose instruments found by the Staffs audit to be charging amounts 
for telephone calls that exceed the maximum charges allowed by the Rules; and (vi) in no event would a fine of more than $225 per pay telephone be assessed as a 
result of multiple instances of nonconqiliance with the Contmission's Rules.

On May 13, 1994, Deborah V. EUenberg, Hearing Examiner, entered her Final Report The Examiner noted that the Company admitted the 
jurisdiction of the Commission as to the party and subject matter of the case and admitted that several of its pay telephone instruments located in certain locations 
did not conqily with the Commission's Rules in several instances. She noted that the president of the Company tendered a letter with the Offer of Settlement 
coti^ing that, to the best of his knowledge, as of May 3, 1994, all of Eastern's pay telephone instruments were and continued to be in cortqiliance with the 
ComfflissiQn's Rules.

On March 1,1994, the Commission's Division of Communications filed a Motion requesting the Commission to issue a Rule to Show Cause against 
Eastern Telecom Corporation ("Eastern" or "the Company") to show cause why it should not be found to have violated the Commission's Rules for Pay Telephone 
Service and Instrumerrts ("Rules") adopted in Commorrwealth of Virginia. At the relation of the Stale Corporation Comt»i«ion. Ex Parte: In the matter of 
adopting rules implementing the Pay Telephone Registration Act Case No. PUC930013 (Nov. 24, 1993 Final Order), as amended by Amending Order dated 
December 3,1993. In its Motion, Staff alleged that various telephone instruments owned by Eastern did not permit telephone instrument users to access operator 
service providers other than those preselected by Eastern and did not allow the user to access the local exchange operator though "0" or "*0." In addition, the Staff 
represented that the rates quoted to the pay telephone user for toll calls exceeded the Commission's maxiraum authorized charges permitted by the Rules.

V.
EASTERN TELECOM CORPORATION,

Defendant
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ORDER

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
EASTERN TELECOM CORPORATION, 

Defendant

On May 19,1994, the Staff filed its Initial Audit Repent Among other things. Staff found that 66 of the 70 sampled pay telephones could establish 
reliable connections and were in service. Four of the instruments audited were not in proper working order. The Commission's Rules provide that troubles wdiich 
interrupt pay telephone service must be corrected within 24 hours of the receipt of a report of the out of service conditioa Because the Staff was unable to 
determine during the audit that previous reports of the out of service conditions have been made to Eastern, it recommended that no charge of noncompliance be 
made for these pay telephones. The Staff stated that it would communicate the locations and telephone numbers of the 4 instruments to Eastern so that the 
Conqrany could restore service to them.

On May 17, 1994, the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") entered an order accepting an Offer of Settlement filed jointly by Eastern 
Telecom Corporation ("Eastern" or "the Company") and the Division of Communications ("Staff"). Under the Settlement terms, the Company agreed to be bound 
by the Staffs audit of 70 randomly selected pay telephone instruments owned by Eastern. The Staff agreed to file its Initial Audit Report with the Commission by 
May 20, 1994, addressing the results of its audit using the Fay Telephone Audit Worksheet attached to the Offer of Settlement The only issues excluded from 
this Report were those relating to billed diarges for local, intraLATA toll, and interLATA intrastate toll calls. The audit results relating to these billed charges 
would be addressed in the Staffs Final Report The Offer of Settlement further provided that if atty of the telephone instruments did not crarqrly with the 
Commission's Rules for Pay Telephone Service and Instruments ("Rules") adopted in Case No. FUC930013, the Company would pay S225 per pay telephone 
instrument for each instrument not complying with the Rules. Further, Eastern agreed to bring any noncomplying instruments immediately into compliance with 
the Rules. Any amounts due for Rule violations were payable within five days of the date the Initial Audit Report was filed with the Commission.

CASE NO. PUC940006 
MAY 24, 1994

NOW, UPON CONSIDERATION of the Initial Audit Report, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that fire recommendations of the Staff 
sbouldbeadoptedandthatnoadditionalfinesshouldbeassessedagainst Eastern on the basis of that Report Rule IS of the Rules for Pay Telephone Service and 
Instruments addresses service interruptions at pay telephone stations. It provides:

The Staff also noted that it was working with a pay telephone industry advisory group to develop a uniform format for consumer information cards to 
be posted at pay telei^ione stations. The Staff characterized Eastern's overall performance in providing consumer information as good. The Staff concluded that 
Eastern was generally in compliance with the Rules and recommended that cm the basis of the Initial Audit Report, no additional fines be assessed against Eastern. 
The Staff indicated that it would evaluate the audited instruments' performance on rates billed for local, intraLATA toll, and interLATA toll calls once it received 
the bills for the test calls made during the audit

All pay telephone service providers must make all reasonable efforts to minimize the extent and duration of service 
interruptions. Ninety percent to one hundred percent (90-100%) of all pay telejrfione instruments which are 
reported as being out of service, when the trouble condition does not require construction work, must be restored to 
service within twenty-four (24) hours of fire report receipL The 24 hour clearance standard excludes trouble repwts 
received on Sundays, legal holidays, and du^ig emergency operating conditions. Out of service reports which 
require construction must be cleared within five business days of report receipL

Our Staff should immediately advise Eastern of the locations and telephone numbers of the pay telephone instruments expaiencing service 
interruptions. Consistent with the provisions of Rule 18, we expect Eastern to restore service to these instruments pron^y. Should a subsequent inspection of 
these instruments reveal that service has not been restored, these service interruptions may be the subject of further action by the CommissiotL

(1) That the recommendations set out in the Staffs May 19,1994 Initial Audit Report are adopted; and

(2) That this matter is hereby continued to receive the Staffs Final Report, to resolve any instances of noncompliance with the Rules discovered as a 
result of the Staffs audit, and to ensure compliance with the Settlement terms accepted by our May 17 Order.
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ORDER ACCEPTING REQ

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the recommendations of the Staffs July 22,1994 Final Report are herdty adopted;

(2) That Eastern's payment of a fine in die amount of $3,150.00 is accepted;

(4) That this matter be continued to receive Eastern's Report and to assure conqtliance with the settlement terms accepted by our May 17 Order.

DISMISSAL ORDER

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

On August 24,1994, the Company, by counsel, filed its Report addressing its compliance actions. Eastern's Report explained that the overdiarges of 
$0.01 noted in the Staffs Rqxxt resulted fiom an error in its computer program which rounded off the amounts charged for certain calls; that overcharges for three

CASE NO. PUC940006
AUGUST 10, 1994

CASE NO. PUC940006
AUGUST 31, 1994

(3) That, on or bef<»e August 24,1994, Eastern shall file with the Clerk of die Commission a Report explaining the reasons for die overcharges 
identified by the Staffs July 22,1994 Report, and describing the corrective actions taken by Eastern to assure its conqiliance with the Commission's Rules; and

On August 10, 1994, the State Corporation Commission ("Commission'') entered an Order in the captioned matter aocepting the recommendations 
contained in the Staffs July 22, 1994 Final Audit Report Among other things, this Order accepted Eastern Telecom Corporation's ("Eastern's" or "the 
Company's") payment of a fine in the amount of $3,150, and directed Eastern to file a Report with the Cleric of the Commission, identifying the reasons for the 
overdiarges discovered in the Final Report and describing the corrective actions taken by the Company.

On July 22,1994, the Commissian Staff filed its Final Audit Report In its Report, the Staff noted that 29 test calls were rated at amounts exceeding 
the maximum charges allowed by Rules 12 and 13. Of these 29 calls, IS involved an overdiarge of $.01. In the other 14 cases, the amounts of overcharge 
exceeded $.01. Withrespecttothel5intraLATAcallsforwhidifiieoverchargewas$.01,fiieStaffdidnairecommendafine. The Staff observed there were too 
many variables in file rating of these calls, such as the conqiutation of airline miles, to be absolutely precise as to the diarges to be applied within the tariffed rate 
bands. The Staff did recommend a fine of $3,150.00 for the 14 calls which exceeded the maximum charges allowable for local and intraLATA toll calls. In 
addition, the Staff recommended that Eastern investigate and correct its rating process and file a report with the Commission certifying that corrective action had 
been completed.

On August 1,1994, Conqiany's counsel filed a letter with the Commission, stating that Eastern had represented to counsel that it had reprogrammed its 
cortgjuter to correct its rates and that the instances of nonconqiliance have been corrected. Eastern tendered a ch^ in the amount of $3,1 SO.OO as recommended 
in the Staffs July 22,1994 Report

On May 17, 1994, the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") entered an order accepting an Offer of Settlement filed jointly by Eastern 
Telecom Corporation ("Eastern" or "the Company") and the Division of Communications ("Staff). Under the settlement terms. Eastern agreed to be bound by the 
Staffs audit of 70 randomly selected pay telephone instruments owned by the Con^any. Among the areas to be evaluated as part of this audit were the diarges 
billed from the audited pay telephone instruments for local, intraLATA toll, and interLAT A intrastate toll calls. The audit results relating to these billed charges 
were to be addressed in the Staffs Final Audit Report The Offer of Settlement finther provided that if any of the audited pay telephones were found to exceed the 
maximum diarges allowed by the Commission's Rules for Pay Telephcme Service arid Instruments ("Rules") adopted in Case No. PUC930013, the Company 
would pay a fine of $225 per telephone instrument for each such instrument exceeding the authorized diarges. In addition, the Cmnpany agreed to bring these 
telephone instruments prornptly into compliance with Rules 12 and 13, which specify the maximum charges allowed for calls placed fiom privately owned pay 
tel^hone instruments.

NOW, iqxm consideration ofthe foregoing, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the recommendations of the Staffs Final Report diould be 
adopted and that file Company's dieck in the amount of $3,150.00 should be accepted. We agree with the Staff that Eastern should identify why the overdiarges 
occurred and diould certify that corrective action has been taken We will, therefore, direct Eastern to file a Report with the Commissian, on or before August 24, 
1994, identifying the reasons for the overdiarges discovered in the Staffs Final Report and describing the corrective actions taken by the Company as to these 
overdiarges.

V.
EASTERN TELECOM CORPORATION,

Defendant

V.
EASTERN TELECOM CORPORATION,

Defendant
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To implement local calling plan in its exchanges in the Norfolk LATA

FINAL ORDER

APPUCATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC.

(4) That all matters in this case concerning the ejqiansion of local calling fiom the Williamsburg to the Hampton, Newpmt News, and Poquoson 
exchanges are hereby separated fiom this case and shall be considered further in Case No. PUC940028 instituted by the Commission; and

(1) That the BA-VA proposals for the expansion of local calling areas fiom the Suffolk to the NorfolkZVirginia Beach, Portsmouth, Hampton, 
Newport News, Peninsula, and Poquoson exchanges and for the expansicm of local calling fiom the Whaleyville exchange to the NorfoUc/Virginia Beach and 
Portsmouth exchanges are hereby approved and shall be implemented on or about October 1,1994;

(5) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this proceeding is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the 
file for ended causes.

The remaining exchanges will be separated fiom this case and considered in new cases to be instituted by the Commissian. Accordingly, IT IS 
THEREFORE ORDERED:

CASE NO. PUC940012 
JUNE 24, 1994

(2) That all matters in this case concerning the expansion of local calling fiom the Cape Charles to the Notfolk/Virginia Beadi and Portsmouth 
exchanges are hereby separated fiom this case and shall be cmisidered further in Case No. FUC940026 instituted by the Commission;

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that there being nothing further to be done herein, this matter is hereby dismissed, and the papers filed herein shall be 
placed in the Commission's file for ended causes.

On October 12,1993, the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, (renamed Bell Atlantic-Virginia Inc., hereafter "BA-VA") filed' 
an qtplication to irrqrlement changes to its local calling arrangements in various BA-VA exchanges and to eliminate local mileage charges. On November 23, 
1993, BA-VA filed calling plan inqrlementation schedules for phases two through five, whose tentative implementation dates are June, August, October and 
December 1994, respectively.

(3) That all matters in this case concerning the expansion of local calling fiom die Hamptcm to the Norfolk/Virginia Beach, Portsmouth, Suffolk and 
Williamsburg exchanges; fiom the Newport News to the Norfolk/Virginia Beach, Portsmouth, Suffolk, and Williamsburg exchanges; fiom the Peninsula to the 
Notfolk/Virginia Beach, Portsmouth and Suffolk exchanges; and fiom the Poquoson to the Norfolk/Virginia Beach, Portsmouth, Suffolk, and Williamsburg 
exchanges are hereby separated fiom this case and shall be considered further in Case No. PUC940027 instituted by the Commission; and

NOW, HAVING CONSIDERED the Conq)any*s Report, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that there is nothing further to be done in this 
matter and that the proceeding should be dismissed. We urge the Company to continue to conqrly with our Rules for Pay Telephone Service and Instruments. We 
note that this proceeding resolves only those issues as of the date of the acceptance of the Offer of Settlement Any subsequent issues regarding rule 
nonconqtliance may be the subject of a subsequent proceeding against the Company or its successors.

By Order of April 18,1994, the Commission instituted this proceeding covering the Norfolk LATA and prescribed notice for BA-VA to furnish its 
customers in the Norfolk LATA whose rates would be changed by expansion of their local service area. Affected customers were advised to fide arty comments 
with the Commission by June 9, 1994. That Order also stated that, if an insufficient number of objections or requests for heating were received, the proposal 
mi^ be approved without hearing That deadline has now passed and an insufficient number of objections or requests for hearing were received concerning BA- 
VA's propo^ for expanded local calling fiom Suffolk to its Notfolk/Virginia Beadi, Portsmouth, Hampton, Newport News, Peninsula, and Poquoson exchanges 
and fiom its Whaleyville exchange to its Norfolk/Virginia Beach and Portsmouth exchanges. The Commission is of the opinion that the prqxtsals should be 
approved for those exdianges for implementation on or about October 1,1994.

calls resulted firom the use of outdated local exchange tarifis; and that eleven of the overcharges resulted fiom Eastern's misinterpretation of Bell Atlantic and GTE 
tariffi addressing discounts to operator assisted charges. Eastern reported that it had reprogrammed its computer to eliminate rounding errors, updated its tariSs, 
and is now aware of how Bell Atlantic and GTE apply discounts for operator-assisted calls. The Company represented that the discrepancies noted in the Staffs 
July 22 Report have been corrected and will not recur.
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Tot cancellation of its existing certificate of public convenience and necessity and issuance of a new certificate to First?AGE USA of Virginia, Inc.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) Thatthis matter shall be docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940013;

(5) That this matter is confinued until further order of the Commission.

IJ
ORDER CONDITIONALLY APPROVING ISSUANCE 

OF A CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND NF

CASE NO. PUC940013 
MAY 9, 1994

(3) That upon receipt of the documents requited by Ordering Paragraph (2) herein. Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. RCC-138 
shall be canceled and new Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. RCC-138a shall be issued by the Division of Conmninications in the name of 
FirstPAGE USA of Virginia, Inc.; and

APPUCATION OF
MID-ATLANTIC PAGING COMPANY, INC.

(2) That the Company's application is hereby granted provided that Mid-Atlantic and FirstPAGE of Virginia file appropriate documents on or before 
May 13,1994, demonstrating: (i)that FirstPAGE and Mid-Atlantic have properly conplied with the corporate laws of Virginia; (ii)that the moger described 
her  ̂has been consummated; (iii) that all necessary rqrprovalsfitnn the FCC authmizing the transfer of FCC licenses to FirstPAGE of'Virginia have beoi 
received and that these licenses have been transferred to FirstPAGE of Virginia; and (iv) that FirstPAGE of Virginia has filed appropriate tariff sheets adopting 
Mill-Atlantic's price lists, rules, regulations, and terms and conditions of service with the Commission's Division of Communications;

Mid-Allantic proposes to assign all of Mid-Allantic's FCC paging licenses and its certificate of public convenience and necessity to FirstPAGE of 
Virginja and to amend Mid-Allanlic's articles ofincorporation to become a Virginia general business corporation FirstPAGE of'Virginia will operate the RCC 
paging facilities formerly owned by Mid-Atlantic and will adopt the rates and charges currently inqjosed by Mid-Allantic pursuant to its price list on file with the 
Commission The officers and directors of FirstPAGE of Virginia will be the same individuals who served as officers and directors of Mid-Atlantic.

On March 23, 1994, Mid-Atlantic Paging Company, Inc. ("Mid-Atlantic" or "the Company") delivered documents to the State Corporation 
Commission ("Commission") requesting authority, as part of a corjxwate restructuring, to transfer the CotrqMny’s certificate of public convenience and necessity to 
offer radio common carrier paging services in the Commonwealth of Virginia to a newly formed Virginia public service corporation, FirstPAGE USA of 
Virginia, Inc. ("FirstPAGE of Virginia"). The Conqrany also requested that the Commission grant authority to FirstPAGE of Virginia to have its tales set on a 
conqjetitive basis pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-508.5B. The Company subsequently filed documents completing its application

In support of its application, the Conqiany stated that it is a Virginia public service corporation offering radio common carrier service pursuant to 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. RCC-138 and operates 29 b^ station transmitter or control facilities at various locations throughout the 
eastern half of the Commonwealth. Mid-Atlantic is controlled by New Era Communications, Inc. fNew Era"), a Virginia corporation.

(4) That upon receipt of the proof required in Ordering Paragraph (2) hereof FirstPAGE of Virginia shall be authorized to have its rates established 
on a competitive basis pursuant to Virginia Code § S6-5Q8.5B, and the Commission's Rules Governing Radio Common Carrier Services adopted in Case 
No. PUC890042; and

NOW, upon consideration of the Company's application and the applicable statutes, the Commissitm is of the opinion and finds fiiat this matter should 
be docketed; that the corpmate restructuring should have no effect mi the Company's operations in Virginia inasmuch as the same officers and directors will 
conduct the Company's operations in Virginia; that the Company's application should be granted, provided that Mid-Atlantic and FirstPAGE of Virginia file 
appropriate documents with the Commission demonstrating the following; (i) that FirstPAGE and Mid-Atlantic have properly conplied with the corporate laws 
of Virginia; (ii) that the necessary approvals from the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") authorizing the transfer of Mid-Allantic's FCC licenses 
have been received and that these licenses have been transferred to FirstPAGE ofVirginia; (iii) that the merger has been consummately and (iv) fiiat FirstPAGE 
of Virginia has filed appropriate tariff sheets with the Commission's Division of Communications adopting Mid-Atlantic's price lists, rules, regul^ons, and terms 
and conditions of service mi file with the Commission; and that upon receipt of the foregoing documents. Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 
No. RCC-138 shall be canceled and new Certificate of Public Conwnience and Necessity No. RCC-138a should be issued in the name of FirstPAGE USA of 
Virginia, Inc.

Mid-Allantic will then merge into FirstPAGE USA Inc. fTirstPAGE"), a Delaware public service corporation. Mid-Atlantic represented that it will 
comply with all Virginia corporate statutes in accomplishing this merger. According to the Conqiany, this cmporate restructuring is necessary to sinqilify its 
current operating structure and provide it with more options for future business alliances and financing opportunities.
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For cancellation of its existing certificate of public convenience and necessity and issuance of a new certificate to FiistPAGE of Virginia, Inc.

AMENDING ORDER

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That Mid-Atlantic's Motion dated May 10,1994, shall be granted;

(2) That the May 13,1994 completion date found inthe May 9 Order shall be eliminated; and

(3) That in all other reflects, the May 9,1994 Order shall remain unamended.

ORDER GRANTING AMENDED CERTIFICATE

NOW, upon consideration of the foregoing and consistent with the authority granted in Virginia Code §§ 56-508.10 and -508.11, the Commission is 
of the opinion and firids that the captioned matter should be docketed; that Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-6a issued in the name of RCTC

The Joint Applicants have asked the Commission to grant their application for issuance of an amended certificate contingent upon, and effective at 
11:59 p.m. on the date of the prospective transfer of the FCC licenses to the AppUcaitt. They further request that the amended certificate be issued in the name 
of RCTC Wholesale Corporation, the public service corporation to be formed alto the amendment of the Applicant's articles of incorporation.

CASE NO. PUC940014 
MAY 6, 1994

APPLICATION OF
MID-ATLANTIC PAGING COMPANY, INC.

For issuance of a certificate of public convenience and necessity as a cellular mobile radio common carrier and for cancellation of an existing 
certificate

by the captioned application, the Commission required FirstPAGE of Virginia and Mid-Allantic to file various documents with the Division of Communications 
by May 13,1994.

CASE NO. PUC940013 
MAY 13, 1994

APPLICATION OF
RICHMOND CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMPANY 

and
RCTC WHOLESALE COMPANY

On April 11,1994, Ridunond Cellular Telephone Canqrany ("the Applicant" or "the Company") and RCTC Wholesale Company ("the Withdrawing 
Company" or "the Partnership") (hereafter referred to collectively as "the Joint Applicants") filed a joint application with the State Corporation Commission 
("Commission") pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-508.10 and -508.11. In this application, the Joint Applicants requested that the Commission cancel the 
Partnership's existing Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to provide cellular mobile radio cmnmunications service in Virginia and issue an amended 
certificate to the Applicant, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Partnoship. In support of its application, the Joint Applicants have stated that the Company will 
prospectively change its name to "RCTC Wholesale Corporation" and amend its articles of incorporation to become a public service corporatioa Upon issuance 
to i^licant of an amended certificate of public convenience and necessity. Applicant's cellular plant facilities, service, proposed wholesale tariff proposed 
cellular geographic service areas, reliable service area contour, cell site locations, and the SMSA boundary in its proposed service area shall be identical to those 
currently filed with the Commission.

The Joint Application further represents that pursuant to an internal restructuring, the Withdrawing Company will cease operations as a cellular 
mobile radio communications carrier, and Richmond Cellular Telephone Company, its wholly-owned subsidiary, will offer cellular mobile radio communications 
service in Virginia. The application states that the Federal Communications Commission fTCC") has granted prospective consent to the pro forma transfer of 
control fiom the Withdrawing Company to Applicant to operate a cellular mobile radio communications carrier in the Ridnnond, Virginia metropolitan area.

NOW, upon consideration of the foregoing, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that Mid-Atlantic's request should be granted; that the 
reference to the May 13, 1994 completion date found in the May 9, 1994 Order Conditionally Approving Issuance of a Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity should be deleted; and that the provisions of the May 9 Order should otherwise remain in effect

On May 9,1994, the State CorpOTation Commission ("Commission") issued an Order conditionally approving the cancellation of Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity No. RCC-138 issued to Mid-Atlantic Paging Company ("Mid-Atlantic") and authorizing the issuance of Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity No. RCC-138a to FirstPAGE USA of Virginia, Inc. ("FirstPAGE of Virginia"). As a condition to receiving the authority requested

On May 11, 1994, Mid-Atlantic, by counsel, filed a Motion requeuing that the May 9, 1994 Order be amended to delete the requirement that the 
conditions specified in that Order be completed by May 13, 1994. In support of its request, Mid-Atlantic stated that because of approvals which relate to the 
Company's certificated operations in two other states, it would not be able to effect its proposed corporate restructuring by May 15, 1994. Mid-Atlantic 
represented that it would meet all of the remaining required conditions set out in the May 9,1994 Order prior to effecting the corporate restructuring described in 
its applicatioa
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the cqAioned matter shall be docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940014;

(4) That RCTC Wholesale Corporation shall adopt the maps and taiifi&ofthe Withdrawing Company on file with the Commission; and

(5) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this matter shall be dismissed.

For authority to ofier non-taiiffed competitive pricing arrangements

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

Interexdiange Q

PETITION OF
MCI TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION OF VIRGINIA

CASE NO. PUC940015 
MAY 16, 1994

Conqietitive pricing arrangements can be furnished to meet the connminications needs of specific customers on a 
case-by-case basis.

On April IS, 1994, MCI Telecommunications Corporation of Virginia ("MCI" or "the Con^any") filed an applicatimi widi the State Corporation 
Commission ("Commission"), requesting authority to ofier non-tarified competitive pricing anangements to its customers. In stqiport of its Petition, MCI noted 
that AT&T Cornmimications of Virgini^ Inc. had receiv^ authmity fiom Commission to offer a similar service. See. Application of AT&T

Consistent with the approval given to AT&T, we will require MCI to file a copy of each non-tarified pricing arrangement with the Division of 
Communications. Such filings shall be proprietary and shall not be disclosed to anyone outside ofthe Commission unless authorized by MCI or ordered by the 
Commission. This will allow the Staff to monitor these arrangements to insure that predatory pricing does not occur, and the Commission's rules regarding the 
provision of intra-LATA services are followed. In addition, MCI is reminded that its rates, charges, and regulations must remain nondiscriminatory in 
compliance with Va. Code Ana § 56-481.1 (1986 Repl. Vol.). Rates, charges, terms, and conditions made available to specific customers must be tnade 
available on a nondiscriminatory basis to all o&er similar customers under like conditions.

Services will be provided to customers according to contract Unless otherwise specified, the regulations for such 
arrangements ate in addition to the applicable regulations and prices specified in other sections of this tariff.

Further, the Company proposed to file a copy of each such contract with the Division of Comrmmications on a proprietary basis and to include the 
following language in its VA S.C.C. Tariff No. 3:

Wholesale Company should be canceled and amended Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-6b should be issued in the name of RCTC 
Wholesale Corporation, contingent upon, and effective at 11 :S9 p.ra on the date of the prospective transfer of the FCC licenses fiom the Withdrawing Conqtany 
to the Applicant and contingent upon the amendment of the Applicant's articles of incorporation changing its name to RCTC Wholesale Corporation and 
incorporating as a public service corporation; that the Applicant should file documents demonstrating that the foregoing contingencies have occurred prior to the 
issuance of the aniended certificate and cancellation of the existing certificate; that RCTC Wholesale Corporation should adopt the maps and tviffi of the 
Withdrawing Conqrany cm file with the Commission; and that this matter should be dismissed.

(3) That Applicant shall file with the Division of Communications documents demonstrating that the foregoing contingencies have occurred prior to 
the issuance of the amended certificate and cancellation of the existing certificate;

Further, modified Rule 11 of our Rules Governing the Certification of Inter-LATA, Interexdiange Carriers requires public notice of rate changes only 
when rates are increased. See Petition of AT&T Communications of Virginia. Inc.. To modify Rule 11 of the Rules Governing file Certififartimi of Inter-LATA- 
________________Case No. PUC890012,1989 S.C.C. Arm. RepL 216. Because the instant plication does not appear to be an increase in existing rates 
fin- MCI subscribers, we believe no fiirtber public notice is necessary. As we noted in Application of AT&T Communic^ons of Virginia. Inc.. For authoritv to 
offer non-tariffed custom service padcages. Case No. PUC890022, "while this qiplication was made by AT&T alone, we perceive no reason why similar 
arrangements should not be permitted to other carriers who submit applications." Id, 1989 S.C.C. Ana RqiL at 221.

(2) That Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-6a issued in the name of RCTC Wholesale Company shall be canceled and amended 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-6b shall be issued in the name of RCTC Wholesale Corporation, contingent upcm, and effective at 
11:59 p.m. on the date of the prospective transfer ofthe FCC licenses fiom the Withdrawing Company to Applicant, and contingent upon the amendment ofthe 
Applicant's articles of incorporation dianging its name to RCTC Wholesale Corporation and incorporating as a public service corporation;

NOW, upon consideration of the Cennpany's request, the Ccnsnission is of the opintoo and finds that this matter ^ould be docketed and die 
requisite authority to provide nozHariffed competitive pricing anangements should be granted. In granting MCI's request for authority, we are not authorizing 
MCI to deviate fiom the Commission's rules regarding the provision of intra-LATA service. MCI is certificated to provide inter-LATA service as an 
interexdiange carrier and to have its rates established conqietitively pursuant to Va. Code Ana §§ 56-265.4:4B and -481.1 (1986 RepL VoL) respectively. It 
received authority fiom this Commission to offer these services and to have its rates established on competitive factors in Aonlications of Southantel of Virginia. 
Inc., etal.. PUC840020, PUC840022, PUC840024, PUC840025, PUC840027, and PUC840023,1984 S.C.C. Ana RepL 333.
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Accot^agkf. IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this maaer is hereby docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940015;

(2) That the application of MCI for axrthority to offer non-taiiffed pricing arrangements is hereby granted, subject to the requirement that a copy of
each such arrangement be filed on a proprietary basis with the Commission's Division of Communications;

(3) That MCfs Va. S.C.C. Tariff No. 3 shall include the language set forth on page 2 hereof, and

FINAL ORDER

NOW, upon consideration of the Company's plication, as amended and supplemented, and the ^licable law, the Commission is of the opinion and

IT IS ORDERED:

APPLICATION OF
ACCESS TRANSMISSION SERVICES OF VIRGINIA, INC.

CASE NO. PUC940018 
OCTOBER 21, 1994

On September 19, 1994, ATS-V filed revised tariff pages consistent with the Commission's policy on customer deposits and late payments. The 
Company filed no fiirther response to the Staff Report and did not request a hearing.

On September 19,1994, the Staff filed its Report In its Report, the Staff advised that ATS-V had complied with the Commission's Rules Governing 
the Certification of Inter-LATA Inter-exchange Carriers (Tinies") adopted in Case No. PUC840017, and recommended that the Commission grant the 
sqiplication.

On June 15, 1994, ATS-V amended its initial tariffs to add Section 4.3. This amendment addressed ATS-Vs proposal to offer nontariffed 
conqietitive pricing arrangements. Further, the June IS, 1994 filing clarified that the Company wished to have its rates set on a competitive basis pursuant to 
VirginiaCode§ 56-481.1.

On August 31,1994, the Commission entered an Order directing its Staff to file a Report analyzing the Company’s application and initial tariff. In 
the same Order, the Commission invited the Company to file any response or request for heating on the Staffs Report by October 3,1994.

finds that ATS-V has the technical and managerial ability to provide telecommunications service in Virginia; that the public interest will be served by the 
services offered and competition created by ATS-V; that a certificate of public convenience and necessity should be grant^ to ATS-V to provide inter-LATA 
inter-exchange service in the areas indicated on the map filed as part of the Company's application; that the Company is authorized to set its rates competitively 
and to offer nontariffed craiqjetitive pricing arrangements; and that ATS-V should file revised tariff with the Division of Communications, incorporating all the 
revisions it has made to the initial tariffs accompanying its application. Accordingly,

(4) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this matter shall be removed from the Commission's docket and the prqrers filed herein placed in 
the Commission's file for ended causes.

On August 25,1994, the Company filed its proof of compliance with the publication and notice requirements prescribed by the June 22,1994 Order. 
No comments or requests for hearing on the application were filed.

On Jone 22, 1994, the Commission entered an Order directing ATS-V to provide notice to the public of its application. In this Order, the 
Commission invited interested persons to file objections to, or requests for hearing on, the application on or before August 15, 1994, in the captioned matter. The 
Commission advised that if substantive Directions to or requests for hearing on the Company's plication were received on or before August 15, 1994, the 
Commission would sdiedule a public hearhig on the application; otherwise, file Commission might consider the application and authority for conqietitive rates 
without conducting an ora tenus hearing.

On May 13,1994, Access Transmission Services of Virginia, Inc. ("ATS-V" or 'the Company") conqileted its application with the State Corporation 
Commission ("Commission") for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to provide inter-LATA inter-exchange telecmmnunications service to the public 
and to have its rates set competitively. In its replication, the Company proposes initially to offer service in Arlington, Roanoke, Richmond, Norfolk, 
Charlottesville, Burkeville, Lyiichburg, Staunton, Lexington, and Newport News and to add additional connections as market conditions and business interests 
warrant ATS-V proposes to provide the following types of intrastate services: (i) Inter-LATA dedicated point-to-point private line services; and (ii) Inter-LATA 
high capacity, i.e.. DSl and DS3, dedicated nonswitched access from the end-user to the inter-exchange carrier’s ("KCs") point of presence ("POP"), and from 
IXC POP to KC POP for the transmission of inter-exchange communications.

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity to provide inter-LATA inter-exchange telecommunications service in Virginia and to have its 
rates determined competitively

(1) That ATS-V is hereby granted Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. TT-22A to provide the inter-LATA inter-exchange access 
services prcposed in its qplication, subject to the restrictions and conditi<»s set out in the Commission's Rules Governing the Certification of Inter-LATA luter- 
exdiange Carriers and in § 56-265.4:4 of the Code of Virginia;
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(3) That such conforming tariffi filed by ATS-V shall become effective at a date oftbeConq>any's choosing

O

To inclement Extended Local Service fiom its Enon, Hopewell, and Petersburg Exchanges to GTE-Va's Claremont Exchange

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

To amend its certificate of public convenience and necessity to reflect a new corporate name

FINAL ORDER

APPLICATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC.

APPUCATION OF
PACTEL PAGING OF VIRGINIA, INC.

CASE NO. PUC940019 
SEPTEMBER 6, 1994

CASE NO. PUC940020 
MAY 16, 1994

(2) That ATS-V forthwith file with the Commission's Division of Communications three (3) copies of tariffi for its service that conform with the 
Commission's Rules and Regulations;

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the file for 
ended causes.

(5) That ATS-V is granted the authority to offer nontariffed competitive pricing arrangements, subject to the requirement that a copy of each such 
arrangement be filed on a proprietary basis with the Commission's Division of Communications; and

(4) That the Company may have its rates determined competitively as provided in § 56-481.1 of the Code of Virginia. However, changes in the 
lystariffi shall be accomplished as set forth in Rule 11 of the Commission's Rules Governing the Certification of Inter-LATA, Inter-exchange Carriers;

On July 20,1994, the Commission Staff submitted its Report referring to the notice that was published by BA-VA, and stating that three comments 
objecting to the proposal had been received fiom the Hopewell exchange. The Commission has determined that, pursuant to provisions of § 56-484.2A of the 
Code of Virginia, no poll was required of the Enon, Hopewell, and Petersburg exchanges because the proposed rate increases would not exceed 5% of the existing 
monthly one patty residential flat rate service in those exchanges. The Commission need not convene a heating unless requested by the lesser of five percent or 
150 of the customers in the affected exchanges, § 56-484.2 C of the Code of Virginia. Accordingly,

NOW, upon consideration of the foregoing, the Commission is of file opinion and finds that fins matter should be docketed; that the Company's 
existing Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity should be canceled; that amended Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. RCC-16Sa 
should be issued to AirTouch Paging of Virginia, Inc. to reflect the change in the Company's corporate name; that AirTouch Paging of Virginia, Inc. should 
forthwith file tariff with the Division of Communications reflecting its new name; and that the captioned matter should be dismissed.

On April 27,1994, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. (formerly the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Conqiany of Virginia, hereafter "BA-VA" or "the 
Company") filed an application with the State Corporation Commissian ("Commission") pursuant to provisions of § 56-484.2 of the Code of Virginia proposing 
to notify the Company's Enon, HopeweU, and Petersburg subscribers about the increases in monthly rates that would necessary to extend their local service to 
include the Claremont exchange of GTE-Va. By Order of May 17, 1994, the Commission directed BA-VA to publish notice about the proposed increase. 
Comments or requests for hearing were due on or before July 11,1994.

(1) That the proposed extension of local service fiom BA-VA's Enon, HopeweU, and Petersburg exchanges to the Claremont exchange of GTE-Va 
may be implemented in a manner suitable to the two conqjanies; and

On May 6, 1994, PacTel Paging of Virginia, Inc. CTacTel" or "file Company") filed an application with fiie State Corporation Commissian 
("Commission") requesting the amendment of Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. RCC-16S, to reflect the Conqiany's new corporate name. In 
siqiport of its application, the Company enclosed a copy of its articles of amendment A Certificate of Amendment issued by the Commission's Clerk's Office 
indicates fiiat this amendment was accepted on March 23,1994. Counsel for PacTel has represented to Staff counsel that no changes in the Company's Virginia 
operations have occurred as a result of this name change.

(6) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this case shaU be dismissed, and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the Commission's file 
for ended causes.
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the captioned matter is hereby docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940020;

To inclement Extended Local Service from its Culpeper Exchange to Sprint/Centel's Washington, Virginia Exchange

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED;

FINAL ORDER

APPUCATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC.

(2) That Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. RCC-165 held by PacTel Paging of Virginia, Inc. is hereby canceled, and amended 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. RCC-165a shall be issued to reflect the new corporate name, AirTouch Paging of Virginia, Inc., Formerly 
PacTel Paging of Virginia, Inc. ;

APPUCATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC.

CASE NO. PUC940022 
OCTOBER 17, 1994

CASE NO. PUC940021 
SEPTEMBER 6, 1994

To implement Extended Local Service fiom its Cumberland exchange to the Arvonia, Buckingham, and Dillwyn exchanges of the Central Telei^ione 
Con^ny of \^rginia

(1) That the proposed extension of local service fiom BA-VA's Culpeper Exchange to the Washington, Virginia Exchange of Sprint/Centel may be 
in^lemented in a manner suitable to the two companies; and

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the file for 
ended causes.

On May 10, 1994, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. (formerly Ches^jeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, hereafter "BA-VA" or "the 
Conqxmy") filed an implication with the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") pursuant to the provisions of § 56-484.2 of the Code of Virginia, 
proposing to notify the Company’s subscribers in the Culpeper Exchange about the increases in monthly rates that would be necessary to extend their local service 
to include the Washington, Virginia exchange of Central Telephone Company of Virginia ("Sprint/Centel"). By Order of May 16,1994, the Commission directed 
BA-VA to publish notice about the proposed increase. Comments or requests for hearing were due on or before July 5,1994. On July 20, 1994, the Division of 
Communications submitted its Report referring to the notice published by BA-VA and stating that no comments or requests for hearing had been received. The 
Commission has detennined that, pursuant to the provision of § 56-484.2. A of the Code of Virginia, no poll was required of the Culpeper exchange because its 
proposed rate increase would not exceed 5% of the existing monthly one party residential flat rate service. The Commission need not convene a hearing unless 
requested by the lesser of five percent or 1 SO of the customers in the affect  ̂exdianges, § 56-484.2.C of the Code of Virginia. Accordingly,

The Commission has determined that, pursuant to provisions of § S6-484.2A of the Code of Virginia, no poll is required of the Cumberland exchange 
because its proposed rate increase would not exceed five percent of the existing one-party residential fiat rate. The Commission need not convene a hearing unless 
requested by the lesser of five percent or 150 of the customers in the Cumberland exchange, § 56-484.2C of the Code of Virginia. Accordingly,

On May 10,1994, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. (formerly the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Conqwny of Virginia, hereafter "BA-VA" or "the 
Cmrqiany") filed an application with the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") pursuant to the provisions of Virginia Code § 56-484.2, proposing to 
notify the Company's Cumberland subscribers about the increases in monthly rates that w^d be necessary to extend their local service to include the Arvonia, 
Riickingham, and DiUwyn exchanges of the Central Telephone Company of Virginia ("Centel"). By Order of May 16,1994, the Commission directed BA-VA to 
publish notice about the proposed increase. Comments or requests for hearing were due on or before July 5, 1994. On July 21, 1994, the Division of 
Communicatirais submitted its report referring to the notice published by BA-VA and stating that no comments or requests for hearing had been received. In a 
separate matter, customers in Centel's Farmville exchange, by means of a customer poll, approved extended local service to the same Centel exdianges of Arvonia, 
Buddn^iam, and Dillwyn.

(3) That AirTouch Paging of Virginia, Inc. shall forthwith file renamed tarifis with the Division of Communications reflecting its new corporate 
name; and

(4) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this docket shall be closed and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the Commission's file 
for ended causes.
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED;

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

To cancel existing oftfrifirate and issue an amended oeitififlatf:

ORDER GRANTING AMENDED CERTIFICATE AND CANCELING CERTIFICATE

CASE NO. PUC94002S 
JUNE 10, 1994

APPUCATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC.

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA RSA #4, INC. and VIRGINIA RSA #5, INC.

On May 10, 1994, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. (formerly Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Conqiany of Virginia, hereafter "BA-VA" or "the 
Conqiany") filed an application with the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") pursuant to the provisions of § 56-484.2 of the Code of Virginia 
proposing to notify the Company's Bethia, Midlothian, Powhatan and Richmond subscribers about the increases in monthly rates that would be necessary to 
ext^ their local service to include the Amelia Exchange of Amelia Telephone Corporation. By Order of May 17, 1994, the Commission directed BA-VA to 
publish notice about the proposed increase. Comments or requests for hearing were due on or before July 11,1994.

CASE NO. PUC940023 
SEPTEMBER 1, 1994

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the file fi>r 
en(toi causes.

On July 20, 1994, the Division of Communications submitted its Report referring to the notice that was published by BA-VA and stating that one 
comment objecting to the proposal bad been received from the Powhatan exdiange. The Commission has determined that, pursuant to provisions of § 56-484.2A 
of the Code of Virginia, no poll was required of the Bethia, Midlothian, Powhatan and Richmond exchanges because the imposed rate increases would not exceed 
5% of the existing monthly one party residential flat rate in those exchanges. The Commission need not convene a hearing unless requested by the lesser of 5% or 
1 SO of the custamers in the affected exchanges, § 56-484.2C of the Code of Virginia, Accordingly,

On May 26,1994, Virginia RSA No. 4, Inc. ("the Conqimy" or "RSA No. 4") and Virginia RSA No. S, Inc. ("RSA No. S”X hereafter collectively 
referred to as "Joint Applicants," filed an application to cancel the certificate of public convenience and necessity issued to RSA No. 5 and to issue an amended 
certificate of public convenience and necessity to RSA No. 4. In support of this qjplication, the Joint Applicants alleged that RSA No. 4 and RSA No. S are 
wholly-owned subsidiaries of United States Cellular Corporation ("USCC") and thrt USCC wished to assign the assets, including its Federal Cornmimicatiwis 
Commission fTCC") license and '\%ginia certificate of public convenience and necessity from Virginia RSA No. 5, Inc. to Virginia RSA No. 4, Inc. The 
application states fliat RSA No. 4 is a Virginia public service cmiqrany and that the FCC has granted its consent to the assignmem of the license from RSA 
No. 5 to the Conqnny for Rural Service Area No. 5 - Bath. The application represents that tariffi fi>r RSA No. 4 and RSA No. S are identical and requests 
authority under 'S^rginia Code § 56-508.11 for the cancellation of the existing Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-58 and the issuance of 
Amended Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-58a to Virginia RSA No. 4, Inc.

NOW, upon consideration ofthe foregoing application, the consem of the FCC to the assignment ofthe common carrier radio license fiom Virginia 
RSA # 5, Inc. to Virginia RSA #4, Inc., and the applicable law, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the captioned matter should be docketed; tiiat 
existing Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-58 should be canceled; that amended Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-58a 
should be issued to Virginia RSA No. 4, Inc., authorizing it to provide service in Rural Service Area No. 5 - Bath; tiiat the Company should refile its tariff 
indicating that the tariffifitr RSA No. 5 are now in the name of RSA No. 4; and tiiat this matter should be dismissed.

(1) That the proposed extension of local service fiom BA-VA's Cumberland Exchange to the Arvonia, Buckingham, and Dillwyn exchanges of Cartel 
may be implemented in a manner suitable to the two conqranies; and

(1) That the pnqmsed extension of local service fiom BA-VA's Bethia, Midlothian, Powhatan and Richmond exchanges to the Amelia exchange of 
Amelia Telephone Corporation may be implemented in a manner suitable to the two conqianies; and

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the file for 
ended causes.

To implement extended local service form the Bethia, Midlothian, Powhatan and Richmond Exchanges to Amelia Telephone Corporation's Amelia 
Exdiange
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter shall be docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940025;

To implement a local calling plan in the Cape Charles exchange

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(2) That BA-VA furnish a direct mail notice to its Cape Charles customers and waive any charges for changing classes of service as directed above;
and

APPLICATION OF 
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC.

CASE NO. PUC940026 
DECEMBER 7, 1994

The Examiner conducted heatings at 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 pja, on October 13, 1994 at the Cape Charles Town Council Chamber, Town Hall, 
Mason Sc, Plumb Streets, C^ Charles, 'Virginia. The Examiner filed a report on November 16,1994 recommending approval of BA-VA's application. Copies of 
the Examiner’s Report were mailed to participants and they were given until December 1,1994 to file any comments. T^ date has passed and no comments have 
been received.

(3) That the Company shall forthwith rename the tariffi for RSA No. 5 now on file with the Division of Communications to reflect Virginia RSA 
No. 4, Inc.'s name; and

After considering the Examiner's Report and file lade of opposition, the Commission is of the opinion the findings of the report should be adopted. 
Hence, the Commission finds that BA-VA's application to erpand the local calling area of its Cape Charles exchange is in the public interest and should be 
adopted.

(1) That BA-VA's proposal to expand the local calling area of its Cape Charles exchange is hereby ^rproved and shall be implemerrted as quickly as 
BA-VA may do so;

(2) That Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-58 issued to Virginia RSA No. 5, Inc. shall be canceled, and amended Certificate of 
Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-58a shall be granted to Virginia RSA No. 4, Inc., authorizing it to provide cellular mobile radio communications 
service in Rural Service Area No. 5 - Bath;

(4) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this matter shall be dismissed from the Commission's docket of active proceedings, and the 
papers filed herein placed in the Commission's file for ended causes.

We are concerned that the magnitude of the increases to flat rate services might harm those who do not have equivalent savings in avoided long 
distance charges. Options such as message or measured rale service might be more economical for certain customers. Therefore, we direct BA-VA to work with 
the Division of Communications to develop a direct mail notice to Cape Charles customers explaining bow these services might save them money. In order to 
allow customers an opportunity to determine which billing option is most suitable, the notice shall state that BA-VA will waive any charges for dianging classes 
of service for the first 90 days after the expanded local calling is implemented for Cape Charles. Accordingly,

On October 12, 1993, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. ("BA-VA") (formerly the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia) filed an 
application to ejqjand the local calling area of various exchanges throughout the state. By Order of June 24, 1994, this matter was severed firom the rest of the 
exchanges being considered in the Norfolk LATA A Hearing Examiner was assigned to conduct hearings in the vicinity of the Cape Charles exchange to receive 
public comment about whether the proposed expansion of local services was in the public interest

(3) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this proceeding is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the 
file for ended causes.
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To inclement a local calling plan in the Hampton, Newport News, Peninsula, and Poquoson exchanges

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

To implement a local calling plan in the Williamsburg exchange

FINAL ORDER

rr IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA. INC.

APPUCATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC.

The Examiner conducted hearings at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.. August 1, 1994, at the Thomas Nelson Community College in Hampton, Virginia. The 
Examiner filed a report August 4, 1994, recommending approve of BA-VA's application. Copies of the Examinees Report were mailed to participants and they 
were given until June 19,1994, to file any comments. That date has passed and no comments have been received.

CASE NO. PUC940028 
DECEMBER 9, 1994

CASE NO. PUC940027
AUGUST 25, 1994

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this proceeding is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the 
file for ended causes.

The Examiner's Report also addressed the concerns of citizens in the Toano exchange (phone numbers beginning with S66) that they had not been 
included in the expansion of Williamsburg's local calling to include the Newport News, Hampton, and Poquoson exchanges. The Examiner noted that Toano 
customers had not received notice about the increase in their local calling rates if they were included in the prx^xjsah The Examiner recommended that BA-VA be 
directed to evaluate the impact of including Toano (566) in the Williamsburg exchange and to provide proper notice of any such proposal The Ccmnnission 
intends to address these concerns in a separate dodcet Accordingly,

(1) That BA-VA's proposal tq expand the local calling areas of its Hampton, Newport News, Poquoson and Peninsula exchanges is hereby approved 
and shall be implemented as quickly as BA-VAmay do so; and

(1) That BA-VA's proposal to expand the local calling area of its Williamsburg exchange is hereby approved and shall be implemented as quickly as 
BA-VA may do so; and

The Examiner conducted hearings at 1:00 p.m. and 6:00 pjn., on October 17, 1994 in the Board Room of the James City County Government 
Complex in Williamsburg, Virginia. The Examiner filed a report cm November 15, 1994 recommending approval of BA-VA's application. Copies of the 
Examiner's Report were mailed to participants and they were given until November 30,1994 to file any comments. That date has pas^ and no comments have 
been received. After considering the Examiner's Rqxnt and the lade of opposition, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that BA-VA's proposed expansion 
of the local calling area of its Williamsburg exchange is in the public interest and should be adopted.

On October 12, 1993, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. ("BA-VA") (formerly the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia) filed an 
application to expand the local calling area of various exchanges throughout the state. By Order of June 24, 1994, this matter was severed fiom the test of the 
exchanges being considered in the Norfolk LATA A Heating Examiner was assigned to conduct hearings in the vicinity of the Williamsburg exchange to receive 
public comment about whether the proposed extension of local services was in the public interest

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this proceeding is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the 
file for ended causes.

On October 12, 1993, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. ("BA-VA") (formerly the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia) filed an 
cqiplication to etqiand the local calling area of various exchanges throughout the state. By Order of June 24, 1994, this matter was severed fiom the rest of the 
exchanges being considered in the Norfolk LATA and assigned to a Hearing Examiner to conduct hearings in the vicinity of the four (4) affected exchanges to 
receive public comments about whether the proposed expansion of local services is in the public interest

After considering the Examiner's Report and the lack of opposition, the Commission is of the opinion that the findings of the Report should be adopted. 
Hence, the Commission finds that BA-VA's qjplication to expand the local calling areas of its Hampton, Newport News, Poquoson, and Peninsula exchanges is in 
the public interest and should be adopted. Accordingly,
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To implonent extended local service from its Gloucester Exchange to its King and Queen Exchange

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

To amend its certificate for a new cell site, eiqtanding its Richmond CGSA

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(1) That this matter is hereby docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940030;

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA CELLULAR LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

APPUCATION OF
GTE SOUTH, INC. (formerly Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a GTE Virginia)

CASE NO. PUC940030 
OCTOBER 28, 1994

CASE NO. PUC940029 
NOVEMBER 14, 1994

On July 15,1994, GTE South, inc. ("GTE" formerly Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a GTE Virginia) filed an application pursuant to the provisions of 
Virginia Code § 56-484.2 proposing to notify the Company's Gloucester Exchange subscribers about the increases in monthly rates that would be necessary to 
extend their local service to include GTE's King and Queen Exchange. By Order of September 14, 1994, the Commission directed GTE to publish notice about 
the proposed increase. Comments or requests for hearing were due on or before October 26,1994.

(1) That the proposed extension of local service from GTE's Gloucester Exdiange to its King and Queen Exchange may be inqrlemented in a 
suitable to the Company, and

On November 3, 1994, the Division of Communications submitted its report referring to the notice that was published by GTE and stating that no 
camments or requests for hearing concerning the proposal had been received from the Gloucester Exchange. The Commission has determined that, pursuant to the 
provisions of § 56-484.2A of the Code of Virginia, no poll was required of the Gloucester Exchange because the proposed residential rate increase would not 
exceed five percent of the existing monthly residential flat rate in that exdiange. The Commission need not convene a hearing unless requested by the lesser of 
five percent or 150 customers in the Gloucester Exchange, § 56-484.2C of the Code of Virginia. Accordingly,

Wherefore, in consideration of the Applicant's request and the applicable statutes, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the CGSA granted 
Virginia Cellular by Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-40E should be amended, and that a new Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity should be issued, referring to the new service territory maps. Accordingly,

(3) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.

(2) That Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-40E issued to Virginia Cellular Limited Partnership is hereby canceled and shall be 
reissued as Certificate No. C-40F. The new certificate shall refer to the new service territory maps filed with this plication; and

On July 26, 1994, Virginia Cellular Limited Partnership ("Applicant" or "Virginia Cellular") filed a letter with the State Corporation Commission 
("Commission'  ̂together with a modified service territory map depicting its new cell site near Powhatan, which would have the effect of expanding its Richmond 
MSA Cellular Geographic Service Area fCGSA"). In its filing, the Applicant represented that the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") had approved 
its application for a major modification to add this cell she.

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the file for 
ended causes.
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To amend its certificate for a new cell site, expanding its Roanoke CGSA

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(1) That this matter should be docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940031;

To amend its certificate for a new cell site, expanding Rural Service Area S

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(1) That this matter is hereby docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940033;

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA RSA (5) LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

CASE NO. PUC940031 
OCTOBER 28,1994

APPUCATION OF
CONTEL CELLULAR OF RICHMOND, INC.

CASE NO. PUC940033 
OCTOBER 28, 1994

Wherefore, in consideration of the Applicant's request and the applicable statutes, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the RSA granted the 
Partnership by Certificate of Public Ctmvenience and Necessity No. C-31 should be amended and a new Cotificate of Public Convenience and Necessity should 
be issued, referring to the new service territory maps. Accordingly,

(3) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.

(2) That the Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, No. C-31, issued to Virginia RSA (5) Limited Partnership is herdiy canceled and shall 
be reissued as Certificate No. C-31A. The new certificate shall refer to the new service toritorymqr filed with this plication; and

(2) That certificate of public convenience and necessity No. C-10 issued to Contel Cellular is hereby canceled and shall be reissued as Certificate 
No. C-lOA "rhe new certificate shall refer to the new service tenitiny maps filed with this application; and

On August 17, 1994, Virginia RSA (5) Limited Partnership ("Applicant" or "Partnership") filed a letter with the State Corporation Commission 
("Commission"), together with a modified service territory map depicting its new cell site near Clifton Forge, which would have the effect of expanding its 
Virginia 5 - Bath Rural Service Area ("RSA"). In its filing the Applicant represented that the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") had approved its 
sqjplication for a major modification to this cell site.

On July 26,1994, Contel Cellular of Richmond, Inc., d/b/a Roanoke MSA Limited Partnership ("Applicant" or "Contel Cellular") filed a letter with 
the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") together with a modified service territory nuq) depicting its new cell site near Clifton Forge, which would have 
the effect of expanding its Roanoke MSA Cellular Geographic Service Area ("CGSA"). In its filing, the Applicant represented that the Federal Communications 
Commission ("FCC") had approved this application for a major modification to add this cell site.

Wherefore, in consideration of tire Applicant's request and the applicable statutes, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the CGSA granted - 
Contel Cellular by Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-10 should be amended and that a new Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 
should be issued, referring to the new service territoty maps. Accordingly,

(3) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.
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To amend its certificate for a new cell site, expanding its Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Portsmouth CGSA

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(1) That this matter is hereby docketed and assigned Case No. PUC940034;

To withdraw AT&T 800 Plan E

ORDER G PETITION TO WITHDRAW

Acc(»ding]y,

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(1) That AT&T Communications of Virginia, Inc. may withdraw its offering of AT&T 800 Plan E; and

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter is dismissed from the docket and shall be placed in the file for ended
causes.

(2) That Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-38 issued to Virginia Cellular Limited Partnership is hereby canceled and shall be 
reissued as Certificate No. C-38 A The new certificate shall refer to the new service territory maps filed with this application; and

PETITION OF
AT&T COMMUNICATIONS OF VIRGINIA, INC.

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA CELLULAR LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

CASE NO. PUC940036 
OCTOBER 5, 1994

CASE NO. PUC940034 
OCTOBER 28, 1994

Low customer demand can be attributed to other inbound calling options offered by AT&T whidi provide better price performance and greater calling 
efficiencies, allowing customers to combine outward and ittward calling features.

On August 17,1994, Virginia Cellular Limited Partnership ("Applicant" or "Virginia Cellular") filed a letter with the State Corporation Commission 
("Commission") together with a modified service territory map depicting its new cell site near Powells Point, which would have the effect of expanding its 
Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Portsmouth MSA Cellular Geographic Service Area ("CGSA"). In its filing, the Applicant represented that the Federal Communications 
Commission ("FCC") had approved its application for a major modification to add the cell site.

On September 1, 1994, AT&T Communications of Virginia, Inc. ("AT&T"), filed its petitian seeking authority to withdraw its service known as 
"AT&T Plan E" effective on or before October 1,1994. AT&T 800 Plan E was introduced September 29,1991. The intrastate service is an add-on to interstate 
AT&T 800 Plan E. There are currently no customers subscribing to intrastate AT&T 800 Plan E.

Because there are currently no subscribers and because other 800 service plans are more attractive, the Commission is of the opinion that AT&Ts 
petition should be granted.

Wherefore, in consideration of the Applicants request and the applicable statutes, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the CGSA granted 
Virginia Cellular by Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. C-38, should be amended, and that a new Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity should be issued, referring to the new service territory maps. Accordingly,

(3) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the record developed herein shall be placed in the file 
for ended causes.
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To inclement extended local service from the Roanoke Exchange to Roanoke and Botetourt Telephone Company’s Fincastle Exchange

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(2) That the two conqtanies inclement the tariff revisions necessary for the proposed extension of local service; and

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:
(1) That BA-VA may implonent its proposed tariff revisions as proposed, effective January 1,1995; and

(2) That there be nothing further to come before the Commission, this dodcet is closed and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the file for ended
causes.

APPUCATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC.

APPLICATION OF
BELL ATLANTIC-VIRGINIA, INC.

CASE NO. PUC940039 
DECEMBER 29, 1994

CASE NO. PUC940037 
DECEMBER IS, 1994

On November 9, 1994, the Commission entered its Order Prescribing Publication directing BA-VA to publish newspaper notice concerning the 
proposed changes. BA-VA filed the requited proof of its public notice on December 16,1994, and on December 21, 1994, the Commission Staff filed its report 
concerning the proposal. The deadline for customer comments or requests for heating was December 18, 1994. The Staff report states that no comments or 
requests for heating have been received.

Fen- revenue neutral rate changes pursuant to Paragnqth 17 of the Modified Plan for Alternative Regulation of Virginia Local Exchange Telephone 
Companies

The Staff rqtort summarizes this revenue neutral proposal and stales that the Operator Busy Line Verification and Operator Verification with Interrupt 
services, which are being increased, will still be priced below the cost of furnishing them as shown by BA-VA's cost studies. The Commission is of the opinion 
that the proposed tariffrestructuring is in the public interest Accordingly,

On December 5,1994, the Division of Communications submitted its Report referring to the notice that was published by BA-VA and stating that no 
comments or requests for hearing concerning the proposal had been received from the Roanoke exchange. The Commission has determined that, pursuant to the 
provisions of § 56-484.2. A of the Code of Virginia, no poll was required of the Roanoke exchange because the proposed residential rate increase would not exceed 
5% of the existing monthly residential flat rate in that exchange. The Commission need not convene a hearing unless requested by the lesser of 5% or ISO 
customers in the Roanoke exchange, § 56-484.2.C of the Code of Virginia. Accordingly,

On September 1,1994, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. (formerly the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, hereafter "BA-VA" or 
"the Company") filed an application with the State Corpmation Commission ("Connnission") pursuant to the provisions of Virginia Code § 56-484.2, proposing 
to notify the Company's Roanoke subscribers about the increases in monthly rates that would be necessary to extend their local service to include the Fincastle 
exdiange of ftie Roanoke and Botetourt Telephone Conqtany ("Roanoke and Botetourt"). By Order of October 5, 1994, the Commission directed BA-VA to 
publish notice about the proposed increase. Comments or requests for bearing were due on or before November 28,1994.

(3) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the papers filed herein shall be placed in the file for 
ended causes.

(1) That the proposed extension of local service fran BA-VA's Roanoke exchange to the Fincastle exchange of the Roanoke and Botetourt Telephone 
Company may be implemented in a manner suitable to the two conqranies;

On September 30, 1994, Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. ("BA-VA”, formerly the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia) filed an 
application seeking Commission approval of revenue neutral tariff modificatioDS pursuant to the terms of Paragraph 17 of the Commission's Modified Plan for 
Altetnative Regulation of Virginia Local Exchange Telephone Companies ("Modified Plan"). The applicati<m states that BA-VA would eliminate charges for a 
residential customer to diange his or her class of service, fin* a residential customer to change directory listings, ^*"4 fi>r the recurring charge ftir residential 
Preferred Telephone Number Service fPTNS") together with the related optional one time dimge for PTOS. O&ettmg the revenue loss fiom those eliminated 
charges, BA-VA proposes to increase from $0.20 to $0.75 per call, the cha^e fen- Operator Busy Line Verification, and to increase from $0.60 to $1.55 per call, 
the charge for Operator Verification with Interrupt, to more closely align these rates with the costs of providing these services. BA-VA will cantinue to impose no 
charge if trouble is found on the line or if the request is related to an emergency.
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For the reissuance of certificates of public convenience and necessity

FINAL ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(1) That this matter is dodceted and assigned Case No. PUC940040;

To implement extended local service between its Capron and Courtland exchanges

FINAL ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of § S6-484.2.B of file Code of Virginia, the Commission has determined that a majority of the subscribers voting are in 
favor of the proposed extension of local service, that the proposal is in the public interest, and that the extension should be implemented. Because the proposed

CASE NO. PUC940040 
NOVEMBER 21, 1994

CASE NO. PUC940048 
DECEMBER 20, 1994

APPLICATION OF 
GTE SOUTH, INC.

(2) That Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity Nos. C-23, C-34, C-3S, and C-27, previously held by Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems, 
Inc. and by Suburban Cellular, Inc., respectively, shall be canceled and reissued as Cer^cate Nos. C-62, C-63, 064, and 065. in the name of the new limited 
partnership, Washington/Baltimore Cellular Limited Partnership; and

On October 19, 1994, Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems, Inc. ("SBMS") and Suburban Cellular, Inc., ("Suburban") filed an application seeking the 
transfer of their certificates of public convenience and necessity to a newly created limited partnership, Washington/Baltimore Cellular Limited Partnership 
("WBCLP").

SBMS and Suburban filed the proper rqiplications with the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") to transfer their licenses to WBCLP. The 
Commission has been notified that the FCC has approved those license transfers. Pursuant to § 56-508.11 of the Code of Virginia, the Commission is of the 
opinion that the certificates heretofore held by SBMS and Suburban should be canceled and reissued in the name of WBCLP. Accordingly,

Pursuant to a recent agreement between SBC and a French con^any, Compagnie Generale Des Eaux ("CGE"), a Delaware subsidiary of CGE will 
make a 12.85% equity investment in SBMS's cellular operations in the Washington, DC., Virginia, West Virginia and Maryland area. This investment will be 
accomplished by the formation of the Vir^a limited partnership, WBCLP in which the CGE subsidiary will have a total equity investment of 12.85% and 
SBMS will have the remaining 87.15% equity investmenL

Pursuant to the provisions of § 56-484.2 of the Code of Virginia, a similar poll was conducted in the Courtland exchange to determine if the customers 
there also favored extended local service to the Capron exchange. Customer ballots explained that toll charges to Capron would be eliminated in return for 
increasingthemonthlyflatrate by $1.18 forresider  ̂customers and by $2.82 for business customers. On November 21, 1994, GTE notified the Commission 
that this poll had pas^ One thousand three hundred twenty-one ballots were mailed to Courtland customers and 581 ballots were returned. Of the ballots 
returned, 367 (63%) voted in favor of extended local service to Capron and 214 (37%) voted against it

APPLICATION OF
SOUTHWESTERN BELL MOBILE SYSTEMS INC. 

and
SUBURBAN CELLULAR, INC.

On July 14, 1994, GTE South, Inc. (formerly Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a GTE Virginia, Inc., hereafter "GTE") notified the Commission that the 
poll of its customers in the Capron exchange concerning extended local service to the Courtland exchange had passed. Customer ballots explained that toll 
charges to Courtland would be eliminated in return for increasing the monthly flat rate by $2.21 for residerrtial customers and by $6. IS for business customers. 
Six hundred eighty-five ballots were mailed to customers and 394 ballots were returned to the Company. Of the ballots returned, 323 (82%) voted in favor of the 
extended local service and 71 (18%) voted against it

Currently, Suburban is a wholly owned subsidiary of SBMS and, in turn, SBMS is a wholly owned subsidiary of Southwestern Bell Corporation, 
d/b/a/ SBC Communications, Inc. ("SBC"). SBMS is currently providing cellular service, doing business as Cellular One - Washington/Baltimore in the portions 
of Northern X^rginia in the Washington D.C. MSA in Virginia RS A# 10, and in Virginia RS A# 12. SMBS's subsidiary. Suburban is providing cellular service in 
Virginia RSA# 11. The operations are furnished pursuant to cellular certificates of convenience and necessity nos. C-23, C-34, C-35, and C27, respectively.

(3) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this Case is removed from the docket and the papers filed herein shall be placed 
in the file for ended causes.
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this docket is closed and the papers file herein shall be placed in the file for ended
causes.

extension crosses the boundary between the Richmond and the Norfolk LATAs, GTE must procure a waiver to its Consent Decree of January 11, 1985, in Case 
No. 83-1298. The Con^any should seek a waiver forthwith. Accordingly,

(1) That GTE's proposed extension of local service between its Capron and Courtland exchanges is supported by a majority of subscribers voting, is in 
the public interest, and should be inqrlemented as quickly as possible following GTE's procuring an appropriate waiver of the prohibitions in its Consent Decree; 
and
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DIVISION OF ENERGY REGULATION

For approval to implement residential experimental rate

ORDER EXTENDING TIME TO COMPLETE RATE EXPERIMENT

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) Thatthe expiration dateofAPCO's experimental rate shall be extended to December 31,1995;

(2) That the expiration date for customer admission to the experimental rate shall be extended to December 31, 1995, up to an aggregate of 300
customers;

(4) That the case remain open until further disposition by the Commission

On February 16, 1990, the Commission, by order, extended admission to the rate schedule until April 1, 1991, and extended the rate schedule until 
April 1,1992. The Commission further required the Company to file semi-annual reports with the Commission's Division of Energy Regulation

APPLICATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

(3) That APCO shall continue to file semi-annual reports on its experimental rate with the Commission's Division of Energy Regulation to include, 
but not be limited, the revenue inpact of the rate schedule upon the Company, and

CASE NO. PUE880091 
DECEMBER 19, 1994

On October 3, 1988, Appalachian Power Company ("APCO" or "the Company") filed its application, together with supporting testimony and 
proposed tariffi, to conduct a residential rate erqreriment for approximately one year as part of its overall program to promote energy efficiency and conservation. 
The application was subsequently modified on November 30,1988, and on February 2,1989.

On February 27, 1989, the Commission approved the rate schedule on an experimental basis which allowed admission to the rate schedule until 
April 1, 1990, and which terminated the rate schedule on April 1, 1991. The Commission further required the Company to file semi-annual reports with the 
Commission's Division of Energy Regulation.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the motion, finds that good cause exits to grant ARCO'S request for extension. The Commission, 
therefore, finds that the expiration date for the experimental rate and for customer admission to the experimental rate should be extended to December 31,1995. 
The Commission also find that APCO shall continue to file semi-annually reports on its experience with the experimental rate with the Commission's Division of 
Energy Regulation to include, but not be limited to, the revenue irrqiact of the rate schedule election upon the Company. Accordingly,

APCO acknowledges that last year when the Company asked the Commission to extend the program through December 31,1994, die Company stated 
that it eiqtected to make a recommendation regarding inqilementation of the tariff on a permanent basis in the near future. APCO states that this representation 
was based on the best information then available to the Company regarding the development and testing of the enhanced TranstexT hardware required for broad 
commercial use. The proposed enhancement includes improved communication capabilities throu^ power line carriers to the participating customer's home and 
broadcast "radio signal” communication to reach a large population during critical load and pricing periods. The Company further states that the development and 
testing process for the enhanced equqnnent has taken longer than anticipated but is now expected to be completed in 1995. Pending the conqtletion of this process 
and the development of a recommendation for a permanent tariff APCO requests permission to extend the availability of the experimental RS-VSP rates through 
December 31, 1995.

The Company sought approval under Virginia Code § 56-234 of the experimental variable spot price ("VSP") rate for use with the TranstexT 
Advanced Energy Management (TranstexT'  ̂system in a maximum of300 residential homes of customers located in the Roanoke area. TranstexT is an energy 
management system which provides consumers with facilities which automatically control electric energy consumption. The equipment programs vary comfort 
levels for heating and cooling, and water heating at different times of the day.

On January 3, 1992, December 23, 1992, and December 16, 1993, the Commission, by separate orders extended the rate schedule and admission to 
the rate schedule until January 1,1993, December 31,1993 and December 31,1994, respectively. The Conqtanywtas required to continue filing semi-armual 
reports with the Commission's Division of Energy Regulation

On December 1,1994, APCO filed a motion requesting permission to extend the date on which the experimental tariff will expire to December 31, 
1995. APCO states that approximately 175 of its customers have participated in the rate experiment to date, and that similar rate experiments have been 
conducted in the service territories of two of the Company's affiliates on the American Electric Power Cotrqtany, Inc. System ("AEP").
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ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

will not delay

FINAL ORDER

Proposed

$96.00 annually $140.00 annually

$24.00 quarterly $35.00 quarterly

The Commission, by Order dated December 6, 1994, denied the Motion for Interlocutory Order as to Need filed by Appaladiian Power Company 
("Appalachian" or "Conqtany"). Appaladiian then filed, on December 14,1994, its Motian for Reconsideration ofOrder Denying Motion for Interlocutory Order 
as to Need ("Reconsiderdion Motion").

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
PO RIVER WATER & SEWER COMPANY

APPUCATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PDE910050 
DECEMBER 20, 1994

CASE NO. PUE920039 
JANUARY 10, 1994

1

lACT testified that no increase in rates was justified, as there has been no improvement in service and negligible investment in utility plant In the 
akemative, lACT took positions on the issues remaining in cmitroveisy.

On the appointed day, Howard P. Anderson, Jr., Hearing Examiner, heard the case. Counsel qipearing were Donald G. Owens, Esquire, for the 
Company; Kenwmth H. Lion, Jr., Esquire, for lACT; and Judith Williams Jagdmann, Esquire, for the Commission's Staff A total of 24 public witnesses testified 
in this matter. Many of the public witnesses objected to Po River's increase in rates. The public witnesses considered it unfair that they were charged for water 
they seldom used and (questioned the Conqiany's management and its control of costs.

Due to the magnitude of the proposed increase and conqilications with the Conqiany's notice procedures, file Commission Staff recommended a 
hearing on its own motion. By order dated June 5, 1992, the Commission approved the Staffs motion and set this matter for hearing on September IS, 1992, 
before a Hearing Examiner. On September 1,1992, the Heating Examiner granted Po River's motion, continuing the hearing to December 17, 1992. By Hearing 
Examiner^ Ruling dated November 6,1992, lACT was allowed to file a protest out of time and the procedural schedule was revised with the public hearing to 
commence on January 14,1993. On motion of Cammission Staff the hearing on this matter was further continued to February 25,1993. Public witnesses were 
heard on Sqjtember IS and December 17,1992, and again on Feteuary 25,1993.

NOW THE COMMISSION having considered the Reconsideration Motion is of the opinion and finds that it should be denied. Although 
Appaladiian is understandably anxious for the Commission to render its decision in this matter, the fad remains that it has not filed an application in West 
Virginia. Further, the Forest Service, in a letter to the Commission dated December 12,1994, and referenced by >^qialachian in the Reconsideration Motion, now 
indicates that it will not decide upon a new publication date for the draft EIS until sometime in January, 1995. Further, idien the draft EIS does appear, only then 
does the Forest Service "exped the two State Commissions to move forward with their evaluation processes to address need and routing before we [i.e., the Forest 
Service] would publish our Final EIS."

To amend its Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity authorizing operation of transmission lines and fkcilities in the Counties of Giles, 
Craig, Roanoke, and Botetourt: Wyoming-Cloverdale 765 kV transmission line and Cloverdale SOO kV Bus Extension

Pursuant to the Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Ad, Va. Code § 56-265.13:1 et seq., Po River Water and Sewer Company ("Po River" or "the 
Conqiany") notified its customers and the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") of its intent to increase its rates effective August 1, 1992. Po River 
provides water and sewage service to customers of the Indian Acres Club of Thornburg (TACT") located in Spotsylvania County, Virginia. lACT is the property 
owners association for Indian Acres Canqiground; all lot owners are requited to be members of lACT. Po River initially proposed to increase its annual revenues 
by $154,000 based on 3,500 customers. Subsequently, Po River revised the number of customers to 3,238, resulting in an increase in annual revenues of 
$142,472. Po Rivet's proposed rate increase is based on the test period ending June 30,1992, the Conqiany's current and proposed rates are as follows:

The Commission intends to, and will, decide all the matters pending before it in this application in an orderly fashioit The Commission reiterates that 
Appaladiian has not demonstrated any conqielling reason to separate the finding as to the need for this project fitan a finding as to the appropriate route for this 
project, if the project is determined to be needed. Further, the uncertainties cited above make it dear that the Commission's orderly deliberations 
any facility the construction of which the Commission finds necessary.

Al the time of the hearing, several issues remained between the Company, lACT, and Staff. Those issues related to the appropriateness of any rate 
increase, the method for calculating an acquisition adjustment, the qipropriate number of customers for rate making purposes, the appropriate level of affiliate 
expenses, and the treatment of well fiacturing expenses.
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Al the conclusion of the hearing the Examiner invited the patties and Staff to file post-hearing briefs. Po River, lACT, and Staff filed briefe.

(1) The use of a test year ending June 30,1992 is proper.

(2) The cost associated with fiacturing and drilling one of Company's wells should be capitalized, as recommended by Staff,

(3) The Connally's affiliate expenses as reduced by Staff are reasonable and supported by the evidence;

(4) The Connally's customer base should be equal to the number of dues paying members of lACT or 4,162;

(5) An acquisition adjustment in the amount ofthepurdiase price Carlyle paid for Po River or $500,000 is justified;

(6) The Connany's test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $399,552;

(7) The Connany's test year total operating expenses, after all adjustments, were $371,870;

(8) The Connany's test year net income, after all ar^ustments, was negative $61,052;

(9) The Connany's current rates produce a return on adjusted end of test period rate base of 3.07%;

(10) The Connany's overall adjusted end oftest poiod rate base is $900382;

(11) The Company requires additional gross annual revenues of $99,888 to earn a return on rate base of 13.83%;

(13) The proposed changes to the Connany's rules and regulations are apprcnriate and should be implemented; and

(12) The Company should be required to pronntly refund, with interest, all revenues collected under its interim rates in excess of the amount found 
just and reasonable by the Hearing Examiner,

Commission Staff also recommended that the number of Po River's customers for ratemaking purposes should be considered to be the dues paying 
members of lACT, consistent with Po River's last rate case. Po River testified that in spite of aggressive collection actions, the Company can collect on average 
from almost 1300 fewer customers than the number of dues paying lACT members. The Company recommended that the number of customers be reduced to 
those from which the Company can actually collect or in the ahemative that lACT be made the sole customer. lACT took the position that the number of 
customers should not be less than the number of dues paying lACT members and that the Company should attempt to collect on the accounts of non lACT 
members.

The Examiner further recommended that the Commission enter an order adopting his Report, granting the Company an increase in gross annual 
revenues of $99,888, directing the pronqrt refund of amounts collected under interim rates in excess of the rate increase found reasonable by his Report, and 
dismissing the proceeding from the Commission's docket of active cases. He invited the parties to the proceeding to file their comments to his Report within fifteen 
(15) days of the Report's issuance.

On August 5, 1993, the Hearing Examiner issued his Report In his Report the Examiner found that Po River's increase, as modified by Staffs 
accounting adjustments, was reasonable and should be made permanent He accepted Staffs accounting adjustments, and rejected Po River’s request to make 
lACT its sole customer. Specifically, he found that

Commission Staff also recommended several adjustments to the test period affiliate expenses Po River paid to Carlyle & Company ("Carlyle"), for 
management of the Company. Po River accepted all of Staffs adjustments with the exception of Staffs disallowance of approximately $9,500 in the form of an 
allowance for automobile and mobile home payments paid to Carlyle's national engineering consultant lACT argued that Po River did not meet its burden of 
producing affirmative evidence of the reasonableness of affiliate ch^es, contending that local management would be less expensive.

On August 20, 1993, lACT filed its exceptions to the Hearing Examiner's Report In its exceptions, lACT argued that no acquisition adjustment 
should be allowed, as Carlyle acquired nothing but the stock of Po River. lACT argued that only under unique circumstances has the Commission allowed 
deviation fimn the tradition^ rule limiting acquisition adjustments to situations where a purchaser acquires utility plant and that no such unique circumstances are 
present in the pending case. lACT further argued that an acquisition adjustment was not warranted as Carlyle's investment was not made prudently for the benefit 
of the customers and the utility. lACT further argued that the Company's customer base should include an additional 45 members, that the Commission should

(14) The Company should be directed to install meters on the mains serving lACT facilities and maintain ajqnppriate records of lACT consumption. 
In its next rate case, Conqjany should be directed to submit a rate structure which incorporates lACT as a separate customer class and reflects 
lACTs water usage.

Commission Staff testified that the Company was entitled to increase its rates; however. Staff disagreed with Company on the adjustments in issue. Po 
River requests an acquisition adjustment in the amount of $1,974,958.42. This amount is based on the purchase price for the utility's stock plus the then current 
debt balances secured by the three deeds of trust on the utilities property. Using the stock or equity methodology recognized by the Commission in Application of 
Virginia Suburban Water Company, Case No. PUE890082, 1991 S.C.C. Ann. RpL 267, Staff recommended that the Commission reduce the amount of the 
acquisition adjustment to $500,000, or the purchase price of the Conqiany's stock. lACT, on the other hand, recommended that no acquisition adjustment be 
recognized as the investment was not made prudently for the benefit of the customers and the utility.

In addition. Commission Staff recommended that the costs associated with fiacturing and drilling one of Po River's wells should be capitalized rather 
than expensed as Po River proposes. lACT took no position on this issue.
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construction is subtracted from the purdiase price for ao acquisition adjustment of S61346.

Section 7 of the Commission's Rules Inqilementing Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Act ("Rules") establishes that a hearing on a filed tariff 
change will be held if the Commission receives a request or petition for hearing "from at least 25 percoit of all customers affected by any filed tariff change, or 
from 250 affected customers, wbidiever is the lesser, or from the Company itself or upon the CommissitHi's own motion." During the February 25, 1993, 
hearing, counsel for Po River requested that this case be held open for any potential hearing on the proposed changes to the Company's rule and regulations dated 
January 20, 1993; however, no sudi heating was required as none of the circumstances requiting a heating under Section 7 materalized. Accordingly, in 
accordance with Section 5 of the Rules, the proposed changes to Po Rivers'Rules and Regulations dated January 20,1993 became effective 45 days after notice

With respect to Po Rivet's proposed chatiges to the Conqtany's rules and regulations, the Hearing Examiner, in his report, recommended a finding fiiat 
such changes are appropriate and recoimnended their implementation. A review of the record fin this prooeeding reveals that the only requested rule and 
regulation dianges, vadiich were part of Po River's initial Notice of Change in Rates, Charges, Rules and Regulations of Service dated April 17, 1992, were the 
inqtlementation of a $6.00 bad check charge and a 1 1/2 percent late payment fee. letter dated January 20,1993, Po River gave notice of further revisions to 
its rules and regulations with an effective date of March 8, 1993. ThKc dianges deleted the requirement of Po River's customers to submit applications for water 
service and eliminated provisions providing for the discontinuance of service f<a noqMyment

reject the proposal to make lACT a separately metered commercial customer for service to its common areas, and that all afiSliate costs should be disallowed. 
With respect to the Conqnny's proposed revisions to its rules and regulations, lACT proposes that only owners of "campstead lots" be treated as customers.

NOW, THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the record, the Hearing Examiner’s Report and the exceptions thereto is of the opinion and finds 
that the Hearing Examiner's recommendations should be adopted with the following modifications on the issues of the Company's acquisition adjustment, 
allowable affiliate expenses, the treatment of well fracturing costs, and the number of customers for ratemaking purposes.

On the same day, the Company filed its exceptions. In its exceptions, Po River argued that the Hearing Examiner erred by limiting the acquisition 
adjustment to the purchase price paid for the Company's stock and that the Con^any should be allowed an acquisition adjustment which recognizes the total cost 
of owning the Company's debt costs. Po River further argued that the Conqtany's affiliate expenses should not be reduced by the allowance for its engineering 
consultanf s automobile and mobile home, as the allowance was part of the consuttant's compensation which was not contested by Staff as being unreasonable. In 
addition, Po River stated that the costs associated with fracturing and drilling one of its wells should be expensed instead of capitalized, as the fracturing did not 
increase the wells output to a meaningful degree. The Company farther argued that its customer base should be considered to be the average number of customers 
paying their bills. Po River noted its agreement with the Examiner's recommendation to establish lACT as a new customer that would be billed for metered 
service; however, the Company stated that no funds for meters or their installation were either requested or provided in this case for such a project

The Hearing Examiner also found that consistent with Po River's last rate case, the Conqjany’s customer base for rate making purposes should be equal 
to the number ofdues paying members of lACT. The Commission finds that this number is unrealistically high. The record shows that the Company has ma^ a 
substantial effort to collect its water bills and in spite of tins effort was able to collect on average fiom 3,238 customers during the test period. Accordingty, the 
Commission agrees with Po River that the customer base for the Conqrany should be 343 8 or the average number of customers that paid their bills during the test 
period.

We agree with the Hearing Examiner that Po River is entitled to an acquisition adjustment which reflects the $500,000 purchase price Carlyle paid for 
all of the Company's stock. The record establishes that in the instant case the criteria for an acquisition adjustment as articulated in Board of Supervisors v. 
Vepco. 196 Va. 1102 (1955) has been met The purchase price was determined throu^ "arm's length" bargaining; the purchase price is supported by the 
evidence; and the investment was made prudently for the benefit of the customers and the utility. We further agree that the debt on the Company at the time of 
purchase or assumed by the Company after the purchase dale should not be included in our calculation. Furthermore, purchase of utility plant is not necessary for 
justification of an acquisition adjustment In both Application of Lake of the Woods Utilitv Company. Case No. PUE820021,1983 S.C.C. Arm. RepL 358 and 
Application of tTnginia Suburban Water Company. Case No. PUE890082. 1991 S.C.C. Arm. Rept 267 this Commission has recognized that the purchase of 
100 percent of the stock of a utility is tantamount to the purchase of a utility's plant for purposes of an acquisition adjustment Both methods of purch^e result in 
a new owner of the utility. Accordingly, when the criteria for an acquisition acyustment are present the fact that the current utility owner has purchased 
100 percent of fire utility's stock as opposedto its plant does not prchibitthe recognition of an acquisition adjustmenL

The Examiner finther found that the costs associated with fracturing and drilling a well should be capitalizect as the life of the well was extended by 
such work. The Commission however, notes that the well's output was only increased fiom 3 gallons per mimite to 7.5 gallons per minute, frr less than the well's 
original rate of 36 gallons per minute. Furthermore, the record established that due to its ccmtinued poor perfotinance the well will be abandoned as soon as the 
Company can drill two new wells. The Commission, therefore, finds that the costs associated with fracturing and drilling the well should be amortized over 3 
years.

We disagree with the Examiner, however, on the method for calculating the adjustment The Examiner recommended the adoption of Staffs ecjuity 
method for determining the acquisition adjustment Under Staffs ecpiity formula the Cornpany's equity position at the time of purchase is subtracted fiom the 
purchase price. As Po River was in a negative equity position at the time of Carlyle's purchase, using this formula would result in an adjustment greater than fire 
purchase price of the utility. Staffs position is that no acquisition adjustment should be greater than the purchase price, accordingly, the recommended acquisition 
adjustment was capped at the purchase (nice of $500,000.

With reflect to affiliate expenses the Examiner adopted Staffs recommendation to disallow the portion of compensation paid in the form of an 
allowance for an automobile and trailer payments to Carlyle's engineering consuhanL There was no argument fiom Staff that toe consult was paid too much, 
only that the form of the payment did not benefit Virginia ratepayers. The Commission is of the opinion that under such circumstances the ratepayers need only 
benefit fiom the services of the consultant The record supports such a finding. Accordingly, affiliate expenses for the Campatty should be increased by $9,523.

The Commission recognizes that this same formula was adopted in Attnlicalion of Virginia Suburban Water Co. In that case, however, the rate base 
was not allowed to exceed the purdiase price ofthe system plus post-pimhase additions. Here that limit is $500,000. Further in the Virginia Suburban case no 
records were available to establish the value of the utility's rate base less depredation, whidi is needed to calculate an acquisition adjustment under die "asset 
purely" methodology. As such records are available in this matter, the Canunission chooses to use the traditional "asset purchase" methodology for determining 
Po Rivet's acquisition adjustmenL Under the "asset purchase" formula the value of Po River’s plant less accumulated depreciation and contributians in aid of
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In sum, we find:

The use of a test year ending June 30,1992 is proper.(1)

(2) The cost associated with fiacturing and drilling one of Company's wells should be amortized over 3 years;

(3) The Company's affiliate raqxnses are SI 14,039;

(4) The Company's customer base should be equal to the 3,238;

(5)

The Company's test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were S310,848, based on a customer base of3,238;(6)

The Company's test year total operating expenses, after all adjustments, were $369,842;(7)

(8) The Company's test year net loss, after all adjustments, was $147,728;

(9) The Company's current rates produce a return on adjusted end of test period rate base of negative 12.66%, based on adjusted current rates;

(10) The Conqjany's overall adjusted end of test period rate base is $465,960;

(11) The Company requires additional gross annual revenues of SI 10,092 to earn a return on rate base of 10.47%;

(12) The Company is required to promptly refund, with interest, all revenues collected under its interim rates in excess of the amount ofS130 ayear
per customer.

(13) The proposed dianges to the Company's rules and regulations dated January 20,1993 became effective as a matter oflaw on March 8,1993;

(14) The prqxised dianges to the Company's rules and regulations dated April 17,1993, are approved effective August 1,1992; and

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, consistent with the findings referenced herein. Company shall be granted an increase in gross annual revenues of $110,092;

That the Company shall file with the Staff tariff sheets reflecting the permanent rates and the rule and regulation dianges approved herein;(3)

That Po River shall install meters on the mains serving lACT facilities and maintain appopriate records of lACT consumption;(4)

That in its next rate case, Po River shall submit a rate structure which incorporates lACT as a separate customer class and reflects lACTs water(5)
usage;

That Po River book the total acquisition adjustment to account 114. The annual entry to reduce the acquisition adjustment should be a debit to

(9) That the interest required to be paid shall be compounded quarterly.

(15) The Conqiany should install meters on the mains serving lACT facilities and maintain appropriate records of lACT consumption. In its next rate 
case, Company should submit a rate structure whidi incorporates lACT as a separate customer class and reflects lACTs waler usage.

or March 8, 1993. The Commission agrees with the Hearing Examiner that the proposed changes to the Company's rules and regulations, which are part of the 
Company's April 17,1992 Notice of Change in Rates and noticed in this proceeding, are appropriate and should be implemented.

(6)
account 406 and a credit to account 115. This amount should be written offover ten years fiom the acquisition date;

(7) That Po River bode the unamortized balance of well fiacturing expense to account 186 (Miscellaneous Deferred Debits) fin-the three years fiom 
the effective date of the new rates;

(2) That, on or before March 1,1994, Po River shall refund, with interest as directed below, all revenues collected fiom the rqqrlication of the interim 
rates which were effective for service beginning August 1, 1992 to the extent that such revenues exceeded, on an annual basis, the revenues which would have 
bear produced by the rates qrproved herein;

(10) That the refunds ordered in Paragraph 2 above, may be accomplished by credit to the appropriate customer's account for current customers (each 
such refund category being drown separately on each customer's bill). Refunds to former customers shall be made by a check to the last known address of such 
customos when the refund amount is SI or more. Po River may offiet the credit or refund to the extend no dispute exists regarding the outstanding balances of its 
current customers, or customers who are no longer on its systera To the extent that outstanding balances of such customers are disputed, no effect shall be

An acquisition adjustment in the amount of the purchase price minus net utility plant or $61,346 is justified and should be amortized over a ten 
year period;

(8) That interest upon the ordered refunds shall be confuted fiom the date payment of each monthly bill was due during the interim period until file 
date refunds are made, at an average prime rate for each calendar quarter. The applicable average prime rate for each calendar quarter shall be the arithmetic 
mean, to the nearest one4nmdredth of one percent, of the prime rate values publish^ in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, or in the Federal Reserve's Selected Interest 
Rates ("Selected Interest Rates") (Statistical Release G. 13), for the three manths of the preceding calendar quarter.
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(12) That Po Riva-shall bear all costs ofthe refund directed in this Order.

ORDER I

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That lACTs and the public witnesses' petitions for reconsideration are hereby granted;

(2) ThattheeffectofourFinalOrderof January 10,1994, is hereby suspended pending our reconsideration; and

(3) That this matter is continued generally.

ORDER REMANDING PROCEEDING

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, at rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

On January 2S, 1994, Rachael Cowe and Charles Keller, who qtpeared as public witnesses at the Febmaiy 25,1993, hearing of this matter, also filed 
a Petition for Reconsideration and Rehearing of the Commissicsi's Final Order of January 10, 1994. The public witnesses requested review and rehearing of the 
issue related to the changes of Po River Water & Sewer Conqjany's Rules and Regulations.

Pursuant to the terms of Commission Rules of Practice and Procedure 8:9, the Commission is of the opinion that lACTs and the public witnesses' 
Petitions for Reconsideration should be granted and that, pending our consideration of these issues, the effect the Ccnnmission's Final Order of January 10, 1994, 
should be suspended. Accordingly,

By Order dated January 31,1994, the Commission suqiended its Final Order of January 10, 1994, pending further consideration of the issues raised 
by the petitions.

CASE NO. PUE920039 
FEBRUARY 23, 1994

CASE NO. PUE920039 
JANUARY 31, 1994

(11) That on or before April 1,1994, Company shall file with the Staff a document showing that all refunds have been lawfully made pursuant to this 
Order and itemizing the cost of the refund and accounts charged. Such itemization of costs shall include, inter alia, computer costs, and the personnel-hours, 
associated salaries and cost for verifying and correcting the refund methodology and developing the conqniter program; and

Now, upon review of the petitions and die record in this matter, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that lACTs request for reconsideration of 
the issue related to the customer base and uncollectable accounts deserves further consideration. The Final Order stated that the average number of Po River 
customers paying their bills during the test period ending June 30,1992, was 3,238. Upon review of the record, this number appears to have been based on the 
Company's cash collection study of the period November 1,1991-October 20,1992, Exhibit PCP-2, p.3. This "customer count" was diallenged by lACT based 
on the Company's revenue statement for the study period, Erdiibit PCP-2, Attadnnent A Our review of this document raises questions as well, and we cannot

permitted for the disputed portion. Company may retain refunds owed to former customers when such refund amount is less than SI; however, Po River will 
prepare and maintain a list detailing each of the former accounts for which refunds are less than SI, and in the event such former customers contact Company and 
request refunds, such refunds shall be made promptly. All unclaimed refunds shall be handled in accordance with Virginia Code § 55-210.6:2;

On January 28,1994, Radiael Crowe and Charles Keller, who ^ipeared as public witnesses at the February 25,1993, hearing of this matter, also filed 
a Petition for Reconsideration and Reheating of the Commissirai's Final Order of January 10, 1994. The public witnesses requested review and rehearing of the 
issue related to the changes of Po River's Rules and Regulatians dated January 20,1993.

On January 26, 1994, the Indian Acres Club of Thornburg, Inc. ("lACT") filed its Petition for Reconsideration of the Commission's Final Order of 
January 10,1994. lACT requested review of the issues relating to Po River Water & Sewer Company's acquisition adjustment, customer base and uncollectable 
accounts, affiliate costs, intefcst expense.

On January 26, 1994, the Indian Acres Club of Thornburg flACT") filed its Petition for Reconsideration of the Commission's Final Order of 
January 10, 1994. LACT requested review of the issues related to the acquisition adjustment, customer base and uncoilectable accounts, afSliate costs, and 
interest expense of Po River Water & Sewer Company ("Po River" or "the Ccimpany").

V.
PO RIVER WATER & SEWER COMPANY

V.
PO RIVER WATER & SEWER COMPANY
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IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That this matter is remanded to the Hearing Examiner to conduct a hearing on the issue outlined above; and

(2) That unless otherwise changed by the Hearing Examiner die following procedural schedule shall be followed:

(D) That, on or before April 13, 1994, Commission Staff shall file an original and fifteen (15) copies of the prepared testimony and eidiibits 
Staff intends to present at the public hearing and shall simultaneously send a copy to Po River and lACT, through their counsel; and

Accordingly, this matter shall be remanded to the hearing examiner to recommend appropriate rates based on the total revenue requirement established 
in our Final Order of January 10, 1994, $420,940. All methodologies proffered for setting Po River's rates should include an analysis outlining how such 
methodology will provide the Company a reasonable opportunity to receive its established revenue requirement As the hearing in this case occurred in February 
of 1993, and as the Commission set the Company's revenue requirement based on a test period ending June 30, 1992, it would appear appropriate for the data 
considered on remand to exclude material for any period after December 31,1992.

As outlined above, the Conqtany gave notice of the January 20, 1993, rule changes and no one requested a heating on them. Accordingly, the proposed rule 
changes were not addressed at the January 25, 1993, heating or any other heating. It would be improper, therefore, to address this issue for the first time on 
reconsideration. Accordingly,

By letter dated January 20, 1993, Po River gave notice of further revisions to its rules and regulations with an 
effective date of March 8, 1993. These changes deleted the requirement of Po River's customers to submit 
applications for water service and eliminated provisions providing for the discontinuance of service for nonpayment

(A) The bearing for this matter shall be held on April 27, 1994, commencing at 10:00 am. in the Commission's Courtroom, Second Floor, 
Tjder Building, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond;

(C) That, on or before Match 30, 1994, lACT shall file with the SCC Document Control Center an origihal and fifteen (15) copies of the 
prepared testimony and etdiibits lACT intends to present at the heating on the issue identified herein for remand and shall simultaneously 
send a copy to Company, through its counsel, and to Commission Staff,

The Commission further finds that the remaining issues raised in the petitions do not warrant reconsideration, as they were adequately addressed in our 
Final Order. In particular, we note that the changes to Po River's Rules and Regulations elated January 20, 1993, became effective by operation of law. As stated 
on pages 8-9 of the Final Order:

(E) That, on or before April 20, 1994, the Conpany shall file an original and fifteen (15) copies of all testimony it expects to introduce in 
rebuttal to all prefiled testimany and eidiibits and shall simultaneously send a copy to lACT, through its counsel, and to the Commission 
Staff.

answer them based on the record before us. Simply stated, after removing the impact of the rate increase which became effective August 1, 1992^ (based on a 
customer count of 3,238), the average customer would be paying $113 or $17 more than the then-current $96 yearly rate. This indicates that, at a miniminn, 
further inquiry is required before rates may be permanently set

Section 7 of the Commission's Rules Inplementing Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Act (Tlules") 
establishes that a hearing on a filed tariff change will be held if the Commission receives a request or petition for 
hearing fan at least 25 percent of all customers affected by any filed tariff change, or fan 250 affected customers, 
whichever is the lesser, or fan the Conqiany itself or upon the Commission's own motion.' During the 
February 25, 1993, hearing, counsel for Po River reque^ that this case be held open for any potential hearing on 
the proposed changes to the Company's rule and regulations dated January 20,1993; however, no such bearing was 
recpiired as none of the circumstances requiring a hearing under Section 7 materialized Accordingly, in accordance 
with Section 5 of the Rules, the proposed changes to Po Rivers' Rules and Regulations dated January 20, 1993 
became effective 45 days after notice or March 8,1993.

^By letter dated April 17, 1992, Po River notified its customers and the Commission pursuant to the Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Act of its intent to 
increase its cjuarterly rates fan $24 to $35 per cpiarter effective August 1,1992. By Order dated June 5,1992, the Commission declared the increase interim and 
subject to refund for service rendered on and after August 1,1992.

(B) That, on or before March 16,1994, Po River shall file with the SCC Document Control Center an original and fifteen (15) copies of die 
prepared testimony it intends to present on the issue identified herein for remand. The Conqiany shall simultaneously send a copy of its 
prepared testimony to lACT, through its counsel, and to Commission Staff,
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For a review ofa rate increase pursuant to Virginia Code § 36-263.13:6

ORDER

On motion of counsel for Po and with the concurrence of counsel for Staff and lACT, the healing on these issues was continued to May 19, 1994.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

On the appointed day, the matter came for hearing before Howard P. Anderson, Jr., Hearing Examiner. Counsel appearing were Donald G. Owns, 
Esquire, forthe Conqiany-, Kenworth E. Lion, Jr., Esquire, for lACT; and Sherry H. Bridewell, Esquire, for the CommissiMi Staff.

CASE NO. PIJE920039 
OCTOBER 11, 1994

In our February 23,1994 Order Remanding Proceeding, we found that lACTs request for reconsideration on the issues related to Po's customer base 
and uncollectible accounts merited further consideration and remanded the proceeding to a Hearing Examiner to take evidence on these limited issues. We 
directed that appropriate rates be developed, based on the evidence received cm remand, and the total revenue requirement of $420,940 established in our 
January 10,1994 Final Order. We also detennined that the remaining issues raised in the Petitions for Reconsideration did not warrant reconsideration.

On January 10,1994, the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") entered its Final Order in this case. In that Order, we fixed the annual rate 
for Po River Water & Sewer Company ("Po" or "the Company") at $130 per year per customer.

On June 21, 1994, Po, by counsel, filed its Comments wherein, among other things, it asserted that the best estimate of file number of "paying" 
customers for 1992 was 3,318. It urged the Commission not to ignore the declining trend in the customer base as it considered whether the Company would 
achieve its revenue requirement for 1993 and 1994.

At the hearing, Conqiany witness Prassas analyzed the paying customers fa- four billing quartets aiding October 20, 1992, and determined that the 
average number of customers who paid their bills during fiiat period was 3318. Exhibit 1.1 to Ex. PP-31. In bis rebuttal testimcmy, witness Prassas again 
supported 3318 as the proper level of paying utility customers for Po and, using the lACT dues paying customers of approximately 4,207, supported an 
uncollectible rale of 21%. Ex. PP-39 at 4,9.

On June 29, 1994, the Hearing Examiner filed a supplement to his Final Report (hereafia referred to as "Supplement"). In the Supplement to his 
Final Report, the Hearing Examiner appears to accept witness Dooley's uncollectible rate of 33 percent Applying this uncollectible rate to the Conqjany's botfited 
receivable billing of 3,411, the Hearing Examiner determined that the Conqrany's customer base was 3,307, and that the Company requited an annual rate of 
qrproxiniately $120 to realize a total revenue requirement of $420,940. The Examiner recommended that the Conqrany be directed to refund promptly, with 
interest, all revenues collected under its interim rates in excess of those he recommended that the Commission find to be just and reasonable in the SupplemenL 
The Supplement provided that reqxmsive Comments could be filed no lata than fifteen days from the date of the Supplement's entry.

In the alternative, the Company recommended through the testimony of Bumice C. Dooley that the Commission use 3,482 paying customers as the 
propa level ofpaying customers ft>r this Conqiany. Ex. BCD-40. Witness Dooley derived this figure ^analyzing the total amount billed for the quarters ending 
Novemba 1, 1991, February 1, 1992, May 1, 1992, and Au^ 1, 1992, i^ $578,977. He detennined that as of Decemba31, 1993, $206378 remained 
uncollected. By dividing the $206378 uncollected amount into the $378377 billed amount, witness Dooley determined that the Company's uncollectible 
percentage was 33.64%. He ^lied this percentage to Po's total billed customets, i^ 3,411, and determined that 1328 customers did not pay Po. Subtracting 
these nonpaying customers fiomthe 3,411 accounts billed by the Company resulted in the alternative customa base of3,482. Ex. BDC-40 at 3.

Staffcalculated the Conqjany’scustoma base, using an average of seven 12-moiilh periods, beginning June 30,1992, and ending Decemba 31, 1992. 
Ex. AWA-3S. Its analysis ccsnpared the annual billed amount (based on 3,411 total customers) to the actual collections and amounts not collected for each 
period. On average, fins analysis reflected a 22 percent uncollectible rate and an equivalent lulling determinant base of 4,202 customers. By using actual 
collecticms received each period, the Staff has takm into consideration all available cash received by the Conq>any. The Staffs analysis also shows that Po's 
uncollectible rate has continued to increase. Schedule 1 to Ex. AWA-33.

On the same day, lACT, by counsel, filed its Exceptions to the SupplemenL In its Exceptions, lACT asserted that the Examiner’s analysis went beyond 
the limits established by the Ctnnmission in its Orda Remanding Proceeding. lACT commented that the Examina based his custiuna base determination upon 
incorrect or unreliable calculations by the utility. lACT supported a customa base of 4307 for Po.

lACT, on the otha hand, asserts that the numba of its cutrent dues paying members, i^ 4307, fac the 1991-1992 fiscal year ended Octoba 31, 
1992, continued to be the propa level of customers for Po. lACT maintains that the Company's proposed customa base of 3318 did not consida late payments 
whicK lACT asserts, averaged $74334 for 1991,1992, and 1993. lACT contends fiiat Po had collected prepayments in 1993 and has enjoyed the cost free use 
ofa substantial amount of its members'ctqiitaL Ex RJ-38 at 3-3.

On January 26, 1994, the Indian Acres Club of Thornburg, Inc. ("lACT") filed a Petition for Reconsideration of the Final Orda. lACT requested 
review of issues relating to the Conjpany’s acquisition adjustment, customa base and uncollectible accounts, affiliate costs, and interest eiqiense.

On January 28,1994, Rachael Crowe and Charles Kella, public witnesses at the February 23, 1993 heating of this mafia, also filed a Petition for 
Reconsideration and Rehearing of the January 10 Final Orda. The public witnesses requested review and rehearing of the issues related to changes in Po's Rules 
and Regulations of Service. On January 31, 1994, we suspended the effect of the January 10, 1994 Final Orda vfiiile we considered lACTs and the public 
witnesses' Petitions for Reconsideration.

V.
PO RIVER WATER & SEWER COMPANY
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, on or before October 28,1994, the Conqiaiiy shall file with the Stafftariff sheets reflecting the permanent annual rate authorized herein;

(4) That the interest required to be paid shall be confounded quarterly.

(5) That the refund ordered in paragrtfh 2 above may be acconflished by credit to the appropriate customer's ar

In order to determine a reliable billing determinant number, the Company's accounting system and records must afford management the ability to 
match billing and payment history. Evidence in this case causes us to believe that the Company is unable to match payments with the applicable billing period 
and, therefore, the Company records any payment received against the oldest receivable first The calculation of a reliable uncollectible percentage rmist give 
recognition to the receivables that will uhimately be collected. If not, this revenue will not be recognized in the cost of service, and an unreasonable billing rate 
will result

On the other hand, the Company's customer base of 3318 is predicated on the assunftion that 21 percent of the 4307 dues-paying lACT customers 
will not pay their bills. Company's analysis ignores that its books reflect billing to 5,411 lots. Ex. PP-32, and that its own analysis of collections for the period 
ending October 20,1992, indicates that the Company consistently rendered bills to more than 5,000 customers and collected more than $400,000. See Ex. 1.1 to 
Ex. PP-31. To use a lower customer base as recommended by the Cortf any artificially understates the Company's revenues.

The evidence before us demonstrates that the dues paying membership of lACT is not a reliable surrogate for the number of actively paying utility 
customers receiving service from the Company. lACT has presented little afBrmative proof that the 4,207 members who paid lACT its dues also paid Po River 
for utility service. Further, as shown in the Staffs and Company's erdiibits, the number of utility customers paying on a regular basis tends to be less than the 
4,207 dues-paying lACT members and appears to be declining

(3) That interest upon the ordered refunds shall be confuted from the date payment of each monthly bill was due during the interim period until tlw 
date refunds are made, at an average prime rate for each calendar quarter. The applic^le average prime rate tot each calendar quarter shall be the arithmetic 
mean, to the nearest one-hundredth of one percent, of the prime rate values publish^ in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, or in the Fedoal Reserve's Selected Interest 
Rates ("Selected Interest Rates") (Statistical Release G. 13), for the three months of the preceding calendar quarter.

By analyzing the level of the Company's actual collections, we are not encouraging the Conf any to maintain its bodes on a cash basis. Instead, we 
seek to incorporate an accurate level of revenues in the cost of service in order that just and reasonable rates may be established. Absent a more reliable billing 
system than that sponsored by the Company on remand, the Commission must rely on actual billing and collection data.

(2) That, on or before December 20, 1994, Po shall refund, with interest as directed below, all revenues collected firm the applicalion of the rates 
which were effective for service beginning August 1, 1992, to the extent that such revenues exceeded, on an annual basis, the revenues which would have been 
produced by the rates approved herein;

In his Supplement, the Hearing Examiner has included the effect of a 35 percent uncollectible rate in his analysis and derived a $120 annual rate based 
on that uncollectible percentage. As noted above, the calculation of the 35 percent rate fiiils to recognize that collections relevant to the test year may occur in 
succeeding periods.

The main issues on remand focus on the proper level of revenues and, in turn, the cash receipts the cottfany realizes before any change in revenue 
requirement is authorized. To arrive at the proper level of revenues, the Commission must first determine the appropriate level of billing determinants. It is 
obvious from the record that the initial billing determinants of 3,238 paying customer used to establish rates in this case was inaccurate. This level of 
determinants did not recognize that some customers pay in arrears as well as in advance, and therefore, the benefit of these revenues was not considered in the 
Commission's earlier decision. On remand even the Company agreed that 3,238 was not the proper customer level. Ex. PP-31 at 3, and that a higher customer 
base should be used.

Staff analyzed the bills rendered and collected over seven 12-moiith periods. Staffs analysis indicates that the Cottf atty's uncollectible percent^e 
ranged from 18.29 percent to 27.72 percent This analysis provides a more thorough study of the Conf atty's uncollectible history. Based upon this analysis, it is 
evident that the Company's uncollectible tale has trended upward. We find the Staffs analysis to be the most reliable and appropriate to establish the billing 
determinaiits to set rates in this case. Based on our review of this analysis, we further find use of a 26 percent uncollectible rate bas^ on 5,411 billed customers 
as shown on the Company's books to be proper to establish rates in this case. Use of this uncollectible rate yields approximately 4,004 billing determinants and 
results in an aimual rate of $105 per customer.

The alternative customer base submitted by the Company of 3,482 was supported by the Company witness Dooley. His analysis compared billed 
amounts for the period November 1, 1991, and ending August 1, 1992, to receipts applicable to that period through December 31, 1993. Ex. BCD-40. Mr. 
Dooley supported an uncollectible percentage of35.64 percent, a billing determinant base of3,482 customers and an annual billing rate of $120.89. Mr. Dooley's 
analysis is flawed because it assumes no collections qrplicable to the period analyzed will occur after December 31, 1993. It is obvious from the record that 
paymerrts can occur which are applicable to the period being analyzed well into the future. The calculation of a reasonable uncollectible rate, and ultiniately, a 
billing determinant base must take into consideration the realization of all possible receipts.

(5) That the refund ordered in paragrrqjh 2 above may be accomplished by credit to the appropriate customer's account for current customers (each 
such refund category being shown separately on each customer's bill). Refunds to former customers sMl made by a check to the last known address of such 
customers when the refund amount is $1 or mote. Po may offiet the credit or refund to the extent no dispute exists regarding the outstanding balances of its 
current customers, or customers who are no longer on its system. To the extent that outstanding balances of such customers ate disputed, no offeet shall be 
permitted from the disputed portion. The Company may retain funds owed to former customers when such refund amount is less than $1; however, Po shall 
prepare and maintain a list detailing former accounts for which refunds are less than $1, and in the event such former customers contact the Company and request 
refunds, such refunds shall be made promptly. All unclaimed refunds shall be bandied in accordance with Virginia Code § 55-210.6:2;
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CI) That the Conqiany shall bear all costs ofthe refund directed in this Order, and

(8) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this niatter is dismissed.

For a review of a rate increase pursuant to Virginia Code § S6-26S. 13:6

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Con^tany's Petition is granted to the extent it requests an extension of time in which to make refunds;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
PO RIVER WATER & SEWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUE920039 
OCTOBER 31, 1994

On October 11,1994, the State Corporation Commission entered an Order addressing the issues of the appropriate uncollectible percentage and billing 
determinants for Po River Water & Sewer Ccoqtany fTo" or "the Company"). Specifically, we found that the CompanYs uncollectible percent had trended 
upward. We also found, based cm the Company's billed accounts of 5,411, that Po had an uncollectible percentage of approximately 26%. Applying 26% to file 
5,411 billed accounts, we determined that file appropriate billing determinants for the Company were 4,004. Using 4,004 billing determinaiits and total revenues 
of $420,940, we determined the appropriate annual rate for this utility to be $105 per customer.

ORDER DENYING IN PART AND GRANTING IN 
PART A PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION

(6) That on or before January 27, 1995, the Company shall file with the Division of Energy Regulation a document showing that all refunds have 
been lawfully made pursuant to this Order and itemizmg the cost of the refund and accounts charged. Such itemization of costs shall include inter alia, conqiuter 
costs, and the personnel hours, associated salaries, and cost for verifying and correcting the refund methodology and developing the computer program;

Now upon consideration of the foregoing, we are of the opinion and find that reconsideration of our October 11 Order should be granted in part and 
denied in part We agree that the time in which Po should conplete its refund should be lengthened. Accordingly, we will revise Ordering Paragraph (2) of the 
October 11,1994 Order to require the Company to complete its refund by October 16,1996. We will likewise extend the date by which the Conpany must file 
the document verifying its refiinds, required by Ordering Paragraph (6) of the October 11 Order. The remainder of the Petition for Reconsideration is denied, as 
mqilained below.

On October 26,1994, Po petitioned for reconsideration of our October 11 Order. In its Petition for Reconsideration ("Petition"), the Conqjany asserts 
that the October 11 Order will recpiire the Company to make a "massive and immediate refund" whidi will adversely affect its ability to cqierate. Petition all. It 
further maintains that the rates established in the October 11 Order are based upon an imqipropriate and flawed "cash" collection analysis that has no relation to 
the number of utility custmners who pay their bills. Petition at 1-2.

Finally, Attachment I to the Petition indicates a refund amount of $225,225, derived by multiplying $56.25, the difference in the $32.50 quarterly rate 
at $130 per customer per year and the $26.25 quarter rate at $105 per customer per year, by 4,004 paying customers. The Conqiany must make appropriate 
refunds to aU customers who were billed and paid for service under file interim rates. Some of these customers may have left the system during the period rates 
were interim and subject to refund. We expect the utility to make refiinds to the individual customers who paid their bills during the period rates were interim.

Po's Petition focuses upon the period 1992-94 and alleges that the $105 annual rate will not provide it with a reasonable opportunity to recover its 
revenue requiremenL Petition at 3. Po relies upra collection data for the period 1992-1994. Its analjsis is flawed because the Con^anYs Petition includes 
collection periods and estimated data which were not in evidence and subject to cross-examination in this proceeding and considers data for periods extending fat 
beyond the test period used to set rates in this proceeding. Specifically, the actual collection data for June 30,1994, and for the period July 1 through October 15, 
1994, as well as the estimated cash collections for the period October 16 through December 31,1994 were not a part of the record in this case. IftheConqnny 
believes that its collections and revenues have declined since the test period used in this case, its remedy is to file a rate application with current financial and 
operating data which may be audited and subject to cross-examination to support its revenue needs for the test period selected.

Po also suggests that the use of a ""cash' collection method violates the Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Act rules that require small water and 
sewer utilities to keep their records on an 'accrual* basis, not a 'cash' basis, and to calculate rate increases based upon financial results repotted on 'accrual* basis 
accounting." Petition at 8. Section 1 of file Rules Implementing the Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Act provides that "[cjompanies shall maintain their 
bocks and records in accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts for Class C conpanies on an accrual basis." The remaining Rules implementing the Small 
Water or Sewer Public Utility Act clearly contenplate adjustments to a utility's booked amounts. Such adjustments may or may not strictly adhere to accrual 
accounting principles. For example, small water or sewer utilities generally amortize rate case expenses over a period of time elapsing betwreen cases. Moreover, 
Section 8 of file Rules Inplementing the Small Water or Sewer Public utility Act provides for the eliminatian or amortizatian of expenses of a nonrecurring 
nature. Strict adherence to accrual accounting principles would require recognition of these expenses within a single period.

In sum, Po*s Petition raises no persuasive arguments whidi would require reconsideration of our determinations regarding the Company*s uncollectible 
percentage, billing determinants, or annual rate.
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that such revenues exceeded the revenues which would have been produced by the rates qjproved in the October 11,1994 Order,

and

(4) That in all other reflects the October 26 Petition for Reconsideration is denied and the provisions of the October 11 Order shall remain in effect

For a general increase in rates

FINAL ORDER

Power Corporation; Eric M. Page and Marjorie Philips for Union Camp Corporation; Phillip F. Abraham for Browning-Ferris Gas Services, Inc. and Richmond
Electric Generation Facility; and Laurence M. Hamric for Doswell Limited Partnership.

1. The use of a test year ending December 31,1991, is proper in this proceeding;

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUE920041 
FEBRUARY 3, 1994

On May 29, 1992, Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power" or the "Company") filed an application for a general increase in rates 
designed to produce total annual operating revenue of $3,362,002,000 based on a test year ending December 31,1991. That proposed revenue requirement was 
an increase in annual operating revenues of $165,864,000 over the level of revenues being collected on an interim basis throu^ the rates in effect at the time the 
application was filed. At the time ofthe application, the Conqrany's previous rate case. Case No. PUE910047, was still pending.

The Commission issued its final order in that case on December 29, 1992. The Company had sought an increase of $184 million, however, the 
Commission approved an increase in additianal gross revenues of only $45 million annually effective for service rendered from September 1, 1991 throu^ 
October 26, 1992. That amount was significantly lower than the interim revenue generated at the time the application in this case was filed; accordingly, file 
additional revenue necessary to readi the $3,362 billion level sought by this application increased from $165.9 million to $314,633,000.

On June 17, 1992, the Commission suqiended the proposed rates through October 26, 1992. On October 13, 1992, Jean Ann Fox filed a pro se 
motion to dismiss the application alleging that it did not comply with the Commission's rate case rules. That motion was denied by hearing examiner ruling dated 
October 26, 1992. By further ruling the Examiner allowed interim rates to be placed into effect, under bond and subject to refund with interest, for service 
rendered on and after October 27,1992.

Phase 11 focused exclusively on the Company's proposed new line extension policy and summer/winter differential changes and was convened on 
Mandi 30. Counsel appearing in Phase n were Evans B. Bra^eld, Richard D. Gary, Kendrick R. Riggs and Pamela Johnson for file Company; Deborah V. 
EUenberg and Robert M. Gillespie f<»- the Commissirai Staff, Richard A Parrish, Jeffrey M. Gleason and Oliver A Pollard, m for file SELC; Charles H. Tenser 
and Donald A Fickenscher for Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. ("VNG"); Eric M. Page for the Home Builders Association of Virginia ("HBA"); Edward L Flippen for 
the Sierra Club; David B. Kearney and Stanley W. Balis for the City of Richmond; and Donald R. Hayes and Karen B. Pancost for Washington Gas Li^ 
Company ("WGL").

On September 3,1993, Russell W. Curmin^iam, Senior Hearing Examiner, issued his Report on Phase I in which he discussed the many issues raised 
in this portion of^ proceeding and his recommendations for resolution. The Examiner found that based on the evidence received in this case:

Phase in was commenced on September 8,1993 to address Staffs recommendation to disallow a portion of the Company's capacity costs, qiecifically, 
a portion resulting from the inclusion of gross receipts tax in the calculation of avoided costs. Counsel appearing in Phase m were Richard D. Gary and Pamela 
Johnson for the Company; Ddxirah V. EUenberg and Judith W. Jagdmann for the Commission Staff, Edward L Petrini for the Consumer Counsel; Charles H. 
Tenser, m for the Virginia Hydro Power Association; Edward L Flippen for Chesapeake Paper Products Company, Mark J. LaFratta and Stephen H. Watts, n 
for Appomattox Cogeneration Limited Partnership, Hopewell Cogeneration Limited Partnership, Cogentrix Virginia Leasing Corporation and Enron-Richmond

On March 8,1993, a public hearing was convened fat the sole purpose of receiving comments from public witnesses and interveners. The hearing was 
reconvened on Manh 22,1993. Due to the unusually large number ofparties in this case, the hearing process was divided into three phases with the first phase 
focused cm all issues except the Company's proposed line extension policy, summer/winter differential rate design and a gross receipts tax issue raised by Staff. 
Thus, Phase I addressed the appropriate aggregate revenue requirement for Virginia Power, aUocation of the resulting increase and all but one rate design issue. 
Counsel appearing in Phase I were Evans B. Brasfield, Richard D. Gary, Kendrick R. Riggs and Pamela Johnson for the Conqtany, Deborah V. EUenberg and 
Robert M. GiUespie for the Commission Staff, Edward L Petrini for the Office of the Attorney General, Division of Consumer Counsel ("Consumer Counsel"); 
James C. Dimitri and Louis R. MonaceU for the Virginia Commiltee for Fair Utility Rates ("Virginia Committee"); Dennis R. Bates and Kyle Elizabeth Skopic 
for Fairfax County, third year law students, Thomas M. Browder, m, Lance W. High and Scott A Sheffetman, with supervising attorney Denise W. Bland for the 
Virginia Citizen Consumer Council ("VCCC"); Fraim G. Francis and Vernon E. Inge for file Apartment and Office Building Association of Metropolitan 
Washington ("AOBA"); Garrett A Stone and Julie B. Greenisen for Philip Morris; and Richard A Parrish, Jeffrey M. Gleason, and Oliver A Pollard, m for the 
Southern Environmental Law Center ("SELC").

(2) That, on or before October 16, 1996, Po shall complete the refund, with interest calculated as directed in Ordering Paragraph (3) of the 
October 11,1994 Order, ofaU revenues coUectedfiom the tqiplication ofthe interim rates which were effective for service beginning August 1,1992, to the extent

(3) That on or before December 20, 1996, the Company shaU file with the Division of Energy Regulation a document showing that aU refunds have 
been lawfiiUy made pursuant to the October 11 Order and itemizing the cost ofthe refund and accounts charged. Such rtgmiTaiinn nf mtit shall include, inter alia. 
computer costs, and the personnel hours, associated salaries and costs for verifying and correcting the refund methodology and developing the computer program;
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2. The Conqjany’stest year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $3,010,793,000;

3. The Conqiany's test year operating revenue deductions, after all adjustments, were $2,525,713,000;

4. The Con^uny's test year adjusted net operating income was $485,080,000;

5. The Company's current rates produce a return on adjusted rate base of 6.95% and a return on equity of 6.25%;

6. Based on the Company's capital structure as ofDecember 31,1992, the Company's overall cost of capital is 9.123°/<

7. The Conqjany's adjusted test year rate base is $6,972,009,000;

9. The Company requires $234,796,000 in additional gross annual revenues to earn 9.123% return on rate base.

The Examiner issued his Report on the final jhaseofftiis proceeding on October 27,1993. Therein the Examiner recommended ftiat the Commission 
reject the Staffs pttqrosal to disallow a certain portion fA crqMcity costs resulting from the erroneous inchisitm of gross receipts tax in the calculation of certain 

, contracted capacity payments. Virginia Power and all Protestants involved in Phase HI siqtported ftie Examiner's recommendations in camments filed to that 
' rqxwt

The Hearing Examiner issued his report on Phase n of this case on October 22,1993. He recommended the Commission rqect the Company's line 
extension plart The Examiner also recommended the Commission reject the Conqiany's proposal to increase the differential between the summer and winter rate 
tail blocks qrplicable to residential usage. The Company took exception with the Examiner's recmnmendation to reject both the line extension plan and the 
proposed increase in the summer/winter differential. AU other participants in Ihase n, including VNG, the City of Richmond, Sierra Club, WGL, SELC, and 
HEtA, siqtpotted the Examiner's recommendations.

Comments and exceptions to the Hearing Examiner's Report on Phase I were filed on October 1,1993. Virginia Power took exception to the Hearing 
Examiner's recommendation to disaUow $1.6 million of carrying costs on deferred capacity. It also took exception to the Examiner's recommendation to disaUow 
budget incentives, his decision to retain die capital structure method of calculating interest synchronization, his finding that ratepayers should be refunded 
$1.1 millicm in life insurance premium credits, and bis recommendations <» calculating revenue 1^ tor purposes of determining the aUowed cash working cqntaL 
The Conqtany recommended 11.25-12.25% as a reasonable range for its cost of capital and argued in support of a flotafim adjustment

The Consumer Counsel also filed exceptions to the Examiner's Phase I Report and took exception to the Examiner's recommendaticm to continue 
deferred accounting for cqjacity costs, treatment ofthe capacity deferral at October 26,1992 and calculation of the going level of capacity. He further took issue 
with the Examiner's recommendations on incentive compensation, OPEB, interest on tax deficiencies, tax depreciation cushion, the calculation ofthe effective tax 
rate, determination of the qjpropriale capital structure, and the recommended return on equity range. The Consumer Counsel recommended 10-11% as a 
reasonable return on equity. The Virginia Committee took exception to the Examiner's recommendation <n the continuation of deferred accounting for capacity 
costs, recovery of the capacity deferral at October 26, 1992 and use of an updated rate base. The Virginia Committee also commented on revenue requirement 
allocation and rate design. VCCC excepted to the Examiner's recommendations on a portion of the Conqrany's incentive compensation plan, his return on equity 
range recommendation (VCCC recommended 10-11%), his recommendations on cost allocation methodology and the increase in the residential customer charge. 
The AOBA also filed exceptions comrttenting on the Examiner's recommended distribution of the revenue requirement Philip Morris took exception to the 
Examiner's recommendations related to the GS-3 and GS-4 rate structure and designs and the GS-4 transmission discount Fairfax County took exception to tire 
Examiner's recrmtmendalion for an appropriate return on equity range, recommending instead the Commission approve 10-11%.

8. The Company's application requesting $314,633,000 is unjust and unreasonable because it will generate a return on rate base greater than 9.1233^ 
and

The Examiner recommended continuing deferred accounting for non-utility capacity costs, incorporating a rate year going level of capacity costs and 
including a portion of the capacity deferral balance at October 26, 1992. However, he recommended disallowing the carrying costs incurred on ftiat capacity 
deferral through October 26,1992. He recommended disallowing a portion of Company's incentive compensation, including the funded accrual of other post
employment benefit fOPEB'^coste and updating rate base beyond the test year. He also addressed numerous other accounting issues. He found 10.5% to 11.5% 
was a reasonable range for the Company's cost of capital. The Examiner recommended the Commission retain the average and excess cost allocation methodology 
fix Virginia Power and addressed several rate design issues related to the new GS-1 through GS-4 rate classifications. The Examiner recommended that the 
Commission enter an order adopting his findings and conclusions, authorizing rates to produce the additional revenue requirement and directing the appropriate 
refimd to tile customgre.

NOW, THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the record, the Examiner's Reports, the exceptions thereto and the applicable statutes, is of the 
opinion and finds ftiat the findings and recommendations contained in the Sqitember 3,1993 Examiner's Rqxirt are, as modified herein, siqiported by the tecmd. 
We differ from the Hearing Examiner only on the interest synchronization adjustment, the proper bonus for the Company's generating unit performance and 
consideration of expanding the perfotmance incentive to include the Company's purchased power efforts. We also differ slightly on the proper allocation of ftie 
rate increase approved herein We find that the recommendations contained in the October 22, 1993 Examino's Report on Phase n are similariysiqipatted by the 
record and should be adopted. We also find that a dis^lowance for the capacity costs attributable to the erroneous inclusion of gross receipts tax in the avoided 
cost calculation of certain non-utility generation purchased power contracts, as addressed in Phase m, is proper and in the public interest

Senior Hearing Examiner Cunningham wrote these final reports befixe his retirement with the same flair and style characteristic of his work during his 
career as hearing examiner fix the State Corporation Commission Since the Examiner has fully discussed the issues raised in this proceeding, we will limit our 
discussion here to those issues upon which we reach a different finding than the Examiner and several of his recommendations on which parties take exception and 
whidi warrant finther comment
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PHASE I

CAPACITY COSTS - DEFERRED ACCOUNTING

CAPACITY COSTS - GOING LEVEL

CAPACITY DEFERRAL AT OCTOBER 26.1992

CARRYING COSTS OF DEFERRED CAPACITY BALANCE

i

Except when the rate case rules prohibit use of a rate year leveL we continue to believe that, even with deferred accounting, current cost recovery is in 
the ratepayer's best interest We adopt the Hearing Examiner's recommendation to reflect a rate year level of capacity costs using February 1993 actual costs 
ofl&et by off-system sales revenues and rate year sales growth.

The Hearing Examiner recommended the Commission accept the Staff proposal to recover S64 million of the approximately SlOO million in the 
current case. Staff projected that under sudi a proposal the deferral balance would sbink from just over SlOO million to qjproximately S28 million at the end of 
1993 and zero out by tnid-1994.

Regardless of the level of capacity costs built into base rates, the deferral will culture any over or underrecovery, but we want to guard against a large 
overcollection of purchased power capacity costs and minimize carrying costs associated with delaying recovery to a future period. We also want to balance the 
speed of recovery of the deferred costs with rate stability. We agree with the Examiner that Staffs proposal will best avoid an early overrecovery and a multi-year 
underrecovery with claims for carrying costs.

The Heating Examiner recommended inclusion of a rate year level of capacity costs for all non-utility generation projects expected to be on line during 
the rate year. The Company provided supplemental testimony at the heating to reflect February 1993 actual cqiacity expenses which the Examiner incorporated 
into his rate year level of costs. The Examiner also supported Staffs recommendatian to include an offret for the rate year level of the off-system sales to Old 
Dominion Electric Cooperative and Santee Cooper which became effective January 1, 1993 and for projected sales growth to the end of the rate year. The 
Consumer CounseL however, recommended incorporating a rate year level of the pro forma projects in base rates and deferring the rate year costs and revenues. 
Although only a pro forma level of capacity costs was allowed in the last case due to limitations imposed on expedited rate cases, we found that the public interest 
would be better served by the Conqany recovering prudently incurred capacity costs on a current basis. Annlication of Virginia Electric and Power Company. 
Case No, PUE910047,1992 S.C.C. Arm. Rept 291.

Significant controversy arose in this case on how to treat that October 26, 1992 deferred balance. The Consumer Counsel proposed including the 
defined balance at the end of the 1991 test year in base rates, approximately S2 million, and leaving the remaining balance at October 26, 1992, in the deferred 
account and recorded in rate base. As an alternative, he recommended the Company be allowed to amortize the remaining balance over a three-year period, thus 
mitigating the inqract of inclusion of the unrecovered capacity costs. The Virginia Committee also proposed that only the underrecovery of S2 million at the end 
ofthe test year be included in rates but recommended the defined balance at October 26,1992 be excluded from rate base and consider^ in a future case.

As already noted, the Commission established deferred accounting in Case No. PUE910047. Therein, we directed the Company to implement the 
account effective January 1, 1990, the beginning of the test year in that case. The new rates in that case were effective September, 1991, and reflected only a 
pro forma level of capacity costs because that case was an expedited proceeding. The deferral balance at the end of the rate year in that case, October 26, 1992, 
grew to over SlOO million

As the Hearing Examiner observed, capacity expenses related to purchased power represent the largest component of the proposed increase and 
account for the greatest spread in the revenue requirement recommendations advanced by the parties. No patty in this case has questioned the reasonableness of 
the Conqtany's purchased power costs; however. Consumer Counsel and the Virginia Committee took issue with the continued use of defirted accounting for 
those costs. The Virginia Committee seeks a phasing out of deferred accounting. It argues that the initiation of deferred accounting for those capacity costs 
resulted from unique circumstances in the 1991 case but that there is no permanent need for it in the future. In the Commission's Final Order in Virginia Power's 
last case. Case No. PUE910047, we concluded that memorandum accounting for purchased power costs was simply not working in the manner we had 
contemplated. We therefore decided to implement deferred accounting and discontinue the use of an earnings test to determine the rate treatment of account 
balances. Deferred accounting allows a straight forward true-up of under or overcollections of account balances. With such treatment we can ensure doUar-for- 
doUar recovery of reasonably incurred capacity costs. Ahhou^ we agree that any exiraordinaty ratemaking adjustment should be evaluated in light of changing 
circumstances, deferred accounting for Virginia Power's purchased costs was only irtqtlemented in the last case and we will retain it here in light ofthe fact that 
purdiased edacity costs continue to grow at a significant rate. For example, system purchased capacity costs increased $185,437,000 from 1991 to 1992 or 
69.7% and were projected to increase $139,578,000 from 1992 to 1993 or 30.9%. When the year to year differences decrease to a less significant level we will 
review again whether to corrtinue this ratemaking treatment

While allowing recovery of the deferred balance, the Examiner disallowed $1.6 million of past carrying costs which the Company incurred from the 
delay in recovery of those deferred capacity charges through October 26, 1992. The Examiner found these past carrying costs to be non-recurring expenses and 
disallowed them. Virginia Power asserted that the Company should be allowed to recover carrying costs which it incurred as a result of having the recovery of 
capacity diarges posqxmed from Case No. PUE9I0047 to this case. In support of its request, the Company relies on the Commission's order in that case and 
alleges that it authorizes the carrying costs to be passed on to cusbnners. We agree with the Examiner that carrying costs associated with the deferred balance 
from January 1,1990 to October 26,1992, should be disallowed. Our Ordo- in the last case did not authorize these costs to be passed on to ratepayers. Whilewe 
contenqrlated carrying costs would be at issue relative to future balances, we did not authorize the Company to track and defer past costs for recovery in this case. 
The Ccinpany certainly had notice that pro forma limitation of capacity costs and reevaluation of the recovery mechanism was at issue in the last case. It therefore 
diould have addressed recovery of carrying costs resulting from a delay in recovery of its rate year capacity costs there. Recovery of deferred capacity wall be 
allowed cm a prospective basis. We will not go back and reimburse the Company for past costs.
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INCENTIVE COMPENSATION

POST EMPLOYMENT ER THAN PENSIONS

SYNCHRONIZATION

INTEREST ON TAX DEFICIENCIES

TAX DEPRECIATION CUSHION

The Examiner rqected the Consumer Counsel's proposal to exclude $8 million of tax depreciation cushion in die federal income tax expense. The 
Examiner concluded that no cushion existed since the original entry was never included in the cost of service. We agree and find that the ratepayer has not been 
harmed. The Company, however, is instructed to exclude tax cushions in fiiture rate cases and annual informational filings.

We will also allow the Company to recover interest paid on prior period tax expenses in its cost of service because the interest conqxment is related to 
the prior period taxes. The Consumer Counsel recomtnended against this allowance. We previously determined that prior period tax expenses should be 
recoverable for ratemaking because the Company's aggressive tax strategy does benefit ratepayers. Anolication of \^rgiiiia Elecrtc and Power Company. 1988 
S.C.C. Arm. Rqit 274. Interest is certainly an expense related to the prior period tax, therefore it too should be recoverable.

Moreover, since we have now updated rate base, we often, as here, have differing dates between rate base and capitalization. We have in the past 
approved additional adjustments intended to correct for similar mismatches, but moving back to a rate base approach makes the calculation more straight forward. 
Further, the information needed to make the further adjustments previously approved was not readily available here as certain financial data was available only on 
a quarterly basis. The difference between the interest eiqiense calculated using the rate base and capital structure method is small and accrues to the benefit of the 
ratepayer in this case. Accordingly, we find the time has come to change Virginia Power's calculation consistent with our treatmerrt fat all other Virginia utilities.

We also agree with the Examiner's recommendation to allow recovery of other post-employment benefits ("OPEB") costs on an accrual basis in this 
case. We adopted rules in Case No. PUE920003 whidi allow the accrual of employee post-enqtloyment benefits other than pensions in the maimer prescribed by 
Statement 106 of the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") and provide for the recovery in rates of those OPEB costs, including the amortization and 
recovery of the transition obligation. The Consumer Counsel recommended against such recovery referring to a recent pronouncement of the Emerging Issues 
Task Force of the Financial Accounting Standards Board that allowed the phase-in of all FASB Statement 106 costs. The Consumer Counsel believed that a 
phase-in of the costs and deferral would permit all parties an opportunity to evaluate finther the costs and examine the underlying actuarial assumptions. Our 
rules allow the Company to recover OPEB costs if folly funded. The data related to tins adjustment were available to all patties and subject to analysis and cross 
exatninatioa The Ccmqiany has fully funded the amount ofcosts in rates, and we see no reason to def« recovery to a later date. Iftheassunqjtionsprovetobe 
less than 100 percent true or accurate, they can be revised eadi year as actuaries review the future costs and determine the jxoper level of accruals.

One of the few issues on whidi we differ fiom the Hearing Examiner in Phase I is interest synchronization. Consistent with previous decisions, the 
Examiner recomtnended continuing use ofthe capital structure method to ccmqiute interest expense for calculating federal income taxes for Virginia Power. Staff 
and the Conqiany recommended a change to a rate base syndiranization method in this case. They asserted that the rate base method provides a more accurate 
matdi between interest eiqiense allowed in cost of service and the amount used as a tax deduction. We agree that it is time to diange fiom the capital structure 
method to the rate base method for making the interest synchronization adjustment for Virginia Power. The capital structure meftiod of calculating interest 
synchronization for Virginia Power was originally adrqrted because of nuclear plant abandonments which had been excluded fiom rate base. The Commission 
determined that the ratepayer should receive the tax benefit associated with the interest expense on the debt used to finance the abandoned projects. We thus began 
multiplying dollars of debt in the cqiital structure by the cost of debt to determine foe interest eiqiense for tax purposes. The abandonment costs are now almost 
fully amortized.

The Hearing Examiner allowed all expenses related to foe employee wage and bonus program except eiqienses for foe budget incentive plan. The 
Examiner rejected foe Company's proposal to recover the 1991 test year level of costs associated with foe budget incentive plan because the plan is not in effect in 
foe pro forma or rate year. The Conqiany admitted that the plan had expired, and it would not be resurrected for at least three years. Nevertheless, it claims foal 
foe Commission should allow foe foil test year eiqiense associated with foe budget incentive plan in order to recognize its strategy of developing special incentive 
plans from time to time. The plan has expired; it is clearly unreasonable to expect foe ratepayers to pay for a program which no longer exists.

The Conqiany offered extensive testimony supporting its incentive program and the increase over historic levels. The plan provides an effective way of 
promoting continuous effort on a corporate and individual level. It appropriately links pay and performance. Virginia Power did present evidence sufficient to 
justify continuing to recover these enqiloyee eiqienses in its cost of service and to justify foe increase over the historic level

A third program was also at issue in this case. As part of a cost curtailment program, foe Conqiany offered a plan of early retirement and estimated 
about 185 enqiloyees would opt to participate, but instead 320 enqiloyees retired under the plan The retirements were effective September 1, 1992. The 
Consumer Counsel recommended those costs be disallowed. Consistent with our treatment of foe Activity Review and Resource Allocation Severance costs in 
Annlication of Virginia Electric and Power Company. Case No. PUE900023, 1991 S.C.C. Ann. RepL 279 and Case No. PUE890035, 1990 S.C.C. Arm. Rept 
280, we will allow a foil year's effect of the salaries saved offiet by the expense of foe progrant The payroll adjustment results in a net savings or reduction in foe 
additional revenue requirement

The Consumer Counsel and VCCC took excqition to foe Examiner's recommendation to allow the remainder of the Conqiany's bonus expense. The 
Consumer Counsel recommended a disallowance associated with foe increase in bonuses between 1990 and 1991. The VCCC reconnnended a limitation on the 
increase. In the Company's prior case we said that "reasonable incentive payments to encourage enqiloyee perfonnance goals are worthwhile programs which can 
stimulate production efficiencies." However, we cautioned Virginia Power "to offer sufficient evidence to justify continuing recovery," and we indicated that we 
would carefully scrutinize any increase over historic levels of the costs of such programs in fiiture cases. The test year incentive plan expenses in this case were 
S10.6 million higher than foe level allowed in the 1991 case. It is that increase that foe Consumer Counsel would disallow. The VCCC would sinqily limit the 
level of allowed increases to management bonuses.
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LIFE INSURANCE PREMIUM CREDITS

PLANT UPDATE

CASH WORKING CAPITAL

CAPITALSTRUCTURE

RETURN ON EQUITY

GENERATING UNIT PERFORMANCE

The Virginia Committee took issue with the rate base update to November 30, 1992, used by all other parties and Staff in this case. Our policy on 
updating rate base should be clear. In Application of Virginia Natural Gas. Inc.. 1991 S.C.C. Ana Rept 292,294, we clearly stated that:

The second controverted conponent of cash working capital was Staffs recommended dividend expense lead adjustment Staff asserted drat common 
epiity dividend payments are necessary as ongoing costs of doing business and hence must be considered part of die working capital. The Examiner properly 
rejected Staffs proposal. The purpose of the cash working capital allowance is to allow the Company to recover carrying costs associated with funding its daily 
operations. The payment or timing of a dividend should not affect the cash working capital allowance.

In 1981 the Commission established a generating unit performance improvement program designed to recognize the impact of generating unit 
performance on fuel expenses. Once the range for the return on equity has been established, the return selected for calculating revenue requirement is a function of 
generating unit performance. Equity returns at the bottom of the range reflect less than average petfotinance levels while equity returns at or near the top 
recognize sustai^ outstanding generating performance. In 1989, the Conq>any*s nuclear units suffered an extended outage. Accordingly, the return on equity 
was lowered to the mid-point of the equity range to calculate the Conpany's revenue requirement The Corrqjany also was disallowed recovery of a significant 
portion of the additional costs incurred as a result of the outage. The Company's performance rebounded, and in the 1991 case, the revenue requirement was 
calculated at a return 25-basis points above the mid-point of the range. The Company's test period performance in this case was described by Staff as exceptional. 
Staff recommended the equity return be established at or near the top of the approved range. The Hearing Examiner determined that the Company should show a 
further sustained effort bejfore qualifying for an increase to the top of the range. Therefore, he maintained that the revenue requirement should continue to be set at 
the three-quarter point ofthe equity range. As the Hearing Exatniner noted, traditionally, the Commission has acted in 25-basis point incremerrls. However,such 
increments are not mandatory. We agree with Staffs recommendation to establish the equity return near the top of die approved range. The Company's 
generating performance has been stellar. Accordingly, we will set the equity return at 90% ofthe approved range, or 11.4%.

The Examiner adopted the Staffs proposal to use an actual December 31, 1992 capital structure, with the cost of Conpany's variable tale securities 
and its common equity updated through February, 1993. We agree with the Examiner that the Staffs proposed capital structure and cost of senior capital should 
be adopted. Although the Consumer Counsel ageed with the Hearing Examiner's recommendation to use a December 31,1992 capital structure, he argued that 
the capital structure should include one-half of the rate year refunds ordered in the last case. The Hearing Examiner properly rejected that proposal. As he noted, 
the temporary use of money does not convert funds into "invested capital." When the Company is authorized to place interim rates in effect, any and all money 
flowing fiom those tales is subject to being refunded with interest to the customer. The money is not the Conpany's money unless and until the Commission 
authorizes the Company to keep aU, part, or none of the funds.

Only two components ofthe calculation of Company's cash wodcing capital requirement were in controversy in this case. First, Staff and the Virginia 
Committee calculated the revenue lag using a daily average for gross accounts receivable rather than the monthly average used by the Conpany. The Conpany 
offered new information providing jurisdictional lag days in rebuttal testimony, but the Examiner found that use of a daily average for gross accounts receivable is ■ 
reasonable. We will acc^ his recommendation here. We agree that the Conpany's jurisdictional study should be audited and reviewed jnior to inplementatioa

We find the update adjustment to be appropriate in this rate case, irrespective of whether a showing of attrition has 
been made. Experience with the adjustment from previous cases indicates it yields the most current and therefore 
most accurate srupshot of rate base given current economic conditions. If an attrition problem exists the updated 
figures help alleviate it But even if attrition is not shown, the adjustment is still a reliable method of determining 
rates based on the most current data.

The Conpany is currently authorized a rate of return on equity in the range of 11.5% to 12.5%. The recommendations of the cost of equity witnesses 
in this case ranged fiom 10% to 12.75% Certainly a reduction in the Conpany's current 11.5% to 12.5% allowed return on equity is indicated by almost any 
measure ofthe cost of equity capital discussed by the financial witnesses. We agree with the Hearing Examiner's reconmiended range of 10.5% to 11.5% for the 
Conpany's cost of equity.

The methodology used by Staff in this case to update the rate base has been previously adopted by the Commission in numerous proceedings, and it will be 
accepted here.

Both Conparty and Staff witnesses included a flotation adjustment in their cost of equity. In the last case, we declined to adopt an accounting 
adjustment for recovery of the jurisdictional portion of test year issuance expenses. We approved a range for the cost of equity incorporating our consideration of 
continuing flotation costs that Dominion Resources, Inc. bears in issuing equity. The Hearing Examiner here incorporated conside^on of oorrtinuing flotation 
costs in his recommended range of 10.5% to 11.5% We find that consideration to be appropriate.

The Examiner adopted the Staffs proposal requiring the Company to refund 1990 and 1991 life insurance premium credits received during the pro 
forma period. Virginia Power agreed that the amount should be refunded but argued that the refund should be amortized over a three-year period. We adopt the 
Hearing Examiner's finding that the credits should be immediately refunded. Amortization is not necessary. Moreover, such treatment is consistent with our 
treatment of the early retirement costs discussed above.
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PURCHASED POWER INCENTIVE PROGRAM

REVENUE REQUIREMENT

£000)

Adjusted Operating Income, per Hearing Examiner $485,080

(33)

200

Adjusted Operating Income, per Commission $485,247

Rate Base, per Hearing Examiner $6,972,009

£941

Rate Bssc C<wwMfigiCTi $6,971,915

Overall cost of capital at 11.4% ROE

Required Adjusted Operating Income 640,789

Adjusted Operating Income per Commission 485,247

Net Requirement 155,542

Revenue Conversion Factor ■640839

Revenue Requirement including Late Payment Revenues 242,716

Less: Late Payment Revenues 820

Revenue Requiianent

COST ALLOCATION AND REVENUE Al -IjOCATION

To reflect die FTT-interest syndi effect (rate base 
method) of ehar^ to Staffs rate base 
adopted by the Commission

The Hearing Examiner supported the Company’s retail class cost of service study continuing the established use of the average and excess method of 
allocating costs. He noted that it has been die basis of cost of service studies approved in every Virginia Power rate case since the early 1970s. In this case, 
however, Virginia Power perfotmed four different production demand allocations. The first demand allocator was die average and excess method historically used 
for Virginia Power, but the Company also provided allocation studies based on a summer/winter peak and average, summer/winter peak, and the average of 12 
coincident peaks. We agree that the average and excess method of allocating costs should be used in the cost of service study on whidi we rely to determine the 
prt^ allocation of revenues in this case. However, as we have recently noted, there is no scientifically correct method for allocating costs. Cost of service 
Studies are usefill tools which can be used as guides in apportioning a company’s revenue requiremenL

To reflect changes in cash working capital 
due to changes in FIT and ROE

Staff witness Stephens recommended die Commission consider expanding its generating unit performance program to include the utility’s efforts 
towards cqiacity acquisition via its purchased power program. Staff noted that purdiased power contracts account for as much as 23% of the Company’s total 
capacity resource base and that in the Conqiany’s last fuel factor filing net power purefaa^ accounted for rqiproximately 25% of projected in-period energy 
requirements and 39.8% of projected fuel expenses. Ihe Hearing Examiner rejected Staffs proposal. However, we believe such a proposal warrants further 
consideratioa The Crmqiany, Staff and any interested patties are directed to explore this concept and present testimony in Virginia Power’s next rate case on 
whether such a program should be implemented and what standards should be incorporated if such a program is adqited. We will address this proposal further in 
the next case whether it is an expedited or general case. Moreover, if we decide to implement such a program, it may be applied in setting the return in that same 
case.

To reflect the FTT effect of computing interest 
syndi on a rate base method using Staff s rate 
base, SDL-54, CoL (7)

Based <» our resolution of the issues discussed above and further discussed in the Examiner's reports, Virginia Power’s additional revenue requirement 
is $241,896,000, calculated as follows:
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We have stated that:

RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER CHARGE

SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES COST

SURPLUS ENERGY RATE

GS IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES

Application of Virgiiiia Natural Gas. Inc.. 1991 S.C.C. Ann. RepL 297,298. Also see Application of Commonwealth Gas Services. Inc.. Case No. PUE920037, 
Final Order dated October IS, 1993 and Application of Virginia Natural Gas. Inc.. Case No. PUE920031, Final Order dated June 22, 1993. Since some 
judgment is required in any cost of service study, we will expect the Company to provide more analysis in the next case as outlined below.

The Virginia Committee and Philip Morris asserted that secondary distribution costs had been inappropriately allocated to Schedule GS-4 which uses 
no secondary distribution fjacilities because those customers take service at primary or transmission volume levels. The remedy proposed by the Virginia 
Committee Philip Morris was to assign $5.5 million of secondary distribution demand costs to Schedules GS-3 or GS-2. We find reasonable the position that
those secondary distribution costs should not be assigned to GS-4. However, it is not clear precisely bow the costs should be reassigned. In addition, without 
careful study, it is not clear whether other costs have been assigned to other GS schedules whidi should have been more properly assigned to the GS-4 class. The 
allocation among the GS rate classes was done by combining the old Schedules 5 and 6 costs and then allocating those costs to the new Schedules GS-1 through 
GS-4. The Company testified that it did not have a full year ofvalid load data on the new rate classes. We sinqily do not have all the data required to make an 
accurate allocation among the GS classes in this case. Accordingly, we will not make the adjustment proposed by the Virginia Committee and Philip Morris. The 
Company should carefully scrutinize all costs assigned to the GS classes when it conducts the requisite cost of service studies in its next case. It should have 
adequate load data for GS-1 throu^ 4 to support any necessary shifts at that time.

We also note that our decision not to reallocate the secondary distribution costs is conceptually distinct from our acceptance of the Hearing Examiner's 
recommendation to provide a transmission discount of 2.4% fiom the separately stated power supply demand charge within Schedule GS-4. In the latter case, 
costs are moved wit  ̂the class rather than among classes.

It is clear that die residential class is generating a class return below the Conq>any*s overall return in all of the studies developed on this record. We 
therefore agree with the Virginia Committee and the AOBA that some further movement towards parity of class returns is warranted, but we must guard against 
rate shock to the residential class. We find that, in this case, all classes should be moved towards parity by approxiniately the same amount based on the average 
and excess allocation method. We will approve the allocation to the classes as set forth in Attachment A to this Order. Each class, with the exception of churches, 
is moved approximately 43% closer to parity. The allocation to churches results in a smaller movement for that class but will result in a percentage increase in 
rates conqjarable to the residential class.

The Company proposed to increase the Residential Schedule 1 customer charge fiom $6.25 to $7.00. The VCCC argued that the charge was not 
justified. It contended that distribution plant should be classified on a demand not a customer basis. We agree with the Examiner that a minimum distribution 
system is essential to deliver electricity. VCCC's methodology would not properly reflect a minimum distribution system. The Company's embedded cost analysis 
would support a charge even hitter than $7, hence we find the Company's prqx)^ residential customer charge reasonable.

In the next case the Company should file the results of five different cost of service studies, specifically using the average and excess method now used 
for Virginia, the 12 coincident peak method currently used at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the summerAvinter peaking average method now used 
in North Carolina, the summer/winter peak method, and the peak responsibility or one coincident peak method. Those studies should also include the new GS rate 
schedules. So our intention is clear, however, at this time we do not intend to average those five studies; they provide several different perspectives which should 
be examined.

[Cjlass cost of service studies do not determine the actual cost of serving any particular class of customers. They 
are instead mere estimates of class cost of service. Sound ralemaking appropriately recognizes the importance and 
place of estimates in apportioning revenue.

The Virginia Committee recommended the Commission adopt a new surplus energy rate. The Conqrany agreed to study the proposal, meet with Staff 
and interested parties, and file an eiqierimental tariff within 6 months of the final order in this case. We encourage the Company to work with its customers and 
our Staff. We will review any such proposed rate and the supporting justification when it is filed.

In comments to the Heating Examiner Report, Virginia Power asked the Commission to approve the procedures set forth in Conqjany witness Evans' 
rebuttal testimony to allow certain customers receiving service under Schedules 5 or 6 prior to October 27, 1992 to migrate back to those schedules at the 
conclusion of this case. We agree that such migration should be allowed. Customers who made a decision to migrate fiom Schedules 5 or 6 to Schedules GS-1 
through 4 based upon interim rates should have the option of going back to Schedule 5 or 6 if final rates approved herein show those schedules to be more 
advantageous. We emphasize, however, that migration back to Schedules 5 and 6 will not be a permanent feature of the Company's rates and we will move 
forward to phase out Rate Schedules 5 and 6.

Virginia Power originally proposed that the rates for Schedules 5 and 6 be increased by 128.8% and 137.6% respectively, of the overall percentage 
increase. The Staff recommended that the increase be 137.5% of the overall increase for both schedules. The Company agreed to this increase on rebuttal. 
However, die Company and Staff disagreed with respect to future increases. The Company proposed that future Rate Schedules 5 and 6 increases be based on 
150% of the overall increase. Staff recommended, and we believe, that it is more appropriate to reserve judgment regarding future increases. Any future increases 
to Rate Schedules 5 and 6 should be based on the specifics of the case while phasing out Rate Schedules 5 and 6 in a reasonable manner.
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SCHEDULE 10

PHASE n

SUMMER/WINTER DIFFERENTIAL AND LINE EXTENSION POLICY

Exhibit EPH 48, pp. 8-9

Mr. Hilton reqxnided as follows:

Exhibit EPH 48, p. 9.

These matters are not "extraneous," and they must not be dismissed. These and other similar issues are integral parts of proper planning that considers 
the results of the Conqiany's actions. In die future, when die Conqiaiqr ixesents significant new rate designs, it should show how such d^gns impact its integrated 
resource planning and why the proposals were diosen over other atternatives.

(1) decrease oonqtetition, (2) adversely effect conservation and load management programs, (3) restrict consumer 
choices, (4) require additional transmission lines, (5) harm the environment, (6) result in less efficient use of natural 
resources, and (7) impede economic growth.

The Ccanmission has recognized the Company's excellence in the power production area; we urge the Company to move to the same level of 
excellence in the coordination of its planning, rate design, and conservation and load managamant

The Commission should not let these externalities cloud the main focus in this case. The questions before the 
Commission are whether our proposals are reasonable and cost-based. The Company should not be impeded, by 
extraneous concerns, from offering prqxisals to control its costs and keep rates dowrt Likewise, the Commission 
should not constrain itself from taking action to correct the subsidy problems identified by the Company and should 
avoid debates on environmental and economic issues which may have no clear answers.

Virginia Power also proposed a new line extension policy which would require all new residential service connections to pay a service fee of 
qiproximately $1,300. The fee would be treated as a contribution in aid of construction. Under the Company's proposal, each newly connected residence would 
be eligible for a credit to off-set the service fee. The size of the credit would depend on the amount of electricity used. A new resident with an all electric house 
would usually have the fee entirely ofifeet by the credit

The Company's jnoposals must be rgected. Virginia Power's proposed changes were not supported by the evidence; there was inadequate analysis 
offered by the Congtany, and there were too many unanswered questions. Rather than relying cm data and analysis, the Conqjany urged qjproval of what must be 
described as a drastic change in its residential line extension policy and an almost 40% increase in the summer/winter differential of the tail block of the residential 
rate because the changes were "cost-based." As the Company well knows, there can be many rate designs to recover the same revenue, each of which could be 
fairly termed "cost-based." This label, without more, does not suffice. Proposed rate changes must be analyzed and supported and their effects studied. In 
addition, akemalives must be reviewed. In short, proposals such as those made by the Company here must be shown to be consistent with or a part of a 
comprehensive integrated resource plait Rate design, planning, and conservation and load management must be coordinated.

The Commission allowed Virginia Power to inqtlement Rate Schedule 10 on an experimental basis in 1989. The Company conqjieted its final 
evaluation and presented its findings and proposed modifications in this case. Staff witnesses reviewed the proposed Schedule 10 and recommended that it be 
made permanent and available/to up to 200 customers. The Company accepted that recommendation. St^ further recommended that the Company should 
update its proposed "A" day rate to include current estimates of combustion turbine cqiacity costs. The Company resisted the update because this record does not 
support a proper update of all of the costs associated with the rate. The Examiner concurred. He found that all parts of the costs should be reviewed before 
digging tile rate, and we agree. We will accept the changes to Schedule 10 exclusive of the partial update as recommended by the Examiner, but we will not 
make Rate Schedule 10 permanent until such time as the Company is prepared to offer the rate to any and all interested customers. Schedule 10 will continue on 
an experimental basis limited to 200 customers with Staffs changes, except the "A" day update.

The Company also proposed to increase the tail block charged for tiie summer billing months of June through September from 6.8990 per kwh to 
8.3170 per kwh. The Company proposed increasing the tail block for the remaining winter billing months from 4.21S0 per kwh to 4.6080 po- kwb. The 
different between the summer and winter months would thus be increased from 2.6840 per kwh to 3.7090. The Company claimed that both rate design 
proposals were offered in an attempt to assess costs more properly. A number of the Protestants in Phase II of this proceeding, however, objected to the Conquny's 
prqiosals.

While Virginia Power's analysis of both proposals was lacking, there was a more disturbing lack of data supporting the Conqtany's proposed line 
extension policy. First, the Company failed to show that the deteriorating residential class rate of return was tied to or cau^ by the increase in new residential 
connections. Also, the Conqnny did not perform a life cycle analysis of new distribution plant to determine whether there is a significant subsidy problem. 
Further, the Company made no study of how the pacpcsed line extension policy would affect c^racity and energy requirements or conservation or load 
managemenL This feihire conflicts with the clear directive in our 1992 Conservation and Load Management ("CLM") Order in which we specifically stated that 
cost effective CLM should be pursued and that rate design could be a powerful tool which can be used to achieve optimal CLM objectives. The Company does 
not know whether the line extension policy would increase or decrease total costs over the long term. The Conqtany did not consider the impact of its proposals on 
the need for generating capacity in the future. The Conqtany did not even study what impact the proposed plan would have on the number of all electric homes; 
instes^ Virginia Power assumed that the new jwlicy would have no impact m the electric use cff new customers. These and many other legitimate issues and 
questions were dismissed by the Company as being "extraneous."^

Specifically, in his prefiled rebuttal testimony. Company witness Hilton stated that it had been suggested that the Conqjany’s proposals would
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PHASEm

CAPACITY COSTS DISALLOWANCE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GROSS RECEIPTS TAX ERROR

The Virginia Supreme Court has held that we have reasonable discretion to disallow any part of eiqjenses actually incurred where the evidence shows 
such expenses are exorbitant, unnecessary, wasteful or extravagant Lake of Woods Utility Co. v. Corp. Comm.. 223 Va. 100 (1982). Here purdiased power 
costs are unnecessary and excessive because an undisputed error was made. It is not fair to the ratepayers to expect them to continue paying for the Conqrany's 
GRT twice, once as a tax expense and again, erroneously, as a component of the Congtany's cqracity erqrense. The Commission has a statutory duty to establish 
just and reasonable rates and to substitute just and reasonable rates if upon investigation, a rate is found to be based on excessive costs. That is what we must do 
here.

The Company and Protestant witnesses identified several modeling assunrptions and methodological dianges that are reasonably described as 
enhanoerrrerrts or refinemerrts and reflect progression along the learning curve. We draw a sharp and distinguishing line between learning curve enhancements or 
refinements and pure error. We recognize that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission regulations allow rates for purchases to be based upon estimates of 
avoided costs and that reliance on estimates does not violate the avoided cost standard. Moreover, this Commission has long allowed accommodations in the- 
refinement of fire avoided cost methodology. However, GRT inclusion is not a refinement of the avoided cost calculation. As noted by one witness, the proper 
standard of review must be the reasonableness of the estimates in the context of the information known at the time. The Conqrany is well aware of the functioning 
of gross receipts tax and reasonably should have known that such tax was not avoided when power was purchased from a NUG.

It is also inqxntant to note that the disallowance ordered here is not retroactive. Staff has not recommended a retroactive disallowance of all or any 
portion of c^racity paymerrts already made but only a reduction in capacity costs included in the Conqrany's cost of service effective with the interim rates in this 
case. Once fire Company’s avoided costs upon which its capacity costs were based were diallenged by a showing that an error had been made, it became the 
Conqtany's burden to show that its capacity costs were reasonable. That burden was not met

Hopewell Cogeneration also offered testimony that it had a blended artd, therefore, negotiated rate with no gross receipts tax component ascertainable. 
The evidence offered herein, however, reveals that the rate has a tier which includes gross receipts tax and a secortd tier which appears to be negotiated rather than 
based on an avoided cost calculation. We find capacity expenses related to the first tier payments are subject to disallowance because the rate was based on an 
avoided cost which included the GRT.

Although the Company and many of the Protestants agreed that GRT should not be included in the calculation of avoided costs, they asserted that 
removing GRT from the calculation was not correction of an error, but rather refinement of the methodology. We disagree. Including GRT in the calculation was 
a clear and undisputed error and that is much different than "a refinement of the methodology" used to calculate avoided costs. The question of whether to include 
gross receipts tax is not methodological. An item has been included in avoided costs which clearly could not have been an avoidkl cost The error should be 
corrected. We find that ratepayers should not have to bear a portion of capacity costs that are not truly avoided and hence are in excess of the Company's avoided 
costs. The recovery level of non-utility capacity costs should be reduced for the effects of the improperly included gross receipts tax component

Since the Corrtmission has retained deferred accourrting treatment for purchased capacity etqrenses in this case, this same deferral mechanism provides 
a logical means to accourrt for the disallowance of capacity expense without chatting the revenue requirement found reasonable above. We will requite Virginia

One final issue was addressed in Phase III of this case. Specifically, Staff witness Thomas E. Lamm recommended that the Corrtmission disallow the 
portion of Virginia Power's capacity expense associated with contracted power purchases fiom certain non-utility generators ("NUGs"). Staff had discovered that 
the Company had included gross receipts tax ("GRT') in the calculation of Virginia Power's avoided cost which was the basis for capacity paymerrts to a number 
of NUGs. In his Report, the Examiner found that there was no dispute that a GRT element was included in the calculation of numerous payments. GRT, 
however, is not avoided when a utility purchases power. It is a function of revenue and must be paid regardless of whether Virginia Power builds new capacity or 
purchases capacity fiom a NUG. In feet, no one on this record has argued that it is proper to include gross receipts tax in the calculation of the costs avoided by 
Virginia Power when it purdiases fiom NUGs. Rather, the Comparty and several Protestarrts admit that GRT should not be included in the calculation of the 
Company's avoided costs. Thus, Staff clearly showed that an error had been made which caused capacity paymerrts to be higher than they would have been absent 
the error.

We are also aware that our action here may have an effect on purdiased power contracts through a contract clause referred to as the regulatory ou^y 
clause; however, the operation of those clauses is not before us here. Staff has recornmended disallowance of costs resulting fiom the GRT error fiom VirginiaX 
Power's rates but has not recommended reformation of non-utility contracts. Operation of specific mutually negotiated contract clauses should be left to the y- 
contract remedies available to Virginia Power and its power suppliers. '

The Conqiany classified a number of poterrtially affected NUG contracts into several categories in its rebuttal testimony: (1) NUGs with rates based 
on an early non-differential revenue requiremerrt avoided cost that was approved by the Commission and set forth in the Company's Schedule 19 with limited 
applicability, (2) NUGs with "Schedule 19-type" capacity rates that were not explicitly covered by that standard offer, (3) NUGs with rates approved by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"); (4) NUGs with rates based on Virginia Power's Chesterfield Unit 7 avoided costs; (5) NUGs whose rates were 
specifically ordered by the Commission in arbitration |»nceedings; and (6) NUGs with contracts entered irrto pursuarrt to later Schedule 19 rates approved by the 
Commission. Staff recommended disallowance of the GRT portion of the capacity costs related only to categories 2 and 4. We believe that is appropriate. In 
both cases, the Conqratry established rates based on avoided costs including the GRT. We, however, will not reduce an expense which the FERC or we have 
reviewed, approved and er^licitly ordered as was done in the remaining categories.

Our calculation of the disallowance does include payments under the Appomattox Cogeneration contract, however. Appomattox Cogeneration does 
not have a contract rate approved by the Commission in an arbitration proceeding Although such result was alleged by ’Appomattox Cogeneration, the arbitration 
proceeding between Continental Forest Industries, Inc. (Appomattox Cogeneration's predecessor) and Virginia Power related to the timing of the a^splicability of 
pricing provisions already agreed to by Virginia Power and Continental Forest The arbitration proceeding did not constitute a review and approval of the rate. 
Arbitr»*'on Proceeding Between Continental Forest Industries, Inc, and Virginia Electric and Power Company. Case No. PUE8200S2, 1983 S.C.C. Ann. 
Rept 367.
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NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the findings and recommendations of the Hearing Examiner's September 3, 1993 and October 22, 1993 Reports, as modified herein, are
adopted;

(4) That Virginia Power shall file the results of five different cost of service studies more fully described above in its next rate case;

(5) That Rate Schedule 10 shall continue on an experimental basis until further order ofthe Commission;

of

(9) That the interest required to be paid shall be conqxnmded quarterly.

(10) That the refunds ordered in paragr^h (7) above, nuy be

(12) That Virginia Power shall bear all costs of the refunds directed in this Order, and

(7) That, on orbefore May 2, 1994, Virginia Power sh^ refund with interest as directed below, all revenues collected fern the application ofthe 
- - - dedthe revenues which wwld have been

NOTE; A copy of Attadiment A entitled "Vir^a Electric and Power Cottqtany, Case No. FUE920041, Summary of ROR, Indices & % Increases” 
is on file and may be examined at the State Ccnporation Comrtrission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East 
Main Street, Richmond, Virginia,

(13) That, there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter shall be removed fiom the docket and the papers placed in the file 
for ended causes.

(2) That Virginia Power shall forthwith file revised tarife designed to produce $241,896,000 in additional gross revenues effective for service 
rendered from October 27,1992;

Power to credit deferred capacity eiqrenses monthly by an approixiate amount to eliminate the disallowed CRT conponent of actual edacity expense. Such 
accounting should be effective Octobw 27,1992, and continue until the Cortpany's next rate proceeding when an appropriate level of purchased capacity expense 
can be included in the revalue requirement In that rate case we can review the actual level of the credit

(11) That(»<n’befi>reJune2,1994, Virginia Power riiall file with the Staffa document showing that all refunds have been lawfully made pursuant to 
this Otda and itemizing file cost ofthe refund and account charged. Such itemization of costs shall include, inter alia, conputa costs, personnel hours, associated 
salaries and costs for verifying and correcting the refund methodology and developing a computer program;

(6) That Virginia Power shall credit deferred capacity expenses monthly by an appropriate amount to eliminate the disallowed GRT comp 
actual capacity expense;

interim rates which were effective for service beginning Octoba 27, 1992, to die extent that such revenues 
produced by the rates approved herein;

pliriied by credit to the appropriate customer's account for current customers 
(each such lefimd category being shown separately on each customer's bill). Refimds to forma customers shall be made by a check to the last known address of 
such customers when the refund amount is $1 or more. Virginia tenner may ofi&et the credit or refund to the extent no dispute exists regarding the outstanding 
balances of its past or current customers. To the extent that outstanding balances of such customers are disputed, no offiet shall be permitted for the disputed 
portion. Virginia Powa may retain refunds owed to forma customers when such refund amount is less than $1; howeva, Virginia Powct will prepare and 
maintain a list detailing each of the former accounts for which refunds are less than S1 and in the event such forma customers contact Virginia Powa and request 
refunds, such refimds shall be made prcmqrtly. All unclaimed refunds shall be handled in accordance with Va. Code § 55-210.6:2;

(8) That interest upon such refunds shall be conqnrted from the date payment of each monthly bill was due during he interim period until the date 
refimds are made, at an average prime rate for each calendar cpiarta. The applicable average prime rale for each calendar ejuarta shall be the arithmetic mean, to 
the nearest one hundredth of one percent, of the prime rate values publish^ in the Federal Reserve Bulletin or in the Federal Reserve's Selected Interest Rates 
("Selected Rates") (Statistical Release G. 13), for the three months of the preceding calendar cpiarta.

(3) That the Company, Staff and any interested parties shall explore eiqianding the generating unit performance program to include evaluation of the 
utility's purchased powa capacity acquisition program and present testimony thereon in Virginia Power's next rate case;
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For a general increase in rates

ORDER GRANTING RECONSIDERATION

Union Camp Corporation ("Union Camp") also filed a Petition for Reconsideration on February 24,1994.

IT IS ORDERED thatfiie Final Order entered herein on February 3,1994, shall be, and hereby is, suspended until further order oftheCommissioa

For a. general increase in rates

ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the petition for clarification is grarrted;

(3) That this case shall remain open for the reconsideration previously ordered by the Commission

For a general increase in rates

ORDER ON RECONSIDERATION

(2) That Virginia Power shall immediately inclement the rates and refunds declared lawful by the Final Order of February 3 and continue processing 
refunds in accordance with that Final Order, and

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

Upon consideration of these petitions, we are of the opinion that they should be granted for the sole purpose of reconsidering the issues raised by 
Hopewell Cogeneration, Chesapeake, and Union Camp. Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUE920041 
FEBRUARY 25, 1994

CASE NO. PUE920041 
MARCH 7, 1994

CASE NO. PUE920041 
FEBRUARY 24, 1994

The Virginia Electric and Power Conqtany, by petition filed rm February 25, 1994, requests clarification of our Order Granting Reconsideralion of 
February 24, 1994. As the previous order states, the Commission will reconsider only petitions concerning the gross receipts tax issues. The result of the 
reconsideration in this case carmat diange the new rates we ordered implemented in the Febniary 3 Final Order. Accordingly,

On February 17,1994, Hopewell Cogeneration Limited Partnership ("Hopewell Cogeneration") filed a Petition for Reconsideration of a portion of the 
February 3,1994 Final Order issued in this proceeding ("Final Order"). Hopewell Cogeneration specifically petitioned for reconsideration of our finding that the 
cqtacity payments made by Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power") to Hopewell Cogeneration contain a "tier which includes gross receipts tax" 
for wliich Virginia Power was denied rate recovery. Hopewell Cogeneration alleges that such finding "appears to be based on a misunderstanding of the 
uncontroverted facts and should be reversed."

On February 17,1994, Hopewell Cogeneration Limited Partnership ("Hopewell Cogeneration") filed a Petition for Reconsidraation of a porfon of the 
February 3,1994 Final Order issued in this proceeding ("Final Order"). Hopewell Cogeneration specifically petitioned for reconsideration of our finding that the 
capacity payments made by Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power") to Hopewell Cogeneration contain a "tier which includes gross receipts tax" 
for which Virginia Power was denied rate recovery. Hopewell Cogeneration alleges that the finding "appears to be based on a misunderstanding of the 
unconlroverted facte and should be reversed."

Chesapeake Paper Products Company ("Chesapeake") filed a Petition for Reconsideration on February 23, 1994. Chesapeake also sou^ 
reconsideration of that portion of our Final Order which disallowed a portion of Virginia Power’s capacity payments attributable to the erroneous inclusion of 
gross receipts tax ("GRT") in the calculation of certain capacity payments. In support of its request, Chesapeake asserted that the evidence does not support fire 
conclusion that a GRT component was included in the calculation of Chesapeake's rate.
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capacity- (Enqdiasisiiitfaeorigiiial.)

We issued an Order Granting Reconsideration on February 24,1994, for the sole purpose of considering further our decision on the gross receipts tax 
issues raised in the Petitions filed by HopeweU Cogeneration, Chesi^eake and Union Carqj. The limited purpose of our reconsideration was reiterated by our 
Order dated February 2S, 1994, directing Virginia Power to inqilement the rates and refunds declared lawful by the February 3,1994, Final Order since file gross 
receipts tax issues raised in the Petitions did not affect Virginia Power's revenue requirement in this case.

Payments to Hcqiewell Cogeneration are higher than they would have been if 84.15% of the dependable capacity rate had been correctly calculated 
based cm an avoided cost excluding CRT. The evidence that the current Hopewell Cogeneration capacity rate has a component which was calculated based on the 
erroneous inclusion of CRT is uncontroverted. Therefore, as we said in the February 3 Final Order, purchased power costs here are unnecessary and excessive 
because an undisputed error was made. When the evidence shows that payments were based on or include a conqxment which is in error and results in excessive 
costs we rmist substitute just and reascmable rates for rates based on those excessive costs. Whether it is referred to as a tier or a component in the calculation of a 
blended rate, any payments which include an identifiable and erroneous CRT conqxment should be included in the calculation of file disallowance ordered here.

Uiion Camp Corporation also filed a Petition for Reconsideration on February 24, 1994. Union Camp urges us to adopt the Hearing Examiner's 
recommendation to allow ail capacity costs to be recovered in rates regardless of the error in file calculation of capacity payments. Union Camp asserts fiiat the 
Final Order arbitrarily discrimhiates against contracts not approved by the Commission. Moreover, Union Canqi argues that "[ijt is fair for Virgnia Power's 
ratepayers to shoulder the cost of the error for the duration of existing contracts."

In support of its petition, Hopewell Cogeneration refers to the testimony of William P. Utt, Executive Vice President of CRSS Coital, Inc., the 
developer and one of the owners of Hopewell Cogeneration. Mr. Utt asserted that capacity payments to Hopewell Cogeneration are negotiated rates resulting from 
blending two separate pricing proposals to arrive at a weighted average price that has no identifiable gross receipts tax ("GRT") component He further testified 
that the blended rate was derived by weighting the initial rate, based on Chesterfield 7 combined cycle unit estimated costs including GRT, at 84.15%. HopeweU 
Cogeneration recites the applicable contract provision in its Petition which clearly provides fiiat Virginia Power will purchase 84.15% of dependable capacity at 
the rate of SI 1.1975/kW per month for the first fifteen years and S6.4333/kW per month for file remaining ten contract years. The contract further provides that 
the remaining 15.85% of capacity wiU be purchased at the rate of $4.9229/kW per month stated in 1988 dollars and escalated under the contract HopeweU 
Cogeneration asserts that every kW is priced at the 84.15%/15.85% wei^ited average or blended rate. These percentages, it aUeges, do not create tiers of

Chesapeake Paper Products Conqiany ("Chesapeake") filed a Petition for Reconsideration on February 23,1994. Chesapeake sought reconsideration 
of that portion of our Final Order which disaUowedcqiacity expenses to the extent that they v/ae attributable to the erroneous inclusion of GRT in the calculation 
of certain oqiacity payments. SpecificaUy, Chesapeake asserts that the evidence related to its contract with Virginia Power does not support the conclusion that a 
GRT conqxment was included in the calculation of Chesqieake's rate. In its petition, Chesqieake states that "[e]ven though the payment structure was intended to 
generally foUow the structure of avoided cost payments approved in Schedule 19 proceedings, the evidence is unequivocal that the actual capacity rate 
Chesapeake receives was based on a negotiated rate." Ches^eake further asserts that Virginia Power witness Carney "assumes that a gross receipts tax rate was 
used in developing generation costs for the original avoided cost payments in Case No. PUE80012, but he cannot be certain" (Enqrhasis in the originaL) Thus, 
Chesqieake argues, there is no mechanism for separately identify  ̂a GRT conqwnent in its rate.

We appreciate that it is difficult to remain focused cm the essential question in fire third fhase of this rate case - the reasonable level of file cost of 
service built into Virginia Power's rates. It, however, is well established that we have reasonable discretion to disallow any part of expenses where file evidence 
shows such expenses to be unnecessary or excessive. When the evidence before us establifiied that an ernn- had been made which caused 'Virginia Power's 
capacity costs to be higher than they would have been absent the error, we had reasonable grounds to conclude that Virginia Power's costs were urmecessary and 
excessive and then to substitute just and reasonable rates for those found to be based on excessive costs. Based on the fiicts before us we concluded that Virginia 
Power's ratepayers should not bear the burden of that error.

The relief requested in HopeweU Cogeneration's petition also must be denied Based on the petition itself and Mr. Utt's testimony, it is clear that the 
capacity payment Virginia Power makes to HopeweU Cogeneration has a clear and ascertainable gross receipts tax tier or "component" in it Virginia Power 
witness Jones also included a portion of the Hopewell Cogeneration capacity payments in the long list of those payments c^ch bad been calculated including an 
avoided GRT. HopeweU Cogeneration's Petition neglects to consider Virginia Power's rebuttal testimony in this case. Even after Messrs. Utt and Sbanker 
testified that the new blended rate was negotiated and therefore could not include an identifiable GRT, Virginia Power maintained that a portion of the HopeweU 
Cogeneration payments were properly included in Category 4 whidi included those contracts, or portions thereof which had rates based cm Chesterfield 7 costs, 
^di in turn included GRT. HopeweU Cogeneration was properly included in Category 4. The final rate was based on or included a conqxment that inqiroperly 
included GRT. Virginia Power admits this and we wiU not burden ratepayers with costs Virginia Power agrees were based on the error.

As we stated in the Final Order, we realize that our decision here wiU affect some of the purchase power contracts as a result of mutually negotiated 
regulatory out clauses, but we must en^hasize that we are investigating the level of Virginia Power's rates to its retail customers in this case. We are not 
attenqjting to reform cqmcity payments in individual contracts. Accordingly, we must evaluate Virginia Power's costs of service and determine whether they are 
just arid reasonable. The Staff identified an error which Virginia Power admitted was made in the calculation of numerous rates. GRT is not a cost avoided when 
power is purchased fiom a non-utility developer. Thus, we are conqieUed to disaUow the unnecessary and excessive c^iacity costs attributable to that error.

It is important at the outset of our discussion on consideration of the petitions before us to articulate clearly the question which must be addressed and 
we believe Union Camp has properly fiamed the cpiestion in its petitioa We must determine whether the ratepayer should bear a portion of Virginia Power's 
c^iacity costs that are not truly avoided and result fiom the utility's error. Union Canqi asserts that the ratepayers should bear such an expense for the duration of 
the contracts because $2 million a year is a "minuscule" cost IWon Camp would also characterize this error as a conceptual one rather than a simple arithmetic 
error like 1+1=3. We reach anofiier conclusion than does Union Camp based on the record before us. We are of the opinion and continue to find fiiat the 
ratepayer should not bear any responsibility for an error Virginia Power made in the calculation of oqiacity payments, an error which we find to be more basic 
than 1+1. No addition was necessary at all. Gross receipts taxes should not have been included in the calculation. Moreover, the limitations placed on the 
disallowance are not arbitrarily discriminatory. Although GRT also included in the calculation of payments under contracts specifically approved by the 
Commission or the Federal Eriergy Regulatory Commission, we did not include those costs in the calculation of the disallowance. We are of the opinion that it 
would not be reasonable to reduce an mqiense which we have reviewed, approved and explicitly ordered Virginia Power to pay. That, however, is not the case 
with those costs included in the disallowance. The relief requested in Union Canqi's petition should be denied.
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IT IS ORDERED that the relief requested in the Petitions for Reconsideration filed by Hopewell Cogeneration, Chesapeake and Union Camp is
denied.

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity

DISMISSAL ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the interim rates of Virginia Water and Sewer Company be and hereby ate made permanent; and

(2) That tins case shall be dismissed from the Commission's docket of active cases and the papers placed in the file for ended causes.

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA WATER & SEWER COMPANY

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered Stas’s report, is of the opinion the Company's interim rates should be made permanent and that this 
case should be dismissed from our docket of active cases. Accordingly,

CASE NO.PUE920055 
MARCH 3, 1994

On April 20,1993, the Commission issued an order granting Virginia Water and Sewer Company ("the Company") a certificate of public convenience 
and necessity to provide water and sewerage service to customers in the Pilot House Apartments in Newport News, Virginia. In that Order, the Commission also 
declared that the Company's rates be made interim, directed fire Company to collect certain accounting data and make certain booking adjustments, and directed 
its Staff to file, on or before December 31,1993, a report detailing its findings and recommendations relative to its review of the above referenced data.

Upon consideration of the Petitions filed by Hopewell Cogeneration, Chesapeake and Union Camp, and the record herein, we ate of the opinion and 
find that the relief requested in the Petitions for Reconsideration should be denied; accordirtgly.

On December IS, 1993, Staff filed its report In its report. Staff stated that the Conqjany's erqrenses ate neatly equivalent to its revenues and that the 
Conqiany had made the appropriate booking adjustments. Staff also stated that, based on its analysis of the Company's revenues and esqienses, die Conqrany's 
interim rates qrpeared to be reasonable. Staff then recommended that this case be dismissed

On its face, Chesapeake's Petition is more difficult to resolve, but, again, we must remain focused on the issue at hand. Are Virginia Power’s costs just 
and reasonable? It is Virginia Power which is the subject of the disallowance here, not Chesapeake. Virginia Power witness Carney identified the evolution of the 
avoided cost methodology used by Virginia Power. He described a marginal analysis which was used to derive a levelized revenue requirement factor qrplied to 
the original plant investment thereby providing a constant revenue requirement necessary to recover the capital related costs of owning and operating a plant 
including return, depreciation, income and property taxes, fixed operating artd maintenance expenses and gross receipts taxes. After describing the methodology 
used, Mr. Carney went on to explain that

Contrary to the suggestion in Chesapeake's Petition, the inclusion of gross receipts tax was not in doubt, only the tax rate used in the calculation. Again, although 
we recognize that due to a clause which Chesapeake and Virginia Power negotiated, Chesapeake may be indirectly affected by our action here, disallowance of 
Virginia Power's costs are at issue, not the impact on Chesapeake. We know that gross receipts taxes were erroneously included in the capacity costs of Virginia 
Power and it is reasonable to rely on the only evidence available on this record to determine the proper level of Virginia Power's disallowance, the testimony of its 
own witness, Mr. Carney.

Conceptually, in order to remove the effect of the inclusion of gross receipts tax from the capacity paymerrts, it 
would first be necessary to recompute the capacity costs after removing the gross receipts tax componerrt from the 
levelizing factor. Since no detailed work pqrets exist, we can only assume that the gross receipts tax rate used in 
deriving the trarrsmission and distribution componerrts of the marginal cost study was also used in developing 
generation ciqracity costs.
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ORDER GRANTING APPLICATION

Procedural History

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

On October 15, 1993, HELF Southside, Virginia Power and Myers filed comments cr exceptions to the Examinei's report. HELP Southside asserted 
in its exceptions, inter alia, that the Examinei's rqection of its request for cross-examination of two public witnesses, Konstantinos Kappatos, Vice-President of 
Engineering and Operations for Old Dominion Electric Cocqierative ("ODEC") and William F. Reinke, Vice-President of System Planning and Operation for 
Duke Power Conqj^, and a member of the executive cmnmittee of the Virginia-Carolinas Reliability Agreement fWAC AR"), was a procedural error abrogating 
due process ri^its.

The second part of the hearing was held on June 7-9 and 29, 1993. During these hearings, the Examiner received evidence from Virginia Power, 
HELP Southside, Protestants Walter K. and Susan A. Myers ("Myers"), Protestant Cardinal Homes, Inc. ("Cardinal"), and the Commission Staff ("Staff'). 
Statements were also received from 23 additional public witnesses.

The application before us was filed on August 20, 1992. By order dated October 1, 1992, the Commission assigned this matter to a Hearing 
Examiner, established a procedural schedule and set the matter for public hearings on February 10, 1993, to hear from public witnesses and on Fdnuary 16, 
1993, to receive evidence from the Applicant, Protestants and Staff. A number of protests were filed.

On February 10, 1993, two public hearings were held in the Lunenburg County Courthouse. Approximately 90 public witnesses made statements 
regarding the construction of the proposed power line during these two hearings. The public hearings were re-convent on February 16, 1993, in the 
Commission's Courtroom and six additional public witness statements were received.

On March 11, 1994, the Examiner convened fire public hearing during which the witnesses were cross-examined by the parties. The Examiner filed 
his Supplemental Report on March 14 in which he found no basis for changing his Report of September 30, 1993. Comments on this supplemental report have 
been received. The matter is now ripe for decision

To amend certificates of public convenience and necessity authorizing transmission lines and facilities in the Counties of Brunswick, Charlotte, 
Dinwiddie, Halifax, Lunettburg and Mecklenburg: Clover-Carson SOO kV Transmission Lines

CASE NO. PUE920058 
MAY 11, 1994

On December IS, 1992, and January 6,1993, two Protestants, the Historic and Environmental League to Protect Southside ("HELP Southside") and 
W. Earl and Janice T. ChappeU, filed motions to ctmtinue the second part of the public bearings, citing a need for additional time to conduct discovery and prepare 
forthehearing The Examiner granted the motions in part and resch^uled the second part ofthe hearings to June?, 1993.

Before the Commission is Virginia Electric and Power Company's ("Virginia Power" or "Company") qrplication to amend its certificates of public 
convenience and necessity for the counties of Brunswick, Charlotte, Dinwiddie, Halifax, Lunenburg and Mecklenburg in order to permit the construction of a 
SOO kV transmission line from the Clover Generating Station in Halifax County to the Company's Carson Substation in Dinwiddie County. As modified herein, 
we grant the application.

On December 28, 1989, the Commission issued its Final Order in Case No. PUE8900S1, Application of Old Dominion Electric Cooperative and 
Virginia Electric and Power Company. For approval of new generation facilities pursuant to Virginia Code 8 56-234.3 and for a ceriificaia of public convenience 
and necessitv pursuant to Virginia Code S 56-265.2. 1989 S.C.C. Arm. Rep. 308, which authorized the named parties to construct a two-unit, coal-fired electric 
generating station near Clover, Virginia. In that order, we noted that transmission facilities for the Clover units would "necessitate the initial installation of two 
230 kV transmission lines with a SOO kV line later to be installed to assure reliable transmission from the facility." (1989 S.C.C. Arm. Rep. 310).

On September 30,1993, foe Hearing Examiner issued his Report The Report finds that there is a need for the proposed SOO kVtransnussion line; that 
foe public convenience and necessity require foe construction of the line; that the Company's proposed route, incorporating several minor alterations, will 
reasonably minimize foe adverse impact on the scenic and environmental assets of foe area concerned and should therefore be used; and that Virginia Power had 
adequately demonstrated that existing rights-of-way could not adequately serve its needs. The Examiner recommended, foerefore, that the Commissian grant the 
appUcation, with the noted modificatitms in routing

On February 18, 1994, the Commission remanded foe proceeding to foe Examiner for the purpose of affording cross-examination of the indicated 
witnesses. The Order Remanding Proceeding states that "eadi of th^ witnesses has technical expertise which relates directly to this proposed project, and each 
has a significant interest in foe project Mr. Kappatos appeared cm behalf of ODEC, whidi is a co-owner of the Clover project, and Mr. Reinke spoke on behalf of 
VACAR, which is concerned with coordination of facilities among member utilities, one of which is Virginia Power." (Order, at 2.)

On September 23,1992, the Ccanmission issued its Order Granting Amended Certificate in Case No. FUE920043, Application of t^rginia Electric 
and Power Company. To amend its Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessitv authorizing operaticm of transimssion lines and facilities in Halifax County: 
Clover Power Station 230 kV Tao Lines. 1992 S.C.C. Ann. Rep. 340, which authorized foe construction of the two 230 kV lines first mentioned in the 1989 
Order aufoorizingthe construction ofthe power station. The remaining facility mentioned in the 1989 order, the "SOO kV line later to be installed," is foe subject 
of the instant proceeding
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Need for the Project

Size and Rooting of Line

Virginia Code § 56-46.1 requires the Commission, in considering the application to:

After further analysis, Virginia Power determined that the 230 kV alternative was tedmically unacceptable.

The Examiner also rejected the Staffs call for further study of Alternative 14, which might utilize an existing right-of-way for much of its length. As 
noted above. Code Section 56-46.1 requires the utility to demonstrate that existing rights-of-way cannot adequately serve the needs of the company before the 
Cormnission may authorize construction requiring new rights-of-way.

Further, this provision states that, "the public service company shall provide adequate evidence that existing rights-of-way cannot adequately serve the needs of the 
conqtany."

In its application, Virginia Power represented that it had evaluated seven ahemate line configurations to determine the most cost effective and 
environmentally benign solution to support the generating facility at Clover. The two alternatives deemed most desirable by the Conqtany were subjected to more 
thnmii0h anatvsk These twn altemalives were the nranmeH 506 W ninver.narcAn line anH a W dmzer-CaM/wt line The fVkmnamr nveteere/l the 500 VVthorou^ analysis. These two ahematives were the proposed 500 kV Clover-Carson line and a 230 kV Clover-Carson line. The Crntqtany preferred the 500 kV 
line because it was the best technical altemative, in that it removed all single ccmtingency line overloading, provided unit stability, mmimiTed line losses and did 
not limit the power transfer capability with neighboring utilities.

The Examiner rqected Altemative 5 because of the increased length of this &ciltty, which is more than 30 miles longer than the proposed Clover- 
Carson 500 kV line, and because a 230 kV line experiences greater line losses and, consequently, inqxtses additional generation requirements and pollution 
emissions conqtared to the 500 kV altemative. The Examiner found that the operation ofAhemative 5 would result in higher losses (17 MW and 149,571 MWh) 
as compared to Altemative 9. The present value of these additional losses over the life of the project was estimated by the Company to be $66,896,000. Finally, 
construction of this alternative would depend on the concurrence of the North Carolina Utilities Commission, as the Person Substation is located in that state. In 
sum, the Examiner found Ahemative 5 to be clearly inferior to Alternative 9, the proposed route, and Altemative 14, recommended by the Staff for further study.

We agree with the Examiner's conclusion that Altemative 5, the 230 kV line, is clearly inferior to the remaining primary ahematives. The record 
airqjly demonstrates that 230 kV solutions to the transmission problems posed by the Clover plant cause markedly higher line losses, whidi must be offiet by 
increased generation fiom other sources. This results in substantial increases in air emissions and millions of dollars of added costs, wdien conqiared to 500 kV 
solutions. For exairqrle, in the application, Virginia Power determined that installing a 230 kV line from Clover to Carson would cost neatly SO million more 
than a 500 kV line using the same route when the costs associated with incremental system losses were included and would resuft in thousands of tons of 
additional air emissions. Ahemative 5 clearly would not "reasonably mmimiTc adverse iirqtact on the... errvironment of the area concerned."

In response, Virginia Power presented the results of further tedmical analyses of Ahemative 14, as part of its evidence that this altemative was 
electrically inferior to Ahemative 9. Ahemative 14 would connect the Clover Power Station to a 500 kV line running fiom the Carson Substation to the Wake 
Substation, owned by Carolina Power & Light Company, located in North Carolina. Ahemative 9 would connect the Clover Power Station at the Carson 
Substation, while Ahemative 14 would make the connection at a new substation to be constructed about 20 miles south of the Carson Substatiort Virginia 
Power's supplemental tedmical analysis focused on the consequences of a line outage somewhere in this 20-mile segment of the Carson-Wake 500 kV line and 
concluded that, if Alternative 14 were constructed, an outage on this section of the Carson-Wake line could have serious consequences on regional transmission 
operation In this scenario, a significant portion of the output from the Clover Power Station would not flow directly toward Virginia Power's load centers to the 
north and east, but would pass south toward Wake and into Carolina Power & Light's service territory. In order for the Clover power to reach Virginia Power

During the course of the proceedings, Virginia Power considered and analyzed several additional possible routings of the transmission line. By the 
time of file hearing, attention had focused on three ahematives; the proposed 500 kV line fiom Clover to Carson (Altemative 9), a 230 kV line from Person to 
Clover to Clubhouse (Altemative 5), and a 500 kV line fiom Clover to a new substation intersecting the Carson-Wake 500 kV line (Ahemative 14). The 
Commission Staff recommended that the Conqrany undertake a more extensive study of Ahemative 14 to determine the extent to whidi the existing ri^-of-way 
along that corridor could be used.

In its initial analysis of Altemative 14, Virginia Power deemed it to be technically acceptable, under the criteria it enqiloyed to screen ahematives. 
That is, use of this line configuration would not cause unit instability under fiuih conditions, would not inhibit the power transfer capability, and would not cause 
overloaded lines in a single contingency outage. The initial objection to the use of the existing right-of-way was "line route congestion." The existing right-of- 
way, whidi has never been surveyed and is only 80 feet wide, is sufficient for the 115 kV line which now traverses h, but insuffident for a 500 kV line right-of- 
way. Expansion of the right-of-way to accommodate the larger line would require the removal of a number of residences and businesses. The Staff recommended 
that the Conqiany study this ahemative route to determine whether the existing right-of-way could be largely used, but deviated from in order to avoid these

determine that the line is needed and that the corridor or route the line is to follow will reasonably minimirc adverse 
impact on the scenic assets, historic districts and environment of the area concerned.

As recited in the Examiner's Report, there is no real question as to the need for an additional transtnissinn line cormecting the Clover Power Station to 
the grid. The tap lines authorized for construction in Case No. PUE920043 will be sufficient to transmit the generation fixim the plant during normal operations, 
but in the event of an outage on either of the lutes, the output of the plant would have to be reduced significantly Operation of the units in the absence of 
additional transmission capacity would result in dangerous overloads on various surrounding lines and subject the generating units to instability doling ouUge 
conditions. The absence of additional transmission capacity fiom the plant also restricts Virginia Power's ability to maintain inter-company power transfer 
capability. In short, there is no question as to the need for additional transmission capacity, the questions focus instead on the size and routing of the additional 
transmission line.
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Environmental Impacts

Based on testmicmy and exhibits offered at the hearing, the Examiner recommended several other modifications in the route proposed in Virginia 
Power's plication. In the vicinity of Wylbesburg, Charlotte County, Virginia Power jnvposed a modification in its proposed route to accommodate Protestant

The Examiner also rgected the use of Ahernative 14 because it would create a vulnerable situation for the plant for all lines (i.e.. the two 230 kV "tq» 
lines" and the SOO kV line) to exit the Clover station along a single right-of-way. Use of existing right-of-way, although desirable in many instances and given 
statutory preference as well, is to be avoided as a single exit of power from the plant An outage on such a common right-of-way could rendw the entire output of 
the plant lost

The Commission expects this project to be constructed and operated in an environmentally responsible manner. In particular, the Commission expects 
Virginia Power to itrqrlement the mitigation, construction and maintenance measures and procedures as it agreed to do. We also expect Virginia Power to be 
sensitive to file loss of wetlands caused by this project

We believe the evidence at the conclusion of the heating supports a finding that Virginia Power met its burden of providing "adequate evidence that 
existing rights-of-way cannot adequately meet" its needs. We further agree with the Examiner that the Conqiany’s proposed route will minimize the adverse 
impact on the scenic and environmental assets of the area concerned as compared to the viable ahematives.

aspects of this project may modify their requirements or conditions. The O
circumstances. The Commission will require Virginia Power to notify our Director of Energy Regulation in advance of making any changes in construction 
techniques or mitigation measures presented in this case. The Director will promptly respond to such notificatioa

As the Examiner found in his Report, Virginia Power’s environmental consultants studied possible routings between the Carson Substation and the 
Clover Power Station and the various environmental inqiacts of file routing possibilities. Appended to Virginia Power’s application are copies of extensive 
correspondence between Virginia Power, or its consultants, and state and federal environmental agencies addressing the routing. Virginia Power also contracted 
with the College of William and Mary's Center for Archaeological Research to conduct an investigation of the proposed routing to determine the inqnct on 
historic structures and residences. The Center's report was admitted to the record. The record also reflects that Virginia Power's contractors spent considerable 
time conducting field investigations.

Clearly, a SOO kV transmission line will have some.unavoidable impacts on any area through which it passes. We ate charged with approving a route 
which wall reasonably minimize these impacts. The Commission finds that Virginia Power has proposed an acceptable route. The tecmd shows thM the Company 
avoided, in so fiu as possible, identified historic structures and residences. In particular, we note that the proposed route borders the Reams battlefield near its 
termination at Carson. It appears, however, that the impact would be minimal and would not adversely affect any development or historic interpretation of that 
site. Scenic assets, agricultural uses of land, wetlands, a^ all forms of wildlife were also considered in developing the proposed touting

Finally, the Examiner rejected Ahernative 14 because of the impact on existing homes and businesses. In rebuttal, Virginia Power offered two 
variations of Alternative 14 (14-A and 14-B), in which it atterrqjted to route around the locations of homes and businesses. Each of the three Ahernative 14 
configurations had a much greater inqiact cm existing homes and businesses than did Ahernative 9.

territory, it would have to pass over already heavily loaded transmission lines on the west-to-east interface. Under certain operating conditions, the sudden influx 
of additional load cm these lines could resuh in mandatory transfer curtailment on the west-to-east interface.

Cardinal Homes' manufacturing plant The Examiner recommended fiiis modification in the route. Similarly, Virginia Power proposed at the hearing sente 
routing modifications in the vicinity of Southside Electric Cooperative's Gary Substation in Lunenburg County. The Examiner recommended this routing which 
would accommodate the requests of several land owners. Finally, the Examiner recommended two modifications in touting in Dinwiddle County proposed by the 
Conqiany. First, VirginiaPowerwouldreroutethelineinthevicinityofRoutefilPtoavoidtwohomesunderconstructioninanewsubdivisioa Virginia Power 
also proposed modification in the touting on the W. Earl and Janet T. Chajqjell farm near Carson to reduce interference with irrigation and cultivation of crops. 
Upon consideration of the Examiner's report and the record, the Commission adopts his recommended routing with the identified modifications and the use of 
Alternate Route B.

In its testimony and exhibits presented at the hearings, Virgima Power's eiqierts identified a number of steps that could be taken to mitigate adverse 
environmental impact The Company also offered testimony and exhibits on its construction and maintenance practices designed to avoid or reduce adverse 
environmental consequences. The record shows that Virginia Power committed to inqilementing certain mitigatian proposals and following identified 
maintenance and construction procedures where possible. These include the measures and procedures identified in the application and the Environmental 
Assessment (Exh. No. CJW-16, Part VII).

Section S6-46.1 requires the Commission to consider the effect of the proposed line on the environment and to establish necessary conditions for 
minimizing adverse environmental impact We consider environment in the Imadest sense, and we must be satisfied that the fHoposed transmission line will 
minimize adverse effects on historic and natural resources, as well as existing and proposed land uses. The Commission is particularly concerned about inqiact on 
occupied or habitable residences.

As discussed previously, the Examiner recommended routing the proposed line between the Clover Power Station and Virginia Power's Carson 
Substation generally along the C<»q»ny's proposed route. In its application, Virginia Power proposed an Altemate Route B to its proposed touting through 
Brunswick County. The Examiner recommended use of this Altemate Route B because it had somewhat less inspact on residences and agricultural land.

We recognize that appropriate practioes may change over time. In addition, as construction progresses, Virginia Power and its contractors may 
encounter new environmental concerns or sites of potential historic interest It is also possible that state and federal agencies with authority to permit or apfnove 
----- - -i-Ai.;----- ...x---------jre. *1..;------ :------ --------- ju:— -n.. assumcs that Virginia Power will respond appropriately to thanes in
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Health and Safety Impacts

accordingly, it is ORDERED:

(1) That Virginia Power's application for amend)

approved herein; and

(2) That, upon issuance of appropriate amended certificates of public convenience and necessity, Virginia Power be authorized to construct and to 
operate a SOO kV trananission line originating at the Virginia Power - ODEC Clover Power Station, HaU&x County and passing through the Counties of 
Brunswick, Charlotte, Dinwiddie, Halifax, Lunenburg, and Mecklenburg to terminate at Virginia Power's Carson Substation, Dinwiddie County along the route

The question about the health effects of transmission lines has been raised, but the scientific community has been unable to answer it thus far. As the 
record shows, the question continues to be studied throughout the world. In the United States, federal agencies are leading an expanded review of the impact of 
EMF, and this effort may provide the Commission more information and, perhaps, a definitive answer. The Commission will consider new scientific studies of 
this subject both in future proceedings and in our continued review of scientific literature conducted in conjunction with the Virginia Departmeitt of Health 
pursuant to Senate Joint Rewlution No. 126 agreed to by the General Assembly in 1985.

NOW HAVING CONSIDERED the record, the Hearing Examiner's Reports, Patties' Comments on the Reports, and the applicable statutes, the 
Commission is of the opinion and finds that the application of Virginia Power, as modified herein, is in fire public interest and should be qjjnoved.

The ongoing debate as it relates to this case centers on the question of whether prolonged exposure to magnetic fields created by transmission lines 
operating at a frequency of 60 Hertz is associated with an increased incidence of various forms of cancer in humans. The medical and scientific communities have 
attenqited to gauge this association through epidemiological studies.

(3) That, forthwith upon receipt of this order, Virginia Power shall file revised maps reflecting the touting approved in this order so that amended 
certificates of public convenience and necessity may be issued by subsequent order.

of certificates of public convenience and necessity for the counties of Brunswick, Charlotte,
Dinwiddie, Halifax, Lunenburg, and Mecklenburg to construct and to operate a 500 kV transmission line be granted with the modifications noted herein;

Virginia Power and Protestant HELP Southside developed an extensive record on epidemiological studies of the possible relationship between 
magnetic fields and various types of cancer. As Virginia Power's witness Cole testified, there ate inherent limitations in epidemiological research. 
Epidemiological methodology is based on observation and on review of health records. As the witness explained, it is not an experimental science. The 
epidemiologist may not have complete control over the exposure of subjects, and the identification of a cause for a particular disease may only be made by 
inference. Nonetheless, epidemiological studies currently are the best available information on the question of whether magnetic fields created by the proposed 
transmission line could have adverse health effects in human beings.

As reflected in testimoiiy and exhibits offered in this proceeding, many scientists and others acknowledge that the connection between magnetic fields 
and adverse healtb effects has not been fully established. Distance fiom the source reduces the strength of the magnetic field. Some scientists, therefore, advocate 
taking all steps in the design, location and construction of transmission tines to avoid exposing people to magnetic fields. This approadi is frequently referred to as 
"prudent avoidance." While the Commission is not now adopting prudent avoidance as a policy, we note that our approach to routing this particular 500 kV line 
incorporates many elements which reduce extended exposure of humans to the line.

In its directive to consider environmental impact in approving a transmission line route. Section 56-46.1 requires the Commission to include 
consideration of the "probable effects of the line on the health and safety of persons in the area concerned." Transmission lines operating at a frequency of 
60 Hertz create electromagnetic fields ("EMF"). Virginia Power presented in its application, testimony and exhibits estimates of the strength of these fields at the 
edge of its proposed ri^-of-way and at various distances fiom the right-of-way. As the record in this case reflects, the question of health effects focuses on the 
impact of these magnetic fields.

The need for a transmission line has been established on the record, and we are required to consider all elements of the public interest, including power 
needs, in addition to the questions regarding EMF. However, we will not have a definitive answer to the scientific questions posed by magnetic field exposure for 
some time. Accordingly, we must decide this case giving appropriate consideration to the scientific uncertainty which surrounds it

As discussed previously, we have considered inqiact on residences to be a significant criteria in routing. While we are concerned with the visual 
impact and physical intrusion of transmission lines and supporting structures on homes, the Commission's policy of avoiding homes also minimizes the inqiact on 
residences from magnetic fields associated with transmission lines. The record also establishes that the line has been routed to avoid industrial and agricultural 
land uses. While we cannot decide the scientific debate on the facte of this case, the location of the line minimizes human exposure to its magnetic fields. Giving 
due consideration to the scientific debate about exposure to magnetic fields, we will approve construction of the proposed transmission line under the 
circumstances of fliis case.
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ORDER GRANTING CERTIFICATES

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That amended certificates of public convenience and necessity be issued as follows:

(2) Thatlhi! be dismissed from the docket of active proceedings and the papers herein be placed in the files for ended cases.

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUE920058 
JUNE 16, 1994

Certificate No. ET-76i, for Dinwiddie County, authorizing Virginia Electric and Power Conqrany to 
operate file present transmission lines and fecilities and to construct and operate the proposed single- circuit SOO kv 
transmission line, all as shown on the map attaihed thereto; such Certificate No. ET-76i will supersede Certificate 
No. ET-76h issued on July 25,1980;

Certificate No. ET-93k, for Mecklenburg County, authorizing Virginia Electric and Power Conpany to 
operate present transmission lines and facilities and to construct and operate the proposed single-circuit SOO kv 
transmission line, all as shown on the map attached thereto; sudi Certificate No. ET-93k will supersede Certificate 
No. ET-93j issued on February 6,1990.

Certificate No. ET-84k, for Halifax County, authorizing Virginia Electric and Power Company and the 
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative to construct and operate two previously certificated 393 MW pulverized coal- 
fired generating units, and authorizing Virginia Electric and Power Company to operate present transmission lines 
and facilities, to ocarstruct and operate the previously certificated single-circuit 230 kv transmission line, and to 
construct and operate fire proposed sirtgle-circuit SOO kv transmission line, all as shown on the mqr attached thereto; 
such Certificate No. ET-84k will supersede Certificate No. ET-84j issued on September 23,1992;

Certificate No. ET-92e, for Lunenburg County, authorizing Virginia Electric and Power Company to 
operate presort transmission lines and &cilities and to construct and operate the proposed single-circuit SOO kv 
transmission line, all as shown on the map attached thereto; such Certificate No. ET-92e will supersede Certificate 
No. ET-92d, issued on July 31,1974; and

Certificate No. ET-72d, for Charlotte County, authorizing Virgitua Electric and Power Company to 
operate present certificated transmission lines and facilities and to construct and operate the proposed single- circuit 
SOO kv transmission line, all as shown on the map attached thereto; such Certificate No. ET-72d will supersede 
Certificate No. ET-72cissuedon July 31,1974;

To amend Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity authorizing transmission lines and facilities in the Counties of Brunswick, Charlotte, 
Dinwiddie, Halifax, Lunenburg and Mecklenburg; Clover-Carson SOO kv Transmission Line

The CommissiQn also directed Virginia Power to file maps showing the revisions in routing as approved in the order of May 11, 1994, in order that 
appropriate amended certificates of public convenience and necessity for Brunswick, Charlotte, Dinwiddie, Halifax, Lunenburg, and Mecklenburg Counties can 
be issued On May 19, 1994, the Conpany filed new maps on which the route of the line has been revised where necessary to comply with the Commissions 
Order Granting Applicatioa

As authorized by previous Commission orders, Virginia Power and Old Dominion Electric Cooperative jointly operate certain facilities in Halifex 
County, as shown on the certificate of public convenience and necessity issued to ea<h utility. While none ofthe jointly operated facilities are directly affected by 
this application, an appropriate amended certificate of public convenience and necessity for Halifax County will also be issued to Old Dominion Electric 
Coqaerative.

On May 11, 1994, the Commissian granted Virginia Electric and Power Company's ("Virginia Power" w "Conpany") application to construct and 
operate a single-circuit SOO kv transmission line originating at the Clover Genoating Station in Halifax County, crossing the Counties of Charlotte, Mecklenburg, 
Ijuneoburg, and Brunswidc, and tenninating at the existing Carson in Dinwiddie County.

Certificate No. ET-67d, fin* Brunswick County, authorizing Virginia Electric and Power Company to 
operate presoit tiansmissian lines and facilities and to construct and operate the proposed single-circuit SOO kv 
transmission line, all as shown <m the map attached thereto; such Certificate No. ET-67d will supersede Certificate 
No. ET-67C, issued on AjHil 4,1972;
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For a. certificate of public convenience and necessity

We will treat this request as a motion to accept untimely notice and proof of notice.

IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That Certificate No. W-274 be, and hereby is canceled;

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity

FINAL ORDER

APPLICATION OF
HERITAGE HOMES OF VIRGINIA, INC.

(1) That the notice given to residents of the Claiimont subdivision and the chairman of the board of supervisors of Culpeper County on August 17,
1994, and the proof of notice filed with the Commission on September 22,1994, be and hereby is accepted;

APPLICATION OF
COMMONWEALTH LTTLITIES, INC.

ORDER ACCEPTING UNTIMELY 
NOTICE AND AMENDING CERTIFICATE

CASE NO. PUE920069 
NOVEMBER 28, 1994

CASE NO. PUE920075
MARCH 22, 1994

By Order dated December 14,1992, the Commission docketed the matter, directed the Company to provide interested persons with an opportunity to 
comment and request a heating, and directed its Staff to investigate the application and file a report detailing its findings and recommendations. In its report. Staff 
recommended that the matter be set for hearing.

The Commission directed that the Company mail the prescribed notice on or before February 1, 1994, and forthwith serve a copy of the above 
referenced order on the chairman of the Culpeper County Board of Supervisors. Pursuant to that notice, customers in the Clairmont subdivision were provided 
with an opportunity to comment or request a hearing. The Commission also directed the Conqiany to provide proof ofnotice on or before March 1,1994.

On November 2, 1992, Heritage Homes of Virginia, Inc. ("Heritage Homes” or the "Company") filed an application for a certificate of pubUc 
convenience and necessity. In its application, the Company requested authority to provide water service to approximately 166 customers in Valley View, Achsah

On October 14, 1994, Staff filed a report In its report. Staff noted that there were no comments or requests for hearing fiom customers in the 
Clairmont subdivisioa Staff recommended that Commonwealth's certificate be amended to include the above referenced subdivision.

(3) That Commonwealth shall be granted an amended certificate of public convenience and necessity (Certificate No. W-274a) to provide water 
service to those areas previously authorized in Certificate No. W-274 as well as to the Clairmont subdivision in Culpeper County, Virginia;

By letter filed on September 22, 1994, Commonwealth's president W. Robert Jebson, Jr., advised the Commission that Commonwealth mailed the 
prescribed notice to its Clairmont customers on August 17,1994, and served the Chairman of the Culpeper Board of Supervisors that same day. In his letter, Mr. 
Jebson requested that the notice provided on August 17,1994, be deemed compliance with the Commission's directives detailed hereitL

Acres, and Oak Park subdivisions of Madison County, Virginia, and the Ashmore/Rixley Retreat, Catania Estates, Noithtown Village, Westover and Heritage 
Estates subdivisions of Culpeper County, Virginia. The Company also requested qqxoval of its tariff.

(4) That fire Company shall forthwith submit to the Commission's Division of Enogy Regulation maps detailing the above referenced service 
territoty; and

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the matter, is of the opinion that Commonwealth's motion should be granted. We rely on Staffs 
report and the customers' response to the notice. The Commission is of the further opinion that it is in the public interest for Commtmwealth's certificate to be 
amended to include the Clairmont subdivision. Accordingly,

By Order issued on December 22, 1993, the Commission granted Commonwealth Utilities, Inc. ("Commonwealth" or "the Company") a certificate 
authorizing the Company to provide water service to customers located in the Fairview Acres Development of Culpeper County, Virginia. In that Order, the 
Commission also directed Commonwealth to provide customers in the Clairmont subdivision with notice of a proposed amendment to its certificate which would 
include such customers in its authorized service territory.

(5) That there being nothing further to be deme, the matter be and hereby is dismissed fiom the Commission's docket of active cases and the papers 
placed in the files for ended causes.
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in the procedural schedule, and the date for

On February 18,1994, the Examiner filed her report In her report, die Examiner found, in pertinent part, that

1.

2. The H-^nonth period ending June 30,1993, is aixq)ertestyear.

The Company's adjustedtestyearoperatingrevenues were $51,112;3.

4. The Conqjany's adjusted test year operating expenses were $53,564;

5. The Company's adjusted test year adjusted op was ($2,452);

The Con^jany's proposed rates will jnoduce $8,970 of adtfitional annual revenues and generate an adjusted operating income of $6330;6.

7. The Conqiany's proposed flat rate of $29.75 is just and reasonable;

8. The Company's proposed $40 tum-on fee, $40 disconnection fee, and customer deposit policy ate reasonable and should be adopted;

9.

The Company should conqnle a year of usage data to assist it in designing properly structured metered rates; and10.

The Staff should perform another financial audit of Heritage Hennes based on a 1994 test period to review the Company'^ financial position.11.

A public hearing was held in the Commission's courtroom on November 22, 1993, before Hearing Examiner Deborah V. Ellenberg. Counsel 
appearing were Nathan H. Miller for the Conqiany and Matta B. Curtis for the Commission's Staff Heritage Homes presented its proof of notice at the 
commencement of the hearing.

In a July 2, 1993 ruling at the conclusion of the oral argument, the Examiner granted the Company's request for a revised procedural schedule and its 
request to amend its application to reflect increased rates, diarges, and fees. The Examiner also directed Staff to perform another audit of the Company, if 
necessary, and took Heritage Hennes' request for interim rate relief under advisement

Initially, the matter was set for hearing on April 26,1993. The Company requested several continuj 
heating was uhim^ly extended to November 22,1993.

On July 21, 1993, the Conqtany filed a motion revising and supplementing an earlier motion that requested that Heritage Hennes be allowed to 
implement its proposed rate increase on an interim basis, subject to refimd, effective August 1, 1993. By ruling dated August 12,1993, the Examiner allowed the 
Cempany to increase its rates and diarges on an interim basis effective Sqrtember 1,1993.

In its amended application, the Company increased its base rate by $4.50 resulting in a revised flat rate of $29.75 per month. Similarly, the Company 
increased its fees and diarges to reflect the following: a $40 tum-on fee; a $40 turn-off fee; a late payment charge of $10; and a bad check charge of $25.

The issues in controversy related to the salary expense for the owner and president of the Conqiany, Mr. Bennett T. Matthews, and the proper 
allocation of expenses associated with the office fiom which Mr. Matthews operates other business' interests. The Company took issue with Stafi*s adjustment to 
remove 45% of Mr. Matthews' salary based on time spent on utility related business. The Company testified that sudi an adjustment was improper as the amount 
of expense claimed was specifically for services rendered to the water conqiany by Mr. Matthews.

The Conqiany also took issue with Staffs adjustment to allocate non-utility related expenses associated with the office on the basis of the percentage of 
utility related work performed by Mr. Matthews. The Company testified that it was more qqnopriate to allocate rent, cleaning, and telephone expense based on 
the percentage of such work performed by the bookkeeper rather than the percentage of utility related work performed by Mr. Matthews.

Staffs recommendation to allow a $6 bad check diarge and a late payment fee of 1 1/2% per month are reasonable and consistent with the 
Commission's rules on utility practices and should be adopted;

Although not an issue contested at the bearing, the Company questioned the propriety of establishing Heritage Homes' rate base one way for 
ratemaking purposes and another way for tax purposes. Staff eiqilained that, for ratemaking purposes, the Commission uses the Uniform System of Accounts 
which requires utility plant in service to be based on original cost For tax purposes, however, the Company's utility plant in service is calculated using market 
value.

In her discussion of the issues in controversy, the Examiner accepted the Company's position for salary expense and Staffs position as to the proper 
allocation of office expense. The Examiner found a $12,000 a year salary to be a reasonable level of cmiqiensation for nmning a water company of this size and 
type. The Examiner also found it apprtqiriate to allocate office eiqienses based on the time Mr. Matthews spent on utility related business since, as owner and 
president, he has ctmtrol over all office utilization decisions. The Examiner adopted Staffs recommendation to make an interest expense adjustment to the 
Company's revenue requirement to allow adequate coverage of its long-term debt costs and stated that this eiqiense should be adjusted to account for the gross 
receipts taxes the Conqiany must pay. Further, the Examiner noted that Staffs treatment of the Comparer's rate base was proper in determining the appropriate 
level of rates.

A certificate of public convenience should be granted to Heritage Homes of Virginia to provide water service to customers in the above
referenced subdivisions;

The Examiner recommended that the Commission enter an order that adopts the findings in her Report, grants the Conqiany a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity to provide water service to the above-referenced subdivisions and ^iproves a flat rate of $29.75 per mcrath for water service. The 
Examiner also recommended that the Commission dismiss the case fiom the Commission's docket of active cases and place the pliers in the file for ended causes.
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There were no comments or exceptions to the Hearing Examiner’s Report

rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Examiner's findings and recommendations are hereby adopted;

(3) That the Company is hereby authorized to charge a flat rate of $29.75 per month for water service;

(4) That the Company shall file a revised tariff incorporating the approved bad check charge and late payment fee;

(6) That this case is hereby dismissed fiom the Commission's docket of active cases and the papers placed in the file for aided causes.

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity

FINAL ORDER

In its application, the Company requested ^jproval of the following tariff:

Water Rates

Service Connections:(1)

Monthly Metered Rates:(2)

Monthly Minimum Charge - SIO.OO(3)

(5) That the Conqiany shall assess the condition of its existing meters and evaluate the feasibility of installing meters for those customers who are not 
currently metered and conqiile such data to facilitate the design of metered rates in its next rate increase; and

APPUCATTON OF
CAPTAIN’S COVE UTILITY COMPANY, INC.

(2) That the Company shall be granted Certificate No. W-276 to provide water service in the Valley View, Achsah Acres, and Oak Park subdivisions 
in Madison County, Virginia, and the Ashmore/Rixley Retreat, Catalpa Estates, Nortfatown Village, Westover, and Heritage Estates subdivisions in Culpeper 
County Virginia;

CASE NO. PUE920080 
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

First 5,000 gallons - $2.00 per thousand (minimum charge) 
Next 10,000 gallons - $1.75 per thousand
All over 15,000 gallons - $1.50 per thousand

(a) 3/4-inch connection - $500.00
Ova 3/4-inch - actual costs phis gross-up for taxes. In no event, howeva, shall the service connection charge be less than that for a 3/4- 
inch ccnmection.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the Examiner's Report and the record, is of the opinion that the Examiner's findings and 
recommendations are reasonable and should be accepted. Accordingly,

The Examina found that the Conqiany would require additional annual revenues of $9,781 to earn a 12% return on rate base and fully recova its 
interest on Iong4etm obligations. This, howeva, exceeds the Company's proposed increase of $8,970 and, therefore, the Examina recommended approval of the 
Company's proposal.

On Decemba 4, 1992, Curtain's Cove Utility Conqiany, Inc. ("Captain's Cove" or "the Company") filed an application for a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity to provide water and sewa service in the Captain's Cove Subdivision of Accomack County, Virginia.
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Sewer Rates

(1) Service Connections:

$3,000.00 fra- single &iiily residential useis

(2) Monthly Rates:

(3) Monthly Minimum Charge: $10.00 for single family residential users

AvailabilitvFees:

Hearing Examiner Glenn P. Richardson presided at the hearings. Counsel appearing were Dennis O. Laing for the Conqany and Marta B. Curtis for 
the Cranmission Staff.

The Conqtany also proposed a $100.00 tum-on charge fin- nragrayment of any bill or for violation of the Corr^any's rules and regulations of service. 
In addition. Captain's Cove proposed a bad check charge of $6.00 and a late payment fee of 1 1/2% per mraith on all past due balances.

(a) Single fiunily residential users-$10.00
All others-90% ofthe service charge for water

$10.00 per month for residential lots which do not receive water or sewer service, but the service tuns adjacent to, or in front of, tire customer's 
prt^ietty and is available upon request

On April 13,1993, the Commissian entered an order scheduling the matter for heating in Richmond and in Oak Hall, Virginia. In that Order, the 
Cottnnission directed the Company to provide additional notice to the public and established a procedural schedule for the filing of pleadings, testimony and 
exhibits.

The Company also challenged Staffs adjustment which reduced the Company's test year rent expense, copier erqrense and utility expense. Staffs 
adjustments were based on Staffs observations made during the course of its audit which seemed to indicate that more than one crarqjany was conducting business 
fiom the Cratqrany's office. It was Company's position that it would be improper to disallow sudi expenses as they were prudeotly incurred expenses of the 
ConqrarQr. At the hearing, the Conqiany's witness, B. Calvin Bums, specific^y testified that no other company had operated fiom the Craiqiar^s office since 
1990.

By Order dated January 13,1993, the Commission directed the Cratqrany to provide notice of its application and established a procedural schedule for 
the filing of comments and requests for hearing. By Order dated January 29, 1993, the Commission permitted the Company to file an amended rqjplication, 
granted the Company additional time to provide public notice and extended the dates for the Company's customers to file comments and requests for hearing.

Staffopposed the Company's proposed rate increase. It also recommended a change in the Company's rate design. Specifically, Staff recommended a 
flat rate of $10.00 per month for water, a flat rate of $10.00 per month for sewer service and an availability fee of $2.78 per month. Staff also opposed the 
Company's $100.00 tum-on charge and approval of a tariff with metered rates.

At the time of file evidentiary hearing, several issues remained between the Company and Staff Those issues were related to Staffs accounting 
adjustments with qrecific reference to the adjustments to the Conqianys bad debt expense, certain expenses associated with the Company's rent, copier and utility 
payments and the eliminatirai of certain items associated with txn>utility expense. There was also fee issue of the applicability of the Company's availability fees 
to lots owned by the developer. First Charter Land Conqrany ("First Charter”).

On March 18, 1993, the Staff of the State Corporation CommissiQn filed its report In that report Staff recommended that the matter be set for 
hearing. In addition, a number of the Company's customers requested a hearing, and approximately fifty-six (56) of those customers requested that fee 
Commission schedule the hearing locally.

Pursuant to that Order, an evidentiary hearing was held at the Commission's courtroom in Ridnnond, Virginia, on Sqrtemberl, 1993. Subsequently, 
a local hearing was held at the Arcadia High School Auditorium in Oak Hall, Virginia, on September 9,1993.

In addition the Company challenged Staffs adjustment which eliminated certain non-utilily expenses associated insurance purchased for a non
employee of fire Company and furniture purdiased for a person other than the Company. The Cranpany’s witness Bums testified that it would be improper to 
remove those erqienses as he personally reirribursed the Cratqrany for those items. Mr. Biuns then prochiced several checks and deposit slips to substantiate that he 
bad reimbursed the Company for a portion of those expenses.

Finally, the Company opposed Staffs recommendation that First Charter be subject to availability fees for lots owned by the developer. It was the 
Company's position that the availability of water and/or sewer was of no benefit to the developer until he tried to sell or use the lots. Moreover, the Catrqrany 
noted that such a diarge would provide a disincentive for further expansion of the system.

The Conqjany diallenged Staffs adjustment wfeicb reduced the Conqjany's bad debt allowance to 1% of the Company's total operating revenues. The 
Compasy claimed th^ it would be virtually impossible to obtain this collectian rate and, in the altemative, proposed a bad debt allowance of 25% of its operating 
revenues.
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On November 24,1993, the Examiner filed his Report In that Report, the Examiner found that:

There is a public need for water and sewer service in the Captain's Cove subdivision in Accomack County, Virginia;(1)

(2) No other publicly or privately owned water or sewer system is able to provide adequate service in the Captain's Cove Subdivision;

(3) The Company's fecilities will provide proper and adequate water and sewer service in the Captain's Cove Subdivision;

(4)

(5)

(6) The 12-month period ending December 31,1992 is a proper test year for evaluating the reasonableness of the Company's proposed rates;

(7) The Company's adjusted test year operating revenues were $151,536;

(8) The Company's adjusted test year operating expenses were $146,922;

(9) The Company's adjusted test year net operating income was $4,614;

(10) The Company's proposed rates will produce $261,024 of additional annual revenues and generate a net operating income of $160,019;

nded in finding paragraph (12) will produce $20,634 in additional gross annual revenues and generate a net iterating income
tin the Company in a

(14) The Company should set up its books in accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts far Class C Water Utilities;

(13) The Company's proposed metered rates and its $100.00 tum-on charge should be rejected until such time as the Company installs individual
meters;

(17) The Company's connection fees, bad check charge, and late payment fees are just and reasonable, and should be approved;

(18) The Company should be directed to cease recording non-utility expenses on its books and records; and

(19) The Company should fnovide a 24-hour toll fiee telephone number or a local telephone number so customers can contact Company persotmeL

(11) The Company's preposed rates ate unjust and unreasonable because they will generate excessive net operating income and provide the Company 
with mote revenues than necessary to recover its prudently incurred expenses and maintain the Company in a sound financial condition;

The Examiner discussed the Company's proposed rates. The Examiner agreed with Staff that the Conpany's proposed rates were unjust and 
unreasonable. The Examiner, however, did not agree with Staffs recommendation that no rate increase be granted. The Examiner found that the Company 
needed a moderate increase in rales to meet its expenses and to provide adequate funds for working capital and a small reserve for future inprovements.

(16) The Conpany's tariff should be amended to remove the language referring to customer deposits until such time as the Conpany decides to 
require deposits;

The Examiner modified Staffs 1% bad debt allowance and set the Company's allowance at 10%. In his analysis, the Examiner stated that, while 
Staffs allowance of 1% for bad debts might be sufficient for large utilities operating in the Commonwealth, it was unrealistic and unfiur for Captain's Cove to 
have that allowance. The Examiner noted that the major portion of the Conpany's operating revenues was derived from availability fees which are very difficult 
to collect

The Company has the financial and managerial ability to properly operate, install, and maintain the facilities necessary to provide water and 
sewer service in the Qptain's Cove Subdivision;

The Examiner rqected the Conpany's request for a 23% bad debt allowance as providing a disincentive to collect past due accounts and placing an 
unreasonable burden on paying customers. The Examiner concluded that the 10% allowance was proper, as it would provide an appropriate incentiye for the 
Conpany to pursue active collection of past due accounts while moderating the financial impact on customers who pay their bills in a timely manner.

The Conpany should be granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity to provide water and sewer service to the Captain's Cove 
Subdivision;

(13) The rates recommen
of $20,083. These rates will provide revenues sufficient to recover the Company's prudently incurred expenses and 
sound financial condition;

(12) A reasonable level of rates for this Conpany is a flat $7.00 per month charge for water usage customers; a flat $7.00 per month charge for sewer 
usage customers; and a $3.43 per month availability charge;

The Examiner recommended that the Commission enter an order that adepts the findings in his Report, grants the Conpany a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity to provide water and sewer service in the Captain's Cove Subdivision of Accomack County, Virginia, and approves a flat $7.00 per 
month usage fee for water service, a flat $7.00 per month usage fee for sewer service, and a $3.43 availability fee. The Examiner also recornmended that the 
Commission approve the Conpany's proposed rules and regulations, as amended in his Report, and dismiss the case fiom the Commission's docket of active 
proceedings placing the papers in the file for ended causes.

Numerous customers appeared at the local hearing, and twelve of the Conpany's customers appeared and made comments on the Conpany's 
application. The majority of the comments centered on the Conpany's proposed water and sewer rates. The customers complained that Staffs recommended flat 
rate of $10.00 per month for water service and $10.00 per month for sewer service would result in approximately a 233% increase in rates.
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IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the Hearing Examiner’s findings, as stated in his November 24,1993 Repot, are hereby adopted;

(4) That the Company shall set up its books and records in accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts for Class C Water Utilities;

(5) That the Conqiany shall cease recording nomutility expenses on its bodes and records;

(6) That the Conqrany’s proposed rules and regulations, as amended herein, ate hereby approved;

(7) That the Conqiany shall file with the Staff tariff sheets reflecting the permanent rates and rules and regulation approved herein;

(8) That the case be, and hereby is, dismissed fiom the Corrrmission's docket of active proceedings and the papers placed in the file for ended causes.

For a general increase hr rates

FINAL ORDER

January 4,1993.

APPUCATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

Instead, by Order dated December 29,1992, the Commission suspended the rates for ISO days, through May 3,1993. The Cort^any implemented its 
proposed rates on an irrterim basis, subject to refund, on May 4, 1993. By Order dated January 12, 1993, the Cemimission ^jpointed a Hearing Examiner to 
conduct further proceedings, set the matter for public hearing, and established a procedural sdiedule Sx the filir  ̂of pleadings, prepared testimonies and erdiibits.

(3) That the Company is hereby authorized to charge a flat S7.00 per month usage fee for water service, a flat S7.00 per morrth usage fee for sewer 
service, and a S3.45 availability fee;

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the Examiner's Report and the comments thereto, is of the opinion that the Examiner's findings and 
recommendations ate reasonable and should be adopted. We agree with the Examiner’s analysis of the applicability of the availability fee to lots owned by First 
Chatter. We ate of the opinion that First Chatter is similarly situated to other availability customers and that to exempt First Chatter fiom availability fees would 
constitute unjust rate dimriminarinn and a violation of the law. Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUE920081 
JUNE 27, 1994

On December 4, 1992, Appaladiian Power Comparer f Appaladuan" or "Conqrany") filed its application seeking an increase in its jurisdictional 
electric rates designed to produce additional annual revenues of $31,377,417. Appaladiian prop<Ked fliat the tati& containing said rates be made effective as of

The matter was brought on for heating cm July 6 - 8, 1993. Appearances were entered by H. Allen Glover, Michael J. Quinan, and James R. Bacba 
for Appaladiian; James C. Dimitri and Steven L. Dalle Mura for the Old Dominion Committee for Fair Utility Rates ("Committee'^; Jeffrey M. Gleason and 
Oliver A Pollard, HL for the Southern Environmental Law Center ("SELC"); Gail D. Jaspen for the Office of Attorney General, Division of Consumer Counsel

The Examiner agreed with Staffs recommendation relative to applicability of availability fees to lots owned by First Charter. The Examiner noted that 
First Qiarter customers are similatly situated to other availability customers as both have contributed to the cost of fire water and sewer system and do not receive 
any direct benefits from the system. The Examiner concluded that any disparity in rate treatmerrt would constitute unreasonable discrimination against the 
Company's other availability customers and result in a violation of § 56-234 of the Virginia Code.

Specifically, the Company's counsel took issue with the Examiner’s conclusion that availability customers and First Charter are similarly situated. 
Counsel noted differences between First Charter and other lot owners in regard to the amount contributed to the system, the risk assumed in operating the system, 
and the Company’s lade of choice in becoming such a customer. Cortpany’s counsel noted that, unlike other availability custamers. First Charter did not agree to 
become an availability customer when it donated the system to the Cornpany.

On December 9, the Company, by counsel, filed comments ("comments") to the November 24,1993 Report of the Heating Examiner. In that filing, 
the Company's counsel took exception with the Examinet's recommendation as to the applicability of availability fees to lots owned by First Charter. Counsel for 
the Company stated that the Examiner's recommendation amounts to assessing a penalty on Mr. Bums, owner of both First Charter and the Company, for being 
unable to sell all of his lots and for complying with the statutory requirements of certification.

(2) That Captain's Cove Water Company be, and hereby is, granted Certificate No. W-27S to provide water service and Certificate No. S-80 to 
provide sewer service to Curtain's Cove Subdivision of Accomack County, Virginia;

The Examiner disagreed with Staffs proposed rate design with specific reference to the recommended $10.00 per month water rate and the $10.00 per 
month sewer rate for usage customers. In his analysis, the Examiner noted that such rates would represent unacceptable "rate shock" as it would constitute a 
233% increase over the Company’s prior rates of $4.00 per month for water service and $2.00 per month for sewer service. The Examiner therefore recommended 
a flat $7.00 per month water rate, a flat $7.00 per month sewer rate and a $3.45 available fee.
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("Attorney General"); and, Deborah V. EUenberg and William H. Chambliss, for the Commission Staff. Testimony was received from twenty-seven witnesses and
one intervener at the hearing. The parties filed briefe on September 13,1993.

The Hearing Examiner issued his Report on February 18,1994. Based on the evidence received, the Examiner found:

(1) The use of a test year ending June 30,1992, is proper in this proceeding

(2) The Company's test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, are $626,527,190;

(3) The Conq>atq''s test year operating revenue deductions, after all adjustments, are $540,191,575;

(4) The Conqjany's test year net operating income, after all adjustments, is $86,335,615;

(5) The Company's adjusted test year rate base is $957,275,826;

(6) The Con^jany's current rates produced a return on adjusted rate base of 8.97%;

(7) The Company's current cost of equity is within a range of 10.50% and 11.50%;

(8) The Company's revenue requirement should be set at three-fourths ofthe authorized return on equity range, 11.25%;

(9) Based on the December 31,1992, unconsolidated APCO cqjital structure the Company's overall cost ofopital is 9.487%;

(11) The Company requires additional gross annual revenues of $7,785,879 to earn a 9.487% return on rate base;

(15) The Company should implement base rate deferred accounting for capacity equalization charges and off-system sales income beginning May 4,
1993.

ded

In addition to the excqrtions specifically noted above, the parties filed numerous comments in support of various of the Examiner's findings.

(14) The Company should be required to perform and submit the studies recommended in the Report prior to its next rate filing, with the exception of 
the Clean Air Act cost allocation study, and

The Report recommended that the Commission enter an order adopting the findings contained in the Report, granting the Conqnny an increase in 
gross annual revenues of $7,785,879 and directing the Company to make a prompt refund of all amounts collected under the interim rates in excess of the rate 
increase found reasonable by the Examina-. Comments on and exceptions to the Examiner's Rqxtrt were filed by the parties on March 7,1994.

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the record, the Examiner's Report, the comments on and exceptions thereto, and the applicable 
statutes and rules, is of the opinion and finds that the recommendations and findings contained in the February 18,1994, Examiner's Report should, as modified 
herein, be adopted. This case presented the Commission with a large number of issues, some of first impression for Appalachian, or of unusual complexity, or 
both. The Commission comttiends the Examiner for his thorough report, which discusses and makes recommendations on approximately 30 issues. We will 
adopt, without further cmnment, most of his recommendations. We differ with the Examiner on the issues of deferred accounting and the appropriate level of the

(13) The Conqiany should be required to refund promptly, with interest, all revenues collected under its interim rates in excess ofthe amount found 
just and reasonable in the Rep^

Appalachian took exception to the Examiner's recommendations concerning the Company's authorized return on equity, the appropriate level of its 
Member Load Ratio ("MLR"), and the various ejqjense and revenue levels which ate calculated with reference to the MLR, according to the terms of ftie 
Interconnection Agreonent among Appalachian and its sister companies; the treatment of Accumulated Deferred Investment Tax Credits ("ADITC"); the 
treatment of its Other Post Employn^ Benefit ("OPEB") expense; its non-stock material expense; general liability etqrense; pension oqrense; Markirting, 
Accounting, Customer Services System ("MACSS") expense; demand side management ("DSM") expenses; and, the recommended level of the off-peak adder to 
the residential time of day rates. 'The Company also requested sufficient time, not less than 12 months, to conqilete and file the various cost studies r 
by the Examiner.

The SELC excepts to the rejection of special revenue recovery mechanisms for the DSM programs and the recommended approval of the Company's 
Residential Storage Water Heater program.

The Attorney General took exception to the recommendation of the Examiner that Appaladiian be allowed to hrqrlement deferred accounting for 
capacity equalization diarges and off-system sales; the qjpropriate level of the MLR; certain aspects of the treatment of OPEB expenses; the Examiner's 
recormnendation regarding the Company's Corporate Owned Life Insurance ("COLI") program; and, the Company's return on equity.

(12) The Company should file permanent rates designed to produce the additional revenues found reasonable herein using the revenue allocation 
methodology recommended in the Report;

The Committee also took exception to deferred accounting and the appropriate level of the MLR; the treatment of general liability expense; the 
Examiner's rqection of its proposed "opt-out" provisian from the Company's DSM programs; and, to two of the recommendations concerning the Large Power 
Service Time of Day rate schedule - the level of the off-peak excess demand charge and the eleven-month demand "ratchet"

(10) The Company's qiplication requesting $31377,417 in additional gross annual revenues is unjust and unreasonable because it will generate a 
return on rate base greater than 9.487%;
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Defetred Accounting and MT.R

Accumulated Deferred Investment Tax Credits

Generating thit Performance

^Application of Annalachian Power Company. 1975 S.C.C. Ann. Rptr. 184 (May 1,1975).

Commission did in its last casej the pro forma year MLR. The Attorney General and the Ccanmittee raised numerous arguments in opposition to deferred 
accounting and also objected to the level of the MLR, which they diaracterized as too hi^ These protestants supported an MLR based on a 5-year historical 
average MLR (.31090),

During this proceeding, it was determined that Appalachian had, in 1971 and again in 1975, elected to have certain of its ADITC balances treated by 
the taxing authorities under Option 3, § 46(f)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. That provision permits, but does not require, a different ratemaking treatment of 
the benefits associated with ADITC than Appalachian has received from the Commission in the years since 1975. In this proceeding, fire Attorney General 
proposed, and the Examiner adqrted as his recommendatian, a different ratemaking treatment for frrese accounts. The Attcnney General argued fiiat the fidl 
berwfits of ADITC should be conveyed to the ratepayers who, in his view, have paid "for the full costs of the assets that generated fire investment tax credits, 
including a return on and a return of these assets." The Examiner recommended that the Commissian continue to reduce current tax erqrertse by the amortization 
of the ADITC, but also to reduce rate base by the amount of unamortized ADITC. This treatment reflects the actual cost consequences of ADITC, and provides 
no added benefits to the shareholders of the Company.

MLR; the treatment of ADITC; the point within the range of return on equity at which to set rates, based on the generating performance review; and, his 
recommendation to adopt the Company's proposed eleven-month demand "ratchet" We accept the Examiner's recommendations as to OPEB expense and the 
DSM programs and expenses with some fiirther comments. Based on the findings of the Examiner, together with the modifications to his Report contained herein, 
the Commission finds that the Company is entitled to additional gross annual revenues of $17,874,539.

nonaffiliated sources." While the Commission has permitted another utility to implement ratemaking alternatives, including defetred accounting, for capacity 
purchases from nonaffiliates, we are not persuaded to abandon the guideline established in Case No. PUE88OO52 prohibiting attemative rate treatment for 
purchases from affiliates.

^tpaladiian has a substantial amount of defetred investment tax credits. Since 1975,^ the Commission has afforded the Corrqoany ratemaking 
treatment for these credits as if the Company had made an "Option 2" election under § 46(fX2) of the Internal Revenue Code for certain of its accumulated 
deferred investment tax credit balances. That ratemaking treatment requires that the amortization of the ADITC be used to reduce current income tax expense, 
while the unamortized balance of the ADITC be carried in the Company's rate base, earning the Company's authorized return.

The Examiner found the Company's cost of equity to be within the range of 10.5 to 11.5%. The record fully suRXMts this finding, and we adopt it 
The Examiner also determined that the point within that range at whidi rates should be set, based on the Company's generating unit performance, was 11.25 %, the 
three-fourths point of the range. Since the introduction of our generating unit performance review, Appalachian has consistently been rewarded for the outstanding

Regarding die appropriate level of the MLR on which to base the rate-level amount of capacity expense and other items, we will again use the average 
actual pro forma level MLR, as we did in Case No. PUE900026. Appalachian's capacity expense duriig the pro forma year was assessed on this basis by the 
terms of the Interconnection Agreement, and we believe it is the qipropriate fiutor to use in setting rates in this case. We do not preclude the use of another basis 
to determine the appropriate MLR in future cases where circumstances may differ. For the purposes of this proceeding, all items dependent on the determination 
of the MLR will be calculated using the pro forma MLR of .31852

The Commission is of the opinion that the "Option 2" ratemaking treatment should be continued. Other jurisdictional utilities made "Option 2" 
elections, and have received that ratemaking treatment over the years. While Appalachian made "Option 3" elections for some of its properties, and the feet that it 
so elected permits a different ratemaking treatment than the sharing of the ADITC benefits as described above, the Commission finds no compelling argument to 
change the policy made in 1975, simply because it has been reveal^ that it may be permissible to do so. The Commission finds no reason to afford Appalachian a 
different treatment than is afforded to Virginia Power or any of the other "Option 2" jurisdictional utilities. It has not been shown that the Company gained some 
financial advantage through the fimt of its "Option 3" electicm, whidi might require the Commission to consider modifying its policy. Further, although ratepayers 
do pay through rates a return on and of the assets invested, the investment originates wife the Conqany's shareholders. We find it is feir to continue "Option 2" 
rau-making which has been in place since 1975.

The Examiner recommends that we implement defetred accounting for Appalachian's capacity equalization charges and off-system sales income, wife 
a base level of such items built into rates based on an MLR (.31342) which averages fee test year and fee pro forma year actual MLRs. Other MLR-based 
revenue and expense items, for which deferred accounting is not recommended, would be calculated based cm the pro forma actual MLR (.31852). As can be 
determined from fee exceptions noted above, this set of recommendations, based on the positions of the Staff proved unsatisfactory to all fee concerned parties, 
c^alachian supported deferred accounting, but objected to the low level of the MLR, arguing that all fee MLR items should be calculated using, as fee

The Commission concludes that it is not in fee public interest to permit Appalachian to iitqrlement deferred accounting for its capacity equalizatim 
(fearges and off-system sales income. The capacity charges are paid to Appaladhian's affiliates, the other operating companies of the American Electric Power 
systera

^Application of Appalachian Power Company. 1991 S.C.C. Ann. Rptr. 287 (May 13,1991).

In Case No. PUE880052, Commonwealth of Virginia, ex rel.. Stale Conxaation Commission. Ex parte: In fee matter of establishing Commisgon 
policy regarding rate treatment of purchased power charges by electric utilities and cooperatives. 1988 S.C.C. Atm. Rptr. 346 (November 10, 1988), the 
Commissian considered various regulatory alternatives for the rate treatment of capacity purchases by electric utilities. That proceeding, while not a rulenudcing, 
established certain policy guidelines to govern rate treatment of cjqiacity charges on a case by case basis, making allowances for the particular circumstances 
facing fee utility in question. The guidelines were specifically made applicable "only to power purchases made by investor-owned electric utilities from
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The Demand "P^'^chet"

Demand Side Management Issues

Excess Off-Peak Demand Charge

^See, Application of Annalacliian Power Company, 1983 S.C.C. Ann. Rptr. 360 (February 23,1983); Application of Appalachian Power Company. 1987 S.C.C. 
Ann. Rptr. 244 (April 16,1987); and. Application of Appalachian Power Company. 1991 S.C.C. Arm. Rptr. 287 (May 13,1991).

The Examiner recommended rqection of the Company's proposal to recover lost revenues, resulting fem its implementation of several experimental 
DSM programs, through deferred accounting and a DSM surcharge. The surcharge would be applied on a per kWh basis to Appalachian's residential, commercial 
and industrial customer classes in proportion to the Conpany's expenditures on DSM programs for, and net lost revenues from, each class. The Examiner also 
recommended friat Appalachian's Residential Storage Waler Heater Program be approved, limited to 200 customers.

The Examiner recommended that we adopt the Conqiany's proposal to modify the billing demand provision of its Large General Service rate schedule. 
The revision would automatically q>ply a hitter billing demand level if a customer exceeded its contract capacity during die preceding eleven months. The 
Committee excepted to this recommendation. The Report notes that the Company's present practice is to request that the customer enter a new contract when its 
demand exceeds its currmt contract demand and that the Conqtany still plans to confirm with a customer attaining a new peak demand that it was not because of 
some aberration, rather than automatically applying the "ratchet" to monthly demands that exceed the contract capacity. The Commission finds that, given these 
circumstances, the automatic application of a hitter demand is neither necessary or advisable; a utility and its customer should communicate prior to the 
modification of an existing contract The Commission also notes, however, that the current demand determinations, practices, and ratchet level should be 
reevaluated in li^ of changing load characteristics and capacity requirements. The Company and Staff are directed to study the issue of demand ratdiets and 
their ^plication and report the results of such study to the Commission in the Company's next rate filing

^hn Case No. FUE920041, Application of Virginia Electric and Power Company. (Final Order, February 3, 1994) the Commission noted that the traditional use 
of 25 basis point increments in setting the point within the equity range at which to fix rates was not mandatory. Here, as in that case, we find the use of a 10 basis 
point increment an appropriate refinement of the program.

We will adopt the Examiner's recommended level of excess off-peak demand charge, $2.65/kW at primary voltage and $2.60/kW al subtransmission, 
for the Large Power Service-Time of Day rate schedule. This rate design tool forms a useful incentive to encourage shifting of load from on- to off-peak periods. 
The charges approved herein do reflect somewhat the art, rather than the science, of ratemaking Off-peak demand charges are particularly difficult to set 
Although precise costs may be determined for various elements of service, there may be great debate as to which of these elements should be reflected in the rate. 
Even though the record in this case is less than it could be, we find that the Conpany's proposed rate should be approved. While the Commission recogni^ the 
importance of costs, when dealing with a charge such as this, other factors, including impact on the customer arid load management, must also be considered. 
Approval of an excess off-peak demand charge that is less than the on-peak demand charge should help the Company's load management program Al the same 
time, however, we do not want the rate set at a level that may encourage inefficient use of energy. The Commission directs the Company to study and analyze fliis 
charge and to set forth in its next rate application the basis for this charge, in detail, so that the Commission can consider this issue more fully.

Regarding the Residential Storage Water Heater Program, we agree with the concerns eiqpressed by the SELC that the program may lead to fuel 
switching The Examiner addressed these concerns in adopting the Staffs recommended limitation on participants, but we further direct the Company to study and 
report the number of homes where fuel switching occurs and the number of new home constructicms where the program arguably resulted in builder fuel 
switching in order to inform the Commission of the extent of fuel switching and to guide the Commission's develcjment of policy responses.

The SELC excepted to these recommendations. The SELC argued that traditional regulation discourages utility investment in DSM and therefore 
ratemaking incentives are needed to overcome the regulatory "bias” toward sales, rather than conservation, of electricity. We ^ree with the SELC that utilities 
have little incentive to create and market programs which serve to reduce sales and lower their profits. We distinguish here between "conservation'' and "load 
management" programs. Under the latter, the utility's sales may merely be shifted to its off-peak period, preserving some level of utility profits while hopefully 
reducing utility expenses. Indeed, some load management programs tend to increase sales. With conservation, however, the utility will actually lose sales and, 
thus, profits. Programs specifically designed truly to conserve energy may require considetation of ratemaking incentives when fully inplemented and the 
Conpany, the SELC, and other interested patties are encouraged to develop suggestions for consideration at the time the Commission considers, if it does so, 
pemument implementation of the experimental programs approved in Case No. PUE920072 and the Residential Storage Water Heater Program ^proved hereia 
The Commission agrees with the Examiner that the request for ratemaking ahematives is premature at this time. The Company's DSM programs are limited pilot 
programs and the anticipated amount of lost revenues is, at this time, de minimis. However, the Commission places all p^es on notice that fliis matter will be 
reconsidered if and when the Commission considers permanent inpiementation of any of the pilot programs now in experimental status.

performance of its generating units with rates set at the very top of the equity range.^ The Commission traditionally has reviewed the Equivalent Availability 
Factors ("EAFs") attained by the various generating units in determining whether a performance reward or penalty should be inposed. As set out in the 
Examiner's report, Appalachian has achieved hi^er than national average EAFs over the years and the heat rates attained by its units "have been and continue to 
be among the best in the electric industry." However, during the test period Appalachian's units did not measure up to its typical outstanding performance. For 
one reason, the Conpany began an enphasis on cost containment fl^ugji more effective use of reserve outage time. Rather than incur overtime or outside 
contract labor expense to return a unit experiencing an outage to reserve status more expeditiously than necessary, unit managers were instructed to extend 
scheduled outages in order to perform additional routine maintenance. Although such action nece^atily reduces the EAF, it is proper and we encourage the 
Conpany to continue this practice to promote efficient, reliable and cost effective generatioa After making allowance for this "modification" of the EAF, the Staff 
concluded that Appalachian's generating units still performed at slightly below the national average. We agree with the Examiner that this decline in the 
Conpany's generating performance merits some redu^on in the generating performance reward fiom the top end of the range, but we find that setting rates at the 
90% point of the equity range, or 11.4%, is more appropriate than the Examiner's recommendation of setting rates at the three-quarters point (11.25%)'*, in 
reflection of flie long duration of the Conpany's above average EAFs and the continuance of its excellent heat rates.
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Cost Studies

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings and recommendations ofthe Hearing Examiner’s February 18,1994 Reprwt are, as modified herein, adcqjted;

(3) That the Company, in its revised tariffi follow the revenue apportionments attadied hereto;

(4) That the Residential Storage Water Heater program, modified as recommended in the Examiner’s Report of February 18,1994, is approved;

(S) That the Conqtany prepare and file the cost studies directed herein prior to its next rate filing;

(9) That the interest required to be paid shall be confounded quarterly.

necting the refimd methodology and develtfing a canqniter program;

(12) That Appalachian diall bear all costs ofthe refunds directed herein; and

NOTE; A ctfy of Attachment A entitled "Apportionment of Approved Increase" is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation 
Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

(13) That, there being nothing further to come before the Commissirai, this matter shall be removed from the docket and the pliers placed in the file 
for ended causes.

(6) That the Company capitalize the costs associated with the Marketing, Accounting, Customer Service System on its books and amortize those 
costs over a 20 year period;

(2) That the Company shall forthwith file revised tariff designed to produce $17,874,539 in additional gross annual revenues for service rendered 
on and after May 4,1993;

(8) That interest upon such refunds shall be COTfUted fiom the date payment of each monthly bill was due during the interim period until the date 
refunds ate made, at an average prime rate for each calendar quarter. The applicable average prime rate for each calendar quarter shall be the arithmetic mean, to 
the nearest one-hundredth of one percent, of the prime rate values published in file Federal Reserve Bulletin, or in the Federal Reserve's Selected Interest Rates, for 
the three months of the preceding calendar quarter.

(7) That on or before September 1, 1994, Appalachian shall refund, with interest, all revenues collected fiom the application of the interim rates 
made effective for service beginning May 4,1993, to the extent that such revenues exceeded, on an annual basis, the revenues which would have been produced 
by file rates approved herein;

(10) That the refunds ordered in paragraph (7) above may be accomplished by credit to the appropriate customer’s account for current customers 
(each refimd category being shown separately on each customer’s bill). Refunds to former custmners shall be made by a check to the last known address of such 
customers when the refund amount is $1.00 or more. Appalachian may ofifeet the credit or refund to the extent no dispute exists regarding the outstanding 
balances of its past or current customers. To the extent that outstanding balances of such customers are disputed, no ofi^ shall be permitted for the diqnit^ 
portion. Appalachian may retain refunds owed to former customers when such refund is less than $1.00; however, Appalachian shall prepare and maintain a list 
drtailing e^h of the former accounts for which refunds are retained and in the event such former customers request refunds, same shall be made prranptly. All 
unclaimed refunds shall be handled in accrsdance with Virginia Code § 55-210.6:2;

(11) That on or befcae October 1,1994, Appalachian shall file with the Staff a document showing that all refunds have been lawfully made pursuant 
to this order and itemizing the costs of the refund and account charged. Such itemization of costs shall include, inter dia, conqniter costs, the personnel hours, 
associated salaries and cost for verifying and correcting the refund methodology and develrping a conqniter program;

The Staff requested, and the Company agreed, to prepare a number of cost studies for submittal with its next rate filing The Examiner recommended 
the Company prepare and file five enumerated studies prior to its next rate case. In its exceptims, Appalachian requested not less than 12 months to complete and 
file the studies, rather than being required to file the studies with its next rate filing and fiiat it not be required to file any study at this time on the potential 
allocation issues and methodologies for apportioning compliance costs associated with the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. The Commission directs the 
Conqrany to file the first four studies listed at pages 44-45 ofthe Examiner's Report, the ratchet study, the excess off-peak demand diarge study, and a study of a 
potential surplus energy rate with its next rate application. The Clean Air Act Amendment cost study will be deferred.
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FINAL ORDER

1992.

on July 29, 1993, to receive

CASE NO. PUE930004
MARCH 21, 1994

On July IS, 1993, the Commission assigned the matter to a hearing examiner and scheduled a hearing to 
evidence on the complaint

cross-subsidies between different customer classes. The Heating Examiner explained that customers who place greater loads on a utility's system over a short or 
more sporadic time frame, te, low load factor customers, generally cause a utility's demand costs or purchased power costs to be hitter than they otherwise would 
be.

On January 22,1993, the Petitioners requested that their complaint against Shenandoah be treated as a formal corrqilainL On February 5, 1993, the 
Commission docketed the matter and invited Shenandoah to file a response to the complaint On March 19,1993, Shenandoah filed an Answer to the Complaint 
and requested the Commission to dismiss the Petitioners' complaint, to reaffirm the current S-3 tariff classification, and to authorize the continuation of the 
Petitioners' account status as Schedule S-3 customers.

The Examiner concluded that Schedule S-3 was not unccmstitutional under the Privileges and Immunities clause. He noted that all Shenandoah 
customers, whether residents or non-residents of Virginia, ate treated the same and pay the same rates for electric service, and he further recognized that there is a 
reasonable and permissible basis to charge persons who do not permanently occupy their hmne on a year-round basis a different rate. According to the Examiner, 
cost-based ratemaking is designed to ensure that every customer pays his or her fair share of the costs incurred by a utility to supply electricity and to prevent

On the appointed day, the matter came for hearing before (Henn P. Richardson, Hearing Examiner. Counsel appearing were: Ms. Barbara H. Linden, 
counsel for the Petitioners; Dale A. Daverqxwt, counsel for Shenandoah; and Robert M. Gillespie and Sherry H. Bridewell, counsel for the Commission. During 
the hearing, the Cooperative presented the testimony of Allen R. Ritchie, Manager of Administrative Services for the Cooperative, and Rosemary Henderson of the 
Commission's Division of Ehergy Regulation testified at the Examiner's request The Petitioneis chose to present no witnesses. At the conclusion of the hearing, 
the Hearing Examiner invited the participants to file post-hearing briefe. The Petitioners and Shenandoah ffled briefe.

On November 10,1993, the Hearing Examiner filed his Report in the captioned matter. In his Report, the Hearing Examiner examined the Petitioners’ 
claim that the Schedule S-3 rate was unconstitutional under the Privileges and Immunities and Equal Protection Clauses of fire U.S. Constitution. He concluded 
that Article IV, § 2 of the U.S. (Constitution was designed to ensure that one who does not reside in Virginia enjoys the same privileges and immunities granted 
Virginia citizens, recognizing that different treatment is permitted under certain circumstances.

On April 19,1993, and August 9,1993, Petitioners filed a response and supplemental response, respectively, to Shenandoah's responsive pleading In 
their supplemental response, the Petitionets maintained that the seasonal rate discriminated against non-residents in violation of the Virginia Constitution and the 
Equal I^tection and Mvileges and Immunities clauses of the U.S. Constitution. They renewed their request for the relief set out in their original complaint

With regard to the Equal Protection clause, the Examiner observed that the Schedule S-3 rate does not distinguish between residents and non-residents 
per se. He noted that Petitioners were being charged a higher rale to cover the additional costs Shenandoah states are being incurred to serve seasonal at part-time

On December 2, 1992, Barbara H. Linden and Judith H. Hu^ies, Ms. Linden's sister (hereafter collectively referred to as "Petitioners'’), filed an 
informal complaint with the State Corporation Commission ("(Commission"), challenging Shenandoah Valley Electric Cooperative's ("Shenandoah" or 
"Cooperative") seasonal residential rate schedule. The seasonal rate schedule. Schedule S-3, applies to customers of the Cooperative with "single-family, non full
time, seasonal residences (cottages and camps)". The Petitioners’ complaint alleges, among other things, that the "seasonal" definition is "arbitrary, illogical and 
inequitable" and "unfairly discriminates against... customers who own a second home ....’’ The Petitioners recjuest, among other things, that their electric 
account be reclassified as a "residential account" and that they be granted a refund based on the difference between the seasonal and residential rates since May,

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the complaint, the record herein, the Heating Examiner’s November 10, 1993 Report, the 
conunents thereto, and the applicable law, is of the opinion and finds that the Heating Examiner's recommendation to dismiss the Petitioner's corrqrlaint should be 
adopted.

customers. The Examiner concluded that Shenandoah's seasonal rates did not violate the Equal Protection clause because the seasonal rates were rationally 
related to a proper legislative purpose of ensuring that each customer class is charged rates and charges sufficient to allow Shenandoah to recover its cost of 
service, and all persons with the soumnal rate class ate treated equally.

The Examiner also reviewed the testimony of Mr. Ritchie and Ms. Henderson regarding the cost to the Cooperative to provide service to seasonal 
customers. Based on his analysis of the evidence presented in this case, the Examiner recommended that the Commission enter an order adopting the findings in 
his Report and dismissing Petitioners' complaint

On November 30, 1993, Petitionets filed comments in response to the Heating Examiner's Report In their comments, Petitioneis asserted that 
Shenandoah's practice of separating one group of customers based on the location of their permanent resident is unjustly discriminatory, not supported by cost 
Hata was instituted without Commission review, and did not justify the use of residence in the interpretation of the term "seasonal" in the tariff

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel.
BARBARA H. LINDEN, et d., 

Petitionets,
V.

SHENANDOAH VALLEY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, 
Re^xmdent
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fi<sxatiia^,Xi IS ORDERED:

(1) That Petitioners' complaint is dismissed;

(4) That the papers filed in tins proceeding be placed in the Commission's file for ended causes.

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity

ORDER GRANTING TO WITHDRAW APPLICATION

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That Warwick's request to withdraw its application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity be, and hereby is, granted; and

CASE NO. PUE930010 
NOVEMBER 7, 1994

APPUCATION OF
WARWICK MOBILE HOME ESTATES, LTD.

On October 28, 1994, Staff filed a report in the above-referenced matter. In its report. Staff noted that die Partnership purdiases its water from 
Newport News Waterworits; does not diarge its customers any more fa- water or sewer service than what it is charged; and does not diatge a separate fee fi>r the 
reading of meters. Staff also noted that it is standard practice in the sewerage industry to base die diarges for sewer service on customers' water usage. Staff 
therefore recommended that Warwick's request to withdraw its application be granted.

(2) That there being nothing Anther to be done in this proceeding, die matter be, and hereby is, dismissed from the Commission's dodcet of active 
cases and the pqiers placed in the file Air ended causes.

On February 10, 1993, Warwick Mobile Home Estates, Ltd. ('Warwick" or die "Partnership") filed an application for a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity. In its application the Partnership requested authority to provide water and sewer service to approxiniately 600 customers in the 
Warwidc Mobile Homes Estates trailer park in die City of Newport News, Virginia.

Section 56-1.2 inqxises on a utility service provider certain conditions that must be met to qualify for such an exemption. These conditions are that the 
provider purchase water fixjm a public utility, public service corporation, public service craqiany, county, city or town, or odter public regulated political 
subdivisitm and that sudi provider charge its residenls or tenants only drat portion of utility diarges for water as permitted by § 55-248.45:1. Section 55-248.45:1 
allows a provider to diarge Ar resale of utility service if the amourn does not exceed the provider's actual diarge and the povider does not diarge a separate fee 
for the reading of meters.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having consideied Staffs report, is of the opinion that Warwick is exempt from the statutory definition of a "public 
utility" and from the requirement of certification pursuant to § 56-265.3. It is therefore appropriate for Warwick to withdraw its applicatioa Accordingly,

While we find that Petitioners did not carry their burden of proof in this case, we have a continuing interest in ensuring that a cooperative's rate 
classifications are properly defined and that rates for each class are properly designed. Section 56-234 of the Code of Virginia, for example, requires public 
utilities to charge uniformly all persons using service under like conditions, and fee Commission may consider a broad range of factors in establisl^g just and 
reasonable rates. See Sec, of Defense v. CAP Tel. Co.. 217 Va. 149,152-53(1976). Since it has been some time since the Cooperative has specifically analyzed, 
in detail, the customer classifications and rate design contained in Schedule S-3, we find it proper to direct Shenandoah to conduct a study which evaluates this 
rate classification and its rate design, fee cost of service for and pricing of the schedule, as well as the usage characteristics of fee customers served by this rate. 
Shenandoah should also evaluate the customer classification, costs and rate design of fee schedule in comparison to the Cooperative's residential schedule. This 
study should be filed wife fee Division of Energy Regulation on or before May 31, 1994. To ensure that the study addresses all aspects of these matters in a 
timely and comprehensive manner, we direct the Cooperative to consult wife the Staff prior to an during fee preparation of fee study. Further, we direct our 
Division of Energy Regulation Staff to file a report with fee Commission, analyzing Shenandoah's study and rnaking such reconunendations as it believes 
aiqtropriate.

In adopting the Examiner's recommendation, it is significant that Petitioners presented no testimony or cost studies supporting their claim or rebutting 
the evidence presorted by the Cooperative at fee hearing convened in this case. As the Hearing Examiner observed, fee burden of proof in this matter tests upon 
the party challenging fee justness and reasonableness of Schedule S-3. See Central Va. Electric Coop, v. State Corp. Comm'n. 221 Va. 807, 814-15 (1981). In 
this case Petitioners had the burden of proof and failed to meet it Further, fee testimony of witnesses Ritchie and Henderson does not support Petitioners' case. 
Finally, we find no merit in fee constitutional claims raised by Petitioners.

On June 27, 1994, Warwick requested, pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-1.2, permission to wifedraw its application. Section 56-1.2 provides an 
exemption to the statutory definition of a "public utility" whidi also results in an exenqrtion to fee statutory requiremerrt of certification.

(3) That, on or before July 25, 1994, fee Staff shall file a report wife the Commission, analyzing Shenandoah's .study and making such 
recommendations as A believes appropriate; and

(2) That, on or before May 31, 1994, the Cooperative shall file a study wife the Division of Energy Regulation, addressing fee issues related to 
Schedule S-3 identified herein;
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For a general increase in rates

FINAL ORDER

the proceeding.

Richardson n

O

In additian, the Examiner found as follows:

(1) The use ofa test year ending September 30,1992, is proper in this proceeding

(2) Commonwealtb's test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $1,195,568;

(3) Commonwealth's test year operating revenue deductions, after all adjustments, were $1,183,884;

(4) Test year net operating income and adjusted operating income, after all adjustments, were $11,684 and $11,128, respectively.

(5) Commonwealth had a rate ofretum on adjusted rate base of 1.784 percent and a return on equity of -0.191 percent for the test year.

(7) Commonwealth's overall cost of capital, using the midpoint of the equity range found appropriate herein, is 8.939 percent;

(8) Commonwealfii's adjusted test year rate base is $623,816;

(10) Commonwealth requires $69,936 of additional gross annual revenues to earn an 8.939 percent return on rate base;

dified in accordance with the Staffs

APPUCATION OF
COMMONWEALTH PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION

CASE NO. PUE930011 
JANUARY 4, 1994

(9) Commonwealth's requested increase of $93,625 in additional gross annual revenues is unjust and unreasonable because it would generate a 
return on rate base greater than 8.939 percent;

On December 1, 1993, Senior Hearing Examiner Glerm P. Richardson filed bis report with the Clerk of the Commissioa In summary, Examiner 
. .-ecommended granting Commonwealth's application to the extent that revised rates and charges generating $69,936 in additional annual gross 

*') comments on the report were filed. For the reasons discussed in this order, the Cnniini.winn will adopt Rvatniin-r RirfMwtom'g

(11) Commonwealth's revenue allocation, rate design, and terms and conditions of service should be 
rccoiDziididflXioQSy sod

In addition to these accounting and financial issues. Commonwealth and Staff also differed over the design of certain proposed charges, 
nweahh proposed to increase the GS-2 customer charge to $20 per month and the ISS customer charge to $100 per month. Citing concerns with cost 

studies used to develop these proposed charges and impact on ratepayers, the Staff proposed a GS-2 customer charge of $15 per month and an ISS customer 
charge of $60 per month. Examiner Richardson adopted the Staff prqiosal.

revenues ^uld be approved. No 
recOTSiKQdations.

-------------------------- ---------------J--------on the grounds that the Commission tendered its decision in that proceeding during the test year, and the
Cortpany should not be penalized for that change in policy. Examiner Richardson declined to accept Staffs adjustment in light of the relatively small dollar 
amount involved and the impact of removal of this sum fiom the advertising budget on a prospective basis. The next issue involved the appropriate cost rate fijr 
bridge financing. While the Staff used the same rate for bridge financing in the capital structure as applied to the conqrany's short-term debt. Commonwealth 
advocated use of the actual rate on borrowing used to retire the bridge financing Examiner Richardson recommended adopting the conpany's position as more 
reflective of Commonwealth's actual cost during the rate year. Finally, Commonwealth advocated using the same return on equity, 11.75 percent, awarded to its 
parent, Roanoke Gas Company, in its last rate case. The Staff presented testimony showing that a reasonable return on equity was in a range of 10.6 percent to 
11.6 percent and recommended use of midpoint of the range, 11.1 percent in determining Commonwealth's overall rate of return. Examiner Richardson adcpted 
the Staffs proposal since it was mote reflective of current market conditions.

(6) Commonwealth's current cost of ecpiity is within a range of 10.60 percent to 11.60 percent, and its rates ^ould be established using the 
II. 10 percent mid^int of the equity range;

rates and charges through July 22,1993, and scheduled a public hearing before a hearing examiner. As authorized by law. Commonwealth put its proposed rates 
into effect, under bond, for service tendered on and after July 23,1993. The hearing was held on October 4,1993. No protestants or intervenors participated in

In his rep^ Examiner Richardson noted that Commonwealth and the Commission Staff reached agreement on most accounting financial, and rate 
desi^ issues raised in the case. Testimony and exhibits previously filed were admitted into evidence with limited cross examination. Rvammer Richardson 
identified and resolved three outstanding financial and accounting issues. First, the Staff proposed reducing Commonwealth's test year expenses to remove 
promotional advertising ejqpenses as required by the Commission in In re: Investieation of Conservation and Load Management Proerams. 1992 S.C.C. Ana 
Rep. 261. Commcmwealth opposed thi

Before the Commission is the application of Commonwealth Public Service Corporation ("Commonwealth") for a general increase in rates. In its 
application filed February 10, 1993, Commonwealth proposed revisions in its rates and ch^ges which would increase annual operating income by $93,625. 
Commonwealth also proposed revisions in its general rate design and its terms and conditions of service. The Commission suspended the proposed revisions in
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nded that the Commission enter an order adopting these findings and granting Commonwealth's proposed

IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That the findings and recommendations of Senior Hearing Examiner Richardson, as stated in his rqxwt of December 1,1993, be adoptee^

(2) That Commonwealth's application for a general increase in rates be granted to the extent found reasonable herein;

(3) That, forthwith upon receipt of this order, Cmnmonwealth shall file a revised tariff designed to produce $69,936 of additicmal gross annual
revenues;

(4) That the revised tariff shall incorporate Staffs recommendation on rate design and charges as approved herein;

210.6:2;

(9) That Commonwealth shall pay all costs offiierefunds directed in this order, and

(10) That thk matter be dtszxussed from the Commissioii's dodeet of active cases apd the papers placed in the files for ended proceedings

For an expedited increase in electric rates

FINAL ORDER

APPLICATION OF
CENTRAL VIRGINIA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

CASE NO. PUE930014 
JANUARY 19, 1994

(1) The rate increase shall not produce (a) a pro forma Times Interest Earned Ratio CTTER") in excess of 2.5 times, or (b) additional revenues in 
excess of 10% of annual adjusted revenues, whichever is less; and

The hearing examiner then rec 
increase in rates as modified.

(6) That interest upon such refunds shall be computed fixrm the date payment of each monthly bill was due until the date refunds are made at the 
average prime rate for each calendar quarter and that this interest be compounded qumterly. The qrplicable average prime rate for each calendar quarter shall be 
the arithmetic mean, to the neatest one hundredth of one percent, of the prime rate values published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin or in file Federal Reserve's 
Selected Interest Rates, Statistical Release G.13, for the three months of tte preceding calen^ quarter.

In its application, the Cooperative requested an increase in additional gross annual revenues of $2,203,975, an increase of 8.79%, after the 
Cooperative's Sdiedule A accounting adjustments, over present base revenues. The Cooperative filed financial and operating data for the test year ending 
October 31, 1992, in support of its application. In addition, the Cooperative proposed various changes to its Terms and Conditions of Service. Among other 
things, CVEC proposed to amend its Terms and Conditions of Service to give the Cooperative the option to continue bimonthly meter readings while billing

(8) That, <m or before May 1, 1994, Commonwealfii shall file with the Director of the Commission's Division of Public Utility Accounting a 
statement showing that all refunds have been made pursuant to this order and itemizing the cost of the refund and accounts charged. Such itemization of costs 
shall include data processing costs; personnel hours; and costs of verifying and developing any necessary methodology or conqiuter programs;

After considering the record developed in this proceeding and Examiner Richardson's Report, the Commission concludes that the findings and 
recennmendations made by the hearing examiner are reasonable and should be adopted. Accordingly,

On February 18, 1993, Central Virginia Electric Cooperative ("CVEC" or "the Cooperative") filed an application with the State Corporation 
Commission ("Commission") for an increase in its rates under file procedure adopted by the Commission on April 11, 1985, permitting expedited rate relief for 
electric cooperatives whose rate applications satisfied certain conditions. Among other things, these conditions include file following:

(12) Commonwealth should be required to promptly refund, with interest, all revenues collected under its interim rates in excess of the amount found 
just and reasonable herein.

(2) The rate increase shall be based on a twelve monfli test period and shall be calculated based on the test period per book results, which shall be 
adjusted for such pro forma and annualized adjustments as have been approved by the Commission in electric cooperatives' general rate cases.

(5) That, on or before March 15, 1994, Commonwealth shall refund wifii interest, as directed below, all revenues collected from application of the 
rates placed in effect under bond on July 23,1993, to the extent such revenues exceed revenues which would have been produced fiom the rates approved herein;

(7) That the refunds ordered in paragraph (6) may be accomplished by credits to current customers' accounts. Refunds to former customers shall be 
made by a check mailed to the last known address of such customer when the refund amount is $ 1 or more. Commimwealfii may ofi&et the credits ch- refunds to 
the extent that no disputes exist ragawting ibt* outstanding balances owed by current or past customers. To the extent that an outstanding balance is disputed, no 
ofi&et shall be permitted fin- file disputed portioa Commonwealth may retain refunds owed to former customers when sudi refund amount is less than $1. 
However, Commonwealth shall prepare and maintain a list of the former accounts for which refunds are less than $1 in the event that former customers contact 
Commonweaith and request refbnds which shall be made promptly. AU unclaimed refunds shaU be disposed of in accordance with Virginia Code Sec. 55-
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The Commission further finds;

(1) That the twelve months ending October 31,1992, is an appropriate lest period;

(2) That the Staffs accounting adjustments and booking recommendations are just and reasonable and should be accepted;

(3) That the Cooperative's jurisdictional test period operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $24,535,663;

(4) That the Cooperative's jurisdictional total operating expenses for the test period, after all adjustments, were $23,093,519;

(5) That the Cooperative's operating margins - adjusted, after all adjustments, were $1,437,844 for the test period;

(6) That CVEC's total margins, after all adjustments, were $151,861, for the test period;

(7) That the Cooperative earned a return on rate base of 4.32%, an actual TIER of 1.10 and a modified TIER of 1.08 during the test period;

(8) That the Cooperative requires an increase in operating revenues of $2,190,844, exclusive ofthe roll-in of riders;

On August 3, 1993, CVEC, by counsel, filed a motion to file rebuttal testimony in the proceeding, and proffered the rebuttal testimony. This 
testimony accepted most of the Staffs recommendations regarding the Cooperative's application, but rebutted Staffs recommendation that the Commission deny 
approval of CVEC's proposed $25 charge for after hours reconnections.

Only one letter commenting on the Cooperative's application and requesting a hearing was filed with the Commission. On May 20, 1993, the request 
for hearing was withdrawn.

On November 3, 1993, the Cooperative, by counsel, petitioned the Commission to make its increase in rates and the changes in its Terms and 
Conditions of Service permanent without hearing.

With respect to CVEC's proposed revenue apportionment and rate design, the Staff noted that the revenue increases proposed for CVEC's retail classes 
were ^rportioned among classes in approximately the same percentages as approved by the Commission in the Cooperative's last general rate case. It observed 
that the increase in individual prices within a rate were set at approximately the same percentage as the increase allocated to the class. The Cooperative did not 
propose to roll the effects of its current wholesale power riders into base rates. Wholesale power riders APCO-8, VEPCO-3, VEPCO-4, VEPCO-9 and SEPA 
resulted from increases in wholesale power costs passed on to CVEC by its power suppliers since CVEC's last rate filing These riders are currently being billed to 
consumers. The Staff recormnended that these riders be rolled-in to baM rates.

With respect to interest on custmner deposits, the Staff recommended that CVEC provide each customer with a statement when he initially pays a 
depo^ indicating the customer's preference as to the disposition of interest amounts. Finally, the Staff recommended that CVEC's Terms and Ccmditions of 
Service remain undianged with respect to the acquisition of right-of-way. Staff stated that the Cooperative should continue to make the initial contact with 
property owners for acquisition of right-of-way, with the consumer assisting CVEC only if the Cooperative required assistance.

Staff took issue with several of CVEC's proposed revisions to its Terms and Conditions of Service. With respect to CVEC's proposed billing 
procedure, the Staff recommended that if a CVEC customer challenged an estimated bill for service, the Cooperative suspend collection action against the 
customer until an actual meter reading is made and the customer's bill adjusted. The Staff also objected to CVEC's proposed charge for after hours reconnections 
because it was not supported by cost data in the application and because the Staff believed this change could not have been made under Va. Code § 56-40. The 
Staff explained that it had not been its practice to entertain major changes in a cooperative's terms and conditions of service in an expedited rate case but to allow 
tariff revisions which could have been implemented under Virginia Code § 56-40 without notice.

The Cooperative initially proposed that its increase and tariff revisions be made effective for meter readings on and after May 1, 1993. Subsequently, 
the Cooperafiye, by counsel, advised that as a result of software problems the Cooperative intended to delay implementation of its revised monthly billing 
procedures until December 1,1993.

On July 19,1993, the Commission's Staff filed its Report in the captioned matter. In its Report, the Staff determined that based on its adjustments, a 
$2,190,844 revenue requirement was necessary for CVEC to earn a 2.5 modified TIER. It observed that the Cooperative had requested an increase of $2,203,975 
but suggested that it might not be cost beneficial to require CVEC to refimd the $13,131 difference, calculated on an annualized basis, between $2,190,844 and 
$2,203,975 to its members. In addition, the Staff recommended that CVEC expense medical and health costs and payroll taxes using the same percentage by 
which payroll was expensed. Staff also proposed that the Cooperative book an adjusting entry to defer rate case expenses in Account No. 186 and amortize 
unrecovered rate case expenses over a two-year period beginning with the rate year.

monthly. The Cooperative also proposed to base customers' contributions for line extensions on Standard Unit Costs, te^ the average unit costs ofthe construction 
based on the Coop^ve's most recently calculated twelve month period, including costs of all materials, labor and overhead as set forth in REA's accounting 
procedures. Further, CVEC proposed to charge $25 for a new service, after hours reconnections of service. Prior to its application, CVEC did not reconnect
customers after the Cooperative's business hours. In addition, CVEC proposed to amend its Terms and Conditions to credit interest earned on a customer's deposit 
to the customer's electric account rather than refunding these amounts directly to the customer. Finally, the Cooperative proposed to amend its Terms and 
Conditions of Service addressing right-of-way procurement

NOW, upon consideration of the record herein and the applicable statutes, it appears that the only issue in controversy is whether CVEC's proposed 
$25 charge for after hours reconnections should be approved in this proceeding. We believe that it should be. "rhe rate case rules applicable to cooperatives do not 
eiqjressly bar such changes, and the Cooperative's testimony indicates that the costs for after hours connections exceed the $25 pn^wsed charge. Accordingly, we 
find this new service and its accorrqranying charge to be reasonable and will allow this tariff to take effect on a permanent basis.
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(11) That the Cooperative should roll Riders APCO-8, VEPCO-3, VEPCO-4, VEPCO-9 and SEPA into its base rates;

(12) That CVEC's motion to receive its prefiled rebuttal testimony should be granted; and

1

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That the Cooperative’s after hours reconnection charge is authorized;

For a general rate increase

FINAL ORDER

It was the Q

APPUCATION OF 
ROANOKE GAS COMPANY

On the appointed day the matter came to be heard before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Anderson, Jr. Counsel qrpearing were Wilbur Hazlegrove for 
the Congrany and Judith W. Jagdmatm for the Commission's Staff No public witnesses appeared at the hearing.

Attire heating several issues remained in controversy. There were accounting issues relating to proper calculation of the Company's rate base and the 
sqrpropriate level of Roanoke's revenues and expenses. There were also issues relating to the cost of bridge financing, equity flotation cos^ return on equity, and 
the appropriate rate design for the Congrany's commercial customer classes.

On June 11, 1993, tire Commission entered an order suqiending the pngxrsed rate increase until September 1, 1993. By that same order, the 
Cottnnission directed the Company to provide notice of its iggrlication, set the matter for bearing before a hearing examiner on October 20,1993, and established 
a procedural schedule for tire filing of pleadings, prepared testimony and etdiiints.

CASE NO. PUE930016 
MAY 17, 1994

On August 9,1993, Roanoke filed an executed bond and advised the Commission that it would place its proposed rate charges, rules and regulations 
ofservice into effect fin-service tendered on and after September 1,1993. By Ruling dated August 11,1993, the bond was accqited and filed with the Clerk of 
the Commissioa

On March 1,1993, Roanoke Gas Company ("Roantdce" or "tiie Congnmy") filed an qgilication fin a general inoease in its rates designed to produce 
additional anmial revenues of $1301,423 based on a test year ending September 30,1992. The rggrlication also proposed changes in tiie Company’s allocation of 
its cost of service between rate blocks and in its rate desigiL Upon request of the Commission's Staff Roanoke filed revisions in various schedules to its 
application on March 9,1993. As the effective date of Roanoke's last rate increase was August 30,1992, the Congtany requested that its proposed rates and 
duuges be allowed to become effective September 1,1993.

(2) That the Cooperative shall ingrlement the booking recommendations proposed by Staff and the dianges to CVECs Terms and Conditions of 
Service recommended by Staff with the exception of the Staffs recommendation regarding after hours reconnections, effective as of the date of this Order,

ly's position that Roandce's original cost rate base as of June 30, 1993, should be reconciled with its March 31, 1993 cental 
structure. It was also the Company's positionthat the following accounting adjustments proposed by Staff were improper, specifically, the adjustment disallowing 
advertising expense; tiie adjustment including revenue received fem East Tennessee Natural Gas Company ("ETNG") for transportation service pursuant to an 
agreement ternunated March 31,1993; the adjustment reducing Roanoke's cost of service and rate base for merchandising and jobbing (TddtT) activities; and the 
atyustment excluding $22,000 in salary and fringe benefits fin- an engiloyee scheduled to commence employment November 7,1993.

(5) That tiiere being nothing further to be done herein, this matter shall be dismissed and the papers filed herein made a part of the Commission's file 
for ended causes.

(1) That, consistent with the findings made herein, the Cooperative shall forthwith file revised permanent tariff with tiie Commission designed to 
produce $2,190,844 in additional gross annual revenues and shall roll-in Riders APCO-8, VEPCO-3, VEPCO-4, VEPCO-9 and SEPA into base rates, effective 
fir service rendered on and after the date of the entry of this Order,

(13) That CVEC's rates and Terms and Conditions of Service, as revised by Staff but including the after hours reconnection charge, are reasonable 
and should be marfA permanent.

(10) That the Staffs recommendations regarding CVECs Terms and Conditions of Service, with the exception of the Staffs recommendation 
regarding the $25 charge for after hours reconnections, are reasonable and should be adopted;

(4) That the Cooperative's motion to receive its rebuttal testimony is hereby granted, and its rebuttal testimony shall be made a part of the record 
herein; and

(9) That the Cooperative's requested increase in revenues of $2,203,975 differs from the additional operating revenues authorized herein by $13,131 
annually, and it is not cost effective to order the refimd of this de mmimis amount;
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On March 24,1994, the Examiner filed his Report In his Report, the Examiner addressed the issues in controversy and specifically found:

1. The use of a test year ending September 30,1992, is proper in this proceeding;

2. Roanoke's test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $38,404,242;

3. Roanoke's test year operating revenue deductions, after all adjustments, were $35,842,857;

4. Roanoke's test year net operating income and adjusted operating income, after all adjustments, were $2,561,385 and $2,436,486 respectively;

5. Roandce's current rates produced a return on adjusted rate base of 8.55% and a return on equity of 7.54%;

7. Roanoke's overall cost of capital, using the midpoint ofthe equity range, 10.50%to 11.50%, is 9.966%;

8. Roanoke's adjusted test year rate base is $28,491,642;

10. Roanche requires $630,173 in additional gross annual revenues to earn a 9.97% return on rate base;

rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings and recommendations ofthe Report are hereby accepted;

12. Roanoke should be required to promptly refund, with interest, all revenues collected under its interim rates in excess of the amount found just and 
reasonable bereitL

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the application and the record, is ofthe opinion that the Examiner’s findings and recommendadons, 
as modified herein, should be adopted. Accordingly,

11. Roandce's revenue allocation, rate design, and terms and conditions of service should be modified in accordance with the Staffs recommendation 
and the recommendations corrtained in this Report; and

Staff maintained that it was improper to reconcile the Company's rate base and capital structure. Moreover, Staff opposed the Conqtany's proposals to 
calculate the cost of bridge financing at 5% effective October 18, 1993, and to increase the Company's return on equity to 11.47% in recognition of certain risk 
factors. It was also Staffs ^ition that a wei^tted flotation factor should be applied to each cost of equity methodology. Staff recommended that Roanoke 
receive a $508,231 increase in annual operating reveirues based on the midpoint of a return on equity range of 10.50 to 11.50 percent

6. Roanoke's currem cost of equity is within the range of 10.50% to 11.50%, and the Company's rates should be established based on the 11.00% 
mid^int of the equity range;

Commission Staff recommended that $20,006 of Roanoke's advertising expense be removed from the Company's cost of service, because the 
advertising did not promote conservation and load management programs. The Hearing Examiner rejected Staffs adjustment We agree with the Examiner's 
result On March 27, 1992, the Commission outlined its Rules Governing Utility Promotional Allowances in Commonwealth of Virginia, ex rel. State 
Corporation Corrtmission- Ex Parte: In re, Investioatinn of Conservation and Load Managemerrt Programs. 1992 S.C.C. Ann. Rept 261 ("CLM Order"). In file 
CLM Order, the Commission held that only advertising expenses incurred to promote cost effective conservation and load management programs can be recovered 
fipm ratepayers.

Having considered the record, the Examiner's Report, and the cormnents thereon, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the findings and 
recommendations of the Hearing Examiner should be adopted, except for the analysis of Roanoke's advertising expenses which warrants further discussion.

The Examiner recommended that the Commission enter an order adopting the findings in his Report, granting Roanoke an increase in gross annual 
revenues of $630,173, and directing the prompt refund of all amourrts collected under the interim rates in excess of the rate increase found just and reasonable. 
There were no comments or exceptions filed to the Examiner's Report

We note that the CLM Order was issued halfway through the Conq>any*s test-year, leaving Roanoke little time to change its advertising strategy. 
Consistent with our reasoning in Virania Natural Gas and Commonwealth, we are not inclined to apply the CLM Order to a test year which was half completed 
when the decision was rendered. In the future, we will expect stricter proof on these issues. Applicants should be guided by our CLM Order in not only 
developing their advertising programs but also preparing their rate case data. Failure to provide evidence of compliance with the CLM Order could require a 
future disallowance of all such advertising expenses.

9. Roancdce's application requesting $1,301,423 in additional gross annual revenues is unjust and unreasonable because it will generate a return on 
rate base greater than 9.97%;

It does not cqipear that the Conqiany met the burden of proof set forth in the CLM Order which requires utilities to establish that their advertising 
promotes cost effective CLM programs and is not designed primarily to increase load or market share. In Application of Virginia Natural Gas. Inc.. For a general 
increase in rates. Case No. PUE920031 (June 22, 1993) and Application of Commonwealth Gas Services. Inc.. For a general increase in rates. Case No. 
PUE920037 (October 15,1993) the Commission allowed recovery of advertising expenses which did not meet the burden of proof set forth in the CLM Order. 
These expenses were allowed because the CLM Order was issued "after the time the Conqtany had begun preparing its case.... Therefore... [the Commission 
was] not inclined to apply the CLM decision to data collected before that decision was rendered." Id. at 5.
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(2) IM cwBistent with the findings made herein, Roanoke shall file forthwith with the Division of Dtergy Regulation revised tarifife assigned to
recover $630,173 in additional annual revenues, to be effective for service rendered on and after September 1,1993;

(5) That the interest required to be paid shall be conqxiunded quarterly.

(8) That Roanoke shall bear all costs of the refund;

(9) That Roanoke shall forthwith implement the customer charges and usage rates approved herein; and

(10) That there beir^ nothing fiitfoer to be done herein, foe same is hereby dismissed.

For an eiqjedited increase in rates

FINAL ORDER

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUE930021 
JUNE 27, 1994

The Company, in rebuttal testimony filed on September 20,1993, agte^ to most of the adjustments prqxsed by Staff and consequently, reduced its 
proposed increase to $1,467,734. The Company proposed that its revised rate increase be allocated among its districts as follows: Alexandria - $834,979 
(7.49%); Prince William - $297,886 (5.44%); and Hopewell - $334,869 (4.04%).

(4) That interest upon such refunds shall be computed fiom the date payment of each monthly bill was due during the interim period until the date 
refunds are made, at an average prime rate for each quarter. The applicable average prime rate for each calendar quarter shall be the arithmetic mean to the 
nearest one hundredth of one percent of the prime rate values published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin or in the Federal Reserve's selected interest rates (statistical 
release G. 13), for the 3 months of the preceding calendar quarter.

(6) That the refimds ordered in paragrtqth (3) above may be accomplished by a separately itemized credit to current customers' accounts. Refunds to 
former customers shall be by check to the customer's last known address when the refund exceeds $1.00. The Company may retain refunds to former customers 
which do not exceed $1.00. However, Roanoke shall maintain a list of such less than $1.00 refunds owed to former customers, and on request fem the customer, 
make the refund;

On April 22, 1993, the Company filed a Response to Hopewell's Motion, and Hopewell subsequently filed a Reply to the Company’s Response on 
April 23,1993. That same day the Commission emered an order denjingHcqrewell'sMoticm and allowing the Conqrany to put its proposed rates into effect on an 
interim basis, subject to refund, for service tendered on and afterboil 24,1993. The Commissicmfiruttd that ftieCanq>arq<ssq>plication did not violate the Rate 
Case Rules and that the issues raised in Hopewell's Motion did not constitute sufficient grounds to dismiss or to convert the Conqjanys applicatioa Moreover, the 
Commission found that it would be improper to enjoin the Company fimn incurring any further capital expenditures.

On April 20, 1993, the City of Hopewell ("Hopewell") filed a Motion to Dismiss or, in the Alternative, to Convert to a General Rate Case and 
Tenqxnarily Enjoin Further Capital Expenditures Pending an Investigation ("Motion"). In support of its Motion, Hopewell argued that Virginia-American's 
application violated the Commission's Rate Case Rules for ejqjedhed proceedings because the Conqsany had experienced a substantial change in circumstances 
since its last rate case. Hopewell stated that the Company's capital expenditures in Hopewell, its postretironent benefits other than poisions ("OPEB"), and its 
affiliate erqienses represerrted that substantial change. Hopewell fiirt^ argued foat the aiplication flailed to conply with file filing requirements irtqwsed by 
Sdiedule 24 ("AffilM Transactions") and Schedule 18 ("Sales Volume by Customer Class for Test Period"). Hopewell therefore moved the Commission to 
dismiss the applicatian due to the Cotqtany's fiulure to conply with foe Rate Case Rules or, in the alternative, to convert the filing into a general rate case and to 
erqoin tetrqxnrily arqr further cental ejqjenditures.

On May 13,1993, foe Commission errtered an order whidi scheduled the Conpany's application fir bearing, directed the Conqrat^ to provide public 
notice of its application, and established a procedural schedule for foe filing of pleadings, prepmed testimony and exhibits. Pursuant to that Order, the Company's 
application was scheduled for hearing on September 28,1993.

On foe appointed day, the matter came to be heard before Senior Heating Examiner, Glenn P. Richardson. Counsel appearing were Richard D. Gary 
and Charles H. Catrafoeis for the Cottqjany, Edward L Flippen for Hopewell; Lewis R. Manacell for the Hopewell Committee for Fair Water Rates ffoe

(J} That on or before November 15,1994, Roanoke shall file with foe Commission's Staff a document showing that all refunds have been lawfully 
made pursuant to this Order itemizing the costs of the refund. Such itemization shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, computer costs, the manhours, 
associated salaries, and costs for verifying and correcting the refund methodology and for developing the computer programs associated with foe refunds;

On March 24, 1993, Virginia-American Water Company fWirginia-American" or "foe Conqtany") filed an application for an expedited increase in 
rates designed to inoease the Company's annual operating revenues by $1,814,021 based on a test year ending December 31, 1992. The Conqtany requested foat 
its proposed rates be allowed to go into effect on an interim basis, subject to refund, for service rendered on and after April 24,1993.

(3) That, on or before September 30,1994, Roanoke shall refund, together with interest as set forth below, all revenues collected fiom the application 
of foe rates which were made effective, subject to refund, on September 1, 1993, to the extent that those revenues exceed the revenues whidi would have been 
collected by the application of the rates approved herein;
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mmended a revenue requirement of

On February 24,1994, the Examiner filed his Report In his report, the Examiner found that:

(1) the use ofa test year ending December 31,1992, is proper in this proceeding;

(2) the Conq)any*s test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $24,922398;

(3) the Conqjany's test year operating deductions, after all adjustments, were $19,819,560;

(4) the Company's test year net operating income and adjusted iterating income, after all adjustments, were $5,102,838 and $5,093,943,
respectively.

(5) the Ctnnpany's current rates produce a return on adjusted rate base of 8.43%, and a return on equity of 8.20% during the test year.

(7) the Company's overall cost of capital, using the midpoint of the equity range found reasonable herein, is 9.362%;

(8) theCompany'sadjustedtestyearratebaseis$60,441,682;

(10) the Company requires $882,446 in additional gross annual revenues to earn a 9.362% return on rate base;

(12) the Company should be directed to investigate its service charges and move the charges toward their actual cost in its future rate cases; and

Committee"); Timothy M. Kaine for the City of Alexandria ("Alexandria"); and Deborah V. Ellenberg and Marta B. Curtis for the Commission's Staff. At the 
conclusion ofthe proceeding, the Hearing Examiner invited all participants to submit simultaneous briefe, which were subsequently filed on November 12,1993.

The Examiner discussed in detail the issues in controversy and reconunended that the Coimnission enter ah order adopting the findings in his Report, 
granting the Company an increase in gross annual revenues of $882,446, and directing the prompt refund of all amounts collected under the interim rates in excess 
of the rate increase found just and reasonable.

(9) the Company's application requesting $1,814,021 in additional gross annual revenues is unjust and unreasonable because it will generate a 
return on rate base greater than 9.3623^

Al the hearing, several issues remained in controversy. The Company and Staff disagreed as to the Conqiany's fuel and power expenses and the 
appropriate crqrital structure for the Conqjany. Staff refused to adjust the Company's fuel and power ejqjenses to recognize the interim rales placed into effect by 
Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power") on October 27, 1992, in Case No. PUE920041. Staff also refused to accept the Conqrany's proposed 
pro forma adjustments to its capital structure subsequent to the test year ending December 31,1992. Staff took no position on an appropriate return on equity for 
the Company and relied on the 11.0% -12.0% equity range approved in the Company's last general rate case. Staff r 
$1344,886.

The Committee, Alexandria and Hopewell (collectively, "the Protestants") took issue with the Conqiany's cost of equity and supported a return on 
equity range of 10.0% - 11.0%, recommending that file Company's revenue requirement be calculated using the 10.5% midpoint of that range. The Committee 
took issue with the Company's expenses associated with OPEB, management fees, fuel and power, and construction work in progress ("CWIP"). The Committee 
reconmiended that Virginia-American's proposed increase be reduced to $1,083,463 with only $83,999 of the increase allocate to the Hopewell rate district

Alexandria proposed no specific revenue requirement but took issue with the Conqumy's rate case expenses associated with Case No. PUE910028, the 
depreciation study costs inairred in Case No. FUE870101, and the increase in group insurance premiums effective October 1,1993. By the close of the hearing 
most of the accounting issues raised by Alexandria were resolved to its satisfaction.

(11) the $882,446 rate increase should be allocated among the Company's three rate districts as follows; Hqiewell - $64,699; Alexandria - 
$527,878; and Prince William - $289,870;

(6) the Company's current cost of equity is within a range of 10.25% -11.25%, and the Company's rates should be established using the 10.75% 
mid^int of the equity range;

(13) the Company and Staff should be directed to investigate the reasonableness and prudency of the Company's Hopewell construction expenditures 
and affiliate expenses, and report their findings to the Commission in the Company's next rate case.

On March 11, 1994, Virginia-American, by counsel, filed exceptions to the Hearing Examiner's February 24, 1994 Report In its pleading the 
Company noted its exception only to the denial of all of the OPEB expenses in its cost of service. The Company argued that it had met its burden of proof as to 
the reasonableness of those expenses and that there was no credible evidence fiom Staff or other parties to contradict its calculation of OPEB cost estimates or the 
allocation of those costs from its parent company, American Water Works Company, Inc. ("American Water Works"). The Company also argued that it should 
be allowed to recover its entire OPEB expenses for the pro forma year of 1993 or, at a minimum, be allowed to recover those expenses for at least two quarters of 
the pro forma year. The Conqrany suggested that certain specific language regarding deferral of the remaining costs be included in the Commission's final order in 
the event the Commission allowed recovery of OPEB expenses for only two quarters of 1993.

Hopewell opposed any increase in the Company's current rates and took issue with several large expense items, the most notable of which were affiliate 
expenses and OPEB costs. Hopewell also complained about the frequency and magnitude of the Company's rate cases since 1984. Hopewell requested that the 
Commission immediately conduct an investigation to review the reasonableness of the Company's affiliate charges and capital improvement projects in the 
Hopewell district The Cranmittee supported Hopewell's request in its closing brief
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NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the record developed herein, the Hearing Examiner's Report and the comments and exceptions 
thereto, is of the opinion that the findings and recommendations of the Examiner, as modified herein, are reasonable and should be adopted.

In the future, any participant recommending additions to the end of test period rate base should demonstrate that, absent such adjustment, a utility will 
be unfairly deprived of a reasonable opportunity to recover carrying costs on new plant or construction projects.

The Examiner properly rejected any allowance fm the Company's estimated OPEB costs in this proceeding. The record reflects that Virginia- 
American foiled to meet its burden of proof as to the reasonableness of those costs. Specifically, there is no evidence in the record as to how American Water 
Works derived its OPEB estimates or how the estimates were allocated to each of its affiliates, including Virginia-American. In addition, the testimony relating to 
the return on the Conpan/s pension plan assets was contradictoty and inconsistenL

As indicated in the Hearing Examiner's Report, the Commission has improved rate base adjustments in the Conqtany's past few rate cases to recognize 
post-test year additions to Construction Work in Progress (CWIP) for non-revenue producing plant items. In this case, the Staff proposed to include several sudi 
post-test period additions to non-revenue producing plant in rate base. In its rebuttal, the Company embraced the Staffs adjustment, and the Examiner 
recommended adoption of the adjustment in his Report The Commission finds, however, that under the circumstances of tins case, such an adjustment is not 
necessary. In contrast to past cases, the record herein reflects that the Company’s net utility plant actually declined from the end of the test year through June 30, 
1993, by more than half a million dollars. The post-test period CWIP adjustment would increase end of test year rate base by approximately half a million 
dollars, thus making the adjusted year end rate base more than S1 million higher than the actual June 30,1993, rate base.

The post-test period CWIP adjustment was originally permitted during a period of heavy construction by the Company. As the Examiner notes, foe 
acyustment was intended to recognize and ofeet, to some extent, foe problems of earnings attrition because of increasing investment in plant For other utilities, 
the Staff has performed, and the Commission has qproved, a general rate base update to some point beyond the end of the test period to ofifeet foe effects of 
attritioa While many additions to utility plant produce additional revenues and support themselves to some extent the intent of the Commission in permitting 
post-test period additions to CWIP was to permit Virginia-American to recover the carrying costs of its investment in plant that did not produce additional 
revenues. The assunption in permitting such an adjustment is that overall net utility plant is increasing and that part of the increase is due to foe addition of non- 
revenue producing plant In the instant case, the overall net utility plant has not increased, at least through June 30,1993, and there is no reason to increase rate 
base selectively for non-revenue producing items.

We agree with foe Examiner that the Company should be allowed to defer its OPEB costs on its books and records and sedc recovery of the deferral in 
a future rate case. The Conpany*s request for deferral recovery should be supported by a detailed explanation of estimated costs and a demonstration that foe 
costs are reasonable. At foe time the Company seeks recovery, the deferral should be included in the transition obligation and subjected to a forty-year 
amortization period. However, we disallow recovery of any carrying costs associated with foe funding of OPEB accruals not included in rates vfoidi results fiom 
foe Company's failure to meet its burden in this proceeding.

The Conpany is no longer required to sedc recovery ofits OPEB costs by December 31,1994. It has met that deadline, established in our Final Order 
in Case No. PUE920003, by its filing in this proceeding. Deferral recovery will be permitted only upon a finding that the Conpany earned below its authorized 
range of return on equity dining foe deferral period. The Conpany's earnings position will be reviewed per books using an average rate base and capital structure 
with only the limited adjustments to place the bodes on a regulatory basis.

Specifically, foe Committee stated that the record supports a return on equity range of 10% to 11% based on foe testimony of foe Protestants' witness 
Parcell. The Committee argued that the testimony of Mr. Parcel! should be given greater weight than the testimony of Virginia-American's cost of equity witness 
Trisko since foe Conpany had foiled to prove that Mr. Ttisko was qualified to testify as a cost of equity expert

In its comments and exceptions, foe Committee agreed with the Examiner's findings and recommendations to exclude OPEB expenses fiom the 
Conpany's cost of service and suggested that, in the ahemative, 75% of the accrual be deducted fiom foe Conpany's rate base or be deferred. The Committee, 
however, took exception to the findings and recommendations relative to the Conpany's cost of equity and to foe adjustments allowing pro forma management 
fees and pro forma CWIP and other pro forma rate base items.

We will clarify our position relative to the requited funding of OPEB accruals as referenced in our Final Order in Case No. PUE920003. 
Commonwealth of \5rginia. ex tel. State Corporation Commission. Ex. Parte. In re: Consideration of a rule governing Accounting for Postretirement Benefits 
other than Pensions. Case No. PUE920003,1992 S.C.C. Ana Rep. 315 ("OPEB Rules"). Our Final Order states that foe recovery of OPEB accruals in rates 
shall not be permitted unless fully fimded. A showing of intent to fund OPEB accruals following the monthly or quarterly periods of recovery complies with foe 
funding requironent established in our generic rulemaking proceeding When OPEB accruals ate included in rates, any lag in funding payments can and should 
be recognized as a reduction in a conpany's working capital allowance.

We agree with foe Examiner that an appropriate cost of equity range is 10.25%-! 1.25% and that the Company's rates should be established at foe 
midpoint of the range, or 10.75% Such a cost of equity is sipported by the record and based on current market conditions. The record supports the Examiner's 
finding that witness Trisko has "sufficient knowledge, skill, and erqierience" to testify as a cost of equity witness. We believe that it is appropriate to include pro 
forma adjustment for the Conpany's management fees. The record reveals that sudi expenses were reasonable and ascertainable. Accenfon^y,

The Committee also supported adjustments for management fees, CWIP, and other plant related items based on foe Conpany's actual expenses at the 
end of foe 1992 test year. The Committee urged foe Commission to reject selected updates of plant as unrepresentative of foe Company's ongoing cost of 
providing service. The Committee specifically noted that the Conpany's net utility plant had declined since file end of foe test period.

On the same day, counsel for Hopewell filed comments to the Heating Examiner's Report, and counsel for foe Committee filed comments and 
exceptions. In its comments, Hopewell stated that, while it took issue with certain specific findings of the Examiner, it accepted the Examiner’s ultimate findings 
and recommendations. Hopewell stated that its acceptance was primarily due to foe Examiner’s finding and recommaidation regarding an investigation of the 
Company's Hopewell construction expenditures and affiliate etqienses.
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n IS ORDERED;

(1) That the findings and recommendations of the Hearing Examiner, as modified herein are hereby accepted;

(6) That the interest required to be paid shall be compounded quarterly.

(9) That the Conqiany shall bear all costs oftherefiind; and

(10) That there being nothing further to be done herein; the same is hereby dismissed from the Commission's docket of active cases.

For an eiqtedited increase in rates

By letter dated July 13,1994, the City of Hopewell, by its counsel, states that it has no objection to the Company's motion.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the matter, is of the opinion that the Company's request is reasonable and should be granted.
Accordingly,

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUE930021 
JULY 18, 1994

NOTE: A copy of the Exhibit entitled "Virginia-American Water Conquny Revenue Requirement" is on file and may be examined at the State 
Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Wginia.

By motion filed on July 13, 1994, Virginia-American, by its counsel, requests additional time to oonqrlete its refund. In its motion, the Conqjany 
specifically requests the Commission to modify ordering paragraph (4) of its Final Order to substitute November 30,1994, for the October 31,1994 deadline.

In support of its request for additional time to complete the refund and for an amendment to our Final Order, the Company states that, due to the 
Company's quarterly billing system, the Conqjany must initiate such refund by August 1, 1994, in order to acconqrlish the refund by the October 31, 1994 date. 
The Company also states that redesign of its rates and subsequent calculation of individual refunds and interest through the d^ of the refund will not be 
conqjleted until some time in August Virginia-American requests permissitm to commence its refund with the September 1, 1994, quarterly billing cycle wdiich 
will be conqrleted by November 30,1994.

(8) That on or before October 31, 1994, Virginia-American shall file with the Division of Energy Regulation a document showing that all refunds 
have been lawfully made pursuant to this Order and itemizing the costs of the refund. The itemization of these costs shall include, inter alia, computer costs, man
hours, associated salaries, costs for verifying and correcting die refund methodology, and the costs associated with developing the computer programs necessary to 
make the refunds;

(5) That the interest upon the refund ordered above shall be computed firom the date payment of each monthly bill was due during the period the 
Company's proposed tariffi were in effect and subject to refund until the date tefimds are made, at an average prime rate for e^h calendar quarter. The applicable 
average prime rate for each calendar quarter shall be the aritfametic mean, to the nearest one hundredth of one percent of the prime rate values published in the 
Federal Reserve Bulletin, or in the Federal Reserve's "Selected Interest Rates" (Statistical Release G. 13), for the three months of the preceding calendar quarter.

(4) That on or before October 31,1994, Virginia-American shall conqjlete the refund, with interest as directed below, of all revenues collected from 
the application of its proposed rates which became effective for service rendered on and after April 24, 1993, to the extent that such revenues exceed, the revenues 
which would have been collected by application, of the permanent rates to be filed in compliance with this Order,

(3) That the Comply and Staff investigate the reasonableness and prudency of the Company's affiliate expenses and Hopewell construction 
ejqjenditures and report their findings to the Commission as soon as reasonably practicable, to be included in the Company's next rate case, if possible;

(7) That the refunds ordered in paragraph (3) above may be accomplished by credit to the qqtropriate customer’s account for current customers. 
Refunds to former customers shall be made by a check to the last known address of such customers when the refund amount owed is $1.00 or more. The 
Conqrany may retain refunds owed to former customers when sudi refund amount is less than $1.00; however, the Cortqrany shall prepare and maintain a list 
detailing each of the former accounts for which tefimds are less than $1.00, and in the event such former customers contact the Company and request refunds, such 
refunds shall be made prorrqjtly.

(2) That consistent with the findings herein. Company shall forthwith file revised tariffs designed to produce $756,943 in additional gross annual 
revenues apportioned among its operating districts as shown on the attached exhibit;

On June 27, 1994, the Commission issued its Final Order in the above referenced proceeding. In that Order, the Commission directed Virginia- 
American Water Company ("Virginia-American" or "the Conqjany") to file revised tarifife designed to produce $757,943 in additional gross annual revenues. In 
ordering paragraph (4) of that Order, the Commission directed the Conqjany to refund, with interest, all revenues collected in excess of that amount from the 
application of rates effective for service rendered on and after April 24, 1993. Pursuant to ordering paragnqjh (4) of that Order, the refund was due to be 
completed cm <»-before October 31,1994.
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IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That there being nothing further to be done herein, the same is hereby dismissed from the Commission's docket of active cases.

For an Annual Infomaticmal Filing

FINAL ORDER

On July 21,1994, the Hearing Examiner filed her Report indie cqitioned matter, making the following findings:

1. The use of a test year ending December 31,1992, is proper in this proceeding

2. The Company's test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $31,649,568;

3. The Company's test year operating deductions, after all adjustments, were $29,775,676;

The Conqtany's test year net operating income and at^usted operating income, after all adjustments, were $1,873,892 and $1,821,176,4.
respectively;

The Compaiiy's adjusted test period rate base, updated to March 31,1993, is $16,199,298;5.

6. The Corrqiany’s current rates produced a return on adjusted rate base of 11.24% and a return on equity of 13.72%;

TheConqiaiiy'scostofequity is within a range of 10.7% to 11.7%, and rates should be established at the mii^xiint of that range, 11.2%;7.

8. The Company's overall cost of oqiital is 10.261%;

APPUCATION OF
UNITED CITIES GAS COMPANY

In its Noveihber 5, 1993 Order, the Commission ordered that a hearing on the Company's rates be convened on January 12, 1994, before a Heating 
Examiner, established a procedural schedule for Company, Staff Protestants, and intervenors; and directed the Company to give the public notice of the hearing 
and procedural schedule established therein.

(1) That ordering paragraph (4) of our Final Order dated June 27, 1994, be and hereby is amended to substitute November 30, 1994, for the 
October 31,1994 date that Virginia-Anierican's refund is due to be conqtleted; and

CASE NO. PUE930023 
NOVEMBER 18, 1994

On April 30,1993, United filed its AIF, which disclosed that the Company earned a 17.84% return on its common equity, per books for the test year 
ending December 31,1992, well above its authorized range of return on common equity (12.5-13.5%).

On the appointed day the matter came for hearing before Deborah V. Ellenberg, Hearing Examiner. Counsel appearing were Richard D. Gary, 
Esquire and Charles H. Carrathers, m, Esquire, counsel for the Company, and William H. Chambliss, Esquire, and Sherry H. Bridewell, Esquire, counsel for the 

. Commission Staff No Protestants or intervenors qtpeared at the hearing.

Following completion of Staffs audit. Staff renewed^ its Motion for Hearing asserting that the Company's rates were excessive as shown in the Staffs 
Report filed on October 29,1993. The Motion noted that the audit had discovered that United had used an incorrect gross receipts tax rate and special tax rates 
when grossing up its purchased gas costs to determine its purchased gas adjustment (TGA") factor. As a result, file Compmiy had overrecovered revenues 
through its PGA during the period between January, 1988andJuly, 1993. The Motion stated Staffs intent to request refunds of those overrecoveries.

On March 29,1993, United Cities Gas Cortqjany (Tlnited" or "the Company"), by counsel, filed a Motion with the State Corporation Commission 
("Commission") requesting more time in which to file its Annual Informational Filing ("AIF'). On April 1, 1993, the Commission issued an Order that (1) 
granted the Motion on the condition that United's rates were declared interim and subject to refund with interest as of April 1,1993; or (2) ifthe conditional grant 
ofthemotian was unacceptable to the Company, denied the Motion. By letter dated ^rril 2,1993, United Cities advised the Commission that it bad no objection 
to its rates becoming interim as of April 1,1993, and subject to refund with interest pending the final determination of the proceeding.

Staffs Motion for Hearing, filed earlier, had been deferred pending completion of the Staff audit at the request of the Conqtany.

During the bearing, the Examiner heard the testunotor of seven witnesses regarding the justness and teasonablaiess of the Conq>any*s rates and the 
PGA issue. The Company urged the Commissitm to maintain a return on equity of 13% and asserted that its current rates continued to be just and reastmable. 
The Staff recortunended a reduction of $415,850, exclusive of any PGA overcharges, in the Company's gross annual revenue requirement, based on a return on 
common equity of 10.70%. With respect to the PGA issue, the Staff urged that the Conqjany refund the full amount of all overcollections made fiirough the 
Cotrqjany's PGA, with interest calculated at the Staffs recommended overall cost of coital of 10.061%. The Conqnny asserted that it should not be required to 
make any refunds or reduce its rates, even if it were found to be oveteaming. Instead, it proposed to invest any excess earnings in a pipeline to provide gas service 
to Saltville,'\fitginia.
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9. The Conqwny’s current rates are unjust and unreasonable because they will generate a return on rate base greater than 10.261%;

10. TheConq>anyrequiresaFeductioningrossannuairevenuesofS247,S12toearna 10.261% return on rate base;

11. The Company should file permanent rates designed to produce the additional revenues found reasonable [in the Report];

IS. The Conqiany should be required to:

a) Establish and maintain a monthly payroll distribution detailing base and overtime payroll as it is eiqrensed and capitalized in the
general ledger.

b) Expense payroll related items at the same percentage as payroll.

c) Conduct time studies for persons who do not directly assign time and allocate their payroll based on the time study.

d) Directly assign costs to Virginia whenever possible.

e)

f) Expense corporate rent associated with use of the office space in Franklin, Tennessee.

S) Capitalize property taxes associated with construction work in progress.

h) Determine current and deferred federal income tax expense and deferred investment tax credit expense for the X^rginia jurisdiction.

i)

j)

amended revisions to the Examiner's Report, its revenues

Perform a lead-lag study including a balance sheet analysis and file it 60 days prior to its next rate case or its 1995 AIF, whichever 
comes first

Perform a jurisdictional allocation study for costs that are includable for Virginia ratemaking purposes but are not directly assignable 
to Virginia, In that study, the Company should first prepare an adjusted per books schedule removing costs that are not recoverable 
in Virginia prior to allocation.

12. The Company should be required to refund, with interest, all revalues collected under interim rates in excess of the amount found just and 
reasonable [in the Report];

14. The Company should be allowed an extended refund period as described [in the Report] due to the magnitude of the refunds specified 
above; and

Finally, the Conqrany did not oppose the Examiner’s recommendation that it refund overcollections of gross receipts taxes through its PGA. However, 
it requested that it be permitted to complete this refund over a twelve-month pericxl rather than the three-year period recommended by the Heating Examiner. In 
addition, the Company requested that it be allowed to refund any excessive revenues through the PGA over a twelve-month perioci, citing its conversion of its 
billing system as requiring this method of refund. The Company asserted that after considering its r
should be reduced by no more than $107,297, exclusive of the PGA refund.

Identify all ADFTT [accumulated deferred federal income taxes] to be directly assigned to Virginia. Exclude all non-recoverable 
items fiom ADFIT to be allocated to Virginia.

Expenses for the Kansas/Missouti Safety Program were erroneously allocated to Virginia. The Company recognized that the allocation was made in 
error and revosed the expense by booking a credit during the test year. It then made an adjustment to its test year level of ejqjense to remove the credit

On August 5, 1994, the Company filed Exceptions to the Heating Examiner's Report In its Exceptions, the Company took issue with the Examiner's 
treatment of the credit booked by the Conqtany in 1992, relating to the Kansas/Missouti Safety Program; the costs arising fiom the nancompete/omsulting 
agreement associated with acquisition of the Union Gas System; the Examiner's use of a test year level of injuries and damages, and her recommended use of the 
7.1% plant allocation fector to allocate ADFIT.

NOW, UPON consideration of the record developed herein, the Hearing Examiner's July 21, 1994 Report, the exceptions filed thereto, and the 
applicable law, we are of the opinion and find that the recormnendations and findings of the Heating Examiner should be adopted, with the exception of the 
Eiraminet's findings regarding the Kansas/Missouti Safety Program, the filing of a comprehensive lead-lag study, and the manner and timing for the refund of base 
rates and the refund for the PGA overcoUectioa

Further, the Conqjany stated that it could not complete a comprehensive lead-lag study 60 days prior to filing its next rate case or AIF. The Company 
requested that it be permitted to file its study at the same time it files its next rate application or 1995 AIF. The Company also requested file Commission to 
consider the public interest and public benefits associated with its Saltville proposal.

The Examiner recommended that the Conmission: (i) adopt the Report's findings; (ii) reduce the Company’s authorized gross annual revenue by 
$247,512; and (iii) direa the refund with interest of all amounts collected under the interim rates in excess of the rate levels found just and reasonable in the 
Rqxnt The Examiner also recommended that revenues collected as a result of the application of the inconect gross receipts tax and special tax rates in the 
purchased gas adjustment be refunded with interest

13. The Company should be required to refund, with interest calculated at a rate of 10.261%, the overcollection resulting fixnn application of 
the incorrect gross receipts tax and special use tax rates in its purchased gas adjustment fimn January, 1988 to July, 1993;
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modification, we find:

(1) The Company's test year operating deductions, after all adjustments, were $29,794,113;

after all adjustments, were $1,855,455 and $1,802,738,

(3) The Conqjany's adjusted test period rate base, updated to Man* 31,1993, is $16,201,600;

(4) The Conqrany's current rates produced a return on adjusted rate base of 11.13% and a return on equity of 13.42%;

(5) The Company requires a reduction in gross annual revenues of $218,437 to earn a 10.261% return on rate base;

(6) The Confany shall refimd, with interest, all revenues collected under interim rates in excess of the amount found just and reasonable herein;

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED;

(5) That the interest required to be paid in Ordering Paragraphs (3) and (4) shall be conqxMmded quarterly.

(8) That the Company should refimd its reduction in base rates over a period of twelve months with interest as specified in Ordering Paragraphs (3) 
throu^ (6), infia. and should allocate this reduction uniformly over all volumetric rates based on the total sales level recommended by Staff and accepted herein.

Additianally, the Company has requested leave to file its lead-lag study at the same time it files its next rate application m 1995 AIF. In support of its 
request, the Company notes that its books ate not to be closed and updated until 1^ February.

(3) That, on or before December 1,1995, the Company shall complete its refimd, with interest as directed below, of all revenues collected fixjm the 
plication ofthe interim base rates «*i(* were effective for service beginnmg/qnil 1,1993, to file extent ftiat sue* revenues exceededthe revenues whidi would 
have been produced by the rates approved herein;

Finally, in its Exceptions to the Hearing Examinet's Report, the Company has asked that it be permitted to refimd any excessive revenues through its 
PGA in the same manner as its gross receipts tax overcollectirms. It states in siqrport of its request that it has undergone a conversion of its billing system in 1993, 
and is unable to reconstruct its customer billing records to calculate the amount of refimds owed to specific customers.

(2) The Company's test year net operating income and adjusted operating i 
respectively.

(2) That, consistent with the findings herein, the Company shall forthwith file revised base rate tariffi designed to reduce its revenues by $218,437, 
said reduction to be uniformly distributed over all volumetric rates ba^ on the total level of sales accepted herein, effective for service tendered on and after 
April 1,1993;

(6) That the refimds ordered in Ordering Paragraph (3) above may be accmnplished by either a one-time credit to the appropriate customer's account 
for current customers (eat* such refimd category being shown separately on each customer's bill) or, at the Company's option, by approximately equal monthly 
installments to such customers, said refimds to be completed no later than December 1,1995. Refimds to former customers shall be made by a check to the last 
known address of sue* customers when the refimd amount is $1.00 or more. United may ofifeet the credit or refimd to the extent no dispute exists regarding the 
outstanding balances of its past cn- current customers. To the extent that outstanding balances of such customers are diqnited, no ofi&et shall be permitted for the 
disputed portion. United may retain refimds owed to former customers when such refimd amounts are less than $1.00; however. United shall prepare and maintain

(7) The Company refimd, with interest calculated at a rate of 10.261%, the overcollection of $300,522, exclusive of interest, resulting fem 
application of the incorrect gross receipts tax and special use tax rates on its purchased gas adjustment fem January, 1988 to July, 1993. This refimd should be 
made through the Conpanys PGA clause. Interest on the refimd should accrue at the rate of 10.261%, confounded quarterly, until the refimd is completed. 
Refimd factors for firm. Rate Schedule 640 demand and commodity customers should be calculated on a per Cef basis in a manner similar to the calculation of 
supplier refimds; and

We will deny the Conf arty's request because United has known since April, 1993, that its current base rates were interim and subject to refund. 
Refimds must be made to all customers who paid the Company for service during the period rates were interim and subject to refund. Some of these customers 
may no longer be current customers of United or may be served under rate schedules t^ch are not subject to the PGA. If that is the case, a refimd of base rate 
revenues through United's PGA clause will not return the overdiarges to those customers who have paid excessive charges. However, we will allow the Confany 
to make refimds of the PGA overcollections through its PGA mechanism within a twelve month period as it requested.

(4) That interest upon such refunds to be made in Ordering Paragraph (3) shall be confuted fem the date payment of eai* monthly bill was due 
during the interim period until the date refimds are made, at an average prime rate fix eadt calendar quarter. The sqf licable average prime rate for each calendar 
quarter shall be the arithmetic mean, to the nearest one hundredth of one percent, of the prime rate values publisted in the Federal Reserve Bulletin or in ftie 
Federal Reserved selected interest rates ("selected interest rates") (statistical release G. 13), fix die 3 months of the preceding calendar quarter.

We recognize that a 60-day advance filing under these circumstances may make it difficult for the Conqiany to comply with a directive to file a 
comprehensive lead-lag study. Therefore, we will require United to file this study with its next AIF on Man* 31,1995, or 30 days prior to its next general or 
expedited rate sqf lication, whichever filing is made first

attributable to this error. In our view, this credit is nonrecurring and will not reflect the appropriate level of rates on a going forward basis. The Hearing 
Examiner's findings are hereby modified as follows to reflect removal of the $28,005 credit arising fiom the Kansas/Missouri Safety Program. With this

(1) That the findings and recommendations of the Hearing Examiner, as stated in her July 21, 1994 Final Report and as modified herein, are 
accepted;
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(9) That United shall bear all costs of all refunds directed in this order.

(10) That the Conqiany shall forthwith:

(b) Expense payroll related items at the same percentage as payroll.

(d) Directly assign costs to Virginia whenever possible.

(f) Expense corporate rent associated with the use of office space in Franklin, Tennessee.

(g) Capitalize property taxes associated with construction work in progress.

(12) That there being nothing further to be done herein, the same is hereby dismissed.

To establish payments and charges for oogenerators and small power producers -1993

FINAL ORDER

payments to cogenerators and srn^l power producers.

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

a list detailing each of the former accounts for which refunds are less than $1.00, and in the event such former customers contact United and request refunds, such 
refunds shall be made promptly. All unclaimed refunds shall be handled in accordance with Virginia Code § 55-210.6:2;

CASE NO. PUE930024 
JULY 1, 1994

(e) Perform a jurisdictional allocation study for costs that are includable for Virginia ralemaking purposes but are not
directly assignable to Virginia. In that study, the Company shall first prepare an adjusted per books schedule 
removing costs that are not recoverable in Virginia prior to allocation.

(11) That United perform a lead-lag study, including a balance sheet analysis, to be filed with the Commission simuttaneously with its AIF by 
March 31,1995, or 30 days prior to its next general or oqpedited rate application, whichever filing is made first; and

(i) Identify all ADFIT to be directly assigned to Virginia. Exclude all non-tecoverable items from ADFTT to be 
allocated to Virginia.

(8) That, on or before February 1, 1996, United shall file with the Division of Energy Regulation a document showing that all refunds have been 
lawfully made pursuant to this Order and itemizing the cost of the refund and accounts charged. Such itemization of costs shall include, inter alia, computer costs, 
personnel hours, associated salaries and costs for verifying and correcting the refund methodology and developing a computer program;

(a) Establish and maintain a monthly payroll distribution detailing base and overtime payroll as it is expensed and 
capitalized in the general ledger.

(c) Conduct time studies for persons who do not directly assign time and allocate their payroll based on the time 
study.

ADDliratinnjvf^i^rginia^lectric and Power Company, for review of Schedule 19 1992/1993 charges 
(Final Order, February 17,1993; Erratum Order, March 11,1993).

(h) Determine current and deferred federal income tax expense and deferred investment tax credit expense for the 
\firginia jurisdictioa

(7) That the Company shall forthwith provide for refund with interest the overcollection of $300,522, an amount exclusive of interest, through its 
PGA clause. Interest on this refund shall be calculated at the rate of the Company's overall cost of cqrital of 10.261%, until all refunds are completed and shall be 
cortqxiunded quarterly. All refunds shall be completed by December 1, 1995. Refund factors for firm. Rate Schedule 640 demand and commodity customers 
shall be calculated on a per Ccf basis in a manner similar to the calculation of supplier refunds;

On March 31, 1993, Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power" or "Company") filed an application to revise its Schedule 19 to 
establish payments for energy and capacity purchased from cogeneratocs and small power producers having a design capacity of 100 kW or less. This plication 
was filed pursuant to the directive contained in the Commissicm's Final Order in CaM No. FUE920060.^ By Order dat^ July 15,1993, the Commission assigned 
this matter to a Hearing Examiner to conduct further proceedings, established a procedural schedule and set the matter for hearing on January 10, 1994. One 
party, the Virginia Hydro Power Association ("Virginia Hydro"), filed a Notice of Protest and participated in the proceedings. By agreement of the parties, all 
testimony was received into the record without ATAca-avaminatiAn The Company and Staff re^hed agreement on a substantial number of issues and agreed to 
address the few remaining items in contention through the filing of briefi. Virginia Hydro did not raise objections to this procedure.
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On April 25,1994, the Hearing Examiner issued his Report, in which he found that:

(1) The threshold for qualification under Sdiedule 19 should be 100 kW or less and one facility per site;

(2) The determination of "site" should be a one-half mile radius from a qualifying facility. A waiver of the geographic limitation should be available
upon a showing that an exenqrtion is required for efficient operation;

(3) Capacity payments should begin at the time capacity is first avoided in the DRR [Differential Revenue Requirement] analysis;

(4) Virginia Power should offer two types of firm energy and c^iacity payments - Peaking and Baseload, subject to the two tier capacity factor test;

(5) Virginia Power should oontimie to offer contracts of up to thirty years for facilities qualifying under Sdiedule 19;

(6) The size of Conqiany's expansion candidates and the QF [Qualifying Facility] block should be matched in the DRR analysis;

(7) The "progressive capacity payment stream" should be discontinued in the DRR analysis;

(8) Levelized energy mixes up to thirty years should be retained as an option for determining QF energy payments;

(9) The carrying cost of fuel and spare parts should be included as avoided costs in the DRR analysis;

(10) Cash working capital should be excluded from avoided cost in the DRR analysis;

(12) Virginia Power's proposed charges for meter reading and processing ate reasonable and should be adopted.

a. Sudi facilities provide thermal ettergy to different, unaffiliated hosts; or

Virginia Power will be directed to amend its Sdiedule 19 to reflect this limitation on the availability of the sdiedule to potential customers.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter be dismissed and the papers transferred to die file for ended causes

b. Such facilities provide thermal energy to the same host, and the host has multiple operations with 
distinctly different or sqiarate thermal needs; or

c. Such facilities utilize a renewable resource which may be subject to geographic siting limitations, 
sudi as hydroelectric or wind power facilities.

(11) Further refinements to the DRR mediodology or proposals for an ahemate methodology should be consideted in the context of Virginia Power's 
next Sdiedule 19 proceeding; and

No developer, or any affiliate of a developer, shall be permitted to locate a Schedule 19 fecility within one-half mile 
of any other Schedule 19 facility owned or operated by sudi developer or any affiliate of sudi developer unless:

(1) That, within five (5) days of the date of this Order, Virginia Power shall file with the Clerk of die Comntissim and serve copies on all parties a 
revised Schedule 19- 1993Z9S conforming to the condusions and findings made herein; and

The Examina'accepted the Staffs proposal to limit the siting of Schedule 19 facilities to no more than one per half mile radius and stated, at page 5, 
that "the Commissicm should establish a procedure by which a waiver to this geogr^duc limitation may be granted, based upon a showing that an efficient 
operation requires modification of the distance limitation.” Rather than creating a waiver medianism, the Commission has concluded to limit the availability of 
Schedule 19 as follows:

The Examina* recommended that the Commission enter an order adopting those findings and directing the Company to file a revised Schedule 19 - 
1993/1995 consistent with those findings. On May 10,1994, Virginia Power filed its Exceptions to two of the Examiner's findings; the recommendation to retain 
the option of 30 year contracts under Schedule 19 and the retention of the long-term leveli^ energy mix. Viigiiiia Hydro excepted to the recommended level of 
meter reading and hilling rhargas

NOW THE COMMISSION, iqx>nconsidetationoftherec(nd,theExaminer'sReport,theexceptionstheteto, and the ^iplicable statutes and rules, is 
of the opinion and finds that the recommendations and findings contained in the April 25, 1994, Examiner's Report, with the single modificatitm set forth below, 
should be adopted. We find the Report to be thorough and well-reasoned and are not persuaded to eliminate either the 30 year contract option or the longterm 
levelized energy mix option, as requested by Virginia Power in its exceptions, for the reasons stated in the Hearing Examiner's Report, which we adopt as our own. 
Likewise, we find the evidence supports the recommended level of mda reading and billing charges.
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FINAL ORDER

The use of a test year ending December 31,1992, is proper in this proceeding1.

Staffs recommendations set forth above are reasonable and should be accepted;2.

Staffs accounting adjustments are just and reasonable and should be accepted;3.

The Conqjany's test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $98,428;4.

The Company’s test year total operating expenses, after all adjustments, were $101,268;5.

The Company's test year net operating loss, after all adjustments, was $2,840;6.

An acquisition adjustment of $118,000 should be approved in this case;7.

The Company's overall adjusted end of test period rate base is $166,590;8.

The Company requires additional gross anmial revenues of $14,472 to earn a return on rate base of 6.80%; and9.

The Conpany's proposed rate design and charges are reasonable and should be approved.10.

sent on the tax grossIn his discussion of Company's service charges, the Examiner recommended ^jproval of the tap-on fee of $550 but did not
up.

At the time of die hearing there were no issues in controversy. Rainbow Forest agreed to accept Staffs accounting adjustments for the purposes of this 
proceeding only. Company also agreed to accept Staffs rate design proposals.

The Examiner recommended that the Commission enter an order adopting the findings in his Report, granting the Conpany an increase in gross annual 
revenues of $14,472 and dismissing the proceeding from the Commission's docket of active cases.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd.
SOLOMON P. TABOR, JR., et al

V.
RAINBOW FOREST WATER CORPORATION

CASE NO. PUE930028 
MARCH 7, 1994

On March 16, 1993, Rainbow Forest Water Corporation ("Rainbow Forest" or "Company") notified its customers, pursuant to the Small Waler or 
Sewer Public Utility Act, Virginia Code § 56-265.13:1 et seq.. of an increase in its tariff effective May 1, 1993. In its tariff Company proposed a monthly 
minimum charge of $13.50 for the first 3,000 gallons; $2.75 per 1,000 gallons for the next 3,000 gallons; $2.95 per 1,000 gallons for the following 3,000 
gallons; and $3.15 per 1,000 gallons for usage over 9,000 gallons.

Company also proposed a tap-on fee of $550 plus gross up for taxes. Rainbow Forest proposed the following changes in diarges and fees included in 
its rules and regulations of service: a $45 meter test cha^e if the meter shows no error greater than 2%; a $40 charge for installing the meter after removal for 
non-payment; and a $6 bad check charge.

On the appoirrted day, the matter came to be heard before Hearing Examiner Howard P. Anderson, Jr. Counsel appearing were Kenworth E. Lion, Jr., 
for Company and Marta B. Curtis for the Commission Staff. There were no public witnesses or intervenors. Al the heating Company presented proof of service 
and notice of publication.

Staff recommended that Company set up its books in accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts and book adjustments to operation and 
maintenance expense, depreciation, amortizatian and utility plant rate base related items in accordance with Staffs adjustments. Staff also recommended that 
Company set up an accurate method for recording non-utility affiliated revenues and expenses. It was Staffs fiirther recommendation that Company’s rates, fees 
and charges be qrproved and that Company's rates reflect its actual billing practices. This would include converting proposed monthly rates to bimonthly rates, 
with the exception of those bills tendered for service less than one month when usage does not exceed 3,000 gallons. In that event the customer's rate would be 
$13.50.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the Hearing Examiner's Report and the record, is ofthe opinion that the Hearing Examiner’s findings 
and recommendations described above should be adopted with certain modifications relative to the recommended tap-on fee and the acquisition adjustment We 
find, considering the record, that it is appropriate for Rainbow Forest’s customers to be charged a tap-on fee of $500 without the tax gross up. We agree with the

By April 12,1993, the Commission’s Staff had received requests for hearing firm more than 25% of Company’s customers. By Order dated April 28, 
1993, the Commission scheduled the matter for hearii^ on October 26, 1993, and declared Company’s rate increase to be interim and subject to refimd with 
interest In its April 28,1993 Order, the Commission directed Company to give notice of its proposed increase and established a procedural schedule for the filing 
of pleadings, testimony and eidlibits.

On January 6, 1994, the Hearing Examiner filed bis Report In his Report the Examiner made a number of findings. The findings included the 
following;
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subseqaenttothe filmg of the Hearing Examiner’s Report in this pn ding.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Hearing Examiner's findings, as modified herein, are hereby adopted;

(2) That Conqjany shall be granted an increase in gross annual revenues of $14,472;

(3) That Company shall set up its bodes in accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts for Class "C" Water Utilities;

(4) That Company shall devise an accurate method for recording non-utility affiliated revenues and expenses;

(6) That Company shall file with the Staff tariff sheets reflecting the permanent rates and rules and regulations qiproved herein; and

(7) That this case be, and hereby is, dismissed fiom the Commission's docket of active proceedings and the papers placed in fire file for ended causes.

For approval of Peak Day Pricing Pilot - Rider K

FINAL ORDER

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

Examiner that an acquisition adjustment for purchase of 100% of the stock of the utility is tqtpropriate for the Company. We disagree with the Examiner, 
however, on the method for calculating die adjustmenL

CASE NO. PUE930032 
FEBRUARY 2, 1994

*By Ordo- dated January 31, 1994, the Commission entered an Order Granting Petition for Reconsideration, and on February 23, 1994, the Commission 
remanded the proceeding to the Hearing Examiner on other grounds.

On April 26, 1993, Virginia Electric and Power Conqrany ("Virginia Power" or "Company") filed its application for approval of a residential rate 
design erqietiment designated as "Peak Day Pricing Pilot - Rider K." On June 21,1993, the Comply filed a revised Rider K, clarify  ̂that the rate experiment 
would only be available in its Central, Eastern and Northern Divisions. The Corr^any requested an effective date of July 1,1993, wiffi the etqjeriment to continue 
through November 1993.

In that Order, we chose to use the traditional "asset purchase" methodology for determining Po River's acquisition adjustment fir the purchase of stock. 
Under the "asset purchase" formula, the value of accumulated depreciation and contributions in aid of construction is subtracted fiom gross utility plant The 
remaining value is then subtracted fiom the purchase price to determine the acquisition adjustment In that Order, we noted that rate base cannot exceed the 
purchase price plus improvements.

We would calculate Rainbow Forest's acquisition adjustment as set forth in Po River. We agree, however, with the 33 1/3 year amortization period set 
forth by Staff. After our revised acquisition adjustment of $87,079, we find that Company is entitled to an increase in gross annual revenues of $14,472 vriiich 
will provide a 8.94% return on a rate base of $137,036. We find that to be just and reasonable. Accordingly,

The Commission suspended the inqtlementation of Rider K by Order dated June 30, 1993 and scheduled a public hearing for October 7, 1993. One 
public witness appeared during the hearing, Ms. Connie Davies, manager of integrated resource planning for the Columbia Gas Distribution Companies. The 
prefiled direct testimony of the Company and the Commission Staff and the rebuttal testimony of the Company, was admitted to the record without cross- 
feiCMWinflliflip.

The Examiner recommended the adoption of Staffs equity method for determining the acquisition adjustmenL Under Staffs equity formula, the 
Company's equity position at the time of purchase is subtracted fi^ the purdiase price. As Rainbow Forest was in a negative equity position at the time of 
pur^ase by the present owners, Dewey E. and Margaret A. Holdaway, using this formula would result in an adjustment greater thm the purchase price of the 
utility.

Under its proposed Rider K, Virginia Power would be permitted to designate up to 28 days per year as peak days. On such peak days, customers 
subscribing to Rider K will be billed at higher rates for power consumed during specified hours of the day, with a surcharge of approximately 300/kWh added to 
the regular residential rate, resulting in a rate of approximately 37^/kWh. At all other times, as an ofifeet to the surcharge for peak period usage, customers will be 
billed at a 17% discount fiom regular residential rates. The 17% discount was calculated based on the interim rates placed into effect in Virginia Power's general 
rate application. Case No. FUE920041. This discount must be recomputed to reflect the extent that the finally approved rates in that case diverge fiom the irrterim 
rates. On November 8,1993, the Hearing Examiner filed his rqxrrt, finding that:

(3) That Cottqjany shall book an acquisition adjustment of $87,079 and amortize said adjustment over 33 1/3 years and book rate base related items 
in accordance with Staffs adjustments;

We are of the opinion that the acquisition adjustment should be calculated as set forth in the Final Order in Case No. PUE920039, Commonwealth of 
Virginia- ex rel. State Corporation Commission v. Po River Water & Sewer Company. ("Po River"). That Order was issued on January 10, 1994, a Hata 
si,KcA/n,mnt tn tha fttiriD nf ttia ttaanno P mnit m ttiis nwiMwlino t
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(li) The 30^/kWh surcharge proposed by Virgiiiia Power is just and reasonable and should be adopted;

Accordingly, IT IS ORDEKED;

(1) That the Peak Day Pricing Pilot - Rider K proposed by Virginia Power shall be approved, subject to the modifications set forth herein;

following the end of the

(3) That this matter be continued generally until fiuther order of the Commissiou

For a general rate increase

FINAL ORDER

APPUCATION OF
THE POTOMAC EDISON COMPANY

(e) The rate experiment should be implemented upon Commission approval and be permitted to continue through 
November 30,1995; and

CASE NO. P1JE930033 
NOVEMBER 18, 1994

(d) The increased customer charge should not be construed as an increase in qserating revenues subject to the 
prohibition under § 56-235.4;

(c) The Sll per month customer charge, reflecting additional time-of-use metering costs attributable to Rider K 
customers shcnild be adopted;

(b) The 17% discount proposed by Virginia Power should be adopted on an interim basis subject to refimd and 
redetennination consistent with Exhibit KWS-1, Schedule 2, following the issuance of a final order in Case 
No. PUE920041;

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe record, the Examiner's report, the comments of Virginia Power, and the applicable statutes, is 
of the opinion and finds that the findings and recommendations contained in the November 8,1993, report of the Hearing Examiner are supported by the record 
and should, as modified hereafter, be adopted. The Commission finds that it is in the public interest for Virginia Power to limit the geographic location of Rider K 
to the districts requested in its comments. Finally, it will not be necessary to implement the 17% discount on an interim basis, subject to refimd, as the 
Commission has today issued its Final Order in Case No. PUE920041. Virginia Power shall instead recorrqiute the discount based on the rates filed pursuant to 
the Commission's Final Order in Case No. PUE920041.

(f) Virginia Power should conduct an evaluation of the peak day pricing experiment and file its report and analysis 
not later than six months following the end of the rate experiment

(2) That Virginia Power shall file its report and analysis ofthe Peak Day Pricing Pilot - Rider K not later than six 
inqrlonentation period, te., not later than May 30,1996; and

numerous issues, including accounting, rate of return, and rate design, and made recommendations on findings to the Commissiort In summary. Examiner 
Ridiardson recommended that the Commission find that the Company required $4,532,000 in additional annual gross revenues. In response to the Examiner's 
Report, Potomac Edison and the Office of the Attorney General filed Comments.

A public hearing on the sqrplication was held before Senior Hearing Examiner Glenn P. Ridiardson on December 7 and 8, 1993. In addition to the 
Conqiany and the Commission Staf^ the Office ofthe Attcnney General particqsated in the proceeding There were no other participants. Following the closing of 
the record and the submission of briefe by the patties and the Staffi Examiner Ridiardson filed his Report on May 5, 1994. Examiner Ridiardson addressed the 
_______________ t_________ : « 1? ___________*2 —.A— _.C __a —J :  _ —A ------ -------------- ------ ----------------------------------------------------------------t   > TTaramsrsnr

Before the Commission is the application of The Potomac Edison Conqiany ("Potomac Edison" or "Company") for a general increase in rates. As 
originally filed, Potomac Edison applied for approximately S9.97 million in additional annual gross revenues. The Comply subsequently revised its application 
to seek approximately S9.3 million in additional annual gross revenues. As provided by law, Potomac Edison's propel revised base rales and some revised 
charges took effect, under bond and subject to refimd, on September 28, 1993. The Company voluntarily deferred the effective date of other proposed charges 
until entry of a final order in this proceeding

On November 17,1993, Virginia Power filed comments on ftie report of the Heating Examiner. In the comments, Virginia Power requested a slight 
modification of the experiment, to limit the geographic location of the experiment to three districts within each of the divisions, previously proposed. The 
Conqiany asserts that so limiting the program would be a more efficient use of its resources, in that the number of Company personnel requiring additional 
training to administer the experiment would be greatly reduced.

The Commission has considered the record developed at the hearing Examiner Richardson's report, and the comments filed by Potomac Edison and 
the Office of the Attorney General. With the exception of two issues discussed below, the Commission finds that Examiner Richardson’s conclusions and 
recommended findings are just and reasonable and should be adopted. The Commission finds that Potomac Edison requires $4,486,000 in additional gross annual 
revenue to have an opportunity to earn a reasonable return on rate base.
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Total Increase $4,486,000

In conclusion, the Commission finds:

(1) That file use of a test year of the 12 months ending December 31,1992, is appropriate fortius proceeding;

(2) That the Company's test year operating revenues, alter all adjustments, were $126,288,000;

(3) That file Company's operating revenue deductions, alter all adjustments, were $108,174,000;

(5) That the Company's ax^usted rate base, as of the dose of the test year, was $218,430,000, and that rate base is qipropriate for ratemaking;

(6) That the Conqiany's rates in effect during the test year produced a return on adjusted end-of-test-year rate base of 8.24 percent;

(7) That the Conqiany's return on equity for the test year was 8.40 percent;

(8) That the Ctmqiany's cunent overall cost of oqiital is 9.51 percent;

(10) ThattbeConq>anyrequires$4,486,OOOmadditionalgrossannualrevenuestohaveanqpportunitytoeamaretuniof9.51 percent on rate base.

Accordingly. IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That Potomac Edison's application for a general increase in rates be granted to the extent discussed herein and otherwise denied;

(11) That the Company's proposed rate design and tenns and conditions for service should be modified in accordance with the recommendations 
contained in Senior Examiner GlennP. Richardson's Report of May 5,1994, as further modified herein; and

(2) That, on or before December 8,1994, Potomac Edison shall file, as herein directed, revised schedules of rates and charges and revised terms and 
conditions for service consistent with our findings herein; (a) for those rate schedules identified in Potomac Edison's Notice of Intent to Place Rates Into Effect

(12) That the Company maintain the current and future Arirghua jurisdictional portions of allowance auction proceeds as a deferred credit until further 
direction fiom this Cmnmission.

bl its Comments on Examiner Richardson's report, Potomac Edison requested clarification on adoption of its proposed general tax recovery rider 
designed to recover taxes associated with contributions in aid of construction, other than for line extensions covered by another proposal Upon consideration of 
the record, file Commission finds the general tax recovery rider is reasonable and should be adopted. We do adopt Examiner Richardson's recommendation that 
the line extension plan proposed by Potcanac Edison be rejected.

$2,560,000
622,000

1,048,000 
198,000 
58,000

The Commission finds that the $33,000 in proceeds allocated to Virginia should be cunently recognized as a deferred balance sheet item but not 
credited against plant eiqienditures as proposed by the Conqiany at this time. For this case, auction proce^ will be treated as a source of cash working capital 
reflected in file working cental component of rate base for raleinaking purposes.

(4) That the Company's net test year operating income and adjusted operating income, after all adjustments, were, reflectively, $18,114,000 and 
$18,007,000;

This treatment should not be interpreted as precedent or in any way binding in future proceedings involving Potomac Edison or any other electric 
conqiany subject to our jurisdiction The Commission recognizes that further experience with allowance auctions and their proceeds will allow development of 
appropriate permanent ratemaking treatment

After considering the record, the Commission declines to adopt Examiner Richardson's recommended treatment of Clean Air Act Amendments 
allowance auction proceeds as test year revenues. Potomac Edison received qiproximately $209,000 as its share of proceeds fiom the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's auction of allowances in March, 1993. Approximalely $33,000 of these proceeds were allocated to the Virginia jurisdiction The 
Commission recognizes that the receipt of these proceeds poses novel accounting and ratemaking issues for all electric companies subject to its jurisdiction. Given 
the limited experience that both the Commission and the utilities have with fiiese proceeds at this time, it is premature to ad^ a definitive treatment of these sums.

Turnh^ to the issue of appropriate return on equity, the Commission declines to adopt the range of 10.50 percent to 11.50 percent recommended by 
Examiner Richardson. Based on the retxird before it, the Cormnission finds that the appropriate return is a range of 10.4 percent to 11.4 percent The record 
suppmts setting the return at the 80 percent point of fills range (11.2 percent).

Residential Service
General and Commercial Service 

and Power Service 
Large Primary Service 
Street Lighting

(9) That the Conqiany's current cost of equity is in a range of 10.4 percent to 11.4 percent, and rates should be designed using a return on equity of 
11,2 percent;

The Cormnission finds that the allocation of additional annual revenues among the various classes of service recommended by Examiner Richardson 
should be adopted. Based upon our findings, the additional gross anmial revenues should be allocated as follows:
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J

(7) That P<4omac Edison shall bear all costs ofthe refund directed in this Order, and

For an etqtedited increase in natural gas rates

FINAL ORDER

In its May 28,1993 letter, the Conqjany proposed to implement its tariff revisions as interim rates in the instant case on June 1,1993. The Conqiany

^The Commission notes that revised rates and charges proposed in Case No. PUE940045 will take effect, under bond and subject to refund, on November 20,
1994, as authorized by a beating examiner's ruling of October 19,1994. Our order in this Case No. PUE930033 does not alter that ruling.

APPLICATION OF
COMMONWEALTH GAS SERVICES, INC.

(6) That, on or before April 1, 1995, Potomac Edison shall file with the Commission's Director of Public Utility Accounting a report showing that all 
refunds have been made pursuant to this Final Order and itemizing the cost of refunding. Such itemization of costs shall include, inter alia, computer costs, 
personnel hours, associated salaries, and costs tor verifying and correcting the refund methodology, and cost of developing computer programs;

CASE NO. PUE930035 
JUNE 22, 1994

(4) That interest upon each such refund shall be computed from the date payment of each monthly bill was due while the proposed rates were in effect 
to the date a refund is made and shall be conqwunded quarterly. In lieu of the rate directed by paragraph (3) of the hearing examiner's Ruling Accepting Bond for 
Filing (Sept 22,1993), the interest rate for each quarter shall be the arithmetic mean, to the nearest one hundredth of one percent, of the "Prime Rate Charged by 
Banks on Short-Term Business Loans" values published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, or in any other Federal Reserve statistical release or publication, for the 
three months preceding the calendar quarter.

(3) That, on or before February IS, 1995, Potomac Edison shall refund with interest as directed below all revenues collected from the application of 
the proposed rates and charges which took effect under bond on September 28, 1993, through November 19, 1994, to the extent such revenues exceeded its 
revenues which would have been produced by the rates and charges approved herein;

(5) That the refunds ordered in paragraph (3) above may be accomplished by credits to current customers' accounts (with such refund being shown 
separately on each customer's bill). Refunds exceeding $1 owed to former customers shall be made by check mailed to the customer's last known address. 
Potomac Edison may retain refunds of less than $1 owed to former customers. If such refunds are retained, Potomac Edison shall prepare and maintain a list of 
former customers owed refunds of less than $1. Upon request, Potomac Edison shall promptly make the refund of less than $1, but such refund shall be for the 
amount originally determined and shall include no additional interesL All unclaimed refimds shall be disposed of as provided by Virginia Code Ann. § 55- 
210.6:2. Potomac Edison may credit current customers' accounts or set off the refund against former customers* bills to the extent no dispute exists regarding the 
outstanding balances. If an outstanding balance is disputed, no oflfeet shall be permitted for the disputed portion;

On May 28, 1993, the Commission granted the Cortqiany's request and docketed the captioned matter. The Commission permitted the Company's 
proposed rates to take Becton an interim basis, subject to refund, beginning June 1,1993.

(8) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission in this matter, this case shall be removed from the Commission's docket and the 
papers placed in the file for ended proceedings.

After a number of continuances granted at the instance of various participants, the Hearing Examiner set the matter for heating for April 12,1994. An 
earlier public heating was convened on December 8,1993, to receive the testimony of public witnesses.

indicated that it was collecting interim rates, subject to refund, in Case No. FUE920037. According to the Company, implementing the proposed rates on June 1, 
1993, rather than at some later date would immediately decrease the rates paid by ratepayers.

On the appointed day, the matter came for hearing before Howard?. Anderson, Jr., Hearing Examiner. Counsel appearing were: StephenH. 
Watts, H, Esquire, Andrew J. Sonderman, Esquire, Kenneth W. Christman, Esquire, and Stephen B. Seiple, Esquire, counsel forthe Company, Edward L. Flippen, 
Esquire, Counsel for Westvaco Corporation ("Westvaco"); Alexander F. Skitpan, Esquire, Counsel for Allied-Signal, Incorporated, Celanese Fibers, Incorporated, 
Du Pont/Conoco, Inc., Reynolds Metals Cotnpany, Owens-Illinois, Inc., Virginia Fibre Corporation, ICI Americas, Incorporated, and IBM Corporation, (hereafter

On May 4, 1993, Commonwealtb Gas Services, Inc. ("Commonwealth" or "the Company") filed an application with the State Corporation 
Commission for a general increase in rates. The proposed rates are deigned to produce annual revenues of $144,596,700, based on the Company’s operations for 
the test year ending December 31, 1992, and a rate of return on equity of 12.75%. In its application, the Company proposed to delay the effective date of the 
proposed rates for either 150 days from the date the application was filed with the Commission or for 30 days following the issuance of the Final Order in the then 
pending Case No. PUE920037. A Final Order was entered in Case No. FUE920037 on October 15, 1993. Application of Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc..

Under Bond and Subject to Refund (Document Control No. 930920240, filed September 17,1993) to take effect September 28, 1993, the revised schedules shall 
reflect the rate design and allocation of additional annual revenues ordered herein; these revised schedules shall bear no effective date but note their filing pursuant 
to this Final Order for use in computing the refund ordered herein;^ (b) for the schedules and charges proposed for revision in the application but not placed in 
effect under bond and subject to refund on September 28, 1993, the revised schedule and charges shall reflect the findings made herein and shall bear as the 
effective date the date of this Final Order.
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On May 12,1994, the Hearing Examiner issued his Report in the captioned case. In his Report, the Examiner made the following findings;

(1)

The Conqxuiy's 12 months ending December 31,1992, is an qtpngjriate test period in this case;{2)

The Congtany^ test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $140,185,856;(3)

The Conqjany's test year operating revenue deductions, after all adjustments, were $129,161,453;(4)

The Company's test year net operating income and adjusted operating income, after all adjustments, were $11,024,403 and $10,822,821,(5)
respectively.

The Cotrqiany’s current rates produced a return on adjusted rate base of 7.60$^ and a return cm equity of 7.30%;(6)

(7)

The Conqiany's overall cost of cqiital, using the midpoint of the equity range is 9.273?^(8)

The Company's adjusted test year rate base is $142,416,664;(9)

(11) The Conqjany requires $3,465,721 in additional gross annual revenues;

(12) The Company's rate design should be dified in accordance with the recommendatirais of StafiT witness Lacy and the Company's customer 
diarges should be modified in accordance with the recommendation of the Industrial Interveners' witness Rosenberg;

The Stipulation and Recommendation presented by Commonwealth, Staff and the parties is just and reasonable and should be adopted by the 
Comtnissinn;

The Hearing Examiner recommended that the Connnission enter an order adopting the findings in his Report, granting the Conqrany an increase in 
gross annual revenues of $3,465,721; and directing the prompt refund of all amounts collected under the interim rate in excess of the rate increase found just and 
reasonable in his Report. The Report provided that the patties had fifteen days from the date of the Report's issuance in which to file comments responsive thereto.

The Conqjany, by counsel, filed comments in support of the Hearing Examiner's Report It urged the Commission to issue a Final Order adopting, 
without modification, the findings and recommendations of the Report No other comments were filed.

(10) The Company's application requesting additional gross annual revenues designed to produce annual jurisdictional operating revenues of 
$144,596,700 is unjust and unreasonable;

collectively referred to as "Industrial Interveners''); Gail D. Jaspen, Esquire and Charles R. Foster, m, Esquire, for the Division of Consumer Counsel, Office of 
the Attorn^ General ("Consumer Counsel"); and William H. Chambliss, Esquire, Counsel for the Commission Staff. During the hearing, the participants 
tendered a Stipulation and Recommendation for disposition of the Company's application. Counsel for Commonwealth, Virginia Electric and Power Company, 
the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors, Westvaco Corporation, the Industrial Interveners, the Consumer Counsel, and the Commission Staff signed the 
Stipulation and Recommendation. The Stipulation and Recommendation was received into the record.

The Commission also notes that die Company did not submit a oonqilete and correct cost of service study in this proceeding until several months after 
its application was filed. While we understand that, from time to time, mistakes will be made and that applications may have to be amended because of these 
mistakes, the Commission cannot tolerate die kind of inaccurate and inconqilete wok repeatedly submitted by the Conqiany in this case. Consequently, the Staff 
is directed to evaluate rigorously the Conqiany's application in its next rate filing prior to detennining whether the application is complete. Such filing should not 
be deemed in fill! compliance with the Commission's "Rules Governing Utility Rate Increase Applications" until die Staff is satisfied that the application is 
complrte in every respect, including the filing of accurate and oonqilete cost of service studies.

(13) The Conqiany should file permanent rates designed to (xodoce the revenues found reasonable herein using the revenue ^ipoitionment 
methodology agreed upon by Staff and the parties and recommended in this Report; and

NOW, upon consideration of die record, die Heating Examiner's Report, the comments, and the applicable law, the Commission is of die opinion that 
the findings and recommendations of the Heating Examiner’s Report ate reasonable and should be accqited; that an increase in the Conqiany's gross annual 
revenues of $3,465,721 is just and reasonable; that the Company should prwnptly refund all amounts collected under the interim rates in excess of the rate 
increase found just and reasonable herein; that the difference in the interim and fiaal residential customer charges should be reflected in the final refund amounts; 
that consistent with Staff witness Lacy's recommendations, the Ctmqiany should not recover interim rate underdiarges by ofifeetting credits to the total refund 
amount; that the Stipulation and Recommendation is reasonable and should be incorporated by Attachment hereto as Afqiencfix A; that Commonwealth should: 
(i) fiimish data reganling its non-coincident peak load for the test period and should, to the extent available, furnish data regarding its non-coinciderrt peak load for 
the pro forma period in its next rate case filing (ii) provide in its next rate case filing information regarding die status of Commonwealth's Metered Propane 
Service, including the ttumber of customers served under Rate Schedule MPS; (iii) submit an update of its line extension policy at the conclusion of this case; and 
(iv) submit at least 45 days before the filing of its next rale case a jurisdictional study separating out all of its non-jurisdictional customers; that ccmsistent with 
Afqiendix A, the Company should account for all non-conforming advertising expense below the line; that property taxes related to construction work in progress 
for work orders open at year-end that have property taxes associated with them should be capitalized; and that this matter should be dismissed

(14) The Company should be required to pronqrtly refund, with interest, all revenues collected under its interim rates in excess of the amount found 
just and reascmable herein.

The Company's current cost of equity is within a range of 10.1-11.1%, and the Company's rates should be established based on die 10.6% 
mii^xnnt of the equity range;
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings and recommendations set forth in the May 12,1994 Hearing Examiner's Report are hereby adopted;

(2) That the Stipulation and Recommendation, Appendix A hereto, is hereby accepted and incorporated herein by attachment;

(6) That the interest required to be paid diall be compounded quarterly.

(9) That the Company shall bear all costs of making refunds;

(11) That Commonwealth shall forthwith file an update of its line extension policy with the Division of Energy Regulation;

(13) That the Company draft aocourrt for all non-conforming advertising expense below the line;

(15) That the Company's next rate filing shall not be deemed complete until a complete and correct cost of service study is filed; and

(16) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this matter be dismissed, and the papers filed herein placed in the Commission's file for ended
causes.

NOTE: A copy of Appendix A entitled "Stipulation and Recommendation" with Attachment is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation 
Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

(3) That consistent with the findings made herein, the Company shall forthwith file revised tariffi designed to provide $3,465,721 in additional gross 
annual revenues, said tariff to be effective for service rendered on and after June 1,1993;

(12) That at least 45 days before the filing of its next rate case. Commonwealth shall file two copies of a jurisdictional study reflecting separation of 
all of its non-Jurisdictional customers with the Commission's Divisions of Biergy Regulation and Public Utility Accounting;

(14) That property taxes related to construction work in progress for work orders open at year-end that have property taxes associated with them shall 
be cqiitalized;

(8) That, on or before November 23, 1994, Commonwealth shall file with the Commission's Division of Energy Regulation a document showing 
that all refunds have been lawfiilly made pursuant to this Order itemizing the costs of the refund. The itemization of these costs shall include, inter alia, conqniter 
costs and the man-hours, associate salaries, and costs for verifying and correcting the refund methodology and for developing the computer programs;

(4) That on or before October 31, 1994, the Company shall complete its refund with interest, as directed below, of all revenues collected from the 
qrplication of its proposed rates which became effective for service rendered on and after June 1, 1993, to the extent that such revenues exceeded the revenues 
Wdi would have bem collected by rqiplication, in lieu thereof of the permanent rates to be filed in compliance with this Order. The difference in the interim and 
final residential customer charges shall be reflected in the final refund amounts. Consistent with Staff witness Lacy's recommendations, the Company shall not 
recover irrterim rate undercharges by offeetting credits to the total refund amount;

(5) That the interest upon the refund ordered above shall be computed from the date payment of each monthly bill during the period which the 
Company's proposed tariff were in effect was due until the date refunds are made, at an average prime rate for each calendar quarter. The applicable average 
prime rate for each calendar quarter shall be the arithmetic mean, to the nearest one hundredth of one percent of the prime rate values published in the Federal 
Reserve Bulletin, or in the Federal Reserve's "Selected Interest Rates" (Statistical Release G. 13), for the three months of the preceding quarter.

(7) That, subject to the findings made herein, the refunds ordered in paragraph (4) above may be accomplished by credit to the appropriate 
customer's account for current customers. Refunds to forma' customers shall be made by a check to the last known address of sudi customers when the refund 
amount owed is $1 ormore. The Company may retain refunds owed to former customers when such refund amount is less than SI; however, the Conqrany shall 
prepare and maintain a list detailing each of the forma accounts for which refunds are less than SI, and in the event such forma customers contact the Company 
and request refunds, such refunds shall be made pronqrtly.

(10) That, as part of its next rate case filing. Commonwealth furnish data to the Di'vision of Energy Regulation regarding its non-coincident peak load 
for the test period and, to the extent available, provide this data for the pro finma period. In addition. Commonwealth shall furnish information regarding the 
status of its Metered Propane Service, including the numba of customers served unda Rate Schedule MPS in its next rate case filing;
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For a general increase in rates

FINAL ORDER

APPLICATION OF
DELMARVA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

CASE NO. PUE930036 
FEBRUARY 23, 1994

On June 21, 1993, the Commission issued an order suspending the proposed rate increase through October 4, 1993. By that same order, the 
Commission directed the Conqjany to provide public notice of its application, set the matter for hearing before a heating examiner on November 17, 1993, and 
established a procedural schedule for the filing of testimony and exhibits. By Hearing Examiner's Ruling dated September 29, 1993, Delmarva was allowed to 
inclement interim rates under bond, subject to refund with interest for service rendered on and after October 5, 1993. Those interim rates were designed 
consistent with the rate design qjproved in the Company's last rate case. Application of Delmarva Power & Light Company. Case No. PUE920040, Final Order 
dated April 7,1993, and did not reflect the rate design changes which file Company proposed in this case.

On May 7,1993, Delmarva Power & Light Company ("Delmarva" or "the Congtany") filed an application for a general increase in electric rales based 
upon the Company's test year ending December 31, 1992. The Company's proposed increase was designed to produce additional annual operating revenue of 
$2315,000. Delmarva requested that the proposed increase go into effect on Octobers, 1993, subject to refimd pending a final decision in this case.

Although Delmarva jointly recommended Commission approval of file revenue requirement calculated by Staff witness Adams, the Company 
qiecifically notes that it did not agree with each statement, calculation or adjustment presented in Staff's testimony. Delmarva agreed, however, that those 
c^culations and adjustments should form the basis for evaluating any future annual information filing or expedited rate increase application until suposeded by a 
subsequent general rate case or changes in relevant Commission rules. Delmarva and Staff also felt that the separate tax surcharge proposed by the Company in 
its application is not necessary and should not be included in rates.

By order dated October21, 1993, the Hearing Examiner granted Commission Staff's motion for an extension of time from October 22, 1993 to 
October 29,1993, for filing its testimony and etdiibits. On October 29,1993 the Heating Examiner granted Commission Staffs motian for a second extension of 
time fiom October 29, 1993, to November 10, 1993, for filing its testimony and erdiibits and extended the date for Delmarva to file its rebuttal testimony fium 
November 4,1993, to November 12,1993.

The Joint Recommendations include two sets of rate schedules. Delmarva and Staff suggested that the rate schedules and tariff provisions designated 
as Attardrment 1 to Appendix A (the "New Rates") become effective for bills rendered on and after the first day of the billing month that begins sixty days 
following the date of the Commission order approving them. Delmarva and Staff recommended this delayed implementation after the final order herein is issued 
since the rate design reflected in the New Rates differs substantially fiom the rate design now in effect in Delmatva's Virginia service area. The New Rates 
incorporate Staffs modifications to Delmarva's proposed sdiedule dianges. In particular the New Rates include modified general service onpeak rate periods and 
off-p^ service provisions, regrouped general service-secondary customers, and mandatory time of use rates applicable to large commercial and industrial 
customers. The requested delay in inqjlementalion will provide Delmarva an opportunity to advise its customers of the effects of the rate design dianges before 
such dianges become effective.

On November 15,1993, Delmarva and Commission Staff filed their Joint Recommendations for disposition of the Conqiany's application. In the Joint 
Recommendations Delmarva and Staff recommend an annual revenue increase of $1381,122 based on the cost of service components and the billing units 
reflecting customer growth proposed by Staff Witness Adams in his prefiled testimony. Dehnarva and Staff also agreed that deposits in qualified funds for rmclear 
decommissioning liabilities should be included in the cost of service for ratemaking purposes in this case. The recommended revenue requirement reflects a 
capital structure at June 30, 1993, and recognizes a return on equity of 11.05%. That percentage fells within the recommended return on equity range of 10.80 - 
11.80%.

___ In addition, Delmarva and Staff also recommended that Delmarva should credit to customers excess accumulated deferred federal income taxes 
("ADFIT") resulting fiom 1986 changes in the federal income tax law in the amount of $317,134. Attachment 3 to Appendix A of die Joint Recommendations 
show the amount to be refunded to each customer class. Delmarva and Staff recommended that refimds to customas wiftiin each class be calculated using a cents 
per kilowatt hour refund rate based on class actual annual kilowatt hour usage. Interest on this excess ADFIT should be based on the same period and interest rate 
as the base rate refunds. This proposed refund has been combined with the refund of excessive revenues collected as a result of the interim rates currently in effect 
Delmarva and Staff also agreed that the separate tax surcharge proposed by the Conqiany is not necessary and should not be included in rates.

The second set of rate sdiedules (Attachment 2 to Appendix A of the Joint Recommendations) provides the "Refimd Rates" which Company and Staff 
recommended be used to calculate the refunds for the period beginning October 5, 1993 through the day immediately preceding the effective date of the New 
Rates. The rates put into effect subject to refund do not include the proposed rate design changes. The Refund Rates are designed in the same manner as those 
interim rates, but based on flie new revenue recjuiremenL

On November 10, 1993, Commission Staff filed its testimony and exhibits. Staff recommended an increase in gross annual revenues of $1381,122 
based on an 11.05% return on equity, which is the one quarter point of a 10.80-11.80% cost of equity range. Staff also recommended modificafions to Dehnaiva's 
proposed rate sdiedule dianges. In addition. Staff recommended that Delmarva include in its next rate case (1) a cost of service study using the average and 
excess methodology and (2) a study to determine the appropriate threshold between large and small General Service - Secondary customers, with consideration 
given to a 50 kwtlveshold

Delmarva also proposed redesign of ail the Company's significant rate schedules; however, the Company requested that these changes go into effect 
only after Commission approval to minimize the impact of rate design changes on customers' bills. In addition, Delmarva proposed a new tax surcharge schedule 
to be place in effect coincident with the date of anticipated changes in the federal laws.
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(2) The 12 months ending December 31,1992, is an qiprqiriate test period in this case;

(3) Deposits in qualified fiinds for nuclear decommissioning liabilities should be included in the cost of service for ratemaking purposes;

(4) The Company's test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $23,660,467;

(5) The Conq>any*s test year operating revenue deductions, after all adjustments, were $19,431,786;

(6) The Company's test year net operating income and adjusted net operating income were $4,228,681 and $4,212,079, respectively.

(7) The Company's current rates produce a return on adjusted rale base of 7.614% and a return on equity of7.8569^

(9) The Company's overall cost of capital based on the June 30,1993 capital structure and an 11.05% cost of equity is 9.080%;

(10) The Company's adjusted update period rate base is $55320,758;

(11) The Company requires Sl,281,122 in additional gross annual revenues to earn a 9.080% return on rate base;

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the findings and recommendations ofthe Hearing Examiner be, and they hereby are, adopted; and

(12) The "New Rates" set forth in Attachment 1 to Appendix A hereto should be made effective for bills rendered on and after the first day ofthe 
billing month that begins sixty days following the date of the Commission's final order herein; and

On February 14,1994, Dehnarva, by counsel, filed a letter with the Commission stating that the Company does not intend to file any comments on the 
Heating Examiner's Report, as the Report recommends approval of the Joint Recommendations filed by Dehnarva and Commission Staff.

(1) The Joint Recommendations presented by Staff and Dehnarva, as modified by Staffs January 4, 1994 substitutions, are just and reasonable and 
should be adopted by the Commission;

On February 4,1994, the Heating Examiner issued her Report In her Report, the Examiner adopted the Joint Recommendations filed by Dehnarva 
and Staff, In particular the Hearing Examiner found that

On November 17, 1993, this matter came on to be heard before the Hearing Examiner. Dehnarva and Staff were represented by counsel. No 
interveners or public witnesses appeared on the heating date. Pursuant to the terms of the Joint Recommendations filed by Dehnarva and Staff all prefiled 
testimony and exhibits were received into the record without cross-examination. Staff and the Company advised the Heating Examiner that the "New Rates" and 
"Refund Rates" had been designed to achieve the objectives of the Joint Recommendations. They further advised that Stafi" had generally reviewed the rates; 
however, further review would be necessary to identify any calculation errors or mathematical problems.

(2) That Dehnarva is directed to include in its next rate case a cost of service study using the average and excess methodology and a study to 
determine the appropriate threshold between large and small General Service - Secondary customers with consideration given to a 50 kw threshold; and

On January 4,1994, Staff counsel advised the Hearing Examiner that Staff upon further review of the Rate Schedules in the Joint Recommendations, 
had determined that fifteenth revised leaf No. 37 and fourteenth revised leaf No. 39A of the "New Rates" should be replaced with the documents beating the same 
title and attached to the January 4,1994 letter. Staff counsel further advised that counsel for Dehnarva bad no objection to Staffs recommendation.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the record and the Heating Examiner's Report is of the opinion and finds that the findings and 
recommendations of the Heating Examiner should be adopted. In addition, we find that Dehnarva should include in its next rate case a cost of service study using 
the average and excess methodology and a study to determine the appropriate threshold between large and small General Service - Secondary customers with 
ccmsideration given to a 50 kw threshold. Accoringly,

(8) The Compatty's current cost of equity range is 10.8%-! 1.8%, and that 11.05% should be used to calculate the Company's overall cost of cental 
and revenue deficiency.

(3) That, there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter shall be removed fiom the docket and the papers placed in the file for 
ended causes.

(13) The Company should be required to refund promptly, with interest calculated using a sirtqrly annual interest rate of 6.15%, the $317,134 of 
excess ADFTT and all revenues collected under its interim rates in excess of the amount found just and reasonable herein The "Refund Rates" set forth in 
Attachment 2 to Appendix A should be used to calculate refunds. Consistent with the refund procedure approved in Delmarva's last case. Case No. PUE920040, 
no quarterly interest rate or compoimding of interest should be required with respect to interest paid on refunds.
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To revise its cogeneration tariff pursuant to PURPA § 210

ORDER ESTABLISHING COGENERATION RATE

On June 13,1994, the Hearing Examiner filed her Report, finding that

(1) The threritold for the availability ofService Classification "X" should be reduced to 100 kW or less;

(3) The Company's prcqiased Service Classification ’TC, modified to reflect losses as recommfinded by Staff is just and reasmable;

APPLICATION OF
DELMARVA POWER & UGHT COMPANY

(2) The Conqany's proposal to increase flie number of onpeak hours in the winter from 13 to 16 hours is reasoiable and consistent with the 
Commission's recent decision in Application of Dehnarva Power and Light Conmanv. Case No. PUE930036, Final Order (February 23,1994);

CASE NO. PUE930042 
NOVEMBER 18, 1994

(4) The CtHnpany should reexamine that portion of Service Classification "V vriiich allows cogenerators and small power producers to lode in energy 
payments for a period up to thirty years, and present any ahemate proposals designed to mitigate the risks associated with unreliable costs projections in its next 
cogeneration case; and

Because of the above described deficiencies. Staff recommended two altematives for diqjosition of this matter. First, Staff suggested that the 
Commission reject Delmarva's proposed Service Classification "X" and require the Company to refile its application using a DRR methodology that reflects Staffs 
concerns. Staff recognized, however, that this ^jproach may be impractical due to Delmarva's small presence in Virginia and its apparent lack of potential for 
small QFs in the Company's Virginia service territory.

The hearing in this case was held on November 17,1993. At the hearing the Company's proof of notice, filed on October 14,1993, was received into 
evidence, and the Conqjany's application, prefiled testimony and exhibits and Staffs Report were admitted into the record after cross-examination. At the 
conclusion of the hearing, counsel for Dehnarva and Staff gave closing arguments in lieu of briefe.

On November 9, 1993, the Hearing Examiner assigned to this matter granted Delmarva's motion, continuing the date for filing Company's rebuttal 
testimony fixxn November 9 to November 12,1993. Dehnarva filed its rebuttal testimony on November 12,1993, wherein the Conqtany agreed to all of Staffs 
recommendatians except those related to line loss factors and Staffs suggestion that Dehnarva be required to use a DRR methodology whidi addresses Staffs 
concerns to develop energy and capacity payments in Compands next cogeneration filing.

On May 14,1993, Dehnarva Power & Ught Company ("Dehnarva" or "the Conqjany") filed with the Commission an application, written testimony 
and exhibits to support its proposal to modify its Cogeneration and Small Power Production Rates under Service Classification "X". By order dated July IS, 
1993, the Commission establiriied a procedural schedule for this matter. In that regard, the Commission directed Staff to file a report on the reasonableness of 
Delmarva's application, directed Dehnarva to publish notice of this proceeding, and established a heating date for this matter. No protests were filed.

On September 27,1993, the Commission granted Staffs motion for a revised procedural schedule, extending the date for Staff to file its Report from 
September 24,1993, to October IS, 1993, establishing November 9, 1993 as the date for Dehnarva to file its rebuttal testimony, and continuing the hearing date 
from October 6,1993, to November 17,1993. In addition, the Order assigned this matter to a hearing examiner to conduct all further proceedings on behalf of 
the CommissioTL

(S) The Company should reexamine its method of calculating energy and capacity payments; submit a new DRR analysis addressing Staff's concerns, 
including derived energy and capacity payments in its next cogeneratian case; and offer any other recommendations in that next case to the Commission for a 
consistent approadi to deriving energy and capacity payments.

In tire ahemative. Staff recommended that Delmarva's methodologies for developing capacity and energy paymoOs be adopted provided that (1) 
capacity payments are modified to reflect line losses, (2) current on peak hours are retained until Delmarva's next QF filhig, (3) Dehnarva is required to develop 
separate factors for demand and energy line losses, (4) the Company is required to evaluate the appropriateness of allowing QFs to "lock-in" projected energy 
payments for a period of 30 years and to propose altematives in its next cogeneration proceeding, (5) the 1,000 kw threshold fin- the availajjility of Service 
Classification "X" be reduced to 100 kw, and (6) Dehnarva be directed to modify its DRR analysis to address the problems discussed by Staff and to develop 
DRR - based capacity and energy payments in its next Service Classification "X" filing.

On October IS, 1993, Commission Stafffiled its Report on Delmarva's application, noting problems in five areas. First, Staff observed that there is no 
connection between Delmarva's own capacity expansion plan and the Corrqrany's rnethodology for determining its capacity payments to Qualifying Facilities. 
Second, Staff related that although line loses are recognized for energy payments, no such line loses are recognized for edacity payments. Third, Staff noted that 
Dehnarva used different avoided cost methodologies to determine its avoided energy and capacity payments. Fourth, Staff felt allowing QFs to “lock-in" to 30 
years of projected avoided energy costs, may be inappropriate due to the degree of uncertainty in forecasts generally. Fifth, in Delmarva's last proceeding to 
determine cogeneratian and small power production rates. Case No. PUE920044, the Conqjany was directed to develop avoided capacity and energy costs using 
the Differential Revenue Requirement ("DRR") methodology. Although Dehnarva presented the DRR methodology in its qjplication, Staff found it to be flawed 
in that the Company's avoided csqiacity costs represent the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland ("PJM") system capacity deficiency rates as opposed to Delmarva's 
own avoided capacity costs; the Company applied jwesent value tedmiques to units eff measurement in the development of its avoided energy and capacity 
deficiency rates; and the Company used a 4.S percent inflation rate in determining PJM system deficiency rates for the period of 1997 through 2040, while using a 
4 percent inflation rate to develop Delmarva's avoided energy costs.
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ty did not oppose adoption of the recommendations

The Commission, upon consideration of this matter, is of the opinion and finds, that the findings and recommendations of the Hearing Examiner should

rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That findings and recommendations of the Hearing Examiner as modified herein be adopted;

(2) That Debnarva may forego its 1994 filing for review of the Company's cogeneration and small power producer rates; and

(3) That this matter is dismissed firm the Commission's docket and the papers therein be placed in the file for ended cases.

To Amend Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause

FINAL ORDER

Power Co. v. Stale Corporation Commission. 228 Va. 528 (1984).^Oldl

The Cornmission has permitted utilities within its jurisdiction to implement automatic adjustment clauses only in narrowly drawn instances. In each 
case in which such clauses have been permitted, the Commission has found "after carefully weighing the expected benefits against their disadvantages, in light of

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the record, the Examiner's Rqxnt, the exceptiois thereto and the qrplicable statutes, is of the 
qnnion and finds that the recommendation of the Heating Examiner is fully supported by the record and should be adopted.

During the calendar year 1992, ODEC became subject to regulation by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"). In June 1992, FERC 
approved a formula for the setting of rates charged by ODEC to its member-cooperatives for power purchased fiom ft. The FERC Tormulary rate" requires 
ODEC to recover a margin of precisely 1.20 times interest earned and to charge or credit its members annually for over- or under-coUections of the 1.20x margin. 
In this proceeding, the Cooperatives seek permission to amend their WPCA clauses to passthrough automatically to their customers this prior period margin 
stabilization charge fiom ODEC.

CASE NO. PUE930044 
MAY 2, 1994

APPLICATION OF
A&N ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, BARC ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, COMMUNITY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, 
MECKLENBURG ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, NORTHERN NECK ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.,
NORTHERN VIRGINIA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, PRINCE GEORGE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, 
RAPPAHANNOCK ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, SHENANDOAH VALLEY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 
and SOUTHSIDE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.

the public interest,"^ that automatic adjustment of a utility's revenues was appropriate only where necessary to accourrt for major, volatile costs which were 
beyond the utility's control. The ejq>ense sought to be recovered by the adjustmerrt clause proposed herein does not fall within atty of these criteria.

be adopted, except the finding pertaining to the required DRR analysis. The Commission is persuaded that due to the Company’s geographic characteristics, its 
participation in the PJM system, and the lack of cogenerators in the Company's jurisdictional service territory, additional DRR analysis is not necessary. We note, 
however, that Deltnarva has agreed to incorporate certain helpfill Staff suggestions in its next Service Classification "X" application. We further find that, due to 
the timing of this order, Delmarva may forego its 1994 filing for review of the Compan/s cogeneration and small power producer rates. Accordingly,

The Cooperatives have received margin stabilization adjustments from ODEC, under a different plan, since 1984. The adjustment never exceeded 5% 
of total purchased power costs. Thus, the expense is not major. The "formulary rate" permits such adjustments only once per year and by the explicit terms of the 
formula the charge or credit is deferred firom January to April in order to permit "the member systems to obtain approval fiom the various State Commissions to

On June 28,1994, Delmarva filed its comtnetfts on the Heating Examiner's Report TheCompan;
set out in the Hearing Examiner's Report except the requirement that Delmarva submit a new DRR analysis and DRR derived energy and capacity payments in its 
next Service Classification "X" application The Con^any asserted that DRR based energy and capacity rates would require substantial time and resources and 
would be of little value, as Delmarva has no cogeneration or small power producer customers in Virginia. The Cotrqiany also noted that DRR based energy and 
capacity payments may be substantially inconsistent with cogenerator and small power producer rates in effect in its Maryland and Delaware service areas and 
that the methodology Delmarva currently uses is sound and realistic for a utility that is part of PJM. Delmarva also requested that the rates approved in this case 
be pennitted to remain in effect for at least one year until the Commission has reviewed Delmarva's 1995 Service Classification "X" rqrplication.

The public hearing of this matter was convened on October 14, 1993, before Heating Examiner Glenn P. Richardson. The Examiner received 
testimony fiom the Commission Staff and fiom the Cooperatives. Briefe were filed by these parties and by industrial intervenors IBM and Luck Stone 
Corporation. The Examiner's Report, recommending the rejection of the proposed adjustment, was issued on February 17, 1994. The Cooperatives filed 
exc^ons to the Report on March 4,1994.

On May 20, 1993, the ten Virginia electric distribution cooperatives ("Cooperatives") which are members of Old Dominion Electric Cooperative 
("ODEC") filed their application to amend their Wholesale Power Cost Adjustmerrt ("WPCA") clauses. The Cooperatives sought an amendment through which 
they could pass to their rnembers charges or credits received annually fimn ODEC to adjust its margins for the previous year in order to preserve its margins at 
1.20 times interest earned. In this particular instance, the Cooperatives sought to pass through diarges slightly in excess of $1 million received frwn ODEC for 
what ft says is a shortfall in its earned margin for calendar year 1992.
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Accmxlmgly, IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the application for amendment to the WPCA clauses of the Cooperatives be, and hereby is, DENIED, and

ORDER GRANTING APPLICATION

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PDE930052 
DECEMBER 29, 1994

The Commission has considered the record. Examiner EUenberg's Final Report, and Virginia Power's commenL The Commission adopts Examiner 
Ellenberg's findings and recommendation that die application be granted. I^xm the filing of modified maps, as ordered herein, die appropriate amended certificate 
of public convenience and necessity will be issued to Virginia Power.

(2) That, there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this matter shall be removed from the docket and the papers placed in the file for 
ended causes.

adjust rates to their member-consumets." Thus, the expense is not volatile. Finally, we agree with the Examiner that die expense is not wholly beyond the control 
of the Cooperatives.

To amend its Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity authorizing operation of transmission lines and facilities in King George County: 
Fredericksburg-Northern Neck Transmission Line - Birchwood Power Partners, L.P. 230 kV Tqj Lines and Interconnect Substation

Martin E. Smith and Kay Stnidi, homeowners in the vicinity of die proposed route, testified at the hearing in favor of alternate touting which would 
take the line further fiom their home. A representative of Norfleet Land and Worxl Co., Inc. ("Nmlleet") also testified in fevor of an altemate routing. In an 
exhibit filed after the hearing, however, Virginia Power advised that it had obtained an option for right-of-way from NorfleeL

I The Commission notes that the issue of vegetation buffets at stream crossings arose during the hearing. (Tr. at 39-40.) The Virginia Department of Game and 
Inland Fisheries recommended in this case a 100-foot vegetation buffer. The Company's witness stated that Virginia Power was willing to discuss leaving 
additimal buffer for this project The Commission eiqiects Virginia Power to follow up on its offer to discuss with the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries 
whedier 100-foot buffers fin- crossings associated with diis application are appropriate in light of current conditions and land use. The Conunission also eiqpects 
Virginia Power to take appropriate action in leaving buffers at stream crossings consistent with its pledge to construct the line so as to reasonably minimize the 
adverse ingract

The cost of wholesale power purchased fiom ODEC is a major item of expense for the Cooperatives, the vast majority of which will continue to be 
recovered automatically from the Cooperatives' customers throu^ their WPCA clauses. The Commission has set the rates of the Cooperatives to allow the 
recovery of all operating expenses, including power purchased fiom ODEC, and to enable the Cooperatives to maintain sufficient margins of their own. It is 
neither necessary nor in the public interest to enable automatic adjustment of the Cooperatives' rates to permit recovery of the additional margin stabilization 
charge received fiom ODEC when the Cooperatives' rates may, in many if not all instances, already be sufficient to absorb this expense.

Before the Commission is the application of Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power" or "Company") to amend its certificate of public 
convenience and necessity for King George County to authorize the construction and operation of a double-circuit 230 kV tap line and an interconnection 
substatiOTL The proposed facilities would connect the Company's existing Fredericksburg-Northem Neck Transmission Line to a qualifying cogeneration facility 
to be operated by Birchwood Power Partners, LP. On Novento 22, 1993, fire Commission set Virginia Power's application for hearing before an examiner and 
directed the Company to give public notice of this matter. Hearing Examiner Deborah V. EUenberg conducted the hearing on March IS, 1994, in King George, 
Vngjnia. On November 30,1994, Examiner EUenberg filed her Final Report recommending that the application be granted. In response, Virginia Power advised 
the Commission that it would not file comments and urged the Commission to adopt the Final Report No other parties or participants in the proceeding filed 
conmoits.

The Commission appreciates the concerns of land owners whose property is crossed by, or is in view of electric lines. The record before us establishes, 
however, that Virginia Power has taken reasonable steps to assess environmental inqract and to avoid or to minimize any adverse environmental consequences 
from this construction. The record also includes comments from a number of Virginia environmental agencies. The agencies identified a number of applicable 
regulations, and they made suggestions on avoiding environmental ittqracL None of the agencies opposed cmstruction of the tap line or interconnect substation 
Further, the Conqrany has pledged to follow rppropriate practices in constructing and operating the tap line.

The record establishes a need for the proposed &cilities. The Federal Energy Regulatory Cmnmission has certified Birdiwood Power Partners, L.P. as 
a qualifying cogeneration facility, and Virginia Power is obligated to interconnect Birchwood's facility with its system. A portion of the tap line and the 
interconnect substation would Ue in Northern Neck Electric Cooperative's service territory. As indicated on a map included in Virginia Power’s jqtplicatira, the 
Cooperative has no objection to constructian of these ficilities within its service taritory.

Examiner EUenberg found in her report that Virginia Power considered a number of routing altematives. The record shows that the tq> line connecting 
the qualifying facility directly to the existing 230 kV transmission line provides the most efficient interconnection, but no existing rigfits-of-way are available. 
Diredly connecting the Birchwood facility to the Company's Fredericksburg Substation would require significantly more new right-of-way.
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code Ana §§ 56-46.1,56-265.2, and related provisions of Title 56, this application be granted;

For approval of a pilot conservation load management project

ORDER GRANTING APPROVAL

Program").

APPUCATION OF
THE POTOMAC EDISON COMPANY

On December 22,1993, the Commissicm'sStafffiled its report. In its report Staff articulated its general support and encouragement of experimental or 
pilot energy efSciency projects prior to full scale implementatioa Staff stated that the data gathered by Potomac Edison through this one year project will enable 
the Company to conduct a conqnehensive cost/benefit analysis for its future recommendations before the Commissioa Further, Staff stated that it had reviewed 
Potomac Edison's analysis on the Proposed Programs, using the four methodologies ordered by the Commission's June 28, 1993 Order in Case No. PUE900070, 
noting that the CompanYs cost/beneft analysis under the total resource cost test indicates that the Proposed Program is cost effective.

CASE NO. PUE930061 
JANUARY 26, 1994

The Conqrany states that the Proposed Program will have no effect on alternate energy suppliers as it involves only lidding. The cost to retrofit 
Shenandoah and Lord Fairfax is estimated to approximately SI 10,000 and $72,000 respectively. The Company proposes to conqrensate Shenandoah and Lord 
Faitfiuc for the total costs of installation in exch^e for the rights to monitor the savings and demonstrate the technology. Potomac Edison estimates that 
monitoring and evaluating the Proposed Program will cost approximately $10,000 and that its net lost revenues (excluding fuel) due to the Project will be 
$20,250 per year (in 1993 dollars).

On November 26, 1993, Potomac Edison filed its supplemental testimony and accompanying etdiibits. The Conqrany described its analysis of the 
Proposed Project using the participants test, the ratepayer impact test, the total resource test, and the utility cost test Potomac Edison also provided a description 
of the monitoring methods to be utilized by the Conqiany.

The second issue noted by Staff is the fact that Lord Fairfax, a public college, is not under the Commission's jurisdictioa Accordingly, Staff may 
questiim the recovery of projected costs and revenue losses for Lord Fairfax in the Company's future rate case filings.

On November 12,1993, the Commission issued an order establishing a procedural schedule for this matter. The order, among other things: directed 
Potomac Edison to publish notice of its triplication and to file additional testimony-, provided an opportunity for interested persons to comment or request a 
hearing on the Company's application; and ditected the Commission's Staff to file a report on the reasonableness of the Proposed Program.

(2) That Virginia Power be authorized to construct and to operate a double-circuit 230 kV tap line fiom its Fredericksburg-Northem Neck 
Transmission Line to the Birchwood Power Partners, L.P. qualifying cogeneration facility in King George County and an interconnection substation at the 
cogeneration facility, including portions of the tap line and the interconnection substation located outside its service territory; and

In conclusion, the Commission finds that there is a need for the proposed tsqi line and interconnection substatioa The Commission further finds that 
the Company has considered the environmental impact of the line and has pledged to take steps to avoid adverse environmental consequences of its constructioa 
We find that the public convenience and necessity requite the facilities.

(3) That, forthwith upon receipt of this order, Virginia Power shall file amended maps showing the route of the tap line as approved herein so that an 
appropriate certificate of public convenience and necessity may be issued.

Upon qiproval by the Commission, the Company intends to implement the Proposed Program, anticipating installation of the lighting equipment on or 
before March 31, 1994. Summary reports will be issued on a semi-annual basis, with a final report to be issued twelve months after final installation of the 
lighting e^ipment to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the Proposed Program. The cost-effectiveness analysis will employ the four methodologies ordered by the 
Commission's June 28, 1993 Order in Case No. PUE900070: the participants test, the ratepayer impact test, the total resource test, and the utility cost test 
Pt^omac Edison states that the evaluation will include, among other things, a reconunendation regarding eiqranded implementation of the Proposed Prograia

Althou^ Staffarticulated no reason for denying Potomac Edison's qiplication, two issues were addressed. First, Staff noted that under the Proposed 
Program the Company proposes to pay the full amount of the removal and installation costs for the new energy technologies in the two universities. Staff stated 
that demand side management programs encouraging new technology typically involve some contribution on the part of the customer. Staff will examine the 
appropriateness of full recovery of these costs through rales in the Company's subsequent rate filings.

On September 21, 1993, The Potomac Edison Company ("Potomac Edison" or "Compan/') filed an application and supporting testimony requesting 
qjproval of a pilot program which involves the reimbursement of two commercial customers, Shenandoah University ("Shenandoah") and Lord Fairfax 
Community College ("Lord Fairfax"), for the installation costs of energy efficient lighting equipment in place of their existing limiting facilities ("the Proposed

At the hearing, Virginia Power identified the need to modify the route to accommodate a proposed landfill approved by King George County after the 
application bad been filed. After the hearing, Virginia Power filed exhibits showing the new location of the tap line route. The record establishes that the 
modification of the routing to accommodate the landfill would not have a significant effect on other landowners, and the environmental considerations would be 
unaffected by the relocatioa
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IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That Potomac Edison's Proposed Program, as described in its applicatii d sipporting documents is approved;

(3) That this matter is continued generally.

To revise Rate Sdiedules 6,7 and 9

ORDER

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA NATURAL GAS. INC.

On October 28, 1993, the Commission issued its Preliminary Order in tins matter. In that Order, the Commission dodketed the applicatimi, and 
permitted VNGs tariff revisi<ms to become effective for service tendered on and after November 1,1993, on an interim basis, subject to refund. The Commission 
directed VNG to keep detailed records of the amounts of any penalties and the identity of any customer to whom penalties were assessed, during ftie period during 
vrilich the tariff revirioos rgmain^H Witgrim.

summer and winter demand, market potential, customer satisfaction, program cost-effectiveness, efBciency of program operation and snap-back effect for each of 
the two universities.

On November 16, 1993, the Commission entered its Order Prescribing Notice and Inviting Comments and Requests for Hearing. VNG customers 
who were affected by the Conqjany’s proposed tariff revisions were invited to file written comments or requests for hearing on the Company's application by

CASE NO. PUE930062 
JANUARY 27, 1994

(2) That Potomac Edison file semi-annual reports and analysis of the Pnposed Program, with a final report to be issued twelve months after final 
installation of the lighting equiinnenL The final report shall include all data requested in Staffs report; and

On October 1, 1993, Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. ("VNO" or "the Company'^ filed an rqjplication with the State Corporation Comtnissian 
("Commission") to revise the following rate sdiedules: Rate Schedule 6 - High Lotul Factor Firm Gas Delivery Service; Rate Schedule 7 - General Firm Gas 
Delivery Service; and Rate Schedule 9 - Interruptible Gas Delivery Service. VNG's application stated that the changes to Schedules 6,7 and 9 must be revised to 
pass on to transportation customers any penalty assessed by upstream gas suppliers in accordance with FERC Order 636's daily balancing requirements.

Accordingly, the Commission, upon consideration of the record herein, finds that Potomac Edison's application is in die public interest and should be 
granted. The issues of rate recovery for the Proposed Programs, however, are reserved for a future rate case proceeding. The Commissinn further finds that die 
reporting requirements requested by Staff should be incoiporated in Potomac Edison's final report on the Proposed Program. Therefore,

On January 13,1994, Potomac Edison filed its proof of notice. No comments ch- requests for hearing were received by the Commission's Document 
Control Center.

In addition, VNG's application proposed to revise Paragraph IUD of Rate Schedule 9 - Interruptible Gas Delivery. VNG's proposed revision to Rate 
Schedule 9 provides diat a customer's ability to withdraw gas volumes fiom its bank is subject to interruption on a daily basis. VNG's application represented that 
this revision was necessary because die Company anticipated situations during which it will lack capacity to make deliveries of gas to end-users fiom end-users' 
inventory accounts, customer banks. VNG proposed to defer the delivery of gas fiom an end-user's inventory account during periods of limited capacity, and 
then resume such deliveries uhen system capacity is available. The Conpany has rpresented that it does not pnpose any chan^ to the rates and char^ for 
Schedules 6,7, and 9.

We believe that promotional allowances for cost effective CLM programs are appropriate. Rate 
recovery for such promotions diould be allowed only for cost effective CLM programs, though, and not for those 
designed primarily to increase load or market share, unless a company proves that the program is cost effective and 
serves the overall public interest We will not expressly prohibit the payment of such allowances by utilities, 
however, but rather, we will only address the propriety of cost recovery throu^ rates. We also caution that the 
rules do not Buarantee rate recovery for cost effective CLM programs. The reasonableness of the level of costs 
incurred will be evaluated as a part of each company's rate case.

Stafffurther stated that the Conpany should be recpiired to provide the results of the Preposed Program and associated analysis, including cost benefit 
analysis, in its final report The analysis should include, but not be limited to, load inpacts on Potomac Edison's system in terms of energy consunption and

Commonwealth of Virginia, ex ret. State Corooration Commission Ex Parte: In re. Investigation of Conservation Load Management Programs. 1992 S.C.C. 
Arm. Rept 261, p. 264. It follows that Commission qproval of a CLM program which encoiporates promotional allowances is not tantamount to future rate 
recovery. A utility initiates such a program with some risk.

Under the Commission's Rules Governing Utility Promotional Allowances ("Promotional Allowance Rules"), the Commission may grant approval of 
programs offering promotional allowances if the Commission finds the program to be in the public interest; however, the Commission, in its order inplementing 
the Promotional Allowance Rules, stated that rate recovery would be evaluated not in a utility's application to implemait a Conservation Load Management 
("CLM") program involving promotional allowances but as part of the utility's subsequent rate case.
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No comments or requests for hearing were filed.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That VNG's October 1,1993 triplication is hereby granted;

ORDER OF SETTLEMENT

That Shawnee is a cotificated public service corporation providing water service to approximately 119 customers in Winchester, Virginia;1.

That Shawnee is subject to the Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Act ("the Act");2.

That Shawnee's customers have experienced water outages, low water pressure and dirty and/or red water.3.

That Shawnee has failed to comply with Virginia Department of Health waler works regulations by:4.

(a) exceeding the maximum containment level for iron and manganese;

(b) allowing two wells to be constructed without obtaining construction permits;

(c) not providing adequate distribution system pressure and not properly maintaining and operating the water works; and

(d) not providing a qualified operator for the waterworks;

5.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the record herein and the applicable statutes, is of the opinion and finds that VNG's October 1,1993 
application is reasonable and should be granted; that the proposed tariff revisions which became interim and subject to refund under Va Code § 56-240 are 
reascmable and should be made permanent^ and that this should be dismiggad

CASE NO. PUE930065 
JANUARY 25, 1994

On November 29, 1993, the Commission extended the time in which comments or requests for hearing could be filed by customers affected by the 
captioned application to January 6,1994.

(2) That the Company's proposed tariff revisions which became effective for service tendered on and after November 1, 1993, on an interim basis, 
sul^ect to refund, are hereby made permanent for services rendered on and after November 1,1993; and

(3) That there being nothing further to be done herein, the same is hereby dismissed, and the papers filed herein shall be made a part of the 
Commission's file for ended causes.

December 23, 1993. That same Order directed the Staff to file with the Commission on or before January 20, 1994, a written report addressing the 
reasonableness of VNG's application, and the comments received on the application

On January 20,1994, theStaff filed its Report in the cqitioned matter. The Staff recommended that the Conunission approve the Company's proposed 
tariff revisions, finding the revisions to Schedules 6, 7 and 9 to be consistent with FERC Order No. 636's requirements and fining the additional revision to 
Schedule 9 to be reasonable and consistent with that Schedule's interruptible character.

That customers' experience with water outages, low water pressure or dirty and/or red water constitutes failure to provide "reasonably adequate 
water service and facilities" in violation of § 56-265.13:4 of the Code; and

On December 1, 1993, the State Corporation Commission issued a Rule to Show Cause ("Rule") against Shawnee Land Utilities Company, Inc. 
("Shawnee" or "Company") for alleged violation of § 56-265.13:4 of the Code of Virginia. In the Rule, the Commission directed the Company to appear and to 
show cause, if it could, why penalties should not be imposed pursuant to § 12.1-13 or why ftte Company's certificate should not be suspended, revok^ altered or 
amended pursuant to § 56-265.6.

In issuing the Rule, the Commission relied on Staffs motion filed on October 21, 1993. In its motion, the Staff of the Commission's Division of 
Energy Regulation ("the Division"), by its counsel, alleged the following:

On the same day, VNG filed proof of compliance with the notice prescribed by the November 16 Order and the November 29,1993 Amending Order. 
The November 29 Order required VNG to advise its customers affected by its application of the extension of time in which they could file written comments or 
requests for hearing bn the application.

V.
SHAWNEE LAND UTILITIES COMPANY, INC.
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(2) The Company will take remedial action pursuant to the following schedule:

A. Water Mains

B. Plarrt

(4) On or before August 1,1994, the Conqiany will obtain a qualified qierator certified as Class IV or better fertile Shawnee water system;

(S) On or before ^nil 13,1994, the Conqiany will have available a written plan drtailing its procedures for responding to customers' conqilaints;

(6) The Conqiany will immediately establish 24-hour emergency telephone service for receipt of customers' complaint-!;

In an answer filed by Company's President, Donald R. Lambome, on January 3,1994, the Conqiany denied that it violated § 36-263.13:4 of the Code. 
The Company also denied that it violated certain water works regulations relative to the water system's wells and operator. The Company did not deny the other 
allegations stated in the Rule. To settle all matters arising fiom the allegations made against the Company, it has offered to do the following:

(3) On or before August 13, 1994, the Company will submit to the Division a plan detaibng tire installation of water mains on Dakota Trail, 
Blackfeet Trail and Tomahawk Trail;

6. That Conq)any*s failure to comply with all of the above referenced water works regulations constitutes failure to provide "reasonably adequate 
waler service and facilities" in violation of § 36-263.13:4 of the Code.

(1) The Conqtany wall pay a fine in the amount often thousand dollars ($10,000) to the Commonwealth of Virginia. This amount is due as outlined 
in paragraph (2) below and will be suspended in whole, or in part, if the Company files with the Commission the required afSdavits along with the Division's 
verifications that the Company has completed specific remedial action on or before the scheduled date for the conpletion of said action. At the completion of all 
remedial action outlined below, the Commission will vacate the outstanding amount Any payments which bec^e due will be made by check payable to the 
Treasurer of the Commonwealth and directed to the attention of the director of the Division of Energy Regulation.

On or before May 1, 1993, or unless otherwise agreed to by tiie Division and by the Company, the 
Company will file with the Commission an affidavit by the president of Shawnee ("affidavit") certifying tbM the 
Company has completed the replacement of water mains on Dakota Trail, Blackfeet Trail and Tomahawk Trail.

On or before 390 days fiom the date tiiat VDH approves the above-referenced plans (qiproximately 13 
months), the Company will file with the Commission an affidavit certifying that the Company has conqileted 
installation of replacement &cilities in the #100 system, with such replacement to include state of the art iron and 
manganese removal equipment.

On or before June 1, 1994, the Company will file with the Commission an affidavit certifying that the 
Company has submitted to the Virginia Dqtartment of Health ("VDH") completed plans for the replacement of 
water facilities in the old section of the Shawnee water system (The #100 system"), with such replacement to 
include state-of-tiie-art iron and manganese removal equipm^

(7) The Compal^ will maintain a labor force sufficient to service the Shawnee water system on a 24-hour basis and to respond to customer complaints 
within three hours fiom the time such conqjlaints regarding water outages ate received by the Conqtany; and

I^xm timely receipt of said affidavit and verification by the Division, the Commission will suspend four 
thousand dollars ($4,000) of the amount specified on page 2, numbered paragrqth (1) of tins Order. Should the 
Company fail to file said affidavit by the 390th day, a payment of four thousand dollars ($4,000) shall become due. 
The Conqtany must immediately notify the Division of the reasons for such failure. Upon investigatiwi, if the 
Division determines that the reason for said failure justifies a payment lower than four thousand dollars ($4,000), it 
may recranmend to the Commission a reduction in the amount due. Upon the Commission's certification of the 
amount due, the Company shall immediately tender to the Commigginn said amounL

Upon timely receipt of said affidavit and verification by the Division, the Commission will suqiend one 
thousand dollars ($1,000) of the amount specified on page 2, numbered paragraph (1) of this Order. Should the 
Company &il to file said affidavit by June 1,1994, a payment of one thousand dollars ($1,000) shall become due. 
The Conqrany must immediately notify the Division of the reasons for such failure. Upon investigation, if the 
Division determines that the reason for said &ilure justifies a payment lower than one thousand dollars ($1,000), it 
may recommend to the Commission a reduction in the amount due. Upon the Commission's certification of the 
amount due, the Cnwipawy diall immediately tender to due Commission said amount

Upon timely receipt of said affidavit and verification by the Division, the Commission will suspend five 
thousand dollars ($3,000) of the amount specified on page 2, numbered paragrqrh (1) of this Order. Stould the 
Company fail to file said affidavit by May 1,1993, or by a date agreed upon by fee Division and by the Company, 
a payment of five thousand dollars ($3,000) shall become due. Company must immediately notify the Division of 
the reasons for said failure. Upon investigation, if the Division deterrnines that the reason for said failure justifies a 
payment lower than five thousand dollars ($3,000), it may recommend to the Commission a reduction in the 
amount due. Upon Commission certification of the amount due, the Company shall immediately tender to the 
Commission said amounL
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IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That the Ccnnpany shall timely comply with the remedial actions outlined herein;

(4) That the Commission retains jurisdiction over this matter until further order of this Commission.

For a certificate and amendment of certificate of public convenience and necessity pursuant to Virginia Code §§ S6-26S.2 and 56-26S.3

ORDER AMENDING CERTIFICATE

d its

IT IS ORDERED:

territory;

(S) That this case be dismissed from the docket of active proceedings and the papers placed in the file for ended causes.

(4) That copies of this Order shall be placed in Certificate File Nos. 10314 and 10165, which are lodged in the Commission's Division of Energy 
Regulation; and

APPLICATION OF
WASHINGTON GAS UGHT COMPANY

By letter dated December 21, 1993, Conqtany furnished proof of notice. By letter dated January 28, 1994, Commonwealth Gas advised the 
Commission that it did not oppose Washington Gas's request No other comments or requests fw hearing were filed.

CASE NO. PIIE930067 
FEBRUARY 18, 1994

(3) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265.2, Washington Gas shall be granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity for the 
constructicm and operation of the utility facilities described in its qiplication;

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the plication, the pleadings and the applicable statutes, is of the opinion that it is in the public 
interest for Washington Gas's Certificate G-51g to be amended to include the service territory described hereirt It is in the public interest for Company to 
construct and operate the utility facilities to provide such service. Accordingly,

(2) That, upon filing ofthe required map, and pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265.3, Certificate G-51g, authorizing Washington Gas to provide gas 
service in portions of Prince William County, shall be canceled and reissued as Certificate No. G-51h, wdudi certificate shall include one additional address as 
referenced hereirt;

(1) That, on or before April 1, 1994, Washington Gas shall file with the Division of Energy Regulation a map delineating its distribution service 
territory within Prince William County and identifying the location of the utility facilities certified herein which are located outside its distribution service

By order dated December 2, 1993, the Commission docketed the matter and directed Conqiany to give notice to interested parties on or before 
Jamiary 17,1994. That order also directed interested persons to file comments in support of or in opposition to the application on or before January 28,1994.

On November 1, 1993, Washington Gas Liglrt Company ("Washington Gas" or "Company") filed its application requesting authority to
Certificate No. G-51g to provide gas service to 8410 Cabin Branch, Manassas, Virginia 22111. In its application, Qanpany noted that its request to provide gas 
service is from an address located within Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc.'s ("Commonwealth Gas") service territory. Ctniqjany also requested a certificate of 
public convenience and necessity authorizing it to construct and operate distribution facilities to provide such service.

(3) That the Company is hereby fined ten thousand dollars ($10,000) which is due as outlined herein and will be suspended and subsequently vacated, 
in whole or in part, provided that the Company timely files the required affidavits that such remedial action has been accomplished as outlined herein and the 
statements therein vaified by the Division; and

(1) That pursuant to the authority granted the Commission by Virginia Code § 12.1-15, the offer of compromise and settlement made by Shawnee 
Land Utilities Company, Inc. be, and it hereby is, accepted;

(8) In the event that the installation of placement facilities in the #100 system does not meet the VDITs standards for iron and manganese, the 
Company will construct a new well within a time limit to be agreed upon by the Company and the Division.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having been fiiUy advised in the premises and finding sufficient basis herein for the entry ofthis Order and in reliance 
on the Conqiany's representations set forth above, is of the opinion and finds that the offer of compromise and settlement should be accepted. Accordingly,
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To furnish gas service pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265,4:5

ORDER DISMISSING PROCEEDING

For qjproval of experimmtal conservation programs

FINAL ORDER

APPUCATION OF
DELMARVA power & UGHT COMPANY

On February 17, 1994, the Company filed the testimony of its witness, Edward J. Racis, Manager of Marketing and Planning for Delmarva. Mr. 
Racis' testimony describes the proposed programs and the Cotrqiany's "Challenge 2000" program for meeting the long- term energy needs of its service territory.

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the foregoing, is of the opinion and finds that the Conqtany has satisfied the requirements of 
Virginia Code §§ 56-265. l(bX4) and -265.4:5, and that there being nothing further to be done herein, this matter should be dismissed.

NOTmCATION OF 
AMVEST oil & GAS, INC.

Sixty days have now elapsed since the entry of the December 17, 1993 Order, and no jurisdictional public utility has filed a application to provide 
natural gas service within the area identified in the captioned notification

CASE NO.PUE930069 
FEBRUARY 28, 1994

CASE NO. PUE930070
MARCH 31, 1994

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that this matter shall be dismissed fiom the Commission's docket of active proceedings, and the pliers filed herein 
be made a part of the Commission's file for ended causes.

On March 16,1994, Delmarva, by letter of counsel, accepted the modifications to its programs recommended by fire Staff and urged the Commission 
to sqjprove the programs with the recommended modificaticms.

NOW, UPON CONSIDERATION oftheq)plication,thepleadingsfiledherein, the qrplicable rules, and statutes, the Commission is of the opinion 
and finds first the erqrerhnental programs proposed by Delmarva should be approved with the modifications reconnnended by the Staff and noted herein The

On November 22, 1993, AMVEST Oil & Gas, Inc. ("AMVEST" or "the Company") delivered documents to the State Corporation Commission 
("Commission") indicating its intent pursuant to Vir^nia Code § 56-265.4:5 to provide gas service to Appalachian Regional Healthcare, Inc. ("ARH"), Show- 
Dine Wise Cotiroration ("Shoneys"), Freedom Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Inc. ("Freedom Ford"), and WDSY, Inc. AMVEST completed its notification to the 
Commission pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265.4:5 on December 9,1993.

On November 22,1993, Delmarva Power & Light Conqrany ("Delmarva" or "Company") filed an application and supporting documents requesting 
approval of five experimental conservation programs that make use of promotitmal allowances. The Company proposed to make the programs available to its 
Virginia customers from January 1994 through December 1996. These programs include a residential healing and air conditioning program, a residential new 
home construction program, a residential poultry firm lidding program, a commercial and industrial indoor lighting program, and a commercial and industrial air 
conditioning program.

On March 4,1994, the Commission Staff filed file report of its investigation of the proposed programs. Hie Staff recommended the approval of the 
application with two modifications. First, the Staff recommended that the number of participants fat both the Commercial and Industrial Indoor Lighting and the 
Air Ccmditioning Programs should be limited to no more than 40, rather than the proposed maximum of 75 participants. Second, the Staffrecommended that each 
of the experimental programs be limited to a two-year pilot period instead of the proposed three-year period. In the Staffs view, these limitations will provide 
Delmarva with the information needed to evaluate the programs and also reduce any potential problems caused by fuel switdiing fiom natural gas to electricity. 
A full two-year implementation of the programs will give Delmarva enough time to gather the ^tecific program data and operating experience needed to design 
pennanent donand side maoa^Dient programs in the future.

On January 18,1994, the Commission entered a procedural order providing for publication ofnoticeofthe contents ofthe application and establishing 
a period for the receipt ofpublic comments or requests for hearing. No sudi comments or requests were received.

On December 17, 1993, the Commission entered an Order docketing the proceeding and notifying all public utilities providing gas service in the 
Commonwealth of AMVESTs plans to furnish gas service and advising these utilities that within 60 days of the entry of this Order they could file an application 
with the Commission to provide natural gas service within the area identified in the Company's notification documents.

On December 22, 1993, the Commission entered an Order finding that the facilities of ARH, Shoneys, Freedom Ford, and WDSY, Inc. were not 
within an area for which a certificate of public convenience and necessity had been granted, nor were these facilities located within an area served by a municipal 
corporation that provided gas distribution service as of January 1,1992. The Order determined that the furnishing of natural gas service to these facilities was not 
prohibited.
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That the experimental programs proposed by Delmarva shall be approved, subject to the limitations recommended by the Staff,

(3) That this matter be continued until further order of the Commission.

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity

IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That the matter shall be continued until further order of the Commission.

APPUCATION OF
C&P SUFFOLK WATER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUE930071 
DECEMBER 27, 1994

On June 30,1994, C&P Suffolk Water Company ("C&P Suffolk" or "the Company") conqrleted its application for a certificate of public convenience 
and necessity. In its plication the Company requested authority to provide vnter service to residents in the Oak Ridge, Holland, Bennett's Harbor, Maple Hills, 
Beck's, S.L. Hines (Truckstop), Lake Forest, and Lake Meade subdivisions in Suffolk, Virginia. The Company also requested rqrproval of its proposed tariffi.

We will schedule a hearing at a later date. We will also address Staffs suggestion for a time log at that time in the event fire Conqiany does not 
voluntarily conqrly with Staffs suggestion. Accordingly,

(2) That Delmarva shall file its report and analysis of the experimental programs not later than six months following the end of the implementation 
period, and not later than October 1,1996; and

ORDER DECLARING RATES INTERIM AND
5 THE FILING OF CERTAIN FINANCIAL INFORMATION

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the Staffs Report, is of the opinion that a heating should be scheduled in the above-referenced 
matter. We are also of the opinion that the Company's rates should be declared interim and that the Company should file certain financial information based on a 
1994 calendar year on or before March 31,1995.

On December 13, 1994, Staff filed its report detailing the results of an audit based on a test year ending September 30, 1994. In its report. Staff 
recommended that the Commission set the matter for hearing in order to assess the reasonableness of the Company's rates based on data representing a test year 
ending December 31,1994. Staff also recommended that the Commission declare the Company's proposed rates interim pending the Commission's determination 
of the matter. Moreover, Staff suggested that the Commission enter an order directing the Company to maintain a time log detailing the scope of services provided 
by Christian & Pugh. Inc., and to file certain financial information on or before March 31,1995.

(2) That Conqratty shall file with die Clerk, State Corporation Commission, c/o Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 
23216, on or before March 31,1995, financial data based on a 1994 calendar year. Such information shall include, at a minimum, an income statement, balance 
sheet, statement of cash flows, the 1994 Federal Income Tax Return, or in the alternative, the Company's most recent tax return; and

On July 18, 1994, the Commission issued an order inviting written commerrts and requests for heating In that Order, the Commission directed its 
Staff to review C&P Suffolk's application and to submit, on or before November 10,1994, a report detailing its findings and recommendations. The Commission 
subsequerrtly extended the date for filing Staffs Report to December 16,1994.

(1) That the Company's tariff shall be declared irrterim and subject to refund fix’ service tendered on and after the date of this order until such time as 
the Commission has determined this case;

Commission finds that it is in the public interest for Delmarva to utilize the experimental programs to gain sufficient data to enable the Commission to determine 
whether the programs are feasible and should be implemented on a permanent basis.
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ORDER GRANTING AMENDED CERTIFICATE

th iblished in newsps^jers, all interested persons were directed to request a formal hearing or to

APPUCATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

The Commission Staff reviewed Appalachian's application and contacted the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality to request any comments 
that agency ot other state environmental agencies might have on the application. In reqxmse to this request, the Department provided comments dated May 18, 
1994.

CASE NO. PUE930073 
JUNE 1, 1994

As noted in the April 13 order, the City of Danville operates a municipal electric system not subject to Commission jurisdiction, and the proposed 
facilities would lie within the corporate limits of the city. Danville has reviewed tire project, and a copy of the City Council's resolution of support is included in 
the plication. In addition, Danville's city manager has signed copies of maps filed with the application indicating that file City of Danville has no opposition to 
the project

In its application, the Company explained that Dan River, Inc. would provide, for a nominal sum, the site for the Ballou Substation at its Schoolfield 
Plant and easements for approximalely half of the 2.5 miles of right-of-way required for the line fcm the Ballou Substation to the Corning-Goodyear 69 kV line. 
The remaining new ri^-of-way would be acquired fixnn landowners. No relocation of any existing residences would be required based upon the new routing. 
With regard to the existing 34.5 kV double-circuit line, Appalachian explained in its application that file existing line and right-of-way would be conveyed to the 
Company for a nominal sum. The existing line would be dismantled, and a new 69 kV line would be built within file existing right-of-way.

In correspondence to the Staff dated May 27, Appalachian stated that it had reviewed a copy of the correspondence and reports sent to the Staff fiom 
the Department of Environmental Quality addressing the application. The Company identified a number of recommendations made by the various environmental 
agencies whidi it would incorporate into its planning, construction and operation of the proposed 69 kV lines and substation.

The Company identified in its application various contacts it had with Virginia environmental agencies prior to filing with the Commission. As 
previously noted, the Staff contacted the Department of Environmental Quality about this application. As shown in the qiplication and the correspondence and 
reports attached to the Staff Report, a number of State environmental agencies as well as federal and local agencies have reviewed this project None of these 
agencies have identified any sig^cant environmental obstacle raised by the construction of file substation and the 69 kV lines.

By Order of April 13, 1994, the Commission docketed this application and directed the Company to give notice of the qiplication by newspsqier 
publication and by service of copies of the order on local government officials. On May 12, 1994, Appalachian filed proof of newspaper publication and an 
affidavit of service of copies of the order on officials in the City of Danville. The Commission finds that proper notice as requited by Va. Code Ann. § 56-265.2 
was given.

Before file Commission is Appalachian Power Company's ("Appalachian" or "Conqiany") application to amend its certificate of public convenience 
and necessity for Pittsylvania County, Certificate No. ET-42k. In this project, Appalachian first proposes to construct the Ballou Substation at Dan River, Inc.'s 
Schoolfield Plant and a 69 kV line connecting the new substation to the Company's existing Coming-Goodyear 69 kV line. The new line would extend for 
rqqnoximately 2.5 miles and would require new right-of-way cleared to a width of 80 feet In the second phase of this project, Appalachian would acquire fiom 
Dan River, Inc. an existing 34.5 kV double-circuit line running from the Sdioolfield Plant to the Conqian/s existing Danville Station. The existing 34.5 kV line 
extends for approximately 3.5 miles with right-of-way approximalely 50 feet in width. Upon acquisition of this line, Appalachian proposes to dismantle the 
existing facilities and to construct a new 69 kV line using the same right-of-way. The proposed facilities lie within the City of Danville and outside Appalachian's 
service territory identified in a certificate of public convenience and necessity issued under Va Code Arm. § 56-265.3.

On May 26, the Staff filed with the Clerk of the Commission a report <rf its investigalicm ("Staff Report”) and provided copies to Appalachian. Copies  of correspondence and reports related to the project fiom file Department of Environmental Quality were attached to the Staff Report The Staff noted that the 
Department of Environmental Quality reported that no significant environmental issues related to the construction of the proposed 69 kV lines and substation had 
hem identified by file environmental agencies. The Staff Report recommends granting Appaladiian's application.

Upon consideration of Appalachian's application, including various supplemental information provided by the Company, and the Staff Report, the 
Ccnnmission finds that there is a need for the proposed facilities. According to Appalachian's application, Dan River, Inc. is planning improvements to and 
expansion of its facilities in Danville, and it expects to increase significantly its power requirements. In light of the expected load growth, the Conqiany has 
concluded that a single-contingency transformer or bus outage could result in thermal overioads. Dan River, Inc. has also requested that Appalachian upgrade 
existing service to the Sdioolfield Plant fiom 34.5 kV to 69 kV and provide a second power source to increase reliability. In its Report, the Commission Staff 
agrees with Appalachian's analysis of the impact of the increase in load. The proposed 69 kV lines and the substation appear to be an efficient means of meeting a 
majcn- industrial customer's requirements. Accordingly, the Cammission finds tfad a need for the proposed facilities has been established.

To amend its Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity authorizing operation of transmission lines and facilities in the County of Pittsylvania: 
69 kV Lines and BaUou Substation

In the Commission's Order of April 13, and______ _____________ r-r  r i b
file any other comments on or before May 13, 1994. In response, file Danville Development Council, Dan River, Inc., and the Honorable Whittington W. 
Clement, Member, Virginia House of Delegates, filed letters in support of the application Danville City Manager A. Ray Griffin, Jr. filed a copy of a resolution 
sujqxHting Appaladiian's proposed project adopted by the City Council of Danville on December 7, 1993. The Commission finds that, after appropriate public 
notice, no interested person requested a formal hearing on this proceeding. Further, the comments received fiom interested persons raised no issue which would 
lead the Commissioo to order a formal heating on its own accord.
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it would not appear to have any adverse impact on existing land usage or other resources.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to Va. Code Ann. § S6-26S.2 and related provisions of Title 56 ofthe Virginia Code, this qrplication be granted;

(3) That Appalachian be issued an amended certificate of public convenience and necessity as follows:

(4) That this case be dismissed from the docket of active proceedings and the papers herein be placed in the files for ended causes.

For cancellation of certificates of public convenience and necessity

ORDER CANCELING CERTIFICATES OF PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA WATER & SEWER COMPANY

(2) That Appalachian be issued an amended certificate that the public convenience and necessity require exercise of the ri^ or privilege to construct 
outside its service territ^ the Ballou Substation at Dan River, Inc.'s Schoolfield Plant and a 69 kV line connecting that substation to Af^acbian's Corning- 
Goodyear 69 kV line; to acquire from Dan River, Inc. a double-circuit 34.5 kV line connecting the Schoolfield Pl^ to Appalachian's Danville Station; and to 
dismantle that line and to construct on the same right-of-way a 69 kV line;

By Order dated April 20, 1993, Virginia Water & Sewer Conqrany (the "Conqjany") was granted certificates of public convenience and necessity 
(Certificate Nos. W-271 and S-79) authorizing it to provide water and sewerage service to approximately 132 customers in the Pilot House Apartments in 
Newport News, Virginia.

On June 8, 1994, Staff filed a report detailing the results of its investigation and presenting its findings and recommendations on the Conqrany's 
application. In its report. Staff stated that it had verified that the Company had satisfied the above-referenced requirements. Staff recommended that the 
Company's request to cancel its certificates be granted.

CASE NO. PUE930074 
JUNE 24, 1994

In its report. Staff specifically noted that the Con^any purchases its water frtm Newport News Waterworks and its sewerage service from the 
Hampton Roads Sanitation Authority. Staff also noted that the Cottqmny does not charge its tenants an amount in excess of the actual charge for providing such 
service or charge a separate fee for the reading of meters.

Upon consideration of the material before it, the Commission finds that the proposed substation and 69 kV lines do not appear to have a substantial 
adverse environmental impact The Commission also notes that Appalachian has incorporated into its planning, construction and operation a number of 
recommendations made by environmental agencies. As construction on the line commences, we direct Appalachian to keep our Director of Energy Regulation 
advised of progress on the project and whether there is any substantial deviation from procedures outlined in APCO's letter of May 27 and its application and the 
measures recommended by the environmental agencies in their comments of May 18, 1994. In conclusion, the Commission finds that a certificate that the public 
convenience and necessity require Appalachian to exercise the right or privilege to construct the Ballou Substation and the 69 kV lines should be issued to 
Appalachian. Accordingly,

The additional requirements are that the conqiany must purchase its water from a public utility, public service corporation, public service cotrqjany. 
county, city, or town, or other publicly regulated political subdivision or public body, and must charge its residents or tenants only that portion of file utility charge 
for water which is permitted by § 55-248.45:1. Section 55-248.45:1 permits a company to resell water and other utility service to the extent that the charge for 
the resale does not exceed its actual utility charge or include a separate fee for the reading of meters.

adverse inpact on these resources, and the Department of Conservation and Recreation concurred in its comments. With regard to building the new 69 kV line on 
an existing right-of-way, the Company's application shows that the existing right-of-way parallels existing major bi^ways and streets in the City of Danville and

By letter dated November 17,1993, the Company requested the State Corporation Commission to cancel its certificates due to its intent to comply 
with Virginia Code § 56-1.2, as amended effective July 1, 1993. Section 56-1.2 excludes a company from the statutory definition of a "public utility" and fimn 
the requirement of certification if it owns or operates property and provides water to residerUs or tenants on that property and satisfies certain additional 
requirements.

Certificate No. ET-42I, to operate the present electric transmission lines and facilities, in Pittsylvania 
County and to construct and operate the proposed 69 kV lines and Ballou Substation, all as shown on fire map 
attached thereto; which said Certificate No. ET-421 is to supersede Certificate No. ET-42k, issued on September 26, 
1975.

The state environmental agencies recommended a number of measures which Appalachian could adopt to avoid or mitigate adverse environmental 
impacts of the proposed 69 kV lines. In its letter of May 27 addressed to the Staff, Appalachian indicated that it recognized the concerns identified by the agencies 
and that the Company would cooperate in addressing these concerns.

Appalachian stated in its application that the new 69 kV line on new right-of-way would pass in the vicinity of a wetlands area documented by file 
Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation to have occurrences of natural heritage resources. Appalachian anticipales that the line would have no
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IT IS ORDERED:

(I) That Certificate Nos. W-27I and S-79 be, and hereby are, canceled; and

For an Order of Clarification

FINAL ORDER

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter is hereby docketed and assigned Case No. PUE930075;

(2) That Ordering Paragraph (4) of die November 14,1989 Order Granting Waiver entered in Case No. PUE890078 is hereby eliminated; and

(3) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this matter is hereby dismissed.

APPLICATION OF 
ROANOKE GAS COMPANY

CASE NO. PUE930075 
APRIL 11,1994

(2) That there being nothing further to be done, this matter be, and hereby is, dismissed from the Commission's docket of active cases and the papers 
placed in the ffle for ended causes.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the application, Stas's report, Virginia Code § 56-265.3 and § 56-1.2, is of the opinion that the 
Company's certificates should be canceled Code § 56-265.3 requites a company to have a certificate to provide water or sewerage service if it is a "public 
utility." The Conqiany, however, pursuant to § 56-1.2, does not fall within the statutory definition of a "public utility" in its provision of water service.

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the Company's application, the Staffs Response, the representatians of counsel, and the 
applicable law, is of the opinion and finds that the captioned matter should be docketed; that Ordering Paragraph (4) of the November 14,1989 Order entered in 
Case No. PUE890008 should be eliminated; and that this matter should be dismissed. Further, we find that the terms of the letter agreement between the Staff and 
Conqrany dated December IS, 1993, are appropriate and should continue to ^ly to all rate filings made by Roanoke, regardless of the test year selected by the 
Conqjany. Among other thirygs, the December IS agreement provides: (i)thM Roanoke update closings into plant in service to coincide with the end of test 
period; (ii) that Roanoke update tax accruals to coincide with the test period; and (iii) that Roanoke update any other accruals of a material nature to coincide with 
the test period it has selected.

On March 11,1994, the Staff filed its Response to the Conqrany's application In its Response, the Staff noted dial Rule 1(9) of die Rate Case Rules 
and the December IS, 1993 letter agreement may be in conflict with Ordering Paragraph (4) of the November 14,1989 Order entered in Case No. PUE890078. 
It stated that Ordering Paragr^h (4) of the order requiring Roanoke to use the twelve (12) months ending September 30 as the test period for any subsequent rate 
filings was no longer needed and th^ the requirement found in that Paragraph should be eliminated

On December 27, 1993, Roanoke Gas Company ("Roanoke" or "the Conqiany") filed an application with the State Corporation CommissiQn 
("Commission") seeking clarification of the Commission's November 14, 1989 Order Graining Waiver entered in Case No. FUE890078. In support of its 
application, the Conqrany stated that the November 14 Order directed Roanoke to sutanit annual informational filings ("AIFs") based on the fiscal year ending 
September 30 in years subsequent to 1989. The Company also represented that in its rate cases filed subsequem to 1989, it used the fiscal test year ending 
September 30. Roanoke noted that it had readied agreement in a letter dated December IS, 1993, with the Cmnmission's Division of Public Utility Accounting 
which recognized the Company's entitlement to select its test year under the Commission's Rules Governing Utility Rate Increase Applications and Annual 
Informatitmal Filings ("Rate Case Rules"). The Compairy requested the Commission to enter an order amending the November 14,1989 Order.

We are of the opinion that the Company also does not fall within the statutory definition of "public utility" in its provision of sewerage service. It is 
well known in the sewerage industry that sewerage service is closely linked to the provision of water service and would appear to be within the intent of § 56-1.2. 
Resale of sewerage service is also permitted by § 55-248.45:1. Accordingly,

On March 17, 1994, the Company, by counsel, advised that it concurred with the Staffs Response and that it understood that annual reports, as 
distingaished fiom AIFs, would be based upon the calendar year. The Company also noted that the December 15,1993 agreement with Staff ctmceming closings 
into plant and tax and other material accruals would apply to subsequent test years selected by the Cotrqrany. The Conqjany advised that it did not desire to file a 
fiirdier pleading replying to the Staffs Response.
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To revise its fuel factor pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-249.6

ORDER ESTABLISHING 1994/1995 FUEL FACTOR

Accordingly,

IT IS ORDERED:

(3) That this case shall be continued generally.

The Commission further finds that Potomac Edison's Definitional Framework of Fuel Expenses set forth in Case No. PUE840005 shall be amended by 
adding the following underscored language in Section (b):

(2) That the Definitional Framework of Fuel Expenses for Potomac Edison is hereby amended to exclude lease financing charges of nuclear fuel as 
referenced herein effective as of the date of this order, and

APPLICATION OF
THE POTOMAC EDISON COMPANY

On January 14, 1994, The Potomac Edison Congjany ("Potomac Edison" or the "Company") filed with the Commission an application, together with 
written testimony, exhibits, and proposed tariff intended to decrease its currently operative fuel factor from 1.4120 per kwh to 1.3620 per kwh effective with 
March 1994 cycle bills rendered on and after March 8,1994.

The cost of nuclear fuel shall be the amount contained in account 518, excluding lease financing charges, except 
that if account 518 also contains any expense for fossil fuel which has already been included in the cost of fosil 
fuel, it shall be deducted fiom this account

CASE NO. PUE940003 
MARCH 7,1994

Staff proposed that Potomac Edison's Definitional Framework of Fuel Expenses be amended to exclude nuclear lease financing charges from fuel 
factor recovery as adopted by the Commission in Application of Delmarva Power & Lisht Company, Case No. PUE930041. Although Staff noted that Potomac 
Edismi had no nuclear generation, it was Staffs position that there should be consistent standards for each of the electric utilities under the Commission's 
jurisdictioa

By Order dated January 20,1994, the Commission established a procedural schedule and set a hearing date. In that order, the Commission directed its 
Staff to file testimony and provided an opportunity for any person desiring to participate in the hearing to do so as a Protestant No notice of protest or protest was 
received in this proceeding.

(1) That a zero-based fuel factor of 1.3530 per kwh is hereby apjxoved effective with Potomac Edison's March 1994 cycle bills rendered on and after 
March 8,1994;

The hearing of this case was held on March 7, 1994. The Congiany tendered its proof of service and the Company’s application, testimony, and 
esdiibits were admitted into the record. Staff testimony and exhibits were also admitted into the record The Congranytoch no exceptions to that testimony.

Upon consideration of the record in this case, the Commission is of the opinion that a decrease in the Company’s zero-based fuel factor is ^ipropriate 
based in part on projected fuel expenses. Approval of this fuel factor, however, is not to be construed as approval of the Company's actual fuel expenses. The 
Commission's Staff files a report annually which addresses the reasonableness of the Cong>any*s actual fuel expenses ("Staffs Annual Report"). A copy of Staffs 
Annual Report is sent to the Company and to each patty who participated in the Congiany's last fuel factor proceeding, all of whom are provided wWi an 
opportunity to comment and request a hearing on the Repent Should the Commission find, based cm the foregoing, that the Congtany's actual fhel expenses have 
been ingnudent, the Congtany's recovery position will be adjusted. The adjustment will be reflected in the Congtany's next fuel

On February 23,1994, the Commission's Staff prefiled its testimony. Staff found the assumptions driving the projections underlying the proposed fuel 
factor to be reasonable and in compliance with the Commission's established fuel cost projection standards. However, Staff recommended updating the Company's 
proposed "correction factor" to incorporate the effects of December 1993 actual results. Including the updated "correction factor," Staff recommended a total fuel 
factor of 1.3530 per kwh to become effective with March 1994 cycle bills rendered on and after March 8,1994.
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ORDER DISMISSING

r

For a certificate of public conveiiience and necessity to provide water utility service and for approval of rates, charges, rules and regulations

FINAJL.PRDER

APPUCATION OF
SYDNOR WATER CORPORATION

The marter Came to be heard before Senior Heating Examiner, Glenn P. Richardson, on die appointed days. Counsel qipeaiing were Alexander F. 
Skiipan for the Company, Donald G. Owens for the Property Owners; and Marta B. Curtis for the Commission's Staff Three of Sydnor's customers ^ipeared and 
made statements at the local hearing. Proof of public notice was presented at the October 27 heating

By Ruling entered on August 5, 1994, the Examiner continued the evidentiary heating to October 27, 1994, and established a revised procedural 
schedule tor the filing of testimony and exhibits. In that Ruling the Examiner also scheduled a local healing in Spotsjdvania County, Virginia, cm November 10, 
1994.

On j^iril 14,1994, ES One, Inc., ES Four, Inc., and ES Eight, Inc. (the "ES Companies") submitted a letter to the Commission in which they alleged 
that Virginia Power had unlawfully refused to execute Schedule 19 contracts for three additional projects. ESI is the developer of the ES Companies' projects. By 
order dated April 25, 1994, the Commission docketed this second complaint, assigned it Case No. PUE940027, consolidated the matter with the congrlaint 
docketed as Case No. PUE94000S, assigned the second matter also to a Hearing Examiner and directed that, upon consolidation. Case No. FUE940027 was 
closed.

CASE NO. PUE940007 
DECEMBER 27, 1994

By order dated April 25, 1994, the Commission scheduled the matter for heating established a procedural schedule for the filing of pleadings, 
testimony and exhibits, and assigned a hearing examiner to conduct all further proceedings in the maww in tbh order the Commission also directed Sydnor to 
place its proposed rates into effect on an interim basis for service tendered on and after June 1,1994.

On March 3,1994, the Commission entered an order that docketed a conq>laint filed by Energy Solutiorrs, Inc. (TSI"), directed a responsive pleading 
fiom Virginia Electric and Power Conqiany ("Virginia Power"), and assigned the matter to a Heating Examiner. Several tespcmsrve pleadings were filed

On December 1,1994, the Examiner filed his Report, which detailed numerous service problems that existed before Sydnor began operating the wrater 
system. The Examiner noted inqnovements to the water system, an ingaoved quality of water service, and, ingxatantly, an ingnoved working relationship with 
the residents of the subdivision since Sydnor began operating the syst^ The Exammer stated that, while there are still some isolated instances of discolored 
water and lingering hostility regarding past operating problems, the system's reliability and water quality have improved dramatically.

On May 2, 1994, ESI withdrew the consolidated complaints against Virginia Power. On May 4, 1994, the Hearing Examiner filed a report 
ding the dismissal of the case.

NOW UPON CONSIDERATION of the Examiner's report and the record herein, the Cmnmission is of the opinion and finds that the 
recommendation oftheHearii  ̂Examiner should be adopted. Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that this matter be dismissed and the papers transferred to the file 
for ended causes.

When the October 27 hearing convened, Sydnor, the Property Owners, and the Commission's Staff bad already filed a proposed "Stipulation and 
Recommendation" which purported to resolve all but two relatively minor issues in the proceeding Both of these issues, 'wtiich involved language in the 
Campany's tariff relative to a minimum charge for water service and the definition of a customer, were subsecpiently resolved.

CASE NO. PUE940005 
MAY 11, 1994

On February 24, 1994, Sydnor Water Corporation ("Sydnor" or the "Company") submitted an application to the State Corporation Commission in 
which it requested a certificate of piAlic convenience and necessity to provide water service to residents of the Lake Wilderness subdivision in Spotsylvania 
County, Virginia. The Congtany also requested approval of its prtgrosed rates, charges, and rules and regulations of service.

The Examiner noted the difference between the local hearing in this case where there were three customers in attendance and hearings in previous 
proceedings where hundreds of customers attended and standing room only crowds voiced their congilaints. The Examiner addressed the concern of one witness at 
the local hearing who stated an objection to the purchase agreement that obligates Sydnn- to pay a portion of cormection fees to the system's former owner. The 
Examiner referenced a previous proceeding in Wdi the Commission approved that agreement (Case No. PUA940009) and stated that it would be ingjroper to

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel.
ENERGY SOLUTIONS, INC., 

Cofnplatnafrt
V.

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY, 
Defendant
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(2) that a test year ending June 30,1994, should be used when evaluating the reasonableness of Sydnor's proposed rates and charges for service;

(3) that Sydnor's test year operating revenues, after all adjustments, were $78,600;

(4) that Sydnor's test year operating etqpenses, after all adjustments, were S195,264;

(5) that Sydnor experienced a test year net operating loss of ($116,664) and a net loss of ($125,460) after all adjustments;

(7) that Sydnor's adjusted test year rate base is $319,532;

(8) that Sydnor requires $131,262 in additional gross annual revenues to earn a reasonable return on its rate base;

(12) that the Staffs proposed booking recommendation should be approved.

Accordingly,

rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Examinet's findings referenced above be, and hereby are, approved;

(2) That Sydnor shall be granted a Certificate No. 'H-TTI to provide water service to the Lake Wilderness Subdivision in Spotsylvania County,
Virginia;

(3) That Sydnor shall be granted an increase in gross annual revenues of $131^64;

(9) that Sydnor's revenue deficiency can be recovered by qjproving: (i) meter rates equal to $18 minimum per month (which includes the first 4,000 
gallons) and a charge of $3.25 per 1,000 gallons over the first 4,000 gallons, and (ii) unmetered rates equal to $26.70 per month;

(10) that Sydnor's proposed rules and regulations, as modified to include the proposed resolution of the minimum charge and customer definition 
issues proposed by Sydnor and the Commission Staff are just and reasonable and should be approved by the Commission;

(11) that the Commission's final order should include language whidi reflects: (i) Sydnor's agreement not to put a new rate increase into effect before 
January 1, 1996, (ii) Sydnor's agreement not to make any new connections to the water system before March 1995, and (iii) Sydnor’s agreement to present fts 
plans for new connections to the property owners before filing the plans with the Health Department; and

(6) that Sydnor's current permanent rates produced a negative return on rate base and therefore preclude the Company from earning a reasonable 
return on its mvestment;

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the record, the Examiner's Report, and applicable law, is of the opinion that it is in the public interest 
for Sydnor to be granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity. We are of the further opinion that the Examinet's findings and recommendatians are 
just and reasonable and should be qtprov^ We find that one issue requites additional comment

(1) that Sydnor should be granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity authorizing it to provide water service in the Lake Wilderness 
Subdivision located in Spotsylvania County, Virginia;

The Examiner recormnended that the Commission enter an order that adopts the findings of his report; grants Sydnor a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity; grants Sydnor an increase in gross annual revenues of $131,262; and directs the prompt refund of all amounts collected under the 
interim rates in excess of the rate increase found just and reasonable.

The Examiner found that Sydnor's adjusted test year rate base was $319,532. The record discloses that this figure reflects Sydnor's purchase price for 
the system, plus po^-acquisition additions and improvements. Normally when ownership of utility assets changes hands the rate base, i.e., the ori^nal cost of the 
system less depreciation and contributed property, does not change, although acquisition adjustments are sometimes permitted in ^jpropriate circumstances.^ 
Here, the record supports a finding that the purchase price was both reasonable and the result of arm's-length negotiations between the former and present owners 
and represents an appropriate rate base in the absence of direct evidence, due to the inadequate maintenance of records by Sydnor's predecessor, of the water 
system's original cost and oflfeets or deductions from that cost Furthermore, Sydnor's investment in the system has legitimately and significantly accrued to the 
benefit of its customers. The quality and reliability of service to Lake Wilderness has undeniably and markedly inqjroved since Sydnor acquired the system 
Based strictly on the fects in this case, we deem it appropriate to establish Sydnor's rate base as its purdiase price, plus imjxovements. Although we will not give 
this case precedential status in subsequent cases, we find that the proposed rate base of $319,532 is feir given all the circumstances and should be approved.

address an altemate proposal for payment of connection fees at this lime. The Examiner also addressed the concern of another witness who had problems with 
discolored water and noted that it was not unusual for customers to experience discolored water when improvements are being made to the system

* We granted acquisition adjustments in our final orders in Case No. PUE920039 (Commonwealth of Virginia, ex rel. State Corporation Commission v. Po. River 
Water & Sewer Company) and Case No. PUE930028 (Commonwealth of Virginia, ex rel. Solomon P. Tabor, Jr., et al. v. Rainbow Forest Water Company). In 
those cases we used ffe traditional "asset purdiase" methodology which subtracts the value of accumulated depreciation and contributions in aid of construction 
fiom gross utility plant The remaining value is then subtracted fimn the purdiase price. We noted in both cases fliat rate base cannot exceed flie purdiase price 
plus improvements.

The Examiner discussed in detail the proposed "Stipulation and Recommendation," found it just and reasonable, and recommended its approval by the 
Commission. The Examiner recommended and found:
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quarter,

(6) That the interest required to be paid shall be compounded quarterly.

(9) That the Cortqrarty shall bear all costs ofthe refunds; and

(10) That there being nothing further to be done herein, the same be, and hereby is, dismissed from the Commission's docket of active cases.

For approval of a Large Power Service Schedule

FINAL ORDER

On May 27,1994, the Cooperative filed its proof of the public notice of its application. No requests for hearing were filed.

On June 21,1994, the Level Run Bqrtist Churdi filed a letter requesting a copy of the Cooperative's application but filed no comments thereafter.

APPLICATION OF
MECKLENBURG ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

On May 2, 1994, the Commission issued an Order wherein it docketed die captitmed matter and suspended the tariff proposal through September 9, 
1994. The Order also directed the Cooperative to give notice of its application to all consumers eligible to receive service under the Schedule, invited interested 
parties to file comments or requests for hearing on the Ccxtperative's application by no later than June 20, 1994, and directed the Commission Staff to file a 
Report, making any recommendations it believed qrpropriate regarding tte rate schedule.

(4) That, on or before June 1,199S, Sydnor shall complete the refunds, with interest as directed below, of all revenues collected from the application 
of its proposed rates which became effective for service rendered on and after June 1, 1994, to the extent that such revenues exceed the revenues, which would 
have been collected by the application, of the rates found just and reasonable herein;

CASE NO. PUE940012
AUGUST 12, 1994

On July8,1994, the Staff filed its Report in the csqjtioned matter. It noted that none of Mecklenburg^s existing customers were eligible for this new 
service. No customer had a load factor of at least 60 percent and a maximum demand of at least 5,000 kW on a continuous basis over 12 consecutive billing 
months. The Staff noted that the proposed LP-2 service was developed for a potential manufacturing concern with operating characteristics which differ 
significantly finm thnsg of any of the Cooperative's other large power consumers. The noncoincident peak for this customer was expected to be 8,000 kW, and the 
coincident demand 7,040 kW per month. The plant is expected to operate on a continuous basis. The investment in utility plant to serve this facility is six times 
the average investment per consumer for the Large Power Time of Day and Interruptible classes, and thirteen times the average investment per consumer for all

On June 13,1994, Mecklenburg amended its coincident peak demand and excess demand charges for Schedule LP-2, reducing them from $17.148 per 
kW to $17,134 per kW. The Coqierative stated that this change was necessary to reflect Old Dominion Electric Cooperative's actual Wholesale Demand Charge 
of $16.51 per kW as opposed to the $16,524 per kW charge used in the Coopoative's application.

On March 11, 1994, Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative ("Mecklenburg" or "the Coc^jeralive") delivered documents to the State Corporation 
Commission ("Commission") requesting approval of a Large Power Service Schedule. The Company conqrleted its application on April 12,1994. According to 
the Cooperative's plication, the Schedule LP-2, Large Power Service Rate Schedule, will be available to any non-residential cooperative member who has or is 
anticipated "to have, (a) a maxumun measured demand of 5,000 kW or greater during all billing months within the current and previous eleven billing months," 
(b) an annual average load factor of 60 percent or greater, and (c) who caused die Cooperative to make an incremental plant irrvestment of more than $750,000, 
but less than $1,500,000 in order to provide service. Under the "Determination of Billing Demands" section of Schedule LP-2, the Cooperative proposed not to 
bill atty customer served thereunder for excess demand or non-coincident demand charges unless the Cooperative was billed for such charges by its power supplier, 
and any such charges to a customer saved under Schedule LP-2 would be billed to the customer at the cost to the Cocperative so that such charges would neither 
generate margins tax' create losses for the Cooperative. The application noted that the rate for Schedule LP-2 was designed to result in a Times Interest Earned 
Ratio ("TIER") of 2.50.

(7) That the refunds ordered in paragraph (4) above may be accomplished by credit to the appropriate customer's account for the current customers. 
Refunds to former custcjmers shall be made by a check to the last known address of such customers when the refund amount owed is $1.00 or more. The 
Company may retain refunds owed to former customers when such refund amount is less than $1.00; however, the Company shall prepare and maintain a list 
detailing each of the former accounts which refunds are less than $1.00, and in the event such former customers contact the Company and recpiest refunds, such 
refunds shall be made pronqrtly.

(5) That the interest upon the refund ordered above shall be computed from the date payment of each monthly bill was due during the period the 
Company's imposed larife were in effect and subject to refund until the date refunds are made, at the average prime rate for eadi calendar quarter. The 
applicable average prime rate for each calendar quarter shall be the arithmetic mean, to the nearest one hundredth of one percent of the prime rate value published 
in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, or in the Federal Reserve's "Selected Interest Rate" (Statistical Release G.13), for the three months of the preceding calendar

(8) That, on or before June 30, 1995, Sydnor shall file with the Division of Energy Regulation a document showing that all refunds have been 
lawfully made pursuant to this order and itemizing the costs of the refund The itemization of these costs shall include, inter alia, computer costs, manhours, 
associated salaries, costs for verifying and correcting the refund methodology, and the costs associated with developing the computer programs necessary to make 
the refunds;
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Mecklmburg, by counsel, advised Staff that it did not desire to respond to the July 8 Report filed in the captioned matter.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED;

(1) ThatSdieduleLP-2, as filed in the Cooperative's April 12,1994 qtplication, is hereby rqected;

(4) That there being nothing further to be done herein, the same is hereby dismissed.

(3) That Medclenburg shall provide a cost of service study evaluating the cost to provide service for and contribution to its system return by 
Schedule LP-2 as part of its next rate application; and

large power consumers. The customers likely to subscribe to service under Schedule LP-2 are substantially different in character than the other nonresidential 
customers now served by the Cooperative.

Upon consideration of the record in this case, we agree with Staff that Schedule LP-2 offers an opportunity for efficient energy use for Large Power 
consumers. However, we are concerned that this Schedule may not contribute a TIER and return on the Cooperative's rate base at parity with the system TIER 
and rate of return authorized in Mecklenburg's last rate case. Therefore, we will approve this Schedule only if it is modified to include revised rates designed to 
recover a 2.50 TIER based on the Staffs cost of service evaluatioa

The Staff analyzed the Cooperative's cost of service filed in support of the proposal and determined that the major portion of the Cooperative's 
investment in new plant, $900,839, was classified as transmission plant and directly assign^ to the LP-2 Class. Staff explained that Mecklenburg does not 
currently book any transmission expense because such costs for existing transmission plant are capitalized. To estimate operating and maintenance costs for the 
new transmission facilities, the Cooperative used the ratio of O&M expenses to distribution plant Staff noted that this ratio may produce a high estimate of 
transmission etqiense because distribution plant typically requires more maintenance than do transmission facilities.

We recognize that both Staffs and the Coqterative's cost of service evaluations enqiloy estimates of operating and maintenance expenses and capital 
investment We will, therefore, direct the Cooperative to re-evaluate the cost of providing Sdiedule LP-2 service as part of its next rate application. Presumably, 
by then, the Cooperative will have actual cost data which will enable us to evaluate this Schedule's contribution to Mecklenburg's system return mote precisely.

In its cost of service evaluation, the Staff used many of the same assumptions as the Cooperative, but included $250,000 in breaker switches in 
transmission plant and used the ratio of distribution plant and expense data found in Mecklenburg's Atmual Report to the Commission for the period ended 
December 31, 1993, instead of the data in the Cooperative's filing. Staff repeated that the revenue generated from the qjplication of the proposed rates for 
Schedule LP-2 to the billing determinants provided a TIER of 2.19 times and rate of return of 6.71 percent for the single prospective customer for this class. In 
the Cooperative's last rate case. Case No. PUE920047, the Commission approved rates designed to recover a modified TIER of 2.50 and a return on rate base of 
9.09 percent Staffs analysis concluded that Schedule LP-2 provided an appropriate incentive to encourage efficient energy use for customers with maximum 
demands greater than 5,000 kW who are able to maintain high load factors. The Staff recommended that if this new Schedule was approved, the Schedule's rates 
should be adjusted to produce a TIER of 2.50 based on Staffs cost of service analysis, and that the cost of service for this Sdiedule should be re-evaluated in 
Mecklenburg's next rate filing.

Under Sdiedule LP-2, a customer will pay an excess demand, noncoincident demand, and reactive demand charge only if his manner of operation 
causes the Cooperative to incur these charges fiom its wholesale power supplier. We expect the energy diarge for a customer served under Sdiedule LP-2 to 
fluctuate with the customer's usage. The wholesale power adjustment factor included in the Schedule will pass through changes in wholesale power costs to 
Schedule LP-2 customers on an energy basis. Increasing the coincident peak demand diarge associated with the Schedule will permit the customer to control his 
costs under file Schedule and will allow revenue recovery by the Cooperative. Consequently, we will direct die Cooperative to refile this Sdiedule with an 
increased coincident peak demand charge.

The proposed rate structure for Schedule LP-2 includes a facilities diarge, four demand charges, an energy charge and a wholesale power adjustment 
fitotor which is applied only to energy consumption. The monthly $15,300 facilities diarge is based on the Cooperative's projected monthly fixed costs to provide 
service. The demand related charges provide for the determination and billing of coincident peak demand, excess demand, noncoincident demand, and reactive 
demand. Based on the cost data set out in the Cooperative's application, as revised, and the Staffs analysis, the Cooperative's fixed diarge includes the effects of 
the cost ratio used to estimate the Cooperative's maintenance expense for the transmission focilities associated with the provision of LP-2 service. This charge, in 
our view, adecpiately recovers Mecklenburg's fixed costs to provide service.

(2) That, in accordance with the findings made herein, Mecklenburg shall forthwith file a revised Sdiedule LP-2, effective for service rendered on and 
after the date of the entry of this Order, the rates for which shall be designed to recover a TIER of 2.50 and shall indude an increased coincident peak demand 
diarge;
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ORDER OF SETTLEMENT

(a) Failing on certain occasions to test regulator staticm relief devices as required by the Safety Standards;

(b) Failing to ensure that contractors' anti-drug plans were in compliance with the Safety Standards;

(c) Failing to establish adequate procedures to implement Subpart I of the Safety Standards;

(d) Failing to provide a water supply and associated delivery system at the Company's LNG facility in accordance with the Safety Standards;

(e) Failing on one occasion to set a regulator station relief device at the cotrect pressure;

(f) Failing on certain occasitms to review relief device capacities as required by the Safety Standards; and

(g) Failing to inspect a regulato station in accmdance with die Safety Standards.

(a) Failing to maintain proper odorant level in a certain part of its gas system; and

(b) Failing on certain occasions to follow Company (»ocedures.

(a) will establish adequate written procedures to inqilement Subpart I of the Safety Standards by August 1,1994; and.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

The Conqiany neither admits nor denies these allegations, but admits the Commission's jurisdiction and authority to enter this Order. As an offer to 
settle all matters arising from the allegatitms made against it, CGS rqiresents and undertakes that:

(3) Any fines and costs of the investigation paid in accordance with this Order shall not be recovered in the Company's rates as part of die cost of 
service. Any sudi fines and costs shall be booked in Unifonn System of Account No. 426.3. The Company s^l verify its booking by filing a 
copy of the trial balance showing this entry with the Cammission's Division of Public Utility Accounting; and

The Commission's Division of Energy Regulation ("Division"), charged with investigation of each jurisdictional company's compliance with the Safety 
Standards, has conducted an investigation of Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc. ("CGS" or "Company"), the Defendant, and alleges:

(2) Pursuant to Va. Code Ann. § 12.1-15 (1993 Repl. Vol.), the Conqiany will also pay contemporaneoiisly with die entry of this Order the sum of 
$2365 to defiay the cost of undertaking this investigation. This payment will also be made by check, payable to the Treasurer of die 
Commonwealth of Virginia and directed to the attention of the Director of the Division of Energy Regulation;

CASE NO. PUE940017 
JUNE 28, 1994

(4) Contemporaneously with the entry of this Order, CGS will tender to the Commission a letter from the President of CGS certifying that the 
ConqxuQ^.

(2) That between February 25, 1993 and April 14,1994, probable violations of various subparts of 49 C.F.R. §§ 192, 193, and 199 by CGS were 
investigated by the Division, and CGS has made a good faith effort to address same, and therefore, the Division would recommend to the Commissian that no fines 
or penalties should be levied against CGS in regard to the following alleged conduct:

(1) Hie Company will pay a fine to the Commonwealth of Virginia in the amount of $12,700 to be paid contemporaneously with the entry of this 
Order. This payment will be made by check, payable to the Treasurer of Virginia, and directed to the attention of the Director of the Division of 
Energy Regulation;

(3) That during the same time period, the following additional probable violations of subparts of 49 C.F.R. § 192 occurred for which the Division 
would recommend that a fine be levied against CGS:

(1) That CGS is a public service corpmation as that term is defined in Va Code Ann. § 56-1 (1986 Repl. Vol.) and, specifically a natural gas 
conqiany witte the meaning of Va Code Ana § 56-5.1 (1993 Cum. Supp.); and

The Virginia State Corporation Commission ("Commission") has been designated as the appropriate state agency for the Commonwealth of Virginia 
In Case No. PUE890052, the Conunission adopted Parts 191,192,193, and 199 of Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations to serve as minimum gas pipeline 
safety standards ("Safety Standards") in Virginia The Commission is authorized to enforce the.Safety Standards under Va Code Ana § 56-5.1 (1993 Cum. 
Supp.), which allows the Commission to impose fines and penalties not in excess of those specified by § 1 l(aXl) of the Act

The Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act, 49 USC § 1671 et seq. ("Act"), requires the Secretary of Transportation ("Secretary") to establish minimum 
federal safety standards for the transportation of gas and pipeline fecilities. The Secretary is further authorized to delegate that authority to prescribe safety 
standards and enforce conqiliance with such standards over gas pipeline facilities used for intrastate transportation to an appropriate state agency.

v.
COMMONWEALTH GAS SERVICES, INC., 

Defendant
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(b) willprovideawatersupplyandassociateddeliveiysysteininaccordance with the Safety Standards at the LNG facility by November 1,1994.

IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That pursuant to Va. Code Ann. § 56-5.1 (1993 Cum. Supp.), COS beandithereby is,finedintheamountofS12,700;

(3) That the sum of $12,700 tendered contenqxnaneously with the entry of this Order is accepted;

(4) That pursuant to § 12.1-15, COS' payment ofthe sum of $2,365 to defray the costs ofthis investigation is hereby accepted;

(5) That the letter tendered by the President of COS certifying completion of the remedial action, as of the dates indicated herein, is accepted; and

(6) That this case is dismissed and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

For a temporary schedule of rates pursuant to Va. Code § 56-245

ORDER DENYING PETITION

BATCO’s Response supported the Staffs Motion and urged the Commission to dismiss the PetitioiL

The Company proposed to recover these fees from customers who construct new residences in its service area. Its Petition states that these fees are necessary to 
fund an expansion and sewer plant improvements which were ordered by file Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ").

PETITION OF
THE LANDOR UTILITY COMPANY, INC.

CASE NO. PUE940018 
MAY 17, 1994

«
(1) That pursuant to the authority granted the Commission by Va. Code Ann. § 12.1-15 (1993 Repl. Vol.), the offer to compromise and settle made 

by CCS be, and it hereby is, accepted;

Water $1,000 
Sewer $1,400

On April 14,1994, BATCO-1989-II, Inc. ("BATCO") filed a Notice of Protest wherein it alleged that the circumstances described in the Petition did 
not constitute an "emergency" as contemplated by Va. Code Arm. § 56-245 (1986 Repl. Vol.). BATCO urged file Commission to deny the Petition or, in the 
alternative, to conduct a full investigation of the matters raised in the Petitian before granting file Conqiany any relief

The Commission being fully advised in the premises and finding sufficient basis herein for the entry of this Order, and in reliance on the Defendant's 
representations and undertakings set forth above, is of the opinion and finds that COS has made a good frith effort to cooperate with the Staff during the 
investigation of this matter, and therefore, the offer of compromise and settlement should be accepted. Accordingly,

NOW, UPON CONSIDERATION of the Petition, the Staffs Motion, the Responses thereto, the Staffs Reply, and the ^licable law, the 
Commission is ofthe opinion and finds that the Company's Petition for a Temporary Sdiedule of Rates ("Petition") must be denied. Va. Code Arm. § 56-245 
provides in pertinent part:

OnMay2,1994, the Stafffiled its Reply to the Company’s Response. In its Reply, the Staff renewed its request for denial of the Petition and dismissal 
of this proceeding. In support thereof among othw things, the Staff asserted: (i) that the Petition did not allege circumstances that constituted an emergency; and 
(ii) that the Petition did not conqily with the requirements of Va. Code § 56-245.

On April 15, 1994, the Commission Staff filed a Motion to Dismiss the captioned matter. In its Motion, the Staff asserted: (i) that the Conqiany's 
Petition does not satisfy the requirements of Va. Code Ann. § 56-245 (1986 Repl. Vol.); (ii) that the circumstances set forth in the Petition do not constitute an 
emergency; (iii) that the inqiact fees recover more than the costs of the improvements on a permanent basis; (iv) that the fees are discriminatory in application; and 
(v) that there appears to be no reason why the Conqiany cannot wait until it is eligible for rate relief under the Small Waler or Sewer Public Utility Act

On March 30, 1994, The LandGr Utility Company, Inc. ("Land'Or" or "the Conqrany") filed a Petition with the State Corporation Commission 
("Commission") requesting authority to inqilement a tonporary sdiedule of rates under Va. Code Ann § 56-245 (1986 Repl. Vol.) to recover fire following 
impact fees:

On April 19,1994, the Commission entered an Order which docketed the matter, invited the Company and BATCO to file their respective respcmses 
to the Staffs Motion on or before April 25,1994; and directed the Staff to file its Reply, if any, on or before May 2,1994.

Oni^nil25,1994, the Conqiany filed its Reqxmse to the Staffs Motion to Dismiss. In its Response, the Company invited the Commission to consider 
its Annual Repmts for the years 1991 through 1993, in support of its request for a temporary rate increase. The Company requested that the Commission deny the 
Motion to Dianiss, order a heating on the matter before a decision is readied and grant such other relief as was warranted.
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FINAL ORDER

^The granting of a certificate is not deemed to be approval of the transfer which is required pursuant to the Utility Transfers Act

APPUCATION OF
CENTRAL VIRGINIA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

CASE NO. PUE940022 
DECEMBER 30, 1994

Virginia Code § 56-245 canten^lates Commission examination of a utility's reports and other information in making its determination regarding 
temporary rates. Indeed, the Company's April 25 Reqxmse invited us to review its Annual Financial and Operating Reports to support its request for temporary 
relirf. Review of the 1991,1992 and 1993 Reports does not convince us that this Company fi^es an emergency requiring temporary rate relief.

Accordingiy, IT IS ORDERED that the Mardi 30,1994 Petitirai filed herein be denied and this matter dismissed from the Commission's docket of 
active proceedings.

Finally, the Company has indicated its intent to request an increase in its rates under the Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Act in the fall of this 
year. Based upon the Petition, we are unable to conclude that the Conqtany's service or financial position will deteriorate to an emergency condition during the 
few months remaining before it seeks rate relief under that statute.

Judging the Company's Petition by the requirements of this statute, we are unable to conclude: (i)that there is an "emergency" which places this 
utility's ability to provide adequate, safe, and reliable service in jeopardy, or (ii) that the Conqjany’s Petition complies with the requirements of Va Code Ann. 
§ 56-245.

Further, contrary to the allegations found in the petition, the DEQ limitations on the Company do not substantially restrict customer growth. The 
DEQ's Special Order limits the Conqiany's sewer connections to 32 per year until the improvements ordered therein are made. The Company's 1993 Annual 
Financial Operating Report indicates that as of December 31,1993, LantfOr provided sewer service to 237 usage customers. A limit of 32 sewer connections per 
year allows the system to grow approximately 13.50% annually. No restrictions have been placed cm the number of customers whidi may be connected to the 
Company's water system.

In its application the Cooperative states that, in order to meet increasing electrical demand and to inqjrove service quality for consumers/members in 
the Stonewall area of Appomattox County, it is necessary to construct a new substation with a transmission line that would connect to foe Appalachian system 
near the town of Concord in Campbell County, Virginia. CVEC also states that it will obtain foe necessary rigfits-of-way and provide foe capital outlay for the 
construction of foe line and that, when construction is complete, ft plans to transfer ownership of foe transmissian line and foe ri^-of-way to APCO. APCO will 
then be responsible for the operation and maintenance of the line.'

Whenever foe Commission, upon petition of any public utility, is of the (pinion and so finds, after an examination 
of the repents, annual or otherv^ filed with foe Commission by such public utility, together with any other facts or 
informatitm which the Commission may acquire or receive fiom an investigation of foe books, records or pqters, or 
from an inspection of the property of such public utility, or upon evidence introduced by such public utility, that an 
emergency exists, and that the public utility has made a preliininary showing of all the elements of § 56-235.2 of the 
Code sufficient to demonstrate a reasonable probability that the increase will be justified upon full investigation and 
hearing and is of foe opinion and so finds that a hearing to determine all of the issues involved in foe final 
determination of the rates or service will require more than ninety days of elapsed time, foe Commission may, in 
case of such emergency, enter a temporary order fixing a temporary schedule of rates, which order shall be forthwith 
binding upon such utility and its customers;...

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity authorizing construction of 138 kV transmission facilities in the certificated service territory of 
another utility

On March 31,1994, Central Virginia Electric Cooperative fCVEC" or "the Cooperative") filed an ^plication for a certificate of public convenience 
and necessity authorizing foe construction and operation of 138 kV transmission facilities in the certificated service territory of another utility. The Coopaative 
proposes to construct a new 7.75 mile 138 kV transmission line, initially operated at 69 kV, with approximately 1.94 miles-of the proposed line within the 
certificated territory of Appalachian Power Conpany ("APCO" or "Appaladuan").

226, 228 (1975). The circumstances set fmth in the Conpan/s Petition regarding foe DEQ's requirements do not lead us to conclude that an emergency exists. 
Although the DEQ noted in its October 25, 1993 Special Order (Attachment A to the Petition) that foe Company's operation of its sewer system has resulted in 
citations for discharge violations, it did not conclude that the Ctmpany's operations posed a health hazard requiring the suspension of foe operations or cessatimi of 
sewer service to Land'Or's current customers. Instead, the DEQ limited the number of connections LandOr may make to its system. ThKe restrictions do not so 
limit foe Company's growth potential in foe next few months as to constitute an emergency immediately placing the utility's sewer customers in jeopardy as to 
service or safety.

Moreover, the Petition and Response do not demonstrate "a preliminary showing of all the elements of § 56-235.2 of the Code sufficient to 
demonstrate a reasonable probability that the increase will be justified upon full investigation and hearing." No data analyzing foe Company's financial position 
after the 1993 increase in rates was filed with foe Petition or with the Respemse to foe Staffs Motion. The Utility's Petition presents no information regarding the 
sufficiency of its current revenues to fund foe plant improvements required by DEQ.
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No comments tn- exceptions were filed to the Examiner's Report

rr IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to \^rginia Code Ana §56-265.2 and related provisions ofTitle 56, this application, be and hereby is, granted;

Protests were filed by Richard L. Thompson and Nancy S. Thompson, W. E. Litchford, Colen E. Davidson and Kimberly H. Davidson (collectively 
"the Protestants"). The primary concerns of the Protestants centered on the effect of the proposed route on their respective businesses.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the record, is of the opinion that the Examiner's findings relative to need and the proposed routing 
ate proper and should be adopted. The Commission notes that the inpact of the preposed facilities on the environment has been evaluated and addressed. The 
Coeperative provided copies of its ^plication to a number of state environmental agencies and also provided DEQ with details of the preposed changes in route. 
The record reveals that there were no directions to the project fiom environmental agencies. Certain design, management and construction practices were 
suggested and CVEC was encouraged to maintain direct contact with certain environmental agencies. The Commission assumes that CVEC will secure all 
necessary rpprovals and follow appropriate design, management, and construction practices.

(2) That CVEC be, and hereby is, authorized to construct and to operate that portion of the 138 kV line outside its service territory fiom Stonewall, 
'\^rginia, in Appomattox County, to the Concord area in Canpbell County, Virginia;

A formal settlement agreement signed by the patties was submitted on October 12, 1994. On October 14, 1994, the Examiner made an on-site 
inspection of the proposed route which included the agreed upon deviation in route.

At the local hearing, numerous public witnesses appeared and testified in opposition to the Cooperative's application The primary concern was over 
the proposed touting of the line in the Concord area with specific reference to the area near State Route 460. There were also concerns in regard to the effect of 
the line on property values and health and on the jobs of the Protestants' employees. Eddie Gunter, Jr., chairman of the Campbell County Board of Supervisors, 
and David Shreve, County Attorney for Campbell County, testified that, while the County recognized the need for the proposed transmission line, it was opposed 
to the proposed location of the line. Another witness also testified as to the need for the line but opposed the proposed routing.

On September 28,1994, the Coopwative and the Protestants filed a joint motion seeking approval of a settlement agreement which included a minor 
deviation in the proposed route. The deviation routes the line along the perimeter of the Protestants' property lines instead of bisecting such properties. At the 
September 29, 1994 hearing, David Shreve testified that Canqrbell County supported the deviation in route contained in the settlement agreement At that 
hearing, the Examiner took the joint motion under advisement due to the fact that toe agreement had not been reduced to a formal document

DEQ reviewed the proposed route changes which were part of the proposed settlement In a letter made part of the record pursuant to a November 2, 
1994 Ruling, DEQ stated that state environmental agencies have identified no additional issues of ooncera The Department noted that the proposed changes may 
involve adclitional stream and wetland ingtacts which must be included in the Joint Wetlands Permit Process. The Department recomtnetnded that additional 
infracts be minimized by avoiding the placement of support structures within the area of Archer Creek and related wetlands and streams.

The Examiner found, in pertinent part, that there is a need for the transmission facilities and that the public convenience and necessity requites 
construction of the facilities. The Examiner also found that the proposed route inootporating the deviation contained in the settlement agreement will reasonably 
minimize toe adverse irtqract on the environment of the area.

By Order dated July 7, 1994, toe Commission set toe matter for local hearing in Rustburg, Virginia, on September 15,1994; established a procedural 
schedule for the filing of pleading testimony, and exhibits; and assigned a Heating Examiner to conduct all further proceedings in toe matter. By Ruling issued 
on September 6,1994, toe Examiner scheduled further hearing for September 29,1994, in one of toe Commission's courtrooms in Richmond, Virginia.

Hearings were held before Heating Examiner Howard P. Anderson, Jr., on toe appointed days. Counsel appearing were Nathan H. Miller, James P. 
Guy, m, and John A. Pirko for toe Cooperative; Thomas L. Phillips and W. Carrington Thompson for toe Protestants; and Matta B. Curtis for toe Commission's 
St^. Proof of service and notice of publication were presented at the September 29,1994 hearing.

The Examiner concluded that the deviation in route contained in toe agreement addressed the concerns of the Protestants and that, on balance, toe 
impacts fiom route deviation were positive. The Examiner noted that there is little or no impact to adjoining properties and that the deviation around the 
Davidson's property would remove toe transmission line fiom crossing a lake used for recreational purposes. The Examiner also noted that the incremental cost to 
toe Cooperative for sudi deviation was approximately $50,000. He stated, however, that toe cost of protracted litigation in this proceeding could well exceed that 
cost

On August 24, 1994, Staff filed a report wherein it concluded that the proposed facilities are required to provide adequate and reliable service to the 
Stonewall area of Appomattox County, Virginia. Staffs report included comments fiom various Virginia environmental agencies that have reviewed toe 
Cooperative's applicatioa The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ" or "toe Department") coordinated that review. According to toe 
Department, none of toe reviewers objected to toe project although several issues were identified and commerrts and recommendations were included as part of toe 
review.

On December 1,1994, the Examiner filed his Report In his Report, the Examiner discussed in detail the need for toe transmission line, ahematives to 
constructing the line, the existing right-of-way, and health and safety concems. The Examiner also discussed toe October 12, 1994 settlement agreement which 
was attached to his Report

The Commission is of the further opinion that toe Cooperative's application should be grarrted and that toe Cooperative should be issued toe 
appropriate certificate. Accordingly,
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P) That CVEC be and hereby is issued a certificate of public convenience and necessity as follows;

(4) That this case be and hereby is dismissed fiom the Commission's docket of active cases and the papers placed in the file for ended causes.

For refund of overcollection of gas costs

ORDER GRANTING REQUEST TO ACCEl.F.RATE REFUND

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter is hereby docketed and assigned Case No. PUE940026;

(2) That the Conqjany is hereby directed to make the refunds as set forth in its petition; and

To amend its certificate of public convenience and necessity pursuant to Virginia Code § S6-26S.3

FINAL ORDER

No comments or requests for heating were filed.

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe Congtan/s request, is of the opinion and finds that this matter should be docketed and that 
the Con^any should be directed to make the refunds as outlined in its petition.

(3) That there being nothing further to be done herein, this matter is dismissed firwn the Commission's docket of active proceedings and the papers 
filed herein shall be made a part of die Commission's file for ended causes.

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA GAS DISTRIBUTION COMPANY

APPUCATION OF 
ROANOKE GAS COMPANY

By plication dated April 5, 1994, Roanoke Gas Company ("Company") petitioned the Commission for authority to refund to its customers an 
overcollection of commodity gas costs of approximately $2,100,000 collected during the period October 1,1993, through March 31,1994. The refund would be 
made in the form of a one-time credit to customers' bills. The Company seeks to make the refunds to customers immediately rather than in the form of an ACA 
adjustment spread over the 199S ACA refund period.

CASE NO. PUE940028 
AUGUST 3, 1994

At the appointed time. Staff filed its report In its report Staff noted that the Conqrany qqreared to have the ability to construct the necessary fiicilities 
and to obtain a supply of natural gas sufficient to provide such service. Staff also noted that the Conqrany proposed to serve new and existing customers under its 
current rate schedules and that local officials supported the proposed expansions. In addition, the Company had an aggressive program whidi provided for the 
expansion and delivery of natural gas to its consumers. Further. Staff noted that VGDC was soundly capitalized and able to attract additional capital sufficient to 
provide service to its proposed service territory.

CASE NO. PUE940026
APRIL 26, 1994

On April 18, 1994, Virginia Gas Distribution Compatty ("VGDC" or the "Company") filed an application to amend its certificate of public 
convenience and necessity. In its application, the Company requested authority to expand its natural gas distrit^on system to provide service to customers 
located in Buchanan and Russell Counties, Virginia. The Company specifically requested authority to etqtand its distribution system to provide service to 
approxitnately 200 customers in the town of Grundy in Buchanan County, Virginia, and to provide service to approximately S20 customers in the town of 
Lebanon in Russell County, Virginia.

On May 16, 1994, the Commission issued an order directing file Company to give notice of its application and to provide the public with an 
tqjportunity to cnnment and request a heating In its order, the Commission also directed its Staff to review tte application and to file a report detailing its 
findings and recommendations on or before July 8,1994.

Staff concluded that the Conqiany was fit, willing and able to provide natural gas service to Buchanan and Russell Counties. Staff also concluded fiiat 
the introduction of sudi service was in the public interest of both counties and therefore recommended that the Company’s certificate be amended to provide for 
sudi mqiansicm.

Certificate No. ET-ISS, for Canqibell County, authorizing the Central Virginia Electric Cooperative to construct 
and operate the proposed 138 kV transmission line, as shown on the map attached thereto.
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IT IS ORDERED;

(1) ThatCertificateNo.G-164 be, and hereby is, canceled;

FINAL ORDER

1. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

15 U.S.C. § 3203(bX3).

With reflect to conservation and demand management ("DSM")for natural gas utilities, EPACT provides dial

15 U.S.C. §3203(bX4). Further, ifa state adopts either ofthese standards, it must

15U.S.C. §3203(dXl),(2).

Section 115 defines "integrated resource planning" for gas utilities to mean

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the Company's application. Staffs rep^ and § 56-265.3(D) of the Virginia Code, is of the opinion 
that VGDC's certificate should be amended to authorize the provision of natural gas distribution service to all of Buchanan and Russell Counties. Accordin^y,

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. PUE940030 
OCTOBER 14, 1994

... planning by the use of any standard, regulation, practice, or policy to undertake a systen^c conquoison 
between demand-side management measures and the supply of gas by a gas utility to minimize life-cycle costs of

On October 24, 1992, Congress enacted the Energy Policy Act of 1992 ("EPACT' or "the Act"), P.L. 102-486, 106 Stat 2776 et seg. (1992). 
Section 115 of that Act amended the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 ("PURPA"), 15 U.S.C. § 3202, to add provisions requiring state regulatory 
commissions to consider standards governing integrated resource planning ("IRP") and irrvestments in conservation and demartd management for natural gas 
utilities. Specifically, the Act requires stale commissions to consider whether

(2) implement such standard so as to assure that utility actions would not provide such utilities with un&ir 
conqretitive advantages over such small businesses.

... [e]ach gas utility shall enqrloy [an integrated resource plan] (sic), in order to provide adequate and reliable 
service to its gas customers at the lowest system cost All plans or filings of a State regulated gas utility before a 
State regulatory authority to meet the requirements of this paragraph shall (A) be updated on a tegular basis,
(B) provide the opportunity tor public participation and comment, (C) provide tor methods of validating predicted 
performance, and (D) contain a requirement that the plan be implemoited after approval of the State regulatmy 
authority. Subsection (c) shall not apply to this paragraph to the extent that it could be construed to require the 
State regulatory authority to extend the record of a State proceeding in submitting reports to the Federal 
Government

(1) consider the impact that implementation of such standard would have on small businesses engaged in the 
design, sale, supply, installatioii, or servicing of energy conservation, energy efiBciency, or other demand-side 
mana^nfint measures, anti

(2) That VGDC shall be granted an amended certificate of public convenience and necessity (Certificate No. G-164a) to provide natural gas 
distribution service to those areas previously authorized in Certificate NO. G-164, as well as to the entire Counties of Buchanan and Russell;

,.. [t]he rates chared by any State regelated gag utility shall be such that the utility’s prudent investments in, and 
expenditures for, energy conservation and load shifting programs and for other demand-side management measures 
which are consistent with the findings and purposes of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 are at least as profitable 
(taking into account the income lost due to reduced sales resulting from such programs) as prudent investments in, 
and eiqrenditures for, the acquisition or construction of supplies and fiwilities. This objective requires that 
(A) regulators link the utility's net revenues, at least in part, to the utility's performance in implementing cost- 
effective programs promoted by this section; and (B) regulators ensure that, for purposes of recovering fixed costs, 
including its authorized return, the utility's performance is not affected by reductions in its retail sales volumes.

(3) That there being nothing further to be done, this matter be, and hereby is, dismissed from the Commission's docket of active cases and the papers 
placed in the ffle for ended causes.

Ex Parte. In re: Consideration of standards for integrated resource planning and investments in conservation and demand management for natural gas 
utilities
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n. SUMMARY OF THE PARTICIPANTS’ POSITIONS AT THE HEARING

^H.R. REP. No. 1018,102d Cong., 2nd Sess. (1992) reprinted m U.S.C.C.A.N. 2472,2474-75.

On the appointed day, the matter came for hearing before the Commission. Counsel appearing were Kristen Brown, Esquire, and John Epps, Esquire, 
for Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc. ("Commonwealth'^; Donald Fickenscher, Esquire, for Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. fWNG"); Donald R. Hayes, Esquire, for 
Washington Gas Light Company ("WGL"); James H. Jefihies, Esquire, and Charles H. Canathers, HL Esquire, for Uaited Cities Gas Company fThuted"); 
Richard D. Gary, Esquire, for Virginia Electric and Power Compat^ CWirginia Power^; JdbnD. Sharer, Esquire, for the t^ginia Industrial Gas Users' 
Association fVIGUA'X Edward L. Flippen, Esquire, for NOVEC; and Sherry H. Bridewell, Esquire, for the Commission's Staff. No intervenors appeared.

In its April 27,1994 Order, the Commission directed its Division of Economics and Finance to give notice to the public of the captioned proceeding 
and set the matter for hearing for September 7,1994. The same Order established a procedural schedule for interested parties, intervenors, and the Commission 
Staff inviting them to address by testimony or comment, the standards, the issues identified in the Order, as well as issues of concern to the parties regarding the 
standards for natural gas utilities.

At die request of the participants, direct and rebuttal testimony were presented together. Witnesses for the Staff Commonwealth, and WGL took the 
stand and were subject to cross-examination. By agreement of counsel, the testimonies of Jeffiey L, Huston on behalf of VNG, Richard K. Wrench for United, 
Robert W. Glenn, Jr. for Roanoke, Mary C. Doswell for Virginia Power, and Dr. Alan Rosenberg and Robert Cooper for VIGUA were received into the record 
without cross-examination. At the conclusion ofthe proceeding, the matter was taken under advisement

EPACT does not require the Commission to implement its standards, but if we do not implement them, we must nonetheless hold a heating and state 
why we are rejecting the standards. Further, the Act requires us to complete our consideration of these standards not later than two years after the date of 
EPACTs enactment, rfc, by October 24,1994. 15 U.S.C. § 3203(a).

adequate and reliable utility services to gas consumers. Integrated resource planning shall take into account 
necessary features for system operation such as diversity, reliability, dispatchability, and other factors of risk and 
shall treat demand and supply to gas consumers on a consistent and integrated baas.

Commonwealth also presented testimony that supported the use of an automatic adjustment clause for recovery of lost revenues. Commonwealth 
witness Stalnaker testified that deferring costs associated with DSM programs without allowing recovery of associated carrying costs or rate base treatment for 
such costs exposed Commonwealth to underrecovery of program costs and created a regulatory disincentive to implementation of conservation and demand 
programs.

15 U.S.C. §3202(9). "Demand-side management" as used in § 115 includes "energy conservation, energy efficiency, and load management techniques." 
15 U.S.C. § 3202(10).

In response to the Commission's April 27 Order, Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative ("NOVEC"), the City of Ridunond ("the City""), and 
Southwestern Virginia Gas Company ("Southwestern") each filed Comments. In its Comments, NOVEC noted its interest in the proceeding insofar as the 
adoption of standards affected gas utilities generally and inopacted the service provided by NOVEC, an electric cooperative. Southwestern's filed comments 
supported the position taken by Roanoke Gas Company ("Roanoke") in Roanoke's prefiled testimony.

EPACT provides separate integrated resource planning and investments in conservation and demand management standards for electric and gas 
utilities. See P.L. 102-486,106 Stat 2795, 2910, 16U.S.C. § 2621(d). The standards for electric utilities, set out in § 111 of the Act, while similar in some 
respects to the standards for natural gas utilities, differ by allowing consideration of a broader scope of resource options for electric utilities. In addition, § 111 
requires a regulatory body to complete its consideration of the relevant standards for electric utilities within three years of the Acf s enactment, rather than two 
years, as required by § 115 for gas utilities. 16 U.S.C. § 2622(bX2). The discrete statutory standards and time flames for consideration lead us to conclude that 
Congress intended the consideration of IRP and conservation and demand management standards fin- gas and electric utilities to proceed sqjarately rather than as a 
single proceeding.

The City urged the Commission to adopt IRP and conservation and demand management standards which (i) prevent destructive competition between 
gas and electric utilities; (ii) encourage fuel substitution practices that reduce the cost of service for both gas and electric ratepayers; (iii) develop a conqrrehensive 
energy plan integrating gas and electric IRP; (iv) consider foe cost of conqrlying with existing state and federal environmerrtal statutes and regulations; 
(v) encourage local distribution companies to conduct joint surveys and studies re^rding the technical infnmation necessary to evaluate demand-side ahematives 
at a reastmable cost; (vi) encourage a pilot DSM bidding program; and (vii) discourage policies that would reduce regional supply attematives.

Connie Davies presented testimony on behalf of Commonwealth. She testified that the Commission should adopt the EPACTs provisions for gas IRP 
with modifications, advocating a comprehensive approach to IRP which considets the optimal fuel selection among energy suppliers. Ms. Davies testified that 
Commonwealth was committed to the development of demand-side management propo^ and noted the inqxwtance of complete and timely recovery of DSM 
program cost-recovery as an essential conqxnent of IRP activities. Ms. Davies observed that demand-side management programs can influence the fuel use 
decisions of gas utility customers. She stated that to foe extent electric utilities have the opportunity to inclement DSM programs and gas utilities are not 
permitted to offer similar programs, gas utilities were placed at a competitive disadvantage. Witness Davies testified that she did not envision foe expansion of 
IRP and DSM as having a negative impact on small businesses.

This interpretation of the Act is consistent with the legislative history for § 115. The Joint Explanatory Statement of foe Committee of Conference 
accompanying House Conference Report No. 102-1018 for EPACT demonstrates that foe conferees intended that IRP as addressed in § 115 be considered only 
for local distribution ocmqranies serving ultimate consumers of natural gas. The Statement further notes that IRP for natural gas utilities should examine and 
compare demand-side options with the general option of addition^ gas supplies. It expressly excludes an examination of foe sources, conditions, or other 
characteristics of upstream gas supply as part of IRP for gas utilities.
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Through its rebuttal testimony, among other things, Virginia Power noted that (i) any standards or requirements which emerge from the investigation
should an>ly equ^ly to gas and electric conqianies; (ii) under "least-cost" planning, supply-side and demand-side options ^uld be evaluated on an equal basi^
including regulatory treatment of cost-recovery, (iii) the policies and procedures cunently in place allow effective competition among Virga's gas and electric
utilities; and (iv) the policies and procedures now in place with the filing modifications proposed by Staff ate sufiScient to achieve IRP objectives.

While Commonwealtfa witness Davies appeared to support a collaborative IRP process. Commonwealth witness Connell's rebuttal testimony stressed 
the need to incorporate an ability to make changes within an IRP sqjproved by the Commission. He also recommended a five year planning horizon for IRP but 
acknowledged that the life cycle of many DSM programs extended beyond five years. He filled to explain how the need to change IRP proposals and the utility's 
need to keep information confidential could be accommodated within a collaborative process.

In his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Wrench asserted that gas planning was too uncertain to use forecasted data extending beyond five years. He testified fiat 
fie supply-side of IRP should begin within a five year forecast of current needs, unaffected by any demand-side planning programs. Witness Wrench also noted 
that a degree of confidentiality was necessary for such plans and that the issue of confidentiality should be addressed on a case-by-case basis.

VNG presented fie direct and rebuttal testimonies of Jeffrey L Huston which were received into the record without cross-examination. Mr. Huston 
recommended that: (i)the Commission not adopt IRP for gas utilities as envisioned in EPACT; (ii)fie Commission permit gas companies in Virginia the 
flexibility to pursue market responsive demand-side management ("DSM") programs which were in the public interest; and (iii) after gaining further experience 
wifi gas conservation and load management ("CLM") programs, fie Commission reconsider the issue of gas IRP.

In his rebuttal presented on behalf of WGL, witness Raab testified that the increasingly competitive environment confronting local distribution 
companies ("LDCs") required a broad definition of IRP. In his view, IRP defined narrowly as conservation or load management was inconqialible wifi a 
competitive environment for gas utilities. Witness Raab also characterized lost revenue adjustments and decoupling mechanisms as inappropriate options to 
encourage conservation and load management investments in a competitive environment He supported all-source bidding as an appropriate strategy to encourage 
cost effective CLM programs and to address the conflict between electric and gas utilities in an increasingly competitive environment He asserted that revisions 
to gas utility purchased gas adjustment ("PGA") mechanisms and capacity release proposals found in VIGUA's testimony were beyond the scope of this 
investigatioa He testified that giving LDC industrial customers a right of first refusal on the release of cqracity may not maximize the value obtained for that 
capacity or benefit firm ratqtayers.

WGL presented fie direct testimony of Sandra K. Holland and fie rebuttal testimony of Paul H. Raab. In her testimony, Ms. Holland recommended 
that the Commission rqect fie IRP standard set forth in EPACT unless fie standard was broadened to include all cost-effective CLM strategies. Ms. Holland 
asserted that it was important to subject electric and gas utilities to similar standards when considering CLM programs since such programs could be used to 
induce customers to use one type of fuel over another. She supported adoption of EPACTs conservation and demand management standard in order to remove 
disincerrtives to gas utilities to sell less natural gas. Ms. Holland further proposed that mandatory demand-side bidding processes be adopted in order to ensure 
that small businesses were not adversely impacted by the adoption of the IRP standard.

In his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Huston recommended that some gas utility forecast information should be treated as confidential. Witness Huston urged 
fie Commission to recognize that cost recovery standards are potential policy tools fiat could influence a gas utility's decisions regarding conservation and 
demand management VNG acknowledged that little evidence existed to suggest that stronger cost recovery measures are merited at present VNG attributed this, 
in part to the recent adoption of formal cost-benefit tests to evaluate such programs and fie relative lack of experience that fie natural gas industry has in applying 
th^e methods of evaluation.

The direct and rebuttal testimony of Dr. Alan Rosenberg, together with fie direct testimony of Robert Cooper, were received into the record on behalf 
of VIGUA without cross-examinatiotL VIGUA urged the Commission to rqect a formal IRP process and maintained that the objectives of IRP - fie lowest 
reasonable rates consistent wifi reliable service and efficient use of resources - could be achieved effectively within fie cunent regulatory fiamework. It cited the 
administrative costs associated wifi a formal IRP process, utility expectations that qiproval of its IRP guaranteed recovery of costs associated wifi programs 
approved as part of the IRP, and the tendency for special interest groups to view fie IRP process as a vehicle through whidi they may achieve their preconceived 
agendas as reasons why fie Commission should reject a formal IRP process.

The testimony of witness Robert W. Glenn, Jr. was received into the record on behalf of Roanoke without cross-examinatioa Through Mr. Glenn's 
testimony, Roanoke urged fie Commission not to adopt the IRP standard set out in § 1 IS without modification. It asserted that the standard be modified to 
include fuel switching and load growth programs. It questioned the cost effectiveness of formal IRP and DSM procedures. Roanoke was concerned about the 
addffional costs formal IRP programs could add to the operating costs of small gas utilities. It requested that if the Commission adopted a mandatory IRP 
procedure for all gas utilities, that such a procedure provide for the complete and timely recovery of costs associated wifi IRP and DSM. It urged the Commission 
not to give electric corrpanies an unfair market advantage over their gas utility competitors.

United presented the direct and rebuttal testimonies of Ridiard K. Wrench. While witness Wrench supported IRP, Wrench urged fie Commission to 
refrain from adopting qtecific rules that would require LDCs to adopt IRP plans or DSM programs that do not appropriately consider fie uniqueness of each LDC 
anditsmarkeL He urg^ the Commission to allow fuel substitution and load shifting programs to be a part of a utility's IRP analysis. Mr. Wrench recommended 
that fie Commission allow flexibility for a utility to cancel or change an IRP or DSM program that does not achieve expected results. He encouraged the 
Commission to develop guidelines providing a level playing field for gas and electric utilities in order to prevent fie IRP process fiom impeding normal 
competition between these industries.

Maty Doswell's prefiled direct and rebuttal testimony on behalf of Virginia Powe- was received into the record without cross-examinatioa Through 
Ms. Doswell's testimony, Virginia Power asserted that a formal IRP process was unnecessary. It urged fie continued practice of requiting annual resource plans to 
be filed wifi the Commission Staff for review. It stated that CLM programs should continue to be subject to Commission approval as contemplated by the 
Promoticmal Allowance Rules adopted in Case No. PUE900070. Virginia Power asserted that there would be little incremental braefit to utility ratepayers fiom a 
formal IRP process. It argued that a formal process could hinder the natural conqjetitive processes currently driving IRP. Virginu Power urged the Commission 
to eliminate any financial disinoentives which could be associated wifi the selection of demand-side resource options over supply-side options.
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m. DISCUSSION

discouraged producers from dedicating reserves to the pipelines serving die interstate markets. Gas shottages resulted.^

^DonaldF. Santa, Jr. and Patricia J. Bendce, "FederalNaturalGasPolicy and the Energy Policy Act of 1992", 14 Energy Law Journal 1,4-7(1993).

^Id., 14 Energy Law Journal at 5 (1993).

Mr. Walker also explained the Staffs review of gas utility acquisition practices. He stated that Staff reviewed gas utility capacity release programs 
through informal data requests in the context of PGA filings and in rate cases. He testified that upon request of an industrial customer. Staff would make data 
filed in response to these informal data requests available to requesting customers. Mr. Walker also stated that Staff would consider expanding the five-year 
forecast data to include information concerning LDCs' capacity release programs. He cautioned that because capacity release programs were relatively new, it 
was inappropriate to develop formalized filing requirements fx such programs.

At the same time, other forces worked to control die demand for natural gas. The ecmomic recession of the early 1980s shrunk natural gas markets, 
and consumers reacted to higher natural gas prices by reducing consumption and switching to less expensive fiiels. Thus, the interstate natural gas market was 
transformed from one in which there was a perceived shortage of supply to one in which there was an actual excess of deliverability.

Witness Walker commented that improperly structured IRP policies could conflict with competitive forces and may result in the subsidization of 
appliances or equipment that would not otherwise be competitive in an open market He observed that many commentators advocating fuel substitution as a part 
of IRP appeared to be attenpting to provide natural gas utilities with a ctanpedtive marketing advantage over electric utilities.

Staff witness Taylor testified about the accounting treatmem to be accorded DSM programs. He concluded diat it was utmecessary to adopt the 
standards set out in § 115 because existing ratemaking and accounting policies provide sufficient opportunity for gas utilities to recover their costs and 
investments in CLM programs. The Staff opposed cost recovery for such programs through automatic adjustment mechanism because, in Staffs view, 
automatic recovery of such costs would remove them firm the rigorous review to which they would be subjected in a rate proceeding. All Staff witnesses 
acknowledged that the traditional rate setting process provided little incentive for gas utilities to promote programs that conserved natural gas. They 
recommended that rate recovery for CLM programs be treated on a case-by-case basis. Witness Taylor concluded that the accounting convendcms available for 
supply-side costs under Commission policies should also be available for demand-side costs.

Staff witness Walker also urged rejection of the § 115 standards as vague, narrow, and costly to administer. He noted that the Commission's current 
policies provide sufficient flexibility for evaluation of CLM programs. He testified that the objectives of the § 115 standards could be addressed flitough incentive 
Iffograms and improved pricing. He observed that continued movemem towards cost-based rates and further rate unbundling would provide additional 
infiirmation to ratepayers, enabling them to make informed end-use decisions.

VICUA recommended that the Commission direct gas utilities to achieve reliable service at the lowest reasonable cost through the use of a modified 
PGA which would allow an LDC to retain a portion of the savings achieved by lowering the cost of gas until its subsequem rate case. VIGUA proposed that the 
balance of gas purchase savings be passed through to its sales customers. As another step to minimize gas costs, VIGUA recommended the use of cost-based, 
uribundled transportation rates and capacity release programs. With respect to capacity release, VIGUA asked the Commission to require LDCs to negotiate with 
their end-users for cqiachy packages sized in a fashion that does not preclude endmsers from using such capacity.

In recem years, both the fiamewoik for federal regulation of the natural gas industry and the industry itself have undergone a radical transformation. 
Prior to the enactmemofthe Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 (TJGPA’X 15U.S.C. §§ 3301-3442 (West Supp. 1990X the interstate distribution of natural gas 
was regulated under a "just and reasonable" standard established by the Natural Gas Act ("NGA"), 15 U.S.C. §§ 717-717w (1988), under which the Federal 
Power Commission ("FPC") prescribed "just and reasonable" rates for pipelines and producers selling natural gas for resale in interstate cammerce. See 15 U.S.C. 
§ 717c. During the late 1960s and the early 1970s, the wellhead prices for interstate natural gas were low, while the prices for gas in intrastate markets were 
unrestrained and rose to meet demand. The federal price restraints at the wellhead encouraged the consumption of gas in intrastate markets and, at flie same time.

Staff presented the testimony of three witnesses - Robert L. Lacy, CodyD. Walker, and Richard W. Taylor. Witnesses Lacy and Walker 
reconunended that the Commission reject the § 115 IRP standard as administratively burdensome and costly. Staff suggested that the Commission's existing 
procedures through its five-year forecast review, with modificatiras, and its conservation and load management procedures adopted in Case No. PUE900070 were 
sufficient to address planning needs for gas utilities. Staff witness Lacy testified that adoption of the § 115 IRP and the investments in conservation and demand 
management standards would represent a departure frmn recently developed policies.

Witness Lacy also recommended that several changes be incorporated into the five year forecast data request He suggested that the long term plans 
submitted by gas utilities should provide fundamental inftamation concerning demand-side management plans. He proposed the use of a longer planning horizon, 
i.e.. ten years, for gas utilities wiffi significant demand-side management activities. Further, witness Lacy stated that much of the data in the forecasts filed by gas 
utilities could be made available for public review.

In reaction to the shortages of natural gas in the interstate market. Congress enacted the NGPA, establishing a framework for the partial decontrol of 
natural gas at the wellhead. The NGPA also included provisions to restrain demand fin- natural gas. Under flie law's incremental pricing scheme, P.L. No. 95- 
621, §§ 221-08,92 Stat 3371-81 (Repealed 1987), pipelines and LDCs were required to charge higher prices for natural gas to industrial gas users.^ Further, 
the Power Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 ("FUA"), P.L. No. 95-620, 92 Stat 3289 (codified in scattered sections of 15, 42, 45, and 49 U.S.C.), 
prohibited hunting natural gas in industrial feeilities and electric power plants

Witness Walker addressed VIGUA's proposals to implement revisions to the PGA and to develop capacity release procedures for LDCs. He 
characterized these proposals as beyond flie scope of the present investigation. Mr. Walker adcnowledged that it may be appropriate to explore fliese issues in 
future proceedings.
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Since 1987, Congress has repealed the incremental pricing provisions of the NGPA,

^See Regulation of Natural Gas Pipelines After Partial Wellhead Decontrol, 50 Fed. Reg. 42,408 < 1985') vacated and remanded. Assoc'd. Gas Dislrib. v. FERC.
824F.2d981 (D.C. Cir. 1987). readopted on an interim basis. Order No. 500,52 Fed. Reg. 30,334 (1987).

_____________________ utilities. Case No. PUE880031, 1988 S.C.C. Ana R^ 333, 336-337. Any
discrepancy in purchasing, planning and acquisition of gas supply may be the subject of a rule to show cause or may be explored further in a gas utility's rate case.

The only benefit cited by gas utility participants arising fiom a formal IRP process was the likelihood of enhanced recovery of costs for programs 
approved as part of an overall IRP. Tr. at 119. Even this potential benefit is illusory, as Commonwealth witness Davies conceded, since nothing in our current 
CLM policies prohibits an LDC fiom seeking approval ofthe rate treatment it believes appropriate fw such programs. Tr. at 118-120,122.

whether natural gas was purchased fiom the pipeline or fiom another supplier.' It further limited the role of interstate pipelines to that of transporters and 
providers of storage rather than the role of merchants.

^See FliTnination of'Variable Costs fiom Certain Natural Gas Pipeline Minimum Commoditv Bill Provisions. Order No. 380,49 Fed. Reg. 22,778 (1984), affd, 
Wisconsin Gas Co. v. FERC. 770 F.2d 1144 (D.C. Cir. 1985).

No gas utility submitting ccnnments or testimony was able to identify a substantive benefit arising fiom the adoption of an IRP standard requiring the 
mandatory submission and formal approval of integrated resource plans. For example, Commonwealtb witness Davies admitted that there was nothing 
Commonwealth could adueve via a formal IRP process that it could not now accomplish under current Commission policies. Tr. at 118-120.

It is against this federal legislative and administrative fiamewoik that we are called upon to consider adoption of EPACT standards. Adoption of these 
standards would require a formal procedure to consider integrated resource plans for each regulated Virginia natural gas utility. By definition, these standards do 
not expressly include load building programs, but instead encourage energy conservation, energy efficiency, and load management initiatives for LDCs.

in length, we hereby authorize Staff to request additional forecast and other data fiom Virginia LDCs with DSM and c^ucity release programs. In this way, we 
will develop a more conqirdiensive picture ofthe factors affecting Virginia LDC planning.

FERC's Order No. 636 further altered the structure of services provided by interstate natural gas pipelines.^ This restructuring rule expressly sought 
to promote greater competition among natural gas suppliers by requiring pipeli^ to provide equal quality transportation service to customers regardless of 

ume nr Avtm ttn/vttitfp ' Tf fiiWkAr tliA nf intAretatA ninAlinAC trt ftiaf aF trancnnWArc anH

ded FUA to eliminate virtually all restrictions on the use of 
natural gas in electric power plants and other major fuel burning installations, and decontrolled all of the remaining NGPA regulated gas. Further, enactment of 
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, P.L. No. 101-549,104 StaL 2399 (1990), has created a role for natural gas as a cost-effective option for compliance with 
the market based acid tain prograta This program is designed to reduce sulfur dioxide emissions through an allowance and emissions trading prograta

EPACT itself contains provisions intended to stimulate natural gas production and usage and to promote the development of new markets for natural 
gas usage. See for example, provisions dealing with ahernative minimum tax preferences for depletion and intangible drilling cost of independent oil and gas 
producers and royalty owners, 106 StaL at 3023-24; and § 2013 of the Act, 106 StaL at 3059, which directs the Secretary of Energy to conduct a five year 
fnogram to increase the recoverable natural gas resource base.

Currently, we employ a less formal procedure to scrutinize gas subtly and planning practices for 'Virginia LDCs. This informal review employs a five- 
year forecast, with an annual Staff review of gas purchasing practices for large LDCs, and biennial review of such practices for smaller gas utilities. 
Complementing this analysis is a quarterly review by Staff of a Virginia LDCs gas purdiasing decisions throu^ review of file utility's PGA data. These 
(nocedures were adopted in Commonwealth of t^rgjnia. ex tel. State Corporation Commissiog Ex Parte, in the matter of establishing an investigalion of gas 

ising. procurement practices, and gas cost recovery for Virginia gas

The information collection vehicle for the gas supply forecast is a data request, wherein Staff develops information forecasted over five years. 
Admittedly, gas forecasting is an uncertain process. However, the advent of capacity release and the implementation of pilot conservation and load management 
programs by 'Virginia gas utilities may render it appropriate to broaden the informational context in which we evaluate LDC purchasing decisions. To this end 
and in exercise of our plenary authority under Virginia Code §§ 56-36, -235.1, and -249 to obtain information about utility operating efficiency and use of 
resources, we will direct our Staff to gather additional data about demand-side management programs, capacity release programs, and other natural gas utility 
plans and practices uhidi affect the supply, acquisitioa and delivery of natural gas to Virginia end-users. Because DSM programs may extend beyond five years

In our opinion, integrated resource planning may serve the public good by minimiTing unnecessary or excessive energy use, considering the 
^licability of all fuel resources, and determining the best fuel resource for end use at the lowest possible cosL However, as this record demonstrates, a 
mandafany, formal approval process provides few benefits to either natural gas utilities, natural gas customers, or regulators. As many gas utility participants 
noted, use of a fontuil, generic IRP process requites a commitment of time and resources. Further, once adopted, a plan may become outdated, while 
circumstances and market conditions continue to change. The need to accommodate changing circumstances by incorporating flexibility in an IRP inhibits the 
value ofthe plan approval process, creating problems fot those participating in the process. As demonstrated by the testimony received in this record, gas utilities 
qqiear to want the safe haven that approval of an IRP provide and the flexibility to change the approved plan whenever they believe necessary. Many of the 
Virginia LDCs participating in this proceeding are alrea^ engaged in some form of IRP and will continue such planning regardless of whether we adopt a formal 
IRP process. Tr. at 85-86.

^Order No. 636, HI FERC StaL and Regs., '530,939 at 30,389 (1992). 

^Order No. 636, HI FERC StaL and Regs., 1:30,939 at 30,389,30,391 (1992).

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"), the successor to FPC, has also responded to the changes in the natural gas matkeL In 1984, 
for exanple, it created an opportunity for LDCs to take advantage of conpetitive wellhead markets with the issuance of Order No. 380, which invalidated fixed 
cost minimum bills and minimum take obligations in pipeline tariffi.'* In 1985, it issued Order No. 436 which further redefined the role of interstate pipelines.^ 
Order No. 436 in effect required pipelines to become open access, non-discriminatory transporters of natural gas. Pipelines were encouraged to permit their firm 
sales customers to convert their entitlement of firm sales service to volumetrically equivalent entitlement of firm transportation service over five years. Order 
No. 436, and its successor. Order No. 500,52 Fed. Reg. 30,334, effectively began to phase out the aggregator/merchant role of interstate pipelines.
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market sham wWwut serving the overall public interest^ We therefore promulgated rules establishing the cmiditions under which gas and electric utilities 
nneratino m Virottiia could reaver reasonable costs associated with nmmotional sllounncee to ciiefomens ” We remiire ntilbv annlieante vMvtnnemcr a

on the supplier, and demonstrate that die program serves the overall public interest

V. For a general increase in rates. Case

1992 S.C.C. Arm. Rept at 265, Slip. Op., Attachment A § IVA(5).

However, it is difficult to distinguish between programs wfuefa are designed to conserve gas usage and those whidi are promotional in effect For 
exanple, incentives for higher efficiency gas furnaces may in some instances promote fuel switdiing rather than decreased natural gas consunptirat Therefore, 
ratemaking incentives designed solely to promote energy oemservation may &il to encourage other programs that are in the public interest or that have the 
uniiitended consequcQoes of inci>jiging nafurai gas usage thmug^ gams in natural Tnarifgt share. Given the difficulty of identifying "pure” conservation

We recognize that there may be financial disinoentives associated with LDC development and ioplementatim of programs that reduce gas usage. We 
adcnowledge tbat increaaed natural g^ cftngiiwption may he beoefioal in twany req^ects In ftgt certain federal policies nt|c<yifage natural gaa usage Increased 
natural gas usage may facilitate co^liance with die Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 through fuel switching at coal or oil fired generating units and doough 
the use of natural gas powered vehicles. Increased dirougiqiut for LDCs and pipelines may also serve to lower natural gas rates if increased throughput does not 
require additional facilities or resuh in hi^gr purchased gag demand posts.

The record before us demonstrates that Virginia gas utilities have limited experience in developing conservation and demand-side management 
programs in Virginia. Virtually all of the gas utilities filing comments and testhnooy in the proceeding noted that DSM programs influence the fuel choices made 
by end-users. They opined that the definitiem of DSM programs should include load building initiatives and allow gas utilities to retain or increase their markets. 
SeeEx. CBI>4at7-U. Ex. SKH-12 at 5-6. Ex. PHR-13(R) al 7. Tr. at 94,127,130-131. However, little testimony was offered on how specific conservation 
programs could be designed to reduce gas usage by existing gas customers. For exan^Ie, Commonwealtb witness Davies identified peak clqiping as an 
appropriate DSM objective. Ex. CBD-4 at 9, but during cross-examination, admitted that Commonwealth has not sou^ approval for any peak clipping CLM 
programs in Virginia. Tr. at 122-123.

We will address the issue of accessibility to plan data filed by Virginia LDCs on a case-by-case basis. We encourage Staff to make norqiroprietary 
data available to LDC customers upon request LDCs should file their data with Staff in both a redacted and nonredacted form to accommodate requests by 
LDCs' customers for review of this informatioa

Moreover, as our June 27, 1994 Final Order entered in Application of Appalachian Power O_____________________________
No. PUE920081, states, a distinction can and should be made between utility "conservation" and "load management" programs. Under the latter, a utility's sales 
may be shifted to its off-peak period, preserving sone level of utility profit, while reducing the utility's operating expenses. In contrast, with conservation, a utility 
may actually lose sales and, t^ profits. June 27,1994 Final Order, Case No. PUE920081 at 13.

Witnesses Stalnaker, Huston and Holland each testified that there were financial and operational disincentives which discouraged LDCs firm 
developing and inqilementing programs that reduced natural gas usage. They requested that the Commission ermsider regulatory incentives to motivate LDCs to 
develop such programs. Ex. RGS-9(R) at 3; Ex. JLH-11(R) at 4; and Ex. SKH-12 at 27-28.

Further, in our June 28, 1993 Order, we permitted gas and electric utilities to file packages of programs, but advised that utilities should assure 
themselves that the programs collectively benefited their resource plans. We directed that a cost/benefit analysis for each individual program be available, even if 
the application filed with the Commission sou^ approval of a package of programs. Further, we required utilities to file reports available to the public with the 
Staff; which identified all experimental programs at least 30 days prior to die program's implementation, together with periodic updates on the results of the 
experimenL Comprehaisive reports on the status of all experimental or pilot programs were to be filed at least semi-atmually with our Division of Economics and 
Finance. Id, 1993 S.C.C. Arm. Rept at 245.

^Commonwealth of Virginia, ex tel. State Corporation Commission. Ex Parte: In re: Investigation of Conservation and Load Management Programs, Case 
No. PUE900070,1993 S.C.C. Arm. Rept 242,244-245.

As we noted in our March 27,1992 Final Order in the CLM investigatiem, conservation will play an important role in the development and use of fuel 
resources in Virginia. However, conservation at cost is inappropriate. We decline in this case to adopt an approach which encourages Virginia LDCs to 
inqilement programs which are primarily designed to promote load growth or market share without serving the overall public interest As admowdedged by our 
Staff and several participants in this proceeding, our curroit CLM policy offers die opportunity and the flexibility for natural gas utilities to develop CLM 
programs. Our policy specifies minimum tests against whidi all applicants' CLM propel may be evaluated. Under this policy, neither gas nor electric CLM 
programs are treated differently. Thus, neither gas nor electric conqietitors are offer^ a conqietitive advantage.

The June 28, 1993 Order Issuing Rules on Cost/Benefit Measures entered in the same docket adopted a multi-perspective approach to evaluate 
conservation and load management projxjsals. This Order directed that an applicant seeking approval of a DSM program should analyze the program using, at a 
minimum, the Participants Test, the Utility Cost Test, the Ratepayer Impact Test, and the Total Resource Cost Test to evaluate such programs. *

Our policies regarding conservation and load management programs were established in our March 27,1992 Final Order and June 28, 1993 Order 
entered in Commonwealth of Virginia, at the relation of the State Conxiralion Commission. Ex Parte: In re. Investigation of Conservation and Load M»"«°en»gn* 
Programs. Case No. PUE900070. As we noted in the March 27 Order, we are encouraged about the role conservation can play in Virginia. However, we noted 
in that Order that a cautious approach was necessuy to avoid promoting uneconomic programs or those that are primarily designed to promote growth of load or 
fMOrVnt etlOM WvfkzMlt e»nnno thA ZaVArall raihltz* infATACl ® Wo thoroAvM nmirailmfaJ Mllaae AOfaklsekimrv *k« OAn/tklAfte AlaoAaia av+HUla*.

operating in Virginia could recover reasonable costs associated with promotional allowances to customers.’ We require utility ^licants proposing a 
promotional allowance program to demonstrate that their program is reasonably calculated to promote the maximum effective conservation and use of energy and 
capital resources in providing energy services. Promotional allowance programs must be cost justified using appropriate cost/benefit methods. Utilities proposing 
a promotional allowance program that would have a significant effect on the sales Iwel of an ahemative energy supplier must consider the effect of the program 
Atithnnmnlinp a«r1 HAtnAnetratA tfiaf iliA nmorsm catvac tliA nvArall miMir mtArAct

®Manii 27,1992 Final Order, 1992 S.C.C. Arm. Rept at 263. 

’id., 1992 S.C.C. Arm. Rept at 265.
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rv. CONCLUSION

For certification of utility facilities and amendment of a certificate of public convenience and necessity pursuant to Va. Code §§ 56-265.2 and -265.3

ORDER AMENDING CERTIFICATE

CASE NO. PUE940032 
SEPTEMBER 28, 1994

APPLICATION OF
WASHINGTON GAS UGHT COMPANY

We also encourage utilities to focus on energy efSciency uiien developing their long-term strategic plans. Energy efSciency is (me of the more 
irqtortaiit factors considered by consumers in making choices between electric, gas, and oil appliances and equipment Electric and gas utilities should compete 
fen- customers by providing accurate information about the efficiencies and features of various types of HVAC equipment A healthy conq)etition can be 
facilitated by integrated resource planning techniques. However, integrated resource planning should not be used as a tool simply to market increased use of gas 
or electricity or indiscriminately gain market share at the expense of a competitor.

8401 Cabin Brandi Court, Manassas, Virginia 
8406 Cabin Branch Court, Manassas, Virginia 
8409 Cabin Brandi Court, Manassas, 'Virginia 
8413 Cabin Brandi Court, Manassas, 'Virginia 
8416 Cabin Brandl Court, Manassas, Virginia
8419 Cabin Branch Court, Manassas, Virginia
8420 Cabin Brandi Court, Manassas, Virginia
8424 Cabin Branch Court, Manassas, Virginia
8425 Cabin Rrawch Court, Manassas, Virginia 
8428 Cabin Branch Court, Manassas, Virginia
8431 Cabin Brandi Court, Manassas, Virginia
8432 Cabin Brandl Court, Manassas, Virginia 

10105 Lake Jackson Drive, Manassas, Virginia 
10107 Lake Jackson Drive, Manassas, Virginia 
10111 Lake Jackson Drive, Manassas, Virginia 
10135 Lake Jadcson Drive, Manassas, Virginia 
10137 Lake Jadcson Drive, Manassas, Virginia 
10148 Lake Jackson Drive, Manassas, Virginia 
10152 Lake Jackson Drive, Manassas, Virgmia 
10206 Lake Jadcson Drive, Manassas, Virginia 
10216 Lake Jadcson Drive, Manassas, Virginia

Accordingly, for the reasons set out herein, it is ordered that the standards set out at § 115 of EPACT be rejected; and that this matter be dismissed. 
The papers filed herein shall be placed in the Commission's files for ended causes.

While we do not adopt the investments in conservation and demand management standard set out at § 115 of the Act, we remain sensitive to the need 
for development of conservation and load management programs that are in the public interest Because we have not adopted § 115's integrated resource planning 
or conservation and demand management standards, we find it unnecessary to address the impact of implementation of such standards on gmatt businesses.

Further, the Commission remains committed to the goal of promoting cost-effective conservation programs. We believe conservation programs can 
promote the public interest in Virginia and can contribute to the realization of a proper balance of demand-side and supply-side resources. Conservatian programs 
are particularly attractive because of the environmental benefits they offer. The environmental benefits of conservatian programs, while often difficult to measure, 
are nevertheless, very real. We encourage utilities to develop conservation programs that are not only economically sound but also contribute to the protection of 
the envirmunentthat we all must share.

programs and the probability of overlooking beneficial programs, we conclude that it is not appropriate to develop ratemaking incentives strictly for the purpose of 
promoting conservation. Therefore, we encourage LDCs seeking permanent implementation of conservation and load management programs demonstrated to be 
in the public interest to develop recommendations regarding ratemaking incentives appropriate to each of their circumstances. Such an approach will encourage 
innovation and provide for flexible regulatory policies that are appropriate for each Virginia LDCs size, load profile and resources.

On May 16, 1994, Washington Gas Light Conqtany ("WGL" or "the Company") filed an application requesting authority to amend Certificate of 
Public Convenience and Necessity No. G-5 lb authorizing the Company to provide public utility gas service to the addresses identified below;

In sum, adoption of a formal IRP process as envisioned by § 115 of EPACT does not appear to promote and indeed may be detrimental to the public 
interest This standard does not ^tpear to offer sufficient flexibility, and may increase regulatory costs to the participants in the IRP approval process, without 
substantive countervailing benefits. We encourage Virginia natural gas utilities to continue to develop and employ comprehensive plamiing strategies. Virginia 
LDCs should use existing CLM procedures to seek tqtproval for CLM programs which they can demonstrate to be in the public interest As part of Virginia 
LDCs' planning strategies, we eiqtect LDCs to maintain continuing dialogues with their customers in an effort to better ascertain these customers' energy needs and 
to respond to those needs. Staff should continue to work with and develop data with respect to LDC planning processes and LDC customer needs to monitor more 
comprehensively these utilities' planning processes and service performance.
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On Sqrtember 9,1994, the Commission Stafffiled its Rqxxt in the captioned matter. The Staff recommended sp|»oval of the application.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(6) That this case be dismissed from the Commission's dodcet of active proceedings and the documents filed herein placed in the file for ended causes.

By letter dated August 5, 1994, the Company furnished proof of the notice required by the Commission's Order for Notice. In a letter filed with the 
Commission on August 31,1994, Commonwealth advised that it did not oppose WGL's applicatioa No other comments or requests for heating were filed.

(5) That copies of this Order shall be placed in Certificate File Nos. 10314 and 10165, vdiich are lodged in the Commission's Division of Energy 
Regulation; and

(1) That, pursu^ to Va. Code § 56-265.2, the Company dull be granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity for the construction and 
operaticm of the utility frcilities described in its qjplication in order to provide natural gas service to the residences identified in ^qtendix A hereto;

By Order dated August 2,1994, the Commission docketed the captioned matter and directed the Company to give notice of its application to interested 
paxties on or before August 19, 1994. That Order also invited interested patties to file written comments or requests for hearing on the plication on or before 
August 31,1994.

(4) That Certificate No. G-37g, authorizing Commonwealth to serve Prince William County shall be canceled, and Certificate of Public Convenience 
and Necessity No. G-37h shall be issued to Commonwealth, which certificate dull exclude the addresses identified in Appendix A hereto, together with the 
following addresses the Commission authorized WGL to serve in Case Nos. PUE920062 and PUE930067: 8410, 8433, and 8435 Cabin Branch Court, 
Manassas, Vitgitiia 22111;

(3) That, pursuant to Va. Code §§ 56-265.2 and -265.3, iqxm filing of the required map. Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. G-5 Ih 
authcrizmg WGL to provide gas service in portions of Prince William County dull be canceled, and Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. G-5 li 
shall be issued to WGL, which certificate shall include the 21 addressees identified in Appendix A hereto, together with the following addresses the Commission 
authorized WGL to serve in Case Nos. FUE920062 and FUE930067; 8410,8433, and 8435 Cabin Brandi Court, Manassas, Virginia 22111;

NOTE: A copy of Appendix A entitled "Addresses to be Saved by Washington Gas Light Conpany" is on file and may be examined at the State 
Craporation Commission, Clok's Office, Document Control Center, Tyia Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Ridimond, Virginia.

In its application, the Company noted that the foregoing addresses ate located within Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc.'s ("Commonwealth's") service 
territoiy. It proposes to provide service from a gas main, located in close proximity to these addresses which the Company was authorized to construct in 
Commonwealth's service territoty. The Company represented in its rqiplication that it would have to install a service line, tegul^, and meter to provide natural 
gas service for each of the addroses identifi^ herein. WGL requeued a certificate of public convenience and necessity authorizing it to construct and operate 
these distribution facilities.

On Septemba 16,1994, Commonwealth, by counsel, advised that it consented to amendment of its Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 
No. G-37g to conform with any amendment granted to WGL's service area.

(2) That, on or before Octoba 16,1994, WGL shall file with the Division of Energy Regulation a map delineating its distribution service territoty 
within Prince William County and identifying the location of the utility facilities certificated herein;

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the plication, the pleadings, the Staff Report, and the applicable statutes, is of the opinion and 
finds that it is in the public interest for WGL's Certificate ofPublic Convenience and Necessity No. G-5Ih to be amended to include the addresses described in 
Appendix A as well as the addresses we have authorized WGL to serve in Case Nos. PUE920062 and PUE930067. The residences granted to WGL in Case 
Nos. PUE920062 and PUE930067 were 8410, 8433, and 8435 Cabin Branch Court, Manassas, Virginia 22111. We further find that it is in the public interest 
for the Company to construct and operate the utility facilities identified in its application as necessary to provide service to the 21 addresses iden^ed herein in 
Appendix A In addition, we find it appropriate to amend Commonwealth's Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. G-37g to exclude the 21 
addressees identified in Appendix A, as well as the three addresses noted above.
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To revise its fuel factor pursuant to Va. Code § 56-249.6

ORDER ESTABT-TSHING 1994/95 FUEL FACTOR

Acccndingly,

For an interpretation of Virginia Electric and Power Company's Schedule 27

FINAL ORDER

CASE NO. PUE940033 
JULY 1, 1994

APPUCATION OF
DELMARVA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

CASE NO. PUE940034 
NOVEMBER 4, 1994

The hearing of this case was held on June 28, 1994. As there were no issues remaining between Delmarva and Commission Staft the Company’s 
application, testimony, and exhibits as well as Staffs testimony were admitted into the record without need for cross-examination.

On June 20, 1994, Commission Staff filed its testimony finding that Delmarva had complied with the Commission's standards for evaluating fuel cost 
projections of electric utilities and that the Company's proposed estimates and projections were reasonable. Accordingly, Staff recommended approval of the fuel 
factor reduction and took no issue with the proposed change to the Conqiany's fuel factor tariff sheet

On June 17, the patties filed the stipulation and thereafter filed their briefs and comments. On October 5, 1994, the Report of Glerm P. Richardson, 
Senior Hearing Examiner ("Report") was filed, recommending that the Petition be denied, but that Virginia Power be directed to amend Schedule 27 to clarify its 
application Neither party filed comments or exceptions to the Report

UPON CONSIDERATION of the record in this case, the Commission is of the opinion that a decrease in the Company's zero-based fuel factor from 
1.985^ per kWh to 1.712# per kWh is appropriate and that the proposed change to Company's fuel factor tariff sheet complies with the Commission's definitional 
fiamework for fuel expenses for Delmarva. Approval of this fuel factor and Fuel Rate Clause, however, is not to be construed as approval of the Company's 
actual fuel expenses. Commission Staff files a report annually which addresses the reasonableness of the Company's actual fuel expenses ("Staffs Annual 
Report"). A copy of Staffs Annual Report is sent to the Company and to each patty who participated in the Conq^y*s fuel factor proceeding, all of whom are 
provided an opportunity to comment and request a hearing on the Report Should the Commission find, based on the foregoing, that the Company's actual fuel 
expenses have been imprudent the Company's recovery position be adjusted. This adjustment will be reflected in the Company's next fuel factor.

On June 6, 1994, the Commission entered its Order Requiring Stipulation and Providing Opportunity for Response, docketing an informal letter of 
complaint received from Foster Brothers, Inc. ("Foster Bros." or "Petitioner") as a Petition pursuant to Rule 3:4 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure. That Order required the Foster Bros, and Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power" or "Company") to stipulate to facts necessary for 
the resolution by the Commission of the complaint raised by Petitioner. That complaint requested, in substance, that Virginia Power be directed to provide street 
and security limiting to a residential real estate development being constructed by Foster Bros. Resolution of the complaint necessitated an interpretation of 
Virginia Power's Schedule 27 under which the Company provides such service.

PETITION OF 
FOSTER BROTHERS, INC.

On June 22, 1994, Delmarva filed a letter stating that no rebuttal testimony would be filed, as there were no issues between the Conqiany and 
Commission Staff. Attached to the letter was the Conqrany's proof of service.

By order dated May 24,1994, the Commission established a procedural schedule and set a hearing date. In that regard, the Commission directed its 
Staff to file testimony on the reasonableness of Delmarva's application and provided an opportunity for any person desiring to participate in the hearing to do so as 
a Protestant. No notice of protest or a protest was received in this proceeding.

On May 17, 1994, Delmarva Power & Light Company ("Delmarva" or "the Company”) filed with the Commission written testimony, exhibits, and 
proposed tariffi intended to decrease it zero-based fuel factor from 1.985# per kWh to 1.712# per kWh effective with the billing month of July 1994, without 
proration. The Company also requested approval of a change in its fuel factor tariff sheet to credit electric fuel expenses with certain revenues associated with 
natural gas received by Delmarva through its facilities interconnecting with Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation ("TETCO"). The facilities interconnecting 
with TETCO are hereinafter referred to as "the TETCO line." The TETCO line placed in service on June 1, 1993, consists of a 4.5 mile 16-inch pipeline 
extending from TETCO's interstate pipeline to Delmarva's Claymont, Delaware Gate Station at the Pennsyivania-Delaware border. The TETCO line is owned by 
Delmarva, and investments and expenses associated with the TETCO line are reflected in accounts from which rates paid by Delmarva's electric customers are 
derived. The proposed change would reduce the fuel rate charge by the Company's electric customers when the TETCO line is used by the Company's gas 
customers. Delmarva stated that it does not anticipate using the TETCO line to serve gas customers prior to November 1, 1995.

IT IS ORDERED that a zero-based fuel factor of 1.712# per kWh is hereby ^rproved effective with the billing month of July 1994, without 
proratiozL
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the Petition of Foster Bros, be, and hereby is, denied;

(3) There being nothing further to come before the Commission, the papers herein be transferred to the file for ended causes.

ORDER GRANTING CERTIFICATE

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to Va. Code Atm. §§ 56-46.1 and -265.2, this application be granted;

In response to file public notice, file Commission received no requests for hearing The Halifax County Board of Supervisas filed comments vrfierem 
it supported the sq^lication arid unanimously endorsed issuance of a certificate of public convenience and necessity to Mecklenburg for this project

Upon consideration of the application, the Commission finds that the proposed route would appear to minimize adverse impacts on environmental and 
cultural features of the area; that there is a need for the proposed facility; and that no existing ri^its-of-way can be used to satisfy this need. We therefore find that 
the application should be granted.

CASE NO. PUE940035 
SEPTEMBER 16, 1994

(2) That Virginia Power amend its Schedule 27 to clarify that residential real estate developers constructing multiple, single-family homes ate subject 
to the one-year waiting period set forth in Paragraph IL A and shall submit such revision to the Commission Staff for review; and.

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the pleadings of the patties as well as the Report, is of the opinion and finds that the 
recommendations and findings of the Report ate supported by the record and should be adopted. While of Schedule 27 is not a model of draftsmanship, and its 
language somewhat less than clear, the Commission is of the opinion that it was attended tb^ the one-year moratorium period provided for in Paragraph n. A of 
the Schedule apply to developers of multiple, single-family dwellings. Accordingly,

As noted in the July 1, 1994 Order, the proposed line and substation ate necessary to provide service to a new 310,000 square foot manufacturing 
facility which Huber is constructing on Huber's prop^ in Halifax County. No other facilities are presently available to serve the needs of the proposed project 
While the line will be initially operated at 115 kV, it is expected to be converted to 230 kV after the year 2005. The proposed transmission line substation are 
all located on the Huber industrial property site, located in Mecklenburg's certificated service area.

The Cooperative provided copies of its application to a number of state environmental agencies. The Department of Environmental Quality fT>EQ") 
coordinated the review of fins application for these agencies. According to DEQ, "[njone of the reviewers raised significant environmental issues related to this 
{Hoposah A number of reviewers, however, noted applicable regulations or suggested practices which would minimize the envirauneatal inqiact of the project"

Based upon the Cooperative's application, the Commission's experience with similarly sized lines in recent cases, and the Stas's on-going analysis 
requited by the 1985 Senate Joint Resolution No. 126 and the 1993 Senate Joint Resolution No. 278, we are unable to identify any immediate health or safety 
concerns that would support denial of fins application to construct and operate the proposed line and substation. The Coqjerative has represented that its 
construction will conqrly with FERCs "Guidelines fin- Protection of Natural, Histoic, Scenic, and Recreational Values in the Design and Location of RijJits-of- 
Way and Transmission Facilities."

On September 6,1994, the Commission's Division of Energy Regulation filed a Staff Report on this applicatioa The Staff analyzed the proposal and 
recommended that the Commissian grarrt the applicatioa

APPUCATION OF
MECKLENBURG ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

By Order of July 1,1994, the Commission docketed the captioned matter, directed the Cooperative to give notice to the public of its qiplication, and 
established procedures for requesting a hearing and submitting written comments. On August 30,1994, Mecklenburg filed proof of the service of a copy of our 
July 1,1994 Order on state and local officials and proof of newspaper publication of notice. Accordingly, we find that appropriate notice of the applic^on was 
^ven as required by Va. Code Arm. §§ 56-46.1 and -265.2.

On June 20, 1994, Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative ("Mecklenburg" or "the Cooperative") completed its application to the State Corporation 
Coimnission ("Commission") for amendment of its certificate of public convenience and necessity to construct and operate a transmissian line and a substation. 
The Cooperative's application states that it is necessary to construct the line and substation to serve a 310,000 square foot manufacturing facility which J. M. 
Huber Corporation ("Huber^ proposes to construct in the Cooperative's service territory. The easement for the entire project will be obtained fiom Huber. The 
proposed transmission line w^l tap the Virginia Power #31 line between structures 27 and 28 and will run in a northeasterly direction along abandoned state 
Route 823 for approximately 0.76 miles and terminate in the proposed substation. The line and substation will be dedicated to the Huber load. The line will 
initially operate at 115 kV but is anticipated to convert to 230 kV after the year 2005.

For a certificate of public convenience and necessity to construct and operate a 230 kV transmission line and substation in Banister Magisterial District 
in Hali&x County
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(3) That Mecklenburg be issued a certificate of public convenience and necessity as follows:

(4) That this case be dismissed fiom the docket of active proceedings and the peters herein be placed in the files for ended causes.

FINAL ORDER

minimal adverse environmental inqtacL For all these reastms, we will grant the application.

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to §§ 56-46.1,56-265.2, and related provisions of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia, this application be granted;

(3) That an amended certificate of public convenience and necessity be issued as follows:

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

(2) That Mecklenburg is authorized to construct a 230 kV transmission line which will operate at 115 kV and will convert to 230 kV operation at a 
later date, and is also authorized to construct a substation to serve the J. M. Huber Corporation property in Halifax County, Virginia;

CASE NO. PUE940036 
NOVEMBER 9, 1994

(2) That Virginia Power be authorized to construct and operate segments of its Loudoun-Morrisville SOO kV Transmission Line; its Loudoun - 
Gainesville 230 kV Transmission Line; and its Loudoun - IBM 230 kV Transmission Line on a relocated right-of-way within the boundaries of Manassas 
National Battlefield Park;

Upon review of the record and consideration of the heating examiner's report, the Commission finds that the public had proper notice of Virginia 
Power's application, and the Commission may take action. The Commission adopts Examiner Ellenberg's recommendation that the application be granted.

To Amend its Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity Authorizing Operation of Transmission Lines and Facilities in Prince William County: 
Loudoun-MonisviUe 500 kV Transmission Line, Loudoun - Gainesville 230 kV Transmission Line, and Loudoun - IBM 230 kV Transmission Line 
Relocation

The three transmission lines affected by this application provide vital service to not only Virginia Power customers in Northern Virginia, but to 
customers of nei^iboring cooperative and municipal systems. There can be no question but that these facilities are needed. Since their construction, the portion of 
the ri^-of-way shared by these transmission lilies has been incorporated into Manassas National Battlefield Park which is administered by the National Park 
Service, U.S. Department of Interior. The National Park Service has determined that the future development of the Manassas Battlefield requires moving these 
segments of transmission lines and right-of-way to another location on the Manassas Battlefield.

Certificate No. ET-1 la, for Halifax County, authorizing Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative to construct and operate 
a 0.76 mile 230 kV transmission line and a substation in Banister Magisterial District, Halifax County that will tap 
Virginia Power's Halifax -Altavista Transmission Line between structures 27 and 28, all as shown on the m^ 
attached thereto; and

As described in Examiner Ellenberg's Report, the relocation of the transmission lines as proposed in this application was the subject of extensive 
planning and environmental analysis. The testimony and exhibits admitted into evidence at the hearing demonstrate that an intensive effort was made by Virginia 
Power and the National Park Service to identify and measure adverse environmental impact and to minimize or avoid these impacts. Virginia Power has pledged 
to implement a number of mitigation measures, and we assume that the continued oversight of the relocation project by the National Park Service will assure 
mmtmal arlvorctf MVtmnmitnfal Jmnart Fat all tbw Maenne W#» will orant tlwk awnlirafirtn

^The Commission noted in its order of June 27,1994, that conveyance of the existing right-of-way to the U.S. Government after the relocation appeared to require 
our approval pursuant to the Utility Transfers Act, §§ 56-88 to -92 Va. Code Arm. As shown in the record, Virginia Power will file for appropriate approval when 
the relocation project approaches conqiletion.

Before the Commission is the application of Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power") to amend its certificate of public convenience 
and necessity for the County of Prince Willi  ̂to authorize the relocation of segments of its existing Loudoun-Morrisville 500 kV Transmission Line; its existing 
Loudoun - Gainesville 230 kV Transmission Line; and its existing Loudoun - IBM 230 kV Transmission Line. Pursuant to our order of June 27, 1994, public 
notice of fiiis application was given, and a public hearing was conducted on October 4, 1994, in Manassas, Virginia, before a Commission hearing examiner. 
There were no intervenors or protestants in this proceeding. On November 2,1994, Heating Examiner Deborah V. EUenberg filed her Report tectanmending that 
the Commission grant Virginia Power's applicatiort Virginia Power filed on November 7, 1994, a waiver of its right to file comments on Examiner Ellenberg's 
Report
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(4) That this case be dismissed from the docket of active proceedings and die papers herein be placed in the file for ended cases.

V.

ORDER ESTABLISHING INVESTIGATION AND RULES TO SHOW CAUSE

1986 S.C.C. Aim. RqiL 249,2S0.

arit

The Commission stated in conclusion as follows:

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. PUE940040 
JUNE 17, 1994

The Commission stressed the responsibility of the board of directors of Virginia Power for the proper management of the utility, and the independent 
functioning of the utility's board was a paramount concern. The Commission observed that it expected die Virginia Power "directors to elect only c^iable 
individuals and to conqiensate them relative to their abilities and their contributions to Virginia Power. This responsibility belongs to utility directors.”

In 1983, in Case No. PUE830060, the State Corporation Commission initiated an investigation of the cotporate reorganization of Virginia Electric 
and Power Company ("Virginia Power") into a holding company structure, with Dominion Resources, Inc. ("DRI") becoming the parent congiany. As part of the 
investigation, DRI and Virginia Power sought qiproval from the Commission for various aspects of the reorganization, including affiliates agreements, under 
Tide 56 of the Code of Virginia. The Commission's review included an evaluation of the potential benefits and dangers arising from the creation of a holding 
company, and identification and implementation of measures necessary for the continued proper performance of the duties and responsibilities of Virginia Power 
to its ratepayers.

Certificate No. ET-lOSu, for Prince William County, authorizing the Virginia Electric and Power Company to 
operate previously certificated transmission lines and facilities and to relocate and operate segments of its Loudoun- 
Morrisville SOO kV Transmission Line; its Loudoun - Gainesville 230 kV Transmission Line, and its Loudoun - 
IBM 230 kV Transmission Line; all as shown on the map attached thereto; Certificate No. ET-lOSu will supersede 
Certificate No. ET-lOSt, issued March 12,1991.

If events show that additional measures are requited to protect the public interest, we can reform or terminate the 
agreement Also, Chapter 4 of Title 56 of the Code permits the disallowance of expenses under the affiliates 
agreement fi>r ratemaking purposes.

Regardless of the reorganization, the Commission must continue to look to the directors of Virginia 
Power for the proper management of that conqiany, which is so vital to the well-being of this state.... The 
directors of a corporation providing a vital utility service... have the special obligation of managing the business 
and affiuts of the utility so as to assure reliable and efficient service to ratepayos at reasonable rates.

In the Opinion and Final Order dated June 30, 1986 ("1986 order") issued by the Commission in the reorganization case, additional measures were 
adopted to protect Virginia Power’s ratepayers from potoitial harm from affiliate relationships established in the cotporate reorganizatioa The Commission 
atldressed the proper management and governance of the utility as follows:

Protection of the public interest has been the touchstone of the Commission's investigation and the exercise of its continuing supervisory authority in 
these matters. During the course of its investigation in 1984, the Commission exercised its supervisory authority regarding Virginia Power's consideration of 
dividing the Company into separate business entities. The Commission examined whether it was in the public interest fat Virginia Power to separate some or all 
of its generating capacity into an affiliated company and purchase electricity from that affiliate. The Commission found that such actions by Virginia Power and 
its affiliates, which could result in vertical disintegration of the utility and loss of jurisdiction by the Commission, were not in the public interest They were 
enjoined. 1984 S.C.C. Atm. Rept 438.

The central issue in this entire proceeding has been that of defining the relationship between the holding 
company, DRL and its principal utility subsidiary, Virginia Power... [W]hat is the proper relationship between 
the directors and officers of Virginia Power and the directors and officers of DRI and other DRI 
subsidiaries?....

We believe that the conclusions we have reached will assure - for the time - adequate separations of utility services 
from the unregulated propensities of bolding company activities. The Commission will, however, follow the 
development of DRL Virginia Power, and Virginia Gas with much attentioa Should the public interest require a 
review of the relationships approved in this opinion and order, the Commission will act pton^y.

DOMINION RESOURCES, INC. and VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY, 
Defendants

The Commissian also noted in the 1986 order that it had continuing authority and responsibility to protect the public interest regarding the cotporate 
relaticmships among Virginia Power and its affiliates. With respect to the affiliates agreement between Virginia Power and DRL the Commission stated as 
follows:
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ACCORDINGLY, UPON CONSIDERATION HEREOF, IT IS ORDERED THAT:

(1) Dominion Resources, Inc. and Virginia Electric and Power Company are made parties hereto;

Recent developments at Virginia Power and DRI raise serious concerns regarding the afiSliate relationships between the companies and the proper 
management of Virginia Power. Of particular concern to the Commission is whether the management separation between Virginia Power and DRI contemplated 
by the 1986 order is being observed. The reason for these concerns is illustrated by a memorandum dated June 1, 1994, delivered to the Cornmission by the 
Organization and Compensation Committee of the board of directors of DRI and sent to the members of the boards of DRI and Virginia Power. That 
memorandum reports certain actions which raise questions about the functioning of the Virginia Power board as an independent body and its responsibility to 
select ofiScers for tire management of the Company. These are matters specifically addressed in the 1986 order.

That continued approval of this Virginia Power-DRI afiBliates agreement be conditioned upon compliance with the 
conditions established in this Opinion and Order.

Absent a compelling need, the Commission does not intend to become involved in the management afiaits of Virginia Power. We will, however, 
exercise our authority and re^xmsibility to continue to protect the public interest fimn possible detriment from the Virginia Power-DRI afiSliate relationship. We 
intend to see that the 1986 order is enforced, to take any remedial action necessary with regard to afiSliates agreements between Virginia Power and DRL and to 
discharge the other responsibilities assigned to us under the law of Virginia to see that the public interest is protected.

(2) An investigation of Virginia Power's current operations and all afiSliates arrangements and contracts between Virginia Power and DRI or other 
entities is hereby instituted to determine whether the terms and conditions of such afiBliates arrangements and contracts should be modified or terminated, and

We will require that DRI show cause why it should not be found in violation of the 1986 order, and we will require that DRI and Virginia Power 
show cause why afiBliates agreements between the companies should not be modified to include a requirement that the parties refiain from certain actions during 
the pendoicy of this proceeding.

In addition to the conditions imposed through the 1986 order, the Commission's continuing authority over afiSliate relationships and the proper 
functioning ofthe utility is clearly established in the Code of Virginia. Among many provisions, Virginia Code § 56-77 requires Commission approval of a broad 
range of contracts and arrangements between afiBliates, while § 56-80 provides for continuing supervisory control over the terms and conditions of and the 
continuing jurisdiction to modify and amend, such contracts and arrangements. Virginia Code § 56-35 gives the Commission the power and duty of "supervising, 
regulating and controlling all public service companies doing business in this State, in all matters relating to the performance of their public duties... and of 
correcting abuses therein by such companies."

Recently, upon request of the parties, we have attempted to help mediate and resolve these controversies, in the hope that a swift and proper solution 
could be obtained. Unfortunately, satisfactory progress does not appear to have been made, and our concerns regarding the impact of DRTs actions on Virginia 
Power's ability to fulfill its public service obligations remain. The current turmoil and uncertainty may already be affecting the personnel of both companies, to 
the possible detriment of utility operations.

We will also investigate anew all afiBliates arrangements and contracts Virginia Power may have, including those with DRI. Our investigation will 
determine whether compliance with the terms and conditions ofthe 1986 order by DRI and A^ginia Power, their respective boards of directors and managements 
and others is adequate, whether existing afiBliates arrangements and contracts between Virginia Power and DRI or others should be modified or terminated under 
applicable provisions of law, and whether all afiBliates arrangements or contracts actually existing between Virginia Power and other entities have been identified, 
filed with and approved by the Commission.

The Commission also expressly conditioned continued approval of the Virginia Power-DRI affiliates agreement upon compliance with the requirements 
established in the 1986 order, ordering as follows:

Based upon the anticipated cooperation of the patties during this proceeding with respect to the need to maintain reliable and efiBcient utility 
operations, we do not believe that it is necessary to impose injunctive remedies at this time. The Commission will, however, direct that DRI and Virginia Power 
provide 21 days prior notice of any proposed change in Vuginia Power's board or management personnel, effective as of the date of this order.

The memorandum focuses on "the succession plan for Virginia Power, including its thief executive ofiBcer," authorizes employment of an executive 
search firm "to be charged with making recommendations to the Board of DRI for a candidate for the position of CEO for Virginia Power," and admonishes the 
directors and ofiScers of DRTs subsidiaries that it would be inappropriate to take any action that would affect these matters "until consideration has been given by 
the DRI Board...."

An examination of the roles of the respective boards of DRI and Virginia Power is not merely an academic inquiry into corporate governance. It 
beats directly upon matters which affect the utility and its ratepayers, and, consequently, the well being of Virginia citizens and businesses. Relations between 
DRI and Virginia Power which could potentially result in the loss of many of Virginia Power's senior management personnel would clearly affect the efiBcient and 
reliable operation of the utility for its customers and, consequently, bear directly upon the protection of the public interest With these considerations in mind, we 
note that it is the board and ofiScers of Virginia Power which have specific responsibilities to manage the utility efiSciently and effectively, without diversion or 
interference from others. DRI does not have the authority or responsibility to direct Virginia Power in the performance of its public duties. Under the 1986 order, 
it is the responsibility of Virginia Power's board to make the decisions necessary for the proper management and operation of the utility, and it is the duty of both 
Virginia Power and DRI to recognize the separate roles of their respective boards of directors. Accordingly, the independent managanent and operation ofthe 
utility, by Virginia Power, the entity responsible to the public, is of paramount importance.

These activities raise questions as to whether the provisions of the 1986 order regarding the responsibility and independence of the Virginia Power- 
board have been, and ate being, observed by DRI. As we have stated, it is the responsibility of Virginia Power's board to manage the utility company, including 
the selection of its officers. Our chiefconcems are whether recent actions violate the letter and spirit ofthe 1986 order and whether modification or termination of 
afiBliates agreements between DRI and Virginia Power is warranted.
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(7) DRI and Virginia Power shall respond to interrogatories and requests for production of documents within 10 days; and

(8) This matter is continued until further OTder of the Commission.

Ex Parte, in re; Investigation of Dominion Resources, Inc. and Virginia Electric and Power Company

ORDER O

And, we noted:

, An examination of the roles of the respective boards of DRI and Virginia Power is not merely an
/ academic inquiry into corporate governance. It beats directly upon matters whidi affect the utility and its 

'■ ratepayers, arid, consequently, the well being of Virginia citizens and businesses....

/

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex ret 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NOS. PUE940040 and PUE940051 
AUGUST 24, 1994

On June 17, 1994, the Commission instituted Case No. PUE940040 against Dominion Resources, Inc. (‘DRT^, and Virginia Electric and Power 
Cottqtany fVirginia Power^ for reasons wdiich included "[r]ecent developments at Virginia Power and DRI [which] raise serious concerns regarding the afiBliate 
relationdi  ̂between the companies and the proper management of Virginia Power."

(3) DRI shall show cause, ifarty it can, by responsive pleading within IS days ofthe date ofthis Order, why it should not be found in violation of the 
June 30,1986 order entered in Case No. 1*1X830060 by failing to accord to the board of directors of Virginia Power the discretian to manage such conqxmy and 
select its officers in conformity with sudi board's best judgment, by dictating such decisions to said board and by circumventing such board's authority;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex reL 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

The 1994 cwder was entered in response to circumstances that required Commission action to protect the public interest After entry ofthat order, there 
followed two months of diatges, counter-charges, revelations, media coverage, corporate actions and le^ maneuvering which may have been unprecedented in 
Commission regulatory proceedings and, perhaps, in Virginia business relations in general.

A major predicate for our initiation of this case was our Opinion and Final Order entered on June 30,1986, in Case No. PUE830060 ("1986 order"), 
which concluded our original investigation ofthe reorganization of Virginia Power into a holding company structure. We said in our June 17,1994, order in Case 
No. PUE940040 ("1994 order") that:

We will . . . exercise our authority and responsibility to continue to protect the public interest from possible 
detriment from die Virginia Power-DRI affiliate relationship.

Our chief concerns are whether recent actions violate the letter and spirit of the 1986 order and whether 
modification or termination of affiliates agreements between DRI and Virginia Power is warranted. -

(5) During the pendency of this action, DRI and Virginia Power shall provide to the Commission not less than 21 days prior written notice of any 
proposed diange in the current board or management of Virginia Power, unless die change is made with the prior written approval of the Commission;

whether all such arrangements and contracts whidi actually exist between Virginia Power and other entities have been identified, filed with and approved by the

(4) DRI and Virginia Power shall show cause, if any they can, by responsive pleading within IS days of this Order, why the affiliates arrangements 
between the Companies approved by the Commission should not be modified to include, as a condition, the requirements that DRL during the pendency ofthe 
Commission's investigation, refrain from discharging any of the current board or management of Virginia Power or taking any other action which might otherwise 
preenqit wfj action ultimately found necessary as a result of this investigation, unless the change is made with the prior written approval of the Commission;

(6) The Commission Staff shall immediately commence its investigation of the above mattem and shall further institute, with the assistance of outside 
eiqierts, as deemed necessary: (a) a management audit ofthe corporate organization and governing jxactices of Virginia Power and DRL to the extent they may 
inqiact Virginia Power, and the potential inqiacts of these matters on utility service, and (b) an investigation to determine what entities, if any, other than DRL 
exercise or are attenqiting to exercise any substantial influence over the policies and actions of Virginia Power, and, if so, whether the requirements of Virginia 
Code § 56-88.1 have been observed;

V.
DOMINION RESOURCES, INC. and VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY, 

Defendants
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It, or otherwise to pass judgment cm its merits, and we will not do so.

■^Dominion Resources, Inc., 1993 Annual Report to Stockholders.

The legal framework has changed as well. In 1986, holding companies under the PubUc Utility Holding Company Act ("PUHCA"), were prohibited 
by PUHCA from acquiring more than five percent of a corporation owning ot oper^g assets used for the generation, transmission or distribution of electricity, 
ItnlMC ttwaCA Aeuite wrailH Iv* with ftwa Avietino iitilitv cvefAvn Thic nilA limitMl hnMino r>nmma««i»e fivwn Hietavit titilitv tuieinaeeae

To focus our primary concerns regarding the relationship between DRI and Virginia Power, we are today instituting a new proceeding (Case No. 
PUE940031), whidi will be an investigation directed not at averting a crisis or penalizing past conduct, but toward protecting the public interest in the future. In 
this new case, we will assess every aspect of the holding company structure, the benefits it presents, the risks, our current regulatory policy toward it, and the 
question ofhow we should alter or develop that policy prospectively. As part of this new inquiry, we will examine developments since entry of the 1986 order to

As the matters we must address have evolved, we have concluded that the current case is not the most appropriate vehicle for doing so. As structured 
under our 1994 order. Case No. PUE940040 has substantial judicial aspects and is oriented in part toward dealing with a volatile, seemingly deteriorating, crisis. 
Forexanqile, we ordoed DRI to show cause why it should not be found to have violated the 1986 order. We ordered both conqianies to show cause why affiliates 
agreements between them should not be conditioned so as to prevent discharge of Virginia Power direcUws or management, or to avoid other preenqjtive acticms, 
during the pendency of the case. We ordered the patties to make no changes in Virginia Power’s board or management without 21 days prior notice to the 
CotmnissioiL

Concerns sudi as these are still valid, though of less immediacy, given the existence of the Settlement Agreement and our anticipation of the patties' 
good faith observance of it On balance, we are not prepared at this point to grant the Joint Motion, except that we will permit the board and management dian^ 
at Virginia Power, described in the Settlement Agreernent, to take effect upon the date of this order, rather than at the expiration of the 21-day notice period 
mentioned above. Otherwise, the Joint Motion will be taken under consideration until further order of the Commissim.

The announcement of this Settlement Agreement is an event of sufficient significance to cause us to re-evaluate the current status of this proceeding. 
In some respects the Settlement Agreement may resolve issues raised in our 1994 order, the Settlement Agreement does not, however, address other matters, such 
as affiliate transactions. In addition, developments to date have revealed a number of areas which require further investigation in order to ensure that the public 
interest is protected. For example, questions concerning the renegotiation of a coal transportation contract held by Virginia Power, which allegedly may have 
adversely affected utility rates, must be fully examined. Other issues requiring investigation include possible improper or unreimbursed use of Virginia Power 
personnel, &cilities and funds, again with adverse impact on rates. Potential conflicts of interest issues have also been raised. In short, the progression of this case 
has lengthened the list of vital issues for review by the Commission.

We have briefly surveyed the above background only as a means of explaining that Case No. PUE940040, which was initiated in large part in 
response to a management dispute among personnel of these two- companies, has led us to a decision to review the DRI/Virginia Power relationship in its entirety. 
In our 1986 order, we made clear that the central issue in that proceeding was that of defining the relationship between the holding company, DRI, and its utility 
subsidiary, Virginia Power. That is still the primary issue. We also stressed in 1986 that we would not hesitate to revisit tins subject should the situation warrant 
such actioTL As described above, it appears that circumstances, both within these conqtanies and in the electric utility industry generally, have changed 
significantly since 1986. It is clear that a complete and thorough examination of all aspects of this subject is now necessary.

unless these assets would be "integrated" with the existing utility system^ This rule limited holding companies from acquiring distant utility businesses, 
obviously including utility businesses located outside the United States. With the passage of EPACT in 1992,° that rule was partially abolished. Now holding 
companies may acquire non-integrated wholesale generation facilities anywhere in the world, and non-inlegrated retail facilities anywhere outside the United 
States.

Relief from this maelstrom finally occurred on August 16, 1994 That day, the two companies filed a Settlement Agreement with the Commission 
vriiich describes various aspects of their mutual resolution of certain issues.^ DRI and Virginia Power also filed a Joint Motion to Dismiss Governance Issues 
from Proceeding ("Joint Motion") which requests that the Commission dismiss what the companies call the ‘torporate governance” issues in Case No. 
PUE940040.

And, if the posture of this case has changed in two months, the entire world of electric utilities has surely done so in the eleven years since DRI was 
created, and the eight years since our original investigation of this holding company structure was concluded. At the utility level, "cogeneration" as a concept was 
certainly well-known in 1983, thanks to PURPA,^ but it was not a factor of the significance it is today. "Bidding" for generation had not yet been projxKed. 
"Exempt wholesale generators," "allowance trading" and "diqrersed energy facilities" were terms yet to be invented. Few had dared to suggest retail conqretition 
for electric utilities. All of these concepts, and others, now have considerable significance, indicating an evolving operating environment for cottqranies like 
Virginia Power, whatever the nature of their ownership.

The patties have not asked us to approve this Settlement Agr 

^Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978,16 U.S.C. § 2601 er seg. 

^Dominion Resources, Inc., 1988 Annual Report to Stockholders.

^See PUHCA Section 10(cX2), IS U.S.C. sec. 79j(cX2) requiting defined acquisitions to "tend towards the economical and efficient development of an integrated 
public-utility system" In 1978, the enactment of PURPA permitted acquisition of non-integrated generating facilities if they were "qualifying facilities."

^Energy Policy Act of 1992, adding, among other things, new Section 32 to PUHCA.

In addition to the new utility environment, there have been significant changes which likewise have occurred during the last decade at the bolding 
company level. DRTs financial data for 1986, the year our original investigation was concluded, indicated that assets of non-utility subsidiaries conqrrised 
^rproximately S336 million, or 3.6% of the total Connally’s asset base of $9.3 billion.^ As evidenced in its latest annual report for calendar year 1993, the assets 
of DRTs non-utility subsidiaries have increased considerably since those early years, now comprising approximately $1.9 billion, or 14.3% of total assets of $13.3 
billion^ Thus, while total DRI assets have grown 43% since 1986, its non-utility subsidiary assets appear to have grown 465% during the same period.
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provide guidance for the future. Should matters arise which have rate-making implications, such as those previously identified by the Staff, or which require other 
snecific attention outside the scone of this new investigatinn we exnect our St^ to ensure that these issues reeeive eonsirferatiivn in other annrmnriate eases 7

In furtherance of this effort, we will specifically study questicms including, but not limited to:

ACCORDINGLY, UPON CONSIDERATION HEREOF, IT IS ORDERED THAT:

(2) Case No. FUE940040 is continued generally until further order of the Commission;

(3) DRI and Virginia Power are hereby made parties to Case No. PUE940051;

8. Have any afreets of the DRI/Virginia Power relationship adversely and irrqjroperly affected rates paid by Virginia Powers customers in the past? 
What craitrol mechanisms could prevent similar problems in the future?

9. Are there aspects regarding the flow of benefits, services and funds between these companies and/or their afSliates which migfit adversely aflfect 
Virginia Power? Ifso, how should these matters be addressed?

In conclusion, we intend that the scope and subject matter of this new proceeding be interpreted in its broadest sense, and that no aspect of this situation 
be considered beyemd the bounds of matters relevant to this case.

7. How should questions of conflicts of interest in file DRI/Virginia Power situation be addressed? What controls on this subject do the conqianies, 
and the Commission, have in place now? Are they effective? How should such conflicts be defined, controlled and prevented?

3. Are Commission and conqiany procedures adequate to ensure that all de facto affiliates arrangements are subjected to the statutory review and 
qjproval process of Virginia Code §§ 36-76, et seg."! Have problems occurred in this regard, and if so, how could they be prevented in the future?

(4) Staff shall file an interim report in Case No. PUE940031 on or before December 1,1994, addressing the issues we have described in this order 
and making specific recommendations for the resolution and further treatment of such subjects by the Comtnission;

The Commission intends to consider for addition, where necessary, rules, regulations and policies for the full protection and promotian of the public's 
interest in the continuing provision of safe, reliable and reasonably priced electric service so vital to the well being of Virginia citizens and businesses.

6. What inpact does federal legislation, including PUHCA and possible amendments thereto, and EPACT, have on DRI, Virginia Power and the 
holding conqany relationship?

^Similar questions are of concern in many other jurisdictions. See, e.g. Cross, Diversification Puts Regulators on Edge, PUBUC UHLTTES FORTNIGHTLY, 
Feb. 1,1994, at 41, for a survey of actions on this question by a number of states.

1. How have the inotections and conditions related to affiliates agreements established in the 1986 order worked in practice? Have there been 
problems with these controls? If so, what guidance do the fimts fiimish for the future regulatirai of existing arrangements, or of those which have yet to be 
proposed?

(1) All issues in Case No. FUE940040 which do not involve inquiries of a judicial nature into past conduct for the purpose of determining and 
penalizing feilures to observe our orders, regulations or other rpplicable law, or judicial actions necessary to maintain the status guo during the pendney of the 
case, are transferred to Case No. PUE9400S1, which is hereby instituted. Specifically, the matters not transferred are the "show cause" aspects of the currem case 
which were directed at determining whether our 1986 order had been violated (Ordering Paragraph 3 of the 1994 order), and whether certain conditions should be 
inposed on the two companies during the pendency ofthe case (Ordering Paragrajhs 4 and 5 ofthe 1994 order);

For now, we will take several actions to re-focus fins matter as set forth below. Further actians after today in either of the two cases addressed herein 
will be as directed by future Commission order.

4. What is DRTs strategy for the future and what role will Virginia Power’s core business - the provision of electric service in Virginia - play in this 
evolving strategy? How mi^ this strategy affect Virginia Power's customers?

^If the need for such consideratiem in other cases arises. Staff may proceed on its own initiative to have these issues analyzed in such cases, without further motion 
to the Cormnissioa

specific attention outside the scope of this new investigation, we expect our Staff to ensure that these issues receive consideration in other appropriate cases.' 
Specifically, for example, relevant infarmation received in this case shall be considered in the currently pending Annual Informational Filing and fuel fector 
proceedings, as appropriate.

2. Should ariy existing affiliates arrangements between the companies be terminated or modified? Are all such arrangements currently beneficial to 
Virginia Power? What costs or burdens do these arrangements impose on Virginia Power? Is Virginia Power's operational flexibility or independence hampered 
by the existence of any of these arrangements?

In the new case instituted today, we intend to investigate the DRI/Virginia Power relationship, and how it may affect, beneficially or adversely, the 
public interest associated with Virginia Power's obligations to fiimish adequate and reliable service at just and reasonable rates. We will closely analyze what 
regulatory controls are appropriate in this situation to protect and promote that public interest As an initial step in this investigation, we will direct that our Staff 
investigate this subject and file a report addressing all such issues.

3. What inpact, for good or ill, can fee investments of DRI and its other subsidiaries have on Virginia Power? What regulatory controls are 
appropriate to avoid or lessen any adverse impacts?"
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(6) DRl and Virginia Power shall respond to intenvgatories and requests for production of documents from Staff within 10 days.

To revise its fiiel factor pursuant to Na. Code § S6-249.6

ORPER G INTERIM-FUEL FACTOR RATE

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe above request, is ofthe opinion and finds that the above requests should be granted. Accordingly,

IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That on September 13,1994, KU and Commission Staff file simultaneous briefr on file issues in dispute.

ORDER GRANTING APPLICATION

APPUCATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

(5) Actions regarding Virginia Power's board of directors and management which are described in the Settlement Agreement of August IS, 1994, and 
which would have otherwise required 21 days written notice to the Commission pursuant to Ordering Paragraph S of the 1994 order, may take effect upon the 
date of this order, and

APPLICATION OF
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY, d^i/a OLD DOMINION POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PDE940043 
AUGUST 1, 1994

CASE NO. PUE940044 
DECEMBER 19, 1994

By order of August 31,1994, the Commission docketed this application and directed Appalachian to give notice of this matter. On October 11,1994, 
Appalachian filed with the Commission proofr of newspqier publication and certificates of mailing copies of our order to various local public officials. 
Accordingly, the Commission finds that qipropriate public notice of this application was given.

right or privilege to construct the proposed line outside its service territory.^ As set out in this order, file Commission will grant the application and issue the 
appropriate amended certificates of public convenience and necessity.

At the hearing ofthis matter on July 28, 1994, counsel for both Commission Staff and KU requested that KCs proposed fuel factor increase, 1.3380 
per kWh, be allowed to go into effect on an interim basis on August 1, 1994, pending the Commission's determination of the appropriate fuel factor for the 
Company. Any amounts over-collected during the interim period would be subject to true up through the correction factor. Counsel for KU and Commission 
Staff also requested that they be allowed to file simultaneous briefr addressing the issues in dispute.

Before the Commission is the application of Appalachian Power Company ("Appalachian" or "Company") to amend its certificates of public 
convenience and necessity for Bedford, Franklin, and Pittsylvania Counties. Appalachian proposes to construct and to operate a single-circuit 138 kV line from its 
existing Smith Mountain Station, Bedford County, throu^ Pittsylvania County, to its propel 138/34.5 kV Penhook Station, Franklin County. The proposed 
Penhook Station and approximately 0.7 mile of the proposed line lie within Appalachian's service territory. The Smith Mountain Station and approximately 
5.8 miles of the proposed line lie outside its service territ^. Appalachian seeks certification that the public convenience and necessity require the exercise of the

In response to the public notice, the Commission received no requests for formal hearing on this application. The Commission received a letter from 
Jane M. and Thomas W. McLean whose property would be crossed by the proposed line. The McLeans staled that they did not want the line on their property.

^The Commission determined in its Order for Notice of August 31,1994, that the Conpany did not require a certificate for the Penhook Station or for the portion 
of the line within Appalachian's service territory.

On June 17, 1994, Kentucky Utilities Company, d/b/a Old Dominion Power Conpany ("KU" or "the Company'’) filed its qplication and supporting 
documents requesting an increase in its fuel factor from 1.2510 per kWh to 1.3380 per kWh effective August 1,1994. The CrmpanyalAi requested permission to 
discontinue, at the end of June 1994, the separately stated billing credit which was approved in KUs previous fuel factor, Case No. PUE930040. On June 29, 
1994, the Commission entered an order suspending the separately stated billing credit at the end of June 1994, pending the Commission's formal consideration of 
this issue. OnJuly22,1994, Commission Stafffiled its testimony, recommending adjustments which would reduce the fuel factor to 1.2900 per kWh.

To amend its Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity Authorizing Operation of Transmission Lines and Facilities in the Counties of Bedford, 
Franklin, and Pittsylvania: Smith Mountain Station - Penhook Station 138 kV Line

(1) That an interim zero-based fuel factor of 1.3380 per kWh, subject to true up through the correction factor, is hereby approved effective August 1, 
1994;and
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cooStruOioa and operation of the proposed line outside the Company’s service territory, and the application should be granted.^ Accordingly,

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code Ann. §56-263.2 and related provisions ofTitle 56, this application be granted;

(3) That Appalachian be issued amended certificates of public convenience and necessity as follows:

a.

b.

c.

(4) That this case be dismissed from the docket of active proceedings and the papers herein placed in the file for ended cases.

(2) That Appaladiian be authorized to construct and to opoate outside of its service territory a portion of a 138 kV line from its Smith Mountain 
Station, Bedford County, to its proposed Penhook Station, Franklin County, crossing portions of Pittsylvania County,

Gary and Julie Hall, who own property in sigfit of the proposed route, also wrote the Commission to express their opposition. The Commission Staff provided to 
j^jpalachian copies of the McL^ and Hall letters and requested additional information. In response to that request, the Company filed with the Commission on 
November 29,1994, a letter and map showing its proposed route in relation to various property otvners.

As Appalachian noted in its letter filed with the Commission on November 29,1994, the proposed route does not cross the Hall property. The route 
was designed to reduce the inqnct on the McLean property. The Company explained that the Halls and McLeans had discussed an alternate route, but this 
alternative would sinqily shift the line onto the property of tlw other landowners.

Certificate No. ET-35C for Franklin County - to operate the present electric transmission lines and facilities, and to construct and operate the 
proposed single-circuit 138 kV transmission line, all as shown on map attached thereto; w4udi Certificate No. ET-35f will supersede 
Certificate No. ET-35e, issued on December 21,1979.

Certificate No. ET-26j, for Bedford County - to operate preserrt electric transmission lines and facilities, and to construct and operate the 
proposed single-circuit 138 kV transmission line, all as shown on map attached thereto; which Certificate No. ET-26j will supersede 
Certificate ET-26i, issued on September 26,1975;

The Commission qrpreciates landowners' opposition to the construction of electric ficilities on or within sight of their praperty. The Commission 
notes, however, that Appaladiian made significant effort to avoid inqiacting other landowners. According to the application, qiproximately 5.5 miles of the 
6.5 mile route lies on Company property. Further, there are no dwelli  ̂within 500 feet of the proposed route. As explained in the application, buffer trees will 
be left between the proposed line and roads and houses. Selective clearing techniques will be followed to preserve dogwoods, redbuds, rhododendrons, and similar 
species. After ccmstruction of the line, the Company will perform only minimal clearing necessary for maintenance and safe operation of the facilities.

Certificate No. ET-42ni, for Pittsylvania County - to opoate the present electric transmission lines and facilities, and to construct and operate 
the proposed single-circuit 138 kV transmission line, all as shown on m^ attached thereto; which Certificate No. ET-42m will supersede 
Certificate ET-421, issued on June 1,1994; and

^Tbe m^ attached to the certificates of public convenience and necessity will show the entire route of the line. Determination of the public convenience and 
necessity requires consideration of the entire project Records of utility &cilities maintained by the Commission and available for public inspection should reflect 
the entire route, both outside and within Appalachian's service territory.

In summary, the Cormnission finds ftiat there is a need for the proposed facility. The Corttmission further finds ftiat Appalachian has taken steps to 
reasonably avoid or minimize adverse environmental impact in the construction and operation of the line. The public convenience and necessity require 

and cnaratinn nf ttm nmnnaad linn mitatda tha r^nnmam/e canrina tamtnrv and ftia annliaatinn ehnnld ka arantad Aaanntmolv

On November 18, 1994, the Commission Staff filed a report analyzing the need for the proposed facilities. The Staff concluded that the proposed 
138 kV line, in conjunction with the proposed substation within Appaladiian service territory, was necessary to provide adequate and reliable electric service to 
the Gladehill-Penhook area. Included with the Staff Report were comments from various Virginia environmental agencies which had reviewed the Company's 
application. The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality coordinated this environmental review. According to the Department, state environmental 
agencies identified no significant environmental concerns raised by the proposed project While the agencies noted that various permits mi^ be necessary for 
conqiletion of the project none objected to its construction.

Upon consideration of the record, the Commission finds that no issues have been raised which require formal public hearing on the sqqilication. 
Appalachian's application and the Staff Report describe the load growth in the Gladehill-Penhook area attributable primarily to residential development of Smith 
Mountain Lake. The Staff noted that the winter peak load had increased by 46 percent and the summer peak had increased by over 25 percent since 1989. The 
record also shows that the Company's Franklin Station and Glade Hill Substation which now serve this area are experiencing operating problems related to load 
growth. The proposed 138 kV line would cross the service territories of Mecklenberg Electric Cooperative and Southside Electric Cooperative. Both 
cooperatives indicated on maps filed with the application that they have no opposition to the proposed construction. Finally, neither the Hall nor McLean 
comment in opposition to the application raised any question or issue concerning the need for the proposed facilities. In conclusion, the Commission finds that 
there is a need for the proposed facility.

Upon consideration of the application and other materials filed by the Company, the comments in opposition, and file Staff Report, the Commission 
finds that the Conqiany has undertaken reasonable steps to identify the environmental inqiact of the proposed line and has proposed amstructian and operating 
plans to minimize or avoid adverse impact

TherecordbeforetheCommissionalsoshowsfiiat Appalachian has considered the environmental impact of the proposed 138 kV line. Accordingto 
its application, the Conqiany considered appropriate guidelines for design and constructioa The Conqiany contacted directly a number of state and federal 
environmental agencies which provided information used in developing the route. As shown in the reaird, the agencies identified permits requirements and 
suggested general construction practices, but no major envinmmental concerns were identified. The Commission assumes that ^^acfaian will secure all 
necessary approvals and follow appropriate construction practices.
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For a certificate pursuant to Mil Code § 25-233

FINAL ORDER

The only remaining issue is whether a "public necessity" or "essential public convenience" requires that Virginia Beach be allowed to proceed with

APPUCATION OF
THE CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH

CASE NO. PUE940048 
NOVEMBER 7, 1994

On July IS, 1994, the City of Virginia Beach, Virginia ("Virginia Beach" or "City") filed an application requesting the State Corporation Commission 
("Commission") to certify, pursuant to Virginia Code § 25-233, that a "public necessity" or an "essential public convenience" requires that Virginia Beach be 
allowed to proceed with condemnation proceedings to obtain certain easements located in Brunswick County, Virginia that would be situated in or near Lake 
Gaston, an impoundment on the Roanoke River. The land on which the easements would be located is owned by the electric utility, Virginia Electric and Power 
Conparry ("Virginia Potver"), a public service corporation having the power of eminent domain pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-49.

All that the order of the Corporation Commission does is to permit the city of Norfolk to proceed with its 
ctmdemnation proceedings, and if the private property of the intervenors will be damaged within the legal sense by 
the proposed use, that (kunage will be ascertained by the court in which the condemnation proceedings are 
instituted.

Pursuant to Virginia Code § 25-233, the Commission has before it the following issues: 1) does a public necessity or an essential public convenience 
require that Virginia Beach be allowed to condemn fire easements in question, and 2) ate such easements essential for the purposes of Virginia Power?

On September 16,1994, Virginia Beach filed its direct testimony in this case, and on October 7, 1994, direct testimony was filed by Virginia Power 
andjointly by the Roanoke River Basin Association and Harold E. Carawatt Virginia Beach filed its rebuttal testimony on October 21,1994, and on October 26; 
1994, the Commission hearing was held.

Virginia Power owns the land - upon which the easements would be located - subject to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") licenses 
for Virginia Power's two hydroelectric developments on the Roanoke River. Though these developments are a v^uable, peaking-cqjacity, energy source for 
Virginia Power, the utility's witness testified that, barring unforeseen circumstances or problems with FERC, allowing Virginia Beach to obtain the easements 
would not harm its operations or its customers. Virginia Beach and Virginia Power have already readied an agreement regarding con^iensalion for the minimal 
amount of jxjwer generation that will be lost as a result of the water withdrawal by Virginia Beach. They have also agreed that Virginia Beach will cease 
withdrawal if notified by Virginia Power that the withdrawal will interfere with the utility's ability to maintain the downstream releases or lake levels required by 
FERC or the Army Corps of Engineers. Thus, after considering all of the evidence, we find that the easements which Virginia Beach is sedcing to condemn are 
not essential to Virginia Power's purposes.

condemnation proceedings to obtain the easements. Virginia Beach has testified that the Lake Gaston project is vital for the purpose of providing a safe and 
reliable municipal water supply to it and the City of Chesapeake. There is ample evidence in this case indicating that numerous qualified sources have studied or 
taken evidence regarding the City's water shortage and have concluded that there will be a critical need in Southeast Virginia for approximately 60 million gallons 
of water per day by the year 2030. These sources include the Virginia State Water Conlrol Board, the North Carolina Deparbnent of Natural Resources and 
Community Development, the Army Corps of Engineers, the Virginia Department of Environmental (Quality, the United States Secretary of Commerce, the United 
States District Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina, the United States Court of Appeals for the 41h Circuit, and the City of Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Beach currently does not have a municipal water source of its own It obtains its water fiom the City of Norfolk; however, in 1992, Norfolk began restricting 
Virginia Beach to 30 million gallons of water per day. As a result, Virginia Beach imposed mandatory water-use restrictions on its citizens, including prohibition 
of most outdcxrr water uses, and a moratorium on extensions of Virginia Beach's distribution system. These restrictions currently are in effect and are to remain in 
effect until an additional water source becomes available. The evidence in this case indicates that some property values in Virginia Beach have decreased as a 
result and, if a drought were to occur, the hardships currently facing Virginia Beach citizens because of the chronic water shortage could become severe.

Moreover, issues regarding damage to neighboring property or property owners are not before the Commission. The court that will conduct the 
condemnation proceedings is the appropriate forum for such issues. A sirriilar situation arose in Page v. Commonwealth. 157 Va. 325 (1931), in which the 
Virginia Supreme Court stated:

Accordingly, we find that a public necessity or essential public convenience requires that Virginia Beach be allowed to proceed with condemnation 
proceedings to obtain the easements necessary in order to construct, maintain, and operate the Lake Gaston project Without the easements sought by Virginia 
Beach, the Lake Gaston project is not viable. It is not for this Commission in this limited case to revisit the need for the entire pipeline, especially in light of its 
lengthy jmor evaluation by many public bodies. Rather, the need for the pipeline may be taken as previously established for the purposes of this case, and we find 
the need for the easements to connect the pipeline to a water source has b^ proven here.

In its application, Virginia Beach contends that the easements are necessary for the construction, operation, and maintenance of a water-supply pipeline 
("Lake Gaston project") that would trarjsport up to 60 million gallons of waler per day from Lake Gaston to Southeast Virginia to supply waler to the Cities of 
Virginia Beach and Chesapeake. Also, the City of Franklin and Isle of Wight County each would have an option to take up to one niillion gallons per day of 
water from the pipeline.
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

Commissioner Moore did not paiticq>ate in this case.

Ex Parte: In the matter of adopting rules to govern the safety of master-metered natural gas systems pursuant to § S6-2S7.2 of the Code of Virginia

IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That there being nodung further to be done herein, the same is hereby dismissed.

V.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

ORDER DOCKETING THE MATTER AND DECLARING 
COMPANY'S PROPOSED INCREASE INTERIM AND SUBJECT TO

IT APPEARING from the record that the Commission's publication requirements were met and that no comments or requests for bearing were 
received, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the prt^xtsed regulatiois should be adopted. Accordingly,

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(1) That die City of Virginia Beadi may proceed with condemnation proceeding to obtain the easements required for it to construct, maintain, and 
operate the Lake Gaston water pipeline project; and

CASE NO. PUE940053
AUGUST 31, 1994

CASE NO. PUE9400S0 
OCTOBER 26, 1994

TIDEWATER WATER COMPANY-ISLE OF WIGHT 
TIDEWATER WATER COMPANY-SUFFOLK
TIDEWATER WATER COMPANY-SOUTHAMPTON
TIDEWATER WATER COMPANY-JAMES CITY 
AQUA SYSTEMS, INC.
KILBY SHORES WATER COMPANY

Section 56-257.2 of the Code of Virginia authorizes the Commission to regulate the safety of natural gas facilities comprising a master-metered gas 
system as defined by federal regulations, except master-metered systems served by natural gas distribution systems owned and operated by a county, city, or town. 
Under § 56-257.2, the Commissian may adopt such rules and regulations as are necessary to promote pipeline safety in the Cominonwealth.

In a letter dated July 7, 1994, Tidewater Water Company (Tidewater") notified its customers and the Commission's Division of Energy Regulation 
("the Division"), pursuant to the Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Act, of its intent to increase its tariff effective September 1,1994 for the following affiliated 
water companies: Tidewater Water Company - Isle of Wight, Tidewater Water Company - Suffolk, Tidewater Water Company - Southampton, Tidewater Water 
Company - James City, Kilby Shores Water Conpany, and Aqua Systems, Inc. (hereinafter Tidewater and its affiliates are collectively referred to as "the 
Companies").

ORDER ADOPTING RULES GOVERNING THE 
SAFETY OF MASTER-METERED NATURAL GAS SYSTEMS

(2) That there being nothing further to come before the Commission in this case, this proceeding is closed, and the record developed herein shall be 
placed in the file fin* ended causes.

(1) That Parts 191 and 192 of Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations, along with the additianal requirements specified in Appendix A of the 
Order for Notice and Comment dated August 18,1994, are the minimum pipeline safety regulations applicable to jurisdictional master-metered gas systems; and

Id. at 333-334. Similarly, the Commission is not fire proper forum to determine whether condemnation of the easements is preenqrted by the Federal Power Act as 
a result of FERC having some authority over the appropriateness of the transfer of the easements. That issue is an appropriate one for the court that will conduct 
the condemnation proceedings. Accordingly,

By Order for Notice and Comment ("Order") dated August 18,1994, the Commission proposed to adopt by reference Parts 191 and 192 of Title 49 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations, along with the additional requirements specified in Appendix A attached to the Order, as the minimum pipeline safety 
regulatians a^licable to jurisdictional master-metered gas systems. The Order established notice requirements and dates fat the submission of comments in 
support of at in opposition to the Commission's adaption of the proposed regulations, and provided procedures for requesting a heating.
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The Conqnnies' proposed increase in tarifis are as follows:

Tidewater Water C '-Isle of Wight

Increase

Tidewater Water Conwanv-Suffolk

Increase

Bimonthly $4.00 undianged unchanged

Tidewater Water Comnanv-Soiithamoton

Bimonthly S3.90 unchanged unchanged

Tidewater Water Conq>any-Southampton also proposed a $40 increase in its 3/4 inch service connection rate for existing water lines for customers in
the Sedley subdivision.

Tidewater Water Comnanv-James City

Bimonthly $1.20 unchanged undianged

Aqua Systems. Inc.

Bimonthly $2.60 unchanged unchanged

Bil^
Period

Billing

unchanged
unchanged
unchanged

$1.40
$2.80
$4.20

Minimum
Consumption

Billing
Period

Water usage 
in excess of

Minimum
Consumption

Water usage 
in excess of

I charge

Monthly 
Bimondily
Quarterly

Minimum
Consumption

unchanged
unchanged
undianged

Tidewater Company-Suffolk also proposed a $40 increase in its 3/4 indi service connection rate for existing water lines for customers in the Arbor 
Meadows and Nansemond Shores subdivisions.

Billing
Period

Minimum 
Charfigs

Minimum
Charfigs

Minimum 
Charfies

Minimum
Consumption

Rilling
Period

Minimum
CharBCS

Minimum
Consumption

Aqua Systems, Inc. also proposed a $40 increase in its 3/4 indi service connection rate for existing water lines for customers in the Carrisbrook 
subdivision.

Water usage 
in excess of 
minimum diarge

Minimum
Charges

Water usage 
in excess of 
minimum charge

Water usage 
in excess of 
minimum diarge

Tidewater Water Company-James City also proposed a $40 increase in its 3/4 inch service connection rate for existing water lines for customers in the 
Yorkview subdivision.

Tidewater-Isle of Wight also proposed a $40 increase in its 3/4 inch service connection rate for existing water lines for customers in the C. L. Obrey, 
Benn's Church, Day's Point, and Rushmere subdivisions.
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Kilby Shores Water Company

Bimonthly $2.80 llnchangftd imehangeri

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter is docketed and assigned Case No. PUE940053;

P) That this matter shall be continued subject to fiirther order of the Commission

For an expedited increase in gas rates

and

For approval of rate sdiedules to provide natural gas service for motor vehicles

PRELIMINARY ORDER

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA NATURAL GAS. INC.

Billing
Period

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA NATURAL GAS, INC.

According to VNG, these new Sdiedules will not affect the rates of existing customers. However, the Ccmpany's application notes that gas purchased 
for sales made under proposed rate Schedules 11 and 12 must be recovered. VNG therefore proposes to amend "Section XX - Quarterly Billing Adjustments” of 
its purdiased gas adjustment clause to recover the costs to purchase gas for customers served under the new Schedules.

Also on September 1, 1994, VNG filed a separate application seeking ^sproval of two new optional rate sdiedules. Rate Schedule Il-Finn 
Compressed NGV Service and Rate Sdiedule 12-Finn Disbibution NGV Service. Acccnding to the Company's application. Rate Schedule 11 provides for sales 
of compressed natural gas for use in motor vehicles fium company-owned fiieling stations. Rate Schedule 12 is applicable to sales of compressed natural gas to 
fuel vehicles where VNG distributes the natural gas to customer-owned fiieling stations.

The Commission is also ofthe opinion that the Companies proposed tariffrates should be declared interim and subject to refimd effective September 1, 
1994. Accordingly,

CASE NO. PIJE940054 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1994

Minimum 
Consumption

NOW HAVING CONSIDERED the applications filed by VNG, the applicable statutes, and having been advised by its Staff the Commission finds 
that, based on the Company's etqjedited qjplication, supporting testimony, and exhibits, there is a reasonable probability that the requested increase will be 
justified on full investigi^on and hearing; that VNG should be allowed to implement its proposed rates on an interim basis, subject to refiind with interest; that in

(2) That the increase in the Company's tariffi are declared interim and subject to refund for service rendered on and after September 1, 1994, until 
meh time as The Cnwimigrinn has delMtnined this case; and

On September 1, 1994, Virginia Natural Gas, Inc. CVNG" or "the Conqiany") filed a rate application, supporting testimony and exhibits for an 
increase in its rates for natural gas service with the State Corporation Commission ("Commission"). The Company's proposed rates are designed to produce 
additional gross annual operating revenues of $9,941316, representing an increase of 6.38% in annual operating revenue. VNG has filed adjusted operating and 
financial data for the twelve months ended June 30,1994, in support of its plication.

Mimmum
Charges

As the Companies have not had a rate increase hearing in at least ten years and have experienced rate increases in 1987,1988,1989,1990, and 1991, 
the Commission is of the opinion that this matter should be scheduled for hearing pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265.13:6. A procedural order establishing, 
among other thingR^ HatA shall be by separate orders of the Comnaission.

Section n of the Commission's Rules Governing Rate Increase Applications and Annual Informational Filings ("die rules") permits the rates of a 
public utility to take effect within thirty days after the application is filed, subject to refund, pending investigation, so long as the rate application conplies with the 
rules and so long as the utility has not experienced a substantial change in circumstances since its last rate case. VNG has requested that its proposed rates be 
permitted to take effect for service rendered on and after October 1,1994, subject to refund, pursuant to Section II ofthe rules.

Water usage 
in excess of 
nunimum charge

Kilty Shores Water Company also proposed a $40 increase in its 3/4 inch service connection rate for existing water lines for customers in Kilby 
Shores subdivision.
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the applications filed by VNG on September 1,1994, are hereby consolidated, docketed and assigned Case No. PUE940054;

case;

(4) That this matter be continued until further order of the Commission.

To revise its fuel factor pursuant to Va. Code § 56-249.6

ORDER ESTABLISHING 1994/9S FUEL FACTOR

(3) That the new tariff provisions. Rate Schedule 11-Firm Compressed NOV Service and Rate Schedule 12- Firm Distribution NOV Service, may 
take effect on an interim basis, subject to refund with interest, for service rendered on and after October 1,1994; and

(2) That an interim increase in rates designed to produce additional gross annual revenues of $9,941,316 shall be applied to service tendered on and 
after October 1, 1994, and that such interim increase in rates shall remain subject to refund with interest until such time as the Commission has determined this

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

the interest of efficient administration of the docket, VNG's triplication for new tariff related to the sale of natural gas as a fuel for motor vehicles should be 
consolidated with the Company's eiqiedited rate application; and that the consolidated triplications should be docketed and assigned Case No. FUE9400S4;

CASE NO. PUE940059 
OCTOBER 31, 1994

The hearing in this case was held on October 28,1994. At the hearing, the Company tendered its proof of notice and witnesses for Virginia Power and 
Commissi<m Staff were made available for cross-examination.

On September 19 and 20, 1994, Virginia Electric and Power Conriany ("Virginia Power" or "the Company") filed with the Commission its 
triplication and supporting documents requesting an increase in its zero-based fuel factor fiom 1.4180 per kwh to 1.4680 per kwh, effective for usage on and after 
November 1,1994.

By order dated September 26, 1994, the Commission established a procedural schedule and set a hearing date for this matter. In that regard, the 
Commission directed its Staff to file testimony and provided an opportunity for any person desiring to participate in the hearing to do so as a protestant Pursuant 
to the scheduling order, Chesapeake Paper Products Company and Westvaco Corporation, by counsel, filed a notice of protest and a protest The Virginia 
Committee for Fair Utility Rates filed a notice of protest and later changed its status to that of an intervenor. The Board of Supervisors of Culpeper County, 
'Virginia, filed a document entitled "Objection of the Board of Supervisors of Culpeper County to Proposed Tariff Increase."

On October 25, 1994, Virginia Power filed its rebuttal testimony. The Corrqiany principally took issue with Staffs assurrqition of an 11% forced 
outage rate for Virginia Powers nuclear unit instead of the Company's assumed outage rate of 15%.

In addition. Staff recommended adoption of the amended "Definitional Framework of Fuel Expenses" which excludes the eligibility of nuclear fuel 
lease financing costs for fuel factor recovery. Finally, Staff suggested that it would be appropriate in the near future to begin an evaluation of the volatility of fuel 
expenses and the desirability of continuing the current fuel factor methodology.

provided an opportunity to comment aod request a heating on the Report Should the Commission find, based on the foregoing, that the Company's actual fuel 
expenses have been imprudent, the Company's recovery position will be adjusted. This adjustment will be reflected in the Company's next fuel factor.

OnOctober21,1994, the Staff ofthe Commission ("Staffs filed its testimony. Staff recommended that Virginia Power's proposed estimates of energy 
sales and fuel prices used in the development of the proposed fuel factor be accepted as reasonable. Staff also suggested that at some future time, the Commission 
may want to consider whether it is appropriate to allow Virginia Power to continue to recover, fiom ratepayers, the full cost of fees Virginia Power pays to the 
Department of Energy for the Nuclear Waste Fund under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

In addition. Commission Staff recommended three assumption modifications to the proposed fuel factor. These modificatians included: 
(1) incorporation of September, 1994 actual fuel expenses; (2) elimination of excess planned outage days for North Anna unit#l nuclear refueling; and 
(3) reduction ofthe assumed 15% nuclear unit forced outage rate to 11%. Based on these modified assunqitions, Staffproposed adjustments which increased the 
ConqianYs estimated recovery position by $2,323,506 to $25,245,591 and reduced the Company's projection period fuel expenses by $12,404,351 to 
$727,623,551. In total. Staffs proposed adjustments would decrease the Company's requested $25,000,000 fuel revenue increase to $9.9 million dollars, or 
1.4380 per kwh. Staff noted that this modified fuel factor of 1.4380 per kwh rejnes^ only a 1.4% change fiom Virginia Power's currently operative fuel factor 
of 1.4180 per kwh. Recognizing that forecast error is inherent in projected fuel expenses; that Virginia Power has consistently overrecovered its fuel expenses in 
recent years; and the Commission's long standing concern with rate stability. Staff recotmnended that Virginia Power's fuel factor remain unchanged at this time 
or, in the ahemative, that the increase should be limited to 1.4380 per kwh.

UPON CONSIDERATION ofthe record in this case, the Commission is of the opinion that an increase in Virginia Power's zerobased fuel factor to 
1.4380 per kwh is appropriate, based in part on projected fuel expenses. Approval of this fuel factor, however, is not to be constiued as approval of the Company's 
actual fuel expenses. Commission Staff files a report annually which addresses the reasonableness of the Company's actual fuel expenses ("Staffs Annual 
Report"). A copy of Staffs Annual Report is sent to the Company and to each patty who participated in the Company's last fuel factor proceeding, all of whom are
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Accordingly,

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That a zero-based fuel factor of 1.4380 per kwh is hereby approved effective for usage on and after November 1,1994;

P) That this case is continued generally.

For an expedited increase in base rates for electric service

PRELIMINARY ORDER

Accordingly. IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter shall be docketed and assigned Case No. PUE940063;

P) That this matter is hereby continued until further order of the Commissioa

To revise its fuel &ctor pursuant to Code § 56-249.6

ORDER ESTABLISHING 1994/1995 FUEL FACTOR

APPUCATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

APPLICATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

The Commission further finds that Virginia Power's Definitional Framework of Fuel Expenses set forth in Order Setting Fuel Factor dated March 27,
1984, in Case No. FUE840006 shall be amended by adding the following underscored language in section b:

CASE NO. PUE940064 
DECEMBER 19, 1994

CASE NO. PUE940063 
NOVEMBER 9, 1994

On Sqjtember28, 1994, Appaladiian Power Con^tany ("APCO" or the Company'^ filed widi the Canmissitm written testimony, exhibits, and 
proposed tariffi intended to decrease its zero based fuel factor 1.5880 per kwfato 1.3710 per k^ effective forusage on and after November 15,1994.

(2) That an interim increase in rates designed to produce additional gross annual revenue shall be applied to service rendered on and after 
November IS, 1994, and that such interim increase in rates shall remain subject to refund with interest until sudi time as the Commission has determined this 
case; and

NOW HAVING CONSIDERED the application, and having been advised by its Staff the Conmission finds that, based on the application, 
supporting testimony, and exhibits, there is a reasonable probability that the requested increase will be justified upon full investigation and hearing, as requited by 
Va. Code § 56-240; that APCO should be allowed to implement its {aoposed rates on an interim basis, subject to refund with interest; and that this matter should 
be docketed.

The cost of nuclear fuel shall be the amount contained in account 518, excluding lease finance charges, except that 
ifaccount 518 also contains any etqrensefw fossil fuel which has already been included in the cost of fossil fuel, it 
shall be deducted fiom this account

On September 28,1994, Appalachian Power Company ("APCO" or "the Company^ filed a rate application, supporting testimony, and exhibits for an 
expedited increase in its base rales for electric service with the State Corporation Commission ("Commission"). On October 12, 1994, the Company filed its 
amended application and supplemental direct testimony and eidiibits, acconqmnied by a motion for leave to amend. On October 13,1994 the Commission entered 
an order granting APCO's motion to amend its application.

The Conqrany's proposed rates, as amended, are designed to produce additianal gross annual operating revenue of $15,716,212. In its application, 
APCO relies upon the financial data it has filed with its application to demonstrate that it has a deficiency in revenues of $15,716,212. Under Section n of the 
Commission's Rules Governing Rate Increase Applications and Annual Informational Filings, APCO has requested an ejqredited increase in its rates, with the 
schedules of rates and terms and conditions filed therein to go into effect November 15,1994, subject to refund pending investigation, and after such irrvestigation 
and hearing, to approve the proposed rates mi a permanent basis.

(2) That the Definitional Framework of Fuel Expenses for Virginia Power is amended as discussed herein to exclude lease finance charges of nuclear 
fuel; and
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That a zero-based fuel fiuZcn- of 1.3640 per kwh is hereby ^(proved, effective for usage on and after November IS, 1994;

(2) That the Definitional Framework of Fuel Expenses for APCO is amended as discussed herein to exclude leased finance charges of nuclear fuel;
and

(3). That this case is continued generally.

ORDER GRANTING APPLICATION

The Commission further finds that ARCO’S Definitional Framework of Fuel Erqienses set forth in Order Setting Fuel Factor dated March 21,1984, in 
Case No. PUE840003 shall be amended by adding the following underscored language in Section B:

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

The Commission has reviewed Virginia Power's application and is of the opinion and finds that it meets the requirements of Virginia Code § 13.1- 
627(B), in that the purposes of the association as set forth in the application are consistent with Virginia Code § I3.1-620(D) and Chapter 10.1 of Title S6 of the 
Code and are otherwise in the public interest The Commission fcds that the qjplication should be granted, subject to the requirement that Virginia Power file

CASE NO. PUE940066 
NOVEMBER 1, 1994

The cost of nuclear fuel shall be the amount contained in account 518, excluding lease finance charges 
except that if account 518 also contains any expense for fossil fuel which has already been included in the cost of 
fossil fuel, it shall be deducted from this account

By Order dated October 11,1994, the Commission established a procedural schedule and set a hearing date for this matter. The Commission directed 
its Staff to file testimoiiy and provided an opportunity for any person desiring to participate in the heating to do so as a Protestant Although no protests were filed 
in this proceeding, the Old Dominion Committee for Fair Utility Rates filed a letter seeking intervenors status and Mr. William S. Bilenky filed a letter requesting 
that he be added to the mailing list for this proceeding. On October 28,1994, Commission Staff filed its testimony. Staff recommended that ARCO'S proposed 
estimate of energy sales and fuel prices used in the development of the proposed fuel factor be accepted as reasonable. Staff also updated the Company’s recovery 
position to include actual data through September 30,1994, which resulted in a further reduction of the fuel factor to 1.3640 per kwh. Staff also requested that 
the Conqrany's "Definitional Framework of Fuel Expenses" be amended to exclude the eligibility of nuclear fuel lease financing charges from fuel factor recovery. 
In addition. Staff suggested that it may be appropriate in the near future to begin an evaluation of the desirability of continuing the current fuel factor 
methodology.

By application filed with the Commission on October 4, 1994, Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power" or "Company") filed an 
application requesting approval of an association between Virginia Power, Hughes Power Control Systems Division of General Motors, GNB Battery 
Technologies, Inc., and Electronic Power Technology, Inc. The association, to be known as the Southern Coalition for Advanced Transportation-Virginia Team 
("Conscatium"), would conduct technical research, design, development and testing of electric vehicle battery life and performance. Virginia Power is proposing 
to lead the Corisortium, will submit all proposals for funding from private and govermnental sources, will contribute existing equipment and personnel to perform 
project management and data retrieval, but will not provide any dir^ funding to the program Virginia Power maintains that the formation of the association and 
the Company’s participation are consistent with Virginia Code § 13.1 •627(B) and § 13-620(D).

The Company did not file any rebuttal testimony. Consequently, at the November 9, 1994, hearing of this matter, the Company’s plication, 
testimony and exhibits as well as Staffs testimony were admitted into the record without emss-evaminatinn

For approval of an association between Virginia Power, Hughes Power Control Systems Division of General Motors, GNB Battery Technologies, Inc. 
and Electronic Power Technology, Inc.

Upon consideration of the record in this case, the Commission is of the opinion that a decrease in APCO’s zero-based fuel factor to 1.3640 per kwh is 
appropriate, based in part on projected fuel expenses. Approval of this fuel factor, however, is not to be construed as approval of the Company’s actual fuel 
expenses. For each calendar year. Commission Staff conducts an audit and investigation which addresses, among other things, the appropriateness and 
reasonableness of Conqiany’s booked fuel expenses and audits. Staffs results are documented in an annual report ("Staffs Annual Report"). A copy of Staffs 
Annual Report is sent to the Company and to each party who participated in the Company's fuel factor prcxeehng, all of whom are provided an opportunity to 
comment and recpiest a heating on the report

Based on Staffs Annual Report in addition to possible comments and a hearing, the Commission enters an Order entitled "Final Audit for twelve
month period ending December 31,19 , Fuel Cost-Recovery Position," hereinafter referred to as "Final Audit Order." Notwithstanding any findings made by 
the Commission in an earlier order establishing the Company's fuel factor based on estimates of future expenses and unaudited booked expenses, the final audit 
order will be the final determination of not only what ate in fact allowable fuel etqrenses and credits, but also the Company's over or underrecovery position as of 
the end ofthe audit period. Should the Commission find in its Final Audit Order (1) that any component of the Company's actual fuel erqrenses or credits has been 
inappropriately included or excluded, or (2) that the Cotrqrany has failed to make every reasonable effort to minimize fuel costs or has made decisions resulting in 
unreasonable fuel costs, the Company's recovery position will be adjusted. This adjustment will be reflected in the recovery position of the Company's next fuel 
factor. We reiterate that no finding in this order is final, as this matter is contiiuied generally, pending Staffs audit of actual fuel expenses.
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Accwdingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That Virginia. Power's application for approval of an association as set forth in its qjplication is granted, suiyect to the conditions set forth herein;

(4) That there being no further action to be taken, this matter diall be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER ESTABLISHING COMMISSION INVESTIGATION

Acconiingly, IT IS ORDERED;

(1) That this matter shall be docketed and assigned Case No. PUE940067;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

Parte. In re: Consideration of standards for integrated resource planning, investments in conservation and demand management, and energy 
efiSciency in power generation and supply for electric utilities

Further, we will direct our Staff to summarize and evaluate the comments and testimony received herein and file its analysis thereof together with any 
recommendations, with the Commission. A public hearing will be convened to take evidence on the recommendations set forth in the Staffs analysis and on the 
testimony received fiom interested parties. Interested patties who plan to participate in the heating should prefile testimony. Interested persons who do not intend 
to appear at file hearing may file comments with the Clerk of the Commission regardmg the standards, the issues identifi  ̂herein, and other issues of concern to 
them regaitting these standards.

(3) That all investor-owned electric companies and electric cooperatives subject to the Commission's jurisdiction shall on or before December 1, 
1994, serve a copy of fins Order, by delivering a copy to the usual place of business or by depositing a copy in the United States mail, properly addressed and 
starrqred, to all non-utility generators who currently provide or have offered to provide energy or capacity to the utility or cooperatives;

CASE NO. PUE940067 
OCTOBER 12, 1994

Accordingly, by this Order we initiate an investigation to consider vdiether the standards set out in Section 111 of file Act or any portions fiiereof 
should be adopted and to consider rules, if appropriate, or a Commission policy regarding integrated resource planning, investments in conservation and demand 
management, and energy efiSciency in power generation and supply for electric utilities. In furtherance of this investigation, we invite comments and testimony 
from interested patties on the standards and related issues set out in Appendix A Interested patties may also address any other issues of ctmeem to them regarding 
fiiese standards.

(2) That, cm or before December 1, 1994, each investor-owned electric public utility and electric cooperative subject to the Commission's 
jurisdiction shall make a copy of this Order, together with the appendices thereto, available for public inspection during regular business hours at all of its business 
offices where customer bills may be paid. These utilities shall likewise make a copy of the Staffs analysis available for public inqrection when it is filed. The 
Commission's Document Control Center shall forthwith make a copy of this Order available for public review in its office, located on the first floor of the Tjfier 
Building, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia, during its r^jular business hours;

annual reports wifii the Commission's Division of Economics and Finance that describe the activity of the Consortium during each year. These reports should 
include an identification of any funds provided to the Consortium by Virginia Power as well as any in-kind contribution of utility assets and labor. The 
Commission should also be notified at any time during the year if there is a significant change in the nature of the Consortium's activities, including the 
consideration of new programs or projects. The Commission's qrproval of Virginia Power’s qjplication shall not be construed as approval of any expenditures or 
contributions by Virginia Power for rate setting purposes.

(2) That Virginia Power shall file annual reports by March 31 of each year with the Commission's Division of Economics and Finance that describe 
the activity of the Consortium during the preceding calendar year and identify all funds povided to the Consortium by Virginia Power as well as any in-kind 
contribution of utility assets and labor, and

(3) That Virginia Power shall notify the Commission at any time if there is any proposed significant change in the nature of the Consortium's 
activities;

The 102d Congress of the United States adqjted the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (The Act" or "EPACT") on October 24, 1992. This Act adds 
Paragraifiis (7), (8), and (9) to Section 111 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978,16 U.S.C. § 2621 ("PURPA"). These new Sections provide for 
standards related to integrated resource planning, investments in conservation and demand management, and energy efficiency in power generation and supply for 
electric utilities. Section 111(a), 16 U.S.C. § 2621(c)(3), further provides that if the Commission adopts the standard established by subsection (d)(7), the
integrated resource planning standard, or subsection (dXS), the investments in conservation and demand management standard, it must ctrnsider the infract that the 
standard's implementation would have on small businrases "engaged in the design, sale, supply, installation or servicing of energy conservation, energy efficiency 
or other demand side mimagement measures." Further, the Commission must implement the standard so as to assure that the utility's actions would not provide it 
with an unfair competitive advantage over fiiese small businesses. Section 111(c), 16 U.S.C. § 2622(bX2), provides that the Commission must congilete its 
consideration of fiiese standardsnot later than three years after the statute's enactment, te^ not later than October 24,1995.
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NOTICE TO THE PUBUC OF THE INVESTIGATION 
OF THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 

INTO STANDARDS FOR ELECTRIC PUBLIC 
UTILITIES ESTABUSHED BY SECTION 111 

OF THE ENERGY POUCY ACT OF 1992 
CASE NO. PUE940067

(11) That, on or before January 3, 1995, the Commission's Division of Economics and Finance shall complete publication of the following notice on 
one occasion as classified advertising to be published in major Virginia newsp^jers of general circulation throughout Virginia:

(6) That, on or before February 10, 1995, any interested patty who expects to submit evidence, cross-examine witnesses or otherwise participate in 
the proceeding as a Protestant, pursuant to Rule 4:6, shall file an origind arid fifteen (15) copies of a Notice of Protest, as provided in Rule 5:16(a), with the Clerk 
of the State Corporation Commission, c/o Document Corrtrol Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216, referring to Case No. PUE940067 and shall 
forthwith serve a copy of same on all parties of record. Any corporate entity or governmental unit that wishes to protest must be represented by legal counsel as 
required by Rule 4:8 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure;

Interested persons desiring to participate in the investigation who do not plan to attend the i^lic 
hearing scheduled herein may file on or before February 10, 1995, with the Clerk of the Commission an original 
and five (5) copies of comments concerning the standards for electric utilities and electric cooperatives and the 
issues idortified in the Commission's Order for Notice and Hearing with the Clerk of the Commission at the 
following address: William J. Bridge, Clerk of the Commission, c/o Documerrt Control Center. P.O. Box 2118, 
Richmond, Virginia 23216. All written commerrts shall refer to Case No. PUE940067.

(7) That, on ot before March 10, 1995, each Protestant shall file with the Clerk of the Commission an original and fifteen (15) copies of a Protest 
conforming to Rule 5:16(b), and an original and fifteen (15) cqries of the testimony and exhibits that it intends to present at the hearing scheduled herein. Said 
testimony and exhibits shall address the standards for electric utilities and issues identified herein, together with any other issues of concern to the party regarding 
these standards. An irrterested party's testimony and acconqranying exhibits shall refer to Case No. PUE940067, and each interested patty filing testimony shall 
serve a copy of his testimony upon all parties of record by no later than March 10,1995;

(5) That, on or before February 10, 1995, any interested patty who does not plan to attend the public hearing scheduled herein but who desires to 
participate in this proceeding ttuy file with the Clerk of the Commission an original and five (5) copies of comments concerning the standards for electric utilities 
and electric cooperatives and issues identified herein, as well as any other issues of concern to the party regarding the standards under consideratioa All 
comments shall refer to Case No. PUE940067 and shall be addressed to William J. Bridge, Clerk of the State Corporation Commission, c/o Document Corrtrol 
Cerrter, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, Virginia 23216;

On or before February 10, 1995, any interested patty who expects to submit evidence, cross-examine 
witnesses or otherwise participate in the proceeding as a Protestant, pursuant to Rule 4:6, shall file an original and 
fifteen (15) copies of a Notice of Prote^ as provided in Rule 5:16(a), with the Clerk of the State Corporation

(8) That, on or before April 10, 1995, the Staff shall file with the Clerk of the Commission an original and fifteen (15) copies of its prefiled direct 
testimony in which it shall set forth its findings and recommendations and proposed rules or policy pronouncemerrts, if any. The Staffs analysis shall include a 
summary of the commerrts received pursuant to Ordering Paragraph (5) hereof. A copy of the Staffs testimony shall be served on all patties filing testimony 
herein and upon any person filing commerrts requesting a copy of same;

(10) That, on or before May 10,1995, any interested person filing direct testimony shall file with the Clerk ofthe Commission an original and fifteen 
(15) copies of all testimony he expects to introduce in rebuttal to all comments and direct prefiled testimony and exhibits filed by any interested patty and by the 
Staff. Additional rebuttal evidence may be presented by interested patties filing testimony, provided it is in response to evidence which was not prefiled but 
elicited at the time of the hearing, and provided further the need for additional rebuttal evidence is timely addressed by motion during the bearing and leave to 
presertt said evidence is granted. Irrterested patties shall serve a copy of their prefiled rebuttal evidence upon all patties prefiling direct testimony.

(4) That a public hearing shall be convened on June 12, 1995, at 10:00 a.m., in the Commission's Courtroom, located on the second floor ofthe 
Tyler Building, 1300 Erist Main Street, Richmond, Virginia, to receive evidence relevarrt to the adoption ofthe standards for electric utilities and the issues 
identified herein;

The Commission has initiated the captioned investigation to receive evidence regarding the standards 
specified in § 111 ofthe Energy Policy Act of 1992, as well as any appropriate policies or rules regarding these 
standards. It has scheduled a public hearing for June 12,1995, at 10:00 am. in its courtroom located on the second 
floor of the Tyler Building, 1300 East Main Street, RichmOTid, Virginia, for the purpose of receiving evidence 
relevarrt to its investigation.

(9) That any person desiring to make a statement at the public hearing concerning the standards applicable to electric utilities and the issues 
identified herein need only appear in the Commission's second floor courtroom at 9:30 am. on the day of the hearing and identify himself or herself to the Bailiff 
as a public witness;

On October 24, 1992, the Energy Policy Act of 1992 was enacted by the United States Congress. 
Among the provisions of that Act is a requirement that the State Corporation Commission ("Commission'') provide 
public notice and conduct a hearing on the standards set out in Section 111 ofthe Energy Policy Act of 1992, 
governing integrated resource planning, investments in conservation and demand manageme^ and energy 
efficiency in power generation arid supply for electric utilities, including investor-owned electric utilities and electric 
cooperatives.
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(13) That, on or before April 12,1995, the Divisicni of Economics and Finance shall file with the Cleric of the Commission proof of publicatioa

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

Ex Parte: In the matter of adopting rules necessary to inclement the State Craporation Commission's authority to enforce the Underground Utility 
Damage Prevention Act

VIRGINIA STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
DIVISION OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

NOTE: A copy of Appendix A entitled TURPA Standards and Related Issues" is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation Commission, 
Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Maiin Street, Ridanond, Virginia

CASE NO. PUE940071 
DECEMBER 20, 1994

ORDER ADOPTING PROCEDURAL RULES FOR ENFORCEMENT OF 
THE UNDERGROUND UTILITY DAMAGE PREVENTION ACT

Section 56-265.30 of the Code of Virginia authorizes the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") to enforce the provisions of Chapter 10.3 of 
Title 56 of the Code of Virginia, also known as the Underground Utility Damage Prevention Act ("Act"). Sectirai 56-265.30 also authnizes the Commission to 
promulgate any rules or regulations necessary to implement the Commission's authority to enforce the Act

On or before March 10,1995, each Protestant shall file with the Clerk of the Commission an original 
and fifteen (15) copies of a Protest conforming to Rule 5:16(b), and an originai and fifteen (15) copies of the 
testimony and exhibits that it intends to present at the hearing scheduled for June 12, 1995. Said testimony and 
erdiibits shall address the standards and issues identified in the Commission's Order for Notice and Heating entered 
in this case and should refer to Case No. PUE940067. Each interested party filing testimony shall serve a copy of 
his Protest and testimony upon all parties of record by no later than Mar^ 10,1995.

Commission, c/o Document Control Center, P.O. Box21 IS, Richmond, Virginia 23216, referring to Case 
No. PUE940067 and shall forthwith serve a copy of same on all parties of record. Any corporate entity or 
governmental unit that wishes to protest must be represented by legal counsel as requited by Rule 4:8 of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure.

By Order For Notice and Comment ("Order") dated November 1,1994, the Commission proposed to adopt the rules specified in Appendix A to die 
Order as the procedures to be used to enforce the provisions of the Act The Order established notice requirements arid dates for the submission of comments in 
support of or in opposition to the Commission's adoption of the proposed rules and provided procedures for requesting a hearing. In that regard, die Commission's

On or before May 10,1995, any interested person filing direct testimony shall file with the Clerk of the 
Cormnission an original and fifteen (15) copies of all testhncnq' he expects to introduce in rebuttal to all comments 
and direct prefiled testimony and exhibits filed by any interested party and by the Staff. Additional rebuttal 
evidence many be presented by interested parties filing testimony, provided it is in teqxmse to evidence which was 
not prefiled but elicited at the time of the hearing, and provided further the need for additional rebuttal evidence is 
timely addressed by motion during the hearing and leave to present said evidence is granted. Interested parties shall 
serve a copy of their prefiled rebuttal evidence upon all patties prefiling direct testimony.

The Commission's Order for Notice and Hearing governs the procedure in this case. This Order also 
identifies the standards specified in the Energy Policy Act of 1992 under investigation and the issues whidi the 
Commission has directed interested patties filing comments or testimony to address. A copy of this Order may be 
obtained by writing to the Clerk of the Commission, cZo Document Control Center, P.O. Box 2118, Richmond, 
Virginia 23216, and referring to Case No. PUE940067. A copy of this Order is also available for public review in 
the Commission's Document Control Center, located on the first floor of the Tyler Building, 1300 East Main Street, 
Ridimond, Virginia during its tegular business hours of 8:15 ajn to 5:00 pja, Monday through Friday.

Copies of the Commission's Order for Notice and Hearing are also available for public review at the 
business offices where customers bills may be paid of all electric public utilities and electric cooperatives subject to 
the Commission's jurisdictioa Interested persons should review this Order for the details of the procedural 
schedule, issues to be addressed in testimony or comments, and instructions on how to particqiate in this proceeding

(12) That the Division of Economics and Finance shall forthwith send a copy of this Order, together with its qipendioes to the Virginia Register for 
publication; and

Any person desiring to make a statement as a public witness at the public hearing concerning the 
standards applicable to electric utilities, the issues identified in the Commission's Order for Notice and Hearing and 
other issues of concern to them regarding these standards need only rqrpear in the Cormnission's second floor 
courtroom at 9:30 am. on the day of the hearing and identify himself or herself to the Bailiff as a public witness.
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IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That there he nothing further to be done herein, the same is dismissed.

For cancellation of certificate of public convenience and necessity

ORDER CANCELING CERTIFICATE

IT IS ORDERED:

(2) That there being nothing further to be done, this matter be, and hereby is, dismissed

APPLICATION OF
HARBOUR EAST SEWERAGE COMPANY

(I) That certificate No. S-58 authorizing Harbour East Sewerage Conqtany to provide sewerage service to residents of the Harbour East 'Sullage 
mobile community in Chesterfield County, Virginia, be, and hereby is, canceled; and

CASE NO. PUE940073 
NOVEMBER 23, 1994

(1) That the rules for enforcement of Underground Utility Damage Prevention Act ("Act") as they appear in Attachment A herein or as edited 
pursuant to Virginia Code §§ 9-77.7 and 9-77.10:1 by the Staff of the Virginia Code Commission for publication in the Virginia Register of Regulations are to be 
used for enforcement of the Underground Utility Damage Prevention Act; and

On November 10, 1994, Staff filed a report in this proceeding. In that report. Staff referenced the information (Hovided by the Company on 
August 26, 1994, and recommended that Harbour East Sewerage's certificate be canceled. Staff also noted that the Management Company did not charge a 
separate fee for water and sewerage service, and Staff determined that the Company had no utility customers.

NOTE: A copy of Attachment A entitled "Rules for Enforcement of the Underground Utility Damage Prevention Act" is on file and may be examined 
at the State Corporation Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Stre^ Richmond, 
Virginia.

By letter dated August 26, 1994, Mr. Greg Pedersen, an officer of Harbour Management, Inc., d/b/a Harbour East Village ("the Management 
Company" or "the Company"), informed the Commission’s Division of Energy Regulation that Harbour East Sewerage Conqtany ("Harbour East Sewerage") did 
not provide sewerage service to tenants in the Harbour East Village mobile home community in Chesterfield County, Virginia. Mr. Pedersen stated that the 
Maiiagement Company was currently providing water and sewerage service to that community and that the service was included in the tenants' lot rental fee. Mr. 
Pedersen also stated that Harbour East Sewerage was neither a corporate entity nor a fictitious name for Harbour Management, Inc.

IT APPEARING from the record that the Commission's publication requirements were met and that no comments or requests for hearing were 
received, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the proposed rules, as now or hereafter edited, pursuant to Virginia Code §§ 9-77.7 and 9-77.10:1, by 
the Staff of the Virginia Code Commission, should be adopted. Accordingly,

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the matter, is of the qnnion that Harbour East Sewerage's certificate of public convenience and 
necessity should be canceled. The Commission is of the further opinion that the Management Conqiany need not sqjply for a certificate at this time as it appears 
that it is not a "public utility" pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265.1. Accordingly,

Division of Energy Regulation was required to publish notice of the proposed rules in newspapers of general circulation in the Commonwealth and in the Virginia 
Register of Regulations. When the proposed rules were published in the November 28, 1994 issue of the Virginia Register of Regulations, the Staff of the 
Virginia Code Commission, pursuant to its authority under Virginia Code §§ 9-77.7 and 9-77.10:1, made editorial changes which did not affect the substance of 
the prqxjsed rules. Furthermore, the Staff of the Virginia Code Commission has stated that additional changes may be made prior to formal publication of 
Cmnmission adopted rules in the Virginia Register of Regulations.
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Tot a change in electric rates and to revise its tariffi

PRELIMINARY ORDER

Accordittgly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter shall be docketed and assigned Case No. PUE940075;

(S) That this matter be continued until iiuther order of the Commissian.

For an etqtedited increase in base rates for natural gas service

PRELIMINARY ORDER

APPLICATION OF
COMMONWEALTH PUBUC SERVICE CORPORATION

APPLICATION OF
CENTRAL VIRGINIA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

(4) That the changes proposed to the Cooperative's Tents and Conditions of Service shall be subtended for a period of ate hundred and fifty (ISO) 
days fiom the date the plication was filed to and throu^ April 30,1995; and

(2) That the effect of the Cooperative's Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause shall be suspended, effective January 1, 1995, only as to the 
qjproximately S2.3 million reduction in the annual cost of electric capacity purchased from Virginia Power,

CASE NO. PUE940076 
DECEMBER 29, 1994

CASE NO. PUE940075 
DECEMBER 19, 1994

On December 2, 1994, Commonwealth Public Service Corporation ("Cmnmonwealtfa" ct "Mie Company") filed a rate tqiplicatian, supporting 
testimony, and exhibits for an expedUted increase in its base rates for natural gas service with the State Corporation Commission ("Commission").

NOW, having considered the application filed by the Cooperative, file applicable statutes, and having been advised by its Staf^ the Canmission finds 
that this matter should be docketed; that the Cooperative's WPCAC should be suspended as to the iqjproximately S2.3 million reduction, effective January 1, 
1995, in the annual cost of electric capacity purchased from Virginia Power, that the Cooperative should be authorized to implement its proposed restructured 
rates, effective for service rendered on and after January 1,1995, <m an interim basis, subject to refimd with interest; that the Cooperative should bill its customers 
the lesser of its proposed restructured rates or its rates in effect before this application was filed until a final order is entered in this proceeding; and that the 
changes to the Cooperative's Terms and Conditions of Service should be suspend fa a period of one hundred and fifty (150) days from file date the application 
was filed. We find it appropriate to suspend the changes to the Cooperative's Terms and Conditions of Service in order to investigate them fiirther.

The rate changes proposed by CVEC include increases in certain customer charges and demand charges. As a result, althougb the overall effect of 
the rate change is to pass throu^ to customers a $2.3 million reduction in the cost of purchased power, certain minimum use and low load &cta customers 
would, if the proposed new rates woe approved, receive increases in their bills. The Cooperative has represented that if the proposed new rates are permitted to 
become effective on an interim basis on January 1,1995, it will bill its customers at the lesser of rates proposed in the application or the existing effective rates 
until such time as the Commission's final order is entered in this case.

In addition, the Cooperative propo^ to revise portions of its Terms and Conditions of Service. Among the changes the Cooperative proposes is the 
deletion of language referring to CVEC's bimonthly meter reading option, and to provide fa a new construction advance charge of $200, to recover the 
Coc^rerative's anticipated engineering and investigation expenses in those cases where an application fa electric service will not result in an electric service 
connection. Further, the Cooperative has proposed to amend the portions of its Terms and Conditions regarding temporary services and to provide fa a three-yea 
refimd period fa an applicant fa residential service who has paid fa the portion of the line extension exceeding CVEC's residential line extension allowance. 
The Corperative has filed financial and operating data fa the 12 months etuling December 31,1993, in support of its qrplication.

(3) That the Cooperative's proposed restructured rates shall became effective on an interim basis, subject to refimd with interest, effective fa service 
rendered on and after January 1, 1995, conditioned upon the Cooperative billing its customers the lesser of its proposed restructured rates a the rates in effect 
before the cordoned plication was filed with the Commission. The Cooperative shall continue to bill its consumers at the foregoing rates until such time as a 
final order is entered in this case;

On December 1, 1994, Central Virginia Electric Cooperative ("CVEC” a 'the Cooperative") filed an application with the State Corporation 
Commission ("Commission") to revise its base rates to reflect a $2.3 million reduction in the annual cost of electric capacity purchased by the Cooperative from 
Virginia Power. Normally, this reduction in capacity costs would be passed through CVEC's Wholesale Power Cost A^ustment Clause ("WPCAC") to CVEC's 
customers as a reduction to energy charges. Howeva, CVECsajniiication requests the Commission to suspend its WPCAC as to the reduction in purchased 
capacity costs effective January 1,1995, and allow the Cooperative's proposed restructured base rates to become effective on an interim basis, without suspension, 
effective January 1,1995.
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter shall be docketed and assigned Case No. PUE940076;

(3) That this matter is hereby continued until further order of the Commission.

F<jr Exercise of Commission Authority Pursuant to Va. Code § 56-232.2

ORDER GRANTING REQUEST PURSUANT TO S S6-232.2 OF THE VIRGPnA CODE

PRELIMINARY ORDER

NOW, HAVING CONSIDERED the application and having been advised by its Staff the Commission finds that, based on the application, 
supporting testimony, and exhibits, there is a reasonable probability that the requested increase will be justified upon full investigation and hearing, as required by 
Virginia Code § 56-240; that Commonwealth should be allowed to implement its proposed rates on an interim basis, subject to refund with interest; and that this 
matter should be docketed.

CASE NO. PUE940077 
DECEMBER 19, 1994

CASE NO. PUE940081 
DECEMBER 29, 1994

Having reviewed the Company’s request, the Commission will refiain from regulating and prescribing the rates, charges, and fees for Sheetz's public 
refueling station at this time. This decision, however, may be altered in the future if upon complaint or its own motion, the Commission determines that further 
review is necessary. By the approval grarited herein, the Commission does not address the issue of qrproval of sales or tariff provisions of Shenandoah Gas 
Company. Any changes necessary to Shenandoah's tariff in order to accommodate the proposed purchases by Sheetz should be separately addressed by the utility.

By letter dated December 1, 1994, Sheetz, Inc. ("Sheetz" or "Company"), a Pennsylvania corporation, requests that the Commission exercise its 
authority under § 56-232.2 of the Code of Virginia to refrain from regulating and prescribing the rates, charges, and fees for the provision of retail conqiressed 
natural gas service.

Sheetz proposes to engage in the retail sale of compressed natural gas ("CNG") for use as a motor vehicle fuel at a facility to be located at 
601 Millwood Avenue, Winchester, Virginia. The initial primary users of CNG at the Millwo^ Avenue Station are expected to be the Frederick County Sheriff 
Department, City of Winchester, U.S. Postal Service, Swarm Construction, and Shockey Industries. CNG service will also be made available to any member of 
the public desiting to refuel a natural gas vdiicle.

The Conqrany indicates feat it plans to enter into an agreement with Shenandoah Gas Conqiany to purchase natural gas for resale under Shenandoah's 
tariff. The Conpany states that it plans to enter into an agreement of limited duration with Shenandoah which will be an exception to Shenandoah's General 
Service Provisions and Conditions and further anticipates purchases from Shenandoah under a CNG tariff when Shenandoah obtains necessary approval.

APPLICATION OF 
SHEETZ, INCORPORATED

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex tel. 
SUELY BELK, et al.

V.
LAND'OR UTILITY COMPANY, INC.

(2) That an irrterim increase in rates designed to produce additional gross annual revenue of $21,571 shall be applied to service tendered on and after 
January 2, 1995, and that such interim increase in rates shall remain subject to refund with interest until such time as the Cormnission has determined this case; 
and

The Company’s proposed rates, as amended, are designed to produce additional gross annual operating revenue of $21,571. In its application. 
Commonwealth relies upon the financial data it has filed with its application to demonstrate that it has a deficiency in revenues of $21,571. Under Section n of 
the Commission's Rules Governing Rate Increase Applications and Annual Informational Filings, Commonwealth has requested an expedited increase in its rates, 
with the schedules of rates and terms and conditions filed therein to go into effect January 2, 1995, subject to refund pending investigation, and after such 
investigation and hearing, approval of its proposed rates on a permanent basis.

Accordingly, upon review of the filing herein, the Commission determines that it will refiain from regulating and prescribing the rates, charges, and 
fees of the Company’s public refueling station at 601 Millwood Avenue in Winchester, Virginia for the purpose of retail sales of compressed natural gas for use as 
a motor vehicle fuel to the public, subject to the terms of this order.

In a letter dated November 16, 1994, LancfOr Utility Company, Inc. ("LatuTOr" or "the Conpany") notified its customers and the Commission's 
Division of Energy Regulation ("the Division"), pursuant to the Small Water or Sewer Public Utility Act (Va. Code § 56-265.13:1 et s^.) of its intent to increase 
its tariff for water and sewer service effective January 1,1995.
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By December 27,1994, the Commission bad received objections from approximately 270 of Land'Or's customers.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That this matter be, and hereby is, dodceted as Case No. FUE940081;

(2) That the increase in the Company’s tariff is hereby declared interim and subject to refund for service tendered on and after January 1,1995; and

(3) That this matter shall be continued subject to further order of the Coimnissioa

The Commission is also of the opinion that the Company's proposed tariff shall be declared interim and subject to refund effective January 1, 1995. 
Accordingly,

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered customers' objections and the magnitude of the proposed increase, is of the opinion that a heating 
should be held pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265.13:6. A procedural order establishing, among other things, the date of the hearing will be by separate order of 
the Commission.
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DIVISION OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

For authority to sell unsecured medium-term notes

ORDER EXTENDING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

4) That Applicant shall file a final report of action on or before March 31,1996, containing the information required in ordering paragrqth (3); and

5) That this matter shall be continued subject to the continuing review, audit and appropriate directive of the Commissioa

For authority to incur up to $238,670,000 in tax-exempt long-term debt

ORDER EXTENDING AUTHORITY

APPUCATION OF
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of Applicant's request for extension of authority and having been advised by its Staff, is of the opinion and 
finds that approval of the requested extension of authority in this case will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUr910037 
JANUARY 4, 1994

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of Applicant's request for extension of authority and having been advised by its Staft is of the opinion and 
finds that approval of the requested extension of authority in this case will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

By Order dated July 24, 1992, Kentucky Utilities Company ("Applicanf^ was authorized to enter into transactions related to the issuance of up to 
$238,670,000 in Icmg^erm debt in various seies of tax-exempt bonds. The authority was granted throuj^ July 31,1994.

CASE NO. PUF920025 
JULY 11, 1994

On October 24,1991, the Commission issued an order authorizing Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Applicant" or "the Cotrqjany") to issue and 
sell up to $200,000,000 in medium-term notes for a period of approximately two years after the effective date of regisbation with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission ("SEC’). The securities are registered with the SEC as a shelf registration

1) That the authority to issue and sell up to $200,000,000 in medium-tenn notes under the terms and conditions and for the purposes as set forth in the 
tqtplication, be and hereby is extended through December 31,1995;

In a letter dated November 9,1993, the Conqtany requested to extend the above referenced authority for an additional two-year period. In support of 
its request, the Company stated that only $60,000,000 of medium-term notes have been issued to date and that no other changes to the existing authority were 
requested.

3) That within sixty days after the end of each calendar quarter in whidi any securities ate issued. Applicant will file a detailed report of action 
containing the following: file date(s) of issue, amount issued, coupon interest rate, comparable Treasury yield, shdcing fund schedule, date of maturity, any 
redenqition or call provisions, underwriters' names, underwriters' fees, a detailed account of all issuance expenses to date, net proceeds to Applicant, a detailed 
analysis of the savings due to the new issue (if other debt is refinanced) showing the effective cost rate (annual yield to maturity method) of the redeemed issue 
compared to the new issue, and any remaining unissued authority;

By letter ftom counsel dated July 1, 1994, Applicant represents that, to date, it has issued $87,930,000 of the $238,670,000 authorized long-term 
debt, thus retaining authorityto issue iqiproximatety $150,000,000 in additional debt through July31,1994. In the July 1,1994 letter. Applicant has requested 
that the Commission extend the authority granted for issuing the remaining tax-exempt long-term debt through April 30,1995.

2) That Applicant shall submit a preliminary report of action within seven days after the issuance of any securities pursuant to this order to include the 
date(s) of issue, amount of issue, type of security, interest rate, conqiarable Treasury yield, date of maturity, underwriters' names, and net proceeds to Applicant;
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rr IS ORDERED;

2) That all the requirements and guidelines prescribed in the July 24, 1992 Commission Order, except as modified herein, shall remain in full force
and effect;

4) That this matter shall be continued subject to the continuing review, audit and appropriate directive of the Commission.

For authority to issue first mortgage debt

ORDER AMENDING AUTHORITY

rr IS ORDERED:

3) That the authority for short-term debt to exceed S% of total capital shall expire at the time of issuance of the Note;

4) That the authority in the Commission's order dated February 3,1993, is hereby terminated and superseded by authority granted herein;

APPLICATION OF
SOUTHWESTERN VIRGINIA GAS COMPANY

1) That the authority to enter into transactions related to the issuance of the remaining $150,740,000 in various series of tax-exempt bonds, under the 
terms and conditions and for the purposes as stated in the original application, be and hereby is extended to April 30,1995;

2) That Applicara is authorized to incur shortterm debt up to $1,800,000, from the date of this Order and prior to the issuance of the Note, but not 
beyond June 30,1995, without further approval;

Applicant requests tenqxjrary authority to issue short4etm debt up to $1,800,000 throu^ June 30,1995. At the time ofconqiletion, the construction 
loan will be cmnbined with the outstanding balance of the existing first mortgage debt into a single first mortgage note ("the Note"). The combined amount of the 
Note is not expected to exceed $2,640,000.

CASE NO. PDF930001 
MAY 16, 1994

1) That Applicant is authorized to issue and sell a first mortgage note up to $2,640,000 for the purposes and under the terms and conditicms as 
described in the spplication;

The Commission, upon consideration of the application and representations by A|q>licant and having been advised by Staff is of the opinion and finds 
that approval of the application will not be detrimental to the public interest The Commission is further of fire opinion that the order dated February 3, 1993, 
should be temunated and superseded by authority granted herehi Accordingly,

6) That, on or before January 20, 1995, Applicant shall file a mne detailed report with respect to any debt issued under this authority, which shall 
include a sdiedule of the interest rate option selected, interest rates and outstanding balances during each month from April 1994 through December 1994, and a 
balance sheet as of November 30,1994;

3) That the date for filing a final report of action as contained in Ordering paragraph 4 of the Commission's July 24, 1992 Order shall be extended to 
June 30,1995;

By Order dated February 3, 1993, the Commission granted Southwestern Virginia Gas Company ("Applicant") authority to issue additional first 
mortgage debt and authority for short-term debt to exceed five percent of total cqritalization as defined by § 56-65.1 of the Code of Virginia through 
September 30,1994.

The interest rate on the short-term debt will be variable during the construction period. The interest rate on the Note may be fixed or variable. 
Applicant may switdi between the two types during the 15 year term of the Note. The variable interest rate will have both a cap and a floor rate, with each being 
readjusted every fifth year on the anniversary date of the Note. Fees and issuance costs for the transactions are expected to be less than $10,000. The Note is 
erqrected to have monthly principal and interest payments.

^iplicant represents that the funds will be used to finance the construction of a 6" high pressure pipeline within its service territory, in the 
Chatmoss/Laurel Park area of Henry County and in the northeastern section of Henry County fiom Route 58 to State Route 108. Applicant states that the Note 
will originate as a construction loan and will be reported as short-term debt during the construction period.

By letters dated April 20, 1994 and May 4, 1994, Applicant requests that the authority granted be amended to reflect certain changes in the amount 
and the terms and oonditians of the financing described in the original applicatioit Applicant cited difficulty in obtaining rights of way for construction of a 
pipeline, with the resulting pathway increasing final costs and requiring more time to be conqrleted. Applicant has also obtained more favorable financing terms.

5) That, within fifteen (15) days after closing. Applicant shall file a preliminary report of action containing the date of the closing, the institution, the 
terms and the rates effective on the closing date;
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8) That qjproval of this application shall have no inq>lications tor Taiemakins puiposes; and

9) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit and appropriate directive of the Commissioa

For authority to incur longterm debt with Rural Electrification Administration

CORRECTING ORDER

IT NOW APPEARING to the Commission that the above referenced errors should be corrected- Accordingly,

For authority to issue debt securities

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

APPLICATION OF
NEW CASTLE TELEPHONE COMPANY

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUF930002 
JULY 21, 1994

On July 11 1994, New Castle Telephone Company ("the Conqtany"), by its counsel, advised the Commission of a typogrtqjhical error in our orders of 
February 18,1993 and June 4, 1993, in the alxjve referenced proceeding. Tlie loan amount stated in the first ordering paragraph of our February 18 Order and 
the first paragnqjh of our June 4 Order should have been $3,288,000. That was the amount stated in the Company's application and recited on the first page of 
our February 18 Order and the amount shown in the documents for which execution and delivery by the Company was approved in our June 4 Order.

IT IS ORDERED that the amount of $3,228,000 shown in the first ordering provision of our Order of February 18, 1993 and the third line of the 
first paragraph of our Order of June 4,1993, is corrected to reflect the accurate amount of $3,288,000.

2) That, within seven days after any debt is issued pursuant to this Order, Applicant shall file a preliminary Report of Action containing die issue and 
maturity dato, amount issued, price to public, interest rate, and net proceeds to ^licant;

The Bonds will be issued fttrougfi the Industrial Development Authority of the Town of Louisa, Virginia and/or the County Commission of Grant 
County, West Virginia. The proceeds will be used to refund the $19.5 million outstanding Industrial Development Authority of the Town of Louisa, Virginia, 6 
3/4% Pollution Control Revenue Bonds, Series of 1976 and/or the $19.5 million outstanding Grant County, West Virginia, 5 5/8% Air Pollution Control 
Revenue Bonds, Series of 1972. The outstanding bonds support financing of pollution control facilities at the North Anna Nuclear Power Station and Possum 
Point Power Station and at the ML Storm, West Virginia Power Station

CASE NO. PUF930064
JANUARY 6, 1994

On December 15,1993, Virginia Electric and Power Cmnpany ("Virginia Power", "Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the 
Code of Virginia requesting authority for the issuance of up to $39 million of tax-exempt pollution control revenue bonds ("Bonds") to refund higher cost 
outstanding bonds. Ilie requisite fee of$250 has been paid.

7) That, on or before August 15,1995, Applicant shall file a final report of action containing a monthly schedule of the interest rate option, interest 
rates and outstanding balances firom January 1995 through the date of construction conqtletion, the date the construction loan is combined with the existing first 
mortgage debt, the actual balances of the Note and the existing first mortgage debt at the time of combination, the interest rate in effect on the existing term loan at 
the time of combination, any prepayment fee on the existing first mortgage debL the ceiling and floor rates in effect, the rate effective on the first day of the Note, a 
schedule of the annual principal repayment requirement for the Note, and a balance sheet showing the impact of issuing the Note;

The interest rate on the bonds may be fixed or variable. If variable, the rate will be a function of short-term tax-exempt money market rates. Any 
variable rate bonds will contain provisions permitting the Company to fix the interest rate at any time. The Bonds ate expected to have a stated maturity no later 
than 2024.

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to enter into transactions relating to the issuance of up to $39 million of tax-exempt pollution control revenue 
bonds throu^ December 31, 1994, for the purposes and under the terms and conditions as described in the application, provided that such issuance results in 
savings to Applicant;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of die application and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion and finds that approval of the 
sqiplication will not be detrimental to the public interest, provided that the refunding results in savings to Applicant after consideration of both the interest rate and 
the initial offering price, together with all other expenses associated with the issuance. Accordingly,
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S) That this matter shall he continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and ^ipropriate directive of the Commission.

For authority to issue short-term debt

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

Meddi

Applicant rqtresents that the increase in short-term financing is needed for interim construction financing until longterm financing can be obtained.

IT IS ORDERED:

4) That this matter shall remain under the continued review, audit and jqjpropriate directive ofthe Commission.

APPLICATION OF
MECKLENBURG ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

4) That Applicant shall file a final Report of Action on or before February 28, 1995, including tbe information contained in ordering paragraph (3), if 
applicable, and any additional information on expenses to date associated with the issue; and

1) That Afplicant is hereby authorized to issue short-term debt in excess of five percent of capitalization in an additional amount up to $8,000,000, 
but not to exceed $14,200,000 in aggregate, through September 30,1998, under tbe terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

CASE NO. PUF940001 
JANUARY 28, 1994

rg presently has authority to incur up to $6,200,000 of short-term debt throu^ a general line of credit agreement with the National Rural 
Utilities Cooperative Finance Cmporation ("CFC") by order dated May 9, 1991, in Case No. PUF910018. Applicant now proposes to enter into one or more 
additional lines of credit and incur up to an additional $10,000,000 in short-term debt However, tbe terms and conditions of these lines of credit limit the 
aggregate amount of short-term debt that may be outstanding at any one time to a maximum of $14,200,000; thus, the amount of short-term debt incurred in 
addition to the existing $6,200,000 CFC line may not exceed $8,000,000. Moreover, in response to a Staff data request, Mecklenburg stated that it was 
requesting authority for an additional $8,000,000 of short-term debt

3) That cm or before February 28,199S, Applicant shall file a Report of Action pursuant to the authority granted herein, and shall include a sdiedule 
of all advances and repayments under the lines of credit, with corresponding interest rates on all advances and comparison rates from other institutions, a sdiedule 
separately showing all oommitment fees paid or due, and a balance sheet as of December 31,1994; and

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthe aj^lication and representations by Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
and finds that approval of the application will not be detrimental to the public intaesL However, tbe Commission is of the further opinion and finds that the 
authority should be limited to an additional $8,000,000 in short-term debt Accordingly,

3) That, within 60 days after the end of any calendar quarter in which any debt is issued. Applicant shall file a detailed Report of Action containing 
the following; a detailed analysis of the savings due to the new issue, showing the effective cost rate of the redeemed issue compared to the new issue, the issue and 
maturity dates, amount issued, staled interest rate, redemption provisions, underwriters' fees and other issuance expenses, a detailed account of any loss on 
reacquired debt, to include call premiums and unamortized expenses fiom the original issue, net proceeds to Applicant, a list describing all filings, contracts or 
agreements in conjunction with the issuance, and a balance sheet reflecting the actions taken;

On January 6, 1994, Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative ("Mecklenburg" or "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under Chapters 3 
ofTitle 56 ofthe Code of Virginia. In its qjplicalion, Mecklenburg requested authority to incur up to an additional $10,000,000 of short-tenn debt under one or 
more line of credit agreements. The amount of short-term debt proposed in this application is in excess of five percent of capitalization as defined in § 56-65.1. 
Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $250.

2) That Applicant is authorized to enter into line of credit agreements with lenders other than those specified in the application, provided that flie 
aggregate amount of borrowings under all of ^rplicanfs lines of credit does not exceed $14,200,000 and that Applicant obtains the most favorable terms 
available;
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For authority to issue debt and preferred stock

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

requests that such authority be

ms ORDERED:

c. the jvizi^pal wiwoamt issued to date y^der the authority granted herein, end die amount remaining to be issued.

e. a detailed account of any gain or loss on debt or preferred stock that is reacquired by proceeds from securities herein authorized and issued;

6) That approval of the application shall have no inqrlications for ratemaking purposes; and

T) That this case shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commissioa

The Commission, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by Staff; is of the opinion and finds that approval of the applicaticm 
will not be detrimental to the public interest The Commission is also of the opinion that the authority granted in Case No. PUF93003S for the unissued portion of 
$175,000,000 aggregate principal amount of bonds, or $125,000,000, should be terminated and superseded by authority granted herein. Accordingly,

APPUCATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

4) That within sixty (60) days after the end of each calendar quarter through December 31, 1995, Applicant shall file a more detailed report with 
respect to all securities herein authorized and sold during the calendar quarter, to include:

3) That Applicant shall submit a preliminary report within seven (7) days after issuing any New Bonds or Preferred pursuant to this Order, which 
shall include the issuance and maturity date, security tyi^ amount issued, price to public, net proceeds to Applicant, interest rate or dividend yield thereon, and 
the comparable term Treasury yield (or interpolated yield if there are no comparable Treasuries) at the time of ^e of any New Bonds or Preferred;

2) That the authority granted in Case No. PUF930035 for the unissued portion of $175,000,000 aggregate principal amount of bonds, or 
$125,000,000, shall be terminated and superseded by authority granted herein;

On March 8, 1994, Appalachian Power Company ("Appalachian" or "Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of 
Virginia for authority to issue and sell first mortgage bonds ("New Bonds") and cumulative preferred stock ("Preferred"). Applicant paid the requisite fee of $250.

^iplicant requests authority to issue and sell up to $275 million of New Bonds and up to $30 million of Preferred, fiom time to time, through 
December 31, 1995. In Case No. PUF930035, by order dated August 30, 1993, Applicant was authorized to issue and sell up to $175,000,000 aggregate 
principal amount of bonds through June 30,1994. Pursuant to that authority. Applicant has issued $50,000,000 aggregate principal amount of bonds. Applicant 

led until December 31,1995. In addition. Applicant proposes to issue an additional $150,000,000 of first mortgage bonds, 
resulting in the requested amount of $275,000,000.

CASE NO. PUF940002
MARCH 31, 1994

Af^licant proposes to issue the New Bonds in one or more series with maturities of not less than nine (9) months and not more than forty-two (42) 
years, depending on market conditions and Applicant's needs at the time of issuance. The respective interest or dividend rates on the New Bonds and Preferred 
will be set at the time of issuance by competitive bidding or negotiated imderwriting. Any proceeds realized from the sale of New Bonds and/or Preferred will be 
used to refimd long-term debt, to repay short-term debt, and to acconqrlish other proper corporate purposes.

5) That Applicant shall file a Final Report of Action on or before June 30,1996, to provide the information outlined in ordering paiagrtqrh 4 for the 
quarter ended December 31, 1995, along with a detailed schedule of all issuance expenses incurred to date, including an explanation of any variance to the 
estimated expenses contained in the application, and a balance sheet reflecting toe action taken;

b. the security type, date of issue, date of maturity, principal amount, interest rate, or dividend yield, comparable Treasury yield (or interpolated 
yield) at the time of issue, underwriters* names, underwriters' fees, other issuance expenses, and net proceeds to toe Applicant,

d. a general statement of the purposes for which the securities were issued, and if toe purpose is to refund an outstanding issue, a detailed analysis 
of the savings due to the new issue \riiich shows the effective cost rate of toe redeemed issue compared to toe new issue.

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to issue and sell New Bonds up to an aggregate principal amount of $275 million, and to issue and sell 
Preferred up to an aggregate principal amount of $30 million, through December 31, 1995, all in a manner, under the terms and conditions, and for toe purposes 
as set forth in the plication;

a. a copy of toe prospectus for the security issued, and a list describing any other contracts or agreements executed for toe purpose of issuing the 
security.
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Tor authority to issue short term debt

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

as defined in § 56-

rr IS ORDERED:

5) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit and appropriate directive of the Commission.

For authority to incur short-term indebtedness of up to $15,000,000

ORDERS ; AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

1) That the authority granted in Case No. PUF920047 is hereby terminated and superseded by the authority granted herein;

APPUCATION OF 
ROANOKE GAS COMPANY

CASE NO. PUF940004 
APRIL 22, 1994

THE COMMISSION, upon consideraticm of the application and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion and finds that approval of the 
above proposed financing will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

I) That Applicant is hereby authorized to issue short-term indebtedness in an aggregate amount outstanding not to exceed $10,000,000 at any one 
time between July 1,1994 and June 30,1996, under the terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

On 2^jril 4, 1994, Roanoke Gas Company ("Roanoke” or "Applicant”) filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia to 
issue up to $10,000,000 in short-term debt over a two year period. This amount of short-term debt is in excess of five percent of capitalr
65.1. Applicanthaspaidtherequisitefeeof$250.

2) That should Applicant wish to borrow shortterm debt after June 30, 1996, in excess of five percent of capitalization as defined in § 56-65.1 of 
Charter 3, Applicant shall seek subsequent qjproval fiom file Commission;

2) That Applicant is hereby authorized to incur sh«t4erm indebtedness in an aggregate amount up to $15,000,000 fiom the date of fins Order 
through April 30,1999, under the terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

On Ajml 8,1994, Southside Electric Cooperative ("Southside", "Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia 
requesting authority to incur up to a maximum of $15,000,000 in short-term indebtedness. Applicant paid the requisite fee of $250.

4) That on or before July 31,1996, Applicant shall file a final Report of Action providing the information outlined in ordering paragraph (3) for the 
quarter ended June 30,1996; and

The borrowings will take place under line of credit agreements that Roanoke currently has in place with several local banks. Applicant may issue 
notes with maturities of30,60 or 90-days. The interest rate will be determined in a bidding process al the time of issuance. The proceeds of the borrowings will 
be used to finance general obligations, ongoing construction, and seasonal gas purdiases. By letter dated April 27, 1994, Applicant proposes to incur the Port
term indebtedness, from time to time, over the two year period between July 1,1994 and June 30,1996.

3) That Applicant shall file within ten days of the end of each calendar quarter, to begin with the third quarter of 1994, a Report of Action including a 
daily balance of short-term debt during the previous quarter, and a sdiedule of issuances including the amount, date issued, interest rate, and maturity;

APPLICATION OF
SOUTHSIDE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

The Cmnmission, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its StafE) is of the opinion that 
approval of the proposed financing will not be detrimental to the public interesL The Commission is of the firrther opinion that the authority grant^ in Case 
No. FUF920047 should be terminated and superseded by the autho^ granted herein. Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUF940003 
APRIL 28, 1994

Applicant represents that the requested increase in its short-term debt limit is needed to provide funds for the construction of planned projects and the 
repair of extensive ice storm damage, until permanent financing can be obtained. Applicant also represents that it is awaiting finalization of a $21,600,000 log
term loan, ^rproved by the Rural Electrification Administration at a 5.0% interest rate. Applicant accordingly represents that it will use this longterm financing 
to reduce short-term indebtedness, as Soufiiside's short-term borrowing rate exceeds its long-term borrowing rate.
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5} That this matter shall remain under the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of this Commission.

For authority to issue notes

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

S) That diere qjpearing ntrthing further to be done in this matter, it is hereby dismissed.

For authority to enter into two lease agreements

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

APPUCATION OF
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUF940005 
JULY 7, 1994

APPUCATION OF
NORTHERN VIRGINIA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to increase the amount of notes issued to REA by $29,495,00 and to enter into an agreement with CoBank for 
a loan in the amount of $12,640,000 under the terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

4) That on or before June 30,1999, Applicant shall file a Final Report of Action concerning all short-term borrowings fiom January 1, 1998 througfi 
April 30, 1999, and that such report shall include a schedule of all advances and repayments, with corresponding interest rates on all advances, a schedule 
separately showing all commitment fees and prepayment fees, and a balance sheet as of March 31,1999; and

On May 16,1994, Appalachian Power Company ("Appalachian Power", "the Company") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code 
of Virginia requesting authority to increase the maximum amount of property which can be leased under two existing lease agreements. Applicant has paid the 
requisite fee of $250.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staffi is of the opinion and finds that approval of the 
application will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUF940006 
JUNE 10, 1994

On May 2, 1994, Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative ("NOVEC", "Applicant") filed an sppUcation with the Commission under Chapter 3 of 
Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requesting authority to issue notes payable to the Rural Elect^cation Administration ("REA") and to the National Bank for 
Cooperatives ("CoBank"). The application was deemed complete on June 23, 1994, with the filing of a corrected financing summary. Applicant has paid the 
requisite fee of $250.

3) That on or before March 1 of each year fi’om 1995 through 1998, Applicant shall file an Interim Report of Action concerning all short-term 
borrowings during the preceding calendar year, and that such report shall include a schedule of all advances and repayments, with corresponding interest rates on 
all advances, a schedule separately showing all commitment fees and prepayment fees, and a balance sheet as of December 31 for the respective calendar year.

3) That Applicant shall advise the Commission of the interest rate selected on the CoBank portion of the loan within thirty (30) days fiom the date of 
the first advance of a loan draw;

Appalachian Power is currently authorized to lease, in an aggregate amortized value, up to $20,000,000 of automotive equipment, communications 
equipment, office furniture, typewriters, computers and computer software, office machines and other property under two lease agreements. One lease agreement

4) That this matter shall remain under the continued review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission, until the authority granted by this 
Order is erdiausted; and

Applicant proposes to increase the amount of notes issued to REA by an amount not to exceed $29,495,000 and to enter into an agreement with 
CoBank for a concurrent loan in the amount of $12,640,000. The interest rate on the REA note will be fixed at five percent (5%) per year. NOVEC will have the 
option of selecting the interest rate and term of the CoBank portion at the time of the loan draws. The total amount of the notes have a concurrent maturity of 
thirty-five (35) years. The proceeds from the issuance will be used to finance additional electric transmission, distribution and service lines.

2) That Applicant shall seek Commission approval to convert to a variable interest rate on the CoBank portion of the loans once a fixed rate has been 
selected;
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IT IS ORDERED:

3) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, it is hereby dismissed.

VIRGINIA TELEPHONE COMPANY

For authority to incur long-term debt with the Rural Electrification Authority

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

3) That approval of the application shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes; and

4) That there being nothing further to be done, this matter is hereby diMnigtaH

For authority to borrow long-term debt

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

APPLICATION OF
SOUTHSIDE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

CASE NO. PUF940007 
JULY 1, 1994

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staff is of die opinion that approval of the qiplication 
will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

1) That Applicant is authorized to enter into a loan agreement to borrow up to $2,986,588 firm the REA under the terms and conditions and for the 
purposes set forth in the application and, without limitation to this grant. Applicant is authorized to execute and deliver the Telephone Loan Contract, Mortgage 
Notes, Mortgage Security Agreement and Financing Statement as may be requited by the REA in connection with this loan;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the applicaticm and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion that approval of the application 
will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

1) That Applicant is authorized to lease up to an aggregate amortized value of property in an amount not to exceed $35,000,000 under the terms and 
conditions arid for the purposes as described in the plication;

CASE NO. PUF940008 
JUNE 1, 1994

Southside Electric Cooperative ("Southside", "Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia for authority to 
borrow up to $21,600,000 fiom the Rural Electrification Administration (TIEA'^. Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $25.

2) That Applicant shall file with the Division of Economics and Finance a report of action, on an annual basis, regarding the leases qrproved herein, 
including the following information on an monthly basis: the aggregate amortized value of property leased, lease payments made to both leasing companies 
broken down into the rental payment and interest factor, and the interest factors for both leasing conqranies broken down into the commercial paper rate and the 
administrative rate; and

On May 18,1994, Virginia Telephone Conqrany ("Applicant") requested authority under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia to incur long
term indebtedness with the Rural Electrification Authority ("REA"). Cta June 10, 1994, Applicant filed additional information to complete the applicatioa 
Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $25.

2) That Applicant shall file with the Division of Economics & Finance within thirty (30) days from the date of the first advance of funds, a report of 
action whidi shall include file amount of the advance, the uses of said funds, a copy of the loan approval letter from REA and a copy of the RE A's diaracteristics 
letter.

Applicant requests authority to incur debt obligatims in the finm of a note ("Note") in an aggregate principal amount up to $2,986,588. The proceeds 
will be used to finance the purchase and construction of telephone facilities in the Hot Springs exdiange. The Note is expected to have a fixed interest rate of 5%, 
and the term of the Note is expected to be thirty-five (35) years.

is with BLC Corporation ("BLC") and the other lease is with Riverside Funding, Inc. ("Riverside"). A^qialachian Power now proposes to increase the limit fiom 
$20,000,000 to $35,000,000. AU other terms and conditians remain unchanged fiom those approved by the Commission in 1988.
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The proceeds will be used to pay short-tenn debt and to make certain extensions of and improvements to its distribution system.

ms ORDERED:

2) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, it hereby is dismissed.

For authority to convert fixed rate loans to variable rate loans

ORDER GRANTINC AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

6) That Applicant file directly with the Division of Economics and Finance within 30 days of the end of the period a semi-annual report beginning

7) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, it is hereby dismissed.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations of Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
and finds that approval of the application will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUF940009 
JUNE 17, 1994

APPLICATION OF
NORTHERN VIRGINIA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

Applicant proceeded with the conversion of the twelve notes without Commission authority as required in Charter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of 
Virginia. Applicant represents that the failure to file on a timely basis was not an intentional act on the part of NOVEC, but an oversight of procedure.

The REA loan is considered a hardship loan and as such is being made al 5% for 35 years. There is no concurrent lender required as a result of the 
hardship status. Southside qualified for hardship status due to its high rates and low customer per capita income relative to the state averages for both criteria.

with June 30,1994 and continuing until Staff deems it unnecessary, to include a list of outstanding long term loans, end of quarter balances, current interest rates, 
most recent interest rate conversion dates, and an analysis of savings to date on notes that have been refinanced; and

On May 23, 1994, Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative ("NOVEC", "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under Charter 3 of 
Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requesting authority for the conversion of twelve loans from fixed interest rales to variable interest rates effective April 1, 1993. 
Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $250.

I) That Southside is authorized to borrow up to $21,600,000 from the REA for the purposes and under the terms and conditions as detailed in the 
application; and

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion and finds that approval of file 
application will not be detrimental to the public interest However, the Commission finds that the Applicant violated Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of 
Virginia. Therefore, we place Applicant on notice that its future interest rate conversions will be closely monitored by our Staff. Furthermore, any future 
violation hereafter could result in fire Commission exercising its powers granted in Section 56-71 of Chapter 3 of the Code of Virginia. Accordingly,

On April 1, 1993, NOVEC converted twelve fixed rate loans with the National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation with interest rates 
ranging from 7.5% to 9.5% totaling $54.9 million (as of the conversion date) to a variable interest rates. In convaling these Ioans, NOVEC expected to reduce its 
interest expense. Conversion fees totaling $2,886,773 were required to change the interest rate. Applicant now requests authority for these conversions. NOVEC 
also requests authority to convert these loans back to fixed interest rates if market conditions make such conversion favorable.

2) That Applicant may convert the loans back to a fixed tale if market conditions make such conversion favorable and result in further savings to 
Applicant;

Applicant represents that the conversion of the notes was not detrimental to the public interest and that its goal in converting the notes was to take 
advantage of the comparably low variable rate. NOVEC also indicates that interest savings at the time of this application were in excess of $3.1 million which 
more than ofisets the total amount of conversion fees incurred in the transaction.

3) That diould Applicant elect to convert the loans back to a fixed rate. Applicant shall advise the Commission's Division of Economics and Finance 
offiie transaction and evidence ofthe associated cost savings within 10 days of the conversion;

1) That Applicant's conversion ofthe twelve CFC loans is hereby authorized effective on the date of this Order under the terms and conditions and for 
the purposes set forth in the qrplication;

4) That Applicant shall take all necessary steps to avoid violating Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia;

5) That Applicant's future interest rate conversions be closely monitored by Staff for compliance with Chapter 3 of Title 56 ofthe Code of Virginia;
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Pot autboiity to issue common equity

ORDER I AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to issue common stock under die terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the applicatian;

4) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit and appropriate directive of the Commissioa

Fot authority to issue and sell common stock and/or debt securities

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

APPLICATION OF 
ROANOKE GAS COMPANY

APPLICATION OF
DELMAR VA POWER & UGHT COMPANY

On May 27, 1994, Delmatva Power & Li^ Company ("^iplicant" or "Company") filed an application imder Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of 
Virginia for authority to issue up to $250,000,000 of any combination of the Company's common stock ("Common Stock"), and/or secured w unsecured debt 
securities ("Debt Securities"). Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $250.

On May 25,1994, Roanoke Gas Company ("Applicant”) filed an application under Charter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia to issue additional 
common stock in connection with a two-for-one stock split Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $250.

The issuance would be in the form of a 100% stock dividend to be paid to current shareholders as of June 15, 1994, and would be effective as of 
July 1, 1994. Applicant estimates that approximately 680,000 shares will need to be issued as a result of the transaction. Applicant estimates the cost of the 
transaction to be $13,500.

3) That on or befwe August 15, 1994, Applicant shall file a final Report of Action containing the total expenses of the transaction and the total 
number of shares authorized and outstanding as of July 1,1994; and

CASE NO. PDF940011 
JUNE 21, 1994

Ai^licant proposes to issue the Common Stock and/or Debt Securities (collectively, "Proposed Securities") in one or more series fiom time to time 
throu^ July 31, 1996. T^licant intends for any Ddrt Securities to be issued with maturities ranging fiom nine months to forty years. Moreover, Applicant 
requests broad flexibility regarding the actual terms and conditimis of the Proposed Securities to accommodate prevailing market conditions at the time of 
issuance.

CASE NO. PUF940010 
JUNE 17, 1994

On May 23, 1994, Applicant's Board of Directors approved the stock split, subject to Commission approval Applicant represents that, although no 
additional funds will be received by the Company, a lower stock price may appeal to a broader group of potential investors and may enable the Cortqiany to better 
raise equity capital in the future in order to improve its service to its customers. Applicant also requests that the number of shares authorized in its Dividend 
Reinvestment Stock Purchase Plan in Case No. PUF930041 be changed accordin^y.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the iqiplication and having been advised by its Stafi^ is of the opinion and finds that sqiproval of the 
above proposed transaction will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

The Ccsnmission, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by Staff is of the opinion and finds that approval of the application 
will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

2) That Applicant is authorized to make any adjustments to the number of shares available under its Dividend Reinvestment and Stock Purchase Plan 
as may be necessary to effect the stock split authorized herein;

The net proceeds fiom the sale of the Proposed Securities will be added to the Corrqiany's general funds and used to finance its capital requirements to 
include the Company's ongoing construction program, financing acquisitions of other entities or facilities, whole or partial refunding or redernption of outstanding 
securities, maintenance of service and other proper corporate purposes including the repayment of short-term debt
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IT IS ORDERED:

a list of agreements executed for the purpose of issuing the Proposed Securities;(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

a balance sheet reflecting the diange in capital structure due to the issue(s);

6) That qjproval of the qrplicalion shall have ix> irr^lications for ratemaking purposes; and

7) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission.

For authority to issue short-term debt

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

Applicant represents that the increase in shortterm financing is needed for interim construction financing until long-term financing can be obtained.

IT IS ORDERED:

APPLICATION OF
NORTHERN NECK ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

3) That Applicant shall submit a Preliminary Report within seven (7) days after the issuance of any Proposed Securities pursuant to this Order 
including the date, type, amount, interest rate, and price or proceeds to the Company,

CASE NO. PUF940012 
JULY 7, 1994

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and representations by Applicant and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion 
and finds that approval of the application will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

the cumulative amount of Proposed Securities issued under the authority granted herein, and the amount remaining under authority for 
issuance;

a statement of the purposes for which the Proposed Securities were issued, and if the purpose is to refund an outstanding issue, a 
cost/benefit analysis supporting the cost savings;

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to issue short-term debt in excess of five percent of capitalization in an aggregate amount up to $2,500,000 
througfi September 25,1999, underthe terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

4) That within sixty (60) days after the end of each calendar quarter through 1996 in which any securities are issued pursuant to this Order, Applicant 
shall file a more detailed Report with respect to all securities sold during die calendar quarter to include:

Northern Neck presently has authority to borrow up to $2,500,000 in short-term debt through a general line of credit agreement with the National 
Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation ("CFC") which expires on September 25, 1994. Applicant now proposes to renew the CFC line of credit for an 
additional sixty mcmlhs. Applicant also requests authority to use other lenders in the future.

2) That the interest rate on any Debt Securities issued under the authority granted in ordering paragraph one (1) shall not exceed 200 basis points 
above the yield on a comparable U.S. Treasury security.

the issuance date, type of security, amount issued, interest rate, comparable term Treasury yield (or interpolated yield) at the time of issue, 
date of maturity, underwriters' names, underwriters' fees, other expenses to date, and net proceeds to the Applicant, as each term may be 
applicable to the particular issuance;

On June 13,1994, Northern Neck Electric Cooperative ("Northern Neck" or "Applicant") filed an application with the Commission under Chapter 3 
of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia. In its application. Northern Neck requested authority to incur up $2,500,000 of short-term debt under one or more line of 
credit agreements. The amount of short-term debt proposedin this application is in excess of five percent of capitalization as defined in § 56-65.1. Applicanthas 
paid the requisite fee of $250.

2) That Applicant is authorized to enter into line of credit agreements with lenders other than CFC, provided that the aggregate amount of borrowings 
does not exceed $2,500,000 and that Applicant obtains the most favorable terms available;

5) That Applicant shall file a final Report ofAction on or before October 31,1996, to include a detailed account ofthe expenses and fees paid to date 
for issuing the Proposed Securities with an explanation of any variance to the estimated expenses contained in the Financing Summary attached to the plication;

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to issue and sell up to $250,000,000 of additional Common Stock and/or Debt Securities through July 31, 
1996, all in a manner, under the terms and conditions, and for the purposes as set forth in the application, provided that the issuance of any refunding Debt 
Securities results in cost savings to Applicant;
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3) That the authority granted herein shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes;

5) That this matter shall remain under the continued review, audit and appropriate directive of the Commission

For authority to issue longterm debt

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

3) That approval ofthe plication has no implications for ratemaking purposes; and

4) That there being nothing further to be done, this matter is hereby dismissed.

For authority to issue debt securities, preferred stock, and common stock

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

APPLICATION OF
WASHINGTON GAS LIGHT COMPANY

On July 5, 1994, Washington Gas Light Conqjatty CAntlicant") filed an applicaticm for authority under Chapter 3 ofTitleSdofthe Code of Yuginia 
to issue and sell up to S27S million in debt securities, issue up to $50 million of preferred stock, and issue up to 4,730,000 shares of common stock. Applicant 
paid file requisite fee of $250.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Stafi^ is of the opinion that approval of file applicatii 
will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUF940013 
JULY 2S, 1994

CASE NO. PUF940014 
JULY 28, 1994

On June 30,1994, Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative ("Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requesting 
authority to incur long-term indebtedness with the Rural Electrification Administration ("REA") and the National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation 
("CFC"). Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $250.

Applicant requests authority to obtain financing fiom the REA in the amount of $5,600,000 and fiom the CFC in the amount of $2,400,000. The 
proceeds will be used to fund the construction and operation of electric distribution, transmission and service lines, including system improvements and 
replacements requited to furnish and improve electric service. The loan from REA may cany an interest rate maturity ranging form one to thirty five years but the 
rate will never exceed 7% per annum. The CFC loan may have variable or fixed interest rates with maturities form one to thirty five years. Applicant requests 
authority to determine the interest rate at the time the loan funds are drawn down.

4) That on or before February 28,1996, Applicant shall file a Report of Action pursuant to the authority granted herein, including a schedule of all 
advances and repayments under all established line of credit agreements fiom the date of this Order through December 31,1995, with corresponding interest rates 
on all advances and comparison rates fiom other institutions, and a balance sheet as of December 31,1995; and

APPUCATION OF
MECKLENBURG ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

1) That Applicant is authorized to barrow up to $5,600,000 fiom REA and to borrow up to $2,400,000 fiom CFC, under the terms and conditians 
and for the purposes set forth in file application;

2) That within thirty (30) days of the date of eadi advance of funds fiom both REA and CFC, Apphcant shall file with the Commission's Division of 
Economics & Finance a report of action whidi shall include the amount of the advance, the interest rate, and interest rate maturity;

Apphcant proposes to issue up to $275 million of debt securities in the form of first mortgage bonds, debentures, loans, medium term notes ("MTN"), 
debt securities which may be convertible into common stock, or other forms of long-term debt Apphcant requests authority to issue the proposed debt securities 
through one or more pubhc offerings, private placements, or Eurodollar market offerings, depening on capital market conditions at the time of issuance. The 
proposed debt securities will be issued with a maturity of not less than one year. Apphcant repesents that the interest rate, adjusted for discount or premium, on 
any debt issued will not exceed 200 basis points above conqiarable maturity U.S. Treasury securities, excluding issuance costs. Applicant requests the aufitority 
to issue fills debt at any time within the two-year effective period of its Shelf Registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). Should 
A^^hcant issue MTN wMch mature prior to the end of the two-year period of authority. Applicant requests authorization to replace maturing MTN with new debt 
securities. Al no time, however, would the aggregate principal amount of new debt issues outstanding exceed the requested amount of $275 milhon.
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IT IS ORDERED:

1) That Applicant is authorized to:

(a) issue and sell additional long-term debt securities up to an aggregate principal amount of $275 million;

(b) issue and sell additional Preferred Stock up to an aggregate jnincipal amount of $50 million;

(c) issue and sell up to 2^50,000 additional shares of common stock in one or more public offerings;

sesto

(c) the cumulative principal amount issued under the authority granted herein, and the amount remaining to be issued;

(e) change in capital structure due to issue(s), and a balance sheet as of the respective quarter ended;

8) That Applicant is authorized to issue and sell up to 1,000,000 additional shares of common stock through its DRP and other stock plans;

2) That Applicant is authorized to issue debt securities to replace any medium-term notes that are issued and mature within the two-year period 
authorized in ordering paragraph (1), as set forth in the application;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by Staff is of the opinion and finds that approval of the 
q^lication will not be detrimental to the public interest However, the Commission is of the further opinion that the authority granted should be for a defined 
period of two years beginning January 1,1995, instead of a period beginning with an uncertain SEC filing date. Accordingly,

(b) a copy of any terms or conditions not previously provided (e.g., conversion provisions, indenture amendments, charter amendments, etc.) 
which were executed for the purpose of issuing any security under ordering paragnqhs (1) and (2);

fiom January 1,1995, through December 31,1996, all in a manner, under the terms and conditions, and for the purposes as set forth in the application, provided 
that any securities issued to refund outstanding debt prior to maturity result in cost savings to Applicant;

Applicant represents that funds obtained from the proposed security issuances will be used for on-going capital expenditures, working capital 
requirements, payment of sinking funds, replacement of maturing debt, and for the potential refunding of debt prior to maturity if market conditions make it 
attractive to do so.

5) That within forty-five (45) days after each SEC filing pertaining to the securities in ordering paragraph (1), Applicant shall file a copy of the SEC 
registration statement, a copy of the basic prospectus filed with the SEC, and a list describing any other filings, contracts, or agreements in conjunction with the 
issuance, including any affiliation, direct or indirect, through directors, stockholders or ownership of securities between Applicant and the agent;

4) That any preferred stock security authorized herein shall be issued at an effective rate (stated dividend rate adjusted for discount or premium), that 
shall not exceed the current yield on municipal debt issues of comparable maturity and quality by 150 basis points, excluding issuance costs;

3) That any debt securities authorized herein shall be issued at a yield (stated interest rate adjusted for discount or premium) that shall not exceed the 
current yield on United States Treasury securities of comparable maturity by 200 basis points, excluding issuance costs;

Lastly, Applicant requests authority to cumulatively issue up to 4,750,000 additional shares of common stock. Applicant seeks authorization to issue 
up to 2,250,000 shares of common stock through one or more public offerings during the same authorization period applicable to the proposed $275 million of 
new debt Applicant also requests the authority to issue up to 1,000,000 additional shares of common stock on an on-going basis through its Dividend 
Reinvestment and Common Stock Purchase Flan f'DRP") and other common stock plans. Finally, Applicant seeks authorization to issue and sell up to 
1,500,000 shares of common stock at any time as provided through conversion features underlying any convertible debt or preferred stock, which may be issued 
under the authority requested in this case.

6) That Applicant shall submit a preliminary report within seven (7) days after the issuance of any security pursuant to ordering paragraphs (1) and 
(2) which includes the date of issuance, type of security, amount, interest or dividend rate thereon, and comparable yield data confirming that the maximum rate 
for long-term debt or preferred stock in ordering paragraphs (3) and (4) was not exceeded;

(a) the issuance date, type, amount, interest or dividend rate, date of maturity, underwriters' names, underwriters' fees, other i 
date, and net proceeds to Applicant;

Addititmally, Applicant requests authority to issue and sell up to $50 million of preferred stock at any time during the same authorization period 
appUcable to the $275 million of proposed debt securities. Applicant seeks the flexibility to issue the preferred stock as fixed-rate, adjustable-rate, auction-rate, 
perpetual, convertible, or other forms, depending on market conditions at the time of issuance.

(d) a general statement of the purposes for which the securities were issued, and if the purpose is for the early redemption of an outstanding issue, 
to provide a schedule showing any associated losses on reacquired debt along with a calculation of the refunding issue's effective cost rate 
after inclusion of any related losses on reacquired debt, and overall cost savings from the refunding

7) That within sixty (60) days after the end of each calendar quarter in which any securities are issued pursuant to ordering paragraphs 1 and 2, 
Applicant shall file a more detailed report with respect to all securities sold during the calendar quarter including:

9) That Applicant is authorized to issue and sell up to 1,500,000 shares of commcm stock as provided by the conversion feature underlying any 
convertible debt security or preferred stock shares issued pursuant to ordering paragraphs (1) and (2);
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10) That qjproval of the plication shall have no in^lications for ratemaking purposes;

12) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of die Commissioa

For authority to incur indebtedness

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

1) That Applicant is authorized from the date ofthis Order through November 1,1995:

(a) to issue up to $1,500,000 aggregate principal of debt in the form of a promissory note to VGC;

all in the manner, under the terms anH conditions, and for purposes as set in the application;

2) That approval of the silication diall have no implications for ratemaking purposes;

(a) the principal amount, interest rate, date of issuance, maturity date, and payment terms of Bonds issued by the Authority;

ons of the Note from VGC to the Authority for the principal amount of

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA GAS DISTRIBUTION COMPANY

THE COMMISSION, upon considwation of die application and having been advised by its Stafi^ is of the opinion that approval of the authority 
requested will not be detrimental to the public interesL Accordingly,

(b) a copy of the financing arrangement, enntaming all 
the Bonds issued;

(b) to loan a portion of the amount borrowed under die audiority granted in ordering paragraph 1(a) to VGEC and/or VGSC in the form of a 
promissory note;

CASE NO. PUF940015 
SEPTEMBER 8, 1994

3) That any other affiliate financing arrangements and affiliate agreements shall require separate authority, which shall not be implied by approval of 
the application herein;

11) That Applicant shall file a final Report of Action on or before March 31, 1997, showing actual expenses and fees paid to date for the proposed 
financing, and an eiqilanation of any variance from the estimated eiqienses contained in the Financing Summary attadied to the application; and

6) That Applicant shall file a report of action within 60 days of each calendar quarter ended in which any action is taken pursuant to ordering 
paragnqih 1, to include:

Ajqilicant states that VGC will enter into a loan agreement with the Authority to execute and deliver a promissory note ("the Note") to the Authority in 
the principal amount of the Bonds at issuance. The Note will reflect the maturity, interest rate, and repayment schedule of the Bonds. The interconqrany 
financing transactions proposed by Applicant will also have the same maturity, interest rate, and repayment schedule as VGCs Note to the Authority.

5) That the Cotmnission reserves the right to examine the books and records of any affiliate, whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this 
Commission, in connection with the authority granted herein, pursuant to section 56-79 of the Code of Virginia;

On July 27,1994, Virginia Gas Distribution Company ("Applicant" or "VGDC") filed an application with the Commission under Chapters 3 and 4 of 
Title 56 of the Code of Virginia. Applicant filed additional information to complete its application on August 9, 1994. Applicant has paid the requisite fee of 
$250.

^jplicant states that fimds for the proposed financing arrangements will come from the issuance of up to $8.0 million of Exempt Facility Revenue 
Bonds ("the Bonds") by the Industrial Development Authority of Buchanan County ("the Authority") on behalf of VGC, VGDC, VGEC, and VGSC for the 
purpose of providing fimds to acquire, improve, construct and equip a natural gas distribution facility in Buchanan County, Virginia and supporting assets in the 
Virginia Counties of Buchanan, Dickenson, Scott, and Washinghm.

Applicant requests authority to borrow up to $1.5 million of debt from its parent company, Virginia Gas Company ("VGC") in the form of a 
promissory note. Applicarrt also ptx^xses to lend a portion of the $1.5 million loan proceeds to Virginia Gas Eiqjloration Cotnpany ("VGEC") and/or Virginia 
Gas Storage Company ("VGSC"), its sister affiliates, in the form of a promissory note for the purpose of acquiring additional assets in support of VGDC's 
distribution operations.

4) That qjproval of the application shall tun preclude the Commission from applying the provisions of Sections 56-78 and 56- 80 of the Code of 
Virginia hereafter.
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7) That Applicant shall file a final report of action on or before January 30,1996, to include:

(a) a balance sheet for VGC, VGDC, VGEC and VGSC, respectively, reflecting the actions taken;

(8) That this matter be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit and appropriate directive of the Commission.

For authority to issue short-term debt and sell commercial paper to affiliates

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

S) That qjproval of the application shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes;

7) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission.

APPLICATION OF
WASHINGTON GAS LIGHT COMPANY

CASE NO. PUF940016 
SEPTEMBER 8, 1994

1) That WGL is authorized to incur shortterm indebtedness in an amount not to exceed $150,000,000 outstanding at any time firm October 1,1994 
through September 30,1995, under the terms and conditicms andfor the purposes set forth in the application;

(c) a copy of the proposed affiliate financing arrangements, containing all terms and conditions of promissory notes fiom VGDC to VGC and 
from VGEC and/or VGSC to VGDC;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by Staffi is of the opinion and finds that approval of the 
application will not be detrimental to the public interesL Accordingly,

On August 18,1994, Washington Gas Light Company ("WGL" or "Applicant") filed an application under Chapters 3 and 4 of Title 56 of the Code of 
Virginia for authority to incur up to $150,000,000 of short-term debt and for authority to sell commercial paper to affiliates. This amount of short-term debt is in 
excess of the five percent of c^italization as defined in Section 56-65.1 under Chatter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia. Applicant has paid the requisite fee 
of $250.

4) That the Commission reserves the right to examine the books and records of any affiliate, whether or not sudi affiliate is regulated by this 
Commission, in connection with the authority granted herein, pursuant to Section 56-79 of the Code of Virginia;

WGL proposes to incur short-term indebtedness, fiom time to time, up to a maximum of $150,000,000 for the period October 1, 1994 through 
September 30, 1995. The proposed short-term debt will be in the form of commercial paper and/or bank notes. WGL also requests authority for up to 
$20,000,000 of its short-term debt to be in the fim of commercial paper sold to the following affiliated companies: Crab Run Gas Company, Hartqrshire Gas 
Conqiany, Brandywood Estates, Inc., Washington Resources Group, Inc., Washington Gas Energy Systems, Inc., and American Envirotnne^ Products, Inc. 
("Affiliates"). The bank notes and commercial paper will bear interest at the prevailing market rate at the time of issue. The proceeds fixnnflie borrowings will be 
used to finance seasonal working capital requiremeirts.

2) That WGL is authorized to sell up to $20,000,000 of its authorized short-term debt in the form of commercial paper to its Affiliates, under the 
terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the plication;

(b) a detailed account of all issuance costs incurred to date on the Bonds, the amount to be paid by VGC, and the amount and methodology used 
to allocate any such issuance costs to affiliate financings authorized in ordering paragraph 1;

6) That Applicant shall file a report of action on or before November 30,1995, that shows WGL's daily short-term debt activity fiom October 1, 1994 
through September 30,1995, pursuant to the authority granted herein to include the type, amount, date, maturity, and interest rate of each borrowing, the average 
daily balarice and maximum outstanding balance for each month, any commissions or fees paid in connection with short-term debt, and a balance sheet as of 
September 30,1995; and

3) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission fiom applying the provisions of Section 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of 
Virginia hereafler.
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For authority to make and receive interest-bearing cash advances on open account

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

H IS ORDERED:

2) That Shenandoah is authorized to receive interest bearing q>en account advances from WGL;

4) That die Advances shall be made under the teims and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the plication;

7) That ^jproval of the application shall have no inqilicaticns for latemaking purposes;

9) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commissioa

For authority to enter into transactions related to the issuance of tax-exempt debt

ORDER GRANTING AIT

APPUCATION OF
DELMARVA POWER & UGHT COMPANY

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by Staff, is of the opinion and finds that ^jproval of the 
ai^licafion will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

Applicant eiqrects the Revenue Bonds to be issued with maturities ranging from nine months to forty years. Moreover, Applicant requests faroad 
flexibility regruding the actual terms and conditions of the Revenue Bonds to accommodate prevailing market conditions at the time of issuance.

CASE NO. PUr940017 
SEPTEMBER 8, 1994

CASE NO. PUF940018 
SEPTEMBER 13, 1994

WGL proposes to make Advances to Frederick and Shenandoah up to the aggregate outstanding amounts of $26,000,000 and $23,000,000, 
respectively, from October 1,1994through September 30,1995. The advances will be used for construction programs, gas purchases, and other proper corporate 
purposes of Frederick and Shenandoah. The irrterest rate on the advances will be determined based on WGL's consolidated embedded cost of debt, including 
short-term debt and preferred stock, adjusted to exclude non-utility subsidiaries. The interest rate will be calculated on a monthly basis.

On August IS, 1994, Washington Gas Light Company ("WGL") and Shenandoah Gas Company ("Shenandoah") (collectively, "Applicants") filed an 
triplication under Chaptos 3 and 4 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia for authority for WGL to m^e, and Shenandoah and Frederick Gas Cotni»ny, Inc. 
(Frederick") to receive, interest bearing cash advances ("Advances") on open account Applicants have paid the requisite fee of $250.

3) That the total aggregate amount outstanding at any one time of Advances made to Frederick and Shenandoah shall be $26,000,000 and 
$23,000,000, reflectively;

8) That j^licarrt shall file a report ofthe action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein on or before November 30,1995, including a schedule 
of Advances, showing the outstanding Advance balance on Septernber 30,1994, the amourrt and date of subsequent Advances, fire corresponding interest rates, 
any repayments made by Frederick and Shenandnah, and the maximum outstanding balance during eadr morrth; and

APPUCATION OF
WASHINGTON GAS UGHT COMPANY 

and
SHENANDOAH GAS COMPANY

1) That WGL is authorized to make interest-bearing open account advances to its affiliates, Frederick and Shenandoah, from October 1, 1994throu^ 
September 30,1995;

6) That the Commission reserves the right to examine the bodes and records of any affiliate, whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this 
Commission, in connection with the authority granted herein, pursuant to Section 56-79 of the Code of Vitginu^

On August 19, 1994, Delmarva Power & Light Cottqiany ("Applicant" or "the Company") filed an application under Chapters of Title 56 of the 
Code of Virginia requesting authority to borrow the proceeds from the issuance and sale of up to $55,000,000 of Gas Facilities Revenue Bonds ("Revenue 
Bonds”) by the Delaware Economic Development Authority ("the Authority^, sudi issuance and sale to occur in one or more series on or before December 31, 
1996. A^licarrt has paid the requisite fee of $250.

5) That apfffoval of the application does not preclude the Commission from applying the provisions of Section 56-78 and 56- 80 of the Code of 
Virpnia hereafter.
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IT IS ORDERED:

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized, under the terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in its applii to:

(c) provide such other security and/or credit support as the Company may elect, to provide credit enhancement and reduce Delmarva's effective
interest cost;

(a) a list of agreements executed for the purpose of issuing the Revenue Bonds;

(c) the cumulative principal amount issued under the authority granted herein, and the amount remaining to be issued;

(d) a general statement of the purposes for which the Revenue Bonds were issued; and

(e) a balance sheet reflecting the change tn capital structure due to the issue(s);

5) That approval of the qplication shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes; and

6) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and qpropriate directive of the Commission.

For authority to issue ddit

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA TELEPHONE COMPANY

NOW THE COMMISSION, having considered the application and having been advised by Staff; is of the opinion that qtproval of the application 
will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

The Commission, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by Staff is of the opinion and finds that approval of the application 
will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

The Company may be required to provide credit support for the transaction, which may be in the form of a letter of credit or braid issuance. The net 
proceeds fiom the sale of the Revenue Bonds i^l be used to finance additions and improvements to the Company's gas distribution facilities.

CASE NO. PDF940019 
SEPTEMBER 12, 1994

Applicant requests authority to borrow fiom Rural Telephone Bank ("RTB") an amount not to exceed $1,537,200 and to purchase Class B stock of 
RTB with $73,200 of the funds borrowed fiom such bank. Applicant also requests authority to borrow fiom the REA an amount not to exceed $1,523,000. 
The proceeds fiom the two loans (exclusive of the amount borrowed to purchase such Class B stock or for refinancing) will be used to finance the construction and 
operation of telephone lines and facilities.

4) That Applicant shall file a final Report of Action on or before February 28,1997, to include a detailed account of the expenses and fees paid to 
date for issuing the Revenue Bonds with an explanation of any variance to the estimated eiqienses contained in the Financing Summary attached to the 
qplication;

(b) the issuance date, type of security, amount issued, interest rate, Bond Buyer Index and Kenney Index at the time of issuance, date of 
maturity, underwriters' names, underwriters' fees, other expenses to date, and net proceeds to the Applicant, as each term may be applicable 
to the particular issuance;

In a July 1, 1994 Final Order in Case No. FUF940007, Virginia Telephone Conpany ("Applicant") was granted authority pursuant to Chapter 3 of 
Title 56 of the Code of Virginia to incur long-term indebtedness with the Rural Electrification Administration ("REA") in an amount up to $2,986,588. By 
application filed September 6,1994, Applicant requests authority to increase its long-term debt granted in that case to an amount totaling $3,060,200. Applicant 
has paid the requisite fee of $250.

3) That within sixty (60) days after the end of each calendar quarter throu^ 1996 in which any securities are issued pursuant to this order, 
^plicant shall file a more detailed Rep^ with respect to all securities sold during the calendar quarter to include:

2) That Applicant shall submit a preliminary Report of Action within seven (7) days after the issuance of the Revenue Bonds pursuant to this order
including the date, type, amount, interest rate, and price or proceeds to the Company,

(a) borrow the proceeds fiom the Authority's issuance and sale of up to $55,000,000 of Revenue Bonds in one or more series on or before 
December 31,1996,

(b) issue, as security, up to $62,000,000 of the Company's First Mortgage Bonds, which may be designated as Secured Medium-Term Notes, 
in one or more series.
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IT IS ORDERED:

:fc letter,

(4) That qjproval of the application shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes;

(5) That a copy of this Order shall be associated with the papers in Case No. PUF940007; and

(6) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission.

SHENANDOAH VALLEY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

For authority to issue notes

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

2) That Applicant shall seek Commission qiproval to convert or prepay any CoBank note that incurs a conversion or a prepayment surcharge;

4) That qiproval ofthe application has no implications for ratemaking purposes; and

5) That there appearing nothing fiirther to be done in this matter, it is hereby dismissed.

(1) That Applicant be, and hereby is, authorized to incur additional long-term debt of $73,612 for a total aggregate principal amount of $3,060,200 in 
any combination from b^ REA and RTB under the terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Stafil is of die opinion that approval of the applicadon 
will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

CASE NO. PIJF940020 
OCTOBER 19, 1994

(2) That, without limitation to this grant of authority which provides for the applicant to incur all liabilities and obligations required in connection 
with these loans and to perform all acts required, the Applicant is authorized to execute and deliver the Telephone Loan Contrit, Mortgage Notes made by

3) That within thirty (30) days from die date of the first advance of funds fiom both REA and CoBank, Applicant shall file with the Commission's 
Division of Economics & Finance a report of action which shall include the amount of the advance, the interest rate and the interest term selected;

(3) That Applicant shall file with the Clerk of the Commission within thirty (30) days from the date of the first advance of funds, a report of action 
which shall include the amount of the advance, the uses of said funds, a copy of the loan approval letters fiom REA and RTB, and a copy of REA's

1) That Applicant is authorized to borrow up to $5,600,000 fiom the REA and to borrow up to $2,400,000 from CoBank, under die terms and 
conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

Applicant requests authwity to obtain financing from the United States of America through die Administrator of the Rural Electrification 
Administration (TIEA'3 in the amount not to exceed $5,600,000 and fiom CoBank in the amount not to exceed $2,400,000. The proceeds will be used to fimd 
the construction and operatian of electric distribution, transmission and service lines, including system ingnovements and replacements required to furnish and 
improve electric service. The loan from REA may be drawn fiom time to time in the form of mortgage notes and may carry an interest rate that can be fixed for 
terms ranging fiom wie to thirty-five years, but never exceeding 7% per annum. The CoBank loan may be drawn fiom time to time on or before November 1, 
1998, in the form of mortgage notesandmay have variable or fixed interest rates, and each note may have interest rates that can be fixed for terms ranging from 
one to diirty-five years, j^licant requests authority to determine the interest rate at the time the notes are issued.

On October 3,1994, Shenandoah Valley Electric Cooperative ("Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia 
requesting authority to borrow fiom the United Stales of America and the National Baiik for Cooperatives ("CoBank"). Applicant has paid the requisite fee of 
$250.

Applicant payable to RTB and REA, respectively, and the Mortgage, Security Agreement, and Financing Statement as may be required in connection with these 
loans;
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CENTRAL VIRGINIA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

For authority to issue lang-term ddjt

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

rr IS ORDERED;

3) That approval of the application has no implications for ratemaking purposes; and

4) That there being nothing further to be done, this matter is hereby dismissed.

For authority to continue the Inter-Company Credit Agreement

ORDER GRANTING INTERIM APPROVAL

(1992 S.C.C. Ann. Rep. 354)

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. PUF940022 
NOVEMBER 30, 1994

On October 3, 1994, Central Virginia Electric Cooperative ("Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia 
requesting authority to incur long-term indebtedness with the Rural Electrification Administration ("REA") and the National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance 
Corporation ("CFC"). Applicant has paid fire requisite fee of $250.

2) That within thirty (30) days of the date of each advance of funds from both REA and CFC, Applicant shall file with the Commission's Division of 
Economics & Finance a report of action which shall include the amount of the advance, the irrterest rate, and interest rate maturity;

CASE NO. PUF940021 
OCTOBER 26, 1994

1) That Applicant is authorized to borrow up to $5,600,000 from REA and to borrow up to $2,400,000 from CFC, under the terms and conditians 
and for the purposes set forth in the application;

On October 11, 1994, Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power" or "Applicant") filed an application under Chapters 3 and 4 of 
Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requesting an extension of an Irrter-Company Credit Agreement ("ICA") with Dominion Resources, Inc. ("DM") which, in its 
currerrt form, was approved by the Commission in Case No. PUF910034. Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $250.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion that approval of the application will 
not be detrimerrtal to the public irrterest Accordingly,

Applicant now requests that the ICA be extended for an additional two year period through December 31, 1996. In support of its request, Virginia 
Power states that the terms and conditions are, in all material respects, the same. While the Commission does not question that the terms and conditions of the ICA 
have not changed, there certainly have been significant changes among the relationships between Virginia Power, DRI, and the non-regulated subsidiary 
ccnpanies of DRI. These changes as well as others were discussed extensively in the Commission's "Order Continuing Proceeding Generally, and Instituting New 
Proceeding" issued on August 24,1994, in Case Nos. PUE940040 and PUE940051.

The ICA was initially approved by the Cortrmission on June 30, 1986, within the scope of a broader investigation concerning the reorganization of 
Virginia Power and DRI in Case No. PUE830060. The ICA became an issue again in Case No. FUF910034, Virginia Power's application fat an extension of the 
financing arrangement for its Surry nuclear fuel Within the corrtext of PUF910034, the Commission expanded the scope of die proceeding to include a review of 
the ICA After considering comments filed by fire Commission Staff and Virginia Power, the Cmnmission issued an order on November 25, 1992, directing 
amendments to be made to the ICA and approving the amended ICA for a two year period ending December 31, 1994. In approving the amended ICA the 
Commission stated that:

Applicant requests authority to obtain financing from the REA in the amount of $5,600,000 and from the CFC in the amount of $2,400,000. Hie 
proceeds will be used to fiind the construction of facilities to serve approximately 1390 new consumers which will include the construction of three substations 
and three transmission lines and other system improvements. The loan fiom REA may carry an irrterest rate that can be fixed for terms ranging from one to thirty 
five years but the rate will never exceed 7% per anmim The CFC loan may have variable or fixed interest rates that can be fixed for terms tanging fiom one to 
thirty five years. Applicant requests authority to determine the intoest rate at the time the Ioan fluids are drawn down

... we balance the cost savings against the probability that Virginia Power will be unduly erqxised to the non
regulated subsidiaries and agree with Virginia Power that the benefits of the joint arrangements outweigh the risks 
at the present time. However, should this balance change in die future, the joint arrangement may not be 
ap{sopriate."
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HIS ORDERED:

1) That the ICA shall be extended on an interim basis until further order of the Commission;

dated with securing its own lines of

4) That interim approval of the qjplication shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes;

5) That this case shall be continued until furdier order of the Commission.

BARC ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

For authority to issue long-term debt

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED;

2) That Applicarrt shall seek Commission approval to convert or prepay any CFC note that incurs a conversion or a prepayment surcharge;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its StafC is of the opinion that qjproval of the iqrplication 
will not be detrimental to the public irrteresL Accordingly,

CASE NO. PIJF940023 
NOVEMBER 9, 1994

2) That t^rginia Power shall study possible alternatives to the ICA, including the steps necessary and 
credit to provide liquidity for its corrtmercial paper program;

In the current case, the Staff has recommended that the ICA be approved on an interim basis. In support of its recommendation. Staff states that it 
anticipates that the ICA will be fully addressed within the ongoing investigation in Case No. PUE940051. Staff also points out that if the ICA is not extended 
beyond Decerriber 31, 1994, Applicant would be without credit support for its commercial paper program, potentially creating a liquidity problem for Virginia 
Power drat could have significant consequences for Virginia ratepayers.

1) That Applicant is authorized to borrow up to $1,926,000 frtm the REA and to borrow up to $826,000 from CFC, under the terms and conditions 
and for the purposes set forth in the application;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the qtplication and subsequent representations made by Applicant, the ongoing investigation in Case 
No. PUE9400S1, and fire advice of its Staff is of the opinion and finds that the ICA ^ould not be extended for a two year period as requested by Virginia Power. 
Approval of the ICA for a full two year period could potentially conflict with the conclusions readied and actions required in Case No. PUE940051. The 
Cormnission is also aware that denying the qjplication could result in liquidity problems for Virginia Power that would not serve fire public interest

On October 19, 1994, BARC Electric Cooperative ("Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requesting 
authority to borrow from the United States of America and fire National Rural Utilities Cooperative Financing Corporation ("CFC"). Applicant has paid the 
requisite fee of $250.

3) That on or before March 31, 1995, A^tginia Power shall file with the Commission's Division of Economics and Finance a Report that details the 
outcome of Virginia Power's study related to potential new lines of credit including: the banks that have been contacted regarding potential credit support; the 
amount of time necessary to put in place such credit sujport; and an itemized listing of all potential expenses associated with the lines of credit to include legal 
expenses, up front fees, and commitment fees;

The Commission is of the opinion and finds that the ICA should be extended, on an interim basis, subject to the outcome of the investigation in Case 
No. PUE940051. During the interim, we will also direct Virginia Power to study possible alternatives to the ICA, including the steps necessary and costs 
associated with securing its own lines of credit if ordered by the CommissiotL Upon conclusion of the investigation in Case No. PUE940051, the Commission will 
make a subsequent decision on both the ICA and the sharing ofthe lines of credit Accordingly,

Applicant requests authority to obtain financing from the United States of America throu^ the Rural Electrification Administration ("REA") in the 
amount not to exceed $1,926,000 and from CFC in the amount not to exceed $826,000. The proceeds will be used to fund the construction of electric distribution 
and transmission facilities required to furnish and ittqrrove electric sovice to new and existing customers. The REA and CFC loans will both have maturities of 
fiiirty-five (35) years. The loan from REA may be drawn from time to time in the form of mortgage notes and may cany an interest rate fiiat can be fixed for 
terms ranging fiw one to thirty-five jwars, but never exceeding 7% per antrum. The CFC loan may have a variable interest rate or a rate of interest fiiat can be 
fixed for terms tanging fivm one to thirty-five years. Applicant requests authority to determine the interest rate at the time the notes are issued.

In the August 24, 1994 Order, the Commission instructed its Staff to investigate whether any existing affiliate agreements between the companies 
should be terminated or modified. The Commission also stated that if matters should arise which require other specific attention outside the scope of this new 
investigation the Staff was to ensure that these issues receive consideration in other appropriate cases.

3) That Applicant shall file a report of action with the Division of Economics and Finance within thirty (30) days of eadi advance of funds until fiie 
full amounts of the REA and CFC loans are advanced, with such report to include the amount of the advance, the associated interest rate, and the term of the 
interest rate selected;
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4) That approval of the application has no implications for ratemaking purposes; and

5) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, it is hereby dismissed.

For authority to incur short-term indebtedness

ORDER G

rr IS ORDERED:

3) That the authority granted herein shall have no triplications for ralemaking purposes;

inuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission.4) That this matter shall be continued, sul^ect to th

For authority to incur short-term indebtedness

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

APPUCATION OF
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

APPUCATION OF
UNITED CITIES GAS COMPANY

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the tpplicalion and having been advised by Staff is of the opinion and finds that approval of the 
application will not be detrimental to tte public interest Accordingly,

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to issue short-term debt, in an amount not to exceed $100,000,000 outstanding at any time through 
December 31,1996, all in a manner, under the terms and conditions, and for the purposes as set forth in the application;

CASE NO. PUF940024 
NOVEMBER 14, 1994

On October 24,1994, Kentucky Utilities Company ("Applicant") filed an application under Charter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia for authority 
to incur up to $100,000,000 in short-term indebtedness. This amount of short-term debt is in excess of five percent of capitalization as defined in § 56-65.1. 
Applicant paid the requisite fee of $250.

CASE NO. PUr940027 
DECEMBER 1, 1994

Applicant proposes to issue short-term debt in an amount not to exceed $100,000,000 outstanding at any one time through December 31,1996. The 
proposed short-term debt will be in the form of unsecured bank notes and/or commercial paper. Applicant represents that the funds will be used primarily for the 
temporary financing of construction expenditures and/or other capital requirements. Applicant also proposes to use short-term debt to provide tenqxjrary financing 
for the refunding, redemption, prepayment, or early redemption of certain of its long-term debt or preferred stock if market rates make it advantageous to do so. 
The bank notes and commercial paper will bear interest at the prevailing market rate at the time of issuance.

On November 8,1994, United Cities Gas Company (TJnited Cities" or "Applicant") filed an implication with the Commission under Chapters 3 and 
4 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia. OnNovember 18,1994, United Cities amended its application. The amount of short-term debt proposed in this application 
is in excess offive percent of capitalization as defined in § 56-65.1. Applicant has paid the requisite fee of$250.

2) That, on or before March 31 of 1996 and 1997, Applicant shall file a report which details the amount and cost rate of Applicant's shott-^erm 
borrowings in each month for the preceding year including the amount of any related fees on such borrowings along with an explanation of how each type of fee is 
determined;

In its application, as amended, United Cities requests authority to borrow up to $75,000,000 of short-term debt during calendar year 1995. Applicant 
proposes to borrow the short-term funds by making draw-downs under Master Note arrangements already in place with several banks. The interest rates are 
expected to be either negotiated or the equivalent of the then-prevailing prime commercial lending rate at the time of the draw-down, with principal and interest
paid on a set maturity date. In addition. Applicant has requested authority to borrow and/or lend short-term debt among it and its subsidiaries up to a maximum 
of $3,000,000 outstanding at any one time for maturity periods of less than twelve months. The interest rates on the affiliate transactions will be et^ to the 
average of the prime rate and the rate available to the lending company as an alternative investment rate for a similar amount and term but, in no case, will the rate 
be less than the cost of those funds to the lending company.

Applicant states that the funds will be applied to increase working capital and for the construction, extension, inqjrovement and/or additions to its 
fecilities until financial market conditions are appropriate for entering into long-term financing arrangements.
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IT IS ORDERED:

4) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from applying the provisions of §§ 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of Virginia
hereafter.

6) That the authority granted hoein shall have no inqrlications for ratemaking purposes; and

7) That this matter shall remain under the corttinued review, audit and rqppropriate directive of the Commigsinn

For authority to transfer common stock

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

1) That ^qilicant is authorized to sell op to 350,000 shares of common stock with an aggregate value of $5,000,000 to UCG Energy under the terms 
and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion and finds that approval of the 
qjplication will not be detrimental to the public interest Accorditigly,

CASE NO. PUF940028 
DECEMBER IS, 1994

2) That Applicant is hereby authorized to lend and borrow short-term debt amcmg it and its subsidiaries up to an aggregate amount of $3,000,000 for 
the calendar year ended December 31,1995, under the terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

THE COMMISSION, uprm consideration of the qiplication and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion and finds that approval of the 
application will not be detrimental to the public interest ^rplict  ̂should be aware, however, that the ajqjroval of this triplication does not constitute approval of 
any future affiliate arrangements- Aceordin^yj

4) That the autbmity granted herein shall not preclude the Commission from applying the provisimis of Sections 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of 
Virginia hereafter.

5) That the Commission reserves the right to examine the books and records of any affiliate, whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this 
Commission, in connection with the authority granted herein, pursuant to § 56-79 ofthe Code of Virginia;

APPUCATION OF
UNITED CITIES GAS COMPANY 

and 
UCG ENERGY CORPORATION

3) That Applicant shall continue to file within 60 days of the end of each calendar quarter commencing on May 30, 1995, a report regarding diort- 
term debt financing to include the date, amount, interest rate of each draw-down, interest coverage ratios calculated in accordance with Applicant's indenture 
agreemenf the use of fire proceeds, the average monthly balances, the monthly maximum amount outstanding, the associated costs, and a balance sheet reflecting 
actions taken as well as a report describing the source, amount, date, interest rate and the schedule of repayment fin* each affiliate loan/borrowing.

The value of United Cities' common stock for the purposes of this transaction will be the average closing price per share for the ten days preceding the 
date five days prior to the closing. If that price is greater than $17.50 per share. Woodward Marketing has the option to terminate the transaction prior to closing. 
If the price of the stock is less than $15.50 per share, UCG Energy has the option to terminate the transactirm.

3) That UCG Energy is authorized to form a Delaware limited liability conqrany with Woodward Marketing Inc., with UCG Energy having a 
45 percent interest in the new oortqiany;

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to issue short-term debt in excess of five percent of capitalization in an aggregate amount outstanding not to 
exceed $75,000,000 at any one time for the calendar year ended December 31, 1995, under the terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the 
application;

2) That UCG Energy is authorized to transfer up to 350,000 shares of United Cities' common stock and other consideration to acquire a 44% interest 
in Woodward Marketing, Inc.;

On November 8, 1994, United Cities Gas Conqiany ("Applicant" or "United Cities") and UCG Energy Corporation ("UCG Energy") filed an 
qiplication under Chapters 3 and 4 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requesting authority to issue up to 350,000 shares of United Cities' stock with an aggregate 
value of $5,000,000 to UCG Energy in a private placement effective January 1, 1995. UCG Energy proposes to transfer the shares of stock and other 
consideration to acquire a 44 percent interest in Woodward Marketing, Inc. UCG Energy and Woodward Marketing, Inc. then plan to from a Delaware limited 
liability company, with UCG Energy having a 45 percent interest in the new corrqiany (made up of the 44 percent undivided interest in Woodward Marketing, 
Inc. plus UCG Energy's gas marketing contracts representing 1 percent). Ajqilicant has paid the requisite fee of $250.
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9) That this matter shall he continued, subject to the continuing review, audit and appropriate directive of the Commission.

For authority to assume debt

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

rr IS ORDERED:

4) That approval of this plication shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes; and

5) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the Commission.

APPUCATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

6) That the Commission reserves the ri^ to examine the books and records of any afBliate, whether or not such afSliate is regulated by this 
Commission, in connection with the authority granted herein, pursuant to Section 56-79 of the Code of Virginia;

5) That the authority granted herein shall not constitute approval under Section 56-77 of the Code of Virginia of any future transactions between 
United Cities and the partnership between UCG Energy and Woodward Marketing, Inc.;

CASE NO. PUF940029 
DECEMBER 21, 1994

On November 14,1994, Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Virginia Power", "Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the 
Code of Virginia requesting authority for the assumption of $24,500,000 of tax-exempt revenue bonds ("Bonds") under an unsecured note payable containing 
terms identical to die terms of the Bonds. The requisite fee of$250 has been paid.

3) That Applicant shall file a final Report of Action on or before December 29, 1995, containing a copy of analysis performed regardmg the cost
effectiveness of refinancing or renegotiating the terms of the Bonds six months after the assumption, any conclusions drawn fern the analysis, and a statenent of 
Virginia Power's plans regarding the Bonds;

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to assume $24,500,000 of tax-exempt bonds under an unsecured note payable for the purposes and under the 
terms and conditions as described in the application;

7) That Applicant shall submit a Preliminary Report of Action within ten (10) days of the issuance of common stock, to include the date of issuance, 
the number of shares issued, and the price per share;

The assumption of the Bonds is part of an agreement to purchase the North Branch Power Project ("Project") fiom N.B. Partners, Ltd. ("NBP"). The 
Bonds were originally issued by the County Commission of Grant County, West Virginia, on behalf of NBP. A loan of the Bond proceeds was made between 
Grant County and NBP to finarice a portion of the Project

8) The Applicant shall submit a Final Report of Action on or before March 1,1995, to include the date of the issuance; the number of shares; the price 
per share; copies of public armouncements, if any, m^ regarding the formation of a partnership between UCG Energy and Woodward Marketing Inc.; evidence 
of the formation of the Delaware limited liability company such as a certificate of incorporation to include the name of the partnership, date of formation, and a list 
of principals or officers; and a United Cities consolidated balance sheet reflecting the actions taken; and

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staff; is of the pinion and finds that approval of the 
application will not be detrimental to the public interest Applicant should be aware, however, that approval of this application does not constitute approval of the 
purchase of the North Brandi Power Project for ratemaking purposes. Accordingly,

The Bonds have a stated maturity of December 1,2016 and currently bear interest at variable rates based upon short-term, tax-exenqit rates in effect 
fixrni time to time. The Bonds contain provisions that will allow the Company to choose either a weekly interest rate, a flexible interest rate, or a term interest rate.

2) That, within 60 days after the debt is assumed. Applicant shall file a Report of Action containing the following: the date the Bonds ate assumed, the 
then current interest rate, the total amount assumed, the actual expenses associated with the assumption to include contingent liabilities of and other consideratian 
paid to NBP, contracts or agreements in conjunction with the assunqition of the Bonds, copies of any public announcements made regarding the assunqrtion of the 
Bonds or file purchase of the North Branch Project, and a balance sheet reflecting the actions taken;
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For authority to issue common stock

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

adi

IT IS ORDERED:

2) That there appearing nothing further to be done in this matter, it is hereby dismissed.

For authority to issue common stodc

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF
UNITED CITIES GAS COMPANY

APPLICATION OF
WASHINGTON GAS LIGHT COMPANY

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to issue and sell up to an additional 1,000,000 shares of its common stock, for aggregate authority of
1400,000 shares, under its Customer Stock Purchase Plan, under the terms and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application; and

CASE NO. PUF940031 
DECEMBER 8, 1994

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to issue sufBcient shares of common stodc necessary to effect a two-for-one split of its common stock all in a 
manner, undo- die terms and conditions, and for the purposes as set forth in foe application;

United Cities represents that foe proceeds from foe sale of such shares will be used to provide working capital to finance the construction, extension, 
movement, and/or additions to its facilities.

CASE NO. PUF940030 
DECEMBER 1, 1994

Applicant proposes to issue and distribute one additional share of common stock for each share of common stodc outstanding, in connection with a 
two-for-one stock split To support its proposed stodc split. Applicant intends to sedc an amendment to its corporate charter in February of 1995 to increase the 
authorized number of common stodc ghareg from 40 million to 80 million. Applicant rqvesents the purpose of Ute proposed stodc split is to provide broader 
individual ownership and increased liquidity of its common stodc.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the qrplication and having been advised by its Staff; is of the opinion that qrproval of foe plication 
will nd be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

On November 15,1994, United Cities Gas Company fUnited Cities" or "Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of foe Code of 
l^rginia requesting authority to issue up to an additional 1,000,000 foares of common stock under its Customer Stock Purdiase Plan ("Plan"), /^licant has paid 
the requisite fee of $250.

On November 16, 1994, Washington Gas Light Company ("WGL" or "Applicant") filed an application under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of 
Virginia tor authority to (i) split its outstanding shares of cmnmon stock and (ii) increase the shares of common stodc authorized by Commission Order dated 
July 28,1994, in Case No. FUF940014. AppUcant paid the requisite fee of $250.

2) That Applicant's aufoority to issue up to 4,750,000 shares of common stodc fin- foe purposes set forth by Commission Order dated July 28, 1994, 
in Case No. PUF940014, is haeby amoided to grant Applicant the aufoority to issue up to an additional 9,500,000 shares all in a manner, under foe terms and 
conditions, and for foe purposes set forth in the application;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of foe application and having been advised by its Staff is of foe opinion and finds foat approval of the 
i^jplicatioD will not bo cktrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

Under foe plan any customer vfoo is not already a sbardtolder will be able to make one stock purdiase at a five percent discount The five percent 
discount ^iplies to the average price per share based on foe closing prices for foe period of five trading days ending on the pricing date. The minimum investment 
is $250 and foe maximum investment is $10,000.

On July 28, 1994, in Case No. FUF940014, the Commission issued an Ordo- authorizing Applicant, among other things, to (i) issue and sell up to 
2,250,000 shares of common stodc in one or more public offerings; (ii) issue and sell up to 1,000,000 additional shares of common stodc through ha Dividend 
Reinvestment Plan (DRP) and other stodc plans; and (iii) issue and sell up to 1,500,000 of common stock as provided under any conversion features of authorized 
debt and jweferred stodc securities. In conjunction with the proposed stock ^lit. Applicant also seeks to increase the additional combined shares of common stodc 
aufoorized in Case No. PUF940014 from 4,750,000 shares to 9,500,000 shares. Applicant represents that h intends to issue foe 9,500,000 shares for the same 
purposes and in foe same proportions as set out in its application in Case No. FUF940014.
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3) That all other requirements and provisions of the July 28,1994 Order shall remain in lull force and effect;

4) That approval of the application shall have no implications for ratemaking purposes;

6) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and appropriate directive of the CommissiotL

For authority to sell common stock

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

rr IS ORDERED:

4) That approval of die application has no ingilications for ratemaking purposes;

7) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and tqrpropriate directive of the Commission.

1) That Applicant is authorized to issue and sell up to $75,000,000 of common stock without par value to Dominion Resources, Inc. under the terms 
and conditions and for the purposes set forth in the application;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of die application and having been advised by its Staf^ is of the opinion and finds that ^iproval of the 
application will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

CASE NO. PIJF940032 
DECEMBER 8, 1994

3) That the Commission reserves the right to examine the books and records of any affiliate, whether or not such affiliate is regulated by this 
Commission, in connection with the authority granted herein, pursuant to Section 56-79 of the Code of Virginia;

2) That the authority granted herein shall not preclude the Commission fiom applying the provisions of Sections 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of 
Virginia hereafter.

5) That Applicant shall submit a Preliminary Report of Action within ten (10) days of each issuance of common stock, to include the date of issuance, 
the number of shares sold, the purchase price per share, and the total amount of the proceeds;

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

and
DOMINION RESOURCES, INC.

5) That on or before November 30,1995, Applicant shall file a Report of Action showing actual expenses and fees paid to date for the proposed stock 
split, a copy of the amendmerrt to its corporate charter to increase the authorize shares outstanding, and the most recent available account of the total number of 
shares outstanding; and

The proceeds from the sale of the common stock will be used primarily to pay short-term indebtedness and otherwise to meet a portion of its capital 
requirements to irtclude construction, upgrading and maintenance expenditures, and the refiinding of outstanding securities.

6) The Applicant shall submit a Final Report of Action on or before February 28,1995, to include the date(s) of issuance, the amourrt of the proceeds, 
the number of shares, the price per share, the use of the proceeds, a monthly breakdown of the total proceeds of DRTs stock purchase plarts and the amounts 
received by each subsidiary, the issuance expenses allocate by DRI to each subsidiary in connectian with the stock transactions, a description of where the funds 
are invested before being allocated, the total amount of interest income or investmerrt income earned on the stock funds during the year, and a breakdown of the 
allocation of the investment income or interest income among any subsidiaries of DM, and a balance sheet reflecting the actions taken; and

On November 16,1994, Virginia Electric and Power Conqrarty ("Applicant" or "Company") and Dominion Resources, Incorporated ("DM") filed an 
application under Chapters 3 and 4 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requesting authority to issue and sell in one or more transactions up to $75,000,000 in 
aggregate of the Company's common stock to DM during the fourth quarter of 1994. Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $250.
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Pat authority to incur shoit-tenn indebtedness

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

Accordingly,

IT IS ORDERED:

3) That j^>plicant diall seek subsequent qjjHoval fimn the Cominission if the terms and conditions of the affiliate agreement a^qsoved herein should
diange;

6) That the authority granted herein shall have no implications for ralemaking purposes;

8) That this matter shall remain under the continuing review, audit, and ^jpropriate directive of this Commissioa

APPLICATION OF 
GTE SOUTH INCORPORATED

On Noveniber 17, 1994, GTE South, Incorporated ("GTE South", "Applicant") filed two separate applications related to short- term borrowing 
authority. By letter dated November 29, 1994, Staff informed Applicant that both plications would be considered together in one case because they both 
involve short- term debt borrowing authority. Staff fiuther notified Applicant that the tt50 filing fee had not been submitted along with its plication for short
term indebtedness. By letter dated November 29,1994, Applicant paid the requisite filingfee of$250.

CASE NO, PUF940033 
DECEMBER 21, 1994

7) That on or before Mardi 1, 1996, Applicant shall file a. Final Report of the action taken pursuant to the authority granted herein, to include a 
schedule of the daily balance of all commercial paper borrowings and all affiliate short-term borrowings, repayments, and investments from January 1, 1995 
through December 31, 1995, corresponding interest rates on all reported transacftans, and a balance sheet and statement of cash flows for Applicant and GTE 
Corporation as ofDeceniberSl, 1995; and

The Commission, upon considoation of the plications and having been advised by its Staff is of the opinion and finds that GTE South's request to 
incur of up to $285 million short-term indebtedness will not be detrimental to the public interest The authority for short-term indebtedness granted herein shall 
pertain to shortterm borrowings through either commercial paper or affiliate borrowings, to the extent that any short-term affiliate borrowings bear equal or lower 
costs than available to GTE South for oomparable non-affiliate borrowings. The Cammission is of the further opinion and finds that the public interest would be 
better served by granting Applicant the authority for the short-term borrowing and investment of funds with GTE Corporation over a limited period of time.

4) That approval of the plication does not preclude fire Commission from plying the provisions of Sections 56-78 and 56- 80 of the Code of 
Virginia hereafter.

>^Iicant further seeks to continue indefinitely the affiliate borrowing and investment authority with GTE Corporation that was granted in Case 
No. PUF930057. In that case. Applicant received authority fix' the short-term borrowing and investment of funds directly with its parent compatty, GTE 
Corporation, under the terms of GTE Cwporation's Financial Policy and Standard Practice. Applicant rqtresents that while GTE South has a higher conmiercial 
ppr rating than GTE Corporation, Applicant intends to constantly monitor the cqrital markets in order to avail itself of the most attractive rates it can find.

GTE South's plication filed under Chapter 3 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requested authority to issue up to $285 million of short-term debt in 
the form of commercial paper through December 31, 1995. The amount of short-term debt proposed in this plication is in excess of the five percent of 
cqntalization as defined in § 56-65.1. GTE South's application filed under Chapter 4 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requested permanent authority to borrow 
and invest funds on a short-term basis through an intercompany financing agreement By Commission Order dated December 17,1993, in Case No. PUF930057, 
y^licant was granted auftrority to issue up to $225 million of short-term indebtedness, and to borrow and invest shart-term fiards with GTE Corporation through 
fire period ending December 31,1994.

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to incur total short-term indebtedness in excess of five percent of capitalization in an aggregate amount not to 
exceed $285,000,000 at any one time fixan January 1, 1995, throu^ December 31, 1995, for the purposes and under the terms and ccmditions as described by 
Applicant;

2) That Applicant is hereby authorized to borrow and invest fiards cm a short-term basis with GTE Corporation from January 1, 1995, through 
December 31,1995, for the purposes and under the terms and conditiotrs as described by Applicant;

5) That fire Commission reserves the right to examirte the books and recmds of any affiliate, whether or not sudr affiliate is regulated by this 
Camrrrission, in conrrection with the auftrority granted heteirr, pursuairt to Section 56-79 of the Code of Virgittii^

Applicant states that the borrowings will be used to meet 1995 operational and capital expenditure requirements, reimburse its treasury for past 
erqrenditures related to on-going operatiorrs and corrstruction programs, attd retire maturing long-term debt The interest rate on cotmtrercial pqrer issues will vary 
daily attd depend on market conditions.
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For approval of intercompany financing for 1995

ORDER GRANTING AUTHORITY

IT IS ORDERED:

1) That Applicant is hereby authorized to:

(a) issue and sell up to $26,000,000 in Common Stock to System;

(c) invest temporary excess fimds in the Money Pool

fiom January 1,1995 through December 31,1995, all in the manner, under the terms and conditions, and for the purposes set forthintheapplicatian;

3) That approval of the application shall have no in^lications for ratemaking purposes;

7) That Applicant shall file quarterly reports within 60 days of the end of each calendar quarter following the date of this Order, to include:

(a) monthly schedules of Money Pool borrowings, segmented according to System notes and notes issued to other afiSliates;

(b) monthly schedules that separately reflect interest expenses and each type of allocated fee;

(c) monthly schedules of System's borrowings under its Letter of Credit Agreement; and

(d) a report detailing the issuance(s) of Common Stock, to mclude the number of shares and price per share, date of issuance, and use of the
proceeds;

6) That within 30 days of its issuance. Applicant shall file, with the Division of Economics and Finance, a copy of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission Order authorizing financing transactions between Columbia and its affiliates as outlined in paragraph 9 of the application;

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of the application and having been advised by its Staff, is of the opinion and finds that approval of the 
above proposed financing will not be detrimental to the public interest Accordingly,

CASE NO. PUF940036 
DECEMBER 20, 1994

The proceeds from the sale of the Common Stock will be used to fund construction and to retire currently outstanding long-term debt which matures 
during 1995. Money Pool borrowings will be used to fund peak short-term requirements such as gas purchases and storage.

APPLICATION OF
COMMONWEALTH GAS SERVICES, INC. 

and
THE COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM, INC.

On November 29,1994, Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc. ("Applicant" or "Commonwealth") and The Columbia Gas System, Inc. ("System") filed 
an af^lication under Chapters 3 and 4 of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia requesting authority to enter into intercompany financing arrangements during 1995. 
Applicant has paid the requisite fee of $250.

2) That Applicant shall account for all allocated fees associated with System's debtor-in-possession financing agreements such that administrative, 
cmnmitanait, structuring, and facility fees may be separately and individually discernible;

(b) borrow through the Money Pool fium System and/or other affiliates in excess of five percent of crqutalization up to an aggregate amount of 
$19,000,000; and

Commonwealth proposes to issue and sell to System, firm time to time, up to 520,000 shares of its common stock with a par value of $50. Total 
proceeds fiom the common stock issuance(s) will not exceed $26,000,000.

5) That the Commission reserves the right to examine the books and records of arty affiliate, whether or not such affiliate is regulated by flris 
Cormnission, in connection with the authority granted herein;

Commonwealth rerpiests authority to enter into the following financing arrangements with System, its parent company, during the calendar year of 
1995: 1) fiom time to time, to issue and sell, to System up to $26,000,000 of Common Stock; 2) to borrow up to an aggregate amount of $19,000,000 at any one 
time in short-term loans fiom the System and/or other affiliated conqjanies through the Intrasystem Money Pool ("Money Pool"); and 3) to invest tenqxjrary 
excess funds, fiom time to time, in the Money Pool. The $19,000,000 of short-term debt is in excess of five percent of capitalization as defined in § 56-65.1.

4) That approval of the application shall not preclude the Commission fiom applying the provisions of Sections 56-78 and 56-80 of the Code of 
Virginia hereafter^
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9) That this matter shall be continued, subject to the continuing review, audit, and qtpropriate directive of the Commission.

8) That Applicant shall file a final report of action tm or before February 28, 1996, to include data for the fourth quarter of 1995 as prescribed in 
orderiiig paragraph 66 herein^ and
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DIVISION OF RAILROAD REGULATION

For authority to close the Front Royal, Virginia agency and place Front Royal under the jurisdiction of the agency at Shenandoah, Virginia

FINAL ORDER

Based on the Division's report, we conclude that the triplication should be granted; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That NS is authorized to transfer the agency work now performed at Front Royal to its Shenandoah agency.

(2) That Front Royal may be transferred to non-agency status;

agency, and

For authority to close the Fieldale, Virginia agency and to place Fieldale under the jurisdiction of the agency at Roanoke, Virginia

FINAL ORDER

By application filed on January 6,1994, Norfolk Southern Railway Corporation ("NS") seeks authority to close its Fieldale fioigfit agency, to transfer

Upon consideration of the record herein, we find that die application should be granted; accordingly.

APPUCATION OF
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY

As required by the Commission's order, the Division filed its investigation report on February 4, 1994. It found that the Shenandoah agency can 
absorb the work of Front Royal and that the transfer would result in an annual savings of S45,000 to NS. Train service would not be affected by approval of the 
application, and customers would be able to contact the Shenandoah agency by facsimile or toll free telephone to transact railroad business. The Division 
concluded that NS can continue to provide adequate and efficient service to the public if the qiplication were granted.

(3) That Front Royal and the non-agency stations at Vaughan, Bentonville, Rivco, Cedarville, White Post and Berryville, Virginia; Shenandoah JcL, 
Charles Town, and Shepherdstown, West Virginia; and Antietam, St James and Hagerstown Maryland, may be transferred to the jurisdiction of the Shenandoah

CASE NO. RRR930003 
FEBRUARY 23, 1994

APPLICATION OF
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY

The Division's report finds that the work of the Fieldale agency can be absorbed by the Roanoke agency at an annual savings of $50,000 to NS. The 
result would be a diange in the location at which paperwork is performed, but there should be no effect on train service. The Division concluded that NS can 
continue to provide adequate and efficient service to the public if the application were granted.

CASE NO. RRR940001 
MAY 12, 1994

On December 1, 1993, the Commission issued an order requiring public notice of the application. The Commission permitted comments on the 
qiplication and requests for heating on or before January 14, 1994, but none were filed. It also directed the Division of Railroad Regulation to investigate the 
rqqilicatiotL

By application dated on November 11,1993, Norfolk Southern Railway Company CNS") requests authority to close its Front Royal, Virginia agency 
and transfer the agency work to its agency at Shenandoah, Virgmia. Front Royal would become a non-agency station under the jurisdiction of Shenandoah. The 
non-agency stations currently under the jurisdiction of Front Royal would be transferred to Shenandoah also.

January 13, 1994, the Division of Railroad Regulation investigated the matter and filed a report on April 29, 1994. The Commission's order invited public 
comments and any requests for hearing to be filed by March 17,1994. Several comments have been filed, but there are no pending requests for heating

(4) That, there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this case shall be closed and the papers placed in the Commission's files for 
ended esuses

Fieldale to non-agency station status and to transfer jurisdiction over its stations at Fieldale, Hemy, Bassett, Payne, Martinsville, Fontaine, Ridgeway, Hilltop, 
Jones Creek and Koehler, Virginia to its Roanoke, Virginia agency. In accordance with the Commission's "Order Requiring Notice of Application," dated
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IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That NS is authorized to close its Fieldale freight agency and to transfer the Fieldale station to non-agency station status;

For authority to consolidate existing agency service at Ridmcmd, Virginia, into its Customer Service Center at Jacksonville, Florida

FINAL ORDER

Based on die Division's investigation report and die record herein, we find that die application should be granted; accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That CSX is authorized to transfer its Richmond, Virginia agency service to its Jacksonville, Florida Customer Service Center,

(2) That CSX is authorized to transfer jurisdiction over the non-agency stations currently administeted by the Richmond agency to the Jacksonville 
Customer Service Center, and

(2) That NS is authorized to transfer jurisdiction over its stations at Fieldale, Henry, Bassett, Payne, Martinsville, Fontaine, Ridgeway, Hilltop, Jones 
Creek and Koehler, Virginia, to its agency at Roanoke, Virginia; and

APPLICATION OF
CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.

CASE NO. RRR940002 
JULY 28, 1994

CSX congileted its application widi additional information submitted by letter dated January 11, 1994. By order of January 25, 1994, the 
Commission permitted public comment on the application and invited requests for hearing by April 29,1994. It also directed the Division of Railroad Regultdion 
("Division") to investig  ̂the matter and file a report by July 1,1994.

In the course of its investigation, the Division interviewed a number of railroad customers. Several customers made complaints about train service and 
CSX operations, which are not issues in this proceeding. However, the Division has pursued those matters separately, and we direct that it continue to try to 
resolve them. The Division is instructed to report the results of its efforts in this regard to the Commission.

We note that customers expressed concern about poor resptHise time for return telephone calls from CSX Because most agency business is now 
conducted by telephone, computer and facsimile transmissions, respcmse times over these media are important indications of the adequacy of CSX agency service. 
Railroad customers have bem asked to notify the Division of any service problems they encounter. We direct the Division to report any problems with CSX 
agency service to the Commission.

No requests for hearing were received in this case, and die Division's investigation report was filed on July 1,1994 as scheduled. The Division found 
that the Jacksonville Customer Service Center can absob the work of the Richmond Agency without causing any reduction in the quality of CSX agency service. 
CSX would save qrproximately $45,000 annually by virtue of the change. The Division concludes that CSX could maintain adequate and efficient service to the 
public if the application were granted.

(3) That, there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this Case No. RRR940002 is closed and that the papers therein be placed in the 
Commission's files for ended causes.

administered by Richmond would also be transferred to Jacksonville. These non-agency stations ate; Alexandria, Amoco, AnqjthiU, Allee, Badisdie, Barnes, 
Bear Island, Beaver Dam, Bellbluff; Bellwood, Btemo, Bryan Park, Bush Hill, Byrd, Centralia, Charlottesville, Chester. Columbia, Crozet, Dahlgren JcL, 
Doswell, Duke, Dumbarton, Ellerson, Ellett (Hanover Cty.), Falling Creek, Farmington, Featherstone, Fishersville, Franconia, Frederick Hall, Fredetidcsbutg, 
Fuhon, Gondonsville, Greendale (Henrico Cty.), Guinea, Hewlett, Irwin, James, Keswick, Korah, Langford, Laurel (Henrico Cty.), Lee Hall, Ughtfiwt, Lorton, 
Louisa, Luck, Madison Run, Magruder, Maidens, Marlboro, Massaponax, Medium's River, Milford, Mountcastle, Nance, Newington, North Doswell, Orange, 
Parliament, Pendleton, Penniman, Peyton, Possum Point, Providence Forge, Quantico, Roxbury, Ruffin (Henrico Cty.), Sabot, Scottsville, Sealston, Shadwell, 
South Orange, South Richmond, South Washington, State Farm, Staunton, Strathmore, Toano, TrevUian, Verdon, Waterloo, Waynesboro, Williamsburg, 
Wingina, and Woodbridge.

(3) That, there being nothing further to come before the Commission in this proceeding. Case No. RRR940001 be closed and the pliers therein 
placed in dig Commission's files for ended causes,

By application dated December 14, 1993, CSX Transportation, Inc. ("CSX') requested authority to consolidate its Richmond, Virginia agency, 
including the mobile agency service operated from Richmond, into its Customer Service Center at Jadcsonville, Florida. Jurisdiction over the non-agency stations
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FINAL ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

APPUCATION OF
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY

By application, the Norfolk Southern Railway Company fNS") seeks authority to abolish its Mobile Agency Route NW-VA-7, based at South 
Boston, Virginia. NS also requests reclassification of the stations served by Mobile Agency Route NW-VA-7 (namely: Gladys, Naruna, Wesco, Brookneal, 
Vabrook, Clarkton, Nathalie, Altavista, Abilene, Aspen, Long Island, Mansion, Ross, Leesville, Huddleston and Stone Mountain) to non-agency status under the 
jurisdiction of the NS base agency at South Boston. On May 5, 1994, by order, the Commission required NS to give public notice of its proposals and invited 
public comment and requests for hearing on the application.

CASE NO. RRR940003 
SEPTEMBER 22, 1994

For authority to abolish Mobile Agency Route NW-VA-7, based at South Boston, Virginia and transfer agency duties to the base agent at South 
Boston, Virginia

The Commission required a^ public comments and requests for hearing to be filed by July IS, 1994. No requests for hearing were made, and this 
matter is now ripe for Corrnnission decision.

(3) That, there being nothing further to come before the Commission, this Case No. RRR940003 shall be closed and the pliers therein placed in the 
Commission's files for ended causes.

(2) That, NS is authorized to transfer the stations currently served by the mobile agency to non-agency station status under the jurisdiction of the NS 
base agency at South Boston; and

(1) That NS is authorized to abolish its Mobile Agency NW-VA-7 and to transfer the duties of the mobile agency to the NW base agency at South 
Boston, Virginia;

As required by the Commission's May 5 order, the Division of Railroad Regulation investigated the matter and filed its report on September 16,1994. 
The Division found that the duties of Mobile Agency NW-VA-7 could be absorbed by the NS base agency at South Boston, Virginia without adverse impact on 
customer service. In addition, NS could be expected to save approximately $50,655 annually if the application were granted. The Division concluded that NS 
can continue to provide adequate and efiScient service to the public if Mobile Agency NW-VA-7 is abolished and its duties absorbed by the NS base agency at 
South Boston. We agree; accordingly.
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DIVISION OF SECURITIES AND RETAIL FRANCHISING

FINAL ORDER

ORDERED;

(2) That these matters be, and they hereby are, dismissed from the dodcet and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER OF SETTLEMENT

The State Corporation Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising ("Divisjon") has institut^ an investigation of Defendant, National
Securities Corporation fT^ational"), pursuant to § 13.1-518 of the Code of Virginia.

As an offer to settle all matters arising from the allegations made against it. Defendant has proposed the following;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(A) Defendant, pursuant to § 13.1-521 of the Code of Virginia, will pay a penalty to the Commonwealth in the amount of twenty-five thousand 
dollars ($25,000.00), which will be tendered contemporaneously with the entry of this ord^, and.

CASE NO. SEC920111 
MAY 16, 1994

CASE NOS. SEC91012S and SEC910126 
MAY 10, 1994

The Commission, upon the advice of the Staff that it has no reasonable basis to expect Wrigfrt's financial situation to improve in the foreseeable future 
and its recommendation that these matters now be terminated, is of the opinion and finds that these cases should be concluded. It is, therefore.

(1) That the injunctive, prohibitory, mandatory and penalty provisions set forth in the orders entered herein on August 16,1991, and December 18, 
1992, remain in full force and effect; and

On December 18,1992, the Commission entered in these cases an order and judgment setting forth its findings and conclusions as well as its sanctions 
against Defendant Auldis Edward WrigJiL Among other things, the Commission (i) required Wrig^ within four and a half months from the date of the order to 
offer rescission to the persons to whom he allegedly offered and sold securities in violation of the Securities Act and to make restitution to those who accepted the 
offer, (ii) penalized Wright in the amount of $5,000; and, (iii) retained jurisdiction in these matters. In response to Wrighfs assertion in Fdiruaty 1993 that he 
was financially unable to make restitution, the Staff of the Commission offered to withhold seeking further legal action for the ensuing twelve mraths so Wright 
would have additional time to raise the necessary funds. During this period of time Wright periodically reported to the Staff the status of his financial condition, 
which ostensibly did not inqtrove.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
FIDELITY ASSOCIATES OF RICHMOND, INC. 

and
AULDIS EDWARD WRIGHT, 

Defendants

As a result of its investigation concluded December 11, 1992, the Division alleges (i) that Defendant, in violation of § 13.1-504 A of the ^^rginia 
Code, transacted business in the Commonwealth of Virginia as a broker-dealer without being so registered by executing securities transactions involving shares of 
Goldera Resources Incorporated and Rio Sierra Silver Corporation on behalf of Virginia residents; (ii) that Defendant, in violation of § 13.1-504 B of the 
Virginia Code, employed an unregistered agent, to wit; Janies Donald Gordon McColl; and, (iii) that Drfendant, in violation of § 13.1-507 ofthe\^rginiaCode, 
sold unregistered, nonexempted securities, to wit: shares of Goldera Resources Incorporated and Rio Sierra Silver Corporatioa Defendant neither admits nor 
denies the Division's allegations, but admits the Commission's jurisdiction and authority to enter this order.

(B) Defendant, pursuant to § 13.1-518 of the Code of Virginia, will pay to the Commission the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) as 
reimbursement fn- the costs of the Division's investigatioa

The Division has recommended that Defendant's offer of settlement be accepted pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code 
§ 12.1-15.

V.
NATIONAL SECURITIES CORPORATION,

Defendant
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NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15, Defendant's offer of settlement is accepted;

(2) That Defendant fully comply with the aforesaid terms of the settlement;

(5) That the sum of twenty-six thousand dollars ($26,000.00) tendered by Defendant contemporaneously with the entry of this order is accepted; and.

(6) That this matter be, and it hereby is, dropped from the docket and the pliers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER

ORDERED:

(1) That the copy of the Rescission Agreement and Release and the Promissory Note be filed in this case;

(6) That the Commission shall retain jurisdiction in this matter for all purposes, including reinstating the permanent injunction, if warranted.

(3) That pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-521, Defendant pay a penalty to the Commonwealth in the amount of twenty-five thousand dollars 
($25,000.00) and the Commonwealth recover of and from Defendant said amount;

(5) That the sum of $2,000 tendered contemporaneously with the entry of this order be, and it hereby is, accepted in full settlement and satisfaction of 
the penalty in the amount of $40,000 imposed by order dated January 22,1990, Case No. SEC890088; and

PETITION OF
SHANNON AKIRA HAYASHI, 

Petitioner

CASE NO. SEC930014 
FEBRUARY 3, 1994

Upon review of this matter^ the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the permanent injunction against Hayashi should be lilted so long as he 
complies with the terms of the aforesaid Rescission Agreement and Release and Promissory Note and that $2,000 should be accepted in compromise and 
settlement ofthe aforesaid penalty. Accordingly, it is

(4) That pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-518, Defendant pay to the Commission the amount ofone thousand dollars ($1,000.00) for the cost ofthe 
Division's investigation;

This matter is before the Commission upon the petition of Shannon Akira Hayashi and subsequent pleadings filed by the Commission's Staff and 
Hayashi. By order entmd herein on October 28, 1993, Hayashi was afforded an opportunity to have the permanent injunction entered against him in Case 
No. SEC890088 dissolved and the amount of the penalty previously imposed against him reduced if he offered to rescind the several unlawful securities sales 
identified in the October 28 order and made restitution to the purchaser. Petitioner notified the Commission of his intention to offer rescission and to make 

d "Rescission Agreement and Release" dated January 5,1994, executed by Hayashi and the

(2) That the permanent injunction issued against Hayashi by order dated January 22, 1990, entered in Case No. SEC890088 be, and it hereby is, 
dissolved upon the condition that Hayashi comply with fire terms of the Rescission Agreement and Release and the Promissory Note;

(3) That within fourteen (14) days from the date restitution is completed, Hayashi file with the Commission an affidavit stating that full restitution has 
been made and the date thereof.

(4) That if the Commission finds that Hayashi is in default in respect of any material provision of the Rescission Agreement and Release or the 
Promissory Note, the permanent injunction shall be reinstated summarily.

restitution. Subsequently, he submitted a copy of a document ciqrtioned ------------ ---------------j ,, — .,----------- j —j------------
purchaser, to which was attached Hayashi's Promissory Note payable to the purchaser, dated December 30,1993. According to the terms of these documents, the 
securities sales have been rescinded, Hayashi is prepared to begin making restitution by paying the purchaser $5,000 promptly after entry of this order, and 
restitution will be conqileted by monthly payments for approximately 43 months, beginning in February 1994. In addition, Hayashi has tendered to the 
Commonwealth the sum of $2,000 in compromise and settlement of the penalty imposed on him by the Commission's order of January 22,1990, entered in Case 
No. SEC890088.
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V.

ORDER AND JUDGMENT

The Commission, based on the pleadings and Staff counsel's oral summary of the alleged violations made at the heating, is of the opinion and finds:

1. The Defendant failed to file a reqxmsive pleading as required by the Rule and failed to appear at die hearing consequently, it is in default

4. The limited partnership units constitute investment contracts, which ate securities as defined in the Securities Act, Va. Code § 13.1-501 et seg.

6. During the period in which the aforesaid securities transactions occurred:

a. Camden Cental was not registered undo* the Securities Act as a broker-dealer.

b. George, Tanner and Stanford were not registered under the Securities Act as agents of Camden Capital.

c. The securities offered and sold by Camden Capital were not registered under die securities registrafion provisions of the Securities Act

7. The acdvides described above constitute seven violations of the Securities Act by the Defendant, to vrit:

a. Transacting business in Virginia as an unregistered broker-dealer (§13.1-504 A).

b. Employingtbree unregistered agents (§ 13.1-504 B).

c. Offering and selling unregistered securities in three separate trarsactions(§ 13.1-507).

8. On account of its violations of the Securities Act, Camden Capital should be poialized and enjoined as sO. forth below.

It is, therefore.

ORDERED and ADJUDGED:

(3) That within 125 days fiom the date of this order, the Defendant shall notify the Commission in writing whether or not the refunds have been made;
and.

(4) That the Commission shall retainjurisdiction in this matter for all purposes.

(1) That, pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-519, Camden Capital, Inc. be, and it hereby is, permanently eqoined fiom (a) transacting husiness in the 
Commonweatth in violation of Va. Code § 13.1-504 A, (b) enqiloying an unregistered agent in violation of Va. Code § 13.1-504 B, or (c) offering or selling any 
security in violation Va. Code § 13.1-507;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

5. CamdenCrqiital violated the provisions ofthe Order Accepting Offer of Settlement entered in tins case on June 21, 1993, by &iling to abide by its 
agreement to make restitution to the two Virginia putdiasen.

3. One Virginia purdiaser invested a total of SI 1,900 in Energy Partners 1990 L.P.; the ofiier t^rginia purdiaser invested $7,000 in Austin Chalk 
Energy Partners L.P.

CASE NO. SEC930042 
JUNE 14, 1994

2. In May 1990, December 1990 and June 1991, Kenneth E. George, Timothy H. Tanner and John Stanford, acting as agents of Camden Coital, 
offered and sold to two Virginia residents units in two oil and gas limited partnerships - Energy Partners 1990 L.P. and Austin Chalk Energy Partners L.P. - in 
three separate transactions.

9. Based on the circumstances of this case, the Commission will not htqiose a penalty upon the Defendant for violating the provisions of the settlement 
order in addition to the penalty inqrosed herein for the statutory violations leading up to the settlemenL

On Mandi 31,1994, the Commission issued a Rule to Show Cause against the Defendant, Camden Capital, Inc., d/b/a The Camden Group ("Camden 
Capital"), which, among other things, scheduled this case for hearing on June 1, 1994. On May 10, 1994, an unexecuted document entitled "Responsive 
Pleading" was received by the Commission. It stated that the Defendant received the Rule to Show Cause and responded to some of the allegations contained in 
the Rule. The Defendant did not rqrpear at the heating conducted on June 1,1994.

(2) That, pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-521, Camden Capital, Inc. be, and it hereby is, penalized in the amount of $35,000 and that the 
Commonwealth recover of and fiom it said sum, with interest thereon at the rate of 9% per year until paid; {novided, that the entire amount of the penalty and 
interest is subtended and will be forgiven if Camden Cqiital within 120 days fiom the date of this order refimds, in accordance with the provisions of Va. Code 
§ 13.1-522D,theconsiderationpaidby1heVirginiapurchasers,oratherwisesettleswiththem;

CAMDEN CAPITAL, INC., d/b/a THE CAMDEN GROUP (formerly known as North Bay Associates, Inc.), 
Defendant
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V.

FINAL ORDER

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED:

(2) That the provisions in the aforesaid Order and Judgment pertaining to the permanent injunction shall remain in full force and effect; and.

(3) That this case he, and it hereby is, dismissed from the docket and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

FINAL ORDER

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED:

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

In view of the foregoing, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the Defendant has failed to comply with the provisions of the prior order 
regarding forgiveness of the penalty, and that this case should be concluded. It is, therefore.

In view of the foregoing, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the Defendant has failed to conqily with the provisions of file prior order 
regarding forgiveness of the additional penalty amount of $70,000, and that this case should be concluded. It is, therefore.

CASE NO. SEC930042 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

CASE NO. SEC930086 
FEBRUARY 17, 1994

On June 14, 1994, the Commission entered in this case an Order and Judgment that set forth findings and sanctions against the Defendant, Camden 
Capital, Inc. Among the sanctions imposed by the Commission, Camden Capital, Inc. was penalized in the amount of $35,000, provided that this penalty would 
be forgiven if in accordance with the provisions in the Order and Judgment, the Defendant made restitution to or otherwise settled with the persons to whom it 
sold securities in violation ofthe Securities Act The Defendant was directed to notify the Commission in writing within 125 days from the d^ of the Order and 
Judgment (Le., on or about October 17,1994) whether restitution had been made. The Commission retained jurisdiction in this matter for all purposes.

The Commission has been advised by its Staff that, as of the date hereof (i) the Defendant has not submitted notification concerning restitution or 
settlement and (ii) the purchasers have not been contacted by the Defendant regarding restitution or settlement

(1) That the penalty tn the amount of $35,000 entered herein against Camden Capital, Inc. by Order and Judgment of June 14,1994, be, and it hereby 
is, declared due in full and that the Commonwealth recover of and from the Defendant said sum, with interest thereon at the rate of 9% per year 6om June 14, 
1994, until paid;

The Commissicm has been advised by its Staff that, as of the date hereof the Defendant has not submitted notification concerning restitution or 
settlemenL The failure to notify the Commission indicates that Kirchoff intends not to attempt to repay the purchasers. This conclusion is fiuther supported by the 
fact that the Staff recently telephoned each ofthe purchasers and was infonnedthat none had been contacted by Kirchoff since the entry ofthe Order and Judgment 
in December 1993.

(1) That the penalty in the amount of $70,000 entered herein against the Defendant by Order and Judgment of December 17,1993, be, and it hereby 
is, declared due in full and that the Commonwealth recover of and from Kirdioff said sum, with interest thereon at the rate of 9% per year from December 17, 
1993, until paid;

V.
BRUCE E. KIRCHOFF, 

Defendant

On December 17,1993, the Commission entered in this case an Order and Judgment setting forth its Actual findings, legal conclusions, and sanctions 
against the Defendant, Bruce E. Kirchoff. Among other sanctions, Kirchoff was penalized a second, additional amount of $70,000, provided that this penalty 
would be forgiven if in accordance with the provisions in the Order and Judgment, he made restitution to ot otherwise settled with the several persons to whom he 
unlawfully sold securities. Kirchoff was directed to notify in writing the Commission within 45 days from the date of the Order and Judgment (i.e., on or about 
February 1, 1994) of whether an agreement regarding restitution or settlement had been reached. The Commission retained jurisdiction in this matter for all 
purposes.

CAMDEN CAPITAL, INC., d/b/a THE CAMDEN GROUP (formerly known as North Bay Associates, Inc.), 
Defendant
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(?) That this case be, and it hereby is, dismissed from the dochet and the pqsers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

ORDER AND JUDGMENT

1. The Defisndants are in defiuh.

2. The allegatians contained in the Rule To Show Cause were established by the evidence.

3. The Defendants should be pennanently enjoined fimn fidure violations of the Securities Act of the Commonwealth.

idations of file Hearing Examiner should be accepted and

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED:

(S) That within forty-five (45) days &om the date of this order, the Defendants notify in writing the Commission of whether an agreement regarding 
the aforesaid rescission and restitution or settlement has been made, and the details thereof.

The evidence in support of the allegations set forth in the Rule was presented by a single Staff witness. At file conclusion of the hearing, the Hearing 
Examiner made file following findings and recommendations from fiie bench:

(1) That, pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-519, Mid States General, Inc. and Jdm E Black be, and each hereby is, permanently enjoined from (a) offering 
or selling any security in violation of Va. Code § 13.1-502, (b) transacting business in this Commonwealth in violation of Va Code § 13.1-504, or (c) offering or 
selling aity security tn violation of Va Code § 13.1-507;

(3) That Mid States General, Inc. be, and it hereby is, penalized pursuant to Va Code § 13.1-521 in the additional amount of $200,000, and that 
JohnE. Bla^ be, and he hereby is, penalized pursuant to Va Code § 13.1-521 intheadditi<malamountofS14,000, and that the Commonwealth recover of and 
from the Defendants said sums, with interest thereon at the rate of 9% per year until paid, provided that fire collection of the sums in this paragraph is suqtended, 
and the judgments in this paragrtqth shall be forgiven, if the Defendants comply fully with the provisions of paragraphs (4) throu^ (6) below.

(4) That, pursuant to Va Code § 13.1-521 C, the Defendants ate requested to rescind the 41 illegal securities sales and either to make restitution to, 
or otherwise s^e with, the purchasers in connection with the illegal sales, within ninety (90) days from the date of fiiis order.

CASE NOS. SEC930091 and SEC940002 
JANUARY 27, 1994

THIS MATTER, instituted by Rule To Show Cause entered on September 3,1993, came on for hearing, as scheduled, on November 9, 1993, before 
Heating Examiner Deborah V. EUenberg. The Defendants* request for an extension of time to file a responsive pleading was granted; however, neither of them 
filed a pleading in response to the Rule to Show Cause, and neither qrpeated in person or by counsel at the bearing. The Division of Securities and Retail 
Frartcbising was represented by its counsel.

THE COMMISSION is of the opinion and finds that file findings and n 
implemented as modified below. It is, therefore.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, at rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
MID STATES GENERAL, INC. 

and
JOHN E. BLACK,

Defendants

4. The Defendants should be penalized the maximum amount authorized by the Securities Act, provided, that they should be requested to rescind the 
illegal securities sales and to make restitution and, if they comply with the request, the amount of the penalty should be reduced by the amount paid to the 
purchasers.

(2) That the provisions in the aforesaid Order and Judgment pertaining to the permanent injunction and the penalty in the amount of $5,000 shall 
remain in fill! force and effect; and.

(6) That if an agreement is made, the Defendants submit periodically to the Division of Securities and Retail Franchising written reports describing 
the progress of the resfitution/settlement and promptly after complying fully with the provisions of the agreement, submit to the Division an affidavit which 
desotibes the particulars thereof.

(2) That pinsuant to Va. Code § 13.1-521 Mid States General, Inc.be, and it hereby is, penalized in the amount of $5,000 and JohnE. Blade be, and 
he hereby is, penalized in the amount of $1,000, and that the Commonwealth recover of and from the Defendants said sums, with interest thereon at the rate of 9% 
per year until paid;
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{9} That the Commission shall retain jurisdiction in this matter for all purposes.

FINAL ORDER

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED:

(3) That this case be, and it hereby is, dismissed from the docket and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

FINAL ■

The Commission, based upon the pleadings and evidence in these cases, is of the opinion and finds:

CASE NOS. SEC930113 and SEC930114 
MARCH 7, 1994

In view of the foregoing, the Commission is of the opinion and finds that the Defendants have filled to comply with the provisions of the prior order 
regarding forgiveness of the additional penalty amounts of $200,000 and $14,000, and that this case should be concluded. It is, therefore.

(1) That the penalty in the amount of $200,000 entered herein against Mid States General, Inc. and the penalty in the amount of $14,000 entered 
herein against John E. Black by Order and Judgment of January 27,1994, be, and they are, declared due in full and that the Commonwealth recover of and from 
each Defendant, respectively, said sum, with interest thereon at the rate of 9% per year from January 27,1994, until paid;

1. During 1987 Ashworth, acting as an agent of Investex Petroleum, Inc. and Coastal Energy, Inc., offered and sold to a Virginia resident named Dan 
Buiichead ("Burkhead") fractional interests in certain oil and gas drilling ventures in three separate transactions.

(7) That if the Commisston finds that the Defendants are in default in respect of any material provision of the restitution/settlement agreement, the 
suspension and forgiveness of the judgments set forth in paragraph (3), above, shall be automatically revoked and the penalties, with interest, set forth therein shall 
be immediately due and payable in fill; and.

CASE NOS. SEC930091 and SEC940002 
APRIL 5, 1994

The Commission has been advised by its Staff that, as of the date hereof the Defendants have not submitted notification concerning restitution or 
settlement The failure to notify the CommissiQn indicates that the Defendants intend not to attempt to repay the purchasers.

(2) That the provisions in the aforesaid Order and Judgment pertaining to the permanent injunction, the penalty against Mid States General Inc. in the 
amourrt of $3,000 and the penalty against John E. Blade in the amount of $1,000 shall remain in fill force and effect; and.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, or rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
INVESTEX PETROLEUM, INC., 
COASTAL ENERGY, INC.,
DOUGLAS ASHWORTH, ET ALS., 

Defindants

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
MID STATES GENERAL, INC.

and
JOHN E. BLACK,

Defendants

These cases came orfor hearing before the Commission on March 2,1994, as to defendant Douglas Ashworth ("Ashworth"), upon the Rules To Show 
Cause issued on November 4,1993 and the original Answer and Affirmative Defenses filed by Ashworth prose on February 3, 1994, in Case No. SEC930114. 
Ashworth failed to appear at the heating in person or by counsel, and the Commission proceeded to hear the testimony of witnesses and receive documents in 
evidence.

On January 27,1994, the Commission entered in this case an Order and Judgment that modified and accepted the findings and recommendations of 
the Heating Examiner and set forth sanctions against the Defendants, Mid States General, Inc. and John E. Black. Among the sanctions imposed by the 
Commission, Mid States General, Inc. was penalized a second, additional amount of $200,000 and John E. Black was penalized a second, additional amount of 
$14,000, provided that these penalties would be forgiven if in accordance with the provisions in the Order and Judgmenf the Defendants made restitution to or 
Otherwise settled with the persons to whom they sold securities in violation of the Securities Act The Defendants were directed to notify the Commission in 
writing within 43 days fixm the date of the Order and Judgment (i.e., on or about March 14,1994) of whether an agreement regarding restitution or settlement 
bad been readied. The Commission retained jurisdiction in this matter for all purposes.
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3. Asfaw(»th was not registered as an agent under the agent registration provisions of the Act

4. The securities so offered and sold by Ashworth were not registered under the securities registration provisions ofthe Act

S; Thatdieactivitiesof Ashworth constitute 3 violations of § 13.1-S04ofthe Act and 3 violations of § 13.1-S07 ofthe Act

6. That the defenses asserted by Ashworth in his reqxnsive pleading are without merit, and

7. That Ashworth should be penalized and enjoined as set forth below.

It is, therefore,

ORDERED and ADJUDGED:

(3) That the pliers in these cases shall be placed among the ended causes.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED:

(2) That the injunctive provisions contained in said prior order shall remain in full force and effect and

(3) That these cases are hereby dismissed from the dodcet, and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

CASE NOS. SEC930113 and SEC930114 
DECEMBER 8^ 1994

(2) That DcHiglas Ashworth is hereby penalized pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-S21 in the amount of $12,000 and that the Commonwealth recover 
of and fiom him said sum, with interest thereon at the rate cf 9% per year until paid; provided that $11,500 of said penalty and interest is suqrended and will be 
remitted tqxm fire condition that Ashworth shall have paid by October 31, 1994, restitutian in the sum of at least $6000 to or for die benefit of Burichead. If 
Ashworth shall not fillfill this condition by October 31, 1994, then the full $12,000 penalty with interest shall become immediately due and payable upon 
November 1,1994, without further order ofthe Commission; and

2. Said fractional interests constitute "securities" within the meaning of that term as defined in the Virginia Securities Act ("the Act"), Virginia Code 
§§ 13.1-501 S-sg,

(1) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-519, Douglas Ashworth is hereby permanently enjoined fiom (a) transacting business in this 
Commonwraith as an agent in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-504, or (b) offering or selling any security in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-507;

(1) That the $12,000.00 penalty imposed herein by order dated March 7, 1994 is hereby declared due in full, and that the Commonwealth recover 
said sum fam Defoidant Douglas Ashworth with interest thereon at the rate of 9% per year fiom March 7,1994 urrtil paid;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, «c rd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
INVESTEX PETROLEUM, INC.
COASTAL ENERGY, INC. 
DOUGLAS ASHWORTH, ET ALS., 

Defimdants

On Mard) 7,1994, the Commission entered an order in these cases against Defendant Douglas Ashworth, which order contained findings and imposed 
sanctions against said Defendant including a $12,000.00 penalty. That order provided that $11,500.00 ofthe penalty was suspended and would be remitted if 
Ashworfiimadetestitutionintheamountof$6,OOO.OOOtoDanBurMiead,aninvestor,byOctober31, 1994. The Staff has reported to the Commission that 
Ashworth failed to make such restitution. It is therefore.
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ORDER AND JUDGMENT

The Commission, based on the pleadings and evidence of service of process, is of the opinion and finds:

1. A copy ofthe Rule to Show Cause was duly served upon each Defendant

2. None of the Defendants filed a responsive, or other, pleading or appeared at the heating; consequently, each of the Defendants is in defiuilL

5. The Defendants should be penalized on account of having violated the aforesaid order.

It is, therefore.

ORDERED and ADJUDGED:

(1) That, pursuanttoVa. Code §13.1-521,

(2) That the penalty amounts are subtended and will be forgiven as qiecified above if within 120 days fiom the date of this order.

(3) That the Cftrnmiagion shall retain jurisdicti<m in thcsg ntatt<»pe for ail purposes.

(a) G.P. Global Partners, Inc. and GCR Global Capital Resources, Inc. each be, and hereby is, penalized in the amount of $5,000 and that die 
Commonwealth recover of and from each Defendant said sum, with interest thereon at the rate of 9% per year until paid; provided, that $4,500 of the penalty 
amount is subtended and will be forgiven if there is conqtliance with the terms of paragraph (2), below, and,

(b) Robert Israel Moses be, and he hereby is, penalized in the amount of $10,000 and that the Commonwealth recover of and firom the Defendant 
said sum, with interest thereon at the rate of 9% per year until paid; provided, that $9,000 ofthe penalty amount is suspended and will be forgiven if there is 
conqtliance with the provisions of paragraph (2), below.

(a) Rescission and restitution in accordance with the provisions of the Order Accepting Offer of Settlement previously entered herein are made, or 
a settlement with each ofthe Virginia investors is otherwise made; and.

(b) Evidence of such restitution or settlements in the form of a release or other instrument in writing signed by each Virginia investor is filed in 
these cases; and.

4. In August 1994, Defendant Moses transacted business in the Commonwealth as an unregistered securities agent, an action wbich violated the 
provisions of the Order Accepting Offer of Settlement prohibiting such conduct

3. All of the Defendants violated the provisions of the Order Accepting Offer of Settlement entered herein on December 17, 1993, by failing (i) to 
make the offer of rescission and (ii) to make restitution in accordance with the orto.

A Rule to Show Cause was issued against each of the Defendants, G.P. Global Partners, Inc., GCR Global Capital Resources, Inc. and Robert Israel 
Moses, on September 26, 1994, which, among other things, scheduled these cases to be heard on December 1,1994. None ofthe Defendants filed a responsive 
pleading or appeared at the hearing conducted on the scheduled date. The Division of Securities and Retail Franchising was represented at the hearing by its 
counsel.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
G.P. GLOBAL PARTNERS, INC.,
GCR GLOBAL CAPITAL RESOURCES, INC., 

and
ROBERT ISRAEL MOSES,

Defendants

CASE NOS. SEC930120, SEC930119, and SEC930121 
DECEMBER 6, 1994
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INTERIM ORDER

IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That the offer of Sdbral in settlement of the said matters is accqrted;

(3) That this case is continued pending further order of the Commissioa

JUDGMENT AND CONTINUANCE ORDER

During 1986 and thereafter, Sobral offered and sold investment contracts in Virginia in several transactions with certain Virginia residents.1.

CASE NO. SEC930124 
JULY 29, 1994

2. In offering and selling said investment contracts, Sobral received funds in trust and undertook to manage, invest, and reinvest such funds in a 
common pool in rader to generate income or profit solely through his own efforts.

3. During part of the time he was offering and selling said investment contracts, Sobral was simultaneously en^loyed as an agent of one of two
securities broker/dealers registered under the Virginia Securities Act ("the Act"), Virginia Code §§ 13.1-501, a seg.

CASE NO. SEC930124 
JUNE 27, 1994

IT FURTHER APPEARING that the Division of Securities and Retail Franchising has recommended that the Commission accept said offer of 
settlement.

(2) That Sobral shall pay to the Commonwealth, on or before July 5,1994, the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for his failure to congjly with 
Subpoenas for the Production of Documents, and the further sum of nine thousand five hundred forty-six dollars and ninety-seven cents ($9,546.97) for costs of 
investigation of this case; and

IT APPEARING fiomthe Stipulation that Sobral has made an offer of settlement in relation to his refusal to comply with Subpoenas for Production 
of Documents issued and served upon him and his liability for costs of investigation of this case, and

On June 20,1994, this case came on for hearing before file Commission. The Staff was represented by counsel. Defendant Antonio Alvarez Sobral, Jr. 
("Sobral") ^speared pro se, and Defendant Sobral & Associates, Inc. was dismissed as a patty to the case. The Commission received in evidence a docununt 
styled "Stipulation By Defendant Antonio Alvarez Sobral, Jr." ("the Stipulation") in which Sobral admitted substantially all the material allegations contained in

On June 20, 1994, this case came on for hearing before the Commissioa The Staff and defendant Sobral & Associates, Inc., were represented by 
counsel, and defendant Antonio Alvarez Sobral, Jr. ("Sobral") appeared se. Counsel for the Staff presented to the Commission a document styled "Stipulation 
By Defendant Antonio Alvarez Sobral, Jr." ("the Stipulation^ signed by Sobral and dated June 20,1994, and counsel for the Staff moved that the Stipulation be 
received in evidence in lieu of the testimony of witnesses. The Commission read and considered the Stipulation, and upon the representation of Sobral that he had 
read, signed, and dated the Stipulation and that he understood its contents, and counsel for the corporate defendant having stated that he had no objection to 
admissimi of the Stipulation in evidence, the Stipulation was so admitted. Counsel for the Staff then moved the Commission that the case be continued to June 21, 
1994, and that the record be held open for filing of the Restitution Sdiedule referred to in the Stipulation and further moved that the corporate defendant be 
dismissed as a party and, there being no objection by any patty, the case was carried over to the next day, and the corporate defendant was dismissed as a patty. 
The Restitution Sdiedule was duly filed with the Clerk on June 21,1994, and received in evidence in the case.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex tel.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
ANTONIO ALVAREZ SOBRAL, JR., ddi/a ANTONIO SOBRAL and TONY SOBRAL, 

Defendant

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, exrel.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
SOBRAL & ASSOCIATES, INC.

and
ANTONIO ALVAREZ SOBRAL, JR., adc/a ANTONIO SOBRAL and TONY SOBRAL, 

Defendants

the Rule to Show Cause issued in ftiis case, undertook to make restitution to certain unreinibursed investors named therein of file funds received fixim them, and 
agreed to the entry of this Order. On June 23,1994, Sobral filed a Restitution Sdiedule setting forth the amounts and dates of restitutionary payments he would 
make to the umeimbursed investors. On June 27, 1994, the Commissioii entered an Interim Order in this case whereby, as also agr^ by Sobral in the 
Stipulation, he was ordered to pay a penalty in the sum of $10,000 for his failure to comply with Subpoenas for Production of Documents served upon him, and to 
pay die further sum of $9,546.97 for costs of investigation of this case. The Staff has advised the Commission that Sobral has paid the sums required by the 
biterim Order. Upon cozisidention of tfie foregoing and tite pleadixigs and St^nilation in case, die Commission is of die opinion and finds!
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Sobral was never registered as an agent under the Act with respect to the offer and sale of said investment contracts.4.

5. Said investment contracts were never registered under the securities registration provisions of the Act

In connection with his offer and sale of said investment contracts, Sobral obtained funds from investors by misrepresenting various material facts

Misrepresenting that funds provided would be pooled;a.

Misrepresenting that funds provided would be used for investment purposes;b.

Misrepresenting that funds provided would be used to produce a profit;c.

Misrepresenting that funds provided would produce, and were producing, eighteen (18) percent profits;d.

Failing to disclose that he filed voluntary bankruptcy proceedings in 1983; ande.

f. Failing to disclose that funds supplied by prior investors had not been repaid.

7. The said investment contracts constitute "securities" within the definition of that term in the Art.

8.

10. That Sobral should be penalized and enjoined as set forth below. It is, therefore.

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED:

(3) That this case is continued pgrtHing further order of the Ccnnmission.

Fot an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

APPUCATION OF
CATTAIL CREEK COUNTRY CLUB, INC.

THE COMMISSION, based on the ferts asserted by Cattail in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to the provisions of Code § 13.1-514.1 .B, the securities described above amounting to $25,000.00 be, and they hereby

(2) That Sobral is hereby penalized pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-521 in the amount ofsix hundred five thousand dollars ($605,000) and that the 
Commonwealth recover of and fiom him said sum, with interest thereon at the rate of nine percent per year until paid; provided that said penalty and interest are 
suspended and will be remitted upon the condition that Sobral shall make the restitutionary payments set forth in the aforesaid Stipulation and Restitution 
Schedule. If Sobral shall fail to tnaike any payment set forth in said Stipulation and Restitution Sdiedule, then the full amount owed to the investors named therein 
shall become immediately due and paysile, and the full penalty and interest herein imposed shall become immediately due and payable by Commission order 
entered without further hearing; and

9. That Sobral has offered to make restitution over a period of time to the unreimbursed investors named in the Stipulation pursuant to §§ 13.1-521
and 13.1-522 ofthe Art.

6.
and failing to disclose certain material facts including, but not limited to, the following:

CASE NO. SEC940003 
JANUARY 13,1994

That the aforesaid activities of Sobral constitute at least one hundred twenty-one (121) violations ofthe provisions of §§ 13.1-502, 13.1-504(A) 
and (B), and 13.1-507 ofthe Art.

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, qjpear to exist: Cattail is a 
Maryland non-stock corporation, organized and operated not-for-private profit but exclusively for pleasure, recreation and other non-profit purposes (athletic and 
socid); Cattail intends to offer and sell its participation interests in an approximate aggregate amount of $800,000 but will only offer and sell in Virginia the 
amount of $25,000.00 to Mr. Phillip Cooke on teims and conditions as more fully described in the Offering Circular filed as a part of the application; said 
securities are to be offered and sold by Mr. J. P. Blase Cooke who will not be compensated for his efforts.

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written qrplicatioo dated November 17, 1993, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently 
amended, of Cattail Creek Country Club, Inc. ("Cattail"), requesting that certain Third Deed of Trust Participation Interest in a promissory note be exempted Sum 
the securities registration requirernents of the Securities Art (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that J. P. Blase Cooke be exempted fiom the 
agent registration requirements of said Art.

(1) That, pursuant to § 13.1-519 ofthe Act, Sobral is hereby (a) permanently enjoined fiom the commission of like violations ofthe provisions ofthe 
Art in future, (b) permanently barred fiom registration in any crqracity under the Act, and (c) permanently barred fiom ownership of a five (5) percent or greater 
interest in aiQ' firm or conqrany registered in ar^ capacity under the Act;
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For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For an Order of Exenqrtion under § 13.1-S14. l.B of the Code of t^rginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

APPUCATION OF
MOUNT CARMEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

APPUCATION OF
COMMUNITY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

are, exengited from the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and that Mr. J. P. Blase Cooke be, and hereby is, exenqrted from the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

CASE NO. SEC940010 
FEBRUARY 1, 1994

CASE NO. SEC9400n 
FEBRUARY 10, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by CUMC in the written application and ejdiibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuanttotheprovisions ofCode § I3.1-S14.1.B, the securities described above be, and t^ hereby are, exerrqrted fiom the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby ate, exenqrted fiw the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by MCMBC in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that the securities described above be exenqrt frtm the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act pursuant to the 
provisions of Code § 13.1-S14.1.B.

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated January 6,1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently amended, 
of Community United Methodist Church ("CUMC"), requesting that certain General De^ of Trust Bonds be exempted fixan the securities registration 
requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of CUMC be exempted fixan the agent registration 
requirements of said Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, qrpear to exist MCMBC is 
organized and operates not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational, benevolent and diaritable purposes; MCMBC intends to offer and sell First 
Mortgage Serial Sinking Fund Bonds "Series B" in an approximate amount of $300,000 cm terms and conditions as more fiiUy described in the Ptoqiectos filed as 
a part of the application; said securities ate to be offoed and sold by a bndcer-dealer so registered under the Securities Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: CUMC is an 
unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively fw religious purposes; CUMC intends to offer arri sell General Deed of Trust 
Bonds - Series 1994A in an approximate aggregate amount of $1370,000 on terms and conditions as mote fully described in the Prospectus filed as a part of the 
application; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee conqxised of members of CUMC v4io will not be compensated for their sales 
efforts; and, said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application, with exhibits attached thereto, of Mount Carmel Missionary Baptist Church 
("MCMBC"), dated December 16, 1993 requesting a determination that certain First Mortgage Serial Sinking Fund Bonds "Series B" be exempted fixim the 
securities registration requirements ofthe Securities Act (Code ofVtrginia (1950), Title 13.1, Charter 5).
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SETTLEMENT ORDER

ded that the offer of settlement be accepted pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to the authority granted to the Commissitm in Virginia Code § 12.1-lS, the Defendants'offer ofsettlement is accepted;

(2) That the Defendants are permanently enjoined as described in paragraphs (B), (C), (D) and (E), above; and

(3) That this case is dismissed and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rej. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(B) Major Marketing Corporation and Comedy Dating Corporation will be permanently enjoined to employ, for purposes of offering for sale and 
selling securities in this Commonwealth, only agents who are registered under the Virginia Securities Act or exempted therefrom;

(E) Jayne B. Maxine will be permanently enjoined not to indirectly or directly transact business in this Commonwealth as an agent unless so registered 
under the Virginia Securities Act or exenpted therefrom.

CASE NOS. SEC940012, SEC940013, and SEC940014 
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

(D) Major Marketing Corporation, Comedy Dating Corporation and Jayne B. Maxine will be permanently enjoined not to violate Virginia Code 
§13.1-502(2), and

The State Corporation Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising has instituted an investigation of the Defendants, Major Marketing 
Corporation ("MMC"), C^edy Dating Corporation ("CDC"), d/b/a Marty Me, and Jayne B. Maxine ("Maxme”), pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-518.

The Division has n 
§ 12.1-15.

As a result of its investigation, the Division alleges (i) that MMC and CDC employed Maxine as an unregisteted agent in violation of Virginia Code 
§ 13.1-504B, (ii)that MMC and Maxine offered for sale and sold unregisteted securities being in the form of promissory notes, in violation of Virginia Code 
§ 13.1-507, (iii)that CDC and Maxine offered for sale and sold unregisteted securities, being in the form of investment contracts as evidenced by the CDC 
Franthise and Licensing Agreement and Addendum, in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-507, (ivjthat Maxine transacted business in the Commonwealth as an 
unregisteted agent for MMC and for CDC in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-504A, and (v) that in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-502(2), MMC, CDC and 
Maxine obtained money by means of omitting to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in the lig^ of the circumstances under which 
they were made, not misleading, by failing to inform some investors of Maxine's Chapter 7 bankruptcy on October 31, 1989, by failing to inform some investors 
of Maxine's Chapter 13 bankruptcy of June 14,1993, both being filed in U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, Alexandria, and by failing to 
inform any investors of Maxine's continued indebtedness of $60,668 since her bankruptcy of October 31, 1989. The Defendants neither admit nor deny these 
allegations, but admit the Commission's jurisdiction and authority to enter this Settlement Order.

(C) Major Marketing Corporation, Comedy Dating Corporation and Jayne B. Maxine will be permanently enjoined to offer for sale and seU in this 
Commonwealth, whether indirectly or directly, only securities that are registered under the Virginia Securities Act or exempted therefrom;

(A) By letter dated January 3,1994, Maxine stated that she does not have the funds with which to make restitution to the investors or to pay the cost 
of the investigatioii^

As a proposal to settle all matters arising from the allegations made against them, the Defendarrts have offered and agreed to comply with, the 
following terms and undertakings:

V.
MAJOR MARKETING CORPORATION
COMEDY DATING CORPORATION, d/b/a MARRY ME, 

and
JAYNE B. MAXINE,

Defendants
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Tor an Order of Exenqrtion under § 13.1-S14.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For an ofBcial inteipretation pursuant to Nt. Code § 13.1-S25

OFFICIAL INTERPRETATION

q»ny pursuant to the Bank Holding

Va. Code § 13.1-514 (1993)provides, in part

indiIS. Anytrans to a ... statutoy ... merger....

APPLICATION OF
FOURTH FINANCIAL CORPORATION

APPUCATION OF
COLONIAL HEIGHTS BAPTIST CHURCH OF COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VIRGINIA

CASE NO. SEC94001S 
FEBRUARY 28, 1994

B. The following transactions are exempted from the securities, brdcer-dealer and agent registraticm requirements 
of this cheder ...:

CASE NO. SEC940016 
MARCH 2, 1994

Pursuant to the authority granted in Va. Code § 13.1-514 A12, die Ctsnmission adopted Securities Act Rule 504. This Rule creates an exenqition 
from the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act if (i) the issuer of the security has been subject to die reporting requirements of § 13 of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 for the 180-day period preceding the use of the exenqition and (u) die NASDAQ/NMS meets the criteria specified in Rule 504.

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Colonial in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that,pursuanttotheprovisionsofCode § 13.1-514.1.B.,thesecutitiesdescribedabovebe, andtheyher^ are, exemptedfiomthie 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exempted firan the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

THE COMMISSION, based upon the information supplied by Applicant and the Division of Securities and Retail Frandiising, is of the opinion and 
finds (i) that the NASDAQ/NMS exenqjtion is applicable to Applicant's common stock involved in the merger between Applicant and GSB and (ii) that the 
foregoing proposed issuance of Applicant's common stock will constitute transactimis incident to a statutory merger. It is, therefore.

THIS MATTER came on for ctnsideration upon written application dated February 1, 1994, with eidubits attached thereto, as subsequently 
amended, of Colonial Heights Baptist Church of Colonial Heights, Virginia ("Colonial"), requesting that certain First Deed of Trust Bonds be exempted finm the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of Colonial be exempted finm 
the agent registration requirements of said Act

THIS MATTER came before the Commission for consideration upon the letter-agplication as supplemented, with exhibit, of Fourth Financial 
Corporation f’Applicant") filed under Va. Code § 13.1-525 by its counsel and upon payment of the requisite fee. A^Iicant has requested a determination that the 
securities and transactions described below are exempted from the securities, broker-dealer and agent registration requirements of the Securities Act of Virginia 
pursuant to (i)Va. Code § 13.1-514 A12 and Securities Act Rule 504 adopted thereunder and (ii)§ 13.1-514 B 15 (1993). The pertinent information contained 
in the application is summarized as follows:

^iplicant is a corporation organized under the laws ofthe State of Kansas and is registered as a bank holding
Company Act of 1956. Applicant intends to enter into a merger pursuant to the laws of the States of Kansas and Delaware whereby Great Southern Bancorp, Inc. 
("GSB"), a Delaware corporation and a registered savings and loan holding oonpany under the Home Owner's Loan Act, will merge with and into Applicant 
Upon consummation of the merger. Applicant will be the surviving entity, and each share of GSB common stock will be converted into and exchanged for 1.6394 
shares of commcm stock of ARjlicant, and each outstanding option to purchase one share of GSB common stock will automatically be converted into the right to 
receive 1.6394 shares of common stock of Applicant, as set forth m the Agreement and Plan of Reorganization dated October 12, 1993. Applicant's common 
stock is listed on the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation National Market System ("NASDAQ/NMS"). Applicant has been subject 
to the reporting requirements of § 13 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 for the 180 days preceding the filing of this application and is current in its filings.

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist Colonial is an 
unincorporated Virginia congregation operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and charitable purposes; Colonial intends to offer 
and sell First Deed of Trust Bonds in an approximate amount of $150,000 on terms and conditions as mote fully described in the Prospectus filed as part of the 
application; said securities ate to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee composed of members of Colonial who will not be conqiensated for their sales 
efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act
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ORDERED that the securities and transactions described above are exempted from the securities, broker-dealer and agent registration requirements of
the Securities Act pursuant to Securities Act Rule 504 and Va. Code § 13.1-514 B 15 (1993).

For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

APPUCATION OF
OAKTON UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

APPUCATION OF
TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

CASE NO. SEC940019 
MARCH 18, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940018
MARCH 21, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Trinity in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuanttotheprovisionsofCode § 13.1-514.1.B, thesecurities described above be, and they hereby are, exenqttedfromthe 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exempted from the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated February 15, 1994, with eidiibits attached thereto as subsequently 
amended, of Trinity Presbyterian Church ("Trinity"), requesting that certain General Deed of Trust Bonds be exempted from the securities registration 
requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chatter 5) and that certain members of Trinity be exempted from the agent registration 
requirements of said Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: Trinity is an 
unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and charitable purposes; Trinity intends to offer and 
sell General Deed of Trust Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of $1,135,000 on terms and conditions as more fully described in the Prospectus filed as a 
part of the application; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee composed of members of Trinity who will not be compensated for their 
sales efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated February 17, 1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently 
amended, of Oakton United Methodist Church ("Oakton”), requesting that certain Revenue Bonds be exempted from the securities registration requirements of the 
Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Cb^ter 5) and that certain members of Oakton be exempted from the agent registration requirements of said 
Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: Oakton is an 
unincotporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious purposes; Oakton intends to offer and sell Revenue Bonds, 
Series of April 1, 1994, in an approximate aggregate amount of $250,000 on terms and conditions as more folly described in foe Prospectus filed as a part of the 
application; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee composed of members of Oakton who will not be compensated for their sales 
efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Oakton in the written application and etfoibits, is of foe opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuanttofoeprovisions ofCode § 13.1-514.1.B, foe securities described above be, and they hereby are, exenqtted fiom foe 
securities registration requirements of foe Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exenqjted from the agent 
registration requirements of said Act
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ORDER OF SETTLEMENT

As a result of its investigation, tiie Division alleges that Defendant, in violation of Section 13.1-507 and Section 13.1- 502(3) of the Virginia Securities
Act, has:

2. Engaged in transactions, practice or course of business which operated as a fiaud or deceit upon the purchaser.

Without admitting or denying these allegations, the Defendant admits the Commission's jurisdiction and authority to enter this order.

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

1. That, pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15, Defendant's offer of settlement is accepted;

2. That Defendant fully comply with the aforesaid terms and undertakings of the settlement;

3. That Defendant shall not be registered, or engage in the activities, described above from and after the date of this ordo;

5. That this matter is dismissed and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

For an Order of Exengrtion pursuant to § 13.1-514.1.Boffi)e Code of Virginia

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

1. Defendant agrees that he will not, (a) seek plication to become registered in any capacity under the Virginia Securities Act, and (b) engage in 
the offer or sale of any security exempted from registration or any transaction exempted under the Virginia Securities Act

THE COMMISSION, based on the rqnesentations made in the written plication and exhibits, is of the opinicm and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that the securities described above are exengit from the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act pursuant to the

APPUCATION OF
COLUMBIA UNION REVOLVING FUND

CASE NO. SEC940023
MARCH 28, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940021 
MAY 31, 1994

4. That Defendant will not engage in any conduct which constitutes a violation of Virginia Code Section 13.1- 502(3) or Virgiiiia Code 
Section 13.1-507; and.

1. Offered and sold securities in this Commonwealth without the securities being registered under the Virginia Securities Act or the securities or 
transaction being exenqited by the Act

The Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising ("Division") has instituted an investigation of Defendant Douglas Wayne Kendrick, 
pursuant to SecUon 13.1-518 of the Code of Virginia.

BASED ON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, qjpear to exist: Columbia is a 
noqxofit organization organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary and educational purposes. Columbia intends to issue 90- 
Day Demand Promissory Notes in the aggregate amount of fifteen million dollars ($15,000,00) subject to conditions which are more fully described in the 
Offering Memorandum sulxnitted with the written applicatioa

THIS MATTER came cm for consideration upon written application, with exhibits attadied thereto, of the Columbia Union Revolving Fund 
("Columbia"  ̂dated March 7,1994, requesting that certain notes be exemptkl from the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia 
(1950), Title 13.1, Chqjter 5) pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B.

The Division has recommended that Defendant's offer of settlement be accepted pursuant to file authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code 
§ 12.1-15.

As a proposal to settle all matters arising fiom the allegations made against Um, Defendant has offered, and agrees to comply with, the following terms 
and undertakings:

V.
DOUGLAS WAYNE KENDRICK, 

Defendant
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For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as ded

ORDER OF ION

For an Order of Exenqition under § 13.1-S14.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as ded

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

provisions of Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B and shall be offered or sold in Virginia only by broker-dealers or agents who are so registered under the Securities 
Act

APPUCATION OF
THE ROCKFORD INSTITUTE POOLED INCOME FUND

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: the Fund was 
established by The Rodtford Institute fRodcford"), an Illinois corporation formed not for private profit but exclusively for literary and educational purposes; the 
Fund is a pooled income fund within the meaning of Section 642(cXS) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; and, gifts to the Fund will be solicited by volunteers 
or employees of Rockford who will not be compensated on the basis of the amount of gifts transferred to the Fund.

CASE NO. SEC940024
MARCH 29, 1994

APPUCATION OF
LIGHTHOUSE WORSHIP CENTER, HAYES, VIRGINIA

CASE NO. SEC94002S 
APRIL 11, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by the Fund in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to the provisions of Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exempted 
from the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and Rockford's volunteers and enqrloyees who solicit on behalf of the Fund be, and they hereby 
are, exempted fiom die agent registration requirement of said Act

THE COMMISSION, based on fire facts asserted by Lighthouse in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to the provisions of Code § 13.1-514.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exempted from the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exempted from the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following fiicts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist Lighthouse is an 
unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious purposes; Lighdiouse intends to offer and sell First Deed of 
Trust Bonds in an rqjproximate aggregate amount of $2,100,000.00 on terms and conditions as more fully described in the Prospectus filed as a part of the 
application; said securities are to be offered and sold by a braid sales committee composed of members of Lighthouse who will not be compensated for their sales 
efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated February 3, 1994, with odiibits attached thereto, as subsequently 
amended, of Lighthouse Worship Center, Hayes, Virginia ("Lighthouse"), requesting that certain First Deed of Trust Bonds be exempted from the securities 
registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of Lighthouse be exempted from the 
agent registration requirements of said Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written qiplication dated February 1, 1994, as subsequently amended, with etdiibits attached 
thereto, of The Rockford Institute Pooled Income Fund (the "Fund"), requesting that interests in the Fund be exempted fiom the securities registration 
requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain individuals who solicit ^dts to the Fund be exempted fiom the 
agent registration requirements of said Act
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FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT

(1) That an attested copy of the aforesaid Rule To Show Cause was served upon the Defendant as required by law.

(2) That the Defendant did not file a re^xmsrve pleading or qipear at the hearing;

(3) That the Defendant is a corporation organized under the laws of New Jersey,

(4) That in June, 1988, the Defendant, acting tfarou^ its agents Robert D. White and John H. Foefal, offered and sold its common stodc in Virginia;

(5) That such stock was not registered under the Virginia Securities Act ("the Act");

(6) That no person has ever been registered as an agent ofthe Defendant under the Act;

(7) That file aforesaid acts constitute violations of §§ 13.1-504(B)and I3.1-S07 ofthe Act; and

(8) ThatfiieDefendantshouldbepenalizedforsuchviolationsandenjoinedfiximcommissionoflikeviolatiansoflawinthefiiture. Accordingly, it is

ORDERED:

(2) That file Defendant is permanently enjoined fiom violation of file said provisions of file Act in the future, and

ORDER AND JUDGMENT

The Commission, based on the pleadings as well as file testimony and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds:

The offer and sale ofthe stock occurred in Virginia during the period of April 1991 throu^ July 1991.3.

(1) That pursuant to § 13.1-521 ofthe Act, the Defendant is penalized in file amount often thousand dollars ($10,000) for its violations of §§ 13.1-
504(B) and 13.1-507 of file Act, which sum the Commonwealth shall recover fiom the Defendant with interest at 9% per year until paid;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, Mt rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA ex rel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. SEC940028 
JULY 29, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940026 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1994

2. Re/Max was incorporated under the Virginia Stodc Cmporation Act in February 1987; its corporate existence was automatically terminated on 
Septeniber 1,1992.

(3) That as there qjpears nothing further to be done in this proceeding, this case shall be dismissed fiom the dodcet and file papers placed in the file for 
ended causes.

A Rule to Show Cause was issued against the Defendant, Francis R. Dove, also known as Frank Dove, CDove”) on April 1,1994, vdiich, among other 
things, sdiediiled this case to be heard on May 11,1994. The Rule was issued at file instance ofthe Divisian of Securities and Retail FrandiisingCDivjsion") as 
a consequence of its investigation of this matter pursuant to the Securities Act (Va. Code Ann. §§ 13.1-501 - 13.1-5273) ("Act"). The matter was continued 
generally by order dated May 6,1994, and was set for hearing on July 20, 1994, by a second Rule to Show Cause issued on June 16, 1994. The Defendant, 
pro se. filed a document entitled "Response Pleading" on July 11.1994, and sqqieared on his own behalf at the hearing conducted on July 20,1994. The Division 
was represented by staff counsel. The Division presented its case fiuou^ the testimony and exhibits of five witnesses. The Defendant offered no witnesses.

1. Dove, acting as an agent of Re/Max Dynamic Realty of Arlington, Inc. ("Re/Max"), offered and sold in this Commonwealth shares of stock 
issued by Re/Max.

By Rule to Show Cause dated June 3,1994, the Commission, among other things, assigned this case to a Heating Examiner to conduct a heating on 
behalf of the Commission Defendant did not file a reqronsive pleading or appear at the hearing. At the conclusion ofthe July 18, 1994 hearing, the Hearing 
Examiner issued fiom the bench his Report setting forth bis recommended findings of fact and conclusions of law. The Commission therefore finds:

V.
FRANCIS R. DOVE, aA/a FRANK DOVE,

Defendant

V.
CONVENIENCE LIGHT, INC., 

rtefendant
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Dove sold the stock in eight (8) tnnsactiMis to seven (7) business associates who paid a total of $47,500 for the shares.4.

The seven purchasers and the amounts of their respective investments are as follows:5.

6. The stock is a security as defined in Va. Code § 13.1-501.

7. In the offer and sale of the stock. Dove violated the anti-fiaud provisions of Va. Code § 13.1-502(2).

Theactivitiesdescribedaboveconstituteeight(8)violationsoftbe Act, specifically Va. Code § 13.1-502(2).8.

Dove stated to the Commission that he always intended to repay each of the purchasers, if he was able, and represented that be should be able to

10. As a consequence of his violations of the Act, Dove should be penalized and enjoined as set forth below.

It is, therefore.

ORDERED and ADJUDGED:

(b) Files in this case evidence of such refund or settlement in the form of a release or other written instrument signed by each purchaser.

(4) The Commission shall retainjurisdiction in this matter for all purposes.

For an Order of Exenqrtion under § 13.1-514.1 .B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

9.
do so by December 31,1994.

APPUCATION OF 
SOUTHSIDE BAPTIST TEMPLE

(1) Pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-519, Francis R. Dove be, andbe hereby is, permanently enjoined fiomviolatingthe provisions of Va. Code § 13.1- 
502 in the offer or sale of securities.

(a) Has refunded, in accordance with the provisions of Va. Code § 13.1-522 D, to the seven purchasers the consideration each paid or has 
consummated a settlement with each of them, and

(2) Pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-521, Francis R. Dove be, andhe hereby is, penalized in the amount of $40,000 and that the Commonwealth recover 
of and from the Defendant said sum, with interest thereon at the rate of 9% per year until paid; provided, that the entire amount of the penalty and interest is 
subtended and shall be forgiven if Dove, by January 1,1995:

CASE NO. SEC940029 
APRIL 4, 1994

THIS MATTER came on for considetation upon written application dated December 6, 1993, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently 
amended, of Soufiiside Baptist Temple ("Southside"), requesting that certain First Deed of Trust Bonds be exempted from the securities registration requirements 
of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of Southside be exempted from the agent registration requirements 
of said Act

AliAli-$2,500
Alice Sargent - $10,000
Earl F. and Jane M. Lyle - $10,000 
Tom Rucker-$10,000
John Edwards-$5,000 
Helene Baron-$5,000 
Luis and Sonia Teran - $5,000

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist Southside is an 
unincorporaled Virginia mganization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious purposes; Southside intends to offer and sell First Deed of Trust 
Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of $500,000 on terms and conditions as more fully described in the Prospectus filed as a part of the application; said 
securities are to be offered and sold only to church members, their families and fiiends of the church by a bond sales committee composed of members of 
Southside who will not be compensated for their sales efforts.

(3) In the event Dove has not fully refunded the consideration paid by the seven purdiasets or completely settled with the purchasers by January 1, 
1995, but has effected partial refunds or settlements with them, the Commission may consider the extent of partial restitution as may justify suspension of a 
portion of the penalty whidi would otherwise be inqxised by this order.
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For a Certificate of Exenqition pursuant to § 13.1-S14.1.B of the Code of Virginia (1950)

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For promulgation of a rule pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-523 (Securities Act)

ORDER REPEAI.ING AND ADOPTING RULE

who filed comments was the Virginia Securities Industry Associatitm, whidi endmsed the applicatioa No requests for a hearing were received.

The Commission has been advised by the Division that it is satisfied with the NASD proposed Rule and the agreement, as amended, and recommends
that the Commission adopt file revised Rule.

ORDERED:

(I) That evidence of mailing and publication of notice of the prqjosed amendment of Securities Act Rule 504 be filed in fins case as Exhibit A;

(2) That Securities Act Rule 504 as currently in effect be, and it hereby is, repealed as of July 25,1994;

The Commission, upon consideration of the revised Rule and agreement and the recommendations of the Division, is of the opinion and finds that the 
proposed amendment of Rule 504, as revised, should be adopted and that the ancillary agreement should be utilized in conjunctian with the Rule. Accordingly, it 
is

APPUCATION OF
THE HOSPITALS AND HIGHER EDUCATION FACILmES AUTHORITY OF PHILADELPHIA 
(A NON-PROFIT PENNSYLVANIA CORP.)

APPUCATION OF
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECURITIES DEALERS, INC.

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: The "Authority 
is a non-profit corporation organized under the laws of Pennsytvania for benevolent and educational purposes. The Authority intends to issue Hospital Revenue 
Bonds, Series of 1994 (Wills Eye Hospital) in an approximate aggregate amount of fourteen million one hundred forty thousand dollars ($14,140,000.00) subject 
to conditions whidi are more fiilly described in the Preliminary Prospectus submitted with the written applicatiom

CASE NO. SEC940031 
JULY 1, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940030 
APRIL 11, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by the Authority in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that the offers and sales of the securities described above are exempt fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities 
Act pursuant to the provisions of Code § 13.1-514.1.B and shall be made in Virginia only by brokCT-dealers registered in fiiis Commonwealth.

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application, with ediibitsattadied thereto, ofThe Hospitals and Higher Education Facilities 
Authority of Philadelpto (^Authority") dated March 17,1994, request^ a determination that certain Hospital Revenue Bonds (Wills Eye Hospital) be exempted 
fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5).

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Southside in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinimi and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuanttofiieprovisions ofCode § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exenqitedfixHn the 
securittes registi^on requiroMuts of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exempted fiom the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

On April 5, 1994, the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. ("NASD") filed a petiticm requesting the Commission to amend its Securities 
Act Rule 504. On or about May 12,1994, the Division mailed to the bndcer-dealeis registered under the Securities Act and to other interested parties summary 
notice of fire contents of the Rule changes proposed by the NASD, of the possibility fiiat the NASD may file an amendment to its proposed dianges and of the 
opportunity to file comments and request to be heard with respect to arty objections to the proposals. In accordance with fiie Commission's order entered herein on 
June 2, 1994, similar notice was published in several newspapers in general circulation throug^iout file Commonwealth. This notice, as well as file text of the 
proposedamendedRule, also was published in "The Virginia Register of Regulations, "Vol. 9, Issue 18, May 30, 1994, pp. 4914-15; 4916-19. The only person

On June 13,1994, the NASD filed a revised Rule proposal and an ancillary agreement related to providing certain information to the Commissioa It 
has been rqiresented to the Commission that file revisions and agreement resulted fiom discussions between the NASD and the Division of Securities and Retail 
Franchising ("Division"). Shortly after this filing was made, file Virginia Securities Industry Association submitted a second letter supporting the NASD proposal, 
as revised. On June 22,1994, the NASD submitted by facsimile an amended agreemenL
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(4) That this matter is dismissed from the docket and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

For promulgation of a rule pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-523 (Securities Act)

AMENDING ORDER

(2) The first line of paragraph A of Rule 504 is amended by striking the fifth word "to."

Foran Order of Exei^ition under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as ded

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

APPLICATION OF
NEW CANAAN PENTECOSTAL CHURCH

APPLICATION OF
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECURITIES DEALERS, INC.

(3) That proposed Securities Act Rule 504, as revised, a copy of which is attached hereto, be, and it hereby is, adopted and shall become effective as 
ofJuly25,1994;and

NOTE: A copy of Exhibit A entitled "Rule 504 Nasdaq/National Market System Exemption" is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation 
Commission, Clerk's Office, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

CASE NO. SEC940032
APRIL 14, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940031 
JULY 18, 1994

IT APPEARING to the Commission that the Order Repealing and Adopting Rule entered herein on July 1, 1994, and the Rule attached thereto 
contain clerical errors which should be amended nunc pro tunc: it is, therefore.

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated March 11,1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently amended, 
of New Canaan Pentecostal Church ("New Canaan"), requesting that certain First Deed of Trust Bonds be exempted firm the securities registration requirements 
of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Tide 13.1, Chsqjter 5) and that certain members of New Canaan be exenqited from the agent registration 
requirements of said Act

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by New Canaan in the written iqrplication and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to the provisions of Code § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and th^ hereby are, exenqrted from the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exempted from the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

(1) The citation on the first page of the Order to "The Virginia Register of Regulations,' Vol. 9," is amended by substituting the number "10” for the 
nuniber "9.”

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: New Canaan is 
an unincorporated Virginia religious congregation operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and charitabie purposes; New Canaan 
intends to offer and sell First Deed of Trust Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of $300,000 on terms and conditions as more fiilly described in the 
Prospectus filed as a part of the application; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee composed of members of New Canaan who will 
not compensated for their sales efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

ORDERED that the Order Repealing and Adopting Rule dated July 1, 1994, and Securities Act Rule 504 attached thereto be, and they hereby are, 
amended mmc pro tunc in the following respects:
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Tor an Order of Exenqrtion under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of \^rginia, as amended

ORDER OF 1

For an Order ofExenqjtion under § 13.1-514. l.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

APPLICATION OF
SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT-LCMS CHURCH EXTENSION FUND, INC. 
(A NONSTOCK VIRGINIA CORPORATION)

THE COMMISSION, based on the &cts asserted by SED-CEF indie written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to the provisions of Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exempted 
fiom die securities registration requirements of die Securities Act and SED-CEFs ofBcers be, and they herdjy are, exempted fiom the agent registration 
requirements of said Act

APPUCATION OF
NEABSCO BAPTIST CHURCH, WOODBRIDGE, VIRGINIA

CASE NO. SEC940033
APRIL 13, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940035 
APRIL 28, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based cm the facts asserted by Neabsco in die written application and exhibits, is of the qiinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuanttotfaeprovisionsofCode § 13.1-S14.1.B, thesecuritiesdescribedabovebe, andthey hereby are, exenqited fiom the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and die members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exenpted fiom the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated March 2,1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently amended, 
of Neabsco Baptist Onirdi, Woodbridge, Virginia CNeabsco*X request that certain First Deed of Trust Bonds be exempted fiom the securities registration 
requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Ttde 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of Neabsco be exempted fiom the agent registration 
requirements of said Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated March 17,1994, widi exhibits attached thereto, of Southeastern District- 
LCMS Chutdi Extension Fund, Inc. ("SED-CEF"), recpiesting that certain Flexible Investment Certificates and Term Certificates (together, the "Debt Securities") 
be exmqited fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and that certain employees of SED-CEF be exempted fiom the agent registration 
requirements (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5).

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: Neabsco is an 
unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious purposes; Neabsco intends to offer and sell First Deed of Trust 
Bonds in an approxiniate aggregate amount of $250,000 on terms and conditions as more fully ctecribed in the Prospectus filed as a part of the application; said 
securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee composed of members of Neabsco who will not be compensated for their sales efforts; and said 
securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist SED-CEF is a 
Virginia nonstock corporation organized and operated not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational, charitable and benevolent purposes; SED- 
CEF intends to offer and sell Debt Securities in an approximate aggreg^ amount of fifteen million dollars (SI5,000,000.00) subject to conditions which are more 
fully described in the Offering Circular submitted w^ the written application; the Delx Securities will be offered and sold to members of contributors to, or 
participants in file Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (the "Synod"), including any District or other program, activity or organization which constitutes a part of the 
Synod, ex any congregation of the Synod, or persons who are ancestors, descendants, or successors in intaest to such persons; and, said securities ate to be 
offered and sold by SED-CEFs oflBcers who will not be compensated for their sales efforts.
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For an Order of Exemption under §13.1-514.1.8 of the Code of Virginia, as ded

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.8 of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For a Certificate ofExemption pursuant to § 13.1-514.1.8 ofthe Code of Virginia (1950)

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

APPLICATION OF
MISSION INVESTMENT FUND OF THE EVANGEUCAL LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA 
(A MINNESOTA NONPROFIT CORPORATION)

APPLICATION OF
THE STUDENT LOAN ACQUISITION AUTHORITY OF ARIZONA 
(A NON-PROFIT ARIZONA CORPORATION)

APPUCATION OF
THE TRINITY PRESEYTERIAN CHURCH

CASE NO. SEC940046
APRIL 28, 1994

CASE NO. SEC94004S 
MAY 16, 1994

8ASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following fitcts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: MIF is a 
nonprofit corporation organized under the laws of the State of Minnesota exclusively for religious and charitable purposes; MIF intends to offer and sell Debt 
Securities in an approximate aggregate amount of sixty million dollars ($60,000,000.00) subject to conditions which are more folly described in foe Offering 
Circular submitted with foe written application; the Debt Securities will be offered and sold in Virginia by agents of MIF who are registered under foe Securities 
Act

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by MIF in foe written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exempted from the securities registration requirements of the Securities 
Act pursuant to the provisions of Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.8 and shall be offered or sold in Virginia only by broker-dealers or agents who are so registered 
under foe Securities Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated March 23, 1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently amended, 
of The Trinity Presbyterian Church ("Trinity"), requesting that certain General Deed of Trust 8onds Series 1994A be exempted from foe securities registration 
requiremerrts ofthe Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of Trinity be exempted from the agent registration 
requirements of said Act

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Trinity in foe written qjplication and exhibits, is of foe opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuanttofoeprovisionsofCode § 13.1-514.1.8, the securitiesdescribedabove be, andfoey hereby are, exenqitedfiom foe 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and foe manbets of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exerrqrted from foe agent 
registration requirements of said Act

CASE NO. SEC940042 
APRIL 22, 1994

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated April 18, 1994, with exhibits attached thereto, of Mission Investment 
Fund of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America ("NflF"), requesting that certain Mission Term Certificates and Mission Plus Investments (together, the 
"Debt Securities") be exempted fiom foe securities registration requirements ofthe Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5).

8ASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist; Trinity is an 
unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and charitable purposes; Trinity intends to offer and 
sell General Deed of Trust 8onds in an approximate aggregate amount of $1,100,000 cm terms and conditions as more fully described in the Prospectus filed as a 
part of foe application; said securities ate to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee composed of members of Trinity who will not be compensated for their 
sales efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written plication, with exhibits attached thereto, of The Student Loan Acquisition Authority of 
Arizona ("Authority^ dated April 18, 1994, requesting a determination that certain Student Loan Revenue 8onds be exempted fiom foe securities registration 
requirements ofthe Securities Act (Coide of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5).
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Ex Parte, in re: Promulgalionofrulespuraiantto ViiginiaCode § 13.1-523 (Securities Act)

ORDER AMENDING AND ADOPTING RULES

The Commission is iinther of the opinion and finds that the other proposals should be adqjted as noticed. Accordnigly, it is

ORDERED;

(3) That this is frwm the HnAgt imd papers heretii be pl^<?e4 ill the file fiv ended causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, Mrd. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

The Commission, upon consideration of the proposals, file comments filed by interested peisons, and the recommendations of the Division, is of the 
opinion and finds that certain of the proposals should be modified as follows:

CASE NO. SEC940048 
JULY 27, 1994

NOTE: A copy of Eidubit A entitled "Article m Broker-Dealer and Agent Regulations" is on file and may be examined at the State Corporation 
Cmmnission, Clerk's OfiBce, Document Control Center, Tyler Building, First Floor, 1300 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia.

(2) That proposed Rule 507, as modified, and that the proposed amendments of Rules 300 and 404, a copy of whidi Rules is attached hereto and 
made a part hweof bi and they herdry are, adopted and shall become effective as of August 1,1994; and

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Authority in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that the offers and sales of the securities described above are exenpt from the securities registration requirements of the Securities 
Act pursuant to the provisions of Code § 13.1-S14.1.B and shall be made in Virginia only by broker-dealers registered in this Commonwealth.

On or about May 12,1994, the Division of Securities and Retail Franchising mailed to the broker-dealers registered under the Securities Act and to 
other interested patties summary notice of the contents of a proposed Securities Act Rule (Rule 507), of proposed amendments of existing Securities Act Rules 
(Rules 300 and 404) and of the opportunity to file comments and request to be heard with reflect to any objecticms to the proposals. In accordance with the 
Commission's order entered herein on June 2, 1994, similar notice was published in several newspapers in general circulation throughout the Commonwealth. 
Thisnotioe, as well as the text of the proposed changes, also was published in "The Virginia Registered Regulations," Vol 10, Issue 18, May 30, 1994, pp. 4914- 
16; 4919-22. Several persons filed comments, but no request for a heating was received.

Rule 507 fTest-the-Waters" Exemption): In the last clause of Section G, substitute the word "after" for 
"from"; in Section K 5, substitute the word "preliminatily" fat "jneliminaty"; in paragraph 2 of the COMMENTS, 
add a new sentence - "Persons who solicit indicatians of interest under this Rule must be registered under, or 
exempted from registration by, the Act as a broker-dealer or as an agent"; add to the COMMENTS a new 
paragraph 4 - "With respect to Sections D and E of this Rule, the offeror may begin to conduct solicitations of 
interest once the prefiling requirements have been satisfied, unless notified otherwise by the Commissioa The 
Commissiem may at any time notify the offeror not to distribute any Solicitation of Interest Form, script, 
advertisement, or other material which the Commission believes is in violation of the Acfs anti-fraud provisions." - 
and redesignate paragraphs 4 and 5, respectively, as "5" and "6."

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist Authority is a 
non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the State of Arizona for charitable and educational purposes. Authority intends to issue Senior Auction 
Gauged Earnings Securities (A Type Adjustable Rate Bond) and Subordinate Fixed Rate Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of one hundred seventeen 
million five hundred ei^rty thousand dollars ($117,580,000) subject to conditions which are more fully described in the Preliminary Prospectus submitted with 
die written applicatioa

(1) That evidence of mailing and publication of notice of proposed Rule 507 and of the proposed amendments of Rules 300 and 404 be filed in this 
case as Exhibit A
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FINAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT

:lusi,

(1) That an attested copy of the Rule to Show Cause was served upon the Defendant as required by law;

(2) That the Defendant did not file a responsive pleading or appear at the hearing;

(4) That said securities were described by the Defendant as shares of Clean Net U.S.A., Inc. and as a limited partnership interest in a joint venture;

(6) That said securities constitute "investment contracts” within the meaning ofthat term contained in § 13.1-501 ofthe Virginia Securities Act ("the
Act");

(7) That said securities were not registered under the Act;

(8) That Defendant was not registered as an agent of the issuer of said securities under file Act;

(9) That at the time of the sale of said securities, the Defendant was registered under the Act as an agent of a registered securities broker-dealer.

(10) That the aforesaid acts constitute violations of §§ 13.1-504(A), 13.1-504(8), and 13.5-507 ofthe Act; and

(11) That the Defendant should be penalized for such violations and enjoined from commission of like violations of law in the future. Accordingly, it is

ORDERED:

(2) That the Defendant is permanently enjoined from violation of said provisions ofthe Act in the future; and

For an official interpretatirm pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-525

OFFICIAL INTERPRETATION

APPUCATION OF
DEAN WITTER REYNOLDS INC.

CASE NO. SEC940049 
SEPTEMBER 6, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940053 
MAY 24, 1994

(3) That as fiiere appears nothing further to be done in this proceeding, this case shall be dismissed from the docket and the papers placed in the file for 
ended causes.

THIS MATTER came before the Commission for consideration upon the letter-application, with exhibits, of Dean Witter Reynolds Inc. 
("Applicant") dated February 17,1994, as supplemented by letters dated March 18 and April 11, 1994, filed under Va. Code § 13.1-525 by its counsel and upon 
payment of the requisite fee. Applicant has requested a determination that the securities described below ate exempted from the securities registration 
requirements ofthe Securities Act pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-514 A 1 and/or A 3. The pertinent information contained in the plication is summarized as 
follows:

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
JERRY A. BLACKWELL, d/b/a B. W. INDUSTRIES, 

Defoidant

By Rule to Show Cause dated May 12, 1994, the Commission, among other things, assigned this case to a Heating Examiner to conduct a hearing on 
behalf of the Cammission. Defendant did not file a responsive pleading or qrpear at the hearing. Al the conclusion of the July 13, 1994 hearing, the Hearing 
Examiner issued from the bench his Report setting forth his recommended findings of fact and conclusions of law. The Commission therefore finds:

(1) That pursuant to $ 13.1-521 of the Act, the Defendant is penalized in the amount of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for bis violations of 
§§ 13.1-504(A), 13.1-504(8), and 13.1-507 ofthe Act, whidi sum the Commonweatfii shall recover from the Defendant with interest at 9 percent per year until 
paid;

(3) That in November, 1991, the Defendant, acting for himself and as an agent of a company called Clean Net U.S.A., Inc., offered and sold certain 
securities in Virginia;

(5) That said securities offered by Defendant entitled the purchasers to a share of the profits of a janitorial business for no consideration other than an 
investment of funds;
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per purchaser.

SETTLEMENT ORDER

(1) DeSanto promptly will voluntarily terminate his registration as an agent under the Securities Act of Virginia;

(5) DeSanto will be permanently enjoined from future violations of the Virginia Securities Act

NOW. THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to the authority granted to the Canmission in Virginia Code§ 12.1-15, the Defendant's offer of settlement is accepted;

(2) That the Defendant fitlly comply with the aforesaid terms and undertakings of the settlement;

(4) That this case is dismissed and that the papers herein be placed in die file for end causes.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, mt ret 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

(3) For a period often years fiom the date of this Order, DeSanto will not serve as an ofiBcer, director or in a supervisory capacity for any broker
dealer registered under the Virgiiiia Securities Act, with the excqition of an insurance company subject to the supervision or control of the Commission's Bureau 
ofInsurance;

CASE NO. SEC940054 
MAY 24, 1994

THE COMMISSION, in reliance on the information submitted and upon consideration of this matter, is of the opinion and finds (i) that for the 
purpose of this application, FDIC insurance is tantamount to a guarantee, up to the insurable limit, by an agency or instrumentality of the United States and (ii) 
that in view ofthe foregoing, the availability ofthe exemption provided by Va. Code § 13.1-514 A 3 not need be determined. It is, therefore.

(3) That pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-519, David A DeSanto be, and he hereby is, permanently enjoined from violating the provisions of the 
Securities Act of Virginia;

(2) For a period of ten years fiom the date of this Order DeSanto will not apply for registration under the Securities Act of Virginia either as a broker
dealer or as an agent;

Va. Code § 13.1-514 A1 provides an exemption fiom the securities registration requirements ofthe Securities Act for "[a]ny security... guaranteed 
by... any agency... or instrumentality of [the United States]...." Applicant contends that tins language is applicable to the ICs.

As a proposal to settle all matters arising from the allegations made against him, the Defendant has offered, and agreed to comply with, the following 
terms and undertakings:

(4) For a period of ten years fiom file date of fins Order, DeSanto will not actively participate in the Commonwealth of Virginia on behalf of any 
issuer in the structuring of securities offerings or in the preparation or pesentation of documents to be used in the sale of securities in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, with file exception of an insurance conqiany subject to the supervision or control of the Commission's Bureau of Insurance; and.

The Division has recommended that the Defendant's offer of settlement be accepted pursuant to the authority granted to file Commission in Virginia 
Code § 12.1-15.

ORDERED that the securities heretofore described be, and they hereby are, exenqjted fiom the securities registration requirements ofthe Securities 
Act pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-514 A1 so long as the amount of ICs owned by each purchaser does not exceed the insurable limit (as now or hereafter in effect) 
and so long as eadi such security is fully and unconditionally insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

As a result of its investigation, the Division alleges that (i)in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-504A, DeSanto transacted business in the 
Commonwealth as an unregistered agent for First Commonwealth Capital Corporation, (ii) in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-507, DeSanto offered for sale and 
sold unregistered securities, to wit limited partnership interests, such securities being in the form of investment contracts, (iii) in violation of Virginia Code 
§ 13.1-502(2), in the offer and sale of securities, DeSanto obtained money by means of omitting to state a material fact, to wit: some investors were not informed 
of the Order issued by the Commission on April 6,1986 against DeSanto, and (iv) DeSanto violated the Commission's Order dated April 6, 1986, enjoining him 
fixan offering or selli  ̂unregistered securities. The Defendant neither admits dot denys these allegations, but admits the Commission's jurisdiction and authority 
to enter fins Settlement Order.

Applicant, a taxdter-dealer so registered under the Securities Act, desires to offer and sell securities, to wit: investment certificates ("ICs") issued by 
Califomia-diarteTed industrial loan companies. The ICs will be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC") up to an aggregate of $100,000

The State Corporation Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising has instituted an investigation ofthe Defendant. David A DeSanto 
(TJeSanto"), pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-518.

v.
DAVID A DESANTO, 

Defendant
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ORDER ACCEPTING OFFER OF SETTLEMENT

Defendant neither admi’

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to tbe authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15, the Defendant's offer of settlement is accepted;

(2) That the Defendant fully comply with the aforesaid terms and undertakings of the settlement;

(5) That pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-521, RIA will pay to the Commonwealth a penalty of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) and pursuant to 
Virginia Code § 13.1-518A,RJA will pay to the Commission die sum oftwo thousand dollars ($2,000) to defiaythe cost ofthe investigation; and

(2) Evidence of compliance with the provisions of paragraph (1) above, shall be filed with the Division by RJA within seven (7) days from the date 
payment is remitted to the client or firm the dale the offer is rqected or Ibises, wttchever comes first; that such evidence shall be in the form of an affidavit 
executed by an qjpropriate officer of RJA, which will contain the following information; (i)the name and address of each client who received the offer, (ii) the 
date the client received the offer, (iii) the date and nature of the client's response to the offer, (iv) if applicable, the date on which payment was remitted to the 
client; and (v) if applicable, the amount of payment remitted to the client;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
RAYMOND JAMES & ASSOCIATES, INC., 

Defendant

(3) That Raymond James & Associates, Inc., pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-521, pay to the Commonwealth a penalty of ten thousand dollars 
($10,000), and pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-518A, pay to the Commission the sum oftwo thousand dollars ($2,000) to defiaythe cost ofthe investigation, 
and that the Commonwealth of Virginia and the Commission recover of and from the Defendant, said amounts;

The Division has recommended that the Defendant's offer of settlement be accepted pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia 
Code § 12.1-15.

CASE NO. SEC940057 
MAY 27, 1994

(4) Thatfiietotal sum oftwelve thousand dollars ($12,000) tendered by Raym(nidJames&Associates, Inc. contemporaneously with the entry of this 
Order Accepting Offer of Settlement is accepted; and

As a result of its investigation, the Division aUeges that RJA (1) transacted business in tbis Commonwealth as an unregistered investment advisor in 
Rotation of Virginia Code § 13.1-504A, and (ii) employed unregistered investment advisor representatives in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-504C. The 

denies these allegations, but admits the Commissiott's jurisdiction and authority to enter this Order Accepting Offer of Settlement.

(3) RJA will not, indirectly or directly, transact business in this Commonwealth as an investment advisor unless so registered under the Virginia 
Securities Act;

(1) Within fourteen (14) days of the date of this Order Accepting Offer of Settlement, RJA will make, or cause to be made, a written offer to refimd 
the total amount of fees is "paid by" its Virginia clients in connection with the alleged violations through March 1994. Such payment shall include fees paid 
directly to RJA by the clients, fees paid to the sub-investment advisors by RJA on behalf of the client, brokerage transaction fees paid by RJA to broker-dealers on 
behalf of the clients and brokerage transaction fees paid directly to the broker-dealer by the client; that such offer shall provide for the refimd ofthe full amount of 
consideration paid by each Virginia client and any loss due to any investment advice, together with interest thereon at an annual rate of six percent, less the 
amount of any income received on the security or resulting firm such advice; that clients will have thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of the offer within 
which to either accept or rqect the offer, and, if their offer is accepted, RJA will make payments within fourteen (14) days fiom the date the client's acceptance of 
the offer is received;

(6) That it is recognized and understood that if the Defendant fills to comply with any of the foregoing terms and undertakings, then the Commission 
reserves the right to take whatever action it deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, instituting a show cause proceeding under the Virginia Securities Act 
or other ^licable statutes based on such failure to conqrly, rm the allegations contained herein and/or on such other allegations as are warrairted and the 
Defendant will not contest the exercise of the right reserved.

(4) RJA will employ, for purposes of providing investment advisory services in this Commonwealth, only investment advisor representatives who ate 
registered under the Virginia Securities Act;

The Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising has instituted an investigation ofthe Defendant, Raymond Janies & Associates, Inc. 
("RJA"), pursuantto Virginia Code § 13.1-518.

As a proposal to settle all matters arising firom the allegations made against h, the Defendant has offered, and agreed to con^ly with, the following 
terms and undertakings:
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For an Order of Exenqrtion pursuant to § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia (1950)

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For an Order of Exemption pursuant to § 13.1-514.1.Bafdie Code ofVirginia (1950)

ORDER OF 1 

For an Order of Exenqttion under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

APPUCATION OF
NATIONAL COVENANT PROPERTIES (A NOT-FOR-PROFIT ILLINOIS CORPORATION)

APPUCATION OF
THE FLORA AND MARY HEWITT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, INCORPORATED

APPUCATION OF 
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH

CASE NO. SEC940060 
MAY 31, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940062 
JUNE 9, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940059 
MAY 31, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based on the fricts asserted by die Memorial Hoqiital in the written qjplication and exhibits, is of die opinion and does hereby 
adjudge and order that the securities described above be exempt from die securities registration requirements of the Securities Act pursuant to the 
provisions of Code § 13.1-514.1.B and shall be offered and sold in Virginia only by broker-dealers and agents so registered underthe Securities Act

THE COMMISSION, based on the &cts asserted by NCP in the written rqiplication and eidiibits, is ofthe opinion and does hereby ADJUDGE AND 
ORDER that, pursuant to die provisions of Code § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exempted from the securities registration 
requirements of the Securities Act and the officers of NCP be, and they hereby are, exempted from the agent registration requirements of said Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated May 17, 1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently amended, 
of Northside Baptist Ouirdi ("Northside"), requesting that certain First and Second Deed of Trust Bonds be exenqited from die securities registration tequireaMnts 
of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Tide 13.1, Chatter 5) and that certain members of Northside be exempted from the agent registration requirements 
of said Act

THIS MATTER came rm for consideration upon written application dated May 5, 1994, with exhibits attadied thereto, of The Flora and Maty 
Hewitt Memorial Hoqrital, Incorpotated (the "Memorial Hoqntal"), requesting that die securities that the Memorial Hospital proposes to issue be exenqit from the 
securities registration requirements ofthe Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Tide 13.1, Cbapta 5).

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated Fdjruary 28, 1994, with eidiibits attadied thereto, of National Covenant 
Properties ("NCF^, requesting that the securities that NCP proposes to issue be exenqit from die securities registration requirements of die Securities Act (Code of 
Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that NCFs officers be exempted from the agent registration requirement of said Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, die following facts, in addititm to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: NCP is a not- 
for-profit oorparation organized under the laws of the State of Illinois fw religious and benevolent purposes; NCP intends to offer and sell 5-Year Fixed Rate 
Renewable Certificates (Series A), 30-Day Certificates (Series G) and Individual Retiremait Account Certificates (IRA Certificates) in an approximate aggregate 
amount of $18,000,000 on terms and conditions as more fiiUy described in the Prospectus filed as a part of the application; and said securities are to be offered 
and sold by NCFs officers who will not be compensated fortheir sales efforts.

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: the Memorial 
Hospital is a not-for-profit corporation organized under the laws ofthe State of Connecticut exclusively for charitable purposes; the Memorial Hoqjital intends to 
offer and sell First Mortgage Bonds, 1994 Series in an aggregate amount of $10,600,000 under terms and conditions as mote fully described in the Prospectus 
filed as a part ofthe application.

(5) That the Commission shall retain jurisdiction in this matter for all purposes, including the institution of a show cause proceeding as described 
above, or taking such other action it deems qjpropriate, on account ofthe Defendants failure to comply with the terms and undertakings ofthe settlement
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ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For an official interpretation pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-525

OFFICIAL INTERPRETATION

APPUCATION OF
CHAPEL GROVE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

APPUCATION OF
WESTERN NATIONAL GROUP, L.P.

CASE NO. SEC940065 
JUNE 21, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940066 
JUNE 21, 1994

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated April 22,1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently amended, - 
of Chapel Grove United Church of Christ ("Chapel Grove"), requesting that certain bonds be exempted from the securities registration requirements of the 
Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of Chapel Grove be exempted from the agent registration requirements 
of said Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: Chapel Grove is 
an unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious purposes; Chiqtel Grove intend to offer and sell First Deed of 
Trust Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of $380,000 on terms and conditions as more fully d^cribed in the Prospectus filed as a part of the jqiplication; 
said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee composed of members of Cha^l Grove who will not be compensated for their sales efforts; 
and, said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: Northside is an 
unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private jnofit but exclusively for religious, educational and charitable purposes; Noithside intends to offer 
and sell First Deed of Trust Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of $1,100,000 and Second Deed of Trust Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of 
$150,000 on terms and conditions as more fully described in the Prospectus filed as a part of the application; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond 
sales committee conposed of members of Northside who will not be compensated for their sales efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker
dealers so registered under the Securities Act

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Northside in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuantto the provisions ofCode § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exempted fiom the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exempted fiom the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

THIS MATTER came before the Commission for consideration upon the letter-application, with exhibit, of Western National Group, L.P. 
("Applicant") dated March 2, 1994, as supplemented by letters dated Man* 14,1994, and May 26, 1994, filed under Virginia Code § 13.1-525 by its counsel 
and upon payment of the requisite fee. A^licant has requested a determination that the proposed securities transactions described below are exenpted fiom the 
securities, broker-dealer and agent registration requirements of the Securities Act pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514 B 15. The pertinent information 
contained in the application is summarized as follows:

Applicant, a newly formed Delaware limited partnership, is proposing the consolidation of two portfolios of multifamily properties currently managed 
by B.D.F. Corp., a California corporation d/b/a I.P.S. Management Co, Inc. ("IPS"), and Western National Securities, a California corporation d/b/a Western 
National Property Management, Inc. ("WNP"), simultaneously with an initial public offering and refinancing The multifamily property management businesses 
now operated by IPS and WNP, as well as related maintenance and service businesses and development and construction expertise affiliates, will also be 
consolidated with and into Applicant The proposed transaction involves the consolidation of the assets and liabilities of each of 65 privately held general and 
limited partnerships and the inclusion of four additional multifamily properties and one commercial office building All of the properties involved in the 
consolidation are managed by IPS and WNP and are located in southern California. The partners and other owners of the properties particiiMding in the 
consolidation will become limited partners of Applicant Western National Group, Inc., a newly formed Maryland corporation that expects to qualify as a real 
estate investment trust, will be the sole general partner of Applicant Approximately 450 persons (one of whom resides in Virginia) will receive detailed 
information about the proposed consolidation and offering by way of a "Prt»pectus/Consent Solicitation Statement" To participate in the consolidation, there 
must be approval by partners holding at least 70% of the outstaniding limited partner interests and all the outstanding general partner interests of ear* limited

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Chapel Grove in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does 
hereby ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to the provisions of Code § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exempted 
fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exenpted fiom the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended
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For an Order of Exenqitiim under § 13.1-314. l.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF

ORDERED that the proposed transactions described above be, and they hereby are, exempted from the securities, broker-dealer and agent registration 
requirements of the Securities Act pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-314 B 13.

APPUCATION OF 
NEW LIGHT BAPTIST CHURCH

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by NLBC in the written application and erdiibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuanttofiieprovisionsofCode § 13.1-514.LB, the securities described above be, and t^ hereby are, exengited fiomfile 
securities re^strafirm requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exempted firmn file ^ent 
registration requirements of said Act

CASE NO. SEC940072 
JULY 26, 1994

enter a transaction involving a "reclassification, recapitalization, reorganization, quasi-reorganization, stodt ^lit, reverse stock ^lit, merger, consolidation, sale of 
assets or exdiange of securitiesf.]"

THIS MATTER came rm for consideration upon written sqjplicaticm dated June 21,1994, with eidiibits attached thereto as subsequently amended, of 
New Light Baptist Church ("NLBC"), requesting that certain First Deed of Trust Braids be exeiqited fiom the securities registration requirements of file Securities 
Act (Code of Virginia (1930), Title 13.1, Chapter 3) and that certain members of NLBC be exenqited fiom the agent registration requirements of said Act

THE COMMISSION, upon considraation of this matter and in reliance upon, and limited strictly to, the feds and representations asserted by 
Applicant, is offiie opinion and finds that the proposed consolidation is within the purview of § I3.1-314B13. It is, therefore.

partners^. With respect to the general partnerships, all outstanding general partner interests must approve participation in the transaction. The proposed 
transaction is governed by and will be effected pursuant to the California Craporate Securities Law of 1968, qiecifically chapter 3 thereof entitled 
"Recapitalizations and Reorganizations." The proposed consolidation will be subject^ to a "fairness hearing" conducted by the CornmiaanrH-r of the California 
Department of Corporations. Ahhou^ not exprealy subject to its provisions, the consolidation has been structured to afford dissenting partners the dissenters' 
rights and other protections contained in the California legislation known as the Thoiiqjson-Killea Limited Partnership Protection AtiL ot 1992. Pursuant to this 
law, a dissenting partner will receive the qipraised value of his partnership interest in the form of cash.

The Commission has previously ruled that the purpose of § 13.1-514 B 15 is to avoid the need to register securities in connection with transactirais in 
which investors' interests ate protected by corporate governance statutes in the corporation law. In an Official Interpretation rendered in Application of Dial 
REIT. Inc.. Case No. SEC880144. Dec. 2,1988, the Commission ruled that the B 15 exengition was available to transactions involving corporations only. This 
conclusion was based in large part on the fact that at that time, only craporate statutes normally contained provisirais that were adequate substitutes for file 
protectirais afforded investors by the Securities Act Today, this is no longer the case. For example, the Virginia cross-entity merger statutes cited above conlain 
traditional statutray provisions governing the disclosure of the planned transaction and file affirmative vote required for iqiproval of the transaction As indicated 
in the application fil^ in fins matter, the proposed partnership "roll-up" transaction will be subject to California statutes which contain these types of provisions.

Virginia Code § 13.1-314 B 15 provides an exemption fiom the securities, broker-dealer and agent registration requirements of the Securities Act for 
"(ajny transaction incident to a... statutory... reclassification, recapitalization, reorganization, quasi-reorganization, stock split, reverse stock split, merger, 
consolidation, sale of assets, or exdiange of secuiities[.]" The transactirais enumerated in this Code section are traditionally associated with corporations. 
However, during the past several years, a contintially increasing number of states have dianged their statutes whidi govern the formation and operation of 
businesses. Not only have new types of entities been authorized - e.g, the limited liability company - but also business combinations involving different types of 
entities are now permitted - e.g, mergers involving corporations, limited partnerships and limited liability conqianies. Virginia has kept abreast of these new 
developments (sm Va. Code § 13.1-1000 et seq., the Virginia Limited Liability Company Act, enacted in 1991; Va. Code §§ 13.1-722, 13.1-1070 and 50- 
73.48:1, which, since 1992, permit mergers among corporations, limited liability companies and limited partnerships). These new types of business entities may

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following fimts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist NLBC is an 
unincraporated Virginia organizatirai operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and diaritable purposes; NLBC intends to offer and 
sell First Deed of Trust Braids in an approximate aggregate amount of $290,000 on terms and conditions as more fully described in the Prospectus filed as a part 
of the Eqiplication; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee congMsed of members of NLBC who will not be congxxisated for fiieir sales 
efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act
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For a Certificate ofExemption pursuant to § 13.1-514.1.Bofthe Code of Virginia

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

ORDER ACCEPTING OFFER OF SETTLEMENT

As a result of its investigation, the Division alleges:

That Defendant neither admits nor denies the allegations, but admits the Commission's jurisdiction and authority to enter this order.

(4) That Defendant will append a copy ofthis order to the offer of repayment; and.

APPLICATION OF
STUDENT LOAN FINANCE CORPORATION 
(A NON-PROFIT SOUTH DAKOTA CORPORATION)

CASE NO. SEC940073 
JULY 24, 1994

(B) That in violation of the Commission's Securities Act Rule 1206 B 6, W. Duke Grkovic borrowed $25,000 in July 1993 fiom clients of 
Cambridge Financial Services, Ltd.

(A) That W. Duke Grkovic at all relevant times has been the President of Cambridge Financial Services, Ltd., a registered investment advisor since 
Fdnuary 10, 1988, and has been registered under the Virginia Securities Act as an investment advisor representative of Cartibtidge Financial 
Services, Ltd. since April 22,1988.

CASE NO. SEC940074
AUGUST 17, 1994

As a proposal to settle all matters arising from the allegations made against them. Defendant has offered and agreed to comply with the following terms 
and undertakings:

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Student Loan Finance Corporation in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and 
finds and does hereby ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to the provisions of Code § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby 
are, exempted fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and shall be offered and sold in Virginia only by broker-dealers and agents so 
registered under the Securities Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written qiplication, with exhibits attached thereto, of Student Loan Finance Corporation ("SLFC"), 
dated July 1, 1994, requesting that a determination that certain Bonds be exempted from the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of 
Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5).

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: SLFC is a non
profit corporation organized under the laws of the State of South Dakota for educational purposes. SLFC intends to issue Student Loan Revenue Bonds, Series 
1994-A in the aggregate jnincipal amount of one hundred forty seven million four hundred thousand dollars ($147,400,000) subject to terms and conditions as 
more fully described in the Preliminary Official Statement dated July 8,1994 and submitted with the written application.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex tel.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

v.
W. DUKE GRKOVIC, 

Defoidant

The Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising has instituted an investigation of Defendant, W. Duke Grkovic, pursuant to Virginia 
Code §13.1-518.

(1) That within thirty (30) days of the date of this order. Defendant will make, or cause to be made, to the clients a written offer to repay the balance 
of the $25,000 loan together with interest at file rate of 13% per annum compounded monthly accrued but not paid prior to the date of repayment 
whidi was made on July of 1993.

(2) That the clients will have thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of the offer within whidi to either accept or reject the offer, and, that the 
Defendant, if his offer is accepted, will make repayment within thirty (30) days fiom the date the clients' acceptance of the offer is received by 
Defendant;

(3) That evidence of compliance with the provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2), above, will be filed with the Division by Defendant within seven (7) 
days fiom the date payment is remitted to the Virginia clients or fiom the date the offer is rejected or lapses, whichever occurs first; that such 
evidence will be in the form of an affidavit, executed by the Defendant, which will contain the following information: (i) the date on which the 
clients received the offer of repayment; (ii) the date and nature of the clients' response to the offer, and (iii) if applicable, die date on which 
payment was remitted to the clients;
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NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

1. That, pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code §12.1-15, Defendant's offer of settlement is accepted;

2. That Defendant fully conply with the aforesaid terms and undertakings of the settlement;

3.

For an ofBcial interpretation pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-525

OFFICIAL INTERPRETATION

APPLICATION OF
CORPORATE NETWORK BROKERAGE SERVICES, INC.

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthis matter and in reliance upon the fects and rqnesentations asserted by j^licant, is oftheqiinion and 
finds that credit unions fanned under federal or Virginia law must be corporations and offers sales to such entities, as well as to any other credit union organized in 
corpcffate form, are witiiin fee purview of fee B 6 exemption. It is, therefore.

ORDERED feat the offers and sales described above, so long as they are directed to a credit union organized as a corporation, be, and they hereby are, 
exempted from fee securities, broker-dealer and agent registration requirements of the Securities Act pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-514 B 6.

CASE NO. SEC940075 
AUGUST 5, 1994

(5) That Defendant will not accept any future loans from persons who are also clients of the investment advisor in violation of Virginia Securities Act 
Rule 1206.

That the Commission retains jurisdiction in this matter for all purposes, including fee institution of a show cause proceeding as described above, 
or taking such other action it deems appropriate, on account of Defendant's failure to comply with fee terms and undertakings of the settlement

Va. Code § 13.1-514 B 6, as is relevant here, exempts fiom fee securities, broker-dealer and agent registration requirements of the Securities Act 
"[ajny offer or sale to a corporatioa ...” The exemption does not embrace investment advisory activities, and this order should not be construed to qiply to any 
such activities.

THIS MATTER came before the Commission for consideration upon the letter-applicatian of Carporate Network Brokerage Services, Inc. 
("Applicarrt") dated May 4,1994, filed under Va. Code § 13.1-525 by its counsel and upon payment of fee requisite fee. Applicant has requested a determinatiQn 
that offers and sales of securities to federally and state chartered credit unions are exenqrted from the securities, teoker-dealer and agent registration requirements 
of fee Securities Act (Va. Code §§ 13.1-501 - 13.1-527.3) pursuant to Va Code § 13.1-514 B 6. The pertinent information contained in the application is 
summarized as fellows:

^rplicant is a wholly owned subsidiary of CNBS Holding Conqrany, Inc. Seventy percent of the stock of CNBS Holding Conqjany, Inc. is owned by 
U.S. Central Credit Union and the remaining 30% is owned in equal amounts by two other national level credit union organizations. U.S. Central Credit Union is 
a corporate credit union which operates mi a national level tnimarily for the mutual benefit of its 42 corporate credit union members. The corporate credit unicm 
members provide services to approximately 97% (13,000) of all local and regional credit unions throu^out the United States and Puerto Rico. The purpose of 
Applicant is to provide a reliable broker-dealer who understands fee business of credit unions as well as their financing and liquidity needs. Applicant provides 
credit unions access to fee securities markets by offering a variety of investments, including primarily U.S. Government, federal agency and mortgage-related 
securities. Applicant will be an investment advisor to, and may also serve as a distributor for, a series of institutional mutual funds being developed solely for 
investment by fee emporate credit union members. Furthermcne, Applicant offers investment advisory services to fee omporate credit union members and others. 
Credit unions established under fee Virginia Credit Union Act (Va Code §§ 6.1-225.1 - 6.1-225.64) must be organized pursuant to the Virginia Nonstock 
Corporation Act Credit unions formed under federal law ate organized as comorations (see 12 U.S.C. § 1751 etseq.).

(6) That it is recognized and understood that if Defendant fails to comply with any of fee foregoing terms and undertakings, then the Commission 
reserves the right to take whatever action it deems ^rpropriate, including, but not limited to, instituting a show cause proceeding under the 
Virginia Securities Act or other applicable statute ba^ on such failure to conply, on the allegations contained herein and/or on such other 
allegations as are warranted, and Drfendant will not contest the exercise of the right reserved.

The Division has recommended that Defendant's offer of settlement be accepted pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code 
§ 12.1-15.
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For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-S14. l.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF dPTION

THIS MAi i h,R came on for consideration upon written qiplication dated July 27,1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently amended, of
New Hope Baptist Church ("New Hope"), requesting that certain First Deed of Trust Bonds be exempted from the securities registration requirements of the

ForanofiScial interpretation pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-525

OFTICIAL INTERPRETATION

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of this matter and in reliance upon the facts and representations asserted by Applicant, is of the opinion and 
finds that the foregoing ADR purchases are unsolicited for purposes of Va. Code § 13.1-514B3. It is, therefore.

APPLICATION OF
PAINEWEBBER INCORPORATED

APPLICATION OF
NEW HOPE BAPTIST CHURCH

CASE NO. SEC940082
AUGUST 12, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940083
AUGUST 18, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by New Hope in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuanttotheprovisicmsofCode § 13.1-514.1.B,thesecutitiesdescribedabovebe, andthey hereby are, exeitqstedfiom the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exempted from the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

THIS MAH ER came before the Commission fot consideration upon the letter-application of PaineWebber Incorporated ("j^licant") dated 
March 21,1994, filed under Va. Code § 13.1-525 by its counsel and upon paymoit of the requisite fee. Applicant has requested a determination that the putdiase 
of American Depository Receipts ("ADRs") by certain of its investment advisory clients are transactions exempted fiiom the registration requirements of the 
Securities Act ("Act") pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-514 B 3. The pertinent information contained in the application is summarized as follows;

Va. Code § 13.1-514 B 3 provides an exenqition from the securities registration requirements of the Act for "[a]ny transaction by a registered broker
dealer and its registered agent pursuant to an unsolicited order or offer to buy[.]" Applicant asserts that activity with respect to the Program accounts between 
Applicant and Mitchell Hutchins is no different substantively from the activity between Applicant and unaffiliated investment managers for sudi transactions - that 
is. Applicant does not solicit, recommend or make decisions as to the purchase or sale of securities in the Program accounts. Therefore, trades initiated by 
Mitill Hutchins and executed by Applicant should not be found to fiil to meet the unsolicited criterion solely because of the parent-subsidiary relationship 
between the two firms.

Securitres Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of New Hope be exempted from the agent registration requirements of 
said Act

j^licarrt is registered under the Act as a broker-dealer as well as an investment advisor. Mitchell Hutchins Asset Management Inc. ("Mitchell 
Hutdiins’X a wholly-owned subsidiary of Applicant also is registered under the Act as a broker-dealer and an investment advisor. The accounts of the investment 
advisory clients in issue are managed by Mitchell Hutchins pursuant to the PaineWebber ACCESS Program ("Program"). The Program provides these clients the 
opportunity to obtain portfolio management services from a select pre-screened group of investment managers all of which, except Mitchell Hutchins, are 
imaffiliated with Applicant With the assistance of tsae of Applicant's investment executives, a client will select an investment manager who is given full discretion 
to buy and sell securities in the client's account Applicant has no discretionary authority with respect to the purchase or sale of securities in the client's account 
and makes no recommendations in this regard. Mitchell Hutchins is one of the pre-screened group of investment managers offering, among other choices, an 
international equity investment management option. The securities included in this option are ADRs as well as closed-end equity funds which concentrate in a 
specific foreign country or region. Investment managers chosen by the clients normally utilize the execution services of Applicant for the purchase and sale of 
securities in Program accounts. However, they can direct transactions to other brtdcer-dealets if best execution or other legal or regulatory requirements dictate. 
Due to the intercorporate relationship between Applicant and Mitchell Hutchins, Applicant is uncertain if purchase transacticms initiated by Mitchell Hutchins 
would be deemed "unsolicited" for purposes of the exenqrtion provided by § 13.1-514 B 3. Consequently, some of these trades are directed to an unaffiliated 
broker-dealer for execution (such trades are purchases of ADRs not subject to an exemption other than § 13.1-514 B 3). Notwithstanding this corporate 
affiliation, Mitchell Hutchins manages the Program accounts independently, without any investment control or influence from Applicant, and initiates these trades 
without any solicitation or involvement by Applicant

and sell First Deed of Trust Bonds in an qjproximate aggregate amount of $775,000 on terms and conditions as more fully described in the Prospectus filed as a 
part of the application; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee conqxrsed of members of New Hope who will not be compensated for 
their sales efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: New Hope is an 
unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and charitable purposes; New Hope intends to offer
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For an Order of Exenqition under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

ORDER AND JUDGMENT

1. That an attested copy of the aforesaid Rule to Show Cause was served upon the Defendant as required by law.

2. That the Defendant did not file a pleading or qqvear in this case;

3. That tile Defendant is a natural person;

7. That Defendant has never been registered in any capacity under the Virginia Securities Act ("the Act");

8. That the securities have never been registered under the Act;

APPLICATION OF
MOUNT LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH

5. That in affeting and selling the securities, the Defendant obtained finds from investors to be used in the promotion and operation of certain 
ventures to be created and managed by Defendant, including weight loss programs, record sales, and motivational productions;

CASE NO. SEC940084 
SEPTEMBER 6, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940088 
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

By Rule to Show Cause dated September 21, 1994, the Commission, among other things, assigned tins case to a Hearing Examiner to conduct a 
hearing on behalf ofthe Commission. At the conclusion of the October 24,1994 hearing, the Hearing Examiner issued fiom the bench his Report setting forth his 
recommended findings of fimt and conclusions of law. Upcm consideration of the Report and the evidence received in tins case, the Commission finds:

9. That in offering and selling the securities. Defendant obtained money by misrepreseating various material facts, and felling to disclose certain 
matoial facts including, but not limited to, the following:

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex tel. 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
UONEL J. HUNT,

Defendant

THE COMMISSION, based on the fects asserted by Lebanon in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does herdiy 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuanttotheprovisions ofCode § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exenqitedfixnn the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hoeby are, exempted fiw the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

6. That in offering and selling the securities. Defendant led investors to expect profits by promising them the return of their money with interest and 
profits ofthe ventures termed "royalties";

ORDERED that the securities transactions described above be, and they hereby are, exenqrted fiom the securities registration requirements of the 
Securities ActpursuanttoVa. Code § 13.1-514 B 3. ■

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following fects, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: Lebanon is an 
unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and charitable purposes; Lebanon intends to offer 
and sell First Deed of Trust Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of $355,000 on terms and conditions as more fully described in the Prospectus filed as a 
part of tile application; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee composed of members of Lebanon who will not be conqiensated for 
their sales efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated July 5,1994, with eidiibits attached thereto, as subsequently amended, of 
Mount Lebanon Brqitist Church ("Lebanon"), requesting that certain First Deed of Trust Bonds be exempted fiom the securities registration requirements ofthe 
Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of Lebanon be exempted fiom the agent registration requirements of said 
Act

4. That during 1989 and thereafter through 1992, the Defendant offered and sold certain securities, in the form of notes and investment contracts, in 
\^rginia;
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a. Failing to disclose that he had failed to repay funds to prior investors; and

b. Failing to disclose that a corporation associated with his ventures was no longer in existence.

10. That the aforesaid acts constitute violations of §§ 13.1-502,13.1-504{A)and 13.1-507 of the Act; and

11. That the Defendant should be penalized for such violations and enjoined from commission of like violations of law in the future. Accordingly, it is

ORDERED:

(3) That the Defendant is hereby permanently enjoined from violation ofthe provisions of §§ 13.1-502,13.1-504( A), and 13.1-507 ofthe Act; and

(4) That the Cammission retains jurisdiction in this matter for all purposes.

For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B ofthe Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF 1 ON

ORDER OF SETTLEMENT

J».-< IJ U Cl

APPLICATION OF
WOODLAWN BAPTIST CHURCH

CASE NO. SEC940095 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940090 
SEPTEMBER 21, 1994

(1) That pursuant to § 13.1-521 ofthe Act, the Defendant is penalized in the sum offorty-five thousand dollars ($45,000) for his violations ofthe Act, 
wfaidi sum the Commonwealth shall recover from the Defendant with interest at 9 percent per year until paid; provided that forty thousand ($40,000) of said 
penalty is suspended and shall be remitted upon the condition that the Defendant, within 120 days form the date of this order, makes restitution to the investors in 
accordance with § 13.1-522 ofthe Act, or otherwise settles with them;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex reL
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
CAPITOL SECURITIES MANAGEMENT, INC., 

Defendant

As a result of its investigation, the Division alleges that Defendant, a broker-dealer so registered under the Virginia Securities Act ("Act"), has, in 
violation of § 13.1-507 of the Virginia Securities Act, sold securities in this Commonwealth that were not registered or exempt from registration to two investors, 
to wit: Robert Carrick, and Joseph Feathersoa

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated September 12, 1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently 
amended, of Woodlawn Baptist Church ("Woodlawn") located al 9001 Richmond Highway, Alexandria, Virginia, requesting that certain First Deed of Trust 
Bonds be exertqrted from the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chiqjter 5) and that certain members 
of Woodlawn be exempted from the agent registration requirements of said Act

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Woodlawn in the written application and etdubits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to theprovisions ofCode § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities desoibed above be, andthey hereby ate, exenpted from the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exenpted from the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following frets, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: Woodlawn is an 
unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and benevolent purposes; Woodlawn intends to 
offer and sell First Deed of Trust Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of $300,000 on terms and conditions as more folly des^bed in the Prospectus filed 
as a part ofthe ^plication; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee composed of members of Woodlawn who will not be conpensated 
for their sales efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

(2) That within 125 days from the date of this order, the Defendant shall notify the Commission in writing whether or not the restitution or settlement 
has been made;

The Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising conducted an investigation of Defendant, Capitol Securities Managanent, Inc., 
pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-518.
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Defendant neither admits nor denies these allegations, but admits the Commission’s jurisdiction and authority to enter this order.

(1) Defendant will comply with § 13.1-507 of the Virginia Securities Act

(2) Defendant will refrain from any further conduct which constitutes a violation of the Virginia Securities Act

(3) Defendant will promptly send a copy of this order to the two investors identified above in this order.

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to the authority granted to tile Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15, Defendant's offer of settlement is acceptefe

(2) That Defendant felly conqrly with the aforesaid terms and undertakings of tiie settlemait;

(€) That tbk martlpr js HigmiaMH and the papars herein be placed in the file for ended eangea

For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

(3) That pursuant to Vir^nia Code § 13.1-521, Defendant tiiall pay a penalty to the Cmnmonwealtii in the amount of five thousand dollars ($5,000) 
and tite Commonwealtii recover of and from Defendant said amount;

APPUCATION OF
LUTHERAN CHURCH EXTENSION FUND-MISSOURI SYNOD

(4) Defendant, pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-521, will pay a penalty to the Commonwealtb in the amount of five thousand dollars ($5,000), 
which will be tendered contemporaneously with the entry of this order, and.

CASE NO. SEC940098 
OCTOBER 12, 1994

As an offer to settle all matters arising from the allegations made against it. Defendant has proposed and agrees to comply with the following terms and 
undertakings:

THE COMMISSION, based on the fiicts asserted by Lutheran in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
adjudge and ORDER that, pursuanttotiieprovisions ofCode § 13.1-S14.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exempted fiom the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and that A.C. Haake and Marvin M. Thompson be, and they hereby are, exempted from the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to otiiers not enumerated herein, qrpear to exist: Lutheran is a 
Missouri Corporation organized and operated not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and charitable purposes; Lutheran intends to offer 
and sell the investment obligations in an approximate aggregate amount of $10,000,000.00 on terms and oonditions as more fiilly described in the Offering 
Circular filed as a part of the application; said securities are to be offered and sold by A.C. Haake, President of the issuer, and Marvin M. Thonqson, 
Executive Vice President of the Southeastern District of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, who will not be compensated firr their sales efforts.

(5) That tile total sum of five thousand one hundred ei^dy-five and one cent ($5,185.01) tendered by Defendant contemporaneously with the entry of 
this order is accepteck and.

(4) That pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-518, Defendant shall pay to the Commission to reimburse it for the costs oftiie investigation, the sum of 
one huruhed eighty-five and one cent ($185.01);

(5) Defendant, pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-518, will pay to the Commission the sum of one hundred eighty-five and one cent ($185.01) as 
reimbursement for the costs of the Division's investigation.

The Division has recommended that Defendant's offer of settlement be accepted pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code 
§ 12,1-15.

THIS MATTER came on fix- consideration upon written application dated September 8, 1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequer^ 
amended, (ff Lutheran Churdi Extension Fund-Missouri Sy^ fXutiieran'T. requesting tiiat certain Defecated Savings Certificates, Growth Certificates, First 
Rale Term Notes, Congregation Certificates and Floating Rate Notes (the "investment obligations") be exenqjted from the securities registration requirements of 
the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain enqrloyees of Lutheran be exenqXed from the agent registration requirements 
of said Act
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ORDER OF SETTLEMENT

As a result of its investigation, the Division alleges:

(A) Virginia Capital Management Group, Inc. is registered under the Virginia Securities Act as an investment advisor.

Defendants neither admit nor deny the allegations, but admit the Commission's jurisdiction and authority to enter this order.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-15, Defendants' offer of settlement is accepted;

(2) That Defendants fully comply with the aforesaid terms and undertakings of the settlement;

Defendants, pursuant to § 13.1-521 of the Code of Virginia, will pay a penalty to the Commonwealth in the amount of ten thousand dollars 
($10,000.00), which will be tendered contemporaneously with the entry of this order.

Rudolph Masters, Jr. will not transact business in this Commonwealth as an unregistered investment advisor representative in violation of § 13.1- 
504 A of the Code of Virginia.

CASE NO. SEC940099 
NOVEMBER 17, 1994

The Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising has instituted an investigation of Defendants, Virginia Capital Management Group, 
Inc. and Rudolph Masters, Jr., pursuant to Virginia Code §13.1-518.

(4) That pursuant to Virginia Code §13.1-518, Defendants pay to the Commission the amount of two hundred sixty-eigjit dollars ($268.00) for the 
cost of the Division's investigation;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rd.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

V.
VIRGINIA CAPITAL MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC. 

and
RUDOLPH MASTERS, JR., 

Defendants

Defendants promptly will provide a copy of this order to all existing clients with whom Rudolph Masters, Jr., has contracted to provide 
investment advise^ services.

Defendants will not, in the solicitation of advisory clients, make untrue statements of material fact, or omit to state a material feet necessary to 
make the statements made, in ligjit of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading in violation of § 13.1-503 B of the Code of 
Virginia.

Defendants, pursuant to § 13.1-518 of the Code of Virginia, will pay to the Commission the sum of two hundred sixty-ei^ dollars ($268.00) as 
reimbursement for the costs ofthe Division's investigation.

(3) That pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-521, Defendants pay a penalty to the Commonwealth in the amount of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) 
and the Commonwealth recover of and from Defendants said amount;

(D) Defendants, inviolationofl3.1-503BoftheCodeofVirginia.inthesolicitationofadvisoryclients,unlawfullyomittedtostate materialfects 
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, to wit: Rudolph Masters, Jr. 
has taken and failed the Series 65 examination on the following three dates: December 5, 1991, April 29, 1992 and September 1, 1993. The 
respective grades received were 54%, 50% and 57%. The passing grade is a minimum of 70 percent

As a proposal to settle all matters arising from the allegations made against them. Defendants have offered and agree to comply with the following 
terms aod undertakings:

Virginia Capital Management Group, Inc. wall not enqiloy any unregistered investment advisor representative in violation of § 13.1-504 C of the 
Code of Virginia;

(B) Defendant Virginia Capital Management Group, Inc., in violation of § 13.1-504 C of the Code of Virginia, employed Rudolph Masters, Jr. as 
an unregistered investment advisor representative.

(C) Defendant Rudolph Masters, Jr., in violation of § 13.1-504 A (ii) ofthe Code of Virginia, unlawfully transacted business in this Commonwealth 
as an imregistered investment advisor representative.

The Division has recommended that Defendants' offer of settlement be accepted pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code 
§ 12.1-15.
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Tot an Order ofExenqition under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amoided

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For an Order ofExemption under § 13.1-514. l.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

CASE NO. SEC940103 
OCTOBER 20, 1994

APPLICATION OF
VIRGINIA UNITED METHODIST HOMES, INC.

CASE NO. SEC940121 
NOVEMBER 18, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based on the &cts asserted by VUMH in the written application and eidiibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to the provisions of Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B, die securities described above be, and they hereby are, exenqited 
from the securities registratian requirements of the Securities Act and VUMITs employees who solicit on bdialf of VUMH be, and they hereby are, exempted fiom 
the agent registration requirements of said Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist BTAG is a 
nonprofit, unincorporated church organized under the laws of the State of Virginia exclusively for religious and charitable purposes; BTAG intends to issue First 
Mortgage Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of four million two hundred thousand dollars ($4,200,000.00) subject to conditions which are more fully 
described in the Offering Circular submitted with the written application; the Bonds will be offered and sold in Virginia by B.C. Ziegler & Conqiany, a brtdcer- 
dealer currently registered under the Securities Act Ziegler AConqiany will act as underwriter for the entire offering

THIS MATTER came rm for consideration upon written application dated October 6, 1994, with exhibits attached thereto, of Virginia United 
Methodist Homes, Inc. ("VUMH"), requesting that certain gift instruments, known as charitable gift annuities f CGA's"), be exempted &om the securities 
registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Charter 5) and that certain iridrviduals who solicit dotations of CGA's be 
exempted fiom the agent registration requirements of said Act

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, qqtear to exist VUMH is a 
Virginia nonstock corporation organized and operated not for private profit but exclusively for benevolent purposes; VUMH is exempt fiom federal income tax 
pursuant to § S01(c)(3) of fire Internal Revenue Code; and, donations of CGA's will be solicited by employees of VUMH who will not be compensated on file 
basis of the amount ^CGAb obtained.

APPLICATION OF
BETHEL TEMPLE ASSEMBLY OF GOD
(A VIRGINIA NON-PROFIT, UNINCORPORATED CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH)

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated September 30, 1994, with exfiibits attached thereto, of Bethel Temple 
Assembly of God ("BTAG"), requesting that certain BTAG First Mortgage Bonds be exempted fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act 
(Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5).

(6) That all issues raised in this matter concerning the Defendants' alleged violaticHis of the Securities Act of Virginia be, and they hereby are, 
settled; that this order, solely by reason of its entry, shall not affect any duty or obligation to disclose the existence or nature of this matter, and, 
that this matter be, and it hereby is, dropped fiom the docket and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by BTAG in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exempted fiom file securities registration requirements of file Securities 
Act pursuant to file provisions of Virginia Code § 13.1-514. l.B and shall be offered and sold in Virginia only by Ziegler & Company or broker-dealers or agents 
vfiio are so registered under the Securities Act

(5) That the sum of ten thousand two hundred sixty-eight dollars ($10,268.00) tendered by Defendants contemporaneously with the entry of fiiis 
order is accepted; and.
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For an official interpretation pursuant to Va. Code § 13.1-525

OFFICIAL INTERPRETATION

of a "savings bank," an entity unknown in 1957 wben the Securities Act became effective.

For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF

APPLICATION OF
FULL GOSPEL CHURCH OF DELIVERANCE, NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA

THE COMMISSION, upon consideration ofthis matter, is ofthe opinion and finds that the securities of Applicant are within the purview of Virginia 
Code § 13.1-514 A 4; accordingly, it is

APPLICATION OF
CAROLINE SAVINGS BANK

ORDERED that the $4 par value common shares of Applicant be, and they hereby are, exempted fiom the securities registration requirements of the 
Securities Act pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514 A4.

CASE NO. SEC940134 
NOVEMBER 29, 1994

CASE NO. SEC940128 
NOVEMBER 18, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by Full Gospel in the written triplication and exhibits, is ofthe opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER fiiat, pursuant to the provisions of Code § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and th^ hereby are, exempted fiom the 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the members of the bond sales committee be, and they hereby are, exempted fi^ the agent 
registration requirements of said Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application dated October 12, 1994, with exhibits attached thereto, as subsequently 
amended, of Full Gospel Church of Deliverance, Newport News, Virginia ("Full Go^l") located at 3610 Huntington Avenue, Newport News, Virginia 23607, 
requesting that certain First Deed of Trust Bonds be exempted fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), 
Tide 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain members of Full Gospel be exenqited fiom the agent registration requirements of said Act

THIS MAHER came before the Commission for consideration upon the letter-application of Caroline Savings Bank ("Applicant") dated 
October 20,1994, filed under Virginia Code § 13.1-525 by its counsel and upon payment ofthe requisite fee. Applicant has requested a determination that shares 
of its common stock, $4 par value, are exenqited fiom the securities registration requirements ofthe Securities Act pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514 A 3 or 
A 4. The pertinent information contained in the application as well as the Commission's own records is summarized as follows:

The exemptions provided by § 13.1-514 A3 and A4 are premised on the fact that a bank or savings and loan association is comprehensively 
supervised, regulated and examined under and by the financial institution laws and regulators of its jurisdiction of organizatioiL In addition, virtually all state- 
chartered financial institutions, including Applicant, are subject to oversi^ by one or more federal agencies charged with the regulation of such institutions. 
Applicant, although denominated a "savings bank," fimcdonally is more similar to a savings and loan association than to a traditional bank. Moreover, file 
applicable Virginia statutes and the Bureau of Financial Institutions view Applicant more like a savings and loan association than like an institution engaged in 
the banking business. For these reasons and solely for the purpose of this application. Applicant should be deemed a savings and loan association.

Virginia Code § 13.1-514 A3 provides an exemption fiom the securities registration requirements ofthe Securities Act for "[a]ny security issued by 
and representing an interest in... any bank... organized under the laws of any state...." Virginia Code § 13.1-514 A4 establishes a similar exemption for 
securities issued "by any savings and loan association which is organized under the laws ofthis Crnnmonwealth." There is no exemption specifically for securities

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist Full Gospel is 
an unincorporated Virginia organization operating not for private profit but exclusively for religious, educational and benevolent purposes; Full Goqiel intends to 
offer and sell First Deed of Trust Bonds in an approximate aggregate amount of $600,000 on terms and conditions as mote fully described in the Prospectus filed 
as a part of the application; said securities are to be offered and sold by a bond sales committee conposed of members of Full Gcepel who will not be compensated 
for their sales efforts; and said securities may also be offered and sold by broker-dealers so registered under the Securities Act

Applicant is a state savings bank (as defined in Va. Code g 6.1-194.110) with its main office in Caroline County, Virginia It is organized and existing 
underfire provisions ofthe Virginia Savings Bank Act of 1991 (Va Code § 6.1-194.109 etseq.) and the Virginia Stock Cmporation Act (Va Code § 13.1-601 et 
seg.). It began transacting business in April 1972 as a savings and loan association formed under Virginia law. Applicant's conversion to a state savings bank was 
approved by Commission order dated July 21, 1994 (Case No. BFI940433). Since its conversion. Applicant has continued to transact the same business as it did 
prior to such conversion. Applicant is subject to supervision and examination by the Commission through its Bureau of Financial Institutions. Applicant's deposit 
accounts are required by Va. Code § 6.1-2.9;4 to be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and are so insured up to the limits ofthe insurance 
provided thereby. Applicant intends to sell additional shares of its $4 per share par value common stodc.
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Tot a Certificate of Exen^on pursuant to § 13.1-S14.1.B ofthe Code of Virginia

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

ORDER OF SETTT RMENT

(3) QCIwillbepennaneiitlyenioinedfiomeiq>loyinguiiregisteredagBntsinviolationafVirginiaCode§ 13.1-S04B;

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, « rel 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

CASE NO. SEC940140 
DECEMBER 13, 1994

(2) Jctei Glenn Kendall and Tom C. Yost will be permanently enjoined fiom trainacting business in this Commonwealth as agents in violation of 
Virginia Code § 13.1-504A;

As a proposal to settle all matters arising fiom the allegations made against them, the Defendants have offered, and agreed to crawly with, file 
foUowil  ̂terms «nd nndgnakings:

APPUCATION OF
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA PRESBYTERIAN HOMES, INC.

(4) QCL John Glenn Kendall and Tom C. Yost will be permanently enjoined fiom directly or indirectly violating Virginia Code § 13.1-502 in the 
offer or sale of a security; and.

(S) The U. S. Securities and Exchange Commissiott ("SEC") has instituted an action against QCL John Glenn Kendall and Tom C. Yost seeking an 
accounting, disgorgement, penalties and fieeze of assets as to the individual Defendants (See SEC Litigation Release No. LR-14099), and file Defendants will

As a result of its investigation, the Division alleges that (i) in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-507, QCL John Glenn Kendall and TomC. Yost, 
offered for sale and sold in the Commonwealth unregistered, non-exenqjt securities, to wit: the QCI "Purchase Order Agreement" and the QCI "Purchase 
Agreement/Telephone Equipment Lease Agreement," whidi constitute securities in the form of investment contracts, (ii) in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1- 
S04A, Jdm (Henn Kendall and Tom C. Yost transacted business in the Commaiiwealth as unregistered agents for QCI (iii) in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1- 
S04B, QCI employed six unregistered agents, and (iv) in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-502(2), QCL John (Henn Kendall and Tom C. Yost, filled to disclose 
material ficts to prospective purchasers of securities, including such things as fiie sanctions imposed against QCL John Glenn Kendall and Tom C. Yost by 
securities adminirtrators of ot^ states and the criminal record of QCI vice-president, Tom C. Yost The Defendants neither admit nor deny these allegations, but 
admit the Commission's jurisdiction and authority to enter fins Order of Settlement

(1) (JCL John Glenn Kendall and Tom C. YosL will be permanently enjoined fiom offering for sale or selling in this Commonwealth, whether directly 
or indirectly, any security in violation of Virginia Code § 13.1-507;

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written application, with exhibits attached thereto, of Northern California Presbyterian Homes, Inc. 
("NCP Homes"), dated November 14, 1994, requesting fiiat a determi^on that certain Bonds be exempted fiom the securities registration requirements ofthe 
Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5).

The Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising ("Divisirai") has instituted an investigation of the Defendants, Quarter CaU, Inc. 
("(JCI"), John Glenn Kendall and Tom C. YosL pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-518.

THE COMMISSION, based on the ficts asserted by Northern California Ftesbytoian Homes, Inc. in the written appUcation and exhibits, is of file 
opinion and finds and does hereby ADJUDGE AND ORDER thaL pursuant to the provisions of Code § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and 
they hereby are, exenpted fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and shall be offered and sold in Virginia only by broker-dealers so 
registered under the Securities Act

CASE NOS. SEC940141, SEC940142, and SEC940143 
DECEMBER 21, 1994

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: NCP Homes is 
a non-profit public benefit corporation <»ganized under the laws of the State of California for charitable purposes. NCP Homes intends to issue First Mortgage 
Bonds, Series 1994 in the aggregate principal amount of twelve million dollars ($12,000,000.00) subject to terms and conditions as more fully described in the 
Prospectus dated December 1.1994 and submitted with the written tqiplicaticm.

V.
QUARTER CALL, INC., 
JOHN GLENN KENDALL, 

and
TOM C.YOST, 

Defoidants
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NQ'N, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

(1) That, pinsuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia Code § 12.1-lS, the Defendants'offer ofsettlement is accepted;

(2) That the Defendants fully comply with the aforesaid terms and undertakings of the settlement;

(5) That the aforementioned affidavit submitted contemporaneously with the entry of this order is accepted and that it become a part of this Order,
and.

(6) That this case is dismissed and the papers herein be placed in the file for ended causes.

For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514.1.B of the Code of Virginia, as ded

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

For an Order of Exemption under § 13.1-514. l.B of the Code of Virginia, as amended

ORDER OF EXEMPTION

(4) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-519, QCI is permanently enjoined fiom violating the provisions of Virginia Code § 13.1-502, § 13.1- 
504B or § 13.1-507;

(3) That, pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-519, John Glenn Kendall and TomC. Yost ate permanently enjoined firom violating the provisions of 
Virginia Code § 13.1-502, § 13.1-504A, or § 13.1-507;

APPLICATION OF
THE FIDELITY INVESTMENTS CHARITABLE GIFT FUNDS POOLED INCOME FUND

CASE NO. SEC940145 
DECEMBER 20, 1994

APPUCATION OF
THE INTERNATIONAL PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS CHURCH EXTENSION LOAN FUND, INC.

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist The Fund is a 
not-for-^jrofit corporation organized under the laws of the State of Oklahoma exclusively for charitable, benevolent, religious, educatimal or scientific purposes;

CASE NO. SEC940144 
DECEMBER 16, 1994

THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by the Fund in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
ADJUDGE AND ORDER that, pursuant to the provisions of Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B, the securities described above be, and they hereby are, exengited 
fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act and the Fund's representatives who solicit on behalf of the Fund be, and they hereby are, 
exempted fiom the agent registration requirement of said Act

THIS MATTER came on for consideration upon written qjplication dated December 5, 1994, with eriubits attadied thereto as subsequently 
amended, of The International Pentecostal Holiness Church Extension Loan Fund, Inc. (the "Fund"), requesting that the securities that the Fund proposes to issue 
be exempted fiom the securities registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that the Fund's officers be 
exengrted fiom the agent registration requirements of said Act

THIS MATTER came oa for consideration upon written application dated November 23, 1994, as subsequently amended, with exhibits attached 
thereto, of The Fidelity Investments Charitable Gift Fund's Pooled Income Fund (the "Fund"), requesting that interests in the Fund be exengrted fiom the securities 
registration requirements of the Securities Act (Code of Virginia (1950), Title 13.1, Chapter 5) and that certain individuals who solicit gifts to the Fund be 
exempted fiom the agent registration requirements of said Act

submit to the Division an affidavit detailing the terms of file settlement with the SEC, including the status of the proceedings for disgorgement of assets, and stating 
that the SEC has been informed of all Virginia investors in QCL

The Division has recommended that the Defendants' offer of settlement be accepted pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in Virginia 
Code § 12.1-15, noting that the Division did not seek the imposition of monetary penalties against the Defendants due to the SEC action cited above.

BASED UPON THE INFORMATION submitted, the following facts, in addition to others not enumerated herein, appear to exist: the Fund was 
established by The Fidelity Investment Charitable Gift Fund ("Fidelity"), a Massachusetts trust formed not for private profit but exclusively for charitable 
purposes; the Fund is a pooled income fund within the meaning of Section 642(cX5) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; gifts to the Fund will be solicited by 
representatives of the Fund and registered representatives of duly registered broker-dealers; and, no commissians or other remuneration will be paid or given, 
directly or indirectly, in connection with the solicitation of gifts to the Fund.
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THE COMMISSION, based on the facts asserted by the Fund in the written application and exhibits, is of the opinion and finds, and does hereby 
adjudge and order that, puisuanttotheprovisionsofCode §I3.1-514.1.B, the securitiesdescribedabove be, andthey hereby are, exenqjtedfirantltt 
securities registration requirements of the Securities Act, and the Fund's officers be, and they hereby are, exempted from the agent registration requirements of said 
Act

the Fund intends to offer and sell Savings Certificates and Fixed Rate Certificates to members of contributors to, participants in and affiliates of the International 
Pentecostal Holiness Church in an approximate aggregate amount of $12,000,000 on terms and conditions as more fully described in the Prospectus filed as a part 
of the application; said securities are to be offered and sold by the Fund's officers who will not be conqjensated for their sales efforts.
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TABLES

CLERK'S OFFICE

VIRGINIA CORPORATIONS

1993 1994

  Total Active Virginia Corporations 142328 148,617

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

Active Stock Corporations
Active Non-Stock Corporations

Total Active Foreign Corporations 27,417 28,S35

Total Active (Foreign and Domestic) Corporations 169,745 177,152

LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS

Total active Limited Partnerships 9,087 9,920

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES

Total Active Limited LiabUity Companies   2,518 5,396

MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION

BROKERS’ LICENSES ISSUED DURING 1994

LocaliiName

2363
134 
86

1336
804
398

Limited Partnership Certificates filed.  
Limited Partnership Certificates amended. 
Limited Partnership Certificates cancelled.

120,182
22,146

26350
1,585

3,493
384

2,104
12 

338 
945

1333
687
348

1,733
57
39

Certificate
Number

3,759
504

2,200
37 

364 
909

Prison Visitation Project, Inc. 
"GRUP" Opportunity Travel Service, Inc. 
Julian Travel Associates, Inc.
Thomas G. Jorgensen

25,862
1,555

Active Stock CorpOTationsActive Non-Stock Corporations   

Summary of the changes in the number of Virginia corporations, foreign corporations, and limited partnerships Ucensed to do business in Virginia, and 
of amendments to Virginia, foreign, and limited partnership charters during 1993 and 1994.

Articles of Organization filed  
Articles of Organization amended.
Articles of Organization cancelled  

125,585
23,032

17,216
962
928 

12,340 
2,026
2,616

19,150
1,450

269 
13,036 
2,035
2,904

B-156 
B-155 
B-154
B-153

Certificates of Authority to do business in Virginia issued.  
Voluntary withdrawals from Virginia  
Certificates of Authority automatically revoked
Certificates of Authority invohmtarily revoked  

 Reentry of corporati<ais with surrendered or revoked certificates.... 
Charters amended  

Richmond, Virginia
Franklin, Virginia
Alexandria, Virginia
ChariottesviUe, Virginia

Certificates of Incorporation issued
Corporations voluntarily terminated  
Corixjralions involuntarily terminated
Corporations automatically terminated
RcinstMcncDts corporstioiis
Charters amended  
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Name

Fairfax, Virginia P-2604

Manassas, Virginia P-2603

Norfolk, Virginia P-2602

Norfolk, Virginia P-2600

Charlottesville. Virginia P-2599

Name Location

Name Location

LocationName

HOUSEHOLD GOODS CARRIERS
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity issued during 1994

Certificate
Number

Certificate
Number

EXECUTIVE SEDAN CARRIERS
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity issued during 1994

Washington, D.C. 
Fair&x, Virginia 
Chesterfield, Virginia

HG-482 
HG-481 
HG-480
HG-479

Richmond, Virginia 
Springfield, Virginia 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Woodbridge, Virginia

Certificate
Number

Franklin Charter Bus Inc.
Regular Route

Tri State Casino Tours, Inc. of Virginia 
Regular Route

V. L P. & Celebrity Limousines, Inc. 
Regular Route

C & T Transportation, Inc.
Irregular Route

Yellow Cab Co. of Charlottesville 
Irregular Route

Certificate
Number

COMMON CARRIERS OF PASSENGERS BY MOTOR VEHICLE 
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity issued during 1994

XS-127 
XS-126 
XS-125
XS-124 
XS-123 
XS-122
XS-121 
XS-120 
XS-119 
XS-1I7 
XS-118 
XS-116
XS-115 
XS-114 
XS-113 
XS-112 
XS-110
XS-109 
XS-108 
XS-107 
XS-106 
XS-105 
XS-104

Classic Coaches Limousine Service, Inc. 
Executive Sedan Management Services, Inc. 
James H. Giles, Jr.
Robert T. Carter 
Saul Judah
Fouad El Gourchal
Aardvark Transportation Services, Inc. 
Siloo,Inc.
Weldi Services, Inc.
Ronald W. Hale
Lloyd R. Meacham, t/a JES Tranqxntation 
Gitnmd Transportatum Specialists, Inc. 
Sabri M. Ghannam
The McLean Umousine Co.

CnatA Cmwpatiy
Arlington Limousine SerAdce, Inc. 
Signature Travel & limousine Service Inc. 
Signature i fac.
Siqneme Limousine Service, Inc. 
Paul A. Davis, Jr. 
AzizRadoiiani
Dorene Shaffer, i/a Shaffer Sedan Service 
Joseph H. Aylor, Jr.

Klrdce Movers, Inc.
Regency Moving and Storage Company, Inc. 
Office Movers, Inc.
Covan World-Wide Moving, Inc.

LIMOUSINE CARRIERS
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity issued during 1994

LM-305 
LM-304
LM-303

Howell Limousine Service, Inc.
Absolute Limo and Ticket Service, Inc. 
Morris Moses, Jr.

Manassas, Virginia 
Kensington, Maryland 
Franklin, Virginia 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Burke, Vrginia 
Alexandria, Vir^ 
Annandale, Virginia 
Fairfex, Virginia 
Arlington, Virginia 
Mechanicsville, Vuginia 
MechanicsviUe, Virginia 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Fairfiix, Virginia 
Vienna, Virginia 
McLean, Virginia 
Falls Churefa, Virginia 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Waldolf Maryland 
Falls Church, Vuginia 
Alexandria, Vuginia 
NckesviUe, Virginia 
Annadale, Vuginia
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Name Lo^tion

LocationName

SPECIAL OR CHARTER PARTY CARRIERS
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity issued during 1994

K-143 
K-142

SIGHT-SEEING AND CHARTER PARTY CARRIERS BY BOAT 
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity issued during 1994

Piedmont Transportation, Inc. 
J & P Transport, Inc.

Chatham, Virginia 
Wytheville, Virginia

SS-W-52
SS-W-51
SS-W-50

Richmond, Virginia 
Gloucester Point, Virginia 
Virginia Beat*, Virginia

Certificate
Number

Certificate
Number

PETROLEUM TANK TRUCK CARRIERS
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity issued during 1994

Certificate
Number

B-421
B-420 
B-419 
B-418 
B-417 
B-416
B-415 
B-414
B-413 
B-412
B-411
B-410

Fairfex Station, Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia 
Falls Churdi, Virginia 
Herndon, Virginia 
HarrisotAurg, Virginia 
Arlington, Virginia 
Roanoke, Virginia 
Roanoke, Virginia 
Fairfiuc, Virginia 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Lorton, Virginia 
Sandston, Virginia

Adverrture Cruises, Inc.
Erin Kay Charters, Inc.
Linwood A. Marteos, \Ja. Rainbow Charter

Fair&x Coadi Lines, Inc. 
niitferneam T .tmoiictne Con^rany 
Quality Tour Transport, Inc.
Reston Limousine and Travel Service, Inc. 
Bob Hume
Washington Dulles Transportation, Ltd. 
Great American Vacations, Inc. 
Linkous Christian Tours, Inc.
Laidlaw Transit (Virginia) Inc.
Norfolk Motor Coach, Ltd.
D.A.Y. Enterprises, Inc.
Sun Litre of Virginia, Inc.

Randy Eugene Woodward
Hoar-Hakenson Leasing Company
Paul A Buli&nt
Professional Limo Service, Inc.
Washington Coach Conqratiy
Crqrital Limousine, Inc.
Elegant Limousine Service, Inc.
Elegant Transport, Inc.
Executive Limousines, Inc.
Personal Limousine Excursions, Inc.
Apple Valley Limo, L.C.
Raymond H. Harmon, t/a Fredericksburg Limousine 
K & J Limousine Service, Inc.
Metropolitan Limousine Service, Inc.
TaeGomnKim
Aardvark Transportation Services, Inc.
Jean M. Tarver, t/a J S T Limo
Thomas A Imeson, t/a Tom's Limo Service
Capitol Drivers Rerrtal Service, Inc.
USA Transportation, Inc.
Donna M. Billups
Waller G. Thompson, t/a T & T and Associates Limo Service 
David Eric Moo^
Hollywood Limousines Inc.
Gul&tteam Limousine Company
Bruce E. Howell
Supreme Limousine Service, Inc.
Charles Henry Nelson, Sr., t/a Nelson's Limousine Service 
Sardar A Tokhi, t/a Express Limousine and Sedan Service 
Security Plus, Inc.

Charlottesville, Virginia
Alexandria, Virginia 
Colonial Heiglits, Virginia 
Waynesboro, Virginia 
McLean, Virginia 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Lorton, Virginia 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Charlottesville, Virginia
Richmond, Virginia 
Stephens City, Virginia 
Fiedericksbiug, Virginia 
Lyndiburg, Virginia 
Annandale, Virginia 
Lotton, Virginia 
Annandale, Virginia 
Reston, Virginia 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Arlington, Virginia 
Ridimond, Virginia 
Covington, Virginia 
Clinton, Maryland 
Hampton, Virginia 
Virginia Bead], Virginia 
Ridrmond, Virginia 
Chesqjeake, Virginia 
WaldoIC Maryland 
BeItsviUe,Matydand 
Falls aiutdi,Wttginia 
Virginia Beach, Vuginia

LM-302
LM-301
LM-300
LM-299
LM-298
LM-297
LM-296
LM-295
LM-294
LM-293
LM-292
LM-291
LM-290 
LM-289
LM-288
LM-287
LM-286
LM-285
LM-284 
LM-283 
LM-282 
LM-281
LM-280 
LM-279 
LM-278 
LM-277 
LM-276
LM-275
LM.274 
LM-273
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General Fund 1993 1994

Special Fund

VahnriionFnnd

Motor Carrier Siwwfail iTnuH

Federal Funds

-$209.851.76 
-$209,851.76

S6.000-00
$6,000.00

$6,631.00 
120.946.00 

$127,577.00 
$19,588348.02

$215.851.76
$215,851.76

$6,173.85
564.88 

$6,738.73

$35,038.00 
120.395.00 

$155,433.00 
$19,006,896.87

$12,100.00 
1,224,376.40 
1,006,512.20 

714300.00 
1396.00 

173310.00 
30,540.00 

258361.00 
7,835.00 

827,462.01 
103.685.76 

$4359,678.37

-$28,407.00 
+551.00 

-$27,856.00 
+$581,451.15

+$130.00
+29.90 

+$159.90

Recovery of Copy & Cert Fee 
Recovery of Prior Year Expenses 

TOTAL

see Bad Oik. Fee
Recovery of Prior Year Expenses 

TOTAL

Fairfax, Virginia 
Sterling, Virginia 
Charlottesville, Virginia

B-409 
B-408 
B-407

Fines Inqxised by sec
TOTAL

Boston Coach-Washington Corp.
Better Business Connection, Inc., t/a BBC Express 
Yellow Cab Co. of Charlottesville

$13,570346.56 
348,570.00 

32,470.00 
111,600.00 
25,400.00 
70,700.00 
3300.00 

220,510.00 
6325.00 
5,792.12 

1.30 
358,737.19 

14.894.94 
$14,769,147.11

$13,153,409.56
319,450.00 
27,465.00 

108,900.00 
21,500.00 
15350.00 

400.00 
123,175.00 

3,436.00 
5,729.10 

26.00 
435,301.50 

50.189.54 
$14364,931.70

Security Registration Fee
Charter Fees
Entrance Fees
Filing Fees
Registered Name
Registered OfQce and Agent 
Service of Process
Copy & Recording Fees 
Annual Report Publication
Uiifotm ComtneFcial Code Revenues 
Excess Fees Paid into State Treasury

TOTAL

Receipt of Agency Indirect Cost of 
firant/Contract Adminictratinn

Gas Pipeline Safety 
TOTAL 
GRAND TOTAL

$130.00
2930 

$159.90

$4,219.50 
6.782.54 

$11,002.04

$10300.00 
1,339,465.00
1,134,109.00 

748,904.00 
1314.00 

174,718.00 
20,640.00 

39233132 
4382.00 

755,738.99 
95.722.37 

$4,678,725.28

-$1,800.00 
+115,088.60 
+127,596.80 
+ 34,604.00 

-82.00 
+1,408.00 
-9,900.00 

+134,670.92 
-2,853.00 

-71,723.02 
-7363.39 

+$319,046.91

+$1,954.35 
■6317.66 

-$4363.31

Domestic-FQreign
Limited Partnership Registration Fee 
Reserved Name - Limited Partneiship 
Certificate Limited Partnerdup
Applicatim Reg. Foreign U P. 
Registratiem Fee LLC
Application for Reg. LLC 
Alt of Org. Dorn. LLC
AJD, CANC, CORR. RAC, Etc. LLC 
see Bad Check Fee
Interest on Del. Tax
Penalty on Non-Pay Taxes by Due Date 
Miscellaneous Revenue

TOTAL

$0.00
_0^
$0.00

COMPARISON OF REVENUES DEPOSITED BY THE CLERK'S OFFICE 
FOR THE FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1993, AND JUNE 30, 1994

+$416337.00 
+29,120.00 
+5,005.00 
+2,700.00 
+3,900.00 

+54,750.00 
+3,500.00 

+97335.00 
+2,789.00 

+63.02 
-24.70 

-76,564.31 
-35394.60 

+$504,215.41
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1992/1993 1993/1994

TOTAL $6,686,347 $7,229,653

Kind 1993 1994
General Fund

400.00

14,977.0132360.00 47,337.01

35,000.00

500.00

$16,538,713.04$219,727,704.04$203,188,991.00TOTAL

$180304,705.00
520.00

$196,416,402.91
500.00

$16,111,697.91 
(20.00)

299,810.00 
(1,050.00)
10,440.00

7,169384.00 
164.00 

120,994.00 
8,367,674.00

59,630.00 
124,531.00 
199,523.00

(7,880.00) 
(123365.28) 
(126345.61)

51,750.00
1,265.72

73,177.39

3,500.00 
(3,000.00)

570.00

Increase or 
(Decrease)

0.00
0.00 
0.00 

338.00

(487,400.13)
(163.81) 

(88,643.81) 
351,003.58

3,450.00 
(50.00) 

520,880.00 
(11,500.00) 
65315.72 

3,749.46 
1,500.00

75.00 
616,403.00 

24,500.00 
86,178.00 

679,194.00 
1,000.00

0.00 
0.00 

3,000.00 
150.00

COMPARISON OF FEES COLLECTED BY THE BUREAU OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
FOR FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1993, AND 1994

6,682,583.87
0.19

32,350.19 
8,718,677.58 

38,450.00
25.00 

1,137,283.00 
13,000.00 

151393.72 
682,943.46 

2,500.00 
500.00 

3,500.00 
0.00 

720.00

14,000.00
0.00

COMPARISON OF FEES AND TAXES COLLECTED BY THE BUREAU OF INSURANCE 
FOR THE FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1993, AND JUNE 30, 1994

14,000.00
0.00 

500.00 
7,366.00 

11,900.00 
5,065,260.00 

14,825.00 
249,555.00

$5,554,489 
24,097

416,947 
393,985 

71,713 
31,450 

4,400
6,300 

723,419
2,853

$4,476,407
158,830
715,841 
377,025 
98,822 
20,794 

5,050 
3,900 

799,811
29,867

Conqrany License Application Fee 
Prepaid Legal Service License Fee 
He^ Maintenance Organization License Fee 
Automobile Ciub/Agent Licenses
Insurance Premium Finance Companies Licenses 
Agents .^jpointment Fees
Surplus lines Broker Licenses 
Agents License Application Fees 
Recording, Copying, and Certifying

Public Records Fee
Assessments to Insurance Cottqranies for

Maintenance of the Bureau of Insurance 
Miscellaneous Revenues
Recovery of Prior Year Expenses 
Fire Programs Fund
Licensing P&C Ccmsultants 
SCCBadChedcFee
Fines Imposed by State Corporation Commission 
Private Review Agents
Flood Assessment Fund
Heat Assessment Fund
Reinsurance Intermediary Broker Fees 
Reinsurance Intermediary Manager Fees 
Managing General Agent Fees
Bank Conversion Investigation Fee 
State Publication Sales

Banks
Savings Institittions
Consumer Finance licensees
Credit Unions
Trust Subsidiaries and Trust Companies 
Industrial Loan Associations
Money Order Sellers Licensees
Debt Counseling Agency Licensees 
Mortgage Lenders and Brokers 
Miscellaneous Collections

Gross Premium Taxes of Insurance Companies 
Fraternal Benefit Societies Licenses
Hospital, Medical, and Surgical Plans

& Salesmen's Licenses 
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 
Penalty on non-payment of taxes by due date

500.00 
7,704.00 

12300.00 
5365,070.00 

13,775.00 
259,995.00
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1993 1994Kind

$29,120,878.39 $32,875,718.64 +$2,869,789.38TOTAL

1993 1994Class of Companv

$20,189,713,085.11 $20,921,950362.59TOTAL

Hie Yeariy Ucense Tax
Class of Conmanv 1993 1994

56,063.77

$12,882,145.45$93,706,014.07 $106,588,159.52TOTAL

1993 1994

35,723.34

$789,416.21$8394,462.61 $9,083,878.82TOTAL

Railroad Companies assessed at seven-hundredths of one percent and all other companies at one-tenth of one percent

$81,148343.34
11,899.268.58 

658,402.15

Value of all Taxable Property 
Including Rolling Stock

$25,030368.64
7,845350.00

$10,818,123.12
2,007358.56

$12,840,715,240.00
861331312.00 
74,683,509.11 

6311,149,429.00 
101,933,695.00

$407,123,955.00
63,562,568.00 
11300,177.48 

251,164,493.00 
(913,916.00)

$5324,698.46 
695,411.37 

50328.55 
568,142.50 

2,498,676.82 
10397.78

$514,522.63
100,117.64

(2,812.63) 
(9,794.43) 

186346.51
(1,666.71)
2,803.20

COMPARISON OF ASSESSMENT OF STATE TAXES OF PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMPANIES FOR THE YEARS 1993 AND 1994

COMPARISON OF ASSESSMENT OF ADDITIONAL ANNUAL STATE TAX 
FOR VALUATION AND RATE MAKING OF CERTAIN CLASSES OF 

UTILITY COMPANIES FOR THE YEARS 1993 AND 1994

Increase or 
(Decrease)

Increase or 
(Decrease)

Increase or 
(Decrease)

Increase or 
(Decrease)

Electric & Power Corporations
Gas Corporations
Water Corporations

COMPARISON OF FEES AND TAXES COLLECTED FROM MOTOR VEHICLE CARRIERS 
FOR THE YEARS ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1993, AND DECEMBER 31, 1994

$24,665,772.39
5340,156.87

$91,966,466.46
13,907.227.14

714,465.92

Electric Light & Power Corporations
Gas Corporations
Motor Vehicle Carriers (Rolling Stock only) 
Telecommunications Companies
Water Corpeaatiras

+$364,596.25 
+2,505,193.13

$13347,839,195.00
924,793,780.00 

85,983,686.59 
6,562,313,922.00 

101,019,779.00

COMPARISON OF ASSESSMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANIES 
FOR THE YEARS 1993 AND 1994

$4,710,175.83 
595393.73 

53,741.18 
577,936.93 

2312,43031 
11,964.49 
32,920.14

Motor Fuel Road Tax 
Registration Fees

Electric Light & Power Corporations 
Gas Corporations
Motor Vehicle Carriers 
Railroad Con^anies
Teleoomritunications Conqianies
Virginia Pilots Association 
Water Corporations
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1993 1994

S137,430;210$4,598,144,940 $4,735,575,150Total aties

1993 994Counties

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF ASSESSED VALUES OF 
PROPERTIES OF PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS 

AS ASSESSED BY THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

Increase or 
Decrease

Increase or
Decrease

$464,332,865
7,733,656

10,251,010
7,938,174 

89,016,814 
607,015,228 

7,051,496 
24,126340
17,436,278
43,189,607 
17,373,064 
89,077364
16,660,923 
7,978,061 

46,645,281
10,353,577 

224,634,836
34,178,548
61,240,499

9,682,823
133,429394
45,753,952

8,309,512 
23,842,027 

281,679,004 
456,884,794
24,189,183
73,920,459
10,030,006 

143,407,645
12,937,895 

633,766,768 
189,696,538 
23,020382 
14,064,795 
43333,565 

116,406,637 
592,014,805
36,267,467
34,786,731
41317,247

$65,102,410 
161,758,296 
35,722,062 
19,743,801 
49,195,739 
20,553,946 

808350,701 
134,273,931 

1,495,803,547

$464,280,290
7,648,119

10,091,715
8,871,814 

84,451,821
588,141,861

7,584,971
22,422,945
15309,931
42,687,590
17,891,175
82,790,408
17,631,883
8,849,528

44,256,819
10,222,419

217,950,164
33,440,894
65,399350
10,288354 

132,041,092
52,121,656
8,121,435

24,997332
285386,752 
434,549,628

23,662,105
72,461,517

9,913,738
131,878,581

13,861,853 
611,955367 
179,541327 
22,056,542
14,208,183 
43,089,746 

109,078316 
564,559,041
30,744393
32,146351
41,556334

$64,563347 
158353,739
33,416,761 
12,595,746
47,785,897 
19,766,014 

787,265,280 
134,620,077

1,589,629,603

$539,163
3,404,557 
2305301 
7,148,055
1,409,842 

787,932 
21,085,421 

(346,146) 
(93,826,056)

$52,575
85,537 

159395 
(933,640) 
4,564,993 

18,873367 
(533,475) 
1,703,395
2,126,347 

502,017 
(518,111) 
6,286356 
(970,960) 
(871,467)
2,388,462

131,158
6,684,672

737,654 
(4,159,451) 

(605,531)
1388302

(6,367,704)
188,077 

(1,155305) 
(3,707,748)
22335,166

527,078 
1,458,942 

116368 
11,529,064 
(923358) 

21,811,501
10,155311

963,740 
(143388)

243,819 
7,328321 

27,455,764
5,522,474 
2,640380 

360313

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF ASSESSED VALUES OF 
PROPERTIES OF PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS 

AS ASSESSED BY THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

Accomadc 
Albemarle 
Alle^iany 
Amelia 
Amherst 
Appomattox 
Arlington 
AugusU 
Bath

Alexandria
Bedford
Bristol 
Buena Vista 
Charlottesville
Chesapeake
Clifton Forge
Colonial Heights
Covington
Danville 
En^oria
Fair&x 
Fails Oiuidi 
Franklin 
Fredetidcsburg
Galax 
Hanqiton 
Harrisonburg
Hopewell 
Lejcington 
Lyndtburg 
Manassas 
Manassas Park 
Martinsville
Newport News 
Norfolk 
Norton 
Petersburg 
Poquoson 
Portsmouth 
Radford 
Richmond 
Roanoke 
Salem 
South Boston 
Staunton 
Suffolk 
Virginia Beach 
Waynesboro
Williamsburg
Winchester
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24,078340
52,566,426 
39304,674 
28.411,412 

113,080,996 
33,005,842 
27,761,043 
37,565,645 

759,611,077 
71,404,199
17,806,396 
35,156,454

131,657,857
54,208,753 
95,510,407 

156,438,695

103,822,030 
11,101,794 
89,002,983
36,430340 
51,418,433 
30,803,498 

104,941,571
81,777,447
48,125,888 
26,598,613 
21,870,147 

1,119369,700 
25,134,918 
10377,026 
74,503,690 
22,565,544 
35,897346

104340,403 
10,997.114 
87,923,476
25300,468 
50,725,084 
31,754368 

105,565,190 
60,135374 
51.872,666 
25364,418
21,466356

1,072,855304
21.160.498

7,491,966 
74308337 
19,453,194 
35,168,624
54,572311
18.480.499 

1,884368,753
116316,883 
22,715,138 
89,821,212 
71391362 

154,981,419 
91,435,542 
60,176,903 
40,900,837 
23344,899 
15,548317 
17.753365 

397.049314 
196.174.711 
585312,121 

84,635,786 
11337383 
69385,575 

106385368 
27,647,780 
12,035303 
24,056,777 
24,693,779 
51,497,589 

275,888,847 
1,713,966,145

19,676,964 
20,946,862 
18,058,750 
72381,790 
22,805346
85338,567
37,179,891
36,406,074 
29,132,740 
14,750396

(518,373)
104,680

1,079.507
11329.872 

693349 
(950.770)
(623,619) 

21,642,073 
(3,746,778)

634,195
403,191

46,514396
3,974,420 
2,885,060 

295353 
3,112350

728,722 
3,169,566
2307,164 

74,108,472 
25362311 

(300317) 
26381,754
2,557325 
5,485,531 

14,951365 
8346,034 
1,718,833 
1398,866

400,469 
(163,430) 

83300392
3,620307 

56,803,621
1,299312 
4,864,947 
1.899315 
7,120389 
4394,061 

823344 
2,476327 
5,577,812

(80.758) 
16,103358
57,773,444

858.418
127,934 

(465,072) 
82.715 

1359.647 
4,594320

448,146 
848,777 
298,867 

12330,494 
3389,878 
(234303) 
2,578301 
1313,805 
8,412374 

11303308 
1,610,446

(34.758) 
37378368
4,528331

638.418 
1366,152

IO32I3O6 
2360,609 

29381.165 
(6,052,060)

Bedford 
Bland 
Botetourt 
Brunswick 
Riichangn 
Ruglcingham
Canqibell
Caroline 
Carroll 
Charles City 
Chariotte 
Chesterfield 
Clarke 
Craig 
Culpeper 
Cumberland 
Didcenson 
Dinwiddle 
Essex 
Faitiax 
Fawfuicr 
noyd 
Fluvanna 
rraoKun 
Frederick 
Giles 
Glouchester 
Goochland
Grayson 
Greene 
Greensville 
Halifex 
Hanover 
Henrico 
Henry 
Hi^iland 
Isle of Wight 
James City 
KingGeo^
King and Queen 
King William
Laiicaster 
Lee 
Loudoun 
Louisa 
Lunenburg 
Madistm 
Mathews 
Meddenburg
Middlesex 
Montgomery
Nelson
New Kent 
Northanqjton
Northumberland
Nottoway
Orange 
Page 
Patridc 
Pitts^vania 
Poudiatan 
Prince Edward 
Prince Gemge 
Prince William 
Pulaski 
R^ahannodc
Richmmid 
Roanoke 
Rockbridge
Rodcingjiam
Russell

57,741,777 
20,687,663 

1,958,477,225 
141,479,794 
22,414,821 

116,102366
73348,487 

160,466,950 
106386,907
68,422,937 
42,619,670 
24,643,765 
15348,686 
17,589,935 

480349,506 
199,795,018 
642,115,742

85334,998 
16302330 
71384,890 

113,506357 
32,641,841 
12,858,547 
26,533,004 
30371,591 
51,416,831 

291,992,805 
1,771,739,589

20,535382 
21,074,796 
17,593,678
72364,505 
24,064393
89.832.887 
37,628,037 
37354,851
29,431,607 
27,080,890 
28,068318 
52332323 
42,482,875
29,725317 

121,493370
44309,150
29371,489
37.530.887 

797,589345
75332,430
18,444,814 
36,522,606 

142,579,163 
56,769,362 

124,791,572 
150386,635
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$16.100391,526Total Comities $15,516,884,636 $583,506,890

$20,115,029,576 $20,835,966,676 $720337,100

1993 1994

$5,789,068 $5,474,124 $(314,944)TOTAL

$4,715,165
277,100 

16,950 
779,853

32,012,178 
69,140,930 
61,725,079
36,401,381 

147,647,795 
126325,055 

1318,625,124
33,034,638
62329,607
41399,156 
64,349,145 
25,007,386 
61381,654 
62,792,057 

452,809,626

31,111,683 
67,035,406
60,226,803 
34,304312 

145,208,473 
114,556,745

1,347311346
25,849,569
60.687312
36,592,604
61,812,237 
25,018,022 
61,856,058 
64,870,132 

449,744,116

Increase or 
fPecreasel

Securities Act
Retail Frandiising Act 
Trademarks-Service marks 
Fines

$5,051,894
284,700 

16305 
121325

900,495
2,105,524 
1,498,276 
2,097,069 
2,439,322 

12368,310 
(28,686,122) 

7,185,069
1,641,695
5,406,552
2,536308

(10,636) 
125,596 

(2,078,075) 
3,065,510

Total Cities & 
Comities

$336,729
7,600 
(745) 

(658,528)

COMPARISON OF FEES COLLECTED BY THE DIVISION OF SECURITIES 
AND RETAIL FRANCHISING FOR THE YEARS ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1993, 

AND DECEMBER 31, 1994

Scott 
Shenandoah 
Smyth 
Southanqiton 
Spotsylvania 
Stafford 
Surry 
Sussex 
Tazewell 
Warren 
Wadiington 
Westmoreland
Wise 
Wythe 
York
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PROCEEDINGS BY DIVISIONS DURING THE YEAR 1994

DIVISION OF PUBLIC UTILITY ACCOUNTING

5

Amnia] Infiirmational Filinw/Rate Cam**
Gas Con^anies 1

Fuel.^.^El^cCsmnig 1

4

Special Studies 8

2
0

16

18

12
4

0
Q
6

6

1
1
2
0
3

1

1
0
3 
0

4

Allocalion/Separalions Studies
Electric Conqiauies (Investor Owned) 
Gas Companies 
Telephone Conq>anies 
^ata and Sewer Conqnnies 
Total Allocation/Separation Studies

Expedited Rate Cases
Electric Conq>anies (Investor Owned) 
Electric Cooperatives
Gas Companies 
Telephone Conqiaiiies 
'Water and Sewer Conqxmies 
Total Expedited Rate Cases

12
3
3
4
1 
40

The following statistical data summarizes Rate Cases, Certificate Cases, Annual Informational Filings, Allocation/Separations Studies, Fuel Audits, 
Compliance Audits, and Special Studies made by the Division of Public Utility Accounting for the year 1994.

Certificate Cases
Water and Sewer Companies

Number of Utility Transfer Act Cases 
Transfer of Assets
Transfer of Securities or Control 

Number of Affiliates Act Cases 
Service Agreements 
Lease Agreemeots 
Gas Purdiases/Supply 
Advances of Funds 
Aircraft Agreements 
Total Number of Cases

General Rate Ca«»c
Electric Companies (Investor Owned) 
Electric Cooperatives
Gas Companies 
Telephone Conqianies
Water and Sewer Conqianies 
Miscellaneous
Total General Rate Cases

During the year 1994 the Division of Public Utility Accounting received appUcations filed under the Public Utilities Affiliates Law and the Transfers 
Act pertaining to public utilities for processing, analysis, and study. The number and type of written reports submitted to the Commission recommending action 
and orders drawn are as follows:

Animal Informational Filings
Rep«»tOnlY

Electric Conqianies (Investor Owned) 
Gas Conqianies
Tele|dione Conqranies 
Water and Sewer Conqsanies 
Total Ammal Infonnatioiial FOtaigs
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The Commission's Division of Public Utility Accounting consisted of the following personnel on December 31,1994:

Filled Vacant Description

1

DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS

SUMMARY OF 1994 ACTIVITIES

OTHER:

nunications policy with federal agencies.Participated in matters affectii

Assisted with reports to the legislature and with developing telecommunications legislation.

1 
3 
1
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
7 
3 
5 

25

1
2
5

1,231
1,301

229
3,391 

21
22 

134 
2 

12 
14

450 
9,180 
ALL
239

1
2 

12
6
2
3

The Division of Cmnmunications assists the Commission in carrying out its duties as prescribed by the Code of Virginia. The Division monitors, 
enforces, and makes recommendations on all rates, tariffs, and operating procedures of communications utilities, specifically telephone, cellular, and radio 
common carrier utilities. The Division enforces service standards, assures compliance with tariff regulations, coordinates extended area service studies, enforces 
pay telephone regulations, and prescribes depreciation rates. The staff testifies in rate, service, and generic hearings and meets with the general public on 
communications issues and problems. The Division maintains territorial maps, performs special studies, monitors construction programs, and investigates and 
resolves consumer inquiries and complaints. The staff also follows developments at the federal level, and prepares Commission responses where sqjpropriale.

3,860,000
429 

20 
7

Pursued various activities related to the Commission's modified plan for regulating telephone conqranies, including the following:
- Provided cost allocation technical support for six Annual Informational Filing audit reports
- Processed one revenue neutral tariff filing pursuant to Paragraph 17
- Reviewed proposed service classifications for new services, and reclassifications for existing services
- Assisted in gathering monitoring data

Director
Deputy Director
Mimager of Audits
Administrative Manager, Public Utilities
Administrative Manager
Systems Manager
Senior OflBce Secretary
Senior OfiBce Technician
Principal Public Utility Accountant 
Senior Public Utility Accountant 
Associate Public Utility Accountant 
Total Authorized 30

Consumer corrqilaints and protests investigated
Telephone inquiries received
Tariff revisions received
Tariff sheete filed
Cases in which staff members prepared testimony or reports 
Number of staff testimonies or reports prepared
Certificates of Convenience and Necessity granted or amended 
Depreciation studies conqileted
Attended Community heatings on local calling
Extended Area Services studies conqtleted or underway 
Service Surveillance and Results Ai^ysis Provided

Monthly on:
Access Lines
Swindling QfSces
Business OfSces
Rqiair Centers

Pay Telejdione Registration and Rules Enforcement provided on: 
Registered private pay telephone providers
Private pay telephones 
LEC pay telephones 

Pay telephone audits
Visits to:

Customer premises to resolve customer complaints
Conqiany premises to resolve customer conqilaints
Conqiany premises to review service performance
Conqiany premises to inspect network reliability
Conmunity meetings to resolve service issues 

Conslniction Program reviews
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Made presentations to trade and citizens groups, associations, and telephone companies.

Participated in matters affecting emergency 911 communications procedures with local government agencies and Virginia Telephone Association.

Participated in task force on unifonn pay telephone consumer information

Provided guidance to Virginia Payphone Association in its organization

Assisted private pay telef^one providers in resolving operations issues with local exchange companies.

Prepared two formal responses to Federal Communications Commission Public Notices.

Responded to questionnaires from NARUC and others with respect to telecommunications matters.

Assisted Commission counsel with respect to formal rate, service or generic matters.

Reviewed construction budgets of major telephone companies for 1994-1998 period.

Met with local governing bodies and citizens groups with reqject to local calling areas and service problems.

Director reqrpointed to the NARUC Staff subcommittee on Comnnmications.

Staff member reappointed to the NARUC Staff sub mittee tm Depredation.

Staff member appointed to the NARUC Staff subcommittee on Communicatians.

Staff member reappointed to the NARUC Staff subcommittee on Service Quality.

Worked with Virginia Department for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing on monitoring of Telecommunicatiims Relay Service in Virginia.

DIVISION OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

monitoring and maintaining files of gas utilities' Five Year Forecasts;

SUMMARY OF MAJOR ACTIVmES DURING 1994

Presented financial testimony in one gas company certificate case.

providing statistical and grajAic support for other SCC Divisions; and
maintaining database management systems for preparation of economic and financial analysis in utility cases.

Furnished annual verification information to the Federal Communicaticms Commission to recertify eligibility for the Virginia Universal Service Plan, whidi 
provides assistance for low income telephone customers.

The Division of Economics and Finance performs analysis and research on economic and financial issues pertaining to utility regulation. The Division 
also provides analytical and research support as needed by non-utility divisions within the Commissions.

Analyzed and processed 34 cases for utilities seeking authority to issue securities. 
Helped prepare a report recommending modification of electric cooperative rate case rules.

Presented testimony on oqntal structure, cost of capital, and other financial issues in four rate cases.
Conqrleted Annual Informational Filing reports lot five telephone companies and seven electric or gas conqianies.

issuing quarterly economic and energy forecast reports;
monitoring interLAT A telecommunications competitiai;
monitoring file local exchange companies participating in the Experimaital Flan for Altonative Regulation; 
monitoring and maintaining files of electric utilities' Ten Year and Twenty Year Forecasts;

Conducted audits of the actually conqjetitive services for 1993 for each of the five local telephone companies in the Experimental Plan for Ahemative 
RegulatiotL

Prepared and presented testimony for the investigation of telephone regulatory methods for local telephone companies.
Helped prepare an interim report in the investigation of Dmntoion Resources, Inc. and Virginia Power.

The Division has ongoing responsibility for.
issuing monfiily Fuel Price Index rqxnts;
maintaining and issuing monthly reports for the electric utility Fuel Monitoring System;
issuing quarterly Natural Gas Price Index reports;
analyzing and presenting testimcmy on cqrital structure, cost of oqntal, and other financofelated issues in utility cases; 
monitaring the financial condition of Virginia utilities;
reviewing annual financing plans of Virginia utilities;
analyzing utility applications for file issuance of securities and providing the Commission with recommendations; 
conducting studies of irrtermediate/lcmg range issues in electric, gas, and telecommunications utility regulations; 
acquiring and running analytic computer models used to simulate, project, and/or evaluate utility operations and regulatory issues;
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DIVISION OF ENERGY REGULATION

Activities for Calendar Year 1994

monitoring responsibilities relative to: the collection of gas costs by gas utilities, the incurrence of wholesale purchased power expenses by electric cooperatives.

SUMMARY OF 1994 ACnVITIES

BUREAU OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED AND/OR ACTED UPON
BY THE BUREAU OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN 1994

9 
4 

67
0 
4 

21
6 
1
8

2,218
114 
830 
367 
144
33 
14 
30 
28 

3 '

During the calendar year, the Bureau of Financial Institutions received, investigated, and processed 879 applications for various certificates of 
authority as shown below.

Consumer Complaints, Letters of Protest, and Inquiries Received
TariffFilings Received (including Purchased Gas Adjustments)
Tariff Sheets Filed
Gas Safety Inspections (Person Days)
Electric Fuel Adjustments and Electric Wholesale Power Cost Adjustments 
Testimony and Reports Filed by Staff
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity Granted, Transferred, or Revised
Special Reports
Gas Accident Investigations and Incident Reports
Electric On-Site Construction Inspections

Conversions fiom national to state charter banks 
New Banks ( 1 new bank and 3 phantom banks) 
Bank Brandies
Bank Main Office Relocations
Bank Branch Office Relocations
Bank EFT Facilities
Bank Mergers
Independent Trust Companies (Relocations)
Acquisitions Pursuant to Chapter 13 of Title 6.1

The Division of Energy Regulation assists the Commission in fulfilling its statutory responsibilities pursuant to Title 56, Chapter 10 of the Code of 
Virginia. In that effort, the Division provides eiqiert testimony relative to cost of service/rate design issues for electric, gas, and water/sewer utilities operating in 
the state. The Division also fxovides expert testimony in certificate cases for service areas and major facility construction for these utilities. The Division has

the recovery of fuel expenses by investor-owned electric utilities, and the oversight of major facility construction by the investor-owned utilities. The Division also 
administers programs for gas pipeline safety, the resolution of consumer conqrlaints/inquiries, and the maintenance of official records/maps of utility certificated 
areas.

Prepared a report or testimony in filings by four electric utilities and two gas utilities for approval of demand-side management programs.
Prepared a report or testimony in five fuel factor proceedings.
Prepared a report or testimony in two cogeneration rate proceedings.
Prqjared arqxnt on the 1994 Ten Year Forecasts of electric utilities in Virginia.
Prepared arejxjrt on the 1993 Five Year Forecasts of gas utilities in Virginia.
Reviewed the demand forecasting techniques of gas utilities in Virginia.
Prepared testimony for the Commission's consideration of Section 115 standards for gas utilities under the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
Participated in writing a Staff report addressing the reliability problems Virginia Power had during the severe cold weather of January 1994. 
Participated in an inter-agency work group addressing weatherization assistance for Virginia consumers.
Presented testimony at a Connnission hea^g on Virginia Power's dispersed energy facilities proposal.
Developed a forecast of budget items for the Bureau of Insurance.
Developed a forecast of the Virginia telecommunications relay service bank balance for the Office of Commission ConqrtroUer.
Provid^ statistical analysis in the NASDAQ-NMS Exemption project for the Division of Securities & Retail Franchising
Provided statistical analysis in an electric cooperative demand study between seasonal and residential classes for the Division of Energy Regulation. 
Established a database management system for the tracking of demand-side management issues in DSM programs of Virginia utilities.
Prepared a research paper on electric utility risk premiums and presented it at a national regulatory conference.

The Bureau of Financial Institutions is responsible under Title 6.1 of the Code of Virginia for the regulation and supervision of the following types of 
institutions: state chartered banks, independent trust companies, state chartered savings institutions, state chartered credit unions, state chartered industrial loan 
associations, consumer finance licensees, money order seller licensees, mortgage lenders and brokers, and debt counseling agencies. With the exception of money 
order seller licensees, debt counseling agencies, and mortgage lender and brokers, each institution is examined at least twice every three years. Financial 
institutions domiciled outside of Virginia that have deposit taking subsidiaries within the Commonwealth are also subject to the Bureau's regulatory authority, as 
are out-of-state deposit taking subsidiaries of financial holding companies domiciled in Virginia.
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SUMMARY OF 1994 ACnVITIES

0
1 

17 
20
69 
17 

129
55
26
14 

217 
165

1 
14 
1

9
1
1
0
2

31 
4,261 

50 
5,856 
8,280 
4,435 
3,683 

10 
8 

9,459 
83,988

DIVISION OF INSURANCE REGULATION
AcnvrriES for the fiscal year ending june 3o, 1994

New insurance conqranies licensed to do business in \^rginia
Insurance conq:^ financial statemenls analyzed
Financial examinations of insurance companies conducted
Property and Casualty insurance rules, rates, and form submissions
Life and Healtfa insurance policy forms and rate submissions
Property and Casualty insurance conqilaints received
Life and Health insurance eon^laints received
Market conduct examinations con^leted by the Life and Health Division 
Market conduct examinatirms convicted 1^ the Property and Casualty Division 
Agent qualification examinafions given
Insurance agents and agencies licensed

The regulation of insurance was transferred to the State Corporation Commission from the Auditor of Public Accounts in 1906. The Bureau has 
licensed and examined the affiiirs of insurance companies since that time. Regulation of insurance has been left almost exclusively to state governments since 
1869, and here in Virginia the fimctions of the Bureau of Insurance have increased with the complexity and inqxntance of insurance in our daily lives.

The Bureau of Insurance has four separate departments. There are three line departments. Financial Regulation, Market Regulation for Property and 
Casualty Insurance, and Market Regulation for Life and Health Insurance, and one staff department. Administration. The line units conduct the day-to-day 
operations of monitoring company and agent activities, while the staff department works in an auxiliary role to support the line units.

Acquisitions Pursuant to Cha^rter 15 of Title 6.1 
New Savings Banks
Savings Institution Branches (Relocation)
Acquisitions Pursuant to § 6.1-194.87 of the Virginia Code 
Acquisitions Pursuant to § 6.1-194.40 of the Virginia Code 
Ac^isitionsPursuarrtto Charter 3.01 Article 11 of 
the Virginia Code

Credit Union Mergers
Credit Union Service Facilities
New Consumer Finance Offices
Consumer Finance Other Businesses
Consumer Finance Office Relocations
New Mortgage Brokers
New Mortgage Lendos
New Mortgage Lenders and Brokers
Acquisitiims Pursuant to § 6.1-416.1 of the Virginia Code 
Mortgage Branches
Mortgage Office Relocations
New Money Order Seller
Debt Counseling Offices
Industrial Loan Association Relocations

At the end of 1994 there were under the supervision of foe Bureau 130 banks with 1,040 brandies, 45 Virginia bank holding companies, 11 non
Virginia bank holding conqranies owning Virgitua banks, 3 savings institutions with 3 branches, 1 savings bank with 1 brandi, 87 credit unions, 9 industrial loan 
associations, 32 consumer finance ccmipanies with 318 Virginia offices, 19 money order sellers, 7 non-profit debt counseling agencies, 54 mortgage lenders with 
327 offices, 323 mortgage brokers with 408 offices, and 179 mortgage lender and brokets with 464 offices.

The Bureau is involved in a variety of regulatory fimctions which can be categorized into five areas. They include: (1) The examination and 
evaluation of companies to assure that they are financially sound and curable of meeting their contractual obligations. (2) The Bureau also reviews and studies 
rates and policies to insure that insurance products offered in this State ate understandable, are of high quality, and that the premiums charged are reasonable and 
foir. (3) The Bureau also mcmitots the services and benefits provided by conqranies to determine ifthey are consistent with policy provisions, fiurly and equitably 
delivered, and understandable. (4) In addition, the Bmeau checks new entrants irrto the insurance business and monitors the conduct of eviating ones to determine 
if they are competent, knowledgeable, and conduct their activities in accordance with acceptable standards of business conduct (5) The Bureau is also actively 
enga^ in improving its present operations by identifying, and resolving areas of regulatory concern before significant problems d^elop.
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Registrations Freight by Carriers and number of vehicles registered:

FREIGHT CARRIERS

- vehicles registered

-vehicles registered

- vehicles registered

- vehicles registered

996
2,607

27
3,814

Contract Carriers Bulk (CB) 
Contract Carriers Bulk

431
159 

$5,456,597.89

481
267

$915,295.56

Contract Carriers Non Bulk (CC) 
Contract Carrios Non Bulk

Exempt Carriers Intrastate (£) 
Exempt Carriers Intrastate

66
4 

$13,775.00

Refund Accounts Audited 
Refund Accounts Assessed 
Total Amount Refunded

MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION - OPERATIONS 
REGISTRATIONS AND COLLECTIONS 1994

MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION - AUDITS 
CALENDAR YEAR 1994

MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION - ENFORCEMENT
ANNUAL REPORT OF SPECIAL AGENTS' ACTIVITIES DURING 1994

Regular Accounts Audited 
Regular Accounts Assessed 
Total Assessments Paid

1,997 
$92,546.00 
$38,261.00

3,196
21,974

7,056
10,289

Common Carriers of Freight (F) 
Common Carriers of Freight

2424
1,855 

$268,410.00
2,878 

$110,260.00
273

7,918
10

575
75

20,153
8,608

23 
$9,031.00 

82
$38,563.00 

73 
$42,572.00

Number of MCA Cases Initiated 
Number of Cases Dismissed 
Cormnission Penalties Imposed

Violations Handled through General District Courts
Fines Assessed by General District Courts
Costs Assessed by General District Courts
Reports Written on Commission Rule Violations

22 Forms
Cases Processed (M and L)
Penalties Assessed

Registration Receipts Issued
Fees Collected From Issuance of Receipts
Conqrlaints Investigated
Motor Carrier Insurance Expiration, Revocation, Suspension Investigations
Investigations for Other Divisions
Motor Carrier Safety Inspections
Certificate Applicant Investigations
Vehicles Inspected
Proof of Operations Inspections (ED-40)
Division of Motor Vehicles License Sold Throu^ Special Agents' Involvement
Fees Collected from these Transactions (A portion of these fees went to other IRP jurisdictions.) 
Apprehensions of Operators with Outstanding Commission Judgments (Red List Operators)
Monies Collected From Operators with Outstanding Commission Judgments
Apprehensions of Operators with Outstanding Liquidated Damages
Monies Collected From Operators with Outstanding liquidated Damages
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182
- vehicles registered 1,700

-vehicles registered

- vehicles registered

-vehicles registered

- vehicles registered

-vehicles registered

- vehicles registered

PASSENGERS CARRIERS

- vehicles registered

- vehicles registered

-vehicles registered

-vehicles registered

- vehicles registered

-vehicles registered

-vehicles registered

-vehicles registered

-vehicles registered

TOTALS

RAILROAD REGULATION

772
2,852

131
978

45
2,564

73
1,025

39 
860

Household Goods Carriers (G) 
Household Goods Carriers

Rental Permitted Carriers (R) 
Rental Permitted Carriers

Virginia Private Leased Carriers (L) 
Virginia Private Leased Carriers

Charter Patty Carriers (P) 
Charter Party Carriers

Intrastate Exenqtt Carriers (I) 
Intrastate Exenqrt Carriers

ICC Regulated Interstate Carriers (M) 
ICC Regulated Interstate Carriers

26,215 
508,072

210
397

162
388

684,661 
$7,845350.99 

$25,030,368.64
48,115

361 
$87,650.00

20,630
104,885

Si^-Seeing Carriers (S) 
Sigfat-Seeing Carriers

ICC Exempt Carriers (X) 
ICC Exen^ Carriers

114
274

6
15

Executive Sedan Carriers (N) 
Executive Sedan Carriers

Limousine Carriers (B) 
Limousine Carriers

Taxi Cab Carriers (T) 
Taxi Cab Carriers

24 
161

Petroleum Carriers (K) 
Petroleum Carnets

Private Freight Carriers (V) 
Private Freight Carriers

5388
10,779

Common Carriers (A) 
Common Carriers

Total Vehicles Registered
Total Registration Fees Collected
Total Motor Fuel Road Taxes Collected (gross) 
Total Motor Fuel Road Taxes Accounts
Operations and Tax Cases Initiated 
Penalties Assessed

1,725
6395

ICC Regulated Interstate Carriers (M) 
ICC Regulated Interstate Carriers

Employee Haulers (H) 
Employee Haulers

The Division of Railroad Regulation investigates, at its own volition or upon conqjlaint, rail service and compliance with rules, regulations, and rates 
by rail common carriers when intrastate aspects are involved; analyzes and handles applications for intrastate rate increases or alteration of service, together with 
all other tail tariff matters; and conducts inspection and surveillance of railroad tracks in State to provide for safe track maintenance in accordance with Federal 
Track Safety Standards as prescribed by the Federal Railroad Administtatian.

2,697
4,032
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DIVISION OF SECURITIES AND RETAIL FRANCHISING

The Division of Securities and Retail Franchising of the State Corporation Commission is charged with the administration of the following laws:

UNDER THE VIRGINIA SECURITIES ACT:

UNDER THE VIRGINIA TRADEMARK AND SERVICE MARK ACT:

UNDER THE VIRGINIA RETAIL FRANCHISING ACT:

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

SUMMARY OF CALENDAR YEAR ACTIYmES

1993 1994

fianchise registration, renewal, or post-effective amendment applications received 
franchises denied, withdrawn, non-renewed, or terminated

Virginia Securities Act (known as the "Blue Sky Law"), Virginia Code Sections 13.1-501 through 13.1-527.3. 
Virginia Trademaric and Service Mark Act, Virginia Code Sections 59.1-77 through 59.1-102.
Virginia Retail Franchising Act, Virginia Code Sections 13.1-557 through 13.1-574.

1,592
185

447
455

Financin^Subsequent Statements Filed 
Federal Tax Liens/Subsequent Liens Filed 
Reels of Microfilmed documents sold

68397
6,820

447

applications for trademarks and/or service marks approved, renewed, or assigned 
applications for trademarks and/or service marks d^ed, abandoned, expired, or withdrawn

72360
4,857

268

9
1,507 

38 
459 

1,697
71 

90,658 
20,938

1332
113 

14,484
999

48 
38 
10
12
92 
35

The Clerk's Office is the Central Filing Office in the Commonwealth under Part 4 of the Uniform Commerical Code. It is charged with the duty of 
receiving, processing, indexing, and examining financing statements, continuation statements, amendments, assignments, releases, and termination statements filed 
by nationwide financial and lending institutions, state and federal agencies, legal professions, and the general public to perfect a security interest in collateral 
which secures payment or performance of an obligaitoa The Cleric's Office also is the Cental Filing Office for Federal Tax Liens.

qualification applications received
coordination applications received
notification applications received
filings for exemption from registration (Reg D)
broker-dealer registrations renewed and granted
broker-dealer registrations denied, withdrawn, and terminated
agent registrations renewed and granted 
agent registrations denied, withdrawn, and terminated
investment advisor registrations renewed and granted
investment advisor registrations denied, withdrawn, and terminated 
investment advisor represerrtative registrations renewed and granted
irrvestment advisor representative registrations denied, withdrawn, and terminated 
orders filing and/or canceling surety bonds
orders granting exerrrptions and/or official interpretations
orders for subpoena of records by banks, corporations, and individuals 
orders of show cause 
judgmerrts of conqiromise and settlement 
final order and/or judgmertt
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INDEX OF LEADING MATTERS DISPOSED OF BY FORMAL ORDERS

-A-

140

29

373

305

153

185

175

297

157

53

81

46

232

255

162

122

179
180

A & B Professionals, Inc.
Alleged violation of Virginia Code § 56-338.8.

AT&T Communications of Virginia, Inc.
To withdraw AT&T 800 Plan E   

126
127

Adventure Limousine Service, Ltd.
Revocation of certificate as a limousine carrier.    

Absolute Limo and Ticket Service, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier.   

American Air Transport, Inc.To transfer certificate as a household goods carrier    

Access Limousine Service, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier.

Alpha Water CorporationFor authority to transfer utility assets.   

Access Transmission Services of Virginia, Inc.
For certificate to provide inter-LATA, inter-exdiange telecommunications service in Virginia and to have its 

rates detennined congtetifively

AherNet of Virginia 
For certificate to provide inter-LATA, interexdiange telecommunications service in Virginia and to have hs

  rates determined competitively

A&N Electric CooperativeTo Ammd Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause.     

Agway, Inc., as Trustee of Agway, Inc. Group Trust
Settlement for aUeged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1024 and 38.2-1802.

Akbar, Alex M.Final Order and Judgment dismissing the case...    

American Bonding Company
Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040.   
License suqtension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040   

American violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024     

Aetna Casualty and Surely Company, The
Order Approving Setfanent and Dismissing Lawsuits. 

AMC Acquisition, Inc.
To acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Alliance Mortgage Company. 

ATW Limousine Service, Wali A. Hassan, t/aRevocation of certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes    

Aardvark Transportation Services, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier  
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier.... 
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196

73

99

99

99

380

141

382
Counties of Bedford, Franklin, and Pittsylvania: Smith Mountain Station - Penhook Station 138 kV Line

185

414

166

310
342

209
237
309

Amvest Oil & Gas, Inc.
To furnish gas service pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265.4:5 

Angelillo, Danny, t/a Shar-Day Trucking
Alleged violation of Virginia Code §§ 46.2-711, et al. 

American Motorists Insurance CompanySettlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-610, et al.   

463
464

117
117
118

81
88
89

411
418
418
431
433

114
114

American Eagle Limousine, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier      

Aqua Systems, Inc.
For increase in its tariff.

Arlington Limousine ServiceFor certificate as an executive sedan carrier.    

American Manufacturers Mutual Insurance Company
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1822, et al. 

American Protection Insurance CompanySettlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-2208, et al.   

Apple Valley Limo, L.C.
For certificate as a limousine carrier  

Ashworth, Douglas, et al.
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act 
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act 

American Integrity Insurance Coitqrany, Receiver of  For qjproval of assunqjtion reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C..
 For approval of assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C..

 For approval of assunqition reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C..

For expedited increase in base rates for electric service  
 To revise its fuel factor pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-249.6. 

For authori  ̂to issue debt and preferred stock  
For authority to enter into two lease agreements

American Employers Benefit Trust
Take Notice Order of alleged violation of Section 5 of the Commission's Rules Governing Multiple 

Enqiloyer Welfare Arrangements

AmeriFirst Insurance Ctmqiany
To eliminate inqnirment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law  
Take Notice Oito of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040..... 

Appalachian Power Cmtqtany 
For authority to receive cash advances fem an afBliate
For consent to and rqiproval of a modification to an existing mter-oongMny agreement with an afBliate  
For approval to inqrlement residential experimental rate  
To amend its certificates authorizing operation of transmission lines and facilities in the Counties of Giles, Craig, 

Roanoke, and Botetourt: Wyoming-Cloverdale 765 kV transmission line and Cloverdale
500 kV Bus Extension :..........................................................................................

For general increase in rates  
To amend its certificate authorizing operation of transmission lines and facilities in the

County of Pittsylvania: 69 kV Lines and Ballou Substation
To amend its certificates authorizing operation of transmission lines and facilities in the

American Capital Life Insurance Company 
To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law  
Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuarrt to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040
License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040
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56

62

180

-B-

143

40

173

481

425

299

306
306

289
293
298
299

BB&T Financial Corporation of X^rginiaAmending Order     

251
287
288
289

112
113
113

373
446

300
301
302
302

108
109
109

39
40

Atlantic Aviation & Marine, Inc.Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code § 38.2-1802.    

BBC Express, Better Business Connection, Inc., t/a
For certificate as a qrecial or diarter party carrier by motor vehicle.

Aytes, Harvey M., Va Executive Sedan Service
Revocation of certificate as an executive sedan carrier  

Atlanto International Insurance Company
To eliminate inqtairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law
Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040
To withdraw license to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia  

BP Tour & Travel, Barbara P. Pyle, t/a
Fot license to broker the tranqxrrtation of passengers by motor vehicle

BB&T Financial Corporation
To acquire Commerce Bank pursuant to Charter 15 of Title 6.1 of die Code of Virginia  
Amending Order  

BARC Electric Cooperative
To Amend Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause.
For authority to issue long-term debt  

Belk, Suely,etal.
For review of LarufOr Utility Company, Inc.'s rate increase.

B. W. Industries, Jetty A. Blackwell, dZb/a
Judgment for alleged violatians of the Virginia Securities Act

Atlas Insurance Conqiany 
To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law.
Take Notice Order of license suqtension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040
License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040  

Avery, Louties,
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831.

BeU Atlantic-Virginia, Inc. 
Armual Informational Filing. :....................................................................
To implement local calling plans in C&P exchanges in the Roanoke and Culpeper LATAs
To implement a local calling plan in BeU Atlantic exchanges in the Roanoke and Culpeper LATAs
To implement a local caUing plan in the West Point Exchange  
To implement extended local service fiom its Christiansbutg exdiange to the Alum Ridge exchange of

Citizens Telephcme Cooperative  
To implemerrt local calling plan in its exchanges in the Norfolk LATA
To inqrlement Extended Local Service from its Enon, HopeweU, and Petersburg Exdianges to GTE-Va's

Claremcmt Exchange
To inclement Extended Local Service fimn its Culpeper Exchange to SprinVCenters Washington, Virginia Exdiange..
To inqilemenl Extended Local Service from its Cumberland exchange to the Arvonia, Buckingham,

and Dillwyn exdianges of the Central TelejdKaie Company of Vnginia
To implement extended local service fiom the Bethia, Midlothian, Powhatan and Ridnnond Exdianges toAmelia Tele(diane Corporation's Amelia Exchange   
To inqilement a local calling plan in the Cape Charles exdiange
To implement a local calling plan in the Hampton, Newport News, Pannsula, and Poquoson exdianges
To inqilement a local caUing plan in the Williamsburg exdiange
To implement extended local service fiom the Roanoke Exchange to Roanoke and Botetourt Telephone Company's

Fincastle Exdiange  
For revenue neutral rate changes pursuant to Paragraph 17 of the Modified Plan for Alternative Regulation of Virginia

Local Exdiange TdejAone Conqianies
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494

143

169

188

481

123

169

144

42

53

195

195

-c-

20

25

Tot eatiEaiB to provide water service 

456

Blackwell, Jerry A., d/b/a B. W. Industries
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act

462
463

211
212
235
381

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia, d/b/a Trigon Blue Cross Blue Shield
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316.B., et al. 

CNB Holdings, Inc.
To acquire 100 percent of the shares of Community National Bank, Pulaski, Pulaski County, Virginia.

Bethel Tenple Assembly of God
For Order ofExenqrtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B  

171
171

Bluewater Cruise Company, Smith Mountain Lake Cruises, Inc., t/aRevocation of certificate as a sight-seeing carrier by boat  

Boston Coach-Washington Corp.
For certificate as a special or diarter patty carrier by motor vehicle.

Bristol-Jenkins Bus Lines, Inc.
Revocation of certificate as a common carrier of passengers.

Better Business Connection, Inc., t/a BBC ExpressFor certificate as a special or chatter party carrier by motor vehicle   

Black, John E.
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act 
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act

Branch Banking and Trust Coirrpany of VirginiaFor certificate of authority to do a banking business in the City of Virginia Beach.  

CMC, Inc.
Revocation of certificate as an executive sedan carrier.  
To vacate Final Judgment Order  

C&FBank
For certificate of authority to begin business as bank and trust company at Eighth and Main Streets, West Point,

King William County, Virginia and operate five branch offices and an EFT terminal upon the merger of Citizens 
and Fanners Bank into C&F Bank, under the diarter of C&F Bank and title of Citizens and Farmers Bank

C&P Suffolk Water Company 
For authority to acquire Holland Road Water Company and Delaney Drive Water Company 
For authority to acquire waler systems  
For approval of the acquisition of waler systems

Black Ty Limousine Services, Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier.   

Briegel, Heinz A.
Order Approving Settlement and Dismissing Law

Buli&nl, Paul A.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

Billups, Donna M.
For certificate as a limousine carrier  

CSX Transportation, Inc.
For authority to consolidate existing agency service at Richmond, Virginia, into its Customer Service Center at 

Jacksonville, Florida
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2Q2

\n

43

170

491

339

19S

467

132

19

Annual Infonnati(mal Filing.

137

350
tifi< d service territory

460
461

Capital One Financial Corporation
To acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Capital One Bank, Ridanond, Virginia 

Cqiitol Securities Management, Inc.
Settlement for alleged violation of the Vnginia Securities Act  

Cattail Creek Country Club, Inc.
For Order of Exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514. l.B

Central Mortgage and Investment Company, Jdm E. May, t/aLicense suspension pursuant to \^tginia Code § 6.1-413  

214
215
219
221
236
250
251
252

 392
424 
445

286
286

103
104

32
495

Capital Limousine, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier     

Carter, Robert T.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier     

Capitol Drivers Rental Service, Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier   

Centomial T -ife Insurance Co., The
Settlement for aUeged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-502.1, et al.   

Central Transport, Inc. F^ure to corrply with Commission order issued March 15,1990 

Camden CapitaL Inc., d/b/a The Camden Group 
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act....  
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act....

Caroline Savings Bank
To convert to a state savings bank, and for a certificate to de business as such al 268 North Main Street, 

Bowling Green, Caroline County, Virginia, and at a branch office  
For ofBcial interpretation pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-525

Capital City Limousine, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier      

Cqrital Investors Life Insurance Company To eliminate inpairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law.  
Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040

Captain's Cove Utility Company, Inc.For certificate to provide water and sewer service   

Central Virginia Electric Cooperative
Fw eiqjedited increase in electric rates  
For certificate authorizing construction of 138 kV transmission facilities in ti 

of another utility  
For change in electric rates and to revise its tariff'.  
For authority to issue long-term ddrt

Century Lyndtburg Cellular Corp.
For cancellation of existing cratificate and issuance of new certificate
For cancellation of existing certificate and issuance of new certificate 

Central Telepbotte Corrpany of Virginia 
Fw qproval of a Floor Space Agreement with afiSliate .........
For qproval of a revised service agreement with affiliate
For authority to loan or advance fimds to parent, Sprint Corporation  
For approval of a proposed service agreement with an affiliate
For authority to loan or advance fimds to parent. Central Telephone Ctmpany
Annual Informatitmal Filing  
Order Denying Reemsider^on.................................................................
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485

27

59

413

22

202

For approval of an  223

470

453

472

469

42

32

60

337

349
424

Church of God in Christ Hospital FundTake Notice Order of alleged violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024   

463
464

Clifton Forge-Waynesboro Telephone Company
ded Affiliates Agreement

Colonial Heights Baptist Churdi of Colonial Heights, VirginaFor Order ofExenqttion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B   

222
225 
tin
257

■ifn
390
453

Chapel Grove United Church of Christ
For Order of Exoiqjtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

Comedy Dating Corporation, d/b/a Many Me
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-504B, et 

Columbia Union Revolving Fund
For Order ofExenqrtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

Chesqreake Bank
For certificate to do a banking and trust business upon the conversion of Chesapeake National Bank

Cityscape Corp,
To acquire 100 percent of the shares of Astrum Funding Corp. 

City of Virginia Beach, The
For certificate pursuant to Virginia Code § 25-233. 

Commonwealth Public Service CorporationFor general increase in rates  
For expedited increase in base rates for natural gas service.

Classic Coaches Limousine Services, Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier.....  

Coastal Energy, Inc.
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act....  
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act....

Columbia Gas System, Inc., The
For approval of intercompany financing for 1995  

Commonwealth Dealers Life Insurance CompanySettlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316.B, et ^...  

Commerce Bank
For certificate of authority to do a banking and trust business following its merger with Brandi Banking and 

Trust Conqiany of Virginia .

Commonwealth Community Bancorp, Inc.
To acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Miners and Merdiants Bank and Trust Company, Grundy, Virginia

Commonwealth Utilities, Inc.
For certificate to provide water service 

Commonwealth Gas Services, Inc.
For approval of the transfer of certain utility facilities to its affiliate
For expedited increase in natural gas rates
Settlement for alleged violations of file Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act 
For ^rproval of intercompany financing for 1995

For authority to renew its contract with Bell Atlantic Directory Graphics, Inc  
Annual Informational Filing  
To implement local calling plans in various C&P exchanges and to eliminate local exchange mileage charges.

Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, The 
For authority to reimburse affiliate  
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373

468

304

474

488

Cosby, George, H., m
AUeged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1804,38.2-1813 and 38.2-1822.A   55

204

93

93

19

30

33

23

-D-
160

72

481

Crump, Grogean Graves, m
To acquire 25 percent or more of the shares of Capitol Financial Services, Inc.

Dailyland Insurance CoaqtanySettlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-305, et al.    

39
40

CrestarBank 
To merge into itself Virginia Federal Savings Bank.  
For certificate of authority to (1) do a banking and trust business iqxm the merger of Independent Bank into Crestar Bank

under the charter and title of Qestar Bank; and (2) operate the main ofBce and branches of the now Independent Bank.....
To merge into itself Jeffeison Savings and Loan Association, F. A.

Credit life and credit accident and sideness insurance pursuant to Virginia Code §§ 38.2-3725,38.2-3726,38.2-3727 
and 38.2-3730, Adoption of adjusted pritna facie rates for

Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc.
For ofiBcial interpretation pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-525 

Corporate Network Brokerage Services, Inc.For official interpretation pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-525   

Confederation life Insurance and Annuity Conqtany 
Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040....  
License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040

249
256
258
261
261

125
125

Convenience Light, Inc. Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act   

Community United Methodist ChurchFor Order of Exenqrtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B    

D.A.Y. Enterprises, Inc.
For certificate as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle.

Crestar Financial Corporation.
To acquire Annapolis Bancorp, Inc. and its savings institution subsidiaty, Annapolis Federal Savings Bank.

County of Louisa, The
For review and correction of assessments of heat, water, light and power cenporations; gas pipeline distribution

cotpoalions; and telecommunications crmqianies - tax year 1991; and for declaratory judgment  

To investigate telephone service quality  
For approval of a merger of GTE Virginia into GTE South, Incorporated and related authorizations.   
Amen&g Order................................................................................................................. .
Order Reissuing InterLATA, Interexchange Certificate

Contel Cellular of IhC.
To amend its certificate for a new cell site, expanding its Roanoke CGSA  

Credit life and credit accident and sideness insurance pursuant to Virginia Code §§ 38.2-3725,38.2-3726 and 38.2-3730, 
Adoption of adjusted pritna fecie rates for  .............................. ..........................

Crismont Corporation
License revocation pursuant to Wginia § Code 6.1-420.

Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a GTE Virginia 
Antnial Informational Filing.

Community Electric Cooperative
To Amend Whole Power Cost Adjustment Clause. 
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79

79

161

482

196

474

184

-E-
121

420

183

179

191

73

386

290
291
292
292

406
408
408
451

Diamond Executive Transportation, Hoar-Hakenson Leasing Company, t/a
For certificate as a limousine carrier  

233
370
372
380
403
436
442

Eastern Shore of Virginia Fire Insurance Conqjany, Inc., TheLicense suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040    

Dent-Rite Enterprises, Inc.
Consent Order.  

Electric utilities. Consideration of standards for integrated resource planning, investments in conservation
and demand management, and energy efiBciency in power generation and supply for.   

Elite Limousine Service, Inc.
Revocation of certificate as an executive sedan carrier.  

Eastern Telecom Corporation 
Order Accepting Offer of Settlement
Order Accepting Recommendations of Initial Report .
Order Accepting Recommendations of Final Audit Report.
Dismissal Order .

DeSarrto, David A.
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-504A, et^. 

Dervishian, Robert Wesley, Jr.For license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicles.  

Denticare of Virginia, Inc.
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316.A, et al. 

Elegant Limousine Service, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier .... 

Employers Resource Management Company
Take Notice Order of alleged violation of Section 5 of the Commission's Rules Governing

Multiple Employer Welfiire Arrangements  

Elegant Tranqxnt, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier   

Dove, Francis R., a/k/a Frank Dove
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act.  

Energy Solutions, Inc.
For informal conqjlaint against Virginia Electric and Power Company regarding relocation ri^. 

Delmarva Power & Light Company 
For approval of a lease of certain fiicilities ftran an affiliate
For general increase in rales
To revise its cogeneration tariff pursuant to PURPA § 210  
For approval of erqierimental conservation programs   
To revise its fuel factor pursuant to Va. Code § 56-249.6   
For authority to issue and sell common stock and/or debt securities .
For authority to enter into transactions related to the issuance of tax-exempt debt.

Dream Date Company, The
For CCTtificate as a lii

Dominion Resources, Inc. 
Order Establishing Investigation and Rules to Show Cause  
Order Continuing Proceeding Generally and Instituting New Proceeding  
Investigation of Dominion Resources, Inc. and Virginia Electric and Power Company.  

 
For aufixnity to sell common stock  

isine carrier 
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69

69

192

199

Executive Sedan Service, Harvey M. Aytes, t/a
Revocation of certificate as an executive sedan carrier  180

Experimental Plan for Alternative Regulation of Virginia Telephone Companies, In the matter of evaluating the, 254

254

150

-F-

21

43

version of The Peebles National
38

200

21

22

24

458

lawsuits

Experimental Plan for Alternative Regulation of Virginia Telephone Companies, In the matter of evaluating file.

Fauquier Bank, The
For certificate to do a banking and trust business upon the conversion of The Fauquier National Bank

28
29

54
55

50
53

F & M Batik - Massanutten
For certificate of authority to; (1) do a banking and trust business upon the merger of F & M Bank - Broadway into

F & M Bank - Massanutten imder the diarter and title of F & M Bank - Massanutten; and (2) operate the mainoffice of the now F & M Bank - Broadway.    

Eiqness Limousine & Sedan Service, Sardar A Tokhi, t/a 
For certificate as a limousine carrier

Executive Sedan Management Services, Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan  

Farmers & Merchants Bank of Stanley
For certificate of authority to do a banking business upon the conversion of Fanners and Merdiants

National Bank of Stanley   
For certificate of authority to do a banking business upon the conversion of Farmers and Merdiants 

National Bank of Stanley

Erie Insurance Exchange
For review of decision by the Bureau of Insurance which disallowed the companies from taking 1990 and 1991 guaranty 

fund credits against 1992 premium tax liability

F & M Bank-Enqxnia
For certificate of authority to do a banking business upon the conversion of The First National Bank of Enqxiria.

Executive Limousines, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier.,  

Fidelity Bankets Life Insurance Company
Third Order in Aid of Receivership.  
Order Approving Scttlanent and Dismissing

F & M National Cmporation
To acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Hallmark Bank & Trust Company, Springfield, Virginia. 
To acquire 100 percent ofthe voting shares of PNB Financial Corporation, Warrenton, Virginia

Fidelity Associates of Richmond, Inc. 
Final Order.

Erie Insurance Conqiany
For review of decision by the Bureau of Insurance which disallowed the companies from taking 1990 and 1991 guararrty 

fund credits against 1992 premium tax liability

Fairfax Coach Lines, Inc.For certificate as a special or diarter patty carrier by motor vehicle.  

Executive Life Insurance Company 
Take Notice Order of license revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040
Uoense revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040

F&MBank-Peoples
For certificate of authority to do a banking and trust busii 

Bank of Warrenton
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497

23

20

40

118

36

22

38

31

484

122

403

158

53

470

37

190

182

495

-G-

465

Flora and Mary Hewitt Memorial Hospital, Incorporated, The
For Order of Exen^rtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514. l.B  

Fidelity Investments Charitable Gift Fund's Pooled Income Fund, The
For Order ofExen^tion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

Frederidcsburg Limousine, Raymond H. Harmon, t/a
For certificate as a limousine carrier  

Full Gospel Churdi of Deliverance, Newport News, VirginiaFor Order of Exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B.... 

Foster, Steven T., Commissioner of Insurance as Deputy Receiver of Fidelity Bankets Life Insurance Company 
Order Approving Settlement and Dismising Lawsuits

Franklin Bancotporation, Inc.
To acquire The George Washington Banking Corporation, Alexandria, Virginia

First Mount Vernon Financial Corporation
To acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Norfolk Industrial Loan Association, Virginia Beach, Virginia 

Franklin Chatter Bus, Inc.
For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over tegular routes. 

Foster Fuels, Inc.For certificate as a petroleum tank truck carrier   

First Continental Life and Accident Insurance Company
License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 

First Virginia Banks, Inc,
To acquire FNB Financial Corporation, and its bank subsidiary. First National Bank of Knoxville  
To acquire Farmers National Bancorp, Annapolis, Maryland, and its bank subsidiaries as follows: Farmers National Bank

of Maryland, Armqxrlis, Maryland; The Caroline County Bank, Greensboro, Maryland; and Atlantic National Bank, 
Ocean City, Marjimd

First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah Valley
For certificate to do a banking and trust business upon the merger of First Virginia Bank of Augusto and

First Virginia Bank-Planters into First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah Valley under the chatter and tide of
First Virginia Bank-Shenandoah Valley and operate the former main ofiSces and branches of the now
First Virginia Bank of Augusto and First Virginia Bank-Planters  

Fortenberry, Beverley T.
Take Notice Order of alleged violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024

Fourth Financial CorporationFor ofiBcial interpretation pursuarrt to Virginia Code § 13.1-525   

First Chesapeake Financial Corporation
To acquire 100 percerrt of the voting shares of Waterford Mortgage Corporation 

First Citizens BaneShares, Inc.
ToacquirePace American Bank pursuant to Chapter 15 of Title 6.1 ofthe Code of Virginia. 

Foster Brothers, Inc.Fot interpretation of Virginia Electric and Power Company's Schedule 27  

GCR Global Capital Resources, Inc.Jud^nort for alleged violation of the Virginia Securities Act 

First Bank
For certificate to do a banking and trust business upon the conversion of The First National Bank of Strasburg
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128

183

465

GTE Virginia, Contel of Virginia, Inc., d/b/a
Annual Infoimational Filing.

suthon 72it t nn c

217

414

395

78

61

181

198

96

53

192

175

Gas systems pursuant to § 56-257.2 of the Code of Virginia,In the matter of adopting rules to govern the safely of master-metered natural  

249
256
258
261
261

70
70

Georgiev, Robert N.
License revocatim pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831 

208
248 
253
253 
258 
261
261
303
307
452

Ginsberg, GisryR.
Order Approving Settlement and Dismissing Lawsuits.

Ginieis, Mauricio S.
Ucense revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831.„. 

Gold Star Tours, Inc.
Revocation of license as a broker of transportation of passengers by motor vehicle.

Giles, James H., Jr.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier   

Gas utilities. Consideration of standards for integrated resource planning and investments in conservation
  and demand management for natural

GWC Corporation
For approval to merge  

G&G Transportation, Inc.
To transfer certificate as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle   

G.P. Global Partners, Inc.
Judgment for alleged violation of the Virginia Securities Act. 

Goqiel Assembly Ministers Fund 
CcMisent OrdfT............................................................................
Take Notice Order of alleged violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024 

George Washington University Health Plan, The
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316. A, et 

GE Capital Mortgage Corporation
For exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1328 

GTE South, Incorporated
For authcnity to enter into a new directory agreement with an afBliate  
Annual Informational Filing.
Annual Informational Filing.

 Annual Informational Filing.
For approval of a merger of GTE Virginia into GTE South, Inc. and related authorizations  
Amending Order
Order Reissuing IntwLATA, Interexchange Certificate  

 To implement extended local service from its Gloucester Exchange to its King and Queen Exchange 
To implement extended local service between its Chiron and Courtland exchanges

 For authority to incur short-term indebtedness

To investigate telephone service quality  
For approval of a merger of GTE Virginia into GTE South, Incorpotated and related 

Older
Order Reissuing InterLATA, Interexchange Certificate

Gfaatmam, Sabri M.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier   

Global International Limousine Service, Inc. 
For certificate as a limousine cairii
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194

35

487

176

76

122

80

190

158

-H-
76

178

160

Hamby, Howard
 98License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831 

423

182

102

153

459

44

Gulfitream Limousine Company, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier 

74
74

Group Health Association, Inc.
License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-4316 

Gulf Atlantic Insurance CompanySettlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316, et al.   

Hatdess, Mark ALicense revocatitm pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831 

Hayashi, Shannon AkiraSettlemerrt for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-504Aand 13.1-507 

Griggs, Randolph J.License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831   
To vacate Order Revoking License  

Gtkovic, W. Duke
Setdement for alleged violations of the Commission's Securities Act Rule 1206 B 6  

Gul&tream Limousine Corrgrany
For certificate as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vdiicle.

Health Services Corporation of America
To acquire 51 percent ownership of Virginia Healthcare Finance Center, Inc. 

Ground Transportation Specialist
For certificate as an executive sedan    

Hallmatk Moving and Storage Company, Inc. 
To transfer certificate as a household goods

Gregory, Mark C.
To acquire 100 percent ownership of Patriot Mortgage Services, Inc.  

Harbour East Sewerage Company
For cancellation of certificate to provide sewerage service. 

HAA of Virginia, Inc.
Setdemerrt for alleged violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1331 

Guiterrez, Julius B.
Take Notice Order of alleged violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024 

Hassan, Wall A, t/a ATW Limousine Service
Revocation of certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes 

GourchaL Fouad £1
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier.

Hale, Ronald W.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier. 

Harmon, Raymond H., t/a Fredericksburg Limousine
For certificate as a limousine carrier  
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129

337

33

80

196

168

476

33

151

186

490

-I-

159

72

Insurance Holding Con^ianies, In die matter of adopting revised Rules Governing. 101

Insurance Holding Con^nnies, In the matter of adopting revised Rules Governing. 102

497

Hunt, Lionel J.
Judgment for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-502, et d. 

International Pentecostal Holiness Church Extension Loan Fund, Inc., TheFor Order of Exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B  

177
178

116
116

111
111

49
50

Hoar-Hakenson Leasing Company, t/a Diamond Executive Transportation
For certificate as a limousine carrier   

Household Realty Corporation, d/b/a Household Realty Corporation of Virginia
Settlement for alle^ violation of Oiapter 16, Title 6.1 afthe\^rginiaCode

Ttifffmattftnal gq-yjpg Tngiiranca (?mnpg|tiy 

TakeNoticeOrderoflicenserevocationpuisuantto Virginia Code §38.2-1040
 Ijcense revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040

Herbert, Routhine H.
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831 

HiU, Roger S^lement for alleged violation!! of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-512 and 38.2-1813. 

Hospitals and Higher Education Facilities Authority of Philadelphia, TheFor Certificate of Exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B.  

Hollywood Limousine, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier.

Howell, Marvin, Va Howell Limousine Service
Revocation of certificate as a limousine carrier  
To vacate revocation of license as a limousine carrier dated September 15,1994....

Inland Mutual Insurance Company 
To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount requited by law....

 License suqiensicm pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040

Hume, Bob
For certificate as a qiecial or charter party carrier by motor vdiicle.

HeritagB Homes of Virginia, Inc.
For certificate to provide waler service

International Financial Services Life Insurance Company
To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law.
To vacate Inqiaitment Order of August 12,1994  

Hijjawi, Basel M.
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-413 

Howell, Bruce E.
For certificate as a limousine carrier  

Inqietial Travel, Ms. Ltd., tZa
Revocation of certificate as a special or charter party carrier by motor vdiicle.

Insurance
Adoption of supplemental report form pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1905.2.
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Investigating telephone regulatory methods pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-235.5, etc.. In the matter of. 262

Investigating teleidione regulatory methods pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-235.5, etc.. In the matter of. 285

Investigation of Dominion Resources, Inc. and Virginia Electric and Power Company 408

122

121

-J-

154

187

168

147

53

197

143

-K-

172

156

496

472

414

182

Kendall, John Glenn Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-507, et al.  

463
464

411
427
447

Jorgensen, Thomas C.For license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vdiicles.   

Investment Life Insurance Company of America
For approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C. 

Julian Travel Associates, Inc.
Fot license to broker the tranqxntation of passengers by motor vehicle

J&P Transport, Inc.
To transfer certificate as a petroleum tank truck carrier.  

Investex Petroleum, Inc.
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act
Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Act  

Kim,TaeGoom
For certificate as a limousine carrier 

Kenan Transport Company
For certificate as a petroleum tank truck carrier 

K and J Limousine Service, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier  

Kendrick, Douglas Wayne
Settlement for alleged violations of §§ 13.1-507 and 13.1-502(3) of the Virginia Securities Act

Investors Equity Insurance Conqiany License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040  

Kerrtudcy Utilities Company, d/b/a Old Dominion Power Company 
To revise its fuel factor pursuant to 'Virginia Code § 56-249.6  
For authority to incur up to $238,670,000 in tax-exerrqit long-term debt

 For authority to incur short-term indebtedness  

Joyner, Floyd T., Jr.
Order Approving Settlement and nistnissing Lawsuits 

Jes Transportation, Lloyd R. Meacham, t/a
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier.   

Judah, Saul
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier.

Kilby Shores Water Company
For increase in its tariff.   

Jonah, ChidiadiE.
Revocation of certificate as a limousine carrier    
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461

164

53

-L-

243

167

122

69

199

35

120

473

54

103

347

183

25

391
425

Lig^ithouse Worship Center, Hayes, Virginia
For Order of Exenqition pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B

112
112

94
95
95

Liocoln Uberty Life Insurance Company
To vacate order of Sqjtember 12,1991 

KircfaofiC Bruce E.
Judgment for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-502, etM. 

Kurtz, Edward L.
Order ^^rproving Settlement and Dismissing Lawsuits 

Life of America Insurance CcntqMny
For approval of an assurrqrtion reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-I36.C.

LDDS Communications, Inc.
To acquire control of WilTeL Inc., WilTel of Virginia, Inc., and for qqtroval of related transactions

Linkous Christian Tours, Inc.
To transfer certificate as a special or chatter party carrier by motor vdiicle

Laroche Enterprises, Inc.
For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes.

Lambert, Gene J.
Take Notice Order of alleged violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024. 

Laidlaw Transit (Virginia) Inc.
To transfer certificate as a special or charter party carrier.   

Liberty Mortgage Corporation, d/b/a liberty National Mortgage Corporation 
Lioenserevocationpursuantto Virginia Code §6.1-420  

Linden, Barbara H., et al.    For review of Shenandoah Valley Electric Cooperative's Schedule S-3

Loudoun Credit Lbion
To merge with Loudoun Healthcare Federal Credit Union 

Koln Life Insurance Conqiany
To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law.
To vacate brqiainnent Order of August 12,1994   

Lqrradd, James C.
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831..  

Legal Resources of Virginia 
Settlement fat alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316. A, et al.  

 To vacate Settlemerrt Order of August 10,1994
Amended Settlemerrt Order ....

LantfOr Utility Congrany, Inc., TheFortentporary schedule of rates pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-245  
For review of rate increase

Kloke Movers, Inc.
To transfer certificate as a household goods carrier   

Lincoln Memorial Life Insurance CampastyLicense suspension putsuasrt to Virginia Code § 38.2-104C'  
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25

134

99

492

-M-

296

244.

159

469

469

26

 53   

122

122

493

94

469

19

170

286
286

133
133

MCI Telecommunications Corporation of Viigmia
For authority to offer non-tariffed conqretitive pricing arrangements.

Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company
Settlement for aUeged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-228, et al  

Mataiaza, Damian G. License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831... 

Masters, Rudolph, Jr.Settlement for alleged violations of Vuginia Code §§ 13.1-504 A, et al.  

Marry Me, Comedy Dating Corporation, d/b/aSettlement fitralleg  ̂violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-504B,etal.  

Major Mariceting Corpmation
Settlement firr alleged violations of Virginia Code § 13.1-504B,etal.

Massey, Joe D.
Take Notice Order of alleged violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024 

Massey, Joe D., Jr.
Take Notice Order of aUeged violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1024

McLean Limousine Company, The
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier.

Loudoun Healthcare Federal Credit Union 
To merge into Loudoun Credit Union

Lynchburg Cellular Joint VentureFor cancellation of existing certificate and issuance of new certificate   
For cancellation of existing certificate and issuance of new certificate

Louisa Farmers Fire Insurance Company, The
License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040 

Maxine, Jayne B. Settlement for alleged violation of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-504B, et al. 

May, John £., t/a Central Mortgage and Investment Company
License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-413.

Martin, Robert L. License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-420 

Ludieran Church Extension Fund-Missouri Synod
For Order of Exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

Manufiicturers Life Insurance Congtany of America, The
To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law  
To vacate Inqtairment Order dated November 22,1994  

Martin, T. Chandler, Jr.
Order Approving Settlement and Dismissing L

MFS Communications Company
To acquire Virginia MetroTel, Inc. 

,awsuits

Ms. Ltd., Va. Ittqierial Travel
Revocation of certificate as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle.
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187

37

164

155

77

184

132

164

137

479

167

25

Moses, Moms, Jr. 201For certificate as a limousine carrier.

465

468

294
295

373
388

462
463

404
430
438

34
34

Mercantile Bankshares Corporation
To acquire Fredericksburg National Bancorp, Inc., Fredericksburg. Virginia  

Moses, Robert IsraelJudgment for alleged violation of the Virginia Securities Act.  

Michigan Life and Health Insutance Guaranty Association
For qjproval of an assunqition reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C  

Mid-Atlantic Paging Conqiatty, Inc. 
For cancellation of its existing certificate and issuance of a new certificate to FirstPAGE USA of Virginia, Inc.

 Amending Order

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-502.1 and 38.2-503.... 

Midiantic Express, Inc.
Cmecting Order for Judgment of Compromise and Settlemsnt

Mission Investment Fund of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in AmericaFor Order of Exenqition pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

Monogram Home Equity Corporation
License revocatian pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-420. 
Order Reinstating a License

Moody, David Eric
For certificate as a limousine carrier. 

Metropolitan Limousine Service, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier.   

Moore, Peggy J.
To acquire 25 percent or more of the riiares of Mortgage Atlantic, Inc.

Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative 
To Amend Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause. ............................................................
For qiproval of a Large Power Service Schedule ............................................................
For certificate to construct and operate a 230 kV transmission line and substation in Banister Magisterial

District in Halifex County  
 For authority to issue short-tenn debt  

For authority to issue long-term debt

Mid States General, Inc.Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Ast   

Judgment for alleged violations of the Virginia Securities Ast

Mount Carmel Missionary Baptist ChurchFw Order of Exen^on pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

Meacham, Lloyd R., t/a Jes Transportation
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier  

Merritt Trucking Company of Virginia, Inc.For certificate as a petroleum tank truck carrier.   

Merchants Delivery & Storage, Inc.
To tiatKfer certificate as a household goods carrier..  

Mid-Atlantic Charter Service, Inc.
To transfer a potion of certificate as a special or charter party carrier of passengers
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490

134

-N-

135

484

57

126

Natiraal Securities Corporation
Settlement for aUeged violations of Virgmia Code §§ 13.1-504 A, et al.  458

155

NationsBank Corporation
To acquire Rock Hill National Bank, Rock Hill, South Carolina
To acquire Consolidated Bank, National Association, Hialeah, Horida

395

478

152

477

429

489

476
477

nono

57
96
98

68
68

National Council on Compensation Insurance 
For approval of advisory loss costs and revision of assigned risk workers' compensation insurance rates.

 For atqnoval of advisory loss costs and revision of assigned risk workers' compensation insurance rates.

Amradatory Order

New Hope Baptist Church
For Order of Exenqition pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

36
42

Mount Lebanon Baptist ChurchForOrdvofExenqitionputsuantto Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B   

National Tour Services, Ltd., t/a Red Carpet Limousine Service 
Revocation of certificate as a limousine carrier

National American Life Insurance Company of Pennsylvania
To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law.  

Natural gas utilities. Consideration of standards for integrated resource planning and investments in conservation and demand
 management fat  

National Insurance Underwriters
Revocation of authority to issue or renew insurance policies without contingent liability in the Commonwealth of Virginia

Neabsco Baptist Church, Woodbridge, Virginia
For Order ofExerrqjtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B  

Mutual Security Life Insurance Conqrany in LiquidationFor ^jproval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C.   

New Canaan Pentecostal Church
For Order of Exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

Nelson, Charles Henry, Sr., tZa Nelson's Limousine Service 
For certificate as a limousine carrier

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company, The
Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38-2.1040.  
License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040  

National Covenant Properties
For Order of Exenqrtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B  

National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. 
For promulgation ofa rule pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-523 (Securities Act).
Amending Order    

Mutual Life Insurance Company of Washington, D.C.
To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law
To withdraw license to transact the business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia 

New Castle Telephone Company
For authority to incur long-term debt with Rural Electrification Administration 

National Home Insurance ConqrartyOrder Dissolving Terrqmrary Injunction  
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486

41

150

455

Roanoke, Virginia 455
457

496

484

-o-
471

162

136

245

411
Opinions;

165
201

373
437

Northem California Presbyterian Homes, Inc.
For Certificate ofExenqrticni pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B.

48
55
57

137

North Carolina Mutual Ufe Insurance Company
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code § 38.2-1805.A.. 
Amended Settlement Order  
To vacate Settlement Order dated July 6,1994

373
433
435

87
88
88

Old Dominion Power Company, Kentucky Utilities Company, d/b/aToreviseitsfiielfiuttorpursu^to Virginia Code § 56-249.6. 

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative
For authority to dispose of and to acquire utility assets.

OfiSce Movers, Inc.
To transfer certificate as a housdiold goods carrier.

New Light Baptist Church
For Order of Etcenqstimr pursuant to Vir^nia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

Northside Baptist Church
FwOrderofExenqitionpursuantto Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B  

New Pace American Bank
For certificate to begin business as a bank at 112 East Hides Street, Lawrenceville, Brunswick County, Virginia and for 

authority to operate upon the merger of Pace American Bank into New Pace American Bank, under the charter of 
New Pace American Bank and the thle of Pace American Bank

Carolyn V. Pence......
George H. Cosby, m 

Northem Neck Electric Cooperative, Inc.
To Amend Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause.
For authority to issue short4erm debt  

Ncnthem Virginia Electric Cooperative
To Amend Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause
For authority to issue notes.For authority to convert fixed rate loans to variable rate loans    

Fa- authority to abolish Mobile Agency Route NW-VA-7, based at South Boston, Virginia and transfer 
agency duties to the base agerrt at South Boston, Virginia

O'Halloran, Inc.
For certificate as a common catria- of passengers by mota vehicle over irregular routes   
To expand its service territory as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes

Norfolk Motor Coach, Ltd.
To transfer certificate as a special or (hatter party carrier.

Old Colony Life Insurance Company in Liquidation
For approval of an assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C   

National Council on Compensation Insuraj 
Central Transport, Inc.

Oakton United Methodist Church
For Order of Exeaqjtion pursuant to Virginia Codes 13.1-514.1.B  

Norfolk Southern Railway Conqtany 
For authority to close the Front RoyaL Virginia agency and place Front Royal under the jurisdiction of the agency at

Shenandoah, Virginia
For authority to close the Fieldale, Virgima agency and to place Fieldale under the jurisdiction of the agency at
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U.S. Track Company, Inc.

-P-

71

298

256

28

489

176

78

154

35

44

83
84

138
140
247

229
230
235
239
365
375
385

173
174

310
314
314
316
318

47
47
48

 
A&B Professionals, Inc
Chesqjeake & Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, The 

Personal Limousine Excursion
For certificate as a limousine carrier Correcting Order    

Page Valley Bank, The
For certificate to do a banking business upon the conversion of The Page Valley National Bank of Luray.

Premier Alliance Insurance Company 
Take Notice Order of license suqiension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040.

  License suqiension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040

Pacific Standard Life Insurance Conqiany
For approval of reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C 

Piedmont Transportation, Inc.For certificate as a petroleum tank trudc carrier      

Premier Banksbares Corporation
To acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Dickenson - Buchanan Bank, Haysi, Virginia

Postal, Midiael A
To acquire 50 percent ownership of Elite Funding Corporation  

Polo Bay Corporation, The
R^ocatirni of certificate as a limousine carrier    

PaineWebber Incorporated
For ofiScial interpretation pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-525 

PageMart Operations, Inc. of Vir^a
For certificate to provide radio common carrier services throughout the Commonwealth....  

Potomac Edison Cortqiany, The 
For authority to dispose of utility assets  
For approval to errter irrto tax allocation agreement  
For audiority to di^x)se of utility assets
For consent to and approval of a modification to an existing inter-company agreemerrt with an afSliate. 
For general rate increase  
Fdr qrproval of a pilot conservation load management project

To revise its fiiel factor pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-249.6   

Pioneer Life Insurance Conqrany of Illinois
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316. A, et al.

Pence, Carolyn V.
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831. Order Denying Petition for Reconsideration and Rehearing.    

 Opinion

PacTel Paging of Virginia, Inc.To amend certificate to reflect a new corporate name.   

Po River Water & Sewer Company
To increase its rates.   
Order Granting Petition for Reconsidaation
Order Remanding Proceeding.
For review of a rate increase pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265.13:6Order Denying in Part and Granting in Part a Petition for Reconsideration   
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101

373

187

194

84

153

159

173

-Q-

171

496

-R-
295

363

373

93

&cie 93
Rates pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1905.1.E., Detenninatian of conqKtiticai as an effective regulator of.—   100

483

197

155

160

Rainbow Forest Water Corporation 
For review of congjany's tariff.

Professional Limo Service, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier.   

Rappahannock Electric Cooperative
To Amend Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause.

Quarter CaU, Inc.
Settlement fin-alleged violations of l^tginia Code §§ 13.1-507, et at   

Red Carpet Limousine Service, Natiraial Tour Services, Ltd, tZa 
Revocation of certificate as a limousine carrier

Prince George Electric Cooperative
To Amend Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause... 

Promenade Limousine Services, Ltd.
Revocation of certificate as a limousine carrier. 

Regency Moving and Storage Company, Inc.To transfer certificate as a household goods carrier    

Reate, Florencio A.For certificate as an executive sedan carrier    

Raymond James & Associates, Inc.Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-504A and 13.1-504C  

Professional Mutual Insurance Company
Final Order Denying Motion for Temporary Injunction 

RCTC Wholesale Conqrany
For issuance of a certificate as a cellular mobile radio common carrier and for cancellation of existing certificate.

Rates for credit life and credit accident and sickness insurance pursuant to Virginia Code §§ 38.2-3725,38.2-3726 
and 38.2-3730, Adoption of adjusted ptima

Pyle, Barbara P., t/a BP Tour & Travel
For license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle 

Propane Transport of Virginia, Inc.
For certificate as a petroleum tank truck carrier.

Rates for credit life and credit accident and sickness insurance pursuant to Virginia Code §§ 38.2-3725,38.2-3726,
38.2-3727 and 38.2-3730, Adoption of adjusted ptima &cie  

Prison Visitation Project, Inc., t/a Prison Visitation Project
For license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle.  

Quality Tour Transport
For certificate as a special or diarter patty carrier by motor vehicle.

Prime Rate Premiom Finance Corporation, Inc.
Settlement for alleged violation of Section 6.1 of the Commission's Rules Governing Insurance Premium 

Firtance Companies
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134

163

295

473

Rules Governing Insurance Holding Companies, In the matter of adopting revised 101

Rules Governing Insurance Holding Companies, In the matter of adopting revised  102

123

124

124

130

130
Rules Governing Essential Standard Health Benefit Plan Qntracts, In the matter of adopting..  131

414

422

480Rules pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-523 (Securities Act), Promulgation of.

-s-
65

29

480
Securities Act, Promulgation of rules pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-523   

Rockford Institute Pooled Income Fund, TheFor Order of Exeitqrtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B  

Second Bank & Trust
For certificate to do a banking and trust business upon the conversion of Second National Bank,

352
384
394
432
436

Rules Governing the Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated Benefits and Mandated Providers, 
In file matter of adc^iting revised

Rules Governing the Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated Benefits and Mandated Providers,
  In the matter of adopting revised

Rules Governing the Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated Benefits and Mandated Providers, 
In the matter of adopting

Seaport Associates, Inc.
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-512, et al.

67
73
87

Republic Mortgage Insurance Cortqrany of Florida
To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law.  

Rules to govern the safety of master-metered natural gas systems pursuant to § 56-257.2 of the Code of Virginia, 
In the matter of adopting

Richmond Cellular Telephone Company
For issuance of a certificate as a cellular mobile radio common carrier and for cancellation of existing certificate.

Reston Limousine and Travel Service, Inc.
For certificate as a special or chatter party carrier by motor vehicle.  

Rules Establishing Standards for Life, Annuity, and Accident and Sickness Reinsurance Agreements, 
 In the matter of adopting revised

Settlers Life Insurance CompanySettlement for aUeged violation of Virginia Code § 38.2-1408  
For exemption from the provisions of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1323 through 1327....
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-508.2 and 38.2-610. A1 

Rules Establishing Standards for Life, Annuity, and Accident and Sickness Reinsurance Agreements,
 In the matter of adopting revised  

Rules necessary to irrqilemait the State Corporation Commission's authority to enforce the Underground Utility
Damage Prevention Act, In the matter of adopting  

For refund of overcollection of gas costs.  
For author^to issue shortterm debt
For authority to issue common equity

Roanoke Gas Conqiany
For general increase in rates.
For an Order of Clarification   
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151

141

377

234

425

442

228

162

157

24

30

174

82

75

53

169

240
241

Silvestri, Joseph A.License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831.   

466
466

Shawnee Land Utilities Company, Inc.
Settlement for alleged violation of Virginia Code § 56-265.13:4.

Signet Ranking Cnrpnrgtinn
To acquire 100 pcscentoftiie voting stock of Pioneer Financial Coiporation.
To acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Signet Credit Card Bank, Henrico County, Virginia 

Shar-Day Trucking, Danny Angelillo, t/a
Alleged violation of Virginia Code §§ 46.2-711, a al.

347
373
444

24
31

shenandnah Gas Conqtany
For authorily to make and receive interest-bearing cash advances on open

Signet Credit Card Bank
For certificate to begin business as a bank at 11011 West Boad Street Road, Henrico County, Virginia

Simon, Edward D.
Order Approving Settlement and Dismissing Lawsuits.

Signet BankZVirginia
To merge into itself Pioneer Federal Savings Bank

Smith Mountain Lake Cruises, Inc., t/a Bluewater Cruise Company 
Revocation of certificate as a sight-seeing carrier by boat.

Smith Mountain Water Cmiqiany
For authority to transfer utility assets. 
Order Ameiiding Autiunity

Shaffer, Dorene, t/a Shaffer Sedan Service
For certificate as an executive sedan service.

Signature Travel & Limousine Service
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

Signature Limousines, Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan

Silco, Incorporated
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

Shawnee Water CompanyFor authr  ̂to transfer facilities to Twin Coves Water Works, Inc. 

Shenandoah Valley Electric Cooperative 
For review of cwtqra^^ Schedule S-3
To Amend Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment Clause.
For authority to issue notes

Srrfjral, Antonio Alvarez, Jr., a/k/a Antonio Solnal and Tony Sobral
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-502, et M.  
Judgment for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-502, et d.

Silverman, Daniel
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831 

Shenandoah Teleidione ConqiaityFor authority to loan funds to parent.  

Sheetz, Incorpoated
For exercise of Commission authority pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-232.2
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466

200

478

475

Clause

307

428

65

60

395

420

27

65

479

487

307

164

240
241

Strader, Gary L.
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-512, et al. 

106
106

86
86
135

373 
432

 434

Spencer, James F.
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831  

Sok, Chenda
Revocation of certificate as an executive sedan carrier.  

Student Loan Acquisition Authority of Arizona, TheFor Certificate of Exertion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B.  

Southwestern X^rginia Gas CompanyFor authority to issue first mortgage debt  

Sun Line of Virginia, Inc.
To transfer a portion of certificate as a special or charter party carrier of passengers.

Stripers Landing Conqirehensive Property Owners Association, Inc.For authority to transfer utility assets  
Order Amending Authority.

Standards for integrated resource planning, investments in conservation and demand management,
and energy efiSciency in power genoation and supply for electric utilities. Consideration of. 

Springfield Life Insurance Conqrany, Inc.
License revocation pursuant to 5nrginia Code § 38.2-1040 

Suburban Cellular, Inc. For reissuance of certificates to a newly created limited partnership. 

Southeastern District-LCMS Church Extension Fund, Inc.
For Order ofExemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B

Southside Baptist Temple
For Order of Exenqrtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

Sobral & Associates, Inc.
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-502, et al.  

Student Loan Finance Corporation
Fot Order of Exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B  

Summit National Life Insurance Cottqrany  Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040  
 

 
License suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040

 For approval of an assurrqrtion reinsurance agreement pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-136.C....

Southwestern Bell Mobile SystemsFor reissuance of certificates to a newly created limited partnership..    

Statewide Mortgage Corporation
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-420.... 

Sterling Investors Life Insurance Conqtany
To eliminate inqtairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law. 
Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040

Standards for integrated resource planning and investments in conservation and demand management 
for natural gas utilities. Consideration of

Southside Electric Cooperative, Inc.
To Amend Wholesale Power Cost Adjustment
For authority to incur short-term indebtedness of up to $15,000,000 
For authority to borrow long-term debt
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75

Supplemental report form pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1905.2, Adoption of.. 72

166

-T-

363

83

150

Telephone regulatory methods pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-235.5, etc.. In die matter of investigating   262

Telephone regulatory methods pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-235.5, etc.. In die matter of investigating 285

152

23

414

414

414

62

63

150

207

Tinsley, Henry A.License revocation pursuant to Vhguiia Code § 38.2-1831   

Tapco Underwriters, Inc.
Setdement fat alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1822, A al.

226
227
386

244
414

146
146

Tess Travel and Conference Services, Inc.
For license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle

Thomas, Leo, Jr.
To acquire more than 25 percent of the shares of United Mortgagee Incorporated

Supreme Limousine Service of Va., Inc.
Fa- certificate as a spedal or charter party carrier by motor vehicle.

Tar Heel Stage Lines, Inc. -To transfer certificate as a special or charter patty carrier.   

Tidewater Water Conqiany-Isle of Wight 
For authoity to coivey assets 
For increase in its tariff.

Supreme Limousine Service, Inc.
Fa- certificate as a limousine carrier   
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier  

Tidewater Water Coiqjany-James City 
Fa- increase in its tariff.

Tidewater Water Company-Southampton
For increase in its tariff.     

Tabor, Solomon P. Tabor, Jr., rt al.For review of Rainbow Forest Water Corporation's tariff.     

Superior Insurance Company
Setdement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-510. A.6, et al.

Tiller, Joey L
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831....

Toll Road Corporation of Virginia
For certificate and sqiproval of rates of return, toll rates and ratemaking methodology pursuant to 

the 'S^rginia Hi^iway Corporation Act of 1988

Sydnor Water Corporation
Fa-audiority to transfer utility assets .........................................................  
Order Deny^ Reeoisideralion .........................................................
Fa- certificate to provide water utility service and for approval of rates, charges, rules and regulations.

Tokhi, Sardar A., t/a Express Limousine & Sedan Service 
For certificate as a limousine carrier

Tidewater Water Company-Suffolk
 For increase in its tariff..
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120

34

123

Trism Specialized Carriers, Inc.
Judgment for motor fuel road taxes 139

189

191

154

-u-
dock 448

147

138

422

45

139

26

209
232
358
447

Uuterground Utility Damage Prevention Act, In the matter of adopting rules necessary to implement the 
State Corporation Commission's authority to enforce the

Trigon Blue Cross Blue Shield, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia, d/b/a
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-316.B., et al. 

471
479

104
105
105

107
107
108
108

USA Transportation, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier    

Toyota Motor Life Insurance CompanyLicense suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040   

Unisource Financial CorporationLicense revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-418  

Trinity Presbyterian Church 
For Order ofExemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

 
For Older of Exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

True Brit, Inc.
Revocation of certificate as a limousine carrier   

Turner Tranqxnt Conqtany
To transfer certificate as a petroleum tank truck carrier  

Uhifi, Inc. Judgment for tnmor fuel road  

U.S. Truck Company, Inc.
Alleged violation of Virginia Code § 58.1-2704 

Transcoastal Mortgage CorporationLicense revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 6.1-420   

U.S. Health and Life Insurance Company, Inc.To eliminate impairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law,    

Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040....,
License suqiension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040   

United Cities Gas Company 
For approval of lease agreement and operating agreement 
For approval of real property lease agreement

 Annual Informational Filing
For authority to incur short-term indebtedness  

Unicor Mortgage, United Conqianies Lending Corporation, d/b/a
Settlement for alleged violation of Chqjler 16 of Title 6.1 of the Code of Virginia

Union Benefit life Insurance Company 
To eliminate inqjairment in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law,
Take Notice Or^ of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040....,

 License suqtension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040
To vacate Order Subtending License dated December 21,1994

UCG Energy Corporation
For authority to transfer

Tri State Casino Tours, Inc. of Virginia
For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over regular routes.
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45

128

90

92

89

90

91

92

Code 91

217

71

193

56

212
219
220
248
252

119
119

66
66

448
450

115
115

United Service Association for Healthcare Wholesale Industry Benefit Trust
Take Notice Order of alleged violations of Title 38.2 of the Virginia

Universal Insurance Can^any
To eliminate in^iainnent in its surplus and restore same to amount required by law  
To withdraw license to transact die business of insurance in the Commonwealth of Virginia

United Telephone-Southeast, Inc.
For approval of an affiliate agreement
For amhority to loan or advance fimds to parent, Sprint CoiporatioiLFor ^iproval of a proposed service agreement with an affiliate   
Annual Inffirmatitmal Filing
Annual Infinmatimial Filing

United One Home Protection Corporation of Virginia
Settlement fat alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-305.A, et al. 

United Conqianies Lending Corporation, d/bZa Unicor Mortgage
Settlement for aUeg^ violation of Chapter 16ofTiUe6.1 of the Code of Virginia

United Water Resources, Inc.
For qiproval to mage 

United Service Association for Healthcare Retail Industry Benefit Trust
Take Notice Order of alleged violations of Title 38.2 of the Virginia Code.

Uruted Service Association for Healthcare Transportation Industry Benefit Trust
Take Notice Order of alleged violations of Title 38.2 of the t^rginia Code.

United Service Association for Healthcare Service Industry Benefit Trust
Take Notice Order of alleged violations of Title 38.2 of the Virginia Code.

United Way of the Virginia Peninsula Health and Dental Plan, The 
Consent Order

United Service Association for Healthcare Construction Industry Benefit Trust
Take Notice Order of alleged violations of Title 38.2 of the Virginia Code.

United Community Insurance Conqiany
Take Notice Order of license suspension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040  
License siiqtensicm pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040

United Republic Life Insurance Conqtany
Take Notice Order of license suqjension pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1040.  
License suqjension pursuant to Wginia Code § 38.2-1040  

For authority to transfer common stock 
For authority to issua ccunsiozi stock....

University Limousine, Inc.Revocation of certificate as a limousine carrier    

Uittne, Kevin M.Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 38.2-1802, et    

United Service Association for Heatthcare Manufacturing Industry Benefit Trust
Take Notice Order of alleged violations of Title 38.2 of the Virginia Code.

United Service Association tor Healthcare Agriculture Industry Benefit Trust
Take Notice Order of alleged violations of Title 38.2 of the Virginia Code.
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-y-

203

44

64

131

493

332

For authority to assume

127

374
386

216
231 

 319
329 

 329
329

394
440

Valley Financial Corporation
To acquire 100 percent of the voting shares of Valley Bank, National Association, Roanoke, Virginia 

303
305

336
361
364

405
406
408
408
417

242
354
357

419
427
429
445
449
451

\Trginia Capital Management Group, Inc.Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-504 C, et al.  

Vanterpool, Clifford L.
License revocation pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1831  

Virginia Electric and Power Company
For authcaity to enter into Inter

Virginia Gas Distribution CompanyTo amend its certificate pursuant to Virginia Code § 56-265.3  

For authority to incur indebtedness

To amend certificate authorizing operation of transmission lines and facilities in Prince William County:
Loudoun-Morrisville 500 kV transmission line, Loudoun - Gainesville 230 kV transmission line,
and Loudoun - IBM 230 kV transmission line relocation  

Order Establishing Investigation and Rules to Show Cause

For authority to sell common stock

Virginia Cellular Limited Partnership 
To amend its certificate for a new cell site, expanding its Ridnnond CGSA

 
 

To amend its certificate for a new cell site, expanding its Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Portsmouth CGSA.

Order Contimiing Proceeding Generally, and Instituting New Proceeding
Investigation of Dmninion Resources, Inc. and 'Virginia Electric and Power Company   
To revise its fuel factor pursuant to Va. Code § 56-249.6  
For approval of an association between Virginia Power, Huntes Power Control Systems 

Division of General Motors, GNB Battery Technologies, Inc. and Electronic Power Technology, Inc. 
For autiuuity to sell unsecured medium-term notes  
For authority to issue debt securities  
For authority to contimie the Inter-Corrqiany Credit Agreement

Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance CompanyFor an exemption pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-1328   

ipany Transportation Agreement with Dominion Resov
For approval of agreement with affiliates
For general increase in rates

  Order Granting Reconsideration.  
Order Granting Petition for 
Order on Reconsideration... 
To amend certificates authorizing transmission lines and facilities in the Counties ofBrunswick, 

Charlotte, Dinwiddie, Halifax, Lunenburg and Mecklenburg: Clover-Carson 500 kV Transmission Lines 
To amend certificates authorizing transmission lines and facilities in the Counties ofBrunswick,

Virginia-American Water CompanyFor approval of a lease agreement with affiliate   

For eiqiedited increase in rates
Amending Order    

V.I.P. & Celebrity Limousines, Inc.
For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle.

Charlotte, Dinwiddie, Halifax, Lunenburg and Mecklenburg: Clover-Carson 500 kv Transmission Line
To establish payments and charges for cogenerators and small power producers -1993  
Fw approval of Peak Day Pricing Pilot - Rider K  
To amend its certificate authorizing operation of transmission lines and facilities in King George County;

Fredericksburg-Northern Neck Transmission Line - Birchwood Power Partners, LP. 230 kV Tap Lines
and Interconnect Substation.Informal oortqrlaint by Energy Solutions, Inc. regarding relocation rights   

Virginia Birth-Related Neurological Injury Cottqiensation Program
For q^noval of amended plan of qreration pursuant to Virginia Code § 38.2-5017....
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287

300

300

304
Virginia Telephone Companies, In the matter of evaluating the Experimental Plan for Alternative Regulation of.    

254

Virginia Telqhone nnmpaniaa, hl the matter of evaluating the Experimental Plan for Attemative Regulation of. 254

494

-w-
149

348

188

180

 379

ount

53

186

331
383

Virginia Telephone Ccm^iany
For authority to incur longterm debt with the Rural Electrification Authority.  
For authority to issue debt

434
443

401
438
441
442
450

213
217
224
229
376
416
416

Virginia RSA #5. Inc. To cancel existing certificate and issue an amended certificate. 

WiLgtimgtnw flag T Company
 For certificate aiid amendment of a certificate pursuant to Virginia Code §§ 56-265.2 and 56-265.3.

For certificatian of utility fiicilities and amendment of certificate pursuant to Virginia Code
§§ 56-265.2 and-265.3  

For authority to issue debt securities, preferred stock, and common stock  
For authority to issue short-term debt and sell commercial paper to affiliates.
For authority to make and receive interest-bearing cash advances on op
For authority to issue common stodc

Warwick Mobile Home Estates, Ltd.
For certificate to provide water and sewer service.

Welch Services, Inc., t/a White's Limousine
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier 

Washington Coach Company
For certificate as a limousine carrier.

Virginia United Methodist Homes, Inc.
For Order ofExenqrtion pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B....  

Virginia Water & Sewer Congiany
For certificate to provide water and sewerage service  
For cancellation of certificates to provide water and sewerage service

Warren, Norman
For certificate as a limousine carrier.    

Virginia RSA 3 Limited Partnership
To amend certificate for the addition of a ceU site in Hillsville   

Washington-Dulles Tranqrortation, Ltd.
For certificate as a qiedal or charter party carrier by motor vehicle.

Virginia RSA #4, Inc.
To cancel costing certificate awi issue an anmded certificati

Virginia Natural Gas, Inc.
For authority to enter into intocongrany agreements with CNG Transmission Corporation  
For authority to contract for winter peaking service with CNG Gas Services Corporation, an afBliate 
Fw authority to oorrtract with an afBliate for intermediate term gas supply service
For authority to enter into aerial patrol agreemert   
To revise Rate Schedules 6,7 and 9
For erqredited increase in gas rates
For approval of rate schedules to provide natural gas service for motor vehicles  

Weingarten, Robert I., Jr.
Order Approving Settlement and Dismissing Lawsuits.

Virginia RSA (5) Limited Partnership
To amend its certificate for a new cell site, expanding Rural Service Area 5   
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156

485

46

186

36

167

53

491

193

458

-X-Y-Z-
Yellow Cab Conqjany of Oiarlottesville

496

Woodlawn Baptist Oniich
For Order of Exenqition pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

226
227

148
149

Western National Group, L.P.
For ofBcial interpretation pursuant to Virginia Code § 13.1-525  

Yost, Tom C.
Settlement for alleged violations of Virginia Code §§ 13.1-507, A d. 

Weston Conqiany, The
Final Order and tnHgment riigmissing the case 

Whittaker, Charles W.To acquire 25 percent ownership of First Manassas Mortgage, L.L.C.  

White's Limousine, Welch Services, Inc., t/a
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier.  

Williams Bus Lines, Inc. To transfer certificate as a special or charter party carrier.    

Wright, Auldis Edward 
Final fWer

Williams, Charles P.
Order Approving Settlement and Dismissing Lawsu

Wilderness Utility Associates, Inc., t/a Wilderness Water and Utility Company 
 For authority to transfer utility assets

Order Denying Reconsideration   

Woodward, Randy Eugene
For cotificate as a limousine carrier  

Wendell Transport Corporation of Virginia
For certificate as a petroleum tank truck carrier  

For certificate as a special or diarter party carrier by motor vehicle  
For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes 
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LIST OF CASES ESTABLISHED IN 1994

BFI: BUREAU OF FINANCIAL INSTITUnONS

BFI940001

BFI940002

BFI940003

BFI940005

BFI940006

BFI940007

BFI940008

Bn940009

BFI940010

BFI940011

BH940012

BFI940013

Bn940015

BFI940016

Bn940017

BFI940018

BFI940019

BFI940020

BF1940021

BFI940022

BFI940023

BFI940024

BFI94OO25

BFI940026

BFI940027

BFI940028

Bn940029

BFI940030

BFI940031

BFI940032

BFI940033

Weyeriiaeuser Mortgage Co.
To open an ofiBce at Capital OfiBce Parte 3, Suite 220,6305 Ivy Lane, Greenbelt, MD
Crosstate Mortgage & Investment
To open an o£5ce at 1206 Laskin Road, VA Beach, VA
Town & Country Mortgage & Investment Corp.
To relocate office from 156 M^le Ave., Vienna, VAto 3018 Javier Rd., Fairfax, VA

BFI940004 Virginia Healthcare Finance Carter, Inc.
To relocate office from 208 Golden Oak Court, VA Beach, VAto #2 Koga Ceuta, Norfolk, VA
County wide Funding Corporation
To open an office at 9722 Midlothian Turnpike, Suite G-9, Richmond, VA
Prudential Home Mortgage Corp.
To open an office at 3200 Robbins Road, Springfield, IL
Smith, Eric DtuckaVa Advantage Mortgage Co.
For a mortgage breker’s license at 4414 Colley Avenue, Norfolk, VA
Lowery, Herbert C. d/b/a M & S Insurance & Financial
Fa a mortgage broker's license at 7124 Forest Hill Avenue, Suite H, Richmond, VA
Money Organization of Mid-Atlarrtic Inc.
Fa a matgage broker's license at 1631 Colonial Way, Frederick, MD
Mortgage Acceptance Cop.
To relocate office from 130 N. Hamilton St, Suite 108 to Suite 201, Richmond, VA
F&M National Corporation
To oorrvert to a state barrk utrda the name of F&M Bank-Errqxrrta
Farmers & Mercharrts National
To corrvertto a state bank imda the name of the Farmers & Merchants Bank of Stanley
Charrqrion Mortgage Corporation
Alleg  ̂violation of VA Code § 6.1-413

BFI940014 Executive Mortgage Services Inc.
Fa a mortgage breker's license at 3606 Forest Dr., Alexandria, VA
Pinnacle Mortgage Investment Corp.
To open an office at 48-50 West Chestnut St, Lancasta, PA
Min^s Bank
To relocate office from 454 Front St to 483 Front St, Coeburn, VA
Ryland Mortgage Company
To relocate office from 6100 Franconia Rd., Suite C/D, Alexandria, VAto 6225 Brandon Ave., Springfield, VA 
Equicredit Corp, of \Trginia
To open an office at 3959 Electric Road, SW, Suite 100, Roanoke, VA
First Community Bank
To open a branch at Routes 221 & 655, Moneta, VA
Park, Jessica S.
Fa a mortgage broker’s license at 7002-J Little Riva Turnpike, Annandale, VA
Planters Bank & Trust Co. of Virginia
To open a btandi at 40 Sixth Street, Grottoes, VA
Associates Financial Services Co. of America, Inc.
To relocate office firom 9526 Lee Highway to 9641 Fairfrix Circle, Fairfax, VA
Winchesta Mcntgage Conqrany
Fa a iTKntgage broker's licoise at 839 Fox Drive, Winchesta, VA
Windsa Mortgage Corporation
Fa a mortgage bnker's license at 1355 Bevaly Road, McLean, VA
Matgage Lending Corporation
Fa mortgage lender's licenses at several locations
Monogram Home Equity Corp.
Fa a mortgage lender's license at 285 Davidson Ave. & 2180 South 1300 East, Salt Lake City, UT 
Accubank Mortgage Corporation
To qjen an office at 11350 McComick Road, Executive Plaza HI, Hunt Valley, MD
Accubanc Mortgage Corpotation
To relocate office from 10306 Eaton Place, Suite 120 to Suite 550, Fairfax, VA
Home Mortgage Center, Inc.
To q>en an office at 8125 Cartick Lane, Springfield, VA
Associates Financial Services Co. of Virginia, Inc.
To relocate office from 9526 Lee Highway to 9641 Lee Highway, Fairfax Circle, Fairfax, VA
Hatba Mortgage Conqratiy Inc.
To relocate office from 550 E. Main St, Suite 406 to Suite 405, Norfolk, VA
Countrywide Funding Corp.
To q>en an office at 681 Anderson Dr., Building 6,2nd Floa, Pittsburg, PA
CTX Mortgage Company
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-416
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3FJ940Q34

BFI940035

BFI940038

BFI940039

BFI940040

BFI940041

BFI940042

BFI940043

BFI940044

BFI94004S

BFI940046

BFI940047

BFI940048

BFI940049

BFI940050

BFI940051

BFI940052

BFI9400S3

BFI940055

BFI9400S6

BFI940058

BFI940059

BFI940060

BFI940061

BF1940062

BFI940063

BFI940064

BFI94006S

BFI940066

BFI940067

BFI940068

BFI940069

United Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage lender's license at 8081 Wolftrap Road, Suite 110, Vienna, VA
Cityscape Corp.
To acquire 100 percent ownership of Astrum Funding Corp.

BFI940037 Coastal Mortgage Corp.
To open an office at 10615 Judicial Dr., #603, Fairfax, VA
CIS Mortgage Services, Inc.
For a mortgage broker's license at 6066 Clay Spurt Court, Centreville, VA
Colonial Pacific Mortgage Co. t/a Ramsay Mortgage Co., Inc.
To open an office at 11350 Random Hills Rd., Suite 830, Fairfax, VA 
Unit^ Mortgagee, Inc.
To relocate office firm 729 Thimble Shoals Blvd, to 8100 Three Chopt Blvd., Richmond, VA
Intercontinental Mortgage Corp.
To open an office at 5105-0 Backlick Road, Annandale, VA
Trimark Financial Services Inc.
For a mortgage broker's license at 5721 Brewer House Circle, Rockville, MD
Countywide Mortgage Co., Inc.
For a mortgage broker's license at 510 Cathedral Drive, Alexandria, VA
Shareholders Funding, Inc.
To open an office at 6-8 North State St, 2nd Fl., Newton, PA
Shareholders Funding Inc.
To relocate office from 1658 Badran Court, Reston, VAto 8300 Greensboro Dr., Suite L2, McLean, VA 
Columbia National Incorporated
To open an office at 1600 N. Coalten Street, #17B, Staunton, VA
Columbia National Incorporated
To open an office at 2300 Commonwealth Drive, Charlottesville, VA
Columbia National Incorporated
To open an office at 10440 Little Patuxent Parkway, Columbia, MD
Columbia National Incorporated
To open an office at 7150 Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD
Columbia National Incorporated
To open an office at 7151 Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD
Colinnbia National Inc.
To open an office at 5271-F Ritchie Highway, Sevema Park, MD
Columbia National Inc.
To open an office at 1407 York Road, Lutherville, MD
Colinnbia National Inc.
To open an office at 2255 Crain Highway, Suite 207, Waldorf MD

BFI940054 Colinnbia National Incorporated
To open an office at 7474 Greenway Center Dr., Suite 600, Greenbelt, MD
Franklin Mortgage Crqiital Corp.
Alleged violationofVACode § 6.1-416
GE Capital Mortgage Services
To open an office at 4680 Hallmark Parkway, San Bernardino, CA

BFI9400S7 GE Capital Mortgage Services
To open an office at 19000 MacArthur Boulevard, Irvine, CA
Consumer First Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage broker & lender license at 7900 Sudley Road, Suite 416, Manassas, VA
First Virginia Banks Inc.
To acquire FNB Financial Corporation
International Mortgage Association Inc.
To relocate office from 1828 L St, NW, Suite 402, To 1232 M St, NW, Washington, DC 
Prefened Mortgage Corporation
For a mortgage broker's license at 131 East Broad Street, Suite 207, Falls Church, VA
Countrywide Funding Corp.
To open an office at 1210 Northbrook Drive, Suite 470, Trevose, PA
Countrywide Funding Corp.
To open an office at 852 Six Forks Road, Suite 410, Raleigh, NC
Countrywide Funding Corp.
To open an office at 11520 East Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD
Guild Mortgage Company
To relocate office from 7855 Walker Dr., Suite ISO to 7833 Walker Dr., Greenbelt, MD
Coastal Business/Financial
Alleged violationofVACode § 6.1-413
Modem Mortgage Inc.
To open an office at 13320 Occoquan Road, Woodbridge, VA
Delta Funding Corporation
To relocate office from 130 Streamboat Rd., Great Neck, NY to 1000 Woodbury Rd., Woodbury, NY 
Unifirst Mortgage Company
To relocate office from One Morton Drive, Suite 502 to Suite 102, Charlottesville, VA
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BPJ94Wi71

Bn940072

BFI940073

BFI940075

Bn940080

BFI940081

BFI940083

BFI940084

BFI940085

BFI940089

BFI940090

Bn940091

BFI940092

BFI940093

BFI940101

BFI940103

BFI940070 Unifiist Mortgage Conq>any
To open an ofiBce st 502 South Main Street, Culpeper, VA
CFC Mortgage Corporation
For amortgage license at 850 East Washington SL, Cohon, CA
Signet Bank
To open a branch at 5959 Chamberlayne Road, Mechanicsville, VA
Academy M<»tgage USA Inc.
For a mortgage broker’s license at 470 E. 3900 South & 4424 S. 700 East, Salt Lake City, UT 

BFI940074 Edmunds Financial Corporation
To open an office at 11890 Sunrise Valley Drive, Reston, VA
Edmimds Financial Corporation d/b/a Service First Mortgage
To open an office at 7220 C Columbia Pike, Annandale, VA

BFI940076 Edmunds Financial Corporation d/b/a Service First Mortgage
To open an office at 465 Mqile Avenue, West, Vienna, VA

BFI940077 Edmunds Financial Coiporation d/b/a Service First Mortgage
To open an office at 4500 Old Dominion Drive, Arlington, VA

BFI940078 Edmunds Financial Corporation d/b/a Service First Mortgage
To open an office at 5616 Cox Road, Fairfax, VA

BFI940079 Edmimds Financial Corporation d/b/a Service First Mortgage
To open an office at 6858 Old Dominion Drive, McLean, VA
Choice Mortgage Coiporation
To relocate office from 9017 Shady Grove Court to 903 Russell Ave., Gaithersburg, MD 
Performance Mortgage of Coachella Valley
To open an office at 116 Creekside Lane, Winchester, VA

BFI940082 Prudential Home Mortgage Co., Inc., The
To open an office at 1015 Corporate Square Dr., SL Louis, MO
Prudential Home Mortgage
To open an office at 3201 W. White Oaks Drive, Springfield, IL
Pnutential Hone Mortgage Co., Inc., The
To open an office at 1145 Corporate Lake Dr., St Louis, MO
Housdiold Realty Coipwation
To relocate office frran 8335 Sudley Rd., Store 6 to 10780 Sudley Manor Dr., Manassas, VA 

BFI940086 Trust Mortgage Coiporation
For a mortgage bndcer's license at 6903 Rockledge Dr., Bethesda, MD

BFI940087 Washington Mortgage Corp.
To open an office at 532 N. Washington Street, Alexandria, VA

BFI940088 First Bancorp Mortgage Corp.
To open an office at 7309 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, VA
Mortgage Access Coiporation
To open an office at 169 Johnson Road, Parsiniany, NJ
Colonial Pacific Mortgage Co. t/a Ramsay Mortgage Co., Inc.
To open an office at 11700 Beltsville Dr., Suite 680, Beltsville, MD
Colmial Pacific Mortgage Co. t/a Ramsay Mortgage Co., Inc.
To open an office at 532 N. Washington SL, Alexandria, VA 
Homenet Mortgage Limited Partnership
To relocate office from 7202, Suite 203 to 7202 Glen Forest Dr., Richmond, VA
WXY, Inc. t/a First Dominion Mortgage Coiporation
To open an office at 735 Newtown Rd., Norfolk, VA

BFI940094 Greentree Mortgage Company
For a mortgage lender's license at 10005 Atriums at Greentree, Marlton, NJ

BFI940095 First Bancoip Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office &om 11009 Warwick Blvd, to 688 J Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport News, VA 

BFI940096 Washington Mortgage Services Inc.
For amortgage broker's license at 8400 Baltimore Blvd., College Park, MD

BFI940097 Liebetman. Christopher A. t/a ABC Home Mortgage
To relocate office from 1336 Tummill Dr. to 300 Arboretum Place, Suite 140, Richmond, VA 

BFI940098 First American Mortgage Co., Inc.
For a mortgage broket's license at 12110 Sunset Hills Rd., Reston, VA

BFI940099 US Diversified Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage broker's license at 11403 Cronhill Dr., Owings Mills, MD

BFI940100 American Mortgage Bankers
To open an office at 9990 Lee Highway, Suite 460, Fairfax, VA
GE Capital Mortgage Services
To open an office at 2000 W. Loop South, Suite 1917, Houston, TX

BFI940102 Fairfax County Enqiloyees
To open a service facility at 4080 Chain Bridge Rd., Fairfax, VA
American Residential Mortgage
To open an office at 116 Defense Hi^iway, Suite 302, Annqxrlis, MD

BFI940104 First Financial Mortgage Services, Inc.
To open an office at 12320 Oakcreek Lane, Fairfax, VA
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BFI940106

BFI940108

BFI940in

BFI940112

BFI940113

BFI940115

BFI940n6

BFI940n8

BFI940n9

BFI940120

BFI940121

BFI940122

BFI940123

BFI940125

BFI940126

BFI940128

BFI940129

BFI940130

BFI940131

Bn940132

BFI940133

BFI940134

BFI940135

BFI940140

BFI940105 Fiistbank Mortgage Inc.
To relocate office from 7799 Leesburg Pike, Suite 720, Falls Church, VAto 6501 Goldleaf Dr., Bethesda, MD 
First Home Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 4107 Portsmouth Blvd, to 5544 Greenwich Rd., VA Beach, VA

BFI940107 CMK Corporation t/a Mortgage Capital Investors
To open an office at 5900 Centreville Road, Centreville, VA
Imperial Credit Industries
To open an office at 1144 Hooper Ave., Suite 206, Toms River, NJ

BFI940109 Nationscredit Financial Service Corp, of Virginia
To relocate office from 13565 Midlothian Turnpike to 8221 Hull St, Rd., Richmond, VA

BFI940110 Nationscredit Financial Services Corp, of Virginia
To relocate office from 2404 to 4001 VA Beach Blvd., VA Beach, VA
Natiansaedit Financial Services Corp, of Virginia
To relocate office from 8109 Staples Mill Rd. to 5730 Brook Road, Henrico County, VA
Nationscredit Financial Services Corp, of Virginia
To relocate office from 9840 Midlothian Turnpike to 9740 Midlothian Turnpike
Mortgage Service of America Co.
To open an office at 607 William SL, Suites 118 & 119, Fredericksburg, VA

BFI940114 Citizens Mortgage Corporation
To open an office at 7926 Jones Branch Dr., Suite 170, McLean, VA
Weyerhaeuser Mortgage Cmrgjany
To open an office at 722 East Market St, Suite 200, Leesburg, VA
Mortgage Plus Incorporated
For a mortgage bndc^s license at 7000 East Belleview, Greenwood Village, CO

BFI940U7 Riley, James M.
For a mortgage broket's license at 11828-E Cannon Blvd., Newport News, VA
Cristtront Corporation t/a Crismont Mortgage
For a mortgage lender’s license at 8229 Boone Blvd., Suite 777, Vienna, VA
Columbia National, Inc.
AUegedviolationofVACode § 6.1-416
Ryland Mortgage Conqiany
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-416
Astrum Funding Corp.
To relocate office fem 111 Great Neck Rd., Great Neck, NY to 565 Taxter Rd., Elmsofrd, NY
GMAC Mortgage Corp, of Pennsylvania
To open an office at Route 26 & West Ave., Ocean View, DE
Hrane Mortgage Center, Inc.
To open an office at 8521 Leesburg Pike, Suite 330, Vienna, VA
Centurion Financial Ltd.
To open an office at 3401 Holly Street, Alexandria, VA
Centuricm Financia] Ltd.
To relocate office from 13405 Melville Lane, ChantiUy, VAto 222 Maple Ave., Vienna, VA

BFI940127 Colonial Pacific Mortgage Co. t/a Ramsay Mortgage Co., Inc.
To relocate office fiom 19634 Club House Rd., #320, Gaithersburg, MD to 57 W. Timonium
Metropolitan Mortgage Corp.
To open an office at 5217 Ymk Rd., Baltimore, MD
Commercial Credit Loans Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business at 8370 Sudley Rd., Prince William County, VA
Cormnercial Credit Loans Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where mortgage lending will also be conducted
Conmercial Credit Loans Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where property insurance business will also be conducted
Commercial Credit Loans Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where revolving loans will also be conducted
Commercial Credit Loans Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where title insurance business will also be conducted
Commercial Qedit Loans Inc.
To ccmduct consumer finance bushtess where sales finance business will also be conducted
Cormnercial Credit Corporation
To q>en an office at 8370 Sudley Road, Manassas, VA

BFI940136 Mortgage Investors Inc.
For a mmtgage broker’s license at 5442 Tidewater Dr., Norfolk, VA

BFI940137 Monroe Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage broket’s license at 621 Lynnhaven Parkway, Suite 351, VA Beach, VA

BFI940138 Nuyen, Chinh Phurag
For a mortgage broker’s license at 10105 Watts Mine Lane, Potomac, MD

BFI940139 Mortgage Discourrters Inc.
For a mortgage broket’s license at 6723 Whittier Avenue, McLean, VA
First Dominion Federal
For a mortgage broker's license at 5811 Ipswich Road, Bethesda, MD
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BFI940141

BFI940143

BFI940144

Bn940146

BFI940148

Bn940149

BFI940150

BFI940151
rce St, Springfield, VAto 12020 Sunrise Valley Dr.

BFI940152

BFI940153

BFI940155

BFI940157

BFI940158

BFI940160

BFI940161

BFI940162

BFI940163

BFI940166

Bn940168

BFI940170

BFI940171

BFI940172

BFI940173

BFI940174

BFI940175

Active Mortgage Conq>any Inc.
For a mortgage broker’s license at 15 Cypress St, FOB 100, Newton Centre, MA

BFI940142 Washtenaw Mortgage Company
For a mortgage broker's license at 315 E. Isenhower, Suite 12, Ann Arbor, MI
JHM Mortgage Services Corp.
To open an office at 8300 Greensboro Drive, McLean, VA
Household Realty Corporation
To relocate office from 2030 S. Sycamore St, Petersburg, VAto 575 S. Park Blvd., Colonial Hei^its, VA 

BFI940145 ' Nationwide Mortgage Group
To open an office at 2 Pidgeon Hill Dr., Suite 260, Sterling, VA
Farmers and Merchants Bank
To open an office at Turner Ashby Drive, Bridgewater, VA

BFI940147 Middleburg Bank
To qien a branch at 431 East Main Street, Purcellville, VA
Olympia Mortgage Corpmation
To conduct mortgage lending at 1413 Avenue J, Brooklyn, NY
Mortgage Central Inc.
To relocate office from 4842-C Rudby Ave. to 4826 Morrtgomery Lane, Bethesda, MD 
Express Funding Inc.
To relocate office fiom 10280 Old Columbia Rd., Columbia, MD to 8500 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA 
Thorp Consumer Discount Co.
To relocate office fiom 7219 O
Ryland Mortgage Company
To open an office at 7202 Glen Forest Dr., Suite 201, Richmond, VA
Home Mortgage Center Inc.
To open an office at 8301 Greensboro Dr., Suite 380, McLean, VA

BFI940154 First National Bank of Strasburg
To convert to a state bank under the name of First Bank
Advantage Mortgage of Virginia Ltd.
For a mortgage broker's license at 104 Arbor Dr., NE, Christiansburg, VA

BF1940156 Abbey Financial Corporation
For a mortgage bnker's license at 6903 Rockledge Dr., Suite 1220, Bethesda, MD
American Home Finance Inc.
For a mortgage lender & broker's license at 8300 Boone Blvd., Suite 500, Vienna, VA 
Patriot Mortgage Company L.P.
To relocate office from 101 S. Hanley, Suite 1300 to 1611 Des Peres Rd., St Louis, MO
Consumer Credit Counseling
To open an office at 8315 Lee Davis Rd., Suite 307, Medianicsville, VA
Consumer Credit Counseling
To open an office at 605 N. Courthouse Rd., Suite 102, Richmond, VA
Congressimal Funding Inc.
To open an office at 403 Glenn Drive, Sterling, VA
Canfinal Mortgage Inc.
To open an office at 307 Lafayette Blvd., Fredericksburg, VA

BFI940164 Cardinal Mortgage Inc.
To open an office at 2123 Ivy Road, Suite B, Charlottesville, VA

BFI940165 American Residential Mortgage
To open an office at 4 Northshore Center, Suite 600, Pittsburg, PA
Brown, Jane E. d/b/a Optimum Financial Services
For a mortgage brcker's licenses at several locations

BFI940167 Capitol Financial Services Inc.
Fm a mortgage lender’s license at 4794 Finley St, Ridimond, VA
Crurtg), Grosjean Graves IH
To acquire 33% ownership of Capitol Financial Services, Inc.

BFI940169 Chapel Creek Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage broket’s license at 5440 Southpoint Plaza Way, Fredericksburg, VA
Mortgage Factors Inc.
For a mortgage broket's license at 10310 Riverwood Dr., Potomac, MD
Fairfax Bank & Trust Company
To open an office at 133 S. Washington St, Falls Church, VA
SC Funding Corporation
To relocate office fiom 4 Park Place, Irvine, CAto 600 Arrton Blvd., 20th Floor, Costa Mesa, CA 
TPMCInc.
To open an offlfice at 4701 Cox Road, Suite 101, Glen Alien, VA
North American Mortgage Co.
To relocate office from 6411 Ivy Lane to 7833 Walker Dr., Greenbelt, MD
Patriot Mortgage Conqjany L.P.
To open an office at 5309 Commonwealth Cerrtre, Suite 210, Midlothian, VA

BF1940176 Naccasb-Sites, Mary R. t/a 1st Professional Mortgage Brokers
To relocate office fiom 1420 N St, NW, to 1900 L SL, Washington, DC
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BFI940178

BFI940179

BFI940181

BFI940182

BFI940183

BFI940186

Bn940189

BFI940190

BFI940191

BFI940192

BFI940193

BFI940195

Bn940196

BFI940198

BFI940199

BFI940200

BFI940201

BFI940202

BFI940203

BFI940205

BFI940206

BFI940208

BFI940209

BFI940210

BFI940211

BFI940177 Fairfax Bank & Trust Company
To open a branch at 200 Little Falls St, Falls Church, VA
United Southern Mortgage Corporation of Roanoke
To relocate ofiSce from 5001 W. Broad St, Suite 1005 to 4900-4902 Fitzhu^ Ave., Richmond, VA
White, Gerald RandaU
To relocate ofiBce from 13501 Boydton Plank Rd., Oinwiddie, VAto 17301 Jefferson Davis Hi^way, Colonial Heights, VA 

BFI940180 Yoon, Wook-Lhod/b/a Trust Mortgage Co.
To relocate o£Bce from 5410 Kennington Place, Fairfax, VAto 7023 Little River Turnpike, Annandale, VA
Bailey, Ronald
For a mortgage broker's license at 1828-F Canon Blvd., Newport News, VA
Paragon Mortgage/Financial
For a mortgage broker's license at 6000 Executive Blvd., Rockville, MD
Equity One Consumer Discount Co. Inc. d/b/a Equity One Consumer Loan
To conduct consumer finance business where mortgage lending will also be conducted

BFI940184 Equity One Consumer Discount Co. Inc. d/b/a Equity One Consumer Loan
For a consumer finance license at Virginia Ave., Henry County, VA

BFI940185 Equity One of Virginia Inc.
For a mortgage broker's license at Pocono Green Shopping Center, Richmond, VA
Equity One Consumer Discount Co. Inc. d/b/a Equity One Consumer Loan
To conduct consumer finance business where sales finance business will also be conducted

BFI940187 Citizens Bank of Virginia
To open an office at 8150 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA

BFI940188 Geoige Mason Bank, The
To open a branch at 4005 Wilson Blvd., Arlington County, VA
Countrywide Funding Corp.
To open an office at 5950 Symphony Woods Dr., Suite 610, Columbia, MD
Countrywide Funding Corp.
To open an office at 1548 Benning Road, N£, Washington, DC
Mortgage Service Center Inc.
To relocate office from 580 Allentown Rd., Suite 204 to Suite 302, Camp Springs, MD .
Banc One Financial Services Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business at 5446 Southpoint Plaza Way where sales finance business will also be conducted 
Banc One Financial Services Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business at 5446 Southpoint Plaza Way where mortgage lending will also be conducted 

BFI940194 Chapel Mortgage Corporation
For a mortgage lender and broker's license at 315 Main St & 305 Fellowship Rd., NJ
P&A Mmtgage Bankers Inc.
To relocate office from 4534-B John Marr Or. to 4115 Annandale Rd., Suite 300, Annandale, VA
Thmnas, Leo Jr. 
To acquire 51% ownership of United Mortgagee

BFI940197 First Home Mortgage Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-416
Pritchard, Donna M.
For a mortgage broker's license at 5050 Suite 13 Fort Avenue, Lynchburg, VA
American National Mortgage
For a mortgage broker's license at 8601 Getsgia Ave., Silver Spring, MD
F&M Bank-Winchester
To open an EFT at Winchester Medical Center, 1840 Amherst St, Winchester, VA
U.S. Mortgage Cqrital Inc.
For a mortgage broket's license at 7315 Wisconsin Ave., Suite 780N, Bethesda, MD
Eagle Funding Group Ltd
For a mortgage broker's license at 10615 Judicial Dr., Suite 203, Fairfax, VA
MacMillan, Scott M.
For a mortgage broker's license at 2730 University Blvd., Wheaton, MD

BFI940204 Lomas Mortgage USA Inc.
To open an office at 3820 Northdale Blvd., Suite 1148, Tanqia, FL
Madison Mortgage Corporation
To open an office at 241 McLaws Circle, Suite 100, James City County, VA
Colcmial Pacific Mortgage Co.
To open an office at 2605 Durham Road, Suite F, Bristol, PA

BFI940207 Colonial Pacific Mortage Co.
To relocate office from 11350 Random Hills Rd., Suite 830 to 3613-C Chain Bridge Rd., Fairfax, VA
Cornerstone Mortgage Inc.
To open an office at 121 West Locust Street, Culpeper, VA
F&M Bank-Winihester
To open a branch at 6701 Northwestern Pike, Gore, VA
RBO Funding Inc.
To relocate office from 8700 Georgia Ave. to 8701 Georgia Ave., Silver Spring, MD
Bank of McKenney
To open an office at the West Side of U.S. RL 1 across From State Rt 703, Dinwiddle, VA
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BF1940212

BFI940213

BFI940214

BFI940215

BFI940217

BFI940219

Bn940220

BFI940221

BFI940223

BFI940224

BF»40225

BFI940226

BFI940231

BFI940233

BFI940234

BFI940235

BFI940236

BFI940237

BFI940238
an Ave.. Suite 2275, Wilwaukee, WI

Bn940240

BFI940241

BFI940242

BFI940243

BFI940246

North American Mortgage Co.
To relocate ofiBce from 16Vt\o 2535 Little River Turnpike, Annandale, VA
Custom Mortgage C«iq»ny
To relocate ofiBce from 1760 Suite 214 to 1760 Reston Parkway, Suite 403, Redon, VA 
Granite Mortgage Corpruation
For a mortgage broket's license at 6362 Tisbuty Dr., Suite 301, Burke, VA 
Lenders Financial Corporation
To relocate ofiBce from 600 One Columbus Center to 485 S. Independence Blvd., VA Beach, VA 

BFI940216 Lenders Financial Corporation
To relocate ofiBce from 8251 Suite 800 to 8180 Greensboro Dr, Suite 400, McLean, VA
F&M Bank-Winchester
To open an EFT at 1850 Apple Blossom Dr., Winchester, VA

BFI940218 Directors Mortgage Loan Corp.
To open an ofiBce at 1417 N. Battlefield Blvd., Suite 120, Chesapeake, VA
Directors Mortgage Loan Corp.
To open an ofiBce at 2 Eaton St, Suite 711, Hampton, VA
Home Mortgage Center Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 4700 Kandel Court, Annandale, VA
Benefinal Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 200 Continental Dr. to One Christina Centre, Wihninton, DE 

BFI940222 Southeast Mortgage Banking
For a mortgage lendo's license at 14569-D Jefferson Davis Highway, Woodhidge, VA
Paramount Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage broker's license at 12119 Indian Creek Court, Beltsville, MD
Gateway Mortgage Conqrany
For a mortgage broket's license at 5827 Columbia Pike, Suite 505, Falls Chunh, VA
First'Virginia Bank
To qren an EFT at 12011 Government Center Parkway, Fairfax County, VA
Sentry Mortgage Bankets L.P.
To open an ofiBce at 1738 Elton Rd., Suite 220, Silver Siting, MD

BFI940227 Express Funding Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 4176 S. Plaza Trail, Suite 128, VA Beach, VA

BFI940228 Jefferson Mortgage Group Ltd.
To open an ofiBce at 4300 Plank Road, Suite 240, Fredericksburg, VA

BFI940229 Consumer Credit Counseling Service of Virginia, Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 8505 Maryland Dr., Parham Park OfiBce Park, Richmond, VA

BFI940230 Mountain States Mortgage Center, Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 560 West South, Sandy, UT
Foremost Mortgage Corporation
For a mortgage broket's license at 115 S. Pantops Dr., Charlottesville, VA

BFI940232 Davenport-Dukes Mwtgage Service Corp.
For a mortgage lender's license at 448 Viking Dr., Suite 350, VA Beach, VA
First Virginia Bank of Tidewater
To relocate ofiBce from 3305 Main St to Shore Plaza Sharping Center, Exmore, VA
Ecpiity One Consumer Discount d/b/a Equity One Consumer Loan
To conduct consumer finance business at locations where mortgage brokering will also be conducted 
RBO Funding Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 1146 Kempsville Rd., Suite 204, VA Beach, VA
East West Mortgage Conqjany
To open an ofiBce at 4001 N. 19th St, Suite 100 A C/0 Tax Machine, Arlington, VA 
Expt^ America Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage lender and broker license at 3490 Piedmcnct Rd., NE, Atlanta, GA
Private Label Mortgage Services Ccxp.
To cqien an ofiBce at 411 E. Wi

BFI940239 Uiited First Mortga^ Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 1700 Huguenot Rd., Suite A Midlothian, VA
Fauquier National Bank
To convert to a state bank under name of The Fauquier Bank 
Western Freedom Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage lender and broker license at 4141 S. Highland Dr., Salt Lake City, UT
Buckin^iam Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage broket's license at 30 West Gude Dr., Rockville, MD
Uiivetsal American Mortgage Co.
Fcr a mortage lender's license at 730 NW, 107th Avenue, Miami, FL

BFI940244 Punqhrey Financial Group Inc.
For a mortgage broker’s license at 8013 Stillteooke Rd., Manassas, VA

BFI940245 Cumming, James M. 11
To relocate ofiBce from 11828 E. Canon Blvd, to 610 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Newport News, VA
Freedom Home Mortgage Corp.
To open an ofiBce at 200 Golden Oak Court, VA Beach, VA
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BFI940247

BFI940248

BFI940249

BFI940250

BFI940251

BFI940252

Bn940253

BFI940254
Fce Dr., Suite 102, Baltimore, MD

Bn940255

BFI940256

BFI940257

BFI940258

BFI940259

Bn940260

BFI940261

Bn940262

BFI940263

BFI940264

BH940265

BFI940266

BFI940267

BFI940268

BFI940270

BFI940271

BFI940272

BFI940273

BFI940274

Bn940275

BFI940276

BFI940279

BFI940280

BFI940281

GM AC Mortgage Corp, of Pennsylvania
To relocate ofiBce from 1050 Wilshire Dr. to 322 West Big Beaver Rd., Troy, MI
GMAC Mortgage Corp, of Pennsylvania
To relocate ofiBce from 812 Moorefield Park Dr. To 9211 Forest Hill Ave., Richmond, VA
First Virginia Bank-Tidewater
To open an ofiBce at Kiln Creek Shopping Center, Victory Blvd., Tabb, VA
Professional Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage lender's license at 2904 W. Clay Street, Richmond, VA
American Bankers Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage broker's license at 1700 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD
First Mid-Allantic Mortgage Corp. Inc.
For a mortgage broker's license at 16220 S. Frederick Rd., Gaithersburg, MD
CTX Mortgage Company
To relocate ofiBce from 11200 Waples Mill Rd., Suite 360 To Suite 102, Fairfax, VA
Franklin Mortgage Capital Corp.
To open an ofiBce at 3601 C<
Home Mortgage Center Inc.
To relocate ofiBce from 1364 Beverly Rd. to 6829 Elm St, McLean, VA
Equity One of Virginia Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 7600 B Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA
Signet Banking Corporation
To acquire 100% of the voting stock of Pioneer Financial Corporation
Signet Bank/Virginia
To merge into it Pioneer Federal Savings Bank
Crosstate Mortgage & Investments Inc.
To relocate ofiBce from 1206 Laskin Rd. to 1700 Pleasure House Rd., VA Beach, VA
Consumer First Mortgage Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 8808 Centre Park Dr., 3rd Floor, Columbia, MD
Shelter Mortgage Co. Partnership d/b/a SMC Mortgage Corp.
To relocate ofiBce from 1835 Alexander Bell Dr. to 1851 Alexander Bell Dr., Reston, VA
Global Mortgae Network, Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 190 N. Beaureagard St, Suite 505, Alexandria, VA
CNB Holdings, Inc.
To acquire 100% of the voting shares of Community National Bank, Pulaski, VA
Countryside Mortgage Services Inc.
To relocate ofiBce from 487-A Carlisle Dr., Herndon, VA to 555 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA
Peoples Home Equity Corp.
To open an ofiBce at 9401 Mathy Dr., Suite 340, Fairfax, VA
Moore, Peggy J.
To acquire 50% of Mortgage Atlantic Inc.
United Southern Mortgage Corp, of Roanoke Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 100 D MacTanly Place, Staunton, VA
Lewis, William E.
For a mortgage broket's license at Route 1221, Mersey Lane, Middleburg, VA

BFI940269 Tidewater First Financial Group, Inc.
To relocate ofiBce from 1011 Krause Rd., Chesterfield, VAto 9840 Midlothian Turnpike, Richmond, VA
NVR Mortgage Finance Inc.
For a mortgage lender's licenses at several locations
Fairfax Bank & Trust Company
To relocate ofiBce from 200 Little Falls St to 133 S. Washington St, Falls Church, VA
Equity One Consumer Discount Co. Inc. d/b/a Equity One Consumer Loan
To conduct consumer finance business where sales finance business will also be conducted
Equity One Consumer Discount Co. Inc. d/b/a Equity One Consumer Loan

business vdiete mortgage lending will also be conductedTo conduct consumer fi]
Loudoun Credit Union
To merge into it Loudoun Healthcare Federal Credit Union
Equity One Qmsumer Discount Co. Inc. d/b/a Equity One Consumer Loan 
To open an ofiBce at 4351 Starkey Rd., Roanoke County, VA
Harbor Financial Mortgage
To open an ofiBce at 225 Reindeers Lane, Suite 755, Alexandria, VA 

BFI940277 Fidelity BonrVMortgage Co.
For a mortgage lender's license at 1777 Sentry Parkway, Blue BeU, PA 

BFI940278 Virginia Financial Consultants Inc.
Alleged violatimiof VACode § 6.M18 
First Advantage Mortgage Corp.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418 
Hunter, Walden T., Jr. t/a Hunter Mortgage & Financial Services 
Alleged violaticni of VA Code § 6.1-418 
Southern Equity Mortgage Corp. 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
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BFI940282

BFI940283

BFI940284

BFI940285

BFI940289

BFI940290

BFI940291

BF1940292

BFI940294

BFI940296

BFI940298

BFI940299

Bn940300

BFI940301

BFI940303

BFI940304

BFI940305

BFI940306

BFI940307

BFI940308

BFI940309

BFI940310

BFI9403n

BFI940312

BFI940313

BFI940314

BFI940315

BFI940316

American Funding & Investment Crap.
AUeged violatimi of VA Code § 6.1-418
Pnidential Real Estate Financial Services of the Mid-Allantic, LP 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6. M18 
Wall Street Mortgage Corp. 
Alleged vioahion ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Andior Ct^ntal Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418

BFI940286 Williams, Larry E. X/a. CRS Financial Services 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418

BF1940287 Gravrtt, Goy M.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418

BFI940288 May, John E. Jr. t/a Central Mortgage & Investment Ca 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418 
Mortgage Lending Corp. 
Alleged violatim of VA Code § 6.1-418 
Unisource Financial Corp. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418 
Martin, Robert L. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418 
Premier Mortgage Corp. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418

BFI940293 Developers Mortgage Corp.
AUeged violation ofVA Code §6.1-418
K. C. Mortgage Corporation 
AUeged violation OfVA Code §6.M18

BFI940295 Firstbank Mortgage Inc.
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Infinity Funding Group Inc. 
AUeged violation OfVA Code §6.1-418 

BFI940297 Correqiondeiits Mortgage Corp
AUeged violation ofVA Code §6.1-418
Mortgage One Financial Centers Inc. 
AUeged violation ofVACode §6.1-418 
Libra Investments Ltd. 
AUeged violation oIVA. Code § 6.1-418 
Umfirst Mortgage Co., Inc. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Wilkinson, WiUiam F. m t/a Wilkinson Financial Services 
Alleged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418

BFI940302 Prosperity Mortgage Corp.
AUeg^ violation of VA Code § 6.1-418 
Washington Suburban Financial Services, Inc. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Paradigm Mortgage Services Inc. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
abandon Mortgage Corp. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
ABS Financial Services Inc. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Signature Mortgage Corp. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Frost, Linda Y. t/a Brunswick Mortgage Company
AUeged violation OfVA Code § 6.1-418 
International Mortgage Assoc. Inc. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
National Loan Servicecenter Inc. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
WMSInc.
AUeged violation OfVA Code § 6.1-418 
Shareholder's Funding Inc. d/b/a Affinity National Mortgage 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Mortgage Service America Co. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Harbor Mortgage Conqjany Inc. 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Jer Tag Enterprises Inc. t/a Jer-tag Mortgage 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 6.1-418 
Homenet Mortgage Limited Partnership 
AUeged violation ofVACode § 6.1-418
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BFI9403I7

BFI940319

BH940320

BFI940321

BFI940322

BFI940323

BFI940324

BFI940325

BFI940326

BFI940328

BFI940329

BFI940330

BFI940331

BFI940332

BFI940333

BFI940334

BFI94O335

BFI940336

BFI940337

BFI940339

BFI940340

BFI940341

BFI940342

BFI940343

BFI940344

BFI940345

Bn940346

BFI940347

BFI94034g

Bn940349

BFI940350

BFI940351

Consolidated Mortgage & Financial Services Corp.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418

BFI940318 American Independent Mortgage Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
Statewide Mortgage Corp.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
North American Mortgage Co.
To open an ofiBce at 9861 Broken Land Parkway, Suite 110, Columbia, MD
North American Mortgage Co.
To open an ofiBce at 1001 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 501, Washington, DC
First Savings Bank of Virginia
To relocate ofiBce from 6206 Rolling Rd. to 6564 Loisdale Rd., Springfield, VA
Fanners Bank-Windsor Virginia
To open a branch at 1119 South Church St, Smithfield, VA
Prime Mortgage Group Inc.
To relocate ofiBce firan 5822 Hubbard Dr. to 12450 Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD
Loan America Financial Corp.
To relocate office from 6120 Executive Blvd, to 1803 Research Blvd., Rockville, MD
Mortgage Edge Corporation
For a mortgage lender and broker license at 44 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 303, Alexandria, VA

BFI940327 Security First Funding Corp.
For a mortgage brcker's license at 1074 Parkview Dr., Covina, CA and 3132 Parkside Lane, Williamsburg, VA
Larson Mortgage Corporation
For a mortgage broker's license at 8575 Southlawn Court, Alexandria, VA
Countrywide Funding Corp.
To open an office at 1108 Madison Plaza, Suite 201 B, Chesapeake, VA 
McLean Funding Group Inc.
To relocate office fiom 6845 Elm St, Suite 306 to 8301 Greensboro Dr., Suite 380, McLean, VA 
Shareholdos Funding Inc.
To relocate office from 8300 Greensboro Dr., Suite L 2 to 8280 Greensboro Dr., McLean, VA
Choice Mortgage Corporation
To open an office at 306 Garrisonville Road, Suite 203, Stafford, VA
First Virginia Bank
To open an office one block south of the intersection of Claiborne Parkway & Ashbum 
Margaretten & Congtany Inc.
To relocate office fiw 7601 Ora Glen Dr., Ste. 105 to 6301 Ivy Lane, Suite 210, Greenbelt, MD
Margaretten & Congtany Inc.
To open an office at 780 Lytmhaven Parkway, VA Beach, VA
Bank of the Potomac Inc.
To open an office at 10 Catoctin Circle, Leesburg, VA
Qies^>eake National Bank
To convert to a bank ^wi^**** name of Chesapeake Bank

BFI940338 Nations Credit Financial Corp, of Virginia
To relocate office fiom 7574 to 7801 W. Broad St, Henrico County, VA
1st Chesapeake Financial Corp.
To relocate office fiom 144 Maple Ave., Suite 206 E, Vienna, VAto 3615 E. Chain Bridge Rd., Fairfax, VA 
Equity One Mortgage Co. Inc.
To relocate office from 2807 N. Parham Rd. to 1897 Billingsgate Circle, Richmond, VA
Klonitsko, Nicholas J.
For a mortgage broker's license at 9500 Ann^lis Rd., landham, MD
Vantage Mortgage Corporation
For a mortgage broker's license at 6507 Rockland Court, Clifton, VA
Equity One of Virginia Inc.
To open an office at 2129 S. Loudon St, Windiester, VA
GMAC Mortgage Corp, of Pennsylvania
To open an office at Maplewood Office Park, 1301 Virginia Ave., Fort Washington, PA
Home Mortgage Center Inc.
To open an office at 21 S. Kent Street, Windiester, VA
Page Valley National Bank, The
To convert to state bank under name of The Page Valley National Bank
Family Finance Corporation
To qien an office at 3040 S. Crater Road, Petersburg, VA
F&M National Corporation
To acquire 100% of Hallmark Bank and Trust Company
F&M National Corporation
To acquire 100% of PNB Financial Corporation
Citizens Bank of Virginia
To open an office at Kingstowne Shopping Center and intersection of Kingstowne Blvd, and S. Van Dorn St
Halimaik Bank & Trust Company
To open an office at 7830 Backlick Rd., Suite 101, Springfield, VA
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BFI940352

Bn940353

BFI940354

BFI940355

BFI940357

BFI940358

BFI940359

BFI940360

BFI940361

BFI940362

BFI940363

BFI940364

BFI940365

BFI940366

BFI940368

BFI940369
d,VA

BFI940370

BFI940371

BFI940372

BFI940373

Bn940374

Bn940376

BFI940377

BFI940378

Bn940379

BFI940380

BFI940381

BFI940382

BFI940383

BFI940385

BFI940386

Accubanc Mortgage Coiporation
To relocate office fiom 2877 Guardian Lane to 780 Lynnhaven Parkway, VA Beach, VA
GMAC Mortgage Corp, of Pennsylvania
To open an office at Quarterland Commons, 493 McLaws Circle, Williamsburg, VA
Hamilbni Financial Corp.
To open an office at 8251 Greensboro Drive, Suite 800, McLean, VA
Hamilton Financial Cop.
To open an office at 8201 Greensboro Drive, Suite 708, McLean, VA

BFI940356 Hamilton Financial Corp.
To open an office at 6116 Executive Blvd., Suite 120, Rockville, MD
Handlton Financial Corp.
To open an office at 7275 Glenn Forest Dr., Suite 202, Richmond, VA
Handhon Financial Corporation
To open an office at 7701 Greenbelt Road, Suite 200, Greenbelt, MD
Hamilton Financial Corporation
To open an office at 200 Harry S. Truman Parkway, Suite 210, Annapolis, MD
Handitem Financial Corporation
To open an office at 2217 Princess Anne St, Suite 200 A, Fredericksburg, VA
Carl I. Brown & Cottqrany d/b/a Regency Futtdirrg
To relocate office from 8200 Greensboro Dr., Suite 1520 To 8180 Greensboro, McLean, VA
Carl I. Brown & Co. d/b/a Regency Funding
To relocate office from 5772 Churddand Blvd, to 3218 Stamford Rd., Portsmouth, VA
Bahreini, Mohammad H. t/a Nima Realty & Investment Co.
For a mortgage broker^ license at 11309 Baritone Court, Silver Spring, MD
First Bank
To open a brandi at 3143 Valley Pike, Frederick Courtly, VA
AMC Acquisition Inc.
To acquire 100% of Alliance Mortgage Conqtany
Fairfax Bank & Trust Conqtany
To open a branch at 13414 Dumfries Road, Prince William County, VA

BFI940367 Faitfrix Bank & Trust Conqtany
To open a brandi at 9201 West Churdi Street, Manassas, VA
Fair^ Bank & Trust Conqiany
To open a branch at 14091 John Marshall Highway, Prince William County, VA
AIR Mortgage Conqiany Inc.
To relocate office from 9 S. Belmont Ave. to 9 S. Sheppard St, Rich
Nugent Mortgage Corporatirai
To relocate office from 7984 Old Georgetown Rd. to 4731 Ehn St, Bethesda, MD
Mortgage Central Inc.
To relocate office from 4842-C Rugby Ave., Bethesda, MD to 6521 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, VA
Cityscqie Coiporation
To begin business as mortgage lender at 565 Taxter Road, Efansford, NY
CrestarBank
To open an office at 4154 Dale Boulevard, Dale City, VA
CrestarBank
To open an office at 8700 Centreville Road, Manassas, VA

BF1940375 Mortgage Funding Group Inc.
For a mortgage broket's license at 828 Quince Ordiard Blvd., Suite 202, Gaithersburg, MD
Shelter Mortgage Conqiany Partnership No. 30
For a mortgage broker's license at 1717 Elton Rd., Silver Spring, MD and 5801 Allentown Rd., Canqi Springs, MD 
American Prudential Mortgage Corp., Inc.
For a mortgage brdeet's license at 9160 Red Branch Rd., Columbia, MD and 2521 Shiriington Rd., Arlington, VA 
Second Ba^&Trust
To establish a bank at 102 South Main Street, Culpeper, VA
George Mason Bank, The
To open an office at 21037 Triple Seven Rd., Sterling, VA
Consnercial Credit Corporation
To open an office at 1819 Jefferson Street, Bluefield, WV
Mortgage Acceptance Corp.
To open an office at Route 3, Box 412, Hardy, VA
Crescent Mortgage Corporation
To open office at 2066 Jefferson Davis Highway, Stafford, VA
Crestar Financial Corp.
To acquire Annapolis Bancorp Inc. and Annapolis Federal Savings Bank

BFI940384 First Dominion Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 735 Newtown Road to 4101 Granby St, Norfolk, VA
Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where propoty insurance will also be conducted
Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To cimduct consumer finance business where mortgage brdeering will also be conducted
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Bn940387
BFI940388
BFI940389
BFI940390
BFI940391
BFI940393
Bn940394
BFI940395

BFI940397
BFI940398
BFI940399
BFI940400
BFI940401
BFI940402
BFI940403
BFI940404
BFI940405
BFI940406
BFI940407
BFI940408
BFI940409

BFI940411
BFI940412
BFI940413
BFI940414
BFI940415
BFI940416
BFI940417
BFI940418
BFI940419
BFI940420
BFI940421
BFI940422

Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business wiiere mortgage lending will also be conducted

Virginia Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where open aid credit business will also be conducted
Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To conduct oonsuma finance business whae sales finance business will also be conducted
Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business at Foothills Plaza, 1580 N. Franklin St, Christiansburg, VA 
Beneficial Discount Co. of Virginia
To conduct consumer finance business at Foothills Plaza, 1580 N. Franklin St, Christiansburg, VA
Beneficial Mortgage Co. of Virginia
To open an office at Foothills Plaza, 1580 N. Franklin St, Christiansburg, VA
Prudential Home Mortgage, The
To open an office at 7490 New Technology Way, Frederick, MD
Prudential Home Mortgage, The
To open an office at 7485 New Horizon Way, Frederick, MD

BFI940396 Liberty National Mortgage Corp.
To tqien an office at 24901 Northwestern Highway, Suite 418, Southfield, MI
Liberty National Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office fiom 12733 Director's Loop to 12710 Director's Loop, Woodbridge, VA
Liberty National Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office fiom 315 W. King St to 202 N. Queen St, Martinsburg, WV
Signet Credit Card Bank
To begin a banking business at 11011 W. Broad St Rd., Henrico County, VA
Signet Banking Corporation
To acquire 100% of the voting shares of Signet Credit Card Bank
First Virginia Bank-Sbenandoah Valley
To merge into it Fust Virginia Bank of Augusta and First Virginia
National Loan ServiCenter Inc.
To relocate office fiom 1444 Eye St NW, Washington, DC To 11900 Boumefield Way, Silva Spring, MD 
Bowers, Nelms, & Fonville Inc.
To relocate office firom 45 N. Main, Kilmarnock, VAto Route 3, POB 1090, White Stone, VA
Bowers, Nelms & Fonville Inc.
To relocate office finrn 4806 Market Square Lane to 13626 Hull St Rd., Midlothian, VA
Security Plus Mortgage Company
For a mortgage broket's license at 400 S. Croaton Highway, Kill Devil Hills, NC
Parks Finance Service Inc.
To conduct consuma finance business at several locations where sales finance business will also be conducted 
Design Mortgage Services Inc.
For a mortgage broket's license at 16 Main St, Christiansburg, VA
Dynamics Fiancial Inc.
For a matgage lender's license at 6849 Old Dominion Dr., McLean, VA and 275 W. Garrett St, Annapolis, MD 
TMC Mortgage Company LP
To open an office at 401 E. Jefferson St, Suite 102, Rockville, MD

BFI940410 TMC Mortgage Company LP
To open an office at 3545 Chain Bridge Road, Suite 205, Fairfax, VA
Farmers & Merchants Bank of Craig County, The
To open a branch at NW Coma of Walnut and Court Sts., Craig County, VA
Central Money Mortgage Co.
To open an office at 8607 Westwood Center Drive, Vienna, VA
Hamihnn Financial Corp.
Fa a mortgage lender's license at several locations
Byrum, Sandra F.
Fa a mortgage broker's license at 1210 Caroline Street, Winchesta, VA
Morequity Inc.
Fa a mortgage lender's license at 2230 Gallows Rd., Suite 100, Dunn Loring, VA
Foxhall Mortgage Corporation
To relocate office fem 4380 McArthur Blvd., Washington, DC to 20 Courthouse Square, Rockville, MD
Commonwealth Community Bancorp Inc.
To acquire 100% of the voting shares of Miners & Merchants Bank & Trust Co.
F.D.B. Mortgage Inc.
Fa a mortgage broket's license at 10944 Beava Dam Road, Hunt Valley, MD
Moris Bonafice & Associates Inc.
To relocate office fem 10401-C Courthouse Rd., Spotsylvania, VAto 301 LaFayette Blvd., Frederidcsburg, VA 
America's Funding Group Inc.
Fa mortgage a lender's license at 1370 Piccard Dr., Suite 250, Rockville, MD
Consuma Credit Counseling Service of Roanoke Valley Inc.
To relocate office fem 6136-G to 7000 Peters Creek Rd., Roanoke, VA
Metro Mortgage Associates Inc.
To relocate office fem 60 E. First St, Christiansburg, VAto 223 Riverview Dr., Danville, VA
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BFI940423

BFI940424

BFI940425

BFI940427

Bn940428

BFI940429

BFI940430

BFI940431

BF1940432

BFI940433

BFI940437

Bn940438

BFI940439

BFI940441

BH940442

BFI940443

BFI940444

BFI940445

BFI940447

Bn940448

BFI940449

BFI940450

BFI940451

BFI940452
d,VA

BFI940453

BFI940454

BFI940455

BFI940456

BFI940457

North American Mortgage Co.
To relocate ofiSce from 1300 N. Dutton Ave. to 2170 Northpoint Parkway, Santa Rosa, CA
Directors Mortgage Loan Corp.
To open an ofiSce at 5555 Greenwich Rd., Suite 501, VA Beach, VA
Royal Mortgage Corp, d/b/a Great Rate Mortgage Co., The
For a mortgage lender's license at 621 Alexander Rd., Princeton, NJ

BFI940426 Transouth Mortgage Coipcuation
To t^ien an ofSce at 105 Decker Drive, Irving, TX
Associates Financial Services of America, Inc.
To open an ofiBee at 105 Decker Drive, Irving, TX
Ford Consumer Finance Corp.
To open an ofiSce at 105 Decker Drive, Irving, TX
Parkway Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage lender & broket's license at 1700 Galloping Hill Rd., Kenilworth, NJ
Pegasus Mortgage Sovices Inc.
To relocate ofiSce from 11130 to 11139 Main St, Fairfax, VA
Camran Corporation tZa Cameo Mortgage Bankets
To begin business as a mortgage lender at 6540 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, VA
Natirmal Healthcare Financial Associates, Inc.
For a mortgage broket's license at 10858 Warwick Blvd., Newport News, VA
Caroline Savings Bank
To begin business as a savings bank pursuarrt to Article 2, Oiapter 3.01

BF1940434 Realty Financial Services Inc.
To relocate ofiSce from 8330 Boone Blvd., 'Vienna, VAto 1430 Springhill Rd., McLean, VA

BFI940435 Professional Mortgage Corp.
To relocate ofiSce from 2904 W. Clay St to 1311 High Point Ave., Richmond, VA

BFI940436 Hi^ilands Uiion Bank
To open a branch at 164 Jonesborough Rd., Abingdon, VA
Oia^ Thomas S.
For a mortgage broker'h license at 3028 Javier Rd., Suite 50, Fairfax, VA
FNB Financial Services Corp.
To acquire Mutual Savings Bank FSB
Household Realty Corp d/b/a Household Realty Corp, of Virginia
Alleged violation of Charter 16ofTitle6.1

BFI940440 Howe, Peter A d/b/a Coital Clearing House
For a mortgage broket's license at 8000 Towers Crescent Dr., Sutie 135, Vienna, VA
Ramsay Mortgage Co. of North Carolina, Inc.
For a mortgage license at 113N. Columbia St and 3301 Womens Chib Dr., Ralei^ NC
Associates Financial Services Co. of Virginia, Inc.
To relocate ofiSce from 705 Warrenton Centerto 81 W. Lee Highway, Warrenton, VA
Associates Financial Sovioes of America, Inc.
To relocate ofiSce from 705 Warrenton Center to 81 W. Lee Hi^iway, Warrenton, VA
Consume Credit Counseling
To open an ofiSce at Laburnum Professional Park, 4792 Finlay St, Suite 2, Richmond, VA
Consumer Credit Counseling
To open an ofiSce at 505 Main Street, South Boston, VA

BFI940446 Family Services of Tidewater d/b/a Consumer Credit Counseling Service of Tidewater
To relocate ofiSce firom 123 Bank St to 707 Gittings St, Suite 170, Sufifolk, VA
Cornerstone Mtntgage Inc.
For a mortgage lender's license at 3900 Jermantown Rd., Suite 300, Fairfax, VA
Smith, Aaron W.
For a mortgage broket's license at 3409 Green Oaks Court, Ridnnond, VA
PHH US Mortgage Corporation
To open an ofiSce at 822 S. Pickett Street, Alexandria, VA
Mortgage Refinancing C«p
For a mortgage lender's license at 4304 Evergreen Lane, Annandale, VA
International Mortgage Associafitm
To relocate ofiSce from 1232 M Street, Washinghm, DC to 3891 Marquis Place, Lakeridge, VA
Capitol Financial Services Inc.
To open an ofiSce at 7501 Boulders View Dr., Suite 635, Rid
Mortgage Discourttets Inc.
To relocate ofiSce from 6723 Whittier Ave. to 8201 Greensboro Dr., McLean, VA 
WMSInc.
To relocate ofiSce from 402 Castle Marina Rd., Chester, MD to 4201 Northview Dr. Bowie, MD
Sunshine Inc. t/a South West Mortgage Corp.
To open an ofiSce at 8136 Old Keene Mill Rd., Suite B-lOO, Springfield, VA
Ex{ness Mortgage Bankers Inc.
To relocate ofiSce from 1800 Diagonal Rd., Alexandria, VA to 6928 C Little River Turnpike, Annandale, VA 
Morgan Home Funding Corp.
To open an ofiSce at 16 South Market Street, Frederick, MD
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BFI940458

BFI940459

BFI940461

BFI940462

BFI940463

BFI940464

BFI940465

BFI940466

BFI94046S

BFI940469

BFI940470

BFI940471

BFI940472

BFI940473

BFI940474

BFI940475

BFI940477

BFI940479

BFI940480

BFI940481

BFI940482

BFI940483

BFI940484

BFI940485

BFI940488

BFI940489

Bn940490

BFI940491

BFI940492

Morgan Home Funding Corp.
To open an ofiSce at 2045 Valley Avenune, Suite D, Winchester, VA
Saul^ Barbara Ann
For a mortgage broker’s license at 8332 Richmond Highway, Suite 20 A, Alexandria, VA

BFI940460 Citizens Bank of Wginia
To open a branch at 200-206 North Washington St, Alexandria, VA
TM Mortgage Corporation
For a mortgage broker's license at 13308 Jefferson Davis Hi^way, Woodbridge, VA
Waterford Mortgage Corpcaation
To open an ofBce at 8310 Midlothian Turnpike, Richmond, VA
F&M Bank-Winchester
To open a bank at Route 719 & Mulberry St, Round Hill, VA
Choice Mortgage Corporation
To open an oflSce at 7531 Leesburg Pike, Suite 301, Falls Church, VA
Choice Mortgage Corporation
To open an oflBce at 1945 Old Gallows Road, Suite 300, Vienna, VA
AVCO Mortgage & Acceptance Inc.
To open an oflBce al 1562 North Franklin, Christiansburg, VA

BFI940467 Infinity Funding Group Inc.
To open an oflBce at 287 Independence Blvd., Suite 241, VA Beach, VA
First Equity Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage lender and broket's license at 5511 Staples Mill Rd. & 5400 Shawnee Rd., Richmond, VA 
Home Mortgage Center Inc.
To open an oflBce at 1145 Gaskins Road, Suite 108, Richmond, VA 
Hamilton Financial Corp.
To relocate oflBce from 200 Harty S. Truman Parkway to 1419 Forest Or., Suite 100, Aimapolis, MD 
Hamilton Financial Corp.
To relocate oflBce from 6116 Executive Blvd., Suite 120 to 6001 Montrose Rd., Suite 300, Rockville, MD 
Kentudcy Finance Company Inc.
To conduct consumer flmance business where real estate mortgage lending will also be conducted
Kentucky Finance Company
To open an oflBce at 1324 Front Street, Richlands, VA
KFC Mortgage Loans Inc.
To open an oflBce at 1324 Front Street, Richlands, VA
White, B. Tucker Jr. d/b/a Action Mortgage
To open an oflBce at 5941 King St, Mt Jackson, VA

BFI940476 Kentucky Finance Company Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where sales finance business will also be conducted
Hijjawi, Basel M. 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-413

BFI940478 AVCO Financial Services of Madison Heights, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where sales finance business will also be conducted
AVCO Financial Services of Madison Heights, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where mortgage loans will also be conducted
AVCO Financial Services of Madison Heights, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where revolving loans will also be conducted
AVCO Financial Services of Madison Heights, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where property insurance business will also be conducted
AVCO Financial Services of Madison Heights, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business at 1562 N. Franklin St, Christiansburg, VA
Firt Virginia Bank
To open a brandi at Lee's Hill Commerical Center, Spotsyvania County, VA
Southside Bank
To open a branch at comer of Rts. 606 and 360 in Eastern Hanover County, VA
Consumer Credit Counseling Service of Roanoke Valley, Inc.
To open an oflBce at 900 Starling Ave., Suite A, Martinsville, VA

BFI940486 Nations First Mortgage Corp.
To open an oflBce at 1600 Spring Rd., Suite 210, Vienna, VA

BFI940487 Nations First Mortgage Corp.
To open an oflBce at 1497 Chain Bridge Rd., Suite 203, McLean, VA
GE Cental Mortgage Services
To relocate oflBce from 901 Roosevelt Parkway, Chesterfield, MO to 625 Maryville Centre Dr.
First Fidelity Mortgage Corp., The
To open an oflBce at 1136 Hanover Green Drive, Mechanicsville, VA
Jefferson Finance Company
To conduct consumer business where teal estate mortgage lending will also be conducted
Jefferson Finance Company
To conduct emuamwr finance business at 440 Park Avenue, Norton, VA
Regional Acceptance Corp.
To conduct consumer finance business where sales finance business will also be conducted
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BFI940493

BFI940494

BFI94049S

BFI940497

BFI940499

BFI940500

BFI940S01

Bn940S02

BFI940503

BFI940S04

BFI940505

BFI940507

BFI940S08

BFI940S09

BFI940S10

BFI940S11

BFI940512

BFI940513

BFI940514

Bn940516

BFI940S18

BFI940519

BFI940S20

Bn940521

BFI940522

BFI940524

BFI940525

BFI940S26

Regiaoal Acceptance Corp.
To conduct consumer finance business at 369 Independence Blvd., VA Beach, VA
County wide Funding Corporation
To open an office at 155 N. Lake Avenue, Pasadena, CA
County wide Funding Corporation
To open an office at 750 Old Hickory Blvd., Suite 200, Brentwood, TN

BFI940496 Home Mortgage Center Inc.
To relocate office from 4900 to 5136 Leesburg Pike, Alexandria, VA
Carl L Brown & Co.
To qien an office at One Columbus Center, Suite 600, VA Beach, VA

BFI940498 Family Finance Corporation
To conduct consumer finance business at 3040 S. Crater Rd., Petersburg, VA where sales finance business will also be conducted 
F&M Bank-Winchester
To open an EFT facility at Pleasant Valley Rd. and Route 50 East, Winchester, VA
F&M Bank-Winchester
To open an EF facUity at 1503 N. Frederick Pike, Winchester, VA
F&M Bank-Winchester
To qien an EF facility at Route 7 and Regency Rd,, Winchester, VA
Mortgage Capital Cmporation
For a mortgage broket's licence at 8300 Boone Blvd., Suite 500, Vienna, VA
Signet Bank/Virginia
To open an EFT facility at 1957 Westmoreland St, Henrico County, VA
Brunswick Mortgage Congrany Inc.
For a mntgage broker's license at 9316 AOld Keene Mill Rd., Burke, VA
Consumer Credit Counseling Service of Virginia, Inc.
To open an office at 1604 Hilltop West Executive Center, Suite 304, VA Beach, VA

BFI940506 Consumer Credit Counseling Service of Virginia, Inc.
To open an office at 1600 N. Coalter St, Suite 53, Staunton, VA
SC Funding Corporation
To open an office at 415 N. Lasalle St, Suite 600, Chicago, IL
North American Mortgage Co.
To relocate office from 170 to 150 W. Patrick St, Frederick, MD
Ccmsumer First Mortgage Inc.
To open an office at 607-B Jefferson Davis Highway, Fredericksburg, VA
1st 2nd Mortgage Co. of New Jersey, Inc.
To open an office at 5845 Richmond Highway, Alexandria, VA
American General Finance Inc.
To open a mortgage office at 530 1/2 E. Stuart Dr., Galax, VA
Associates Financial Services of America, Inc.
To relocate office fiom 1525 to 11419 Midlothian Turnpike, Chesterfield, VA
Johnscm Mortgage Conqrany
To relocate office firom 727 Suite D to Suite A, J. Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport News, VA
First Atlantic Mortgage Corp.
For mortgage lender licenses at several locations

BFI940515 McLean Funding Group, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-416
Liberty National Mortgage Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-416

BFI940517 Coastal American Mortgage Inc.
To relocate office from 423 Supplejack Court, Chesapeake, VAto 900 Commcaiwealth Place, VA Bead], VA
America's Lending Corporation
For a mortgage broket's license at 11325 Seven Locks Rd., Suite 218, Potomac, MD
Sterling Mortgage Corporation
To relocate ofice from 4455 S. Blvd., Suite 300 to 785 S. Independence Blvd., VA Beadi, VA
Signet Bank/\^rginia
To establish an EFT facility at 8007 Discovery Dr., Richmond, VA
Hrst Franklin Financial
To open offices at 1749 Old Meadow Rd., McLean, VA & 2480 North 1st St, #100, San Jose, CA
Bank of Northern Virginia, The
To open an EFT fiteility at Arlington Hoqntal, 170 N. George Mason Dr., Arlington, VA

BFI940523 Peninsula Family Services Inc. d/bZa Consumer Credit Counseling Service ofthe Virignia Peninsula
To open an office at 1317 Patton Ave., Fort Eustis, Newport News, VA
Mortgage Investment Corp.
To open an office at 8731 W. Huguenot Road, Richmond, VA
Peninsula Family Services Inc. d/b/a Consumer Credit Counseling Service of the Virginia Peninsula
To open an office at Langley AFB, Hampton, VA 
Diversified Funding Inc.
To relocate office ftora 166 Little John Pl., Newport News, VAto 3562 George Washington Memorial Highway, Hayes, VA 

BFI940527 Collateral Mortgage Ltd.
To open an office at 11838 Rode Landing Dr., #130, Newport News, VA
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BFW40528

BFI940529

BFI940530

BH940531

BFI940S32

BFI940533

Bn940534

BFI940535

BFI940536

Bn940537

BFI940338

BFI940539

BFI940S40

BFI940S41

BFI940S42

BFI940543

BFI940544

BFI940S4S

BFI940S46

BFI940547

BFI940548

BFI940549

BFI940550

BFI940SS1

BFI940SS2

BFI940S53

BFI940554

BFI940555

BFI940SS6

BFI940557

BFI940SS8

BFI940559

Bn940560

BFI940S61

BFI940562

US Home Mortgage Corporation
To relocate office fiom 8230 Old Courthouse Rd., #425, Vienna, VAto 10230 New Hampshire Ave., Silver Spring, MD 
Associates Financial Services Co. of Virginia, Inc.
To relocate office from 11525 to 11419 Midlothian Turnpike, Chesterfield County, VA
Roya Joon Inc.
For a mortgage broker's license at 517 Seneca Road, Great Falls, VA
Unisource Financial Corp.
For a mortgage broker’s license at 7535 Little River Tunqiike, Suite 120, Annandale, VA
Empire Funding Group Inc.
For a mortgage broker's license at 319 Broad Leaf Vienna, VA
Entrust Financial Corporation
To open an office at 1600 North Coalter St, Staunton, VA
Cononercial Credit Corporation
To relocate office from 2609 Wards Rd. to 6015 Fort Ave., Lynchburg, VA
Hamilton Financial Corp.
To relocate office from 7275 Glen Forest Dr., Suite 202 to Suite 302, Richmond, VA 
Mortgage Resources Inc.
To relocate office from 4200 Daniels Ave., Annandale, VAto 8136 Old Keene Mill Rd., Springfield, VA 
Cummings, James M. II
To relocate office firom 606 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Suite 302 B to Suite C-2, Newport News, VA
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business at 530 1/2 E. Stuart Dr., Galax, VA
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where sale of property insurance will also be conducted
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where sales finance business will also be conducted
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To cmiduct consumer finance business where real estate mortgage loan business will also be conducted
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where open-end lending will also be conducted
Security Pacific Financial Services, Inc.
To relocate office from 2101 Executive Drive Tower, Box 13 to 1st Floor, Hampton, VA
Commercial Credit Loans Inc.
To relocate office from 2609 Wards Rd. to 6015 Fort Ave., Lynchburg, VA
Hamilton Financial Corporation
To open an office at 1479 Chain Bridge Rd., Suite 201, McLean, VA
Hamilton Financial Group Inc.
To relocate office from 4853 Cordell Ave., Penthouse 7 Ato 7619 Amet Lane, Bethesda, MD
Columbia National Incorporated
To relocate office from 7151 to 7142 Columbia Gateway Dr., Columbia, MD
Universal American Mortgage Co.
To open an office at 3261 Old Washington Rd., Suite 2011, Waldorf MD
McLean Mmtgage Services Inc.
To open an office at 1606 DoUey Madison Blvd., McLean, VA
Mortgage Advantage Corp.
To relocate office from 10560 Main St, Suite 215 to Suites 202-204, Fairfax, VA
First Greensbrno Home Equity, Inc.
To open an office at 1029-C City Park Avenue, Portsmouth, VA
Nationwide Mortgage Services
For a mortgage broker's license at 14 Pidgeon Hill Dr., Suite 500, Sterling, VA
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To relocate office from 2001 C S. Military Highway to 1420 D, Battlefield Blvd., Chesapeake, VA
Virginia Mortgage Exchange Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427
Crismont Corporation
AUeged violation of VACode §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427 
Weismiller & Assoc. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427 
Poffi N. Thomas
Alleged violation of VACode §§6.1-425 and 6.1-427
McLean Funding Group, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427
Comfort Mortgage, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427
Metropolitan Mortgage Bankers, Inc.
AUeg^ violation of VACode §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427 
Koepsell, Terry W.
AUeged violation of VACode §§6.1-425 and 6.1-427
Monogram Home Equity Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427
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BFI940563

BFI940S64

BFI940565

BFI940S68

BFI940569

BFI940570

BFI940571

BFI940572

BFI940573

BFI940574

BFI940575

BFI940576

BFI940577

BFI940579

BFI940580

BFI940S81

BFI940582

BFI940583

BFI940S84

BFI940585

Bn940586

BFI940587

BFI940588

BF1940S89

Bn940590

BFI940591

BFI940592

BFI940593

BFI940594

BFI940595

BFI940S96

BFI940597

Home Mortgage Center, Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427
Lomas Mortgage USA, Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427
Source One Mortgage Services Coip.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427

BFI940566 Transcoastal Mortgage Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427

BFI940567 Liberty Mortgage Corp. D/b/a Liberty National Mortgage Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427
Revolutionary Mortgage Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 6.1-425 and 6.1-427
PMC Mortgage Corporation
To relocate oflSce from 3110 Mount Vernon Ave. to 6100 Franconia Rd., Alexandria, VA
American Financial Group Inc.
To open an ofiSce at 7002 Evergreen Court, Annandale, VA
R&W Southside Mortgage Inc.
To relocate ofiBce from west side of VaUey SL between Byrd St and Main to Byrd and Warren Sts., ScottsviUe, VA 
Accubanc Mortgage Corporation
To open an ofiBce at TIQ Lynnhaven Parkway, Suite 102, VA Beach, VA
Federal Funding Group Inc. t/a Federal Mortage Co.
For mortgage lender & broket's Ucenses at several locations
Home Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage lender's license at 3000 Hempstead Turnpike, Levittown, NY
Phoenix Financial Group Inc., The
For a mortgage lender's license at Four Greenwood Square, Bensalem, PA
First Captial Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage broket's license at 6188 Old Franconia Rd., Unit B, Alexandria, VA
Abbot Mortgage Service, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418

BFI940578 Contimortgage Corporation
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
Cotsamire, Leslie James
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
Countryside Mortgage Services, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
CIX Mortgage Company
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
Delta Mortgage Corporation
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
East West Mortgage Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
Evans, Dorsey t/a Century Finance
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
Metro Mortgage Associates Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
Midstate Fiarmcial Services, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
Mortgage Access Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
Washington Suburban Mortgage Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 6.1-418
First Bank
To qren a branch at 860 S. Main St, Woodstock, VA
Mwtgage Network Inc.
Fw a mortgage broker’s license at 6264 Montrose Rd., RodcvUle, MD
Naccadi-Sites, Maty R. 1st Professional Mortgage Brokers
To open an office ai 1812 Baltic Ave., VABeach, VA
Segal, Robert L.
To relocate office from 6560 Backlick Rd., Stringfield, VAto 10560 Main St, Fairfax, VA
Mtmardi Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage license at 3421 Commission Court, Suite 202, Woodbridge, VA
Errtrust Financial Corporation
To relocate ofiBce from 805 15th St, Suite 810 to Suite 205, Washington, DC
Hamilhm Financial Corp.
To cqren an office at 6225 Brandon Avenue, Suite 100, Springfield, VA
East West Financial Services, Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 1497 Oiain Bridge Road, McLean, VA
TFC Financial Group Inc.
For a mortgage brdc^s license at 5000 Suntiyside Ave., Suite 301, Beltsville, MD
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BFI940598

Bn940599

BFI940600

BFI940601

Bn940602

Bn940603

BFI940604

BFI940605

BFI940606

BFI940607

BFI940608

BFI940609

BFI940610

BFI940611

Bn940612

BFI940613

BFI940614

BFI94061S

BFI940616

BFI940617

BH940618

BFI940619

BFI940620

BFI940621

Bn940622

BFI940623

BFI940624

BFI940625

BFI940626

BFI940627

BFI940628

BFI940629

Bn940630

BFI940631

Bn940632

First Greensboro Home Equity, Inc.
For mortgage lender’s licenses at several locations 
CrestarBank
To open an EFT facility at Circuit City, Deep Run n Bldg., 9950 Mayland Dr., Henrico County, VA 
QestarBank
To open an EFT facility at Circuit City, Deep Run I Bldg., 9950 Mayland Dr., Henrico County, VA 
Yoon, Wook Lho d/b/a Trust Mortgage Co.
To relocate office fiom 7023 Little River Tunqiike, Annandale, VAto 5410 Kennington Place, Fairfax, VA 
Fairfax Bank & Trust Company
To qjen a brandi at 12220 Fairfax Town Center, Fairfax, VA
Newport News Shipbuilding Enqtloyees's Credit Union, Inc.
To open service facility at 998 J. Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport News, VA 
First Fidelity Mortgage Corp., The
To relocate office fiom 8260 Greensboro Dr., McLean, VA to 8000 Towers Crescent Dr., Vienna, VA
White, Lytm Jennings
To relocate office fiom 155 Arrowhead Trail, Christiansburg, VAto 121 Broad St, Dublin, VA 
Monroe Mortgage Inc.
To relocate office fiom 621 Lynnhaven Parkway, Suite 351 to 912 S. Lynnhaven Rd., VA Beach, VA 
PostaL Michael A
To acquire 50% of Elite Funding Corporation 
Financial Security Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage license at 1230 N. Washington St and 6502 Baltimore National Pike, Rockville, MD
Virginia League Central Credit Union, Inc.
To open service facility at 998 J. Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport News, VA
Bank of McKenney
To open an EFT facility at 671 S. Park Blvd., Colonial Heights, VA 
Washington Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office fiom 5881 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VAto 5514 Alma Lane, Springfield, VA
Granite Mortgage Corporation
To relocate office from 6362 Tisbury Dr., Burke, VA to 6225 Brandon Ave., Springfield, VA
Household Realty Corp, d/b/a Household Realty Corp, of Virginia
To relocate office fiom 8335 Sudley Rd. to 10780 Sudley Manor Dr., Manassas, VA
Household Realty Corp, d/b/a Household Realty Corp, of Virginia
To relocate office fiom 2030 S. Sycamore St, Petersburg, VAto 575 Southpaik Blvd., Colonial Heights, VA 
Newport News Educators' Credit Union, Inc.
For a service facility at 998 J. Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport News, VA
Virginia Credit Union Inc.
To open a service facility at 998 J. Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport News, VA
Geo^ Mason Bank, The
To open a branch at 9872 Liberia Ave., Prince William County, VA
Home Security Mortgage Corp.
To open an office at One Morton Dr., Charlottesville, VA
Home Security Mortgage Corp.
To open an office at 502 South Main Street, Culpeper, VA
Firsqrort Mortgage Corporation
To relocate office firom 4015 Cedar Lane to 1809 Airline Blvd., Portsmouth, VA
Real Estate Mortgage Advantage
For a mortgage linker's license at 470-D Ritchie Highway, Sevema Park, MD
American General Finance Inc.
To relocate office fiom Route 17 to 6549 Market Dr., Gloucester, VA
McLean Mortgage Services Inc.
To open an office at 6829 Elm Street, Suite 105, McLean, VA
McLean Mortgage Services Inc.
To open an office at 8521 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA
Mortgage Lending Corporation
To relocate office fiom 6231 Leesbing Pike, Suite 106 to Suite 410, Falls Church, VA
Columbia National Inc.
To open an office at 239 Ganisonville Rd, Suite 201, Stafford, VA
Welu, James A.
For a mortgage broker’s license al 811 Thayer Ave., Suite 1, Silver Spring, MD
Bank of Lancaster
To open a branch at Lancaster Shopping Center, N. Main St, Kilmarnock, VA
First Town Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 10801 Lockwood Dr. to 10230 New Hanqishire, #350, Silver Spring, MD 
State-Wide Capital Corp.
To relocate office from 11300 Rockville Pike, Suite 902, Rockville, MD to 150 Monument Rd, Bala Cynwyd PA 
Hamilhm Financial Corp.
To relocate office fem 7701 Greenbelt Rd, to 7501 Greenway Center Dr., Greenbeh, MD
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To relocate office fem 2001 C S. Military Hi^iway to 1406 B Battlefield Blvd, North
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BFI940633

BFI940634

BFI940635

BFI940636

BFI940638

BFI940639

BFI940640

BFI940641

BFI940642

BFI940643

BFI940644

BFI940645

BFI940646

BFI940647

BFI940648

BFI940649

BFI940650

BFI940651

BFI940652

BFI9406S3

BFI9406S4

BFI9406S5

BFI940656

BFI940657

BFI940660

BFI940661

BFI940662

BFI940663

BF1940664

BFI94066S

BFI940666

BFI940667

PrcfexTcd Moitg&ge Group Inc.
To relocate oflSce from 7929 Westpaifc Dr., #200 to 7923 Jones Brandi Dr. McLean, VA
Design Mortgage Services Inc.
To relocate o£Sce frran 16 Main St to 26 West Main St, Christiansburg, VA
Mondrian Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage lending license at 13111 Northwest Freeway, Houston, TX
American General Finance Inc.
To open an office at 1933 B S. Church St, Smithfield, VA

BFI940637 American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business at 1933 B S. Churdi St, Smithfield, VA
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct sales finance business where other business will also be coniiucted
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct property insurance sales where other business will also be conducted
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct mortgage lending
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct open-end lending business where other business will also be conducted
Gregory, Mark C.
To acquire 100% of Patriot Mortgage Services Inc.
Collateral Mortga^ Ltd.
To open an office at 11742 Jefferson Ave., Suite 290, Newport News, VA
American General Finance of America Inc.
To relocate office fiom Route 17 to 6549 Market Dr., Gloucester, VA
City Federal Funding & Mortgage, Inc.
To relocate office fiom 9658 Baltimore Ave., Suite 203 to Suite 400, College Park, MD
Virginia League Central Credit Union
To establish a service facility at 677 Battlefield Blvd., Chesapeake, VA
Hamilton Financial Corp.
To open a mortgage office at 3740 W. Hundred Rd., Chester, VA
Tredegar Trust Company, The
To relocate office firan 823 E. Main St to 901 E. Byrd St, Suite 190, Richmond, VA
Virginia Credit Union Inc.
To (q>en a service facility at 677 N. Battlefield Blvd., Chesapeake, VA
Mirza, Tufail M. Va T. M. Mortgage
To relocate office from 13308 Jefferson Davis Highway, Woodbridge, VAto 6605-A Backlick Rd., Springfield, VA 
Union Bank & Trust Conqtany
To open a hrancfa at 6313 Oimnberlayne Rd., Medianicsville, VA
Stnifii, Thomas E. t/a Mortgage Investment Services
For a mortgage brdcer's license at 1716 Ledcie St, Pmtsmouth, VA
Gilley, Jacqueline E.
To acquire Matgage Advantage Coporation
Platte Valley Funding
Fa a mortgage lender's license al 601 54 Ave. Scottsbluff NV
Mortgage Investment Corp.
To open an office at 107 &9 W. Federal St, Middldiurg, VA
Lindley Mortgage Corporation
To open an office at 12120 Sunset Hills Rd., Suite 150, Reston, VA
GE Qqntal Mortgage Service, Inc.
To relocate office &om 19000 MacArthur Blvd, to 2301 Dupont Dr., Irvine, CA

BF1940658 Tidewater Telephone Employees Credit Union Inc.
To open a service frcility at 677 N. Battlefield Blvd., Otesrqteake, VA

BF1940659 Tidewater Telephone Enqtloyees Credit Union Inc.
To open a sovice frcility at 998 J. Clyde Mortis Blvd., Newport News, VA
Option One Mortgage Corp.
Fa mortgage lender's licenses at several locations
First Mount Vernon Financial Corp.
To acquire 100% of voting shares of Norfolk Industrial Loan Association
CitysopeCop.
To open an office at 4900 Seminary Road, Alexandria, VA
Bank of Clarice County
To q)en a branch at Senseny Rd., Route 657, Frederick County. VA
Meredino Group Inc., The
Fa a mortgage broker’s license at 4502 Starkey Rd., Suite 2, Roandce, yfa
Mason Dixon Corporation
Fa a mortgage broker's license at 331 Hogan Dr., Newport News, VA
Whittaka, OiarlesW.
To acquire 25% of First Manassas Mortgage LLC
Nationscredit Financial Services Corp, of ^rginia
To relocate office from 2355 S. Main to 1790-92 E. Main St, Harrisoiburg, VA
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BFI940668

BFI940669

BFI940670

BFI940671

BFI940672

BFI940673

BFI940674

BFI940675

BFI940676

BFI940677

BFI940678

BFI940679

BFI940680

BFI940681

BFI940682

BFI940683

BFI940684

BFI940685

BFI940686

BFI940688

BFI940689

BFI940690

BFI940691

BFI940692

BFI940693

BFI940694

BFI940695

BFI940696

BFI940697

BFI940698

BFI940699

BFI940700

BFI940701

BF1940702

Nationscredit Financial Services Corp, of Virginia
To relocate office from 6715 E. BacklickRdto 7219 Commerce St Springfield, VA
Chesapeake Bank
To relocate office from 7099 George Wallington Memorial Midway to 6569 Market Dr., Gloucester, VA 
Prudotial Home Mortgage Co., Inc., The
To relocate office from 7490 New Technology Way to 7495 New Horizon Way, Frederick, MD 
Residential Hrane Funding Corp.
To relocate office from 10305 Memory Lane, Suite 2, Chester, VAto 7814 Carousel Lane, Richmond, VA 
Monroe Mortgage Co., A Virginia Ccip.
To relocate office from 18 E. Germain SL to 20 S. Cameron St, Suite 103, Winchester, VA
CrestarBank
To open an EFT facility at 100 Visitor Center Dr., Williamsburg, VA
Nationsbank Corporation
To acquire Rock Hill National Bank, 222 E. Main St, Rock HiU, SC
QestarBank
To open a branch at 12001 Lee Jackson Memorial Highway, Fairfax County, VA
Treasure Coast Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage lender's license at 1839 SE Port Lucie Blvd., Port St Lucie, FL
Hamilton Financial Corp.
To open an office at 1749 Old Meadow Road, Suite 230, McLean, VA
McLean Mortgage Services Inc.
To open an office at 25 South Kent Street, Winchester, VA
Hanqiton Roads Educators Credit Union, Inc.
To open a service facility at 998 J. Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport News, VA
Hanqrton Roads Educators Credit Union Inc.
To open a service facility at 667 Battlefield Blvd., Chesrqieake. VA
Kim, Joo Dong t/aA Dime Mortgage Service
For a mortgage broker's license at 50 S. Pickett St, Suite 106, Alexandria, VA
Money Organization of Mid-Atlantic, Inc.
To relocate office from 75 B Main St, Halifax, VAto 325 Main St, Brookneal, VA 
First Domimon Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 7010 Little River Turnpike, #140 to 4304 Evergreen Dr., Annandale, VA 
Skeete, Norma M.
To relocate office from 4710 Auth Place, Camp Springs, MD to 4465 Old Branch Ave., Temple Hills, MD 
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To relocate office from 3940 D to 3940 X Plank Rd., Spotsylvania County, VA
United Companies Lending Corp.
To open an office at 208 Sunset Dr., Suite 204, Johnson City, TN

BFI940687 Medion Mortgage Conqjany
To open an office at 1370 Washington Pike, #201, Bridgeville, VA
CTX Mortgage Canqrany
To open an office at 9210 Forest Hill Ave., Suite A, Richmond, VA
Hanqjton Roads Postal Credit Union Inc.
To open a service facility at 728 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Newport News, VA
American General Finance Iqq.
To open an office at 6715 E Backlidc Road, Springfield, VA
American General Finance Inc.
To relocate office from 3940-D Plank Rd. to 3940-X Plank Rd., Fredericksburg, VA
Infinity Funding Group Inc.
To relocate office from 4483 Forbes Blvd., Lanham, MD to 10111 Martin Luther King Highway, Bowie, MD 
JHM Mortgage Securities LP
To acquire 100% of JHM Mortgage Services Corporation
Chesapeake Bank
To open an EFT at northwest comer of intersection of US Route 17 and State Route 33, Glenns, VA 
Ches^ieake Bank
To open an EFT at northwest comer of intersection of State Routes 198 and 3, Matthews, VA
American General Finance of America Inc.
To conduct mortgage lending where other business will also be conducted
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct property insurance business where other business will also be conducted
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct open-end lending where other business will also be conducted
American Gmeral Finance of America Inc.
To conduct sales finance business where other business will also be conducted
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct business at 671S-E Backlick Rd., Springfield, VA
Mercantile Bankshares Corp.
To acquire Fredericksburg National Bancorp Inc., Fredericksburg, VA
Franklin Bancorporation Inc.
To acquire The George Washington Banking Corporation
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BFI940703

BFI940705

BFI940706

BFI940708

BFI940709

BFI940710

BFI940711

BFI940713

BFI940714

BFI940715

BFI940717

BFI9407I8

BFI940720

BFI940721

BFI940722

Bro40723

BFI940724

BFI940725

BFI940726

BF1940728

BFI940729

BFI940730

BFI940731

BFI940733

BFI940735

BFI940736

BFI940737

BFI940738

Frimerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc.
To open an office at 3730 University Blvd., Suite S04, Wheaton, VA

BFI940704 Ftimerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc.
To open an office at 5720 Williamson Rd., Suite 103, Roanoke, VA
Primerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc.
To open an office at 4465 Old Branch Ave., Suite 101, Temple Hills, VA
Frimerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To open an office at 121 Broad St, Dublin, VA

BFI940707 Frimoica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc.
To open an office at 7209 Park Terrace Dr., Alexandria, VA 
Prim^ca Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To open an office at 4500 Daly Dr., Suite 200, Chantilly, VA
Primerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To open an office at 3625 VA Beach Blvd., VA Beach, VA 
Frim^ca Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To open an office at 1053 Piney Forest Rd., Danville, VA
Frimerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To q)en an office at 12718 Directors Loop, Woodbridge, VA
Frimerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To opoi an office at 228 1/2 W. Main St, SaltviUe, VA
ftimerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To open an office at 14120 Parke Long Court, Suite 103, Chantilly, VA 
Ptimi^ca Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc.
To open an office at 10560 Main St, Suite 408, Fairfax, VA

BFI940716 PritnericaFmancial Services Hone Mortgages, Inc.
To open an office at 3251 Old Lee Highway, Suite 107, Fairfex, VA
Primerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc.
To open an office at 15235 Boydton Plank Rd., Dinwiddie, VA
ftimerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To open an office at 1210 Caroline St, Windiester, Va

BFI940719 Primerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc.
To open an office at 7617 Cypress Dr., Lanexa, VA 
Primerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To open an office at 10349-A Warwick Blvd., Newport News, VA
Primerica Financial Services Home Mortgages inc. 
To open an office at 606 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Bldg. C-2, Newport News, VA 
ftimerica Financial Services H«ne Mortgages, Inc.
To open an office at 11843-C Canon Blvd., Newport News, VA
Primerica Financial Services Home Mortgages, Inc. 
To q»en an office at 9281 Old Keene MiU Rd., Burke, VA 
Cenbiry Capital Mortgage Inc.
For a mort^ige broker’s license at 5768-A Arrowhead Dr., VA Beach, VA
Collateral Mmtgage Ltd.
To open an office at 7231 Forest Ave., Suite 104, Highland 1 Building, Ridimond, Va 
McLean Mortgage Services Inc.
To open an office at 4900 Leesburg Pike, Suite 308, Alexandria, VA
Peoples National Bank of Warrenton
To convert to a state bank under name of F&M Bank-Peoples 
Newport News Shipbuilding Employees' Credit Union
To open a service facility at 677 N. Battlefield Blvd., Chesapeake, VA 
West Star Financial Corp.
For a mortgage license at 1635 S. Berry Knoll Blvd., Centennial Park, AZ 
Poffi N. Thomas
To relocate office fiom 155 Arrowhead Trail to 360 Reading Rd., Christiansburg, VA 
Independence Financial Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage license at 6849 Old Dmninion Dr., Suite 220, McLean, VA

BFI940732 Bankers Financial Group Inc.
For a rnntgage license at 818 Roeder Rd.. Suite 610, Silver Spring, MD
Postal, Michael A
AUeg^violaticniofVACode § 6.1-416.1

BFI940734 Norwest Financial Virginia, Inc.
For a consumer finance license at 374 S. Pickett St, Alexandria, VA
Nnwest Financial Virginia, Inc.
To conduct business loans uhere other business will also be conducted
Norwest Financial Virginia, Inc. 
To conduct mortgage lending where other business will also be conducted
Norwest Financial Virginia, Inc. 
To conduct qieo-end credit busmess where other business will also be conducted
Norwest Financial Virginia, Inc.
To conduct prqierty insurance business where other Iwsiness will also be conducted
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BFI940741

BFI940742

BFI940743

BFI940745

Bn940746

Bn940747

Bn940748

BFI940749

BFI940750

BFI940751

BFI940752

BFI940753

BFI940754

BFI940755

BFI940756

BFI940758

BFI940759

BFI940760

BFI940761

BFI940762

BFI940763

BFI940764

Bn940765

BFI940766

PIF]94IOT6T

BFI940769

BFI940770

BFI940771

BFI940772

BFI940773

BFI940739 Norwest Financial Virginia, Inc.
To conduct sales finance business where other business will also be conducted

BFI940740 First Vii^a Banks Inc.
To acquire Fanners National Bancorp, 5 Church Circle, Annapolis, MD
Capital Finance LLC
For a mortgage broker's license at 8300 Boone Blvd., Suite SOO, Vienna, VA
Nationscredh Financial Services Corp, of Virginia
To conduct open-end lending where other business will also be conducted
Nationscredit Financial Services Corp, of Virginia
To conduct property insurance business where other business will also be conducted

BFI940744 Nationscredit Financial Services Corp, of Virginia
To conduct mortgage lending where other business will also be conducted
Nationscredit Financial Services Corp, of Virginia
To open an office at 5007 Victory Blvd., Tabb, VA
Nationscredit Financial Services Corp, of Virginia
To conduct sales finance business where other business will also be conducted
EquiCredit Corp, of Virginia
To relocate office from 8301 Greensboro Dr., McLean, VAto 9990 Lee Jadcson Highway, Fairfax, VA 
United Mortgagee Incorporated
To relocate office from 484 Viking Dr. to 3500 VA Beach Blvd., VA Beach, VA
GPT Corporation t/a GPT Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage lender's license at 1835 University Blvd, and 8300 Arlington Blvd., Adelphia, MD
Family Finance Corporation
For a mortgage broker's license at 3040 S. Crater Rd., Petersburg, VA
Family Finance Corporation
For a mortgage lender's license at 3040 S. Crater Rd., Petersburg, VA
B First Residential Corp.
For a mortgage Ucense at 100 Jefferson Blvd., Suite 205, Warwick. RI
B First Mortgage Co., LP.
For a mortgage license at 100 Jefferson Blvd., Suite 200, Warwick, RI 
Loan Center Inc., The
For a mortgage lender and broker license at 1565 Mineral Spring Ave., North Providence, RI
Headlands Mortgage Company
For a mortgage lender and broker license at several locations
First Preference Mortgage Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-413

BFI940757 Waterford Mortgage Corp.
To open an office at 9011 Arboretum Parkway, Suite 202, Richmond, VA
Home Mortgage Center Inc.
To relocate office firm 1700 Diagonal Rd. to 4900 Leesburg Pike, Alexandria, VA
Bank of Clarke County
To open an EFT at 747 Fairfax St, Stqihens City, VA
Geo^ Masrm Bank, The
To open a branch at 450 Daly Drive, Chantilly, VA
First Savings Mcntgage Corp.
To open an office at 10812 Connecticut Ave., Kensington, MD 
Mercury Finance Co. of Virginia
To relocate office from 15439 E. Warwick Blvd, to 12368 Jefferson Ave., Newport News, VA
TMC Mortgage Co., L.P.
To relocate office from 401 E. Jefferson St, Rockville, MD to 4300 East-West Highway, Bethesda, MD
Transamerica Financial Services, Inc.
To conduct sales finance business at serveral locations
Comfort Mortgage Incorporated
To relocate office from 6704 McDonough Terrace, Bowie, MD to 420B Colonial Ave., Colonial Beach, VA 
Rayner Mortgage Company
For a mortgage broket's license at 1 Waterbury Court, Stafford, VA
Horizon Bank of Virginia, The
To open a branch at 527 Maple Ave., East, Vienna, VA
Horizon Bank of Virginia, The
To open a branch at 9720 Lee Highway, Fairfax, VA
CrestarBank
To merge into it Independent Bank
Prime Care Credit Union, Inc.
To open a service facility at 677 N. Battlefield Blvd., Chesjq»eake, VA
Prima Care Credit Union, Inc.
To open a service facility at 998 J. Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport News, VA
BB&T Financial Corporation
To acquire Commerce Bank
CrestarBank
To merge into it Jefferson Savings and Loan Association, FA
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BFI940775

BF»40776

W9wrn

P!Fl9Affn9

BFI940781

BFI940782

BFI940783

BFI940784

BFI940785

BFI940786

BFI940787

BFI940790

BFI940791

BFI940792

BFI940795

BFI940796

BFI940797

BFI940798

BFI940800

BFI940801

BFI940802

BFI940803

BFI940804

BFI940805

BFI940806

BFI940808

BFI940774 Ccmsiuner First Mortgage Inc.
To open an ofiBce at 7301 Forest Avenue, Suite 301, Richmond, VA
Executive Mortgage Services, Inc.
To relocate o£Sce from 3606 Forest Dr., Alexandria, VAto 7345 McWhorter Place, Annandale, VA 
RMC Acquisition Corporation
For a mortgage lender and broker's license at 180 Summit Ave., Montvale, NJ
Apple Tree Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage broket's license at 201 W. Sullivan SL, Kingsport, TN

BFI940778 Mirza, Tufail M. Ma T.M. Mortgage
Alleged violation of certain provisions of Chapter 16 of Title 6.1
First Citizens Bancshares Inc.
To acquire Pace American Bank, Lawrenceville, VA
First Citizens Bancshaies
New Pace American Bank to begin banking business al 112 E. Hides St, Lawrenceville, VA 
Security Industrial Loan Association
To relocate office from 422 E. Franklin St to 5516 Falmouth St, Richmond, VA
Developers Financial Corp.
To relocate office from 8500 Leesburg Pike to 8300 Boone Blvd,, Vienna, VA
Contimortgage Corporation
To relocate office 149 Witmer Rd. to 500 Enterprise Rd., Horsham, PA
Qies^)eake Bank
To open a branch at southeast comer of Route 5 and Ironbound Rd., James City County, VA 
Sai Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage broker’s license at 10905 Equestrian Court, Suite 1, Reston, VA 
Lcmg Beach Mortgage Conqiany
For a mortgage lender's license at 1100 Town and Country Rd., 6th Floor, Orange, CA 
Virginia United Methodist Conference Credit Union
To open a service facility at 998 J. Clyde Mortis Blvd., Newport News, VA

BFI940788 Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To ccmduct consumer finance business where sales finance business will also be conducted

BFI940789 Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where open-end credit will also be conducted
Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where the sale of property insurance will also be conducted 
Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business where business of mortgage lending will also be conducted 
Beneficial Virginia Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business tdiere mortgage bredeering business will also be conducted

BFI940793 Beneficial Virginia Inc.
For COTSumer finance license at 424 Market St, Suffolk, VA

BFI940794 Beneficial Discount Co. of Virginia
To rqren an office at 424 Market Street, Suffolk, VA
Beneficial Mortgage Co. of Virginia
To open an office at 424 Market St, Suffolk, VA
Independence Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 1432 N. Great Neck Rd., Suite 102 To Suite 203, VA Beach, VA
Branch Banking & Trust Co. of Virginia
To open an office at 3450 Pacific Ave., VA Beach, VA
Cmnmerce Bank
To merge into it Brandi Banking & Trust Company of Virginia

BFI940799 Natiemsbank Corporation
To acquire Consolidated Bank National Association, 900 W. 49th SL, Hialeah, FL
Capital One Financial Corp.
To acquire 100% of the vding diares of Signet Credit Card Bank, Richmond, VA 
Security First Funding Corp.
To relocate office from 2921 Thcanas Smith Lane to 161A John Jefferson Rd., Williamsburg, VA 
American General Finance, Inc.
To open an office at 701 Merrimac Trail, Suite K, Williamsburg, VA
Infinity Funding Group Inc.
To open an office at 3409 S. ITtfa St, Arlington, Va
F&M Bank-Massanutten
To merge into it F&M Bank-Broadway
Premier Bankshares Corp.
To acquire 100% of voting shares of Dickensen-Buduman Bank, Haysi, VA
Bank ^Fincastle, The
To open a branch at 191 Lee Highway South, Troutville, VA

BFI940807 Capital Access Ltd.
To relocate office from 532 N. Washingtem St to 4605-E Pinecrest Office Park Dr., Alexandria, VA 
Sunshine Inc. t/aA Southwest Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 8136 Old Keme Mill Rd., Suite B-lOO to Suite A-207, Springfield, VA
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BFI940809

BFI940810

BFI940811

BFI940812

BFI940813

BFI940814

Bn940815

BFI940816

BFI940817

BFI940818

BFI940819

BFI940820

BFI940821

BFI940822

BFI940823

BFI940824

BFI940825

BFI940827

BFI940829

BFI940831

BFI940832

BFI940834

BFI940835

BFI940838

BFI940839

BFI940840

BFI940841

Bn940842

BF1940843

Bank of Buchanan
To open a branch at the comer of Lee Highway and Mountain Pass Rd., Troutville, VA
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct property insurance business at 701 Merrimac Trail, Suite K, York County, VA
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct sales finance business at 701 Merrimac Trail, Suite K, York County, VA
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct open-end lending at 701 Merrimac Trail, Suite K, York County, VA
American Goieral Finance of America, Inc.
For a mortgage lending license at 701 Merrimac Trail, Suite K, York County, VA
American General Finance of America, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business at 701 Merrimac Trail, Suite K, York County, VA
Ford Consumer Finance Co. Inc.
To an open office at 11311 Cornell Park Dr., Cincinnati, OH
Amerittust Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage broker's license at 10822 Cherry Hill Dr., Glen Allen, VA
Newport News Educators' Credit Union, Inc.
For a service facility at 677 N. Battlefield Blvd., Chesapeake, VA
Califanja Tending Group Inc.
For mortgage lender and broker’s licenses at several locations
RCT International Inc.
To engage in business of money transmission at 56-60 Indian River Rd., VA Beach, VA
Equity One Ccmsumer Discount Co. Inc. d/h/a Equity One Consumer Loan
For a consumer finance license at 2129 S. Loudoun St, Winchester, VA
Equity One Consumer Discount Co. Inc. d/b/a Equity One Consumer Loan
To conduct mortgage lending at 2129 S. Loudoun St, Winchester, VA
Equity One Consumer Discount Co. Inc. d/b/a Equity One Consumer Loan
To ctmduct sales finance business at 2129 S. Loudoun St, Winchester, VA 
Equity Capital Mortgage Inc.
To relocate office from 8229 Bocme Blvd., Vienna, VA to 1313 Dolley Madison Blvd., McLean, VA
Citizens Mortgage Corporation
To open an office at 5616 Fillers Lane, Suite 150, Rockville, MD
Family Finance Corporation
To conduct property insurance business at 3040 B S. Crater Rd., Petersburg, VA

BFI940826 Ramsay Mortgage Co. of North Carolina, Inc.
To open an office at 201N. Fairfax St, Alexandria, VA
Skeete, Norma M.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-416

BFI940828 TFC Financial Group Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-410
Homeowners Mwtgage Company
For a mortgage license at 739 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Suite 103, Newport News, VA

BFI940830 First Virginia Bank
To open a branch at the southeast craner of Prince William Parkway and Minnieville Blvd., Prince William County, VA
First Virginia Bank
To open a branch at the southeast comer of River Ridge Blvd., and Jefferson Davis Highway, Prince William County, VA 
American General Finance of America, Inc.
For sale of non credit related term life insurance at several locations

BFI940833 State-Wide Capital Cop.
To open an office at 2010 Corporate Ridge, 7th Floor, McLean, VA
^iproved Residential Mortgage
Fw a mortgage lender and broket's license at 3420 HoUad Rd. and 9881 Broken Land Parkway. VA Beach, VA 
National Mortgage Investments Co., Inc.
To relocate office from 600 Thimble Shoals Blvd, to 11838 Rock Landing Dr., Newport News, VA

BFI940836 CJS Mortgage Services, Inc.
To open an office at 3930 Walnut St, Suite 200, Fairfax, VA

BFI940837 Newmarket Capital Corp.
To relocate office from 11166 Main St, Suite 405 to 11320 Random Hills Rd., Fairfax, VA
F&M Bank-Emporia
To open an EFT at 1-95 and US Highway 58 West, Emporia, VA
Countrywide Funding Cop.
To relocate office from 1108 Madison Plaza to 1707 Parkview Dr., Chesapeake, VA
Infinity Funding Group Inc.
To relocate office fiom 1100 N. Thortqrson SL to 5311 W. Broad St, Richmond, VA
1st Professional Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage broker's license at 1900 L St NW, Suite 408, Washington, DC
Marathan Bank, The
To open a branch at 1041 Berryville Ave., Winchester, VA
Bank of Tidewater, The
To open a branch at 770 Lynnhaven Parkway, VA Beach, VA
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BFI940844

BFI94084S

Bn94O846

BFI94O848
Axe., Bethesda, MD to 8819 Kensington Parkway, Chevy Chase, MD

BFI940849

BFI9408S1

BFI940852

BFI940855

BFI940857

BFI940858

BFI940860

BFI940861

Bn940864

BFI940866

BFI940868

BFI940870

BFI940871

BFI940872

BF1940874

BFI940875

BFI940876

BFI940877

BFI940878

Home Security Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 1700 Elton Rd., Silver Spring, MD to 915 AN. Russell Ave., Gaithersburg, MD
Bankers Mortgage Inc.
To relocate office from 6399 Little River Turnpike, Alexandria, VA to 2350 Ariinghm Ridge Rd., Arlington, VA 
Associates Financial Services Conqjany of Delaware, Inc.
For a mortgage lender’s license at 250 E. Carpenter Freeway, Irving, TX 

BFI940847 Mortgage Concepts Inc.
To relocate office from 2908 Westcott St, Falls Church, VAto 8391 Old Courthouse Rd., Vienna, VA
Weismiller & Associates Inc.
To relocate office from 7910 Woodi
Health Services Corp, of America
To acquire 51%of Virginia Healthcare Finance Center Inc.

BFI940850 United Mortgage Corporation
To relocate office from 8081 WolfttsqtRd., Vienna, VAto 6541 Bay Tree Court, Falls Church, VA
F&M Bank-Peoples
To open an EFT facility at Q Stop Food Stores, 11022 Marsh Rd., Fauquier County, VA
GPT Corp, t/a GPT Mmtgage Corp.
To relocate office from 1835 University Blvd., Suite 300 to Suite 222, Adelphia, MD

BFI940853 KFC Mortgage Loans Inc.
To open an office at 1332 Volunteer Parkway, Bristol, TN

BFI940854 Countrywide Funding Corp.
To relocate office from 750 Old Hickory Blvd., Brentwood, TN to 6400 Legacy Dr., Plano, TX
Cmnmonwealth Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 10605 Judicial Dr. to 11350 Random Hills Rd., Fairfax, VA

BFI940856 C. U. Mortgage Centre Inc.
To relocate office from 10605 Judicial Dr. to 11350 Random Hills Rd., Fairfax, VA
Valley Financial Corporation
To acquire 100% of Valley Bank Naticmal Association, Roanoke, VA
Associates Financial Services of America, Inc.
To relocate office from 14414 Jefferson Davis Highway to 14457 Potomac Mills Rd., Woodbridge, VA 

BFI940859 Masters Lending Inc.
For a mortgage broker’s license at 9205 Glenbrook Rd., Fairfax, VA
Miners & Merchants Bank & Trust Co.
To open a branch at 1914 East Main St, Abingdon, VA
Freedom Financial Corporation
For a mortgage brtker’s license at 1350 Beverly Rd., Suite 115, McLean, VA

BFI940862 Associates Financial Services Co. of Virginia, Inc.
To relocate office from 14414 Jefferson Davis Highway to 14457 Potomac Mills Rd., Woodbridge, VA

BF1940863 International Mortgage Association, Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-413
Chrysler Home Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage broker’s license at 1342 Bafiy Loop, Chesapeake, VA

BFI940865 Priority Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage broket's license at 3905 Fwt Henry Dr., Kingsport, TN
Armada Residential Mmtgage
For a mortgage broker's license at 5010 Dorsey Hall Dr., Suite 203, Ellicott City, MD

BFI940867 George Mason Bank, The
To establish an EFT at Fair Oaks Mall, Fairfax County, VA
NationsFirst Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office from 4216 Evergreen Lane, Annandale, VAto 1300 Spring St, Silver Spring, MD

BFI940869 Rockingham Heritage Bank
For a branch st 2020 S. Main St, Harrisonburg, VA
Southern National Corporation
To acquire the subsidary banks of BB&T Financial Corporation
Southern National Corporation
To acquire BB&T Financial Corporation & its Virginia subsidiary - Commerce Bank
McLean Mortgage Services Inc.
To open an office at 7808 Signal Hill Rd., Manassas, VA

BFI940873 Masm, Buddy D.
To acquire 50% of Salem Financial LC
First Dominion Federal
For a mortgage bnker's license at 5811 Ipswich Rd., Bethesda, MD
United Companies Lending Corp, d/b/a Unicor Mortgage
Alleged violations of Chapter 16 ofTitle 6.1
Signature Mortgage Corporation
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-413
International Mortgage Association, Inc.
To relocate office from 1232 M St, NW, Washington, DC to 4743 Malboro Pike, Coral Hills, MD
Parkway Mortgage Inc.
To open an office at 6810 Deerpath Rd., Suite 305, Baltimore, MD
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BFI940879

BFI940880

BFI940881

BFI940882

BFI940883

BFI940884

BFI940885

BFI940886

BFI940887

BFI940888

BFI940889

BFI940890

BFI940891

BFI940892

BFI940893

BFI940894

BFI940895

BFI940896

BH940898

BFI940899

BFI940900

BF1940901

BFI940902

BFI940903

BFI940904

BFI94090S

BFI940906

BFI940907

BFI940908

BFI940909

BFI940910

BFI940911

BFI940912

BFI940913

Ist Preference Mortgage Corp.
For mortgage broker's licenses at several locations
Chesi^jeake Bank
To open an EFT at &e southwest comer of Routes 14 and 198 Matthews, VA 
Shun- & Shun- Corp, t/a SAS Mortgage Coip.
To relocate ofiBce from 10230 New Hamps^ Ave., Suite 304 to Suite 204, Silver Spring, MD 
Security Pacific Financial Services, Inc.
To relocate office from 603 Pilot House Dr. to 530-C Oyster Point Rd., Newport News, VA
Veterans Home Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage broker’s license at 11602 Harvestdale Dr., Fredericksburg, VA
Miners & Merchants Bank & Trust Co.
To open a branch at 1987 Lee Highway, Bristol, VA
First Community Finance Inc.
To begin business at 59 S. Airport Dr., Highland Springs, VA
First Community Finance Inc.
To begin business at 9903 Hull Street Road, Richmond, VA
CcestarBank
To open an EFT at 2000 Richfood Road, Hanover County, VA
First Community Finance, Inc.
To ccmduct consumer finance business where property insurance business will also be conducted 
First Community Finance, Inc.
To conduct consumer finance business inhere sales finance business will also be conducted
Security Capital Inc.
For a mortgage lender and broker's license at 5515 Cherokee Ave., Alexandria, VA
1st American Financial Services
For a mortgage lender and broket's license at 4700 Berwyn House Rd., College Park, MD
National Mortgage Investment Co., Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-416
Premier Trust Conqutiy
To begin business at 29 College Dr., Bluefield, VA
Salem Financial, L.C.
To relocate office from 4747 Lantern St, Roanoke, VAto 110 E. 1st St, Salem, VA
Medallion Mortgage Company
To open an office at 50 Berkshire Court, #209, Wyomissing, PA
Innovative Mortgage Corp.
For a mortgage lender and broket's license at 2525 Raeford Rd. and Highway 52, Fancy Gap, VA 

BFI940897 United Southern Mortgage Corp, of Roanoke, Virginia
To relocate office from 408 Oakmeats Crescent, VA Beach, VA to 230 W. Main St, Wakefield, VA
Acquisition Services Inc. t/a Treasury Mortgage Group, Inc.
To relocate office from 98 Kilby Shores Dr. to 15480 Holland Rd., Suffolk, VA
Signet Bank/Virginia
To open a branch at 16575 Mountain Rd., Montpelier, VA
Virginia Mortgage Cotporalion
To relocate office from 100 Rodiiguez Dr. to 1604 Hilltop West Executive Center, VA Beach, VA
Community Bank of Northern Virginia
To open a branch at 8075 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA
Mortgage Processing Service
For a mortgage broket's license at 6901 Confederate Ridge Lane and 6124 Old Landing Way Centreville, VA 
Housdiold Realty Corporation
To open an office at 577 Lamont Road, Elmhurst IL
Treehouse Mortgage Inc.
For a mortgage broket's license at 11805 Dude Circle, Spotsylvania, VA
Corporate Mtntgage Services
For a mortgage broker’s license at 12412 Powetscourt Dr., Suite 175, St Louis, MO
Midcoast Mortgage Corporation
To open an office at 8221 Old Courthouse Rd., Suite 105, Vienna, VA
Home Security Mortgage Corp.
To relocate office fiom 6320 Augusta Dr., Springfield, VA to 4337 Ridgewood Center Dr., Woodbridge, VA 
Browning, Gary W.
For a mortgage broket's license at 5701 Princess Atme Rd., Suite 200, VA Beach, VA
Coroersteme Mortgage Inc.
To open an office at 8628 Centreville Rd., Suite 102, Manassas, VA 
Cornerstone Mortgage Inc.
To relocate office from 3900 Jetmantown Rd., Fairfax, VA to 6205 Sierra Court, Manassas, VA 
Pan-American Mortgage Company
To relocate office from 243 Church St, Vienna, VAto 299 Herndon Parkway, Herndon, VA
QestarBank
To merge into it Tidewater Bank
Crestar Financial Corp.
To acquire Tidewater Bank
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EFi9409l4

Bn940915

BFI940916

BFI940917

BFI940918

Bn940919

Bn940920

Bn940921

BFI940922

BFI940923

BFI940924

BFI940925

BFI940926
NA.

BVJ940927

BFI940928

CLK: CLERK'S OFnCE

CLK940022

CLK940414

CLK940542

C\XS4fflVI

CLK940829

CLK940838

CLK940839

CLK940840

CLK940843

CLK940844

CLK940846

CLK940847

CLK940848

CLK940849

CLK940887

CLK940889

CLK940937

CLK941007

Bank of Sussex & Suny, The
To open an EFT at 521-541 County Drive, Wakefield, VA
Home Loan Corporation
For a mortgage lender and broker's license at 46405 Ester Brook Circle, Steriing, VA
Greentree Mortgage Conqjany LP
For a. mortgage lender's license at 10005 Atriums at Greentree, Martton, NJ
Capsteadinc.
For a mortgage lender's license at 2711 N. Haskell Ave., Suite 1000, Dallas, TX
Performance Investment Corp.
To relocate office from 13890 Braddock Rd, #203, Centreville, VA to 11130 Main St, #200, Fairfax, VA
JHS Mortgage Corporation
Tor a mortgage lender and broker's license at 29 N. Fairview Ave., Paramus, NJ
Household Realty Corporation
To relocate office from 3627 Franklin Row, SW, Roanoke, VAto 1378 Town Square Blvd., #203, Roanoke, VA 
Seasons Mortgage Group Inc. 
For a mortgage lender's license at 804 Moorefield Park Dr., Suite 302, Richmond, VA
First National Bank of Ferrum
To convert to a state bank at 1 Main St, Ferrum, VA 
Takoma Financial Services Inc.
To relocate office from 408 Mississippi Ave., Takoma Park, MD to 2503 Patricia Court, Falls Church, VA 
Pace American Bank 
To open a branch at 1809 Main St, Victoria, VA 
Pace American Bank
To open a branch at 116 Main St, Crewe, VA
Pace American Bank
To c^ien a branch at 35 Main St, Brodi 
Pace American Bank
To open a branch at 242 N. Main St, Chase City, VA
Pace American Bank
To q>en a branch at 130 East Main St, Bedford, VA

Election of Chairman
Pursuant to VACode § 12.1-7
Secure Services Technology, Inc.
Foreign max case stimulus
KWF Industries, Inc.
Foreign max case stimulus
Xyvision, Inc.
Foreign max case stimulus
Peake Operating Company
Foreign max case stimulus
Cati-Fresh Foods, Inc.
Foreign max case stimulus
Smarte Carte, Inc.
Foreign max case stimulus
Stop & Shop Holdings, Inc.
Foreign max cas6 stimulus
TBG Insurance Services Corp.
Foreign max case stimulus
Another Image, Inc.
Foreign max case stimulus
Aqua C(x>l Enterprises, Inc.
Foreign max case stimulus
Mortgage Information Services
Foreign max case stimulus
Irmovative Trade, Inc.
Foreign max case stimulus
Fhonetel Technologies, Inc.
Fcneign max case stimulus
Ccmtinental Airlines, Inc.
Foreign max case stimulus
bitemati<mal Dismantling
Foreign max case stimulus
Nehns Properties, Inc.
For involuntary dissolution pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-749 
IBS Management Training Center
Foreign max case stimulus
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INS: BUREAU OF INSURANCE

INS940001

INS940003
INS940004
INS94000S
INS940006

INS940007
INS940008
INS940009
INS940010
INS9400n
INS940012
INS940013
INS940014
INS940015
INS940016
INS940017

INS940020
INS940021
INS940022
INS940023

INS94002S
INS940026
INS940027
INS940028
INS940029

INS940031
INS940032
INS940033
INS940034
INS940035

Settlers Life Insurance Co. 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1408

INS940002 Metro Insurance Agency Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1813 and 38.2-2015
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1300
Richardson, Charles Jr. and Richardson Insurance Agency, The
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
Lqnadd, James C.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1822
Erie Insurance Exchange & Erie Insurance Co.
Fot review of Bureau of Insurance decision which disallowed cos. from taking 1990-1991 guaranty fimd credits against 1992 premium tax 

liability
Gospel Assembly Ministers Fund
For operating without an exemption from licensing
United Way of the Virginia Peninsula Health & Dental Plan
For noncompliance with laws and regulations
Thomas, George R. HI
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
Pacific Standard Ufe Insurance Co.
For approval of reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C
Dairylrad Insurance Conqtany
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-305, et al.
Dairyland Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-305, et al.
Medical Claims Review Services, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-5301
Ex Parte: Form
Adoption of supplemental report f«m pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
Settlers Life Insurance Co.
For exemption from provisions of VA Code §§ 38.2-1323 throu^ 38.2-1327
Dawson, Steve and Auto Insurance Plus Muhi-Line Agency, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
Jordan, Curtis E.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813

INS940018 Enqtloyers Resource Management Co. and American Employers Benefit Trust
AUeged violation of Rules Governing Multiple En^loyer Welfare Arrangements
Griggs, Randolfh J.
AUeged violatiMJ of VA Code § 38.2-1813
HatTelLEdwatda,Jr.
AUeged violatimi of VA Code §§ 38.2-1813.Aand38.2-1813.B
Bodter, JacqueUne G.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 38.2-512
Silvestri, Joseph A
Alleged violatian of VA Code § 38.2-1831

INS940024 Superior Insurance Company
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-510. A6, et al.
American Casualty Company of Reading Pennsylvania
AUe^ violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1906, et al.
CQDtinaital Casualty C(Mxq)az^
AUeged violatioD of VA Code §§ 38.2-1906, et al.
P.rift Tngirancft KvAange
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-317, et ah
National Fite Insurance Co.-Hartford
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1906, et al.
Phoenix Assurance Co. of New York
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906

INS940030 VaUey Forge Insurance Conqrany
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1906, et al.
Carter, Donald A
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1822,38.2-1813,38.2-310 and 38.2-180
Home Insurance Co., The
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1833 and 38.2-1812
Sisk, David L
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-512
Group Health Association Inc.
For suspension of license to transact business of insurance in Virginia
HAA of Virginia, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1331
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IHS940036

INS940037
INS940038

INS940041
INS940042

INS940044
INS940045
INS940046

INS940048

INS9400S1
INS940052

INS9400SS
INS940056
INS940057

INS940059
INS940060
INS940061
INS940062
INS940063

INS94006S
INS940066
INS940067
INS940068
INS940070
INS940071

Crnnmonwealth Dealers Ufe Insurance
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-3162.B
Bhie Ooss & Blue Shield of Virginia
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-509
Sunderfaruch Corporation. The
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-5301

INS940039 Metropolitan life Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-502.1 and 38.2-503

INS940040 Nag^uni, Fouad and Allied Insurance Associates, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-310, et al.
Mid-Atlantic Insurance Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-305, et al.
Professional Evaluation Group
Alleged violatim a[-VA Code § 38.2-5301

INS940043 George Washington University Health Plan, The
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-316.A, et al.
Pioneer Life Insurance Co. of Illinois
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-316.A, et al.
Denticare of \^rginia Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-316.A, el al.
Ex Parte: Refunds
In matter of refunding overpayment of estimated premium license tax and assessment pursuant to VA Code §§ 58.1-2526 and 38.2-410.B 

INS940047 Martin, Jerry L.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-502.1 and 38.2-512
Siler, Miles M.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1831

INS940049 Dent-Rite Enterprises
AUeged violation of operating without license

INS940050 Grainger, Larry G.
AUegedviolationofVACode S 38.2-512
HaU, Rickey S.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
Gulf Atlantic Insurance Co.
AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 38.2-316,38.2-1024, and 38.2-1027

INS940053 Peterson, JcM M. and Crown Insurance Agency Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1813. A and 38.2-1813.B

INS940054 Hill, Roger
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-512 and 38.2-1813
Brown, Connie H.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
Harrell, Jennifer R. and HarreU Insurance Agency, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-2015, et al.
United Dental Services of Virginia, Inc.
AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 38.2-316. A, et al.

INS940058 Agwayinc. as Trustee of Agway Inc. Croup Trust
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1024 and 38.2-1802
McGee, Reuben
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
American Integrity Insurance Co.
For approval of assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C
Great American Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1812 and 38.2-1833
Silvetman, Daniel
AUegedviolationofVACode § 38.2-1831
Group Health Association
For suspension of license to transact business as a health maintenance org^niyatinn in Virginia

INS940064 Trqico Underwriters Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-4806,38.2-4809, and 38.2-1822
Bartholomew Corporation
For review of decision by National Council on Conqrensation Insurance pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-2018
Wilcon, Ltd. and Suburban Cable Co.
For review of decision by National Council rm Compensation Insurance pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-2018
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United Stat^ inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-3419.1
Travelers Indemnity Company of Rhode Island
For correction ofretaliatory taxes paid for tax year 1991
Brogdon, William Leon
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1804,38.2-1809, and 38.2-1813
Uiited American Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-612.1
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INS940072
INS940073
INS940074
INS940075
INS940076
INS940077
INS940078
INS940079
INS940080
INS940081
INS940082
INS940083
INS940084
INS940085
INS940086

INS940091

INS940093
INS940094
INS940095
INS940096
INS940097
INS940098
INS940099
INS940100
INS940101
INS940102
INS940103
1NS940104
INS940105

netcminatinn of competition as effective regulator of rates pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1905. l.E
State Capita] Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1300

INS940106 LAD Insurance Conqumy
AUeged violatiOT of VA Code § 38.2-1300

Northern Insurance Co. of New York
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Valiant Insurance Coropany
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Assurance Company of America
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Maryland Casualty Con^any
AUeged violation of VA code § 38.2-1906
Alstim, W. Lorenzo
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1826
United Services Automobile Association
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-610
Premier Alliance Insurance Co.
For suspension order for Utilure to file 1993 annual statement
Professional Mutual Insurance Co., A risk retention group
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-5103.8.B
American Interfidelity Exdiange, A risk retention group
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-5103.8.B
Summit National Life Insurance Co.
For suspension of license to transact business of insurance in Virginia
Settlers Life Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-508.2 and 38.2-610. A1
North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1805.A
American Integrity Insurance Co.
For approval of assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C
American Integrity Insurance Co.
For qjproval of assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C
United Service Association for Healthcare Manufacturing Industry Benefit Trust
AUeged violation of Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements

INS940087 United Service Association for Healthcare Agriculture Industry Benefit Trust
AUeged violation of Rules Governing Multiple Enqiloyer Welfare Arrangements

INS940088 United Service Association for Healthcare Retail Industry Benefit Trust
AUeged violation of Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements

INS940089 United Service Association for Healthcare Service Industry Benefit Trust
AUeged violaticm of Rules Governing Multiple Enployer Welfare Arrangements

INS940090 United Service Association for Healthcare Wholesale Industry Benefit Trust
AUeged violation of Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements
United Service Association for Healthcare Canstruction Industry Benefit Trust
AUeged violation of Rules Governing Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements

INS940092 United Service Association for Healthcare Transportation Industry Benefit Trust
AUeged violation of Rules Governing Multiple Ettqiloyer Welfare Arrangements
International Association of Entrepreneurs of America Employee Welfare Benefit Plan & Trust
For order pursuant to VACode § 12.1-13
Independent Life & Accident Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1812 and 38.2-1822
Smith, James E. and J.E. Smith & Associates, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
Ex Parte: Prima Facie Rates
Adoption of adjusted prima facie rates for credit life, accident and sickness insurance pursuant to VA Code §§ 38.2-3725, et al. 
Investors Consolidated Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of Section 4.6 of Rules Governing Insurance Premium Finance Conqianies
Mataraza, Damian G.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
Legal Resources of Virginia
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-316.A, et al.
Ginieis, Mauricio S.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
National Council on Compensation Insurance, Inc.
For revision of advisory loss costs and assigned risk workers' compensation insurance rates
Hamby, Howard
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
American Manufacturers Mutual Insurance Co., et aL
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1822, et al.
Ex Parte: Determination
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INS940108

INS940114
INS940115
INS940116
INS940U7
INS940118
INS940119
INS940120
INS940121

INS940123
INS940124
INS940125
INS940126

INS940128

INS940130
INS94013I
INS940132
INS940133
INS940134
INS940135
INS940136
INS940138
INS940139
INS940140
INS940141
INS940142

INS940107 Estate Assurance Conqnny
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1300
Blue Cross/ and Blue Shield of Vii^nia
Alleged violaticm of unfiur trade practices, insurance information and privacy protection act

INS940109 Rooney, Donald F.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1812, et al.

INS940110 Baker, Grace M. and Tidewater Insurance Agency, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813

INS940in Tafcoinc.
Alleged violation of Section 6.1 of Rules Governing Insurance Premium Finance Companies

INS940112 Mid-Atlantic Finance Corp, of Virginia, Inc.
Alleged violation of Section 6.1 of Rules Governing Insurance Premium Finance Companies

INS940113 Prime Rate Premium Finance Corp., Inc.
Alleged violation of Section 6.1 of Rules Governing Insurance Premium Finance Companies
Ex Parte: Rules
In matter of adopting revised rules governing insurance bolding companies
Hartless, Mark A
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1833.4
Lincoln Memorial Life Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1028 and 38.2-1040
Capital Investors Life Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
U.S. Health & Life Insurance Co., Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
Sterling Investors Life Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
Union Benefit Life Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
Atlanta Intematimal Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036

INS940122 Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Washington, DC
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
International Financial Services Life Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
Koin Life Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
Atlas Insurance C<»q>any
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
Amerifirst Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036

INS940127 Universal Insurance Conqrany
AUe^ violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
Inland Mutual Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036

INS940129 American Capital Life Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
First Continental Life and Accident Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1028 and 38.2-1040
Uaited Community Insurance Co.
For suspension of license to transact business of insurance in Virginia pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1040 
Life of America Insurance Co.
For approval of assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C 
Toyota Motor Life Insurance Co.
Fw suspension of license to transact business of insurance in Virginia pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1040 
Investors Equity Insurance Co.
For suspensira of license to transact business of insurance in Virginia pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1040 
Eastern Shore of Virginia Fire Insurance Co., Inc.
For suspension of license to transact business of insurance in Virginia pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1040 
Humphrey, William Jr.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-310,38.2-1813, et al.
Prudential Property and Casualty
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-612.1
Investment Life Insurance Co. of America
For approval of assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C
Thoinpson, Mark E. a^ Cris Insurance Agoicy, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1838 and 38.2-1822
Harris, Bobbie Paulette
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
O'Grady, Thomas D.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
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INS940143
INS940144
INS940145
INS940146
INS940147
INS940148
INS940149
INS940150
INS940151
INS940153
INS9401S4
1NS940155
INS940156
INS940157
INS940158
INS9401S9
INS940160
1NS940161
INS940162
INS940163
INS940164
INS940165

INS940166
INS940167
INS940168

INS940169

INS940170
INS940171
INS940172
INS940173
INS940174
INS940175
INS940176
INS940177

Timberlake, John M.
Petition for judgment against Metropolitan Insurance and Annuity Co.
First Equicor Life Insurance Co.
In matter of refunding overpayment of assessment pursuant to VACode § 38.2-410.B
American Capital Assurance Co., et al.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1024
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia d/b/a Trigon Blue Cross Blue Shield
Alleged violation of VACode §§38.2-316.B, etal.
Ex Parte: Rules
Adoption of revised Rules Governing Reporting of Cost and Utilization Data Relating to Mandated Benefits and Mandated Providers
Confederation Life Insurance and Annuity Co.
For suspension of license to transact business of insurance in Virginia pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1040
National Insurance Underwriters
For revocation oflicensepursuarrtto VACode § 38.2-1213
Ameripaff Roosting C^ympany
For suq>ension of license to transaa business of insurance in Virginia pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1040
Southern Insurance Co. of Virginia 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1329
Moss, JohnL.
Alleged violation of VACode § 38.2-1833.4
Combined Insurance Co. of America
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1835
Paul Revere Life Insurance Co.
In matter of refunding overpayment of premium license tax pursuant to VA Code 58.1-2030
Allman, Amos C.
AllegedviolationofVACode§ 38.2-512 '
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia d/b/a Trigon Blue Cross Blue Shield
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-316.B, et al.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia d/h/a Trigon Blue Cross Blue Shield
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-316.B, et al.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia d/b/a Trigon Blue Cross Blue Shield
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-316.B, et al.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia d/b/a Trigon Blue Cross Blue Shield
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-316.B, et al.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia d/h/a Trigon Blue Cross Blue Shield
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-316.B, et al.
Virginia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co. and Virginia Farm Bureau Fire and Casualty Co.
Fa- proposed recqntalization pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1331
GE Capital Mort^ige Corp.
For exemption pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-1328
Gatling, Leslie Thomas
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813
Ex Parte: Refunds
Refunding overpayments of flood preventian and protection assistance fund assessment based on direct gross premium income of insurance 

companies for 1993
Ex Parte: Refunds
In matter of refunding overpayments of fire programs fund assessment based on direct gross premium income of insurance companies fi>r 1993 
Ex Parte: Refunds
In matter of refunding overpayments of premium license tax on direct gross premium income of surplus lines brokets for 1993
Ex Parte: Refunds
Refunding overpayments of Help EUminate Automobile Theft (HEAT) fund assessment based on direct gross premium income of insumace 

companies for 1993
Ex Parte: Refunds
In matter of refunding overpayments of assessment for maintenance of Bureau of Insurance on direct gross premium income of insurance 

companies for 1993
Ex Parte: Refunds
In matter of refunding overpayments of premium license tax on direct gross premium income of insurance companies for 1993
Bau^unan, Allen E.
Alleged violations of VA Code § 38.2-1813, subsection A and B
Gallagher, Daniel K.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-509 and 38.2-1838
United One Home Protection Corp, of Virginia
Alleged violatian of VA Code §§ 38.2-305.A, et al.
American Centennial Insurance
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
American Loyalty Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905
American Reliable Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
American Resources Insurance
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
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INS940178
INS940179
INS940180
INS940181

INS94018S
INS940186

INS940190
INS940191
INS940192

INS940196
INS940197
INS940198
1NS940199

INS940201
INS940202

INS940204
INS940205
INS940206

INS940211
INS940212

Amex Assurance ConqMny
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
Automobile Club Insurance
Alleged violatiwi of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
Bankers Insurance Conqxmy
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
BCS Insurance Company
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2

INS940182 Credit General Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2

INS940183 General Electric Guaranty Insuratxx Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2

INS940184 Herald Fire Insurance Conqtany
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
Legion Insurance Company
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
London Guarantee and Accident Co. of New York
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2

INS940187 Nordstem Insurance Company of America
AUeged violatim of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2

INS940188 Skandia America Reinsurance Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2

INS940189 State Capital Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
Sumitomo Marine and Fire Insurance Co. Ltd.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
Thomas Jefferson Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2
Toyota Motor Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2

INS940193 US Capital Insurance Company
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1905.2

INS940194 American Casualty Co. of Reading, Pennsylvania
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-317

INS940195 Atlanta Casualty Conqiany
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
National Fire Insurance Co. of Hartford
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-317

INS940200 VaUey Forge Insurance Company
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-317
Virginia Fann Bureau Mutual
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-231, et aL
Herbert, Routhine H
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813

INS940203 MIC Property and Casualty Insurance Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Ex Parte; Rules
In the matter of adopting revised Rules EstabUdung Standards For Ufe, Annuity, and Accident and Sickness Reinsurance Agreernems 
Ex Parte: Rules
In the matter of adopting Rules Governing Essential and Standard Health Benefit Plan Contracts
Lien, Vo
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-2015 and 38.2-1813

INS940207 Virginia Birth Related Neurological Injury Compensation Program
For qrproval of revised plan of operation pursuant to V.^ Code § 38.2-5017

INS940208 Home Idemnity Conqiany, The
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
National Union Fire Insurance Co. of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-317 and 38.2-1506
TIG Insurance Corrqxmy
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-317

INS940213 Kolb, Dwayne A.
AUe  ̂violation ofVACode §38.2-512

INS940214 Ashworth, Willis Louis
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1809,38.2-1813, et al.
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INS940215
INS940216
INS940217
INS940218
INS940221
INS940222
INS940223

INS940225
INS940226
INS940227
INS940228

INS940230
INS940231

INS940233
INS940234
INS940235

INS940237

INS940241
INS940242
INS940243
INS940244
INS940245
INS940246
INS940247
INS940248
INS940249
INS940250
INS940251
INS9402S3

Centennial Life Insurance Co., The
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-502.1,38.2-502.4, et al.
Midiigan Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Association
For approval of assunqrtion reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C
Manu&cturers Life Insurance Co. of America, The
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
HOW Insurance Company
For rule to diow cause
Home Indemnity Co., The
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Front Royal Insurance Company
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1300
MD-Individual Practice Assocation, Inc. and Optimum Choice, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§38.2-3431 and 38.2-3432

INS940224 Republic Mortgage Insurance Co. of Florida
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
Mutual Security Life Insurance Co.
Fot approval of assumption reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C
Louisa Fanners Fire Insurance Co., The
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-2515
United States Fire Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
North River Insurance Co., The
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906

INS940229 Niagara Fire Insurance Conqiany
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Kansas City Fire and Marine Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Boston Old Colony Insurance
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906

INS940232 Glens Falls Insurance Company
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Continental Insurance Company
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
MarshaU, Taylor and MatshaU Insurance Agency
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-512
Laimore, Roland R., Jr. and Larmore Insurance Agency, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1813

INS940236 Spann, Judy T.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-502.1 and 38.2-512
Ex Parte: Assessment
Assessmait upon certain companies and surplus lines brokers to pay expense of Bureau of Insurance for calendar year 1995 

INS940238 Frye, Tyrone P.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-509
Natimial American Life Insurance Co. of Pennsylvania
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1036
Summit National Life Insurance Co.
For approval of assunqrtion reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C
Founders ViUage Inc.
AUeged violations of VA Code § 38.2-4909
Friendship Manor
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-4904
't^rginia Insurance ReciprocaL The
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1446
Cigna Healtfacare of Virginia Inc.
AUeged violation of Section 7.L of Rules Governing Health Maintenance Organizations
United Pacific Insurance Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Reliance National Indemnity Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
ReUance Insurance Coiqnny
Alleged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Fidelity and Deposit Co. of Maryland
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1906
Insurance Company of Florida
AUeged violation of VA Code § 38.2-1300
Old Colony Life Insurance Co.
For ^rproval of an assumption of reinsurance agreement pursuant to VA Code § 38.2-136.C

INS9402S4 Andrew Gemeny and Son Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1822 and 38.2-1812
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INS940255

MCA: MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION-AUDITS

Montgonwry Mutual Insurance Co.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 38.2-1812 and 38.2-1833

MCA940001 Cvetan, Steven and Josq>ht/aCvetan Brothers
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2703 

MCA940002 Horizon Freight Systems Inc.
AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 56-331 and58.1-2708 

MCA940003 Pepsicoinc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 58.1-2700

MCA940004 Eastern Express, Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, et seq. 

MCA940006 Quantum Chemicat Corp, t/a Suburban Propane Division 
AUegedviolationofVACode § 56-331 and58.1-2708 

MCA940007 Ihtiveisal Trucking, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 58.1-2700

MCA940009 Tranqxnt Agency, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, a seq. 

MCA940010 ViaTruddng,Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§58.1-2700, a seq. 

MCA940011 Oliver Tiuddng Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, a seq. 

MCA940012 Don's Trucking Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, a seq. 

MCA940013 Automotion Car Carrier Service, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, a seq. 

MCA940014 Ward,Beiinett, Jr. Trucking Co., Inc.
AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 58.1-2700, a seq. 

MCA940015 Design Time Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, a seq. 

MCA940016 General Electric Tranqxiit^cm Services, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, a seq. 

MCA940017 Wellman, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2703 

MCA940013 American Truck Lines Inc.
For&ihiretopay omitted taxes

MCA940019 American Central Tranqxjrt Inc.
AUeged violation of VACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2703 

MCA940020 Mercer Transportation Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 58.1-2704

MCA940021 CW Campo 1/aCW Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, a seq. 

MCA940022 H C Sims & Son, Inc. Va Sim's Trudcing
AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2703 

MCA940023 AUied Van Lines, Inc.
For refund of motor fuel taxes

MCA940025 Ctmcrete Trucking Service
AUeged violation of VA Code § 58.1-2704

MCA940026 Hydro Group, Inc.
AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2703 

MCA940027 Triad Transpwt Inc.
For fiuhire to pay omitted taxes

MCA940028 C&N Evans Trucking, Inc.
For fiuhire to pay mnitted taxes 

MCA940029 TPL Frei^itways Inc.
For &ihite to pay omitted taxes 

MCA940030 Mural Transport Inc.
For fidhue to pay omitted taxes

MCA940031 Highway Pqjeline Truddng Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708 

MCA940032 Mayflower Transit, Inc.
AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 56-331 and58.1-2708 

MCA940033 DoweU Schlumberger, Inc.
AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708 

MCA940035 Southwest Truck Leasing, Inc.
AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708 

MCA940036 Young Moving & Storage, Inc.
AUeged violation of VACode § 58.1-2700

MCA940037 DSI Transports Inc. #600
AUeged violation of VACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708
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MCA940038 Paccar Leasing Corp.
For refund of motor fuel road taxes pursuant to VA Code § 58.1-2035 

MCA940039 Tiism Specialized Carriers Inc.
AUegtd violation of VA Code § 58.1-2700

MCA940040 H C Sims & Son, Inc. t/a Sims Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, etseq.

MCA940041 CarroU Fulmer & Co., Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700 etseq.

MCA940042 Sanders, Dennis Neil Va Sanders Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940043 Addison Foods Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940045 Trans-American Trucking Service, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708

MCA940046 Trism Specialized Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940047 Jamestown Sterling Corpmation
AUeged violation of VA Code §§58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940048 Ringer Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940049 BiUy M. Arnold Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 58.1-2700

MCA9400S0 Bowen Trudcing, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708

MCA940051 Paccar Leasing Corpcnation
For refund ofmotor fuel road taxes pursuant to VA Code § 58.1-2030 

MCA940052 Mason & Dixon Lines, Inc.
Fch-refund ofmotor fuel road taxes pursuant to VACode § 58.1-2030 

MCA940053 MIC Group, Inc. t/a Goose Creek Transport
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708

MCA940054 Morgan Freigjit, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940055 McLane Conqiaity Inc.
For refund of overpayment of motor fuel road use taxes

MCA940056 Hale, Ridiard M. t/a D&J Hale & Son
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940057 Tango Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940058 Mike Williams Transfer Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940059 Virginia Hiway Inc.
AUeged violation of VACode §§ 58.1-2700, etseq.

MCA940060 May Trudcing Co.
AUeged violation of VACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708

MCA940061 Jack Gray Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of VACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708

MCA940062 Holstcm Steel Services Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708

MCA940063 National Carriers Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940064 Gray Line Express
AUeged violaticm of VA Code §§ 58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940065 Harvey, Olen
AUeg^ violaticm of VA Code §§58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940066 Noble Graham Transport Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VACode §§ 56-331 and 58.1-2708

MCA940067 Gateway Frei^ Systems Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§58.1-2700, et seq.

MCA940068 Smithfield Tranqxntation Co., Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 58.1-2700

MCA940069 Manning Services Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 58.1-2704

MCA940070 EUcaylnc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 58.1-2700

MCA940071 Pcxt Norris Express Co.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 58.1-2700

MCA940072 Crane, Byrd L. and Marvin E. Sr. t/a Crane Brothers 
AUeged violaticm of VACode § 58.1-2700
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MCE940029 Shamtodc Corp, of Virginia t/a Hanover Fabricators
AUeged violatimi of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940030 Hanis, MaishaU C.
AUe  ̂violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940031 Russin Lumber Corporation
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940032 Cross Country Transportation
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11 

MCE940033 Langdon, Graham Malcom
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940034 Gem Mobile Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.U 

MCE940035 Ami Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304 

MCE940036 Executive Limousines Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106, et al.

MCE940037 Owen, Darren E and TiU H. tZa Old English American Farm Venture 
AUeg^ violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940038 Kloke Enterprises Inc. t/a Kldke Transfer Systems
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-317

MCE940039 Rutrau^DaneU
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.52

MCE940040 Pullin's Tours, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.52

MCE940041 2968-8371 Quebec Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940042 Jones, John Henry t/a Jraies Brothers Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE940043 Midway Trartsportation Ihc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE940044 Paiker, Regina Chestnut
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940076 Indian River Spotts Travel
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-292

MCE940077 Steven Corporation t/a Free State Glass Industries Div. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940078 Lazer, Gary Dill
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940079 Rudd, David Nathaniel t/a Dave's Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940080 World Trade Transport of Virginia, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940081 Carrymore Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE940082 Wilburn, Ronald O.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE940083 Native American Trucking Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE940084 Midway Transportation
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE940085 Cross Country Tran^xjrtalion, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940086 Chazco, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE940087 Washington, Elijah M.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE940102 ISE America Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940103 CS Transit Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940104 GDC. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940105 Hostetter, Hany J. t/a Hostetter Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE940106 American Tranqxnt Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11 

MCE940107 Midway TranspOTtation
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11
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MCE940108 Gilford Trucking
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE940109 Muenzer, Joseph G. Jr.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940110 U.S. Refuse Removal, Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940111 Handy Distributors, Inc.
AUeg^ violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940112 William Chester, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11 

MCE940113 Sanchez, Carlos E.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11 

MCE940114 Midiantic Etqness Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940115 P&A Tnidcing, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11 

MCE940116 Midway Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11 

MCE940117 Gray Line Express
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940118 Actimi Movers, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940119 Hudstm. Thomas Clayton Jr.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940120 Brooks Auto Sales
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940121 Smith, Maraida Ktiyt/a. Swede's Moving and Storage 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE940150 Virginia Regional Transit Corp.
AUeged violation o[-VA Code § 56-338.52

MCE940159 Ferwerda, Neil B. t/a Catie Shane Transportation 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE940160 Alan William Transfer Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE940I61 Fleenor Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940162 Sundance, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940163 Sundance, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940164 Brown Packing Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940165 Valjarinc.
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3 A

MCE940166 C.R. Lurry Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940167 Nightingale Trudcing Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304 

MCE940168 Seneca Excavating and Landscaping, Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940169 Valjarinc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940170 Feather Made Mattress Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940171 JSC Concrete Construction Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940172 Glasgow & Son
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940173 Tucker, James Michael
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940174 Executive Moving Systems Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940175 K-Myn,Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940176 Midiantic Etqness Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE940177 Reginiers Refiigerated Express, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11 

MCE940178 Midiantic Express Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11
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AUegpd violation of VA Code § 56-304.11
MCE940180 Pryslak, George t/a Piyslak Tniddng 

AUegedviolaticniofVACode § 56-304.11
MCE940181 Ark Security Co., Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288
MCE940182 Foster's Van Lines and Storage Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8
MCE940183 K&TAUiedVan

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
MCE940219 Dabney, Leonard

AUeged violatimi of VA Code § 56-304.2
MCE940220 Pennsjdvania Break Bonding Co.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2
MCE940221 Smith & Sons Seafood, Inc.

AUegedviolationofVACode § 56-304.11
MCE940222 Midiantic Etqness Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11
MCE940223 Nuckols, Thomas Waverly t/a Tom's Courier Service 

AUeged violatim of VA Code § 56-288
MCE940224 Huss, Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
MCE940225 Merchant's Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Lease Rule 3 A
MCE940226 Huss, Inc.

AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A 
MCE940227 Sharp Trucking Co., Inc.

Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-288
MCE940228 Wariungton, Elijah Moran t/a Wariiington Movers 

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8
MCE940245 March Furniture Manufacturing Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288
MCE940246 Northern Virginia Truthing

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
MCE940247 K^, Martin Eugene t/a K^'s Transput Co. 

AUegedviolationofVACode § 56-304.1
MCE940249 Concerned Independent Tnidcers Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
MCE940250 Narii Finih CongMny

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
MCE940251 Henley, John M.

AUeged violatitm of VA Code § 56-304.2
MCE940252 Hahn Contracting Company

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2
MCE940253 Swanstm, Clarence

AUegedviolationofVACode §§ 56-338.111 and 56-338.106 
MCE940254 Mobile Home Brokers Co.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
MCE940255 Gregory Trucking Con^tany hoc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
MCE940256 Medlin, Henry D. t/a Pete's Custom Auto Service 

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
MCE940257 Warren, David L.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
MCE940258 King George Service Center Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
MCE940259 Chaitgrion Transportation of Massaihusetts, Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
MCE940260 Victus Limited t/a Master Design Furniture

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2
MCE940261 Faisons Wrecker Service Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11
MCE940262 Tri State Casino Touts t/a Tri State Touts 

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.52
MCE940263 Tri-State Casino Touts of Virginia 

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.52
MCE940264 Rojas, Dio&nor Angel

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
MCE940265 Summs Recovery and CoUections Inc. 

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
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MCE940266 Hanlon, Michael T. t/a Automotive Repair Service 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940267 Warco, Inc. t/a James J. Waning Sons 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940268 Hardy & Son Trucking, Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940269 Hanlon, Michael T. t/a Automotive Repair Service 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940270 Dade, Diane M. t/a Gerald O. Jones and Son Moving 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940271 Golden Eagle Express
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE940272 Carroll, Dyson L. Va DL CarroU Trucking 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940273 Hutcherson, Linwood T. Jr. t/a Tommy's Towing 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940274 Candy Candy, Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940275 Coulson, Janies
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940276 Davmar Hauling, Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940277 Heishey, James E.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940278 RC Saveroool CUy Sales Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940279 Walker, Freddie
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940280 Patriot Manufiwtuiing Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940281 Dillard Paper Co. of Richmond Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940282 Richfood Inc.
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A

MCE940283 Fleet Transit Inc. of Virginia
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.36

MCE940301 Hughey, Charles T. t/a Hughey Trucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940302 Sundance Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940303 Luciano Refrigerated Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE940304 Apple House, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940305 Bearden, Harlan J. t/a Bearden & Son Trucking 
AUegedviolationofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940306 Ride's Movers, Inc.
AUegedviolationofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940307 Ride's Movers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCE940308 Ride's Movers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940309 Kenosha Auto Transport Corp.
AUegedviolationofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940310 Baylor Trucking, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940311 Challenger Motor Frei^ Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940312 Transcontinetttal Refrigerated, lines, Inc.
AUegedviolationofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940313 J B Hunt Transport, Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940314 Ranger Transportation, Inc.
AUegedviolationofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940315 MiUer Transfer & Rigging Co.
AUegedviolationofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940316 Sdiwerman Trucking Inc.
AUegedviolationofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940317 Right Way Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940318 M&M Moving Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940319 Poole Truck Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940320 Silver Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940321 Phelps Trucking Inc.
AUe  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940322 Keystone Freight Corpwatirni
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940323 Gribble, Nancy R. Va Gribble Transport
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940324 D&K Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940325 G&B Supply Conqtany Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940326 HUls Stores Co. t/a HUls Department Stmes/HDS Transport 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940327 Putnam Transfer & Storage Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940328 Poole Truck Line Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940329 Apache Transport, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940330 Dart Transit Company
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940331 Transcontinental Refiigerated Lines, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940332 Q Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940333 MuUenax, William Ernest t/a MuUenax Refrigerated Transport 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940334 Ri^ Way Transport, Inc.
AUeged violatian of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940335 Alvey Transport, Inc.
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940336 Shelton Trucking Service Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940337 Gescbwind Cansignment Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940338 Ryder Dedicated Logistics Inc.
AUeged violatian of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940339 McKenzie Tank Lines, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940340 WUey Santte Truck Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940341 Poole Truck Lines hic.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940342 Osborn Transportatian Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940343 Midland Transport Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940344 Poole Truck Line Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940345 Li^EiqjtessInc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940346 Wheaton Van Lines Inc. t/a Wheaton World Wide Moving 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940347 Joule Yacht Tranqxnt, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940348 T.W. Owens & Sons Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940349 Wausau Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940350 I and S Waidwuse & Terminal Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940351 Olin Wootoi Tran  ̂Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940352 Anthony M. Brida, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940353 Windsor Distribution Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940354 Ready Trucking Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940355 Graebel Van lines Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940356 Cherry Knoll Trucking Inc.
Alleg  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940357 D&B Carriers
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940358 Gold Star Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940359 Little, Danny t/a Danny Little Trucking
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940360 Albany Transport, Inc.
AUeg^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940361 Maniscelco, Anthony Michael
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940362 Holmes, George t/a Command Systems Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940363 AJK Truck Service
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940364 Podue Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940365 Sloan, Michael Morse
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940366 Sloan, Midiael Morse
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940367 Forbes Transfer Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940368 HiU Refiigeration Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940369 TJ. Stidham, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940370 Vanspringel, Cosmos Mi Cosmos Truddng
AUeged viol^on of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940371 FWCCInc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940372 Ploof Truck Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940373 Commercial Tran^xjrtation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940374 Deaton Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940375 P&R Tank Lines of Baltimore Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940376 Roadway Etcptess Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940377 Poole Trudi Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940378 Maerdc Container Service Co. Inc. t/a Bridge Terminal Transport
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940379 Bumham Service Company Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940380 Malone Ftei  ̂Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940381 Poole Truck lanes Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940382 Connor, Robert M. Jr., Patrick C. Sr. and Thelma Peters t/a Locust Industries Limited Partnership 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940383 B&D Transport Inc.
AUeged violati<m of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940384 American International Movers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940385 Ready Truddng Inc.
AUeg^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940386 American Wood Fibers of Jessup, Maryland, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940387 Ridifood Incorporated
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940388 Regnteis Refrigerated Express, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940389 Wheaton Van Lines Inc. Va Wheaton Worid Wide Moving 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940390 Pross«,DenwardZ.t/a Prosser's Tniddng 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940391 Mill Creek Equipment Ltd t/a MiU Motor Frei^
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940392 Lawrence Transportation Systems, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940393 Ready Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940394 Fusaro Transportation, Inc.
AUeged viohdion of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940395 Swift Transportation Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940396 J&L Tranqiort, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940397 Buaxmo Trans Conqrany Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940398 Apache Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940399 Southern Pride Trucking, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940400 Combs Frei^ Lines, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940401 Keen Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940402 Carpet Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940403 Carpet Tranqjort Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940404 SUvereagle Tranqxnt Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940405 XTL Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940406 S-N-W Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940407 Hastings, &ic t/a Boston Auto Tranqxitt 
AUe  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940408 D&S Auto Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940409 Covan World-Wide Moving Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940410 GuIfCoast Freight, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940411 Cincinnati Freight Erqieditms Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE9404I2 Trism Specialized Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940413 St Lawrence Freightways Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940414 J&J Freight Systems Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940415 Cote Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940416 Carle Canmex Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940417 Refrigerated Transport Inc. 
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940418 Petry Gray Trucking Inc.
AUeged violatimi ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940419 East Coast Wardlouse Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940420 Hendley Transfer Company
AUeged violaticm ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940421 Les EstabUssement Dubois Ltee.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940422 Patam Transport Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940423 Perdue Transportation Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940424 Weeks, William Hunter t/a Grow Green Fanns 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940425 Sinqison Industries Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940426 Hill Refiigeration Corp.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940427 George Transfer, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940428 Chemical teaman Tank Unes Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940429 Nixon Freight Agency Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940430 Kenneth O. Lester Company
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940431 Collins & Aikman Corp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940432 MiU Ctedc Motor Frei^ Inc.
Alleged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940433 2324-0906 Qudiec Inc. Va Ttemoda Transport 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940434 WDW Tiuddng Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940435 J&B Services Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940436 Sunco Carriers, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940437 Ready Trucking Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940438 L. G. Dewitt Trucking Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940439 East-West Transportation Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940440 Para Marine Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940441 Covered Wagon Train Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940442 Decker Transport Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940443 Pittsburg Fayette Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940444 Penn's Best, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940445 St Lawrence Freightway Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940446 Spindler Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940447 S-N-W Enterprises, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940448 Tri-Lam Tranqxnt Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940449 National Freight Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940462 Shar-Day Trucking
AUeged violaticm of VA Code §§ 46.2-658 and 46.2-660 

MCE940463 Marsak Leasing Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940464 JB Enterprises of Lexington
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940465 Coley, Alfied Sr. Va Yorktown Cab Co. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940466 K F Express Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940467 American Motor Frei^ Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940468 D & D Leasing
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940469 United Truck Service Corp. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
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'MCESAMIQ Edc Miller Transportation Corp.
Alleged violatian of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940471 Via Tniddng Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940472 Universal Express Co., Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940473 Merdunfs Tire
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940474 Rollins, Emanuel Chqipel
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940475 Merdiants Tire
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A

MCE940476 SpeciaUzed Eiqness Inc. t/a Wdbom Transpwt 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940477 Westover Cartage Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940478 Corcorans Traoqiottation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940479 AUied Sjstems Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940480 AUied Systems Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940481 Leaseway Motorcar Tran^xnt Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940482 Carpet Transpcwt Inc.
AUeged violatimi of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940483 GarnffTtuddiiglnc.
AUeged violaticoi of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940484 WUey Sanders Truck Lines Inc.
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940485 Sunland Distribution Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940486 Frito-Lay Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940487 Keen Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940488 Glosson Freigfttways Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940489 Tri-Gas & OU Conqiany Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940490 Swift Transportation Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940491 Monroe Transfer & Storage Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940492 Budchmn Carriers Inc.
AUe^ violation rrf'SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940493 Burris Eiqpress Conqiany
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940494 Foster, Stephanie G. Beavers t/a Sinqily Trucking 
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940495 WiUiams Cartage Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940496 Genmar Industries Inc. t/a WeUcraft Marine 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940497 Magnum Transport Inc. t/a Dakota SCD Magnum Express 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940498 Marine Tran^xnt Inc. of New Jersey
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940499 Covan World-Wide Moving Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940500 RF Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940501 Everett Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940502 Warrior Services, Inc. t/a Wairior'jqir^ 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940503 Flagship Express Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940504 Rick's Movers Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
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MCE940505 Ride's Moveis Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940S13 Presidential Van Lines
Alleged violation of Commission injunction

MCE940514 Triple Lady's Agency Inc. VaT.L Express 
AUegd violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940515 Poole Truck Lines Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S16 Barclay Furniture Canq>any
AUegedviolaticmofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940517 Shoreline Transportation Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940518 Blazer Trude Lines Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940519 Enterprise Products Co. Mii Enterprise Transportation Co. 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940520 Dahlonega Transport Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940521 Deaton Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940522 Gilbert Express Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940523 Varner Truddng Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940524 WW Truddng Congnny
Alleged violatim of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940525 J&J Freight Systems Inc.
AUegedviolatimofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S26 Service Warehouse & Distribution Co., Inc. 
Alleged violatiai of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S27 Universal Am-Cam Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S28 Expedited Transport Inc.
AUeged violation (d'SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S29 Groendyke Tranqwrt Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940530 Mojac Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940531 Prestige Messenger Service Inc.
AUeged violatirm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940532 Dutddand Motor Cooqtany
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S33 L&H Distributors Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940S34 Southwest Liquid Energy
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940535 Myers Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940536 Shoreline Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940537 Brownlee Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S38 Ranger Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940539 Allied Systems, Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940540 Poole Trude Line, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S41 TextUe Trucking ofNew Hampshire Inc. 
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940542 Alan William Transfer Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940543 Exxact Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S44 Good's Furniture & Carpet Transport, Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940545 Tri-Star Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940546 Judy Jones Trucking Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940547 Manhattan Collision Specialists, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940548 Weiner Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940S49 Stevens Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940550 EF Corp, t/a West Motor Fei^ of Pennsylvania 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940551 G&B Supply Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940552 Davis Etqtress Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940553 Bowling Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940554 Miles Trucking Company
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940555 Cargo Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940556 Environmental Tiudcing Co.
AU  ̂violatitmofVACode § 56-304.1

MCE940557 Hennesy, Willie Jr. t/a Atlantic Sc. Pacific Seafood Express 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940558 JC Yeager Va ZeUco Distributing
AUe  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940559 MD Paxson
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940560 AAA Landscaping Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940561 AU Coast Intennodal Services
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940562 Jerry A Good Refrigerated Services, Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940568 Todays Etqness Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940569 C.C. Eastern Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940570 Caigocare Tianqp«tation Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940571 Murrow &iterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940572 Spindler Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940573 Trancontinental Refrigerated Lines, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940574 Mountain State Logistics t/a CC Carriers 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940575 General Electric Tran^xatation Services Inc. 
AUeged violatian of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940576 Cardinal Freight Carriers Inc.
AUeged violatian of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940577 US Art Con^tany Inc.
AUeged vioWon of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940578 Can Am Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940579 Cantinental Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940580 Wisconsin Pacific Express
AUeged violatian of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940581 Independent Freightway Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940582 S.F. Subsidiaty, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940583 Highway Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940584 C&M Foods Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940585 H O Boudiard Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940586 Scratdi Transportation Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940SS7 Family Fisheries Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE940S88 Plantation Confection Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940589 Eli Witt Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940590 Hen’s Motor Ejqness, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940S91 Kress, Jon Hannon t/a Classic Transport International 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940592 Foshay, William Ward Va Analock Farm 
AUeg^ violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940593 Chemical Specialties Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940594 R&A Transport
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940595 Shippers Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940S96 Brown Packing Co. Inc.
AUegrf violation VACode § 56-304.1

MCE940597 DaUaire & DaUaire Construction Co., Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940598 J&J Fiei^ Systems, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940599 Used Car Transporter Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940600 Coale Trude Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940601 PLTIntermodallnc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940602 Chefs Tranqjort. Inc.
AUeged vioWon of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940603 Patterson Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940604 Barna Transpmtation Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940605 Landair Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940606 Akins Trucking Services Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940607 Chartton Transportatiem Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940608 Southern Freig^ Inc.
AUe  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940609 FenneU, Lee A. Va Lee A. FenneU Tnidcing 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940610 Riggins Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940611 Wiley Sanders Truck Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940612 Flynn Transport, Inc.
AUeged viohOion of SSIR Sec 1023.5(e)

MCE940613 Blue Line Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940614 D J King, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940615 Marway Systems, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec 1023.5(e)

MCE940616 Pottle's Transportation, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940617 Alan William Transfer Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec 1023.5(e)

MCE940618 Carpet Tranqxnt, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE940619 Ohio Transport Corp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940620 Matlack, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940621 Goodway Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940622 Highway Transport, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSm Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940623 Keen Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940624 R&JTnidi&Auto Body Inc. t/aR&JTrudcing
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940625 Rainliee Trucking Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940626 Thompson, Richard W. t/a R W Thonqson Trucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940627 Wisconsin Express Lines
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940628 Schwerman Trucking Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940629 Mural Tran^ Inc.
Fnr tn pay fimfttpd tMVftg

MCE940630 Reatbr, Willing & Able Frei^ Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940d31 Ri^WayTian^Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec 1023.5(e)

MCE940632 Robert Dewitt Trucking Ltd
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940633 Cheetah Transportation Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940634 Euro Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940d35 Macway Trudcing Inc.
AUe  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940636 Century Cargo Express Cmp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940637 H O Bouchard Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940638 Bigbee Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940639 Blatfs Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940640 Hale Intermodal Trucking Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940641 638428 Ontario Ltd t/a Bhiewato- Brokerage & Tranqxntation 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940642 Ostrom, Robert H. d/b/a Ostrom Trud^
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940643 Equipement Loutd Montreal Ltee.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940644 FDC Tranqxat Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940646 Henri Stau&o Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940647 A&P Transportation Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940648 Cotten, James R. t/a James R Cotten Trucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940649 Quality Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940650 Cox, Kenneth Ralph t/a C and F Trucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940651 Kahoe Petroleum Co. Inc.
AUeged violatiwi ofVA Code § 56-304.1

MCE9406S2 CMS Tranqxntatiffli, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940653 WUson Mushrocan Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940661 Proof Movers Inc.
AUeged violatioi of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940662 Quick Move Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940663 Stanley, Mark A. t/a Carolina Furniture Interiors 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940664 Ready, Willing & Able Frei^ Inc.
AUeged violatim of VA Code § 56-304.1
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MCE940665 Jones, John Henry t/a Jones Brothers Trucking 
AUeg^ violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940666 Hot Rod Express Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940667 Hoskins, Janie t/a Johnson Trucking
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940668 Rouse, Terry Caroll t/a T. Rouse Transport
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940669 Patterson, Marie E.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940671 Douglas, Dennis L.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940672 Reliable Shippers Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940673 (Quality Tour Transport
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.52

MCE940674 Harold's Moving Ud.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE940675 Pierce, Rickey Allen t/a Triange Recovery
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940677 Gambrel, (Henn A. and Wayne E. t/a Gambrel Transport 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940678 Isomat, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940679 Sundance Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940680 Cordero, Tony B. t/a TC Transport
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940681 Ponto, Samuel A., Sr.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940682 Tim Hegwood Motor Company Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940683 CarroU Fulmer & Company Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940684 T.W. Owens & Sons Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940685 Morristown Driver's Service Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940686 International Transit Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940687 MofiBtt, Steven Craig Va SC MofiBtt Trucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE94O688 Tajdor, Arnold D. Va Taylor Trucking Co. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940689 Harland Etqrnss Inc.
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940690 Oceanic Ltd., Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec 1023.5(e)

MCE940691 Curtice Bums Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940692 Matlack Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940693 Ttansuslnc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940694 Cardinal Freight Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940695 Ltaited Van Lines Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940696 Beef Trans^rort Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940697 FDC Tranqwrt Inc. of New Jersey t/a FDC Transport Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940698 HMH Motor Service Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940699 Alan Ritchey Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940700 Transcontinental Re&igerated Unes, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940701 Poole Truck Unes Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940702 Poole Truck Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSm Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940703 At Tx Tn Express Inc. t/a Alt Express
AUeged violation of SSK Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940704 DDI Traiqxntation Inc.
Alleged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940705 Cassens Tranqxnt C<»iq>any
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940706 Golden State Foods Corp.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE940707 Larabee D. t/a Larabee Trucking
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940708 AUen Freig^ Trailer Aidge, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940709 Dex Tranqxsrtation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940710 Supervalue Tranqxirtation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940711 Meehan. MidiaelT.Va Atlantic Coast Van Lines 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940712 Home Dqwt USA, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940713 Frederick Transport, Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940714 Vance Trudcing Conqiany, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940715 Subutban Trude Brokers, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940716 Allied Signal Tran^xjrtation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940717 DonneU Trucking Conqiany, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940718 Cote Carriers, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1035.5(e) 

MCE940719 Poole Trade Unes, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940720 Down East Transpent Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940721 MiUer Transporters, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940722 Berry Tranqiort, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940724 Dallaire & DaUaire Construction Co., Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940725 Gatsby Transportation, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940726 Classic Carriers, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

NiCESWlTI Brago Tran^xnlation, Inc.
AUeged violation (tf SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940728 Newton Agri-Systems Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940729 CSX Intermodal, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940730 Tran^xxt Corp of America Inc.
AUe  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940731 Southern Frei^ Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940732 Conoco Inc.
AUei  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940733 Riggins Tran^mt Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940734 S. J. Bear, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE940735 Guardian Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE940736 Covan Worid-Wide Moving, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE940738 Tak Tracking, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
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lACE.9A07i9 Counby Home Bakery, Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940740 Pounders, Dwigiit David
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940741 United Van Unes, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940742 Pepsico Inc. A North Carolina Corp. Va PFS Div. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940743 Playtex Family Products Corp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940744 Prophet, Charles CUftcm Vi Prophet Trucking Co. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940745 Liquid Transfer Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940746 ISchneidInc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
Dryden OU Co. Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940748 Blue Mack Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940749 Pyle Transport Services, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940750 Sil vereagle Transport Inc.
AUeg^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940751 American Intermodal Service Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940752 United Van Lines, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940753 Ringer Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940754 DDI Tran^xwtation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940755 Kris's Trude Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940756 DDI Tran^qxwtation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940757 Ready Trucking, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940758 Decker Transport Co. Inc.
AUeged violatiim of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940759 Gilbert Ejqrress Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940760 WUlis Shaw Frozen Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940761 Missouri Nebraska Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940762 Wilfong, Dewey L. t/a D&W Truck Lines 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940763 Anderson Trucking Service Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940764 Wolgemuth, Doyle Lynn t/a Doyles Towing & Transporting 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940765 SNE Tranqxntation Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940766 F&W Tran^iort Conqrany Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940767 WUson Mushroom Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940768 International Transit Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940769 Eastern Shore Warehousing Inc.
AUeged violatirm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940770 Asap Unes Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940771 Bilodeau, Michael S.
AUeged violation of VA Code sections

MCE940781 Portzen, Patrick A.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940782 Bevaid Brothers Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
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MCE940783 Capitol Milk Producers Co-Op Inc. t/a East Coast Ice Cream Div. 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940784 Family Excavating Inc.
Alleg^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE940785 Conoco, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE940786 Carpet Transport, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940787 United Van Lines, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940788 EE Operating Corp t/a West Contract Services of Pennsylvania 
Allegol violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940789 WH Johns, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940790 Trinity Industries Transpcatation Inc.
Allege violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940791 Blankinship, Olen t/a Blankinship Transportation
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940792 T.W. Owens & Sons Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940793 KLLM,Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940794 Shenandoah Motor Express, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940795 Silverea^e Tran^xnt Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940796 Dutchland Motor Conqtany
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940797 Royal Transport Inc.
AUeged violation <^SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940798 Pro Source Services Corp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940799 Sanders, Hetman
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940800 Double D, Inc.
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940801 /^iadieTtaq>ortInc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940802 Ota J. Stevenson Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940804 PTL Intermodal Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940805 Anchor Motor Freight Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940806 AG Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940807 Baltimore International Warehousing Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940808 D & D Tranqxjrtation Inc.
AUeged violatim of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940809 Family Excavating Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940810 Family Excavating Inc.
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940811 Baltimore Irrtemational Warehousing Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940812 Roger Kahl Trudcing Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940813 A. C. Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940814 Home Depot Usa Inc.
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A 

MCE940815 Task Tturddng Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940816 WarwidcTranqxatlnc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940817 RF Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940818 SUvereagle Tranqrort Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940819 Frito-Uylnc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940820 C J PFettyman Jr. Trucking Co.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940821 Wilson Mushroom Co. Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940822 Trans-States Lines Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940823 Yadit Transport of Delaware Valley, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940824 Harold ShuU Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940825 H&S Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940826 Gettelfinger, Donald J. t/a Gettelfinger Farms 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940827 OU J. Stevenson Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940841 Talon Protective Service Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940842 Coastal Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940843 Empire Tranqxrrt Co. Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940844 Nosesian Bros. Auto Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940845 CMS Transportation Services Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940846 Leaseway Mohnoar Transport Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) ■ 

MCE940847 Ranger TranqrortatiQn, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940848 Southwest Tranqioitation Co.
AUe^vioIaticmofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940849 Advanced Distribution Systems, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940850 Poole Truck Lines, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940851 PGT Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940852 Coast Refrigerated Trucking Co. Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940853 Interstate Transit Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940854 Harriman Bros. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE940855 Levy Transport Ltee.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE940856 Quidc Freigfrt, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940857 T.W. Owens & Sons Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940858 Maverick Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940859 West End & Hub Spring Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940860 American Trude Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940861 HaUmart Distributors Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940862 Weatherholtz, Harry Va W&W Truddng
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940863 Clean Harbors of Kingston
AUeged violatiim of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940864 iAIiRfiT Ontario Ltd. Va BMD Transportation 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940865 Tri-BInc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940866 Cattqr Trudcing Inc.
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940867 Independent Freigjitway, Inc.
Allied violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940868 A&H Tiucking Co. Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940869 Ri^itway Express Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940871 Reifi^ Menno Hoover
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940872 Logistics Express Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940873 BaitldMug^ Leonard D. Mi LDB Trucl^
AUeged violatitm OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940874 Tennessee Truck Lines Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940875 Logistics Express Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940876 Horizon Frei^ Systems Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE940877 Sanders, Dennis Neil t/a Sanders Trucking 
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940878 Ghost Transport Corp.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940879 Sensenig, Harold Marvin t/a Marhee Trucking 
AUeged violation Of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940880 National Car Rental Systems Inc. t/a L^ Lease Div. 
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940881 J Williams & Son Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940882 Pryor, Frederick M. Jr. t/a Pine Tree Farms 
AUeged violation of VA Code $ 56-304.2

MCE940883 Delucia, Louis
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940900 Lucia Specialized Hauling Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940901 Daily Express Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940902 Perfetti Truddng Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940903 Commodity Carriers Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940904 Anderson Potato Co. Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940905 Steptoe, Geofihey J. t/a Abbey National Transprntation 
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940906 United Parcel Service Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940907 Genoal Nutrition Corporation
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940908 Kennon Fanns Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940909 Mixson, Thomas A. and Deborah A. t/a Mixson Truddng 
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940910 Oiemical Leaman Tank Lines Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940911 Rice, Robert J. t/a Immdcalee Trucking 
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940912 Forward Express Truddng Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940913 RoUins Tran^rortation Systems, Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940914 Who Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940915 AUied Systems Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940916 AUied Systems Ltd.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940917 Equity Tranqxxtatim Co. Inc.
AUeged violatian of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940918 Siqier Transport Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE940919 Martin Trucking Co. Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940920 McLau^ilin Transportation Systems, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940921 Transport Damaco International Ltee.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940922 R.E.M. Transport, Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940923 Line-Haul Xpress Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940924 A&L Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE94092S Harvey, Olen
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940926 Legend Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940927 Horida Yadit Movers Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940928 Ritter, Clair E. t/a SunnjdiiU Farm Tracing
AUeg^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.3(e)

MCE940929 Omni Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940930 Paul's Trucking C<wp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940931 Taylor Moving & Storage Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940932 American Red BaU Transit Co. Inc. t/a Red BaU Express Div. 
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940933 Forward Express Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE940934 Carter, Jerry Wayne t/a AUstar Trucking
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.3(e)

MCE940933 Mufidiy, Walter C. Jr.
AUe  ̂violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940936 BrayliaU Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 36-304.1

MCE940937 Steele, Thomas W.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940938 Suburban Truck Brokers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940939 Devito Diesel Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940940 Atlantic Transfer Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940941 Plain'N Fancy Kitchens, Inc. t/a Plain & Fancy 
AUeged violatitm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940942 Square Deal Demolition Inc.
AUeged violatitm ofVA Code § 56-288 

MCE940943 Pullin's Tours, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.52

MCE940944 Hines, Ranald M.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940945 Cavalier Farms Inc.
AUeged violatitm of Lease Rule 3A

MCE940946 TraveUng Eagle Ltd. t/a Blue Ridge Sedan Service
AUeged violatitm of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111:1 

MCE940947 Ross, Lloyd S. Va Cost Less Movers
AUeged violatitm of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE940948 Regency Moving & Storage Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940949 HoUywood Limousines Inc.
AUeged violatitm of VA Code § 56-304 

MCE940950 Brown, Anna G.
AUeged violatitm of VA Code § 36-291.1

MCE940931 Highsmith, Keith
AUeged violatitm of VA Code § 56-291.1

MCE940932 Rainbow Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940953 American Dream Limousine Service, Inc. 
AUeged violatitm of VA Code §§ 56-338.107 and 56-338.115
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MCE94O954 Dream Date Company, The
AUeged violation of VACode §§ 56-338.106 and 56-328.111 

MCE940955 Jones, Willie Josqih
Alleged violatim of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940956 Kaynak, Nusret
AllegedviolationofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940957 Dugan Transport Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940958 EMS Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940959 Tropical Plant Etqness 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940960 Neaihy Eggs Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940961 Davis, Sandra Marie
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-291.1

MCE940962 Fitts, Emory A. Sr.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-291.1

MCE940963 Onslow, WiUiam Minnis Jr.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-291.1

MCE940964 Road Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940965 J.R.C. Tianqiortation Inc.
AUeged violatitm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940966 Evans, Paul E. Va Paul's Refuse Service
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940967 Evans, Paul E. Va Paul's Refuse Service
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940968 Moss Trucking Co., Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940969 Aim Tran^wrt Inc. t/a Aim Transport
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940970 Bonus Transportation Inc.
AllegedviolationofSSIRSec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE940971 Trail Transportation Corp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940972 Chemical Waste Management Inc. t/a CWM Tranqmrtation 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940973 M& A Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE940974 Dove Mushrooms Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940975 DDI TranspcHtation Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-304

MCE940976 D&M Bus Co., Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-338.52

MCE940977 Presidential Van Lines
AUeged violaticm of VA Code sections

MCE940992 T & N Van Service Congiany Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE940993 Allas Van Lines, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940994 A Golden Tout* Express Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940995 J R C Transportation
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940996 Gulf Shore Moving & Storage
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940997 GWC Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940998 Rosenbergers Cold Tranqxnt Ihc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE940999 Gilmore, Edward L. Jr.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941000 Towner, Valerie d/bZa Budget Moving System
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE941001 East Potomac Tours
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-338.52

MCE941002 Js Charter Service Inc. t/a Jones Tranqmrtation 
AUeged violaticm of VACode § 56-338.52
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MCE941003 Congressional Umousine
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ S6-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941004 Celebrity Limo & Chauffer Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941005 Regency Limousine Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941006 Regency Limousine Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941007 Arch Aluminum & Glass, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941008 Delaware VaUey Cartage Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941009 Parry Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941010 Eastern Waste Industries Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941021 South Frei^ Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941022 Sundance Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941023 Dysart's Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941024 Joseph Eletto Transfer Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941025 Cal-Cleve Limited t/a Dot Line Tranq^rtation 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941026 717857 Ontario Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941027 Custom DeUveries Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941028 Dick's Trudcing & Leasing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941029 Don-Lou Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941030 Ridiards, Kenneth G.
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941031 DDI Transpmtation. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941032 Noithem Neck Transfer Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941033 Sun Tex Tranqxntation Services, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941034 U Bundi Va Bunch Truck Lines
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941035 Steve Mox Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941036 Kevin Byers Leasing & Rental Tranqxnt Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941037 Cargo Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941038 Hale Intermodal Trucking Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941039 Hahn Transportation Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941040 Turner, Roger Lt/a Turner Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941041 Trawick, Jean C.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941042 Allstate P^rer Ccnrqrany Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941043 Qierty, Tommie Lawrence
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941044 Shearer, Keith A.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941045 Webber, Timothy VaAdawn Express
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE94I046 Narramore Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941047 Look, Kerry B. Va Look Trud^ 
AUeg^ violation of VA Code § 56-304.2
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MCE941048 Nothing But Tiudcs
Alleged violation of VA Code § S6-304.2

MCE941049 Health Care Supplies Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941050 R&EHaulingCo.Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-289

MCE941051 Chase, Chailes Frank
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941052 (Hiareeb, Nassib H. Va Priority Limo
AUeged violaticm of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111:1 

MCE941053 Lester. Hoyd L. Jr.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941098 ExideCoip.
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A

MCE941099 Ricfafood Incorporated
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A

MCE941100 TyPniitt Trucking Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941101 Crews Enterprises
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941102 Barrios, Oscar Enestot/a Barrios Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941103 Mavroidakos Petros t/a PM Enterprises Regd.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941104 Whitaker, CariVa Whitaker Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941105 Bridgett, Swanee t/a Bridgett Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941106 Wri^ James E.
AUeged violatian of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941107 Newington Concrete Group
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941108 Virginia Regional TratKit Corp.
AUeged violation c^VACode § 56-338.52

MCE941109 Thor Transportation Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-338.52

MCE941110 Nortii American Van Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941111 Askin Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941112 Transcontinental Refiigerated Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941113 Hogans Transfer AStcmge Corp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941114 Nestle Ttanqxrration Congrany
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE94I115 Munson Ttanqxwtation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941116 E.L Kane Intennodal Tranqxnt, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941I17 Cerrtral Tranqmrt Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941118 Lakeside Warehouse & Tranqxntation
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941119 Stohzfos, John Marie t/a Southern Ttans^
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941120 Fridgen Trucking Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941121 White, Gary t/a East End Moving
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941122 Winkler, Tony M. and Gregg, Tim K.VaT&T Enterprises
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941123 TharoughbredTran^rnttaticmlnc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941124 Black &SUver Bulk Carriers Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941125 DashieU, Douglas T.VaDashieU& Son Trucking
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941126 Atkinson Trucking Co. hjc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE941127 System 81 Express. Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941128 Paid Arpin Van Lines Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE941129 Crewe Transfer Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941140 Mayflower Transit Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941141 C.A. Perry & Son Transit Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941142 W. F. Bums Trucking Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941143 Bundi Transport Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941144 Bullet Trucking Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941145 Hmizon Freig^ Systems Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941146 Landis Leasing Inc. Ma. Indian Valley Eiierprises 
AUeged violatimi of SSIR Sec 1023.5(e)

MCE941147 Joseph Land & Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941148 West Point-Pepperell Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941149 BuUders Transport Inc.
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941150 Onirdiwell, Glenn Va G.O.C. U
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941151 Truboy Freight Intematiraial Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941152 International Transit Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941I53 La Rochelle Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941154 Swanson Boat Transport Corp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE9411S5 CBSEtqnessInc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941156 General Transportation Systems 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941157 Deckel's Produce Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941158 Manning, Robertt/aR&JTrucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941159 Cox, Joseph Thomas Jr.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941160 CaroUna Transit Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941161 Pittnian,MaryVaMPTtudcing
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941162 A&HEtqiediting
AUeged violatirm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941163 Turner, Roger kVa Turner Trucking
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941164 Rick's Movers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941165 Hides Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941166 Correia, Antonio Sergio
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304 

MCE941167 Barrios, Oscar Ernesto t/a Barrios Trucking 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941168 Harvey, Scott T. Va Jesco Transport 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941169 Priority One Services Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE941170 Carter, Gerald L.Va J. Carter
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE941171 J D Equipment Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2
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MCE941172 Raiitz,KennethW. and Margaret Ann t/aRantz Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE941173 Fafaid,GiUesVa Location Fa&idEnr.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941174 SubuittanTiudcBfokeRlnc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941175 Ray's Nursery Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE941176 Hayden, Paul L. t/a Ainetican Pride Towing & Transport
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941 \n HTC Corporation Va Ja Blast of Virginia
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941178 American Real Estate & Insurance Agency Inc. t/a American Professional Movers 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE941179 Rodgers, Michael Dwayne
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE941180 Poole, Michael W. t/a Eagle Towing 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941182 C^itol Moving & Storage Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941183 Sprint Couriers Inc.
AUeged violatitm of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941184 Hollywood Limousines Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941185 Hollywood Limousines Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941186 Myrick, William L.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

- MCE941187 Smith, William Jerold t/a J & J Trudting 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941188 Heart Rentals & Repairs Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE94I189 Waste Management of Maryland Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941190 Vincent, Ray t/a Ray Vncent Pine & Straw
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941191 P&ATruddnglric.
AUeged violation ofVACode § 56-304.11

MCE941192 Smitb, Ronald Garfield t/a Able Limousine Service
AUeged violation ofVACode §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111

MCE941193 Mark VnTrudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941194 Mayflower Transit Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941195 Kazaaes, Timothy E.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941196 Heart Rentals & Repairs Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941197 Houston, Robert V. t/a Houston Transptntation
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941198 Nanamore Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941199 Robin Hood Container Eiqpress Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941200 Olari, Danut t/a Choice Express
AUe  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941201 Swift Transportation Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941202 TMG Eiqiress Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941203 Joseph J Corbisiero Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941204 Thompsons Towing Service Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941205 Berner Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941206 AlUed Systems Ltd. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941207 PTL Intennodal Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE941208 Economy Transport Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941209 Swift Transpoitatitm Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941210 Trucking Specialists Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. I023.S(e)

MCE941211 Merdiants Home Delivery Service Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941212 Pritchett Trucking Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941213 Western Etqtress Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941214 FreymiUerTrudcinglnc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941215 Mountain State Logistics
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941216 Artic Coastal Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941217 PTS Investments Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941218 Timely Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941219 Key Motor Lines
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941220 837853 Ontario Inc. T/A Northland Carrier
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941221 KBTInc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941222 O. F. Barnes Trucking Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941223 Annett Holdings Inc. t/a TMC Tran^xittatian Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941224 R&REtgiress
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941225 W M Johnson Truck Lines Inc.
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941226 T M Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941227 Otto Brick & TUe Worics Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941228 Trail Tranqxntation Corp.
AUe  ̂violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941229 Penn's Best Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941230 Lend Lease Trucks Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941231 Walker. Curtis Gflbert t/a C Walker Trucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941232 Fly One Properties Inc.
AUeged viohdion of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE94I233 HoUday Sales Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941234 Nash Finch Corrqwny
AUe^ violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941235 DuUes Airport Loudoun Taxi &, Limousine, Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941236 Williamsburg Limousines Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941237 Reston Limousine & Travel Service, Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941238 Charles C Edwards Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941239 Hoar-Hakkenson Leasing Co. t/a Alexandria Diamond #502 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941240 Hoar-Hakkenson Leasing Co. t/a Alexandria Diamond #502 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941241 Laser Courier Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941242 Geda, Fisseha t/a Ethio Limousine Service 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
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MCE94I243 J N Entoprises Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941244 MUlis,TimM.
AUeg^ violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941245 Diplomat Limousine & Livery Service, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941246 Supreme Limousine Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941247 Astro Cycle Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941248 Denison Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE94I249 Sunnyside Trucking Inc.
Alleged violation of NA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941250 Sunnyside Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941251 Maersk Container Service Co., Inc. t/a Bridge Terminal Transport 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941252 Vincent, James
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941253 Denison Truddng Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941254 Simmons Company
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941255 California Limousine Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111

MCE941256 WeUington, Torrey J. t/a WeUington Coach
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.52

MCE941257 RMAChauffered Transportation
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941258 BuUer, Donald S. Jr.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941259 Smith, Ronald Garfield t/a Able Limousine Service
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941260 Lewis, Zachairias Hilton d/b/a Lewis Funeral Home
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941261 Kirk, Anthony W.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941262 Crystal TranqXJrtation Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941263 Personal Motor Car Service
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941264 First Class Presidential Umousine Service
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941265 Morse, Midiael
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941266 Keller Transportation Inc. t/a KeUer Bus Service
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941267 Tajdor, CUfion C. Jr. t/a Ridnnond Retail Furniture DeUvety
AUeged violation oTNA Code § 56.288

MCE941268 Belvidere Fanners Exchange Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941269 Reston Limousine & Travel Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56.304

MCE941270 Hutchings Equipment Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941282 Automotive Madiine & Repair Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941283 Ford Pile Foundations Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941284 A&A Towing Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941285 Long, James T. Jr. t/a Country Club Service Center
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941286 Hot-Z Food Marts Inc. t/a Hot-z Transport Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941287 Right Way Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941288 CatneU Rivets Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE941289 Ditomas Enteiprises Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941290 Cospito, Leigh Va 4 C Transportation
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941291 Titan Etqness Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941292 V.AS.T. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941293 Parent, Dale t/a Parent Transportation
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941294 Roe, James E.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941295 C&S Ejqptess Corp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941296 Parent, Dale t/a Parent Transportation
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941297 Donnelly Fanns Ltd.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941298 C.M.B. Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941299 Mohasco Upholstered Fumitore Cop. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941300 Jackson & Johnson Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941301 Sun Rise Trucking Express Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941312 Kleins Moving & Storage, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941313 Turner Trucking Inc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941314 Reston Limousine & Travel Service, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941315 Suburban Truck Brokers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941316 Supreme Limousine Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941317 Patterson, William F. Jr. t/a BiU Patterson Trucking 
AUeged violatira of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941318 Dawn Limousine Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941319 Moran Limousine Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941320 Tuckers Funeral Home Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 58-338.111 

MCE941321 Jordan, Margaret t/a Baines Limo Service
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 58-338.111 

MCE941322 Best,VidcyL.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941323 Adventure Limousine Services Ltd.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941324 Choudhiy, Muhammad A.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941325 Galebach, WUliam L, t/a M^le Grove Towing 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941326 White Rode DistiUeries Inc. t/a Lawrence & Con^iany 
AUeged violatini of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941327 Keen Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941328 Transport Damaco Intematitnial Ltee. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941329 MeroU Enterprises Inc. 
AUeged violatiiHi of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941330 C&C Trucking of Duncan Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941331 Action Moving & Storage 
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941332 Sun Coast Freight Inc.
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941333 Garden Spot Distributors 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2
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MCE941334 Mason Moving & Storage Company
ABeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE941335 Shalap, David M.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941336 OrifBn, Clinton Lee
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941337 Brown, Andrew M. t/a Andrew Limousine Service
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941338 Zalazar, Oscar R. t/a Peru Travel Services, Inc.
AUe^ violation ofVA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941339 Hand, Trade
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941340 Montgomery Sedan Service
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE94I341 Charles, Ian Garrick t/a Oiarles Limousines
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941350 Braswell, Andre t/a Braswell's Moving* Delivery Service 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec 1023.5(e)

MCE941351 DDl Transportatini Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941352 Ptyslak, Geor^ Va Pryslak Trudcing
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941353 My«s Trudt Leasing Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941354 Pride Movers Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE9413S5 Hioenix Motor Express Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941356 Scout Trucking Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941357 Phelps Trucking Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941358 Hittman Transport Services Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941359 Schwerman Trucking Conq>any
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941360 Farmington Freight Iik.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941361 Buehler Lumber Co. t/a Pennsylvania Hardwood 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941362 T.W. Owens & Sons Trucking Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941363 Lee .^rparel Co. Inc., Thet/aLeeCanq>^
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941364 Haigler Trucking Conqrany
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941365 Gay, Willie Jr. Va Satellite Trucking
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941366 Shaw Tranqxnt Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941367 Containerport Group Inc.
AUeged violatioh of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941368 North Star Distribution Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941369 Wolfe Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941370 Sensenig, Harold Marvin t/a Marbee Trucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941371 Herring, Caroline E.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941372 Ricks, Darryl Lamont t/a Commoitwealth Movers 
AUeg^ violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE941373 Sky Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941374 Powers Construction Inc.
AUeged wolaticm of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941375 Hayden, Paul L. t/a American Pride Towing & Transport 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941376 M&R Taxi Con^iany Inc. t/a Blue Top Cab 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
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MCE941377 Arlington YeUow Cab Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941378 D&NCabInc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941379 Intonadtmal Bedding Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941380 Dodson, Bob d/bZa Dodson International Parts
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941381 Leviton Manufacturing Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941382 Severt Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941383 Tacc International
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941384 New Bakery Ctm^any ofOhio Inc., The
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941385 Encotech d/b/a Carbon Service Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941386 Mike Granger Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941387 Mediteranian Fish Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941388 Ryan, Kimberley A. t/a Southern Distributors
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941389 Wey Trans Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941390 Great American Van Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941391 Paper Cutlers Inc.
Alle  ̂violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941392 Pontino, Rocco and Pcmtino Rocco Jr. t/a Pontino Trucking
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941393 Caro-Cris Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941431 Presidential Van Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of Commissian injunction

MCE941432 Thompson Brothers Inc.
Alleg^ violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941433 M.T.I., Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941434 Can Am Transport, Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5 (e)

MCE941435 EE Opoating Corp, t/a West Contract Services of Pennsylvania 
AUe  ̂violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941436 AnnM Holdings Inc. t/a TMC Transportation, Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941437 Suttles Trude Leasing Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941438 D&L Products, Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941439 Kaolin Mushroom Farms Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941440 Kessler Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941441 Jones Motor Company Inc.
AUeged violation OfSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941442 Silver Line Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941443 Swanson Boat Transport Corp.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941444 Jag Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941445 Tri-Star Transportation Inc.
AUegedviolation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941446 Victory Express Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941447 Dart Transit Co.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941448 JTD Transport of New York, Inc.
AUeged violation ofSSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE941449 AUied Systems Ltd.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE9414S0 Ranger Transportation, Inc.
Alleged violaiton of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941451 Thompson, JeflF t/a Thonqtson Transfer 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941452 AJA Transportation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941453 Southeast Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941454 Commercial Transpmtation Inc.
AUeged violation SSIR Sec. 1023.3(e)

MCE941455 V M Trucking Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE9414S6 Pre Mix Industries Inc. t/a PMI Trucking Co. Div. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941457 Everyvdiere Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE9414S8 Spring Grove Tranqxnt Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE9414S9 KenLQngTrtt(kingCo,Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941460 Tart, Earl D. Jr Va Tarts’s Towing
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941461 GSNTrudtingCorp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941462 Roberts Ejqpress Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941463 Ellington Manufacturing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941464 RUey Truddng Co. Inc.
AUeged violaUon of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE94146S Woodruff Tnidcing Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941466 Idiefal Cairias Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941467 Atlantic Coastal Truddng Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941468 Astro Courier Service Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941469 James A. Turner Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE941470 Smith Transport Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941471 Patterson Tranqxnt Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941472 Dahlonega Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941473 RigJrtwayXpress Inc. Va Piedmont Co., The 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941474 Ri^itway JBpress Inc. t/a Piedmont Co., The 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE94147S Unifiinc.
AUeged violaticm of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941476 Atlas Van Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941477 Williams, Wylie R, Va WyUe R WiUiams Truddng 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941478 Pike Transfer Company Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941479 Ridil, Elmer S. Va Riehl^ Transport
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941480 Whitlow, Joy Lem Va Whitlow Auto Crushers 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288 

MCE941481 Granja Contractile Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941482 Perry, Thomas Woodard
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288 

MCE941483 Crook, Arthur L. Va A Lee's Delivery Service 
AUeged violatim of VA Code § 56-288
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MCE941484 Summit USA Land Development Cotp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288 

MCE94148S Dominion Earthwoik Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941486 H&H Distributing Co. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941487 Pint Colony Homes Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941488 SuppUes UiUmited Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941489 Ferebee & Son, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941490 Burton Lumber Corporation
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941491 Moody Logging Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941492 Cee & Bee Enterprises Inc. t/a Charley's Crane Service 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941493 SmaUs, George t/a George Transport 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941494 Hyde, Charles Russel Va R-B Hyde & Sons Trucking 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE941495 Mia Transport Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE941496 River City Enterprises Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE941497 Transportation Management Services, Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.52 

MCE941498 Transportation Management Services Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.52 

MCE941499 Harrison Moving & Storage
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941500 Parker, Edward Eugene tZa Mike Parker 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304 

MCE941501 Dubrook Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304 

MCE941502 Hudgins, David Wayne
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941503 Dominion Earthwork Inc. 
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A 

MCE941545 Gross, Richard Samuel t/a Salty Dog Express 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941546 Windley Trucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941547 Ridenhour Supply Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941548 D & L Products Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941549 Northstar Service Ltd. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941550 Maverick Transportation Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941551 AUegheny Plant Services Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941552 Merdiants Moving & Storage Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941553 2102673 Nova Scotia Ltd. t/a Blue Mule Transport 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941554 Southern Freightways Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941555 Justice, Doug and Detridc t/a Just-Us Trucking 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941556 Noijas Trucking Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941557 Knezevic, Elliott t/a Sunshine Freight Services 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941558 Floyd E. Baker Trucking, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941559 B G Morrissey, Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE941560 Doyle, Shirley Am t/a 4-D Enterprise 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941S61 Sdmmadier.JainesA.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941562 BuUders Transport Inc.
Alleged violation of SSm Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941S63 Quality Carriers Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941S64 School House Transport Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941S6S Rail Head Transfer Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941S66 H & R Plants, Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941567 East Coast Motor Freight Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941568 Guy M. Turner Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941569 Taylor, Clifton C. Jr. t/a Richmond Retail Furniture Delivery 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941570 L.L. Carter, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941571 Owen, Ronald WiUiam
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941572 Armitage, Patricia J. t/a P. A.T.S.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941573 Suburban Trude Brokers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941574 Fleenor Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941575 Hofifinan, Lawrence Alvin t/a LTR Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941576 Ridenhour Supply Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941577 Bullock, Ronald R.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941578 John J. Hess U, Inc.
AUeged violatiim of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941579 Petty, Thomas Woodward t/a Petry's Trucking Co. 
AUeged violatim of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941580 Self Ronald Wayne t/a Ronald Self Construction 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941581 Southern Maryland Restoration Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941582 Blakeman, Michael E.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941583 Team Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941584 Three C Trucking Conqiany Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE94I585 Gene & Son Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941586 T.A.T. Tranqxntation Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941S87 Down East Trucking Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941588 GiU, Raymond W. HI Va R. W. GUI HI Trucking 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941589 Cropper, Peggy A t/a Croppers HauUng
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941590 L-Wood Inc. Southern Pine Specialists
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941S91 Donovan, RidiardR. t/a Donovan's Excavating 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941592 Star Concrete Construction Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941593 Larry Davis General Corrtractor Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941594 Paricer, Edward Eugene t/a Mike Parker 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304
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MCE941595 Owen Corp.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941596 Wilson, WilUam Kean
Alleged violation oTVA Code § 56-304

MCE941597 Foster's Van Lines & Stoage Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941598 Duffield Hauling Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941599 Hayden, Paul L. t/a American Pride Towing & Transport 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941600 Chopper Erqrress Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941601 Wilson, William R. t/a Wilson Trucking
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE94I602 Ronnie E. Parker Trucking Co., Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941603 KW Reese Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941604 Ward Bennett Jr. Trucking Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941605 Woolard, John Taylor
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941606 Jones, Frank Algena t/a Jones Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941607 Jones, Frank Algena t/a Jones Trucking
Alleged violation of Va Code § 56-304.1

MCE941608 Wood, Claven A.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941609 Chamberland, Thomas
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941610 Agricultural Commodities Inc.
AUeged violatioi of NA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941611 2628-4877 Quebec Inc. t/a Normandin Transit Enr.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941612 James D. BaUey Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941613 Fatruggio's Bristol & Philadelphia Auto Erqness Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941614 Aqrhalt Paving & Construction Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941615 S & S Nurseries Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941616 Wilkerson Wood Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE9416I7 Concrete Services of Enqxtria Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941618 Kerns Diteinise
AUeged vioiation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE9416I9 Mitchell, George H. Ma MitcheU Landscaping & Garden Center 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941620 Al Shirley & Srms Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941621 Lois Land Works Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941622 Trowbridge Steel Co. Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941623 MechanicsviUe Concrete Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941624 Bost Construction Co. Inc.
AUeged violatimi of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941625 Morals Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941626 GRCInc.
AUeged violatim of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941627 Ash, Leroy
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941628 Howard Brothers Contractor Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941629 Spring VaUey Concrete Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2
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MCE941630 Leonaid-Splaiiie Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § S6-304.2

MCE941631 BeUTran^Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941632 Beltway Paving Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941633 A. B. Veirs & Sons Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941634 Hale,BanyL
AUeged violatim of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE94163S GradaU Specialists Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941636 Quality Trailer Products Coip. t/a QuaUty Trailer Products of Florence 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941637 Stevens, Elizabeth t/a Interstate Asphalt
AUeged violation of Va Code § 56-304.2

MCE941638 Precision MUlworks Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941639 Virginia Lumber & BuUding Materials Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941640 Eureka Van & Stonge Co. Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE941641 Atlantic Transfer Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941642 Wolf Contractors Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941643 Potter Movers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941644 Wilson, Wiliam R. Va Wilson Trucking 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288 

MCE941645 James, Weldon Lee
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE941646 Blackwell, Richard
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.11

MCE941647 Pope Transport Co. of Virginia
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941648 Mansfield OU Co. of GainesviUe Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.26

MCE941651 Reynolds Metals Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941652 Auto Brick & Title Works Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941659 LUy Transportation Corp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941660 Automotive Restyling Components Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941661 Braswell, Andre Va BrasweU's Moving and Delivery Service 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941662 CR&G Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941663 t^Uo Transportation SpedaUst Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941664 Bestway Ttan^ Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941665 Smiths Moving & Storage Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941666 Powell & Stokes Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941667 ChappeU, Lloyd Gene
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941668 Canoodiee Tranqxtrt Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941669 BesI Transfer Co., The
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941670 Ledfwds Tire & Truddng Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE94167I Miller Transfer & Rigging Co.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941672 AUied Pallet Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A
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MCE941673 Contractor Yard Inc. Ma. Lowes of Roanoke #50 
Alleged violation of Lease Rule 3A 

MCE941674 Young Etqtress Inc.
Alleged violation of Lease Rule 3 A 

MCE94167S Crewe Transfer Inc.
Alleged violation of Lease Rule 3 A 

MCE941676 Katcef Brothers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE94XiTJ Commercial Truck Leasing Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941678 Layden, Henry E.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941679 Wise, Jefi; William A. and Shirley S. Va B. F. Wise & Sons 
AUe^ violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941680 Commonwealth Wood Preservers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941681 Neff&NeffInc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941682 Wanoi Trucking Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-289

MCE941683 E. V. WiUiams Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941684 Or-Growinc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941685 C & S Towing Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941686 Carey HaU Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941687 Jiroc-Bundy Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941688 Bedford MobUe Hone Movers Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941689 Continental Petroleum & Energy Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941690 Summit USA Land Development Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941691 Reston Limousine & Travel Service, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941692 Chambers Waste Systems of Virginia Inc. t/a Bay Disposal Co. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941693 Craft Forklift & Material Handling Service Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941694 Whelan, Timothy D.Va KT H Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941695 Clark Transfer & Storage Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941696 Zuber Limousine Service Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941697 Coley, Alfred Sr. Va Yorktown Cab Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941698 Neff* Neff Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941699 Marlin Manor Motel Corp. Va Petty & Sons Construction 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941700 Traittum, Lance GordonVaT&M Trucking 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941701 S.W. Rodgers Company Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941702 Perfect Solution Inc., The
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941703 King, Antonio H. Va AH King
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941704 Griffin Industries Inc. (KY)
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941705 H& J Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941706 Gregory Trucking Co., Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941707 Earl W. H. Mercer & Son 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
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MCE941708 River City Entaprises Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE941709 Wood, George M. Estate of
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941710 Hill, CariVaR&R Furniture
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941711 Hill, Carl Va R & R Furniture
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941712 Hill, Cart t/aR&RFuraiture
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941713 Tidewater Construction Cotp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941714 United Beverage Co. of Virginia Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941715 Mr. Concrete, Incorporated
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE94I716 City Ice Company
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941717 ZPIInc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941718 Southwestern Container Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941719 Inland Container Corp.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941720 Bradley, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941721 MechanicsviUe Concrete Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941722 Shenandoah VaUey Press Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941723 Hediinger Congiany Inc.
AUeged violatim of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941724 H & J Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941725 H& J Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE94i726 Carey HaUEnler]»ises Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941727 Carey HaU Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2 

MCE941766 Algfaussain, Waleed K
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941767 Crown Trariqiott Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941768 Carson Farms Trucking Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941769 Serge Lemay Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941770 Ennis Corporation
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941771 Mayflower Transit Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941772 City Transport Con^tany Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941773 North American Van Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941774 Fleet Carrier Cotp.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941775 Meehan, Midiael T. Va Atlantic Coast Van Lines 
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941776 Grqxxx-Redman Inc.
AUeged \dolation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941777 Paul Arpin Van Lines Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941778 Den-L-Trans Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941779 Cody Etqtress Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941780 New-Con Transporation Inc. 
AUeged violation of SSm Sec. 1023.5(e)
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MCE941781 Singer Transport Inc.
Alleged violiition of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE94I782 Univeisai Am-Can Ltd.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE94I783 Transport E Asselin & Fils Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941784 S & H Ejqpress Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE9417SS Ivey, Gary t/a Ivey's Towing & Transport 
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941786 Jordan Etqiress Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941787 Thomas Transport System Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE941788 CanqtbeU, Sqthus
AUe^ violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE941789 Bullard, Josqdiine Langdor
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e)

MCE941790 Hufi&tidder, Donis Ray and John Ray
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.S(e) 

MCE941791 Caipet Transport Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941 l<yi Men at Work Moving & Storage Inc.
Alleged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941793 Gaudette Madiineiy Moveis Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e)

MCE941794 Ronnie E. Parker Trudcing Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941795 Byrams, Jevester
AUeged violation of SSIR Sec. 1023.5(e) 

MCE941796 MiUer, Edward R.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941797 Siddig, Moawia H.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941798 Quesenberry, Gieogory K.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941799 BeU Brothen
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304 

MCE941800 Lee, John Akira
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941801 Barrett, Earl T. Jr. tZa Barrett & Barrett Trucking 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941802 Allas RoU-Off Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941803 Ibrahim, Mohamed A. t/a Arlington Blue Top Cab 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941804 D&NCabInc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941805 McDonald, John Wesley II
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-288

MCE941806 Vandy Farms Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941807 Flecker Contraction Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941808 JDS Transport Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941809 Statewide Trudcing Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941810 Executive Moving Systems Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304

MCE941811 O'Neal, Clarence Va O'Neal Tracking 
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941812 Armwood, Dwight Devone t/a D.A. Tracking Co. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941813 Gouge, Willard Jr.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE941814 Haddock, Tommie Davis
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1 

MCE941815 Brajkovich, Brylen
AUe  ̂violation of VA Code § 56-304.1
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MCE941816 Gaiy Renshaw Trucking Inc.
Alleged violatian of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941817 Transport Pacha Inc.
AUeg^ violatitm of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941818 Arrow Moving Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941819 Roman, Ronald A.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941820 AAA Automotive Transport
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941821 E. Gordon Transpmt Co. Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941822 Miles, Carl
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941823 Tranqxrrtation Logistics Inc.
AUeged violatiQnofVACode § 56-304.1

MCE941824 Expwt Transport Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941825 Nortcm, Terry t/a Norton Trucking
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941826 Amtote International Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.1

MCE941827 Most Health Services Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE94I828 Araujo, Arthur t/a Arthur Construction Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941829 United Foundations Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941830 Clark, BiUy Curtis t/a Clarks Automotive Salvage Co. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941831 Dawkins, Rotha Joyce Xtz Your Treasure Furniture 
AUeged violation ofVA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941832 Owen SteU Company Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941833 Associated Materials Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941834 Norcraft Companies Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941835 Precision Transfer Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941836 Zachariah, Shaw
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941837 NewDistrict AU Star Utility Co. Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941838 J & J Trash Removal Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941839 Amsco Sterile Recoveries
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941840 Ira Watson Co.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941841 S & S Service Center Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941842 Mangum, Kenneth Sidney
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-304.2

MCE941843 Custcnn Packaging Inc.
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A

MCE941844 Exposaic Industries Inc. of Virginia
AUeged violation of Lease Rule 3A

MCE941845 Foster's Van Lines & Storage Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE941846 Fairfax Transfer & Storage Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE941847 Presidential Van Lines Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-338.8

MCE941848 Atlantic Limousine Inc.
AUeged violaticm of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941849 Sparks, Reginald
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111 

MCE941850 S Sc. T Enterprises Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 56-338.106 and 56-338.111
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MCO: MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION-OPERATIONS

MCS: MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION-RATES AND TARIFFS

MCO940321 Sumo-Container Station Inc.
Fot payment of tax by bad diedc

MCO9403S6 Pauley. Edsel A. t/a E. A. Pauley Hauling
Failure to replace bad check and remit $25 penalty 

MCO940469 Dees, Inc.
For payment of motor fuel road taxes

MCS930183 Wingfield, Thomas W.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS930184 Reston Limousine & Travel Service, Inc.
For certificate as a special or charter patty carrier by motor vehicle

MCS930185 Menhanfs Delivery Moving & Storage Inc., Transfer and Kloke Movers, Inc., Transferee 
To transfer certificate as a household goods carrier HG-282

MCS930186 American Air Transport Inc.
To transfer household goods certificate No. HG-373

MCS930187 S&T Enterprises Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS930188 Mid-Atlantic Charter Service Inc., Transferor and Sun Line of Virginia, Inc. Transferee
To transfer portion of charter party carrier certificate No. B-386

MCS940001 O'Halloran Inc.
For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes

MCS940002 Supreme Limousine Service of Virginia, Inc.
Fes' certificate as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle

MCS940003 Robinson, Michael G. t/a Snow Express
For certificate as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle

MCS940004 Arlington Limousine Service Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940005 Jack's Launch Service Inc.
For a proposed rate increase

MCS940006 Hoar, Robert R.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940007 Moody, David Eric
For cCTtificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940008 United Parcel Service
Fcnmal complaint concerning rate increase

MCS940009 Fleet Transit Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-338.36

MCS940010 Williams Bus Lines, Inc. Transferor and Laidlaw Transit (Virginia) Inc., Transferee
To transfer certificate as a special or charter party carrier No. B-376

MCS940011 Thompson, Walter t/a T&T& Associates Limo Service
AUeged violation of Commission order issued 10/16/91

MCS940012 Jonah, ChidiadiE.
AUeg^ violation of Commission order issued 10/16/91

MCS940013 Seto Ski Ventures, Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940014 Moore, Robert E. t/a Bay Point Associates
AUeged 'violation of Commission order issued 5/29/92

MCS940015 HoUywood Limousine, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940016 BiUups, Donna M.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940017 Smith Mountain Lake Cruises Inc. t/a Blue Water Cruise Co.
AUeged 'violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940018 Corporate Tranqxntatiai Network, Inc.
For suqjension of certificate No. LM-176

MCS940019 Aytes, Harvey Mark t/a Executive Sedan Service
For fiulure to file required information

MCS940020 Metropolitan Coach Corp.
For canceUation of certificate Nos. B-173 and S-45

MCS940021 Capitol Drivers Rental Service Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940022 Stephens, Robert Ashby
For canceUation of certificate No. HG-339

MCS940023 McLean Limousine Company, The
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940024 Uni-Ameri-Can Ltd.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
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For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940039 Reynolds Transfer & Sfewage Inc.

To amend certificate as a household goods carrier No. HG-419 
MCS940040 Special Interest Leasing Co. Inc. d/b/a Carrington Limousine 

To amend certain certificate as a limousine carrier No. Lm-76 
MCS940041 Access Limousine Service Inc. 

For certificate as a limousine carrier 
MCS940042 Gold Star Tours Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940043 Ground Transportation Specialists, Inc. 

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940044 Piedmont Transportation Inc. 

Fot certificate as a petroleum tank truck carrier
MCS940045 Mom, Lezard D.

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940034 K And J Limousine Service Inc.

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940035 Pyle, Barbara P. Va BP Tour & Travel

For license to brtdcer transportation of passengers by motor vehicle
MCS940036 Jones-Sumblin, Earva Lee t/a"Grup" Opportunity Travel Service Inc. 

To transfer of certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940037 Perstmal Limousine Excursion Inc. 

For cotificate as a limousine carrier 
MCS940038 Sflco Incorporated

MCS940025 CMC Inc.
Alleged violation of Commission order issued 8/19/93

MCS940026 Murphy^ Services, Ltd.
AUe^ violatitm of Commission order issued 11/4/93

MCS940027 George Family Group, Inc.
For suspension of limousine certificate No. LM-130

MCS940028 PoweU, Leah W.
For cancellation of executive sedan certificate No. XS-69

MCS940029 Waha, Midiael H. Va Luxiny Umousine
To lift suspension of executive sedan certificate No. XS-S8

MCS940031 P D Q n, Inc. t/a Cardinal Touting Associates 
For cancellation of certificate No. B-140

MCS940032 Quality Tour Transport Inc.
For certificate as a special or chatter party carrier by motor vehicle 

MCS940033 Mossaid, Abdallah

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940046 Coital Limousine, Inc.

Fw certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940047 HoweU, Marvin t/a Howell Limousine Service

Alleged violaticm of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940048 Hale, Ronald W.

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940049 Rutrou^ Datell

For cotificate as a qtecial or chatter party carrier by motor vehicle 
MCS940050 Aardvark Tranqx»tation Services, Inc.

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940051 Elegant Tranqxnt Inc. t/a MTs Luxury Limousines 

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940052 Aardvark Transportaticai Services, Inc.

For certificate as an executive sedan catrio'
MCS940053 Aytes, Harvey M. t/a Executive Sedan Service

For fidlure to file required information
MCS940054 Frien&hip Tours Inc.

For cancdlation of certificate No. B-133
MCS940055 AHtginia Coadi ConqiatQr

For suspension of certificate No. LM-IOO
MCS940057 Wariiii^ton-Dulles Tran^ioitation, Ltd.

For certificate as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle 
MCS940058 America Limousine Service Inc.

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940059 Ghannam. Sabri M.

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940060 Kim, Tae Gomn

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940061 Hannon, Raymond H. t/a Frederidcsbutg Limousine 

For certificate as a limousine carrier
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For certificate as as a limousine carrier
MCS940081 Groome Tranqxntation Inc.

For removal of restriction (2) on certificate No. P-2533
MCS940082 Maslowski, Robert t/a Fantasy Limousine

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940083 Fox, Melvin t/a Urban Transportation of Virginia

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940084 Alpine Limousines of Tidewater

For cancellation of certificate No. LM-177
MCS940085 HudnaU, Elvin

For cancellation of certificate No. LM-222
MCS940086 Tri State Casino Tours Inc. of Virginia

For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle
MCS940087 Franklin Charter Bus Inc.

For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over regular routes
MCS940088 Beverly, James H.Va Beverly Hills Limo: 90210

For cancellation of certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940089 Royal Limousine, Inc.

For cancellation of certificate as a limousine carrier No. LM-236
MCS940090 Al's Radio Cabs Inc.

To transfer certificate No. P-2405
MCS940091 Al's Radio Cabs Inc.

To transfer certificate No. B-226
MCS940092 Gulfstream Limousine Company

For certificate as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle
MCS940093 CEI Executive Services Inc.

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940094 True Kit Inc.

Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940095 Elite Limousine Service

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940096 Mathis, WiUiam D.

For cancellation of certificate as a limousine carrier No. LM-129

MCS940062 Elegant Limousine Service Inc.
Fen- certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940063 Bowman, Norton M. m
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940064 Ex Parte: Rules and Regulations
For amendment to household goods rules and regulations

MCS940065 G&G Transportation Inc. Transferor and Linkous Christian Tours, Inc., Transferee
To transfer portion of certificate as special or chatter party carrier by motor vehicle No. B-386 

MCS940066 Mid-Allantic Charter Service Inc.
To amend certificate as a special or charter party carrier No. B-386

MCS940067 Metropolitan Limousine Service Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940068 Dream Date Company. The 
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940069 Absolute Limo and Ticket Service, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940070 Apple Valley Limo L.C. 
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940071 Welch Services Inc. t/a White's Limousine
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940072 Hume, Bob
For certificate as a special or chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle

MCS940073 Land Cruises Inc.
For canceUation of certificate No. LM-122

MCS940074 Kirk, Anthony
For canceUation of certificate No. LM-245

MCS940075 Prison Visitation Project
For license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle

MCS940076 Meacham, Uoyd R.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940077 Black-Ty Limousine Services Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940078 Nite Life Marina Inc.
To transfer limousine carrier certificate No. LM-264

MCS940079 Ex Parte: Rules and Regulations
For adoption of rules and regulations governing supervision, control and operation of petroleum tank truck carriers

MCS940080 Washington Coach Company
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To expand service territory as common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle
MCS940131 Moses, Morris Jf.

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940132 Jef&ey Charles & Associates Inc.

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940133 Airport Sedan, Inc.

To amend certain certificate as a limousine carrier No. LM-145
MCS940134 Classic Coaches Limousine Service, Inc.

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940103 Professional Limo Service Inc.

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940104 Traveling Eagle Ltd. Va Blue Ridge Sedan Service

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940105 BulifiutLPaulA.

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940106 Roane, Ronald S.t/a Capital City Travel Agency

Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940107 Bristol-Jenkins Bus Lines Inc.

Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940108 Reinaldo, Alberto A.

Fm- cancellation of certificate No. LM-233
MCS940111 Zuber Umousine Service Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940113 Hoar-Hakenson Leasing Co. t/a Diamond Executive Transportation 

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940114 BSC Corporation

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940115 American Eagle Limousine Inc.

For certificate as a limousine carrier
MCS940116 Judah, Saul

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier 
MCS940117 Reate. Florencio A.

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier 
MCS940118 Carter, Robert T.

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier 
MCS940119 GUes, James H. Jr.

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940120 Executive Sedan Management Services, Inc.

Fw certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940121 Larodie Enterprises Inc.

For certificale as a common carrier of passengers by motor vdiicle over irregular routes
MC8940122 Hudson, Francene E.

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940123 Faitfix Coadi Lines, Inc.

For certificate as a qrecial or diarter party carrier by motor vdiicle
MCS940124 Winn,NeenaG.

For canceUatimi of limousine certificate No. LM-227
MCS940125 Jones Transfer Moving & Contract Hauling, Inc.

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940126 Four City Tours, Inc. t/a Corrten^orary Travel 

Alleged violatirm of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940127 Crawfoi^ Gene Rodney t/a Rodney’s Littjo Service

Fm- certificate as a lirtxMstne carrier
MCS940128 Sdt,atenda

AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
MCS940I29 Precious Cargo Children's Transportation Service, Inc.

Fen- certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle
MCS940130 O'HaUoran.Inc.

MCS940097 Executive Limousines Inc.
For certificate as i limousine carrier 

MCS940098 Global International Umousine Services Inc. 
For certificate as a limousine carrier 

MCS940099 Woodward, Randy Eugene 
For certificate as a limousine carrier 

MCS940100 Ricks, Charles M. Jr. t/a Classic Limousine 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300 

MCS940101 University Limousine Inc. 
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300 

MCS940102 GourchaL Fouad El t/a "La Promenade-
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MCS940135 Chabathula, John t/aR J Executive Sedan Service
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940136 YeUowbiick Road Ltd.
For license to broker the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle

MCS940137 Imani Tours Ltd.
For certificate as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle

MCS940138 Tidewater Touting Inc.
For certificate as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle

MCS940139 Upscomb, Russell Allen t/a Classic Limousine Service
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940140 Neon Limousines Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940141 Long, David t/a Long’s Limousine Service
For certificate as a limousine canier

MCS940142 Occasion Unlimited Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940143 Republic Portsmouth Storage Corp.
For transfer of interstate authority No. HG-162

MCS940144 Magyar Transport Corporation Transferor and Sunset Transport, Inc., Transferee
To transfer certificate as household goods carrier No. HG-442

MCS940145 CEI Executive Services Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940146 First Limousine Service of Virginia
Alleged violation of VA Code § 36-300

MCS940147 National Limoositte Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940148 Unlimited Limo Inc.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940149 Coach Stop Limousine Service Inc., The
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940150 Mays, Dan O.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940151 Connell, L. Shelly Va Kid Taxi
For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle over irregular routes

MCS940152 Cental City Limousine Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940153 Allen, Bruce G.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940154 Kids Connection Inc.
For certificate as a common carrier of passengers over irregular route

MCS940155 In Style Limousine Ltd.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940156 Martin Thomas McLaugfilin Inc.
For certificate as a qiecial or diatter patty carrier by motor vehicle

MCS940I57 Univetsal Coach Touts Inc.
For certificate as qrecial ot chatter patty carrier by motor vehicle

MCS940158 Dima, Karim t/a Executive Sedans
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940159 Bowles, Jeffrey
For certificate as an executive sedan canier

MCS940160 AbdaUa,MagedM.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940161 Mossaid, Abdallah
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940162 Erwin, Linda G. and Samuel R. Jr. t/a L & S Limousine Service
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940163 Packett, Michael R. t/a Victory Lane Touts
For Ucense to hxdcerthe tran^ortation of passengers by motor vehicle

MCS940164 Reston Limousine & Travel Services, Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan canier

MCS940165 Eutsler, Garland T. n and Cairns, Ronald L. Ma. Limousines of Shenandoah 
For certificate as a limousine canier

MCS940166 Pratt, Gary L.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940167 Celebrity Limousine & Chauffeur Service, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine canier

MCS940168 Martens, Linwood A.
AUe^ violatiim of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940172 Renaissance Limousisie Inc.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 56-300
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For certificate as a common carrier of passengers by motor vehicle 
MCS940184 Ultimate Limousines, Inc.

For cancellation of certificate Nos. LM-270 and XS-97
MCS940I8S Bassa, Hamza K.t/a International Guest Services

For certificate as an executive sedan carrier
MCS940186 MAS Services, Inc.

For cancellation of limousine certificate No. LM-213 -
MCS940188 Shenandoah Tours Inc.

For cancellation of ^recial <a charter party carrier certificate No. B-279 
MCS940189 Virginia Coadi Lines Inc.

Alleged violation ofVA Code § 56-300

PUA930032 United Tel^hone Conqiany
For authority to advance fimds to affiliate. Sprint Corp.

FUA930033 Central Telephone Co. of Virginia
For aufiiotity to loan/advance fimds to parent. Sprint Corp.

PUA940001 Lhiited Telephone-Southeast
For apinoval of service agreement with Sprint Mid-Allantic Telecom

PUA940002 Central Telephone Co. of Vir^
For approval of proposed service agreement with affiliate

PUA940003 C&F Telephone Co. of Virginia
For auttiority to reimhufse affiliate

PUA940004 C&PTel^hone Co. of Virginia
To participate in filed contract with Bell Atlantic Network Services, Inc.

PUA940006 Clifton Forge Waynesboro Telephone Co.
For approval to amend affiliatftg agreement

PUA940007 Virginia Natural Gas Inc.
For authority to contract with affiliate for intermediate tarn gas supply services 

PUA94(KM)8 Bell Atlantic-Virginia Inc.
For renewal contract with BADG for {diotoconqiosition services

PUA940009 SydnorWaterCorpand Wilderness Water Utilfty Associates
For authority to transfer utility assets

PUA940010 Shenandoah Telephone Con^any
For qiptoval of agreement

PUA940011 Potcanac Edison Con^aiqr, The
For aUthcnity to of utility

PUA9400I2 Virginia Natural Gas
For authority to into aerial patrol agreement

PUA940013 Potomac Edison Company, The
For approval to enter into tax allocation agreement

PUA940014 Potomac Edison Company, The
For approval of service agreement

PUA940016 Virginia Electric & Power Co.
For approval of agreement with affiliates

PUA940017 Lhiited Cities Gas Co.
For ai^noval of real property lease agreement

PUA940018 Aljdia Water Corporation
For authority to transfer utility assets

MCS940173 Rdimart, Ann M.
Alleged violation of VA Code § 56-300

MCS940174 Pyle, Barbara P.Va BP Tour and Travel
Alleged violation of Commission order in Case No. MCS940035

MCS940175 Recreational Concepts, Inc.
Alleged violation of Commission order in Case No. MCS920147

MCS940176 Howell, Marvin t/a Howell Limousine Service
To transfer certificate as a limousine carrier No. LM-141

MCS940177 Tess Travel & Conference Services, Inc.
Alleged violation of Commission order in Case No. MCS930158

MCS940178 Reserved Royal Rides Inc.
For certificate as an executive sedan carrier

MCS940179 Crystal Coaches limousine Service, Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940180 Fitzgerald, Malcolm H. Transferor and Mac's Moving & Hauling, Inc., Transferee 
To transfer certificate as a household goods carrier No. HG-448

MCS940181 At Your Service Limousines Inc.
For certificate as a limousine carrier

MCS940182 Roberts Tours, Incorporated
For certificate as a special or charter party carrier by motor vehicle

MCS940183 V.LP. & Celebrity Limousines Inc.
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PUA940033

PUA940043

PUA940052

For qjproval of an operator services agreement with Carolina Telephone and Telegraph Co.

PUA940019 Deltnarva Power & Light Company
For qiproval of lease of certain facilities from afiSliate

PUA940020 Shawnee Water Conqiany
For authority to transfer facilities to Twin Coves Water Works, Inc.

PUA940021 Potomac Edison Conquror, The
For authority to dispose of utility assets

PUA940022 CAP Suffolk Water Company
For approval of acquisition of water system

PUA940023 United Telephone-Southeast
For approval to provide telemarketing services to

PUA940024 Central Telephone Co. of Virginia
For authority to loan or advance funds to parent. Central Telephone Co.

PUA940025 Potomac Edison Conqiany, The
For approval to enter into emission allowance management agreement

PUA940026 Central Telephone Co. of Virginia
For authority to obtain administrator processor network services from affiliate

PUA940027 United Tel^hone-Southeast Inc.
For authority to obtain administrator processor network services from affiliate

PUA940028 Commonwealth Gas Services Inc. and Commonwealth Propane Inc.
For approval of transfer of utility property

PUA940029 Appal^hian Power Company
For consent to and qqiroval of modification of existing inter-company agreement with affiliate

PUA940030 Potomac Edistm Conqrany, The
For consent to and ^qnoval of modification of existing inter-company agreement with affiliate

PUA940031 Smith Mountain Water Co. and Stripers Landing Comprehensive Property Owners Association, Inc.
For authority to transfer utility assets

PUA940032 Virginia-Ametican Water Co.
For approval of lease agreement with affiliate
Brandi Wine 'tlaia Ltd.
To purchase assets of Five Lakes Water System from Oak Hill Farms

PUA940034 LDDS Communications Inc.
To acquire control of Wiltel, Inc., Wiltel of Virginia, Inc. and for sqqiroval of related transactions

PUA94003S Central TelqAone Co. of Virginia
For qqiroval of service agreement with Sprint/Uhited Management Co., affiliate

PUA940036 BeU Atlantic-Virginia Inc.
For authority to continue to provide increase in billing services

PUA940037 Southwestern Virginia Gas Co.
For authority to enter into affliiatA transactions

PUA94003S Virginia Natural Gas Inc.
For authority to dispose of public utility assets

PUA940039 Virginia Natural Gas Inc. and CNG Energy Services Corp.
For amendment to authority to contract for winter peaking service

PUA940042 Tidewater Water Co.-Isle of Wight and Aqua Systems, Inc.
To convey certain assets to Isle of Wight Co.
MFS Cornmimicatimis Co. Inc.
To acquire Virginia MetroteL Inc.

PUA940044 Dehnarva Power Alight Conqiany
For qqnoval of cmiqiany^ purdiase of common stock of Conowingo Power Co. and related matters

PUA94004S Central Telephone Co. of Virginia
For rule to show cause for apparent violations of VA Code § 56-77

PUA940046 Central Telqhcme Co. of Virginia
For authority to advance fimds to affiliate. Central Telephone Co.

FUA940048 United Telephone-Southeast Inc.
For authority to advance funds to affiliate. Sprint Corp.

PUA940049 Appalachian Power Conqiany
For authority to merge subsidiary into parent

PUA9400S0 Old Dominion Electric Cocqierative
For authority to dispose of and to acquire utility assets
Reston Lake Anne Air Conditioning Corp.
For approval of affiliate agreement

PUA9400SS Central Telephone Co. of Virginia
For authority to amend and extend directory publishing agreement with Cendon

PUA940056 Central Telephone Co. of Virginia
For approval of warehousing and distribution agreement and purchase arrangement with North Supply Co.

PUA940057 GTE South Inc. and GTE Telecom Inc.
For approval of affiliate agreement

PUA940058 Battery Park Atesian Water Co.
To convey certain assets to the Isle of Wight County, VA

PUA940059 Central Telephone Co. of Virginia
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PUC940021

PUC940036

PUC930035 ContelofVirgiiiiaWaGTE
To inq>ieineiit community calling plan in GTE Virginia exchanges Richmond/Lynchburg lata

PUC930037 AT&T Communications of Virginia, Inc.
To withdraw An^our Virginia with card discount service

PUC940001 Lyndiburg Cellular Joint Venture and Century Lynchburg Cellular Corp.
For cancellation of certificate and issuance of new certificate

PUC940002 Virginia RSA 3 Limited Partnership
To amend certificate for addition of cell site in Hillsville

PUC940003 Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc.
To implement local calling plans in C&P exchanges in Roanoke and Culpeper latas

FUC940004 Bell Atlantic-Virginia, Inc.
To implement local calling plan in West Point exchange

PUC940005 Bell Atlantic-Virginia Inc.
To inplement extended local service from Christiansburg to Alum Ridge exchange

PUC940006 Eastern Telecwn Corp.
For alleged violation of Commission rules for pay telephone instruments located in the Commonwealth

PUC940007 BeU Atlantic-Virginia Inc.
1993 Amwfti infomiatiOTa] fiHng

PUC940008 Central TeleiAone Co. of Vir^nia
1993 Afwnml mformational filing

PUC940009 Contel Of Virginia
1993 Anmiiii infarmational filing

PUC940010 GTESoufli
1993 Annual informational filing

FUC940011 United Telephone-Southeast
1993 Annual informatirwial fihxig

FUC940012 BeU Atlantic-Virginia Inc.
To implement local calling plan in exchanges in Norfolk lata

PUC940013 Mid Atlantic Paging Conpany
Fm cancellation of existing certificate and issuance of a new certificate to Firstpage USA of Virginia Inc.

PUC940014 RichmmidCeUular Telephone Co. and RCTC Wholesale Co.
For issuance of certificate as a cellular mobile radio common carrier and for cancellation of certificate

PUC940013 MCI Telecommunications Corp, of Virginia
For authority to offer non-taiiffed competitive pricing arrangement

PUC940018 Access Transmission Services of Virginia, Inc.
For certificate to jnovide inter-lata/interexchange telecommunications service in Virginia

PUC940019 BeU Atlantic-Virginia, Inc.
To implement extended local service finm Enon, Hopewell, and Petersburg exchanges

PUC940020 Pactel Paging of Virginia Inc.
To amend certificate to reflect new corporate name
BeU Atlantic-Virginia, Inc.
To implement extended local service from Culpeper exdiange to Sprint/Centel's Washington, Virginia exdiange

FUC940022 BeU Atlantic-Virginia, Inc.
To implemern extended local service from Cumberland to Arvmiia, Buckin^iam and Dillwyn exchanges of Centel

PUC940023 BeU Atlantic-Virginia, Inc.
To implement extended local service from Bethia, Midlothian, Powhatan, and Richmond exchanges to Amelia Teleihone Corp.'s Amelia 

exchange
PUC94002S Virginia RSA #4 Inc.

To acquire certificates of Virginia RSA #S, Inc.
PUC940026 BeU Atlantic-Virginia, Inc.

To implement local calling plan in Cape Charles exchange
FUC940027 BeU Atlantic-Virginia Inc.

To implement local calling plan in Hanpton, Newport News, Peninsula, and Poquoson exchanges
PUC940028 BeU Atlantic-Virginia Inc.

To implement local calling plan in WiUiamsburg exchange
PUC940029 Contel ofVirginia, Inc. d/b/a GTE Vitpnia

To irtplement extended local service firom Gloucester exdiange to King and Queen exchange
PUC940030 t^rginiaCeUular Limited Partnerdiip

To amend certificate for new ceU site expanding Richmcmd CGSA
PUC940031 Contel Cellular of Richmond Inc.

To amend certificate for new ceU site expanding Roanoke GSA
PUC940033 Virginia RSA 5 Limited Paitneisbp

To amend certificate fix new ceU site expanding Rural Service Area 5
PUC940034 t^rginia CeUuIar Limited Parlnerdiip

To amend certificate for new ceU site expanding Norfolk, Virginia Beach, and Portsmouth CGSA
AT&T Communications of Virginia Inc.
To withdraw AT&T 800 Plan E

PUC940037 BeU Atlantic-Virginia Inc.
To implemern extended local service fiom Roanoke exdiange to Roanoke and Botetourt Telephone Conpany*s Fincastle exchange
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PUE930071

ded local service fiom Lynchburg exchange to Centel's Altavista exchange
PUC940039 Ben Atlantic-Virgi  ̂Inc. 

For approval of revised taiiffi
PUC940(M0 Southwestern BeU Mobile Systems, Inc. and Suburban Cellular, hic.

Fot reissuance of certificates
PUC940041 H&W Investments

For rule to diow cause for violation of rules for pay telephone service and instruments
PUC940042 BeU Allantic-yirginia Inc.

To implement extended local service fiom Staunton to Raphine exchange
PUC940043 Central Telephone Co. of Virginia

To inclement extended local service fiom Charlottesville exchange to BeU Atlantic-Virginia's GordonsviUe exchange
PUC940046 Bell Atlantic-Virginia Inc.

To implement extended local service fiom Roanoke exchange to Bedford exchange
PUC940047 BeU Atlantic-Virginia Inc.

To inqilement extended local service fem Roanoke exchange to Centel's Burnt Chimney exchange
PUC940048 GTE South Inc.

To implement extended local service between Capron and Courtland exchanges
PUC940049 Eastern Telecom Corp.

Rule to show cause for aUeged violation of rules for pay telephone service and instruments

PUC940038 BeU Atlantic-Virginia Inc. 
*1*0 lH^ldXKOt

PUE930009 Knob Associates
For certificate to provide water service to High Knob Subdivision in Warren County, VA
C&P Suffolk Water Co.
For certificate to provide water service in the Suffolk area

PUE930073 i^rpalachian Power Co.
To amend certificate authorizing operation of transmission lines and faculties in county of Pittsylvania

PUE930075 Roanoke Gas Con^iany
For order of clarification

PUE940001 Roanoke Gas Company
For extension of time to file annual informational filing

PUE940002 Commonwealth Public Service Corp.
Annual infixmational filing for year ended 9/30/93

PUE940003 Potomac Edison Co., The
To revise fuel fiictor tariff pursuant to VACode § 56-249.6

PUE940004 Washingtcm Gas Light Co.
For t^rproval of pUot programs to promote installation of high efficiency gas appliances

PUE940005 Energy Solutions Inc., Con^lainant v. Virginia Electric & Power Co.
For informal complaint against Vuginia Power regarding relocation rights

PUE940006 Virginia Electric & Power Co.
Petition for declaratory judgment

PUE940007 Sydnor Water Corpor^on
For certificate to prowde wata utUity services and for approval of rates, charges, rales and regulations

PUE940008 Virginia Electric & Power Co.
For approval of proposed Energy Saver Home Plus Program

PUE940009 Potomac Edison Ccmpany, The
For extension of time to file 1993 ammal informational filing

PUE940010 Thomas Bridge Water Corp.
To increase its tariffi

PUE940011 \^rginia-American 'Hsia Co.
For extension of time to file annual informational filing

FUE940012 Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative
For approval of large power service sdiedule - Schedule LP-2

PUE940013 Delmarva Power &IjghtConq>any
1993 Annual informational filing

FUE940014 Ctmue, Radiel et AL v. Po River 'Naia & Sewer Co. and Indian Acres Club of Thornburg, Inc. 
Petition for declaratory judgment

PUE94001S Southwestern Virginia Gas Co.
Annual informational filing

PUE940016 Reston/Lake Anne Air Conditioning Corp.
For change in tariff for diiUed water service

PUE940017 Commonwealth Gas Services Inc.
AUeged violations of various subparts of 49 C.F.R. Sections 192,193 and 199

PUE940018 Land'Or Utility Company Inc.
For teiqiotary sdiedule of rates pursuant to VA Code § 56-245

PUE940019 KentudcyUtUities Co. Va Old Dominion Power Co.
For 1993 annual infnmiarinnal filing

FUE940020 Vrgjnia Natural Gas Conqiany
For 1993 anmiat infijrmational filing
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PUE940021

PUE940030

I>UE940042

PUE940043

PUE940045

PUE940047

PUE940051

PUE940056

PUE940059

PUE940062

Commonwealth Gas Services Inc.
1993 annual infonnational filing

PUE940022 Central Virginia Electric Cooperative
For certificate to construct 138 KV transmission line

PUE940023 Uiited Cities Gas Con^iany
1993 nnmiai informational filing

FUE940025 Washington Gas Light Con^any
For proposed revised developmoital natural gas vehicle Service Rate Schedule No. 8

PUE940026 Roanoke Gas Co. 
For refund of overcollection of gas costs

PUE940027 ES One. Inc., ES Four, Inc., and ES Eight, Inc.
For resolution of dispute over negotiations with Virginia Electric & Power Co.

PUE940028 Virginia Gas Distributicm Co.
To amend certificate pursuant to VA Code § 56-265.3

PUE940029 Debnarva Power & light Conqsany
To revise cogeneration tariff pursuant to PURPA Section 210
Ex Parte: Standards
Consideration of standards for integrated resource planning and investments in conservation and demand management for natural gas utilities 

PUE940031 Washington Gas Light Company
For a general increase in rates, to revise its tariffi and to revise developmental natural gas vehicle service rate

FUE940032 Washington Gas Light Company
For certification of utility facilities and tot amendment of certificate pursuant to VA Code §§ 56-265.2 and 56-265.3

PUE940033 Delmarva Power & Light Company
To revise fuel factor pursuant to VA Code § 56-249.6

PUE940034 Foster Brothers Inc.
For interinetation of VEPCO's Schedule 27

FUE940035 Meckleihutg Electric Cooperative
For certificate to construct and operate 230 kV insulated/115 kV operated transmission line substation in Banister Mgisterial District in Halifax 

County
PUE940036 Virginia Electric & Power Co.

To amend certificate authorizing operation of transmission lines and &cilities in Prince William County
PUE940038 EcopowerInc.V. Virginia Electric & Power Co. 

Petitioa to execute contracts
PUE940039 Roandce Gas CtmqMny

For increase in rates and revision in tariff
PUE940040 Dominion Resources, Inc. and l^rginia Electric & Power Co.

Order establishing investigation
PUE940041 j^rpaladuan Power Conqrany

For jqrproval ot deataBd side management program
Commonwealth Gas Services Inc.
For approval of pilot programs to promote installation of certain high efSciency gas appliances
Kentu^ Utilities Co. d/b/a Old Dominioi Power Co.
To revise fuel factor pursuant to VA Code § 56-249.6

PUE940044 Appaladuan Power Compatty
To amend certificate authorizing operation of transmission lines and &cilities in Counties of Bedford, Franklin and Pittsylvania

Edison Co., The 
For an increase in rates

PUE940046 Shenandoah Gas Conqiany
1994 annual informational filing
Ludc Stone Corp. v. Rappahannock Electric Cooperative
Petition for declaratory judgment

FUE940048 City of Virginia Beach, The
For certificate pmsuant to VA Code § 25-233

PUE940050 Ex Parte: Rules
Addition of rules to govern safety of master-metered natural gas systems pursuant VA Code § 56-257.2
Ex Parte: Investigation
Investigation of Dominion Resources, Inc. and Virginia Electric & Power Co.

PUE940053 Tidewater Water Co.- Isle of Wight, et al.
For an increase in tariffi

PUE940054 Virginia Natural Gas, Inc.
For expedited increase in gas rates and for qiproval of rate schedules to provide natural gas service for motor vehicles
NorthOT Virginia Electric Cooperative 
For approval of eiqwrimental demand-side management program

PUE940057 Virginia Electric & Power Co.
For approval of pilot program to establish standby generation control system
Virginia Electric & Power Co.
To revise its fuel factor

PUE940060 Crockett, Jimn^ R v. Pocahontas Water Works, Inc.
For an increase in tariff
Brandi Wine Water Works Ltd.
For CQtificale to provide water service
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PUE940071

PUF: DIVISION OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

PUF940012

PUF940015

PUF940001 Meddenburg Electric Coqierative
For authority to issue short4enn ddit

PUF940002 Aftpaladiian Power Cooqtany
For authority to issue bonds and preferred stodc

PUF940003 Roanoke Gas Company
For authority to issue sbort-tenn dd)t

PUF940004 Southside Electric Cooperative
To raise borrowing limit with REA to $15,000,000

PUF940005 Northern 'Virginia Electric Cooperative
For authority to issue notes

PUF940006 Appalachian Povrer Company
For authority to enter into a lease

PUF940007 'Virginia Telephone Conqiany
For authority to borrow from REA

PUF940008 Southside Electric Cooperative
For authority to borrow long term debt

PUF940009 Northem Virginia Electric Cooperative
For authority to cmivert fixed rate loans to variable rate loans

PUF940010 Roanoke Gas Congxmy
For authority to issue CQimnon stock

PUF940011 Dehnarva Power & Light Co.
For authority to issue common stock and/or long term debt
Northem Neck Electric Cooperative 
For authority to issue short-term debt

PUF940013 Meddenburg Electric Cooperative
For authority to issue l(»g4eim ddit

PUF940014 Washington Gas Light Omqiany
Fix' authority to issue debt, preferred stodc and common stock
Vrginia Gas Distribution Co.
For authority to incur indebtedness

PUF940016 Washington Gas Light Conqiany
For authority to issue short-term debt and to sell commercial paper to affiliates

FUE940063 Poww Company
For an expedited increase in base rates

PUE940064 Appaladiian Power Company
To revise fts fuel fiictor pursuant to VA Code § 56-249.6

PUE940065 i^ipaladiian Power Conqiany
To revise its cogeneration tariffi pursuant to PURPA Section 210

PUE940066 Virginia Electric & Power Co.
For approval of association between VA Power, Hushes Power Control, et al.

PUE940067 Ex Parte: Standards
Consideration of standards for integrated resource planning, investments in conservation and demand management and energy efficiency in power 

generation
PUE940068 Williamsburg Court Water Co.

For amendment of certificate pursuant to VA Code § 56-265.3(d)
PUE940070 Ex Parte: Rules

Adoption of rules to govern safety of intrastate hazardous liquid pipelines pursuant Virginia Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Act
Ex Parte: Rules
Adoption of rules necessary to implement SCC's authority to enforce Underground Utility Damage Prevention Act

PUE940072 Stone Mountain Joint Venture
Notification of intent to furnish gas service to Powell Mountain Joint Venture pursuant to VA Code § 56-265.4:5

PUE940073 Harbour East Sewerage Co.
For cancellation of certificate

PUE940074 Washington Gas Company
For authority to continue developmental natural gas vehicle service rate Schedule No. 8 as an experimental tariff

PUE940075 Central Virginia Electric Coope^ve 
For change in electric rates

PUE940076 Commonwealth Public Service Corp.
For an expedited increase in rates

PUE940077 Sheetz, Incorporated
For exercise of Commission authority pursuant to VA Code § 56-232.2

PUE940078 Virginia Gas Storage Co.
For certificate authorizing VGSC to develop, construct, own and operate Early Grove underground natural gas storage field and related finalities

PUE940079 LaFon, Raymond V. Hoges Cluqiel Water Service Corp. 
For an increase in rates

PUE940081 Belk, Suely, et al. v. Land'or Utility Co., Inc.
For an increase in rates, duuges, and fees
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PUF940018

PUF940019

I’UF940020

PUF940033

RRR: DIVISION OF RAILROAD REGULATION

SEC: DIVISION OF SECURITIES AND RETAIL FRANCHISING

SEC940001

SEC940005

SEC940007

RKK940001 Norfolk Southern Railway Co.
For authority to close Fieldale, VA agency and to place agency under jurisdiction of agency at Roanoke, VA

RRR940002 CSX Transportation Inc.
For authority to consolidate existing agency service at Richmond, VA into customer service center at Jacksonville, FL

RRR940003 Norfolk Southern Raflway
To abolish mobile agency Route NW-VA-7 based at South Boston, VA

RRR940004 CSXTranqwitationlnc.
For authority to consolidate agency service at Covington, VA into customer service center at Jacksonville, FL

RRR940005 Norfolk Southern Railway Co.
For authority to close Suffolk, VA agency

RRR940006 Norfolk Southern Railway Co.
For authority to abolish mobile agency Route NW-VA-4 based at Hopewell, VA

RRR940007 Norfolk Southern Railway Co.
For authority to abolish mobile agency Route NW-VA-5 based at Roanoke, VA and to transfer duties to agency at Roanoke, VA 

RRR940008 N(»folk Southern Railway Co.
For airthority to abolish mobile agency Route NW-VA 6 based at Roanoke, VA and to transfer duties to agency at Roanoke, VA

John Stewart Darrell & Co. 
For offer of conqxtnnise and settlement

SEC940002 Blade, JdmE.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 12.1-S02, et al.

SEC940003 Cattail Qedc County Chib Inc.
For of exenqition pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940004 Petrostar-Holifield Biei  ̂Co.
For offer of cotr^nomise and settlement
Dedeer, Paul Vincent 
For offer of corrqrranise and settlement

SEC940006 Holifield Exploration Corp.
Fen* OiSer of con^ntmiise sguletpent
Bfauner, James Gordon 
Fm offer of conqmanise and settlement

PUF940017 Washington Gas Light Co. and Shenandoah Gas Co.
For authority to make and receive interest-bearing cash advances on open account
Dehnarva Power & Light Co.
For authority to issue tax exenqit ddit
5^rginia Telephone Corrqiany
For authority to issue debt 
Shenandoah Valley Electric Coqierative
For authority to issue notes

PUF940021. Central Virginia Electric Cooperative
For authority to issue longterm debt

PUF940022 Virginia Electric & Power Co. and Dominion Resources, Inc.
For authority to continue amended and restated inter-company credit agreement

PUF940023 BARC Electric Cooperative
For authority to issue long-term debt

PUF940024 Kentucky Utilities Company
For authority to incur shortterm indebtedness

PUF940027 United Cities Gas Company
For authority to incur short-term indebtedness

PUF940028 Ihuted Cities Gas Co. and UCG Energy Corp.
For authority to transfer cmnmon stock

PUF940029 Virginia Electric & Power Co.
For authority to assume tax-exenqA debt securities

PUF940030 United Cities Gas Company
For authority to issue cormnon stock

PUF940031 Washington Gas Li^ Conqiany
For authority to issue common stodt

PUF940032 Virginia Electric & Power Co.
For authority to sell common stock
GTE South Inc.
For authority to incur short-term indebtedness

PUF940035 Virginia Natural Gas Inc. and Consolidated Natural Gas Co.
For short-tom debt, longterm debt and issuance of common stock

PUF940036 Commonwealth Gas Services Inc. and The Columbia Gas System Inc. 
For approval of intercompany financing in 199S
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SEC940009

SEC940019

SEC940032

SEC940039
SEC940040

SEC940008 Franklin Mortgage Capital Coiporation
Alleged violation of VA Code § 6.1-416 
Securities America Inc.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940010 Cmnmunity United Methodist Church
For order ofexen^cm pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940011 Mount Carmel Missionary Baptist Church
For order of exenqrtion pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-S14.1.B

SEC940012 Major Marketing Corp.
For offer of conqiromise and settlement

SEC940013 Comedy Dating Corp, d/b/a Marty Me
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940014 Maxine, Jayne B.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940015 Colonial Heights BqitistChurdi of Colonial Heights, VA
For order of exenqition pursuant to NA Code § 13.1-S14.1.B

SEC940016 Fourth Financial Corp.
For ofiScial interpretation pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-525

SEC940017 Kuta, Gilbert Artthony
For implementation of special supervisoiy procedures

SEC940018 Trinity Presbyterian Churdi
For order of exenqrtion pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1.B
Oakton United Methodist Churdi
For order of exenqitimi pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940020 BCG Investment Resources Inc.
For offer of conqiromise and settlement

SEC940021 Kendridc, Douglas Wayne
For offer of oonqrromise and settlement

SEC940022 Saunders Discount Brokerage
For offer of conqnomise and settlement

SEC940023 Columbia Union Revolving Fund
For certificate of exemption pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1 .B

SEC940024 Rockford Institute Pooled Income Fund, The
For order ofexenqition pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940025 Lighthouse Wotriup Center Hayes, VA
For order ofexemption pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940026 Convenience Light Inc.
AUegedviolatimiofVACode §§ I3.1-504(b)and 13.1-507

SEC940027 Cadaret, Grant & Co., Inc.
For offer of conqiromise and settlement 

SEC940028 Dove, Francis R.
AUeged violation of VA Code § 13.1-502

SEC940029 Southside Baptist Tenqile
Fororderofexenqitionpuisuiuitto VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940030 Hospitals and Hi^er Education Facilities, Authority of Hiiladeljdiia, The 
For order ofexerrqrtiwi pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940031 National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc.
For pmnulgationofmle pursuant to VACode § 13.1-523
New Canaan Pentecosal CSuirdi 
Fororderofexenqitionpuisuant VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940033 Neabsco Baptist Church
For order of exenqjticm pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940034 Twenty First Investors
Fen* offer of oonqnoiiiise and settlement

SEC940035 Southeastern District-LCMS Churdi Extension Fund, Inc.
For order of exenqrtion pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940036 Edward J. Cole Financial Consultant, Inc.
For offer of conqiromise and settlement

SEC940037 RBH Equities Inc.
For offer of conqnmnise and settlement

SEC940038 Advisory Finant^ Group, Inc.
For offer of compromise and settlement
First Financial Resources
For offer of cftmpmmiw and settlement 
Professional Financial Plarming, Inc. d/b/a Financial Advisors of Virginia, Inc. 
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940041 Carter Advisory Services, Inc.
For offer of COTnprranise and settlement

SEC940042 Trinity Presbyterian Churdi, The
For order ofexenqrtion pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B
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lise and settlement

SEC940052

SEC940061

SEC940069
SEC940070
SEC940071

SEC940043 Royal Alliance Associates Inc.
For offer of conqsomise and settlement

SEC940044 Financial Networic Advismy Corp.
For <^er of compromise and settlement

SEC94004S Mission Investm^ Fund of The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
For (Htler of exemption pursuant to VACode § I3.1-514.1.B

SEC940046 Student Loan Acquisition Authority of Arizona
For mder of exen^on pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940047. Sheaison Lehman Brothers Inc.
For offer of conqrromise and settlement

SEC940048 Ex Parte: Security Act Rules
Promulgation of rules pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-523

SEC940049 BladcweU, Jeny A. dA>/a B. W. Industries
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 13.1-504(a), et al

SEC9400S0 CFS Securities, Inc.
For offer of compron

SEC9400S1 Gedeon, Anthony A.
For offer of compromise and settlement
Incredible Italian Inc.
For order ofexemprion pursuant to VACode § 13.1-5I4.1.B

SEC940053 Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.
For official interpretation pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-525

SEC940054 Desanto, David A.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940055 Hetcher and Faraday Inc.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940056 Peterman, Wflliam W.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC9400S7 Raymond James & Associates Inc. 
For offer of conpromise and settlemerrt 

SEC9400S8 Dierauer, William Mmgan
For inqrlemoitation of qrecial supervisory procedures

SEC9400S9 Flora and Maty Hewitt Memorial Hospital Inc., The 
FororderoferunqitiQnputsuantto VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940060 National Covenant Properties
For atdo'of exenqition pursuant to VACode § 13.1-S14.LB
Bromer Securities Inc.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940062 Norffiside Baptist Qnirdi
For order of exenptimi pursuant to VA Code § I3.1-S14.LB

SEC940063 Brown, Richard iMa. Financial Advice Made Easy
For offer of cottpromise and settlement

SEC940064 Boston Capital Services Inc.
For offer of conqnomise and settlement

SEC94006S Qiapel Grove United Qnirch of Christ
For order of exemption pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940066 Western National Group, L.P.
For official interpretarion pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-525

SEC940067 Tucker Anthony Incorporated
For offer of compromise and settlement 

SEC940068 Pointek, William Chester
For implementation of special supervisory procedures
Kor Irrveslment Advisors
For offer rf canpromise and settlement 
SFI Investments Inc.
For offer of conpromise and settlement 
Avanti Partners LP
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940072 NewU^BqiristOiutch
For certificate of exemption pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940073 Student Loan Finance Corp.
For certificate ofexenpti<» pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940074 W. Duke Gikovic
For offer of conpromise and settlement

SEC940075 Corporate Network Brokerage Services, Inc.
For official interpretation pursuant to VACode § 13.1-525

SEC940076 Financial Services Center
For offer of cotrpromise and settlemerrt 

SEC940077 Baldwin Brothers, Inc.
For offer of canpromise and settlement
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SEC940078

SEC940081

d settlement

SEC940091

SEC940096

SEC940100

SEC940107

SEC940109

SEC940112

Financial Solutions 
For offer of conqjromise and settlement

SEC940079 Peress, Benjamin
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940080 Copley Financial Services Corp.
For offer of coiqtromise and s^ement 
Lara Millard & Associates 
For offer of conqvomise and settlement

SEC940082 New Hope Baptist Oiurdi
For certificate of exemption pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514. l.B 

SEC940083 Painewebber Incorporated
For ofScial interpretaticm pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-525 

SEC940084 Mount Lebanon Baptist Church
For order of exenption pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1.B 

SEC940085 Gavey, Steven A.
For offer of coiqtromise and settlement

SEC940086 Shelton, William C.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940087 Keys, William A. IV
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940088 Hunt,UonelJ.
Alleged violation of VA Code §§ 13.1-502,13.1-504 and 13.1-507 

SEC940089 Suppes Securities Inc.
For offer of comprranise an 

SEC940090 Woodlawn Baptist Church
Fes'order of exen^rtion pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1.B 
Gardner Investments
For offer of con^nmnise and settlement

SEC940092 Gardner, Eugene R
For offisr of cem^ntmuse sgttlfftwnt

SEC940093 Russo, Thomas A.
For offer of conqHomise and settlement

SEC940094 Montalbano, Charles
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC94009S Capitol Securities Management Inc.
For offer of conpremaise and settlement 
Index Securities Inc. 
For offer of conqxmnise and settlement

SEC940097 Biddiscombe, Sean
For offer of conTpramise and settlement

SEC940098 Lutheran Churdi Extension Fund Missouri Synod
For certificate of exenption pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940099 Virginia Ciqntal Management Group, Inc. and Rudolph Masters, Jr. 
For offer of compromise and settlement
Fortunato Fwmwcial Sovices Ine, 
For offer tff compromise and settlement

SEC940I01 Daveipott & Co. of \^rginia Inc.
For offer of conqnomise and settlement

SEC940102 Daveiport & Co. of ^^rginia Inc.
For ^ffer of con^momise ^**^1 sgtriawient

SEC940103 Bethel Temple Assembly of God
For mderofexenption pursuant to VA Code § 13.I-S14.1.B 

SEC940104 Browning-Nash Ron J.
AUeged violation of VA Code §§ 13.1-S04(a) and 13.1-507 

SEC94010S Perry, Martin D.
Alleged violation of Cmmnission order

SEC940106 Mcgovem, Frank J. Jr.
Fa- offer of omipromise and settlement 
Seaboard Investment Advisers Inc. 
For offer of conprmnise and settlement

SEC940108 Personal Financial Planning & Management
For offer of compromise and settlement 
Anderson & Stnidwick Inc. 
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940110 Hanpshire Securities Corp.
For offer of oonpromise and settlement

SEC940I11 Priority Investment Services Inc.
For offer of oonpromise and settlement
American Finance Group Securities Corp. 
For offer of compromise and settlement
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SEC940113

SEC940123

SEC94012S

SEC940131

SEC940137
SEC940138

^onp

Kessler Ehrlich Investments Inc. 
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940114 Alexander Randolph Advisory Inc.
For offer of cotqiromise and settlement

SEC940115 APS Financial Coipo^on
For offer cff con^iromise and settlement

SEC940116 Feldman Investment Group Inc., The
For offer of conqnomise and settlement

SEC940117 Punk Ziegel &. KnoeU LP
For offer of conqnomise and settlement

SEC940118 Boston Institutional Services Inc.
For offer of enmpmmigF and settlement

SEC940119 Sage Rutty & Co. Inc.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940120 &iterprise Fund Distributors Inc.
For offer of conqiromise and settlement

SEC940121 Virginia United Methodist Homes, Inc.
For order of exemption pursuant to VA Code § I3.1-S14.1.B 

SEC940122 Glickenhaus&Ctni^iany
For offer of crm^romise and settlement 
Sands Brothers & Co. Ltd.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940124 Weatherly Secures Corp.
For offer of compromise and settlement 
Fleet Associates Inc.
For offer of con^iromise and settlement

SEC940126 LaSalle St Securities Inc.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940127 Factset Data Systems Inc.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940I28 Caroline Savings Bank
For official interpretation pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-525

SEC940129 Weber InvestrrrentCOTporation
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940130 Societe Generale Securities Corp.
For offer of corrpromise and settlement 
SSC Mstribution Services Inc. 
For offer of compromise and settlemerrt

SEC940132 Northridge Capital Corporation
For Aflfer of

SEC940134 Full Go^ Church of Deliverance, Newport News, VA
Fororderofexenqitionpursuaittto VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940135 Good, James E.
For offer of compromige and SgttlgfTWnt

SEC940136 Scott & Stringfellow Capital Managemertt, Inc.
For offer of compromise and settlement 
Dozier Whelan Securities Inc.
For offer of conqrromise and settlemerrt 
Merdiants Investmerrt Center Inc. 
For offer of compromige and settlemerrt

SEC940139 Maid Brigade Systems Inc., The
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940140 Northern California Presbytoian Homes, Inc.
For certificate of exerrgrtimi pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940141 Quarter CaU Inc.
For offer <rf compromise and settlement

SEC940142 Kendall, John Glen
For offer of cortgrrmnise and settlemort

SEC940143 Yost, Tom C.
For offer of compromise and settlement

SEC940144 Fidelity Investments Charitable Gift Fund's Pooled Income Fund, The
For certificate of exemption pursuant to VA Code § 13.1-514. l.B

SEC940145 International Pentecostal Holiness Church Extension Loan Fund, Inc., The 
For certificate of exenption pursuant to VACode § 13.1-514.1.B

SEC940146 Musso, Thomas Frank
For offer of canpromise and settlement

SEC940147 Christian, Klein & Cogbum Inc.
Fw offer of conpromise and settlement


